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FIFTY-FIFTH CONGRESS. ~ 




For the use of the United States Congress, 
PREPARED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF 
THE CLERK OF PRINTING RECORDS. 
By A. J. HALFORD. 
FIRST EDITION. 
CORRECTED TO DECEMBER 5, 1898. 
WASHINGTON: 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 
I 898. ~ 

NOTE. 
Since the last edition of the Directory was published, the membership of the Sen-
ate has been completed by the election of Hon. Joseph Simon, on October 6, to fill 
the vacancy that had existed since the 4th of March, 1897. 
On the 21st of April Hon. E. C. Walthall, a Senator from the State of Mississippj, 
died in this city. The vacancy thus caused was filled on the 20th of May by the 
appointment of Hon. Will Van Amberg Sullivan, a Representative from the Second 
district of that State. Hon. Thomas Spight has been elected to succeed Mr. Sullivan 
in the House of Representatives. 
Hon. John Simpkins, a Representative from the Thirteenth district of Massachu-
setts, died in this city March 26. He was succeeded by Hon. W. S. Greene, who 
took his seat June 15. 
Hon. Stephen A. Northway, a Representative from the Nineteenth district of 
Ohio, died at his home September 9. The vacancy thus caused has been filled by 
the election of Col. Charles Dick. 
Hon. William F. Love, a Representative from the Sixth district of Mississippi, 
died October 8. At a special election held November 29 Hon. F. A. McLain was 
elected to fill out the unexpired term. 
The seat of Hon. Sidney P. Epes, Democrat, of the Fourth district of Virginia, was 
vacated by order of the House March 23 and Hon. R. T. Thorpe, Republican, was 
installed therein. So also the seat of Hon. W. A. Young, Democrat, of the Second 
district of Virginia, on the 26th of April, Hon. Richard A. Wise, Republican, being 
placed therein. 
Subsequent to the election on November 8, Hon. W. A. Stone, of Pennsylvania, 
who had been chosen governor of that State, resigned his seat in the House from the 
Twenty-third district, and at an election held November 29 Hon. W. H. Graham was 
elected to fill out the unexpired term. 
Hon. Warren B. Hooker, of the Thirty-fourth New York district, also resigned 
from the House to accept a place on the judicial bench, and a vacancy exists in that 
district. 
Another edition of the Directory will be issued shortly after the holidays: 
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MEETING DAYS OF CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES. 
[Committees not given below have no regular meeting days, but meet upon the call of the 
chairmen,] 
SENATE. 
Agriculture and Forestry .... ,, ......................... . 
Claims ............... ......... .. .. ........ ............ . 
Commerce ............................................ . 
District of Columbia .. .... ................ ... ......... . 
Education and Labor .................................. . 
Finance ........................................... : .. . 
i~~t~!1ek~~~~;- : : _·: : : : : : : _·: : : : _· _·: : : : : : : : : : : : : : .- : : : : : 
Indian Affairs ..... .. .. . ............ .. ..... . ........... . 
Indian Depredations ................................... . 
Indian Lands, to Investigate Trespasses upon ........... . 
Interstate Commerce. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Judiciary .. ..... ........... .... .. ...... .... .. ........ . 
Library ................ ·.· .. .. ........ ............ .. .. . 
Military Affairs .. .......... .... . . ..... ......... ..... .. . 
Patents . . ................ ......... .. . ... .......... .... . 
Pensions ............................................. . 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads ............................ . 
Privileges and Elections ............................... . 
Public Buildings and Grounds ......................... . 
Public Lands.............. . ..... ................... . 
























Accounts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thursday. 
Agriculture ............................................ Wednesday. 
Banking and Currency .................... . ............ Wednesday. 
Claims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tuesday. 
Coinage, Weights, and Measures ..... ..... .............. Thursday. 
District of Columbia . .............. .... . ............... Wednesday. 
Education........................................ . .. . Monday. 
Elections No. 2 ...•..•.•.....••. • ....... .. .. . . ' ......... Tuesday and Friday. 
Elections No. 3 ........................................ Tuesday and Friday. 
Expenditures in Interior Department ................... Saturday. 
Indian Affairs ............. .... ...... ......... ......... Thursday. 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce ............. · ......... Tuesday and Thursdav. 
Invalid Pensions .......... .... .. ... ...... ... ... ....... Monday and Thursday. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thursday. 
Judiciary ................ . ............. ............ ... Tuesday and Friday. 
Labor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thursday. 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries .. ... ... ................ Tuesday. 
Militia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thursday. 
Military Affairs .......................... .. ........... Tuesday and Friday. 
Mines and _Mining .................................... Wednesday. 
Naval Affairs ............................. · ............ Tuesday and Friday. 
Pacific Railroads ..... .. ............................... Thursday. 
~:~~r~~~:::::::::::::::: ·.::::: :: :::::::::.:::::::::::: ~eeJ~:ra.ay. 
Post-Office- and Post-Roads. . . . ..... .... . ......... .... Tuesday and Friday. 
Priv~te L~n~ Claims ................................... · Wednesday. 
Puhl~c Bu1ldmgs and Grounds ......................... Friday. 
Public ~ands .. : . .- ... .. : ...... . ....................... Friday. 
Reform m the C1v1l Service .......................... . 1• Friday. 
Rive_rs ~nd Harbors ................. _ . .... ....... .... .. Tuesday. 
t~;l~~i~~ .· .· .·: .·: .· .· .· : _. _. .· _. .· _. : : .· .- .·: .· .- .- : .· .- _. _. _. .- .· .· .·: : : : : : : ~- ~~~~:;~ay. 
Ways and Means .............. ~- ...................... Wednesday. 
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FIFTY-FIFTH CONGRESS. 
SENATORS AND REPRESENTATIVES. 
VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
(PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE.) 
GARRET A. HOBART was born in Monmouth County, N. J., June 3, 1844; 
entered the sophomore class of Rutgers College in 1860, and graduated in 1863, at 
the age of 19· thereafter taught school until he entered the law office of Socrates 
Tuttle, of Pat~rson, N. J.; was admitted to the bar in 1869, and co1n:men<;ed the 
practice of law in the offi<;e of that gentleman; was slerk for the grand Jury m 1865; 
city counsel of Paterson m 1871; was elected counsel for the board of chosen free-
holders in May, 187_2; entered the legislature in 1873, and was reelected to the 
assembly in 1874, and was made speaker in 1876; was elected to the senate in 1879, 
and in 1881 was elected president of that body, and reelected in 1882; was a delegate 
at large to the Republican national convention in 1876, and was again chosen in 
1880; was elected a member of the national committee in 1884 and served continu-
ously until 1896, when he was nominated for Vice-President by the Republican 
national convention and was duly elected, and took the oath of office on March 4, 1897. 
ALABAMA, 
SENATORS. 
JOHN T. MORGAN, of Selma, was born at Athens, Tenn., June 20, 1824; received 
an academic education, chiefly in Alabama, to which State he emigrated when 9 years 
old, and where he has since resided; studied law, was admitted to the bar in 1845, and 
practiced until his election to the Senate; was a Presidential elector in 186o for the 
State at large and voted for Breckinridge and Lane; was a delegate in 1861 from Dallas 
County to the State convention which J?assed the ordinance of secession; joined the_ 
Confederate army in May, 1861t as a private in Company I, Cahaba Rifles, and when 
that company was assigned to the Fifth Alaban'la Regiment, under Col. Robert E. 
Rodes, he was elected major, and afterwards lieutenant-colonel of that regiment; was 
commissioned in 1862' as colonel and raised the Fifty-first Alabama Regiment; was 
appointed brigadier-general in 1863 and assigned to a brigade in Virginia, but resigned 
to join his regiment, whose colonel had been killed in battle; later in 1863 he was 
again appointed brigadier-general and assigned to an Alabama brigade which included 
his regiment; after the war he resumed the practice of his profession at Selma; was 
chosen a Presidential elector for the State at large in 1876 and voted for Tilden and 
Hendricks; was elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to succeed George 
Goldthwaite, Democrat; took his seat March 5, 1877; was reelected in 1882, in 1888, 
and again in 1894; was a member of the commission appointed to prepare a system 
of laws for the Hawaiian Islands. His term of service will expire March 3, 1901. 
EDMUND WINSTON PETTUS, of Selma, was born in Limestone County, Ala., 
July 6, 1821; is the youngest child of John Pettus and Alice T. Pettus, who was a 
daughter of Capt. Anthony Winston, of Virginia, a Revolutionary soldier; was edu-
cated at the common schools in Alabama and at Clinton College, in Smith County, 
Tenn.; studied law in the office of William Cooper, then the leader of the bar in 
north Alabama; was admitted to the bar in 1842, and commenced the practice of law 
at Gainesville, Ala., as the partner of Hon. Turner Reavis; in 1844 was elected 
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solicitor for the seventh _ci_rcuit; served as ~ lieutenant in _the ~exican war; in 1349 resigned the office of sohc1.tor and went, with a p~rty ?f his ne1~hbors, on horseback 
to California; was elected Judg~ of the seventh circuit after his return to Alabama 
in 1355, but resigned that o~ce m 1858, and removed to Dallas County, where he now 
resides; resumed the ~ractice of law as a member of ~he firm of Pettus, Pegues & 
Dawson; in 1861 went mto the Confederate 3:rmy as maJor of the Twentieth Alabama 
Infantry, and soon afterwar~~ ~as made heu~enant-colonel of that regiment; in 
October, 1863, was made a bngad1er-general of mfantry, and served till the close of 
the war and was in many battles; after the war returned to his home and to the 
practice' of law, and has conti_nued at that ~ork ever ?ince; ever since he became a 
voter has been a member of the Democratic party; 1n November, 1896, was tomi-
nated by that party, and ~lected by the legislature ~f Alab:=1-ma_ United States Sena-
tor for the term commencmg_ March 4,. 1897; after 1?,1s nommati~n the opposition to 
his election was merely nommal; received_ ~he entire v0te of his party, and more; 
never was, before, a candidate for any political office; has been a delegate to all of 
the Democratic national conventions, except the first and last, since the war and 
when a delegate, was chairman of the Alabam_a delegation. His term of servic; will 




'COPNTIES.-Choctaw, Clarke, Marengo, Mobile, Monroe, and Washington (6 counties). 
G.BORGB WASHINGTON TAYLOR, of Demopolis, Marengo County, Ala., was 
horn January 16, 1849, in Montgomery County, Ala.; was educated at the South 
Carolina University, Columbia, S. C.; is a lawyer, and was admitted to practice at 
Mobile, Ala., November, 1871; entered the army as a Confederate soldier at the age 
of 15 years, in November, 1864, being then a student at the academy in Columbia, 
S. C.; served a few weeks with the South Carolina State troops on the coast near 
Savannah, and then enlisted as a private in Company D, First Regiment South Caro-
lina Cavalry, and served as a courier till the end of the war; left the South Carolina 
University al r8, having graduated in Latin, Greek, history, and chemistry; taught 
school for several years, and studied law at the same time; was elected to the lower 
house of the general assembly of Alabama in 1878, and served one term as a member 
from Choctaw County; in 1880 was elected State solicitor for the First judicial cir-
cuit of Alabama, and was reelected in 1886; declined a third term; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving rr,890 votes,.against 4,281 votes for 
Frank H. Threet, Republican; 648 votes for Emory C. Sterns, Populist, and 47 votes 
for Andrew J. Hearn, Populist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 188,214.) 
CouNTIES.-Baldwin, Butler, Conecuh, Covington, Crenshaw, Escambia, Montgomery, Pike, and 
Wilcox (9 counties). 
JESSE F. S1'ALLINGS, of Greenville, was born near the village of Manningham, 
Butl~r C:ounty, Ala., April 4, 1856; graduated from the University of Alabama in 1877; 
studied law a_t the Law School of the University of Alabama and in the offic~ of the 
Hon. r C. R~chardson, of Greenville, and was admitted to practice in the supreme 
C?nrt 111 _Apnl, 1879; commenced the practice of law in Greenville, where he.~ 
s~nce _res1~e_d; was elected by the legislature of Alabama solicitor for the Second.3~di-
~1al circuit in November, 1886, for a term of six years; resigned the office of soh~tor 
111 September, _1892, to accept the Democratic nomination for Congress;_ was a aele-
gate to the nat10nal Democratic convention which was held in St. Louis m 1888; was 
elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Con~ress as a Democrat, receiving rr,703 votes, against 5,631 votes for T. H. Clark, 
Natrnnal Democrat, and 3,856 votes for J. C. Fonville, Populist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 179,680.) 
COUNTIEs.-Barbour, Bullock, Coffee, Dale, Geneva, Henry, Lee, and Russell (8 counties). 
10~~N~y D. CLAYTON, of Eufaula, was bor~ in Barbour County, Ala., FebruJry 
D~rno~~~/s ~ la:Vrer by profession, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congr~ as i 
Democrat' ~eiving II,671 votes, against 5,754 votes for G. L. Comer, Nati¥ 
, an 4,759 votes for E. C. Jackson, Populist. 
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FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 161,184.) 
CouNTIES.-Calhoun, Chilton, Cleburne, Dallas, Shelby, and Talladega (6 countie_s). 
3 
WILI IAM F. ALDRICH of Aldrich, was born at Palmyra, Wayne County, N. Y., 
March 1\, 1853; was educat~d at the public schoo~ of )iis n~tive yillage u_n!il. 1865, 
when he removed with his father to New York City, m which city and vicmity he 
attended several schools and was graduated from Warren's Military Academy, at 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., taking a course in civil _engineering:; removed to Alabama in 
1874, and engaged in mining and ma?ufactunng, and built up the to"'.n that now 
bears his name· was elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress by the comb111ed vote of 
t.he Republican's and Popu;ists of the 1?ourth district'. against Gaston A. Robbins, 
Democrat. The latter received the certificate of elect1011 from the governor on the 
face of the returns. Mr. Aldrich instituted a contest, and was seated by the House 
March 13, 1896; was again elected_ by the Republicans and the People's Party in 1896 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress, defeat111g Thomas S. Plowman, Democrat, who, however, 
received the certificate of election. Mr. Aldrich again contested and was seated by 
the House on Wednesday, February 9, 1898. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 185,720.) 
CouNTIES.-Autauga, Chambers, Clay, Coosa, Elmore, I,,owndes, Macon, Randolph, and Tallapoosa 
(9 counties). 
WILLIS BREWER, of Hayneville, is a native Alabamian; entered the military 
service of the Confederate States at the age of 18 years; has been a journalist, has 
practiced law, and has written books; is now a planter; in 1871 was county treasurer 
of Lowndes; was State auditor from 1876 to 1880; was State legislator from 1880 to 
1882; State senator from 1882 to 1890; State legislator from 1890 to 1894; State sen-
ator from 1894 till he resigned in 1897; was elector for the State at large on the 
Democratic ticket in 1892, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving 13,587 votes, against 8,742 votes for A. T. Goodwyn, Populist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 158,838.) 
COUNTlES.-Fayette, Greene, I,,amar, Marion, Pickens, Sumter, Tuscaloosa, and Walker (8counties). 
JOHN H. BANKHEAD, of Fayette, was born in Moscow, Marion County (now 
Lamar), Ala., September 13, 1842; was self-educated; is a farmer; served four years 
in the Confederate army, being wounded three times; represented Marion County in 
the general assembly, sessions of 1865, 1866, and 1867; was a member of the State 
senate 1876--77, and of the house of representatives 1880-81; was warden of the 
Alabama penitentiary from 1881 till 1885; was elected to . the Fiftieth, Fifty-first, 
Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Democrat, receiving 10,148 votes, against 4,985 votes for A. S. Vande-
graff, National Democr2t, and 3,295 votes for G. S. Youngblood, Populist. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 130,451.) 
COUNTIES.;--Cherokee, Cullman, Dekalb, Etowah, Franklin, Marshall, St. Clair, and ~.vinston (8 
counties). . 
MILFORD W. HOWARD, of Fort Payne, was born in Floyd County, Ga., 
December 18, 1862; was elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress and reelected fo the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Populist, receiving 6,168 votes, against 5,628 votes for W. I. 
Bullock, Free-Silver Democrat, 4,982 votes for J. J. Curtis, Republican, a:nd 454 votes 
for George H. Parker, Gold-Standard Democrat. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 176,088.) 
CoUNTIES.-Colbert, J ackson, I,,auderdale, I,,awrence, I,,imestone, Madison, and Morgan (7counties). 
JOSEPH WHEEL~R, of Wheeler! was born in Augusta, Ga., September ro, 1836; 
graduated at West Pomt, 1859; was lieutenant of cavalry and served in New Mexico· 
resigned in 1861; was lieutenant of artillery in the Confederate army· was succes~ 
~ively promote~ to the command of a regiment, brigade, division, and ar~y corps, and 
m 1b62 was assigned to the command of the army corps of cavalry of the Wester11 
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Army, continuing in that/osition till the war closed; by joint resolution of the Con-
federate Congress receive the thanks of that body for successful military operations, 
and for the defense of the city of Aiken received the thanks of the State of South 
Carolina; May II, 1864, became the senior cavalry general of the Confederate armies; 
was appointed professor of philosophy, Louisiana State Seminary, in 1866, which he 
declined; was lawyer and planter; was elected to the Forty-seventh, Forty-ninth, 
Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 15,640 votes, against 
n,630 votes for 0. R . Hundley, Republican, and 333 votes for W. W. Callahan, 
National Democrat; was appointed major-general of volunteers by President McKin-
ley May 4, 1898, and was assigned to command of Cavalry Division, United States 
Army; on June 24, with 900 men, fought and defeated Lieutenant-General Linares 
at Las Guasimas, the enemy having over i,ooo regular Spanish troops; at the battle 
of San Juan, July l and 2, was senior officer in immediate command on the field, and 
was senior member of commission which negotiated the surrender of Santiago and 
23,000 Spanish soldiers; August 18 was assigned to command of United States forces 
at Montauk, Long Island, and on October 5 was assigned to the command of the 
Fourth Army Corps. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, r8r,o85.) 
COUNTIES.-Bibb, Blount, Hale, Jefferson, and Perry (5 counties) . 
OSCAR W . UNDERWOOD, of Birmingham, was born in Louisville, Jefferson 
County, Ky., May 6, 1862; was educated at Rigby School, Louisville, Ky., and the 
University of Virginia; commenced the practice of law at Birmingham, Ala., Sep-
tember, 1884; was chairman of the Democratic executive committee of the Ninth 
district in the campaign of 1892; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 13,499 votes, against 5,618 votes for 
Dr. G. B. Crowe, Populist, and 2,316 votes for Dr. A. Lawson, National Democrat. 
ARKANSAS. 
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JAMES K. JONES, of Washington, Hempstead County, was born in Marshall 
County, Miss. , September 29, 1839; received a classical education; was a private 
soldier during the "late unpleasantness" on the losing side; lived on his plantation 
after the close of the war until 1873, when he commenced the practice of law; was 
elected to the State senate of Arkansas in 1873; was a member of · the State senate 
when the constitutional convention of 1874 was called; was reelected under the new 
government, and in 1877 was elected president of the senate; was elected to the 
Forty-seventh Congress; was reelected to the Forty-eighth and Forty-ninth Con-
gresses ; was elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to succeed James D. 
Walker, Democrat, and took his seat March 4, 1885; was reelected in 1890 and 1897. 
His term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
JAMES H. BERRY, of Bentonville, was born in Jackson County, Ala., May 15, 
1841; removed to Arkansas in 1848; received a limited education at a private school 
at Berryville, Ark.; studied law, and was admitted to practice in 1866; entered the 
Confederate army in 1861 as second lieutenant, Sixteenth Arkansas Infantry; lost a 
leg at the battle of Corinth, Miss., October 4, 1862; was elected to the legislature of 
Arkansas in 1866; was reelected in 1872; was elected speaker of the house at the 
extraordinary session of 1874; was president of the Democratic State convention in 
1876; was elected judg:e of the circuit court in 1878; was elected governor in 1882; 
was elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to succeed A. H. Garland, 
appointed Attorney-General, and took his seat March 25, 1885, and was reelected in 




Co NTIEs.-Clay, Craighead, Crittenden, Cross, Greene, Jackson, Lawrence, Lee, Mississippi, Phil-
lips, Poin ett, Randolph, Sharp, t. Francis, and Woodruff (r5 counties). 
PHILIP D. :McCULL CH, JR., of Marianna, Lee County, was born in Murfrees-
bor Rutherford ounty, Tenn., on the 23d of June, 1851; is a son of Dr. Philip D. 
and Lucy . l\lc ulloch ( nee Burrus) ; removed with his parents when 3 years of age 
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to Trenton Gibson County Tenn., where he was reared; was educated at Andrew 
Col1ege, in' that place; beg~n the study of law in 1871 at tl;-e age of 20; w~s admitted 
to the bar of Tennessee in August, 1872, and has been actively engaged 111 the prac-
tice of his profession since th~t time;_ removed to Marianna, Lee County, Ark:, ill' 
February, 1874, where he has s111ce resided; wa~ ele~te~ '.3-S th~ D_emocrahc nom111~e 
to the office of prosecuting ~ttorney of the First Judicial distnc~ of the State 111: 
September, 1878; was renommated a1;1d elected for th!ee successive terms; at t~e 
expiration of his third term _he dec1med ~o offe~ a.ga111: He was the D~mocrahc 
Presic.ential elector for the First Congressional distnct 111 1888; was nom111ated by 
the Democratic Congressional convention, at Paragould, on the 13th of July, 1892, 
for the Fifty-third Congress by ac~lamation and was elected, and was el~c~ed to the 
Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiv111g 20,414 
votes, against 6,178 votes for F. W. Tucker, Republican. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 206,187.) 
COUNTIES.-Bradley, Cleveland, Dallas, Drew, Garland, Grant, Hot Spring, Jefferson, Lincoln, 
Montgomery, Polk, Saline, Scott, and Sebastian (14 counties). 
JOHN S. LITTLE, of Greenwood, was born at Jenny Lind, Sebastian County, 
Ark., March 15, 1853; was educated in the common schools and at Cane Hill Col-
lege, Arkansas; was admitted to the bar in 1874; in 1877 was elected district attor-
ney for the Twelfth circuit of Arkansas, composed of Sebastian, Scott, Crawford, 
and Logan counties, and was reelected for four successive terms; was elected a repre-
sentative to the legislature in 1884; in 1886 was elected circuit judge for a term of 
four years; iri 1893 was chosen as chairman of the State judicial convention; in 
September, 1894, was elected, without opposition, as a Democrat, to :fill the unexpired 
term of C. R. Breckinridge in the Fifty-third Congress; was elected· to the Fifty-fourth 
Congress without opposition; was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving 19,109 votes, against 6,483 votes for Charles D. Greaves, Republican. . 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 190,805.) 
CouNTlES.-Ashley, Calhoun, Chicot, Clark, Columbia, Desha, Hempstead, Howard, Lafayette, 
Little Rive:::-, Miller, Nevada, Ouachita, Pike, Sevier, and Union (16 counties). 
THOMAS CHIPMAN McRAE, of Prescott, was born at Mount Holly, Union 
County, Ark., December 21, 1851; received alimitededucationattheprivate schools 
at Shady Grove, Columbia County, Mount Holly, Union County, and Falcon, Nevada 
County, Ark.; in boyhood he worked on a farm, and one year in a wholesale mer-
cantile establishment at Shreveport, La., and one year in a retail store at Falcon, 
Ark.; received a full cours.e of instruction at Soule Business College, New Orleans, 
La., in 1870; graduated in law at the Washington and Lee University, Virginia, in 
class of 1871-72; was admitted to practice in State circuit courts in Rosston, Nevada 
County, Ark., January 8, 1873, in the Arkansas supreme court January 27, 1876, and 
in the United States Supreme Court January 4, 1886; was a member of the State legis-
lature of Arkansas in 1877, in which year the county seat was changed, and he moved 
from Rosston to Prescott, where he has since practiced his profession; was a member 
of the town council of the incorporated town of Prescott in 1879; was a Presidential 
elector for Hancock and English in 1880; was chairman of the Democratic State con-
vention in 1884; was delegate to the national Democratic convention in 1884 and is 
now the Democratic national committeeman for Arkansas; was elected to th~ Forty-
ninth, Fiftieth, Firty-:first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and ~i~ty-fourth Congresses and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiv111g 19,321 votes against 
8,244 votes for J. B. Friedheim, Republican. ' 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 147,8o6.) 
CouNTIEs.-Conway, Franklin, Johnson, Logan, Perry, Pope, Pulaski, and Yell (8 counties). 
WILLIAM LEAKE TERRY, of Little Rock, was born in Anson County, N. C., 
September 27, 1850; when 7 yea_rs of age rem_oved ~ith his parents to Tippah County, 
Miss., an1 _thence to Arkansas 111 1861; !eceived his preparatory education at Bing-
ham's M1ht~ry ~cademy, North Caroh!la, and was admitted to Trinity College, 
North Carol111a, 111 1869, '.3-nd graduated 111 June, 1872; studied law under Dodge & 
Johnso1:1, attorneys, of Little Rock, and was admi!ted to the bar in November, 1873; 
served 111 the State troops under Governor Baxter 111 the Brooks-Baxter troubles and 
was second officer in command of Hallie Rifles in the fight at Palarm, in May, ~874; 
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was elected to city council in April, 1877; was elected to the State senate in September, 
1878, and was elected president of senate at close of session in March, 1879; served 
eight terms as city attorney of Little Rock; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-
third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Demo-
crat, receiving 16,133 votes, against 6,714 votes for Charles C. Waters, Republican. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 197,942.) 
CoUNTIES.-Benton, Boo:ie, Carroll, Crawford, Faulkner, Madison, Newton, Searcy, Van Buren, 
and Washington (ro counties). 
HUGH ANDERSON DINSMORE, of Fayetteville, was born in Benton County, 
Ark., December 24, 1850; was educated in private schools in Benton and Washing-
ton counties; studied law at Bentonville under Samuel N. E lliott ; in April, 1873, 
was appointed by the governor clerk of the circuit court for Benton County , and 
served in that office until the autumn of 1874, when he was admitted to the bar; 
in April, 1875, he moved from his native county of Benton to Fayetteville, where 
· he has since resided, and engaged in the practice of law; in September, 1878, he 
was elected prosecuting attorney of the Fourth judicial district of Arkansas; was 
reelected in 1880, and again without opposition in 1882; was chosen a Presidential 
elector in 1884 on the Democratic ticket, and voted for Cleveland and H endricks; 
in January, 1887, he was appointed by President C1eveland to be minister resident 
and consul-general of the United States in the Kingdom of Korea and served in that 
capacity until May25,-1890, whenhewasrelieved by Mr. Augustine Heard, appointed 
by President Harrison; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses 
and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 17,566 votes, 
against 9,087 votes for W. H. Neal, Republican. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 160,rSr.) 
COUNTIES.-Arkansas, Baxter, Cleburne, Fulton, Independence, Izard, Lonoke, Marion, Monroe, 
Prairie, Stone, and White (12 counties). 
STEPHEN BRUNDIDGE, JR., of Searcy, was born in White County, Ark., Janu-
ary r, 1857; was educated in the private schools of the county; studied law at Searcy 
in the :firm of Coody & McRae, and in 1878 was admitted to the bar, and has since 
resided in Searcy, where he has been engaged in the practice of law; in September, 
1886, was elected prosecuting attorney for the First judicial district of Arkansas, arid 
reelected in 1888 without opposition; since 1890 has served a term as member of the 
Democratic State central committee of Arkansas, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth 




STEPHEN MALLORY WHITE, of Los Angeles, was born in San Francisco, Cal., 
January 19, 1853; was raised on a farm in Santa Cruz County, Cal.; was educated in 
private and common schools, and at St. Ignatius College, in San Francisco, and Santa 
Clara College, Santa Clara County, Cal., from which latter institution he graduated 
in 1871; studied law and was admitted to practice before the supreme court of Cali-
fornia April 14, 1874; in ovember of that year he commenced practicing in Los 
Angeles County, where he has since resided; in 1882 he was elected district attorney 
of his county, receiving the largest majority of anyone upon the Democratic ticket; 
in 1884 was chairman of the Democratic State convention, and also held the same 
position during the succeeding State convention of 1886; during the latter year he 
was nominated in a strong Republican district for the State senate and was elected 
for the t rm of four year , and was chosen president pro tempore of the senate dur-
ing both es ions of his incumbency; in 1888, upon the death of Governor Bartlett, 
th pr _ident of the senate, Lieut nant-Governor ·waterman, became governor, and 
Ir. \ h1te th ~eafter discharged the functions of lieutenant-governor; in 1888 was 
l mporary pres1d nt of the national Democratic convention at St. Louis in which 
bo ly he repre nt_ d alifornia ·~s o!1e of the delegates at large; was also~ delegate 
at larg to the national convention 111 1892, and as a member of the notification com-
mitt ' C mad _the addre to ice-Pre: ident Steven on at 1adison Square Garden; in 
1890 Mr. \Vlnte was the caucus norumee of the Democratic members of the Califor-
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nia legislature for the United States Senate, receiving all the votes of his partisans 
in that body. The legislature whic? convened in 1893 consisted of 59 De1:1~crats, 51 
Republicans, 8 Populists, r nonpartisan, and r Independ~nt. ·when the Jomt sena-
torial convention of the two houses was held, Mr. White was elected on the :first 
ballot, receiving 6r votes, _which represei~ted the entire Democra_tic membersh~p, 
r nonpartisan, and r Populist. He took his seat March 4, 1893. His term of service 
will expire March 3, 1899. 
GEORGE CLEMENT PERKINS, of Oakland, was born at Kennebunkport, Me., 
in 1839· was reared on a farm, with limited educational advantages; at the age of 12 
went t~ sea as a cabin boy; followed this calling and that of a sailor for several 
years; in 1855 shipped "_befor_e the mast" on a sailing vessel bound ~or San Fr8:n-
cisco Cal. where he arnved m the autumn of that year; engaged m mercantile 
busin'ess at Oroville and was very successful; subsequently engaged in banking, mill-
ing mining and the steamship business, in which he has been engaged during the 
past twenty-five years, operating steamships on the coasts of California, Oregon, 
Washington, British Columbia, Alaska, and Mexico; in r868 was elected to the State 
senate, serving eight years; has b~en president ?f ~he M~rchants' ~xch~nge in San 
Francisco· also of the San Francisco Art Association; director Cahforma Academy . 
of Scienc~s, and other public institutions; in 1879 he was elected governor of Cali-
fornia, serving until January, 1883; was appointed, July 24, r893, UnitedStatesSenator, 
to :fill, until the election of his successor, the vacancy caused by·the death of Hon, 
Leland Stanford, and took his seat August 8, r893. In January, 1895, having made a 
thorough canvass before the people of his State, he was elected by the legislature 
on the first ballot to fill the unexpired term. In the fall election of 1896 he was a 
candidate before the people of California for reelection, and received the indorse-
ment of the Republican county conventions that comprised a majority of the sena-
torial and assembly districts in the State. When the legislature convened in joint 
convention (January, 1897) for the purpose of electing a United States Senator, he 
was reelected on the first ballot, although at the time he was absent from the State 





COUNTIES.-Del Norte, Humboldt, Lassen, Marin, Mendocino, Modoc, Napa, Plumas, Shasta, 
Sierra, Siskiyou, Sonoma, Tehama, and Trinity (14 counties). 
JOHN A. BARHAM, of Santa Rosa, was born in Missouri July 17, 1844; removed 
with his parents to California in 1849; was educated in the common schools and at 
the Hesperian College, in Woodland, Cal.; taught in the public schools of Califor-
i~ia for _three ye~rs; s_tudied law and was admi~ted to practice in 1868, and has prac-
ticed his profession smce; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-
:o.fth Congress as a Republican, receiving 17,828 votes, against 16,328 votes for 
Fletcher A. Cutler, Democrat, r,497 votes for George W. Montieth, People's Party, 
and 249 votes for B. F. Taylor, Prohibitionist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 155,998.) 
CouNTIES.-Alpine, Amador, Butte, Calaveras, Eldorado. Inyo, Mariposa, Mono, Nevada, Placer, 
Sacramento, San Joaquin, Sutter, Tuolumne, and Yuba (rs counties). 
MAR~ON pE YRIES, of Stockton, San Joaquin County, Cal., was born near 
W_oodbndge, m_said county, August rs,. r86~; was educated in the public schools of 
said county unti~ 15 year~ of age, at which time he entered San Joaquin Valley Col-
lege, at vVoodbnd_ge, which school he attended and graduated from in 1886, having 
co~1ferred upon him there the degree of Ph. B.; he then entered the University of 
Mic1?-igan, law departm€;nt, whence he graduated in 1888, with degree of LL. B.; was 
admitted to the supreme court of Michigan in 1887 and of California in the same 
year; commenced the practice of law in Stockton, January r, 1889, with John B. 
H_all; 4-ugust r, 1889, formed a copartnership with W. B. Nutter, which association 
still exists; under Mr. Nutter acted as assistant district attorney for San Joaquin 
County from Ja~uary, 1893, to February, 1897; -was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Democrat, mdor_sed by the People's Party, receiving 24,434 votes, against 18,613, 
for Johnson, Republican, and 974 votes for Frank E. Coulter, Prohibitionist. 
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THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 162,750.) 
COUNTIES.'--Alameda, Colusa, Contt·a Costa, Lake, Solano, arid Yolo (6 counties). 
SAMUEL GREELEY HILBORN, of Oakland, was born in Minot, Androscoggin 
County (then Cumberland), Me., December 9, 1834; was educated in the comrr.on 
schools, Hebron Academy, and Gould's Academy, Bethel, Me., and Tufts College, 
Massachusetts, from which latter institution he graduated in 1859; taught school in 
· Oak Grove Academy, Falmouth, Me.; read law in the office of Fessenden & Butler, 
Portland, Me. ; was admitted to the bar in 1861, and immediately went to California; 
located in Vallejo, Solano County, and engaged in the practice of the law; served in 
the State senate from 1875 to 1879; was a member -of the constitutional convention 
in 1879; was appointed United States district attorney for the district of California in 
1883, and removed to San Francisco, where he resided while filling the office; 
changed his residence to Oakland in 1887, continuing the law business under the 
firm name of Hilborn & Hall in San Francisco; was elected to the Fifty-second Con-
gress as a Republican, to fill the unexpired term of Hon. Joseph McKenna, appointed 
United States circuit judge, and was returned elected to the Fifty-third Congress by 
13,163 votes, against 13,130 votes for Warren B. English, Democrat, 3,521 votes for 
. J. L. Lyon, People's Party, and 278 votes for L. B. Scranton, Prohibitionist, but was 
unseated April 4, 1894, in favor of Warren B. English, who contested his election; 
was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub-
lican, receiving 19,778 votes, against 16,u9 votes for Warren B. English, Democrat 
. and People's Party, 387 votes for John H. Eustice, Socialist Labor, and 327 votes for 
· W. Shafer, Prohibitionist. · · 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 147,642.) 
;ASSEMBLY DISTRICTS OF CITY OF SAN FRANClSCO.-Twenty-ninth, Thirtieth, Thirty-first, Thirty-
second, Thirty-third, Thirty-fourth , Thirty-fifth, Thirty-sixth, Thirty-seventh, Thirty-eighth, 
and Forty-first. 
JAMES G. MAGUIRE, of San Francisco, was born in Boston, Mass., on the 22d 
,of February, 1853; removed with his parents to California in April, 1854; was edu-
cated in the public schools of Watsonville, Santa Cruz County, Cal., and in the 
private academy of Mr. Joseph K. Fallon, of that place. Upon leaving school he 
served an apprenticeship of four years at the trade of blacksmithing; afterwards 
taught school for a year and a half; in 1875 was elected to the legislature of the 
State of California, serving two years; in January, 1878, was admitted to the bar by 
the supreme court of California; in 1882 was elected judge of the superior court of 
the city and county of San Francisco, serving in that office six years; was elected to 
the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Democrat, receiving 19,074 votes, against 10,940 votes for Thos. B. O'Brien, 
Republican, and 968 votes for E. T. Kingsley, Socialist Labor. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 228,717.) 
COUNTIES.-San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara (3 counties). 
EUGENE FRANCIS LOUD, of San Francisco, was born in Abington, Mass., 
farch 12, 1847; at the age of 13 went to sea and to California; in 1862 enlisted in 
California Cavalry Battalion, which formed a part of Second Massachusetts Cavalry; 
was with the Army of the Potomac and with Sheridan in the Shenandoah Valley 
until the close of the war; returned to California and studied law; was in the customs 
service; followed mercantile business; was member of California legislature in 1884; 
W'.1 cashier and_ tax c<;>llector of_city and county of San Francisco; was elected to the 
F1fty-second, F1fty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
'ongress as a Republican, receiving 19,351 votes, against 10,494 votes for Joseph P. 
Ke11_y, Dem~cr~t, 8,825 votes for A. B. Kinne, People's Party, 757 votes for Henry 
Damels, oc1ahst Labor, an-l 404 votes for T. H. Lawson, Prohibitionist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 165,018.) 
Co 'NTIP:S.-Lo!I Angel , . fonterey, San I~uis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz, and 'Ventura 
(6 counlic:s). 
HARLE ' A \'ERILL B RI, W, of an Luis Obispo, elde t son of Merrill Bar-
w, who was quartermaster-general of Ohio in 1862 under Governor Brough, was 
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born in Cleveland, Ohio, March 17, 1858, and received a common-school education 
in that city; his father having died, he, withhismotherandfamily, reD:oved t? Ventur:3-, 
Cal., in 1875· he then learned the harness maker's trade, later buymg an mterest m 
the business ~f his employer; he also engaged extensively in the fruit drying and ship-
ping business; disposing of his interests in Ventura, he removed to San Luis Obispo 
County, where he acquired land and engaged in wheat farming; he was State lecturer 
of the Farmers' Alliance one term, and was elected to the State assembly from San 
Luis Obispo County in 1893 on the _straight People's Party ticket; he introduced a 
number of important bills in the legislature and conducted them to a successful 
passage; be then engaged with J. K. Tuley in the publication of the Reasoner at 
San Luis Obispo, that being the leading Populist paper in southern California; he 
was chairman of the People's Party State convention in. 1896, and in August of that 
year was nominated for Congress by both the People's Party and Democratic con-
ventions and the unanimous indorsement of the Free-Silver Republican or~anization 
of the Sixth district, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a fusion candi-
date, receiving 24,157 votes, against 23,494 votes for James McLachlan, Gold Repub-
lican, 1,196 for H. Clay Needham, Prohibitionist, and 542 for Job Harriman, Socialist. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 184,968.) 
COUNTIES.-Stanislaus, Merced, San Benito, Madera, Fresno, Kings, Tulare, Kern, San Bernardino, 
Riverside, Orange, and San Diego (12 counties). 
CURTIS HAR VEY CASTLE, of Merced, was bot:n October 4, 1848, in Knox 
County, Ill.; attended Knox College, Galesburg, Ill., through sophomore year, when 
be transferred to Northwestern University, at Evanston, Ill.; graduated in 1872 with 
the degree of B. A.; a few years later received the degree of A. M.; was employed as 
a teacher for four years; studied medicine and was graduated in 1878 from College 
of Physicians and Surgeons, Keokuk, Iowa; is a member of the American Academy 
of Medicine; has served as chairman of the Populist executive committee of his 
county, and is a member of the State executive committee; was elected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as the fusion candidate of the Populist and Democratic parties, receiving 
19,183 votes, against 18,939 votes for W. Vv. Bowers, Republican, 2,139 votes for W. 
H. Carlson, Independent, and 8o2 votes for J, W. Webb, Prohibitionist, 
COLORADO. 
SENATORS. 
HENRY MOORE TELLER, of Central City, was born in the town of Granger, 
Allegany County, N. Y., May 23, 1830 ; educated in . the common schools, Rushford 
Academy, and Alfred University; taught school several years; studied law and was 
admitted to practice at Binghamton, N. Y. In January, 1858, removed to Illinois 
and practiced law there until April, 1861, when he removed to Colorado and resumed 
the practice of law; never held an office until he was elected to the United States 
Senate from Colorado on the admittance of that State; took his seat in the United 
States Senate December 4, 1876, and drew the term ending March 3, 1877; was 
reelected December II for the full term, and served until April 17, 1882, when he 
resigned to enter the Cabinet of President Arthur as Secretary of the Interior, and 
served until March 3, 1885; was reelected to the Senate in January, 1885, and took 
his seat March 4, 1885; was reelected in 1891, a RepubliGan in politics, but withdrew 
fro~n th~ National Repu1?lican Convention at St. Louis in June, 1896, because of dis-
satisfaction at the financial plank of the platform; was reelected in January 1897 as 
an Independent Silver Republican, receiving 94 votes ouf of a total of roo; 'took his 
seat in the Senate March 4, 1897; his term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
Received the degree of LL. D. from Alfred University in 1886. 
EDWARD OLIVER WOLCOTT, of Denver, was born in Longmeadow, Mass., 
March 26, 1848; served for a few months as private in the One hundred and fiftieth 
Regiment of Ohio Volunteers in 1864; entered Yale College in 1866, but did not 
graduate; graduated from Harv_ard Law School in 1871, and removed to Colorado; is 
a lawyer; was elect~d to the Umted_States Senate as a Republican,to succeed Thomas 
M. Bowen, ~epu~hcan, !ind took his seat March 4, 1889; was reelected in 1895. His 
term of service will expire March 3, 1901. 





COUNTIES.-Arapahoe, Boulder, Jefferson, Lake, Larimer, Logan, Morgan, Park, Phillips, Sedg-
wick, Washington, Weld, and Yuma (13 counties). 
JOHN F. SHAFROTH, of Denver, was born in Fayette, Mo., June 9, 1854; entered 
the University of Michigan in the fall of 1872, and graduated in the literary depart-
ment in the class of 1875; studied law in the office of Hon. Samuel C. Major, in his 
native town; was admitted to the bar in August, 1876, and soon thereafter formed a 
partnership with his preceptor; practiced law at Fayette, Mo., until October, 1879, 
when he removed to Denver, Colo., when~ he has ever since pursued his profession; in 
April, 1887, he was elected city attorney of Denver, and was reelected to the same 
position in April, 1889; since 1887 he has been in partnership with Judge Platt 
Rogers, of Denver; was elected · to the Fifty-fourth Congress as a Republican, and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Silver Republican, receiving 67,821 votes, 




COUNTIES.-Archuleta, :Baca, Bent, Chaffee, Cheyenne, Clear Creek, Conejos, Costilla, Custer, Delta, 
Dolores, Douglas, Eagle, Elbert, El Paso, Fremont, Garfield, Gilpin, Grand, Gunnison, Hins-
dale, Huerfano, Kiowa, Kit Carson, La Plata, Las Animas, Lincoln, Mesa, Mineral, Monte-
zuma, Montrose, Otero, Ouray, Pitkin, Prowers, Pueblo, Rio Blanco, R io Grande, Routt, 
Saguache, San Juan, San Miguel, and Summit (43 counties). 
JOHN C. BELL, of Montrose, was born in Grundy County, Tenn., December II, 
1851; attended the public schools of his native county in early youth, and further 
pursued his studies for two years at Alto and two years at Boiling Fork, Franklin 
County, Tenn.; read law in Winchester, Tenn.; was admitted to the bar of that 
State in 1874, and the same year moved to Colorado and commenced the practice of 
law at Saguache in June, 1874; was appointed county attorney of Saguache County 
and served until May, 1876, when he resigned and removed to Lake City, Colo., then 
the most thriving city in the great San Juan mining region; was elected county 
clerk of Hinsdale County in 1878, but did not perform the duties personally; was 
twice elected mayor of La.ke City, and in August, 1885, resigned that position, and, 
forming a law partnership with Hon. Frank C. Goudy, removed to Montrose, where 
he has since resided; in November, 1888, was elected judge of the Seventh judicial 
district of Colorado for a period of six years; in the fall of 1892 was nominated for 
Congress from the Second district of Colorado, first by the Populists and afterwards 
by the Democratic convention; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Fusionist, receiving 84,018 
votes, against 14,385 votes for J. R. Hoffmire, Republican. 
CONNECTICUT. 
SENATORS. 
OR VILLE H. PLATT, of Meriden, was born at Washington, Conn., July 19, 1827; 
received an academic education; studied law at Litchfield; was admitted to the bar 
in 1849 and has since practiced law at Meriden; was clerk of the State senate of 
Connecticut in 1855-:56; was secretary of state of Connecticut in 1857; was a member 
of the State senate 111 1861-62; was a member of the State house of representatives 
in 1864 and 1~69, serving the last year as speaker; was elected to the United States 
Senate as a Republican, to succeed William H. Barnum, Democrat ( who had been 
elected_ to :fill the vacancy occasioned by the _death of Orris S. Ferry, Republican); 
took his seat March 18, 1879; was reelected 111 1885, 1890, and 1897. His term of 
ervice will expire March 3, 1903. 
JO EPH RO WELL HAWLEY, of Hartford, was born at Stewartsville, Rich-
mond County, .. C., ctober JI, 1826; graduated at Hamilton College, New York, in 
1847;. wa adm1_tted to th bar 111 1850 at Hartford, Conn., where he has since resided; 
practiced law s1x at.id a _half years; becam_e editor ?f the Hartford Evening Press in 
February, 1857, which, m 1867, was con ohdated with the Hartford Courant of which 
he b came editor; enlisted in the Union Army as a lieutenant April 15, 186i; became 
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brigadier and brevet major-general; mustered·out January r5, r866; :Vas el~ctecl gov-
ernor of Connecticut in April, r866; was a delegat~ to the Free Soil 1:1at10nal. con-
vention of r852, Presidential elector in r868, pr~sident o! the Republ\can nat10nal 
convenLon of r868, and delegate to the ~epubhcan nat10nal _convenho!1s. of r872, 
r876, and r88o; was president of the Umted St.ates Centenmal Comm1Ss10n fr~m 
its organization, in March, r873! to the complet10~ of the work of the Centenmal 
Exposition; is a trustee of Ham;1lton_ College; ~e~eived the degree of doct_or of laws 
from Hamilton College, Yale Umversity, and Tnmty College; was elected 111 Novem-
ber, r872, a Representative in the Forty-second Cong~ess to fill a va~ancy caused by 
the death of J. L. Strong; was reelected to the Forty-thir~ and Forty-sixth C~ng-resses; 
was elected to the United States Senate, as a Republican, to succeed Wilham W. 
Eaton Democrat· took his seat March 4, 1881, and was reelected in 1887 and again 




COUNTIES.-Hartford and Tolland, including the cities of Hartford, New Britain, and Rockville. 
E. STEVENS HENRY, of Rockville, is of Scotch-Irish ancestry and was born 
in Gill, Mass., in r836, removing when 12 years old with his parents to Rockville, 
Conn.; was educated in the public schools and grew up in and with that prosperous 
manufacturing city; a successful business man, his fellow-citizens have in many 
ways shown their confidence in him; he has been and is connected with many of the 
local :financial institutions; is also a farmer and breeder of thoroughbred stock, and 
until recently president of the Connecticut Jersey Breeders' Association; has served 
his town and city in various capacities, and last as mayor of Rockville; was a repre-
sentative in the lower house of the Connecticut general assembly of 1883; State sen-
ator from the Twenty-third senatorial district in r887-88; delegate at large to the 
Chicago national Republican convention in r888; treasurer of the State of Connecti-
cut from 1889 to 1893. He was the Republican nominee for Congress in 1892, but 
was defeated by a small majority; again a candidate in r894, he was elected to the 
· Fifty-fourth Congress by a majority of 5,207 over his Democratic opponent, running 
over 700 votes ahead of the State ticket in that election; was reelected in 1896 to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 27,623 votes, against 10,859 votes for Joseph P. Tuttle, 
Bryan Democrat, 2, r 14 votes for E. Henry Hyde, jr., National Democrat, 501 votes for 
James I. Bartholomew, Prohibitionist, and 342 votes for Samuel Joseph, Socialist 
Labor-receiving a plurality of 16,764, and the largest majority ever given a Con-
gressional candidate in the State of Connecticut. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 248,582.) 
CoUNTIES.-Middlesex and. New Haven, including the cities of New Haven, Meriden, Waterbury, 
Ansonia, Derby, and Middletown. 
NEHEMIAH DAY SPERRY, of New Haven, was born in Woodbridge, New Haven 
County, Conn., July ro, 1827; received his education in the common schools and at 
the private school of Prof. Amos Smith, at New Haven; worked on the farm and in the 
mill; taught school for several years; learned the trade of a house builder· com 
menced business on his own account in r847; was elected a member of the co'mmon 
council in r853; in r854 was elected an alderman of the city; was elected selectman 
of the town of New Haven in 1853; was elected secretary of state in 1855; was 
reelected in r856; was a member of the convention that renominated Abraham Lincoln 
in 1864; was made a member of the Republican national committee, was elected a 
member of the executive committee, and was chosen secretary both of the national 
and executive committees; was chairman of the Republican State Committee for a 
series of years; was president of the State convention that nominated Grant electors· 
was chairman of the recruiting committee of New Haven during the war; was nomi: 
nated postmaster by Abraham Lincoln in 186r and continued in office until the first 
election of Grover Cleveland; was renominated by President Harrison for postmaster 
and served until the reelection of President Cleveland, making in all twenty-eight 
years and two months; was ap:pointed ?' member of the commission to visit England, 
Germany1 and France to look ~nto their system _of post-offices, but declined service; 
was nommated for Congress 111 1886, but decl111ed the same; was president of the 
Chamber _of Commerce of New ~av~n; was bondsman for building the Mon_itor; 
was nom111ated for Congress aga111 111 1~94; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and 
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reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 35,944 votes, against 
22,317 votes for Fuller, Silver Democrat, 1,213 votes for Wood, Gold Democrat, 482 
votes for Augur, Prohibitionist, and 666 votes for Sullivan, Socialist Labor. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 121,792.) 
CoUNTIES.-New London and Windham, including the cities of New London and Norwich . 
. CHARLES ADDISON RUSSELL, of Killingly, was born in Worcester, Mass., 
March 2, 1852; received a public school and collegiate education, graduating from 
Yale College in the class of 1873; was aid-de-camp ( colonel) on Governor Bigelow's 
staff, 1881-82; was a member of the house, general assembly of Connecticut, in 1883; 
was secretary of state of Connecticut, 1885-86; is engaged in the woolen business; 
was elected to the Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses, and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 15,269 
votes, against 7,665 votes for Joseph T. Fanning, Silver Democrat, 500 votes for Henry 




CouNTIEs.-Fairfield and Litchfield (2 counties). 
EBENEZER J. HILL, of Norwalk, was born in Redding, Conn., August 4, 1845; 
prepared for college at the public school in Norwalk and entered Yale with the class 
of 1865, where he remained two years; in 1892 he received from Yale University the 
honorary degree of master of arts; is now president of the Norwalk Gas Light Com-
pany, and vice-president of the National Bank of Norwalk; has served twice as bur-
gess of Norwalk, twice as chairman of the board of school visitors of Norwalk; was 
the Fourth district delegate to the national Republican convention of 1884; was a 
member of the Connecticut senate for 1886-87; served one term upon the Republican 
State central committee; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 30,658 votes, against 1,404 votes for Sey-
mour, National Democrat, I 5,723 votes for Houlihan, Silver Democrat, and 430 votes 
for Wooster, Prohibitionist. 
DELAWARE. 
SENATORS. 
GEORGE GRAV, of Wilmington, was born at New Castle, Del., May 4, 1840; he 
graduated at Princeton College when 19 years old, receiving the degree of A. B., and 
in 1862 the degree of A. M.; in 1889 the degree of LL. D. was conferred upon him 
by his alma mater; after studying law with his father, Andrew C. Gray, he spent a 
year in the Harvard Law School and was admitted to practice in 1863; was appointed 
attorney-general of the State of Delaware in 1879 by Governor Hall and was real?-
pointed in 1884 by Governor Stockley; was a delegate to the national Democratic 
conventions at St. Louis in 1876, at Cincinnati in 1880, and at Chicago in 1884; was 
elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to fill the vacancy caused by the 
appointment of Thomas F. Bayard as Secretary of State; was reelected in 1887 and 
in 1893; was a member of the commission which met at Quebec, August, 1898, to 
settle differences between the United States and Canada, and later of the commis-
sion which met at Paris in September, 1898, to arrange terms of peace between the 
United States and Spain. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
RICHARD ROLLA D KE EV, of Dover, was born in Sussex County, Del., 
ptember 9, 1856; graduated from Laurel Academy, Delaware, June, 1874; attended 
Hobart College, Geneva, . Y.; read law under the tuition of the late Senator Willard 
aulsbury, of Dover; was admitted to the bar Octooer 19, 1881, and has practiced his 
profession since; was elected tate librarian in January, 1879, and held that office for 
two term ; was appointed adjutant-gen ral of the State by Governor B. T. Diggs, 
January, 18 7, and retired from that office at the encl of his term, January, 1891; was 
delegate to the national Democratic conv ntion at Chicago in 1892; was made a mem-
ber of the national Democratic committee in 1896, which po ition he still holds· was 
elected to the nited tale enate a a Democrat January 19, 1897, to fill the va~ancy 
au ed by the legislature of 1895 failing to elect a Senator to succeed the Hon. 
ntbony Higgins, who e term expired larch 4, 1895. He took his seat February 
5, J 97. His term of ·ervice will expire ::\larch 3, 1901. 





LEVIN IRVING HANDY, of Newark, Del., was born December 24, 1861, at · 
Berlin, Md.; he attended public and private schools in Maryland and Ne~ York; 
taught school in Somerset County, ¥d., and came to Smyrna, Del., to t~ach m 1881; 
was superintendent of free schoo~s m Kent County 1887-:--18Qo; wa:' cha1rma1: of_the 
Democratic State central committee 1892-1896; was.. editonal wnter on vVilmmg-
ton Every Evenino- 1894-95" is a popular lecturer and has, since 1890, delivered lec-
tures in lyceum ~ourses i~ many sections of the country; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 15,407 votes, against II, 159 _votes for 
J. S. Willis, Union Republican; 7,123 votes for Robert G. Houston, Republican; 844 
votes for Thomas F. Bayard, jr., Honest Money Democrat, and 462 votes for William 
Faries, Prohibitionist. ' 
FLORIDA. 
SENATORS. 
SAMUEL PASCO, of Monticello, was born in London, England; when quite 
young removed with his father first to Prince Edward Island, thence to Massachu-
setts; was prepared for college at the high school in Charlestown and graduated at 
Harvard in 1858; in January, 1859, he went to Florida to take charge of the Wau-
keenah Academy, ln Jefferson County, where he has ever since resided; in July, 1861, 
entered the Confederate army as a private; at the close of the war became clerk of 
the circuit court of his county; was admitted to the bar in 1868; in 1872 became a 
member of the Democratic State committee, and from 1876 to 1888 was its chairman; 
has represented Florida on the Democratic national committee since 1880; in 1880 
was elected a Presidential elector at large; in 1885 was president of the constitutional 
convention of his State; in 1887, while speaker of the State house of representatives, 
was elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to succeed Charles W. Jones. 
The legislature charged with the election of his successor had not met at the expira-
tion of his term and he was appointed by the governor to serve during the interim; 
when the legislature assembled in April, 1893, he was nominated by acclamation 
and reelected unanimously. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
STEPHEN RUSSELL MALLORY, of Pensacola, was born November 2, 1848; 
entered Confederate army in Virginia in the fall of 1864; in the spring of 1865 was 
appointed midshipman in the Confederate navy; entered Georgetown College, District 
of Columbia, November, 1865, and graduated in June, 1869; taught a class at George-
town College until July, 1871; was admitted to the bar by the supreme court of 
Louisiana at New Orleans in 1873; removed to Pensacola, Fla., in 1874, and began 
practicing law; was elected to the lower house of the legislature in 1876; was elected 
to the senate of Florida in 188o, and was reelected in 1884; was elected to the Fifty-
second and Fifty-third Congresses from the First district of Florida, and was elected 
as a Democrat to the United States Senate by the legislature of Florida for the term 




COUNTIES.-Calhoun, Citrus, De Soto, Escambia, Franklin, Gadsden, Hernando, Hillsboro, Holmes, 
Jackson, JefTerson, Lafayette, Lee, Leon, Levy, Liberty, Manatee, Monroe, Pasco, Polk, Santa 
Rosa, Taylor, Wakulla, Walton, and Washington (25 counties). 
STEPHEN M. SPARKMAN, of Tampa, was born July 29, 1849, in Hernando 
County, Fla.; was educated in the common schools of Florida, and taught school for 
a_bout three years, from the ag:e of 18 to 21, for the purpose _of assisting in his educa-
tion; read law under H. L. Mitchell, now governor of Flonda, and was admitted to 
practice in October, 1872; has since practiced in the courts of the State and the 
United States; was State attorney for the Sixth judicial circuit for nine years, from 
1878 to 1887; was a member of the State and Congressional committees from 1890 to 
~89~, _whe_n h~ was elec~ed chairman; was tende!ed the circuit judgeship for the Sixth 
Judicial circmt of Flonda by Governor Perry m 1888, and the position of associate 
Judge on the supreme court bench in 1891 by Governor Fleming, both of which were 
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declined; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the F ifty-fifth Congress as 
a Democrat, receiving 14,823 votes, against 2,797 votes for E. K. Nichols, Republican. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 202,792.) 
CouNTIES.-Alachua, Baker, Bradford, Brevard, Clay, Columbia, Dade, Duval, Hamilton, Lake, 
Madison, Marion, Nassau, Orange, Osceola, Putnam, St . Johns, Sumter, Suwannee, and Volusia 
(20 counties). 
ROBERT W. DAVIS, of Palatka, was born in Lee County, Ga., March r5, r849; 
was educated in the · common schools of his native State ; entered the Confederate 
army at 14 years of age, and surrendered with the army of Gen. Joseph E. Johnston al 
Greensboro, N. C., at the close of the war ; worked on a farm in Georgia after the 
war for several years; read law, and was admitted to the bar at 20 years of age; 
removed to Florida in r879; was elected to the legislature from Clay County of the 
latter State in 1884; was elected speaker of th e house of representatives at the session 
of 1885; was balloted for for governor of F lorida in the State convention held in St. 
Augustine in r888, and, though he had a large following, failed to receive the nomi-
nation; was made general attorney for t h e F lorida Southern Railroad Company in 
1885, which position he resigned when elected to the F ifty-fifth Congress as a Demo-
crat, receiving 14,376 votes, against 6,576 votes for J . N. Stripling, Republican; 1,156 
votes for D. G. Ambler, Gold Democrat; 855 votes for W. R. Petersen, Populist, and 
195 votes for M. E. Spencer, Prohibitionist. 
GEO RGIA. 
SENATORS. 
AUGUSTUS OCTAVIUS BACON, of Macon , was born in Bryan County, Ga. , 
October 20, 1839; received a high-school education in Liberty and Troup counties ; 
graduated at the University of Georgia, in the Literary and Classical Department in 
1859, and in the Law Department in r86o ; entered the Confederate army at the 
beginning of the war and served during the campaigns of r86r and r862 as adjutant 
of the Ninth Georgia Regiment in the Army of Northern Virginia ; subsequently 
thereto was commissioned as captain in the Provisional Army of the Confederate • 
States and assigned to general staff duty; at the close of the war resumed the study 
of law, and began practice in 1866 at Macon, from which dale he has actively con-
tinued the same both in the State and Federal courts; was frequently a member of 
Stale Democratic conventions; was president of the State Democratic convention in 
1880, and was delegate from the State at large to the national Democratic conven-
tion in Chicago in r884; in r868 he was elected Presidential elector ( Seymour and 
Blair) on the Democratic ticket; in 1871 was elected to the Georgia house of repre-
sentatives, of which body he has served as a member for fourteen years ; in this time, 
during two years he was the speaker pro tempore, and during eight years he was the 
speaker of the Georgia house of representatives; was several t imes a candidate for 
the Democratic nommation for governor of Georgia, and in the Democratic State 
convention of 1883 he came within one vote of a nomination for governor, when the 
nomination w2.s equivalent to an election; was elected to the United States Senate as 
a Democrat, in November, 1894, for the term beginning March 4, r895. His term of 
service will expire March 3, r90r. 
ALEX 1 DER STEPHEN CLAY, of Marietta, Cobb County, Ga., was born Sep-
temb r 25, --, on a farm in Cobb County; received his primary and preparatory edu-
cation in the country schools and the high school at Palmetto, Ga.; graudated from 
Hiawa see College in 1875; taught school for two years; studied law under Judge 
David Irwin, of Marietta, and was admitted to the bar in September, r877, and h as 
been engaged a tively in the practice of law since; was elected a member of the city 
council in I 88o ancl reelected in 1881; in 1884-85 and 1886-87 represented Cobb County 
in th gen ral as. embly of the State; in the latter term was elected speaker pro tem-
pon:; wa reelected for 1889-90, and served as peaker for two years; in 1892 was 
1 ctecl t the tate ?enate, and served as president of that body for two years; in 
I 9-+ was elected chairman of the State Democratic executive committee and con-
ducted the tate campa_i~n l~ctween the Democrats and Populists that 
1
year; was 
r ~ e~ect c1 to the same pos1l1011 111 1896, and still occupies the place; was elected to the 
l mt cl ta~e enate as a Democrat, to succeed John B. Gordon, in October , 1896, 
and took h1 · eat larch 4, 1897. His term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 





CouNTIES.-Burke, Bulloch, Bryan, Chatham, Emanuel, Effingham, Liberty, McIntosh, Screven, 
and Tattnall (ro counties). 
RUFUS E. LESTER, of Savannah, was born in Burke County, Ga., December 12, 
1837' graduated at Mercer University, Georgia, 1857; admitted to the bar in Savan-
nah ~nd commenced the practice of law in 1859; entered the military service of the 
Confederate States in 1861; remained in the service till the end of the war; resumed 
the practice of law at the close of the war; was State senator from the First senatorial 
district of Georgia 1870-1879; was president of the senate during the last three years 
of service; was mayor of Savannah from January, 1883, to January, 1889; was elected 
to the Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, rec~iving 8,786 votes, against 2,670 votes 
for Miller, Populist, and 4,716 votes for Doyle, Republican. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
· (Population, 180,300.) 
CouNTIES.-Baker, Berrien, Calhoun, Clay, Colquitt, Decatur, Dougherty, Early, Miller, Mitchell, 
Quitman, Randolph, 'ferrell, Thomas, and Worth (15 counties). 
JAMES M. GRIGGS, of Dawson, was born at Lagrange, Ga., on March 29, 1861; 
was educated in the common schools of Georgia and at the Peabody Normal College, 
at Nashville, Tenn., from which institution he was graduated in May, 1881; after 
graduation taught school and studied law; was admitted to the bar in 1883, and 
commenced the practice of law in 1884 at Alapaha, Berrien County, Ga.; was fur a 
short while engaged in the newspaper business; removed to Dawson in 1885; was 
elected solicitor-general ( prosecuting attorney) of the Pataula judicial circuit in 1888, 
and was reelected in 1892; in 1893 resigned; was appointed judge of the same circuit, 
and was twice reelected without opposition; resigned this office in 1896 to make the 
race for Congress; was a delegate to the Democratic national ·convention of 1892; 
was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 7,454 votes, against 
3,868 votes for J.E. Peterson, Republican, and 3,035 votes for J. A. Sibley, Populist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 159,658.) 
CouNTIES.-Crawford, Dooly, Houston, Lee, Macon, Pulaski, Schley, Stewart, Sumter, Twiggs, 
Taylor, Webster, and Wilcox (13 counties). 
ELIJAH BANKS LEWIS, of Montezuma, was born in Dooly County, Ga., 
March 27, 1854; removed to Montezuma, his present home, at the age of 17 years; 
was educated in the corpmon schools of Dooly and Macon counties; has had a busi-
ness training, his father making him his partner in the banking and mercantile 
business before his maturity, and is still in the banking and mercantile business; 
always took an active interest in politics, working for his friends and political party, 
but never accepted any office until 1894, when he was elected to the State senate for 
the years 1894-95; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
7,459 votes, against 3,096 votes for Seaborn Montgomery, Republican. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 1661 121.) 
COUNTIES.-Carroll, Chattahoochee, Coweta, Harris, Hea~d, Marion, Meriwether, Muscogee, Talbot, 
and Troup (10 counties). 
WILLIAM CHARLES ADAMSON, of Carrollton, was born at Bowdon, Ga., 
August 13, 1854; spent his youth alternately in working on the farm and in hauling 
goods and cotton between Atlanta and Bowdon; took the collegiate course at Bowdon 
College, graduating with the degree of A. B. in 1874, the degree of A. M. being con-
ferred a few years later by the same institution; read law in the office of the Hon. 
Sampson W. Harris; was admitted to the bar October, 1876, and has lived at Carroll-
ton, Ga., ever since, practicing law in the circuit and supreme courts of the State 
and the Federal courts; wa_s judge of the city court of Carrollton from 1885 to 1889, 
and wa~ attorney for the city of Carrollton for a number of years; was Presidential 
elector m 1892; had never held nor sought any other office until elected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as~ Democrat, receiving 8,519 votes, against 4,304 vot~s fo.r Alonzo H. 








COUNTIES.-Campbell, Clayton, Dekalb, Douglas, Fulton, Newton, Rockdale, and Walton (8 
counties). 
LEO !DAS FELIX LIVINGSTON, of Kings, was born in Newton County, Ga., 
April 3, 1832; is of Scotch-Irish descent; his grandfather immigrated to this country 
from North Ireland, and served under General Washington during the Revolutionary 
war; was educated in the common schools of the county; is a farmer by occupation 
and has always lived on his farm; was a private soldier in the Confederate army from 
August, 1861, to May, 1865; was for two terms a member of the house of representa-
tives and one term a member of the State senate; was chairman of the committee 
on agriculture in both the house and senate ; was vice-president of the Georgia State 
Agricultural Society for eleven years arid president of the same for four years; was 
president of the Georgia State Alliance for three years, but resigned when elected to 
Congress; has been prominent in all political struggles in bis State for many years; 
was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 9,258 votes, against 6,715 votes 
for Hendrix, Republican. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 165,942.) 
COUNTIES.-Baldwin, Bibb, Butts, Fayette, Henry, Jones, Monroe, Pike, Spalding, and Upson (ro 
counties). 
CHARLES LAFAYETTE BARTLETT, of Macon, was born at Monticello, Jasper 
County, Ga., on January 31, 1853; removed from Monticello to Macon, Ga., in 1875, 
and has resided in Macon since then; was educated in the schools at Monticello, the 
University of Georgia, and the University of Virginia; graduated at the University of 
Georgia in August, 1870; studied law at the University of Virginia and was admitted 
to the bar in August, 1872; was appointed solicitor-general (prosecuting attorney) 
for the Macon judicial court January 31, 1877, and served in that capacity until Jan-
uary 31, 1881; was elected to the house of representatives of Georgia in 1882 and 
1883, and again in 1884 and 1885, and to the State senate in 1889, from the Twenty-
second senatorial dis_trict; was elected judge of the superior court of the Macon 
circuit January I, 1893, and resigned that office May I, 1894; was nominated by the 
Democrats as a candidate for Congress, and was elected to the Fifty-fourth and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 8,236 votes, against 
4,696 votes for Murphy, Populist. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 179,259.) 
C0UNTIES.-Bartow, Catoosa, Chattooga, Cobb, Dade, Floyd, Gordon, Haralson, Murray, Paulding, 
Polk, Walker, and Whitfield (13 counties). · 
JOHN \V. MADDOX, of Rome, was born on June 3, 1848, in Chattooga County, 
Ga.: received a common-school education; enlisted in the service of the Confederate 
States at the age of 15 ann. served as a private until the end of the war between the 
States; read law in Summerville, Ga.; was admitted to the bar at the Se.J?tember 
term, 1877, and practiced law there until 1886; was elected county commiss10ner in 
January, 1878; was elected to the State legislature in October, 1880, and reelected 
in 1882; was elected to represent the Forty-second senatorial district in 1884; was 
elected judge of the su.l?enor court, Rome circuit, in November, 1886, and reelected 
in ovember, 1890; resigned that office September I, 1892, to accept the Democratic 
nomination for Congress; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses 
and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving ro, 719 votes, against 
5,o87 votes for W. L. Massey, Republican, and 4,256 votes for J. W. Garrity, Populist. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 170,8o1.) 
COUNTIES.-Clarke, Elbert, Franklin, Greene, Hart, Jasper, Madison, Morgan, Oglethorpe, Oconee, 
Putnam, and \Vilkes (12 counties). 
_WILLIAM ~I R_CELL II WARD, of Lexington, Ga., was born at Berwick 
1ty, La._ of eorgia pa~ents, December 6, 1857; was graduated from the University 
of eorgia; b~ga_n _pra~hc~ of law F~bruary, I ')(); wa elected solicitor-general of 
the northern Judicial circmt of Georgia by the tate legislature in 1884; was reelected 
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to that office in 1888 and in 1892, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress a~ a 
Democrat, receiving 9,088 votes, against_ 2,962 votes for G. L. Anderson, Populist, 
and 2,701 votes for W. P. Henry, Repubhcan. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 172,061.) 
COUNTIES.-Banks, Cherokee, Dawson, Fannin, Forsyth, Gilmer, Gwinnett, Habersham, Hall, Jack-
son, Lumpkin, Milton, Pickens, Rabun, Towns, Union, and White (I? counties). · 
FARISH CARTER TATE, was born at Jasper; Pickens County, Ga., where he 
now resides November 20 1856. He received his education in the common schools 
and in the 'North Georgi~ Agricultural College, at Dahlonega, Ga.; was admitted 
to the bar in 1880, and has practiced law since; was a member of the gener3:l assem-
bly of Georgia for six years, 1882, 1883, 1884, 18~5, !~86, and 18~7; was chairman of 
the railroad committee of 1884-85 and of the Judiciary committee of 1886-87, and 
was a member of the special committee to redistrict the State in 1882; served as a 
me}llber of the Democratic executive committee of Georgia from the Ninth Con-
gressi~nal district in 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887, a?-d was el~cted a member o~ that 
committee from the State at large by the Democratic convention of 1890, but resigned 
this position in March, 1892, to run for Congress; was elected to the Fifty-third and 
Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving u,037 votes, against 5,421 votes for H. P.· Farrow, Republican, and 3,926 
votes for T. C. Winn, Populist. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 16o, 758.) 
COUNTIES.-Columbia, Glascock, Jefferson, Hancock, Lincoln, McDuffie, Richmond, Taliaferro, 
Warren, Washington, and Wilkinson (II counties). 
WILLIAM HENRY FLEMING, of Augusta, was born at Augusta, Richmond 
County, Ga., on October r8, 1856; was brought up in the country a few miles from 
the city, and for a number of years after the war worked on the farm; was educated 
at Summerville Academy, Richmond (County) Academy, and the State University 
at Athens, Georgia, from which institution he received the degrees of civil engineer 
and master of arts; was chosen private anniversarian of the Phi Kappa Society in 
1873;-was awarded junior debaters' medal in 1874; was awarded the college medal 
for the best essay and was chosen commencement orator for the Phi Kappa Society 
in 1875; in the military department of the college was appointed captain of the first 
company, and for two years held the battalion prize for the best drilled company; 
while in college earned a small salary for part of the time by acting as college post-
master, and afterwards was appointed a salaried tutor while an undergraduate; also 
received assistance from Alexander H. Stephens by a loan of money, which was 
afterwards repaid with interest; was elected superintendent of the public schools of 
Augusta and Richmond County, Ga., in January, 1877, and resigned in August, 
1880; was admitted to the bar in November, 1880, having studied law in the office 
of Hon. John T. Shewmake, and has continued in regular practice since; was 
elected to the State legislature from Richmond County in 1888, 1890, and 1892, and 
was chairman of the finance committee; again elected in 1894, and was speaker of 
the house; in April, 1894, sustained a severe and almost fatal injury by a kick in the 
face by a runaway horse; was elected president of the Georgia State bar association 
in 1894, and at; the annual meeting in 1895 delivered an address on the "Ethics of 
the bar in relation to the state;" was chosen in 1895 grand commander of the 
Knights Temp1ar for the State of Georgia; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Democrat, receiving ro,u9 votes, against 7,105 votes for John T. West, Populist. 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 155,948.) 
CouNTIES.-Appling, Brooks, Camden, Charlton, Clinch, C<;>ffee, Echols, Dodge, Glynn, Irwin, • 
Johnson, Laurens, Lowndes, Montgomery, Pierce, Telfair, Ware, and Wayne (18 counties). 
WILLIAM G. BRANTLEY, of Brunswick, was born at Blackshear, Pierce County, 
Ga., on Septe1;11ber r8, 1860, and lived there until his removal to Brunswick in 1889; 
W'.3-S educated m common school~, with two years at University of Georgia; read law 
with ex-Congressman John C. Nicholls, and was admitted to the bar in October r88r · 
represente1 Pierce County in Georgia house of representatives in 1884-85; 'repre~ 
sented Third senatorial district in Georgia senate in 1886-87; was elected solicitor-
general (prosecuting attorney) of Bn.;.nswick circait in 1888 for a term of four years, 
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and reelected in 1892 for another term of four years, which last term had not expired 
when an unexpected nomination to Congress, unanimously made, was tendered him 
on June 18, 1896; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
9,141 votes, against 6,019 votes for Benjamin Milikin, Populist. , 
ID AH 0. 
SENATORS. 
GEORGE LAIRD SHOUP, of Boise, was born at Kittanning, Armstrong County, 
Pa., June 15,1836; was educated in the public schools of Freeport and Slate Lick; 
moved with his father to Illinois in June, 1852; was engaged in farming and stock 
raising near Galesburg until 1858; removed to Colorado in 1859; was engaged in 
mining and mercantile business until 1861; in September, 1861, enlisted in Captain 
Backus's independent company of scouts, and was soon thereafter commissioned 
second lieutenant; during the autumn and winter of 1861 was engaged in scouting 
along the base of the Rocky Mountains; was ordered to Fort Union, N. Mex., in 
the early part of 1862; was kept on scouting duty on the Canadian, Pecos, and Red 
rivers until the spring of 1863, and during this time was promoted to a first lieu-
tenancy; was then ordered to the Arkansas River; had been assigned in 1862 to 
the Second Regiment Colorado Volunteer Infantry, but was retained on duty in the 
cavalry service; was assigned to the First Colorado Regiment of Cavalry in May, 
1863; in 1864 was elected to the constitutional convention to prepare a constitution 
for the proposed State of Colorado and obtained leave of absence for thirty days to 
serve as a member of said convention; after performing this service he returned to 
active duty in the Army; was commissioned colonel of the Third Colorado Cavalry 
in September, 1864, and was mustered out in Denver with the regiment at the expi-
ration of term of service; engaged in the mercantile business in Virginia City, Mont., 
in 1866, and during the same year established a business at Salmon City, Idaho; 
since 1866 has been engaged in mining, stock raising, mercantile, and other business 
in Idaho; was a member of the Territorial legislature during the eighth and tenth 
sessions; was a delegate to the national Republican convention in 1880; was a mem-
ber of the Republican national committee from 1880 to 1884; was United States com-
missioner for Idaho at the World's Cotton Centennial Exposition at New Orleans, 
La., in 1884-85; was again placed on the Republican national committee in 1888, 
reelected in 1892 and again in 1896; was appointed governor of Idaho Territory in 
March, 1889, which position he held until elected governor of the State of Idaho, 
October 1, 1890; was elected to the United States Senate as a Republican December 18, 
1890, and took his seat December 29, 1890; was reelected in 1895. His term of service 
will expire March 3, 1901. 
HENRY HEITFELD, of Lewiston, was born in St. Louis, Mo., January 12, 1859; 
received his early education in the schools of that city; removed to Seneca, Kans., at 
the age of II years, where he continued to reside till the year 1882, in which year he 
emigrated to the State of Washington; located in Idaho in 1883, where he has been 
engaged in farming and stock raising since; was elected State senator in 1894 and 
r elected in 1896; was elected United States Senator, as a Populist, January 28, 1897; 




JAMES GU , of Boise, was born in the State of ew York March 6, 1843; emi-
grated with his parents when he was but a few years old to Wisconsin, settling- in 
the western part of that 'tate; received a common school and academic education; 
volunt ered as a private in Company , Twenty-s~venth Wisconsin Infantry, with 
which regiment he served until the close of the war, being mustered out with the 
rank of captain; in the early summer of 1866 he went to Colorado, where he resided 
nine years, making hi home in the counties of Gilpin and Clear Creek; was mayor 
f eorgetown thr e y ars; in 1875 moved to the Pacific Slope, living temporarily in 
... 'evada. a!1cl California; a mining excitement broke out in Idaho in 188o and 1881, 
an he J?mecl th rus~ of pro pector to that tate, making the town of Hailey, in 
\\ ~ River \ alley, b1~ home; was electecl ~o the Senate of _the first State leg-isl~-
turc m 1 90; was nom111ated by the Populists for Congress m 1892, and agam 111 
l 94, and though defeated ach time, received a third nomination from the Peoples-
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Democratic-Fusion in 1896, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth <;ongress as a _Populist, 
receiving 13,487 votes, against 6,054 cast for John T. Morrison, Republican, and 
8,984 for W. E. Borah, Silver Republican. 
ILLIN_OIS. 
SENATORS. 
SHELBY M. CULLOM, of Springfield, was born in Wayne County, Ky., Novem-
ber 22, 1829; his fat~er remo".'ed t? Tazewel~ County, Ill., th~ followi1;1g year. He 
received an academic and umvers1ty education; went to Spr111gfield 111 the fall of 
1853 to study law and has since resided there; immediately upon receiving license 
to practice was elected city at~orn~y; continued to pra~tice _law until h_e took l;iis seat 
in the House of Representatives 111 1865; was a Presidential elec_tor 111 1856 o~ t~e 
Fillmore ticket; was elected a member of the house of representa~1ves of the _Ill11101s 
legislature in 1856, 1860, 1872, and 1874, and was elected speaker 111 1861 and 111 1873; 
was elected a Representative from Illinois in the Thirty-ninth, Fortieth, and Forty-
first Congresses, serving from December 4, 1865, to March 3, 1871; was a delegate to 
the national Republican convention at Philadelphia in 1872, being chairman of the 
Illinois delegation, and placed General Grant in nomination; was a delegate to 
the national Republican convention in 1884 and chairman of the Illinois delegation; 
was elected governor of Illinois in 1876 and succeeded himself in 1880, serving from 
January 8, 1877, until February 5, 1883, when he resigned, having been elected to 
the United States Senate as a Republican, to succeed David Davis, Independent 
Democrat; took his seat December 4, 1883, and was reelected in 1888 and again in 
1894; was a member of the commission appointed to prepare a system of laws for 
the Hawaiian Islands. His term of service will expire March 3, 1901. 
WILLIAM E. MASON, of Chicago, was born in Franklinville, Cattaraugus 
County, N. Y., July 7, 1850; removed with his parents to Bentonsport, Iowa, in 1858; 
attended school at the Bentonsport Academy and Birmingham College; taught school 
from 1866 to 1870, the last two years at Des Moines, Iowa; entered the law office 
of Hon. Thomas F. Withrow, and was admitted to practice law in Des Moines; went 
to Chicago in 1872, and has practiced law there ever since; was elected to the general 
assembly in 1879, to the State senate in 1881; was elected to the Fiftieth and Fifty-
first Congresses and defeated for the Fifty-second in the landslide of 1892; was 
elected to the United States Senate January 20, 1897, by a strict party vote, receiving 
125 votes, against 78 votes for John P. Altgeld, Democrat. He took his seat March 




C0UNTY.-Part of Cook, embracing the Third, Thirty-first, Thirty-second, Thirty-third, and Thirty-
fourth wards and part of the Fourth Ward of the city of Chicago, with the townships of Bloom, 
Bremen, Calumet, Orland, Rich, Thornton, and Worth. 
JAMES R. MANN, of Chicago, was born October 20, 1856, on a farm near Bloorp.-
ington, Ill., whence his father moved to Iroquois County in 1867; -was graduated at 
the University of Illinois in 1876 and at the Union College of Law in Chicago in 
1881; remained in Chicago to practice his profession, and is now the head of the law 
firm of Mann, Hayes & Miller; in 1887 was elected a member of the Oakland school 
board in the village of Hyde Park, and in 1888 was elected attorney of the village of 
Hyde Park, which was then the largest municipality in Illinois outside of Chicago· 
upon annexation in 1892 of the outlying territory to the city of Chicago, was elected 
alderman from the Thirty-second Ward to the Chicago city council, and reelected in 
1894; in the city council for three years, was chairman of the judiciary committee; 
in 1894 was the temporary chairman of the Republican State convention, and in 1895 
was the c):iairman of the Cook County Republican conyention; in 1892 w.2.s appointed 
~ master 111 chance:y of the superior court of Cook County, which position he resigned 
m January; 1896; m 1895 was elected by the South Park commissioners of Chicago as 
general_ attorney_ f?r the park board; "Yas elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Repubhcan, rece1v111g 51,582 votes, agamst 23,123 for James H. Teller, candidate of 
the Democratic, t!"ie Populi~t,. 1:nd. Free Silver Republican pa~ies; 595 votes for 
Thomas A. Strobndge, Proh1b1t10111st, and 957 votes for BenJamm J. Wertheimer. 
Gold Demucrat. , 
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COUNTY.-Part of Cook; the Tenth, Twenty-eighth, Twenty-ninth, and Thirtieth wards of the city 
of Chicago, and the towns of Cicer0, Elk Grove, Hanover, Lamont, Leyden, Lyons, Maine, 
Norwood Park, Palos, Proviso, Riverside, and Schaumburg. 
WILLIAM LORIMER, of Chicago, was born in Manchester, England, April 27, 
1861, and is of Scotch parentage; came to this country with his parents when 5 years 
old and settled in Port San Lac, Mich., in 1866; subsequently the family removed 
to Bay City, Mich., thence to Ohio, where they lived on a farm for a short time, 
and finally settled in Chicago in 1870; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 35,045 votes, against 28,309 
votes for J. Z. White, Democrat, 594 votes for Craigmile, Prohibitionist, and 561 
votes for Crenshaw, National Democrat. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 307,972.) 
COUNTY.-Part of Cook; that part of the Fourth Ward west of the center line of Wentworth avenue 
and all of the First, Second, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh wards of the city of Chicago. 
HUGH REID BELKNAP, of Chicago, was born in Keokuk, Iowa, September 1, 
186o. He attended the public schools there, and also took a course of instruction 
at the Adams Academy, Quincy, Mass., completing his education at Phillips Acad-
emy at Andover, Mass.; being unable to take a collegiate course, at the age of 18 he 
entered the service of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad C9mpany in a minor capacity; 
remained with that company for twelve years, filling various positions in practical 
railroading- in the operating department, and retired as chief clerk to the general 
manager, m 1892, to become superintendent of the South Side Rapid Transit Rail-
road, of Chicago-the first elevated railroad in that city; was electerl. to the Fifty-
fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,075 
votes, against 21,485 votes for Clarence S. Darrow, Democrat and People's Party, 
255 votes for John Krebs, Independent Gold Standard Democrat, 182 votes for 
Solomon D. Ebersoll, Prohibitionist, ro9 votes for Michael L. Morris, Socialist Labor, 
and 21 votes for John J. Fanning, Middle of the Road. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 299,208.) 
COUNTY.-Part of Cook; the Eighth, Ninth, Twelfth, and Nineteenth wards of the city of Chicago. 
DANIEL W. MILLS, of Chicago, was born on a farm near Waynesville, Warren 
County, Ohio, February 25, 1838; is the son of David and Susannah Mills; his mother, 
who was brought up near the site where Cincinnati now stands, at the age of 3 years fell 
into the hands of Indians, and was for some time held in captivity by the savages; his 
Quaker great-grandfather, Joseph Brown, accompanied William Penn to this country 
in 1682; was thrown upon his own resources by the death of his father, and to him 
fell the principal support of a widowed mother, left with but limited means; worked 
for neighboring farmers during summers and attended the common schools of Rayes-
ville, and later the Waynesville high school; at the age of 18 he secured employment 
in a mercantile establishment, and in 1859 engaged in the mercantile, grain-shipping, 
and pork-packing business on his own account at Corwin, Ohio; served in the army 
as captain of Company D, One hundred and eightieth Ohio Volunteers, and con-
tinued in active service until the close of the war; in the spring of 1866 went to 
Chica~o and, as owner of a vessel, engaged in lake shipping for three years; made 
large mvestments in real estate, which yielded profitable returns, and has ever since 
been extensively interested in realty transactions; from 1877 to 1881 served as 
warden of the Cook County Hospital; was twice elected alderman of his ward; was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,564 votes, against 
20,454 votes for James McAndrews, Democrat and People's Party, 419 votes for 
Jame E. Gillis, Independent Gold Democrat, 375 votes for Charles W. "\Voodman, 
Ind pendent Republican, 236 votes for Archibald Sprott, Prohibitionist, and 129 
votes for J. Augustus Weaver, Socialist Labor. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 154,679.) 
Co'. 'TV.-Part of Cook; the Eleventh, Thirteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth wards 
of the city of hicago. 
_E R E E. WHITE, of Chicago, was born in Massachusetts in 1848; after grad-
uatmg fr m college at the age of 16 he enlisted as a private soldier in the Fifty-
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seventh Massachusetts Veteran Volunteers, in which he served under General Grant, 
in the Army of the Potomac, from the battle of the Wilderness until the surrender of 
General Lee; after the close of the war he entered a commercial college at Worces-
ter, Mass.; in 1867 he removed to Chicago, a poor young man ,seeking emploY:ment, 
which he found in a lumber yard at $50 a month; a year later he engaged m the 
lumber business on his own account, which he has since pursued with much success; 
he is head of the extensive hard-wood lumber firm of George E. White & Co., and is 
a director in State and national banks; has served as alderman of Chicago and as 
State senator, and has exercised a large influence in Republican politics in his State; 
in 1884 was nominated for Congress by the Republican convention of his district, 
but, although the district was safely Republican, declined the nomination; was 
elected to thL: Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 23,053 votes, against 19,975 votes for E. T. Noonan, Democrat, 257 votes 
for Haines, Prohibitionist, 233 votes for Courtney, National Democrat, and 1,813 
votes for McDonnell, Independent. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 172,8n.) 
C0UNTY.-Part of Cook; the Twentieth, Twenty-first, Twenty-second, Twenty-third, and Twenty-
fourth wards, that part of the Twenty-fifth Ward south of the center line of Diversey street 
and west of the center line of Halstead street, and that part of the Twenty-sixth Ward south 
of the center line• of Belmont avenue, of the city of Chicago. 
HENRY SHERMAN BOUTELL, Republican, of Chicago, son of Major Lewis 
Henry and Anna Greene-Boutell; was born in Boston, Mass., March 14, 1856 ; gradu-
ated from Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill., in 1874, and from Harvard Uni-
versity in 1876; received the degree of A. M. from Harvard in 1877; was admitted to 
the bar of Illinois in 1879, and to that of the Supreme Court of the United States in 
1885; was elected a member of the Illinois General Assembly in 1884, and was one 
of the " 103" who elected General Logan to the United States Senate; elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican at a special election held November 23, 1897, to 
fill the unexpired term of Edward Dean Cooke, deceased, receiving 10,212 votes 
against 9,36o votes for Vincent H. Perkins, Democrat. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 143,407.) 
COUNTIES.-Part of Cook; the Fourteenth, Fifteenth, and Twenty-seventh wards and part of the 
Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth wards of the city of Chicago, and the towns of Barrington, 
Evanston, New Trier, Niles, Northfield, Palatine, and Wheeling, of Cook County, and all of 
the county of Lake. 
GEORGE EDMUND FOSS, of Chicago, was born at Berkshire, Franklin County, 
Vt., July 2, 1863; graduated from Harvard. College in 1885; attended the Columbia 
Law School and School of Political Science in New York City, and graduated from 
the Union College of Law of Chicago in 1889, receiving the degree of LL.B.; admitted 
to the bar the same year and began the practice of law in Chicago; never held any 
political office until elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress and was reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 41,510 votes, against 21,170 votes for 
Olaf E. Ray, Silver Democrat, 541 votes for M. W. Robinson, Gold Democrat, 478 
votes for J. C. Ambrose, Prohibitionist, and_ 43 votes scattering. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 130,123.) 
COUNTIES.-Dekalb, Dupage, Grundy, Kane, Kendall, and McHenry (6 counties). 
ALBERT J. HOP~INS, of A~rora, was bor? in Dekalb County, Ill., August 15, 
1846; graduat~d at Hillsdale (Mich.) College 111 June, 1870; studied law and com-
menced practice at Aurora, Ill.; was State's attorney of Kane County from 1872 to 
1876; was a member of the Republican State central committee from 1878 to 1880· 
was Presidential elector on the Blaine and Logan ticket, 1884 · was elected to th~ 
Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and' Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses an_d reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 32,073 




COUNTIEs.-Boone, Carroll, Jo Daviess, Lee, Ogle, Stephenson, and Winnebago (7 counties). 
ROBERT ROBERTS HITT, of Mo~nt Morris, was born at Urbana, Ohio, January 
16, 1834; removed to Ogle County, Ill., 1111837; was educated at Rock River Seminary 
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( now Mount Morris Coll~ge) af1_d at . De Pauv:7 University; was first sec!etary of 
legation and charge d'affa1res ad mtenm at Pans from December, 1874, until March, 
1881· was Assistant Secretary of State in 1881; was elected to the Forty-seventh 
Congress November 7, 1882, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of Hon. 
R. M. A. Hawk; was elected to the Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, 
Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 32,949 votes, against 15,241 votes for C. 0. 
Knudson, Democrat, and 818 votes for James Lamont, Prohibitionist; was a member 
of the Commission appointed to prepare a system of laws for the Hawaiian Islands. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 154,471.) 
CouNTIES.-Henry, Knox, Mercer, Rock Island, Stark, and Whiteside (6 counties). 
GEORGE W. PRI CE, of-Galesburg, was born March 4, 1854, in Tazewell County, 
Ill.; attended the public schools and graduated from Knox College, Galesburg, Ill., 
in 1878; studied law and was admitted to the bar in 188o; was elected city attorney 
of Galesburg in 1881; was chairman of the Republican county central committee of 
Knox County in 1884; was elected a member of the lower house of the general 
assembly of Illinois in 1888; was reelected in 1890; was the candidate for attorney-
general of Illinois on the Republican ticket in 1892; was elected.to the Fifty-fourth 
Congress at a special election held April 2, 1895, to fill the vacancy caused by the 
death of Gen. Philip Sidney Post, and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 31,459 votes, against 15,741 votes for William R. Moon, 
Democrat, 536 votes for William Goldsworthy, Prohibitionist, and 1,401 votes for 
William C. Holden, Populist. 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 167,oo6.) 
C0UNTlES.-Bureau, Lasalle, Livingston, and Woodford (4 counties). 
WALTER REEVES, of Streator, was born September 25, 1848, near Brownsville, 
Pa.; removed to Illinois in 1856; lived on a farm; became a teacher and a lawyer; 
was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub-
lican, receiving 24,765 votes, against 18,514 votes for Charles M. Golden, Democrat, 
and 557 votes for J. W. Hosier, Prohibitionist. 
TWELFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 177,359.) 
CooNTIES.-Iroquois, Kankakee, Vermilion, and \Vill (4 counties). 
JOSEPH G. CAN ON, of Danville, was born at Guilford, N. C., May 7, 1836; is a 
lawyer; was State's attorney in Illinois, March, 1861, to December, 1868; was elected 
to the Forty-third, Forty-fourth, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-
eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 28,566 votes, against 
18,613 votes for George G. Vance, Democrat, and 478 votes for J. J. Hales, Prohi-
bitionist. 
THIRTEE TH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 183,rn5.) 
CooNTIES.-Champaign, Dewitt, Douglas, Ford, McLean, and Pialt (6 counties). 
V PA IA WAR ER, of Clinton, was born at Mount Pleasant, now Farmer 
City, Dewitt County, Ill., April 23, 1842; removed with his parents in 1843 to Clin-
ton, Ill., which has since been his home; attended common and select schools in 
Clinton, and Lombard niv rsity at Galesburg, Ill.; was studying law at Clinton, 
in the office of Hon. Lawrence Weldon, now one of the judges of the United States 
ourt of <;laims, _wh_en, on June 13, 1861, he enli~tecl as a pr~vate soldier in Company 
E, Tw nh th Illmo1 Volunteer Infantry; remamecl an enlisted man and carried a 
mu ket in that company until F bruary 5, 1862, when he was commissioned a second 
lieutenant; remain d in the ervice 11ntil July r3, 1866, when he was mustered out 
~hen b ing a captain and bre_vet major; s rved in the Army of the Tennessee, receiv~ 
111g a gunshot wound at luloh, until the vacuation of Atlanta, when, being dis-
abl :cl, h wa rd red 7 Torth, and from there, early in 1865, he was ordered on the 
Pla111 . , wh_ere a campaign ,~·a hei_ng conducted against hostile Indian , where he 
ervecl until must r d ut; 1111m d1ately on leaving the service he entered the Law 
partment o_f Harvard Tniv r. ity, from which he graduated in 1 68; he then 
returned t Cbuton and commenced the practice of law, forming a partner hip with 
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Hon. C. H. Moore, which still continues; was colonel and judge-advocate-general of 
I llinois through the administrations of Governors Hamilton, Oglesby, and Fifer; was 
elected a Republican Presidential elector in 1888; was elected to the Fifty:fourth and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 27,334 votes, against 




CouNTIES.-Fulton, Marshall, Mason, Peoria, Putnam, and Tazewell (6 counties). 
JOSEPH V. GRAFF, of Pekin, Tazewell County, was born at Terre Haute, Ind., 
July 1, 1854; graduated at the Terre Haute high school at the age of 16 years; also 
attended Wabash College, at Crawfordsville, Ind., one year, but never completed a 
collegiate course; studied law and was admitted to the bar while living at Delavan, 
Ill., in 1879; was a delegate to the national Republican convention at Minneapolis 
in 1892; has never before held a public office, except president of the board of educa-
tion, which position he held at the time of his election to the Fifty-fourth Congress, 
but has engaged in the practice of the law ever since his admission to the bar; was 
elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 25,144 votes, against 23,413 votes for N. E. Worthington, Democrat, 471 
votes for D. R. Sheen, Prohibitionist, and 392 votes for Theodore Holly, Populist. 
FIFTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 166,613.) 
CouNTlES.-Adams, Brown, Hancock, :Henderson, McDonough, Schuyler, and Warren (7counties) . 
BENJAMIN F. MARSH, of Warsaw, Hancock County, was born in Wythe Town-
ship, in said county, and reared on his father's farm; was educated in private schools 
until 14 years old, when he was sent to Jubilee College and entered upon a classical 
course , pursuing the same for four years, lacking one year of graduation; entered 
the law office of his brother, Judge J. W. Marsh, at WaJ"Saw, and was admitted to the 
bar in 1860; same year was a candidate on the Republican ticket for the office of 
State's attorney in the district then composed of Hancock and Adams counties; the 
district being Democratic, he was defeated by the late Calvin A. Warren, one of 
the best lawyers in western Illinois; under Mr. Lincoln's first call for volunteers, in 
1861, he enrolled a company of cavalry and went to Springfield and tendered the 
same for and during the war of the rebellion to Governor Yates, but as cavalry was 
not included in the call, the company was not then accepted; on his way home he 
enlisted as a private in the Sixteenth Illinois Infantry Volunteers, then at Quincy, 
and served in said regiment in northern Missouri until, on the 4th day of July, 1861, 
while at Monroe Station, he received a telegram from Governor Yates accepting his 
cavalry company; immediately going home, he in a few days recruited a company 
of cavalry, was commissioned captain, and assigned to the Second Regiment Illinois 
Cavalry; he was finally commissioned colonel of this regiment and served contin-
uously until January, 1866, having ca:qipaigtied in every seceding State except Vir-
ginia and the two Carolinas; he received four gunshot wounds and carries in his 
body rebel lead; returning to Warsaw, he resumed the practice of law until 1877; 
in 1869 he was the Republican candidate for the constitutional convention; in 1876 
he was elected as a Republican to the Forty-fifth Congress from the then Tenth dis-
trict and w_as reelect_ed to the Forty-sixth and Forty-seventh Congresses; in 1882 
he was ag~m _a candi~ate for _Congress, but was defeat~d; returning home in 1883, 
at the expiration of his term m Congress, he engaged m general farming and stock 
raising, and is still so engaged; in the spring of 1889 he was appointed by Governor 
Oglesby railroad and warehouse commissioner, and held the same four years· he 
was a delegate to the Republican national convention in 1888· in 1892 he was ele~ted 
as a ~epublican to the Fifty-1:h~d and Fifty-fourth Congress~s, and was reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress, receivmg 24,605 votes, against 24,296 votes for William H. 
Neece, Democrat, and 618 votes for L. E. Gross, Prohibitionist. 
SIXTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 164,413.) 
COUNTIES.-Calhoun, Cass, Greene, Jersey, Macoupin, Morgan, Pike, and Scott (8 counties). 
WIL~IAM H: HINRICHSEN, of Jacksonville, Ill., was born at Franklin, within 
a few miles of his_ pre~ent home, May 27, 1850; was educated in the public schools 
and the _State Umversity at Champaign, ~11.; worked on a farm, in a country store, 
and a rai!roa,d office1 and finally engaged in newspaper work; w;is S\lccessively editor 
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of the Jacksonville Courier and Quincy Herald, two of the leading provincial dailies 
of the State; was elected to the office of justice of the peace in 1871 and reelected in 
1873; was appointed deputy sheriff of his county in 1874, and served three terms 
iu that position; was elected sheriff in 1880; was elected clerk of the house of repre-
sentatives of Illinois in 1891; was elected secretary of state in 1892; has been a dele-
gate to every Democratic State convention since 1872, and was a delegate at large to 
the Democratic national convention of 1896; was a member of his county committee 
from 1871 to 1888, most of the time as chairman or secretary; has served as a member 
of the Democratic State committee since 1888, and was chairman of it in 1895; was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 26,615 votes, against 
20,472 votes for John I. Rinaker, Republican, and 463 votes for M. M. Cooper, Pro-
hibitionist. 
SEVENTEENTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 158,780.) 
CouNTIES.-Christian, Logan, Macon, Menard, and Sangamon (5- counties). 
JAMES AUSTIN CONNOLLY, of Springfield, was born in Newark, N. J., March 
8, 1843; went to Ohio with his parents in 1850; has an academic education; was 
assistant clerk of Ohio senate 1858-59; was admitted to the bar in Ohio in 1861 and 
is a lawyer by profession; removed to Illinois in 1861; entered the United States Army 
in 1862 a$ a private in the One hundred and twenty-third Illinois Volunteers, and was 
afterwards captain, major, and brevet lieutenant-colonel; served as a member of the 
Illinois house of representatives in 1873, 1874, and 1875; was United States attorney 
for the southern district of Illinois from 1876 to 1885 and again from 1889 to 1893; 
was appointed and confirmed Solidtor of the Treasury in 1886, but declined to 
accept; ran for Congress in 1886, as a Republican, against W. M. Springer, Demo- . 
crat, the district having 3,800 Democratic majority at the preceding election, and 
was defeated by less than 1,000; was nominated again in 1888, but declined to run; 
in 1894 he again ran against Mr. Springer, the district at the preceding election 
having 3,003 Democratic majority, and was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 23,813 votes, against 23,714 
votes for B. F. Caldwell, Democrat, 217 votes for E. G. King, National Democrat, 
and 484 votes for Edmund Miller, Prohibitionist. 
EIGHTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 164,866.) 
COUNTIES.-Bond, Fayette, Madison, Montgomery, Moultrie, and Shelby (6 counties). 
THOMAS M. JETT, of Hillsboro, Ill., was born on a farm in Bond County, Ill., 
Mayr, 1862; attended the common schools of the counties of Bond and Montgomery, 
in the said State of Illinois, until he was 20 years of age; after that he attended col-
lege two years at the Northern Indiana Normal School, Valparaiso, Ind.; taught 
school for three terms; read law with Judge •Phillips, of Hillsboro, Ill., and was 
admitted to practice in May, 1887; was elected State's attorney of Montgomery 
County, Ill., in 1889, and served two terms, covering a period of about eight years; 
was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 22,358 votes, against 
20,599 votes for W. F. L. Hadley, Republican, and 471 votes for Frank H. Ashcraft, 
Prohibitionist. 
NINETEE TH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 165,796.) 
CouNTIEs.-Clark, Coles, Crawford, Cumberland, Edgar, Effingham, Jasper, Lawrence, and Rich-
land (9 counties). 
A DREW J. HU TER, of Paris, was born in Greencastle Ind. December 17 
1831; removed with his parents while '.1 child less than 1 year of ;ge to'Edgar County'. 
Ill. ; attended the common school until he was 15 years old, and was then sent to the 
~gar A~ademy, wh~re he :finished h~s education; commenced his business life as a 
civil e?gmeer, spen~mg three years 111 that employment; studied law with Kerby 
Benedict; was admitted to the 1:>ar, and has since practiced his profession at Paris; 
wa lected to the. State senate m 18?4, and served four years; was appointed and 
erv~d a a member of the board of mvestigation of State institutions; in 1870 was 
nommated ~y the Democr~ts for <;ongress in the Fifteenth district against Gen. Jesse 
H. Moore; 111 I ~2 wa again nommated for Congress against Joseph G. Cannon; was 
~ cted c 1;1nly Judge of the E_dgar County court in 1886 and again in 1890, serving 
1x year ; m I 92 he wa nommated by the tate convention as a candidate for Con-
gre man at large, a~1d was elected to the Fifty-third Congress as a Democrat, and 
wa 1 cted to th Fifty-fif~h Congre ~s a Democrat, receiving 24,orr votes, against 
22,793 vot . for Ben on ,vo d, Republican, 816 votes for J. J. Sewell Populist and 
344 v t · for C. C. riffith, Prohibitionist. ' ' 
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TWENTIETH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 182,422.) 
CouNTIES.-Clay, Edwards, Franklin, Gallatin, Hamilton, Hardin, Jefferson, Wabash, Wayne, and 
W hite (10 counties). 
JAMES R. CAMPBELL, of McLeansboro, Ill., was born in Hamilton County, Ill., 
May 4, 1853 (his ancestors were among the first settlers of Illinois); was educated at 
Notre Dame, Ind.; read law, and was admitted to the bar by the supreme court of 
Illinois in 1877; in 1878 purchased the McLeansboro Times ( the only Democratic 
paper in the county), and has since edited it; was elected to the Illinois house of rep-
resentatives in 1884 and 1886; advanced to the Senate in 1888, and r~elected in 1892; 
during these twelve years' continuous service in the general assembly of Illinois he 
participated in the memorable Morrison-Logan contest for the United States Senate, 
in the session of 1885; was one of the IOI Democrats that elected Gen. John M. 
Palmer United ·States Senator in 1891; has served for the past twelve years as a mem-
ber of the judiciary, appropriation, revenue, and agricultural committees, and during 
this time introduced and secured the passage of many important bills of interest to 
the citizens of Illinois; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, indorsed · 




CoUNTIES.-Clinton, Marion, Monroe, Randolph, Perry, St. Clair, and Washington (7 counties). 
JEHU BAKER, of Belleville, was born November 4, 1822, in Fayette County, 
Ky.; attended common schools and McKendree College, but did not graduate; sub-
sequently received from the latter institution the honorary degrees of M. A. and 
LL. D . ; studied medicine for a time; is a lawyer; was master in chancery of St. Clair 
County 1861-1865; was elected to the Thirty-ninth, Fortieth, and Fiftieth Congresses; 
served as United States minister resident to Venezuela 1878-1881 and 1882-1885; was 
minist er resident and consul-general for a time during the closing part of this serv-
ice ; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Fusionist, having been nominated 
by t he People's Party and also by the Democratic party, receiving 23,581 votes, 
against 23,179 votes for Everett J. Murphy, Republican. 
TWENTY..:.SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 159,186.) 
CouNTIES.-Alexander, Jackson, Johnson, Massac, .Pope, Pulaski, Saline, Union, and Williamson 
(9 counties). 
GEORGE W. SMITH, of Murphysboro, was born in Putnam County, Ohio, 
August 18, 1846; was raised on a farm in Wayne County, Ill., to which his father 
removed in 1850; learned the trade of blacksmithing; attended the common schools; 
graduated from the Literary Department of McKendree College, at Lebanon, Ill., in 
1868; read law in Fairfield, Ill., after which he entered the Law Department of the 
university at Bloomington, Ind., from which he graduated in 1870; was admitted to 
the practice of law by the supreme court of Illinois the same year, since which time 
he has resided in Murphysboro, in the active practice of his profession; in 1880 he 
was the Republican elector for his Congressional district ( then the Eighteenth) and 
cast the vote of the district for Garfield and Arthur; is married; was elected to the 
Fifty-first, Fifty-second, F ifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,066 votes, aga_inst 17,8u votes for 
J. J. Hall, Democrat. 
INDIANA. 
SENATORS. 
DAVID TURPI~, of Indianapoli~, studied law and wa~ admitted to practice at 
~ogansport, Inc!-., m 1849; was appomted by Governor Wright, whom he succeeded 
11;1 th_e Senat~, Judge of the coru:t of common pl~as in ~854, and was judge of the 
circuit court m 1856, bot~ of which offi.~es he _resigned; 111 1853 and also in 1858 he 
was a member of t~e legislature of Indiana; m 1863 was elected a Senator in Con-
gress for the unexpired term of Jesse D. Bright, and immediately succeeding Joseph 
A. Wright, who served b)'.' appointment of the governor; was elected a member of 
the house of representatives of the general assembly of Indiana and served as 
speaker of th~t body in 1874-7~; in 1878 was appointed one of the three commis-
sioners to revise the laws of Indiana, serving three years as such; in August, 1886, 
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was appointed United States district attorney for the State ~f Indiana and served as 
such until March 3, 1887; was a delegate (:l.t large to the national Democratic con-
vention at St. Louis in June, 1888; was elected to the United States Senate as a 
Democrat, February 2, 1887, and took his seat March 4, 1887; was reelected in 1893. 
His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
CHARLES WARREN FAIRBANKS, of Indianapolis, was born on a farm near 
Unionville Center, Union County, Ohio, May II, 1852; was educated in the com-
mon schools of the neighborhood and at the Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, 
Ohio, graduating from that institution in 1872 in the classical course; was admitted 
to the bar by the supreme court of Ohio in 1874; removed to Indianapolis in the 
same year, where he has since practiced his profession; never held public office 
prior to his election to the Senate; was elected a trustee of the Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity in 1885 ; was chairman of the Indiana Republican State conventions in 1892 
and 1898; was unanimously chosen as the nominee of the Republican· caucus for 
United States Senator in the Indiana legislature in January, 1893, and subsequently 
received his entire party vote in the legislature, but was defeated by David Turpie, 
Democrat; was a delegate at large to the Republican national convention at St. Louis 
in 1896, and was temporary chairman of the convention; was appointed a member of 
the United States and British joint high commission which met in Quebec i:n 1898, 
for the adjustment of Canadian questions, and was chairman of the Un:ted States 
high commissioners; was elected to the United States Senate as a Republican Janu-
ary 20, 1897, by a majority of 21 on joint ballot, over Daniel W. Voorhees and Leroy 





CouNTIES.-Gibson, Pike, Posey, Spencer, Vanderburg, and Warrick (6 counties). 
JAMES A. HEMENWAY, of Boonville, was born March 8, 186o, at Boonville, Ind., 
and, with the exception of a few years, has continued to reside at Boonville; was 
educated in the common schools; commenced the practice of law in 1885; in 1886 
and again in 1888 was elected prosecuting attorney of the Second judicial circuit of 
Indiana; in 1890 was selected as the member of the Republican State committee from 
the First district; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the' Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 21,907 votes, against 20,856 votes for Thomas Duncan, 
Democrat, and 1,313 votes for Josephus Lee, Populist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 167,005.) 
C0UNTIES.-Daviess, Greene, Knox, Lawrence, Martin, Monroe, Owen, and Sullivan (8 counties). 
ROBERT W. MIERS, of Bloomington, was born in Decatur County, Ind., Janu-
ary 27, 1848; is a graduate of both the literary and the law department of Indiana 
University; commenced the practice of law at Bloomington, Ind., in April, 1872; 
was elected prosecuting attorney for the Tenth judicial circuit of Indiana in 1875 
and reelected in 1877; was elected to the house of representatives of the Indiana 
legislature in 1879; was a trustee of the Indiana University from 1881 to 1893; was 
appointed judge of the Tenth judicial circuit of Indiana in 1883 to fill an unexpired 
term; was elected judge of the same circuit in 1890 and served as judge until SeJ?-
tember, 1896, when he resigned and accepted the nomination of the Democratic 
congressional convention for the Second district of Indiana; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress a a Democrat, receiving 21,757 votes, against 20,759 votes for 
Alexander M. Hardy, Republican, and 2,625 votes for Newel H. Motsinger, Populist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 174,o67.) 
C0UNTIES.-Clark, Crawford, Dubois, Floyd, Harrison, Orange, Perry, Scott, and Washington 
(9 counties). 
~VILLI_ 1\1 T. ZE1 OR, of C?rydon, wa~ born in Harrison Township, within 3 
miles of 111 pre ent pl~ce of residence, Apnl 30, 1846; was educated in the common 
s hool. and at the semm_ary ?f Prof. James G. May; at the age of 22 commenced the 
study of ~aw under the d1rectl n of the late Judge D. W. La Follette, of New Albany; 
was achmtt d to t~1e bar and formed a law partnership with Judge Fred Mathes in 
r 70, ~t orydon; in 1871 rem_oved to Leavenworth, Crawford County, Ind., where he 
e tabh. heel a ucce ful practice· was appointed by Governor \Villiams prosecuting 
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attorney for the district, which office he held by this appointment and two succeed-
ing elections till 188~; in 1884 was elected judge of 1:he judicial circuit without oppo-
sition· was reelected m 1890, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving 22,475 votes, against 19,927 votes for Robert J. Tracewell, Republican. 
FOURTH DIS1'RICT. 
(Population, 176,889.) 
CouNTIES.-Bartholomew, Brown, Dearborn, Decatur, Jackson, Jefferson, Jennings, Ohio, Ripley, 
and Switzerland (10 counties). 
FRANCIS MARION GRIFFITH, of Vevay, was born in Switzerland County, Ind., 
August 21, 1849; was educated in the country schools.of the coun~y, the high school 
at Vevay and at Franklin College; has been engaged m the practice of law at Vevay 
for over twenty years; served as State senator from 1886 to 1894; was elected as a 
Democrat to the Fifty-fifth Congress at the special election 1Ield August ro, 1897, to 
fill the vacancy caused by the death of Hon. William S. Holman, receiving 19,342 
votes against 18,268 votes for Charles vV. Lee, Republican, and 778 votes for Uriah 
M. Browder, Populist. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 176,657.) 
CoUNTIES.-Clay, Hendricks, Morgan, Parke, Putnam, Vermilion, and Vigo (7 counties). 
GEORGE W. FARIS, of Terre Haute, was born on a farm in Jasper County, Ind., 
June 9, 1854; his early life was spent on a farm in Pulaski County, Ind., where he 
worked until 18 years of age; in 1872 he entered Asbury University, and graduated 
with his class in 1877; his father having met with financial reverses, the son was 
obliged to make his own way at college, which he did by teaching school, keeping 
up with his college studies in the meantime, and spending part of each year with his 
class; read law, was.admitted to the bar, and has since practiced his profession; in 1884 
was the Republican nominee for the circuit judgeship, but was defeated by the 
slender majority of 270 votes; has been active in Republican politics, but never held 
any public office; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 




COUNTIES.-Fayette, Franklin, Hancock, Henry, Rush, Shelby, Union, and Wayne (8 counties). 
HENRY U. JOHNSON, of Richmond, was born at Cambridge City, Wayne 
County, Ind., October 28, 1850; received his education at Centreville .Collegiate 
Institute and at Earlham College, located in Wayne County; is not a graduate; 
studied law and was admitted to practice at the Wayne County bar in February, 
1872; was elected prosecuting attorney for Wayne County in 1876 and reelected 
in 1878; was elected to the State senate from Wayne County in 1886 and served in 
the legislative sessions of 1887 and 1889; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, 
and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub-
lican, receiving 24,083 votes, against 21,867 votes for Charles A. Robinson, Populist. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 160,717.) 
COUNTIES.-Johnson and Marion (2 counties). 
JESSE OVERSTREET, of Indianapolis, was born in Johnson County, Ind., 
December 14, 1859; received a common-school and collegiate education, and was 
a~mitted to the bar in 1886; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a ~epublican, receiving 29,075 votes, against 24,187 votes for 




CouNTIES.-Adams, Blackford, Delaware, Jay, Madison, Randolph, and Wells (7 counties). 
CHARLES L. HENRY, of Anderson, was born July 1, 1849, in Green Township 
Hancock County, Ind.; ):!is parents removed with him in his early youth to Pendle~ 
ton, Ind.; 'Yas educated m the common schools and pursued his studies through part 
of a_ collegiat~ course at Asbury (now De Pauw) University, at Greencastle, Ind.; 
stu~ied law_ wit~ Hon. Hervey Crave~; graduated_ from the Law Department of the 
I;1diana University, at Bloommgton, m 1872, an1 immediately commenced the prac-
t1ce of law at Pendleton; removed io Anderson m 1875, where he has since resided; 
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was elected to the State senate in 1880 from the counties of Grant and Madison and 
served in the sessions of 1881 and 1883; is married; was elected to the Fifty-fourth 
Congress from the Seventh district, and the State being reapportioned he was 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress from the new Eighth district as a Republican, 
receiving 30,045 votes, against 27,413 votes for John R. Brunt, his Democratic-Popu-
list opponent. • 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 165,825.) 
CoUNTIES.-Boone, Carroll, Clinton, Fountain, Hamilton, Montgomery, and Tipton (7 counties.) 
CHARLES B. LANDIS, of Delphi, was born July 9, 1858, in Millville, Butler 
County, Ohio; was educated in the public schools of Logansport, and graduated 
from Wabash College, at Crawfordsville, Ind., in 1883; served for four years, from 
1883 to 1887, as editor of the Logansport (Ind.) Journal, and at the time .of hi!t nom-
ination for Congress was the editor of the Delphi (Ind.) Journal; in 1894 was elected 
president of the Indiana Republican Editorial Association and reelected in 1895; was · 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 23,616 votes, against 
23,367 votes cast for Joseph B. Cheadle, Fusion candidate. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 169,978.) 
CoUNTlES.-Benton, Jasper, I,ake, I,aporte, Newton, Porter, Tippecanoe, Warren, and White 
(9 counties). 
EDGAR D. CRUMPACKER, of Valparaiso, Ind., was born May 27, 1851, in 
Laporte County, Ind.; was educated in the common schools and at the Valparaiso 
Academy ; was admitted to the bar in 1876, and has been in the practice of law at 
Valparaiso, Ind., since; was prosecuting attorney for the Thirty-first judicial district 
of Indiana from 1884 to 1888; served as appellate judge in the State of Indiana, by 
appointment under Governor Hovey, from March, 1891, to January 1, 1893; was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a R epublican, receiving 28,259 votes, against 




COUNTIES.-Cass, Grant, Howard,Huntington, Miami, and Wabash (6 counties ). 
GEORGE W. STEELE, of Marion, was born in Fayette County, Ind., Decem-
ber 13, 1839; was educated in the common schools and at the Ohio Western Univer-
sity, at Delaware, Ohio; read law, was admitted to the bar, and practiced in Hartford 
City, Ind., from April II to 21, 1861, when he enlisted in the Eighth Indiana Regi-
ment, but could not be mustered into this regiment on account of exce·ss in numbers; 
was mustered into the Twelfth Indiana on May 2, 1861, and served in this regjment 
and the One hundred and first Indiana until the close of the war-the first year in 
the Army of the Potomac, the latter three in the Army of the Cumberland and with 
Sherman to the sea; was mustered out as lieutenant-colonel in July, 1865; commis-
sioned and served in the Fourteenth United States Infantry from February 23, 1866, 
to February 1, 1876, mainly in California, Arizona, Montana, Nebraska, Wyoming, 
and Utah; resigned and engaged in farming and pork packing until 1882; established 
the First National Bank of Marion, Ind., and became its president; declined the appoint-
ment as director of the Union Pacific Railroad; was the first governor of Oklahoma, 
and resigned after serving twenty months; is president of the Marion Commercial Club, 
of the Philadelphia Land Company, and a member of the Board of Managers of the 
Tational Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers; was a member of the Forty-seventh, 
Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and was reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 27,781 votes, against 23,102 votes 




COUNTrns.-Allen, Dekalb, I,agrange, Noble, Steuben, and Whitley (6 counties). 
J f 1. R BI 1. , of Fort Wayne, was born in 1861 on a farm south of that 
city; hi early education was obtained in the country school; at the age of IO he · 
m v d t the city, and attended the public chools till he was 14 years of age, when 
he became collector of the Daily ·cws, a newspaper of which he had been a carrier 
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boy for several years; at JS he took employment in a shop at Fort Wayne as a machine 
hand and from that time till the present has supported and kept house with his 
moth~r while working at his trade he studied law; quitting the shop in 1881 he entered 
the offi~e of Judge Walpole G. Colerick, who was then in Congress, and in 1882 was 
admitted to practice in the State and United States courts; in 1886 and 1888 he was 
unanimously nominated for prosecuting attorney and elected, :filling that position for 
four years · was defeated in 1892 for the Congressional nomination by the Hon. Vv. F. 
McNag-ny : who served in Congress, but was unanimously nominated by the Democrats 
in 1896 and elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 22,752 yotes, 
as against 22, 196 for his Republican opponent, Jacob D. Leighty. 
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 169,439.) 
CouNTIES.-Elkh a rt, Fulton, Kosciusko, Marshall, Pulaski, St. Joseph, and Starke (7 counties). 
LEMUEL W. ROYSE, of vVarsaw, was born January 19, 1848, in Kosciusko 
County, Ind.; at the age of 12 years his father died and he was left penniless, and 
t herefore was compelled to depend upon his own efforts for a living; attended the 
common schools until he was 16 years of age; he then took upon himself the sup-
port of his mother and two sisters younger than himself; by studying at home he 
acquired sufficient knowledge to teach school in the winter season, when he was 19 
years old; while teaching school he began reading law, and was admitted to the bar 
in 1874, at ,v-arsaw, Ind.; in 1876 was elected prosecuting attorney for the Thirty-
third judicial circuit of Indiana, which office he held two years; was elected mayor 
of the city of Warsaw in 1885 and held tb,is office until. 1891; was on the Republican 
electoral ticket in 1884; was a member of the Republican State central committee 
from 1886 till 1890; in 1892 was a delegate to the Minneapolis convention which 
nominated Harrison for his second term; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected 
to the F ifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 25,514 votes, against 23,928 
votes for C. K. Ellison, Fusionist. 
IOWA. 
SENATORS. 
WILLIAM BOYD ALLISON, of Dubuque, was born at Perry, Ohio, March 2, 1829; 
was educated at the Western Reserve College, Ohio; studied law and practiced in 
Ohio until he removed to Iowa in 1857; served on the staff of the governor of Iowa 
and aided in organizing volunteers in the beginning of the war for the suppres-
sion of the rebellion; wan elected a Representative in the Thirty-eighth, Thirty-ninth, 
F ortieth, and Forty-first Congresses, and was elected to the United States Senate 
as a Republican, to succeed James Harlan, Republican; took his seat March 4, 1873, 
and was reelected in 1878, 1884, 1890, and 1897. His term of service will expire 
March 3, 1903. 
J(?HN HENRY GEAR, of BUflington, was born in Ithaca, N. Y., April 7, 1825; 
r~ce1ved a comn:ion-sc~ool educat10n; removed to Galena, Ill., in 1836, to Fort Snel-
ling, I_o~a Territory, 111 1838, and to Burlington in 1843, where he ep_gaged in mer-
chand1s111g; was elected mayo! of the city of Burlington in 1863; was a member of 
the Iowa ho1:1se of representatives of the Fourteenth, Fifteenth, and Sixteenth gen-
eral assemblies of the State , serving as speaker for the last two terms· was elected 
g <;>vernor of Iowa in 1878-79 and again in 1880-81; was elected to the' Fiftieth and 
Fifty-first Congresses;_ was beate~ for the Fifty-second; was Assistant Secretary of the 
Treasury m~der President Harrison, and was elected to the Fifty-third Congress 
as a R epubhc8;n; was elect~d J:1nuary 23, 1894, a Senator in Congress from the State 
of Iowa for six years, begmnmg March 4, 1895. His term of service will expire 
March 3, 190r. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
FIRST DISTRICT. 
( Population, 153,712.) 
COUNTIES.-Des Moines, H enry, Jefferson, Lee, Louisa, Van Buren, and Washington (7 counties). 
SAMUE L M. CLARK, of Keokuk, was born on 8: farm in Van Buren County, 
Io"".a, October rr, r842; atten_ded a few ~erms of pubhc school and one year at Des 
Momes Valley College ; studied law with George G. Wright, of Keosauqua, and 
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John W . Rankin and George W. McCrary, of Keokuk_; ~nlisted as priv~te in Company 
H Nineteenth Iowa Infantry, but was not mustered. m because of 111 health; was 
admitted to the bar June, 1864; has been editor of the Keokuk Gate City for thirty-
one years; was a delegate to national Republican conventions of 1872, 1876, and 
1880· was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiv-
ing ~r,9-+4 votes, against 18,649 votes for Casey, Fusionist, and 285 votes for Hewitt, 
Pro hi bi tionist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
( Population, 172,990.) 
COUNTIES.-Clinton, Iowa, Jackson, Johnson, Muscatine, and Scott (6 counties). 
GEORGE MARTIN CURTIS, of Clinton, was born near Oxford, Chenango County, 
N. Y., April r, 1844; removed with his parents to Ogle County, Ill., in 1856; was reared -
upon the farm and received his education in the common schools and at the Rock River 
Seminary, Mount Morris, Ill.; from 1863 to 1865 was engaged as clerk in a store at 
Rochelle, Ill., and subsequently, for two years in merchandising, at Cortland, Ill.; 
removed to Clinton in 1867, since which time has been engaged in the manufacture 
of doors, sash, blinds, lumber, etc.; was a member of the Twenty-second general 
assembly of Iowa; delegate to the Republican na!ional convention in 1892; was 
elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub-
lican, receiving 23,202 votes, against 19,882 votes for Alfred Hurst, Democrat, 639 




CouNTIES.-Blackhawk, Bremer, Buchanan, Butler, Delaware, Dubuque, Franklin, Hardin, and 
Wright (9 counties). 
DAVID BREMNER HENDERSON, of Dubuque, was born at Old Deer, Scotland, 
March 14, 1840; was brought to Illinois in 1846 and to Iowa in 1849; was educated in 
common schools and at the Upper Iowa University; studied law with Bissel & Shiras, 
of Dubuque, and was admitted to the bar in the fall of 1865; was reared on a farm until 
21 years of age; enlisted in the Union Army in September, 1861, as private in Co1:11-
pany C, Twelfth Regiment Iowa Infantry Volunteers, and was elected and commis-
sioned first lieutenant of that company, serving with it until discharged, owing to 
the loss of his leg, February 26, 1863; in May, 1863, was appointed commissioner of the 
board of enro1lment of the Third district of Iowa, serving as such until June, 1864, 
when he reentered the Army as colonel of the Forty-sixth Regiment Iowa Infantry 
Volunteers and served therein until the close of his term of service; was collector 
of internal revenue for the Third district of Iowa from November, 1865, until June, 
1869, when he resigned and became a member of the law firm of Shiras, Van Duzee & 
Henderson; was assistant United States 'district attorney for the northern division of 
the district of Iowa about two years, resigning in 1871; is now a member of the law 
firm of Henderson, Hurd, Lenehan & Kiesel; was elected to t~e Forty-eighth, Forty-
ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 29,654 votes, against 
19,231 votes for George Staehle, Democrat. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,344.) 
COUNTIES.-Allamakee, Cerro Gordo, Chickasaw, Clayton, Fayette, Floyd, Howard, Mitchell, 
Winneshiek, and Worth (10 counties). 
THOMA PDEGRAFF, of McGregor, was born in Tioga County, Pa., April 3, 
J 34; received an academic education; was appointed clerk of the district court of 
Clayton County, Iowa, in April, 1856; was elected to that office in August of the same 
year and reelected in 1858; was admitted to the bar and entered upon the practice of 
th law in 1861, and ha since followed that profession; was a member of the State 
~ou e of representatives of Iowa an~ chairman of the judiciary committee of that body 
111 I 78; was elected t? the Forty-sixth Congress and reelected to the Forty-seventh 
ongr a a R publtcan; was member of the board of education and city solicitor of 
_Ic r gor, Iowa, for many yea!s; was delegate to the Republican national conven-
t~?n of 1888 and member f notification committee; was elected to the Fifty-third and 
I• 1ft~•-~ourth ongre es a~d reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
r e1,·111g 26,659 votes, agam t 17,791 vot~s _f<;>r ?rank D. Bayless1 Bryan Democrat, 
and 26<) vote · for Charles . Patten, Proh1b1tiomst, 
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FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Popula tion , 16 ,175. ) 
CoUNTIES.-Benton , Cedar , Grundy, Jones, Linn, Marsha ll , and Tama (7 counties). 
R OBERT G. COUSI NS, of Tipton, was born in Cedar County , Iowa, in 1859; 
graduated at Cornell , Iowa, in ~881; was 8:dmit~ed to the bar in 1882, and has be~n 
engageJ in the practice of law smce that time; m 1~86 was elected to the Iowa legis-
lature, and was elected by the house of representative~ as one o~ the prosecutors for 
the Brown impeachment, tried before th~ Senate dunng 1887; m 1888 w~s elect~d 
prosecuting attorney and also Presidential elector for the Fifth Congress10nal dis-
trict ; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 26,133 votes, against 18,765 votes 
for John R . Caldwell , F usionist, and 364 votes for Laurie Tatum, Prohibitionist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 155,354.) 
CouNrrns.--Davis, J a sper, K eokuk, Mahaska, Monroe, Poweshiek, and Wapello (7 counties). 
JOHN FLETCHER LACEY, of Oskaloosa, was born at New Martinsville, Va. 
(now "\Vest Virginia) , May 30, 1841; removed to Iowa in 1855; received a common-
school and academic education; enlisted in Company H, Third Iowa Infantry, in 
May, 1861, and afterwards served as a private in Company D, Thirty-third Iowa 
Infantry, as sergeant-major, and as lieutenant in Company C of that reg ime?t; was 
promoted to assistant adjutant-general on the staff of Brig. Gen. Samuel A. Ri~e, and. 
after that officer was killed in battle was assigned to duty on the staff of MaJ . Gen. 
Frederick Steele; served in the Iowa legislature one term, in 1870; is a lawyer and 
author of Lacey's Railway Digest and Lacey's Iowa Digest; was a member of the 
Fifty-first, F ifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and was reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 21,970 votes, against 20,769 votes for Fred-




COUNTIES.~Dallas, Madison, Marion, Polk, Story, and Warren (6 counties). 
JOHN A. T. HULL, of Des Moines, was born at Sabina, Clinton County, Ohio, 
May 1, 1841; removed with his parents to Iowa in 1849; was educated in public 
schools, Asbury (Ind.) University, and Iowa Wesleyan College, at Mount Pleasant; 
was graduated from the Cincinnati (Ohio) Law School in the spring of 1862; enlisted 
in the Twenty-third Iowa Infantry July, 1862; was first lieutenant and captain; was 
wounded in the charge on intrenchments at Black River May -17, 1863; resigned 
October, 1863; was elected secretary of the Iowa State senate in 1872 and reelected 
in 1874, 1876, and 1878; was elected secretary of state in 1878 and reelected in 1880 
and 1882; was elected lieutenant-governor in 1885 and reelected in 1887; is engaged 
in farming and manufacturing; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-
fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
25,578 votes, against 19,352 votes for F. W. Evans, Fusionist. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 173,484. ) 
CouN!IES.-Ada ms, Appanoose, Clarke, Decatur, Fremont, Lucas, Page, Ringgold, Taylor, Union, 
and Wayne (II counties). 
WIL:1,IAM PET~RS HEPBUR~, of Clarinda, was born November 4, 1833, at 
Wellsville, Columb1a:1a County , Oh10; was takei~ to Iowa ( ~hen a ,::er~itory ) in April , 
1841; was educat_ed m t_he schools of ~he Territory and m a pnntmg office; was 
admitted to practice law 111 1854; served 111 the Second Iowa Cavalry as captain major 
and lieuten~nt-colo~el during the _war of the rebellion; was a delegate from 'rowa t~ 
the Republican national conventions of 1860 and 1888· was a Presidential elector 
at large for the State of Iowa in 1876 and in 1888· was e'lected to the Forty-seventh 
Forty~eighth, F orty-ninth, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected t~ 
the F ifty-fifth Congre~s as a Republican, receiving 24,786 votes, against 23,960 votes 
for W. H. Robb, nommated by both the Democratic and Populist conventions. 
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~ INTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 180,764.) 
[IOWA, 
COUNTIES.-Adair, Audubon, Cass, Guthrie, Harrison, Mills, Montgomery, Pottawattamie, and 
Shelby (9 counties). 
A. L. HAGER, of Greenfield, Adair County, was born near Jamestown, Chau-
tauqua County, N. Y., October 29, 1850; in the spring of 1859 his family removed to 
Iowa and settled near Cottonville, Jackson County; in 1863 rem9ved to Jones County 
and engaged in farming near Langworthy; received his education in the common 
schools and high schools of Monticello and Anamosa; in the fall of 1874 entered the 
law school at Iowa City, and graduated therefrom in June of 1875; began the practice 
of the law at his present home in Greenfield in the fall of 1875, and has pursued 
that profession up to the present date; in the fall of 1891 was elected to the State 
senate; was chairman of the Iowa Republican State convention of 1892; was elected 
to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 24,904 votes, against 22,522 votes for L. T. Genung, 
Fusionist, and 137 votes for T. D. Thomas, Prohibitionist. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 188,346.) 
CouNTIES.-Boone, Calhoun, Carroll, Crawford, Emmet, Greene, Hamilton, Hancock, Humboldt, 
Kossuth, Palo Alto, Pocahontas, Webster, and Winnebago (14 counties). 
JONATHAN P. DOLLIVER, of Fort Dodge, was born near Kingwood, Preston 
County, Va. (now West Virginia), February 6, 1858; graduated in 1875 from the 
West Virg:inia University; was admitted to the bar in 1878; never held any political 
office until elected to the Fifty-first Congress; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-
third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to th~ Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 33,523 votes, against 22,555 votes for J. B. Romans, Fusionist, 
~nd 348 votes for M. W. Atwood, Prohibitionist. 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
·(Population, 203,470.) 
CoUNTIES.-Buena Vista, Cherokee, Clay, Dickinson, Ida, Lyon, Monona, O'Brien, Osceola, Plym-
outh, Sac, Sioux, and Woodbury (13 counties). 
GEORGE D. PERKINS, of Sioux City, was born at Holly, Orleans County, 
N. Y., February 29, 1840; removed at an early age to the ·west; learned the printer's 
trade at Baraboo, Wis.; in connection with his brother started the Gazette at Cedar 
Falls in r86o; enlisted as a private soldier in Company B, Thirty-first Iowa, August 
12, 1862, and was discharged from Jefferson Barracks, Mo., January 12, 1863; removed 
to Sioux City in 1869 and has been editor of the Journal since; was a member of the 
Iowa senate 1874-76; was appointed United States marshal for the northerru district 
of Iowa by President Arthur and removed by President Cleveland; was elected to tht! 
Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 29,6or votes, against 22,773 votes for A. Van 
Wagenen, Democrat-Populist fusion, and 400 votes for C. F. Farrand, Prohibitionist. 
KANSAS. 
SENATORS. 
LUCIE BAKER, of Leavenworth, was born in Ohio in 1846, and shortly there-
after removed with his parents to Michigan; in 1869 he removed to Kansas and 
settled in Leavenworth, where he has since resided, engaged in the practice of law; 
was elected to the United States Senate as a Republican in 1895. His term of service 
will expire March 3, rgor. 
WILLIAM A. HARRIS, of Linwood, Leavenworth County, was born in Loudoun· 
County, a . , October 29, 1841, his home being in Luray, Va., where he attended 
school; graduat d at Columbian College, Washington, D. C., in 1859, and at the Vir-
ginia Military Institute in 1861 ; served three years in the Confederate army as 
assistant adjutant-ieneral of Wilcox's Brigade and ordnance officer of D. H. Hill's 
and Rodes 's Divi 10n, Army of orthern Virginia; removed to Kansas in 1865 and 
wa employed as civil engineer in the construction of the Union Pacific Railroad, 
Kansa Divi ion, for three years; in 1868 accepted the agency for the sale of the 
Delaware R eservation and other lands, in connection with farming and stock raising; 
since 1876 ha b en a farmer and breeder of pure-bred shorthorn cattle; was elected 
t the Fifty-third Congre , at large, as a Populi t, and indor ed by the Democrats ; 
wa ren minated for the Fifty-fourth Congress but was defeated at the election; 
ele~ted to the tate enate ovember, 18g6, and wa elected in January, 1897, to the 
mte tates enate a a Populist and took his seat March 4, 1897. His term of 
ni.ce will expire 'larch 3, 1903. 
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REPRESENTATIVES. 
AT LARGE. 
JEREMIAH D. BOTKIN, of Winfield, Kans., was born April 24, 1849, in Logan 
County, Ill.; was educated in country schools;_ spent one year_ in J?e. Pauw Univer-
sity, at Greencastle, Ind.; went from the farm 111to the Methodist mimstry at the ~ge 
of 21 years· has filled leading pulpits in his conference; served six years as presidmg 
elder; was 'delegate to the Gene_ral Conf_erence held in New York City _in 1888, a_nd 
to the E cumenical Conference 111 Wash111gton, D. C., 1891; was early imbued with 
abolition sentiments and was a Republican until recent years; made three attempts 
to enter the army during the last year of the war, but being under age and size was 
rejected; was Prohibition candidate for governor of Kansas in 1888; having early 
espoused the Populist cause, that party nominated him for Congress in the Third 
district in 1894, but he was defeated; waselected tothe Fifty-fifth Congress as a Pop-
ulist on the fusion ticket, as Congressman at Large, receiving 168,400 votes, against 




COUNTIES.-Atchison, Brown, Doniphan, Jackson, Jefferson, Leavenworth, Nemaha, and Potta-
w atomie (8 counties). 
CASE BRODERICK, of Holton, was born in Grant County, Ind., September 23, 
1839; received a common-school education; removed to Kansas Territory in the fall 
of 1858; settled in Douglas Township, Jackson County, and engaged in farming; 
enlisted at Fort Scott, Kans., as a private soldier in the Second Kansas Battery, in 
1862, and was mustered out at Leavenworth in August, 1865; was elected probate 
judge of Jackson County in 1868 and was twice reelected; studied law and was 
admitted to the bar at Holton in 1870; was elected county attorney of Jackson 
County in 1876 and reelected in 1878; was elected State senator in 1880 to represent 
Jackson and Pottawatomie counties; in March, 1884, was appointed by President 
Arthur associate justice of the supreme court of Idaho for the term of four years; 
removed at once to Boise City, Idaho, assumed the duties of the position, and 
served until the fall of 1888, when he returned to Holton and resumed the practice 
of law; is largely interested in farming and cattle raising; was elected to the Fifty-
second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 22, II5 votes, against 19,713 votes for H. E. Ballou, 
Fusionist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 209, 148. ) 
CouNTIES.-Allen, Anderson, Bourbon, Douglas, Franklin, Johnson, Linn, Miami, and Wyandotte 
(9 counties). 
MASON SUMMERS PETERS, of Kansas City, was born in Clay County, Mo., 
September_3, 1844; his father, Ashby _Peters, was born in Woodford County, Ky. , 
near Versailles, on a tract of land which was granted by the Crown to his great-
grandfather, Ca~t. John Ashby, for services :is. an officer under Washington in the 
French ~nd Indian war; was educate~ at_ Wilham Jewe~l College, at Liberty, Mo.; 
was admitted to the ~arm 1875; married m Boston to Miss Anna Ingalls during the 
same year; removed 111 1886 to Wyandotte County, Kans., where he now resides· is 
engaged in the live-stock commission business; served four years as clerk of the 
court ?f Clint?n. County, Mo.; was e~ected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat-
Popuhst, receivmg 26,307 votes, agamst 25,919 votes for John T. Harris, Republican. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 201,584.) 
COUNTIES.-Chautauqua, Cherokee, Cowley, Crawford, Elk, Labette, Montgomery, Neosho, and 
Wilson (9 counties). 
EDWIN REED RIDGELY, of Pittsburg, Crawford County, Kans., was born 
May 9, 1844, in a log cabin on his parents' timber farm near Lancaster Wabash 
County, Ill.;. educ~tion was_ acq~ire1 in the local district school during the winter 
months; dunng 1;-is early life _his ti_me was devoted to farm labor; early in 1862, at 
the age of 18, enlisted as a pnvate 111 Company C, One hundred and :fifteenth Illi-
nois Vo~unte~r Infantry; served contin:uously to the end of the war; in 1869, in com-
pany _ wit~ his brother, Steph~~ S. Ridgely, moved to Girard, -Kans., where they 
engaged 111 general merchand1smg under the firm name of Ridgely Bros., and have 
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conducted this business almost continuously since; at the present time they are con-
ducting a general store in Pittsburg, Kans.; in the early seventies he engaged in the 
Texas cattle trade, personally sharing in and directing the gathering of cattle on the 
range and driving them to the Kansas markets; subsequently he extended his cattle 
operations to the Pacific Coast, including Washington Territory, Oregon, and Cali-
fornia; lived in Ogden, Utah, from 1889 to 1893; his first vote was cast for U. S. 
Grant in 1868; quit the Republican party in 1876 because of its financial policy; has 
continuously from that date advocated the exclusive issue of all money by the Gov-
ernment by using all the gold and silver offered a~ material on which to print the 
money power, supplementing these with paper to regulate and control the total 
volume; is an earnest advocate of public ownership and operation of all public utili-
ties, and thinks it both a necessity aml duty of the state to supply all unemployed 
people voluntary access to all the necessary means of production and distribution 
among themselves of food, fuel, clothing, shelter, and education; that all such labor 
above these needs should be utilized by the state in ·creating public improvements; 
to meet demands for revenue, also to undo and prevent the dangerous centralization 
of wealth in the hands of a few people, he advocates a graduated property and 
income tax; was nominated by the People's and Democratic parties and elected to 




COUNTIES.-Butler, Chase, Coffey, Greenwood, Lyon, Marion, Morris, Osage, Shawnee, Wabaunsee, 
and Woodson (rr counties). 
CHARLES CURTIS, of Topeka, was born in what is known as North Topeka, 
Shawnee County, Kans., January 25, 186o; received his education in the common 
schools of 'the city of Topeka; studied law with A. H. Case, esq., at Topeka; was 
admitted to the bar in 1881; entered into a partnership with Mr. Case in 1881 and 
remained with him until 1884; was elected county attorney of Shawnee County in 
1884 for a term of two years and was reelected in 1886; was elected to the Fifty-
third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 




C0UNTIES.-Clay, Cloud, Dickinson, Geary, Marshall, Ottawa, Republic, Riley, Saline, and Wash-
ington (ro counties). 
WILLIAM D. VINCENT, of Clay Center, was born on a farm near Dresden, 
Tenn., October II, 1852; moved with his parents to Riley County, Kans., in 1862; 
was educated in the public schools and in the State Agricultural Co:Iege at Manhat-
tan ; for the past nineteen years has been and is now engaged in the mercantile 
business at Clay Center; was elected member of the city council in 1880; was one 
of the nominees of the Greenback party for Presidential elector in 1884; was a mem-
ber of the State board of railroad commissioners in 1893 and 1894; has been a member 
of the national committee of the People's Party since 1892; was nominated by the 
People's Party and by the Democrats, and elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 




C0UNTIES.-Cheyenne, Decatur, Ellis, Ellsworth, Gove, Graham, Jewell, Lincoln, Logan, Mitchell, 
orton, Osborne, Phillips, Rawlins, Rooks, Russell, Sheridan, Sherman, Smith, Thomas, Trego, 
aud Wallace (22 counties) . 
. B. IcCORMICK, of Phillipsburg, was born in Fayette Cou.nty, Pa., Novem-
ber 20, 1847; was brought up on a farm; received his education in the common 
schools of his native county; removed to Marion County, Iowa, in 1867, where he 
sett] rl upon a fann and engaged in the business of farming and stock raising until 
his removal to Phillips County, Kans., where he settled upon a homestead in 1877; 
while engaged in farming studied law in the office of G. W. Stinson, in Phillipsburg, 
ancl was aclmitted to the bar in 1882; soon thereafter formed a partnership with Hon. 
'. \\'. IcRlroy, under whom he served as deputy county attorney for four years; 
was ·1 . t d county attorney of Phillips County in 1890 and reelected in 1892, and 
. _rved 111 that capacity four years; refused a third nomination; was elected to the 
F1f~y-fifth Congress as a Populist and a free-silver advocate, receiving 18,637 votes, 
aga111 t 16,oo6 votes for A. II. Ellis, Republican, and r,547 votes for J. C. Burton, 
Democrat. 
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SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 278,208.) 
CoUNTIES.-Barber, Barton, Clark, Comanche, Edwards, Finney, Ford, Grant, Gray, Greeley, 
Hamilton, Harper, Harvey, Haskell, Hodgeman, Kearney, Kingman, Kiowa, Lane, McPher-
son, Meade, Morton, Ness, Pawnee, Pratt, Reno, Rice, Rush, Scott, Seward, Sedgwick, Stafford, 
Stanton, Stevens, Sumner, and .Wichita (36 counties). · 
JERRY SIMPSON of Medicine Lodge, was born in the Province of New Bruns-
wick March 31 . 1842·' when 6 years of age his parents removed to Oneida County, 
N. y:; at the age of 14 he began life as a sailor, which pursuit he followed for twenty-
three years; during his career as a sailor he ha1 ~ommand of many lar&"e ve_ssels on 
the Great Lakes; during the early part of the ci:7il war _he served for a time 11~ Co~-
pany A, Twelfth Illinois Infant:Y, but ~0!1tractm~ a disease, he. l~ft the service; m 
1878 he drifted to _Kansas an~ is no~ hvmg 6 miles fr?m Medicme Lodg-e, Bar):lE;r 
County, where he is engaged m farmmg and st~)Ck raismg; was a_ Republican or~gi-
nally casting his first vote for the second elect1011 of Abraham Lmcoln, but dunng 
the p~st twelve years has been voting and affi_liating with the Greenback an~ Uni~n 
Labor parties· twice ran for the Kansas legislature on the Independent ticket 111 
Barber County, but was defeated both times by a small plurality; wa~ nominated for 
the Fifty-second Congress by the People's Party and elected by the aid of the Demo-
crats, who indorsed his nomination; was reelected to the Fifty-third Congress as a 
Farmers' Alliance candidate; was nominated for the Fifty-fourth Congress, but was 
defeated at the election; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Demo-Populist, 
receiving 29,889 votes, against 26,966 votes for Chester I. Long, Republican. 
KENTUCKY. 
SENATORS. 
WILLIAM LINDSAY, of Frankfort, was born in Rockbridge County, Va., Septem-
ber 4, 1835; settled in Clinton, Hickman County, Ky., in November, 1854; commenced 
the practice of law in 1858; served in the Confederate army continuously from July, 
1861, till May, 1865; was paroled as prisoner of war at Columbus, Miss., May 16, 1865; 
resumed the practice of law in Hickman County, Ky., in the autumn of 1865; was 
elected State senator for the Hickman district in August, 1867; was elected judge 
of the Kentucky court of appeals in August, 1870, and served till September, 1878; 
from September, 1876, until September, 1878, was chief justice of the court; has prac-
ticed law in Frankfort, Ky., since September, 1878; was elected State senator for 
the Frankfort district in August, 1889; was appointed and served as a member of the 
World's Columbian Commission for the country at large from the organization of 
the commission until February 20, 1893; was appointed and confirmed as member 
of the Interstate Commerce Commission in January, 1892, but declined to accept 
the appointment; was elected United States Senator on February 14, 1893, to fill the 
vacancy caused by the resignation of John G. Carlisle, and was reelected in January, 
1894, for the full term commencing March 4, 1895. His term of service will expire 
March 3, 1901. · 
WILLIAM J. DEBOE, of Marion, was born in Crittenden County, Ky., in 1849; 
his father was a Baptist minister and came to Kentucky from Virginia; his great-
grandfather served seven years in the Revolutionary war; received his education 
in the public and academic schools of the State, and Bwing College, Illinois· 
studied law in early life, but afterwards studied medicine and graduated from the Med: 
ical University of Louisville, and practiced a few years until his health failed· he then 
renewed the study of the law and was admitted to the bar, and is a member. of the 
law :firm of Blue & Deboe; has always been a Republican, and was superintendent 
of ~chools ~f Crittenden County_; in 1888 was a delegate to the Chicago convention 
which nommated General Harrison; has been a member of the Republican State 
central committee seven years; ?1ade the race for Congress in 1892, and in 1893' 
was elected_to the Sta_te senate; 11~ 1896 was a del~gate_ from the State at large to 
the ~t. Loms ~onvent10n, and chairman of the ?-e1egat1011; when the Republicans 
earned the legislature he entered the race for Umted States Senator, but withdrew in 
favor of W. G. Hunter, who failed ~o b~ electe~ at th_at session; in 1896 he again 
entered the race for Senator, and agam withdrew 111 the mterest of Hunter who failed 
of an election, and who himself withdrew, when Deboe was nominated ~nd elected 
after one of the most sensational and memorable sessions of the legislature of the 







COUNTIES.-Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton,Graves, Hickman, Livingston, 
Lyon, Marshall, McCracken, and Trigg (13 counties). 
CHARLES KENNEDY WHEELER, of Paducah, was born in Christian County, 
Ky., about 5 miles from Hopkinsville, on a farm, April 18, 1863; worked on the 
farm during the summer and attended neighborhood schools until the age of 13; 
matriculated at the Southwestern University, of Clarksville, Tenn., and graduated 
from that institution in the winter of 1879, and graduated from the Lebanon Law 
School, of Lebanon, Tenn., in the summer of 1880; located at Paducah, Ky., his 
present residence, in August, 1880, and has since that date been engaged in the active 
practice of his profession; has never held any office except the position of corporation 
counsel for the city of Paducah, Ky., for the years 1894 and 1895; was Democratic 
elector for the First Congressional district of Kentucky in 1892, and was elected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 15,000 votes, against 13,000 votes 
for George Thomas, Republican, and 12,000 votes for Ben C. Keys, Populist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 178,SoS.) 
COUNTIES.-Christian, Daviess, Hancock, Henderson, Hopkins, McLean, Union, and Webster (8 
counties). 
JOHN D. CLARDY, of Newstead, was born in Smith County, Tenn., August 30, 
1828; went with his parents to Christian County, Ky., in 183:r; was brought up on a 
farm and educated in the country schools and at Georgetown College, Scott County, 
Ky., where he graduated in 1848 at the age of 19; studied medicine and graduated 
in the Medical Department of the University of Pennsylvania in 1851; practiced 
medicine for a number of years, but for the last twenty years has devoted his time 
to general farming and stock raising; was never a candidate for office until r890, 
when he was elected to represent Christian County in the constitutional convention; 
was a candidate for governor in 1891; was defeated for the Democratic nomination 
by Hon. John Young Brown; was appointed and served as one of the State commis-
sioners to the Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893; was elected to the Fifty-
fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 23,535 votes, 
against 17,276 votes for E .T. Franks, Republican, 433 votes for J; W. Lockett, Gold 
Democrat, and 68 votes for Walter Southall, Populist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 176,471.) 
CoUNTIES.-Allen, Barren, Butler, Cumberland, Edmonson, Logan, Monroe, Muhlenberg, Simpson, 
Todd, and Warren (n counties). 
JOH S. RHEA, of Russellville, was born in Russellville, Logan County, Ky., 
March 9, 1855; educated at Bethel College, Russellville, Ky., and Washington and 
Lee University, Lexington, Va.; licensed to practice law in the fall of 1873, and has 
been in constant practice since; was elected prosecuting attorney for Logan County 
in 1878, and again elected in 1882; was elected Presidential elector on the Demo-
cratic ticket in 1884 for the Third district of Kentucky, and elector for the State at 
large in 1888; was a delegate from the Third district to the ational Democratic 
conventio1?i in 1892, and, with the Hon. Henry VJatterson, a delegate who was then 
of the same mind and faith, voted against the nomination of Grover Cleveland; was 
delegate from the tate at large to the national Democratic convention in 1896, and 
put the name of enator J. C. . Blackburn in nomination before the convention for 
President; Mr. \Vatterson was not a delegate to this convention; elected to the Fifty-
fifth Congre as a Democratic-Populist, defeating Hon. W. Godfrey Hunter Repub-
lican, Hon. Chas. W. Milliken, Aid- Society, and Hon. W.R. Vaughn, Independent. 
FO RTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 192,055.) 
C0UNTIES.-Breckinridge, Bullitt, rayson , reen , Hardin , Hart, Larue, Marion , Meade, Nelson, 
Ohio, T aylor, a nd Washington (13 countie ) . 
ID HI HBJ\ GR MITH, of Hodgensville, Larue County, Ky., was born 
c _mb r 19, 1854, m H_~ _County, Ky., near Hammon ville; was educated in the 
public schools of that vic1111ty and at the colleges at Horse Cave, Leitchfield, and 
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Hartford, all in Kentucky; has been practicing law s~nce March, 1876; was elected 
county attorney for Larue County at the August election, 1878, for the ter~ of four 
years; was elected superintendent of common schools for Larue County 111 Octo-
ber, 1878; resigned the office of county attorney in A1;1-gust, 1881, and at the Aug~st, 
1881 election was elected to represent Larue County 111 the house of representah ves 
of the general assembly for two years; at the August, 1885, election was elected to 
represent the thirteenth senatorial district, composed of the counties of Green, Hart, 
and Larue, in the State senate for the term of four years; reelected at the August, 
1889, election for four years; while in t?-e State senate w~s ~h~irman of general 
statutes committee and J.Tiember of committees on rules and Judiciary; the new con-
stitution, adopted by the State in 1891, created the office of president pro !empore 
of the senate; at the first meeting of the ~~nate thereafter was chosen unammously 
by the Democratic members for that position, and was elected for the term of two 
years, at the end of which term he was again the unanimous choice of the Democrats 
for the place, and was again elected for a second term of two years; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 21,655 votes, against 20,222 votes for 
Hon. John vV. Lewis, Republican; 1,919 votes. for Hon. J.E. Durham, Populist, and 




WALTER EVANS, of Louisville, was born in Barren County, Ky., September 18, 
1842; entered the Federal Army in 1861; began to practice law in 1864; was elected 
to the lower house of the State legislature from Christian County in 1871 and to the 
senate in 1873, serving in each house on the judiciary committee; was a delegate to 
the Republican national conventions in 1868, 1872, 1880, and 1884; removed to Louis-
ville in 1874; was the Republican candidate for Congress in 1876, but was defeated by 
Albert S. Willis, Democrat; was the Republican nominee for governor in 1879 against 
Luke P. Blackburn; on May 21, 1883, was appointed by President Arthur Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue, and served until April 20, 1885, when he returned to 
Louisville and resumed the practice of law;· was elrcted to the Fifty-fourth and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 27,780 votes, against 
17,150 votes for John Young Brown, Democrat, and 1,63$ votes for John B. Baskin, 
Sound Money Democrat. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 16o,649.) 
COUNTIES.-Boone, Campbell, Carroll, Gallatin, Grant, Kenton, Pendleton, ahd Trimble (8 coun-
ties). -
ALBERT SEATON BERRY, of Newl?ort, was ·born. in Campbell County, Ky.· 
educated at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio; attended Cincinnati Law School; served 
two terms in the State senate and five terms as mayor of Newport · was elected to 
the Fifty-third and_ ~ifty-fourth Congres~es and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Democrat, receiv111g 21,177 votes, aga111st 17,422 votes for P. P. Ernst, Republican_. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 141,461.) 
COUNTIES.-Bourbon, Fayette, Franklin, Henry, Oldham, Owen, Sco~t, and Woodford (8 counties). 
EVAN E. SETTLE, of O:wenton, was born in Frankfort, Ky., December 1 1848· 
received early education at the classical school of B. B. Sayre, a celebrated ed~cato; 
~f Frankfort, K)'.',, and ~raduated from Louis_ville ?igh Sc~ool in June, 1864; was 
licensed to practice law 111 1870, and has practiced his profession ever since at Owen-
ton,. O_wen Countr, Ky.;_ was elected county_ attorney in 1878, reelected in 1882, and 
aga111 m 18~6; resigned ~n 1887_, and was twice elected to the Kentucky legislature, 
and serve~ m that b?dy m se~sions of 1~87_-88 and 1889-90; was delegate to national 
Democratic convention .held 111 St. Loms 111 1888, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth 




COUNTlES.-Anderson, Boyle, Garrard, Jackson, Jessamine, Lincoln, Madison, Mercer, Rockcastle, 
Shelby, and Spencer (II counties). 
GEORGE MOSBY DAVIS(?N, of Stanford, was born in Stanford, Lincoln County, 
Ky., March 23, 1856; educated 111_the common schools, ~tanford Academy, and private 
school of Prof. J.B. Myers; studied law, and was admitted to the bar in 1879; in 1881 
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was appointed to ~ position in the internal-revenue ser_vi<?e, which he he_ld until _188~; 
in 1886 was appomted master of chancery, or comm1ss10ner, of the Lmcoln c1rcu1t 
court and resigned in 1893; in 1887 was elected to the legislature from Lincoln 
County as a Republican, serving on the committees of revenue and taxation, civil 
codes, and general ·statutes; was Republican ca!ldidate for elector for the Eighth 
district in 1888, and again iri 1892; was elected Judge of the Lincoln county court 
in 1894 as a Republican; for ten consecutive years has been chairman of the Lincoln 
County Republican committee, and was elected to the Fifty-:fi.fth Congress as a 




COUNTIES.-Bath, Boyd, Bracken, ~arter; Fleming, Greenup, Harrison, Lawrence, Lewis, Mason, 
Nicholas, Robertson, and Rowan (13 counties). 
SAMUEL JOHNSON PUGH, of Vanceburg, was born in Greenup County, Ky., 
January 28, 1850; resided in Lewis County since 1852; was educated at Chandler's 
Select School, Rand's Academy, and Centre College, Danville, Ky.; has been practic-
ing law since 1872, and has held successively the offices of city attorney, 1872-73: 
master commissioner of the circuit court, 1874-1880; county attorney, 1878-1886; 
county judge, 1886-1890; delegate to the Kentuckyconstitutionalconvention, 1890-91, 
and State senator, 1893-94; was elected to the Fifty-fourth, and reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,014 votes, against 21,591 votes for W. L. 
Thomas, Democrat. · 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 149,058.) 
CoUNTIES.-Breathitt, Clark, Elliott, Estill, Floyd, Johnson, Knott, Lee, Martin, Magoffin, Menifee, 
Montgomery, Morgan, Pike, Powell, and Wolfe (16 counties). 
T. Y. FITZPATRICK, of Prestonburg, was born in Floyd County, Ky., September 
20, 1850; was educated in the common schools; studied law, and was admitted to 
the bar in 1877; has filled the positions of county judge, county attorney, and repre-
sentative in the State legislature; was Democratic elector in 1884, and was elected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 17,578 votes, against 16,381 votes 
for John W. Langley, Republican. · 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 187,481.) 
C0UNTIES.-Adair, Bell, Casey, Clay, Clinton, Harlan, Knox, Laurel, Letcher, Leslie, Metcalfe, 
Owsley, Perry, Pulaski, Russell, Wayne, and Whitley (17 counties). 
DAVID GRANT COLSON, of Middlesboro, was born April 1, 1861, at Yellow 
Creek (now Middlesboro), Knox (now Bell) County, Ky.; attended the common 
schools and for a short time the academies at Tazewell and Mossy Creek, Tenn. ; 
taught school, and while thus engaged read law; took the junior course in law in 
the Kentucky University in 1879-80; went to Washington in September, 1882, from 
which time until June 30, 1886, be was an examiner and special examiner in the 
Pension Bureau of the Interior Department; returned to Kentucky in 1887 and in 
that year was elected to the Kentucky house of representatives, session of 1887-88; 
was the Republican nominee for State treasurer in 1889, but was defeated by Hon. 
Stephen D. Sharp, the Democratic nominee; was elected mayor of Middlesboro in 
ovember, 1893, for four years, which position he resigned to accept a ·seat in the 
Fifty-fourth Congress; was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 22,404 votes, against 12,518 votes for J. D. Black, Democrat, and 4,587 
votes for John D. White, Independent. 
LOUISIANA. 
SENATORS. 
LSO C FFERY, of Franklin, t. Mary Parish, was born in the parish of 
t. l\:lary, La:, ept~n:ber 10, I 35; was educated at t. Mary's College, Maryland; 
. lurl1 d law m Loms1ana and was admilled to the bar served in the Confederate 
army ~r. t in th Thirt ~nlh Loui iana Regiment and ;ubsequently on the taff of 
Gen.\\.\ .\ alker; practiced law and engaged in sugar planting after the war; was 
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a member of the constitutional convention of 1879; was elected to the State senate 
in 1892; was appointed United States Senator to succeed Randall Le~ Gibso~, 
deceased and took his seat January 7, 1893. He was elected by the legislature m 
1894 to fill out the term of R andall Lee Gibson, which expir~d March 4, 1895, and 
also to succeed himself for the long term, expiring March 4, 1901. 
SAMUEL ·DOUGLAS McENERY, of New Orleans, was born at Monroe, La., May 
28, 1837· was educated at Spring Hill College, near Mobile, Ala., the United States 
Naval .Academy, and the University of Virginia; graduated from State and National 
Law School, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; served in the Confederate army, in the war 
between the States, as lieutenant, in Virginia, under Magruder, and in the trans-
mississippi department; is a lawyer by profession; was nominated by the Democratic 
party and elected lieutenant-governor, with L. A. Wiltz as governor, in 1879; on the 
death of Governor Wiltz, October, 1881, succeeded him in the executive office; was 
nominated by the Democratic party for governor and elected in 1884; was a candi-
date for renomination and was defeated by Gen. Francis T . Nicholls for the nomina-
tion; General Nicholls was elected in 1888 and appointed his opponent, S. D. Mc-
Enery, to be associate justice of the supreme court in 1888 for the term of twelve 
years; was nominated by the Democratic party in 1892 for governor and defeated by 
the Anti-Lottery party; was nominated by Democratic caucus for Senator at the ses-
sion of the legislature in 1896, and elected to the Senate, to succeed the Hon. N. ·C. 
Blanchard, May 28, 1896; Walter Denegre, of New Orleans, was his opponent, sup-
ported by Republicans, Populists, and a faction from the Democratic party known as • 
the Citizens' League. The vote was as follows: S. D. McEnery-senate, 20; house, 48; 
total, 68·, against senate, 16; house, 50; total, 66, for Walter Denegre. This was the 
vote as originally called, but before it was announced 1 vote changed from McEnery 
to Denegre and 2 votes from Denegre to McEner.y, making the vote stand, McEnery, 
70; Denegre, 64; took his seat March 4, 1897. His term of service will expire 




CITY OF NEW ORLEANS.-Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, and Fifteenth 
wards. 
PARISHES.-Orleans, St. Bernard, and Plaquemines, extending from Julia street, in the city of New 
Orleans, to the Gulf of Mexico. 
ADOLPH MEYER, of New Orleans; was born October 19, 1842; was a student at 
the University of Virginia until 1862, during which year he entered the Confederate 
army and served until the close of the war on the staff of Brig. Gen. John S. Wil-
liams, of Kentucky; at the close of the war returned to Louisiana, and has been 
engaged largely in the culture of cotton and sugar since; has also been engaged in 
commercial and financial pursuits in the city of New Orleans; was elected colonel of 
the First Regiment of Louisiana State National Guard in 1879, and in 1881 was 
appointed brigadier-general to command the First Brig;ide, embracing all the uni-
formed corps of the State; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-
fourth Congresse~ and reelected to the Fiftr-fifth Congress as a Democrat, ~eceiving 
ro, 776 votes, agamst 4,022 votes for Roma111, Republican, 401 votes for L1vaudais, 
Regular Republican, rr3 votes for Gazin, Labor, and 6 votes scattering. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 152,025.) 
CITY OF NEW ORLEANS.-First, Second, 'l'enth, Eleventh, Twelfth, 1'hirteenth, Fourteenth, 
SLxteenth, and Seventeenth wards. 
PARISHES.-Jefferson, St. Charles, St. J a.mes, and St. John the Baptist. 
R<;rnER':I' C. DAVEY,_ of ~ew Orleans, was })Orn ~n t~at city October 22, 1853; 
received his earl_y education m_the schools of his native city; entered St. Vincent's 
College, Cape Girardeau, Mo., 111 1869, and graduated jn 1871; was elected a member 
of tl:ie State senate D~cember, 1879, and reelected April, 1884, and again elected in 
Apnl, 1892; was P!esident pro tempore of the senate during the sessions of 1884 and 
1886; 'Yas elected Judge of the first recorder's court November 1880 reelected Nov-
ember, 1882, r~elected April, 1884, and . served until May, 1888; ~as defeated for 
mayor of the city of New Orleans 111 Apnl, 1888; was elected to the Fifty-third Con-: 
gress, p~sitively declined renomination for the Fifty-fourth Congress, and was elected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving ro,269 votes, against 5,235 votes 
forJamesLegendre, SugarP. Republ can, and 1,344 votes for F. N.Wicker, Republican. 
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THIRD DISTRICT .. 
(Population, 2r4,785.) 
(LOUISI~A. 
PARlSHES.-Ascension, Assumption, Calcasieu, Cameron, Iberia, Iberville, Lafayette, Lafourche, 
St. Martin, St. Mary,. Terrebonne, and Vermilion (12 parishes). 
ROBERT F. BROUSSARD, of New Iberia, was born August 17, 1864, on the Marie 
Louise plantation, near New Iberia, parish of Iberia, La.; attended various public and 
private schools, and in 1879 entered Georgetown University, \Vest Washington, D. C., 
where he remained until 1882; was appointed inspector of customs December 27, 18851 
at the .port of New Orleans, and, upon passing civil-service examination, was pro-
moted to assistant weigher, and subsequently to export statistician at that port; dur-
ing the time he was in the Government service he entered the law school of Tulane 
University, of Louisiana, at New Orleans, and graduated in 1889; immediately after 
the appointment of H. C. Warmouth as collector of the port of New Orleans under 
Harrison's Administration, he tendered his resignation as statistician and moved to 
New Iberia, where he commenced the practice of law, in partnership with T. Donelson 
Foster, under the firm name of Foster & Broussard, and is still a member of that firm; 
shortly after locating in New Iberia was elected a member of the Democratic parish 
executive committee, the Democratic Congressional executive committee of the Third 
district, and the Democratic State central executive committee, which latter position 
he still holds; in 1890 took active part in the controversy over the lottery question 
on the antilottery side, and canvassed the State in that memorable campaign, which 
resulted in the destruction of the Louisiana State Lottery Company; became the 
nominee of the antilottery wing of the Democratic party for the district attorneyship 
of the nineteenth judicial district of Louisiana, to which position he was elected at 
. the State election of 1892, he being the only one of that wing of the Democratic party 
elected in the district at that election; in 1894 was unanimously renomin~ted to the 
same position by the Democratic party and reelected at the election of that year; _was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 9,323 votes, against 6,490 
votes for Taylor Beattie, National Republican, 155 votes for H. 0. Mayer, Regular 
Republican, and 196 votes for W. D. Gooch, Populist. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 193,760.) 
PARISHES.-Bienville, Bossier, Caddo, De Soto, Grant, Natchitoches, Rapides, Red River, Sabine, 
Vernon, Webster, and Winn (12 parishes). 
HENRY W. OGDEN, of Benton, was born at Abingdon, Va., October 21, 1842; at 
the age of 9 years removed with his father to Warrensburg, Johnson County, Mo.; was 
educated in the common schools, working on his father's farm in SJ?ring and sum-
mer and attending school in winter; entered the Confederate service and served 
through the war in the transmississippi department; was first lieutenant of Com-
pany D, Sixteenth Missouri Infantry, and afterwards on the staff of Brigadier-
General Lewis, Second Brigade, Parsons's Division of Missouri Infantry; was paroled 
at Shreveport on the 8th of June, 1865; remained in Louisiana and engaged in agri-
cultural pursuits, which occupation he has followed since continuously; was a 
member of the constitutional convention in 1879 and of the State house of representa-
tives in 1880; in 1882 was chairman of the committee on ways and means; reelected in 
1884, and was speaker of the house from 1884 to 1888; was elected as a Democrat to 
the Fifty-third Congress, to fill the vacancy caused by the appointment of N. C. 
Blanchard to be United States Senator; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving ro,775 votes, against 4,726 votes 
for B. W. Bailey, Populist, and 647 votes for Robert P. Hunter,.Republican. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 194,302.) 
PARISHES.-Caldwell, Catahoula, Claiborne, Concordia, East Carroll, Franklin, Jackson, Lincoln, 
Madison, Morehouse, uachita, Richland, Tensas, "\Vest Carroll, and Union (rs parishes). 
S M EL T. B IRD, of. Bas~rop, was born May 5, 1861, at Oak Ridg~, La.; was 
eciu~ted at home aJ?-d at Vmcennes, Ind.; began the study of law in 1879, and was 
~ 1m1tted t the bar m I 2_; was el cted district attorney of the Sixth judicial district 
1~ I • 4;_ erv d four year. 111 that position, and was elected district judge of the same 
d1 tri t 111 188 ; after ervm_gfour year upon the bench, resumed practice of law; was 
lect _<l t the tat enate 111 Apnl, 1896, and served as chairman of the committee 
on railroad~ and as a member of judiciary, lands and levees, and elections commit-
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tees; was chairman of joint Democrat_ic caucus durin&' se~sion of general assembly; 
was temporary chairman of Democratic State convent10n 111 June, 1896; was a dele-
gate to the national Democratic conven~i~n at Chicago, 1896, ~nd was elected to the 




PARISHES.-Acadia, Avoyelles, East Baton Rouge, East Feliciana, Livingston, Pointe Coupee, St. 
Helena, St. Landry, St. Tammany, Tangipahoa, West Baton Rouge, West Feliciana, and 
Washington (13 parishes). · 
SAMUEL MATTHEWS ROBERTSON, of Baton Rouge, was born in the town 
of Plaquemine, La., January 1, 1852; received his preparatory education in foe Colle-
giate Institute of Baton Rouge; was graduated from the Louisiana State University in 
1874· completed a course of law study and was admitted to practice in 1877; was 
elected a member of the State legislature from the parish of East Baton Rouge in 
1879 for a term of four years; in 1880 was . elected a member of the. faculty of the 
Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechartic13.l College; filled the chair 
of natural history in that institution and the position of commandant of cadets 
until he was elected to the Fiftieth Congress to fill the vacancy created by the death 
of his father, E.W. Robertson; was elected to the Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, 
and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving '.J:1,872 votes, against 3,686 votes for .C. C. Dunson, Republican, and 924 votes 
for W. M. Thompson, Populist. 
MAINE. 
SENATORS. 
EUGENE HALE, of Ellsworth, was born at Turner, Oxford County, Me., June 
9, 1836; received an academic education; studied law, . was admitted to the bar in 
1857 and commenced practice at the age of 20; was for nine successive years county 
attorney for Hancock County; was a member of the legislature of Maine in 1867, 
1868, and 1880; was elected to the Forty:-first, Forty-second, and Forty-third Con-
gresses; was appointed Postmaster-General by President Grant in 1874, but declined; 
was reelected to the Forty-fourth and Forty-fifth Congresses; was tendered a Cabinet 
appointment, as Secretary of the Navy, by President Hayes, and declined; was chair-
man of the Republican Congressional committee for the Forty-fifth Congress; received 
the degree of LL. D. from Bates College, from Colby University, and from Bowdoin 
College; was a delegate to the Cincinnati convention in 1876 and the Chicago con-
ventions in 1868 and 1880; was elected to the United States Senate as a Republican, to 
succeed Hannibal Hamlin, Republican ( who declined a reelection), and took his seat 
March 4, 1881; was reelected in 1887 and in 1893. His term of service will expire 
March 3, 1899. 
WILLIAM P. FRYE, of Lewiston, was born at Lewiston, Me., September 2, 1831; 
graduated at Bowdoin College, Maine, 1850; studied and practiced law; was a mem-
ber of the State legislature in 1861, 1862, and 1867; was mayor of the city of Lewiston 
in 1866 and 1867; was attorney-general of the State of Maine in 1867, 1868, and 1869; 
was elected a member of the national Republican executive committee in 1872 and 
reelected in 1876 and 1880; was elected a trustee of Bowdoin College in June, 1880, 
received the degree of LL. D. from Bates CoJlege in July, 1881, and the same degree 
from Bowdoin College in 1889; was a, Presidential elector in 1864; was a delegate to 
the national Republican conventions in 1872, 1876, ood 1880; was elected chairman 
of the Republican State committee of Maine in place of Hon. James G. Blaine, 
resigned, in November, 1881; was elected a • Representative in the Forty-second, 
Forty-third, Forty-fourth, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, and Forty-sevel;lth Congresses; 
was elected to the United States Senate as a Republican to fill the vacancy occasioned 
by the resignation of James G. Blaine, appointed Secretary of State; ·took his seat 
March 18, 1881; was reelected in 1883, in 1888, and again in 1895, receiving every 
vote, with one exception, in both branches of the legislature, at the latter election; 
was elected President ~ro tempore of the Senate February 7, 1896; was a member 
of the commission which met in Paris. September, 1898, to adjust terms of peace 
between the United States and Spain. His terni of service will expire M_arch 3, xgor. 




COUNTIES.-Cumberland and York (2 counties). 
[MAINE. 
THOMAS BRACKETT REED, of Portland, was born at Portland October 18, 
1839· graduated at Bowdoin College, Maine, in 186o; studied law; was acting assistant 
pay~aster, United States Navy, from April 19, 1864, to November 4, 1865; was admitted 
to the bar in 1865 and commenced practice at Portland; was a member of the State 
house of representatives in 1868-69 and of the State senate in 1870; was attorney-
general of Maine in 1870, 1871, and 1872; was city solicitor of Portland in 1874, 1875, 
1876, ancl 1877; was elected to the Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-
- eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 19,029 
votes, against 8,800 votes for Edward Staples, Democrat, 6o4 votes for Aaron Clark, 
Prohibitionist, 169 votes for James E . Campion, People's Party, and 8 votes scattering; 
he was elected Speaker of the House of Representatives December 2, 1889, and 
December 2, 1895. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,528.) 
CouNTIES.-Androscoggin, Franklin, Knox, Lincoln, Oxford, and Sagadahoc (6 counties). 
NELSON DINGLEY, of Lewiston, was born at Durham, Androscoggin County, 
Me., February 15, 1832; graduated at Dartmouth College in the class of 1855; studied 
law and was admitted to the bar, but left the profession to become proprietor and 
editor of the Lewiston (Me.) Journal, daily and weekly, in 1856, and still maintains 
that connection; was a member of the State house of representatives in 1862, 1863, 
1864, 1865, 1868, and 1873; was speaker of the State house of representatives in 1863 
and 1864; was governor of Maine in 1874-75; received the degree of LL. D. from 
Bates College in 1874 and from Dartmouth College in 1894; was a delegate to the 
national Republican convention in 1876; was elected to the Forty-seventh Congress 
as a Republican at a special election on the 12th of September, 1881, to fill the 
vacancy caused by the election of Hon. William P. Frye to the United States Senate; 
was reelected a Representative at Large to the Forty-eighth Congress; was elected 
to the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,400 
votes, against 8,424 votes for Atwood Levensaler, Democrat, 1,094 votes for Charles E. 
Allen, Populist, 457 votes for Edward R. Ogier, Prohibitionist, and 33 votes scattering; 
was a member of the commission which met at Quebec in August, 1898, and later in 
Washington, to adjust the differences between the United States and Canada. 
THIRD DISTRIC'f. 
(Population, 154,710.) 
C0 UNTIES.-Hancock, Kennebec, Somerset, and ·waldo (4 counties) . 
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of Augusta, was born at Linneus, Aroostook County, 
Me., rovember 27, 1843; was educated in the common schools of his native town 
and at Houlton Academy; has been for many years largely interested in the timber 
lands of his State; enlisted in the cavalry during the rebellion, and, being rejected 
by the examining surgeon on account of ill health, was given a place in the Adjutant-
General's Office, where he served till the close of the war; was State land agent in 
1876, 1877, and 1878, and also served during the same years as assistant clerk of the 
Maine house of representatives; was elected treasurer of State in 1885; reelected in 
l 87, and in the same year acquired a controlling interest in the Kennebec Journal, 
published at Augusta, which he still retains; resigned the office of treasurer in 1888, 
having r ceived the Republican nomination for governor; was governor of Maine in 
18 '9, l 90, 1891, and 1892; was a delegate to the national Republican convention at 
, t. Loui. in 1896; ·was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican at a special 
election helcl June 21, 1897, to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Hon. Seth L. 
Iilliken, receiving 9, 69 votes, again t 3,171 vote for Frederick W. Plaisted, Demo-
crat, and 305 otes for Bradford F. Lanca ·ter, Populist. 
FO RTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 183,ojo.) 
C "NTIES.-Aroostook, Penobscot, Piscataquis, and Washington (4 counties). 
HARLE DI 0.1. - B ·TELLE, of Bangor, wa born at Damariscotta, Lin-
col11 County :\le., I◄ bruar 9, 1 39; was etlucat din the public schools at Brunswick 
and at Ynnuouth. cademy; early adoptC"rl th profo run of his father, a shipmaster, 
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and on returning from a foreign voyage in the spring of 1862 volunteered and was 
appointed acting master in the United States Navy; he served in the North and South 
Atlantic and West Gulf squadrons; took part m the blockade of Charleston and 
Wilmington, the Pocotaligo expedition, the capture of St. Johns Bluff, and occupa-
tion of Jacksonville, Fla., and whfle an officer of U. S. _S. Sassaczts w~s promoted to 
lieutenant "for gallant conduct 111 the engagement with the rebel ironclad Albe-
marle," May 5, 1864; afterwards, in command of U. S. S. Nyanza, participated in 
the capture of Mobile and in receivin.s- sur!ei:id~r ~f the Confederate fle_et, and was 
assigned to command of naval forces 111 Mi~sissippi So~nd; ho_nora~ly discharged ~t 
his own request January 14, 1866; engaged 111 commercial bus111ess 111 New York; 111 
1870 became managing editor and in 1874 proprietor of the Bangor (Me.) Whig and 
Courier· was a district delegate to the national Republican convention in 1876; was 
delegat~ at large and chair1:1an of Maint; delega_tion in the nation3:l Republi_can con-
vention of 1888· was unanimously nom111ated 111 1880 as Republican candidate for 
Congress in the 
1
Fourth Maine district; was elected _Representative at Larg;e t? the 
Forty-eighth Congress; was elected as Representative from the Fourth d1stnct to 
the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses, and was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con.gress as a Republiaan, receiving 21,300 
votes, against 9,166 votes for Andrew J. Chase, Democrat, 933 votes for George W. 
Park, Prohibitionist, and 892 votes for Oliver D. Chapman, Populist. 
MARYLAND. 
SENATORS. 
ARTHUR P. GORMAN, of Laurel, was born in Howard County, Md., March rr, 
1839; attended the :public schools in his native county for a brief period; in 1852 
was appointed page 111 the Senate of the United States, and continued in the service 
of the Senate until 1866, at which time he was postmaster; on the 1st of September, 
1866, he was removed from his position and immediately appointed collector of 
internal revenue for the Fifth district of Maryland, which office he held until the 
incoming of the Grant Administration in 1869; in June, 1869, he was appointed a 
director in the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company, and in November was elected 
a me:t;nber of the house of delegates of the Maryland legislature as a Democrat; he 
was reelected in 1871, then elected speaker of the house of delegates at the ensuing 
session; in June, 1872, he was elected president of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal 
Company; in 1875 he was elected to represent Howard County in the Maryland State 
senate, and was reelected in November, 1879, for a term of four years; was elected in 
January, 1880, to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to succeed William Pinkney 
Whyte; took his seat March 4, 1881, and was reelected in 1886 and in 1892. His 
term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
GEORGE L. WELLINGTON, of Cumberland, was born of German parentage at 
Cumberland, Allegany County, Md., January 28, 1852; attended a German school 
for a brief period, otherwise self-educated; at the age of 12 l;)egan work in a canal 
store in Cumberland; in 1870 was appointed to a clerkship in the Second National 
Bank of Cumberland; later became teller; was appointed treasurer of Allegany 
County in 1882 and served until 1888; was again appointed in 1890; was delegate to 
the national Republican conventions of 1884 and 1888; was nominated by the Repub-
lican party for comptroller of Maryland in 1889 and was defeated after an active 
canvass, tJ:iough he receiv:ed the large~t vote ev~r give~ a candidate of his party on 
the State ticket; was appomted by President H arnson assistant treasurer of the United 
States at Baltimore in July, 1890; was nominated for Congress by· the Republicans 
of the Sixtl?, Cong~essional district in 1892 and _was defeated by W. McM. McKaig; 
was re1_1om111ated 111 1894 and electt;d to · the Jr1fty-fourth Congress; -was elected to 
the Umted States Senate as a Republican and took his seat March 4 1897. His term 




COUNTIES.-Caroline, Dorchester, Kent, Queen Anne, Somerset, Talbot, Wicomico, and Worcester 
(8 counties). 
ISAAC ~MBRqS:E BARBE~, of Easton, was born 1iear Salem, N. J., January 26, 
1852; stu,~1ed_ medi~1ue_on nearmg manhood, and graduated in 1872; practked for a 
short penod 111 \Voodstown, N. J.; removed to Easton, Talhot County, Md., in 1873; 
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practiced medicine successfully for about fifteen years, since which time he has been 
engaged in milling; was elected to the.Maryland legislature in 1895; is chairman of 
the Republican State central committee for Talbot County; is president of the Farm-
ers and Merchants' National Bank of Easton; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 17,969 votes, against 17,394 votes for Joshua W. Miles, 
Democrat, and 1,724 votes for T. Pliny Fisher, Prohibitionist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 208,165.) 
CITY OF BALTIMORE.-Twentieth, Twenty-first, and Twenty-second wards and Ninth precinct of 
Eleventh Ward. 
CouNTIES.-Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, El~venth, and 
Twelfth districts of Baltimore County, Carroll, Cecil, and Harford. 
·wILLIAM B. BAKER, of Aberdeen, was born near Aberdeen, Md., July 22, 1840; 
was educated at public and private schools; worked upon a farm until 32 years of 
age, when he commenced fruit packing, and has been engaged in that business ever 
since; has frequently been a delegate- to State and Congressional conventions, and 
although his county (Harford) is strongly Democratic, he was elected to the house 
of delegates as a Republican in 1881 and to the State senate in 1893; was elected to 
the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
28,530 votes, against 23,163 votes for George M. Jewett, Democrat. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 166,799'.) 
CITY OF BALTIMORE.-First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Fifteenth, and Sixteenth 
wards. 
WILLIAM S. BOOZE, of Baltimore, was born in that city January 9, 1862; was 
educated at the public schools and at the Baltimore City .College; graduated from 
the latter in 1879; studied medicine and graduated from the College of Physicians 
and Surgeons in 1882; was nominated for Congress by the Republicans of the Third 
Congressional district in 1894 against Harry Welles Rusk, whose election to the 
House of Representatives he contested unsuccessfully; was renominated in 1896 and 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,671 votes, against 
15,977 votes for Thomas C. Weeks, Democrat, 494 votes for Henry L. Hillegeist, 
Prohibitionist, and 524 votes for William Toner, Socialist Labor. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 183,005.) 
CITY OF BALTIMORE.-Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, •Eight-
eenth, and Nineteenth wards. 
WILLIAM WATSON McINTIRE, of Baltimore City, was born in Franklin County, 
Pa., of Scotch-Irish and German parentage, June 29, 1850; in his infancy his parents 
moved to Washington County, Md., where his father died in 1868 from the effects 
of wounds received in the war of the rebellion; forced in early life to provide for a 
dependent family, he learned the trade of machinist, and moved in July, 1872, to 
Baltimore City, where he obtained employment in the machine shops of the Balti-
more and Ohio Railroad Company, at Mount Clare; worked here till 1874, when he 
received an appointment in the United States Railway Mail Service; remained in this 
ervice till 1885, after the election of Mr. Cleveland, when he resigned and became 
general agent of the United States Life Insurance Company for the State of Maryland 
and the District of Columbia, which position he still holds; for a short time attended 
school at the Hagerstown Academy; while in the Railway Mail Service studied law 
and was admitted to the Baltimore bar; in 1887 was elected as a Republican to the 
city counc~l of Baltimore City, succeeding a Democrat, and was reelected in 1888; in 
th~ campaign of 1895 wa treasurer of the Maryland Republican State and city com-
m1ltees, a1_1cl wa el cted i.o the F_if~y-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 24,899 
vote , again t 16,424 vote for Wilham J. Ogden, Democrat, and 673 votes for Arthur 
Fr y, Prohibitionist. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 153,912.) 
Co TIE A. ·n CITY.-Anne Arundel, Calvert, Charles, Howard, Prince George, and St. Mary's 
counlie , and the venteenlh Ward of Baltimore City. 
·yn ... .,. Y l\IA • .,. EL l\1 D , of Laplata, was born February 12, 1858, in Charles 
ounty, .Id.; was educated at eorgetown (D. C. ) College and St. John's College, 
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Annapolis Md. g;aduating from the latter in 1878; read law privately and attended 
the lawdepartm:'entof the University of Virginia; was admitted t?the barh!- 1880, a_nd 
has practiced since; was elected to the State house o! dele~ates m 1879 and reel~cted 
in 1881· was an elector on the Garfield and Arthur ticket m 1880; was elected to the 
Fifty-fust and defeated for the Fifty-second Congress; was elected to the State 
house of delegates in 1895, and was speaker of that body; was delegate to the 
national Republican convention 1896; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 18,954 votes, ~g:a~ns~ 15,442 votes for Robert Moss, Democrat, 
and 491 votes for S. R. Neave, Prohibihomst. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 172,263.) 
CouNTIES.-Allegany,_ Frederick, Garrett, Montgomery, and Washington (5 counties). 
JOHN McDONALD, of Rockville, Md., wa~ born in Ireland, _May ~4, 1837; :was 
educated in the schools of Ireland; came to this country and enlisted m the United 
States Army in Boston, Mass., in 1857; joined his regiment the following December 
in Arizona; participated in several Indian campaigns in_ that Territory and in Cali-
fornia; in 1861 was ordered to the seat of war; served 111 the cavalry corps of -the 
Army of the Potomac throughout the war; after the war was ordered to the West, 
where he again took part in several campaigns against hostile Indians; was retired 
as a captain of cavalry July 1, 1868, for disabilities incurred in the line Qf service; 
was elected to the Maryland legislature as a Republican in 1881; ~as a candidate on 
the Republican ticket in 1891 for comptroller of the State treasury; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22 ,400 votes, against 18,437 votes for 
Blair Lee, Democrat, and 817 votes for Samuel H. Hockman, Prohibitionist. 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
SENATORS. 
GEORGE F. HOAR, of Worcester, was born at Concord, Mass., August 29, r826; 
studied in early youth at Concord Academy; graduated at Harvard College in 1846; 
studied law and graduated· at the Dane Law School, Harvard University; settled at 
·worcester, where he practiced; was city solicitor in 186o; was president of the trustees 
of the city library; was a member of the State house of representatives in 1852 and of 
the State Senate in 1857; was elected Representative to the Forty-.first, Forty-second, 
Forty-third, and Forty-fourth Congresses; declined a renomination for Representa-
tive in the Forty-fifth Congress; . was an overseer of Harvard College, 1874...:1880; 
declined reelection, but was reelected in 1896; was chosen president of the Associa-
tion of the Alumni of Harvard, but declined; presided over the Massachusetts State 
Republican conventions of 1871, 1877, 1882, and 1885; ':Vas a delegate to the Republi-
can national conventions of 1876 at Cincinnati, and of 1880, 1884, and 1888, at Chicago, 
µresiding over the convention of 188o; was chairman of the Massachusetts delega-
tion in 1880, 1884, and 1888; was one of the managers on the part of the House of 
Representatives of the Belknap impeachment trial in 1876; was a m~mber of the 
Electoral Commission in 1876; was regent of the Smithsonian Institution in 1880; 
has been president and is now vice-president of the American Antiquarian Society, 
president of the American Historical Association, trustee of the Peabody Museum of 
Archreology, trustee of Leicester Academy, is a member of the Massachusetts His-
torical Society, of the American Historical Society, the Historic-Genealogical Society, 
the Virginia Historical Society, and corresponding member of the Brooklyn Institute 
of Arts and Sciences; is a trustee of the Peab::>dy fund; has received the degree of 
doctor of laws from William and Mary, Amherst, Yale, and Harvard colleges· was 
electe~ to the United States Senate as a Republ~can, to succeed George S. Boutwell, 
took his seat March 5, 1877, and was reelected 111 1883, 1889, and 1895. His term of 
service will expire March 3, 190r. 
HENRY CABOT LODGE, of Nahant, was born in Boston, Mass., May 12, 18.50· 
receiyed a private:school and collegiate education; was graduated from Harvard Col: 
lege 111 1871; studied law at Harvard Law School and graduated in 1875, receiving 
t~e degree of LL. B.; was admitted to the Suffolk bar in 1876; profession, that of 
literature; served two terms as member of the house of representatives of the Massa-
chusetts legislature; was elected to the Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second and Fifty-
third Con&resses; _was el~cted to the Senate Jan?-ary 17_, 1893, to succeed Henry L. 
Dawes; resigned his seat 111 the House and took his seat 111 the Senate March 4 1893. 
His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. ' 
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BERKSHIRE COUNTY.-Towns of Adams, Alford, Becket, Cheshire, Cla rksburg, Dalton, Egremont, 
Florida, Great Barrington, Hancock, Hinsda le, Lanesboro, Lee, Lenox, Monterey, Mount 
Washington, New Ashford, New Marlboro, North Adams, Otis, P eru, Pittsfield, Richmond, 
Sandisfield, Savoy, Sheffield, Stockbridge, Tyringham, Washington, West Stockbridge, Wil-
liamstown, and Windsor. 
FRANKLIN CouNTY. - Towns of Ashfield, Bernardston, Buckland, Charlemont, Coleraine, Conway, 
Deerfield, Gill, Greenfield, Hawley, Heath, Leyden, Monroe, Rowe, Shelburne, and Whately. 
HAMPDEN COUNTY.-City of Holyoke and towns of Agawam, Blandford, Chester, Granville, Mont-
gomery, Russell, Southwick, Tolland, Westfield, and West Springfield. 
HAMPSHIRE CouNTY.-Towns of Chesterfield, Cummington, Goshen, Hatfi eld, Huntington, Mid-
dlefield, Plainfield, Southampton, Westhampton, Williamsburg, and Worthington. 
GEORGE PELTON LAvVRENCE, of North Adams, was born in Adams, Mass., 
May 19, 1859; graduated at Drury Academy, 1876, and at Amherst College, 188o; 
studied law at Columbia Law School; was admitted to the bar in 1883, and has since 
practked law at North Adams; was appointed judge of the district court of northern 
Berkshire in 1885; resigned in 1894 upon being elected to the Massachusetts senate; 
was a member of tp.e Massachusetts senate in 1895, 1896, and 1897; was president of 
that body in 1896 and 1897, being elected each year by unanimous vote; was elected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican ( to fill the unexpired term caused by the 
death of Hon. A. B. Wright on August 14, 1897), receiving n,932 votes, against 7,491 
votes for Roger P . Donoughue, Democrat. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 173,951.) 
FRANKLIN C0UNTY.-Towns of Erving, Leverett, Montague, New Salem, Northfield, Orange, 
Shutesbury, Sunderland, Warwick, and Wendell. 
HAMPDEN COUNTY.-Cities of Chicopee and Springfield and towns of Brimfield, Hampden, Hol-
land, Longmeadow, Ludlow, Monson, Palmer, Wales, and Wilbraham. 
HAMPSHIRE CouNTY.-City of Northampton and towns of Amherst, Belchertown, Easthampton, 
Enfield, Granby, Greenwich, Hadley, Pelham, Prescott, South Hadley, and Ware. 
WORCESTER C0UNTY.-Towns of Athol, Barre, Brookfield, Dana, Hardwick, New Braintree, North 
Brookfield, Oakham, Petersham, Phillipston, Royalston, Templeton, Warren, West Brook-
field, and Winchendon. 
FREDERICK HUNTINGTON GILLETT, of Springfield, was born at Westfield, 
Mass., October 161 1851; graduated at Amherst College in 1874 and at Harvard Law 
School in 1877; was admitted t.o the bar in Springfield in 1877; was assistant attorney-
general of Massachusetts from 1879 to 1882; was elected to the Massachusetts house 
of representatives in 1890 and 1891; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 19,793 
votes, against 7,778 votes for T . A. Fitzgibbon, Democrat. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 171,484.) 
MIDDLESEX Co NTY.-Town of Hopkinton. 
\VORCESTER CouNTV.-City of Worcester and towns of Auburn, Blackstone, Charlton, Douglas, 
Dudley, Grafton, Holden, Leicester, Mendon, Milbury, Northbridge, Oxford, Paxton, Rutland, 
Shrewsbury, Southbridge, Spencer, Sturbridge, Sutton, Upton, Uxbridge, Webster, Westboro, 
and \Vest Boylston. 
J EPH HE TRY \V ALKER, of \Vorcester, was born in Boston, Mass., December 
2r, I 29; remov cl first to Hopkinton, thence to Worcester, where he attended the 
public ch ol and worked on boots and shoes in his father's factory· was admitted 
to partn~r hip in the firm of Josep~ Walke_r & Co., in Worcester: in 1850; was 
ng-ag d 111 b ot. and sh e manufacturing until 1887, when h e retired from busine ·s 
~n \Yorce t r · . tab~ish d th busin s of manufacturing leather in Chicago, Ill., 
in 1S6 an<l wa until recently a member of the firm carrying on that business under 
~he firm name of Walker akley Company; W!:J.S elected a trustee of the People's Sav-
mg- Rank, \\'ore st r, Ma _., in r 66, and a direct.or of the Citizens' ational Bank 
of lhc same place, in 1867, re igning from both aft.er several years' service becaus~ 
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of his large business enterprises; was several years a member and was elected presi-
dent of the common council of Worcester; was president of the Worcester Board of 
Trade for several years· was three times elected to the Massachusetts legislature; is 
a member of the American Academy of Political and Social Science and a trustee ~f 
the American Institute of Civics; has been for many years a trustee of Brown Um-
versity and of the Newton, Mass., Theological Seminary; has been f<?r a quarter of 
a centurypresidentof theboardof trustees of Worcester Academy, an important col-
lege preparatory and scientific school for boys; was elected to the Fifty-fir~t, Fifty-
second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 18,993 votes, against 7,185 votes for John O'Gara, 
Democrat, and 9 votes scattering. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 170,221.) 
WORCESTER COUNTY.-City of Fitchburg and towns of Ashburnham, Berlin, Bolton, Boylston, 
Clinton, Gardner, Harvard, Hubbardston, Lancaster, Leominster, Lunenburg, Northboro, 
Princeton, Southboro, Sterling, and Westminster. 
MIDDLESEX COUNTY.-City of Waltham and tow11s of Acton, Ashby, Ashland, Ayer, Bedford, Bil-
lerica, Boxboro, Burlington, Carlisle, Chel~sford, Concord, Dunstable, Framingham, Groton, 
Hudson, Lexington, Lincoln, Littleton, Marlboro, Maynard, Natick, Pepperell, Shirley, Stow, 
Sudbury, Townsend, Tyngsboro, Wayland, Westford, and Weston. 
NORFOLK COUNTY.-Wellesley. 
GEORGE WARREN WEYMOUTH, of Fitchburg, Mass., was born August 25, 
1850, at West Amesbury, now Merrimac, Mass.; was educated in the public schools, 
graduating from the high school of that place; is interested in several different kinds 
of business, giving most of his time to the Fitchburg Steel Ball Company as president 
and general manager; is director of the Fitchburg National Bank and trustee of the 
Fitchburg Savings Bank; is director of the Fitchburg and Leominster Street Railway, 
and also of the Orswell Mills and Nockege Mills; is ex-president of the Fitchburg 
Board of Trade; was one year in the city council of Fitchburg, in the State legislature 
of 1896, and a delegate to the national convention at St. Louis last June, and was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 20,062 votes, against 
8,847 votes for I. Porter Morse, Democrat. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 172,178.) 
ESSEX CouNTY.-City of Lawrence and towns of Andover, Lynnfield, Methuen, North Andover, 
and Peabody. 
MIDDLESEX COUNTY.-Cities of I,owel'l, a.'111..i Woburn and towns of Dracut, North Reading, Read-
ing, Tewksbury, and Wilmington. 
WILLIAM S. KNOX, of Lawrence, was born in Killingly, Conn., September ro, 
1843; went to Lawrence when 9 years of age, and has resided there since; graduated 
at A1:1herst Col_lege in cl_ass of 1865; admitted to Essex bar in November, 1866, and 
has s111ce practiced law 111 Lawrence; was a member of the Massachusetts house of 
representatives in 1874-75, serving on the judiciary committee; was city solicitor 
of ~awrence in 1875, 1876, 1887, 1888, 1889, an~ 1890; is president of the Arlington 
National Bank of Lawrence; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 17,786 votes, against u,308 votes for John 
H. Harrington, Democrat. . 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 169,418.) 
EssEx CouNTY.-Cities of Gloucester, Haverhill, Newburyport, and Salem, and towns of Ames, 
bury, Beverly, Boxford, Bradford, Danvers, Essex, Georgetown, Groveland, Hamilton, Ipswich, 
Manchester, Marblehead, Merrimac, Middleton, Newbury, Rockport, Rowley, Salisbury, 
Swampscott, Topsfield, Wenham, and West Newbury. 
WILLIAM H. MOODY, of I_Ia_verhill, was born in Newbury, Mass., December 23, 
1853; he wa~ gr~du1;1-ted at ~h1lhps Academy, Andover, Mass., in 1872, and from 
Harvard 1!111yers1ty 111 1876; 1s a lawyer by profession; was district attorney for the 
eastern district of Massachusetts from 1890 to 1895; he was elected to the Fifty-
fourth Congress as a ~epublican, at a special election, to fill the vacancy caused by 
the dea_th of Ge:i, _Wilham Cogswell, and reelected to_ the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, rece1v111g 19,947 votes, against 7,46o votes for Eben Moody Boynton, 
Democrat, and 8 votes scattering. 
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SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 174,866.) 
EssEx COUNTY.-City of Lynn and towns of Nahant and Saugus. 
MIDDLESEX COUNTY.-Cities of Everett and Malden and towns of Melrose, Stoneh~m, and Wake-
field. 
SUFFOLK COUNTY.-Fourth and Fifth wards of the city of Boston, the city of Chelsea, and town of 
Revere. 
WILLIAM E. BARRETT, of Melrose, was born there December 29, 1858; was 
educated at the public schools; graduated at Dartmouth . College in 1880; began at 
once as assistant editor of the St. Albans Daily Messenger; joined the staff of the 
Boston Daily Advertiser in 1882; was Washington correspondent of the Boston Adver-
tiser, 1882-1886; was recalled to Boston to become editor in chief and in 1888 became 
chief proprietor and manager of the Boston Daily Advertiser and the Boston Evening 
Record; was elected to the Massachusetts legislature in 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 
and 1892; was speaker of that body every year but the -first, being elected by the votes 
of both parties; was a candidate for Congress in April, 189.3, at a special election to 
fill the vacancy caused by the resignatio•n of Hon. H. C. Lodge, but was defeated by 
William Everett, Democrat; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-




MIDDLESEX CoUNTY.-Cities of Cambridge, Medford, and Somerville, and towns of Arlington and 
Winchester. 
SUFFOLK CouNTY.-Tenth and Eleventh wards of the city of Boston. 
SAMUEL WALKER McCALL, of Winchester, was born in East Providence, Pa., 
February 28, 1851; graduated at New Hampton (N. H.) Academy in 1870, and at 
Dartmouth College in 1874; was admitted to the bar, and since 1876 has practiced 
law in Boston, except one year when he was the editor of the Boston Daily Advertiser; 
was elected a member of the Massachusetts . house of_ representatives of 1888, 1889, 
and 1892; was a delegate to the national Republic.an convention of 1888; was elected 
to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 22,054 votes, against 7,590 votes for Frederick 
H. Jackson, Democrat, and 13 votes scattering. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 177,517.) 
SUFFOLK COUNTY.-First, Second, Third, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, and 'fhirteenth wards of 
the city of Boston, and the town of Winthrop. 
JOHN F. FITZGERALD, of Boston,' was born in Boston February II, 1865; he 
received his education in the Eliot Grammar and the Boston Latin schools and Bos-
ton College, after which he pursued a short course of study at Harvard College; is 
engaged in real estate and insurance; was a member of the Boston common council 
of 1892; was elected a member of the Massachusetts State senate in 1893 and 1894; 
was vice-president of the Democratic city committee of Boston in 1892 and 1893; is a 
member at large of the Democratic State committee of Massachusetts and a member 
of its executive committee; was elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress as a Democrat, 
being the only Democratic Congressman in that Congress from New England, as he 
is in the Fifty-fifth, to which he was reelected, receiving 13,979 votes, against 7,819 
votes for Walter L. Sears, Republican, 3,238 votes for John A. Ryan, Independept 
ilver candidate, and 503 votes for Hammond T. Fletcher, Independent Republican. 
TE TH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 174,ooS.) 
UFF LK COUNTY.-Twelfth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, Nine-
teenth, Twentieth, and Twenty-fourth wards of the city of Boston. 
'OR FOLK COU~TV.-City of Quincy and town of Milton. 
)I EL J 1.,'E B RRO\\ , of Bo ton, was born in New York City May 26, 
1 4 ; after a primary cho 1 ducation he entered, at 9 years, the employ of R. Hoe 
. , ·w \: ork, a errand boy an<l telegraph operator; with the exception of one 
y~ar sp nt at th public , chool , he ~emaii:ied nine year with this firm; studied at 
111ght sch 1; 1 arned horthand; enhsted m the avy at 19, but was not mustered 
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in on account of ill health; practiced as a stenographer; was reporter for the New 
York Sun and New York World; in 1867 became phonographic secretary to William 
H. Seward, then Secretary of State; remained in Department of State until 1871, 
and served part of the time in the Consular Bur~au and Bureau of Rolls; · accom-
panied Chaplain Newman, of the Senate, t? :U~ah 111 187~, and reported the debate 
with the Mormons· entered the Harvard Div111ity School 111 the fall of 1871 and was 
graduated with th~ degree of B. A.; while at Harvard was Boston correspondent of 
the New York Tribune; accompanied as correspondent of the·same paper the Yell~w-
stone expedition in 1873, under the command of General Stanley_, and th_e Black Hills 
expedition in 1874, commanded by General Custer; took part m 1873 111 the battles 
of Tongue River and the Big Horn; spent a year at Leipsic Unive:sity an9- studied 
political economy under Roscher; was settled as pastor of the First Pansh, Dor-
chester (Boston), Mass., in 1876; resigned in 1881 to become editor of the Christian 
Register, which position he held for sixteen years; spent the year 1892-93 in Europe 
studying archreology in Greece and visiting European prisons; was secretary of the 
United States delegation to the International Prison Congress at Paris in 1895, and 
prepared the report transmitted by the Secretary of State to Congress; was appointed 
by President Cleveland in 1896 to represent the United States on the International 
Prison Commission; has been for fourteen years chaplain of the Fifth Regiment 
Massachusetts Militia; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 17,747 votes, against 14,259 votes for Boardman Hall, Democrat, 2,612 votes 
for W. L. Chase, Independent Republican, and 5 votes scattering 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT . . 
(Population, 173, r85.) 
SUFFOLK CouNTY.-Twenty-first, Twenty-second, Twenty-third, and Twenty-fifth wards of the 
city of Boston. 
MIDDLESEX CouNT:Y.-City of Newton and towns of Belmont, Holliston, Sherborn, and Watertown• 
NORFOLK COUNTY.-'rowns of Bellingham, Brookline, Dedham, Dover, Foxboro, Franklin, Hyde 
Park, Medfield, Medway, Millis, Needham, Norfolk, Norwood, Sharon, Walpole, and Wren· 
tham. 
BRISTOL COUNTY.-Town of North Attleboro. 
WORCESTER COUNTY.-Towns of Hopedale and Milford. 
CHARLES FRAN:KLIN SPRAGUE, of Brookline, Mass., was born in Boston, 
Mass., June ro, 1857; was fitted for college in the Boston schools and graduated from 
Harvard University in 1879; subsequently studied law at the Harvard Law School 
and Boston University, and is a member of the Suffolk bar; in 1889 and 1890 was a 
member of the common council of the city of Boston; in 1891 and 1892 was in the 
Massachusetts house of representatives; in 1893 and 1894 was a member of, and 
latterly chairman of, the board of park commissioners of the city of Boston; in 
1895 and 1896 was a member of the Massachusetts senate, serving as chairman of the 
commit~ee 011 m_et_ropolitan affairs; W!lS elected to th~ rifty-fifth Congress as a 




BRISTOL COUNTY.-City of Taunton and towns of Attleboro, Berkley, Dighton, Easton, Mansfield, 
Norton, Raynham, Rehoboth, and Seekonk. 
NORFOLK COUNTY.-Towns of ·Avon, Braintree, Canton, Cohasset, Holbrook, Randolph, Stough-
ton, and Weymouth. 
PLYMOUTH COUNTY.-City of Brockton and towns of Abington, Bridgewater, Carver, Duxbury, 
East Bridgewater, 'Halifax, Hanover, Hanson, Hingham, Hull, Kingston, Lakev_ille, Marsh-
field, Middleboro, Norwell, Pembroke, Plymouth, Plympton, Rockland, Scituate, West Bridge-
water, and Whitman. 
WILLIAM C. LOVERING, of Taunton, was born about sixty years ago in Rhode 
Island; was educa1!ed in Cambridge, Mass., at the Cambridge high school and the 
~op~ins qassical Scho_ol; has been_ engaged in cotton mall:ufacturing nearly all of 
his life, bemg the president and chief manager of the Whittenton Manufacturino-
Company, in Taunton; is also interested in many other manufactories in which h~ 
is dir~ctor a_nd manager; ser~ed fo: a s~ort period in the war as engineer at Fort 
Monroe; retired from the ~ervice an 111vl;lid; was Sta~e senator for t:wo years, 1874-75; 
was a delegate to the national Republican convention that nom111ated Garfield in 
188o; was _nominated by acclamation in the Congressional convention of the Twelfth 
district September 22, 1896, and elected· to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 21,107 
votes, agat~st 6,354 votes for Elbridge Gerry Brown, Democrat. 
Congressional .Dz'redory. 
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Popula tion , 171,535.) 
[MASSACHUSE'r'l'S. 
BARNSTABLE CouNTY.-Towns of Barnstable, Bourne, Brewster, Chatham, Dennis, Eastham, Fal-
mouth, Harwich, Mashpee, Orleans, Provincetown, Sandwich, Truro, Wellfleet, and Yarmouth. 
BRISTOL COUNTY.-Cities of Fall River and New Bedford and towns of Acushnet, Dartmouth, Fair-
haven, Freetown, Somerset, Swansea, and Westport. 
DUKES CouNTY.-Towns of Chilmark, Cottage City, Edgartown, Gay Head, Gosnold, and Tisbury, 
NANTUCKET COUNTY.-Town of Nantucket. 
PLYMOUTH COUNTY.-Towns of Marion, Mattapoisett, Rochester, and Wareham. 
WILLIAM STEDMAN GREENE, of Fall River, was born in Tremont, Tazewell 
County, Ill., April 28, 1841; removed to Fall River with his parents in 1844; was 
educated in the public schools of that city, and was a clerk in the insurance business 
from 1858 to 1865; commenced business as auctioneer, real estate and insurance agent 
in 1866; was elected member of common council in 1876, 1877, 1878, and 1879, and was 
president of the body the latter three years; elected mayor in 1880; also alternate 
delegate to Republican national convention which nominated President Garfield; was 
reelected mayor in 1881, but resigned the same year, being appointed postmaster by 
President Garfield; in 1886 was again elected mayor; was a candidate in 1887 and 1888, 
but was defeated; in July, 1888, was appointed by Governor Ames general superintendent 
of prisons for the State, and served until 1893, when he was removed by the Democratic 
governor for political reasons; was again candidate for mayor in 1894 and defeated; 
elected mayor in 1895 by734 majority, in 1896 by1,514ni.ajority, and in 1897by3,121 
majority, and declined a reelection in 1898; was appointed postmaster by President 
McKinley, and entered upon his duties April 1, 1898; resigned this position and was 
elected as a Republican to Congress May 31, 1898, to fill the unexpired term of the 
late John Simpkins for the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 4,858 votes, to 6o4 for 
Charles T. Luce, Democrat, 1,400 for Charles S. Randall, Independent Republican, 
844 for Walter J. Skahan, Socialist-Labor, and took the oath of office June 15, 1898. 
MICHIGAN. 
SENATORS. 
JAMES McMILLAN, of Detroit, was born in Hamilton, Ontario, May 12, 1838; 
removed to Detroit in 1855, where he entered upon a business life; in 1863 he became 
interested in the manufacture of railroad cars, and, with others, was successful in 
building up several large manufacturing establishments in Detroit; he is also inter-
ested in railroads and steamboats; when elected to the Senate he was president of 
the Michigan Car Company, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railroad Com-
pany, and the Detroit and Cleveland Steam Navigation Company ; in 1876 he was a 
member of the Republican State central committee, and on the death of Zachariah 
Chandler was made chairman; in 1886, 1890, 1892, and 1894 he was reelected chair-
man; for three years he was president of the Detroit board of park commissioners and 
for four years was a member of the Detroit board of estimates; was a Republican Presi-
dential elector in 1884; received the unanimous nomination of the Republican mem-
bers of the legislature and was elected to the Unite<l. States Senate to succeed Thomas 
·witherell Palmer, and took his seat March 41 1889; was reelected in 1895. His term 
of '3ervice will expire March 31 1901. 
JULIUS C. B RROWS, of Kalamazoo, was born at Northeast, Erie County, Pa., 
January 9, 1837; received a common-school and academic education; by profession a 
lav,,'Yer; was an officer in the Union Army, 1862-1864; prosecuting attorney of Kala-
mazoo County, 1865-1867; appointed supervisor of internal revenue for the States 
of l\Iichigan and ,visconsin in 1867, but declined the office; elected a Representative 
to the ~•orty-third, Forty-sixth, and Forty-seventh Congresses; appointed Solicitor of 
the roted lat s Treasury Department by President Arthur in 1884, but declined the 
offic~; elected_ a del_egale at large from Michigan to the national Re]?ublican con-
vention at . lucago 111 1884; elected to the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, and Fifty-first Con-
gr . s : , twice 1 ted peaker pro tempore of the House of Representatives during 
the F1fty-first Congre . , and was elected to the Fifty-second and Fifty-third Con-
. gr s . anrl r_e 1 ct cl_ to the_ Fifty-fourth Congress as a Republican by over 13,0CX) 
· p_lu_rahty,; resign d 111. seat m_ th_e Hou e January 23, 1895, to assume the office of 
mterl tates , nat r fr m l\11ch1gan, to which he had been elected by the legi la-
tt~r , to ~11 out th unexpired term of Franci B. , tockbridge, deceased, and took 
b1 · :cat 111 the 'cnate the same day. His term of service will xpire March 3, 1899. 
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REPRESENT A TIVE.S. 
FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Population, 173,841.) 
COUNTY.-Part of Wayne. 
JOHN B. CORLISS, of Detroit, was born at Richford, Vt.; was educated at the 
Vermont Methodist University; studied law at the Columbian Law School, Wash-
ington, D. C., and graduated from that institution in 1875; in September of the same 
year he settled in Detroit and ~ngaged in the practice of law, which-he has since 
continued; was elected city attorney of Detroit in 1881 and reelected in 1883; during 
his four years' incumbency of the office of city attorney he prepared the first complete 
charter of Detroit, which was passed by the legislature in" 1884 and is still the funda-
mental law of the municipality; has always been active in Republican politics; was 
elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 23,638 votes, against 18,889 votes for Edwin Henderson, Democrat. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 191,841.). 
COUNTIES.-Jackson, Lenawee, Monroe, Washtenaw, and part of Wayne. 
GEORGE SPALDING, of JY.[onroe, was born in Scotland in 1837; emigrated with 
his parents to the United States in 1843; settled in Buffalo, N. Y., where he attended 
the pnblic schools; accompanied his parents to Monroe, Mich., in 1853, where his 
father purchased a farm on the north bank of Raisin River, 2 miles west of Monroe; 
taught school in the winter of 1860-61; was mustered into the United States service 
June 20, 1861, as a private in Company A, Fourth Regiment Michigan Volunteer 
Infantry; promoted to :first sergeant; :first lieutenant, August 5, 1861; captain, Janu-
ary 13, 1862; wounded in action at the siege of Yorktown, Va., April, 1862; wounded 
at Malvern Hill July 3, 1862; transferred and promoted to lieutenant-colonel of the 
Eighteenth Michigan Volunteer Infantry July 18, 1862; assigned to command of said 
regiment and by orders of the War Department reported to Major-General Wright 
at Cincinnati; was engaged in driving Gen. Kirby Smith and General Morgan out 
of Kentucky; was ordered to join General Rosecrans, in command of the Army of 
the Cumberland, in the spring of 1863; appointed provost-marshal of Nashville, 
Tenn., and given plenary power as provost-marshal by order of -1:ie \,Var Department; 
resigned to accept promotion as colonel of the Twelfth Regiment Tennessee Volun-
teer Cavalry, and was assigned to command of brigade known as "Johnson's Guard;" 
was engaged in protecting railroad from Nashville to Johnsonville; assigned to com-
mand of Fourth Division of Cavalry, Anny of the Cumberland, headquarters Pulaski, 
Tenn.; engaged with General Hood in his advance toward Nashville; was promoted 
at the battle of Nash ville, Tenn., "for valuable services at the battle of Nash ville," 
to brevet brigadier-general, and assigned with full rank and pay by special order of 
the President of the United States; severely wounded in said battle; mustered out 
of service October 24, 1865; was postmaster of Monroe, Mich., from 1866 to 1870; spe-
cial agent of the Treasury Department from 1871 to 1875; elected mayor of Monroe, 
Mich., 1876; president of the board of education; admitted to the bar by examina-
tion, 1878; elected director of the First National Bank of Monroe, Mich., 1876· 
appointed its cashier, 1877; continued as director and cashier until 1892, when h~ 
was elected president; appointed member of the board of control, State Industrial 
~ome for Girls, 1885, for six years, and reappointed in 1892; was elected to the 
Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 26,557 
votes, against 25,061 votes for T. E. Bankworth, Fusionist, 155 votes for J. 0. Zabell, 




CouNTIES.-Branch , _Calhoun, Eaton, Hillsdale, and Kalamazoo (5 counties ). 
ALBERT M. TODD, of Kalamazoo, was born at the family farm home near Not-
tawa, St. Joseph County, ~icJ:i., June 3, 185?; his early life was spent on the farm, 
where he attended _ the. district school unh~ about 15 years of age, after which he 
attended the Sturgis High School, from which he graduated; studied some time at 
the_ ?rt~we~tern University, and af~erwardsvisited the countries of Europe to study 
their ~n~ti~utions an1 pe<;>ple; meanh1;lle, he h~d established the business of growing 
and chstillmg essential-oil plants; which he still continues in connection with other 
business as a manufacturing chemist; having made several discoveries in chemistry 
and the natural sciences, he has been elected a member of a number of scientific 
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associations, among them the American Association for the Advancement of Science 
the American Chemical S_ociety, the Society of Chemical Industry (International)' 
the American Pharmaceutical Association; he has for many years taken an activ; 
interest in public questions and is a member of the American Academy of Political 
and Social Science, the Michigan Political Science Association, and is vice-president 
for Michigan of the National Direct Legislation League; he was nominated by the 
Prohibition party for governor of Michigan in 1894, and was elected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress by a union of the Democratic, Union Silver, People's, and National 
parties, receiving 24,466 votes, against 24,040 votes for Alfred Milnes, Republican, 




COUNTIES.-Allegan, Barry, Berrien, Cass, St. Joseph, and Van Buren (6 counties). 
EDWARD LA RUE HAMILTON, of Niles, was born in Berrien County, Mich., 
December 9, 1857; educated at public schools; was prepared to enter the University 
of Michigan in 1876, when his father died; had to provide a living for his mother 
and took charge of the farm; in 1882 removed to Niles; entered Judge H. H. Cool-
idge's law office, and was admitted to the bar in 1884; began making political speeches 
that same year, and has ever since been an active campaign worker; was electrd to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 26,518 votes, against 22,994 votes 
for Roman I. Jarvis, Free Silver Democrat. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 178,081.) 
COUNTIES.-Ionia, Kent, and Ottawa (3 counties) . 
WILLIAM ALDEN SMITH, of Grand Rapids, was born at Dowagiac, Mich., May 
12, 1859; received a common-school education; removed with his parents to Gr~nd 
Rapids, Mich., in: 1872; was appointed page in the Michigan house of repre_sentahves 
by the speaker, John T. Rich, in 1879; was assistant secretary of the Michigan State 
senate in 1882; studied law and was admitted to the bar in 1883; was a memh~r of 
the Republican State central committee in 1888, 1890, and 1892; was the Republican 
candidate for Coligress in the Fifth Congressional district in 1894 and elected, and 
was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 26,819 votes, 
against 22,155 votes for George P. Hummer, Fusionist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 190,539.) 
CouNTIES.-Genesee, Ingham, Livingston, Oakland; townships of Lavonia, Redford, Greenfield, 
Nankin, Dearborn, and Springwells, of the county of Wayne, and the Twelfth, Fourteenth, 
and Sixteenth wards of the city of Detroit. · 
SAMUEL W. SMITH, of Pontiac, was born in the township of Independence, 
Oakla,nd County, Mich., August 23, 1852; was educated at Clarkston and Detroit, 
and, after admission to the bar of Oakland County , graduated in the law department 
of the University of Michigan; commenced to care for himself at the early age of 12 
years, and enga&"ed in teaching school at 16 yel:J.rs of age, and for the last eight~en 
years has practiced law where he now resides; in 1880 was elected prosecutmg 
attorney of Oakland County, and reelected in 1882; in 1884 he was elected to the 
tate senate; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a R epublican, receiving 26,889 
votes, against 23,473 votes for Quincey A. Smith, Demo-Populist. 
SEVE TII DISTRICT. 
(Population, 181,435. ) 
C0UNTIE .-Huron, Lapeer, Macon1.b, Sanilac, and St. Clair, and Grosse Point and Hamtramck 
township of ·wayue County. 
H RACE OVER, of Port Austin, Huron County, was born at Romeo, 
'.Iac<:m1b ounty, Mich., ptember 21, 1847; received his early education in the 
public ~h ol of Rom o and in the Dicken on Institute, located there; graduated 
111 the hte_rary l partm nt of the niver ity of Michigan, in the classical course, in 
1 6<), ancl 111 the law department in 1871; was aclmitte l to the bar in 1871 and has 
~~en ~gaged in the pra~tice of his prof ssion ev r since, except for two years, dur-
111g which h , as pnnc1pal f the public scho 1 of Port Austin, Mich., to which 
place he removed in the fall of 1874; wa probate judge of Huron County from 
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January r, r88r, to January r, 1885; _was elect~~ to the Fifty-fourth ::1nd reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, rece1vmg 22,761 votes, agamst 18,267 votes 
for O'Brien J. Atkinson, Fusionist. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, r 72,242.) 
COUNTIES.-Clinton, Saginaw, Shiawassee, and Tuscola (4 counties). 
FERDINAND BRUCKER, of Saginaw, was born Janna -y 8, 1858, at Bridgeport, 
Saginaw County, Mich.; received a common-school education, and graduated from 
the law department of the University of Michigan in the class of r88r; is a lawyer by 
profession; served as alderman of the city of_ East Saginaw two years, 1882 to 1884; 
held the office of iudge of probate for Sagmaw County two terms, from 1888 to 
1896, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Silver Democrat, receiving 
20,992 votes, against 20,158 votes for William S. Linton. 
NINTH. DISTRICT. 
(Population, r48,626.) 
CoUNTIES.-Benzie, Lake, Leelanaw, Manistee, Manitou, Mason, Muskegon, Newaygo, Oceana. and 
Wexford (ro counties). 
ROS-WELL P. BISHOP, of Ludington, was born at Sidney, Delaware County, 
N. Y., Januai-y 6, 1843; worked on a farm until August 3, r86r, when he enlisted as 
a private in Company C, Forty-third New York Volunteer Infantry; April 28, 1862, 
he was wounded at Lees Mills, Va., necessitating the amputation of his right""fl.rm-; 
was discharged in the field near Fredericksburg, Va., December, 1862; subsequently 
attended school at Unadilla Academy, Cooperstown Seminary, and Walton Academy, 
New York; taught school several years, and entered Michigan University in Sep-
tember, r868, where he remained until December, 1872; was admitted to the bar in 
May, 1875, at Ann Arbor; commencedpracticinglawatLudington, Mich., soon after, 
where he has since resided; was elected prosecuting attorney of Mason County, 1876, 
1878, and 1884; ·was elected to the Michigan legislature, 1882 and 1892; was elected 
to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiv-
ing 20,418 votes, against 14,243 votes for A. F. ':Cibbetts, Fusionist, and 389 votes for 
J. G. Rogers, Prohibitionist. 
TENTH DISTRICT. . 
(Population, r54,8rr.) 
Cou NTIES.-Alcona, Alpena, Arenac, Bay, Cheboygan, Crawford, Emmet, Gladwin, Iosco, Midland, 
Montmorency, Ogemaw, Oscoda, Otsego, and Presque !<le (rs counties). 
ROUSSEAU 0. CRUMP, of West Bay City, was born in Pittsford, Monroe County, 
N. Y., May 20, 1843, and received his education in the Pittsford and Rochester 
schools; his parents were of English birth and came to the United States in 1842, 
settling in Pittsford, N. Y.; he has always followed the lumber business; established 
his first home in Plainwell, Mich.; in June, r88r, while making a tour of the lakes 
and northern Michigan, stopped in Bay City; impressed with the business push and 
energy of the two Bay Cities, he decided to locate there, and built his first mill 
in September, r88r; in the fall of 1883 he purchased his partner's .interest in the 
business, and in February, 1884, the corporation of the Crump Manufacturing Com-
pany was formed by him; is an active Mason, having been one of the first trustees 
of the Masonic Temple Association; is a member of the Wenona Lodge, Blanchard 
Chapter, Bay City Commandery, the Michigan Sovereign Consistory of Detroit, and 
Moslem Temple; also a member of the Ancient Order of United ·workmen, Royal 
Arcanum, and Knights of Pythias; in politics he is a Republican of the stalwart 
type; cast his first vote for Lincoln; has served West Bay City as alderman for four 
years, and in the spring of 1892 was nominated and elected mayor of West Bay City 
and was reelected in 1894; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 19,535 votes, against 17,536 votes for 
C. S. Hampton, Fusionist. 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 167,669.) 
C0UNTIES.-Antrim, Charlevoix, · Clare, Grand Traverse, Gratiot, Isabella, Kalkaska, Mecosta, 
Missaukee, Montcalm, Osceola, and Roscommon (r2 counties). 
WILLIAM S. MESICK, of Mancelona, Antrim County, Mich., was born August 
26, 1856, at Newark, ·wayne County, N. Y.; was educated in the common schools 
Kalamazoo (Mich.) Business College, and the University of Michigan; admitted t~ 
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the bar in 1881; has been in active practice of the law since; held the office of prose-
cuting attorney of Antrim County, Mich., for one term; was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 23,469 votes, against 18,763 votes for Jonathan 
G. Ramsdell, Democratic-Silver nominee, and 315 votes for Barney, Prohibitionist. 
TWELFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 180,658.) 
CoUNTIES.-Alger, Baraga, Chippewa, Delta, Dickinson, Gogebic, Houghton, Iron , Isle Royal, Ke, 
weenaw, Luce, Mackinac, Marquette, Menominee, Ontonagon, and Schoolcraft (r6 counties) 
CARLOS D. SHELDEN, of Houghton, was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 




CUSHMAN KELLOGG DAVIS, of St. Paul, was born in Henderson, Jefferson 
County, N. Y., June 16, 1838; received a common-school and collegiate education, 
graduating from the University of Michigan in June, 1857; is a lawyer by profession; 
was :first lieutenant in the Twenty-eighth Wisconsin Infantry, 1862-1864; was a mem-
ber of the Minnesota legislature in 1867; was United States district attorney for 
Minnesota, 1868-1873; was governor of Minnesota, 1874-75; was elected to the United 
States Senate as a Republican, to succeed S. J. R. McMillan, Republican, and took 
-his seat March 4, 1887; was reelected in 1893; was a member of the commission which 
met at Paris September, 1898, to arrange terms of peace between the United States 
and Spain. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
KNUTE NELSON, of Alexandria, was born iri Norway February 2, 1843; came 
to the United States in July, 1849, and resided in Chicago, Ill., until the fall of 1.850, 
when he removed to the State of Wisconsin, and from there he removed to Minne-
sota in July, 1871; was a private and noncommissioned officer in the Fourth Wis-
consin Regiment during the war of the rebellion, and was wounded and taken 
prisoner at Port Hudson, La., June 14, 1863; was admitted to the bar in the spring 
of 1867; was a member of the assembly in the ·wisconsin legislature in 1868 and 1869; 
was county attorney of Douglas County, Minn., in 1872, 1873, and 1874; was State 
senator in 1875, 1876, 1877, and 1878; was Presidential elector in 1880; was a member 
of the board of regents of the State University from February 1, 1882, to January 1, 
1893; was a member of the Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, and Fiftieth Congresses for the 
Fifth district of Minnesota; was elected governor of Minnesota in the fall of 1892 
and reelected in the fall of 1894; was elected United States Senator for Minnesota 
January 23, 1895, for the term commencing March 4, 1895. His term of service will 




C0UNTIES.-Dodge, Fillmore, Freeborn, Houston, Mower, Olmsted, Steele, Wabasha, Waseca, and 
Winona (10 counties) . 
JAME A. TAW ·Ev, of Winona, was born in Mount Pleasant Township, near 
Getty burg, Adams County, Pa., January 3, 1855; his father was a farmer and a black-
smith; at the age of 15 he commenced work in his father's blacksmith shop as a11a 
appr ntic ; after completing that trade he learned the trade of machinist· left 
Pcn1!sylvania in July, 1877, aJ~d. arrived at ·winona August I following, whe~e he 
obta111ed empl yment a mach1111st, ancl worked at that trade till January 1, 1881, 
wh n he_comm nee~ the tudy o! law in the office of Bentley & Vance, of Winona; 
~1ad stud1 d law lunng tl~e mormng and evenings for about two years before enter-
mg a la·w office; was adnntted to the bar July ro, 1 82; after bein<Y admitted to the 
bar he att nd cl U1e law sch ol f the '\\.is onsin niversity at Madison it bein<Y 
the nly s ho, I of any kind h~ had at~end d sin e he was' J 4 years of' age; wa~ 
·le t ,~ to the tate enat of :\-hnne ota 111 I go, and wa lected to the Fifty-third 
a_ncl hfty-_fo_urth ngr :se: and_ re l ctecl to th Fifty-fifth Congr s as a Repub-
lican n:ce1nn r 27,920 vote , aga111 t 17,218 vote for P. Fitzpatrick, Fusioni t. 




C0UNTIES.-Blue Earth, Brown, Chippewa, Cottonwood, Faribault, Jackson, Lac qui Parle, Lin-
coln, Lyon, Martin, Murray, Nicollet, Nobles, Pipestone, Redwood, Rock, Watonwan, and 
Yellow Medicine (18 counties). 
JAMES THOMPSON McCLEARY, of Mankato, was born at Ingersoll, Ontario, 
February 5, 1853· was educated at the high school there and at McGill University, 
Montrea~; taught for some yea!":' in v"\:isconsin, being for two ;7ea~s superintend-
ent of Pierce County schools; resigned 1n 1881 to become State 111shtute conductor 
of Minnesota and professor of history and political science in the State Normal 
School at Mankato, continuing in this position until June, 1892; during summer vaca-
tions conducted institutes in Wisconsin, the Dakotas, Virginia, Tennessee, and Colo-
rado· in 1888 published Studies in Civics, and in 1894 a Manual of Civics, which are 
usetl'in the best schools of the country; in 1891 was chosen president of the Minnesota 
Educational Assoc:ation; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses 
and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 29,481 votes, 
against 21,132 votes for Frank A. Day, Democrat and Populist, and 1,035 votes for 
Richard Price, Prohibitionist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 187,215.) 
CouNTIES.-Carver, Dakota, Goodhue, Lesueur, McLeod, Meeker, Renville,rRice, Scott, and Sibley 
(ro counties). 
JOEL PRESCOTT HEATWOLE, of Northfield, was born in Waterford, Ind., 
August 22, 1856; printer by trade; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 24,483 votes, against 18,532 votes 
for H. J. Peck, Fusionist, and Sor votes for C. T. Laugeson, Pror.ibitionist. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 185,333.) 
C0UNTIES.-Chisago, Isanti, Kanabec, Ramsey, and \Vashingto11 (5 counties). 
FREDERICK CLEMENT STEVENS, of St. Paul, was born in Boston, Mass., 
January I, 1861; educated in common schools of Rockland, Me.; graduated from 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me., in 1881; from law school of the State University 
of Iowa in 1884; was admitted to the bar in 1884, and commenced practice in St. 
Paul; was elected to the State legislature 6f Minnesota in session of 1888-89 and 
1890-91; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congi"ess as a Republican, receiving 24,686 
votes, against 14,444 votes for Francis H. Clarke, fusion candidate of Democratic, 




LOREN FLETCHER, of Minneapolis, was born at Mount Vernon, Kennebec 
County, Me., April 10, 1833; was educated in public schools and Maine \Vesleyan 
Seminary, Kents Hill, Me.; in 1853 removed to Bangor, where he was employed as 
clerk by a mercantile and lumber company; in 1856 removed to Minneapolis, Minn., 
where he has since resided, engaged in manufacturing and mercantile pursuits, 
largely in the manufacture of lumber and flour; was elected to the State legislature in 
1872 and reelected seven times; the last three terms served as speaker, having been 
unanimously elected the last ter~; was elected to the Fift:y-third and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, rece1vmg 24,508 votes, against 
21,521 votes for Sidney M. Owens, Populist and Democrat (fusion), 742 votes for 
J. Arthur Sanburn, Prohibitionist, an~ 509 votes for Herbert P. Shaw, Socialist Labor. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
( Pop1,1lation, 184,848.) 
C0UNTIES.-Aitkin, Anoka, Beltrami, Benton, Carlton, Cass, Cook, Crow Wing, Hubbard, Itasca, 
Lake, Millelacs, Monison, Pine, St. Louis, Sherburne, Stearns, Todd, Wadena, and Wright 
(20 counties). 
PAG:E MORRIS, of Duluth, was born June 30, 1853, at Lynchburg, Va.; educated 
at a pnvate school and at Wi~lia1!1 ai!d ~ary College and the Virginia Military Insti-
tute; graduated at the latter mshtut10n 111 1872, and was at once appointed assistant 
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professor of mathematics; in 1873 was appointed professor of mathematics in the 
Texas Military Institute, and removed to Austin, Tex. ; in 1876 was elected professor 
of applied mathematics in the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, located 
near Bryan, in that State, where he remained for three years; studied law while 
teaching in college, and was admitted to the bar at Lynchburg, Va., whither he had 
returned, in 1880; in 1884 was nominated by the Republicans and ran for Congress in 
the Sixth district of Virginia against John W. Daniel, Democrat, and was defeated; 
in 1886 removed from Lynchburg to Duluth, where he has resided since; in Feb-
ruary, 1889, was elected municipal judge of the city of Duluth; in March, 1894, was 
elected by the city council of Duluth cit? attorney; in August, 1895, was appointed 
by the governor district judge of the Eleventh judicial district of Minnesota; 111 July, 
1896, was unanimously nominated by the Republican Congressional convention for 
Congress, accepted the nomination, and immediately sent to the governor his resig-
nation of the office of judge, to take effect September 1, so that he might make the 
campaign; on November 3, 1896, was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub-




CoUNTIES.-Becker, Bigstone, Clay, Douglas, Grant, Kandiyohi, Kittson, Marshall, Norman, Otter-
tail, Polk, Pope, R ed I,ake, Roseau, Stevens, Swift, Traverse, and Wilkin (18 counties). 
FRANK M. EDDY, of Glenwood, was born in Pleasant Grove, Minn., April 1, 
1856, and is the first Representative of Minnesota, who is a native of that State; in 
1860 he removed to Iowa with his parents, and in 1863 he returned to Minnesota, 
residing at Elmira, Olmsted County, until 1867, when he removed to Pope County; 
in 1874 he returned to Olmsted County, where he attended school until 1878, work-
ing in a brickyard during vacations to procure funds to pay his expenses; he after-
wards taught one term of district school in Fillmore County, one term at Vicksburg, 
Renville County, and in the winter of 1879-80 returned to Pope County, where he 
taught school for three years; in 1883 he entered the employment of the Northern 
Pacific Railroad Company as a "cruiser," or land examiner; his political career 
commenced in 1884, when he was elected clerk of the district court of Pope County, 
and he has held this position, also that of court reporter of the Sixteenth judicial 
district, continuously ever since; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 27.264 votes, against 24,917 votes for 
E. E. Lemmen, Fusionist. · 
MISSISSIPPI. 
SENATORS. 
HERNANDO DE SOTO MONEY, of Carrollton, was born August 26, r839, in 
Holmes County, Miss.; was educated at the University of Mississippi, at O21..-ford, 
Miss. ; is a lawyer and planter; served in the Confederate army from the beginning 
of t.he war until September 26, 1864, when h e was forced to retire from service by 
defective eyesight; was elected as a Democrat to the House of Representatives in 
the Forty-fourth, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, Fifty-third, 
and Fifty-fourth Congresses; in January, 1896, was elected to the Senate for the 
term beginning March 4, 1899; was appointed to the Senate October 8, 1897, to fill 
the vacancy caused by the death of Hon. J. Z. George on August 14, 1897; lectecl 
by the legislature to fill out the unexpired term ending March 3, 1899, and sworn 
in January 24, 189 . 
\ ILL A1 T AMBERG S LLIVA , of O>...·ford, was born December 18, 1857, 
near , inona, Mis . ; received hi ducation nea.r Sardis, in Panola County, at a 
ountry ·chool, at the niversity of Mi si sippi, and at the Vanderbilt University, 
.. :a.-hvill , Tenn.; graduated from the latter institution in 1875; completed the two 
year ·' law cour?e <~uring ~1is univ rsity p riod; began the practice of law·in the fall 
f 1875 at Austin, 111 Tumca ounty, where he continued to re ide till March, 1877, 
when_ he moYed to xf rd, l\Ii ~-, at ·which place he has continued in the practice of 
law_ s111 ·; ha. ne~·er 1? en a canchdate f r any office; was a member of the Democratic 
national conyenti n m 1 92, and wa. by the national Democratic convention of 1 96, 
at ~he requ ·t of ~h tate of 1ississippi, 1 cted a member for Mi sissippi of the 
national D mocrahc xecutive committe , which position he n w hold ; was nomi-
nated for ngn.:.- , th ugh not a candidate for the position, but a deadlock b tweeri 
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the four aspirants having continued for several days, the nomination was tendered 
to and accepted by him; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a pemocrat, 
receiving 6,941 votes, against 692 votes for M. A. Montgo1;11ery, Republican, 1,472 
votes for F. E. Ray,_ Populi?t, and 779 votes for W. D. Miller, IJ:d~p~nd~nt; was 
appointed and sworn 111 as Umted States Senator from the State of M1ss1ss1pp1 on May 




C0UNTIES.-Alcorn, Itawamba, Lee, Lowndes, Monroe, Oktibbeha, Prentiss, and Tishomingo (8 
counties). 
JOHN M. ALLEN, of Tupelo, was born in Tishomingo County, Miss., Juiy 8, 
1847; received a common-school education up to his enlistment as a pri':'ate in the 
Confederate army, in which he served through the war; after the cessation of hos-
tilities attended the law school at the Cumberland University, in Lebanon, Teun., 
and graduated in law in the year 1870 at the University of Mississippi; commenced 
the practice of his profession at Tupelo, Lee County, Miss., in 1870; in 1875 was 
elec::ted district attorney for the First judicial district of Mississippi; served a term 
of four years and retired from that office; was elected to the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, 
Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 7,321 votes, against 335 votes for W. H. 
McGill, Republican, and 742 votes for A. W. Kearney, Populist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 170,512.) 
CouNTlES.-Beuton, De Soto, Lafayette, Marshall, Panola, Tallahatchie, Tate, Tippah, and Union 
(9 counties). 
'fHOMAS SPIGHT, of Ripley, was born and raised on a farm in Tippah County, 
Miss., and has lived in that county all his life; attended the common and high 
schools of the county, and in 1859 entered college at Purdy, Tenn., and at the end 
of one year entered the LaGrange (Tenn.) Synodical College, but the death of his 
father, in March, 1861, and the breaking out of the war compelled him to return 
home; entered the Confederate army as a private, and became captain of his com-
pany before he was 21 years old, being the youngest officer of that rank in the famous 
"Walthall Brigade," comma;1ded by the late distinguished Senator from Missis-
sippi; participated in nearly all the battles fought by the Army of Tennessee, and 
was severely wounded on the 22d of July, 1864, at Atlanta, Ga.; was in command of 
what was left of his regiment ( the Thirty-fourth Mississippi Infantry) in Apr.il, 1865, 
when h e surrendered with the army under General Joseph E. Johnson at Greensboro, 
N. C.; returned home to find all the property of his father's estate swept away as a 
result of the war, and commenced teaching school and farming, and at the same 
time studying law; was admitted to the bar and has practiced his profession since at 
Ripley; is a member of the Baptist church; represented his county in the Mississippi 
legislature from 1874 to 1880, and in the latter year was district Presidential elector 
on the Hancock ticket; established the Southern Sentinel in 1879, which he continued 
to own and edit until 1884, when he was elected district attorney of the Third judi-
cial district1 coml?osed of_ seven counties, which position he h eld until 1892, when 
h e voluntanly retired; he was a candidate for the Democratic nomination for Con-
gress in 1894, but was defeated by Hon. J . C. Kyle, who was then serving his sec-
ond term; was again a candidate in 1896, but was defeated in convention by a com-
bination of the opposition on Hon. W. V. Sullivan, who was elected and afterwards 
appointed United States Senator to succeed Senator Walthall, deceased· was elected 
as a Democrat for the unexpired term in tl~e Fifty-fifth Congress, July 5, defeating 
Hon. Z. M._ Stephens, also a Democrat, and Judge of the circuit court of the district, 
by a plurality of 254 votes. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 184,297.) 
CouNTIES.-Bolivar, Coahoma, Issaquena, Leflore, Quitman, Sharkey, Sunflower, Tunica, Warren, 
and Washington (ro counties). 
'J'HOMAS CLENDINEN CATCHI~GS,_ of Vic~sb:urg-, ~3:s born in Hinds County, 
Miss., January rr, 1847; entered the U111vers1tyof M1ssiss1pp1 m September, 1859, and, 
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after passing through the freshman and part of the sophomore years, left to enter 
Oakland College, Mississippi, where he passed into the junior class in the spring of 
1861; entered the Confedera~e army early in 1861. an~ served throughout the war; 
commenced the study of law m 1865, after the termination of the war; was admitted 
to the bar in May, 1866, and has since practiced law at Vicksburg; was elected to 
the State senate of Mississippi in 1875 for a term of four years, but resigned on being 
nominated in 1877 for attorney-general; was elected attorney-general of Mississippi 
in November , 1877, for a term of four years; was renominated by acclamation m 
August, 1881, and elected in the following November, resigning February 16, 1885; 
was elected to the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and 
Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving 3,069 votes, against 369 votes for C. J. Jones, Republican; 532 votes for J. 




CoUNTIES.-Calhoun, Carroll, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Clay, Grenada, Kemper, Montgomery, Noxubee, 
Pontotoc,Webster ,Winston, and Yalobusha (13 counties). 
ANDREW FULLER FOX, of West Point, Clay County, Miss., was born April 26, 
1849, in Pickens County, Ala.; studied law in the office of Gen. E. C. Walthall, at 
Grenada, Miss., in 1876 and 1877; was admitted to the bar in 1877, and has since that 
time been constantly engaged in the active practice of law in Mississippi; was a dele-
gate to the Democratic national convention in 1888; was elected State senator in 1891, 
which position he resigned to accept the office of United States attorney for the northern 
district of Mississippi, to which hewasappointedJune27, 1893; resigned the lattero:ffice 
September 1, 1896, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
8,143 votes, against 3,086 votes for R. K. Prewitt, People's Party, 347 votes for W. D. 
Frazee, Republican, and 161 votes for S. S. Matthews, Republican. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 224,618.) 
CouNTIES.-Attala, Clarke, Holmes, J asper , Lauderdale, Leake, Neshoba, Newton, Scott, Smith, 
Wayne, and Yazoo (12 counties). 
JOHN SHARP WILLIAMS, of Yazoo, was born July 30, 1854, at Memphis, Tenn.; 
his mother having died, his father being killed at Shiloh, and Memphis being threat-
ened with capture by the Federal Army, his family removed to his mother's family 
homestead in Yazoo County, Miss.; received a fair education at private schools, the 
Kentucky Military Institute , near Frankfort, Ky., the University of the South, Sewa-
nee, Tenn., the University of Virginia, and the University of Heidelberg, in Baden, 
Germany; subsequently studied law under Professors Minor and Southall at the 
University of Virginia and in the office of H arris, McKisick & Turley in Memphis; 
in 1877 ~ot license to practice in the courts of law and chancery of Shelby County, 
Tenn.; m December, 1878, removed to Yazoo City, Miss., where he engaged in the 
practice of his profession and the varied pursuits of a cotton planter; was a delegate 
to the Chicago convention which nominated Cleveland and Stevenson; was elected 
to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Democrat, receiving ro,475 votes, against 142 votes for Denson, Republican, 
212 votes for Everett, Republican, and 2,218 for Stinson, Populist. . 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 166,913.) 
Co NTIES.-Adams, Amite, Covington, Greene, Hancock, Harrison, Jackson, Jones, Lawrence, 
Marion, Pearl River, Perry, Pike, and Wilkinson (14 counties). 
FRA. TK ALEXA DER McLAI , of Gloster, was born January 29, 1853, and 
r ar d 11 a farm in mite County, Miss.; attended the common schools of the country 
and gracluated in ~he A. B. c~urs~ at the ~1iversity of Mississippi in June, 1874; com-
m nc_ d th practice of law m Liberty, Miss., 188o; was elected to the State legisla-
h!r _111 _18 r fo~ a te~m of tw? years; was elected district attorney for his judicial 
<h. tnct 111 I 3, m which capacity he served for three co11secutive t nns of four years 
,a h; wa ele tecl to th con titutional convention of Mis issiP.pi in 1890 as floater 
cl_ le~atc fr m the c unties of mite and Pike; retired voluntarily from the office of 
clt tn t alt rney January 1, I 96, and r urned his law practice at Gloster, Miss., 
wh r h now re. 1c~ . ; wa I_ tecl a ~ Democrat, practically without opposition, to 
fill ou~ th nn xp1red term 111 the Fifty-fifth Congress of William Franklin Love, 
who die 1 ct b<::r 17, 1 98. 
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SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 186,692.) 
CouNTIES.-Claiborne, Copiah, Franklin, Hinds, Jefferson, Lincoln, Madison, Rankin, and Simpson 
(9 counties). 
PATRICK HENRY, of Brandon, was born in Madison County, _Miss., February 
12 1843 · entered Mississippi College, at Clinton; afterwards Madison College, at 
Sharon 'and when the war commenced was at the Nashville (Tenn.) Military Col-
lege; i~ the spring of 1861 enlisted in the Confederate service in the Sixth Missisdppi 
Infantry Regiment; served through the war, and sur!endered a~ q.r~en~boro, _N. C., 
April 26, 1865, as major of _the Fo1:rtee1;1th ( consohdat~d) M1S~issippi Regiment; 
returning home, farmed until 1873 m Hmds and Rankm coun~ies, wh~n he com-
menced the practice of law at Brandon; was a member of the legislature 111 1878 and 
1890, and delegate from the State at large to the constitut\01;al convention in 1~90; 
was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receivmg 7,327 votes, ag~mst 
192 votes for S. A. Beadle, Republican, 231 votes for J. M. Mathews, Republican, 
and 897 votes for G. M. Cain, Populist. 
MISSOURL 
SENATORS. 
·FRANCIS MARION COCKRELL, of Warrensburg, was born in Johnson County, 
Mo. , October r, 1834; received his early education in the common schools of his 
county; graduated from Chapel Hill College, Lafayette County, Mo., in July, 1853; 
studied law and h as pursued that profession, never having held any public office 
prior to his election to Congress; was elected to the Senate as a Democrat, to suc-
cee:1 Carl Schurz, Independent Republican; took his seat March 4, 1875, and was 
reelected three times. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
GEORGE GRAHAM VEST, of Sweet Springs; was born at Frankfort, Ky., Decem-
ber 6, 1830; graduated at Centre College, Kentucky, in 1848, and in the law depart-
ment of Transylvania University, at Lexington, Ky., in 1853; removed the same year 
to Missouri and began the practice of law in the central part of that State; was 
a member of the Missouri house of representatives in 1860-61; was elected to the 
United States Senate as a Democrat, in the place of James Shields, Democrat (who 
had been elected to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Lewis V. Bogy, Demo-
crat ) ; took his seat March 18, 1879; was reelected in 1885, 1890, and 1897. His term 
of service will expire March 3, 1903. • · 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
FIRST DISTRICT. 
( Population, 179,344.) 
COl'NTIES.-Adair, Clark, Knox, l,ewis, Macon, Marion, Putnam, Schuyler, Scotland, and Shelby 
( 10 counties). 
JAMES T. LLOYD, of Shelbyville, 'Ya~ born_at ~anton, in Lewis County, Mo., 
August 27, 1857; he graduated from Chnc;tlan Umversity at Canton, Mo., in 1878; he 
taught school for a few years thereafter; he was admitted to the bar and then 
practiced his professio_n in Le:-vis County until 1885, when he located at his present 
h01rn.:, where ?-e has smce resided; he has held no office except that of prosecuting 
attorney_ of his county from 1889 to 1893, until his election to Congress; was elected 
to the Fifty-fifth Con~ress as a Democrat at a speci~l election held June 1, 1897, to 
fill the va~ancy occasioned by the death of R. P. Giles, Democrat, receiving 18,809 




CouNTIEs.-Carroll, Chariton, Grundy, Linn, Livingston, Monroe, Randolph, and Sullivan (8 
counties). 
R?BERT N . BODINE, of Paris, _was ?Orn _December~ 7, ~837, in Monroe County, 
Mo., was graduated at the M ssou:1 Umvers1ty; w:is pnnc1pal of the Paris public 
school for a number ~f years, and 1s now engaged 111 the practice of law; has held 
the office of prosecut111g attorney and been elected twice a. member of the Missouri 
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legislature, in which capacity he was a member of the committee on the revision of 
the statutes; was a member of the board of regents of the Kirksville Normal School 
at the time of his nomination for Congress; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Democrat, receiving 25,862 votes, against 19,367 votes for C. A. Loomis, Republi-
can, and 1,212 votes for J. T. Falson, Populist 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 174,726.) 
CouNTlES.-Caldwell, Clay, Clinton, ' Daviess, Dekalb, Gentry, Harrison, Mercer, Ray, arid Worth 
(ro counties). 
ALEXANDER MONROE DOCKERY, of Gallatin, was born in Daviess County, 
Mo., February 11, 1845; attended the common schools, completing his education at 
Macon Academy, Macon, Mo.; studied medicine and graduated at the St. Louis Med-
ical College in March, 1865; also attended lectures at Bellevue College, New York 
City, and Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, during the winter of 1865-66; 
practiced medicine at Chillicothe, Mo., until January, 1874, serving several years as 
county physician of Livingston County; in March, 1874, abandoned the practice of 
medicine and removed to Gallatin , Mo., and f;l.Ssisted in organizing the Farmers' 
Exchange Bank, of which organization he was cashier until elected to Congress; was 
one of the curators of the University of Missouri from 1872 to 1882, and in 1870, 1871, 
and 1872 president of the board of education of Chillicothe, Mo.; was chairman 
of the Congressional committee of his district; was a member of the city council of 
Gallatin for the :five years previous to April, 188:3, serving the last two years as mayor, 
elected without opposition; was chairman of the Democratic State convention in 1886; 
was elected to the Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-
third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Democrat, receiving 23,952 votes, against 18,634 votes for H. G. Orton, Republican, 
and 2,164 votes for Hardin Steele, Populist. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 164,264.) 
COUNTIES.-Andrew, Atchison, :8uchanan, Holt, Nodaway, and Platte (6 counties). 
CHARLES F. COCHRAN, of St. Joseph, was born in Kirksville, Adair County, 
Mo., September 27, 1848; resided in Atchison, Kans., from 1860 till 1885; was edu-
cated in the common schools; is a practical printer and newspaper man and a lawyer; 
served four years as prosecuting attorney of Atchison County, Kans., and four years 
as a member of the Missouri senate; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Dem-
ocrat and the nominee of both the Democratic and Populist conventions, receiving 
21,512 votes, against 17,683•votes for George C. Crowther, Republicar,, and 143 votes 
for Willis Weaver, Prohibitionist. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 190,694.) 
COUNTIES.-Jackson and Lafayette (2 counties). 
WILLIAM STROTHER COWHERD, of Kansas City, Mo., was born September 
I, 186o, in Jackson County, Mo.; was brought up in Lee's Summit, that State; was 
educated at the public schools in the town of Lee's Summit and the University of 
Missouri; graduated and took the degree of A. B. at the university in 1881 and 
LL. B. in 18 2; commenced the practice of law in Kansas City in 1882; was ap-
pointed assistant prosecuting attorney of Jackson County in 1885, and served four 
years in that capacity; was appointed first assistant city counselor of Kansas City in 
1890, and serv d for two years; was elected mayor of Kansas City in 1892, and served 
one term of two years; wa lected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, having 
al o the inclorsement of the Populist party, receiving 25,966 votes, against 21,306 
votes for Jay II. Teff, Republican. 
SIXTH DI TRICT. 
(Population , 161,784.) 
·o 'NTIF,s.-nat s, Cass, Cedar, Dade, Henry, John.-011 1 and St. Clair (7 counties) . 
• YID \. DE RM • TD f Butler, wa. horn in Blair County, Pa., March 18, 
r ,M; was brought up n a farm; <lucat cl in the common schools and at Williams-
port Di kin 0!1 : m_inary; was Pr . i<lential 1 ct r in 1 4; was State senator, circuit 
Jttd re, ancl ... 11 · un upreme court c 111111issioner; was elected to the Fifty-second, 
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Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth ~ongress as a 
Democrat, receiving 22,524 votes, against 1_6,722 votes for Frank V .. ~amilton, Rept:b-




C0UNTIES.-Benton, Boone, Greene, Hick;ory, Howard, Pettis, Polk, and Saline (8 counties). 
JAMES COONEY, of Marshall, Mo., was born in Ireland in 1848, and came to the 
United States with his family in 1852; was educated in the public schools and a~ the 
State University of Missouri; taught school for a few yea~s after he left the umve_r-
sity and in 1875 located in Marshall, Mo., and engaged 111 the practice of law; 111 
188~ was elected to the office of probate judge of his county; in 1882, and again in 
1884 was elected prosecuting attorney of his county; :was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Democrat, receiving 27,846 votes, against 21,772 votes for John P . 




Cou NTIES.-Callaway, Camden, Cole, Cooper, Dallas, Laclede, Maries, Miller, Moniteau, Morgan, 
Osage, Phelps, and Pulaski (13 counties). 
RICHARD PARKS BLAND, of Lebanon·, was born near Hartford, Ky., August 
19, 1835; received an academic e1ucation; removed to Missou~i in 185~, ~h~nc<: to 
California , and thence to that port10n of Utah now Nevada, locat111g at V1rg111ia City; 
practiced law; was interested in mining ope~ations in California_ and Nevad~; ~as 
county treasurer of Carson County, Utah Territory, from 186o until the orgamzation 
of the State government of Nevada; returned to Missouri in 1865; located at Rolla, 
Mo. , and practiced law with his brother, C. C. Bland, until he removed to Lebanon 
in August, 1869, and continued his practice there; was elected to the Forty-third, 
Forty-fourth, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, 
Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, and Fifty-third Congresses, and was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Silver Democrat, receiving 24,6o5 votes, against 19,754 votes 
for T . D. Hubbard, Republican, and 1,467 votes for J. H. Steincipher, Populist. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 152,442. ) 
C0UNTIES.-Audrain, Crawford, Gasconade, Lincoln, Montgomery, Pike, Ralls, St. Charles, and 
Wa rren (9 counties ). · 
CHAMP CLARK, of Bowling Green, Pike County, Mo., a lawyer, was born March 
7, 1850, in Anderson County, Ky.; was educated in the common schools, Kentucky 
University, Bethany College, and Cincinnati Law School; in 1873-74 was president of 
Marshall College, West Virginia; has worked as a hired hand on a farm, clerked in 
a country store, edited a country newspaper, and practiced law; has been city attor-
ney of Louisiana, Mo.; also of Bowling Green; deputy prosecuting attorney and 
prosecuting attorney of Pike County; Presidential elector; member of legisiature, 
ancl was a m ember of the Fifty-third Congress; in 1881 was married to Genevieve 
Bennett, of Callaway County, Mo.; has had four children born to him: Little Champ, 
Ann Hamilton, Bennett, and Genevieve, the two latter still living; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congres~ 8:s the regular Democrati<; nominee, receiving 19,970 votes, against 
17,475 votes for ~ilham M. Treloar, Republican, 252 votes for B. 0. Sims, Populist, 
and 1 vote scattermg. 
, TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Popula tion, 172,447.) 
COUNTIES.~St. Louis, Franklin and part of the ciLy of St. Louis, embracing the Fifth, Seventh, 
Ninth, ~leventh, and Thirteenth wards, and four precincts of the Twenty-third Ward. 
RICHA1:lD BARTHOLDT, of St. ~ouis, was b?rn in Ger1:1any, November 2, 1853; 
came to this country_ when a boy; . received a classical education; learned the printing 
trade and has remained a newspaper man ever since; was connected with several 
Eastern papers as reporter, legislative correspondent, and editor, and was at the time 
of his election to Congress editor in chief of the St. Louis Tribune; was elected to 
the Board of Public Schools of St. Louis, and in November, 1891, was chosen its 
presiden1:; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelecteC: 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 25,513 votes, against 9,060 
votes for Charles A. Lemp, Democrat, and 296 votes for Car) Meier, Socialist Labor. 
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ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 187,802.) 
CITY OF ST. Lours (part of), embracing the Fourth, Sixth, Eighth, Tenth, Twelfth, Fourteenth, 
Sixteenth, Eighteenth, Twenty-fourth, and Twenty-sixth wards, two precincts of the Fifteenth, 
four precincts each of the Twenty-second and Twenty-eighth wards, and one precinct of the 
Twentieth Ward. 
CHARLES FREDERICK JOY, of the city of St. Louis, was born in Morgan 
County, Ill., December II, 1849; received his early educatio_n in the schools of that 
county and in 1870 entered the academic department of Yale College, from which 
he graduated with the degree of bachelor of arts June 25, 1874; engaged in the prac-
tice of law in St. Louis in September, r876, and since that time has devoted himself 
exclusively to his profession; was returned elected to the Fifty-third Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 14,969 votes, against 14,902 votes for John J. O'Neill, Demo-
crat, 241 votes for Joseph B. ~ollett, Populist, and r47 votes for James H. Garrison, 
Prohibitionist, but was unseated on contest in favor of John J. O'Neill, his Demo-
cratic opponent, April 3, 1894; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 28,353 votes, against 24,676 votes for 
J. T. Hunt, Democrat. 
TWELFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 155,884.) 
CITY OF ST. LOUIS (part of), embracing the First, Second, Third, Sevent eenth, Nineteenth, Twenty-
fifth, Twenty-seventh, and parts of the E leven th, Fifteenth , ;fwentieth, Twenty-first, Twenty-
second, Twenty-third, and Twet~ty-eighth wards. 
CHARLES EDWARD PEARCE, of St. Louis, was born in .Whitesboro, Oneida 
County, N. Y., and subsequently became a resident in the city of Auburn, county of 
Cayuga; was educated at Fairfield Seminary and Union College; enlisted into the 
army immediately after graduating; was commissioned captain, Battery D, Sixteenth 
New York Heavy Artillery, in 1863; was promoted to the rank of major in June, 1864; 
served in the Army of the James, also that of the Potomac; was appointed to the staff 
of Maj. Gen. A. H. Terry after the capture of Fort Fisher, and on the occupation of 
Wilmington was detailed as provost-marshal-general of the Eastern district of Nolih 
Carolina; quit the army in the fall of 1865; settled. in St. Louis in 1866, where he 
was admitted to the bar, and began the practice of law in 1867; retaining interest in 
miltary affairs, became commander St. Louis National Guard in 1875; organized the 
First Regiment in 1877 and was elected its colonel; resigned in 1878; was delegate to 
the Republican national convention of r888, and advocated the nomination of John 
Sherman as candidate for President; in 1891 was apJ?ointed chairman Sioux Indian 
Commission; in 1894 went to India and Japan to mvestigate the industries of the 
Orient; in 1896 was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
21,483 votes, against 17,568 votes for Robert H. Kern, Democratic (Bryan) candidate, 
and 7 r votes for L. Crusius. 
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 187,994.) 
COUNTIES.-Carter, Dent, Iron, Jefferson, Madison, Perry, Reynolds, Shannon, Ste. Genevieve, 
St. Francoi , Texas, Washington, Wayne, Webster, and Wright (15 counties). 
ED\V ARD ROBB, of Perryville, was born at Brazeau, in Perry County, Mo., 
March 19, 1857; his fath r was Dr. Lucius F. Robb; was educated in the common 
school , Brazeau Academy, Fruitland ormal Institute, and the Missouri State Uni-
ver ity; graduated from the law department of the Missouri State University in 
larch, r 79, and the May following located in Perryville, where he has since been 
ngagecl_ in the practice of his J?rofessiou; was elected prosecuting attorney of Perry 
ounty 111 188o, and reelected 111 1882; was elected a member of the legislature in 
1 84, ancl reelected in 18 '6; wa appointed as i tant attorney-general of the State in 
January, T 89, by en. John :i.\1. Wood, which position he held for the term of four 
yea~s; was lecte l to the Fifty-fifth Congress_ as a Democrat, receiving 22,3ro votes, 
ag_a111 ·t 19 062 vote_ for George teel, R publican, 1,583 votes for George Bond, Pop-
uh t, ancl 8 scattering. 
FO RTE TH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 230,478.) 
Cou.-TIE .. -Bollinger, Butler, Cape Girardeau, hristian, Douglas, Dunklin, Howell, Mississippi, 
• • ·w . radrid , Oregon, zark, Pemiscot, Ripley, Scott, toddard, Stone, and Taney (17 
counti ·s). 
"'ILL. RD I •. • A.· \'A .. DIVER of ape irardeau, was born in Hardy County 
\'a. ( now W. \'a. , :\larch 30, 1 54; his fath r, Rev. L. H. andiver, had marrie l ii ' 
lary \ anct:, of \'irginia, in I 53, and they mov d to Mi ouri in 1858; this son was edu-
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cated in the common schools and at Central College, Fayette, Mo., where he graduated 
in June, 1877; in June, r88o, was married to Alice L. Hea~l~2, daug?ter of Rev. J. H. 
Headlee and has three children, Vance, Helen, and Lilian. His early days were 
spent o~ the fa~m, b~t after graduation he was ele~ted pr?f essor. of natural science 
in Bellevue Institute, and three years later became its president; 1111889 he accepted 
the chair of science in the State Normal School at Cape Girardeau, and in 1893 
became its president; he has been a lifelong Democrat, an~ in_ r896was n?minated 
for Congresson a free-coina~e platform by the F<;mr!eenth ~ist~ict convention, after 
which he made an extensive canvass of the d1stnct, which 1s a very large one, 
embracing seventeen counties and containing a population of about 250,000, and was 
elected to the Fifty-fif\h Congress, receiving 25,089 votes, ag~i1~st 20,659 vote_s for 
John A. Snider, Republican, and 4,860 votes for Ambrose H. Liv111gston, Populist. 
FIF'I'EENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 183,071.) 
C0UNTIES.-Barry,_ Barton, Jasper, Lawrence; McDonald, Newton, and Vernon (7 counties). 
MJECENAS E. BENTON, of Neosho, was born in Obion County, Tenn., January 
29, 1849, but was brought up in Dyer C~.mnty, i_n that St~te; r~cei~ed his literary 
education in two West Tennessee academies and 111 St. Loms Umversity; was gradu-
ated from the law department of Cumberland University in June, 1870, and immedi-
ately removed to Missouri, settli1ig in Neosho, where he has since lived; beginning 
with 1872 ( with three exceptions} has been. a delegate to every Democratic State 
convention held in Missouri, and was president of the conventions held in 1890 and 
1896· was elected prosecuting attorney in 1878 and in 1880, and declined reelection 
in 1882; was attorney of the United States from March, 1885, to July, 1889; .is the 
original ' 'offensive partisan'' who was charged with '' pernicious activity'' in poli-
tics ; has served as a member of the Democratic State committee for the State at 
large ; was a delegate to the national Democratic convention held in Chicago in July, 
1896, and was a m ember·of the committee on credentials in that body; was elected 
to the F ifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 25,502 votes, against 17,900 votes 
for Judge C. G. Burton, Republican, 2,oro votes for Hon. George Frank, Populist, 
and 328 votes for Rev. J. A. Mitchell, Pr.ohibitionist. · 
MONTANA. 
SENATORS. 
LEE MANTLE, of Butte, was born in 1851 in England; came to the Uriited States 
at the age of II years with his mother, his father being dead, and went West to 
Utah Territory; a few years later removed to Idaho, and in 1872 removed to Mon-
tana; worked on a farm until 16 years of age; afterwards learned telegraphy and 
entered the employ of the Western Union Telegraph Company; remained with that 
company six years on the old overland stage and telegraph line running to Mon~ 
tana; next removed to Butte City, Mont., and entered the employ of the Wells-Fargo 
Express Cqmpany as agent; in 1881 org anized a daily newspaper, known as the Inter 
Mountain, with which he has been. connected ever since; he has been alderman a).1d 
mayor of his home city; was three times elected to the Territorial legislature of 
Montana, the last time being made speaker; was the first president of the Mineral 
Land Association of Montana; in 1884 was a deleg-ate to the national Republican 
convention; in March, 1892, the State legislature failed to elect a United States Sen-
ator, _and he_ being the caucus nominee wh_en the legislature adjourned, the governor 
appo111ted him to fill-the vacancy; the Umted States Senate, however decided that 
it was the duty of the legislature to elect and that the governor of a State could not 
legally appoint under such circ~1mstances, and he was refused a seat; January rs, 
1895, he was elected by the legislature to fill the existing vacancy. His term of 
service will expire March 3, 1899. 
THOMAS HE~RY CARTER, of Helena, was born in Scioto County, Ohio,Octo .. 
~er 30,. 1854;. received a common-s~hool education in Illinois; was engaged in farm-
111g, _ra1lroad111g, and. school-teach111g for a nm~1ber of years; studied law and was 
adnntted to the bar; 111 1882 removed from Burl111gton, Iowa, to Helena, Mont.; was 
elected . Delegate from the Te:ri~ory of Montana to the Fifty-fir~t Congress as a 
Republican, and upon the admiss1011 of the State was elected its first Representative 
in Con~ress; was Commissioner of the General Land Office from March, 1891, to July, 
1892; 111 January, 1895, was elected to the United States Senate by the legislature of 
Montana for the term b~ginning March 4, 18_95, and ~nding March 3, r9or. In July, 
1892, he was elected chairman of the Republican national committee. 
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REPRESENTATIVE. 
AT LARGE. 
( Population, 132,159.) 
CHARLES S. HARTMAN, of Bozeman, Mont., was born at Monticello, Ind., 
March 1, 1861; read law with Owens & Uhl; removed to Montana in January, 1882; 
was admitted to the bar in 1884, and in November, 1884, was elected probate judge 
of Gallatin County, Mont., and served two years as such; in 1888 was a candidate 
for the legislature from Gallatin County and was defeated; in 1889 was a member of 
the constitutional convention; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses as a Republican and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Silver Repub-
lican (no Democratk or Populistic nomination being made against him), receiving 
33,932 votes, against 9,429 votes for 0. F. Goddard, Gold Republican. 
NEBRASKA. 
SENATORS. 
WILLIAM VINCENT ALLEN, of Madison, was born in Midway, Madison County, 
Ohio, January 28, 1847; removed with his family to Iowa in 1857; was educated in 
the common schools of Iowa and attended the Upper Iowa University at Fayette for 
a time, but was not graduated; was a private soldier in Company G, Thirty-second 
Iowa Volunteer Infantry, during the war of the rebellion, the last five months of his 
service being on the staff of Gen. James I. Gilbert; read law at West Union, Iowa, 
and was admitted to the bar May 31, 1869; practiced law from that time until elected 
judge of the district court of the Ninth judicial district of Nebraska, in the autumn of 
1891; removed from Iowa to Nebraska in 1884; was married May 2, 1870; was perma-
nent president of the Nebraska Populist State convention in 1892, and was elected 
United States Senator, to succeed Algernon Sidney Paddock, February 7, 1893, for the 
full term of six years, commencing March 4, 1893. His term of service will expire 
March 3, 1899. 
JOHN MELLEN THURSTON, of Omaha, was born at Montpelier, Vt., August 
21, 1847; his ancestors were Puritans; their settlement in this country dates back to 
1636; his grandfather Mellen and great-grandfather Thurston were both soldiers in 
the Revolutionary war; his parents removed to Wisconsin in 1854; his •father was a 
private soldier in the First Wisconsin Cavalry and died in the service in the spring of 
1863; was educated in the public schools and at ·wayland University, Beaver Dam, 
Wis._, supporting himself by farm wor~, driving teams, and other manual ~abor; was 
admitted to the bar May 21, 1869, and 111 October of the same year located 111 Omaha, 
where he has since resided; was elected a member of the city council in 1872, city 
attorney of Omaha in 1874, and a member of the Nebraska legislature in 1875; was a 
member of the Republican national convention in 1884 and temporary chairman of 
the Republican national convention in 1888; was president of the Republican League 
of the United States, 1889 to 1891; was selected as permanent chairman of the Repub-
lican national convention held in the city of St. Louis, June 16, 17, and 18, 1896, 
which nominated Maj. ·william McKinley, of Ohio, for President; in 1877 he became 
assistant attorney of the Union Pacific Railway Company, and in February, 1888, was 
appointed general solicitor of the Union Pacific system, and held that position at the 
time of his lection to the Senate; was the Republican caucus nominee for United 
tates enator 111 the ebraska legislature in January, 1893, and received the entire 
party vote, lacking 5 vote of election; January 1, 1895, was tendered in writing the 
unanimous vote of the entire Republican membership in the legislature, and was 
1 cted January r5, 1895, for the term commencing March 4, 1895. His term of serv-
ice will expire March 3, 1901. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
FIR, T DI 'TRICT. 
(Population , 177,055.) 
Co· . "TIFS.-C11."c:, Johnson, I,anca. ter, ."emaha, toe, Pawnee, and Richardson (7 counties). 
JE .'E B. TR DE, of Lincoln, was h rn in Fulton County, Ill., February 18, 
I 45; _attencle,l public school ,luring the wint r terms and worked on his father's 
fanu 111 the summer easons until he wa · about r9 years of age; in January, 1864, he 
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enlisted as a private soldier in the Fiftieth Illinois Infantry, and was with 3?-is regi-
ment during the Atlanta campaign, the march to the sea, through the Carolmas a~d 
Virginia, and the grand review at Washington; w~s mustered out of the Army 111 
July, 1865, and immediately thereafter entered Ab111g?--01;- (Ill.) College, where he 
remained for about three years, when he was made principal o_f' the graded scho?ls 
of Abingdon which position he continued to occupy for about eight years; was twice 
elected may;r and six times councilman of the city of Abingdon; studied law during 
vacations while teaching; removed to Plattsmouth, Nebr._, ~ay 1, 1879, a1~d was there 
admitted to the bar in November, 1879; was elected district attorney 111 1882 and 
served two terms· removed to Lincoln in 1887 and practiced law there until Novem-
ber, 1892, when he was elected judge of the district c_our~, which position he resigned 
January 1, 1895, having been elected a_ Representative 111 Congress; :Vas elect~d. to 
the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a ~epubhcan, rece1v111g 
17,356 votes, _against 17,137 votes for Jefferson H. Broady, nomma~ed by D~1??cr~ts, 
Populists, and Free Silver Republica1;1s, 429 vote~ ~o~ C3?-arles E. Smith, Prohibit10111st, 
and 218 votes for H. E. fieorge, Nat10nal Prohibit10111st. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population 176,752.) 
COUNTIES.-Douglas, Sarpy, and Washington (3 counties). 
DAVID HENRY MERCER, of Omaha, was born in Benton County, Iowa, July 9, 
1857; removed with his parents to Ad~ms Coun~y, Ill., t~e f?llowing year; his father 
was captain of Company E, Seventy-eighth Regiment Illmois Volunteer Infantry and 
marched with Sherman to the sea; at close of the war he removed with his parents 
to Brownville, Nebr., where he attended the public schools; entered the Nebraska 
State University in 1877 and graduated in 1880; during the summer vacations he 
taught school, clerked in a store, worked on a farm, and edited a newspaper; studied 
law one year and then entered, senior class of the law department of Michigan State 
University, graduating in 1882, after which he returned to _Brownville to practice his 
profession; served one term as city clerk and police judge; was twice elected secre-
tary of the Republican State central committee; moved to Omaha in 1885 and for 
several years was chairman of the Republican city and county committees ; was 
elected secretary of the national Republican Congressional · committee in 1896, 
and in 1897-98 was chairman of the Republican State central committee of Nebraska; 
was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 14,861 votes, against 13,286 votes for Judge 
E. R. Duffie, a fusion candidate who was nominated by the Silver Republicans, 
Democrats, and Populists, 202 votes for Charles Watts, Prohibitionist, and 59 votes 
for G. W. Woodbey, National. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 163,674.) 
COUNTIE .-Antelope, Boone, Burt, Cedar, Colfax, Cuming, Dakota, Dixon, Dodge, Knox, Madison, 
Merrick, Nance, Pierce, Platte, Stanton, Thurston, and Wayne (18 counties). 
SAMUEL MAXWELL, of Fremont, was born at Lodi ( then a suburb of Syra-
cuse, N. Y.) May 20, 1826; was educated in the common schools, and in the higher 
branches under private tuition; removed with his father's family to Michigan in 
1844; here he taught school and farmed; in 1853 was elected township clerk, and the 
following year school inspector; in 1855-56 removed to Nebraska and preempted r6o 
acres of Government land, which he improved; returned to Michigan in 1858 and 
completed a course in law; was admitted to the bar in 1859, and immediately 
returned to Nebraska and began practice; was el~cted a delegate to the first Repub-
lican Territorial convention; was elected a representative from Cass County to the 
Territorial legislature; was elected to the first constitutional convention, held in 1864; 
was ~lected to th~ leg-islature in the same year, and reelected in 1865; assisted in 
~ramrng the ~onstitut1011 of 186?; was elected to the first Stat~ legislature in 1866; 
111 the followrng year was appomted by the governor a commissioner to select .the 
capitol building and university lands; organized the First National Bank of Platts-
mouth about 1870, and was one of i_ts officers; was elected in 1871 to the second con-
stit~tional conventio?, and was chairman ~f ~he committee on suffrage; in 1871 the 
legislature elected him one of three commissioners to collect $72,000 insurance for 
the burned asylum at Linc<;>ln a1:-d to erect a new building; was elected judge of the 
~upreme court as a R~pubhcan 111 1872 for a term of six years; located in Fremont 
111 1873; was elected 111 1875 a member of the third constitutional convention and 
was chairman of the judiciary con:mi~tee; was elected the ~ame year judge of the 
supreme court _under the new constitution, and was reelected 1111881 and 1887; is the 
author of a Digest of Nebraska Reports, Practice in Justice Courts, Pleading and 
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Practice, Criminal Procedure, and Code Pleading; has been an advocate of free and 
unlimited coinage of silver at the ratio of 16 to l for twenty years; was elected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Fusionist, receiving 23,487 votes, against 18,633 votes 
for Ross L. Hammond, Republican, 254 votes for Charles M. Griffith, Sound-Money 
Democrat, and 521 votes for David Brown, Prohibitionist. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 195,414.) 
COUNTIES._:_Butler, Fillmore, Gage, Hamilton, J efferson, Polk, Saline, Saunders, Seward, Thayer, 
and York (u counties). 
WILLIAM LEDYARD STARK, of Aurora, was born in Mystic, New London 
County, Conn., July 29, 1853 , of Pilgrim stock; had the usual experiences of a town 
boy of that locality, going to school and following the sea; graduated from the 
Mystic Valley Institute, at Mystic, Conn., in 1872; afterwards went to Wyoming, 
Stark County, Ill.; taught school and clfrked in a store; attended the-union College 
of_ Law, Chicago, Ill., for eighteen 1r;onths, during ~hich time he was connected 
with the office of the late G. Gilbert Gibbons; was admitted to the bar by the supreme 
court of Illinois in January, 1878; removed to Aurora, Nebr., in February, 1878; was 
superintendent of the city schools fo:r nearly two years; . deputy district attorney for 
two years· appointed once and elected five times judge of the county court of Ham-
ilton Cou;1ty, Nebr.; declined a sixth nomination for that office in 1895; in 1895 was 
commissioned major and judge-advocate-general of the Nebraska National Guard; in 
1894 was the Populist candidate for Congress against Hon. E. J. Hainer, and was 
defeated; was again nominated for Congress by the Populists and afterwards by the 
Democrats, and elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 20,575 votes, against 
18,844 votes for E . J. Hainer, Republican, 697 votes for R. E. Dunphy, Democrat 
(gold), 425 votes for B. Spurlock, National and Prohibition, and rr4 votes for W. H. 
Dech, by petition, having 435 majority over all. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,459.) 
COUNTIEs.-Adams, Chase, Clay, Dundy, Franklin, Frontier, Furnas, Gosper, Hall, Harlan, Hayes, 
Hitchcock, Ke:,trney, Nuckolls, Perkins, Phelps, Red Willow, and Webster (18 counties). 
RODERICK DHU SUTHERLAND, of Nelson, was born April 27, 1862, at Scotch 
Grove, Jones County, Iowa; received his education principally at the common 
schools, attending a few terms at College Springs, Iowa; was admitted to the bar in 
. uckolls County, Nebr., in 1888; was elected county attorney in 1890, and reelected 
111 1892 and 1894; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Populist, receiving the 
nomination from the Populist and Democratic parties, receiving 18,332 votes, against 
15,621 votes for \Villiam E. Andrews, Republican. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 176,556.) 
Co NTlEs.-Dann r, Blaine, Boyd, Doxbutle, Brown, Buffalo, Cherry, Cheyenne, Custer, Dawes, 
Dawson, Deu 1, Garfield, Grant, Greeley, Holt, Hooker, Howard, Keith, Keyapaha, Kimball, 
Lincolu, l~ogan, Loup, McPherson, Rock, Scolls Blu!T, Sheridan, Sh.erman, Sioux, Thomas, 
Valley, and Wheel r (33 counties). 
L. REE TE, of Kearney, was born on a farm in Pike County, Ind., 
49;. r 1110v cl with his parents to Dubois County in the same State, 
' 111s arly y uth, he worked 011 a fanu in the summer months and 
><>l in wint ·r, thus acquiring an education which fitted him to enter the 
r ·laud, In_cl., whi~h in titu~ion he au nded for three years; engaged in 
oft ·a l_1111g-, ·wh1 h voc~t1 n followed until he began the study of 
ac~n11lkcl lo lh. bar 111 B 1ington, Ind., and began a successful 
883 r ·m <l with hi family to Kearney, ebr., 
th · pra e of hi profes ion; as a practitioner 
<~ f< r self mor than a State reputation as a 
g111ally a Dem cral, but in 1890 cast his lot with 
nc :ranization; in 1892, without 
t l lature of the tate a a can-
an ·ot f being elected to fill 
. n I his support, at hi in tance, 
ntl n; in r895 wa el cted judge 
sk t the Fifty-fifth Congress 
ag te for Addi on E. Cady, 
or i L 
NEVADA.] Senators and Re_presentatives. 
NEVADA. 
SENATORS. 
JOHN PERCIVAL JONES, of Gold Hill, was born in Herefordshire, England, in 
1830, and came with his parents _to this country when he w~s less th~n a year old, set-
tling in the northern part of 01110, where he attended pubhc school m Cleveland for a 
few years; in the early part of the California excitement he went to that State and 
encraged in mining in one of the inland counties; was subsequently a member of the 
Stfte senate; went to Nevada in 1867, and since then has been entirely engage~ in 
the development of the mineral resources of that State; was elected to the Umted 
States Senate as a Republican, to succeed J. W. Nye, Republican; took his seat 
March 4, 1873, and was reelected in 1879, 1885, 1890, and 1897. His term of service 
will expire March 3, 1903. 
WILLIAM MORRIS STEWART, of Carson City, was born in Lyons, Wayne 
County, N. Y., August 9, 1827; removed with his parents while a small_ child to 
Mesoµotamia Township, Trumbull County, Ohio; attended Lyons Union School and 
Farmington Academy; was teachE:r of mathematics i1_1 the former schoo~ wh~le yet a 
pupil; with the little money thus earned and the assistance of James C. Smith! ?ne 
of the judges of the supreme court of New York, he entered Yale College, remammg 
there till the winter of 1849-50, when, attracted by the gold discoveries in California, 
he found his way thither, arriving at San Francisco in May, 1850; he immediately 
engaged in mining with pick and shovel in Nevada County, and in this way accumu-
lated some money; in the spring of 1852 he commenced the study of law under John 
R. McConnell, and in December following was appointed district attorney, to which 
office he was elected at the general election of the next year; in 1854 was appointed 
attorney-general of California; in 1860 he removed to Virginia City, Nev., where he 
was largely engaged in early mining litigation and in the development of the Com-
stock lode; was chosen a member of the Territorial council in 1861; in 1863 was 
elected a member of the constitutional convention; was elected United States Senator 
in 1864 and reelected in 1869; in 1875 he resumed the practice of law in Nevada, 
California, and the Pacific Coast generally, and was thus engaged when elected to 
the United States Senate, as a Republican, in 1887, to succeed James G. Fair, Demo-
crat, and took his seat March 4, 1887; was reelected in 1893. His term of service 




FRANCIS GRIFFITH NEWLANDS, of Reno, was born in Natchez, Miss., August 
28, 1848; entered the class of 1867 at Yale College and ren;iained until the middle of 
his ju~ior year; late~ on attende~ the Columbian College Law School at Washington, 
but pnor to graduation was admitted to the bar by the s1:1.preme court of the District 
of Columbia and went to' San Francisco, where he entered upon the practice of 
law; continued in the active :practice of his profession until 1886, when he became 
a trustee of the estate of Wilham Sharon, formerly United States Senator from the 
~tate of ~ev_ada; in 188? he becan~e a citizen of the State ?f Nev~da; engaged actively 
111 the agitation of the silver question and was for years vice-chairman of the national 
silver committee; was also active in the irrigation development of the arid region 
and other questions relating to the West; he was elected to the Fifty-third and 
Fifty-fourth Congresses and, having received his nomination from both the Silver 
party and the Democratic party, was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress receiving 




WILLIAM EATON CHANDLER, of Concord, was born in Concord, N. H., Decem-
ber 28, 1835; received a common-school education; studied law; graduated at Har-
vard Law ?~hool and was admitted to the bar in 1855; in 1859 wa~ appointed reporter 
of the dec1~10ns_ of the supreme court; was a member of the New Hampshire house of 
representatives 111 1862, 1863, and 1864, serving as its speaker during the last two 
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years; on March 9, 1865, became Solicitor and Judge-Advocate General of the Na 
Department; was appointed First Assistant Secretary of the Treasury June 17, 1865 
and resigned that office November 30, 1867; in 1876 was a member of the New Ham~ 
shire constitutional convention; in 1881 was again a member of the New Hampshire 
house of representatives; on March 23, 1881, was appointed by President Garfield 
Solicitor-General, but was rejected by the Senate; was appointed by President Arthur 
Secretary of the Navy April 12, 1882, and served till March 7, 1885; was elected to 
the United States Senate June 14, 1887, as a Republican, to fill the unexpired term of 
Austin F. Pike, which ended March 3, 1889; was reelected June 18, 1889, and again 
January 16, 1895. His term of service will expire March 3, r9or. 
JACOB H. GALLINGER. of Concord, isof Dutch ancestry, his paternal grandfather 
having emigrated from Holland previous to the Revolutionary War, first settling in 
New York and afterwards going to Canada ; was born on a farm in Cornwall, Ontario, 
March 28, 1837; received a common-school and academic education; was a printer 
in early life; studied medicine and was graduated in 1858, and followed the profes-
sion of medicine and surgery in the city of his present residence from April, 18621 
until he entered public life, having a practice which extended beyond the limits of 
his State ; was connected with various medical societies, and made frequent contri-
butions to medical literature; was a member of the house of representatives of New 
Hampshire in 1872-73 and 1891; was a member of the constitutional convention in 
1876; was a member of the State senate in 1878, 1879, and 1880, being president of 
that body the last two years ; was surgeon-general of New Hampshire with the rank 
of brigadier-general in 1879-80; received the honorary degree of A. M. from Dart-
mouth College; was chairman of the Republican State committee from 1882 to 1890, 
when he resigned the place, but was agam elected to the position in 1898; was chair-
man of the delegation from his State to the Republican national convention of 1888, 
and made a speech seconding the nomination of Benjamin Harrison; was elected to 
the Forty-ninth and Fiftieth Congresses as a Republican, and declined renomination 
to the Fifty-first Congress; was elected United States Senator to succeed Henry W. 
Blair, and took his seat March 4, 1891, and was reelected in 1897. His term of service 




COUNTIES.-Belknap, Carroll, Rockingham, and Strafford. 
HILLSBORO COUNTY.-Towns of Bedford, Goffstown, Merrimack, Hudson, Litchfield, Manchester, 
and Pelham. 
MERRIMACK COUNTY.-Towns of Allenstow·n, Canterbury, Chichester, Epsom, Hooksett, I,ondon, 
.Northfield, Pembroke, and Pittsfield. 
CYRUS ADAMS SULLOWAY, of Manchester, was born at Grafton, N. H., June 
8, 1839; received a common-school and academic education; studied law with Austin 
F. Pike at Franklin, . H.; was admitted to the bar in 1863 and has practiced law 
at Manchester since January, 1864; was a member of the New Hampshire house of 
representatives in 1872-73 and from 1887 to 1893, inclusive; was elected to the Fifty• 
fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 25,661 
votes, against 13,928 votes for 'John B. Nash, Democrat, 614 votes for Henry E. 
Brawn, Prohibitionist, 326 votes for Benj. T. Whitehouse, Socialist Labor, 121 votes 
for har1es W. Coolidge, National Democrat, and III votes for Josiah A. Whittier, 
People's Party. 
SECO D DISTRICT. 
(Population, 185,998.) 
COUNTIES.-Cheshire, Coos, Grafton, and Sullivan . 
HILLSBORO Co NTY.-Towns of Amherst, Antrim, Bennington, Brookline, Deering, Francestown. 
Greenfield, Greenville, Hancock, Hillsboro, Hollis, Lyndeboro, Mason, Milford, Mount \ 'er-
11011, ·a hua, ew Boston, New Ipswich, Peterboro, haron, 'l'emple, Weare, Wilton, and 
Windsor. 
1ERRDIACK Co NTY.-'rownsof Andover, Boscawen, Bow, Bradford, Concord, Danbury, Dunbarton. 
Franklin, Henniker, Hill, Hopkinton, Newbury, ew London, Salisbury, Sutton, Warner, 
',\' b:t r, and 'Wilmot. 
FR . 'K AY CL R!( , f Pe~erboro, was born in Wilton, . H., September 10 
I so; wa.- ducat 1 at Kimball n_1on Academy, ieriden, . H., and at Dartmouth 
_olleg ; wa · admitted t the bar 111 J876, and ha practiced law at Peterboro ever 
111 e· wa · a member of the tate house of repre entatives of 1885; of the State senate 
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in 1889; reelected to the former in r89r, and was chosen speaker of that body, which 
consisted of 357 members, one more than the present National House of Representa-
tives; was appointed colonel on the military staff of _Governor Hale, and served in 
that capacity from r885 to r887; was elected to the Fifty-fi~th Congre~s as a Repub-
lican, receiving 26,699 votes, against r3,877 votes for Damel M. ·white, Democrat, 
544 votes for Allen W. Werk, Prohibition, r93 votes for Arthur H. Drury, National, 
and r78 votes for Elias M. Blodgett, People's. 
NEW JERSEY. 
SENATORS. 
JAMES SMITH, JR., of Newark, was born in that city June r2, r85r; his first office 
was member of the common council of his city, when he was elected in a Repub-
lican district by more majority than his opponent had votes; was nominated for mayor 
of his city, but declined, and has been tendered nearly every office in the gift of his 
party in the State, but has always refused office; is a manufacturer of patent and 
enameled leather in Newark, and conducts the largest business of the kind in the 
country; was elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat to succeed Hon. 
Rufus Blodgett, Democrat, and took his seat March 4, r893. His term of service 
will expire March 3, 1899. 
WILLIAM J. SEWELL, of Camden, was born in Ireland in 1835, and came to 
this country at an early age; engaged in mercantile pursuits, a_nd at the outbreak of 
the civil war was commissioiied as captain of the Fifth New Jersey Volunteers; served 
during the war and was brevetted brigadier-general for distinguished services at 
Chancellorsville and major-general for gallant services during the war; was wounded 
at Chancellorsville and Gettysburg; after the war he became connected with the rail-
roads in New Jersey, branches of the Pennsylvania Railroad system; was elected State 
senator from Camden County in r872, reelected in 1875 and again -in 1878, and was 
presiclent of the senate in the years 1876, 1879, and 1880, when his party was in power; 
while yet a member of the legislature he was elected to the United States Senate in 
1881, as the successor of Senator Theodore F. Randolph, and served until the close of 
his term, in 1887; was elected as a delegate to the Republican national conventions 
of 1876, 1880, 1884, r888, and 1892, and on each occasion was made chairman of his 
delegation; was one of the national commissioners for New Jersey of the World's Fair 
at Chicago; is vice-president of the Board of Managers of the National Home for 
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers; is in command of the Second Brigade of the National 
Guard of New Jersey, and also connected with the management of various banks, 
trust companies, and philanthropic societies; was again elected to the United States 
Senate in 1895, to succeed Hon. John R. McPherson. His term of service will expire 
March 3, 1901. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Population, r98, r93.) 
CouNTIES.-Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, and Salem (5 counties). 
HENRY C. LOUDENSLAGER, of Paulsboro, was born in Mauricetown, Cumber-
land County, N. r, Ma~ 22, 1852; removed _with his parents to Paulsboro in 1856, 
where he. has resided s111ce; was educated 111 the common schools of his county; 
after leavmg the home farm he engaged in the produce commission business in 
:rhiladelphia, Pa., in 1?72, and continued in it ten- years; was elected county clerk 
m 1882 and reelected 111 1887; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses an~ re·elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 33,659 
votes, agamst_ 17,n8 votes ~o! .JoI:n T. Wright, Populist-Democrat, 1,516 votes for 




C0UNTIES.-Atlantic, Burling~on, Mercer, and Ocean (4 counties). 
JO?N J. GARDN~R, of Atlantic City, was born in Atlantic County in 1845; was 
ra1se<1 a waterman until 16 years of age, when he enlisted for three vears in the Sixth 
ew Jersey Volunteers; in March, 1865, enlisted for one year iti the United States 
Veteran Volunteers; is a farmer and conveyancer; is also connected with insurance 
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business; was elected alderman of Atlantic City in 1867 and mayor in 1868; reelected 
mayor seven times; was coroner of the county one year; city councilman one year; 
member of the New Jersey State senate fifteen _years, from 1878 to 1893; was elected to 
the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 31,418 votes, against 13,969 votes for A. E. Conraco, Dem-
ocrat and National Silver candidate, 1,036 votes for J.B. Adams, Prohibitionist, 1,076 




COUNTIES.-Middlesex, Monmouth, and Somerst>t (3 counties). 
BENJAMIN F. HOWELL, of New Brunswick, was born in Cumberland County, 
N. J., January, 1844; in 1862 enlisted in the Twelfth New Jersey Volunteers and 
served until the close of the war; engaged in business in South Amboy until 1882, 
when he was elected surrogate of Middlesex County, and was reelected in 1887 for a 
second term; was a delegate to the Republican national convention at Minneapolis 
in 1892; is president of the People's National Bank of New Brunswick, vice-president 
of the First National Bank of South Amboy, and director of the New Brunswick 
Savings Institution; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 24,308 votes, against 16,087 votes for John A. 
Wells, Democrat, 5n votes for Marshall, Prohibitionist, 986 votes for Jones, National 
Democrat, and 148 votes for Henry, Socialist Labor. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 154,739.) 
CouNTIES.-Hunterdon, Morris, Sussex, and Warren (4 counties). 
MAHLON PITNEY, of Morristown, was born in that city _ February 5, 1858; 
entered Princeton College in 1875 and graduated in 1879; studied law for three years, 
and was admitted to the bar in 1882; has practiced his profession continuously since 
that time; was never a candidate for public office until 1894, when he was elected 
to the Fifty-fourth Congress; was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub-
lican (indorsed by the National Democracy ), receiving 20,494 votes, against 17,517 




CoUNTIES.-Bergen and Passaic (2 counties). 
JAMES FLEMI.r G STEWART, of Paterson, was born at Paterson, N. J., June 
15, 1851; attended public and private schools in Paterson and the University of the 
City of ew York, and graduated at the Law School of the latter institution in 1870, 
taking the first prize for best examination; practiced law in ew York City until 
1875, since which time he has followed his profession in his native city; was three 
times appointed recorder of Paterson (the criminal magistrate of the city), which 
office he occupied at the time of h~s election to Congre s; never held or ran for 
any other office; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gres as a Republican, receiving 23,845 votes, against 13,667 votes for Ely, Democra 
370 votes for Reed, Prohibitionist, 920 votes for Banks, National Democrat, and 1,041 
votes for Wilson, Socialist Labor. 
SIXTH DIST~ICT. 
(Population, 168,964.) 
Cou. "TY.-Part of E ex, comprising the city of Newark (15 wards) and the township of 
range (5 ward ). 
RI ;~ RD W Y E J?ARKER, of ewark, was born August 6, 1848; gradua 
from I nnceton_ oll ge m 1867 and from the Law School of Columbia College · 
I 6<;; was ad1111ttcd to_ the bar o~ ew J rsey in June, 1870; was a member of 
h u. ~·of a. <:mbly of ew Jer ey m 1 5 and 1886; was the Republican candidate f, 
tl~ · l• 1fty-tlurd Congre and wa elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to 
I•1fty-fifth Congre as a R publican, receivitw 31,059 votes, against 15,393 votes fi 
J. A. B • her, Den:iocrat, 328 v tes for . B. Harden, Prohibitionist, 791 votes 
\ • J. Pe ples, ... ~abonal Democrat, and 781 votes for J. E. Billings, Socialist La 
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SEVENTH DIS'fRICT. 
(Population, 256,093.) 
CoUNTY.-All of Hudson, except the city of Bayonne. 
THOMAS McEWAN, JR., of Jersey City, was born _a~ Pate!son, N. J., February 
26, 1854; is a lawyer by profession and was formerly a civil engm_eer; was assessor _of 
the Fourth district, Jersey City, for two years, 18_86--~7; was Umted States commis-
sioner and chief supervisor of elections for the distnct of New Jersey from August, 
1892, to October, 1893; was a delegate from Hudson County to the Republican 
national conventions of 1892 and 1896; has been secretary and one of the governors 
of the Union League Club of Hudson County until 1896; has also been secretary of 
the Hudson County Republican general committee for about •fifteen years, up to 
January, 1893; has been a delegate to and secretary of every Republican convention 
of Jersey City and Hudson County for_about fifteen year:s, to Janu~ry, 1892, '.1nd 
also a delegate to all the State conventions of ~he Repubhcai~ par:ty ~n t1:1-at penod; 
in 1893 was elected a member of the assembly m a Democratic d1stnc~ 111 Hudson 
County by a plurality of 815 over Dr. Stout, who was the repre~entative the year 
before· in the legislative session of 1894 was chosen the Republican leader of the 
house,' he being the only member who, while serving his first term in the house, 
. has been so honored on either side in many years; was elected to the Fifty-fourth 
and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican , receiving 30,~57 _vo~es, 
against 26,080 votes for Young, Democrat, 175 votes for McCracken, Prohibitiomst, 
875 votes for Wortendyke, National Democrat, 1,073 votes for Campbell, Socialist 
Labor, and 235 votes for Gi1mer, Silver Democrat. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population,. 125,793.) 
COUNTIES.-Part of Essex, part of Hudson, and Union. 
CHARLES NEWELL FOWLER, of Elizabeth, was born at Lena, Ill., Novem-
ber 2, 1852; graduated from Yale University in 1876 and from the Chicago Law 
School in 1878; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 25,131 votes, against 13,487 votes for 'Willey, Demo-
crat, 443 votes for Wilson, Prohibitionist, 1,085 votes for Noyes, National Democrat, 
and 572 votes for Campbell, Socialist Labor. 
NEW YORK~ 
SENATORS. 
EDWARD MURPHY, JR., of Troy, was born in Troy December r5, 1836; was 
educated at St. John's College, Fordham; was elected mayor of the city of Troy in 
1875 and reelected in 1877, 1879, and 1881; was elected chairman of the De:::nocratic 
State committee of New York in 1887, and held that position until 1895; was a 
delegate to the national Democratic conventions of 1880, 1884, and. 1888, and was 
chairman of the delegation in 1892; was elected a delegate at large to the national 
convention of 1896, but illness prevented his being present; was elected United States 
Senator in January, 1892,, to succeed Frank Hiscock; took his seat March 4, 1893. 
His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
THOMAS COLLIER PLATT, of Owego, was born in Owego, N. Y., July 15, 
1833; was prepared for college at the Owego Academy; was a member of the class 
of 1853 of Yale College, but was compelled to g ive up the course in that institution 
on account of ill health; received the honorary degree of M. A. from that college 
in 1876; entered mercantile life soon after leaving school, and has been in active 
business since; was president of the Tioga National Bank at its organization; became 
largely interested in the lumbering business in Michigan; was county clerk of the 
county of Tioga in 1859, 186o, and 1861; was elected to th ~ Forty-third and Forty-
fourth Congresses; was elected United States Senator January 18, 1881, and resigned 
that office May 16 of the same year; was chosen secretary and director of the United 
States Express Company in 1879, and in 188o was elected president of the company-
was member and president of the board of quarantine commissioners of New York 
from 1880 till 1888; was delegate to th~ national R epublican conventions of 1876, 
188o, 1884, 1888, 1892, and 1896; was president of the Southern Central Railroad; has 
been a member of the national Republican Committee; was elected United States 
Senator in 1896, and took his seat March 4, 1897. His term of service will expire 





COUNTIES.-Queens and Suffolk (2 countiea). 
(NEW YORK, 
JOSEPH McCRUM BELFORD, of Riverhead, Suffolk County, N. Y., was born 
at Mifflintown, Juniata County, Pa., August 5, 1852; received a classical education 
graduating from Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa., in 1871; engaged in academi~ 
work for some years; removed to Long Island in 1884; was admitted to the bar in 
1889, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 27,191 
votes, against 15,923 votes for William D. Marvel, Bryan Democrat, 1,700 votes for 
William A. Hazard, National Democrat, and 929 votes for Joseph P. Jones, Socialist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,449.) 
COUNTY OF KINGS.-First, Second, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eleventh, and Twentieth wards of the 
city of Brooklyn. 
DENIS M. HURLEY, of Brooklyn, was born in the city of Limeric!c, Ireland, 
March 14, 1843; came to reside in Brooklyn in June, 1850; removed to New York 
City in 1854 and returned to Brooklyn in 1866, where he has since resided; was edu-
cated in the public schools and learned the carpenter's trade; is in the contracting 
business, and at present is connected with The W. H . Beard Dredging Company, of 
New York City; was an unsuccessful candidate of the Republican party for member 
of assembly in the First assembly district of Kings County in 1881-82; was elected to 
the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
18,268 votes, against 14,901 votes for John M. Clancy, Democrat, and 1,561 votes for 
William C. Redfield, Gold Democrat. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 174,741.) 
COUNTY OF KINGS.-Third, Fourth, Ninth, Tenth, Twenty-second, and 'l'wenty-third wards of the 
city of Brooklyn, a nd the town of Flatbush. 
EDMUND HOPE DRIGGS, of Brooklyn, was born in Brooklyn May 2, 1865; 
was educated at Adelphi College, Brooklyn , and is by profession a fire insurance sur-
veyor; is of Revolutionarr stock, two of bis ancestors having serv~d in U!-~ ~evolu-
tionary war, one as a captam the other as a surgeon of the Connecticut m1htta; was 
elected to -the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat November 2, 1897, to take the place 
of Francis H. Wilson, resigned, receiving 16,820 votes, against 14,603 votes for Wil-




COUNTY OF KINGS.-Eighth , 'I'welfth, Twenty-fourth, Twenty-fifth, and Twenty-sixth wards of 
the city of Brooklyn, together with the towns of New Utrecht, Gravesend, and Flatlands. 
ISRAEL F. FISCHER, of Brooklyn, was born in the city of New York August 
17 1 1858; removed to Brooklyn September, 1887, and has resided in the Twenty-sixth 
·ward of that city sinc_e; was admitted to the bar in December, 1879; was a member 
of the executive committee of the Republican State committee during 1888 and 1890; 
wa, chairman of the executive committee of the county for two years and chairman 
of the campaign committee in 1888; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Con~e a a _ReJ?ublican, receiving 25,_Sro votes, against 18,381 votes 




Co STY F KINGS.-The territory comprised in the present Eighteenth, Nineteenth, Twenty-
fir t, Twenty-seventh, and Twenty-eighth wards of the city of Brooklyn. 
H. RLE G D\\'L. T BEN TETT, of Brooklyn, wa born in the city of Brook-
hn I mh r II, 1863, wh re he ha always resided; is a member of the law firm of 
Dam ·1. .... B !:111 tt, ?f Te,:,r York City; was th unsuccessful Republican candidate 
for member or the Fifty-third Congress; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected 
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to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,6o5 votes, against 14,186 
votes for Thomas S. Delaney, the Democratic organization candidate, and 805 votes 
for Joseph S. Van Wyck, National Democrat. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 163,648.) 
COUNTY OF KINGs.-Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth wards of the 
city of Brooklyn. 
JAMES R. HOWE, of Brooklyn, was born in the city of New York Jan?-ary 27, 
1839; his ancestors were among ·the. early_ sett~ers of New E1;1gland; received his 
education in the common schools of his native city, and from his youth up has been 
engaged in the dry goods business; ~s truste~ in a n~mber of public institutions in !he 
city; is vice-president of the Amph10n Mus1cal Society, and a member of the U1;110n 
League Club· his nomination came to him unsought, and he was elected to the Fifty-
fourth Cong;ess as a Republican from ~ strong :P<:mocratic district, a~d was reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receivmg 1~,314 votes, aga:nst 14,287 vot'=s 
for William Fickermann, Democrat, 354 votes for Daniel Walsh, National Democrat, 
and 941 votes for G. A. Rosenblath, Socialist Labor. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, n4,766.) 
COUNTY.-Richmond, together with the First and Fifth assembly districts of the county of New 
York. 
JOHN H. G. VEHSLAGE, of New York, was born in New York City on Decem-
ber 20, 1842; received a public-school education, but left school in 1856, of his own 
accord, to become a clerk in the retail grocery business; in 1865 entered the coal 
and wood business at the old established yard, 69, 71, 73, and 75 Ninth avenue, 
corner of Fifteenth street, at which place he is at present carrying on such business; 
in 1863 he joined the Third Cavalry, National Guard, State of New York, and was 
commissioned captain by Governor Seymour February 15, 1864; December 12, 1876, 
was appointed inspector of rifle practice with the rank of captain, and continued in 
service until 1880, when the regiment was mustered out of service by Governor Cor-
nell; remained as supernumerary until November 12, 1883, when he received an 
honorable discharge from Governor Grover Cleveland; was elected and served as 
member of assembly from the First assembly district, New York City, in the year 
1894; at the Democratic State convention held at Buffalo was appointed a Presidential 
elector, but resigned on account of receiving the nomination for Congress; was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving rr,032 votes, against 
9,848 votes for Franklin Bartlett, National Democrat. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 125,778.) 
CITY OF NEW YORK.-Second, Third, and Seventh assembly districts of the county of New York. 
(NOTE.-This district now runs from Peck Slip to Catharine street, on the East River; along Catha-
rine street to the Bowery; up the Bowery and Third avenue to Twenty-third street; across to 
Seventh avenue; down Seventh avenue to Sixteenth street; then over to Eighth avenue; down 
Eighth avenue to Bleecker street, and thence to Broadway, down the east side of Broadway to and 
including the City Hall; thence down Spruce street to the E-ast River.) 
JOHN MURRAY MITCHELL, of New York, was born at 6o West Ninth street, 
in the upper portion of the Eighth Congressional district, March 18, 1858, and has 
ever since lived in the same house in which he was born; his father, William 
Mitchell, was chief justice of what is now known as the a1;>pellate division of the 
supreme court in the county of New York, and was also Justice of the court of 
appeals, the highest court in the State; was graduated from Columbia College in 
1877 with the degree of A. B., and was class valedictorian, though the youngest 
member of the class; completed a course in the Columbia Law School in the 
S)?ring of 1879, receiving the degree of LL. B., and was admitted to the bar imme-
diately thereafter; spent the following year in travel in Europe and the East, 
and devoted himself to the study of international law and reviewing his other 
studies; on his return he was given the degree of A. M. by Columbia College, and 
at once entered upon the duties of law ·clerk in a law office; two years later he 
opened a law office of his own; in 1889 he entered into partnership with his two 
brothers, Edward and William, the former of whom was United States attorney for 
the southern district of New York by appointment of President Harrison· in the 
spring of 1894 he became associated in the practice of law with John R. Do; Passos 
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and his brother, Benjamin F. Dos Passos, the well-known lawyers and authors of 
several staudard law books; in the fall of 1894 he was nominated by acclamation 
for Congress; the result of the election showed an apparent plurality of 367 votes 
for his opponent, which count, however, was found to be erroneous; a contest of 
the right to the seat terminated in seating Mr. Mitchell by a vote of 162 to 39; he 
was again nominated by acclamation and stood for election against his former com-
petitor, and was elected by a majority of 1,269, and was the only gold candidate 
elected south of Twenty-third street; was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving ro,488 votes, against 9,219 votes for his Democratic opponent, 
and 140 votes for William F. Westerfield, Socialist Labor. · 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 18.9,o67.) 
CITY OF NEW YORK.-Fourth, Sixth, and Eighth assembly districts of the county of New York . 
. THOMAS J. BRADLEY, of New York City, was born January 2, 1870, at No. 81 
Lewis street, in the city of New York; attended public schools until June, 1882, when 
he was graduated to the College of the City of New York, from which he was grad-
uated with the degree of bachelor of arts in June, 1887; taught in the public schools 
of New York City from 1887 until 1891, at the same time attending the University 
Law School, from which institution he was graduated as a bachelor of laws in 1889; 
in 1891 was appointed a deputy assistant district attorney of the county of New York, 
which position he held till July, 1895, when he resigned to attend to his private law 
practice; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as the regular Democratic candidate, 
receiving rr,002 votes, against 8,379 votes for Timothy J. Campbell, National Dem-
ocrat, and 4,371 votes for Daniel De Leon, Socialist. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 156,537.) 
CITY OF NEW YORK.-Ninth, Thirteenth, and Fifteenth assembly districts of the county of New 
York. 
AMOS J. CUMMINGS, of New York City, was born in Conkling, Broome County, 
N. Y., May 15, 1841; received a common-school education; entered a printing office 
as an apprentice when 12 years of age, and has set type in nearly every State in ~he 
Union; was a boy with Walker in the last invasion of Nicaragua; was sergeant-m8:J~r 
in the Twenty-sixth New Jersey Regiment of Infantry, Second Brigade, Second D1v1-
sion, Sixth Corps, Army of the Potomac; received the Congressional medal of honor 
for gallantry on the battlefield; was a delegate to the Democratic national conven-
tion in 1892 and in 1896; has filled editorial positions on the New York Tribune, 
under Horace Greeley, on the New York Sun, New York Express, and was edito_r of 
the Evening Sun when elected to the Fiftieth Congress; declined a renomination, 
preferring to give his whole attention to editorial work; was elected to the Fifty-first 
Congress to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Samuel Sullivan Cox; was elected 
to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and was reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 17,446 votes, against 14,245 votes 
for Clarence W. Meade, Republican, 512 votes for Calvin Tomkins, National Demo-
crat, 4rr votes for William Ruddy, Socialist, and 139 votes for Fletcher Hamlin, 
Independent. 
ELEVE TH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 148,640.) 
CITY OF NEW YORK.-Tenth, Twelfth, and Fourteenth assembly districts of the county of New 
York. 
WILLIAM S LZER, of ew York City, was born March 18, 1863; was educated 
in the P?blic sc~ools ; was admitted to the bar in 1884; was a member of the ew 
York 1 g1slature 111 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893, and 1894; in 1893 he was speaker of the 
a .. emhly; wa a c!elegate to the Chicago convention in 1896; wa elected to the 
F1fty-fou~h and reelected to the Fif~y-fi.fth <;ongress as a Democrat receiving 12,195 
vote , agam t ro,435 votes for Ferdinand EHlman, Republican. 
TWELFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 130,3n.) 
CITY OF ... ·Ew YORK.-Eleventh, ixteenth, and Eighteenth assembly districts of the county of New 
ork. 
E R ◄ B. 1cCLEL~ , of ew York City, was born ovember 23, 1865, in 
r s<l ·n , a.· ny, wh r hts parents had g neon a vi it; graduated from Princeton 
ollege in I 6; worked a a reporter and in editorial positions on several ew York 
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newspapers· was treasurer of the New York and Brooklyn• Bridge from October 14, · 
1889, to De~ember 31, 1892; was admitted to the bar in June, 1892; since then has 
practiced his profession; appointed colonel and aid-de-camp to Governor David B. 
Hill January 1, 1889; in 1892 was elected president of the board of aldermen of the 
city and county of New York for a term of two years, beginning January 1, 1893; 
was elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress; was renominated by the Democratic party 
and nominated by the National Democratic party, and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Democrat, receiving 12,815 votes, against II,038 votes for Charles A, 
Hess, Republican, 831 votes for M. M. Miller, Populist, 385 votes for Charl~s B. Copp, 




CITY OF NEW YORK.-Embracing portions of the 'I'hirteenth, Fifteenth, Seventeenth, Tweuty-
second, Twenty-fourth, Twenty-seventh, and Twenty-ninth assembly districts of the county 
o' New York. 
RICHARD CUTTS SHANNON, of New York City, was born in New London, 
Conn., February 12, 1839; was educated in the public schools and at Colby Univer-
sity, from which he was graduated as a member of the class of 1862; enlisted as a 
private in Company H, Fifth Maine Volunteers, May rn, 1861; was promoted to 
second sergeant, and in October, 1861, commissioned first lieutenant of th.e same com-
pany; in October, 1862, was commissioned captain and assistant adjutant-general of 
volunteers, serving continuously till the end of the war, receiving the brevets of 
major and lieutenant-colonel of volunteers; in 1871 was appointed by President 
Grant secretary of the United States legation at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and served 
until March, 1875, when he resigned; in 1876 took charge of the Botanical Garden 
Railroad Company, an American enterprise in Brazil, of which he subsequently 
became the vice-president and general manager, and finally the president; in 1885 
was graduated from the Law School of Columbia University, and, having been admitted 
to the New York bar, became a member of the firm of Purrington & Shannon, with 
which he is still connected; in 1891 was appointed by President Harrison envoy 
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States to the Republics of 
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Salvador, and served until May, 1893, when he was 
relieved by Hon. Lewis Baker, appointed by President Cleveland; is an alumni 
trustee of Colby University; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 15,513 votes, against 14,067 votes for 
Thomas Smith, DeLlocrat, 1,029 votes for Joseph H. Madden, National Democrat, 594 
votes for Isador Phillips, Socialist Labor, 505 votes for John J. Murphy, Populist, 419 
votes for Thomas F. Rightmire, Independent Republican, 91 votes for France M. 
Hammond, Prohibitionist, 72 votes defective, and 427 votes blank. 
FOURTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 227,978.) 
CITY OF NEW YORK.-Embraces all of that territory on the west side of New York lying north of 
Fifty-second street and west of Seventh avenue to Fifty-ninth street, and then west of Eighth 
avenue and north to Spuyten Duyvil Creek, and all territory on the east side between Fifty-
ninth and Seventy-ninth streets and Central Park and East River. ' 
LEMUEL ELY QUIGG, of New York City, born in Cecil County, Md., February 
12, r863; common-school education; by profession a journalist; was a member of the 
editorial staff of the New York Tribune for ten years and subsequently editor in 
chief of the New York Press; ·was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses an~ reelected ~o the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 33,233 
votes, against 21,443 votes for John Q. Adams, Democrat. 
FIFTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 223,838.) 
CITY OF NEW YORK.-That portion of the Twenty-first assembly district between the center of 
Seventy-ninth street and the center of Eighty-sixth street, that portion of the Twenty-second 
district above the center of Seventy-ninth street, in the city of New York, and the Twenty-
third assembly district of the county of New York. 
PHILIP BURRILL LOW, of New York, was born in Chelsea, Mass., May 6 1836· 
graduated f:om high_ school after_ completing a preparatory college course; adopted 
the_ pr~fess10n of his father-shipmaster; v?lunteered and wa~ appointed acting 
ensign m the Umted States Navy and served m the North Atlantic Squaclron during 
1862-63; resigned and entered commercial circles of Boston until 1865, when he 
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removed to New York, where he ·has since been identified with the shipping and 
maritime interests; was organizer and first commander of the New York State naval 
militia; received the nomination for Congress by acclamation in 1894 as the Repub-
lican candidate in the Fifteenth New York district and was elected to the Fifty-fourth 
and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 29,602 votes 
against 22,520 votes for ·william H. Burke, Democrat, 122 votes for Oscar A. Gage: 
1,804 votes for Enoch E. Thomas, 224 votes for Archie E. Fiske, 107 votes defective, 
and. 67 l votes blank. 
SIXTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 220,857.) 
CoUNTY.-Westchester, together with the Twenty-fourth assembly district of the city of New York. 
WILLIAM LUKENS WARD, of Port Chester, N. Y., was born in Greenwich, 
Conn., September 2, 1856; was educated at Friends' Seminary, New York City, and 
afterwards at the School of Mines, Columbia College, class of 1878; has devoted all 
his business life to manufacturing; never held any public office, but has always been 
identified with the Republican party in Westchester County, and was named as 
elector from the Sixteenth Congressional district by the State convention in 1896, 
and was elected to Congress and also as elector at the same election; was elected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 30,709 votes, against 23,456 votes 
for Eugene B. Travis, Silver Democrat, 1,299 votes for Lucien Sanial, Socialist, r,697 
votes for James V. Lawrence, Gold Democrat, 770 votes for Ben L. Fairchild, Inde-




Co_UNTIES.-Orange, Rockland, and Sullivan (3 counties). 
BENJAMIN B. ODELL, JR., of Newburg, N. Y., was born in Newburg January 
14, 1854; was educated in the public schools, also at Bethany (W. Va.) College and 
Columbia College, New York City; since his majority he has been engaged in a 
commercial career, principally in the ice business and electric lighting; never has 
held a public office before; has always been active in politics; for the past ten years 
has represented the Seventeenth district on the Republican State committee and was 
chairman of the executive committee during the past campaign; was elected to the 
Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
22,622 votes, against 15,500 votes for David A. Morrison, Democrat, and 445 votes for 
R. A. Widenmann, National Democrat. 
EIGHTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 179,790.) 
COUNTIES.-Ulster, Dutchess, and Putnam (3 counties). 
JOHN H. KETCHAM, of Dover Plains, was born at Dover, N. Y., December 21, 
1832; received an academic education; became interested in agricultural pursuits; 
was supervisor of his town in 1854 and 1855; was a member of the State assembly of 
New York in 1856 and 1857; was a member of the State senate of New York in 186o · 
and 1861, and a member of the war committee for his senatorial district; entered 
the Union Army as colonel of the One hundred and fiftieth Volunteers in October, 
1862, and was appointed brigadier-general by brevet, afterwards brigadier-general, 
serving until he resigned, in March, 1865, to take the seat in Congress to which he 
had been elected; was afterwards appointed major-general by brevet; was elected 
to the Thirty-ninth, Fortieth, Forty-first, and Forty-second Congresses; was often a 
delegate to Republican State conventions, and was a delegate to the national Repub-
lican conventions in 1876 and 1896; was Commissioner of the District of Columbia 
from July 3, 1874, until June 30, 1877, when he resigned, having been elected to the 
Forty-fifth Congress; was elected to the Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, 
Forty-ninth, Fiftie~h, Fifty-first1 a~d Fifty-second Congresses, when, owing to im-
paired 1?,ealth, d~c~med a renommat10~; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 25,531 votes, agamst 15,956 votes for Richard E. Connell, Dem-
ocrat, and 462 votes for Henry Metcalf, ational Democrat. 
I ETEE TH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 170,683.) 
Co TIE .-Columbia and Rensselaer (2 counties). 
R_ • T • • CH~ E, of Hud on, was born March 14, 1858, at Coxsackie, 
T. Y.; 1s a son of Francis Cochrane; wa brought up on a farm; was educated in 
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a district school and at Claverack Academy, in Claverack, N. Y.; entered Yale Col-
lege in 1875, and was graciuated in 1879; he_then r~moved to Huds_on .and en!ered o_n 
the study of law; was admitted to the bar 111 1881, and has ever smce prachc_ed his 
profession in Hudson; is a member of the law firm of Brownell & Cochrane; m 18~7 
and 1888 was police justice of Hudson; was elected district_ attorney of Columbia 
County in 1889 and served three years; was elected to the Fifty-fifth C<;:mgress as a 
Republican, receiving 23,509 votes, agail:ist 17,735 votes for George G. Miller, De~o-
crat, 389 votes for Elmer T. Haines, Nat10nal Democrat, and 472 votes for Nathamel 




GEORGE N. SOUTHWICK, of Albany, was born in Albany March 7, 1863; was 
educated in the public schools of that city; graduated at Williams College in 1884; 
attended the Albany Law School for three months; began newspaper work on the 
Albany Morning Express in December, 1884, serving as assistant editor of that news-
p3.per and also as an official reporter for the Associated Press during the legislative 
sessions of 1886, 1887, and 1888; was editor of the Morning Express in December, 
1888; was made editor of the Albany Evening Journal in April, 1889; stumped Albany 
and neighboring counties for Harrison in 1888 and 1892; served as permanent chairman 
of New York State Republican convention at Grand Central Palace, New York, March 
24, 1896; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as 
a Republican, receiving 22;342 votes, against 17,637 votes for Thomas F. Wilkinson, 
Democrat and Populist, 401 votes for Simeon Holroyd, Gold Democrat, 231 votes for 
John C. Sanford, Prohibitionist, 201 votes for Edwin 0. Smith, Socialist, and 121 
votes blank and scattering. 
TWENTY-FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Population, 187, n9.) 
CouNTIES.-Greene, Montgomery, Otsego, Schenectady, and Schoharie (5 counties). 
DAVID P. WILBER, of Oneonta, was born in Milford, Otsego County, N. Y., 
December 7, 1859; is a son of David Wilber, who was a member of the Forty-third, 
Forty-sixth, Fiftieth, and Fifty-first Congresses; graduated from Cazenovia (N. Y.) 
Seminary in 1879; in 1880 engaged in the hop business with his father, and since 
1890 has been largely interested in farming and stock breeding, devoting especial 
attention to the Holstein-Friesian strain of cattle; has twice represented Oneonta 
in the board of supervisors; was a member of the New York State cattle tuberculosis 
commission in 1894; is a director of the Wilber National Bank of Oneonta; is 
president of the Holstein-Friesian Association of America and of the American 
Cheviot Sheep Association of the United States and Canada; is trustee of the Caze-
novia Seminary; was elected to the 1; ifty-fourth and reelected to 'the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 28,567 votes, against 22,267 votes for John H. Bagley, 
Democrat, and 464 votes for Leslie P. Clarke, Prohibitionist. 
TWENTY-SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 185,123.) 
CouNTIES.-Fulton, Hamilton, Saratoga, and St. Lawrence (4 counties). 
LUCH~S NATHA~ LITTAUER, of Gloversville, was born January 20, 1859, in 
Gloversville, N. Y.; 1s the son of Nathan and Harriet S. Littauer· removed to New 
York City in 1865; was educated there at Charlier Institute; ente~ed Harvard Uni-
versity, and ~as g_raduated in the cl~ss of ~878; was a me1;11ber of Harvard University 
crew and Umversity football team; immediately engaged 111 the glove-manufacturing 
business of his ~ather at G~ov~rsville, to whi~h he succeeded in 1882, and is at present 
engaged extensively there111; is officer and director of many commercial and financial 
institutions; never before held public office; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 32,138 votes, against 676 votes for John C. Greene, Sound 
Money Democrat\ 1,640 votes for James T. Sweetman, Prohibitionist, and 3,495 votes 
blank and scattenng. 
TWENTY-THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 191,155.) 
C0UNTIES.-Clinton, Essex, Franklin, Warren, and Washington (5 counties). 
WALLACE T:UR ER FOO'!E, J~., of Port Henry, Essex County, was born at 
Port Henry Apnl 7, 1864; rece1v~d _his early_ education at Port Henry Union Free 
School; prepared for college at Williston Semmary, East Hampton, Mass., and gradu-
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ated as civil engineer from Union College, Schenectady, with honors, in 1885; was 
elected alumni trustee of that university in 1896; was assistant superintendent of the 
Cedar Point Furnace at Port Henry from 1885 to 1887; entered Columbia Law School 
in 1889, and then commenced the practice of law at Port Henry; has since followed 
that profession, ~nd is now at the head of the firm of Foo~e, Stokes & Owen, _doing a 
general law business at that place; was elected to the F1fty-fourth and reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 30,475 votes, against 494 votes for 
W. A. Huppuch, National Democrat, and 452 votes for De Wyre S. Fero, Populist. 
TWENTY-FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 170,495. ) 
COUNTIES.-Jefferson, Lewis, and Oswego (3 counties). 
CHARLES A. CHICKERING, of Copenhagen, was born in Harrisburg, Lewis 
County, N . Y., November 26, 1843; educated in the common schools and at Lowville 
Academy, and was for a time a teacher in that institution; was school commissioner 
of Lewis County, 1865 to 1875; member of assembly in 1879, 1880, and• 1881; was 
elected clerk of the assembly in 1884 and reelected in 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 
and 1890; has been chairman of the Republican county committee of Lewis County, 
secretary of the Republican State committee, and also a member of the executive 
committee of that body; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses 
and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 27,242 votes, 




C0UNTIES.-Oneida and Herkimer (2 counties). 
JAMES SCHOOLCRAFT SHERMAN, of Utica, was born in Utica, N. Y., Octo-
ber 24, 1855; received an academic and collegiate education, graduating from Ham-
ilton College in the class of 1878; was admitted to the bar in 1880, becoming a 
member of the firm of Cookinham & Sherman; was elected mayor of Utica in 
March, 1884, as a Republican, receiving a substantial majority in a Democratic city; 
was chairman of the Republican State convention in Saratoga in 1895; was electe<l to 
'the Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 26,996 votes, against 16,512 votes for 
Cornelius Haley, Democrat, and 852 votes for William D. Towsley, Prohibitionist. 
TWENTY-SIXTH ·DISTRICT. 
(Population, 209,103.) 
C0UNTIES.-Broome, Chenango, Delaware, 'l'ioga, and 'I'ompkins (5 counties) . 
GEORGE W. RAY, of Norwich, was born in Otselic, Chenango County, N. Y., 
February 3, 1844; was broilght up on a farm and educated in the common schools 
and at orwich Academy; was a private in Company B, Ninetieth New York Vol-
unteers, and brigade clerk, First Brigade, First Division, Nineteenth Army Corps; 
was discharged at the close of the war; studied law, was admitted to practice in 
ovemb r, 1867, and has practiced his rirofession since; is largely interested in farm-
ing; has been chainnan of the Repubhcan county committee of his county and was 
a member of the Republican State committee in 1880; was elected to the Forty-
eighth Congr ss; is a member of the board of education of orwich Academy and 
nion Free School; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses an<l r elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 34,686 
vote , against 20,383 votes for Charles D. \Vales, Free Silver Democrat, 513 votes for 
Charles, . all, old D mocrat, 1,5J2 votes for vVill C. Moulton, Prohibitionist, and 
67 vote · callering. 
TWE TY- EVE TH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 189,139.) 
C0CNTIE . . -~Iadi. on and Onondaga (2 counties). 
J.\l\IE, JER ME BELD~ ... , of yracuse, wa born in Fabius, Onondaga County, 
• ~. Y., eptemb r 30, 1 ~5; ht ance tor., paternal and maternal, were Puritans; is a 
rhr ct ~e en<lant of Richard Bayldon, of England, who settled in Wether field, 
01111., 111 1636, ai:i,d wh e <l . ce1!dant number among its m mber distingui hed 
m ·n of the Colomal and R voluttonary p riod both in civil and military life; is a 
chart rm •111h r of th r<ler f the Founders ancl Patri ts of America and has been 
elcctt<l councilor-general by the ·ocieties of_ Tew York, r ew Jer ey, and Connecticut; 
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has been extensively engaged in busine~s pursuits for_ forty :years, having b~en largely 
interested in and director of several national banks; is president and principal owner 
of the Robert Gere Bank of Syracuse, which he founded, and has been truste_e of the 
Syracuse University since it was founded; was elected mayor of Syra_cuse m :877, 
and reelected in 1878 without opposition; was a delegate t_o the Republ_ic~n nati~mal 
convention at Chicago in 1880; was elected as a ~epubhcan t? th~ Fiftieth, F~fty-
fi.rst, Fifty-second, and Fifty-third Congresses; declined t~e _nommat10n for the F1tty-
fourth and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receivmg 27,427 vote~, _a~ai?-st 
22,657votes forT. L. Poole, Republican, 638votesforHermanD. Fulton,Prohibitio~1st, 
827 votes for Charles H. Corregan, Socialist Labor, and 1,006 votes blank and scattering. 
TWENTY-EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 213,142.) 
CoUNTlES.-Cayuga, Cortland, Ontario, Wayne, and Yates (5 counties). 
SERENO E. PAYNE, of Auburn, was born at Hamilton, N. Y., June 26, 1843; 
graduated from the university at Rochester in 1864; was admitted to the bar in 1866, 
and has since practiced law at Auburn; was city clerk of Auburn, 1868-1871; was 
supervisor of Auburn, 1871-72; was district attorney of Cayuga County, 1873-1879; 
was president of the board of education at Auburn, 1879-1882; was elected to the 
Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 33,628 
votes, against 19,822 votes for Robert L. Drummond, Democrat and Populist, 468 
votes for Francis 0. Mason, National Democrat, and 79 votes blank and scattering. 
TWENTY-NINTH DISTRICT. 
· ( Population, 174,676.) 
CouNTIES.-Chemung, Schuyler, Seneca, and Steuben (4 counties). 
CHARLES W. GILLET, of Addison, was born at Addison, N. Y., November 26, 
1840; graduated at Union College, Schenectady, N. Y., class of 1861; enlisted as a 
private in the Eighty-sixth Regiment New York Volunteers, August, 1861; was made 
adjutant of the regiment November, 1861, and served as adjutant until discharged 
the service for disabilities in 1863; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 27,192 
votes, against 17,994 votes for Henry W. Banes, Democrat, 369 votes for De Merville 
Page, Gold Democrat, and 865 votes blank and scattering._ · 
THIRTIETH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 195,553.) 
COUNTIES.-Genesee, Livingston, Niagara, Orleans, and Wyoming (5 counties). 
JAMES W. WADSWORTH, of Geneseo, was born in Philadelphia, Pa., October 
12, 1846; was preparing at New Haven, Conn., to enter Yale College, but left in the 
fall of 1864 and entered the Army, serving on the staff of Gen. G. K. ·warren to the 
close of the war; was supervisor of the town of Geneseo during 1875, 1876, and 1877; 
was member of the assembly in 1878 and 1879, and comptroller of the State of New 
Y?rk in_1880 and :881; was elected to the Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, Fifty-second, 
Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
R_epublican, receiving 28,478 votes, against 19,066 votes for Frank P. Hulette, Free 
Silver Democrat, 469 votes for George A. Sweet, Sound Money Democrat, 1,269 votes 
for Charles Ergm~nt Williams, Prohibitionist, 397 votes for John Ideson, Populist, 




-HENRY C. BREWSTER, of Rochester, was born at Rochester, N. Y., in 1845· 
became a bank clerk in 1863, a bank officer in 1868, which position he still occupies'. 
he has always ~aken an active interest in the Republican party, and has contributed 
largely of his time and means toward its success; has been vice-president of the New 
York_State L<:ague of_ Republican Clul;>s and president of the Monroe County League, 
and is n_ow vice-president of the National League of Republican Clubs; was elected 
!o the Fifty-fourth ai:-d reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiv-
mg- ~5,399 vote~, agamst 17,109 votes for William E. Ryan, Democrat, 386 votes for 
~ipia_m H Davis, Sound Money Democrat, 562 votes for William R. Hunt, Prohi-
bitionist, 488 votes for Frank A. Silverman, Socialist Labor, and 617 votes for How-
ard W. Sneck, Populist. 




ERIE COUNTY (part of), embracing the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, 
Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Nineteenth, and Twentieth wards 
of the city of Buffalo. 
ROWLAND BLENNERHASSETT MAHANY, of Buffalo, was born in Buffalo, 
N. Y., September 28, 1864; was educated in the public schools; was graduated with 
highest honors from the high school in 1881; in 1882_ became instructor in Latin 
· and Greek in the Buffalo Classical School; entered Hobart College, 1882, and remained 
two years, during which he stood at the head of his class; went to Harvard Univer-
sity, 1884; was one of the "Detur" prize men, 1885; elected president of St. Paul's 
Society, the Episcopalian organization of Harvard College, 1887; chosen Phi Beta 
Kappa, 1887, in first eight of his class; first marshal of Phi Beta Kappa same year; 
Boylston prize man, 1887 and 1888; was graduated, 1888, summa cum laude; delivered 
the poem at Gettysburg July 1, 1888, at the unveiling of the monument of Ninth 
Veteran Regiment of New York Volunteers; associate editor Buffalo Express, 1888; 
became instructor in history and literature in Buffalo high school, 1889; appointed 
secn~tary of legation to Chile, 1890; accredited envoy extraordinary and minister 
plenipotentiary to Ecuador, 1892; nominated for Congress, 1892; ran ahead of the 
ticket and cut down the normal Democratic majority over 1,000 votes; returned to 
Ecuador, 1893, and concluded the Santos treaty, negotiations for which had remained 
unsettled for nearly ten years; elected in 1894 to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 18,623 votes, against 14,765 votes for 
Charles Rung, Silver Democrat, 313 votes for Mark B . • Moore, Gold Democrat, 84 
votes for Stephen Lockwood, Prohibitionist, 252 votes for Joseph Otto, Socialist 
Labor, and 1,164 votes scattering. 
THIRTY-THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, r58,53r.) 
ERIE COUNTY (part of), embracing the Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, Twenty-
first, Twenty-second, Twenty-third, Twenty-fourth,and 'l'wenty-fifth wards of the city of Buffalo, 
and Fourth and Fifth assembly distticts of the county of Erie. 
DE ALVA STANWOOD ALEXANDER, of Buffalo, was born July 17, 1846, in 
Richmond, Me.; at the age of 15 entered the army, serving three years, and until 
the close of the war, as a private soldier; upon leaving the service prepared for col-
lege at Edward Little Institute, in Auburn, Me., and took his bachelor's degree from 
Bowdoin College in 1870; afterwards located at Indianapolis, Ind., where he studied 
law and practiced in partnership with Hon. Stanton J. Peelle, now judge of the Court 
of Claims in Washin~o1i; in 1881 was appointed Fifth Auditor of the Treasury Depart-
ment, and during his residence in Washington was elected and served one term as 
commander of the Department of the Potomac, Grand Army of the Republic; on 
leaving Washington, removed to Buffalo, forming a law partnership with his college 
classmate, Hon. James A. Roberts, at present comptroller of the State of New York; 
in 1889 was appointed United States attorney for the northern district of New York, 
holding .the office until December, 1893; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 27,573 votes, against 14,636 votes for Harvey W. Richardson, 
Democrat, 931 votes for George Wing, National Democrat, 425 votes for John A. 
Sayles, Prohibitionist, and 204 votes for August Miller, Socialist Labor. 
1.'HIRTY-FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 179,3o8.) 
COUNTIES.-Allegany, Cattaraugus, and Chautauqua (3 counties). 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
SENATORS. 
JETER CO T~LLY PRITCH RD, of Marshall, was born in Jonesboro, Tenn., 
July 12,. I 57; rece1v d a common-school education at Martins Creek Academy; was 
apprenticed 111 th Jon . boro Tribune-Herald office· removed to Bakersville Mitchell 
_ounty, ~.~. ., in I r; wa jqint editor and own1er of the Roan Mountain Repub-
lican until I 7, when he r moved to Marshall, Madison County; was a Garfield 
I 
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elector in 1880; was elected to the legislatt~re in 1884, 1886, and 1890; wa~ the Repub-
lican candidate for lieutenant-governor 111 1888 and was the Republican caucus 
nominee for United States Senator in 1892; was delegate at large to the Minneapolis 
convention in 1892; was elected president of !he North Ca~olina Protectiv~ Tariff 
League in 1891; was a candidate for Co~gress. m 1892; was ~icensed to pra~hce law 
in 1887; in April, 1894, he became promment m the co?perl;hon m~)Vement 111 N<?rth 
Carolina, and the success of that movement resulted m his elechqn to the Umted 
States Senate to fill the unexpired term of the late Senator Z. B. Vance; was reelected 
in 1897. His term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
MARION BUTLER, of Elliot, Sampson County, was born on a farm in Honey-
cutts Township, Sampson County, N. C., May 20, 1863; was prepared for college by 
his mother and at a neighboring academy, but chiefly by his mother; graduated at 
the University of North Carolina in 1885; began the study of law, but was called 
home, being the eldest boy, by the sudden death of his father, to run the farm and 
to look after the education of his younger brothers and sisters, and taught at a neigh-
boring academy for three years; in 1888 he joined the Farmers' Alliance and bought 
the Clinton Caucasian; was elected to the State senate in 1890; was the leader of the 
Alliance forces in that body; was chairman of the joint committee on railroad com-
mission, and succeeded in passing the present railroad-commission law of North 
Carolina and in securing a number of other needed reforms; was elected president of 
the State Farmers' Alliance in 1891 and reelected in 1892; was elected vice-president 
of the National Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union in 1893 and elected presi-
dent of that organization in 1894; immediately after adjournment of the Chicago con-
vention in 1892 he publicly declared that he would not support Grover Cleveland, 
and at once severed his connection with the Democratic party and went to work to 
organize and build up the_ People's Party; in the winter of 1893-94 he conceived the 
plan of campaign which resulted in such a triumphant success at the fall election 
of 1894; was chairman of the Populist State Committee during that campaign; is a 
trustee and a member of the executive board of the State University, his alma mater; 
his paper, the Caucasian, has been removed to Raleigh, N. C., and has probably the 
largest circulation and is one of the most influential papers in the State; was elected 
to the United States Senate as a Populist, to succeed Matt W. Ransom, Democrat, in 
1895. His term of service will expire March 3, 1901. He was elected chairman of 
the national executive committee of the Populist party in 1896, and was an earnest 




COUNTIES.-Beaufort, Camden, Carteret, Chowan, Currituck, Dare, Gates, Hertford, Hyde, Martin, 
Pamlico, Pasquotank, Perquimans, Pitt, Tyrrell, and Washington (16 counties). 
HARRY SKINNER, of Greenville, was born in Perquimans County, N. C., May 
25, 1855; attended the Hertford Academy; read law at the Kentucky University in 
1874-75, and was licensed to practice in North Carolina in 1876; has since resided 
in Greenville, N. C., and continuously practiced his profession· in 1878 was chosen 
by unanimous vote as town councilman; in 1890 was elected to the lower house of 
the North Carolina legislature and served as chairman of the committee on internal 
improvements, on the judiciary committee, and chairman of the hou·se branch of the 
committee on redistricting the State; has served as chairman of the Democratic 
executive committee of his county, chairman of the Democratic executive committee 
of the First Congressional district, and on the State central committee· is at present 
chairman of the Populist executive committee of his county and 0.1 th~ State central 
committee; is a t~stee of the State University; :was elec~e~ to the Fifty-fourth and 
reelected to the Fifth-fifth Congress as a Populist, receivmg 20,875 votes, against 
14,831 votes for W. H. Lucas, Democrat. · 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 182,461.) 
COUNTIES.-Bertie, Edgecombe, Greene, Halifax, Lenoir, Northampton, Warren, Wayne, and 
Wilson (9 counties). 
GEORGE HENRY WHITE, of Tarboro, ~as born at Ros~ndale, Bladen County, 
N. _C., December 18, 1852; attended the public schools of his State, and later was 
tramed under Prof. D. P. Allen, president of the Whitten Normal School at Lum-
berton, N. C.; afterwards entered Howard University, Washington, D, C, ;' he grad-
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uated from the eclectic department of that institution in the class of 1877; read law 
while taking academic course, and completed his reading under Judge William J. 
Clarke, of North Carolina, and was licensed to practice in all the courts of that State by 
the supreme court, January, 1879; was principal of one of the State normal and other 
schools in the State; was elected to the house of representatives in 188o and to the • 
State senate in 1884; was elected solicitor and prosecuting attorney for the second 
judicial district of North Carolina for four years in 1886, and for a lik:.e term in 1890· 
was a candidate for Congress in the Second district in 1894, and was nominated, but 
withdrew in the interest of harmony in his party; and was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 19,338 votes, against 15,368 votes for F. A. Wood-
ard, Democrat, and 2,738 votes for Dr. S. Moss, Populist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 160,288.) 
COUNTIES.-Bladen, Craven, Cumberland, Duplin, Harnett, Jones, Moore, Onslow, and Sampson 
. (9 counties). 
JOHN EDGAR FOWLER, of Clinton, was born on a farm in ·sampson County, 
N. C., September 8, 1866; was educated in the common schools of the county and 
Wake Fore·st College; taught two years after leaving college; read law at the Uni-
versity of North Carolina, and was admitted to the bar in 1894; was formerly a Free 
Silver Democrat, but upon the nomination of Mr. Cleveland in 1892 left the Demo-
cratic and_ allied himself with the Populist party; was nominated for the State house 
of representatives the same year as a Populist, _but was defeated by 7 votes; was nomi-
nated as a Populist for the State senate in 1894, and was elected; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Populist, receiving 17,989 votes, against 12,534 votes for 
Frank Thompson, Democrat. · 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 186,432.) 
COUNTIES.-Chatham, Franklin, Johnston, Nash, Randolph,-Vance, and Wake (7 countie,,_). 
WILLIAM FRANKLIN STROWD, of Chapel Hill, was born in Orange County, 
N. C., December 7, 1832; was educated at the Bingham School, High Hill Academy, 
and at the Graham Institute; was brought up on a farm; removed to Chatham County 
in 1861, and has continued the occupation of farming to the present time; was elected 
to t.he State constitutional convention in 1875; was nominated by the Populists for 
Congress in 1892 in the Fourth Congressional district; was again nominated by the 
Populists in 1894, and was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Populist, receiving 20,947 votes, against 16,405 votes for E. W. Pou, 
Democrat, 257 votes for Dr. Banks, Independent Republican, and 26 votes for G. B. 
Alford, Gold Democrat. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 177,537.) 
COUNTlES.-Alamance, Caswell, Durham, Granville, Guilford, Orange, Person, Rockingham, and 
Stokes (9 counties). 
WILLIAM WAI-1TO KITCHIN, of- Roxboro, N. C., was born near Scotland 
Neck, N. C., October 9, 1866; was educated at Vine Hill Academy and Wake Forest 
College, where he graduated in 1884; edited the Scotland Neck Democrat in 1885; 
after studying law, :first under his father, Hon. '\V. H. Kitchin, and then under Hon. 
John l\Ianning, at the niversity of orth Carolina, was admitted to the bar in 1887; 
located at Roxboro in January, 1888, where he still practices his profession; was 
chairman of the county executive committee in 1890; was the nominee of his party 
fort.he State senate in 1892; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiYing 19,o82 votes, against 18,639 votes for Hon. Thomas Settle, Republican, and 
507 votes for A. J. Dolby, Populi t. 
SIXTH DI TRICT. 
(Population, 204,686.) 
COtTNTIES.- nson, Brunswick, Columbus, l\1ecklenburg, New Hanover, Pender, Richmond, 
Robeson, and •nion (9 counties). 
HARLE.' H. MARTL T, of Polkton, great-grand on of athaniel Macon, who 
. ·n·ccl for fifty- e\'en years as Represent.at.i\'e in Congre. sand nited tates enator, 
was ~raduat •<l fr 1_11 \Vak Forest _olleg , ;._ o~h C_arolina, in 187;2; after grad~ating 
h \\as le t d a: , 1stant profes or 111 that. 111:tttuilon, and performed the duties of 
s~t )1 pr?f ._. <>r l~1p _f _r one and a half years; he then t. ok a two years' cour eat the 
t 111,· r 1ty of Y1r rnna; s on after graduating fr 111 this institution he was chosen 
pr?f ' r of Lat.in in the . B. F. In tit.ute, i\Iurfr e. boro, . C.; after teachin~ in 
tlu . h 1 for a hort tune, he tudiecl law and '\ a admitted to the bar; practiced 
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his profession for about three years, when he embraced. the Christian re~is-ion and 
felt impressed to preach the gospel; to better prepare hims~lf for the mmistry, he 
took a course at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky. While 
engaged in his duties as a pastor,_without s?l;citation on his part, he was nominated 
by the Populists for Co1;1gress; his co~petitor, Ja1!1es Alexan~er Lockhart, Demo-
crat, was given the certificate of election, but, owmg to certam al~eged frauds and 
irregularities, Mr. Martin's friends advised him to contest the election; the result of 
the contest was that Mr. Lockhart was unseated and Mr. Martin seated. Mr. Lock-
hart was again nominated for the Fifty-~ft?- Congress, as also was Mr. Martin, and 
the latter was reelected by over 5,000 maJonty. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,490.) 
COUNTIES.-Cabarrus, Catawba, Davidson, Davie, Iredell, Lincoln, Montgomery, Rowan, Stanly, 
and Y_adkin (ro counties). 
ALONZO CRAIG SHUFORD, of Newton, was born in Catawba County, N. C., 
March 1, 1858; was educated in the common schools of the county and at Newton 
College; is a farmer by occupation; joined the Alliance in 1889; was made county 
lecturer and later district lecturer; was elected delegate to the labor conference in 
St. Louis in February, 1892; also delegate for the State at large to the Populist con-
vention in Omaha July 4, same year; was elected vice-president of the State Alliance 
in 1894; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Populist, receiving 17,166 votes, against 14,291 votes for Samuel Pem9erton, Democrat. 
EIGHTH DISTlUCT. 
(Population, 190,784.) 
COUNTIES.-Alexander, Alleghany, Ashe, Burke, Caldwell, Cleveland, Forsyth, Gaston, Surry, 
Watauga, and Wilkes (n counties). 
ROMULUS Z. LINNEY, of Taylorsville, Alexander County, was born in Ruther-
ford County, N. C., December 26, 1841; was educated in the common schools of the 
country, at York's Collegiate Institute, and at Dr. Millen's school at Taylorsville; 
served in the Confederate army as a private soldier until the battle of Chancellors-
ville, where he was severely wounded; having been discharged from the army because 
of his wound, he returned to Taylorsville and joined the class in Dr. Millen's school 
of which Hon. William H. Bower was a member; studied law with Judge Armfield; 
was admitted to the bar by the supreme court in 1868; was elected to the State sen-
ate in 1870, 1873, and again in 1882; is by profession a lawyer; was elected to the 
Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
19,419 votes, against 18,006 votes for Rufus A. Doughton, Democrat, and 64 votes for 
William M. White, Prohibitionist. · 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 186,472.) 
COUNTIES.-Buncombe, Cherokee, Clay, Graham, Haywood, Henderson, Jackson, Macon, Madison, 
McDowell, Mitchell, Polk, Rutherford, Swain, Transylvania, and Yancey (15 counties). 
RICHMOND PEARS<:;N, of Asheville, was born at Richmond Hill, N. C., January 
26, 1852;_graduated at ??nncei:on College in the class <?f 18.72, delivering the valedic-
tory orah<;m; was ~dm1ttt .. a to the bar of No~h Caroln~a 111 1874; in the same year 
was appomted Umted States consul at Verviers and Liege, Belgium; resigned said 
office 111 1877; W'.lS a m~11:ber of the North ~'.3-rolina_ legislature in 1885 and again in 
1887; was one of the ongmators of the coaht10n which overwhelmed the Democratic 
party in North C_aro~ina in 1894; was elected to ~he Fifty-fourth Congress as an Inde-
pen~e:it Protectiomst and. reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
rece1v111g 20,495 votes, agamst 19,189 votes for Joseph S. Adams, Bryan Democrat 
and 28 votes for J. P. Herran, Populist. • 
NORTH DAKOTA. 
SENATORS. 
HENRY C. HANSBROUGH, of Devils Lake, was born at Prairie du Rocher, 
Randolph County, Ill., January 30, 1848; received a common-school education· 
removed wi~h his par~nts to California in 1867; learned the trade of printer in that 
State; published a daily paper at San Jose, Cal., 1869-70; was connected with the 
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San Francisco Chronicle until 1879; published a ]?aper at Baraboo, Wis., for two 
years, and removed to the then Territory of Dakota 111 1882, engaging in journalism; 
became prominent as an advocate of the Republican policy of division and admission· 
was twice elected mayor of his city; was a delegate to the Chicago convention~ 
1888 and was there chosen national committeeman for North Dakota; received the 
Republican nomination for Congress at the first State convention and was elected 
to the Fifty-first Congress, receiving 26,077 votes, against 12,006 for Daniel W. Mar-
rata, Democrat; was elected to the United States Senate as a Republican January 23, 
1891, to succeed Gilbert A. Pierce, Republican. He took his seat March 4, 1891; 
was reelected in 1897, and his term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
WILLIAM NATHANIEL ROACH, of Larimore, was born in Washington, D. C., 
September 25, 1840; was educated in the city schools and Georgetown College; was 
a clerk in the Quartermaster's Department during the war; removed to Dakota Ter-
ritory in 1879; was interested in mail contracts for several years; took up land in 
Dakota and developed a farm, and has been engaged in agriculture since; was mayor 
of Larimore from 1883 to 1887; was a member of the Territorial legislature of the 
session of 1885; was Democratic candidate for governor at the first State election and 
was defeated by John Miller; was renominated at the next election and was again 
defeated; was elected United States Senator February 20, 1893, after thirty-three 
days' balloting, upon the sixty-first ballot, receiving 23 Democratic, 17 Populist, and 
ro Republican votes, against 42 Republican votes cast for H. F. Miller, Republican; 




MARTIN N._ JOHNSON, of Petersburg, was born in Wisconsin i? th~ ye~r 1850, 
and removed to Iowa the same year; graduated at the Iowa State Umversity m 1873; 
taught two years in the California Military Academy at Oakland; studied law, _and 
was admitted to the bar in 1876; served a term in each branch of the Iowa legisla-
ture and was a Hayes elector for the Dubuque district in the electoral colleg:e of 1_876; 
removed to Dakota in 1882, and took.up Government land, on which he still resides; 
was elected district attorney in 1886 and reelected in 1888; was a member of the 
constitutional convention of North Dakota in 1889 and chairman of the first Repub-
lican State· convention the same year; received 42 out of a total of 80 votes in the 
Republican legislative caucus in November, 1889, for United States Senato!'., but was 
beaten in the Joint convention by a coalition of Democrats with the minority of the 
Republican caucus; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 




JOSEPH BENSON FORAKER, of Cincinnati, was born July 51 1846, on a farm 
near Rainsboro, Highland County, Ohio; enlisted July 14
1 
1862, as a private in Com-
pany A, E ighty-ninth Regiment Ohio Volunteer Infantry, with which organization 
he served until the close of the war, at which time he held the rank of first lieutenant 
and brevet ca.J?tain; was graduated from Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., July 1, 
1869; was admitted to the bar and entered upon the practice of the law at Cincinna!i, 
Oh10, c~ober 14, 1.869; was el~cted judge .of the superior court of Cincinnati in ~pnl, 
1879; resigned on account of ill health May 1, 1882; was the Republican candidate 
for governor of hio in 18831 but was defeated; was elect d to that office in 1885, 
and r el~c~ed in I 87; was again nominated for governor and defeated in 1889; was 
l_ cted mted tate Sena~or January 15, 1896, to succeed Calvin S. Brice, and took 
i11 at March 4, 1897. Hi term will xpire March 3, 1903. 
1: R. LO ZO ~A r A, of leveland, was born in ew Lisbon ( now Lisbon), 
lumb1an~ C unty, h10, eptember 24, 1837; remov d with his father's family to 
le\' land 111 1852; was educa~ed in the common schools of that city and the \V tern 
Re r\' llege, Hud on, h~o; wa. eng~g d a _an employee in the grocery hou e 
f H~nna arret on o., )11 father bemg emor mepib r of the firm; his father 
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died in 1862 and he represented that interest in the firm until 1867, when the busi-
ness was closed up; then became a member o~ the firm of RhodP:s ~ Co., e~gaged 
in the iron and coal business· at the expiration of ten years the title of th1s firm 
was changed to M. A. Hanna' & Co., which still exists; has been . identified with 
lake carrying business, being interested in vessels on the lakes, and m the cons_truc-
tion of such vessels; is president of the Union ~ational Bank of _Clev~l8:nd; pres1dent 
of the Cleveland City Railway Company; president of the Chapm Mmmg Company, 
Lake Superior; was director of the Union Pacific Railway Company in 18_85? by 
appointment of President Cleveland; was a delegat~ to the nationa; Republican 
conventions in 1884, 1888, and 1896; was elected chairman, of the nat10nal Repub-
lican committee in 1896, and still holds that position; was appointed to the United 
States Senate as a Republican, by Governor Bushnell, March 5, 1897, to fill the 
vacancy caused by the retirement <;>f Hon .. John She~man, who resigned to _accept 
the position of Secretary of State m President McKmley's Cabmet; took his seat 
March 5 1897' in January, 1898, he was elected for the short term ending March 4, 





HAMILTON COUNTY.-First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighe1; Ninth, Tenth, 
Eleventh, Eighteenth, Twenty-sixth, Twenty-seventh, and Thirty-first wards of the city of 
Cincinnati, Anderson, Columbia, Spencer, Symmes, and Sycamore townships, and Northeast, 
Southeast, Bond Hill, and St. Bernard precincts of Mill Creek Township. 
WILLIAM B. SHATTUC, ofMadisonville, was born at North Hector, N. Y., June 
II, 1841; removed to Ohio when II years old, and received his education in the public 
schools of the State; was a commissioned officer in the Union Army during the rebel-
lion, in the army of the frontier; for thirty years previous to 1895 was an officer in 
the railway traffic service and is now retired from business; lives at Madisonville, 
Hamilton County, Ohio; in 1895 was elected one of the State senators from Hamil-
ton County to the Seventy-second general assembly; was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress, as a Republican, receiving 27,093 votes, against 17,466 votes for T. J. 
Donnelly, Democrat. · 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 205,293.) 
HAMILTON CouNTY.-Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Nine-
teenth, Twentieth, Twenty-first, Twenty-second, Twenty-third, Twenty-fourth, Twenty-fifth, 
'fwenty-eighth, Twenty-ninth, and Thirtieth wards of the city of Cincinnati, the townships 
of Springfield, Colerain, Greene, Delhi, Storrs, Miami, Whitewater, Harrison, and Crosby, and 
Elmwood, College Hill, Western, and Winton Place precincts of Mill Creek Township. 
JACOB H. BROMWELL, of Wyoming (post-office address, Cincinnati), was born 
May II, 1847, in Cincinnati, Ohio; received his education in the public schools of 
that city; taught in the Cincinnati high schools for seventeen years; graduated from 
the Cincinnati Law College in 1870; was assistant county solicitor of Hamilton County 
for four years; was elected to the Fifty-third Congress as a Republican to fill the 
unexpired term made vacant by the resignation of Hon. John A. Caldwell· was 
al_so at the same time el~~ted to the Fifty-fourth Congress; was reelected t~ the 




COUNTIES.-Butler, Montgomery, and Preble (3 counties). 
JOHN L._ B~ENNE.R, o~ Dayton, was born in Wayne Township, Montgomery 
County, Oh10, m 1832; received a common-school education; worked on the farm 
su11:mers and 8:ttended school winters until 20 years old, when he attended the 
?pnngfield, Oh10, _Academr; was en~aged in farming until 1862, when he engaged 
m the nursery ~usmess, which pursmt_ he foll?wed quite successfully until 1874; he 
then engaged 111 the leaf-tobacco busmess, his present occupation; was married in 
the_ fall of 18?6,_ and then made Dayton his J:iome; never held any public office except 
police comm1ss10ner; was elected to the F1fty-fi.fth Congress as a Democrat, receiv-
mg 27,434 votes, agamst 2~,333 votes for Robert M. Nevini Republican, and 254 votei:l. 
for Joel S. Stewart,. Popuhst. - · 
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FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 163,632.) 
COUNTIES.-Allen, Au3"laize, Darke, Mercer, and Shelby (5 counties). 
GEORGE A. MARSHALL, of Sidney, was born in Shelby County, Ohio, Set>-
tember 14, 1851; educated in public schools of Shelby County, and later at the Oh10 
vVesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio; is an attorney at law; served eight years as 
prosecuting attorney of Shelby County, being elected in 1878, 1880, and again in 
188J; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 25,688 votes, 
against 16,671 for Jno.'P. MacLean, Republican, 484 for L. M. Kramer, Peoples, and 
306 for Geo. N. Mace, National-plurality being 9,017. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 161,537.) 
COUNTIES.-Defiance, Henry, Paulding, Putnam, Van Wert, and \Villiams (6 counties). 
DAVID MEEKISON, of Napoleon, Ohio, was born November 14, 1849, at Dundee, 
Scotland, and emigrated with his parents from that country in 1855 to Napoleon, 
Ohio, where he has since resided, except three years' service in the Fourth United 
States Artillery; he attended the common schools until his fourteenth year, and then 
entered a printing office; studied law and was admitted to the bar in 1873; although 
always a Democrat he has been twice appointed to office by Republican authorities, 
first as town clerk and afterwards as county prosecuting attorney for the county to 
:fill a vacancy; was afterwards elected and reelected to the same office; in 1881 he 
w::is elected probate judge, and served two terms; in 1886 he established a banking 
business in Napoleon, Ohio, under the name of Meekison Bank, to which he has 
given his principal attention, except that required by the duties of mayor of Napo-
leon, Ohio, in which office he is now serving his fourth consecutive term, and was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 24,383 votes, against 




COUNTIES.-Brown, Clermont, Clinton, Greene, Highland, and Warren (6 counties). 
SETH W. BROWN, of Lebanon, was born January 4, 1843, near Waynesville, 
Warren County, Ohio; was brought up on a farm and educated in the public schools; 
was a member of Company H, Seventy-ninth Ohio Volunteer Infantry; read law 
with Judge George R_. Sage, and was admitted to the bar by the supreme court in 1873; 
elected prosecuting attorney for Warren County in 1880 and reelected in 1882; elected 
representativ~ in the general assembly in 1883 and reelected in 1885, being a member 
of the finance committee of the house for four years and chairman of that committee 
during his second term; was chosen Presidential elector on the Harrison ticket in 
1888 and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 25,36o 
votes, against 21,358 votes for Harry W. Paxton, Democrat, and 336 votes for Frank 
S. Delo, Prohibitionist. 
SJ3VENTII DISTRICT. 
(Population, 161,537.) 
COUNTIES.-Clark, Fayette, Madison, Miami, and Pickaway (5 counties), 
WALTER L. WEA VER, of Springfield, was born in Montgomery County, Ohio, 
April 1, 1851; son of Rev. John S. and Amanda Hurin Weaver; was educated at the 
public schools, Monroe Academy, and Wittenberg College, graduating from the lat-
ter institution in 1870; immecliately pur uecl the stucly of law, and was admitted to 
the bar by the supreme court of his native Slate in 1872, since which time he has 
continuously practiced hi profession; wa lectecl prosecuting attorney for Clark 
ounty in I 74, ~ncl again elected to the same office in 1880, 1882, and 1885; wa 
elected to the F1f,ty-fif~h Congress as a Republican, receiving 23,745 votes, again t 
2r,171 vole for I◄ ranc1s :\I. Hunt, Democrat and Populist, and 334 votes for R. S. 
Thompson, Prohibitionist. 
EI HTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 175,917.) 
Cot:NTIE .-Champaign, Delaware, Hancock, Hardin, Logan, and nion (6 counties) . 
RCHIB_ L LYBR ... D, of Delaware, hio, was born in Tarlton, Pickaway 
County, ht , :\lay 23, 1840; removed to Delaware in 1857' was educated at the Ohio 
\\'e _leyan 'niver ity, D lawar , hi ; at the breaking o~t of the civil war enlisted 
AJ?nl 2~, r 61, a a prfrate in Company I, F urt.h Ohio Volunteer Infantry; fro~ 
tl11 r ·gnnent wa. tr~n ferr _d t Company E, 'eventy-thir 1 hio Volunteer ,Infan-
try, and promoted to first heutenanti remained in ervice with the Seventy-third 
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Ohio Volunteer Infantry for three years; the last two years was captain of his com-
pany, and participated in the battles of Rich Mountain, Cross Keys, Second Bull 
Run, Cedar Mountain, Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, and Ge~tysburg; ~erv_ed a 
portion of his time as aid-de-camp on the staffs of Generals Stemwehr and S1gel; 
went west with Gen. Joseph Hooker, and took part in the battle of Lookout Moun-
tain known as Hooker's fight above the clouds; also participated in the battles of 
Chattanooga and the battles of the Atlanta campaign, receiving two slight wounds, 
one at the battle of Peach Tree Creek and the other at Dallas, Ga.; at the close of 
the war returned to Delaware; in 1869 was elected mayor; studied law, and was 
admitted to the bar in 1871; in 1873 became an active partner in the Delaware Chair 
Company, and from that time until the _present h1:s been _engaged in th~ affairs of 
that company- is also a landowner and 111terested 111 farmmg; was appo111ted post-
master at Del~ware December 20, 1881, by President Chester A. Arthur, and served 
one term of four years; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
'receiving 26,2rr· votes, against 22,519 votes for McEldin Dun, candidate on the 
Democratic-Populist-Prohibition fusion ticket. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 190,685.) 
CouNTlES.-Fulton, I,ucas, Ottawa, and Wood (4 counties). 
JAMES HARDING SOUTHARD, of Toledo, was born on a farm in Washington 
Township, Lucas County, Ohio, January 20, 1851; is the son of Samuel and Char-
lotte Southard. Samuel Southard came to this country from Devonshire, England, 
about 1833 and located in Lucas County, where he has since resided; Charlotte 
Southard came to Lucas County from central New York with her parents at a later 
date. He attended Hopewell district school, Toledo public schools, and studied at 
Adrian, Mich., and Oberlin, Ohio, preparatory to entering Cornell University, where 
he graduated in 1874; began to study law in 1875 and was admitted to practice in 
1877; in 1882 was appointed ass~stant prosecuting attorney of Lucas C<:mnty; after-
wards was twice elected prosecut111g attorney of said county and served 111 that office 
..,; ix years; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as 
a Republican, receiving 29,603 votes, against 25,698 votes for S. Brophy, Democrat. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 173,921.) 
C0 UNTIES.-Adams, Gallia, Jackson, I,::twrence, Pike, and Scioto (6 counties). 
LUCIEN J. FENTON, of Winchester, was born near Winchester, Ohio, May 7, 
1844; was educated in the public schools, at the Lebanon normal school, and at the 
Ohio University, Athens; assisted in the work on his father's farm until the begin-
ning of the late war; enlisted in the Ninety-first Ohio Regiment August 11, 1862, 
and served continuously in the field until permanently disabled by a gunshot wound 
at the battle of Winchester, Va., September 19, 1864; was a teacher and superintend-
ent of public schools in Ohio for a number of years, serving a portion of the time as 
one of the school examiners for Adams County; was awarded a high-school life cer-
tificate by the Ohio State board of school examiner~ in 1878; was the Republican 
candidate for clerk of the courts of Adams County in 1880, reducing considerably 
the then large Democratic majority in the county; was appointed to a position in the. 
custom-house, New Orleans, La., in December, 1880, by Hon. John Sherman, then 
Secretary of the Treasury; organized the Winchester Bank in 1884, and still retains 
connection therewith; was appointed a trustee of the Ohio University by Governor 
McKinley in 1892; was a delegate to the national Republican convention at Minne-
apolis in 1892; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-




CoUNTIES.-Athens, Hocking, Meigs, Perry, Ross, and Vinton (6 counties). 
CHARLES .HENRY GROSVENOR, of Athans, was born at Pomfret, Windham 
County, Conn., September 20, 1833; his grandfather was Col. Thomas Grosvenor of 
the Second Connecticut. Regiment in the Rev?lution, ~nd hi~ father was Maj. P~ter 
Grosvenor, who served 111 the Tenth Connecticut Regrment 111 the war of 1812· his 
father carried him from Connecticut to Ohio in May, 1838, but there was no school-
!1ouse near where he settled until he was 14 years old, when he attended a few terms 
111 a country ~og schoolhouse _in Athens County, Ohio; taught school and studied 
law; was admitted to the bar 111 1857; was chairman of the executive committee of 
the .Ohio State Bar Association from its organization for many years· served in the 
Union Army, in the Eighteenth Ohio Volunteers, from July,1861, to N~vember, 1865; 
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was majo~, lieute~ant-colonel, colonel, and ~reve_t brigadier-general of volunteers, 
commanding a brigade at the battle of Nashville, m December, 1864· has held divers 
township and village offices; was a member of the State house pf r~presentatives of 
Ohio, 1874-1878, serving as speaker of the house two years; was Presidential elector 
for the Fifteenth district of Ohio in 1872, and was chosen to carry the electoral vote of 
the State to 'Washington; was Presidential elector at large in 1880; was a member 
of the board of trustees of the Ohio Soldiers and Sailors' Orpha11s' Home, at Xenia, 
from April, 1880, till 1888, and president of the board for five years; was elected to 
the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, :.?ifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 24,333 votes, against 
19,799 votes for Finck, Democrat, and 74 votes for Crippen, Prohibitionist. 
TWELFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 158,026.) 
CouNTIES.-Fairfield and Franklin (i counties). 
JOHN JACOB LENTZ, of Columbus, was born near St. Clairsville, Belmont County, 
Ohio, January 27, 1856; attended district school and the St. Clairsville High School; 
taught school four years, and graduated from the National Normal University, Leb-
anon, Ohio, in 1877; attended University of vVooster one year, and graduated from Uni-
versity of Michigan with degree of A. B. in 1882; took both law courses at Columbia 
College, New York City, receiving the degree of LL. 'B. in 1883; admitted to the bar 
at Columbus in October, 1883, and since J-887 has been a member of the law firm of 
Nash & Lentz; for :five years was one of the examiners of the city teachers, and was 
appointed a trustee of Ohio University by Governor McKinley; in the Democratic 
State conventio11, Cincinnati, 1893, received votes for governor from a dozen or more 
counties, although not a candidate and refusing to permit his name to be presen~ed 
to the convention; was elected national president of the American Insurance Umon 
in .September, 1896; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
23,818 votes, against 23,712 votes for David Kemper Watson, Republican, who had 
been elected two years before by 1,591 majority over Joseph H. Outhwaite. 
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 185,324.) 
CouNTIES.-Crawford, Erie, Marion, Sandusky, Sen eca, and Wyandot (6 counties). 
JAMES ALBERT NORTON, of Tiffin, Seneca County, Ohio, was born in Sene~a 
County, Ohio, on November rr, 1843; was educated in the Tiffin schools; enlisted 111 
United States service in August, 1862, sergeant Company K, One hundred and first 
Ohio Volunteer Infantry; was promoted to :first lieutenant and adjutant One hundred 
and twenty-third United States Colored Infantry in 1864; mustered out of service at 
close of the war, in 1865; began the practice of medicine in 1867; continued th~t 
profession until 1879; was admitted to the bar in 1879; served six years in the Ohio 
house of representatives from 1873 to 1879; was speaker pro tempore of that body for 
two years; was appointed commissioner of railroads and telegraphs by Governor James 
E . Campbell, and served in that capacity during Governor Campbell's, and part of th_e 
first term of Governor McKinley's, administration, when he resigned to accept posi-
tion in railroad service, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving 28,878 votes, against 23,506 votes for Stephen R. Harris, Republican, 458 
votes for J. H. Rhodes, Populist, and 249 votes for John W. Belson, Prohibitionist. 
FOURTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Popu lati':m, 178,259.) 
COUNTIES.-Asbland, Huron, Knox, Lorain, Morrow, and Richland (6 counties). 
\ I FIELD S. KERR, of Mansfield, is a graduate of the Law Department of the 
niversity of Michigan, and is by profession a lawyer; served four years in the Ohio 
, tate senate; was lectecl to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
a a R publican, receiving 28,650 votes, against 24,574 votes for J. R. Coffinberry, 
Democrat, and 232 votes for R. F. Mosher, ational Democrat. 
FIFTEE TII DISTRICT. 
(Population, 162,131.) 
Co • TIES.-Guernscy, :Iorgan, Muskingum, oble, and '.Vashington (s counties}. 
HE_ ?R CL Y T. V RHI , of Zanesville, was born in Licking Township, 
Iu ~mgu~ Co~nty, hio, _fay II, 1852; was educated in the public sch.ools and at 
D mson Umvers1ty; was adnutted to the bar in 1874; was chairman of the Republican 
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county committee from 1879 to 1884; was a delegate to the Republican national con-
yention at Chicago in 1884; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses 
anc1 reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,560 votes, 
against 19,837 votes for J. B. Tannehill, Democrat, 205 votes for T. E. Moore, Popu-
list, and 354 votes for T. H. Paden, Prohibitionist. 
SIXTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 160,399,) 
CouNTlES.-Belmont, Carroll, Harrison, J efferson, and Monroe (S counties). 
LORENZO ' DANFORD, of St. Clairsville, was born in Belmont County, Ohio, 
October 18, 1829; lived on a farm until manhood; received a comm<?n-school educa-
tion and attended college at Waynesburg, Pa., two years; was admitted to the bar 
at St. Clairsville, Ohio, in September, 1854; was prosecuting attorney of Belmont 
County from 1857 to 1861, when h e resigned and went into the Union Army, in the 
Fifteenth Ohio Volunteer Infantry, in April of that year, and served as private, 
lieutenant, and captain until August, 1864; was a Republican member of the electoral 
college of Ohio in 1864 and in 1892, and in the latter year was president of the col-
lege; was a member of the Forty-third, Forty-fourth , Forty-fifth, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses, and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 21,690 
votes, against 18,632 votes for H. H. McFadden, Free Silver Democrat. 
SEVENTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 176,744.) 
CouNTlES.-Coshocton, Holmes, Licking, Tuscarawas, and Wayne (5 counties). 
JOHN ANDERSON McDOWELL, of Millersburg, was born in Killbuck, Holmes 
County, Ohio, September 25, 1853; his father's family moved to a farm in Monroe 
Township, Holmes County, where h e received his first years of schooling in a country 
school; later, the family returned to Killbuck, where he clerked in his father~ store , 
and attended the village school in the winters; attended the Millersburg High School 
an<l. Lebanon Normal University; was graduated from Mount Union College; began 
teaching a country school at 17; taught seven winter terms; was principal of Millers-
burg High School two years and superintendent of Millersburg schools for seventeen 
years; was county school exai;niner for seven. years; has been engaged as instructor 
in teachers' institutes in several counties in Ohio, also instructor in the summer 
school of Wooster University; has been directly interested in agricultural pursuits 
for several years; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
26,ro9 votes, against 21,169 votes for Addison S. McClure, Republican, 357 votes for 
I. N. Kieffer, Prohibitionist, ro4 votes for Homer E. Cole, National Prohibitionist, 
and 34 votes scattering. 
EIGHTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 199,178.) 
CouNTIES.-Columbiana, Mahoning, and Stark (3 counties) . 
ROBERT W. TAYLER, of Lisbon, was born at Youngstown, Ohio, November 26, 
1852; graduated at th~ We.stern R~serve College, June, 1872; in September of that 
year commenced teach111g 111 the high school at New Lisbon (now Lisbon ) and was 
elected superintendent of sch?ols in 1873 and reelected iii 1874; from Janu~ry, 1875, 
to ~ovember, 1876, he wa~ editor of the Buckeye State newspaper at New Lisbon; in 
Apnl, 1~77, he was _admitted to the ~ar, and was elected prosecuting attorney of 
C?lumb~a~a County 111 1880, reelecte~ 111 1882, and ~erved until January, 1886; since 
l11s admission to the bar has been actively engaged 111 the practice of his profession· 
was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub: 
lican, receiving 29,814 votes, against 24,770 votes for Isaac R. Sherwood Democrat 
and 476 votes for James L. Swan, Prohibitionist. ' ' 
NINETEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 181,474.) 
CouNTIES.-Ashtabula, Geauga, Portage, Summit, and Trumbull (5 counties). 
CHARLES D~CK, of Akro~, lawyer, 'Yas born at Akron, Ohio, November 3, 1858; 
was elected auditor of Summ1~ County 111 1886, serving two terms, and upon the 
d~at1?- o~ Stephen A. Northway 111 1898 was elected to represent the Nineteenth Ohio 
d1stnct 111 Congress. 
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TWENTIETH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 177,240.) 
CouNTIES.-Lake, Medina, and the townships of Bedford, Brecksville, Brooklyn, Chagrin Falls, 
Dover, East Cleveland, Euclid, Independence, Mayfield, Middleburg, Newburg, Olmstead, 
Orange, Parma, Rockport, Royalton, Solon, Strongsville, and Warrensville, of Cuyahoga 
County, and the Twenty-sixth, Twenty-eighth, Twenty-ninth, Thirtieth, Thirty-first, Thirty-
second, Thirty-third, 1.' hirty-fourth, 1.'hirty-fifth, Thirty-sixth, 1.'hirty-seventh, Thirty-eighth, 
Thirty-ninth, and Fortieth wards of the city of Cleveland as they are now constituted. 
CLIFTON BAILEY BEACH, of Cleveland, was born in Sharon, Medina County, 
Ohio, Septem~er 16, 1845; removed to Cleveland in 1857, where he has since resided; 
was educated 1n the common schools and Western Reserve College, class of 1871; 
was admitted to the bar in 1872; retired from active practice in 1884, having bec0me 
extensively engaged in manufacturing enterprises; was nominated for Congress by 
acclamation and elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 24,531 votes, against 2r ,834 votes for A. F. Van Tassel, 
Democrat, 76 votes for W. H. Watkins, National Democrat, 253 votes for J. J. Harri-
son, Prohibitionist, and 237 votes for Paul Dinger, Socialist Labor. 
TWENTY-FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Population, 172,707.) 
COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA.-First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, 
Eleventh, Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, 
Nineteenth, Twentieth, Twenty-first , Twenty-second, Twenty-third, Twenty-fourth, Twenty- · 
fifth, and Twenty-seventh wards of the city of Cleveland. 
THEODORE E. BURTON, of Cleveland, was born at Jefferson, Ashtabula County, 
Ohio, December 20, 1851; studied at Grand River Institute, Austinburg, Ohio, at 
Iowa Colle~e, Grinnell, Iowa, and at Oberlin College, from which last institution he 
graduated m 1872; began the practice of law at Cleveland in 1875; was a member 
of the 'l:<'ifty-::first Congress, but was defeated for reelection in 1890; was elected to 
the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
25,527 votes, against 20,025 votes for L. A. Russell, Democrat, 49 votes for T. P. 
McDonough, National Democrat, 226 votes for L. B. Tuckerman, Populist, 177 votes 
for E. Jay Pinney, Prohibitionist, and 203 votes for Walter Gillett, Socialist Labor. 
OREGON. 
SENATORS. 
GEORGE W . McBRIDE, of St. H elens, was born in Yamhill County, Oreg., March 
13, 1854; received his primary education in the public schools and in the Prepara-
tory Department of Willamette University; was a student at Christian College, Mon-
mouth , Oreg., for two years; studied law and was admitted to the bar, but has not 
been engaged in the active practice of his profession; was engaged in mercantile 
business for ten years; was elected a member of the house of representatives of the 
legislative assembly of Oregon in June, 1882 ; was elected speaker of the house in 
September, 1882; was elected secretary of state in 1886; was reelected in 1890 and 
served eight year , his second term ending January 14, 1895; was elected United 
States enator as a Republican February 23, 1895. His term of service will expire 
March 3, 1901. 
JO EPH SIMO , of Portland, was born in Germany in 1851, and came to this 
country with hi parents when but 1 year old, going to Oregon in 1857 · has con-
tinuously re ided in the city of Portland; obtained his education in the public 
school of Portland; in 1872 was admitted to the bar, and is now and for many years 
pa t ~as been 3: member of th~ law firm of Dolph, Mallory & Simon; was elected to 
th city council of Portland 111 1877, and served as a member of that body three 
year· ; wa elected seer ta_ry of the Republican tate central committee in 1878, and 
manag d the tate campaign of that year; was cho en chairman of the Republican 
, 'tate c ntral committe of regon in 188o, 1884, and 1886, and had ch arge of the 
, 'tat and nati nal campaign of those y ar. in r gon; was cho en a d legate to 
the R ·publican national convention_ which met ~t Minn apolis in 1892, and was there 
. ·1 • kcl a: the memb r f the natl nal c nnmttee for regon · wa elected to the 
late ·nat.e fr m l\Iultnom~h County in 1880, 1 84, 1 88 , 1894, ~nd 1898; if he were 
lo - rve out the tenu t ,, b1ch he wa last 1 ct d he would have serv d twenty years 
as a member of that body ; was cbo en president of the senate at the session of 
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1889, 1891, 1895, and 1897, and at the special session of I 898, and? t~"! State ha".ing no 
lieutenant-governor, he presided over the senate and over the Jomt _convenhom, of 
both hrmses · was elected to the United States Senate as a Republican October 6, 
1898, to fill~ vacancy that had existed since March 4, 1897. His term of service will 




COUNTIES.-Benton, Clackamas, Coos, Curry, Douglas, Jackson, Josephine, Klamath, Lake, Lane, 
Linn, Marion, Polk, 'fillamook, Washington, and Yamhill (r6 counties). 
THOMAS H. TONGUE, of Hillsboro, Oreg., was born in Lincolnshire, England, 
June 23, 1844-; removed with his parents to Washingto1: Coun~y, qreg., November 
23, 1859, where he has since resided; was educated at Pacific Umvers1tr, Forest~ove, 
Washington County, Oreg., and graduated in June, 1868; removed to Hillsboro 111 that 
year and began the study of law; was admitted to the bar in September, 1870, and 
has ever since engaged in the practice of his profession; has also been interested in 
agricultural pursuits and the raising of live stock; has always been a Republican, 
but did not take an active part in political affairs until 1888; in that year was elected 
a member of the State senate, serving a term of four years; in 1890 was the perma-
nent chairman of the State ReJ?ublican convention; in February, 1892, was elected 
president of the State organization of Republican clubs and served for a term of two 
years; was a delegate to the national Republican convention at Minneapolis in 1892, 
and was the Oregon vice-president of that convention; in 1894 was again the perma-
nent chairman of the State Republican convention; has been a member of the State · 
central committee continuously since 1866; has been the chairman of the Congres-
sional committee of the F irst Congressional district of Oregon from the time of its 
organization until 1896; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican on the 
first Monday in June, 1896, receiving 19,355 votes, against 7,914 votes for Jeff. Meyers, 
Democrat, 19,296 votes for W. S. Vanderburg, Populist, and 1,356 votes for M. C. 
Christianson, Prohibitionist. Free Silver Democrats and Free Silver Republicans 
generally united in support of the Populist candidate. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 158,205.) 
COUNTIES.-Baker, Crook, Clatsop, Columbia, Gilliam, Grant, Harney, Malheur, Morrow, Mult-
nomah, Sherman, Umatilla, Union, Wallowa, and Wasco (15 counties). 
WILLIAM RUSSELL ELLIS, of Heppner, was born near Waveland, Montgomery 
County, Ind., April 23, 1850; removed to Guthrie County, Iowa, in 1855; worked on a 
farm and attended district school until he was 18 years of age; divided his time between 
teaching country school _and working on a farm. until after arriving at majority; 
atienclecl school for a while at the Iowa State Agricultural College at Ames Iowa· 
graduated from the Law Department of the Iowa State University 'at Iowa City i~ 
June, 1874; pr~cticecl law and engaged in newspaper work at Hamburg, Iowa; ser~ed 
two years as city attorney and one t erm as mayor of that city- removed to Oreo-on in 
1883; has lived in Heppner since 1884; served one term as c~unty superintend~nt of 
schools and three ter!ns as ~listrict at~orney of the Seventh judicial district of Oregon; 
was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty. 
fift~1 Congress_ as a Republican, receiving 12,617 votes, against 12,239 votes for Martin 
Qu111n , Populist, 8,807 votes for H. H. Northup, Independent or bolting Republican, 
7,099 votes for A. S. Bennett, Democrat, and 775 votes for F. Mc:Kercher, Prohibitionist. 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
SENATORS. 
MATTHEW STANLEY QUAY, of Beaver, was born in Dillsburg, York County, 
Pa., September 30, 1833; was prepared for college at Beaver and Indiana academies· 
was graduated from Jefferson College in 1850; was admitted to the bar in 1854; wa~ 
~lected prothonotary ?f Beaver County in 1856 and reelected in 1859; was a lieutenant 
111 Tenth P~nnsylvama Reserve~; was colonel of the One hundred and thirty-fourth 
Pennsylvam~ _\Tolunteers; was lieutenant-colonel and assistant commissary-general; 
was State military agent at Washington; was private secretary to the governor of 
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Pennsylvania; was major and chief of transportation and telegraphs; was military 
secretary to the governor of Pennsylvania, 1861-1865; was a member of the legislature, 
1865-1867; was secretary of the Commonwealth, .1872-1878; was recorder of the city 
of Philadelphia and chairman of the Republican State committee, 1878-79; was 
secretary of the Commonwealth, 1879-1882; was delegate at large to the Republican 
national conventions of 1872, 1876, and 1880; was elected State treasurer in 1885; 
was electe<l a member of the Republican national committee and chosen chairman 
thereof and ex officio chairman of the executive committee when the committee 
organized in July, 1888, and conducted the successful Presidential campaign of that 
.year; was a delegate to the Republican national convention of 1892; was chairman 
Republican State committee, 1895-96; was a delegate to the Republican national 
convention of 1896; was elected a member of the Republican national committee and 
chosen a member of the executive committee in 1896; was elected to the United States · 
Senate as a Republican, to succeed John I. Mitchell, and took his seat March 4, 18871 
and was reelected in 1893. His term of service will expire March 31 1899. 
BOIES PENROSE, of Philadelphia, was born in Philadelphia November 1, 186o; 
was prepared for college by private tutors and in the·schools of Philadelphia; was 
graduated from Harvard College in 1881; read law with Wayne McVeaghand George 
Tucker Bispham, and admitted to the bar in 1883; practiced his profession in part-
nership with S. Davis Page and Edward P. Allinson under the firm name of Page, 
Allinson & Penrose; was elected to the Pennsylvania house of representatives from 
the Eighth Philadelphia district in 1884; in connection with Edward P. Allinson, 
wrote, at the request of Johns Hopkins University, for the university studies in his-
torical and political science, a History of the City Government of Philadelphia; was 
elected to the Pennsylvania State senate from the Sixth Philadelphia district in 
1886, reelected in 1890, and again in 1894; was elected president pro tempore of the 
senate in 18891 and reelected in 1891; was elected to the United States Senate as a 
Republican to succeed J. Donald Cameron, and took his seat March 41 1897. His 
term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
REP~ESENT A TIVES. 
AT LARGE. 
GALUSHA A. GROW, of Glenwood, Susquehanna County, was born in Ashford 
(now Eastford), Windham ·county, Conn., August 31, 1823; his father died when he 
was 3 years old; his mother, with her six children, removed to Susquehanna County, 
Pa., in May, 1834; worked on a farm summers and went to the common school win-
ters until the summer of 1837, when he began a regular course of study at Franklin 
Academy, Susquehanna County, and entered the freshman class, Amherst (Mass.) 
College, September, 1840; graduated July, 1844; was admitted to the bar of Susque-
hanna County April 19, 1847; declined a unanimous nomination for the legislature 
in August, 1850; was elected to Congress the following October, succeeding David Wil-
mot; was elected from the same district six consecutive terms, once by a unanim-ous 
vote; was defeated in a new district, composed of Susquehanna and Luzerne counties, 
in 1862; was elected the first three times as a Free Soil Democrat, the last three as 
a Republican; ~ntered Congress in December, 1851, being the youngest member of 
that Congress; was chairman of the Committee on the Territories in the Thirty-fourth 
and Thirty-sixth Congresses; was elected Speaker of the 'Thirty-seventh Congress 
July 4, 1861; was a delegate to the national Republican conventions of 1864, 1884, 
and 1892; was chairman of the Pennsylvania State Republican committee in 1868; 
from 1871 to 1876 was president of the International and Great Northern Railroad 
Company; in the fall of 1879 declined the mission to Russia, tendered by President 
Hayes; February 20, 1894, at a special election to fill the vacancy in the Fifty-third 
onwe caus cl by the death of William Lilly, was elected Congressman at Large, 
receiving 486,26o votes, against 297,966 votes for James D. Hancock, Democrat; was 
r elected to the Fif t:y-fourth Congr ss by ~ plurality of 246,462, and a majority over 
a~l ?~ 204,715, rec 1nng 571,?35 Yotes, agam t 324,623 Democratic votes, 22,980 Pro-
h1b1hon vote , 17,299 Popuh t vol , and 1,465 ocialist Labot votes; was reelected 
ongr t~ian at Large to the Fifty-fi_fth Congress as a Republican, receiving 7n,246 
vote , agam_ 1. 4I3 8oo votes for De\ 1tt C. De "\Vitt, Democrat, 18,091 votes for George 
lcorn, Pr hibitionist,_ 7,~ 2 votes for John P. Correll, People's Party, 1,432 votes 
for Fr d._"\\. Long-, ociah t Lal_)or and 663 votes for Isaac G. Pollard, ational Demo-
ra~. Ih plurality over D ~Vitt, Democrat, was 297,446; majority over all, 269,778, 
winch ~\·a the large t plnrahty an,1 th largest majority ever given in any State of 
the 111011 to any candi ate for any ffice. 
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S. A. DAVENPORT of Erie, was born January 15, 1834, in Schuyler County, near 
Watkins in the State ~f New York; since 1839 has lived in Erie, Erie County, Pa.; 
was edu~ated at the Erie Academy, read law, and graduated at the Harvard Law 
University in 1855; in 1860 was elected district att?rn~y for the county of Erie, _and 
is now a practicing attorney; in 1888 was elected district delegate to the Repubhcan 
national convention at Chicago; in 1892 w~s electe~ one of the delegates at_ large to 
the national Republican convention at Mmneapohs; was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress from the State at large by a majority of 293,445. 
FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Population , 208,376.) 
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA.-First, Second, Seventh, Twenty-sixth, Thirtieth, and Thir?'-sixth wards. 
HENRY H. BING HAM of Philadelphia, was born in Philadelphia, Pa., December 4, 
1841, was graduated at Jeff~rson College i~ 1862; studiedl3:w; entered the Union Army 
as a lieutenant in the OnehundredanctfortiethPennsylvama Volunteers; was wounded 
at Gettysburg, Pa., in 1863, at Spottsylvania, Va., in 1?64, _and at Farmville, Va., in 
1865; mustered out of service July, 1866_, a_s brevet bngadier-gene~al of volunteers; . 
was appointed postmaster of Philadelphia m March, 186z, and resigned Dec~mber, 
1872, to accept the clerkship of the courts. of oyer and termmer and quarter sessions of 
the peace at Philadelphia, h aving been elected by the _people; _was reelected_clerk 
of courts in 1875· was delegate at large to the Republican national .convention at 
Philadelphia in {872, also delegate from the First Congressional district to the 
Republican national convention at Cincinnati in 1876, at Chicago in 1884 and 1888, 
at Minneapolis in 1892, and at St. Louis in 1896; was elected to the Forty-sixth, 
Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-fir_st, Fifty-second, Fifty-
third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receivino- 32,466 votes, against 13,962 votes for Horace E. James, Demo-
crat, and 150 votes fo~ J. Lewis Jenkins, Prohibitionist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 131,416.) 
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA.-Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Twentieth wards. 
ROBERT ADAMS, JR., of Philadelphia, was born in Philadelphia, Pa., February 
26, 1849; graduated at the University of Pennsylvania in 1869; studied and practiced 
law for five years; was member of the United States Geological Survey from 1871 to 
1875, engaged in explorations of the Yellowstone Park; member of the State senate 
of Pennsylvania from 1883 to 1887; graduated in 1884 from the Wharton School of 
Economy and Finance of the University of Pennsylvania; was appointed United 
States minister to Brazil April r, 1889, and resigned June 1, 1890; was elected to the 
Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses _and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as 
a Republican, receiving 22,205 votes, against 6,096 votes for K. F. Mullins, Demo-
crat, and 148 votes for E. J. Cooper, Prohibitionist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 129,764.) 
CITY 0" PHILADELPHIA.-Third, Fourth, Fifth, Six th, Eleventh, Twelfth, Sixteell'~h, and Seven-
teenth wards. 
WILLIAM ~c~LE1?R, of Ph:ilade~phia, was born _in Coui~ty_ Tyrone, Ireland, 
Janu'.1ry 6, 1~38; imm1grat~d with h1s parents to Philadelphia m 1851; attended 
J?ubhc and pnvate s~hools; is a fl.our merchant, having engaged in business with his 
father and brothers 1n 1861; was elected a member of councils from the Fifth Ward 
in 1871 for a term of two years; was elected by select and common councils in 1873 
a member of the board of guardians of the poor for a term of three years and 
reel~cted five con~ecufo_,e t~rms; w'.1s vice-pr~si~ent and president of the board; was 
president of th~ Firs~ Distn~t Chant_y Orgamzation _for a_number of years; was presi-
dent of the J:Iiberman Society, which was orgamzed 111 1771; is president of the 
Board of ~residents of the Be~evolen~ Societies of Philadelphia; is a member of the 
Commercial Exchange; was v1ce-preside~t and president of the same; was a director 
of the Chamber of Commerce; was unammously elected to the State senate in 1886 
for a term of f~mr years, a1:d received the nomination for president pro tempore by 
the Democratic members 111 _ 1889; was elect~d to the Fifty-second and Fifty-third 
Congresses; was n?t a candidate for the _F?,fty-fourth Congress; was elected as a 
Democ~at to the Fifty-fifth C<?ngress, rece1v111g II,965 votes, against 9,556 votes for 
Frederick Halterman, Republican, and 2,236 votes scattering. 
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FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 309,986.) 
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA.-Fifteenth, Twe nty-first, Twe11ty-fourth. Twenty-seventh 'fwenty 
eighth, Twenty-ninth, Thirty-second, Thirty-fourth, Thirty-seventh, and Thirty-eighth wards. 
JAMES RANKIN YOUNG, of Philadelphia, was born in Philadelphia March w, 
1847; was educated in the public schools of his native city, entering the Central 
High School in 1862; enlisted with a number of the professors and ~tudents of the 
high school as a private soldier, in June, 1863, in the Thirty-second Pennsylvania 
Infantry, and served during the Gettysburg campaign as a part of Gen. William F. 
Smith's division of Gen. Darius N. Couch's command; made a six-months' tour of 
the Southern States soon after the war as a correspondent of the New York Tribune; 
served as chief of the Washington bureau of the New York Tribune from June, 1866, 
to December, 1870; was chief executive clerk of the United States Senate from 
December, 1873, to March, 1879; chief clerk of the Department of Justice from Sep-
tember, 1882, to December, 1883; again chief executive clerk of the United States 
Senate from December, 1883, to April, 1892; was one of the founders of the Phila-
delphia Evening Star i11 1866, and has been a constant contributor to its columns 
from that date to the present time, writing over the signature of S. M.; was elected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, to succeed John E. Reyburn, by a plu-
rality of 42,6rr votes over Mark Cunningham, Democrat, the vote standing 59,147 
for Young and 16,536 for Cunningham, with 538 votes scattering. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 267,422.) 
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA.-Eighteenth , Ni n eteenth , Twenty-second, Twenty-third, Twenty-fifth, 
Thirty-first, 'l'hirty-third, and Thirty-fifth wards. 
ALFRED C. HARMER, of Philadelphia, was born in Germantown ( now part of 
the city of Philadelphia), Pa.; was educated at public schools and at Germantown 
Academy; was engaged in mercantile pursuits; is identified with railroad enterprises 
and is lar~ely engaged in mining and land operations; was elected to the city coun-
cils of Philadelphia in 1856 and served four years; was elected recorder of deeds for 
Philadelphia in 1860 and served three years; was elected to the Forty-second, Fotty-
third, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh , Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, 
Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 47,953 votes, against 14,484 votes for 
,vright, Populist and Democrat, and 387 votes for Christian, Prohibitionist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Popu lation , 164,o6o.) 
COUNTIES.-Chester and Delaware (2 counties) . 
THOMAS S. BUTLER, of West Chester, was born in Uwchlan Township, Ches-
ter County, Pa. , November 4, 1855; was educated in the common schools of the 
same place and at Wyers's and Worralls's academies and at the Normal School of 
,vest Chester; is a member of the Chester County bar, and was elected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 15,016 votes, against 13,369 votes for John 
B. Robinson, Republican, and 9,288 votes for vVilliam H. Berry, Silver Democrat. 
SEVE TH DISTRK'T . 
• 
(Population , 193,905. ) 
Co • TIES.-Buck and Montgomery (2 counties). 
IR\ L PRICE WA GER, of orristown, was born in North Coventry, Ches-
ter unty, ~a., :larch 5, 1852; commenced the study of law at orristown in 1872, 
~nd wa admitted to the bar December 18, 1875; was elected burges of orristown 
11~ 18_7 ; , a a delegate to the Republican national convention in 1880; was elected 
d1str~~t atto~ y of ~ontgomery County in r88o and again in 1886; was elected to 
tht: hfty-tln:cl ancl F1f tr-fourth Con gr s. es and reelect d to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
a a Repuhh an, r cen·111g 26,725 vot s, again. t 16,740 votes for C. S. Vandegrift, 
m rat, and 531 votes for B. G. Parker, Prohibitionist. 
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EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 152,367.) 
COUNTIES.-Carbon, Monroe, Northampton, and Pike (4 counties). 
WILLIAM SEBRING KIRKPATRICK, of Easton, Pa., was born April 21, 1844, 
at Easton· was educated at Lafayette College; studied law with Hon. H. D. Max-
well for~erly president jut1ge of the Third judicial · district of Pennsylvania; was 
admitted to the bar October 2 1865; was solicitor of Easton for several years after 
his admission to the bar; was a'ppointed president judge of the_ Thi~d judicial d~strict 
in the early part of 1874 to fill an unexpir~d ter':ll, and served m ~aid office untiqan-
uary, 1875; was nominated on the Republican ticket f<?r the_en~m~1g ten~ a1~~ fa1l~d 
of an election by only about 300, the regu~ar Democratic maJ?nty m the Judicial d1s-
tric being 3,400; presided over the R_epubhcan St'.'Lte conventi<?n of 1882_ as tet?porary 
chairman; was a delegate to the nat10nal Repub_hcan convent10n at Chicago 111 1884; 
was appointed attorney-general of Pennsylvania by Governor Beaver, and unani-
mously confirmed by the senate January 18, 1887, and served as such till January 21, 
1891 · was at one time lecturer on municipal law in Lafayette College, and for a num-
ber ;f years has been a trustee of that institution; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 17,072 votes, against 16,743 votes for Laird H. Barber, 
Democrat. · 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 213,958.) 
CoUNTIES.-Berks and Lehigh (2 counties). 
DANIEL ERMENTROUT, of Reading, was born at Reading, Berks County, Pa., 
January 24, 1837, and has continued to reside there since; was educated in the public 
and classical schools of his native city, Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, 
and Elmwood Institute, Norristown, Pa.; studied law and was admitted to prac-
tice in the courts of Berks County in August, 1859; was elected district attorney 
of Berks County for three years in 1862; was solicitor for the city of Reading 1867-
r870; was elected to ~he State senate of Pennsylvania in 1873 for a term of three 
years, and reelected m 1876 for four years; was a member of the board of school 
control of Reading for many years; was appointed in October, 1877, by Governor 
Hartranft, a member of the Pennsylvania statuary commission; was several times 
chairman of the Democratic county committee of Berks; delegate to various State 
and national conventions; was in 1880 elected as a Democrat to represent Berks 
County, then constituting the Eighth Congressional district of Pennsylvania, in the 
:Porty-seventh Congress, and successively in the Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, and Fifti-
eth Congresses, his services ending March 4, 1R89; served on the House committees 
on Accounts, Banking and Currency, Military Affairs, Post-Office and Post-Roads, 
and. was chairman of Committee on Election of President and Vice-President; was 
elected in 1896 as a Democrat to represent Berks and Lehigh counties, constituting 
the Jinth Congressional district of Pennsylvania, in the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiv-




MARRIOTT BROSIUS, of LaJ?-caster, was born in Colerain Township, Lancaster 
County, Pa., March 7, 1843; received a common-school and academic education· 
enlisted as a private in Company K, Ninety-seventh Regiment Pennsylvania Volun~ 
teers, in November, 1861, for three years, and March 6, 1863, while engaged on the 
Edisto River, was promoted to sergeant; participated in the siege of Charleston and 
the assault on Fort Wagner, and on the 28th of February, 1864, reenlisted as a vet-
eran; on May 20, 1864, participated in the brilliant charge at Green Plains in the 
Bermuda Hundred; in this encounter he sustained a severe wound, from th~ effects 
of which he has been a lifelong sufferer; no bone now connects his right arm with 
his sh?u~der; was discha~ged December 28, 1864, and on February 28, 1865, was 
commissioned a second lieutenant for bravery on the field of battle· after the war 
he finished his education at the Millersville Normal School and to'ok a course of 
law at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; was admitted to the bar in 1868 and 
has practiced his profession since; is married; in 1882 was the Republican candidate 
for Congre~sm~n at Large and was defeated, although running over 7,6o6 votes 
a~ead of his ticket; was elected to the · Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and 
F1ft:y-~ourth Congresses an~ reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
rece1vmg 24,122 votes, agamst 8,_2~2. v~tes for Edward D. Reilly, Democrat, and 
525 votes for W. D. Snyder, Proh1b1twrnst, · 




WILLIAM CO~NELL, of S~ranton, was born at <;ape Breton, Nova Scotia, Sep-
tember ro, 1827, his parents bemg of Scotch and Insh descent· his education was 
self-won; when he was yet young, his parents moved to what is no~ Hazleton Luzerne 
Cou.nty, Pa., where h~ :-vorked_ in ~he _mines as a driver ~oy at 75 cents a day;' in 1856, 
h avmg shown the ability to nse m life, he was placed 111 charge of the mines of the 
Susquehanna and Wyoming Valley Railroad and Coal Company, with offices at 
•Scranton; in 1870, the charter of that company lapsing, he purchased the plant with 
his savings and organized the firm of William Connell & Co.; from this beginning he 
has developed into one of the largest individual coal operators in the Wyoming coal 
region; is president of the Third National Bank; is at the head of or actively identi• 
fied with the management of most of the industries and large commercial enterprises 
of Scranton, and has been prominent in charitable and religious work; is a member 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church; in politics he has always been a Republican; 
was a delegate to the Republican national convention of 1896, and is a member of the 
Pennsylvania Republican committee; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiv-
ing 18,598 votes, against 10,741 votes for Edward Me'rrifield, Democrat, and 796 votes 




MORGAN B. WILLIAMS, of Wilkesharre, was born at Rhandir-Mwyn, parish of 
Llanfair-ar-y-Bryn, Carmarthenshire, Wales, September 17, 1831; attended the public 
schools of his native town, and in March, 1856, emigrated to Australia, arriving at 
Melbourne in the latter part of June after a voyage of 103 days; returned to Wales in 
August, r861, and in March, 1862, emigrated to Scranton, Pa.; worked in the mines 
at Scranton until SeJ?tember, 1865, when he removed to Wilkesbarre, and was 
appointed to the position of mine superintendent for the Lehig-h and Wilkesbarre 
Coal Company, which position he held for fourteen years; durmg this time he met 
with an accident by the explosion of gas that nearly cost him his life; subsequently 
he leased a tract of coal land in the vicinity of Wilkes barre and organized a company 
known as the Red Ash Coal Company; is at present the vice-president and general 
manager of the company, and has been since its organization; is president of the 
Williams Coal Company of Pottsville, a director of the Wilkesbarre Deposit and 
Savings Bank, Kingston Savings Bank of Kingston, Spring Brook Water Supply 
Company, and the Powell River Coal and Iron Company, of Virginia, and is also 
identified with many other industries in the Wyoming Valley; has been a member 
of the school board and has served as a member of the city council for twelve years, 
and is at present a member and chairman of the public property committee; was an 
alternate delegate to the national Republican convention at Chicago in 1884; was 
elected to the senate of Pennsylvania in 1884 by a majority of over 1,200 in a district 
which usually gave an adverse Democratic majority of 1,500; was a member of the 
World's Fair Commission; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 20,920 votes, against 17,976 for John M. Garman, Democrat, and 234 votes 
for D. 0. Coughlin, People's Party. 
THIRTEE TH DISTRICT. 
COUNTY.-Schuylkill. 
(Population, 154,163.) 
HARLE . BRUMM, of Minersville, was born at Pottsville, Pa., June 9, 1838; 
r ceived a common- chool education, with the exceJ?tion of one year at Pennsylvania 
ollege, etty burg, Pa.; ser ed an apprenticeship at the trade of watchmaker; 
tu~lied law tw<;> year in the office of the late Howell Fisher, esq.; left studies and 
enh t..ed as a pnvate under the fir t call of President Lincoln for three-months men, 
and wa elect d fir t lieutenant of Company I, Fifth Pennsylvania Volunteers· after 
the c.·piratio~ of his tenn reenli ted eptember 15, 1861, for three years, a~d was 
e!ected fir t 1t utenant of ~ompany K, eventy-sixth Pennsylvania Volunteers, 
... vember 18, 1861; was detailed on the staff of General Barton a assistant quarter-
ma ter and aid-de-camp, which :position he held under Generals Barton and Penny-
packer until thee ·piration of his term of service; resumed the study of law under 
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the late E. O. Parry, and was admitted to the bar in 1871; has since practiced the 
profession of law at the Schuylkill County bar; was elected to Congress in 1878 to 
represent the Thirteenth district of Pennsylvania, but was counted out by 192 votes; 
during the Administration of President Harrison he was appointed Deputy Attorney-
General, but declined to accept the appointment; was elected to the Forty-seventh, 
Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 16,613 votes, against 14,512 votes for 
Watson F. Shepherd, Democrat, and 239 votes for S. G. M. Hollopeter, Prohibitionist. 
FOURTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 171,384.) 
COUNTIES.-Dauphin, Lebanon, and Perry (3 counties). 
MARLIN EDGAR OLMSTED, of Harrisburg, was born in Ulysses Township, Pot-
ter County, Pa.; educated in common schools and Coudersport Academy; at an early 
age was appointed assistant corporation clerk by Auditor-General ( afterwards Gov-
ernor) Hartranft; one year later was promoted to cor_poration clerk, in. charge of 
collection of taxes from corporations under Pennsylvama's peculiar revenue system; 
was continued in same position by Harrison Allen, auditor-general; read law with 
Hon. John W. Simonton ( now president judge of Twelfth judicial district) at Harris-
burg; was admitted to the bar of Dauphin County November 25, 1878, to the bar of the 
supreme court of P~nnsylvania May 16, 1881, and to the bar of the Supreme Court 
of the United States November 12, 1884; was elected to represent Dauphin County 
in the proposed constitutional convention in 1891; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 25,014 votes, against 462 votes for Jacob F. Klugh, 
Democrat, r, IOI votes for Benjamin H. Engle, Prohibitionist, I ,948 votes for Abraham 
Mattis, People's Party, and 22 votes scattering. 
FIFTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 146,227.) 
COUNTIES.-Bradford, Susquehannst, Wayne, and Wyoming (4 counti.es). 
JAMES H. CODDING, _of Towanda, was bot:n in Pike Township, Bradford County, 
Pa., July 8, 1849; removed in 1854 to Towanda, where he has since resided; was 
educated at Susquehanna Collegiate Institute, and in 1868 engaged in the hardware 
business; in 1876 commenced the study of law, and has practiced since his admission 
to the bar; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 20,210 votes, against II,444 votes for Charles P. Shaw, 
Democrat, and 1,150 votes for Charles H. Dana, Prohibitionist. 
SIXTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 174,375.) 
CoUNTIES.-Clinton, Lycoming, Potter, and Tioga (4 counties). 
HORACE B. PACKER, of Wellsboro, was born in Wellsboro, Pa.; is a son of the 
late Dr. Nelson Pack~r; was educated at Wellsboro Academy and Alfred U11iversity, 
New York; w_as ~dmitted to the bar and has continued in ·practice of law since; 
~as el~cted dis_tnct at~orn~y for three years, and served one year by appointment 
Just pnor to his election; 111 1884 was elected to the Pennsylvania house of repre-
sentatives, and reelected in 1886; in 1888 was elected to the State senate· has ore-
sided over two Republican State conventions, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 21,543 votes, against 15,152 votes for Luther B. 
Seibert, Democrat, and 1,654 votes for Clevan Dinges, Prohibitionist. 
SEVENTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 138,795.) 
COUNTIES.-Columbia, Montour, Northumberland, and Sulli':an (4 counties). 
MO ROE H. KULP, of Shamokin, was born in Barto, Berks County, Pa., Octo-
ber 23, 1858; was educated in the public schools of Shamokin, the State No1:'mal 
College, Lebanon, Ohio, and Eastman Business College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. As 
pres~dent and general manager of Monroe H. Kulp & Co. (Incorporated), and the 
Lewisburg- and Buffalo Valley Railroad Company, he is extensively interested in the 
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manufacture of lumber, and as president and director he is also identified with a 
number of other industries and real estate operations. He was a member of the 
Fift~-fourth Congress and_ was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 15,195 votes, aga1_n~t . 14,?73 votes for Alphonsus \Valsh, Democrat, and 1,052 
votes for M. P. Lutz, Proh1b1t10mst. 
EIGHTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Popula tion, 169,443.) 
CouNTIES.-Franklin, Fulton, Huntingdon, Juniata, Mifflin, Snyder, and Union (7 counties). 
THADDEUS M. MAHON, of Chambersburg, was born at Greenvillage, Frankliu 
County, Pa., in 1840; received a common-school and academic education; enlisted 
as a private in Company A, One hundred and twenty-sixth Pennsylvania Volunteers, 
in August, 1862; after term of service in this regiment reenlisted as a veteran in 
January, 1864, in Twenty-first Pennsylvania Cavalry; served until September, 1865; 
participated in most of the engagements with Army of Potomac, Fifth Corps; was 
seriously wounded at Boydton Plank Road, Virginia, on November 4, 1864; read law, 
and was admitted to practice in 1871; has been actively engaged in his profession in 
southern Pennsylvania ever since his admission to the bar; was a member of Penn-
sylvania legislature in 1870, 1871, and 1872; served as chairman of general judiciary 
committee; was a candidate for Congress in the Eighteenth district in 1876 and was 
defeated by Hon. W. S . Stenger ( who received the support of th.e Greenbackers) by 
the small majority of 49; has always been a Republican and has always take~ an 
active part in State and national politics; was elected to the Fifty-thir~ and F1f~y-
fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiv-
ing 22,455 votes; against 14,222 votes for W. F. Kearns, Democrat. 
NINETEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 180,246.) 
CouNTlES.-Adams, Cumberland, and York (3 counties). 
GEORGE JACOB BENNER, of Gettysburg, was born April 13, 1859, at Gettys-
burg; was educated at Pennsylvania College, Gettysburg, graduating in the class of 
1878; after several years devoted to teaching, was admitted a member _of the Adams 
County bar December 31, 1881, since which date has followed the practlceofthel:3-w; 
was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 22, r6o votes, against 
21,382 votes for Frank E. Hollar, Republican, 529 votes for William H. Albright, 
Prohibitionist, 498 votes for Charles A. Hawkins, Gold Democrat, and 3 votes for 
James A. Stahle, not a regular nominee. 
TWENTIETH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 213,202.) 
CoUNTIES.-Bedford, Blair, Cambria, and Somerset (4 counties) . 
JOSIAH D. HICKS, of Altoona, was born August 1, 1844, and removed to Blair 
County from Chester County in the year 1847; received his education princip3:lly at 
the common schools of Blair and Huntingdon counties; removed to Altoona 111 t~e 
spring of 1861; enlisted in the nion Army as a private soldier fron:- that pl:3-ce 1_n 
the fall of 1862 and served nearly two years; was admitted to practice law 111 l11s 
county and State courts in 1875; has always been an active Republican; in r88o he 
was lecte 1 district attorney of Blair County, and in 1883 was accorded a unanimous 
renomination and was reelected; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 19,974 
votes, again t 17,297 votes for R. A. Mc amara, Democrat, 781 votes for J. \V. 
Bracken, Prohibitionist, 104 vot s for C. Pietsch, Populist, and 7,468 votes for J. E. 
Th pp, Pr tectionist. 
TWE TV-FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Population, 245,j46.) 
COUNTIES.- rm ·trong, Indiana, JelTer ·011 1 and \Veslmoreland (4 counties), 
R , of Greensburg, was born in Westmoreland 
7, 186o; was educated in the public shoals, in Indiana or-
·c1ge ademy; graduated at ,va hington and Jefferson 
J; wa · regist r d as a law student at reensburg in the same 
th· Columbia Law cho 1 in ew York; took the cour e 
r · \\'. Dwight, and was admitted to th ,v stmoreland bar 
· cngag ·cl in th· practi of law; was llominated for district 
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attorney in 1886· was elected in 1888 to the State senate, and served in that body till 
1892 · was chair~an Republican county committee in 1885; is major and quarter-
master of the Second Brigade, State Militia; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 32,149 votes, against 19,464 votes for Samuel S. Bly-
holder, Democrat, 1,063 votes for John B. Bair, Prohibitionist, and 1,968 votes for 
St. Clair Thompson, People's Party. 
TWENTY-SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 279,355.) 
CITY OF PITTSBURG and all townships and boroughs lying between the Monongahela and Alle-
gheny rivers, except the borough of McKeesport and boroughs and townships lying between 
the Youghiogheny and Monongahela 1ivers, in the county of Allegheny. 
JOHN DALZELL, of Pittsburg, was born inNewYork City,April 19, 1845; ·removed 
to Pittsburg in 1847; received a common-school and collegiate education, graduating 
from Yale College in the class of 1865; studied law, and was admitted to the bar in 
February, 1867; has since practiced his profession; at time of his election was and 
for years had been one of the attorneys for the Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
and for all its Western lines; was also attorney for many corporations in Allegheny 
County; never held" any 0:ffice until he was elected to the Fiftieth Congress; was 
elected to the Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 28,860 votes, against 




CITY OF ALLEGHENY and all the townships and boroughs lying north of the Allegheny and Ohio 
rivers in the county of Allegheny. 
WILLIAM H. GRAHAM, of Allegheny, was born in Allegheny, Pa., August 3, 
1844; attended the· public schools of that city until 13 years of age, when the 
death of his father forced him to leave school in order to aid his mother in the sup-
port of a family of younger children; while employed in a brass foundry the civil 
war broke out, and at the age of 1.7 he enlisted in a Pittsburg company, but Pennsyl-
vania's quota being full, they chartered a steamer, went down the river to Wheeling, · 
and were accepted there, becoming Company A, Second Virginia Infantry; after a 
service of two years the regiment was mounted, becoming the Fifth West Virginia 
Cavalry; saw very active service under Generals Averill, Crook, and Sheridan; was 
in service until close of the war, witnessing the surrender of General Lee at Appo-
matox; was wounded in engagement at White Sulphur Springs, Va.; after the war 
engaged actively in business and has been very successful; is now the president of 
the Mercantile Trust Company and Central Accident Insurance Company of Pitts-
burg; has also been active in Republican politics; served three successive terms as 
recorder of deeds Allegheny County; represented his city during four sessions of the 
Pennsylvania legislature; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican at 
a special election held November 29, 1898, to fill vacancy caused by the resignation 
of William A. Stone. 
TWENTY-FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 288,485.) 
C0UNTIES.-Fayette, Greene, and Washington, all boroughs and townships lying south of the 
Monongahela a nd Ohio rivers, the boroughs and townships lying between the Youghiogheny 
and Monongahela 1ivers, and the borough of McKeesport, in the county of Allegheny. 
ERNEST F. ACHESON, of Washington, was born in Washington, Pa., September 
19, 1855; was educated at Washington and Jefferson College; read law and was admitted 
to the bar in 1877; in 1879 purchased the Washington Observer, of which he has.since 
been editor; was elected president of the Pennsylvania Editorial Association in Jan-
uary, 1893, and in June of the same year was chosen as recording secretary of the 
National Editorial Association; was for ten years a member of the Republican State 
committee; wa~ 8: delegate to the Republican n_ational conventions at Chicago in 1884 
and at St. Loms m 1896; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, re~eiving 36,554 votes, against 26,538 votes for Dr. 
John Purman, Democrat and Populist, and 903 votes for B. C. McGrew, Prohibitionist. 
TWENTY-FIFTH DISTRICT . 
. (Pop11latio11, 198,677.) 
C0UNTIES.-Beaver, Butler, Lawrence, and Mercer (4 counties). 
JOSEPH B. SHOWALTER, of Chicora, was born February n, 1851, near Smith-
field, Fayette County, Pa.; educated at public schools and Georges Creek Academy; 
55-~l>-lST Kl>--8 · 
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taught school in PE>nnsylvania, West Virginia, Indiana, and Illinois; engaged in the 
oil business with his brothers in Butler County, Pa., in 1873; has been and is now 
largely interest~d in the production of petroleum; studied medicine at Long Island 
College Hospital in Brooklyn, and College of Physicians and Surgeons at Baltimore 
graduating from that institution; practiced for a number of years at Chicora, Butle; 
County, Pa., where he still resides; was elected to the Pennsylvania house of rep-
resentatives in 1886 for a term of two years; elected to the Pennsylvania State senate 
in 1888 for a term of four years; was chairman of committee on health and sanita-
tion; secured the passage of the medical examiners bill through the senate, and other 
important measures; was elected to the Fifty,.fifth Congress as a Republican at a 
special election held April 20, 1897, to fill the vacancy caused by the death of J. J. 




COUNTIES.-Crawford and Erie (2 counties). 
JOHN C. STURTEVANT, of Conneautville, was born in Spripg Townshi_p, Craw-
ford County, Pa., February 20, 1835; received a common-school educat10n; was 
engaged in teaching and farming for a number of years; was frequently elected to 
various local offices; in 1861, 1862, and 1864 was an officer in the house of representa-
tives at Harrisburg; was elected a member of the house of representatives for the 
session of 1865 and reelected for the session of 1866; in 1865 was elected delegate to 
the Republican State convention and reelected for six times, the last in 1890; was 
Presidential elector for this district in 1888; removed to Conneautville in 1867, his 
present residence, where he engaged in the "hardware business, which he followed 
until 1873; was engaged in manufacturing and milling until 1888; in 1874 was 
appointed cashier of the First National Bank of Conneautville, and in 1875 was 
elected president of the same bank, and has held the position continuously since; 
was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 18,84ovotes, ag-ain_st 




CouNTlES.-Cameron, McKean, Venango, and Warren (4 counties). 
CHARLES W. STONE, of Warren, was born in Groton, Mass., June 29, 1843, 
fitted for college at Lawreuce Academy, Groton, and graduated at Williams College 
in 1863; was admitted to the bar in 1866, and has been engaged in the practice of 
law since that time, and in later years to some extent in lumbering, oil productio?-, 
and farming; was appointed county superintendent of schools of Warren County m 
1865; was a member of the Pennsylvania house of representatives in 1870-71; was 
a member of the Pennsylvania senate in 1877-78; was lieutenant-governor of that 
State from 1879 to 1883; was appointed secretary of the Commonwealth January 18, 
1887, which office he resigned November 30, 1890, to take his seat in the Fifty-first 
Congress, to which he was elected to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Hon. 
L. F. Watson, and at the same election was elected to the Fifty-second Congress; 
was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 15,777 votes, against 10,058 votes for Vv. J. 
Breene, Democrat and Populist, and 1,131 votes for John E. Gill, Prohibitionist. 
TWE TY-EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 18o,357.) 
Co TIES.-Center, Clarion, Clearfield, Elk, and Forest (5 counties) . 
v ILLIAM CARLILE ARNOLD, of Du Bois, was born in Luthersburg, Clearfield 
oul!ty, Pa., July 1~, 1851; was educated in Pennsylvania and Massachusetts; was 
adnutted to the bar m 1~75 and has prac~iced law continuously since his admission; 
had n Yer held any public office before his election to the Fifty-fourth Congress; was 
re lected t the Fifty-fifth Congres as a Republican, receiving 19,295 votes, against 
I ,09? ~·?te. for Jackson L. Spangler, Democrat, and 1,035 votes for John Brennan, 
Prohibitiomst. 
RHODE lSI.,AND.] Senators and Representatives. IOI 
RHODE ISLAND, 
SENATORS. 
NELSON WILMARTH ALDRICH, of Providence, was born at Foster, R. I., 
November 6, r841; received an academic education; !s . engaged in mercantile pur-
suits· was president of the Providence common council m 1871-1873; was a member 
of th~ Rhode Island general assembly in 187 5-76, serving the latter year as speaker of 
the house of representatives; was elected to the House of Representatives of _the 
Forty-sixth and reelected to the Forty-seventh Congress; v:'as elected ~o the Umte_d 
States Senate as a Republican, to succeed Ambrose E. Burnside, Republican, took his 
seat December 5, 1881, and was reelected in 1886 and in 1893. His term of service 
will expire March 3, 1899. 
GEORGE PEABODY WETMORE, of Newport, was born dur.ing a visit of his 
parents abroad, at London, England, August 2, 1846; was graduated from Yale Col-
lege in 1867, receiving the degree of A. B., and tha~ of A. M. in _1~71; studied law at 
Columbia College Law School and was graduated 111 1869, receivmg the degree of 
LL.B. · was admitted to the bar of Rhode Island and of New York in 1869; is a trustee 
of the'Peabody Museum of Natural History in Yale University, and was n0minated 
a fellow of the university in 1888, but declined; is a trustee of the Peabody Educa-
tion Fund, ~nd a director of other associations; was first Presidential elector of Rhode 
Island in 188o and in 1884; was a member of the State committee to receive the 
representatives of France on the occasion of their visit to Rhode Island in 1881; is a 
member of the commission to build a new statehouse; was governor of Rhode Island 
in 1885-86, r886-87, and was defeated for a third term in 1887, receiving, however, a 
greater number of votes than at either of the two preceding elections when successful; 
was defeated on the eighth ballot for United States Senator in 1889; was elected to 
the Senate to succeed Nathan F. Dixon June 13, 1894, receiving the unanimous vote 
of the general assembly in the senate, house, and joint assembly. His term of service 




COUNTIES.-Bristol, Newport, and part of Providence, including the city of Providence. 
MELVILLE BULL, of Middletown, was born at Newport, R. I., in 1854; prepared 
for college at Philips Academy, Exeter; graduated at Harvard College in 1877; upon 
graduation engaged in farming and is still so engaged; was representative from Mid-
dletown in State legislature 1883-1885, senator 1885-1892, lieutenant-governor 1892-
1894; member of Republican State central committee 1885 to 1895; was delegate to 
the ReJ?:U?lican na_tional conven!i~n in 188_8; while i?- the legislatu~e was chairman of 
the militia committee, on the Jomt special committee to mvestigate State institu-
tions, and chairman of the special committee to select, purchase, and fit up perma-
nent camp grounds for the State militia; took an active part in establishing the naval 
reserve militia of the State; has been one of board of managers of the Rhode Island 
~ollege o~ Agricul!ure and Mechanic Arts and Ex.12eriment Station since its estab-
lishment 111 1888; 111 November, 1892, was a candidate for Congress, receiving 640 
plurality, but, the laws of R1?-ode Island requiring a majority at that time, was not 
elected; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 17,378 votes, against 8,542 votes for George T. Brown Demo-
crat, 684 votes for James A. Williams, Prohibitionist, and 664 votes for Ge'orge A. 
Ballard, Socialist Labor. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 164,958.) 
CITIES AND TowNs.-Cities of Pawtucket and Woonsocket and the towns of Lincoln, Cumber-
land, North Providence, Smithfield, North Smithfield, Burrillville, Gloucester, Scituate, Foster, 
Johnson, Cranston, Warwick, Coventry, West Greenwich, East Greenwich, North Kingston, 
South Kingston, Exeter, Richmond, Charlestown, Hopkinton, and Westerly. 
ADIN BALLOU CAPRON, of Stillwater, Providence County, R. I., son of Carlile 
W. and. Abby ( BatE:s) Capron, was born in Mendon, ~ass., January 9, 1841; educated 
at W oon~ocke~ ~igh School . and_ West brook _Sem111ary, near Portland, Me. ; is 
engaged 111 milling and deal111g 111 grain; enlisted as sergeant in Second Rhode 
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Island Infantry May, 1861; promoted to sergeant-major July II, 1861; commissioned 
lieutenant September, 1861, and ordered on detached service in the Signal Corps 
December, 1861; served in the Signal Corps until the close of the war, having been 
commissioned first lieutenant in the Signal Corps, United States Army, March 3, 1863, 
and receiving promotion to the rank of captain and major by brevet; elected repre-
sentative to the geneJ;al assembly of Rhode Island in 1887, and reelected in 1888, 
1889, 1890, 1891, and 1892; was speaker of the house in 1891 and r892; was Repub-
lican 0andidate for Congress in 1892; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 16,612 votes, against 8,088 votes for Lucius F. C. Garvin, 
Democrat, 1,207 votes for Henry B. Metcalf, Prohibitionist, and 254 votes for James 
Jefferson, Socialist Labor. 
SOUTH CAROLINA. 
SENATORS. 
BENJAMIN RYAN TILLMAN, of Trenton, was born in Edgefield County, S. C., 
August II, 1847; received an academic education under the instruction of George 
. Golphin at Bethany, in the same county; quit school in July, 1864, to join the Con-
federate army, but was stricken with a severe illness, wlfich caused the loss of his 
left eye and kept him an invalid for two years; followed farming as a pursuit and 
took no active part in politics till he began the agitation in 1886 for industrial and 
technical education which culminated in the establishment of the Clemson Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College, at Calhoun's old home, Fort Hill; the demand for 
educational reform broadened into a demand for other changes in State affairs, and 
he was put forward by the farmers as a candidate for governor in 1890; after an excit-
ing and heated canvass he received the nomination in the Democratic convention by 
a vote of 270 to 50 for his opponent, and was elected in November following; this 
was his first political office, and he was reelected in 1892 by an overwhelming vote; 
his term as governor was signalized by the passage of the dispensary law for the con-
trol of the liquor traffic by the State and by the establishment of another college, 
the Winthrop Normal and Industrial College for Women, at Rock Hill, an institution 
which bids fair to lead all similar schools in the South; entered the race for the Sen-
ate against General Butler and the two canvassed the State, county by county, with 
the result that Tillman was elected as a Democrat by the general assembly by a vote 
of 131 to 21 for Butler. His term of service will expire March 3, 1901. 
JOHN LOWNDES McLAURIN, of Marlboro County, was born at Red Bluff, that 
county, May 9, 186o; was educated at the village school of Bennettsville, at Bethel 
Military Academy, near Warrenton, Va., at Swarthmore College, Philadelphia, at the 
Carolina Military Institute, and at the University of Virginia; studied law at the last-
named school, and was admitted to the bar in 1882; in 1890 was elected to the general 
assembly of South Carolina; was elected attorney-general of that State the following 
year; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat; was appointed United States 
Senator May 27, 1897, by Governor Ellerbe, of South Carolina, to fill the vacancy 
caused by the death of Joseph H. Earle, and took his seat June 1; after a cam-
paign, in which the question was submitted to the people of the State, elected to fill 
out the unexpired term ending March 3, 1903, and was sworn in January 31, 1898. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
I• IRST DISTRICT. 
(Population, 173,320.) 
Cot N'TIES.-Charleston, Georgetown, and Beaufort, and the townships of Anderson, Hope, Indian, 
Kings, I.,aw , Mingo, Penn, Ridge, Sutton, and Turkey, of the county of ,villiamsburg, the 
townships of ollins, Adams Run, Glover, Frazier, J.,owndes, and Blake, of the county of Col-
leton, and all of the county of Berkeley except such townships as are embraced in the Seventh 
Congres.-ional di trict. 
\VILLI :\I ELLI TT, of Beaufort, was born in Beaufort, S. C., September 3, 1838; 
":a~ ducated a_t Beaufort Coll ge, Harvard niver ity, and the niversity of Vir-
m~; wa admitted to the bar at harleston in April, 1861; entered the Confederate 
service an 1 : rved ~s an o!ficer thr ughout th war; in 1866 was elected a member 
f ~he outh arolma leg, latur and intendant of Beaufort; was a delegate to the 
natl. nal . m rati conventi n at t. Louis in I 76 and 18 8; was Democratic 
Pr ·iclentlal elec'.or for lhe tate at large in r88o; was elected to the Fiftieth and 
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Fifty-second Congresses; received the certific:3-te of electio_n to the Fifty~first Con-
gress, but was unseated by the House; was given the certificate ?f electi~m to the 
Fifty-fourth Congress, but was unseated June 4, 1896, and the seat given to ~11.s Repub-
lican opponent; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress a:' a Democrat, receivmg 4,65_2 
votes, against 2,478 votes for Geo. W. Murray, Republican, and 173 votes for Cecil 
Cohen, Regular Republican. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 146,238) 
CouNTIES.-Aiken, Barnwell, Edgefield, and Hampton (4 counties). 
W. JASPER TALBERT, of Parksville, was born in Edgefield County, S. C., in . 
1846; was educated in the schools of his native county and Due West Academy, 
Abbeville· served in the Confederate army throughout the war; after the war engaged 
in farming, to which he gave personal attention and labor; in 1880_ was elected to th_e 
legislature, and reelected in 1882; was elected to the State senate m 1884; was presi-
dent of the Democratic convention which nominated the farmer governor; was 
chosen superintendent of the State penitentiary, which position he held when elected 
to Congress; has held various positions in the Farmers' Alliance and helped fo~mulate 
the "Ocala demands;" is a staunch Democrat; was elected to the Fifty-th1rd and 
Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth .Congress, receiving 7,999 · 
votes, against 635 votes for G. T. Chatfield, Republican. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 152,06o.) 
COUNTlES.-Abbeville, Anderson, Newberry, Oconee, and Pickens (5 counties). 
ASBURY C. LATIMER, of Belton, was born July 31, 1851, near Lowndesville, 
Abbeville County, S. C.; was brought up on his father's farm; spent much of his 
life in active participation in agricultural pursuits; was educated in the common 
schools then existing; took an active part in the memorable campaign of 1876; 
removed to Belton, Anderson County, his present home, in 1880; devoted his ener-
~ies to his farm; was elected county chairman of the Democratic party of his county 
111 1890 and reelected in 1892; was urged to make the race for lieutenant-governor 
of his State in 1890, but declined; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 9,745 
votes, against 659 votes for Anson C. Merrick, Regular Republican, and 192 votes for 
J. Gray, Independent Republican. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 200,000.) 
COUNTIES.-Fairfield, Greenville, and Laurens, all of the county of Spartanburg except the town-
ships of White Plains and Limestone, all of the county of Union except the townships of Gow-
deysville and Draytonville, and the townships of Ce.nter, Columbia, and Upper, of the county 
of Richland. 
STANYARNE WILSON, of Spartanburg, was born ·1859 in Yorkville, S. C. · edu-
cated at Kings Mountain Military School, S. C., and Washington and Le~ Uni-
versity, Va.; is a ~awyer; was elect~d to the legislature in 1884, to the senate in 1892, 
and to the constitutional convention of 1895; was elected to the Fiftv-fourth and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Cong~ess as a Democrat, receiving n,230 votes, against 
507 votes for P. S. Suber, Republican, and 443 votes for D. F. Bounds, Republican. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 141,750.) 
COUNTIES.- Chester, Chesterfield, Kershaw, Lancaster, and York, and two townships each in Spar-
tanburg and Union counties. 
THOMAS JEFFERSON STRAIT, of Lancaster, was born in Chester district, 
S. C., December 25, 1846; was educated at Maysville, S. C. , and Cooper (Miss.) Insti-
tute; entered the Confederate service in 1862, in the fifteenth year of his. age and 
served in Company A, Sixth Regiment of Infantry, until November, 1863; was'then 
transferred to ~omp~ny H, Twenty-fourth Regiment, Gist's Brigade, and served as a 
sergeant therem until the close of the war; graduated at the South Carolina Medical 
College with distinction in 1885; was elected State senator in 1890 by a majority of 
396 votes over Charles T. Connors, a former member. of the State house of represent-
atives; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congre~s as a Democrat, receiving 8,000 votes, against 833 votes for 
John F. Jones, Republican. · 




COUNTIES.-Clarendon, Darlington, Fl<:rence, Horry, Marion, Marlboro, and part of Williamsburg. 
JAMES NORTON, of Mullins, was born October 8, 1843, in Marion County, S. C. · 
received an academic education; left school in 1861 to enter the army; served through 
the war in the army of northern Virginia. He was more than once wounded, a 
mmnie ball at one time passing through the body and right lung. From this wound 
he had sufficiently recovered to be·able to return to the army just in time, with Peters-
burg, to be captured. After the war he reentered school, but did not finish regular 
course; in 1870 was elected county school commissioner and reelected 1872; served 
a a member of the house of representatives of South Carolina 1886-87 and 189<r91; 
was elected comptroller-general of the State 1894 and reelected 1896, which office he 
resigned to accept a seat in the Fifty-fifth Congress. He won the nomination for 
Congress to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of John L. McLaurin over five 
competitors, and was elected as a Democrat, without opposition, October, 1897, having 
received the entire vote cast. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 178,930.) 
COUNTIES.-Lexington, Orangeburg, Sumter, the townships of Bells, Givehams, Burns, George, 
Cain, Dorchester, Heyward, Koger, Sheredon, Verdier, Broxtons, and Warren, of the county 
of Colleton, and the townships of St. James, Goose Creek, St. Johns, Berkeley, and St. Stevens, 
of the county of Berkeley, and Lower Township, of the county of Richland. 
J. WILLIAM STOKES, of Orangeburg, was brought up to farm life, attending the 
ordinary schools of his county . and town until he was 19 years of age; graduated 
from Washington and Lee University, Virginia, in 1876, and taught school for twelve 
years, graduating meantime in medicine from Vanderbilt University, Tennessee; in 
1889 he returned to the farm, assisted in organizing the farmers, and was president 
of the State Farmers' Alliance two terms; was elected to the State senate in 1890; 
was a delegate at large to the national Democratic convention at Chicago in 1892 and 
was Presidential elector on the Democratic ticket the same year; was defeated for the 
nomination to the Fifty-third Congress by a small majority; was nominated in 1894 
without opposition and elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress; was reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 8,065 votes, against 1,342 votes for 
T. B. Johnson, Regular Republican. 
SOUTH' DAKOTA.· · 
SENATORS. 
RICHARD FRANKLIN PETTIGREW, of Sioux Falls, was born at Ludlow, Vt., 
July, 1848; removed with his parents to Evansville, Rock County, Wis., in 1854; 
was prepared for college at the Evansville Academy and entered Beloit College in 
1866, where he remained two years; was a member of the law class of 1870, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin; went to Dakota in July, 1869, in the employ of a United States 
deputy surveyor, as a laborer; located in Sioux Falls, where he engaged in the sur-
veying and real-estate business; opened a law office in 1872, and has been in the 
practice of his profession since; was elected to the Dakota legislature as a member 
of the council in 1877 and reelected in 1879; was elected to the Forty-seventh Con-
gress as Delegate from Dakota Territory; was elected to the Territorial council of 
1884-85; wa a member of the South Dakota constitutional convention of 1883; was 
chairman of_the_ committ eon ~ublic indebtedness and framed the present provisions 
of the constitution on that subJect; was elected United States Senator October 16, 
18 9, under th~ provisions of the act of Congress admitting outh Dakota into the 
!110n; ~ook lus eat December 2, 1889; was reelected in 1895. His term of service 
will expire larch 3, 1901. 
J MES HE DER ON KYLE, of Aberdeen, was born near Xenia, Ohio, Februl 
ary _24, 1_854; entered the niversity of Illinoi in 1871, taking a course in civil 
engme~nng; entered berlin Cop.e~e in 1873 and was graduated from classical 
cour e m 1878; prepared for adn11ss1on to the bar, but afterwards entered Western 
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Theological Seminary, Allegheny, Pa., graduating in 1882. During these years was 
teacher of mathematics and engineering; and subsequently engaged for sev~ral 
years in educational and ministerial work in Utah and South Dakota. At the time 
he entered political life was :financial secretary of Yankton College, Yankton, S. Dak. 
Was elected to the State senate as an Independent in 1890; was elected to the United 
States Senate to succeed Gideon C. Moody; took his seat March 4, 1891; was 




FREEMAN KNOWLES, of Deadwood, was born in Harmony, Me., October i5, 
1846; was educated at Bloomfield Academy, Skowhegan, Me.; enlisted in the Six-
teenth Maine Regiment June 16, 1862, while not yet 16 years of age; served three 
years and nineteen days in the Army of the Potomac; was captured at the battle of 
Reams Station August 18, 1864, and kept a prisoner at Libby, Belle Island, and Salis~ 
bury, N. C., until the war closed; irnmediately after the war he moved to Denisbn, 
Iowa, where he entered upon the study of the law, and was admitted to the bar in April, 
1869; continued to practice law until 1886, when he removed to Nebraska, and began 
the publication of the Ceresco Times; removed to the Black Hills in 1888, and began 
the publication of the Meade County Times at filford; subsequently he moved his 
plant to Deadwood, and began the publication of the Evening Independent, a daily 
paper; the Independent is an aggressive labor paper, and is the recognized organ of 
the Federation of Miners and other labor organizations, which accounts for his nomi-
nation and election; is no politician, having never attended a State or Congressional 
convention; his nomination was the spontaneous desire of the elements which he 
represents and which predominate in this sectio11; is a Populist, and was one of the 
organizers of the party in South Dakota; never before held any public office; carried 
his own county by a majority of 651 votes, and carried every county in the Black 
Hills, and was elected in the State at large to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 
41,233 votes, against 40,575 votes for Coe I. Crawford, Republican. 
JOHN EDWARD KELLEY, of Flandreau, S. Dak., was born March 27, 1853, in 
Columbia County, Wis.; was educated in the public schools of that State, and has 
been a close student, especially upon literary topics, nearly his whole life; removed 
to Dakota ( then a Territory) in 1878, and took up land from the Government in the 
county in which he now resides; is engaged in the newspaper business; in 1890, 
when the Independent political movement took place, he was an active participant, 
and was elected to the legislature in that year; in 1892 was nominated by the Peo-
ple's Party for Congress, and was again nominated over his own protest in 1894, but 
was defeated at both elections, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 
41,125 votes, against 40,043 votes for Robert J. Gamble, Republican, and 500 votes 
for the Prohibition candidate. 
TENNESSEE. 
SENATORS. 
W:ILLIAM B. B~TE, of 1':ashville, was. born near Castalian Spring, Tenn., and 
received an academic education; when qmte a youth served as sec·ond clerk on a 
stea~boat bet".Veen ~a~hville and New Orlean~; served as a private throughout the 
Mexican_ war 1n Lomsiana and Tennessee regiments; a year after returning from 
the Mexican war :was elected to the Tennessee legislature; graduated from the Leba-
non Lav:,1 School m 1852 and entered upon the practice of his profession at Gallatin, 
Te~n.; 11;- 1854 was elected attor:iey-general for the Nashvil~e district for six years; 
dunng his term of office was nommated for Congress, but declmed · was a Presidential 
e~ector in 186o on t~e Breckin~dge-Lane ticket; was I,>rivate, captain, colonel, briga-
dier-general, and maJor-general m the Confederate service, surrendering with the army 
of Tennessee in 1865 · was three times dangerously wounded; after the close of the war 
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returned to Tennessee and resumed the practice of law; was a delegate to the Demo-
cratic national convention in 1868; served on the national Democratic executive 
committee for Tennessee twelve years; was an elector for the State at large on the 
Tilden and Hendricks ticket in 1876; in 1882 was elected governor of Tennessee and 
reelected in 1884 without opposition; in January, 1887, was elected to the United States 
Senate as a Democrat, to succeed Washington C. Whitthorne, and took his seat 
March 4, 1887; was reelected in 1893. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
THOMAS B. TURLEY, of Memphis, was born in Memphis April 5, 1845; served 
through the civil war as a private in the Confederate army; was graduated from the 
law department of the University of Virginia in 1867 and immediately began the 
practice of law at Memphis; held no civil office until appointed to the United States 
Senate as a Democrat, July 20, 1897, to succeed Senator Isham G. Harris, deceased; 
was elect1=d by the legislature to fill out the unexpired term, and sworn in February 




COUNTIES.-Carter, Claiborne, Cocke, Grainger, Greene, Hamblen, Hancock, Hawkins, Johnson, 
Sullivan, Unicoi, and Washington (12 counties). 
WALTER PRESTON BROWNLOW, of Jonesboro, was born in Abingdon, Va.; 
he attended common school for three years; because of the death of his father he 
earned his support from the age of rn; he served an apprenticeship at the tinner's 
trade, and as a locomotive engineer, working at these trades for several years; he 
entered the newspaper business as a reporter for the Knoxville Whig and Chronicle 
( edited by his uncle, the late Hon. William G. Brownlow, United States Senator) 
in 1876; in the same year he purchased the Herald and Tribune, a Republican news-
paper, published at Jonesboro, of which he has since been the editor and proprietor; 
was a delegate from his district to the Republican nati?nal conventi<:ms of 188o at?-d 
1896, and a delegate from the State at large to the national convent10n of 1884; tn 
1880 was chairman of the campaign committee of his district; in 1882 was elected a 
member of the Republican State committee and served as such for eight years, two 
of which he was its chairman; was appointed postmaster at Jonesboro in March, 1881, 
and resigned in December to accept the doorkeepership of the House of Representa-
tives of the Forty-seventh Congress; in 1884 and 1896 he was elected by the dele-
gations from his State to the national conventions as Tennessee's member of the 
Republican national committee; in 1896 was chosen at a primary election as the 
nominee for Congress, receiving 8,843 votes to 6,590 for W. E. F. Milburn, and 5,448 
for W. C. Anderson; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Protectionist Repub-
lican, in a district which was represented from 1843 to 1853 by the late President 
Andrew Johnson as a free-trade Democrat, receiving 25,075 votes, against 13,916 cast 
for Lacey L. Lawrence, Democrat, 930 for W. H. Nelson, bolting Republica1;1, and 
232 for R. S. Cheves, Prohibitionist. This district furnished more white soldiers to 
the Union army than any in the United States. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 196,582.) 
COUNTIES.-Anderson, Blount, Campbell, Jefferson, Knox, Loudon, Morgan, Roane, Scott, Sevier, 
and Union (u counties). 
HE RY RICHARD GIBSON, of Knoxville, wasbornonKentisland, Queen Anne 
County, Md., in 1837; was educated at Bladensburg, Md., and at Hobart College, 
eneva, . Y., from which institution he graduated in 1862; served in th~ Commi ary 
D partment of the Federal Army from March, 1863, to July, 1865; m September, 
1865, _entered the Albany ( . Y.) Law School; in December, 1865, was licen ed to 
practice l~w by the supreme court of ewYork, at Albany; in January, 1866, removed 
to Knoxv11l , Tenn., and there began the practice of law; in October, 1866, removed to 
Jack b ro, ampb 11 County, Tenn.; in 1868 was appointed commissioner of claims 
~y overnor \Y1lliam_ . Brownlow; in 1869 was elected a delegate to the constitu-
t~onal convention wl11ch f~am_ cl the pr senl constitution of the tate, but r fu eel to 
1gn r v_ le for th con tttut1011 b cau of . ome obnoxious provi ion , especially 
one mak111g the pr payment of a poll ta a qualification for voting; in 1870 was 
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elected a member of the State senate; in r872 was a Republican nominee for Presi-
dential elector; in r874 ·was elected a 1:1-ember of the Tennessee house ?f re_presenta-
tives· in r876 moved back to Knoxville and formed a law partnership with Judge 
L. c.' Houk, afterwards Congressman; in r87Q founded_ the Kno~vi~le Rep;1blic:1n 
and became its editor · in r88o was the Republican nommee for distnct Presidential 
elector; in r88r was a'ppointed post-office inspec~or and as such investigate~ the postal 
service on the Mississippi River and its trib1.~tanes and the star:route s~rvi~e we~t of 
the Rocky Mountains; in r882 became editor of the K1~oxv~lle Daily Chromcl~, 
then the only morning Republican daily between the Oh1? River and the Gulf; :n 
r883 was appointed United States pension agent at Knoxville for the Southern dis-
trict, composed of twelve States; in r886 vyas elected cha~c~llor of the Second c1:an-
cery division of Tennessee fo~ a term of e~ght year~, r~ceiv111g r8,828 votes, aga111st 
5,225 votes for his opponent; 111 r89r published Smts 111 Chancer¥, a book that has 
become an authority in the courts of Tennessee and other States; 111 r892 the degree 
of LL. D. was conferred upon him by Hobart College, his alma mater; in r894 was 
elected by the Republicans of his district to the Fifty-fourth Congress, and in r896 
was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 28, rr2 votes, against 9,448 votes 
for W. L. Ledgerwood, Democrat, and 234 votes for W. C. Murphy, Prohibitionist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 199,972.) 
C0UNTIES.-Bledsoe, Bradley, Franklin, Grundy, Hamilton, J ames, Marion, McMinn, Meigs, Mon-
roe, Polk, Sequatchie, Van Buren, Warren, and White (rs counties ). 
JOHN AUSTIN MOON, of Chattanooga, Tenn., was born April 22, r855, in Albe-
marle County, Va. ; removed with his father to Bristol, Va., wh ere he resided until 
January, r870, and then removed to Chattanooga, Tenn., where he has resided since; 
was educated in the academy at Bristol, Va., and in King College, Bristol, Tenn.; 
studied law, and was admitted to the bar at Lebanon, De Kalb County, Ala., March 
16, 1874, and at Chattanooga March 24, r874, and to the Federal court and Tennessee 
supreme court in 1875, and to the bar of the Supreme Court of the United States in 
1878; was nominated in 1880 by both wings of the Democracy for joint representative 
in the general assembly and was defeated; was elected attorney for the city of Chat-
tanooga in 1881 and r882; was married October 8, r884, at Jonesboro, Tenn., to Miss 
Addie M. Deaderick, the youngest daughter of the late Chief Justice James W. Dead-
erick, of the supreme court of Tennessee; was a member of the Democratic executive 
committee of the State in 1888; at the unanimous request of the bar of the Fourth 
judicial circuit of Tennessee, was appointed special circuit judge in May, r889, and 
twice reappointed, and held the office continuously under special commissions until 
January 3, 1891; was appointed as regular judge for the Fourth circuit, and held under 
this commission until August, 1892, when he was elected circuit judge; was reelected 
in r894 for a term of eight years; August 12, was nominated by the Democrats and 
August 13, r896, by the Populists for Congress, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress, receiving 19,498 votes, against 17,716 votes for W. J. Clift, Republican, 227 
votes f<;>r J. L. Hopkins, Prohibitionist, r33 votes for W. J. Farris, Populist, and 2 votes 
scattenng. · · 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 159,940.) 
C0 UNTIES.-Clay, Cumberland, Fentress, J ackson., Macon, Overton, Pickett, Putnam, Rhea, Smith, 
Sumner, 'l' r,:>usdale, and Wilson (13 counties). 
BENTON MCMILLIN, of Cart?age, was born in Monroe County, Ky., Septem-
ber !I, r845; "'.as educated _at Philomath Academy, Tennessee,. and Kentucky Uni-
versity, at Lex111gton; studied law under Judge E . L. Gardenhire and was admitted 
to the bar; commenced the practice of law at Celina, Tenn., in r87r; was elected a 
member of the house ?f representatives of t?e Tennessee legislature in November, 
1874, and served out his term; was commissioned by the governor to treat with the 
Stat,e _of Kentucky fo~ the purch_ase of territory in :875; was chosen an elector on 
!he rilden and_ He:1dncks t~cket m r876; was commissioned by the governor special 
Judge of the circmt c_ourt 111; r_877; w~s elected ~o the Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, 
Forty-eighth, Forty-mnth, F iftieth , Fifty-first , F ifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-
fourth Congresse~ and reelected to the Fifty-iif!h Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
rS,070 votes, agamst 12,269 votes for C. H. Whitney, R epublican. 




CouNTIES.-Bedford, Cannon, Coflee, Dekalb, Lincoln, Marshall, Moore, and Rutherford (8counties). 
JAMES DANIEL RICHARDSON, of Murfreesboro, was born in Rutherford 
County, Tenn., March IO, 1843; was educated at good country schools; was at 
Franklin College, near Nashville, when the war began, and entered the Confederate 
army at 18 years of age, before graduating; served in the army n~arly four years, 
the first year as private and the remaining three as adjutant of the Forty-fifth Ten-
nessee Infantry; read law after the war and began practice January 1, 1867, at Mur-
freesboro; was elected to the lower house of the Tennessee legislature, took his seat 
in October, 1871, and on the first day was elected speaker of the house, he being then 
only 28 years of age; was elected to the State senate the following session, 1873-74; 
was grand master of Masons in Tennessee, 1873-74, grand high priest of the Grand 
Chapter, Royal Arch Masons, of the State, 1882, and inspector-general, Ancient and 
Accepted Scottish Rite, thirty-third degree, in Tennessee; was a delegate to the St. 
Louis Democratic convention in 1876, and also to the Chicago Democratic convention 
in 1896; was elected to the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, 
and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving 16,089 votes, a~ainst 9,000 votes for S. Houston, Republican, and 2,384 votes 
for W. E. Erwin, Populist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 196,097.) 
COUNTIES.-Cheatham, Davidson, Houston, Humphreys, Montgomery, Robertson, and Stewart (7 
counties). 
JOHN WESLEY GAINES, of Nashville, was born near that city August 24, 1861; 
was educated and taught in the public country schools ; was graduated in medicine 
from the University of Nashville and Vanderbilt University in 1882, and began the 
study of law upon the day of his ·graduation, and was admitted to the bar in 1884; 
was a Cleveland elector in 1892, and led the ballot, and afterwards became the lead-
ing exponent of free silver in his district; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as 
a Democrat by a majority of 4,774 votes over all opponents. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 153,846.) 
COUNTIES.-Dickson, Giles, Hickman, Lawrence, Lewis, Maury, Wayne, and Williamson (8 coun-
ties). 
NICHOLAS NICHOLS COX, of Franklin, was born in Bedford County, Tenn., 
January 6, 1837; removed with his parents to the frontier of Texas when a small 
boy, and was brought up in the town of Seguin, near San Antonio; was educated in 
the common schools; pursued the study of law at the law school of Lebanon, Tenn., 
from which institution he graduated in 1858, and was licensed to practice at the 
same time; was a Confederate colonel and served during most of the war with Gen-
eral Forrest; after the war he located in Franklin, Williamson County, Tenn., where 
he has followed his profession ever since, and at the same time has been engaged in 
farming; was an elector on the Breckinridge and Lane ticket in 186o; was elector on 
the Greeley ticket in 1872; Mr. Greeley having died_before the college of electors met, 
he cast his vote for H endricks, of Indiana, for President; was elected to the Fifty-
second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
g-ress as a Democrat, receiving 15,434 votes, against IO, 744 votes for A. M. Hughes, 
Jr. , Republican, and 1,795 votes for J. K. P. Blackburn, People's Party, 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 161,820.) 
Co NTIES.-Benton, Carroll, Chester, Decatur, Hardin, Henderson, Henry, Madison, McNairy, and 
Perry ( 10 countie ). 
TH~ \ ILLR.ETTE SIM was born April 25, 1852, in Wayne County, Tenn.; 
was r_a1 · <l n a farm; wa educated at avannah College, avannah, Tenn.; gradu-
ated 111 the law department of the Cumberland University at Lebanon, Tenn., June, 
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1876; located at Linden, Tenn., where he has resided ever since in the practice of 
his profession; was elected county superintendent of public instruction for Perry 
County, Tenn., in 1882, and held that office for two years; was chosen an elector on 
the Cleveland and Stevenson ticket in 1892; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Democrat, receiving 16,568 votes, against 13,619 votes for Hon. John E. McCall, 
Republican, and 1,130 votes for Hon. J. S. Leach, Populist. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 174,729.) 
CouNTIES.-Crockett, Dyer, Gibson, Haywood, I,ake, I,auderdale, Obion, and Weakley (8 counties) 
RICE A. PIERCE, of Union City, was born on a farm in Weakley County, Tenn., 
July 3, 1848; was for two years a member of the Eighth Tennessee Cavalry, Confed-
erate States army; was wounded and captured in a cavalry:fight near Jackson, Tenn. , 
in 1864, and was a prisoner till close of the war; attended the common schools of the 
county, and was two and one-half years at the London High School, London, Onta-
rio; read law at Halifax, N. C., in the office of Judge Edward Coingland; was licensed 
to practice by the supreme court of North Carolina in July, 1868; was elected district 
attorney-general of the twelfth judicial circuit in 1874 and reelected in 1878 for full 
term of eight years; was elected to the Forty-eighth, Fifty-first, and Fifty-second 
Congresses as a Democrat; ran as an Independent Free Coinage Democrat in 1892 and 
was defeated; and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
19,138 votes, against rn,714 votes for J. H. McDowell, Populist. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 186,918.) 
COUNTIES.-Fayette, Hardeman, Shelby, and Tipton (4 counties). 
E .W. CARMACK, of Memphis, was born near Castalian Springs, Sumner Cou~ty, 
Tenn., November 5, 1858; received an academic education; studied law and began 
practicing at Columbia, Tenn.; was elected to the legislature as a Democrat in 1884; 
in r886 joined the editorial staff of the Nashville American; in 1888 founded the 
Nashville Democrat; afterwards became editor in chief of the Nashville American, 
when the Democrat was merged into that paper; in 1892 became editor of the Mem-
phis Commercial; was delegate for the State at large to the Democratic national 
convention in 1896; was nominated for Congress by the Democrats of the Tenth Con-
gressional district, the convention being presided over by Hon. Isham G. Harris, as 
chairman, and elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving II ,024 votes, against 
rn,556 votes for Josiah Patterson, Independent Gold Democrat, and 926 votes for 
B. G. West, Populist. 
TEXAS. 
SENATORS. 
ROGER Q. MILLS, of Corsicana, was born.in Todd County, Ky., March 30, 1832; 
removed to Texas in 1849; is a lawyer; was a member of the Texas legislature in 1859 
and 186o; was colonel of the Tenth Texas Regiment; was elected to Congress as a 
Democrat in 1873 and served continuously until he resigned to accept the position of 
United States Senator, to which he was elected March 23, 1892, to succeed Hon. 
Horace Chilton, who had been appointed by the governor to :fill the vacancy caused 
by the resignation of Hon.John H. Reagan until the meeting of the legislature; took 
his seat March 30, 1892; was reelected in 1893. His term of service will expire March 
3, 1899. 
HORACE CHILTON, of Tyler, was born in the county in which he now lives 
(Smith County, Tex.) December 29, 1853; is an attorney at law; was a delegate at 
large from Texas to the national Democratic convention at St. Louis in 1888; served 
one term as assistant attorney-general of Texas by appointment of Governor O. M. 
Roberts; was ap~ointe_d United States Senator by 9-over~or Hogg, to fill the vacancy 
created by the _res1gnat1011 of Hon.John H. Reagan, m Apnl, 1891, but failed of election 
when the legislature convened; became a candidate again in 1894, made a canvass 
of the State, and was elected to the United States Senate without practical opposition, 
as the su~cessor of Hon .. Ric~ard C~ke ( who did not desire reelection), on January 23, 
1895. His term of service will expire March 3, 1901. 




CouNTIES.-Chambers, Freestone, Grimes, Harris, Leon, Madison, Montgomery, Trinity, Walker, 
and Waller (10 counties). 
THOMAS H. BALL, of Huntsville, was born January 14, 1~9, at Huntsville, 
Walker County, Tex., where he now resides; was educated in private schools and 
Austin College, in his native town; afterwards obtained practical business training 
upon a farm and in the mercantile business; served three terms as mayor of Hunts-
ville, and retired to begin the practice of law; attended lectures at the University of 
Virginia and was elected president of the law c1ass; honored by his party with many 
honorary positions; has never been a candidate un.til the election of 1896, when he 
was nominated by acclamation by the Democratic convention and elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 19,161 votes, against 15,189 votes for 
J. H. Eagle, Populist, and 153 votes for A. C. Tompkins, Republican. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
( Population, 210,238.) 
CouNTIES.-Anderson, Angelina, Cherokee, Hardin, Harrison, Houston, Jasper, Jefferson, Liberty, 
Nacogdoches, Newton, Orange, Panola, Polk, Sabine, San Augustine, San Jacinto, Shelby, and 
Tyler (19 counties). 
SAM BRONSON COOPER, of Woodville, was born in Caldwell County, Ky., 
May 30, 1850; removed with his parents to Texas the same year and located in Wood-
ville, Tyler County, where he has resided since; his father died in 1853; his edu-
cation was received at the common school of the town; at 16 years of age began 
clerking in a general store; in 1871 read law in the office of Nicks & Hobby; in Janu-
ary, 1872, obtained license to practice law and became a partner in the firm of Nicks, 
Hobby & Cooper; was married in 1873; in 1876was elected county attorney of T:>:ler 
County; was reelected in 1878; in 1880 was elected to the State senate from the First 
senatorial district; was reelected in 1882 and at the close of the session of the Eight-
eenth legislature was elected president pro tempore of the senate; in 1885 was 
appointed collector of internal revenue of the First district of Texas by President 
Cleveland; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 25,198 votes, against 5,188 votes 
for J. M. Claiborne, Republican, and 12,822 votes for B. A. Calhoun, Populist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 133,188.) 
CoUNTIES.-Gregg, Henderson, Hunt, Rains, Rockwall, Rusk, Smith, Upshur, Van Zandt, and 
Wood (10 counties). 
R. C. DE GRAFFE REID, of Longview, was born in Franklin, Tenn., in the 
year 1859; attended the academic school of that place until 13 years old, and then 
went to the University of Tennessee, and graduated after taking the four years' course, 
at the age of 19; graduated from the Lebanon Law School at the age of 20; a grad-
uate of the Lebanon Law School having the right to practice law before majority, 
he commenced the law practice immediately at Franklin; removed to Chattanooga, 
where he practiced law for one year, and then removed to Texas; helped to build 
the Texas and Pacific Railway, and afterwards was assistant fuel agent and brakeman 
on that road; in 1883 resumed the practice of bi profession at Longview, Tex.; was 
elected county attorney and resigned two months afterwards; in 1888 was elector on 
the Democratic ticket; made the race for Congress in 1890 with Hon. C. B. Kilgore 
and ex- overnor Hubbard as opponents, and wa beaten; was elected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 2 r ,208 votes, against 16,351 votes for \V. E. 
Farm r, Populist. · 
F RTII DI TRICT. 
{Popu laliou, Iio,001.) 
Co . "TrLs.-Bowie, Camp, Cass, Delta, Franklin, Hopkins, I,amar, Marion, Morris, Red River, and 
Titu · ( 11 countie ·). 
J II. T \\ ALT R CR F RD, of -. ulphur prings, Tex., was born near Grove 
Hill, lark unly, Ala., ab ut thirty- ·ix years ago; was educated in the be thigh 
hool of labama, and fini hed his education under a private tutor; removed from 
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Alabama to Texas about eighteen years ~go, and located at his present_pla<:e of'. resi-
dence; studied law under Judge J. K. Mila~ '.'1-nd ~am J_. ~unter, asso~iate Justice of 
the court of civil appeals of Texas; upon attammg his maJonty was admitted to the bar 
and soon thereafter became the junior member of the law :firm of Hunter, Putman & 
Cranford· the senior members of the :firm having gone on the bench he became the 
successor' of the :firm and has ever since been actively engaged in the practice; was 
elected to the State senate in 1888 for a term of four years, and reelected in 1892, 
although he did not offer as a candidate for reelection; ser".ed in the senate as chair-
man of judiciary committee No. 1, and was elected president pro temp<_>r_e of the 
Twenty-second senate, being ~he yo~nge_st member ever e_lected to that p<_>sitio~; was 
a candidate for the Democratic nommatlon for Congress m 1896 and earned nme out 
of the eleven counties composing the Fourth Congressional district over Hon. James 
G. Dudley, chairman of the Democratic executive committee of Texas: ~nd was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat after one of the hottest Jomt can-
vasses ever known in the State, receiving 21,187 votes,against J. H. ("Cyclone") 
Davis, Populist, who received 13,703 votes, and M. W. Johnson, "Gold Standard 
Democrat," who received 3,570 votes. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 199,477.) 
CouNTIES.-Collin, Cooke, Denton, Fannin, Grayson, and .Montague (6 counties). 
JOSEPH W. BAILEY, of Gainesville, was born in Copiah County, Miss., October 
6, 1863; was admitted to the bar in 1883; served as a district elector on the Cleve-
land and Hendricks ticket in 1884; re~oved to Texas in 1885 and located at his 
present home; served as elector for the State at large on the Democratic ticket in 
1888; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, Fifty-fourth, and was reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 28,436 votes, against 13,229 votes 
for W. D. Gordon, Populist, and 4,728 votes for R. C. Foster, National Democrat. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 210,907.) 
CouNnEs.-Bosque, Dallas, Ellis, Hill, Johnson, Kaufman, and Navarro (7counties). 
ROBERT EMMET BURKE, of Dallas, was born in Tallapoosa County, Ala., 
August 1, 1847; volunteered as a private in Company D, Tenth Georgia Cavalry, at 
the age of 16 and served until close of the war; removed to Texas in 1866 and located 
at Jefferson; was admitted to the barin November, 1870; located at his present home 
in 1871; was elected county judge in 1878, serving three consecutive terms; was 
elected district j~1dge in 1888, and was reelected in 18Q2 _without opposition; was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, rece1v111g 33,144 votes, against 
25,230 votes for Barnett Gibbs, Populist-Republican, and 1 vote scattering. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 182,894.) 
CO UNTIES.-Bell, Brazos, Falls, Limestone, McLennan, Milam, and Robertson (7 counties). 
ROBERT L. HENRY was born May 12, 1864, in Linden, Cass County, Tex.· when 
14 years old, went to Bowie County, and there lived till January, 1895, when he located 
in McLennan County; graduated with the degree of M.A. from the Southwestern 
University of Texas in June, 1885; was valedictorian of his class· read law and in 
January, 1886, wa:3 ad~itted to the bar; practiced for a short tim'e, and the~ took a 
course at the Umvers1ty of Texas, and graduated with the degree of B. L. in 1887· 
was elected ~ayor of Texarkana in 1890; resigned this position to accept that of 
:first o!fice assistant ~ttorney-general; removed temporarily to Austin; served in this 
capacity for near~y eighteen mo?~hs; was appointed assistant attorney-general Octo-
ber 3, 1893; held the latter position for nearly three years; :filled out an unexpired 
term and one full term, and then located in Waco for the practice of law· was chair-
man of the Democratic exec~1tive co~mittee of _Bowie County for several years; was 
a memb_er of the Democratic executive committee of the State when Webb Finley 
was _cI:iairman; was elected_ as a member of the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receivmg 26,151 votes, agamst 9,634 votes for W. F. Douthit, Populist. and u,632 
votes for T. A. Pope, Republican. 
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EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 174,048.) 
CouNTIES.-Brown, Coleman, Coryell, Comanche, Erath, Hamilton, Hood, Lampasas, Mills, Parker, 
Runnels, Somervell, and Tarrant (13 counties). 
SAMUEL W. T. LANHAM, of Weatherford, was born July 4, 1846, in Spartan-
burg district, South Carolina; received a common-school education; entered the 
Confederate army when a boy, and served in the Third South Carolina Regiment· 
r~m~ved to Texas in 1866; _studied 13:w, '.'1-nd was admitted ~o the bar in 1869; w~ 
d1stnct attorney of the Thirteenth d1stnct; was Democratic elector for the Third 
Congressional district of Texas in 1880; was elected to the Forty-eighth Congress 
from the Eleventh district, and was reelected to the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, 
and Fifty-second Congresses; declined to stand for renomination in 1892; m 18<)6 
was nominated and elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 20,935 
votes, against 17,510 votes for Charles H. Jenkins, Populist, and 747 votes for J. Peter 
Smith, Gold Standard Democrat. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 175,149.) 
C0UNTIES.-Bastrop, Burleson, Burnet, Caldwell, Hays, Lee, '.travis, Washington, and Williamson 
(9 counties). 
JOSEPH D. SAYERS, of Bastrop, was born at Grenada, Miss., September 23, 
1841; removed with his father to Bastrop, Tex., in 1851; entered the Confederate 
army early in 1861 and served continuously until April, 1865; was admitted to the bar 
in 1866 and became a partner of Hon. George W. Jones; served as a member of the 
State senate in the session of 1873 ; was chairman of the Democratic State executive 
committee during the years 1875-1878; was lieutenant-governor of Texas in 1879-&>; 
was elected to the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and 
Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving 20,681 votes, against II,495 votes for W. K. Makemson, Republican, 6,787 
votes for Reddin Andrews, Populist, and 962 votes for J. T. Harris, Republican. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Populatio::i, 166,308.) 
C0UNTlES.-Austin, B:i;azoria, Colorado, Fayette, Fort Bend, Galveston,' Gonzales, Lavaca, and Mata• 
gorda (9 counties). 
R. B. HAV.:LEY, oi Galveston, was born in Memphis, Tenn., in 1850; was 
brought up and educated in that city, and is of Southern ancestry; voted for Grant in 
1872, and always thereafter acted with the Republican party in national contest_s; 
became a citizen of Texas in 1875; has been a merchant, importer, andmanufacturerm 
the city of Galveston continuously for twenty years; always maintained an active 
interest in politics; was three times elected president of the Galveston board of edu-
cation; presided several times over State conventions, and attended as a delegate 
national conventions, but never offered for any political office until the campaign 
of 1896, when he was unanimously nominated by his party for Congress, and was 
elected as a Republican, receiving 17,936 votes, against 15,715 votes for J. H. Shel-
burne, Democrat, and 5,476 votes for Noah Allen, Populist. 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 189,958.) 
C0UNTlES.-Aransas, Atascosa, Bee, Cameron, Calhoun, Dewitt, Dimmit, Duval, Encinal, Frio, 
Goliad, Guadalupe, Hidalgo, Jackson, Karnes, Lasalle, Live Oak, McMullen, Nueces, Refugio, 
San Patricio, Starr, Uvalde, Victoria, Webb, Wharton, Wilson, Zapata, and Zavalla (29 counties). 
RUDOLPH KLEBERG, of Cuero, was born June 26, 1847, in Austin County, Tex.; 
received a liberal education at private schools; joined Tom Green's brigade of cavalry 
in the Conf derate army in the spring of 1864, and served until the close of the war; 
completed hi education after the war; studied law in San Antonio, Tex., and was 
adm_1tted to the bar ill: 1872; established the Cuero Star in 1873; elected county attor-
ney 111 I 76; reelect din I 78, and entered the general practice of the law; formed a law 
partnership with Hon. Will~am H. Crain, his predecessor, in 1882; was elected to the 
tate enate a a Democrat m the fall of r882; was appointed nited tate attorney 
for th we t rn di trict f Texa under President Cl veland in the fall of I - , and 
rv cl ~'?ll: y ar ; r e~t r d the practice of the law with his former partner, the late 
II 11. \\ ilham H. Cram; '\Va el~cted 011 April 7, 1896, as a Democrat, to fill the 
vacan y au. ed by ~h. cl ath f his part11e'.; was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congre 
a. a mocrat, re e1v111g_ 19,159 o~ s, aga111st 15,439 vote for II. Grass, Republican, 
4,254 Y tes for J. l\I. nuth, Populist, and 210 votes scattering. 




CouNTIES.-Bandera, Bexar, Blanco, Brewster, Buchel, Comal, Concho, Coke, Crane,Crockett, Ector, 
Edwards, Foley, Gillespie, Glasscock, Irion, Jeff Davis, Kerr, Kendall, Kimble, Kinney, Llano, 
Mason, Maverick, McCulloch, Medina, Menard, Midland, Pecos, Presidio, San Saba, Schleicher, 
Sterling, Sutton, Tom Green, Upton, and Valverde (37 counties). 
JAMES L. SLAYDEN of Sa;.1 Antonio, was born June 1, 1853, in Graves County, 
Ky.; was educated at the 'country schools of his native State and at Washington a_nd 
Lee University, Virginia; is a cotton mercha1;1t; was a member of the Twe~ty-third 
legislature of Texas in 1892; declined reelect10n, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Democrat, receiving 14,744 votes, against 13,588 yotes for George H. 
Noonan, Republican. and 3,2ro votes for Taylor McRae, Populist. 
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 190,080.) 
CouNTIES.-Andrews, Archer, Armstrong, Bailey, Baylor, Borden, Briscoe, Callahan, Carson, Cas-
tro, Childress, Clay, Cochran, Collingsworth, Cottle, Crosby, Dallam, Dawson·, Deaf Smith, 
Dickens, Donley, Eastland, El Paso, Fisher, Floyd, Foard, Gaines, Garza, Gray, Gregg, ~ale, 
Hall, Hansford, Hardeman, Hartley, Haskell, Hemphill, Hockley, Howard, Hutchinson, Jack, 
Jones, Kent, King, Knox, Lamb, Lipscomb, Loving, Lubbock, Lynn, Martin, Mitchell, Moore, 
Motley, Nolan, Ochiltree, Oldham, Palo Pinto, Parmer, · Potter, Randall, Reeves, Roberts, 
Scurry, Shackelford, Sherman, Stephens, Stonewall, Swisher, Taylor, Terry, Throckmorton, 
Ward, Wheeler, Wichita, Wilbarger, Winkler, Wise, Yoakum, and Young (So counties). 
JOHN H. STEPHENS, of Vernon, was born in Shelby County, Tex.; was edu-
cated at Mansfield, Tarrant County, Tex.; graduated from the law department of 
Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tenn., in June, 1872, and has practiced law since 
at Montague, Montague County, and Vernon, Wilbarger County, Tex.; served as 
State senator in the Twenty-first and Twenty-second legislatures of Texas, and was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 22,989 votes, against 
14,219 votes for H. L. Bentley and 354 votes scattering. 
UTAH. 
SENATORS. 
FRANK J. CANNON, of Ogden, was born at Salt Lake City, Utah, January 25, 
1859; graduated from the University of Utah in 1878; is a printer and newspaper 
writer; was defeated for Delegate to Congress by Joseph L . Rawlins in 1892; was 
elected Delegate to Congress in 1894; was elected to the United States Senate Jan-
uary 22, 1896. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
JOSEPH LAFAYETTE RAWLINS, of Salt Lake City, was born in Salt Lake 
County, Utah, March 28, 1850; lived on a farm until 18 years of age; completed a 
classical course in the University of Indiana, but, having gone to Utah, did not return 
for graduation; was professor in the University of Deseret, in Salt Lake City, Utah, 
for two years, until 1875; was admitted to the bar in that year and followed the pro-
fession of the law until his election as Delegate in 1892; in politics has always been 
a Democrat; was elected to the Fifty-third Congress as Delegate on the Democratic 
ticket, and was defeated for the Fifty-fourth Congress by Hon. Frank J. Cannon, and 
was elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat in 1897; took his seat March 4. 




WILLIAM HENRY KING, of Salt Lake City, was born in Fillmore City, Millard 
County, Utah, in J1;1ne, 1863; attended the district schools, the Brigham Young Acad-
emy, and State Umversity, and then went to Ann Arbor, Mich., from which institu 
tion he was graduated; is a practicing lawyer, being a partner of Senator Brown; in 
1882 ':"as elected to various offices in Fillmore City and Millard County, and between 
that time and the year 1889 held for four years the office of county attorney; was 
also county cler~ for two years, city attorney for six years, city assessor and collector 
for two years, city recorder for two years, member of the city council for two years, 
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and was also school trustee, and filled various other minor offices· was elected a 
member of the legislature when 22 years of age, and reelected two' years later· in 
1889 removed to Provo City,. Ut1:1-h, an~ entered actively upon the practice of la~; in 
1891 was elected to the Terntonal legislature, and was selected as president of the 
council or upper house; was also elected county attorney of Utah County, and served 
tn that capacity for fo~ years; wa? cit3; at~orney of Provo City for a number of years; 
m July, 1894, was appomted associate Justice of the supreme court of Utah by Presi-
dent Cleveland, and immediately after was confirmed by the Senate and entered 
upon the duties of the office, which continued until the advent of Statehood, January 
4, 1896; upon retiring from the bench formed a partnership with Senator Arthur 
Brown and Judge H.P. Henderson, of Salt Lake City; was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Democrat, receiving 47,356. votes, against 27,813 votes for Lafayette 
Holbrook, Republican, and 2,279 votes for Warren Foster, Populist. 
VERMONT. 
SENATORS. 
JUSTIN SMITH MORRILL, of Strafford, was born at Strafford, Vt., April r4, 1810; 
received a common-school and academic education; was a merchant, and afterwards 
engaged in agricultural pursuits; was a R epresentative in the Thirty-fourth, Thirty-
fifth, Thirty-sixth, Thirty-seventh, Thirty-eighth, and Thirty-ninth Congresses; was 
elected to the United States Senate as a Union Republican, to succeed Luke P. Poland, 
Union Republican, and took his seat March 4, 1867; was reelected in 1872, in 1878, in 
1884, in 1890, and in 1896. Has been a regent of the Smithsonian Institution since 
1880. His term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
REDFIELD PROCTOR, of Proctor, was born at Proctorsville, Vt., June 1, 1831; 
graduated at Dartmouth College and at the Albany Law School; served as lieuten-
ant and quartermaster of the Third Regiment of Vermont Volunteers, on the staff of 
Maj. Gen. William F. ("Baldy" ) Smith, and was major of the Fifth and colonel of 
the Fifteenth Vermont Regiments; was a member of the Vermont house of represent-
atives in 1867, 1868, and 1888; was a member of the State senate and president pro 
tempore of that body in 1874 and 1875; was lieutenant-governor from 1876 to 1878 and 
governor from 1878 to 1880; was a delegate to the Republican national convention 
of 1884, and chairman of the Vermont delegation in the same conventions of 1888 
and 1896; was appointed Secretary of War by President Harrison in March, 1889; in 
November, 1891, he resigned from the Cabin.et to accept the appointment as United 
States Senator, to succeed George F. Edmunds, and October 18, 1892, was elected 
by the Vermont legislature to :fill both the unexpired and the full terms. His term 




CouNTIES.-Addison, Bennington, Chittenden, Franklin, Grand Isle, Lamoille, and Rutland (7 
counties). 
H. HENRY POWERS, of Morrisville, was born at Morristown, Lamoille County, 
Vt., May 29, 1835; was graduated from the University of Vermont in 1855; was 
admitted to the bar in 1858; was a member of the house of representatives of Ver-
mont in 1858; was prosecuting attorney of Lamoille County in 1861-62; was mem-
ber of council of censors of Vermont in 1869; was member of the constitutional 
convention of the State in 1870; was member of the State senate in 1872-73; was 
speaker of the house of repre entatives in 1874; was judge of the supreme court of 
V~rmon~ from Dec~mber, 1874, to December, 1890; was elected to the Fifty-second, 
F1fty-th1rd, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 26,145 votes, against 7,693 votes for Peter F. McManus, 
Democrat, 363 votes for Andrew L. Bowen, People's Party, and 17 votes scattering. 
SECO D DISTRICT. 
(Population, 162,482.) 
Co TIEs.-caledonia, Essex, Orange, Orleans, \Vashington, 1-Vindham, and Windsor (7 counties). 
'\ IL~I }l '\'. TR T, of Barton, \~as born at Compton, Province of Quebec, 
of mencan parents, ::\Iay 24, 1836; rece1 ved an academic education and graduated 
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at Poughkeepsie Law School in 1857; wi;i.s admitted to the bar in December of same 
year; practiced law and was State's attorney 1865-66; served as lieutenant-colonel 
Fifteenth Vermont Volunteers in Union Army; was made brigadier-general of Ver-
mont militia at time of St. Albans raid in 1864; was member of Vermont house of 
representatives in 1868, 1869, 1870, and 1874, and of the senate in 1876,and president 
pro tempore of that body; was elected to the Forty-seventh, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, 
Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, rec_eiving 26,319 votes, against 6,202 votes 
for Henry E. Fitzgerald, Democrat, 209 votes for Thomas J. Aldrich, Populist, and · 
7 votes scattering. 
VIRGJNIA. 
SENATORS. 
JOHN WARWICK DANIEL, of Lynchburg, Campbell County, Va.; born there 
September 5, r842; attended private schools, Lynchburg College, Dr. Gessner Har-
rison's University School ; entered Con-federate army as second lieutenant, '' Stonewall 
Brigade," in May, 1861, and became major and chief of staff of Gen. Jubal A. Early, 
on which he served until crippled in the Wilderness, May 6, 1864; studied law at 
University of Virginia, 1865-66, and practiced with his father, the late Judge William 
Daniel, jr., until his death, in 1873; is LL. D. of Washington and Lee University 
and of Michigan University; is author of Daniel on Attachments and Daniel on 
Negotiable Instruments; member of Virginia house of delegates, 1869 to 1872; 
member of State senate from 1875 to 1881 ; Democratic elector at large, 1876, and 
delegate at large to national Democratic conventions of 1880, 1888, 1892, and 1896; 
Democratic nominee for governor in 1881, and defeated by William E. Cameron, 
Readjuster; elected to House of Representatives of Forty-ninth Congress in 1884; 
elected to United States Senate, as a Democrat, to succeed William Mahone, and 
took his seat March 4, 1887; unanimously reelected in December, 1891, and unani-
mously reelected for the third time December, 1897. Present term expires March 
3, 1899, and the term of reelection March 3, 1905. 
THOMAS STAPLES MARTIN, of Albemarle County (post-office, Scotts;ville; 
Va.), was born in Scottsville, Albemarle County, July 29, 1847, and since 1853, at 
which time his parents removed to the country, has lived in the county, about 2 
miles from the town; was educated at the Virginia Military Institute, where he was 
a cadet from March 1, 1864, to April 9, 1865, and at the University of Virginia, where 
he was a student in the academic schools for two sessions, from October 1, 1865, to 
June 29, 1866, and from October 1, 1866, to June 29, 1867; though not a regularly 
enlisted soldier, considerable part of the time while he was a cadet at the Virginia 
Military Institute was spent in the military service of the _Confederate States with 
the battalion of cadets of the institute; soon after leaving the University of Virginia 
he commenced the study of law by a course of private reading at home, and was 
licensed to practice law in the fall of 1869, since which time he has devoted himself 
closely to that profession; for a number of years has been a member of the board 
of visitors of the Miller Manual Labor School, of Albemarle County, and a member of 
the board of visitors of the University of Virginia, but until elected to the Senate he 
had never held nor been a candidate for any political office, State or national; Decem-
ber 19, 1893, he was elected a Senator from Virginia for the term commencing Marca 
4, 1895, to succeed Hon. Eppa Hunton, who had been first appointed by the governor 
and then elected by the legislature to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Hon. 




COUNTIES.-Accomac, Caroline, Essex, Gloucester, King and Queen, Lancaster, Mathews, Middle-
sex, Northampton, Northumberland, Richmond, Spottsylvania, and Westmoreland, and the 
city of Fredericksburg. 
WILLIAM ATKINSON JONES, of Warsaw, was born in Warsaw, Va., March 21, 
1849; in the winter of 1864-65 entered the Virginia Military Institute, where he 
remained until the evacuation of Richmond, serving, as occasion required, with the 
cadets in the defense of that city; after the close of the war studied at Coleman's 
school, in Fredericksburg, until October, 1868, when he entered the academic depart-
ment of the University of Virginia, from which institution he was graduated with 
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the deg~ee of B. ~- in 1870; was admitted to. the bar in July, 1870, and has continued 
to practice law smce; was elected. to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresse_s and reelected to the Fifty-fifth ~ongress as a Democrat, receiving 15,525 
votes, agamst ro,752 votes for Tyler, Republican, 216 votes for Winder Prohibitionist 
and 82 votes for De Shazier, Socialist Labor. ' ' 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 145,536.) 
COUNTIES.-Charles City, Elizabeth City, I s le of Wight, J ames City, Nansemond, Norfolk, Princess 
Anne, Southampton, Surry, Warwick, and York, and the cities of Norfolk, Portsmouth, Wii-
liamsburg, and Newport News. 
RICHARD ALSOP WISE, of Williamsburg, son of Gen. Henry A. and Sarah 
Sergeant Wise, was born at the residence of his grandfather, John Sergeant, in Phil-
adelphia, Pa., on the 2d day of September, 1843; was educated at private schools in 
Richmond and at Dr. Gessner Harrison's University School; also studied at William 
and Mary College for two years, which place he left before graduation to join the 
Confederate Army at the commencement of the war, and served to the end, part of 
the time as a private in Stuart's cavalry; at the close of the war he was assistant 
inspector-general of Wise's brigade, Army of Northern Virginia; graduated in medicine 
from the Medical College of Virginia in 1867, and has practiced his profession ever 
since; in 1869 was appointed professor of chemistry and physiology in the College of 
William and Mary, which conferred the honorary degree of master of arts upon him; 
was appointed assistant physician of the Eastern Lunatic Asylum of Virginia in 1878; 
two years after that he resigned from the college; in r88r, as captain of the Wise 
Light Infantry of Williamsburg, and as senior officer, commanded the Fourth Vir-
ginia Infantry Regiment at the centennial at Yorktown; was elected superintendent of 
the Eastern Lunatic Asylum in 1882, and served until the spring of 1884; was elected 
as a Republican to the Virginia legislature in 1885, and served during the sessions of 
1885, 1886, and 1887; was elected in 1887 clerk of the circuit and county courts of 
the city of Williamsburg and county of James City, which place he held for six years; 
has been for twenty years chairman of the county Republican committee; was the 
Republican nominee for the F ifty-fifth Congress in the Second district in 1896; the 
certificate was given to his Democratic opponent, William A. Young, but after a con-
test was declared elected, and took the oath of office on the 26th day of April, 1898. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 172,081.) 
CouNTIES.-Chesterfield, Goochland, Hanover, Henrico, King William, andNewKent, and the cities 
of Richmond and Manchester. 
JOHN LAMB, of Richmond, was born in Sussex County, Va., June 12, 1840, 
where his father was engaged in teaching school; removed to Charles City County, 
the home of his parents, when 5 years of age; the death of his father, in 1855, left 
him at the age of 15 years the main support of his mother's large family of small 
children; his early education almost ceased at this point, but his energy and applica-
tion enabled him to master, by study at night, after the day's work was done, the 
science of civil engineering; at the first alarm of war in r86o he went to the front as 
a volunteer in the .Charles City Troop, afterwards 'company D, Third Virginia Cavalry 
(Wickham's brigade); served through the entire war with distinguished gallantry; 
was repeatedly wounded, once very severely, and laid down his arms at Appomattox 
as captain of his company; after the war returned to his native county and took up 
the business of farming; was soon elected sheriff of his county, and subsequently 
erved his people as treasurer, surveyor, and chairman of the county Democratic 
commiltee; is an ardent and enthusiastic advocate of the free coinage of silver, and 
was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 16,634 votes, against 
12,716 votes for L. L. Lewis, Republican, 238 votes for Elisha L. Lewis, r8o votes 
for "\Vi_lliam H. Lewis, 85 votes for John Mitchell, Prohibitionist, and 14 votes 
scattenng. 
FOURTH DI TRICT. 
(Population, 159,5o8.) 
Co :STIES.-Amelia, Brunswick, Dinwiddie, Greenesville, Lunenburg, Mecklenburg, Nottoway, 
Powhatan, Prince Edward, Prince George, and Sussex, and the city of Petersburg. 
R BERT T. TH RP, of l\Iecklenberg, was born in Granville County, N. C., 
~Iar h 12, I, 50_; wa prepar d for college at the Horner Academy, Oxford, . C.; 
look the collegiate and law cour eat lhe niversily of irginia, graduating with the 
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· degree of B. L., in 1870, being awarded at the same time the debater's medal of the 
Jefferson Society; began the practice of l_aw at Boy~ton, the county seat of Meck-
lenberg County, in 1871, where he has res~ded ever smce; . filled the office of. Com-
monwealth's attorney for that county for e1ghteen consecutive _years ; was no~mated 
for Congress as a Republican in 1894, and though the certificate o~ election w:3-s 
awarded to his competitor, W .R. McKenney, upon a contest the Elect10ns Commit-
tee of the House (No. 3 ) unanimously concurred in a resolution that Robert T. 
Thorp had been elected a member of the Fifty-f_ourth Congress; was again ~he no;n--
inee of the Republican party in 1896 for th~ Fifty-fifth Congress; was agam ~emed 
the certificate and again contested the election, and was declared by a resolution of 
the House to 'have been elected as a member of the Fifty-fifth Congress, and took 
h:s seat March 23, 1898. · 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 161,577.) 
CoUNTIES.-Carroll, Floyd, Franklin, Grayson, Henry, Patrick, and Pittsylvania, and the cities of 
Danville and North Danville. 
CLAUDE A. SWANSON, of Chatham, was born at Swansonville, Pittsylvania 
County, Va., March 31, 1862; attended the public schools until he attained the age 
of 16, at which time he taught public school for one year, then attended for one 
session the Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College; not having means to 
complete his college course, he clerked for two years in a grocery store in Danville, 
Va.; made arrangements to enter college after that time, matriculated at Randolph-
Macon College, Ashland, Va., and remained there three sessions, graduating with 
the degree of -A. B. in 1885; studied law at the University of Virginia, graduating 
with the degree of B. L . in 1886; has practiced law since at Chatham, Va:; had 
never been a candidate nor held any public office before his nomination and election 
to Congress; was a delegate at large to the Democratic national convention in Chi-
cago in 1896; was elected to the Fifty-third stnd Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 14,333 votes, against 13,782 votes 
for John R. Brown, Republican. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 1841498.) 
COUNTIES.-Bedford, Campbell, Charlotte, Halifax, Montgomery, and Roanoke, and the cities of 
Lynchburg, Radford, and Roanoke. 
PETER J. OTEY, of Lynchburg, was born in that city December 22, 1840; was 
educated at the Virginia Military Institute aud graduated July -:: , 186o; while a cadet 
he participated in the defense of Virginia in the John Brown raid; on graduating he 
entered the profession of engineering on the Virginia and Kentucky Railroad, under 
the distinguished Claudius Crozet; in April, 1861, he joined the Confederate army 
and participated in the Western campaign culminating at Dori.elson and Shiloh; 
returned with his command and was with the Army of Northern Virginia and 
remained in the infantry until the close of the war; was badly wounded at the.battle 
of ~ew Market in the Val~ey of Virginia; after four months he returned; commanded 
a brigade under Early; his career has been that of a thorough business man in rail-
road, banking, and insurance since 1869, from which time he h as been active in the 
politi~s of his State, though never asking for office till 1894, when he was elected to 
the Fifty-fourth ~nd reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
17,187 votes, against II,702 votes for Duval Radford, National Democrat, and 748 
votes for J. H. Hoge, Republican . 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 155,197.) 
COUNTIES.-Albemarle, Clarke, Frederick, Greene, Madison, Page, Rappahannock, Rockingham; 
Shenandoah, and Warren, and the cities of Charlottesville and Winchester. 
JAMES HAY, of Madfson, was bor~ in Millwood, Clar:ke_C~:mnty, Va., Janu~ry 9, 
1856; was e~ucated at pn".ate schools 111 Maryland and Virgima, at the Umversity of 
~ep!1sy~vama, and Was~mgton_ and Lee University, Virginia, from which latter 
mstitution he g1;aduated m law m June, 1877; moved to Harrisonburg, Va. , in 1877, 
wher:e he practiced law and taught school until June, 1879, when he removed to 
Madison, Va., and devot_ed himself exclusively to his profession; was elected attorney 
for the Commonwealth m 1883, and reelec~ed_ t? tl_iat office in 1887, 1891, and 1895; 
was elected to the house of delegates of Virgima m 1885 and was reelected in 1887 
and _1889; w~s elected to the State senate in 1893; was a member of the State Demo-
cratic committee for four years, and was a member of the Democratic national con-
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vention of 1888; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
J 7,447 votes, against 13,250 votes for Robert J. Walker, Republican, 358 votes for J. 




COUNTIES.-Alexandria, Culpeper, Fairfax, Fauquier, King George, Loudoun, Louisa, 0'"ange, 
Prince William, and Stafford, and the city of Alexandria. 
JOHN FRANKLIN RIXEY, of Brandy, Culpeper County, Va., vvas educated in 
the commo11 schools, Bethel Academy, and the University of Virginia; is a lawyer 
and farmer; was Commonwealth's attorney for Culpeper County twelve years, the 
only office he ever held till elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiv-
ing 17,030 votes, against 13,rr4 votes for Patrick Henry McCaull, Republican, 140 
votes for Joseph H. Pancoast, Prohibitionist, 24 votes for James Selden Cowdon, 4;-
votes for W. C. C. Coleman, 1 vote for C. N. Lee, and 1 vote for T. N. Blackford. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 187,467.) 
COUNTIES.-Bland, Buchanan, Craig, Dickenson, Giles, Lee, Pulaski, Russell, Scott, Smyth, Taze-
well, Washington, Wise, and Wythe, and the city of Bristol. 
JAMES ALEXANDER WALKER, of Wytheville, was born in Augusta County, 
Va., August 27, 1832; was educated at the Virginia Military Institute; studied l~w 
at the University of Virginia during the sessions of 1854 and 1855; began the practice 
of law in Pulaski County, Va., in 1856, and has followed the practice of his profes-
sion ever since; entered the Confederate army in April , 1861, as captain of the 
Pulaski Guards, afterwards Company C, Fourth Virginia,Infantry, Stonewall Brigade; 
was promoted to lieutenant-colonel and assigned to the Thirteenth Virginia Infantry 
(A. P. Hill, colonel) in July, 1861; promoted to colonel of the Thirteenth Virginia 
Infantry in March, 1862, and in May, 1863, was promoted to brigadier-general and 
assigned to command of the "Stonewall Brigade;" commanded Early's old division 
at the surrender at Appomattox; was severely wounded at Spottsylvania Co·urt-House 
May 12, 1864; elected Commonwealth's attorney for Pulaski County in 1860; repre-
sented Pulaski County in the house of delegates of Virginia in 1871-72; was elected 
lieutenant-governor of Virginia in 1877; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelecte9 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 16,077 votes, against 14,900 
votes for S. W. Williams, Democrat. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 155, r38.) 
COUNTIES.-Alleghany, Amherst, Appomattox, Augusta, Bath, Botetourt, Buckingh am, Cumber-
land, Fluvanna, Highland, Nelson, and Rockbridge, and the city of Staunton. 
J COB YOST, of Staunton, was born in Staunton, Va., April 1, 1853; attended 
primary schools; at the age of 16 entered a printing office and learned the trade ~f 
printer; was subsequently employed for three years as a civil engineer by the Balti-
more and Ohio Railroad Company; in 1875 purchased an interest in the Valley 
Virginian, a newspaper published at Staunton, and was actively engaged in Journal-
ism till 1889, since which time he has devoted himself to general business, principally 
in connection with iron ore and coal; was a candidate for elector on the Republican 
ticket in 188o; was the Republican nominee for Congress in 1884; was elected mayor 
of the city of Staunton in 1886; was a member of the Fiftieth Congress; was the 
Republican nominee for Congress in 1888 an i again in 1894; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth ongress as a Republican, receiving 16,194 votes, against 16,047 votes for 
H. D. Floc<l, Democrat, and 102 votes scattering. 
WASHINGTON. 
SENATORS. 
J . IL T L.' ~nu; . T, of _Spo~ane, was born at Crawfordsville, Ind., August 7, 1850; 
rec 1~- •cl a pnmary erlucatton 111 the common schools; graduated from \Vaba h Col-
l K' 111 1 74; was el ctccl a repr sentative to the :tate legislature of Indiana in 1880 
fr m • Iontgomery County; was appointed by President Arthur receiver of public 
mo11ey5 at p kane ancl erved four years and four months; was delegate from the 
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Territory of Washington to the national ~epublic~n convention of 1884; was elected 
to the Fiftv-first Congress as a Republican, bemg the first member of Congress 
elected from the State of v\:ashin~on; was unanimously_renomi;1ated and reelected 
to the Fifty-second and Fifty-third Congresses, and while serv111~ as a member of 
the Fifty-third Congress, February r, 1895, was ele~ted to_the Umted States S nate 
to fill a vacancy caused by the failure of the precedmg Iegislature to e~ect a_ Senat?r, 
and took his seat in the Senate February 19, 1895. His term of service will expire 
March 3, 1899. 
GEORGE TURNER, of Spokane, was born in Edina, Mo., February 25, 1850; was 
educated in the common schools; is a lawyer; was United States marshal for the 
southern and middle districts of Alabama from 1876 till 1880; was associate justice of 
the supreme court for the Territory of Washington from July 4, 1884, till February 
rs 1886· was a member of the constitutional convention which framed the consti-
tution f~r the State of Washington; was elected to the United States Senate as a 
representative of the People's Party,. composed of a fusion of_ Silver Repu~lica~s, 
Democrats, and Populists; he took his seat March 4, 1897. His term of service will 




JAMES HAMILTON LEWIS, of Seattle, was born in Danville, Va., May r8, 
1863; removed with his parents to Augusta, Ga., in r866; was educated at Houghton 
College, that city, and the University_ of Virginia; entered the law office of Gen. A. 
R. Lawton, of Savannah, Ga., and after a course of study was admitted to the bar 
in 1882, at the age of 19; located in Seattle, Wash., November, 1885; was elected to 
the Territorial senate, as a Democrat, for the Eleventh district; declined the nomi-
nation for Congress in 1890; was nominated for governor in 1892, and declined the 
nomination because opposed to the platform; was one of the two nominees of 
the Democrats in the legislature of 1894 for United States Senator; in the national 
Democratic convention in Chicago, 1896, his name was presented by the State of 
·washington for Vice-President of the United States, receiving 17 votes, cast by 
Oregon, Washington, California, and Alabama. Was elected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Democrat, receiving 52,566 votes, against 38,202 votes for W. H. Doolittle, 
Republican, Lewis's majority being 14,364. 
WILLIAM CAREY JONES, of Spokane, Wash., was born April 5, 1855, at Rem-
sen, Oneida County, N. Y.; educated chiefly at high school and seminary in West 
Salem, Wis., and University of Wisconsin, at Madison; admitted to the bar at 
Madelia, Minn., in 1876, and has since been actively engaged in the practice of the 
profession; besides holding the office of city attorney several terms, was twice elected 
district attorney for the Twelfth district of the Territory of Washington, viz, in 
1886 and r888; elected to the office of attorney-general of the State of Washington 
upon the admission of the State into the Union in 1889, and again in 1892; elected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Free Silver Republican on the fusion ticket, receiving 
51,158 votes, against 37,939 for S. C. Hyde, Republican. -
WEST VIRGINIA. 
SENATORS. 
CHART_;ES JAMES FAULKNER, of Martinsburg, was born in Martinsburg, 
B~r½-eley County, W._ Va., September 21, 1847; accompanied his father, who was 
mimster to France m 1859; attended noted schools in Paris and Switzerland 
returned to the United States in August, r86r, and after the arrest of his father h~ 
imrr~ediately we1~t South; in 18621 at the age of 15, he entered the Virginia Military 
Institute, at Lexington; serv~d with the cadets in the battle of New Market· served 
?-s aid_ to G_en. J. C. Breckinridge, and afterwards to Gen. Henry A. Wise, s~render-
mg with him at Appomattox; on his return to Boydville, his home in Martinsburg· 
he studied under the direction of his father until October, r866 when he entered th~ 
University of Virginia, graduating in June, 1868; was admitted'to the bar in Septem-
ber, 1868; was ma?-e grand master of the Masonic G_rand Lodge in 1879; in October, 
1880, was elected Judge of the Thirteenth judicial circuit, composed of the counties 
of Jefferson, Morgan, and Berkeley; was elected to the United States Senate as a Dem-
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ocrat, to succeed Johnson N. Camden, and took his seat March 4, 1887; was reelected 
in 1893; was permanent chairman of the Democratic State convention of West Vir-
ginia in 1888, and was both temporary and permanent chairman of the Democratic 
State convention of 1892; was chairman of the Democratic Congressional campaign 
committee in 1894 and 1896; appointed a member of the joint commission of the two 
Houses to investigate the question of the price of railway mail transportation and 
postal-car service, and all sources of revenue and expenditures of the Post-Office 
Department, under act approved June 13, 1898; appointed a member of the Interna-
tional Joint High Commission of the United States and Great Britain for the adjust-
ment of differences in respect to the Dominion of Canada, on September 19, 1898. 
His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
STEPHEN BENTON ~LKINS, of Elkins, was born in Perry County, Ohio, Sep-
tember 26, 1841; received his early education in the public schools of Missouri, and 
graduated from the University of that State, at Columbia, in the class of 186o; was 
admitted to the bar in 1863, and in the same year emigrated to New Mexico, where 
he acquired a knowledge of the Spanish language and began the practice of law; was 
a member of the Territorial legislative assembly of New Mexico in 1864 and 1865; 
held the offices of Territorial district attorney, attorney-general, and United States 
district attorney; was elected to the Forty-third Congress as a Republican, and while 
abroad was renominated and elected to the Forty-fourth Congress; during his first 
term in Congress was made a member of the Republican national committee, on 
which he served for three Presidential cam!)aigns; after leaving Congress he removed 
to West Virginia and devoted himself to business affairs; was appointed Secretary of 
War December 17, 1891, and served until the close of President Harrison's Administra-
tion; in February, 1894, was elected to the United States Senate as a Republican to 




C0UNTlES.-Braxton, Brooke, Doddridge, Gilmer, Hancock, Harrison, Lewis, Marshall, Ohio, Tyler, 
and Wetzel (n counties). 
BLACKBURN BARRETT DOVENER, of Wheeling, was born in Cabell County, 
Va. (now W~st Virginia), April 20, 1842; raised a company of loyal Virg-inians and 
served in the United States volunteer infantry during the war; studied law 111 the office 
of Hon. George 0. Davenport, of Wheeling; was admitted to the bar in 1873, and 
has practiced law in Wheeling ever since; was elected as a representative of Ohio 
County in the legislature of 1883; was the Republican candidate for Congress in the 
First district in 1892, but was defeated by John 0. Pendleton, Democrat, who 
was elected by 206 majority; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 25,231 votes, against 21,472 votes 
for W. W. Arnett, Democrat. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Popu lation, 187,305.) 
COUNTIES.-Barbour, Berkeley, Grant, Hampshire, Hardy, Jefferson, Marion, Mineral, Monon-
galia, Morgan, Pendleton, Preston, Randolph, Taylor, and Tucker (15 counties). 
AL TO GORDO DAYTON, of Philippi, was born in Philippi, Va. (nowWest 
Virginia ), October 18, 1857; graduated from the University of West Virgima in June, 
1878; studien. law, and was admitted to the bar October 18, 1878, and has devoted him-
s lf to the practice of his profes ion since; in 1879 was appointed to fill out an unex-
pired t rm as prosecuting attorney of p hur County, W. Va.; was elected and served 
as prosecuting attorney of Barbour County for a four-year term beginning January 
I, 1884; wa elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congres as 
a R publican, receiving 25,500 votes, against 23,249 votes for William G. Brown, 
usionist. 
THIRD DI TRICT. 
(Popu lation, 202,289.) 
o TIES.-Boone, Clay, Fayette, Greenbrier, Kanawha, Logan, McDowell, Mercer, Monroe, 
~ 'ichola., Pocahonta , Raleigh, ummers, ·pshur, \Vebster, and Wyoming ( 16 counties). 
H RLE PIII~IP, D RR, of _Addison, W. a., was born August 12, 1852, in 
I nr County, h1 ; wa. ducated m th c mmon schools, and after admi sion to the 
courts of hio begau the practice of law in\ est irginia in 1874, where he has since 
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resided; was elected a member of the West Virginia house of delegat~s from the Fourth 
delegate district in 1884 and again in 1888, and was chosen s_ergeant-at-arms of that 
body in the intervening session of 1887; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress ~s _a 
Republican, receiving 29,660 votes, against 26,029 votes for ex-Governor E. W1lhs 
Wilson, the Democratic nominee. · 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 195,36o.) 
CouNTIES.-Cabell, Calhoun, Jackson, Lincoln, Mason, Pleasants, Putnam, Ritchie, ~oane, Wayne, 
Wirt, and Wood (12 counties). 
WARREN MILLER, of Jackson, was born in Meigs County, Ohi?, April 2, 1847; 
went to Virginia (now West Virginia) about the year 1850;_ was _rais~d on a farm; 
attended subscription schools a few m01~ths; attended the Ohi_o Umversity, at !--thens, 
about three years; taught school; studied law, and was admitted to the bar m 1871; 
served as assistant prosecuting attorney of Jackson Coup.ty one term and as prose-
cuting attorney eight years from January 1, 1881; was a delegate at large _to the 
Republican national convention at Chicago in 1884 a~d. s1;1ppor~ed Mr. _Blame for 
President on everv ballot· was a member of the West Virgima legislature m 1890-91; 
was a candidate o·n the State ticket for supreme judge in 1892 and received the vote 
of both Republicans and Populists; lacked, according to the Democratic count, only 
95 votes of a majority in the State, althougrh he received more votes than the Cleve-
land electors; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 24,954 votes, against 23,774 votes for Walter Pendleton, 
Democrat, and 21 votes for G. Warren Hays, Populist. 
WISCONSIN. 
SENATORS. 
JOHN LENDRUM MITCIIELL, of Milwaukee, was born in Milwaukee, Wis., 
October 19, 1842; acquire<l. the rudiments of an education in the Milwaukee public 
schools, followed by a course in a military school in Hampton, Conn.; he was then 
sent abroad and studied .in Dresden, Munich, and G~neva; upon the breaking out 
of the rebellion he returned home, and at the age of 19 entered the military service 
as second lieutenant of Company I, Twenty-fourth Wisconsin Volunteers; pro-
moted to be first lieutenant January 17, 1863, and transferred to ' Company E, 
same regiment; in June, 1863, was detailed for service on brigade staff of General 
Rousseau; participated in the battles and engagements· of his regiment, including 
Perryville, Murfreesboro, Hoovers Gap, and the campaigns about Chattanooga; 
threatened with loss of eyesight and on surgeon's certificate of disability he resigned 
his commission, which was accepted; was a member of the State senate of vVisconsin 
in 1872-73 and 1875-76; president of the Milwaukee school board 1884-85; president 
of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, and president of the Northwestern 
Trotting-Horse Breeders' Association; in 1886, by joint resolution of Congress, he 
was appointed a member of the Board of Managers of the National Home for Disabled 
Volunteer Soldiers, reappointed in 1892, and elected vice-president of the Board in 
1895; was a member of the national Democratic committee four years, and in 
1892 was chairman of the Democratic Congressional committee; is vice-president 
of the Wisconsin Marine and Fire Insurance Company Bank, and bf the North-
western National Insurance Company; was elected to the Fifty-second and Fifty-
third Congresses as a Democrat; was elected to the United States Senate, and took 
his seat March 4, 1893. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
JOHN C. SPOONER, of Madison, was born at Lawrenceburg, Dearborn County 
Ind., January 6, 1843; removed with his father's family to Wisconsin and settled at 
Madison June 1, 1_859; gra~uated at the St~te University in 1864; was private in 
Co_mpany D, Fortieth Regiment, and captam of. Company A, Fiftieth Regiment, 
W1scons111 ~1;1-fantry Volunteers; was brevet!ed m~Jor _at the cl?se of ~ervice; was pri-
vate and military secretary of Governor Lucms Fairchild, of Wisconsm · was admitted 
to the bar in 1867, and served as assistant attorney-general of the State until 1870 
when he remGved to Hudson, where he practic~d law from 1870 until 1884· wa~ 
member of the assembly from St. Croix County in 1872; member _of the boa~d of 
r~gents of the Wisconsin University; was elected United States Senator as a Repub-
hcan, to_ succeed Angu~ Cam~ron, Rep\1blican, f?r the term b~ginning March 4, 1885; 
was chairman of the Wisconsm clelegat1011 to 11at10nal Republican convention in 1888· 
was succeeded as United States Senator March 4, 1891, by William F. Vilas, Demo~ 
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crat, recei-ying, howeve~, the full vote of the ~epublica~ members _of the legislature 
for reel~ction; w_as .cha1r~~n of the W1scon~m delegatio1~ to national Republican 
convention at Mmneapohs 1n 1892; was unanimously nominated as Republican can-
didate for governor of Wisconsin in 1892, but was defeated; removed from Hudson 
to Madison in 1893; has been actively engaged in the practice of the law since April 
1893; unanimously nominated in Republican caucus January 13,. 1897, and duly 
elected January 27, 1897, United States Senator for the term beginning March 4 
1897, to succeed William F. Vilas, Democrat, receiving II7 votes, against 8 votes fo; 
vV. C. Silverthorn, and 2 votes for Edward S. Bragg. His term of service will expire 




COUNTIES.-Green, Kenosha, Lafayette, Racine, Rock, and Walworth (6 counties). 
HENRY ALLEN COOPER, of Racine, was born in Walworth County, Wis.; 
received a common-school and collegiate education; graduated from the Northwestern 
University in 1873 and from Union College of Law, Chicago, in 1875; is by profession 
a lawyer; in 1880 was elected district attorney of Racine County, and was reelected 
without opposition in 1882 and 1884; delegate to the national Republican convention 
of 1884; member of the board of education of the city of Racine, 1886 and 1887; was 
a member of State senate 1887-89; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 28,235 




COUNTIES.-Columbia, Dane, Dodge, and Jefferson (4 counties). 
EDWARD SAUERHERING, of Mayville, was born at Mayville, Wis., June 24, 
1864; was educated in the Mayville public schools and high school and graduated 
from the Chicago College of Pharmacy in 1885; his occupation is that of a pharma-
cist; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 23,957 votes, against r7,48o votes fo>r William H. Rogers, 
Democrat, and 1,025 votes for Jesse Meyers, Prohibitionist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 173,572.) 
COU!◄TIEs.-Adams, Crawford, Grant, Iowa, Juneau, Richland, Sauk, and Vernon (8 counties). 
JOSEPH WEEKS BABCOCK, of Necedah, was born in Swanton, Vt., March 6, 
1850; removed with his parents to Iowa in 1855; attended school at Mount Vernon and 
Cedar Falls; removed from Iowa in 1881 and settled in Necedah, where he has since 
resided, being engaged in the manufacture of lumber; was elected to the Wisconsin 
assembly in 1888 and reelected in 1890; was elected chairman of the national Repub-
lican Congressional committee in 1894 and reelected in 1896; was elected to the 
Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 26,69r votes, agail!st 15,r68 votes for A. J. Davis, P--usion 
Pemocrat. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, about 181,000.) 
COUNTY.-Milwaukce (part of), embracing the First, Second, '.Chird, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, 
Eighth, 1 •inth, Hleventh, Twelfth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, 
and 1-inetecnth wards of the city of Milwaukee, a nd the towns of Franklin, Greenfield, Lake, 
and Oak Creek. 
THE B LD TJ • , of Milwaukee, was born in West China, St. Clair County, 
Mich., ctob r 27, 1851; was educat1::d at the Marine City (Mich.) Academy and at a 
priva~e chool i_n D t~oit conduc~ed by Prof. P. M. Patterson; was employed as fore-
man 111 the rollm r mill of the ::\11lwaukee Iron Company at Milwaukee from 1870 to 
th fall_ of 1 72; ntered the l~w department of the niversity of Michigan, at Ann 
rbor, 111 ct b r, 1873; graduated 1arch 25, 1875, and was immediately admitted 
to the bar at ~.\nn rbor; practiced law in Detroit until the fall of 1883, when he 
r ·m~ved to £ hh auk e, ,~·her he ha since re idecl, engaged in the practice of law 
ancl tn the rcal-e tate busmess; was lectecl a m mb r of the common council of the 
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city of Milwaukee in April, 1887, and was reelec~ed for three s1:-cce~sive terms, serv-
ing seven years in all; was a trustee of the. Milwaukee Pubhc Library from 1887 
to 1891, and a trustee of the Milwaukee Pubhc Museum from 1891 to 1894; ran ~or 
comptroller of the city of Milwaukee in April, 1892, but 7"ent down to defea~ with 
the rest of the Republic~n ticket under the _Bennett law tidal waye; was nommated 
as the Republican candidate for Congress m 1892 _and ran agai~st Hon. John ~-
Mitchell, now Senator, but was defeated; was agam th~ Republican_ candidate m 
1893 for the seat in Congress made vacant by the elect10n of Mr. Mitchell to the 
Senate, but was again defeated; was elect~~ to the Fifty-fourth 1;1nd reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, r_eceivmg 25,896 v~tes, agamst 21,429 v_ot~s for 
Robert Schilling, Democrat and Populist, and 433 votes 1or Robert :May, Socialist. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, about 167,000.) 
CouNTIES.-Ozaukee, Sheboygan, Washington, and Waukesha, the Tenth and Thirteenth wards 
of the city of Mflwaukee, and the towns of Granville, Milwaukee, and Wauwatosa, in Mil-
waukee County. 
SAMUELS. BARNEY, of West Bend, was born in Hartford, Washington County, 
Wis. , January 31, 1846; was educated in the public schools and at Lombard Univer-
sity, Galesburg, Ill.; taught the high school i;1 Hartford for four years; beg3:n the 
study of law at West Bend with Hon. L. F. Fnsby, late attorney-general of Wiscon-
sin, in 1870; was admitted to practice in 1873,. and has practiced his pi=ofes~ion at 
West Bend ever since; filled the office of sul?enntendent of schools of Washmgton 
County from 1876 to 1880; was the Republican candidate for Congress in 1884 in 
the old Fifth district against General Bragg; in the same year was a delegate to the 
national Republican convention at Chicago; has held no other public office; was 
elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 26,613 votes, against 16,493 votes for George W. Winans, Democrat, and 
557 votes for Henry W. Mensing, Socialist Labor. 
SIXTH DISTRICT-. 
(Population, 187,001.) 
COUNTIES.:_Calumet, Fond du Lac, Green Lake, Manitowoc, Marquette, Waushara, and Winne-
bago (7 counties). 
JAMES H. DAVIDSON, of Oshkosh, was born June 18, 1858, in Colchester, Dela-
ware County, N. Y.; received a common-school education in the public schools an:d 
at Walton (N. Y.) Academy; was a teacher in the public schools of Delaware and Sul-
livan counties, N. Y., for several years, and for one year was engaged at the same 
occupation at Princeton, Green Lake County, Wis.; began the study of law at vVal-
ton, N. Y., in the office of Fancher & Sewell, and graduated from the Albany Law 
School, as president of the class, in 1884; subsequently removed to Green Lake 
County, Wis. , and ':om;1:nenced the practice of law at Princeton, in that county, in 
1887; was ~lected distnct atto~ney of Green Lake County in 1888, and in 1890 was 
chosen chamnan of the Republican Congressional committee for the Sixth district of 
Wisconsin, and continued in that position until nominated for the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress; January I, 1892, removed to Oshkosh, \Vis., and became a member of the law 
firm of Thompso1~, Harshaw & D3:vidson, which _partnership continued for three 
year~, when. he withdrew and c~mt111ued the practice alone; in May, 1895, he was 
appoi~1ted city attorney of_ that city_ f<?r a term. of two yea~s; was elected to the Fifty-
fi_fth Congress as a Republican, receivmg 26,649 votes, aga111st 18,944 votes for William 
I•. Gruenewald, Democrat, and 626 votes for J ames S. Thompson, Prohibitionist. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 150,331.) 
CouNTIES.-Bufialo, Eau Claire, Jackson, La Crosse, Monroe, Pepin, and Trempealeau (7 counties). 
~!CHAE~ GRIFF! , of Eau ~laire, was bor_n ~eptember 9, 1842, in Ireland; 
emigrated_ with l?arents t<? Ca1;1ada m 1847, to Oh10 111 1851, thence to vVisconsin in 
1856; received lus educat10n 111 the common schools of Ohio and Wisconsin· first 
resided in Sau~ Count):', Wis. , until _1 86~, and then removed to Kilbourn City, Wis., 
wh~re he re~amed until_ 1876, removmg m that year to Eau Claire, where he has since 
re~ided; _enlisted as a pnvate September II, 1861, in Company E, Twelfth Regiment 
Wiscon_sm Volunteer Infantry, and served un~il the close of the war, being promoted 
succes~ively to t1:e _grade of s~cond and first lieutenant; served at the siege of Vicks-
burg, m the Mendian campaign, and in the Atlanta campaign, and marched to the 
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sea and north through the Carolinas with Sherman; was wounded at Atlanta July 
21, 1864, a~d was mus;~re~ out July 16, 1865; was a mem1?er of the county board 
of Columbia County, ~1s., m 1874-75; member of assemblym 1876· city attorney of 
Eau Claire in 1878, 1879, and 1880; State senator in 1880 and 1881,' and department 
commander of the Gra~d Army of th_e R~public in 18~7-88; served as quartermaster-
general of the State, with rank of bngad1er-general, m 1889 and 1890; was admitted 
to the bar May 19, 1868, and has since been ,mgaged in the practice of law· was 
elected in 1894 to the Fifty-third Congress as a Republican, to fill the vacancy 'occa-
sioned by the death of Hon. George B. Shaw, and at the same election to the Fifty-
fourth Congress, and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
24,073 votes, against 12,047 votes for Caleb M. Hilliard, Democrat, and 791 votes for 
James H. Moseley, Prohibitionist. · 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 179,408.) 
C0UNTIES.-Brown, Door, Kewaunee, Outagamie, Portage, Waupaca, and Wood (7 counties). 
EDWARD S. MINOR, of Sturgeon Bay, was born in Jefferson County, N. Y., in 
1840; went with his parents to Wisconsin in 1845; settled in Milwaukee County and 
subsequently lived in the city of Milwaukee, where he attended the public schools; 
went with his parents to Sheboygan County in 1852, where he lived on a farm for 
several years; received a public-school and academic education; in 1861 enlisted in 
Company G, Second Wisconsin Volunteer Cavalry, as a private; participated in all 
the expeditions, raids, and battles in which the regiment was engaged until the close 
of the war; was mustered out as a first lieutenant in November, 1865; after his return 
home engaged in mercantile pursuits until 1884, at which time he was appointed 
superintendent of the Sturgeon Bay and Lake Michigan Ship Canal, which position 
he held for seven years; now owns some marine property that is operated in connec-
tion with a stone quarry located near Sturgeon Bay; is also a licensed master of 
steam vessels, and an honorary member of the Engineers' Benevolent Association of 
Sturgeon Bay; was elected to the Wisconsin assembly in 1877 and reelected in 188o 
and 1881; was elected to the State senate and served in that body in 1883 and 1885; 
was president pro tempore of the senate during the latter term; was also a member of 
the Wisconsin fish commission for four years; has held numerous local offices at 
various times and is at present mayor of the city of Sturgeon Bay; was elected to 
the Fifty-fourth Congress and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 26,471 votes, against 16,845 votes for George W. Cate, Democrat and Populist, 
580 votes for John Evans. Prohibitionist, and 4 votes for Nelson H. Kendall, Labor. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 164,777.) 
C0UNTIES.-Ashland, Clark, Florence, Forest, Iron, Langlade, Lincoln, Marathon, Marinette, 
Oconto, Oneida, Price, Shawano, Taylor, and Vilas (r5 counties). 
ALEXA DER STEWART, of ·wausau, was born September 12, 1829, in York 
County, Province of New Brunswick, and received a common-school education at 
that place; in 1849 he removed to what is now Marathon County and settled where 
the city of Wausau is now lornteil. engaging in the lumber business, which occupa-
tion he has ever since followed; asi<le from his selection as a delegate from his district 
to the national Republican convention at Chicago in 1884, he has neither aspired to 
nor held public office of any description; he was elected to the Fifty-fourth and 
reelected to the Fifty~fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 30,438 votes, against 
17,716 votes for W.W. O'Keefe, Democrat. 
TE TH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 149,845.) 
C0UNTIES.-Barron, Bayfield, Burnett, Chippewa, Douglas, Dunn, Pierce, Polk, Sawyer, St. Croix, 
and ':Vashburn (JI counties). 
JOH J. JE ... TKI - of Chippewa Falls, was born in Weymouth, England, Augu t 
20, 1843; ettl din Baraboo, ,vis., in June, 1852; attended the common schools a few 
term ; ervecl during the war. a ~ m mber of Company A, Sixth ·wisconsin Volun-
t~er ; erv d a cle!k of the circuit court of Baraboo, Sauk County, as city clerk and 
city attorn_ y f h1pp_ wa Fall , a m mber of the assembly from Chippewa County, 
a c unt:y Judge of Chirp wa Coun~y, and was appointed nited tate attorney of 
t~ T mtory f W yo111111g by Pr . 1cl nt rant in March, 1876; was elected to the 
•ift -four~:h an 1 r 1 cted to th; Fifty-fifth ongre s as a Republican, receiving 28,149 
vot · agarn t 14, 23 Yote f r I•redenck II. Remington, ilver Democrat and 21 votes 
for Pet r . scar, Prohibitioni t. ' 
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WYOMING. 
SENATORS. 
CLARENCE D. CLARK, of Evanston, was born at Sandy Creek, Oswego County, 
N. Y., April 16, 1851; was educated in the common schools and at the Iowa State 
University; admitted to the bar in 1874 and taught school and practiced -law in Dela-
ware County, Iowa, until 1881; in that year removed to Evanston, 'Wyo., where he 
has since resided; was prosecuting attorney for Uinta County four years; was appointed 
associate justice of the Territory of Wyoming in 1890, but declined the office; upon 
the admission of Wyoming as a State was elected to the Fifty-first and Fifty-second 
Congresses; was defeated for reelection to the F ifty-third Congress by a fusion of 
Democrats and Populists; was el~cted January 23, 1895, to the United States Senate 
for the term ending March 3, 1899, to fill the vacancy caused by the failure of the 
legislature to elect in 1892-93. 
FRANCIS E. WARREN, of Cheyenne, was born in Hinsdale, Mass., June 20, 
1844; received a common-school and academic education; enlisted in 1862 in the 
Forty-ninth Massachusetts Regiment, and served as private and noncommissioned 
officer in that regiment till it was mustered out of the service; was afterwards cap-
tain in the Massachusetts militia; was engaged in farming and stock raising in Mas-
sachusetts till early in 1868, when he removed to Wyoming ( then a part of Dakota); 
is at present engaged in mercantile, live-stock, and lighting business; was president 
of the council, Wyoming legislature, in 1873, and member of the council in 1884; 
was mayor of Cheyenne, and served three terms as treasurer of Wyoming; was a 
delegate to the national Republican convention at Chicago in 1888; was appointed 
governor of Wyoming by President Arthur and removed by President Cleveland; 
was again appointed governor of Wyoming by President Harrison and served till the 
Territory was admitted as a State, when he was elected governor; was elected to the 
United States Senate as a Republican, November 18, 1890, took his seat December 1, 
1890, and served until the expiration of term, March 3, 1893; was reelected as a 




JOHN E. OSBORNE, of Rawlins, Wyo., was born in Westport, Essex County, 
N. Y., June 9, 1858; graduated from the high school of his native town at the age of 
18 years, after which he began the study of medicine, and graduated from the Uni-
versity of Vermont in the class of 1880; removed to Rawlins, Wyo., immediately 
thereafter, and engaged in the practice of his profession; later engaged extensively in 
r~isi1:ig live.stock upon the op~n ran_ge; he was elected in 1883 t? the Wyoming Ter-
ntonal legislature; was apl?omted 111 1888 by Governor Moonlight to the position 
of chairman oft.he Te:ritonal pe1~itentiary building commission; was the same year 
elect.eel mayor oft.he city of Rawlins; was selected as an alternate to the Democratic 
national convention in 1892, and at the November election of the same year was 
e lectecl governor of Wyoming; at the expiration of his official term as governor he 
was una!1imously renominated _by his party for a second term, but owing to impor-
t.ant husmess engagements declined the honor; was chosen a member of the bimetallic 
Democratic national committee for the State of Wyoming in 1895 · was chairman of 
t.he Wyoming delegation to the national convention at Chicago' in 1896, and was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a· Democrat, receiving 10,310 votes, against 
ro,044_ votes for Frank W. Mondell, Republican, and 628 votes for William Brown, 
Populist. 




MARCUS A. SMITH, of Tucson, was born near Cynthiana, Ky., January 24, 
1852; was educated at the Transylvania University, Lexington, Ky.; is a lawyer by 
profession; removed to Arizona in 1881, and the following year was elected prose-
cuting attorney of his district; was elected to the Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, 
and Fifty-third ·congresses as a Democrat; refused to run for the Fifty-fourth Con-
gress, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 6,065 




H.B. FERGUSSON, of Albuquerque, is a native of Alabama, and was born Sep-
tember 9, 1848; belongs to a family that settled in the South in Colonial pays, several 
members of which distinguished themselves in the civil and military·offices of the 
Colonies and later in the service of the young Republic; his father was an officer in 
the Confederate army, and did excellent service under General Lee until the close 
of the struggle; graduated from the 'Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Va., 
with the degree of M.A., in 1873; graduated from the law department of that uni-
versity in 1874, and commenced the practice of his profession at Wheeling, W. Va., 
where he remained until the year r882; located in Albuquerque in 1884, and has 
resided there since; has successfully practiced his profession, and is one of the mem-
bers of the firm of Warren, Fergusson & Gillett; in politics is a Democrat and always 
has been, and his recent nomination and election was in recognition of distinguished 
service to his party; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
18,947 votes, against 17,017 votes for Thomas B. Catron, Republican; 66 votes for Mr. 
Dame, Gold Democrat, and 1 vote scattering. 
OKLAHOMA. 
(Population, 61,834.) 
JAMES YANCY CALLAHAN was born in Dent County, Mo., December 19, 1852, 
and was brought up on the farm where he was born; received a common-school 
education, and after he was married completed, by the assistance of his wife, nearly -
all the branches of the academic course at home; was licensed as a local minister in 
the Methodist Episcopal Church in 1880, which relation he holds at the present 
time; has been engaged principally in farming, sawmilling, and mining; removed 
from Missouri to tanton County, Kans., in 1885, and was twice elected register of 
d eds in that county; remov d to Oklahoma in 1892 and ettled on a farm, where he 
still re ide ,v-ith hi family; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress by the Populists 
and Demo rat on a fr e silver ticket, receiving 27,435 votes, against 26,267 votes for 
cnnis T. Flynn, R publican. 
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COMMENCEMENT AND EXPIRATION OF THE TERMS OF 
SERVICE OF SENATORS. 
CLASS I.-SENATORS WHOSE TERMS OF SERVICE EXPIRE MAR. 3, 1899. 
(Thirty Senators in this class.) 
Name. 
Aldrich, Nelson W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Allen, --William V. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P 
Bate, William B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Burrows, Julius C ... . .. ." ........ R 
Cannon, Frank J ................. ~- R 
Clark, Clarence D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Cockrell, Francis M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Daniel, John W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Davis, Cushman K ............ . .. R 
Faulkner, Charles J ...... . .. ..... D 
Gorman, Arthur P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
G ray, George ...... .. ........... . D 
Hale, Eugene. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Hanna, Marcus A. . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Hawley, Joseph R ..... . ... .. .. ... R 
Lodge, Henry Cabot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Mantle, Lee ...... . ........... ... S. R 
:vlills, Roger Q. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Mitchell, John L ................. D 
Money, H. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Murphy, Edward, jr . .... .. ... .. .. D 
Pasco, Saniuel.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Proctor, Redfield ................ R 
Quay, Matthew S ... ............ . R 
Roach, William . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Smith, James, jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Stewart, William M. . . . . . . . . . . . . S 
Turpie, David ................... D 
White, Stephen M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Wilson, John L .................. R 
Residence. 
Providence, R. I. .......... . 
Madison, Neb ... .......... . 
Nashville, Tenn .. ........ . . 
Kalamazoo, Mich ... ..... . . 
Ogden, Utah .... .. ... .. . .. . 
Evanston, Wyo ........... . 
Warrensburg, Mo ..... . ... . 
Lynchburg, Va ...... .... . . 
St . . Paul, Minn .......... .. . 
Martinsburg, W. Va ... . ... . 
Laurel, Md .. ..... ... ... . . . 
Wilmington, Del. ......... . 
Ellsworth, :l\,:Ie ..... . . ..... . 
Cleveland, Ohio .......... . 
Hartford, Conn ... ........ . 
Nahant, Mass .... ... ... . .. . 
Butte, Mont ...... ... . .. . . . 
Corsicana, Tex . . .. ..... ... . 
Milwaukee, Wis .. . ........ . 
Carrollton, Miss. . . . . . . ... . 
Troy, N. Y .. ..... ..... .... . 
Monticello, Fla . . .. ... .... . 
Proctor, Vt . . .. . . .. ... . ... . 
Beaver, Pa . . .. .... .. . ... . . . 
Larrimore, N. Dak ........ . 
Newark, N. J .............. . 
Virg-inia City, Nev ........ . 
Indianapolis, Ind . ..... . . .. . 
Los Angeles, Cal .......... . 




Oct. 5, 1881 
Mar. 4, 1893 
Mar. 4, 1887 
Jan. 23, 1895 
Jan. 22, 1896 
Feb. 6, 1895 
Mar. 4, 1875 
Mar. 4, 1887 
Mar. 4, 1887 
Mar. 4, 1887 
Mar. 4, 1881 
Mar. 19, 1885 
Mar. 4, 1881 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Mar. 4, 1881 
Mar. 4, 1893 
Feb. 2, 1895 
Mar. 30, 1892 
Mar. 4, 1893 
Oct. 8, 1897 
Mar. 4, 1893 
Mar. 4, 1887 
Nov. 1, 1891 
Mar. 4, 1887 
Mar. 4, 1893 
Mar. 4, 1893 
Mar. 4, 1887 
Mar. 4, 1887 
Mar. 4, 1893 
Feb. 19, 1895 
CLASS II. -SENATORS WHOSE TERMS OF SER VICE EXPIRE MAR. 3, 1901. 
(Thirty Senators in this class.) 
Bacon, Augustus 0 ............... D 
Baker, Lucien. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Berry, James H ... ..... .......... D 
Butler, Marion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . p 
Caffery, Donelson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Carter, ThomasH .... ...... ...... R 
Chandler, William E ....... . ..... R 
Chilton, Horace. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Cullom, Shelby M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Elkins, Stephen B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Frye, William P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Gear, John H .................... R 
Macon, Ga .......... .... ... Mar. 4, 1895 
Leavenworth, Kans . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Bentonville, Ark . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 25, 1885 
Raleigh, N. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Franklin, La ... . ..... ...... Jan. 7, 1893 
Helena, Mont. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Concord, N. H ............. June 19, 1889 
Tyler, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Springfield, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1883 
Elkins, W . Va .... .... ... ... Mar. 4, 1895 
Lewiston, Me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 8, 1881 
Burlington, Iowa. . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
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Name. Residence. ment 
of ser vice. 
Hoar, George F .................. R Worcester,Mass ....... ... . Mar. 4, 1877 
Kenney, Richard R .... .... ...... D Dover, Del ...... . .......... Feb. 5, 1897 
Lindsay, William ......... . .. .... D Frankfort, Ky .......... .. . Feb. 21 1 1893 
McBride, George W . .. ........ .. . R St. Helens, Oreg .......... . Mar. 4, 1895 
McMillan, James ........... . ..... R Detroit, Mich .............. Mar. 4, 1889 
Martin, Thomas S . . ... .. ...... .. . D Scottsville, Va ........... .. Mar. 4, 1895 
Morgan, John T . . .... ... .. .... ... D Selma, Ala .. . .......... . .. . Mar. 4, 1877 
Nelson, Knute ......... . ... ...... R Alexandria, Minn . . .... .. .. Mar. 4, 1895 
Pettigrew, Richard F ....... .. . ... S.R Sioux Falls, S. Dak ......... Dec. 2, 1889 
Sewell, William J ......... ... .... R Camden, N. J .............. Mar. 4, 1895 
Shoup, George L .. ... .. .... .... .. R Boise, Idaho . . . .... ..... . . . Dec. 29, 1890 
Sullivan, Will Van Amberg·X· .. ... D Oxford, Miss .............. May 20, 1898 
Thurston, John M . .............. . R Omaha, Neb .. .. ..... ...... Mar. 4, 1895 
Tillman, Benjamin R . ... . ....... . D Trenton, S. C ...... . .. .. ... Mar. 4, 1895 
Turley, Thomas B. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. n Memphis, Tenn ............ July 20, 1897 
Warren, Francis E ... . .. ....... .. R Cheyenne, Wyo ..... ... . : . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Wetmore, George P ... ... . ...... . R Newport, R. I ...... . .. .. .. . Mar. 4, 1895 
Wolcott, Edward O ........... ... . R Denver, Colo .. ..... . . ... ... Mar. 4, 1889 
CLASS !IL-SENATORS WHOSE TERMS OF SERVICE EXPIRE MAR. 3, 1903. 
(Thirty Senators in this class.) 
Allison, William B .... . .. . ....... R 
Clay, Alexander S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Deboe, William J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Fairbanks, Charles W. . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Foraker, Joseph B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Gallinger, Jacob H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Hansbrough, Henry C . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Harris, William A ............... P 
Heitfeld, Henry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P 
Jones, James K ..... . .... . . . ..... D 
Jones, JohnP . ...... .... .... ..... S 
Kyle, James H ... ..... .... .. ..... Ind 
McEnery, Samuel D ............. D 
McLaurin, John L.* .............. D 
Mallory, SteJ?hen R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Mason, ·wilham E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Morrill, Justin S ............ .... . R 
Penro e, Boies .................. . R 
Perkins, George C .............. . R 
Pettu , Edmund W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Platt, rville H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Platt, Thomas C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Pritchard, Jeter C . . ............. R 
Rawlins, Jo eph L ..... .......... D 
imon, Jo eph.................. . R 
p n r, John ................. R 
T Iler, Henry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Turn r , or e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P 
t re .................. D 
'\\ llingt n e L . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Dubuque, Iowa ........ .... . 
Marietta, Ga ....... ...... . . 
Marion, Ky ........ ..... . . 
Indianapolis, Ind ....... .. . 
Cincinnati, Ohio .......... . 
Concord, N . H .. . ..... .. .. . 
Devils Lake, N. Dak .... ... . 
Linwood, Kans ... .. ...... . 
Lewiston, Idaho ... . ...... . 
Washington, Ark ........ . . . 
Gold Hill, ev ........ .. .. . 
Aberdeen, S. Dak ........ . . 
.tTew Orleans, La .. . .. . . ... . 
Bennettsville, S. C .... . . ... . 
Pensacola, Fla ..... .. ..... . 
Chicago, Ill .......... . ... . 
Strafford, Vt ........ ...... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ......... . . 
Oakland, Cal ........ .... . . 
elma, Ala ............... . 
Meriden, Conn ......... .. . . 
Owego, . Y . ..... ....... . 
Madi on, . C ............. . 
alt Lake, Utah . .......... . 
Portland, Oreg ... ...... . .. . 
Madi on, Wi ...... ....... . 
Central City, Colo ......... . 
pokane, '\Va h ... ........ . 
Kan as City, Mo .......... . 
Cumberland, Md .......... . 
*Appointed to fill a vacancy. 
Mar. 4, 1873 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Apr. 28, 1897 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Mar. 4, 1891 
Mar. 4, 1891 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Mar. 4, 1885 
Mar. 4, 1873 
Mar. 4, 1891 
Mar. 4, t897 
June 1, 1897 
May 14, 1897 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Mar. 4, 1867 
Mar. 4, 1897 
July 22, 1893 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Mar. 4, 1879 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Jan. 24, 1895 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Dec. 5, 1898 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Mar. 4,185 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Mar. 4, 1879 
Mar. 4, 1897 
Senate Committees. 
COMMITTEES OF THE SENATE. 
STANDING COMMITTEES. 
[December S, 18gl3.J 
Agriculture and Forestry. 
Redfield Proctor, of Vermont. 
Henry C. Hansbrough, of North Dakota. 
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming. 
John H . Gear, of Iowa. 
"William B. Bate, of Tennessee. 
William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
Alexander S. Clay, of Georgia. 
H, D. Money, of Mississippi. 
Henry Heitf eld, of Idaho. 
Appropriations. 
William B. Allison, of Iowa. 
Eugene Hale, of Maine. 
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Shelby M. Cullom, of Illinois. 
Matthew S. Quay, of Pennsylvania. 
George C. Perkins, of California. 
William J. Sewell, of New Jersey. 
Francis· M. Cockrell, of Missouri. 
Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
Henry M. Teller, of Colorado. 
Charles J. Faulkner, of West Virginia. 
Richard F. Pettigrew, of South Dakota. 
James H. Berry, of Arkansas. 
Edward Murphy, jr., of New York. 
Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate. 
John P . Jones, of Nevada. I James K. Jones, of Arkansas. 
Jacob H. Gallinger, of New Hampshire. 
Thomas H. Carter, of Montana. 
Eugene Hale, of Maine. 
Thomas C. Platt, of New York. 
Charles W. Fairbanks, of Indiana. 
Census. 
David Turpie, of Indiana. 
Richard F. Pettigrew, of South. Dakota. 
Stephen M. White, of California. 
Frank J. Cannon, of Utah. 
Samuel D. McEnery; of Louisiana. 
Civil Service and Retrenchment. 
Jeter C. Pritchard, of North Carolina. 
Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts. 
Justin S. Morrill, of Vermont. 
Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia. 
Eslward 0. Wolcott, of Colorado. 
Henry M. Teller, of Colorado. 
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming. 
William E . Mason, of Illinois. 
Charles W. Fairbanks, of Indiana. 
Horace Chilton, of Texas. 
Richard R. Kenney, of Delaware. 
William A. Harris, of Kansas. 
William V. Sullivan, of Mississippi. 
Claims. 
Samuel Pasco, of Florida. 
William M. Stewart, of Nevada. 
William V. Allen, of Nebr aska. 
Thomas S. Martin, of Virginia. 
Alexander S. Clay, of Georgia. 
Joseph F. Rawlins, of Utah. 
John L. McLaurin, of South Carolina. 
Coast Defenses. 
George W. McBride, of Oregon. 
Joseph R. Hawley, of Connecticut. 
Redfield Proctor, of Vermont. 
Julius C. Burrows, of Michigan. 
George L. Wellington, of Maryland. 
Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania. 
Roger Q. Mills, of Texas. 
James Smith, jr., of New Jersey. 
Marion Butler, of North Carolina. 
George Turner, of Washington. 
John L. McLaurin,of South Carolina. 
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Commerce. 
William P. Frye, of Maine. 
James McMillan, of Michigan. 
Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia. 
Knute Nelson, of Minnesota. 
George vV. McBride, of Oregon. 
Jacob H. Gallinger, of New Hampshire. 
Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania. 
George G. Vest, of Missouri. 
Stepl!en M. White, of California. 
John P. Jones, of Nevada. 
Edward Murphy, jr., of New York. 
James H. Berry, of Arkansas. 
Samuel Pasco, of Florida. 
Donelson Caffery, of Louisiana. 
Roger Q. Mills, of Texas. 
Corporations Organized in the District of Columbia. 
John W. Daniel, of Virginia. 
Nelson W . .Aldrich, of Rhode Island. 
James McMillan, of Michigan. I 
Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
George L. Wellington, of Maryland. 
District of Columbia. 
James McMillan, of Michigan. 
Jacob H. Gallinger, of New Hampshire. 
Henry C. Hansbrough, of North Dakota. 
Redfield Proctor, of Vermont. · 
Jeter C. Pritchard, of North Carolina. 
Lucien Baker, of Kansas. 
George P. Wetmore, of Rhode Island. 
Charles J. Faulkner. of West Virginia. 
Thomas S. Martin, of Virginia. 
Augustus 0. Bacon, of Georgia. 
William M. Stewart, of Nevada. 
Richard R. Kenny, of Delaware. 
Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
Education and Labor. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
George C. Perkins, of California. 
John H. Gear, of Iowa. 
Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania. 
Donelson Caffery, of Louisiana. 
Lee Mantle, of Montana. 
William Lindsay, of Kentucky. 
Frank J. Cannon, of Utah. 
Thomas B. Turley, of Tennessee. 
Engrossed Bills. 
Francis M. Cockrell, of Missouri. 
George F. Hoar, of Massachusetts. 
I Lucien Baker, of Kansas. 
Enrolled Bills. 
William J. Sewell, of New Jersey. 
Marcus A. Hanna, of Ohio. 
I Donelson Caffery, of Louisiana. 
Establish t!ze University of the United States. 
George L. ·wellington, of Maryland. 
\Villiam P. Frye, of Maine. 
Knute elson, of Minnesota. 
Jose.J?h B. Foraker, of Ohio. 
Wilham J. Deboe, of Kentucky. 
James K. Jones, of Arkansas. 
David Turpie, of Indiana. 
Alexander S. Clay, of Georgia. 
William V. Sullivan, of Mississil_)pi, 
Examine t!ze everal Branches of t!ze Civil Service. 
Joseph B. Foraker, of Ohio. 
George F. Hoar, of Mru sachusetts. 
Jacob H. allinger, of w Hampshire. I 
William J. Deboe, of Kentucky. 
George Gray, of Delaware. 
Justin . forrill, of Vermont. 
\\ illiam B. lli. on, of Iowa. 
• 'el. n \ . ldrich, of Rhode Island. 
rv11le H. Platt, of Connecticut. 
F,<lwarcl . \\ olcott, of olorado. 
Juliu. C. Burrows, of Iicbigan. 
John P. Jone , of ·evada. 
Finance. 
George G. Vest, of Missouri. 
James K. Jon~s, of Arkansas . 
Stephen M. White, of California. 
Edward C. Walthall, of 1i issippi. 
David Turpie, of Indiana. 
John W. Daniel, of irginia. 
Horace Chilton, of Texas. 
Senate Committees. 
Fisheries. 
George C. Perkins, of California. 
Redfield Proctor, of Vermont. 
William. P. Frye, of Maine. 
John L. Wilson, of Washington. 
William E. Mason, of Illinois. 
John L. Mitchell, of Wisconsin. 
Marion Butler, of North Carolina. 
George Turner, of Washington. 
Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida. 
Foreign Relations. 
Cushman K. Davis, of Minnesota. John T. Morgan, of Alabama. 
William P. Frye, of Maine. George Gray, of Delaware. 
Shelby M. Cullom, of Illinois. David Turpie, of Indiana. 
Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts. John W. Daniel, of Virginia. 
Clarence D. Clark, of Wyoming . Roger Q. Mills, of Texas. 
Joseph B. Foraker, of Ohio. 
Forest R eservations and the Protection of Game. 
William V. Allen, of Nebraska. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
John L. Wilson, of Washington. 
Henry M. Teller, of Colorado. . 
I 
John ·T. Morgan, of Alabama. 
William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
Benjamin E. Tillman, of South Carolina. 
Immigration. 
Charles W. Fairbanks, of Indiana. 
Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts. 
William E . Chandler, of New '.Hampshire. 
Knute Nelson, of Minnesota. 
William E. Mason, of Illinois. 
Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania. 
Joseph L. Rawlins, of Utah. 
George Turner, of Washington. 
Alexander S. Clay, of Georgia. 
John L. McLaurin, of South Carolina. 
William V. Sullivan, of Mississippi. 
Improvement of the Mississippi River and its Tributaries. 
Knute Nelson, of Minnesota. 
John H. Gear, of Iowa. 
Lucien Baker, of Kansas. 
William J. Deboe, of Kentucky. 
) 
William B. Bate, of Tennessee. 
Samuel D. McEnery, of Louisiana. 
William V. Sullivan, of Mississippi. 
I 
Indian Affairs. 
Richard F . Pettigrew, of South Dakota. 
Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut. 
George L. Shoup, of Idaho. 
John L. Wilson, of Washington. 
James K. Jones, of Arkansas. 
John T. Morgan, of Alabama. 
William M. Stewart, of Nevada. 
William V. Allen, of Nebraska. 
William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
Lee Mantle, of Montana. 
Joseph L. Rawlins, of Utah. 
John L. McLaurin, of South Carolina. 
Indian Depredations. 
John L. Wilson, of Washington. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
George L. Shoup, of Idaho. 
George W. McBride, of Oregon. 
William J. Deboe, of Kentucky. 
William Lindsay, of Kentucky. 
Charles J. Faulkner, of West Virginia. 
Augustus 0. Bacon, of Georgia. 
Thomas S. Martin, of Virginia. 
Lee Mantle, of Montana. 
Interstate Commerce. 
Shelby M. Cullom, of Illinois. 
William E. Chandler, of New Hampshire. 
Edward 0. Wolcott, of Colorado. 
Nelson W. Aldrich, of Rhode Isl~nd. 
John H. Gear, of Iowa. 
Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia. 
55-3D-lST ED--10 
Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
William Lindsay, of Kentucky. 
James Smith, jr., of New Jersey. 
Horace Chilton, of Texas. 
Benjamin R. Tillman, of South Carolina. 
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Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. 
Stephen M. White; of California. 
William . Roach, of . orth Dakota. 
William M. Stewart, of evada. 
William A. Harris, of Kansas. 
Henry Heitfeld, of Idaho. 
Judiciary. 
George F. Hoar, of Massachusetts. 
Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut. 
Cushman K. Davis of Minnesota. 
Clarence D. Clark, of Wyoming. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. 
John C. Spooner, of Wisconsin. 
Henry M. Teller, of Colorado. 
William Lindsay, of Kentucky. 
George Gray, of Delaware. 
Horace Chilton, of Texas. 
Augustus 0. Bacon, of Georgia. 
Charles J. Faulkner, of West Virginia. 
Edmund W. Pettus, of Alabama. 
The Library. 
George P. Wetmore, of Rhode Island. I Francis M. Cockrell, of Missouri. 
Henry C. Hansbrough, of North Dakota. 
Manzifactures. 
William E. Mason, of Illinois. 
George P. Wetmore, of Rhode Island. 
I 
Frank J. Cannon, of Utah. 
James Smith, jr., of New Jersey. 
William A. Harris, of Kansas. 
Military Affairs. 
Joseph R. Hawley, of Connecticut. 
Redfield Proctor, of Vermont. 
George L. Shoup, of Idaho. 
William J. Sewell, of New Jersey. 
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming. 
Thomas H. Carter, of Montana. 
William B. Bate, of Tennessee. 
Francis M. Cockrell, of Missouri. 
John L. Mitchell, of Wisconsin. 
Edmund W. Pettus, of Alabama. 
Mines and Mining. 
William M. Stewart, of Nevada. 
John L. Wilson, of Washington. 
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming. 
Marcus A. Hanna, of Ohio. 
Roger Q. Mills, of Texas. 
Benjamin R. Tillman, of South Carolina. 
Lee Mantle, of Montana. 
Henry Heitfeld, of Idaho. 
.Naval Affair.,·. 
Eugene Hale, of Maine. 
George C. Perkins, of California. 
James McMillan, of Michigan. 
William E. Chandler, of ew Hampshire. 
Thomas C. Platt, of ew York. 
Marcus A. Hanna, of Ohio. 
James Smith, jr., of New Jersey. 
Benjamin R. Tillman, of South Carolina. 
Thomas S. Martin, of Vfrginia. 
Marion Butler, of North Carolina. 
Samuel D. McEnery, of Louisiana. 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive Departme,ds. 
Marion Butler, of orth Carolina. 
John L. \ ilson, of \ a hington. 
eorge P. "\V tmore, of Rhode Island. 
\ illiam E. Mason, of Illinois. 
Boi Penrose, of Pennsylvania. 
James Smith, jr., of New Jersey. 
Francis M. Cockrell, of Missouri. 
Donelson Caffery, of Louisiana. 
Richard R. Kenney, of Delaware. 
Pacific Railroads. 
John H. ear, of Iowa. 
u. hman K. Davi of Minnesota. 
William P. Frye, of Taine. 
J ph B. Foraker, of Ohic. 
John T. Morgan, of Alabama. 
William M. Stewart., of Nevada. 
James mith, jr., of ew Jersey. 
William A. Harris, of Kansas. 
Jo eph L. Rawlins, of Utah. 
Senate Committees. 
Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut. 
Jeter C. Pritchard, of North Carolina. 
George P . Wetmore, of Rhode Island. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. 
Patents. 
Roger Q. Mills, of Texas. 
Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida. 
Thomas B. Turley, of Tennessee. 
Pensions. 
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Jacob H. Gallinger, of New Hampshire. 
George L. Shoup, of Idaho. 
Henry C. Hansbrough, of North Dakota. 
Lucien Baker, of Kansas. 
John L. Mitchell, of Wisconsin. 
William Lindsay, of Kentucky. 
William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
Frank J. Cannon, of Utah. 
Jeter C. Pritchard, of North Carolina. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
Marcus A. Hanna, of Ohio. 
Richard R. Kenney, of Delaware. 
George Turner, of Washington. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
Edward 0. Wolcott, of Colorado. 
William E. Chandler, of New Hampshire. 
Thomas H. Carter, of Montana. 
John H. Gear, of Iowa. 
William E. Mason, of Illinois. 
Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania. 
Marion Butler, of North Carolina. 
John L. Mitchell, of Wisconsin. 
Richard R. Kenney, of Delaware. 
Alexander S. Clay, of Georgia. 
H. D. Money, of Mississippi. 
Printing. 
Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts. / Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
Eugene Hale, of Maine. 
Private Land Claims. 
Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
Samuel Pasco, of Florida. 
David Turpie, of Indiana. 
Thomas B. Turley, of Tennessee. 
Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut. 
Lucien Baker, of Kansas. 
I 
Eugene Hale, of Maine. 
Privileges and Elections. 
William E. Chandler, of New Hampshire. 
George F. Hoar, of Massachusetts. 
Julius C. Burrows, of Michigan. 
Jeter C. Pritchard, of North Carolina. 
John C. Spooner, of Wisconsin. 
Donelson Caffery, of Louisiana. 
William V. Allen, of Nebraska. 
Edmund W. Pettus, of Alabama. 
Thomas B. Turley, of Tennessee. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Matthew S. Quay, of Pennsylvania. 
Justin S. Morrill, of Vermont. 
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming. 
Charles W. Fairbanks, of Indiana. 
George L. Wellington, of Maryland. 
George G. Vest, of Missouri. 
Lee Mantle, of Montana. 
Edward Murphy, jr., of New York. · 
Joseph L. Rawlins, of Utah. , 
H. D. Money, of Mississippi. 
George Turner, of Washington. 
Public Health and National Quarantine. 
George G. Vest, of Missouri. 
John P. Jones, of Nevada. 
Samuel D. McEnery, of Louisiana. 
Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida. I 
Jacob H. Gallinger, of New Hampshire. 
Matthew S. Quay, of Pennsylvania. 
Public Lands. 
Henry C. Hansbrough, of North Dakota. 
John L. Wilson, of Washington. 
Thomas H. Carter, of Montana. 
George W. McBride, of Oregon. 
Knute Nelson, of Minnesota. 
James H. Berry, of Arkansas. 
Richard F. Pettigrew, of South Dakota. 
William V. Allen, of Nebraska. 
Frank J. Cannon, of Utah. 
Samuel D. McEnery, of Louisiana. 
Will Van Amberg Sullivan, of Missis-
sippi. 
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Railroads. 
Clarence D. Clark, of Wyoming. 
Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia. 
Knute Nelson, of Minnesota. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. 
Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts. 
Marcus A. Hanna, of Ohio. 
William J. Deboe, of Kentucky. 
Edward Murphy, jr., of New York. 
Augustus 0. Bacon, of Georgia. 
Edmund W. Pettus, of Alabama. 
H. D. Money, of Mississippi. 
Relations with Canada. 
John C. Spooner, of Wisconsin. 
George F . Hoar, of Massachusetts. 
Eugene Hale, of Maine. 
Edward Murphy, jr., of New York. 
John L. Mitchell, of Wisconsin. 
Richard F. ·Pettigrew, of South Dakota. 
Benjamin R. Tillman, of South Carolina. 
John P. Jones, of Nevada. 
William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
Revision of the. Laws of the United States. 
Julius C. Burrows, of Michigan. 
Jeter C. Pritchard, of North Carolina. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. I 
John W. Daniel, of Virginia. 
Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida. 
Revolutionary Claims. 
George Gray, of Delaware. I William J. Deboe, of Kentucky. 
Augustus 0. Bacon, of Georgia. 
William B. Bate, of Tennessee. 
Nelson W. Aldrich, of Rhode Island. 
George F. Hoar, of Massachusetts. 
John C. Spooner, of Wisconsin. 
George L. Shoup, of Idaho. 
William J. Sewell, of New Jersey. 
Thomas H. Carter, of Montana. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
Lucien Baker, of Kansas. 
Thomas C. Platt, of New York. 
Rules. 
I 
Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
Henry M. Teller, of Colorado. 
Samuel Pasco, of Florida. · 
Territories. 
William B. Bate, of Tennessee. 
Stephen M. White, of California. 
Henry Heitfeld, of Idaho. 
Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
Thomas C. Platt, of New York. 
elson W. Aldrich, of Rhode Island. 
Clarence D. Clark, of Wyoming. 
Joseph B. Foraker, of Ohio. 
David Turpie, of Indiana. 
William V. Allen, of Nebraska. 
George Turner, of ·washington. 
Edmund W. Pettus, of Alabama. 
Thomas B. Turley, of Tennessee. 
SELECT COMMITTEES. 
Investigate the Condition of the Potomac River Front at Washingto11. 
Thomas . Martin, of Virginia. 
Charles J. Faulkner, of West Virginia. I George C. Perkins, of California. 
\ illiam P. Frye, of Maine. 
Construction of the Nicaragua Canal. 
J hn T. forgan, of Alabama. 
Thoma . Martin, of Virginia. 
\\i illiam . Harris, of Kansas. I 
Jo eph R. Hawley, of Connecticut. 
William J. Sewell, of ew Jersey. 
John L. Wil on, of Washington. 
Thomas C. Platt, of ew York. 
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Woman Suffrage. 
Jap:ies H. Berry, of Arkansas. 
Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida. I
. George F. Hoar, of Massachusetts. \ 
Matthew S. Quay, of Pennsylvania. 
George· P. Wetmore, of Rhode Island. 
Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress. 
James K. Jones, of Arkansas. 
Justin S. Morrill, of Vermont. · 
Shelby M. Cullom, of Illinois. I 
William B. Allison, of Iowa. 
Will Van Amberg Sullivan, of Missis-
sippi. · -
Five Civilized Tribes of Indians. · 
Samuel Pasco, of Florida. 
Henry M. Teller, of Colorado. I 
Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut. 
Cushman K. Davis, of Minnesota. 
Transportation and Sale of Meat Products. 
William B. Bate, of Tennessee. 
George G. Vest, of Missouri. 
William V. Allen, of Nebraska. I 
Edward 0. Wolcott, of Colorado. 
Marcus A. Hanna, of Ohio. 
International Expositions. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. 
Joseph R. Hawley, of Connecticut. 
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming. 
George W. McBride, of Oregon. 
Thomas C. Platt, of New York. 
George L. Wellington, of Maryland. 
George G. Vest, of Missouri. 
George Gray, of Delaware. 
John W. Daniel, of Virginia. 
Richard F. Pettigrew, of South Dakota. 
William Lindsay, of Kentucky. 
Henry Heitfeld, of Idaho. 
John L. McLaurin, of South Carolina. 
Geological Survey. 
Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia. 
William B. Allison, of Iowa. 
Charles W. Fairbanks, of Indiana. I 
Roger Q. Mills, of Texas. 
H. D. Money, of Mississippi. 
National Banks. 
Lee Mantle, of Montana. 
Julius C. Burrows, of Michigan. 
Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania. I 
John L. Mitchell, of Wisconsin. 
Horace Chilton, of Texas. 
Investigate Trespassers upon Indian Lands. 
Lucien Baker, of Kansas. I William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
JOINT COMMISSIONS. 
Investigate the Charities of the District of Columbia. 
James McMillan, of Michigan. 
Charles J. Faulkner, of West Virginia. 
I Thomas S. Martin, of Virginia. 
Investigate the Transportation of Mails by Railroads. 
W~ll~am B. Allison, of Iowa. j Charles J. Faulkner, of West Virginia. 
Wilham E. Chandler, of New Hampshire. 
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LIST OF UNITED STATES SENATORS, SHOWING THE COM-
MITTEES OF WHICH THEY ARE MEMBERS. 
[Decembers, 1898.) 
t 
GARRET A. HOBART, Vice-President of the United States and President of the Senate. 
ALDRICH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rules, chairman. 
Finance. 
Interstate Commerce. 
Corporations Organized in the District of Columbia. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 




Privileges and Elections. 
Public Lands. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
Transportation and Sale of Meat Products (Select). 
ALLISON ....... . . . ...... Appropriations, chairman. 
Finance. 
Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress 
(Select). · 
Geological Survey (Select). 





BAKER ..•.........•.... To Investigate Trespassers upon Indian Lands (Select), 
chairman. 
District of Columbia. 
Engrossed Bills. 
Improvement of the Mississippi River and its Tributaries. 
Pensions. • 
Private Land Claims. 
Territories. 
BATE ...... . .. . . . .. .. . . . Transportation and Sale of Meat Products (Select), 
chairman. 
Agriculture and Forestry. 








BURROWS .. • ............ 
I 
Revi ion of the Laws, chairman. 
Coast Defenses. 
Finance. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Nati_onal Banks (Select). 
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Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
CAFFERY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Commerce. 
Education and Labor. 
Enrolled Bills. 
Privileges and Elections. · 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. 
CANNON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Census. 




CARTER ............ · .... Census, chairman. 
Military Affairs. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
Public Lands. 
Territories. 
CHANDLER ...... . ... . .. Privileges and Elections, chairman. 
Immigration. 
Interstate Commerce. 
Na val Affairs. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 




National Banks (Select). 
CLARK . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Railroads, chairman. 
Foreign Relations. 
Judiciary. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
CI,AY .................. Agriculture and Forestry. 
Claims. 
Immigration. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
To Establish the University of the United States. 




Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. . 
CULLOM . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate Commerce, chairman. 
Appropriations. 
Foreign Relations. 
Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress 
(Select). -




Revision of the Laws. 
International Expositions (Select ). 
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DA VIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Relations, chairman. 
DEBOE .. : . .... . . .... . . . 
ELKINS ... . . ... . .. . . .. . 
FAIRBANKS ... ...... ... . 
FAULKNER .. . .... . ... . . 
FORAKER .. .. .. . ...... . 
FllYE ... .. ...... ..... . . 
GALLINGER ........... . 




Five Civilized Tribes of Indians (Select). 
Examine the Several Branches of the Civil Service. 
Indian Depredations. 
Improvement of the Mississippi River and its Tributaries. 
Revolutionary Claims. 
Railroads. 
To Establish the University of the United States. 
Geological Survey (Select), chairman. 







Geological Survey (Select). 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Potomac River Front (Select), chairman. 
Appropriations. 
District of Columbia. 
Indian~ Depredations. 
Judiciary. 
To Examine the Several Branches of the Civil Service, 
chairman. 
Foreign Relations. 
To Establish the University of the United States. 
Pacific Railroads. 




To E stablish the University of the United States. 
Pacific Railroads. 
Potomac River Front (Select ). 
Pensions, chairman. 
To Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the 
Senate. 
Commerce. 
District of Columbia. 
Public Health and National Quarantine. 
To Examine the Several Branches of the Civil Service. 
Pacific Railroad~, chairman. 
Agriculture and-Porestry . 
Education and Labor. 
Interstate Commerce. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
Improvement of the Mississippi River and its Tributaries. 
Private Land Claims, chairman. 
Appropriations. 
Corporations rganized in the District of Columbia. 
Di trict of olumbia. 
Inter tate Commerce. 
Printing. 
Rules. 
Alphabetical List of Senators and Committees. 139 
GRAY .............•.... 
HALE ... . . .. ... .. ..... . 
HANNA .. . . . . .... . . ... . 
HANSBROUGH . ... . ..... . 
HARRIS . ..... ..... .... . 
Revolutionary Claims, chairman. . . . 
To Examine the Several Branches of the C1v1l Service. 
Foreign Relations. 
Judiciary. 
International Expositions (Select). 




Relations with Canada. 
Private Land Claims. 
Enrolled Bills. 




Transportation and Sale of Meat Products (Select). 
Public Lands, chairman. 
Agriculture and Forestry. 
District of Columbia. 
Library. 
Pensions. 




Construction of the Nicaragua Canal (Select). 
HAWLEY . . . . . . .. . . . . ... Military Affairs, chairman. 
Coast Defenses. 
Construction of the Nicaragua Canal (Select). 
International Expositions (Select). 
HEITFELD . . ... .. .. . . .. . Agriculture and Forestry. 
Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
Mines and Mining. 
Territories. 
International Expositions (Select). 
HOAR ..... . . .. . ... ..... Judiciary, chairman. 
To Examine the Several Branches of the Civil Service. 
Engrossed Bills. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Relations with Canada. 
Rules. 
Woman Suffrage (Select). 
JONES, of Arkansas ..... Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress 
(Select), chairman. 




To Establish the University of the United States. 
Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress 
(Select). 




Public Health and National Quarantine. 
Relations with Canada. 
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KENNEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Civil Service and Retrenchment. 
District of Columbia. 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Execu-
tive Departments. 
Pensions. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
KYLE .................. Education and Labor, chairman. 
Forest Reservations and the Protection of Game. 
Indian Depredations. 
Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
Pensions. 
Territories. 





International Expositions (Select). 
LODGE ................. Printing, chairman. 








International Expositions (Select). 




International Expositions (Select). 
MCENERY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Census. 
Improvement of the Mississippi River and its Tributaries. 
Naval Affairs. 
Public Health and National Quarantine. 
Public Lands. 
McMILLAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . District of Columbia, chairman. 
Commerce. 
Na val A ff airs. 
Corporations Organized in the District of Columbia. 
MALLORY .. ............ Fish and Fisheries. 
Patents. 
Territories. 
Revi ion of the Laws. 
Public Health and ational Quarantine. 
Woman ufirage (Select). 
MA TLE................ Tational Banks ( elect), chairman. 
Education and Labor. 
Indian ff airs. 
Indian Depredations. 
Mine and :\lining. 
Public Building and Grounds. 
Alphabetical List if Senators and Committees. 
MARTIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims. 
District of Columbia. 
Indian Depredations. 
Naval Affairs. 
Potomac River Front (Select). 
Construction of the Nicaragua Canal (Select): 




Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
MILLS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coast Defenses. 
Foreign Relations. 
Mines and Mining. 
Patents. · 
Geological Survey (Select). 
Commerce. 
MITCHELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fisheries. 
Military Affairs. 
Pensions. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
Relations with Canada. 
National Banks (Select). 
MONEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture and Forestry. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Railroads. 
Geological Survey. 
MORGAN ............... Construction of the Nicaragua Canal (Select), chairman. 
Foreign Relations. 
Forest Reservations and the Protection of Game. 
Indian Affairs. 
Pacific Railroads. 
MORRILL ............... Finance, chairman. 
Civil Service and Retrenchment. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress 
( Select). 
MURFHY . ..... . . . ....... Appropriations. 
Commerce. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Railroads. 
Relations with Canada. 
NELSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Improvement of the Mississippi River and its Tributaries, 
chairman. 
Commerce. 




PASCO ......... . ........ Five Civilized Tribes of Indians (Select), chairman. 
Claims. ' 
Commerce. 





Coast Def ens es. 
Commerce. 
Education and Labor. 
Immigration. 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
National Banks (Select). 
PERKINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fisheries, chairman. 
Appropriations. 
Education and Labor. 
Naval Affairs. 
Potomac River Front (Select). 




Relations with Canada. 
International Expositions (Select). 
PETTUS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Judiciary. 
Railroads. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 




Private Land Claims. 
Five Civilized Tribes of Indians (Select). 




Construction of the Nicara~a Canal (Select). 
International Expositions (Select). 
PRITCHARD ..... . . ...... Civil Service and Retrenchment, chairman. 
District of Columbia. 
Patents. 
Pensions. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Revision of the Laws of the United States. 
PROCTOR ............... Agriculture and Forestry, chairman. 
Coast Defenses. 
District of Columbia. 
Fisheries. 
Military Affairs. 
QUAY ... ... .... ........ Public Buildings and Grounds, chairman. 
Appropriations. 
Public Health and ational Quarantine. 
Woman Suffrage (Select) . 




Public Buildings and Grounds. 
ROACH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A~iculture and Forestry. 
Forest Re ervations and the Protection of Game. 
ndian Affairs. 
Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
P nsions. 
Relations with anada. 
To Investigate Tre passers upon Indian Lands (Select). 
Alphabetical List of Senators and Committees. 
SEWELL- ........ . ..... . 
SHOUP . .... . ... . ...... . 
SIMON .. ... . ... . .......• 








Military Affairs . 
.Pensions. 






Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. 
SPOONER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Relations with Canada, chairman. 
Judiciary. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Rules. 
STEWART . .. ... .. .... .. . Mines and Mining, chairman. 
Claims. 
District of Columbia. 
Indian Affairs. 
Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
Pacific Railroads. 
SULLIVAN ... . .. . ....... Civil Service and Retrenchment. 
To Establish the University of the United States. 
Immigration. 
Improvement of the Mississippi River and its Tributaries. 
Public Lands. 
Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress 
(Select). 
TELLER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims, chairman. . 
THURSTON 
Appropriations. 
Forest Reservations and the Protection of Game. 
Judiciary. 
Rules. 
Five Civilized Tribes of Indians (Select). 
International Expositions (Select), chairman. 




Revision of the Laws of the United States. 
Territories. 
TILLMAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mines and Mining. 
Interstate Commerce. 
Naval Affairs. 
Relations with Canada. 
Forest Reservations and the Protection of Game. 
Education and Labor. 
Patents. 
TuRLEY ................ Private Land Claims. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
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Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
TURPIE •......... . ..... Census. 
Finance. 
Foreign Relations. 
Private Land Claims. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
To Establish the University of the United States. 
VEST ................... Public Health and National Quarantine, chair....1an. 
Commerce. 
Finance. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Transportation and Sale of Meat Products (Select ). 
International Expositions (Select). 
WARREN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands, chairman. 
Agriculture and Forestry. 
Claims. 
Military Affairs. 
Mines and Mining. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
International Expositions (Select). 
WELT.,INGTON . .......... To Establish the University of the United States, chairman. 
Coast Defenses. 
Corporations Organized in the District of Columbia. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
International Expositions (Select). 
WETMORE .............. Library, chairman. 
District of Columbia. 
Manufactures. 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. 
Patents. 
Woman Suffrage (Select). 
WmTE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Census. 
Commerce. 
Finance. 
l(rigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
Territories. 
WILSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Depredations, chairman. 
Fisheries. 
Forest Reservations and the Protection of Game. 
Indian Affairs. 
Mines and Mining. · 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. 
Public Lands. 
Construction of the Nicaragua Canal (Select). 
WOLCOTT ...... . .. . .... Po t-Offices and Post-Roads, chairman. 
Civil Service and Retrenchment. 
Finance. 
Inter tate Commerce. 
Tran portation and Sale of Meat Products (Select). 
House Committees. 
COMMITTEES OF THE HOUSE. 
STANDING AND SELECT COMMITTEES. 
(Corrected to December 5, 1898.] , 
Accounts. 
Benjamin B. Odell, jr., of New York. Charles L. Bartlett, of Georgia. 
Melville Bull, of Rhode Island. Hugh A. Dinsmore, of Arkansas. 
Charles F. Joy, of Missouri. Robert C. Davey, of Louisiana. 
Eugene F. Loud, of California. 
Marlin E. Olmsted, of Pennsylvania. 
Charles F. Sprague, of Massachusetts. 
Agriculture. 
James W. Wadsworth, of New York. 
Vespasian Warner, of Illinois. 
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E. Stevens Henry, of Connecticut. 
Edward Sauerhering, of Wisconsin. 
William B. Baker, of Maryland. 
David B. Wilber, of New York. 
Horace G. Snover, of Michigan. 
William Lorimer, of Illinois. 
Thomas H. Tongue, of Oregon. 
John S. Williams, of Mississippi. 
John D. Clardy, of Kentucky. 
Jerry Simpson, of Kansas. 
Alonzo C. Shuford, of North Carolina. 
J. William Stokes, of South Carolina. 
John Lamb, of Virginia. 
James Y. Callahan,-* of Oklahoma. 
William Connell, of Pennsylvania. 
George H. White, of North Carolina. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
Henry C. Brewster, of New York. 
William R. Ellis, of Oregon. 
Samuel J. Pugh, of Kentucky. 
Martin N. Johnson, of North Dakota. 
Samuel J. Barrows, of Massachusetts. 
Henry C. Van Voorhis, of Ohio. 
John E. Osborne, of Wyoming. 
Jeremiah D. Botkin, of Kansas. 
Albert M. Todd, of Michigan. 
William W. Kitchin, of N?rth Carolina. 
Appropriations. 
Joseph G. Cannon, of Illinois. 
Henry H. Bingham, of 'Pennsylvania. 
William W. Grout, of Vermont. 
Mahlon Pitney, of New Jersey. 
James A. Hemenway, of Indiana. 
James J. Belden, of New York. 
Samuel S. Barney, of Wisconsin. 
William H. Moody, of Massachusetts. 
Samuel J. Pugh, of Kentucky. 
Joseph D. Sayers, of Texas. 
Alexander M. Dockery, of Missouri. 
Leonidas F. Livingston, of Georgia. 
Thomas C. McRae, of Arkansas. 
John M. Allen, of Mississippi. 
John C. Bell, of Colorado. 
Subcommittees of Appropriations Committee. 
SUNDRY CIVIL BILL ............... Messrs. Cannon, Sayers, and McRae. 
LEGISLATIVE BILL ........... . .... Messrs. Bingham, Hemenway, Moody, Dockery, 
and Livingston. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA BILL ... .... Messrs. Grout, Pitney, Bingham, Dockery, and 
Allen. 
PENSIONS BILL ..... ..... ...... ... Messrs. Barney, Belden, Allen, and Bell. 
FORTIFICATIONS BILL ............. Messrs. Hemenway, Pitney, Pugh, McRae, and 
Bell. 
DEFICIENCIES BILL .... . . .... .... . Messrs. Cannon, Barney, Sayers, and Livingston. 
PERMANENT APPROPRIATIONS ..... Messrs. Moody, Grout, Pugh, Allen, and Bell. 
*Delegate. 
Congressional Directory. 
Banking and Currency. 
Joseph H. \Valker, of Massachusetts. 
Marriott Brosius, of Pennsylvania. 
Henry U. Johnson, of Indiana. 
Henry C. Van Voorhis, of Ohio. 
James T. McCleary, of Minnesota. 
Charles N. Fowler, of New Jersey. 
George Spalding, of Michigan. 
Ebenezer J. Hill, of Connecticut. 
George N. Southwick, of New York. 
George W. Prince, of Illinois. 
John M. Mitchell, of New York. 
Adin B. Capron, of Rhode Island. 
Nicholas N. Co;x:, of Tennessee. 
Francis G. Newlands, of Nevada. 
Jesse F. Stallings, of Alabama. 
Daniel Ermentrout, -of Pennsylvania. 
John W. Maddox, of Georgia. 
Census (Select). 
Albert J. Hopkins, of Illinois. 
Charles A. Russell, of Connecticut. 
Joseph W. Babcock, of Wisconsin. 
Joel P. Heatwole, of Minnesota. 
Ernest F. Acheson, of Pennsylvania. 
De Alva S. Alexander, of New York. 
William F. Aldrich, of Alabama. 
Charles . Brumm, of Pennsylvania. 
Joseph V. Graff, of Illinois. 
Edward S. Minor, of Wisconsin. 
David G. Colson, of Kentucky. 
Thomas McEwan, jr., of New Jersey. 
Jacob Yost, of Virginia. 
Charles E. Pearce, of Missouri. 
Richard A. Wise, of Virginia. 
Marion De Vries, of California. 
James Norton, of South Carolina. 
Edwin R. Rid~ely, of Kansas. 
Francis M. Griffith, of Indiana. 
John A. McDowell, of Ohio. 
Claims. 
Seth W. Brown, of Ohio. 
John C. Sturtevant, of Pennsylvania. 
John E. Osborne, of Wyoming. 
John D. Clardy, of Kentucky. 
Edward A. Robb, of Missouri. 
John F. Rixey, of Virginia. 
E. W. Carmack, of Tennessee. 
Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Charles W. Stone, of Pennsylvania. Richard B. Bland, of Missouri. 
James H . Southard, of Ohio. Sam Bronson Cooper, of Texas. 
Edward S. Minor, of Wisconsin. Charles S. Hartman, of Montana. 
Ebenezer J. Hill, of Connecticut. Rice A. Pierce, of Tennessee. 
Thomas Updegraff, of Iowa. Samuel Maxwell, of Nebraska. 
Jacob Yost, of Virginia. Edwin R. Riclgely, of Kansas. 
Lucius N. Littauer, of New York. Charles F. Cochran, of Missouri. 
Dani 1 \V. Mills, of Illinois. Harvey B. Fergusson,* of New Mexico. 
William W. McIntire, of Maryland. 
Robert T. Thorp, of Virginia. 
The District of Columbia. 
Joseph W. Babcock, of Wisconsin. 
Alfred C. Harmer, of Pennsylvania. 
George M. Curtis, of Iowa. 
Richard C. Shannon, of ew York. 
Benjamin B. Odell, jr., of ew York. 
'idney E. Mudd, of Maryland. 
eorge E. White, of Illinois. 
John J. Jenkins, of Wi con in. 
harl F. prague, of Massachusetts. 
James D. Richardson, of Tennessee. 
Adolph Meyer, of Louisiana. 
Asbury C. Latimer, of outh Carolina 
William H. King, of Utah. 
Mason S. Peters, of Kansas. 
William S. Cowherd, of Missouri. 
Education. 
row, f Penn ylvania. 
William E. Barrett, of lassachu etts. 
John E. Fowler, of orth Carolina. 
David . De Armond, of Missouri. 
Henry W . gden, of Louisiana. 
Alonzo C. huford, of orth Carolina. 
Willarcl D. andiver, of Missouri. 
John . McD well, of Ohio. 
k, of I wa. 
of Indiana. 
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Elections, No. I. 
Robert W. Tayler, of Ohio. 
Romulus Z. Linney, of North Carolina. 
James R. Mann, of Illinois. 
Edward L. Hamilton, of Michigan. 
Samuel A. Davenport, of Pennsylvania. 
George P. Lawrence, of Massachusetts. 
Charles L. Bartlett, of Georgia. 
Andrew F. Fox, of Mississippi. 
Evan E. Settle, of Kentucky. 
Elections, No. 2. 
Lemuel W. Royse, of Indiana. 
Frank G. Clarke, of New Hampshire. 
Walter L. Weaver, of Ohio. 
Marlin E. Olmsted, of Pennsylvania. 
George M. Davison, of Kentucky. 
Joseph M. Belford, of New York. 
James G. Maguire, of California. 
James M. Robinson, of Indiana. 
John Wesley Gaines, of Tennessee. 
Elections, No. 3. 
James A. Walker, of Virginia. 
William S. Mesick, of Michigan. 
William S. Kirkpatrick, of Pennsylvania. 
Edgar D. Crumpacker, of Indiana. 
Aaron V. S. Cochrane, of New York. 
Henry S. Boutell, of Illinois. 
Robert W. Miers, of Indiana. 
Robert E. Burke, of Texas . . 
Stephen Brundidge, jr., of Arkansas. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representatives in Congress. 
John B. Corliss, of Michigan. 
William C. Arnold, of Pennsylvania. 
Clifton B. Beach, of Ohio. 
John M. Mitchell, of New York. 
Adin B. Capron, of Rhode Island. 
James H. Codding, of Pennsylvania. 
H. Henry Powers, of Vermont. 
Samuel W. Smith, of Michigan. 
Milford W. Howard, of Alabama. 
Jehu Baker, of Illinois. 
C. A. Barlow, of California. 
George J. Benner, of Pennsylvania. 
George W. Taylor, of Alabama. 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture. 
Charles W. Gillet, of New York. 
George Edmund Foss, of Illinois. 
Loren Fletcher, of Minnesota. 
Walter Evans, of Kentucky. I 
William F. Strowd, of North Carolina. 
John H. G. Vehslage, of New York. 
Ferdinand Brucker, of Michigan. 
. . 
Expenditures in the Interior Depd!rtment. 
Charles Curti3, of Kansas. 
Frank G. Clarke, of New Hampshire. 
Isaac A. Barber, of Maryland. 
Seth W. Brown, of Ohio. I 
Jehu Baker, of Illinois. 
Henry D. Clayton, of Alabama. 
. Patrick Henry, of Mississippi. 
E xpenditures in the Department of Justice. 
Cyrus A. Sulloway, of New Hampshire. 
William H. Moody, of Massachusetts. 
Israel F. Fischer, of New York. I 
Joseph B. Showalter, of Pennsylvania 
Thomas C. Catchings, of Mississippi. 
Thomas J. Bradley, of New York. 
Expenditures in the Navy Department. 
James F. Stewart, of New Jersey. 
Frederick H. Gillett, of Massachusetts. 
James A. Connolly, of Illinois. 
Charles G. Bennett, of New York, 
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Stanyarne Wilson, of South Carolina. 
William M. Howard, of Georgia. 
John L. Brenner, of Ohio. 
Congressional Directory. 
Expenditures in the Post-Office Department. 
Irving P. Wanger, of Pennsylvania. 
Michael Griffin, of Wisconsin. 
Joseph V. Graff, of Illinois. 
Nehemiah D. Sperry, of Connecticut. I 
Milford W. Howard, of Alabama. 
Levin I. Handy, of Delaware. 
N. B. McCormick, of Kansas. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings. 
David G. Colson, of Kentucky. 
Thomas Updegraff, of Iowa. 
William S. Knox, of Massachusetts. 
John McDonald, of Maryland. I 
Richard P. Bland, of Missouri. 
W. Jasper Talbert, of South Carolina. 
J. William Stokes, of South Carolina. 
Expenditures in the State D epartment. 
Lemuel E. Quigg, of New York. 
Robert R. "H::.tt, of Illinois. 
William Alden Smith, of Michigan. 
Horace B. Packer, of Pennsylvania. I 
Rufus E. Lester, of Georgia. 
John E. Kelley, of South Dakota, 
William C. Jones, of Virginia. 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
Robert G. Cousins, of Iowa. I J_ohn Lamb, of Virginia. 
James W. Wadsworth, of New York. Ja_mes L. Slayden, of Texas. . 
Edgar D. Crumpacker, of Indiana. 
William L. Terry, of Arkansas. 
Expenditures in the War Department. 
William W. Grout, of Vermont. 
Charles A. Russell, of Connecticut. 
Walter P. Brownlow, of Tennessee. 
James R. Young, of Pennsylvania. 
Joseph Wheeler, of Alabama. 
John S. Rhea, of Kentucky. 
William L. Stark, of Nebraska. 
Foreign Affairs 
Robert R. Hitt, of Illinois. 
Robert Adams, jr., of Pennsylvania. 
Lemuel E. Quigg, of New York. 
Robert G. Cousins, of Iowa. 
William Alden Smith, of Michigan. 
Joel P. Heatwole, of Minnesota. 
Richmond Pearson, of North Carolina. 
Frederick H. Gillett, of Massachusetts. 
Charles L. Henry, of Indiana. 
Hugh A. Dipsmore, of Arkansas. 
Francis G. Newlands, of Nevada. 
Champ Clark, of Missouri. 
John S. Williams, of Mississippi. 
Albert S. Berry, of Kentucky. 
William M. Howard, of Georgia. 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
Lorenzo Danford, of Ohio. Stanyarne Wilson, of South Carolina. 
Charles N. Fowler, of New Jersey. Peter J. Otey, of Virginia. 
Rowland B. Mahany, of ew York. William L. Greene, of Nebraska. 
Samuel W. McCall, of Massachusetts. James Norton, of South Carolina. 
Martin N. Johnson, of Torth Dakota. 
Edward E. Robbins, of Pennsylvania. 
Joseph V. Graff, of Illinois. 
Indian Affairs. 
James S. Sherman, of ew York. 
Charle Curtis, of Kansas. 
Israel F. Fischer, of ew York. 
Frank 1. Eddy, of finnesota. 
Alexander tewart, of Wisconsin. 
John F. Lacey, of Iowa. 
Horace . nover, of Michigan. 
harle B. Landi , of Indiana. 
amuel J. Barrow , of Massachusetts. 
Horace B. Packer, of Penn ylvania. 
Charle· E. Pearce, of :M:i ouri. 
I John S. Little, of Arkansas. William A. Jones, of Virginia. 
Elijah B. Lewis, of Georgia. 
John H. tephens, of Texas. 
William T. Zenor, of Indiana. 
Maecenas E. Benton, of Mis ouri. 
lVfarcus A. Smith,* of Ariwna. 
*Delegate. 
House Committees. 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
William P. Hepburn, of Iowa. • 
Loren Fletcher, of Minnesota. 
James S. Sherman, of New York. 
Irving P. Wanger, of Pennsylvania. 
Charles F. Joy, of Missouri. 
John B. Corliss, of Michigan. 
Charles G. Bennett, of New York. 
James F. Stewart, of New Jersey. 
John A. Barham, of California. 
R. B. Hawley, of Texas. 
James R. Mann, of Illinois. 
William C. Lovering, of Massachusetts. 
William McAleer, of Pennsylvania. 
Robert C. Davey, of Louisiana. · 
William H. Hinrichsen, of Illinois. 
William C. Adamson, of Georgia. 
Robert W. Davis, of Florida. 
Invalid Pensions. 
George W. Ray, of New York. Robert W. Miers, of Indiana. 
Cyrus A. Sulloway, of New Hampshire. Jeremiah D. Botkin, of Kansas. 
Winfield S. Kerr, of Ohio. James A. Norton, of Ohio. 
Vespasian Warner, of Illinois. Curtis H. Castle, of California. 
Henry C. Brewster, of New York. Edmund H. Driggs, of New York. 
Henry R. Gibson, of Tennessee. 
John C. Sturtevant, of Pennsylvania. 
E. Stevens Henry, of Connecticut. 
Isaac A. Barber, of Maryland. 
Samuel W. Smith, of Michigan. 
Investigate Gas and Telephone Companies o.f the District o.f Columbia. 
William W. Grout, of Vermont. I Alexander M. Dockery, of Missouri. 
Mahlon Pitney, of New Jersey. John M. Allen, of Mississippi. 
Henry H. Bingham, of Pennsylvania. 
Irrigation o.f Arid Lands. 
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William R. Ellis, of Oregon. Roderick D. Sutherland, of Nebraska. 
Benjamin F. Howell, of New Jersey. John E. Osborne, of Wyoming. 
Thomas H. Tongue, of Oregon. Johri E. Kelley, of South Dakota. 
John A. Barham, of California. 
John J. Jenkins, of Wisconsin. 
Charles B. Landis, of Indiana. 
John F. Shafroth, of Colorado. 
Judiciary. 
David B. Henderson, of Iowa. 
George W. Ray, of New York. 
Case Broderick, of Kansas. 
Thomas Updegraff, of Iowa. 
James A. Connolly, of Illinois. 
Samuel W. McCall, of Massachusetts. 
John J. Jenkins, of Wisconsin. 
Richard Wayne Parker, of New Jersey. 
Jesse R. Overstreet, of Indiana. 
Warren Miller, of West Virginia. 
De Alva S. Alexander, of New York. 
William L. Terry, of Arkansas. 
David A. De Armond, of Missouri. 
Samuel W. T. Lanham, of Texas. 
William Elliott, of South Carolina. 
Oscar W. Underwood, of Alabama. 
David H. Smith, of Kentucky. 
Labor. 
John J. Gardner, of New Jersey. 
Joseph H. Walker, of Massachusetts. 
James T. McCleary, of Minnesota. 
William Lorimer, of Illinois. · 
Joseph B. Showalter, of Pennsylvania. 
Aaron V. S. Cochrane, of New York. 
Isaac A. Barber, of Maryland. 
I 
William S. Green, of Massachusetts. 
W. Jasper Talbert, of South Carolina. 
i 
William F. Strowd, of North Carolina. 
John S. Rhea, of Kentucky. 
Ferdinand Brucker, of Michigan. 
Thetus W. Sims, of Tennessee. 
L evees and Improvements o.f the Mississippi River. 
Richard Bartholdt, of Missouri. John M. Allen, of Mississippi. 
Henry A. Cooper, of Wisconsin. Willis Brewer, of Alabama. 
George M. Curtis, of Iowa. Robert Broussard, of Louisiana. 
Lemuel W. Roy~e, of Indiana. . William M. Howard, of Georgia. 
Robert Adams, Jr., of Pennsylva111a. N. B. McCormick, of Kansas. 
D.enis M. Hurley, of New York. 
Theodore E. Burton, of Ohio. 
Page Morris, of Minnesota. 
Congressional Directory. 
George W. Faris, of Indiana. 
Rosseau 0. Crnmp, of Michigan. 
Alexander Stewart, of Wisconsin. 
Monroe H. Kulp, of Pennsylvania. 
Clifton B. Beach, of Ohio. 
Lucius N. Littauer, of New York. 
James R. Howe, of New York. 
Manufactures. 
Willard D. Vandiver, of Missouri. 
Andrew J. Hunter, of Illinois. 
William D. Vincent, of Kansas. 
George A. Marshall, of Ohio. 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Sereno E. Payne, of New York. John F. Fitzgerald, of Massachusetts. 
George D. Perkins, of Iowa. W. Jasper Talbert, of South Carolina. 
Albert J. Hopkins, of Illinois. Henry D. Clayton, of Alabama. 
Philip B. Low, of New York. Samuel T. Baird, of Louisiana. 
James R. Young, of Pennsylvania. Levin Irving Handy, of Delaware. 
Archibald Lybrand, of Ohio. 
William S. Booze, of Maryland. 
William S. Green, of Massachusetts. • 
Mileage. 
John A. Barham, of California. 
William S. Booze, of Maryland. 
George P. Lawrence, of Massachusetts. I 
Sam Bronson Cooper, of Texas. 
E. B. Lewis, of Georgia. 
Military Affairs. 
John A. T. Hull, of Iowa. 
Benjamin F. Marsh, of Illinois. 
Michael Griffin, of Wisconsin. 
John H. Ketcham, of New York. 
Lucien J. Fenton, of Ohio. 
Rowland B. Mahany, of New York. 
Hugh R. Belknap, of Illinois. 
John McDonald, of Maryland. 
Walter P. Brownlow, of Tennessee. 
William Sulzer, of New York. 
Charles H. Martin, of North Carolina. 
Nicholas N. Cox, of Tennessee. 
John J. Lentz, of Ohio. 
James Hay, of Virginia. 
Thomas M. Jett, of Illinois. 
Marcus A. Smith,·* of Arizona. 
11-Iilitia. 
Benjamin F. Marsh, of Illinois. 
Case Broderick, of Kansas. 
George Spalding, of Michigan. 
Lucien J . Fenton, of Ohio. 
Warren Miller, of West Virginia. 
Edwin C. Burleigh, of Maine. 
Edward E. Robbins, of Pennsylvania. 
Samuel J. Barrows, of Massachusetts. 
Rudolph Kleberg, of Texas. 
John H. G. Vehslage, of New York. 
John E. Fowler, of North Carolina. 
William L. Stark, of Nebraska. 
Charles K. Wheeler, of Kentucky. 
Mines and Mining. 
Charles H. Grosvenor, of Ohio. 
Rosseau 0. Crump, of Michigan. 
Frank M. Eddy, of Minnesota. 
·wmiam L. Ward, of ew York. 
William Connell, of Pennsylvania. 
Morgan B. ·williams, of Pennsylvania. 
Carlos D. helden, of Michigan. 
Charles S. Hartman, of Montana. 
Farish Carter Tate, of Georgia. 
James Gunn, of Idaho. 
Freeman Knowles, of South Dakota. 
Albert M. Todd, of Michigan. 
James Y. Callahan,* of Oklahoma. 
Naval Affairs. 
Charle A. Bout lle, of Maine. 
amuel . Hilborn, of California. 
iel ville Bull, of Rhode Island. 
orge E. Fo s, f Illinoi . 
1 ton . Dayton, f We t irginia. 
James H. outhard, of hio. 
Henry . Louden lag r, of ew Jersey. 
ni M. Hurl y, f w York. 
R. B. Hawley, f T xas. 
Thomas . Butler, of Pennsyl ania. 
Amos J. Cummings, of New York. 
Adolph Meyer, of Louisiana. 
Fari h Carter Tate, of Georgia. 
Robert . Bodine, of Missouri. 




H. Henry Powers, of Vermont. 
William P. Hepburn, of Iowa. 
William C. Arnold, of Pennsylvania. 
George W. Faris, of Indiana. 
Denis M. Hurley, of New York. 
Frank G. Clarke, of New Hampshire. 
William B. Shattuc, of Ohio. 
James H. Codding, of Pennsylvania. 
Robert T. Thorp, of Virginia. 
James G. Maguire, of California. 
E: W. Carmack, of Tennessee. 
William H. Fleming, of Georgia. 
James L. Slayden, of Texas. 
James A. Cooney, of Missouri. 
Patents. 
Josiah D. Hicks, of Pennsylvania. 
Edward Sauerhering, of Wisconsin. 
Winfield S. Kerr, of Ohio. 
John M. Mitchell, of New York. 
Walter Reeves, of Illinois. 
William C. Lovering, of Massachusetts. 
James H. Davidson, of Wisconsin. 
William L. Ward, of New York. 
William Sulzer, of New York. 
Champ Clark, of Missouri. 
Thomas Y. Fitzpatrick, of Kentucky. 
James R. Campbell, of Illinois. 
John H. Stephens, of Texas. 
Pensions. 
Henry C. Loudenslager, of New Jersey. 
David G. Colson, of Kentucky. 
James R. Howe, of New York. 
Jesse B. Strode, of Nebraska. 
Jacob H. Bromwell, of Ohio. 
George W. Weymouth, of Massachusetts. 
Carlos D. Shelden, of Michigan. 
Frederick C. Stevens, of Minnesota. 
Jesse F. Stallings, of Alabama. 
Thetus W. Sims, of Tennessee. 
R. C. De Graff enreid, of Texas. 
Thomas Y. Fitzpatrick, of Kentucky. 
Freeman Knowles, of South Dakota. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Eugene F. Loud, of California. 
John H. Ketcham, of New York. 
George W. Smith, of Illinois. 
John J. Gardner, of New Jersey. 
Nehemiah D. Sperry, of Connecticut. 
William Lorimer, of Illinois. 
Jacob H. Bromwell, of Ohio. 
Wallace T. Foote, jr., of New York. 
Henry H. Bingham, of Pennsylvania. 
Samuel M. Clark, of Iowa. 
Jesse B. Strode, of Nebraska. 
Claude A. Swanson, of Virginia. 
Henry W. Ogden, of Louisiana. 
Daniel Ermentrout, of Pennsylvania. 
John A. Moon, of Tennessee. 
James M. Griggs, of Georgia. 
H.B. Fergasson,* of New Mexico. 
Private Land Claims. 
George W. Smith, of Illinois. 
Richard Bartholdt, of Missouri. 
Roswell P. Bishop, of Michigan. 
Alva L. Hager, of Iowa. 
Charles W. Stone, of Pennsylvania. 
Aaron V. S. Cochrane, of New York. 
William W. McIntire, of Maryland. 
Robert W. Tayler, of Ohio. 
William A. Jones, of Virginia. 
Philip D. McCulloch, of Arkansas. 
Roderick D. Sutherland, of Nebraska. 
William W. Kitchin, of North Carolina. 
John W. Cranford, of Texas. 
James Y. Callahan,* of Oklahoma. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
David H. Mercer, of Nebraska. 
Josiah D. Hicks, of Pennsylvania. 
Samuel G. Hilborn, of California. 
Charles W. Gillet, of New York. 
George E. White, of Illinois. 
:Richard Bartholdt, of Missouri. 
Edwin C. Burleigh, of Maine. 
George W. Weymouth, of Massachusetts. 
Benjamin F. Howell, of New Jersey. 
Charles P. Dorr, of West Virginia. 
John H. Bankhead, of Alabama. 
Harry Skinner, of North Carolina. 
John S. Little, of Arkansas. 
Robert F. Broussard, of Louisiana. 




John F. Lacey, of Iowa. 
William R. Ellis, of Oregon. 
Samuel S. Barney, of Wisconsin. 
Monro~ H. Kulp, of Pennsylvania. 
Frederick C. Stevens, of Minnesota. 
Carlos D. Shelden, of Michigan. 
Daniel W. Mills, of Illinois. 
Frank M. Eddy, of Minnesota. 
John F. Shafroth, of Colorado. 
Rudolph Kleberg, of Texas. 
James Hamilton Lewis, of Washington. 
James R. Campbell, of Illinois. 
Marion De Vries, of California. 
David Meekison, of Ohio. 
Francis M. Griffith, of Indiana. 
Marcus A. Smith,* of Arizona. 
Railways and Canals. 
Charles A. Chickering, of New York. 
Hugh R. Belknap, of Illinois. 
Sidney E. Mudd, of Maryland. 
James H. Davidson, of Wisconsin. 
Morgan B. Williams, of Pennsylvania. 
William B. Shattuc, of Ohio. 
Joseph B. Showalter, of Pennsylvania. 
Seth W. Brown, of Ohio. 
Peter J. Otey, of Virginia. 
Thomas J. Strait, of South Carolina. 
William D. Vincent, of Kansas. 
George W. Taylor, of Alabama. 
R. C. De Graff enreid, of Texas. 
Revision of the Laws. 
Vespasian Warner, of Illinois. 
Henry R. Gibson, of Tennessee. 
Alston G. Dayton, of West Virginia. 
Romulus Z. Linney, of North Carolina. 
Thomas McEwan, jr., of New Jersey. 
Theobold Otjen, of Wisconsin. 
Joseph M. Belford, of New York. 
Archibald Lybrand, of Ohio. 
John W. Maddox, of Georgia. 
James T. Lloyd, of Missouri. · 
George J. Benner, of Pennsylvania. 
William C. Jones, of Washington. 
R. L. Henry, of Texas. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
Marriott Brosius, of Pennsylvania.· 
James A. Tawney, of Minnesota. 
Richmond Pearson, of North Carolina. 
Mahlon Pitney, of New Jersey. 
Charles F. Sprague, of Massachusetts. 
De Alva S. Alexander, of New York. 
Charles B. Landis, of Indiana. 
Alexander M. Dockery, of Missouri. 
Samuel M. Robertson, of Louisiana. 
Samuel Maxwell, of Nebraska. 
C. A. Barlow, of California. 
Rice A. Pierce, of Tennessee. 
Rivers and Harbors. 
Henry A. Cooper, of Wisconsin. 
Theodore E. Burton, of Ohio. 
William E. Barrett, of Massachusetts. 
Walter Reeves, of Illinois. 
Blackburn B. Dovener, of West Virginia. 
Roswell P. Bishop, of Michigan. 
Ernest F. Acheson, of Pennsylvania. 
Page Morris, of Minnesota. 
William ;L. Ward, of New York. 
Thomas C. Catchings, of Mississippi. 
Rufus E. Lester, of Georgia. 
John H. Bankhead, of Alabama. 
Philip D. McCulloch, of Arkansas. 
Albert S. Berry, of Kentucky. 
Stephen M. Sparkman, of Florida. 
Thomas H. Ball, of Texas. 
Rules. 
The peaker. 
David B. Henderson, of Iowa. 
John Dalzell, of Pennsylvania. 
William . Knox, of Ma sachusetts. 
Philip B. Low, of J. e·w York. 
-as Broderick, of Kansas. 
Lor n Fletcher, f Iinne ota. 
.. Ii hacl riffin , of Wi con in. 
·wallace T. F ote, jr., of ew York. 
Jame . Hemenway, of Indiana. 
William . le ick, of Michigan. 
I 
Joseph W. Bailey, of Texas. 
Benton McMillin, of Tennessee. 
Territories. 
William McAleer, of Pennsylvania. 
Andrew J. Hunter, of Illinoi . 
John A. Moon, of Tennessee. 
John W. Cranford, of Texas . 
R. L. Henry, of Texas. 
Marcu . mith,* of Arizona. 
Harvey B. Fergusson,* of ew Mexico. 
1<Delegate. 
House Committees. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. 
Joel P. Heatwole, of Minnesota. 
George W. Prince, of Illinois. 
Richard C. Shannon, of New York. 
Edward L. Hamilton, of Michigan. 
Harry Skinner, of North Carolina. 
Thomas J. Strait, of South Carofina. 
Dayid H. Smith, of Kentucky. 
War Claims. 
Thaddeus M. Mahon, of Pennsylvania. 
Henry R. Gibson, of Tennessee. 
Theobold Otjen, of Wisconsin. 
William S. Mesick, of Michigan. 
Jesse Overstreet, of Indiana. 
Richard Wayne Parker, of New Jersey. 
Walter L. Weaver, of Ohio. 
George M. Davison, of Kentucky. 
John F. Fitzgerald, of Massachusetts. 
Sam Bronson Cooper, of Texas. 
Patrick Henry, of Mississippi. 
Thomas J. Bradley, of New York. 
John L. Brenner, of Ohio. 
Ways and Means. 
Nelson Dingley, jr., of Maine. 
Sereno E . Payne, of New York. 
John Dalzell, of Pennsylvania. 
Albert J. Hopkins, of Illinois. 
Charles H. Grosvenor, of Ohio. 
Charles A. Russell, of Connecticut. 
Jonathan P. Dolliver, of Iowa. 
George W. Steele, of Indiana. 
Martin N. Johnson, of North Dakota. 
Walter Evans, of Kentucky. 
James A. Tawney, of Minnesota. 
Joseph W. Bailey, of Texas. 
Benton McMillin, of Tennessee. 
Joseph Wheeler, of Alabama. 
Samuel M. Robertson, of Louisiana. 
Claude A. Swanson, of Virginia. 
George B. McClellan, of New York. 
JOINT COMMITTEES. 
Disposition of Useless Papers in Executive Departments. 
Edward S. Minor, of Wisconsin. I Willis Brewer, of .Alabama. 
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Alva L. Hager, of Iowa. 
Ernest F. Acheson, of Pennsylvania. 
Charle~ P. Dorr, of West Virginia. 
William B. Baker, of Maryland. I 
Asbury C. Latimer, of South Carolina. 
James T. Lloyd, of Missouri. 
Willis Brewer, of Alabama. 
The Library. 
Alfred C. Harmer, of Pennsylvania. 
Lemuel E. Quigg, of New York. 
I Amos J. Cummings, of New York. 
Printing. 
George D. Perkins, of Iowa. 
Charles A. Chickering, of New York. 
I James D. Richardson, of Tennessee. 
JOINT COMMISSIONS. 
Investigation of the Charities of the District of Columbia. 
Mahlon H. Pitney, of New Jersey. I Alexander M. Dockery, of Missouri. 
Transportation of the Mails, etc. 
William H. Moody, of Massachusetts. 
Thomas C. Catchings, of Mississippi. 
I William H. Fle~ing, 9f Georgia. 
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THOMAS B. REED, Speaker; Committee on Rules, chairman. 
ACHESON ... ...... ...... Rivers and Harbors. 
Enrolled Bills. 
Census, Select Committee on. 
ADAMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
ADAMSON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
ALDRICH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Census, Select Committee on. 
ALEXANDER . . . . . . . . . . . . Judiciary. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
Census, Select Committee on. · 
ALLEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. · 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
To investigate gas and telephone companies in the Dis-
ti;ict of Columbia. 
ARNOLD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Represe:ita-
tives in Congress. 
BABCOCK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . District of Columbia, chairman. 
Subways in the District of Columbia, chairman. 
Census, Select Committee on. 
BAILEY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rules. 
Ways and Means. 
BAIRD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
BAKER, of Illinois . ... ! .. Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department. 
BAKER, of Maryland. . . . Agriculture. 
Enrolled Bills. 
BALL ........... ..... ... Rivers and Harbors. 
BANKHEAD .. ........... Rivers and Harbors. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
BARBER ...... ...... . .. Labor. 
Invalid Pensions. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department. 
BARHAM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mileage, chairman. 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
BARLOW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reform in the Civil Service. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
BARNEY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
Public Lands. 
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BARTHOLDT.. . . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River, chair-
man. 
Private Land Claims. 
BARTLETT ..... . ........ Elections, No. r. 
Accounts. 
BEACH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manufactures. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
BELDEN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
BELFORD . ............... Elections, No. 2. 
Revision of the Laws. 
BELKNAP .............. . Military Affairs. 
Railways and Canals. 
BELL . ..... .. . . .. ....... Appropriations. 
Joint Commission on Labor, Agriculture, and Capital. 
BENNER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Revision of the Laws. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
BENNETT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Expenditures in the Navy Department. 
BENTON.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
BERRY ................. Rivers and Harbors. 
Foreign Affairs. 
BINGHAM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
To investigate gas and telephone companies in the District 
of Columbia. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
BISHOP. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rivers and Harbors. 
Private Land Claims. 
BLAND ................. Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings. 
BODINE ................ Naval Affairs. 
BOOZE ..... .. ........... Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Education. 
Mileage. 
BOTKIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Invalid Pensions. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
BouTELL, of Illinois ..... Elections, No. 3. 
BOUTELLE, of Maine .... Naval Affairs, chairman. 
BRADLEY ......... . . .. .. War Claims. 
Expenditures in the Department of Justice. 
BRANTLEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
BRENNER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . War Claims. 
Expenditures in the Navy Department. 
BREWER ... . ........ .... Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
Enrolled Bills. 
Joint Committee on Disposition of Useless Papers in the 
Executive Department. 
BREWSTER . . . . . . . . . . . . Invalid Pensions. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic, chairman. 




;BROMWELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Pensions. 
BROSIUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Banking and Currency. 
Reform in the Civil Service, chairman. 
BROUSSARD. . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
BROWN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Railways and Canals. 
Claims. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department. 
BROWNLOW . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
Expenditures in the War Department. 
BRUCKER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Labor. 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture. 
BRUMM ................. Claims, chairman. 
BRUNDIDGE . . . . . . . . . . . . Elections, No. 3. 
BULL- .................. Naval Affairs. 
Accounts. 
BURKE ...... .. ....... .. Elections, No. 3. 
BURLEIGH .............. Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Militia. 
BURTON . ........ ....... Rivers and Harbors. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
BUTLER ............... Naval Affairs. 
CALLAHAN . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
Mines and Mining. 
Private Land Claims. 
CAMPBELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Patents. 
CANNON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations, chairman. 
CAPRON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Banking and Currency. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
CARMACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads. 
Claims. 
CASTLE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Invalid Pensions. 
CATCHINGS ... ......... Rivers and Harbors. 
Expenditures in the Department of Justice. 
Joint Commission on Transportation of Mails, etc. 
CHICKERING . ..... . ..... Railways and Canals, chairman. 
Printing. 
CLARDY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
Claims. 
CLARK, of Iowa . ........ Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Education. 
CLARK, of Missouri. . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Patents. 
LARKE . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Elections o. 2. 
Pacific Railroads. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department. 
L YTO Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Exp nditures in the Interior Department. 
Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Election , o. 3. 
Labor. 
Private Land Claims. 
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CODDING ... . .. ' . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
COLSON . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pensions. 
Claims. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings, chairman. 
CONNELL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
Mines and Mining. 
CONNOLLY . ... . .. .. . ... Judiciary. 
Expenditures in the Navy Department. 
COONEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads. 
COOPER, of Texas. . . . . . . Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
War Claims. 
Mileage. · 
COOPER, of Wisconsin . . Rivers and Harbors. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
CORLISS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Election of President, Vice-President, awl Representa-
tives in Congress, chairman. 
COUSINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
COWHERD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . District of Columbia. 
Cox .. ........ .. . .. . . .. . Banking and Currency. 
Military Affairs. 
CRANFORD . . . . . . . . . . . . . Territories. 
Private Land Claims. 
CRUMP . . ...... . ..... . . . Manufactures. 
Mines and Mining. 
CRUMPACKER... Elections, No. 3. 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
CUMMINGS . .... .. .. .... . Naval Affairs. 
Library. 
CURTIS, of Kansas ... .. . Indian· Affairs. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department, chairman. 
CURTIS, of Iowa ... ... . . . Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
District of Columbia. 
DALZELL . .. . .. ....... . . Ways and Means. 
Rules. 
DANFORD ........... . .. Immigration and Naturalization, chairman. 
DAVENPORT . . . . . . . . . . . . Elections, No. 1. 
DAVEY ..... .. .. .. . .... . Interstat e and Foreign Commerce. 
Accounts. 
DAVIDSON .... ... . . .... . Railways and Canals. 
Patents. 
DAVIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
DAVISON ... .. .. . ....... Elections, No. 2. 
War Claims. 
DAYTON ...... . .. . .... .. Naval Affairs. 
Revision of the Laws. 
DE ARMOND. . . . . . . . . Judiciary. 
DE GRAFFENREID . . . . 
Education. 
Railways and Canals. 
Pensions. 
DE VRIES ... . . ... ..... . Public Lands. 
Census, Select Committee on. 
Congressional Dz'redory. 
DICK .................. . 
DINGLEY ............... Ways and Means, chairman. 
DINSMORE . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Accounts .. 
DOCKERY .... . .. · ....... Appropriations. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
Charities, etc., District of Columbia. 
To Investigate Gas and Telephone Companies in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. 
DOLLIVER .............. Ways and Means. 
DORR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Enrolled Bills. 
DoVENER .............. Rivers and Harbors. 
DRIGGS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Invalid Pensions. 
EDDY . ...... ; . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Indian Affairs. 
Mines and Mining. 
ELLIOT':' .... .. . .. ....... Judiciary. 
ELLIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands, chairman. 
ERMENTROUT .. ........ Banking and Currency. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
EvANS ................. Ways and Means. 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture. 
Alcohol in the Arts, chairman. 
FARIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manufactures, chairman. 
Pacific Railroads. 
FENTON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
Militia. 
FERGUSSON ......... . ... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Territories. 
FISCHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Expenditures in the Department of Justice. 
FITZGERALD. . . . . . . . . . . . Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
War Claims. 
FITZPATRICK ........... Patents. 
Pensions. 
FLEMING. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads. 
Joint Commission on Transportation of the Mail s, etc. 
FLETCHER .............. Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Territories. 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture. 
FooTE .... . . ... . .. . .... Po t-Office and Post-Roads. 
Territories. 
Foss. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . aval Affairs. 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture. 
FOWLER, of ew Jer ey. Banking and Currency. 
Immigration and aturalization. 
F , LER, of~ . a r lina .. Education. 
Militia. 
F x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lection , o. 1. 
1.-ES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lections, o. 2. 
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GARDNER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Labor, chairman. 
Joint Commission on Labor, Agriculture, and Capital. 
GIBSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Invalid Pensions. 
War Claims. 
Revision of the Laws. 
GILLET. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture, chairman. 
GILLE'l"l' .... . .. . .. .... . Foreign Affairs. 
Expenditures in the Navy Department. 
GRAFF ....... . . ... . .... Claims. 
GRAHAM ........ ... ... . 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
Expenditures in the Post-Office Department. 
GREEN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Labor. 
GREENE ................ Immigration and Naturalization. 
GRIFFIN .. . .... . ....... Expenditures in the Post-Office Department. 
Military Affairs. 
Territories. 
GRIFFITH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Census, Select Committee on. 
GRIGGS ...... . ......... Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
GROSVENOR ... . ........ Ways and Means. 
Mines and Mining, chairman. 
GROUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
Expenditures in the War Department, chairman. 
To investigate gas and telephone companies in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. 
GROW ........... ....... Education, chairman. 
GUNN . ............ .... . Mines and Mining. 
HAGER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Private Land Claims. 
Enrolled Bills. 
HAMILTON . .. ... ... .. .. Elections, No. r. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. 
HANDY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expenditures in the Post-Office Department. 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
HARMER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Library, chairman. 
District of Columbia. 
HARTMAN .. . ...... ..... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Mines and Mining. 
HAWLEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Naval Affairs. 
HAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
H EATWOLE ... .. ... ... . . Foreign Affairs. 
Ventilation and Acoustics, chairman. 
Census, Select Committee on. 
HEMENWAY ... .. ....... Appropriations. 
Territories. 
HENDERSON ............ Rules. 
Judiciary, chairman. 
HENRY, of Connecticut .. Agriculture. 
Invalid Pensions. 
HENRY, of Indiana . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Education. 
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HENRY, of Mississippi. .. War Claims. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department. 
HENRY, of Texas ....... Revision of the Laws. 
HEPBURN .. : .......... . 
HICKS ........... · ...... . 
HILBORN .............. . 
Territories. 
Interstate and Fo~eign Commerce, chairman. 
Pacific Railro :i.ds. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Patents, chairman. 
Naval Affairs. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
HILL ................... B2.nking and Currency. 
Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
HINRJCHSEN. . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
HITT ................... Foreign Affairs, chairman. 
Expenditures in the State Department. 
HOPKINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Census, Select Committee on, chairman. 
Ways and Means. 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
How ARD, of Alabama ... Election of President, Vice-President, and Representatives 
in Congress. 
Expenditures in the Post-Office Department. 
How ARD, of Georgia. . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
Expenditures in the Navy Department. 
HowE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manufactures. 
Pensions. 
HowELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
HULL .. .. .. ............ Mili_tary Affairs, chairman. 
HUN'tER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tertitories. 
Manufactures. 
HURLEY . . ... .. ... . .... Naval Affairs. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
Pacific Railroads. 
JENKINS ... ...... ..... . Judiciary. 
District of Columbia. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
JETT.. .... . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
JOHNSON, of Indiana . . . . Banking and Currency. 
JOHNSON, of N. Dakota . . Ways and Means. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
JONES, of Virginia . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Private Land Claims. 
Expenditures in the State Department. 
JONES, of Washington ... Revision of the Laws. 
JOY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Accounts. 
KELLEY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
Expenditures in the State Department. 
KERR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Patents. 
In valid Pensions. 
KETCHAM...... ........ ilitary Affairs. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
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KING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . District of Columbia. 
KIRKPATRICK . ... ...... Elections, No. 3. 
KITCHIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Private Land Claims. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
KLEBERG. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Militia. 
KNOWLES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mines and Mining. 
Pensions. 
KNOX .. .......... . ..... Territories, chairman. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings. 
KULP ................ : . . Public Lands. 
Manufactures. 
LACEY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands, chairman. 
Indian Affairs. 
LAMB .................. • Agriculture. 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
LANDIS ..... . : . . . . . . . .. . . Indian Affairs. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
Reform in the Civil Service 
LANHAM ...... . .. . ..... Judiciary. 
LATIMER .. .... ....... .. District of Columbia. 
Enrolled Bills. 
LAWRENCE ............. Elections, No. r. 
Mileage. 
LENTZ ......... ; . . . . . . . . J.V[ilitary Affairs. 
LESTER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rivers and Harbors. 
Expendttures in the State Department. 
LEWIS, of Georgia. . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Mileage. 
LEWIS, of Washington ... Public Lands. 
LINNEY .. .... .......... Elections, No. I. 
Revision of the Laws. 
LITTAUER ............ .. Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Manufactures. 
LITTLE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
LIVINGSTON . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
Joint Commission on Labor, Agriculture, and Capital. 
Lr~OYD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Revision of the Laws. 
Enrolled Bills. 
LORIMER .. ............ . Agriculture. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Labor. 
Joint Commission on Labor, Agriculture, and Capital. 






Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Patents. 
Joint Commission on Labor, Agriculture, and Capital. 





Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Revision of the Laws. 
MCALEER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Territories. 
MCCLELLAN ........ .... Ways and Means. 
McCORMICK. . . . . . . . . . . . Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
Expenditures in the Post-Office Department. 
McCALL ................ Judiciary. 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
MCCLEARY ............. Banking and Currency. 
Labor. 
McCULLOCH. . . . . . . . . . . . Rivers and Harbors. 
Private Land Claims. 
MCDONALD Military Affairs. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings. 
McDOWELL . . . . . . . . . . . . Education. 
Census, Select Committee on. 
McEw AN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims. 
Revision of the Laws. 
McINTIRE .............. Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Private Land Claims. 
McLALN ......... . . . .... . 
MCMILLIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rules. 
Ways and Means. 
Alcohol in the Arts. 
McRAE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
MADDOX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Banking and Currency. 
Revision of the Laws. 
MAGUIRE ............... Elections, No. 2. 
Pacific Railroads. 
MAHANY ............... Military Affairs. 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
MAHON ................ War Claims, chairman. 
MANN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elections, No. I. 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
MARSH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
Militia, chairman. 
MARSHALL . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manufactures. 
M~TIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
MAXWELL ....... ... .... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
MEEKISO . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
MERCER ....... . .. .. .. . Public Buildings and Grounds, chairman. 
MESICK ... . ... . . .. . . . . . Elections, No. 3. 
Territories. 
War Claims. 
MEYER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a val Affairs. 
District of Columbia. 
IERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elections, o. 3. 
Invalid Pensions. 
'IILLER ... . ........... . Judiciary. 
ilitia. 
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MILLS .................. Coin,age, Weights, and Measures. 
Public Lands. 
MINOR ......... .. : ..... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Claims. 
Joint Committee on Disposition of Useless Papers in the 
Executive Departments, chairman. 
MITCHELL .............. Banking and Currency. 
Patents. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
MOODY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
Expenditures in the Department of Justice. 
Joint Commission on Transportation of the Mails, etc. 
MOON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Territories. 
MORRIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rivers and Harbors. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
MUDD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Railways and Canals. 
District of Columbia. 
NEWLANDS ..... . ....... Banking and Currency. 
Foreign Affairs. 
NORTON, of Ohio ...... : Invalid Pensions. 
NORTON, of S. Carolina .. Immigration and Naturalization. 
Census, Select Committee on. 
ODELL ................. Accounts, chairman. 
District of Columbia. 
Subways, District of Columbia. 
OGDEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Education. 
OLMSTED ............... Elections, No. 2. 
Accounts. 
OSBORNE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
OTEY .................. Railways and Canals. 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
OTJEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . War Claims. 
Revisi_on of the Laws. 
OVERSTREET ........... Judiciary. 
War Claims. 
p ACKER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Expenditures in the State Department. 
p ARKER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Judiciary. 
War Claims. 
PAYNE .. .... . ..... . .... Ways and Means. 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, chairman. 
PEARCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Claims. 
PEARSON: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
PERKINS . . ............. Printing, chairman. 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
PETERS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . District of Columbia. 
PIERCE ..... . ........... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
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PITNEY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. . 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
· Charities, etc., District of Columbia, ehairman. 
To investigate gas and telephone companies in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. 
POWERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads, chairman. 
Election · of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
PRINCE ....... . . ....... Banking and Currency. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. 
PUGH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
QUIGG ..... . . 
RAY ................... . 
REEVES ...... ... ...... . 
RHEA ..... .... ........ . 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
Foreign Affairs. 
Library. 
Expenditures in the State Department, chairman. 
Judiciary. 
Invalid Pensions, chairman 
Rivers and Harbors. 
Patents. 
Labor. 
Expenditures in the War Department. 
RICHARDSON ........... District of Columbia. 
Printing. 
Subways, District of Columbia. 
RIDGELY ... . ........... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Census, Select Committee on. 
RIXEY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims. 
Naval Affairs. 
ROBB. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims. 
ROBBINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Militia. 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
ROBERTSON ......... .. .. Ways and Means. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
ROBINSON ...... ... ... .. Elections, No. 2. 
ROYSE ........ ....... . . Elections, No. 2, chairman. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
RUSSELL ............. . . Ways and Means. 
Expenditures in the War Department. 
Alcohol in the Arts. 
Census, Select Committee on. 
SAUERHERING . ......... Agriculture. 
Patents. 
A YRRS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
SETTU•~ ........ ..... .. Elections, No. I. 
SHAFROTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
HA' 0 
,'HATTUC .... .......... . 
HELDO • .............. 
, Hr.R 1 • 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
District of Columbia. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. 
Railways and Canals. 
Pacific Railroads. 
Public Lands. 
:lines and Mining. 
Pen ions. 
Inter tate and For ign Commerce. 
Indian ffair , chairman. 
Alphabetical_ List ef Members and Committees. 
SHOW ALTER. . . . . . . . . . . . Railways o.nd Canals. 
SHUFORD ............ . 
SIMPSON ..... ........ . 
SIMS ............... . .. . 
SKINNER ...... . 
SLAYDEN ....... . 
SMITH, of Kentucky .. 
SMITH, of Illinois .... 
SMITH, of Arizona ...... . 
Labor. · 






Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. 
Pacific Railroads. 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
Judiciary. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 





SMITH, S. W., of Michigan Invalid Pensions. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
SMITH, W. A., of Michigan Foreign Affairs. 
Expenditures in the State Department 
SNOVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
Indian Affairs. 
SOUTHARD . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Naval Affairs. 
SOUTHWICK . ......... .. Banking and Currency. 
Education. 
SPALDING .............. Banking and Currency. 
Militia. 
SPARKMAN ....... · .. : ... Rivers and Harbors. 
SPERRY ............. ... Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Expenditures in the Post-Office Department 
SPIGHT . . . . ........ . ... . 
SPRAGUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . District of Columbia. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
Accounts. 
STALLINGS ..... ...... .. Banking and Currency. 
Pensions. 
STARK .............. ... Militia. 
Expenditures in the War Department. 
STEELE ...... .. .... .. .. Ways and Means. 
STEPHENS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Patents. 
STEVENS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Pensions. 
STEWART, of'Wisconsin .. Indian Affairs. 
Manufactures. 
Education. 
STEWART, of New Jersey. Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Expenditures in the Navy Department, chairman .. 
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STOKES Agriculture. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings. 
STONE, C. W . . . . . . . . . . . Coinage, W eighcs, and Measures, chairman. 
STRAIT ....... . . . . 
8,TRODE ........ -
Private Land Claims. 
Railways and Canals. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Pensions. 
STROWD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Labor. 
STURTEVANT 
SULI.,OWAY 
SULZER ............... . 
SUTHERLAND . .... , . .... 




Expenditures in the Department of Justice, chairman. 
Military Affairs. 
Patents. 
Private Land Claims. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
SWANSON .............. ·ways and Means. 
TALBERT ..... . ... . 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries 
Labor. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings. 
TATE ................... Naval Affairs. 
Mines and Mining. 
TAWNEY .... . .......... Ways and Means. 
TAYLER ......... . 
TAYLOR ..... .. . . 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
Elections, No. 1, chairman. 
Private Land Claims. 
Railways and Canals. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
TERRY .. .. ...... . ... . .. Judiciary. 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
THORP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Pacific Railroads. 
TODD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mines and Mining. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
TONGUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
UNDERWOOD . . . . .. .. . . Judiciary. 
UPDEGRAFF .. ....... . . . Judiciary. 
Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings. 
VANDIVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manufactures. 
Education. 
VA OORHIS . . ..... . .. Banking and Currency. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
EBSLAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . Militia. 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture. 
Railways and Canals. 
fauufactures. 
\\ D WORTH .... . . . . . .. Agriculture, chairman. 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
Alphabetical List if Members and Committees. 
WALKER, of Mass ....... Banking and Currency, chairman. 
Labor. 
WALKER, of Virginia . . .. Elections, No. 3, chairman. 
WANGER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. , 
Expenditures in the Post-Office Department, chairman. 
WARD ......... . ........ Mines and Mining. 
Patents. 
Rivers and Harbors. 
w ARNER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
Invalid Pensions. 
Revision of the Laws, chairman. 
WEAVER . . ... . .... . .... Elections, No. 2. 
War Claims. 
WEYMOUTH .. ." ......... Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Pensions. 
WHEELER, of Alabama .. Ways and Means. 
Expenditures in the War Department. 
WHEELER, of Kentucky. Militia. 
WHITE, of Illinois . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
District of Columbia. 
WHITE, of N. Carolina ... Agriculture. 
WILBER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
WILLIAMS, of Mississippi. Agriculture. 
Foreign Affairs. 
WILLIAMS,of Pa ......... Railways and Canals. 
Mines and Mining. 
WILSON ................ Immigration and Naturalization. 
Expenditures in the Navy Department. 
WISE ......... . ... . ..... Census, Select Committee on. 
YosT . . ............... .. Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Claims. 
YOUNG . ................ Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Expenditures in the vVar Department. 
ZENOR ................. Indian Affairs. 
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V. P., Vice-President. 
Sec., Secretary. 
C. C., Chief Clerk. 
L. C., Legislative Clerk. 
(Democrats in Roman. 
54. Aldrich, Nelson W., Rhode Island. 
14. ALLEN, WILLIAM v., Nebraska . . 
30. Allison, William B., Iowa. 
36. Bacon, Augustus 0., Georgia. 
49. Baker, Lucien, Kansas. 
68. Bate, William B., Tennessee. 
33. Berry, James H. , Arkansas. 
52. Burrows,Julius C., Michigan. 
74. BUTLER, MARION, North Carolina. 
62. Caffery, Donelson, Louisiana. 
83. CANNON, FRANK J., Utah. 
3. Carter, Thomas H., Montana. 
21. Chandler, William E., New Hampshire. 
32. Chilton, Horace, Texas. 
47. Clark, Clarence D., Wyoming. 
69. Clay, Alexander S., Georgia. 
13. Cockrell, Francis M., Missouri. 
8. Cu,llom, Shelby "M., Illinois. 
38. Daniel, John W., Virginia. 
51. Davis, Cushman K., Minnesota. 
72. Deboe, William], Kentucky. 
76. Elkins, Stephen B., West Virginia. 
44. Fairbanks, Charles W., Indiana. 
63. Faulkner, Charles F., West Virginia. 
82. For-aker, Joseph B., Ohio. 
9. Frye, William P., Maine. 
7. Gallinger, Jacob H., New Hampshire. 
31. Gear,John H., Iowa. 
· 35. Gorman, Arthur P., Maryland. 
Io. Gray, George, Delaware. 
28. Hale, Eugene, Maine. 
DIRECTORY OF THE SENATE. 
R. C., Reading Clerk. 
D., Doorkeeper and Assistants. 
J. C., Journal Clerk. 
R., Official Reporters. 
P., Press Reporters. 
S., Sergeant-at-Arms. 
GARRET A. HOBART,Vice-President and President of the Senate. 
William P. Frye, President pro tempore of the Senate. 
Republicans in Italics. Populists in SMALL CAPITALS. Silverites in CAPITAL ITALICS.) 
73. Hanna, Marcus A., Ohio. 
55. Hansbrough, Henry Clay, North Dakota. 
87. HARRIS, WILLIAM A., Kansas. 
56. Hawley, Joseph R., Connecticut. 
71. HEITFELD, HENRY, Idaho. 
27. Hoar, George F., Massachusetts. 
34. Jones, James K., Arkansas. 
53. JONES, JOHN P., Nevada. 
89. Kenney, Richard R., Delaware. 
67. KYLE, JAMES H., South Dakota. 
39. Lindsay, William, Kentucky. 
26. Lodge, H enry Cabot, Massachusetts. 
66. Mallory, Stephen R., Florida. 
48. MANTLE, LEE, Montana. 
85. Martin, Thomas S., Virginia. 
19. Mason, William E., Illinois. 
45. McBride, George W., Oregon. 
15. McEnery, Samuel D., Louisiana. 
91. McLauri.n, John L., South Carolina. 
23. 1WcMillan, James, Michigan. 
37. Mills, Roger Q., Texas. 
88. Mitchell, John L., Wisconsin. 
86. Money, H. D. S., Mississippi. 
II. Morgan, John T., Alabama. 
5. Morrill, Justin S., Vermont. 
64. Murphy, Edward, jr., New York. 
75. Nelson, Knute, Minnesota. 
60. Pasco, Samuel, Flo1ida. 
79. Penrose, Bo£es, Pennsyl-1ania. 
77. Perkins, George C., California. 
25. PETTIGREW, RICHARD F., South Dakota. 
16. Pettus, Edmund W., Alabama. 
6. Platt, Orville H., Connecticut. 
r. Platt, Thomas C., New York. 
20. Pritchard, J eter C., North Carolina. 
29. Proctor, Red.field, Vermont. 
4. Quay, Matthew S., Pennsylvania. 
17. Rawlins, Joseph L., Utah. 
90. Roach, William N., North Dakota. 
2. Sewell, William], New Jersey. 
78. Shoup, George L., Idaho. 
-. Simon, Joseph, Oregon. 
65. Smith, James, jr_., New Jersey. 
80. Spooner, John C., Wisconsin. 
59. STEWART, WILLIAM M., Nevada. 
42. Sullivan, Will V. Mississippi. 
57. TELLER, HENRY M., Colorado. 
22. Thurston, John M., Nebraska. 
84. Tillman, Benjamin R., South Carolina. 
41. Turley, Thomas B., Tennessee. · 
70. TURNER, GEORGE, Washington. 
40. Turpie, David, Indiana. 
12. Vest, George Graham, Missouri. 
58. Warren. Francis E., Wyoming. 
46. Wellington, George L., Maryland. 
50. Wetmore, George P., Rhode Island. 
6r. White, Stephen M., California. 
81. Wilson, John L., Washington. 
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DIRECTORY OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
THO:.\IAS B. REED, Speaker. 
Republicans in Roman. Democrats in Italics. 
WEST SIDE. 
77 Acheson, E- F. 88 Davenport, S. _A. 
13 Adams, Robt., jr. 167 Davidson, J. H. 
1o6 Aldrich; Wm. F . 165 Davison, G. M. 
105 Alexander, DeA.S r68 Dayton, A.G. 
164 Arnold, W. C. - Dick, Charles. 
173 Babcock, J. W. 72 Din~ley, Nelson. 
51 Barber, I. A. 144 Dolliver, J.P. 
6 Barham, J. A. ro6 Dovener, B. B. 
71 Barney, S. S. n8 Eddy, F. M. 
u2 Barrows, S. J. 1 Ellis, W.R. 
68 Bartholdt, Rich. 163 Evans, Walter. 
IOO Beach, C. B. 97 Faris, G. w. 
43 Belden, J. J. 174 Fenton, L. J. 
55 Belford, J.M. 42 Fischer, I. F. 
74 Belknap, H. R. 27 Fletcher, Loren. 
67 Bennett, C. G . 60 Foote, W. T., jr. 
n3 Bingham, H. H. 85 Foss, G. E. 
35 Bishop, R. P. 26 Fowler, C. N. 
14 Booze, W. S. 145 Gardner, J. J. 
140 Bou tell, H. S. 141 Gibson, H. R. 
179 Boutelle, C. A. 109 Gillet, C. W. 
162 Brewster, H. C. 24 Gillett, F. H. 
135 Broderick, Case. 128 Graff, J. V. 
120 Bromwell, J. H. - Graham, W. H. 
45 Brosi us, M. 133 Griffin, M. 
157 Brown, S. W. 40 Grosvenor, C.H. 
175 Brownlow, W. P. 92 Grow, Galusha A. 
37 Bull, Melville. 49 Hager, A. L. 
131 Burton, T. E- 21 Hamilton, E. L. 
15 Butler, T. S. 148 Harmer, A. C. 
166 Cannon, J. G. n6 Hawley, R. B. 
91 Capron, A. B. 172 Heatwole, J.P. 
61 Chickering, C. A. 47 Hemenway, J.A. 
18 Clarke, F. G. 39 Henderson, D. B. 
no Cochrane, A. V. S. 31 Henry, C. L. 
16o Codcling, J. H. 23 Henry, E. S. 
176 Colson, D. G. 178 Hepburn, W. P. 
III Connell, Wm. 147 Hilborn, S. G. 
69 Cooper, H. A. 22 Hill, E. J. 
u9 Corliss, J.B. 99 Hopkins, A. J. 
122 Cousins, R. G. 17 Howe, J. R. 
36 Crump, R. 0. 137 Howell, B. F. 
125 Crumpacker,E.D. 2 Hull, J . A. T. 
34 Curtis, Charles. Sr Hurley, D. M. 
30 Dalzell, John. 171 Jenkins, J . J. 
66 Danford, L. 95 Johnson, H. U. 
jI39 Johnson, M. N. 53 Ray, G. W. 
,121 Joy, C. F. 70 Reev~s, Walter. 
II7 Kerr, W. S. 54 Robbms, E. E. 
I 
12 Ketcham1 J. H. . 126 Royse, L. W. 
90 Kirkpatnck, W. S. 62 Russell, C. A. 
83 Knox, W. S. 132 Sauerhering, E. 
78 Kulp, M. H. II Shannon, R. C. 
143 Landis, C. B. 84 Shattuc, W . B. 
II07 Lawrence, G. P. 19 Sherman, J. S. 
rn3 Linney, R. Z. 39 Simpkins, John. 
146 Littauer, L. N. 169 Smith, Geo. W. 
1
159 Lorimer, ·wm. 76 Smith, S. W. 
7 Loudenslager,H.C 94 Smith, Wm. A. 
142 Lovering, W. C. 52 Snover, H.G. 
58 Low, P. B. 59 Southwick, G. N. 
5 Lybrand, A. 153 Spalding, Geo. 
93 McCall, S.W. 33 Sperry, N. D. 
r34 McCleary, J. T. 38 Sprague, C. F. 
75 McDonald, John. 29 Steele, G. W . 
28 McEwan, T., jr. 73 Stevens, F. C. 
101 McIntire, W.W. 98 Stewart, A. 
104 Mahany, R. B. 150 Stewart, J. F. 
8 Mahon, T. M. 10 Stone, C. W. 
158 Mann, J. R. 152 Strode, J.B. 
8o Mercer, D. H. 89 Sturtevant, J.C. 
102 Mesick, W. S. 156 Sulloway, C. A. 
170 Miller, Warren. 154 Tawney, J. A. 
5)€i Mills, D. W . 64 Tayler, R. W. 
r77 Minor, E. S. 161 Tongue, T. H. 
82 Mitchell, J.M. 65 Updegraff, Thos. 
41 Mooc1y, W . H. 63 Van Voorhis,H.C. 
25 Morris, Page. 3 Wadsworth, J. W. 
123 Mudd, S. E. 130 Walker, J. H. 
57 Odell, B. B., jr. 56 Ward, W. L. 
127 Olmsted, M. E. 129 Warner, V. 
48 Overstreet, Jesse. rrs Weaver, W. L. 
155 Packer, H.B. 20 Weymouth, G. W. 
138 Parker, R. W. 44 White, G. E. 
87 Payne, S. E. 180 White, G. H. 
136 Pearce, C. E. 1o8 Wilber, D. B. 
50 Perkins, Geo. D. 86 Williams, M. B. 
32 Pitney, M. 149 Yost, Jacob. 
124 Powers, H. H. u4 Young, J .R. 
46Prince, G. W. 79 Vacant. 
151 Pugh, S. J. 16 Vacant. 
4 Qmgg, L- E. 9 Vacant. 
u8Adamson, W. C. 
103 A lien, J. M. 
71 Bailey, J. W. 
175 Baird, S. T. 
170 BAKER, JEHU. 
3 Baker, Wm. B. 
163 Ball, T. H. 
178 Bankhead, J . H. 
JOO BARLOW, C. A. 
83 Barrett, W. E. 
87 Bartlett, C. L. 
171 BELL, J. C. 
6r Benner, G.J 
102 Benton, M. E. 
44Berry, A. S. 
70 Bland, R. P. 
128 Bodine, R. N. 
14 BOTKIN, J. D. 
48 Bradley, T. J. 
158 Brantley, W. G. 
6 Brenner, J. L. 
177 Brewer, Willis. 
176 Broussard, R. F. 
151 Brucker, Ferd. 
16 Brumm, C. N. 
94 Brundidge,S., jr. 
156 Burke, R. E. 
53 Burleigh, E. C. 
50CALLAHAN, J. Y. 
153 Campbell, J. R. 
139 Carmack, E. W. 
74 CASTLE, C.H. 
149 Catchings, T. C. 
· 13 Clardy, J. D. 
132 Clark, Champ. 
34 Clark, S. M. 
28 Clayton, H. D. 
18 Cochran, C. F. 
37 Connolly, J. A. 
96 Cooney, Ja mes. 
97 Cooper, S. B. 
IO Cowherd, W. S. 
22 Coz,N.N. 
157 Cran.ford, J. W. 
58 Cummings, A. J . 
54 Curtis, G. M. 
Populists, Fusionists, and Silverites in SilIALL CAPS. 
EAST SIDE. 
127 Davey, R. C. 
121 Davis, R. W. 
126DeArmond,D. A. 
159 De Grajfenreid, R. C. 
29 De Vries, Marion. 
r47 Dinsmore, H. A. 
17 Dockery, A . M. 
107 Dorr, C. P. 
u2 Driggs, E. H. 
63 Elliott, William. 
109 Ermentrout, D. 
98 Fergusson, H. B. 
9 Fitzgerald, J. F. 
23 Fitzpatrick, T. Y. 
l54 Fleming, W . H. 
[OI FOWLER, J. E. 
76Foz, A. F. 
45 Gaines, J. W. 
31 GREENE, W. J,. 
7 Griffith, F. M. 
41 GriggsJ. M. 
56 Grout, W.W. 
173 GUNN, JAMES. 
129 Handy, L. I. 
81 HARTMAN, C. S. 
88 Hay, James. 
75 Henry, Patrick. 
162 Henry, R. L. 
33 Hicks, J. D. 
IIS Hinrichsen, W. H. 
15 Hitt, R.R. 
169 HOWARD, M. W. 
u9 Howard, W. M. 
133 Hunter, A .J. 
69 J ETT, T. M. 
139 Johnson, M. N. 
95Jones, W. A. 
167 JONES, W. C. 
135 KELLEY, J. E. 
143 King, William H . 
42 Kitchin, W. W. 
124 Kleberg, Rudolph. 
134 KNOWLES, F. 
2Lacey, J.F. 
91 Lamb, John. 
90 Lanham, S. W. T. 
r6r Latimer, A. C. 51 SHAFROTH, J. F. 
47 Lentz, J. J. 77 Shelden, C. D. 
5 Lester, R. E. 35 Showalter, J. B. 
26 Lewis, E. B. 99 SHUFORD, A. C. 
r68 Lewis, J. H. 73 SIMPSON, JERRY. 
68 Little,J S. 27 Sims, T. W. 
III Livingston, L. F. 148 SKINNER, H. 
140 Lloyd, James T. 57 Slayden, J. L. 
36 Loud, E. F. 60 Smith, D. H. 
84McAleer,. Wm. II6 Smith, Marcus A. 
43 McClellan, Geo. B. 3 Southard, J. H. 
r36 MCCORMICK,N.B. 92 Sparkman, S. M. 
64McCulloch, P. D. -Spight, Thos. 
82 McDowell, J A. 67 Stallings, J. F. 
- McLain, F. A. r45 STARK, W. L. 
66 McMillin , Benton. 155 Stephens,J. H. 
93 McRae, T. C. 165 Stokes, J. W . 
no Maddoz,J W. 40 Strait, T. J. 
72 Maguire,] G. 130 STROWD, W. F. 
4 Marsh, B. F. 86 Sulzer, Willia11l. 
146Marshall, G. A. 144 SUTHERLAND,RD 
131 MARTIN, C.H. 164 Swanson, C. A. 
2I MAXWELL, S. r8o Talbert, W. J. 
38 Meekison, D. 114 Tate, F. C. 
24Me,rer, Adolph. 160 Taylor, G. W. 
20Mzers,R. W. 122 7erry, W.L. 
120 Moon, J. A. 1 Thorp, R. T . 
II7 NEWLANDS, F. G. 8 TODD, A. M. 
137 Norton, J 49 Underwood, 0. W. 
39 Norton, J. A. 152 Vandiver, W. D. 
r74 Ogden, H. W. 85 Vehslage,J. H. G. 
65 Osborne,J. E. 104 VINCENT, W. D. 
125 Ote_y, P. J. 55 Walker, J. A. 
78 OtJen, T. 32 Wanger, I. P. 
80 Pearson, R. ' 62 Wheeler, C. K. 
179 PETERS, M. s. r38 Wheeler, Joseph. 
89 Pierce, R. A. 113 Williams, J. S. 
12 Rhea, J. S. 123 Wilson,Stanyarne 
46 Richardson, J. D. 105 Wise, R. A. 
30R1DGELY, E. R. 19 Zenor, W. T. 
25 Rizey, J F. 150 Vacant. 
166 Robb. E. A. 52 Vacant. 
172 Robertson, S. M. 142 Vacant. 
141 Robinson, J. M. 1o6 Vacant. 
59 Sayers, J . D. 
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OFFICERS OF THE SENATE. 
President of the Senate.-GARRET A. HOBART, 21 Lafayette square. 
President pro tempore.-William P. Frye, The Hamilton. 
Secretary to the Vice-President.-Frederick Evans, Metropolitan Club. 
Messenger to the Vice-President.-H. Bastianelli, 331 Maryland avenue NE. 
CHAPLAIN. 
Rev. William H. Milburn, The Cairo. 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY. 
Secretary of the Senate.-William R. Cox, Shoreham. 
Chief Clerk.-J ohn S. McEwan, Congressional Hotel. 
Principal Leg islative Clerk .-Henry H. Gilfry, 1737 Seventeenth street NW. 
Reading Clerk.-A. C. Parkinson, 148 D street SE. 
Minute and Journal Clerk.-H. B. McDonald, rr69 Nineteenth street NW. 
Financial Clerk.-R. B. Nixon, 415 M street NW. 
Assistant Financial Clerk.-Peter M. Wilson, r9or Q street NW. 
Enrolling Clerk.___.:_B. S. Platt, r42r Binney street NW. 
Clerks.-William B. Turner, 502 B street NE.; H. R. Cunningham, The Wellington; 
T. G. Garrett, Linden, Md.; C. A. Norcross, 222 New Jersey avenue; C. C. Mor-
row, The Avon; W. S. De Wolf, 1536 I street NW.; E. L. Givens, Hotel Varnum; 
George G. Graves, 1343 L street NW.; Park Marshall, IOI Second street NE.; 
R. P. Troy, 243 Delaware avenue NE. 
Keeper of Stationery.-Charles N. Richards, IOI Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Assistant Keeper of Stationery>-Lester C. Baker, 1848 Wyoming avenue NW. 
Assistant in Stationery Room.-John L. Nichols, 458 C street NW. 
Messengers.-E. A. Hills, 903 French street; Lee McMillan, The Avon, 242 North 
Capitol street. 
LIBRARY. 
Librarian.-A. W. Church, 1706 Oregon avenue NW. 
Assistant Librarian.-James M. Ba~er, 1409 Howard avenue NW. 
Assistant Librarian.-Cliff. Warden, 900 Twenty-third street NW. 
CLERKS AND MESSENGERS TO COMMITTEES. 
Additional Accommodations .for the Library o.f Congress.-Clerk, James K. Jones, jr., 
915 M street NW. . 
Agriculture and Forestry.-Clerk, Brainard Avery, r6r8 Rhode Island avenue. 
Appropriations.-Clerk, Thomas P. Cleaves, r8r9 Tenth street NW.; assistant clerk, 
Arthur B. Shelton, r9r8 Fifteenth street NW.; messenger, Christian Chritzman, 154 
A street NE. 
Census.-Clerk, Isaac Hamburger, 1432 Stoughton street NW. 
Civil Service and Retrencliment.-Clerk, Wash. S. Hyams, 902 East Capitol street. 
Claims.-Clerk, Thomas F . Dawson, 3o6 B street NE.; assistant clerk, C. G. Northup, 
rr8 Fourth street NE. ; messenger, S. F. Tappan, corner E ighth and G streets NE. 
Coast Defenses.-Clerk, E . C. Giltner, 29 B street NW. 
Commerce.-Clerk, Woodbury Pulsifer, 1432 N street NW.; assistant clerk, William 
F. White, 1402 L street W. 
Conference of .JJ,finority.-Clerk, C. E . Schnapp, 12 B street NE. 
Contingent Expenses.-Clerk, Eugene Davis, North Takoma, Md. 
Corporations Organized in District of Columbia.-Clerk, Fred. Harper. 
District o.f Columbia.-Clerk, Charles Moore, 2013 R street NW.; messengc.r, C. S. 
Draper, 325 A street SE. 
Education and Labor.-Clerk, A. D. Tinsley, The Varnum. 
Engrossed Bills.-Clerk, F. M. Cockrell, jr., r5r8 R street NW.; messenger, Walter 
1itchell, 324 Ea t Capitol street. 
Enrolled Bills.-Clerk, H.J. Rumrille, Hotel ormandie. 
Establish tlie University of the United States.-Clerk, William J. Feaga, The 
ormandie. 
Examine the Several Branches of the Civil Service.-Clerk, J. S. Graydon, The 
olonial. 
Finance.-Clerk, James wan Morrill, o. r Thomas circle; statistical clerk, Benja-
min urfee, 639 East apitol treet; me enger, George M. Taylor, 218 A street E. 
Fz:slzeri~s: --:- le~k . rank H .. awyer, 227 ew Jer ey avenue E . 
Five Civiltzed Tribes of Indzans.-Clerk, A. Hansell Baker, 720 Twelfth street 
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Foreign Relations.-Clerk, Earle S. Goodrich, 1301 K street NW.; assistant clerks, 
Hawkins Taylor, jr., 56 B street NE., and Peter J. Healy, 218 New Jersey avenue 
NW.; messenger, D. W. Wilso~, 229 Massachusetts avenue NE. 
Forest Reservations and Protection of Game.-Clerk, Dell J. Mott, 320 Delaware 
avenue NE. 
Geological Survey.-Clerk,· Colin H. Livingstone, 3521 Thirteenth street NW. 
Immigration.-Clerk, Frank J. Richmann, 240 North Capitol street. 
Improvement of Mississippi River and Tributaries.-Clerk, C. H. Hicks, 202 Indiana 
avenue NW. 
Indian Ajfairs.-Clerk, W. S. Bowen, 219 Four-and-a-half streetNW. · 
Indian Depredations.-Clerk, A. P. Sawyer, The Cairo. 
International E.xpositions.-Clerk, E. C. Snyder. 
Interstate Commerce.-Clerk, Daniel A. Ray, 13rr Roanoke street NW. 
Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands.-Clerk, C. M. Smith, 1848 Wyoming 
avenue NW. 
Judiciary.-Clerk, E. C. Goodwin, roo5 H street NW.; assistant clerk, William 
Howard Garland, 919 I street NW. 
Library.-Clerk, Henry A. Vale, 1925 Thirteenth street NW.; messenger, James 
A. Abbott, 900 M street NW. 
Manufactures.-Clerk, Calvin K. Lowe, 458 C street NW. 
Military Ajfairs.-Clerk, William Pitkin Huxford, 1808 H street NW.; assistant 
clerk, Royal W. Thompson. 702 Nineteenth street NW.; messenger, Charles E . 
Hooks, II5 Sixth street SE. 
Mines and Mining.-Clerk, Charles J. Kappler . . 
National Banks.-Clerk, Miles Taylor, 222 F street NW. 
Naval Ajfairs.-Clerk, Pitman Pulsifer, 1432 N street NW. 
Nicaraf!uan Canal.-Clerk, George W. Morgan, 138 R street NE. 
Organization, etc., Executive Departments.-Clerk, Francis H. Hoover, 2ro9S street 
NW. 
Patents.-Clerk, Charles G. Phelps, 1416 K street NW. 
Pensions.-Clerk, J. H. Walker; assistant clerks, W. H. Gallinger, The Elsmere; S. 
C. Smyth; messenger, D.S. Corser, 1304 G street NW. 
Potomac River Front.-Clerk, S. W. Faulkner. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads.-Clerk, Chas. A. Cotterill, 1347 Kenesaw avenue NW.; 
assistant clerk, W. K. Fleming, 228 New Jersey avenue SE.; messenger, J . W . 
Shea, The Litchfield. 
Pacific Railroads.-Clerk, F. A. Pinney, 1229 N street NW. 
Printing.-Clerk, George Cabot Lo·dge, 1765 Massachusetts avenue; messenger, 
Robert G. Proctor. 
Private Land Claims.-Clerk, F. M. Cox, 209 First street SE. 
Privileges and Elections.-Clerk, Clarence Johnson, The Fredonia. 
Public Buildings and Grounds.-Clerk, William F. Wright, The Luzon, 2501 Penn-
sylvania avenue. 
Public Health and National Quarantine.-Clerk, George Pugh Vest, 2ro6 O stree1 
NW. 
Publi"c Lands.-Clerk, Fred. Dennett, 320 Massachusetts avenue NE. 
Railroads.-Clerk, Edmund J. Wells, 321 South Capitol street. 
Relations with Canada.-Clerk, Horace C. Reed, 717 Tenth street NW. 
Revision of the Laws.-Clerk, Henry M. Rose. 
Revolutionary Claims.-Clerk, C. W. McFee. 
Rules.-Clerk, Edward B. Aldrich, The Bancroft. 
Territories.-Clerk, Addison T. Smith, 316 B street NE. 
To Investigate Trespassers upon Indian Lands.-Clerk, Bennett B. Cushman. 
Transportation Routes to the .Seaboard.-Clerk, Albert H. Howe, Arlington Hotel 
Transportation and Sale of Meat Products.-Clerk, Robert W. Cantrell, 1424 Ne~ 
York avenue NW. 
Woman Sujfrage.-Clerk, W. H. Hyatt, 507 Sixth street NW. 
OFFICE OF THE SERGEANT-AT-ARMS. 
Sergeant-at-Arms of the Senate.-Richard J. Bright, 130 B street NE. 
Assistant Doorkeeper.-Alonzo H. Stewart, 204 Fourth street SE. 
Acti_ng Assistant Doorkeeper.-B. W. Layton, Riggs House . . 
Assistant Messenger on floor of Senate.-R. H. Riddleberger, 1601 Fifteenth 
street NW. 
POST-OFFICE. 
Post!"'-aster of the Senate.-James A. Crystal, ro8 Fifth street NW. 
Assistant Postmaster.-S. A. Jonas, 243 North Capitol street. 
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DOCUMENT ROOM. 
Superintendent.-Amzi Smith, 117 C street SE. 
First Assistant.-George H. Boyd, 24o6 Fourteenth street NW. 
FOLDING ROOM. 
Superintendent.-Charles H. Pirtle, n8 Tenth street NE. 
Assistant Superintendent.-Walter F. Collins, 912 Pennsylvania avenue SE. 
HEATING AND VENTILATING. 
Chief Engineer.-T. A. Jones, 946 F street SW. 
OFFICERS OF THE HOUSE. 
SPEAKER. 
The Speaker.-THOMAS B. REED, The Shoreham. 
Private Secretary.-Amos L. Allen, roo5 H street NW. 
Clerk at the Speaker's Table.-Asher C. Hinds. 
Messenger.-Henry Neal, 415 Fif~h street SE. 
CHAPLAIN. 
Rev. Henry N. Couden, ro6 C street SE. 
OFFICIAL STENOGRAPHERS TO COMMITTEES. 
Will J. Kehoe, 1620 Eighteenth street NW. 
George C. Lafferty, 25 Lafayette square. 
J. E. Johnson, assistant, n20 Connecticut avenue NW. 
OFFICE OF THE CLERK. 
Clerk of the House.-Alexander McDowell, 209 A street SE. 
Chief Clerk.-William J. Browning, The Varnum. 
Journal Clerk.-Thomas H. McKee, 7 Grant place. 
Assistant Journal Clerk.-Herman A. Philips, 629 East Capitol street. 
R eading Clerks.-Dennis E. Alward, 1527 I street NW.; E. L. Lampson, 313 East 
Capitol street. 
Tally Clerk.-Frank H. Wakefield, Willard's Hotel. 
Printing and Bill Clerk.-Charles T. Parker, Hotel Vendome. 
Disbursing Clerk.-Henry Robinson, 2o6 A street SE. 
Assistant Disbursing Clerk.-Frank J. Stillman, 3430 P street W. 
File Clerk.-Walt.er II. French, National Hotel. 
Assistant File Clerk.-J. M. House, 1315 M street W. 
Enrolling Clerk.-C. R. McKenney, The Elsmere. 
Assistant Enrolling Clerk.-C. Carroll Marsh, 121 Maryland avenue E. 
Resolution and Petition Clerk.-Richard Theophilus. 
ewspaper Clerk.-J. W. H. Reisinger, 209 A street NE 
Index Clerk.-Thomas Parran, 221 A street SE. 
Assistant Index Clerk .-S. C. Dinger. 
Distributin[[ Clerk.- . C. mith, rn3 Second street NE . 
• talionery Clerk.-John L. Mord on, 200 A street E. 
Bookkeep_er.-R. E. Fl harty, 121 Fifth str et E. 
Locksmztlz.-Dani 1 P. Hickling, 232 Third street W. 
Clerks.-Charl , . Hoyt, The Varnum; H. L. Overstreet, 505 P street \Y.; 
Jona 1\1. Pr st n, 2or street W.; David Moore, 200 Indiana avenue T\\ .; 
ra I. Enyart; J. A. Gib on; J. G. Bunell, 3rn A street E. 
DOC ~IE T ROOM. 
7erk.-John H. EYan., 231 Torth apito] ·tr et . 
.,-J istant Clerk. \\i. P. cott, 1 II econcl street,. rw. 
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LIBRARY. 
Librarian.-C. B. Brockway, The Varnum. 
Assistants.-George W. Sabine, 621 Fourth street NW.; Henry W .Campbell, 2509 
Pennsylvania avenue NW. 
i1fessengers.-Aaron Russell, 1231 T street NW.; Charles N. Thomas, The Varnum. 
OFFICE OF THE SERGEANT-AT-ARMS. 
Sergeant-at-Arms.-Benjamin F . Russell, 324 East Capitol street. 
Deputy Sergeant-at-Arms.-Edwin S. Pierce, 1354 Yale street NW. 
Cashier.-J. L. White, 1738 Riggs street NW. 
Teller.-W. H. Estey, 405 A street SE. 
Bookkeeper.-Edward Reichard, 306 North Carolina avenue SE. 
Messenger.-James M. Kenney, 146 A street NE. 
Page.-Julius McAfee, 209 First street NE. 
Laborer-Charles H. Christian, 621 ,½ B street NE. 
OFFICE OF THE DOORKEEPER. 
Doorkeeper of the House.-W. J. Glenn, Willard's Hotel. 
Assistant Doorkeeper.-B. W. Kennedy, 156 D street NE. 
Department Messenger.-Benjamin Vail, 314 E street NE. . 
Special Employees.-John T. Chancey, 221 I street NW.; F. B. Knight, 335 C street 
NW; James F. English, IIS Pennsylvania avenue NW.; I saac R. Hff 408 P street 
SE. 
Special Messengers.-George Jenison, Hotel Dunbarton; George L. Browning, 1717 
De Sales street NW.; C. W. Coombs, IOI F street NE. 
Chief Pages.-Robert Thompson; Griffin Halstead, 1029 Connecticut avenue. 
Messengers.-C. H. Mann, 627 A street NE. ; Frank A. George , 127 Third street NE.; 
A. J. Maxham, 235 Eighth street NE.; J.B. Potter, 507 B street NE.; Harry J. Cone, 
234 F street NW.; W. R. Householder, 720 Tenth street NW.; W. F. Scott, 217 
Third street SE.; James Etter, 234 New Jersey avenue NW.; E. C. Gerwig; 
Charles H. Roberts, 225 Fifth street SE.; George vV. McMorris, 20n H street NW.; 
John E. Cushman, 616 CstreetNE.; W . C. Jones, Charles H. Allen, W. B. Correll, 
Edward P. Landus, John R. Pierce, William J. Hemingway. 
11:fessengers on the Soldiers' Roll.-S. H . Decker, 515 A street SE.; James H. Shouse; 
William Irving, 3 2 I A street NE.; Hugh Lewis, 222 G street NW.; J. I. McConnell, 
905 East Capitol street; Fernando Page, 51 D street SE.; John Rome, 315 First 
street SE.; J. A. Stewart, 127 Third street NE.; J. A. Travis, 1008 East Capitol 
street; J. W. White, 424 Stanton place NE.; E. S. Williams, IOI Second street NE.; 
J. R. Whitacre, 320 Tenth street SE.; E. L. Currier, Leroy J. Hooker. 
FOLDING ROOM. 
Superintendent.-F. B. Lyon, Willard's Hotel. 
Chief Clerk.-H. 0. Haukness, 6o4 F street NE. 
Clerks.-J. W. Herndon, Alexandria, Va.; Silas F. Scott, 603 North Carolina 
avenue SE. 
Assistant Clerk.-Theron Potts, 16 Fourth street NE. 
Foreman.-J. M. McKay, 2123 K street NW. 
DOCUMENT ROOM. 
Superintendent.-C. H. Pierce, Willard's Hotel. 
Assistant Superinte1tdent.-H. B. Herbert, 207 Thfrd street NE. 
Special Clerk.-Joel Grayson, Vienna, Va. 
File Clerk.-Jud P. Walker, 310 A street NE. 
Assistant File Clerk.-W. H . H. Wasson, 200 A street SE. 
CLERKS TO COMMITTEES. 
Accounts-Clerk, W. G Hastings, The Varnum. 
Agriculture.-Clerk , Charles A. Gibson, 1602 Thirteenth street NW. 
Appropriations.-Clerk, James C. Courts, 1837 Kalorama avenue NW.; assistant clerk, 
John D. Cremer, 146 D street SE.; messenger, Kennedy F. Rea, Cutler House. 
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Banking and Currency.-Clerk, Frank Roe Batchelder, 1938 Fifth street NW. 
Claims.-Clerk, W. D. Williams. 
Coinage, Weights, and Measures.-Clerk, Ralph W. Stone, 46 B street NE. 
District of Columbia.-Clerk, Harry Wilder Barney, 229 North Capitol street. 
Education.-Clerk, William J. Pike. 
Elections No. I.-Clerk, Edward A. King. 
Elections No. 2.-Clerk, William A. Martin, 912 Nineteenth street NW. 
Elections No. J.-Clerk, Gaylord E. Goodell, 213 New Jersey avenue NW. 
Enrolled Bills.-Clerk, Edward E. Davis, The Litchfield. 
Forei.rn Affairs.-Clerk, Henry L. Hayes, rr3 First street NE. 
Immigration and Naturalization.-Clerk, T. J. Danford. 
Indian Affairs.-Clerk, Harry E. Devendorf, 3ro A street NE. 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.-Clerk, Elijah Lewis, Box 475 House of Repre-
resentatives; assistant clerk, Howard Tedford. 
Invalid Pensions.-Clerk, J. Johnson Ray; assistant clerk, Lena D. Hakes; exam-
iner detailed from the Pension Bureau, H. '\V. Blanchard, 926 North Carolina avenue 
SE. 
Irrigation of' A1id Lands.-A. W. Patterson, 502 B street NE. 
Judicia1y.-Clerk, George H. Morisey, :236 New Jersey avenue NW. 
Labor.-Clerk, John G. Shreve, 2o6 A street SE. 
Libra1y.-Clerk, H. S. Reeside, 1239 Vermont avenue NW. 
Merchant Marine and Fishe1ies.-Clerk, Arthur E. Blauvelt. 
Militia.-Clerk, George N. Brown, 125 A street NE. 
Milita1y Affai1s.-Clerk, Herman D. Reeve, 16 Third street SE.; assistant clerk, John 
H. Garber. 
Mines and Mining.-Clerk, M. R. Blumenberg, 1708 Q street NW. 
Naval Affai1s.-Clerk, Joseph W. Bartlett, 214 Delaware avenue NE. 
Paci.fie Railroads.-Clerk, A. B. Veazey, The Stratford. · 
Patents.-Clerk, T. S. Davis, 434 New Jersey avenue SE. 
Pensions.-Clerk, W.W. Miller; examiner detailed from Pension Bureau, D.S. Porter, 
Chevy Chase, Md. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads.-Clerk, Henry F. Dodge. 
Printing.-Clerk, 0. B. Talley. 
Private Land Claims.-Clerk, John D. Morgan, 1234 I street NW. 
Public Buildings and Grounds.-Clerk, v\iilliam Herbert \\'heeler, 1303 Roanoke 
street NW. 
Public Lands.-Clerk, William M. Reece, 16 Third street SE. 
Railways and Canals.-Clerk, James S. Mitchell, 1005 Thirteenth street NW. 
Re.f01m in the Civil Service.-Clerk, Fred L. Fishback, 1461 S street NW. 
Rive1s and Harb01s.-Clerk, L. L. Hanchett, The Varnum. 
Rules.-Clerk, Amos L. Allen, 1005 H street NW. 
Te1ritories.-Clerk, C. H. Ridenour, 2027 Q street NW. 
War Claims.-Clerk, George W. Fry, 20 Third street SE.; assistant clerk, A. J. W. 
Hutton, The Oxford; clerk to continue digest of claims, J. B. Holloway, Falls 
Church, Va. 
Ways and Means.-Clerk, Edward N. Dingley, The Hamilton; assistant clerk, 
Everett B. Norton, The Howard; messenger, William W. Evans, 13II Riggs street 
NW. 
HEATING A D VENTILATING. 
Chief Engineer.-H. W. Taylor, 100 Fifth street NE. 
Assistant Engineers.-B. H. Morse, 2138 G street NW.; E. B. Burke, 628 Pennsyl-
vania avenue NW. 
POST-OFFICE. 
Postmaster.-Joseph C. McElroy, 220 A street SE. 
Assistant Postmaster.-Paul . Bryan, 5 C street SE. 
JJ.fessengers.-R. J. Duncan, 8o6 Tenth street W.; Edgar Ellis, 202 Indiana avenue 
W .: D. B. \Vebster, II27 C lreet E.; G. V. Howard, 202 Indiana avenue W.; 
C. L. Odor, 86 1\1 street .1. W.; A. H. Davison, 1221 I treet W.; E. A. Smith, 86 
~ street Y.; Fred. Hedge, 915 Eighth street W.; L. E. Bridgeman, 220Astreet 
E.; W. P. hepard, Indiana Hou e; Jo eph Hannum, 218 C street W.; Wilfred 
Je up, l B treet TW.; Freel. Ellaby, 228 ew Jer ey avenue NW.; L. 0 born, 
1414 street W.; M. ulp; W. I. Hail, 715½ Eighth treet TW.; J.E. Winter, 
222 enth treet . ; A. . Bennett, 10 Twelfth street E. ; J. M. Curtis, 17 E 
treet -T'\\.; John\ . Knowlton, 1213 Q stre t .1. TW.; E<lwin F. Hendrick . 
Officers of the House. 
OFFICIAL REPORTERS OF DEBATES. 
SENATE. 
Theodore F. Shuey, 2809 Fourteenth street NW. 
Edward V. Murphy, 25rr Pennsylvania avenue NW. 
Henry J. Gensler, 1318 Thirteenth street NW. 
Daniel B. Lloyd, Bowie, Md. 
Milton W. Blumenberg, 1708 Q street NW. 
Assistant.-:--Eugene C. Moxley, 725 Nineteenth street NW. 
HOUSE. 
David Wolfe Brown, 1760 Q street NW. 
John H. White, 21rr BanGroft street NW. 
A. C. Welch, 222 Third street NW. 
Fred Irland, 1312 Twenty-first street NW. 
Reuel Small, The Hamilton. 
Assistant.-John J. Cameron, 474 Pennsylvania avenue NW. 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 
(Office in Statuary Hall.) 
Clerk in charge at the Capitol.-W. A. Smith, 2004 Fourteenth street NW. 
WEATHER BUREAU. 
Senate.-Clerk in charge, J. H. Jones, 4333 Kansas avenue NW., Petwortli. 
House.-Clerk in charge, F. J. Randolph, 300 D street NE. 
ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL. 
( Office in subbasement of Capitol.) 
Edward Clark, 417 Fourth street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Elliott Woods. 
Clerk.-George H. _Williams. 
THE NATIONAL BOTANIC GARDEN. 
177 
Superintendent.-William R. Smith, at the Garden, west of the Capitol Grounds. 
Assistant Superintendent.-C. Leslie Reynolds, 927 S street NW. 
THE CAPITOL POLICE. 
Captain.-A. P. Garden, 6 B street NE. 
Lieutenants.-J. G. Rodgers, 214 New Jersey avenue NW.; J. A. Burrows, 513 Sixth 
street NW.; N. H. Nelson, 121 North Carolina avenue SE. . 
Cterk.-N. W. Reddick, 518 Third street NE. 
THE DEPARTMENTAL TELEGRAPH. 
Senate operator.-William Jeffers, 4 Sixth street NE. 
H ouse operator.-J. J. Constantine, 707 Fifth street NW 
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POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES. 
( Census of 1890.) 
States and Territories. Population. States and Territories. Population. 
THE.UNITED STATES . ....... .. ..... 62,622,250 ,Vortk Central division-Continued. 
North Atlantic division . ............ l===I=7=, 4=0=1=, 5=4=5=1 I ~is:;~ri : : : : ·. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Maine..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 661, 086 
New Hampshire................ 376,530 
Vermont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332,422 
Massachusetts... . . ... . . ...... . . . 2,238,943 
Rhode Island.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 345, 5o6 
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 746, 258 
New York.. . . .... ............... 5,997,853 
:::ur;r!:~i;.::::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : ~:m:~n 
1=======11 
South Atlantic division. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 857, 920 
Delaware ........ . ......... . ... . 
Maryland ........ . ... . ....... . . . 
District of Columbia ........... . 
ro;!t~Jirfil:~:::::::::::::::::: 
South Carolina ......... ...... . . . 
ir:riw:. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
North Central division ............. . 
Ohio .............. . .. . .......... . 
Indiana . . ... .. .... . ........... . 
Illinois . ...... ............ . ..... . 
~l~~~~~f ~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Minnesota ....... . ............. . 
168,493 
I, 042, 390 
230,392 
I, 655, 98o 
762,794 
I, 617,947 









North Dakota ................ . 
South Dakota ................. . 
Nebraska ... ..... . ... .. ..... . . . 
Kansas ......... : .... . ........ . 
South Central division ............ . 
Kentucky . ...... . ....... .. ... . 
Tennessee .................... . 
Alabama .......... ... . . ..... . . 
ri~1~1:tt.::::::: :: :: :: :: :: :: : 
Texas ......................... . 
Indian Territory .. ... ........ . 
Oklahoma . .. ........ .. ..... .. . 
Arkansas ........ ............ . . 
· Western division . .. . . ............. . 
Montana ...... .... ........... . 
Wyoming .. .. .. .............. . 
Colorado ...... . . .............. . 
New Mexico .. .. .. . .... .. ... . . . 
Arizona .. ... . ............. .... . 
Utah . .... ..... ... . ......... .. . . 
Nevada ...... . ......... ....... . 
Idaho . . ..... . ................. . 
Alaska ........................ . 
Washington ................ .. . 
g!ti~~ni~· : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 







I, 858, 195 
r, 767,305 
r, 513,169 
r, 289, 6or 

















I, 268, 130 
*Alaska has a population of 32,052, and Indian Territory. including all Indian reservations, 
325,464. These figures are not included in the official count of the population of the United States. 
RECAPITULATION. 
THE UNITED STATES .... . .... ... ....... ................... .. ....... 62,622,250 
North Atlantic division .... . ......................... . ............. 17,401,545 
South Atlantic division............................... . ............. . 8,857,920 
North Central division ................................ . ............. 22,362,279 
South Central division ...................... : . . . .. ................. ro, 972,893 
Western division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,027,613 
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THE CAPITOL. 
The Capitol is situated in latitude 38° 531 20.411 north and longitude 77° oo' 35. 7' 1 
west from Greenwich. It fronts east, and stands on a plateau 88 feet above the level 
of the Potomac. 
THE ORIGINAL BUILDING. 
The southeast corner stone of the original building was laid on the 18th of Sep-
tember, 1793, by President Washington, with Masonic ceremonies. It is constructed 
of sandstone from quarries on Aquia Creek, Virginia. The work was done under the 
direction of Stephen H. Hallet, James Hoban, George Hadfield, and B. H. Latrobe, 
architects. The north wing was finished in 1800 and the south wing in r8rr. A 
wooden passageway connected them. On the 24th of August, 1814, the interior of 
both wings was destroyed by fire, set by the British. The damage to the buildfog 
was immediately repaired. In 1818 the central portion of the building was com-
menced, under the architectural superintendence of Charles Bulfinch. The original 
building was finally completed in 1827. Its cost, including the grading of the 
grounds, alterations, and repairs, up to 1827, was $2,433,844.13. 
THE EXTENSIONS. 
The corner stone of the extensions was laid on the 4th of July, 1851, by President 
Fillmore, Daniel Webster officiating as orator. This work was prosecuted under the 
architectural direction of Thomas U. Walter till 1865, when he resigned. It was 
completed under the supervision of Edward Clark, the present architect of the Capi-
tol. The material used in the walls is white marble from the quarries at Lee, Mass., 
and that in the columns from the quarries at Cockeysville, Md. These extensions 
were first occupied for legislative purposes January 4, 1859. 
DIMENSIONS OF THE BUILDING. 
The entire length of the building from north to south is 751 feet 4 inches, and its 
greatest dimension from east to west 350 feet. The area covered by the building is 
153,rr2 square feet. 
THE DOME. 
The dome of the original central building was constructed of wood, covered with 
copper. This was replaced in r856 by the present structure of cast iron. It was 
completed in 1865. The entire weight of iron used is 8,909,200 pounds. 
The dome is crowned by a bronze statue of Freedom, which is 19 feet 6 inches 
high and weighs 14,985 pounds. It was modeled by Crawford. The height of the 
dome above the base line of the east front is 287 feet 5 inches. The height from 
the top of the balustrade of the building is 217 feet II inches. The greatest diameter 
at the base is 135 feet 5 inches. 
'the rotunda is 95 feet 6 inches in diameter, and its height from the floor to the 
top of the canopy is r8o feet 3 inches. 
The Senate Chamber is n3 feet 3 inches in length by So feet 3 inches in width and 
36 feet in height. The galleries will accommodate one thousand persons. 
The Representatives' Hall is 139 feet in length by 93 feet in width and 36 feet in 
height. 
The room now occup_ied by the Supreme Court was, until 1859, occupied as the 
Senate Chamber. Previous to that time the court occupied the room immediatelv 
beneath, now used as a law library, • 
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THE BASEMENT OF THE CAPITOL. 
Room. HOUSE WING. 
1. Committee on InYalid Pensions. 
2. Committee on Claims. 
3. Committee on Agriculture. 
4. Stationery room. 
5. Committee on , var Claims. 
6. Official stenographers to committees. 
i:}official Reporters of Debates. 
9. Committee ou the T erritories. 
IO. Occupied by the Speaker as a private room. 
II. Committee on Library. 
12. Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds. 
13. House Post-Office. 
13½. Committee on Expenditures in the Post-Office 
Department. 
14. Committee on the Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
15. Clerl,.:'s document room. 
rs½. Lunch room. 
16. Closets. 
17. Box room. 
18, 19, 20. Restaurant. 
21. Committee on Printing. 
22. Committee on Indian Affairs. 
2
~ 5Comm~ttee on A<:counts. 
-' '<Committee on Mileage. 
25. E levators. • 
HOUSE COMMITTEES. TERRACE, SOUTH SIDE. 
I. Elections Committee No. 3. 
2 . Committee on Mines and Mining. 
3. Committee on Expenditures in the Agricultural 
Depa rtment. 
5. Index room. 
6. Committee on Immigration and Naturalization. 
7. Committee on the Election of President, Vice-
President, and Representatives in Congress. 
9. Committee on Irrigation of Arid Lands in the 
United States. 
11. Committee on Expenditures in the Treasury De-
partment. 
13. Committee on the Eleventh Census. 
15. Committee on Mannfactures. 
N0TE.-Rooms occupied by the House Committees on 
Reform in the Civil Service, Levees and Improvements 
of Mississippi River, Expenditures in the Department 
of Justice, Expenditures in the Navy Department, 
and Expenditures on Public Buildings are not shown 
on the diagrams. They are located in the subbase-
ment, west front, on the House side of center of 
building. 
Room. l\1AIN BUILDING. 
49. Senate Committee on Census. 
50. Senate Committee 011 the Library. 
51. Senate Committee on Education and Labor. 
52. House Committee on Labor. 
53. House Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
54. House Coinage, ·weights, and Measures. 
55. House Committee on Education. 
56. House Committee on Revision of the Laws. 
57. House Committee on Ventilation and Acoustics. 
58. Sen ate Committee on Woman Suffrage. 
59. Senate Committee to Examine Several Branches 
of the Civil Service. 
60. Senate Committee on additional accommoda-
tions fo r the Library of Congress. 
61. Storeroom for Library. 
62. Storeroom Supreme Court. 
63. Senate bathroom. 
64, 65 . The Supreme Court-c,msultation room. 
66. Congressional Law Library, formerly the Su-
preme Court room. 
67. Congressional Law Library. 
68 5Office of Door~eeper of the Hou_se. )Office of supenntendent of foldmg room. 
69. House Committee on Private Land Claims. 
70. Offices of the Chief Clerk of the House. 
71. House Committee on Expenditures in the State 
Department. 
72. House C'ommittee on Expenditures in the Inte-
rior Department. 
73. House Committee on Militia. 
74. House Committee on Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
SENATE COMMITTEES. MALTBY BUILDING. 
IO. Relations with Canada. 
27. Trespassers on Indian Lands. 
29. International Expositions. 
35. National Banks. 
39. On Manufactures. 
44. Geological Survey. 
47. Fisheries. 
53. Five Civilized Tribes of Indians. 
58. Contingent Expenses. 
6r. Potomac R1Ver Front. 
63. Immigration. 
New rooms, Forest Reservations. 
77. Civil Service and Retrenchment. 
Room. SENATE WING. 
24. Committee on Rules. 
25. Committee on the R evision of the Laws . 
26. Committee on Patents. 
27. Committee on Military Affairs. 
28. Committee on Printins-. 
29. Committee on the Judiciary. 
. 30. Committee on Pacific Railroads. 
32. Committee on Indian Affairs. 
33. Stationery room. 
36. Restaurant. 
37. Stationery room. 
38. Committee on Public Lands. 
39. Police Headquarters. 
40. Committee on Pensions. 
41. Committee on Territories. , 
42. Ladies' room. 
42½. Sergeant-at-Arms' stores. 
43. Committee on Ag riculture. 
44. Committee on Enrolled Bills. 
!~:}committee on Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
47. Senate Post-Office. 
48. Committee on Foreign 'Relations. 
49. Elevator. 
51. Gentlemen's room. 
SENATE COMMITTEES. TERRACE, NORTH SIDE. 
I. To Establish the Umversity of the United States. 
2. On-Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of 
Executive Departnients. 
3. On Indian Depredations. 
5. On Coast Defenses. · 
7. On Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
41 6. Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
9. On Railroads. 
II . Corporations Organized in the District of Colum-
bia . 
13. On Improvement of the Mississippi River auri its 
Tributaries. 
15. On Mines and Mining, 
N0TE.-Rooms occupied by Senate Committees on 
Revolutionary Claims and Transportation and Sale of 
::.\1:eat Products are not shown on the diagrams. They 
are located in the subbasement, west front, on the 






































3. Committee on Riyers and Harbors. 
4. Journal, printing, and file clerks of the House. 
5. Committee on Naval Affairs. 
6. Closets. 
7.l 8. Members' retiring room. 
9. 
10. Speaker's room. 
12. Cloakrooms. 
13. Office of the Sergeant-at-Arms of the House. 
14. Committee on Ways and Means. 
15. Committee on Military Affairs. 
16. House Library. 
17. Elevators. 
MAIN BUILDING. SENATE WING. 
Room. I Room. 
33. House document room. 16. Office of the Secretary of the Senate. 
34. Engrossing and enrolling clerks of the House. 17. Executive clerk of the Senate. 
35. Committee on Enrolled Bills. 18. Financial clerk of the Sen~te. 
36. Office of the Clerk of the House of Representa- 19. Chief Clerk of the Senate. 
tives. It was in this room, then occupied by the 20. Engrossing and enrolling clerks of the Senate. 
Speaker of the House, that ex-President John 
Quincy Adams died, two days after he fell at his 
seat in the House, February 23, 1848. 
37. Office of the Clerk of the Supreme Court. 
38. Robing room of the Judges of the Supreme Court. 
39. Withdrawing room of the Supreme Court. 





25. Room of the President. 
26. The Senators' reception room. 
40. Office of the Marshal of the Supreme Court. 27. The Vice-President's room. 
The Supreme Court, formerly the Senate Cham- 28. Committee on Finance. 
ber. 29. Official Reporters of Debates.· 
The Old Hall of the House of Representatives is 30. Public reception room. 
now used as a statuary hall, to which each State has 31. Committee on the District of Columbia. 
been invited to contribute two statues of its ·most 32. Office of the Sergeant-at-Arms of the Senate. 
distinguished citizens. 33. Elevator. 
The Congressional Library con_tains 5901000 vol-
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THE GALLERY STORY OF THE CAPITOL. 
HOUSE WING. 
Room. 
1. Committees on Pacific Railroads and Pensions. 
2. Committee on Elections. 
3. Committee on Banking and Currency. 
4. Committee on the District of Columbia. 
{
Committee on Patents. 
5. 




27. Senate Library. 
28. Senate Library-Librarian's room. 




14. Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds. 
15.} Committee on Interstate Commerce. 
16. 
17. Committee on Privileges and Elections. 
30. Senate Committee on the Construction of the Nica- 1 18. Committee on Commerce. 
ragua Canal. 19. Committee on Engrossed Bills. 
20. Press associations; Western Union and Postal Tel-
7. Correspondents and journalists' withdrawing I 32. Senate document room. 31.l egraphs. 
room. 33. - 21. Newspaper correspondents' room. 
8.} Water-closet. 
9. 
34. Superintendent of the Senate document<;. 
35. House Library. 
22. Ladies' room. 
23. Naval Affairs. 
ro. Ladies' retiring room. 
II. Committee on the Public Lands. 
12. Committee on Commerce. 
36.l 
37. House document room. 
38. 
24. Conference room of the minority. 
25. Committee on Claims. 
26. Committee on Private Land Claims. 
13. Committee on Foreign Affairs. 39. Clerk's office. 27. Elevator. 












186 Congressi'onal Dt'rectory. 
DIRECTORY OF ROOMS, UNITED STATES SENATORS. 
Senator. 
ALDRICH ..... ; .. 
ALLEN ...... . . 
ALLISON ...... . 
BACON ........ . 
BAKER ........ . 
BATE .......... . 
BERRY ........ . 
BURROWS ..... . 
BUTLER ....... . 
Committee. 
Rules .. ......... .... ....... . 
Forest Reservations ......... . 
Appropriations .............. . 
Trespassers upon Indian Lands. 
Transportation of Meat Prod-
ucts. 
Woman Suffrage ............ . 
Revision of Laws ........... . 
Organization of Executive De-
partments. 
CAFFERY .................................... . 
CANNON .................................... . 
CARTER . . . . . . . . Census . .......... . .... .. ... . 
CHANDLER ... .. Privileges and Elections ..... . 
CHILTON ................ ... . .. ..... .. .... ... . 
CLARK . . . . . . . . . Railroads .......... ... . .. ... . 
CLAY ....................................... . 
COCKRELL . . . . . Engrossed Bills ............. . 
CULLOM ........ Interstate Commerce ........ . 
DANIEL........ Corporations Organized in the 
District of Columbia. 
DAVIS ......... . Foreign Relations ........... . 
DEBOE ..... ... . 
ELKINS ....... . Geological Survey .......... . 
FAIRBANKS .... . Immigration .... ...... .... .. . 
FAULKNER .... . Potomac River Front ... . .. .. . 
FORAKER ..... . Examine Branches Civil Serv-
ice. 
FR YE . . . . . . . . . . Commerce .................. . 
GALLI GER . . . . Pensions ................... . 
GEAR.......... Pacific Railroads ............ . 
GORMAN ....... Private Land Claims ......... . 
GRAY .......... Revolutionary Claims .. '. ... . . 
HALE . ........ . Naval Affairs ............... . 
HAN A ..................................... . 
HA SBROUGH . . Public Lands ............... . 
HARRIS ..................................... . 
HAWLEY ....... Military Affairs ...... ... . . .. . 
HEITFELD ...................... . ............ . 
HOAR .. . .. . ... . Judiciary .................. . 
Jo ES (Ark.) ... Additional Accommodations 
Library of Congress. 
J ES ( ev.)... Contingent Expenses ........ . 
KE EY ....... · · ········ ·· ······· ··········· 
KYLE . . . . . . . . . . Education and Labor . ....... . 
Lr DSAY .................................... . 
LODGE . . . . . . . . Printing .................... . 
McBRIDE . . . . . . Coast Defense ·. . .... ...... . 
. Y .... .................... . .. ....... . 
I. . ...... . .......................... . 
A . . . . . Di trict of olumbia ........ . 
v ..... .......................... . .. 
ational Banks ............. . 
. . .. .. . . ...... .... ..... ... . . . 
lanufactur 
. ...... .... ...... ..... ..... .. 
ELL ..... . . ....... ......... . ..... .... . 
Location. 
Ground floor, west side. 
Annex, new rooms. 
Senate floor, northwest corner. 
Annex, room 73. 
Annex, room 27. 
Old building, subbasement, north 
side. 
Old building, basement. 
Ground floor, southwest corner. 
Terrace, room 2. 
Annex, room r. 
Annex, room 56. 
Old building, basement, north-
west corner. 
Gallery floor, west side. 
Annex, room 59. 
Terrace, room 9. 
Annex, room 6. 
Gallery floor, north side. 
Gallery floor, west side. 
Terrace, room II. 
Ground floor, northea t corner. 
Annex, room 34. 
Annex, room 44. 
Annex, room 63. 
Annex, room 6r. 
Old building, basement. 
Gallery floor, northwest corner. 
Ground floor, east side. 
Ground floor, north side. 
Gallery floor, northeast corner. 
Old building, subbasement. 
Gallery floor, southeast corner. 
Annex, room 8r. 
Ground floor, southeast corner. 
Annex, room 28. 
Ground floor, west side. 
Annex, room 74. 
Ground floor, northwest corner. 
Old building, basement. 
Annex, room 58. 
Annex, room 13. 
Old building, basement. 
Annex, room 3. 
round floor, west side. 
Terrace, room 5. 
nnex, room 8. 
Annex, room 68. 
Senate floor, east side. 
Annex, room 62. 
nnex, room 35. 
nnex, room 55 . 
nnex, room 39. 
nnex, room 22 . 
nnex, room 24. 
Dz'rectory of Rooms, Unz'ted States Senators. 
Senator. Committee. 
MORGAN .. . ... . Nicaragua Canal . .. .. . .. . . .. . 
MORRILL...... . Finance . . .... .. .. .... ...... . 
MURPHY . . .... . ...... ..... ... .. . . . . . .. . ... . . . 
NELSON . . . . . . . . Improvements of the Missis-
sippi River. 
PASCO ... . .... .. Five Civilized Tribes of Indians 
PENROSE . .. . .. . .... . ... . ...... . .. . ... . . . . . . . . 
PERKINS . . . . . . . Fisheries .. .... . . . .. . .. . .. .. . 
PETTIGREW . . . . Indian Affairs ....... .. .. .. .. . 
PETTUS . . .. . ..... . .. . . . . ..... .. . . .. . .. . . .... . 
PLATT (Conn .). Patents . . .. . ... . ... ....... . 
PLATT (N. Y. ) .. Transportation Routes to Sea-
board. 
P RITCHARD . . . . Civil Service a.nd Retrench-
ment. 
P ROCTOR . . . . . . . Agriculture and Forestry . . ... 
QUAY . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
R AWLINS ...... . ....... . . . .... . .. .. .... ..... . . 
R OACH ..... . . .. . ..... . .... .. . .. .. .. ........ . . 
SEWELL . . . . . . . . Enrolled Bills . .. .. . . ........ . 
SHOUP . . . . . . . . . Territories .. . . . . ...... .. ... . . 
SMITH .. .. . ........... . .. ... . . . . . . . .. ... . . .. . 
SPOONER. . . . . . . R elations with Canada . . .. . . . 
STEW ART. . . . . . . Mines and Mining . .... . . .. . . 
SULLIVAN ........ . . . ..... ... ... ... .... . . .... . 
TBLLER . . . . . . . . Claims . .... . . . . .. .... . . . . .. . 
THURSTON . . . . . Internation al Exposition . .. . . 
TILLMAN ....... . . . ........ . ... . . . . . ... . .. ... . 
TURLEY . . ....... ...... ......... . . ..... . ..... . 
TURNER ..... .. .... .... .. ... . .. .. . . . .. ...... . . 
TUR PIE . . . . . . . . Conference . . ... . · . ... .. . .... . 
VEST. . . . . . . . . . . Public Health . .. ... ..... ... . 
w ARREN . . . . . . . Irrigation .......... . ....... . 
WELLINGTON ... University of United States . . . 
WE'fMORE ... . .. Library .. . . .. ... . .. .. ... . .. . 
WHITE . . . .... . ... . . .. .. ..... . . ... . . .. ....... . 
WILSON . . . . . . . . Indian Depredations . . . . . .. . . 
WALCOTT . . . . . . Post-Offices and Post-Roads . . . 
Location. 
Gallery floor, back of Document 
Room. 
Senate floor, southeast corner. 
Annex, room 33. 
Terrace, room 13. 
Annex, room 53. 
Annex, room 50. 
Annex, room 47. 
Ground floor, south side. 
Annex, room 5. 
Ground floor, west side. 
Terrace , room 7. 
Annex, room 76. 
Ground floor, north side. 
Gallery floor, southwest corner. 
Annex, room 15. 
Annex, room 25. 
Ground floor, north side. 
Ground floor , north side. 
Annex, room 69. 
Annex, room ro. 
Terrace, room 15. 
Annex , room I I. 
Gallery floor, east side. 
Annex, room _29. 
Annex, room 7. 
Annex , room 45. 
Terrace, room 17. 
Gallery floor, east side. 
Gallery floor, back of Document 
Room. 
Terrace, room 6. 
Terrace, room r. 
Old building, basement. 
Annex, room 41. 
Terrace, room 3. 
Ground floor, north side. 
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APPORTIONMENT OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
Census. Apportionment. I Whole 
number 
1---------1----------lofRe~ Under-
Year. Population. Year. Ratio. r~~;!:'-· 
Constitution ........... . ...................... . ..... .... .. .. ............ . . 
First Census..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1790 3,929,214 
~ti~di~es:~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: ·.::::::::::::: ~~~ ~; ~~~; t~~ 
i?n~t~~~~~~~::::::: _.::::::::: _.: _.:::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ r~: ~gg: ~~~ 
Sixth Census....... ............ .................... 1840 17,009,453 
Seventh Census ............... -~............ . ...... 1850 23,191,876 
Eighth Census .................................... : 186o 31,443,321 
Ninth Census............................... . . . . . . . 1870 38,558,371 
Tenth Census...................................... 1880 50,155,783 

























REPRESENTATION OF THE STATES UNDER .THE TENTH 
AND ELEVENTH CENSUSES, WITH INCREASE UNDER 
THE LATTER. 
Tenth Eleventh Census (3s6 
Census (325 Members). 
States. Members). 
Number. Number. Increase. 
Alabama............... . ............... . ........................... 8 
Arkansas............................... . ............... ... ........ 5 
California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Colorado............... .. ........................................ . I 
Connecticut......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Delaware .................................................... . .. . . 
Florida ....................... . ................... .... ............ . 
Georgia.................................................. ... ...... ro 
Idaho ............................................................. · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Illinois....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Indiana....... ... ...... . ......... .............. ............. .. .... 13 
Iowa ....... ..... ...... . . ... ........ .......... ... .. ....... ......... II 
Kansas............................................................ 7 
~iii~i~~r _': _. _. _' _.: _. _. _' _' _. _' _'::: _' _' ::: _'::: _.: _' ::: _.: _': .·::::::: _.:::::::::::: 1J 
Maine................................................... ... ....... 4 
Maryland......................................................... 6 
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
S!E~r••••••••·••••·••·•·••••·•••••· ·••••••••••·•·i••••••• :l Montana .... ........... . .......................... . .... .. ...... ...... ... ..... . Nebraska......................................................... 3
Nevada............................................................ r 
New Hampshire......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
New Jersey........................................................ 7 
ew York......................................................... . 34 
orth Carolina........... . ............................... ......... 9 
orlh Dakota ....................................................... . 
Ohio. .............................................................. 21 
Oregon............................................................ r 
Pennsylvania ................................................... ·1 28 
Rhode I land...................................................... 2 
gJl\)YYI ! i- :i 

















I ........... . 
2 ........... . 
8 
34 
9 ........... . 
I 
21 ...... · .. · • · 
2 
30 
2 .......... .. 
7 ....... ... .. 
IO ••. •.••• • •· • 
13 2 
2 ........... . 
IO ••••••••• •• • 
2 
4 ........... . 
I~ I 
----------
?f 1Bgo ·tah ha been admitted as a State with one Representative, making the 
Ip of the House 357, 
Library of Congress. 189 
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. 
(,Capitol Hill.) 
Librarian of Congress.-JOHN R USSELL YOUNG, 1755 Q street, NW. 
Chief Assistant Librariq,n.-A. R. Spoff?rd, :i:621 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Superintendent of Reading Room.-David Hutcheson, 401 B street N_E. . 
Assistant Librarians.-A. P. C. Griffin, 8 B street NE.; John Mornson, Sr r Thir-
teenth street NW.; H. A. Morrison, jr., 1703 Federal street, Baltimore, Md.; 
w. T. Moore, 1318 S street NW.; D. V. Jones, Lincoln Hotel; Daniel Murray, 934 
S street NW.; Freo. Fowler, 141 A street NE.; H. Rucker, r3rr Third street NW.; 
A. R. Kimball, 8 B street, NE. ; M . I. Cavanagh, rr59 Fourth street N~.; A. Ste-
phens, 1604 K street NW. ; F. W. Hebard, 625 C street NE.; E. J. Giffin, 1707 
Nineteenth street NW. 
Custodian of Washington Library.-Lawrence Washinghm, Alexandria, Va. 
Chief of Catalogue Department.-J. C. M. Hanson, 529 Spruce street NW. 
Superintendent of Art Gallery.-Thomas G. Alvord, 2I!9.R street NW. 
Superintendent of Hall of Maps and Charts.-P. L. Phillips, 1707 H street NW. 
Superintendent of Periodica{ Department.-A. B. S~awson, 324 B street SE. 
Superintendent of Man"!'script Department.-H. Fr:edenwald, 943 K street NW. 
Superintendent of llfitszc Department.-W. R. Whittlesey, 620 Duke street, Alex-
andria, Va. 
Superintendent of Congressional Reference Library.-J. Q. Howard, 907 Thirteenth-
street NW. 
Superintendent of Law Library.-T. H. Clark,407 A street SE. · 
Register of Copyrights.-Thorvald Solberg, Second street, corner Garfield Park. 
LIBRARY BUILDING AND GROUNDS. 
Superintendent.-BERNARD R. GREEN, 1738 N street NW. 
Chief Clerk. - Ed. Sutherland, 1418 S street NW. 
Chief E1tgineer. --Charles B. Titlow. 
E/ecfrician. - D. W. Harding. 
Captain of the Watch.-J . V. Wurdemann, 12 Fourth street SE. 
The new building for the Library of Congress was provided for by an act of Con-
gress approved April 15, 1886. The architects who furnished the original designs 
were John L . Smithmeyer and Paul J. Pelz. By act of Congress, October 2, 1888, 
before the foundations were laid Thomas L. Casey, Chief of Engineers of the Army, 
was placed in charge of construction of the building, and the architectural features 
and modifications were worked out by Paul J . Pelz and Edward P. Casey. Upon the 
death of General Casey the building was completed, in February, 1897, by Bernard R. 
Green , who had been in local charge almost from the beginning. The Library was 
opened to the public in the new building iri November of the same year. The actual 
cost of the building was $6,032,124.54, or $213,443.40 less than the limit fixed by law. 
The book shelving is 231,680 running feet, or about 44 miles, which will accommo-
date 2,000,000 volumes. When completely filled the Library, without encroaching _ 
on pavilions, reading rooms, or exhibition halls, will accommodate 4,500,000 volumes, 
occupying a little less than 100 miles of shelving . A tunnel connects with the 
Capitol by which books may be mechanically transmitted in a few minutes. The 
· entire new building, with its architecture and fin e art, is the work of American 
citizens. The origmal library was commenced in the Capitol in 1800, but was 
destroyed with the Capitol in 1814, during the war with England. It was afterwards 
replenished through the purchase by Congress of the library belonging to ex-Presi-
dent Jefferson, embracing about 7,000 volumes. In 1851 it contained 55,000 volumes, 
and by an accidental fire in that year the whole collection was destroyed except 
20,oc:>C> volumes. It was rebuilt in 1852, when $75,000 was appropriated in one sum 
to replenish the collection. The Library is recruited by regular appropriations made 
by Congress- the sum for 1898, $15,000--also by additions received by copyright, 
by exchanges, and from the Smithsonian Institution. The library of the Smith-
sonian Institution has now been deposited in the Library of Congress, where it is 
secured against loss by fire. The Library was also enriched by the presentation to 
the Government in 1882 of the large private library of the late Dr. Joseph M. Toner, 
of Washington, numbering over 27,000 volumes, besides nearly as many pamphlets. 
The _Lib~anan of Co1:gress is also register of copyrights. In 1898 there were 80,000 
entnes 111 the copynght department alone. The Library embraces 8oo ooo printed 
books, in which is included the law library of 100,000 volumes. There are'also 240,000 
pamphlets, 25,000 original manuscripts , 60,000 graphic arts, 210,000 pieces of music, 
45,000 bound volumes of newspapers and periodicals. · There is also a pavilion for 
the blind, open daily, with a special library of books in raised letters. 
190 Congressz'onal Dz"rectory. 
THE EXECUTIVE MANSION. 
(Pennsylvania avenue, between Fifteenth and Seventeenth streets NW.) 
WILLIAM McKINLEY, President, was born at Niles, Trumbull County Ohio 
January 29, 1843; was educated in the public schools, Poland Academy, and Alle~ 
gheny College; before attaining his majority he taught in the public schools· enlisted 
as a private in the Twenty-third Ohio Volunteer Infantry June rr, 186r; promoted 
to commissary-sergeant April 15, 1862, to second lieutenant September 23, 1862, to 
first lieutenant February 7, 1863, to captain July 25, 1864; served successively on the 
staffs of Gens. R. B. Hayes, George Crook, and Winfield S. Hancock, and was bre-
vetted major in the United States Volunteers by President Lincoln for gallantry in 
battle March 13, 1865; detailed as acting assistant adjutant-general of the First 
Division, First Army Corps, on the staff of Gen. S. S. Carroll; mustered out of the 
service July 26, 1865; returning to civil life, he studied law in Mahoning County; 
took a course at the Albany (N. Y.) Law School, and in 1867 was admitted to the 
bar and settled at Canton, Ohio, which has since been his home; in 1869 he was 
elected prosecuting attorney of Stark County, and served a term in that office; in 
1876 was elected a member of the National House of Representatives, and for four-
teen years represented the Congressional district of which his county was a part; as 
chairman of the Ways and Means Committee he reported the tariff law of 1890, 
but in November following was defeated for Congress in a gerrymandered district, 
although reducing the usual adverse majority from 3,000 to 300; in 1891 was elected 
governor of Ohio by a plurality of 21,5rr, and in 1893 was reelected by a plurality of 
80,995; in 1884 was a delegate at large to the Republican national convention and 
supported James G. Blaine for President; was a member of the committee on resolu-
tions and read the platform to the convention; in 1888 was also a delegate at large 
from Ohio, supporting John Sherman, and as chairman of the committee on resolu-
tions again reported the platform; in 1892 was again a delegate at large from Ohio, 
and supported the renomination of Benjamin Harrison, and served as chairman 
of the convention. At that convention 182 votes were cast for him for President, 
although he had persistently refused to have bis name considered. On June 18, 
1896, he was nominated for President at St. Louis, receiving 661 out of a total of 905 
votes. He was elected President at the ensuing November election by a popular 
plurality of 6oo,ooo votes, and received 27 r electoral votes as against 176 for William 
J. Bryan, of Nebraska. 
JOHN ADDISON PORTER, of Hartford, Conn., Secretary to the President ( 1623 
K street NW.), was born in New Haven, Conn. , April 17, 1856; isa graduate of 
Yale University of the class of 1878; is editor and proprietor of the Hartford Post; 
was secretary to Representative William Walter Phelps and clerk with Senator 
Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut, in 1884 and 1885; was elected to the Connecticut 
house of representatives in 1892; was presented as a candidate for governor in the 
Republican State conventions of Connecticut in 1894, 1896, and 1898; was appointed 
Secretary to President McKinley February 5, 1897. 
Assistant Secretaries to tile President.-0. L. Pruden, 6o4 Massachusetts avenue 
"'!ti.; George B. Cortelyou, 1218 orth Carolina avenue E. 
E .1:ecutive Clerks. - William H. Crook, 1309 L street W.; Benjamin F. Barnes, 823 
Eighth street E. 
RXRCUTlVE MANSION RULES. 
The Cabinet will meet on_ Tue ~ays and J:ridays from II a. m. until 1 p. m. 
, . nat rs and Repr sentahves will b received from ro a. m. to 12 m., excepting on 
abmet day ·. . 
Yi:itor.- having bu ·ine. with the President will be admitted from 12 to 1 o'clock 
daily, xcepling a?inet <lays, o_ far as public business will permit. 
The Ea. t R m will be op n daily, undays excepted, for the inspection of vi itors, 
·tw e!1 th. hour · of IO a. m. and 2 p. m. 
By dll'ection of the President: 
JOHN ADDISO PORTER, 
Secretary to the President. 
Executive Departments. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE. 
(Seventeenth street, south of Pennsylvania avenue.) 
JOHN HAY, of the District of Columbia, Secretary of State (800 SixteE;nth ?tre~t 
NW.), was born in Sale1;ll, Ind.
1 
October 8, 1838; gradu_ated at Brow~ University m 
1858 and studied law 111 Springfield, Ill.; was admitted to practice before the 
supr~me court of Illinois in 1861, but immediately came to Washington as Assistant 
Secretary to President Lincoln, remaining with him until his death; ~cted also as 
his adjutant and aid-de-camp, and served under Generals Hunter and Gillmore, and 
was brevetted colonel; was appointed secretary of legation to Fr~nce March 22, 1865; 
retired March 18, 1867; appointed secretary of legation to Austna-Hungary May 20, 
1867" retired August 12, 1868; appointed secretary of legation to Spain June 28, 1869; 
retir~d October 1, 1870; then became an editorial writer on the New York Tribune, 
remaining five years, during seven months of which he was editor in chief; removed 
to Cleveland in 1875 and took an active part in the Presidential canvasses of 1876, 
1880, and 1884; was appointed Assistant Secretary of State November I, 1879; retired 
May 3, 1881; in that year he represented the United States at the International Sani-
tary Congress in Washington, of which he was president; was appointed ambassador 
extraordinary and plenipotentiary to Great Britain March 19, 1897; retired September 
19, 1898; appointed Secretary of State September 20,1898. 
Assistant Secretary.-David J. Hill, 1313 K street NW. 
Second Assistant Secretary.-Alvey A. Adee, 1019 Fifteenth street NW. 
Third Assistant Secretary. -Thomas Wilbur Cridler, 907 Thirteenth street NW. 
Cliief Clerk.-William H. Michael, 215 North Capitol street. 
Diplomatic Bureau.-Chief, Sydney T. Smith, 1528 U street NW. 
Consular Bureau.-Chief, Robert S. Chilton, jr., 225 Delaware avenue NE. 
Bureau o.f Indexes and Arcliives.-Chief, Pendleton King, 1213 K street NW. 
Bureau o.f Accounts.-Chief, Frank A. Branagan, 1325 Wallach place. 
Bureau o.f Foreign Commerce.-Chief, Frederic Emory, The Grafton. 
Bureau o.f Rolls and Library.-Chief, Andrew Hussey Allen, 1823 I street NW. 
Bureau o.f Appointments.-Chief, Robert Brent Mosher, 809 Twenty-first street NW. 
Translator.-Henry L. Thomas, 823 Thirteenth street NW. 
Private Secretary.-E. J. Babcock, 1334 Thirteenth street NW. 
SPECIAI, COMMISSION PI,ENIPO'l'EN'l'IARY UNDER 'l'ARIFF AC'l'. 
Commissioner.-John A. Kasson, 1726 I street NW. 
Secretary.-Chapman Coleman. 
Assistant Secretary.-John B. Osborne, 2rr6 Connecticut avenue NW. 
Spei,ial Assistant Secretary. - Frank H. Peabody, rr20 New York avenue NW. 
THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 
(Fifteenth street and Pennsylvania avenue.) 
LYMAN J. GAGE, of Chicago, Ill., Secretary of the Treasury ( 1715 Massachusetts 
avenue), was born in _Dei:uyt~r, M~dison County, N: Y., June 28, 1836; received a 
common-school education 111 his native county, but, his parents removing to Rome 
N. Y:, in 1848, he_there received th~ _advantages of the Rom~ Academy; entered th~ 
bank111g busmess 111' the lowest position at the age of r8; gomg West in 1855 to seek 
~ betterment in fortune, after some trials he obtained in 1858 a bookkeeper's position 
111 the Merchants' Loan and Trust Company, of Chicago; his promotion was rapid· in 
1868 he was cashier of the bank; believing that the national banking system ~as 
superior t? the State law, under which the Merclra?ts' Loan and Trust Company 
was orgamzed, he accepted the appo111tment as cashier of the First National Bank 
of_ Chicago fn the year 1868; its charter expiring, the bank was reorganized in 1882, 
with a capital _of $3,000,000, and Mr. Gage was made vice-president and general 
manager, and 111 1891 he was elected president; has never held political office 
thong?- often pressed to allow his name t_o be used, notably for the office of mayo; 
of Chicago; on February 15, 1897, he resigned the presidency of the bank in order 
to accept the portfolio of the United States Treasury; was appointed March 4 and con-
firmed by the Senate March 5, 1897, and immediately entered upon the discharge of his 
duties as Secretary of the Treasury. 
Assistant Secretaries.-0. L.Spaulding, 1637RstreetNW.; WilliamB. Howell, 13rr 
Yale street NW.; Frank A. Vanderlip, The Cairo. 
Chief Clerk.-Theo. F. Swayze, 1739 S street NW. 
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Division of Appointments.-Charles Lyman, 1243 New Jersey avenue NW. 
Division of Bookkeeping and Warrants.-Chief, W. F. MacLennan, 1916 F street NW. 
Division of Public Moneys.-Chief, E . B. Daskam, 1423 R street NW. 
Division of Customs.-Chief, John M. Comstock, n22 Vermont avenue. 
Division of Revenue-Cutter Service.-Chief, Capt. C. F. Shoemaker, 1303 Yale street 
NW. 
Division of Stationery, Printing, and Blanks.-Chief, George Simmons, uoo 
Roanoke street NW. 
Division of Loans and Currency.-Chief, A. T. Huntington, Vienna, Va. 
Division o.f llfail and Files.-Chief, S. M. Gaines, Brookland, D. C. 
Miscellaneous Division .-Chief, Lewis Jordan, 1429 Twenty-first street NW. 
Division of Special Agents.-Chief, W. S. Chance, 1536 Seventeenth street NW. 
Disbursing Clerks.-George A. Bartlett, 1549 Park street, Mount Pleasant; Thomas 
J. Hobbs, 1622 H street NW. ' 
Private Secretary to Secretary of the Treasury.-Milton E. Ailes, 951 Twenty-fifth 
street NW. 
SUPERVISING ARCHITEC'l''S OFFICE. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Supervising Architect.-James K. Taylor, Hotel Cairo. 
Chief Executive Officer.-Charles E. Kemper, 1310 Riggs street NW. 
Tech1tical Division. - Chief, James P. Low, 1328 Corcoran street. 
Engineering and Drafting Division.-E. A. Crane, Principal Draftsman, in charge. 
In~pection and Material Division.-J. A. Sutherland, 300 Sixth street SE. 
Law and Record Division.-Chief, J. A. Wetmore, 310 Ninth street NE. 
Computers' Division.-J. C. Plant, Glencarlyn, Va. 
Accounts Division.-Chief, P. S. Garretson, 1341 T street NW. 
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING. 
(Fourteenth and B streets SW.) 
Director of Bureau.-Claude M. Johnson, The Olympia. 
Assistant Director.-Thomas J. Sullivan, 1530 Ninth street NW. 
Accountant.-Edwin Lamasure, 1353 Q street NvV. 
Engraving Division.-Chief, John R. Hill, 1408 Stoughton street NW. 
Custodian of Dies, Rolls, and Plates.-Joseph E. Ralph, 312 S street NE. 
Chief Clerk and Disbursing Agent.-Van H. Bukey, 1715 De Sales street NW. 
SECRET SERVICE DIVISION. 
(Treasury Department Building.) _ 
Chief-John E. Wilkie, The Victoria. 
Chief Clerk.-W. H. Moran, 1221 Eighth street NW. 
BUREAU OF STATISTICS. 
(Adams Building, 1333 F street NW.) 
Chief of Bureatt.-Oscar P. Austin, 1620 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Chief Clerk.-J. . Whitney, 1403 H street NW. 
LIFE-SAVING SERVICE. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
General S11,perintendent.-S, I. Kimball, 1316 Rhode Island avenue. 
Assistant General Superintendent.-Horace L. Piper, 1505 L street V.1. 
COMPTROLLER OF THE 'fREASURY. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Comptroller.-Robert J. Tracewell, r8r7, ixteenth street W. 
Asszslant Comptroller.-L. P. Mitchell, 3200 Thirteenth street W. 
CMt:/ Clerk.-C. l\1. Foree, 1209 K street '\V. 
Cltief Law Clerk.-J. D. Terrill, 1334 Vermont avenue. 
REGISTgR F THE TREASURY. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Rt:t,rister.-Judson \ . Ly n., 1453 Corcoran street rw. 
,-J~si:rltpLt Re,t,rister.- . L. Chew, 151 Iassachusetts avenue E. 
f)z_, '1_s1_011 of IAJ,_ans.- hicf, C .• T. :\le roarty, 210 Fifth street E. 
L 1ns 1011 of .\oles, Coupons, and Currency.-Chief, ewton Feree, 1720 Thirteenth 
trcd ~TW. 
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AUDITOR FOR THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Auditor.-W. E. Andrews. 
Deputy.-Edward McKitterick, II4 Maryland avenue NE. 
Law Clerk.-J. C. L. Gudger, 825 Fifth street N~. 
Customs Division.-Chief, H. K. Leaver, 1528 Sixteenth street NW. 
Public Debt Division.-Chief, T. 0 . W. Roberts, 918 Twenty-third street NW. 
Miscellaneous Division.-Chief, A. F. McMillan, I3II Wallach place •NW. 
Internal Revenue Division.-Chief, Cadwell C. Tyler, 1721 Oregon avenue NW. 
AUDITOR FOR THE WAR DEPARTMENT. 
(Winder Building, Seventeenth and F streets NW.) 
Auditor.-William Wallace Brown, The Stratford. 
Deputy.-Dan A. Grosvenor, 924 Fourteenth street NW. 
Disbzwsing Clerk.-S. McDonald, Winder Building. 
Archives Division.-Chief, S. E. Faunce, 929½ New York avenue NW. 
Review Division.-Chief, W. C. Eldridge, 322 C street NW. 
Claims Division.-Chief, W. A. Rogers, 1428 Welling place. 
Paymasters' Division.-Chief, M. J. Hull,-1022 Twelfth street NW. 
Pay and Bounty Division.-Chief, Elias Mann, ;1242 Kenesaw avenue. 
Military Division.-Chief, J. C. Baxter, 640 A street SE. 
Law Clerk.-Josiah Quincy Kern, 507 Sixth street NW. 
AUDITOR FOR THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Auditor.-William Youngblood, 1341 L street NW. 
D eputy.-Robert S. Person, r827 Phelps place NW. 
Indian Division.-Chief, Isaac Pearson, 1815 Thirteenth street NW. 
Army and Navy Pension Division.-Chief, W. S. Stetson, 1309 S street NW. 
Land Files and Miscellaneous Division.-J. E. R. Ray, 1213 H street NW. 
Law Clerk.-B. F . Harrah, 1107 Harvard street NW. 
AUDITOR FOR THE NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Auditor.-Frank H. Morris, 4 Iowa circle. · 
Deputy.-,John M. Ewing, lOII Connecticut avenue. 
Navy Pay and Allotment Division.-Chief, George P. Davis, 1u7 N street NW. 
Paymasters' Division.-Chief, L. K. Brown, 134 C street SE. 
R equisition and Prize Division. - Paul T. Bowen, 1218 T street NW. 
AUDITOR FOR THE STATE AND OTHER DEPARTMENTS. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
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Auditor.-Ernst G. Timme, 20Il F street NW. 
Deputy.-George W. Esterly, nr5 East Capitol street. 
Miscellaneous Division.-Chief, E. T. Bushnell, 1762 Madison street NW. 
Diplomatic and Consular Division.-Chief, W. P. Armstrong, Brookland, D. C. 
Division of Judicial Accounts.-Chief, vV. 0. Bradley, 1007 Massachusetts avenue NE. 
AUDITOR FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT. 
(Post-Office Department Building.) 
Auditor.-Henry A. Castle, 1532 Twenty-second street NW. 
Deputy.-Abraham L. Lawshe, 1244 Princeton street NW. 
Clzie.f Clerk.-John M. Bishop, The Cairo. 
Disbursing Clerk.-B. W. Holman, 1621 Seventeenth street NW. 
Colledi1tg Division.-Chief, Arthur Clements, II5 Fifth street SE. 
Bookkeeping Division.-Chief, David W. Duncan, u5 Fifth street NE. 
Pay Divzsion.-Chief, John B. Sleman, 3008 Fifteenth street NW. 
Inspecting Division.-Chief, M. M. Holland, Fifth and Colfax streets. 
C/1ecki1tg and Assorting Division.-Chief, R. M. Johnson, near Brightwood D. C. 
Foreign Division.-Chief, Emanuel Speich, 137 T street NW. ' 
Recording Division.-Chief, B. A. Allen, 1901 Fourth street NW. 
TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES. 
('treasury Department Building.) 
Treas1-wer.-Ellis H. Roberts, The Portland. 
Assistant Treasurer.-James F. Meline, 2rn O street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Willard Warner, The Concord. 
Cashier.-E. R. True, 2507 Pennsylvania avenue NW. 
Assistant Cashier.-G. C. Bantz, 2u2 Callow avenue, Baltimore, Md. 
Acconnts Division.-Chief, D. W. Harrington, near Alexandria, Va. 
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Loans Division.-Chief, Ferd. Weiler, r3r6 V street NW. 
National Banks Division.-Chief, George Fort, 3ro8 Q street NW. 
Redemption Division.-Chief, Albert Relyea, 3127 P street NW. 
Issue Division.-Chief, James A. Sample, 2ro4 0 street NW. 
Paying Teller.-William H. Gibson, 2136 L street NW. 
Receiving Teller.-C. S. Pearce, r62r Nineteenth street NW. 
Assistant Teller.-R. H. Forsyth, r522 T street NW. 
Assistant Teller.-D. W. Herriott, r5rr S street NW. 
Vault Clerk.-A. R. Quaiffe, The Concord. 
Principal Bookkeeper.-Sherman Platt, The Portner. 
Assistant Bookkeeper.-]. 0. Manson, 923 S street NW . 
. National Bank Redemption Agency. 
Superintendent.-Thomas E. Rogers, The Olympia. 
Teller.-E. W. Wilson, 1714 OrC=gon avenue NW. 
Bookkeeper.-F. W. Lantz, r3r9 Nineteenth street NW. 
Assis_tant Teller.-H. M. Ewing, r439 Corcoran street NW. 
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Comptroller.-Charles G. Dawes, r337 K street NW. 
Deputy Comptroller.-L. 0. Murray, r209 K street. 
Chief Clerk.-]. Y. Paige, r624 Riggs place. 
Organization Division.-Chief, W. J. Fowler, rr4 R street NE. 
Division of Reports.-Chief, George S. Anthony, 9r7 S street NW. 
Division of Issues.-Chief, W.W. Eldridge, Kensin~on, Md. 
Redemption Division.-Superintendent, E. E. Schremer, r3r4 R street NW. 
Bond Clerk.-W. D. Swan, 222 First street SE. 
COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Commissioner.-Nathan B. Scott, r439 K street NW. 
Deputy.-George W. Wilson, The Bancroft. 
Chief Clerk and Appointment Division.-Alfred G. Bliss, 923 East Capitol street. 
Law Division.-]. B. T. Tupper, r3r6 Nineteenth street NW. 
Stamp Division.-E. C. Johnson, 8r4 Twelfth street NW. 
Assessment Division.-Chief, Charles A. Bates, r434 V street NW. 
Division of Distilled Spirits.-Chief, Thomas A. Cushing, r333 N street NW. 
Division of Revt:nue Agents.-Chief, W. H. H. Bowen, r352 Yale street W. 
Division o.f Accounts.-Chief, William Hinds, 1315 Kenesaw street NW. 
Cliemist.-C. A. Crampton, Montgomery County, Maryland. 
DIRECTOR OF THE MINT. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Director of the Mint.-George E . Roberts, The Kensington, Fourteenth street. 
Compu(er of Bullion.-B. F. Butler, 4r8 Maple avenue, Le Droit Park. 
Adjuster.-Frank P. Gross·, 1819 K street NW. 
Assayer.-Cabell Whitehead, rro2 New Hampshire avenue. 
Examiner.-Robert E. Preston, 51 K street NE. 
COMMISSIO.i: ER OF NAVIGATION. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Commissioner of Navigation.-Eugene Tyler Chamberlain, Metropolitan Club. 
Deputy Conzmissioner.-Thoma B. anders, 2309 M street NW. 
OFFICE OF STEAMBOAT INSPECTION. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Supervising ftzspector-General. - .Tames A. Dumont, 1807 ineteenth street NW. 
'/lief Clerk.-William F. Gatchell, 6o4 E street E. 
LIGHT-HOUSE BOARD. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Pres~·dent.-Hon. Lyman J. age, ecretary of the Treasury. 
11azrma11.- Commodore Francis }. Higginson, U. . ., The Cairo, Wahington, D.C. 
ol. \\ 'ranklin, offi e 2552 Madison avenue, Baltimore, Md.; Lieut. Col. Alex-
an~ ie, f Engi . , \Var Department, Washington, D. C.; 
Br rge e. pi , U rs ( Colonel Co · er ) Army 
Y. ; Dr. . hett, uperi . Coa t and 
ey ngton, a te , tirling, \Ve t Lan-. 
lti Icl . ; der 1. Ackley, val ecre-
. ; :Maj. R. I,. Hoxi rps of Enginee ., Engineer 
' r _ h D . . 
'/lief Clerk .- .\rn hn. n, Lincoln Hot 1. 
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Inspectors: 
First district.-Lieut. Commander James K. Cogswell, U. S. N., Custom-House, 
Portland, Me. . . 
Second district.-Commander H. G. 0. Colby, U.S. N., Post-Office Bmldmg, Bos-
ton, Mass. · . . 
Third district.-Capt. E. M. Shepard, U.S. N., T~Hnpk111sv1lle, N. Y. . . 
Fourth district.-Lieut. Commander Adolph Manx, U.S. N., Post-OfficeBmldmg, 
Philadelphia, Pa. . . 
Fifth district.-Commander Charles M. Thomas, U.S. N., Custom-House Build-
ing, Baltimore, Md. 
Sixth district.- Commander C.H. Arnold, U. S. N., Charleston, S. C. 
Seventh district.-Lieut. Nathaniel K. Usher, U. S. N., Custom-House, Key 
West, Fla. 
Eighth district.-Lieut. Commander Albion V. Wadhams, U. S. N., Custom-
House, New Orleans, La. 
Ninth district.-Commander C. 0. Allibone, U. S. N., Room 1431, Marquette 
Building, corner Adams and Dearborn streets, Chicago, Ill. 
Tenth district.-Commander Franklin Hanford, U.S. ·N., Ellicott Square, Buf-
falo, N. Y. 
Eleventh district.-Lieut. Commander Duncan Kennedy, U.S. N., U.S. Public 
Building-, Detroit, Mich. 
Twelfth dzstrict.-Commander Uriel Sebree, U. S. N., Safe Deposit Building, 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Thirteenth district.-Commander George C. Reiter, U.S. N., 623-625 Marquam 
Building, Portland, Oreg. 
Fourteenth district.-Maj. William H. Bixby, U. S . A., Post-Office Building, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Fifteenth district.-Lieut. A. B. Wyckoff, U. S. N., New Custom-House, St. 
Louis, Mo. · 
Sixteenth district.-Capt. H. C. Newcomer, U.S. A., Custom-House, Memphis, 
Tenn. 
Engineers: 
First and Second districts.-Maj. William S. Stanton, U.S. A., 373 Washington 
street, Boston, Mass. · 
Third district.-Lieut. Col. D. P. Heap, U. S. A., Tompkinsville, N. Y. 
Fourth district.-Lieut. Col. William A. Jones, U. S. A., Post-Office Building, 
-Philadelphia, Pa. 
Fifth district,-Lieut. Col. William A. Jones, U.S. A., Post-Office Building, Balti-
more, Md. 
Sixth district.-Maj .. E. H. Ruffner, U.S. A., 33 Custom-House, Charleston, S. C. 
Seventh and Eighth districts.-Lieut. Col. A. N. Damrell, U.S. A., Mobile, Ala. 
Ninth district.-Capt. James G. Warren, U.S. A., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Tenth district.-Maj. T. W. Symons, U.S. A., uoo D. S. Morgan Building, Buf-
falo, N. Y. 
Eleventh district.-Lieut. Col. Milton B. Adams, U. S. A., 18 Bagley avenue, 
Detroit, Mich. 
Twelfth district.-Maj. Charles E. L. B. Davis, U. S. A., Flood Building, San 
Francisco, Cal. 
Thirteenth district.-Maj. Walter L. Fisk, U. S. A., Oregonian Building, Port-
land, Oreg . 
. Fourteenth district.-Maj. William H. Bixby, U.S. A., Custom-House, Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 
Fifteenth district.-Lieut. Col. Amos Stickney, U. S. A., 1515 Locust street, St. 
Louis, Mo. 
Sixteenth district.-Capt. H. C. Newcomer, U.S. A., Memphis, Tenn. 
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY. 
(Coast and Geodetic Survey Building, New Jersey avenue, south of the Capitol.) 
Superzntendent.-Henry S. Pritchett, 1524 P street NW. 
Assista1tt in charge of Office.-0. H. Tittmann, 1617 Riggs place NW . 
.Inspector of Hydrography and Topography.-Herbert G. Ogden, 1610 Riggs place 
NW. • 
Weights and 1/!Ieasures.-Andrew Braid, 1308 Columbia street, Columbia Heights. 
Disbursing Agent.-Scott Nesbit, 1202 Twenty-first street NW. 
Naval Accounts.-William J. Thompson, U.S. N., Army and Navy Cluh. 
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Congressional Directory. 
Ejxecutive Officer to the Superintendent.-E. D. Preston, 44 M street NW. 
Con.puting Division.-Charles A. Schott, 212 First street SE. 
Drawing and Engraving Division. - Will Ward Duffield, 1608 Q street NW. 
I11spector o.f Charts.-Gershom Bradford, 312 A street SE. 
Tidal Division.-L. P. Shidy, 1617 Marion street NW. 
Instrument Division. - E. G. Fischer, 436 New York avenue W. 
Library and Archives.-Edward L. ·Burchard, 207 East Capitol street. 
MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICE. 
(Supervising_Surg<con-General's Office, 3 B street SE.) 
Supervising Surgeon-General.-Walter Wyman, The Shoreham. 
Assistants. - Surg. Preston H. Bailhache, 2u5 S street NW.; Surg. C. E . Banks. The 
Grafton; P. A. Surg. P. M. Carrington, 3019 Thirteenth street NW.; P. A. Surg. 
G. T. Vaughan, 816 Seventeenth street NvV. 
HYGIENIC LABORATORY. 
(3 B street SE.) 
Director.-P. A. Surg. J. J. Kinyoun, 1457 Stoughton street NW. 
Assistant.-P. A. Surg. E. K. Sprague, 814 A street NE. 
BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Commissioner-General o.f Immigration .-T. V. Powderly, 1332 New York avenue. 
Chief Clerk.-Frank H. Larned, The Concord. 
THE WAR DEPARTMENT. 
(Seventeenth street, south of Pennsylvania avenue.) 
RUSSELL ALEXANDER ALGER, of Michigan, Secretary of War ( 16o1 K street 
NW.), was born in the township of Lafayette, Medina County, Ohio, February 27, 1836. 
His parents, RussellAlgerandCarolineMoulton, werefrom ew Englandstock whose 
ancestry were Scotch and English; was educated at the Richfield Academy in Rich-
field, Summit County, Ohio, attending the autumn and winter terms, working on a farm 
by the month the remainder of the year to enable him to doso; taughtschool twowin-
ters; studied law with Wolcott & Upson at Akron, Ohio, during 1857 and 1858 and in 
1859 nntil admitted to the bar; practiced law but a little time; removed to Michigan 
January I, 1860; commenced lumbering in a small way on borrowed capital; at the 
breaking out of the war he enlisted in the volunteer service September 2, 1861, and 
mustered into service to date October 2, 1861, as captain, Second Michigan Cavalry; 
· was promoted to be major of the same regiment to take effect from April 17, 1862, 
lieutenant-colonel of the Sixth Michigan Cavalry October 30, 1862, and colonel of 
the Fifth Michigan Cavalry June II, 1863; resigned September 16, and was discharged 
September 20, 1864; was severely wounded at the battle of Boonsboro, Md., July 8, 
1 63, and received the brevet commissions of brigadier-general and major-general of 
volunteers for gallant and meritorious services during the war; returned to Michigan 
at the close of the war, and with borrowed capital reengaged in the lumbering busi-
ne s, which ha steadily increased year by year in volume; has extensiYe business 
inter sts of various kinds in other States than Michigan; was governor of his State 
for the years 1885 and 1886; was appointed Secretary of War March 5, 1897, and 
confirmed the same day. 
Assistaut. ecretary o.f War.-George D. Meiklejohn, The Raleigh. 
Clzie_f i'erk.-John Tweedale, 1725 P street W . 
. ecrefary (o Secretary o.f War.-V. L. Mason, 1749 Madison street W. 
onfideutial _Clerk to tile ecretary o.f War. - F. C. Squires, The Portner. 
Clerk to Assistant ec.,retary. John C. cofield 1447 Corcoran street. 
fJisbursintr Clerk.-:--:\,~illiam S: Yeatman, 1749 F treet NW. 
Correspomtence Division.- 'ht f, John T. Dillon 2020 G str et \V. 
Rcq11i,;itio11 aud Accomlls Division.-Chief Cbar'les B. Tanner 3005 Fifteenth street .,, . ' ' 
Supply Dz:v,:sz:on. - hi_ef, Martin R. Thorp, 316 street E. 
Recor~! Dzv z 1011. h1ef, John B. Randolph, 15or R street 
J lf!powbnent Clerk.-:-~~rancis ~\'. Fore~, 1823 treet \V. 
Officer on Duty as J.J/zlztary Azd. - laJ. eo. H. Hopkin , Th Gordon. 
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY. 
(In War Department Building.) 
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Maj. Gen. Nelson A. Miles, Comma?din~ the Army, 1736 ~ street NW. · 
Aides-de-Camp.-Lieut. Col. Francis Michler, assistant ad3utant-general, U.S. Vol-
unteers, Metropolitan Club; Lieut. Col. Marion P. Maus, inspector-general, U.S. 
Volunteers, Metropolitan Club. 
Assistant Adjutant-General.-Brig. Gen. J. C. Gilmore, U.S. Volunteers, The Port-
land. 
Assistant Ad/utant-General.-Capt. J. B. Morton, U.S. Volunteers, 127 North Caro-
lina avenue SE. 
OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Adjutant-General.-Brig. Gen. Henry C. Corbin, ro19 Connecticut avenu_e. . 
Assistants.-Col. Thomas Ward, 1901 N street NW.; Col. T. Schwan, 1310 Twentieth 
street; Lieut. Col. W. H. Carter, 1420 Hopkins street; Maj. H. 0. S. Heistanil, 
1634 S street NW.· Maj. J. A. Johnston, 1621 Twenty-first street NW.; Maj. W. A. 
Simpson, 1723 De 'sales street; Lieut. L. C. Scherer, Fifth Cavalry, 2rr3 S street; 
Lieut. W. C. Babcock, Eighth Cavalry, 2447 Eighteenth street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-R. P. Thian, 3319 N street, Georgetown. 
OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Inspector-General.-Maj. Gen. Joseph C. Breckinridge, 1314 Connecticut avenue. 
Assistants.-Lieut. Col. E. A. Garlington, The Metropolitan Club; Maj. C. H. Heyl, 
34o6 U street; Maj. Thos. T. Knox, 1216 Connecticut avenue; Maj. S. C. Mills, 1736 
. Q street. · 
Chief Clerk.-Warren H. Orcutt, 509 East Capitol street. 
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL. 
(In War Department Building.) 
fudge-Advocate-General.-Brig. Gen. G. N. Lieber, 1322 Eighteenth street NW.· 
Assistants.-Lieut. Col. Edgar S. Dudley, The Cairo, and Maj. J. N. Morrison, The 
Concord. 
Chief Clerk.-Lewis W. Call, 1249 Kenesaw avenue NW. 
OFFICE OF THE QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Quartermaster-General.-Brig. Gen. M. I. Ludington, The Cochran. 
Assistants.-Col. James M. Moore, The Portland; Col Col. Frank J. Hecker, U.S. 
Volunteers, Hotel Gordon; Col. Charles Bird, 2019 N street NW.; Col. William 
S. Patten, 1501 Eleventh street NW.; Col. Crosby P. Miller, 1623 R street NW.; 
Lieut. Col. M. C. Martin, 2019 Hillyer place; Lieut. Col. F. G. Hodgson, 1409 
Twenty-first street NW.; Maj. F. M. Schreiner, U. S. Volunteers, 1440 Q street 
NW.; Maj. J. Z. Dare, U.S. Volunteers, 1340 Corcoran street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Henry D .. Saxton, 615 Nineteenth street NW. 
Depot Quartermaster.-Maj. Theodore E. True, The Bancroft. 
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Commissary-General o.f Subsistence.-Brig. Gen. Charles P. Eagan, 2rr3 S street NW. 
Assistants.-Col. Wm. L. Alexander, Ebbitt House; Col. George B. Davis, Chevy 
Chase, Md. 
C!tief Clerk.-Wm. A. De Caindry, 1816 H street NW. 
OFFICE OF THE SURGEON-GENERAL. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Surg:eon-General.-Brig. Gen. George M. Sternberg, 1019 Sixteenth street NW. 
Assistants.-Col. Charles H. Alden, 1740 R street NW.; Col. Dallas Bache The Cairo· 
Lieut. Col. ~hades Sm_art, 2017 Hillyer place; Maj. Walter Reed, 5 Cook place: 
WestWashmgton; MaJ. JamesC. Merrill, The Portland; Maj. GeorgeE. Bushnell, 
The Bancroft; Capt. E. L. Munson, 1629 Twenty-first street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-George A. Jones, 1332 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Attending Surgeon.-Maj. E. C. Carter. 
Assistants.-Contract Surgeon F. S. Nash, 1225 Fifteenth street NW.; Contract 
Surgeon G. Wythe Cook, 3 Thomas circle. 
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OFFICE OF THE PAYMASTER-GENERAL. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Paymaster-General.-Brig. Gen. T. H. Stanton, 1313 Massachusetts avenue ~W. 
Assistant Paying Mileage and Discharged Soldiers and Bounties. -Maj. George w. 
Baird, The Cairo. · 
Chief Clerk.-Grafton D. Hanson, 1228 Massachusetts avenue Vv·. 
Post Paymaster.-Maj. J. C. Muhlenberg, Park street, Mount Pleasant, D. C. 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Chief o.f Engineers.-Brig. Gen. John M. Wilson, 1141 Connecticut avenue. 
Assistants.-Lieut. Col. A. Mackenzie, 1836 Jefferson place; Capt. James L. Lusk, 
1745 Q street NW.; Capt. Joseph E. Kuhn, 1815 M street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-William J. Warren, The Cairo. 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ORDNANCE. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Chief o.f 0rdnance.-Brig. Gen. D. W. Flagler, 2144 California avenue, Washington 
Heights. 
Assistants.-Maj. V. McNally, The Hamilton; Maj. Charles Shaler, 1912 Sixteenth 
street NW.; Maj. Charles S. Smith, 19 Iowa circle; Maj. Wm. Crozier, 1909 .. 
street NW.; Capt. J. C. Ayres, 2005 0 street NW.; Capt. C. B. Wheeler, 21o6 R 
street NW. 
Cftief Clerk.-John J. Cook, 925 M street NW. 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Chief Signal 0fficer.-Brig. Gen. A. W. Greely, 1914 G street NW. 
Assistant.-c_a2t.0tto A. Nesmith, 16IO New Hampshire avenue. 
Disbursing 0jftcer.-Maj. Eugene 0. Fechet, 39IO Cambridge place NW. 
Chief Clerk.-George A. Warren, Takoma Park, D. C. 
RECORD AND PENSION OFFICE. 
(In War Department Building and building on Tenth street, between E and F streets !\T\V.) 
Chief o.f 0ffice.-Col. F. C. Ainsworth, U: S. A., The Concord. 
Chiefs o.f Division.-Jacob Frech, 514 L street NE.; 0. B. Brown, 4n Spruce street 
NW. 
OFFICE OF PUBLICATION OF R ECORDS 01<' THE REBELLION. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Board of Publication.-Col. F. C. Ainsworth, U. S. A., The Concord; J4eslie J. Perry, 
1802 M street W.; Joseph W. Kirkley, 3406 P street NW. 
Agent .for Collection o.f Con.federate Records.-Marcus J. ·wright, 1724 Corcoran 
street NW. 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND GROU DS A D W ASHlNGTON MONUMENT. 
(In War Department Building.) 
In charge.-Col. Theodore A. Bingham, 1717 I street W. · 
Chief Clerk.-E. F . Concklin, 229 ew Jersey avenue SE. 
Public Cardener.-George H. Brown, 34 B street NE. 
Custodian o.f Monunient.-John Hawkins, 302 Sixth street SE. 
OFFICE OF WASHINGTON AQURDUCT. 
(2728 Pennsylvania avenue.) 
In clzar;re.-Lieut. ol. lexander M. Miller, 2123 R street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Pickering Dodge, 2025 G street NW. 
THE DEP RTME T OF JU TICE. 
(Pennsylvania avenue, between Fifteenth and Sixteenth streets.) 
J I--L \\ ILLI • I RI ter on, J. T. J., ttorney- eneral ( 1707 Massachu-
~ell _ ave~ue T\V. ) , wa. bo n, 1 • J.,July 10, 1849; was prepared for~ollege 
111 hi. n~ttve town an Lafayette Colleg in 1 6 ; was ad1111tterl to 
the har m I h 1c la·w al Paterson in that year; wa. member 
e 1t ersev in 1876 and 1877; wa elected tate 
r · 11 vcars, and was reele ted in l 5 for a sec-
i<l \V Jer ey in 1886; waselectedgovemorof 
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New Jersey on the Republican ticket November, 1895, and inaugurated as governor 
January, 1896; was appointed by President McKinley Attorney-General to succeed 
Hon. Joseph McKenna, who resigned to accept a seat on the Bench of the United 
States Supreme Court; was confirmed by the Senate January 25, 1898; resigned the 
office of governor January 31, and took his oath of office as Attorney-General on 
that day. 
Solicitor-General.-John K. Richards, 1335 Connecticut avenue N\V. 
Assistant Attorney-General.-James Edmund Boyd, 1704 P street NW. 
Assistant Attorney-General.-John G. Thompson, The Cairo. 
Assistant Attorney-General.-Louis A. Pradt, 1319 Yale street NW. 
Assistant Attorney-General.-Henry M. Hoyt, 1516 K street NW. 
Assistant Attorney-General (Departmen t o.f the Interior).-Willis Van Devanter, 
2108 Wyoming avenue, Washington Heights, NW. 
Assistant Attorney-General (Post-Office Department).-James N. Tyner, 1471 Kene-
saw avenue NW. 
Solicitor c.f Internal Revenue ( Treasury D epartment) .-George M. Thomas, 1325 
Vermont avenue NW. 
Solicitor .for Department o.f State.-William L. Penfield, 1012 Thirteenth street NW. 
Assistant Attorneys.-M. C. Burch, 1709 P street NW.; William H. Button, Hotel 
Baltic; Felix Brannigan, 1481 Columbia road; George H. Walker, Cleveland Park; 
Charles F. Kincheloe, 900 K street NW.; John G. Capers, 1522 Sixteenth street 
NW.; James A. Tanner, 601 M street NW.; Elijah C. Foster, The Portner; Harry 
Peyton, 1609 Thirteenth street NW.; Lincoln B. Smith, 1347 Corcoran street NW.; 
Patrick J. Finn, 1n6 New York avenue NW. 
Law Clerk a1td Examiner o.f Titles.-A. J. Benpey, nr6 Ninth street NW. 
Chie.f Clerk .-Cecil Clay, 1513 S street NW. 
General Agent.-Frank Strong, 1338 Q street NW. 
Chief o.f Division o.f Accounts.-Howard Perry, 1425 W street NW. 
Disbursing Clerk.-Henry Rechtin, 1339 Fourteenth street NvV. 
Attorney in char/re o.f Pardons.-John H. Campbell, 922 Maryland avenue NE. 
Appointment Clerk.-Joseph P. Rudy, 1106 Florida avem,1e NE. 
Private Secretary to the Attorney-General.-Charles 0. L. Cooper, n20 Vermont 
avenue NW. 
OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR OF THE TREASURY. 
(In the Treasury Department Building.) 
Solicitor.-Maurice D. O'Connell, 1918 N street NW. 
Assistant Solicitor.~Felix A. Reeve, r6o6 Nineteenth street NW. 
Chie.f Clerk.-Charles E. Vrooman, Hyattsville, Md. 
THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT. 
(Seventh and Eighth and E and F str eets NW.) 
OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER-GENERAL. 
CHARLES EMORY SMITH, of_ Pennsylvania, Postmaster-General ( 1774 Massa-
chusetts avenue NW.), was born 111 Mansfield, Conn., in 1842; removed with his 
parents to :'\-lbany, N. Y., when he was a child; was e~ucated at the Albany Academy 
and at l!mon College, Schenectady, N. Y.; was actively engaged during the civil 
war a~ '.'nde to_ General Rathb~ne, under the war _governor, Morgan, in raising and 
?r~anm!1g Umon volunteer reg1~ents; beca~e editor of !he Albany Express in 1865, 
Joint editor of the Albany Evemng Journal m 1870, and 111 1877 sole editor was del-
egate to the Republican National Convention in 1876, and was secret ary of the plat-· 
form committee; in 1878 was elected regent of the university by the legislature of 
New York; was delegate to Republican Stat e conventions in New York for several 
successive years, and was invariably chairman of the committee on resolutions and 
author of the platform; in 1880 removed to Philadelphia and became editor of the 
Press;_ was appointed minister to Russia by President Harrison in 1890, which office 
he re~ignecl ~fte~ having served two yea_rs; was _active in the relief work of the great 
Russian famme 111 1891 and 1892 while 111 Russia, a nd har1 charge of American con-
tributions of over $roo,ooo in money and five shiploads of food· h as delivered 
numerous public, political, and literary addresses; was nominated a~1d confirmed as 
Postmaster-General April 21, 1898. 
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Chief Clerk.-Blain W. Taylor, 246 Ninth street NE. 
Private Secretary.-Clarence E. Dawson, 1832 Oregon avenue NW. 
Law Clerk.-Harrison J. Barrett, 1471 Kenesaw avenue. 
Appointment Clerk.-]. H. Robinson, .1733 Seventeenth street NW . 
. Superintendent and Disbursing Clerk.-Rufus B. Merchant, 401 Third street NW. 
Topographer's Office (420 Ninth street NW. ).-Topographer, A. Von Haake, 1831 
Corcoran street. 
OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL. 
(Post-Office Department Building.) 
First Assistant Postmaster-General.-Perry S. Heath, 1800 Connecticut avenue. 
Chief Clerk.-George M. Allen, Riggs House. 
Division of Post-Office Supplies.-Superintendent, M. W. Louis, The Concord. 
Division of Free Delivery.-Superintendent, A. W. Machen, 1823 Corcoran street; 
Assistant Superintendent, Edwin C. Fowler, Riverdale, Md. 
Division of Salaries and Allowances.-Chief, George W. Beavers, 9 Grant place. 
Division-of Correspondence.-Chief, James R. Ash, 1825 Thirteenth street NW. 
Money-Order System.-Superintendent, James T. Metcalf, 335 Florida avenue NW.; 
Chief Clerk, Edward M. Gadsden, 1737 Corcoran street NW. 
Dead-Letter Office.-Superintendent, David P. Leibhardt, 1526 T street NW.; Chief 
Clerk, Ward Burlingame, 1104 Thirteenth street NW. 
OFFICE OF 'l'HE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAI~. 
(Post-Office Department Building.) 
:Second Assistant Postmaster-General.-W. S. Shallenberger, 906 East Capitol street. 
Chief Clerk.-George F. Stone, 1536 Fifteenth street NW. 
Division Railway Adjustment.-Superintendent, James H. Crew, 1532 Ninth street 
NW. 
Division of Inspection.-Chief, James B. Cook, Baltimore, Md. 
Division of Mail Equipment.-Chief, ThomasP. Graham, rr23 Eleventh street W. 
Railway Mail Service.-General Superintendent, James E. White, Hotel Stratford; 
Assistant General Superintendent, Alexander Grant, 1300 Lstreet NW.; Chief Clerk, 
John W. Hollyday, 1924 Thirteenth street NW. 
Foreign Mails.-Superintendent, N. M. Brooks, 233 Second street SE.; Chief Clerk, 
Robert L. Maddox, 1013 P street NW. · 
OFFICE OF THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL. 
(Post-Office Department Building.) 
Third Assistant Postmaster-General.-John A. Mecritt, 2819 Fourteenth street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Madison Davis, 316 A street SE. 
Finance Division.-Chief, A. W. Bingham, 1400 L street NW. 
Postage Stamp Diviszon.-Chief, James H. Reeve, 1336 R street NW. 
Registered Letter Division.-Principal Clerk, John B. Quay, 627 Second street E. 
Division of Files, Mails, etc.-Principal Clerk, E. S. Hall, 1701 Thirteenth street 
w. 
Division of Classification.-Chief, D. C. Fountain, East Washington Heights. 
Postage, tamp Agent.-John P. Green, 1944 inth street W. 
P'Jslal Card Agent.-E. H. Shook, Piedmont, W. Va. 
Staniped Envelope Agent.-Charles H. Field, Hartford, Conn. 
OFFICE OF THE FO RTH ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL. 
Fourth Assistant Postmaster-Ceneral.-Jo eph L. Bri tow, 1225 Roanoke street. 
Clzief Clerk.-Pierson II. Bri tow, 1818 Thirteenth str et. 
Division o.f Appoi11tme11ts.-Chief, Carter B. Keene, The Kenmor , North Capitol 
_ treet. 
Dfrision o.f Bonds and Commissions.-Chief, Christian B. Dickey, 3212 Seventeenth 
. tre t • T\\' . 
Dh•i'ilon o.f Post-Office Inspectors and JJ[ail Depredations.-Chi f Post-Office In-
peel r, W. E. Cochran; Chief Clerk, John P. Clum, 812 East Capitol street. 
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NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
(East wing, State, War, and Navy Building.) 
JOHN DAVIS LONG, of Massachusetts, Secretary of the Navy (The Portland), 
was born in Buckfield, Oxford County, Me., October 27, 1838; received his preparatory 
education in the common school of his native town and the Hebron Academy, Maine; 
was graduated from Harvard in r857; taught school two years in Westford Academy, 
Massachusetts; studied law at Harvard Law School and in private offices; was 
admitted to the bar, and has since practiced; was a member of the Massachusetts 
legislature in r875, r876, 1877, and r878; was speaker of the house during the last 
three years; was lieutenant-governor of his State in r879 and governor in r88o, r88r, 
and r882; was elected to the Forty-eighth and reelected to the Forty-ninth and Fif-
tieth Congresses; was for several years on the Statehouse construction commission 
of his State; is senior member of the law firm of Long & Hemenway; was appointed 
and confirmed Secretary of the Navy March 5, r897. 
Assistant Secretary.-Charles H. Allen, The Portland. 
Chief Clerk.-B. F. Peters, r40 C street SE. 
Naval 'Militia .-Lieut. W. H. H. Southerland, r923 N street NW. 
Private Secretary.-L. H. Finney, jr., r425 Twenty-first street NW. 
Disbursing Clerk.-F. H. Stickney, 607 M street NW. 
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE. 
(Third floor, east wing.) 
Chief of Bureau.-Commander Charles O'Neil, The Grafton. 
Assistant to Chief-Lieut. T. C. Fenton, r63r Nineteenth street NW. 
Chief Cterk.-E. S. Brandt, r5r8 Corcoran street NW. 
Lieut. John B. Bernadou, r7r9 I street NW. 
Lieut. H. C. Poundstone, Army and Navy Club. 
Lieut. I. K. Seymour 2033 P street NW. 
Ensign J . L. Latimer, r767 Madison street NW. 
Prof. Philip R. Alger, 2026 Hillyer place. 
BUREAU OF EQUIPMENT. 
(Third floor, east wing.) 
Chief of Bureau.-C0mmander R. B. Bradford, r522 P street NW. 
Chief Clerl!,.-A. C. Wrenn, 237 Tenth street NE. 
Lieut. W. C. Cowles, r307 Twenty-second street NW. 
Naval Inspector of Electric Lighting.-Lieut. G. W. Denfeld 806 Eighteenth street 
NW. 
Assistant Inspector· of Electric Lighting.-Lieut. F. K. Hill, 2024 N street NW. 
Superintendent of Compasses.-Lieut. Robert G. Peck, 2725 P street NW. 
Assistant to Superintendent of Compasses.-Ensign W. L. Varnum, 2r4 Second 
street SE. 
Li~ut. Alfred Reynolds, Takoma Park, D . C. 
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE. 
(Basement, Navy Department.) 
Hydrographer.-Commander Joseph E. Craig, r733 De Sales street NW. 
Assistants to Hydrograplzer.-Commander Edward H. Gheen, r740 Q street NW.· 
Lieut. Commander J. D. Adams, r722 Connecticut avenue NW.; Lieut.A. J. Dabney; ' 
r837 Sixteenth street NW.; Lieut. J. M. Roper, 2129 N street NW.; Lieut. C. M. 
McCarteney, 3123 Dumbarton avenue NW.; Lieut. Marston Niles, rr20 Vermont 
avenue NW.; George W. Littlehales, 2132 Le Roy place NW. 
Clerk.-John S. Stodder, 7r6 Nineteenth street NW. 
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION. 
( Second floor, east wing.) 
Chief of Bureau.-Capt. A. S. Crowninshield, 820 Eighteenth street NW. 
Assi~tant Chiif of Bureau.-Capt. F. W. Dickins, r334 Nineteenth street NW.; 
assistants, Lieut. Commander J.M. Hawley, 1514 R street NW.; Lieut. H. H. Whit-
tlesey, 1736 I street NW.; Lieut. J. J. Hunker, 1527 K street NW.; Lieut. A. H. 
Davis, The Bancroft; Ensign J. F. Hines, 1314 Connecticut avenue; Ensign W. W. 
Phelps, 1804 G street NW.; Ensign H. H. Ward, 2rr8 Eighteenth street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-D. A. Denison, 929 P street NW. 
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OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE. 
(Navy Department, fourth floor.) 
Chief Intelligena: Officer.-Commander Richardson Clover, 1535 New Hampshire ave. 
Lieut. Commander W. H. Beehler, 1602 Q street NW. 
Lieut. Commander W. H . Driggs, 2236 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Lieut. G. H. Peters, 1354 Columbfa avenue NW. 
BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS. 
(First floor, east wing.) 
Chief o.f Bureau.-Civil Engineer Mordecai T. Endicott, U.S. N., 1330 R street W. 
Chief Clerk.-A. E. Merritt, 612 H street NW. 
Lieut. L. L. Reamey, U. S. N., 1746 N street NW. 
Prof. 0. G. Dodge, U.S. N. 1748 Corcoran street NW. 
Civil Engineer C. W. Parks, U.S. N., 2149 Florida avenue NW. 
Civil Engineer A. C. Cunningham, U. S. N., Corcoran Art Gallery, Seventeenth and 
E streets NW. 
BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS. 
(First floor, east wing.) 
Chief o.f Bureau.-Paymaster-General Edwin Stewart, 1315 New Hampshire avenue. 
Chief Clerk.-Nat. S. Faucett, 922 I street NW. 
Paymaster Henry G. Colby, the Cairo. 
Paymaster A. K. Michler, 1915 Massachusetts avenue. 
Passed Assistant Paymaster T. S. Jewett, 1708 F street NW. 
BUREAU OF STEAM ENGINEERING . . 
(Third floor, east wing.) 
Chief-Engineer in Chief George W. Melville, 1720 H street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Wm. H. H. Smith, 2122 H street NW. 
Cnief Engineers.- Harrie Webster, 1523 Thirty-first street NW.; Alford B. Canaga, 
1827 Riggs place NW.; Albert B. Willits, 921 Eighteenth street NW. 
Rzssed Assistant Engineers.-Walter M. McFarland, 436 New Jersey avenu~ . E. ; 
Martin Bevington, The Albany; Charles A. E . King, 1821 I street NW. ; Wilham 
W. White, 1717 Corcoran street NW.; Emil Theiss , 1808 S street :tfW.; John K. 
Robison, 30 South Charles street, Baltimore, Md.; Milton E. Reed , 921 Eighteenth 
street NW. 
Assistant Engineer.-John A. Henderson, retired, 2100 G street NW. 
BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 
(First floor, south wing.) 
Chief o.f Bureau. - Surg. Gen. W. K. Van Reypen, 1021 Fifteenth street W . 
Assistant Chief o.f Bureau.-Surg. J. C. Boyd, 1313 P street NW. 
Clzie.f Clerk.- Charles T. Earle, 2109 0 street NW. 
Special Duty.- P. A. Surg. E. R. Stitt, 1808 Riggs place W. 
BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR. 
(First floor, east wing. ) 
Cl1ief o.f .Bureau.-Chi f Constructor Philip Hichborn, 1707 N street NW. 
Admg Cltie.f Clerk.-Darius . Green, n23 eventeenth street W. 
aval Constructor D. \V. Taylor, 1640 Twenty-first street W. 
A. ·istanl aval on tructor R. B. Da hiell , 2153 K street W. 
A. sislant .. ·a val Constructor F. B. Zahn, r4o6 Twenty-first treet W. 
FFIO: F THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GE ERAL. 
(, ccond floor, ea. t wing, room 278.) 
fudge-Advocate-General.- apt., amu 1 C. Lemly, The Buckingham. 
apt. . H. Lau hheimer, . :. M. ., 18o4 str et W. 
J~iet~l. Frank B. as~, 1616 Riggs place. 
Ensign Teorg • Ialh · 11, 22,4 tr el '\\ . 
l1u1· l ·rk.-E. P. Ha nna, 7 Twenli th tr el \V. 
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NAUTICAL ALMANAC. 
(United States Naval Observatory, Georgetown Heights.) 
Director.-Prof. William Harkness, 1520 H street NW.; Prof. H. D. Todd, 1519 Twen-
tieth street NW. 
Assistants.-E. J. Loomis, Cleveland Park; Vv. S. Harshman, 3154 Q street NW.; 
H. B. Hedrick, Glencarlyn, Va. 
NAVAL WAR RECORDS OFFICE AND LIBRARY. 
( Fourth floor, east wing.) 
Superintendent. - Prof. E. K. Rawson, 2137 Le Roy place. 
Clerk.-Charles W. Stewart, 1310 Rhode Island avenue. 
BOARD OF INSPECTION AND SURVEY. 
(1707 G street NW.) 
President.-Capt. Frederick Rodgers, 14n Twenty-first street NW. 
Capt. Robley D. Evans, 324 Indiana avenue NW. 
Commander W. H. Emory, 1701 Rhode Island avenue. . 
Chief Engineer C. R. Roelker, 1434 Q street NW. 
Maj. George C. Reid, Marine Corps, Marine Barracks, Washington, D. C., The Milton. 
Lieut. N. Sargent, 925 Farragut square. · 
NAVY-YARD AND STATION, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
(Foot of Eighth street SE.) 
Commandant.-Capt. A.H. McCormick. 
Superintendent Naval Gun Factory.-Commander E. C. Pendleton. 
Ordnance Duty.-Lieut. K. Rohrer, Lieut. J. M. Poyer, Lieut. W. Kilburn, Lieut. 
F. J. Haeseler, Lieut. G. G. Clay, Lieut. A. Gleaves, Ensign H. E. Smith, R. D. 
Tisdal. 
Medical Inspecior.-R A. Marmion. 
Passed Assistant Surgeon.-F. L. Benton. 
Ce11eral Storekeeper-Pay Director R. Parks. 
Officer in charge of Yards and Docks Department.-Lieut. R. H. Townley. 
Equipment OJJicer, Navigation Officer.-Lieut. R. H. Townley. 
Senior Member lnspectionBoard. - Lieut. R.H. Townley. 
Attached to Yard, but not resident. 
Ordnance Di:ty.-Lieut. J.M. Robinson, The Buckingham; Lieut. W. L. Rodgers, 
1266 New Hampshire avenue NW; Ensign J. L. Sticht, The Bancroft; Gunner 
George Pouse, 712 Seventh street SE. 
Paymaster of Yard.-Paymaster R. T. M. Ball, Army and Navy Club. 
Chief Engineer.-J. S. Ogden, Jefferson Place. 
Seamen's Quarters. 
Boatswain John McLaughlin ( in charge tug Triton). 
Boatswain William A. Cooper, 303 L street SE., Commandant's Office. 
Mate C. H. Cleaveland, 933 Eighth street NW., Commandant's Office. 
Gunner W. Walsh, 122 Fourth street SE. · 
Gunner R. Sommers, Annapolis, Md. 
Capt. G. F. Elliott. 
First Lieut. H. L. Draper. 
First Lieut. F. J. Moses. 
Second Lieut. R. H. Dunlop. 
Second Lieut. R. C. Berkeley. 
Lieut. W. J. Maxwell. 
Chief Engineer J. S. K. Reeves. 
Marine Officers. 
U. S. S. Sylph. 
Bellevue Magazine. 
(Nearly opposite Alexandria, Va.) 
Gunner John J. Walsh, in charge. 
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NAVY PAY OFFICE. 
(1429 New York avenue NW.) 
Paymaster S. Rand, purchasing officer, Ebbitt House. 
Chie_/Clerk.-F. V. Walker, 1526 Corcoran street. 
NAVAL HOSPITAL. 
(Pennsylvania avenue, between Ninth and Tenth streets SE.) 
Medical Director G: A. Bright, Naval Hospital 
Asst. Surg. T. L. Rhoads, Naval Hospital. 
MUSEUM OF HYGIENE. 
(Twenty-third and E streets NW.) 
Medical Director Charles H. White, Museuni of Hygiene. 
Surg. A. C. H. Russell, Museum of Hygiene. 
Surg. J. D. Gatewood, III North Alfred street, Alexandria, Va. 
NAVAL DISPENSARY. 
(2037 F street NW.) 
Surg. P. M. Rixey, 909 Sixteenth street NW. 
NAVAL EXAMINING BOARD. 
(Navy-Yard. ) 
Rear-Admiral John A. Howell, The Cochran. 
Commodore Bartlett J. Cromwell, 1525 New Hampshire avenue. 
Capt. Benjamin F . Day, 404 A street SE. 
Capt. John Schouler, Annapolis, Md. 
Francis M. Hosier, Recorder, 1204 S street NW. 
NAVAL RETIRING BOARD. 
(Navy-Yard.) 
R ear-Admiral John A. Howell , president, The Cochran. 
Commodore Bartlett J. Cromwell, 1525 New Hampshire avenue. 
Medical Director Grove S. Beardsley, 1704 Connecticut avenue. 
Medical Director John H . Clark, The Bancroft. 
Capt. Benjamin F. Day, 404 A street SE. 
BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS. 
(Navy-Yard.) 
Medical Director Daniel McMurtrie, President, r5I3 Sixteenth street NW. 
Medical Inspector Joseph B. Parker, n39 New Hampshire avenue. 
Surg. Walter A. McClurg, The Albany. 
STATE, WAR, AND AVY DEPARTMENT BUILDING. 
(Superintendent's room, No. 148~firsf floor, north wing.) 
)uperintendent.-Chief Engineer George W. Baird , 1310 Vermont avenue NW. 
Clerk.-Alfred B. Horner, Army and avy Club, 1632 I street W. 
AVAL OBSERVATORY. 
(Georgetown Heights.) 
uperintendent.-Capt. Charles H. Davis, at the Observatory. 
Lieut. . T_ Mayer, 18o4 G str et W. 
Llstro11omical Diredor. Prof. \Villiam Harkne s, Cosmos Club, 1520 H street W. 
Prof. Edgar Fri by, 16o7 Thirty-first treet W. 
Prof. . J. Brown, al the b ervatory. 
Pr f. H. l\I. Paul, 22or K . tr et . \ . 
Pr f: • . • ~. , kinner, at th b ervatory. 
Asst ta11L .1 Lrono11llr .- rg . Hill, 3222 \Viscon in avenue, near Woodley 
lane; Theo I. King, 92 L tr t T\ . ; I·. B. Littell, 2522 niversity place, fount 
Plt'.asant. 
lerk.-Thoma Harri ·on, 2723. • ·treet. ·w. 
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HEADQUARTERS MARINE CORPS. 
(Eighth street SE.) 
Colonel Commandant.-Charles Heywood, headquarters. . · 
Paymaster.-Maj. Green Clay Goodloe, headquarters, 1601 Twenty-th~rd street NW. 
Adjutant and Inspector.-Maj. George C. Reid, heap.quarters, The Milton. 
Quartermaster.-Maj. Frank L. Denny, headquarters, Chevy Chase, Md. . 
Assistant Quartermaster.-Capt. Charles. L. Mccawley, headquarters, Metropolitan 
Club. 
MARINE BARRACKS. 
(Eighth street SE.) 
Capt. F. H. Harrington, commanding post. 
Capt. C. A. Doyen, Hotel Varnum. 
Second Lieut. R. E. Walker, 1204 K street NW. 
Second Lieut. Harry Lee. 
Second Lieut. B. F. Rittenhouse. 
Surg. Edward H. Green, 1916 Sunderland place. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
(Corner of Seventh and F streets NW.) 
CORNELIUS N. BLISS, of New York, Secretary of the Interior (The Arlington). 
was born in Fall River, Mass., January 26, 1833; was educated in public schools and 
academy at Fall River and the high school at New Orleans; after leaving the latter 
was for a year in his stepfather's counting room in New Orleans, and then removed 
to Boston and entered as a young clerk the house of I. M. Beebe, Morgan & Co.; in 
1866 became a member of the firm of J. S. and E. Wright & Co., a commission house 
of Boston, and removed to New York to take charge of the business of the firm in 
that city; the firm name became Bliss, Fabyan & Co. in 1881; is in the directories of 
many :financial institutions; was a member of the Pan-American Conference; was presi-
dent of the Protective Tariff League; was chairman of the Republican State commit-
tees New York of 1887 and 1888; was treasurer of the national Republican committees 
in 1892 an l 189(i; declined to be a candidate for the nomination for governor of his 
State in 1885, and refused to have his name presented to the convention for that 
position in 1891; was appointed Secretary of the Interior March 5, 1~97, and was 
confirmed by the Senate March 5, 1897. . 
First Assistant Secretary.-Thomas Ryan, 1303 Kenyon street, Columbia Heights, 
NW. 
Assistant Secretary.-Webster Davis, 721 Third street NW. 
Chief Clerk of the Department.-Edward M. Dawson, 1752 S street NW. 
First Assistant Attorney.-Frank L. Campbell, 1439 Howard avenue, Mount Pleas-
ant, NW. 
Private Secretary to the Secretary.-W. Bertrand Acker, III Fourth street SE. 
Appointment Division.-Chief, John W. Holcombe, 1829 Corcoran street NW. 
Disbursing Division.-Chief, George W. Evans, 918 Nineteenth street NW. 
La1tds and Railroads Division.-Chief, James I. Parker, r8ro Fourth street NW. 
Indian Division.-'-Chief, Eugene E. White, 1009 Thirteenth street NW. 
Patents and Miscellaneous Division.-Acting Chief, W. Bertrand Acker, III Fourth 
street SE. 
Board of Pension Appeals.-Harrison L. Bruce, chairman, 2317 Pennsylvania ave-
nue NW. 
Stationery and Printing Division.-Chief, Amos Hadley, 1554 Howard avenue, Mount 
Pleasant, NW. 
Custodian.-Hiram Buckingham, 1522 Sixth street NW. 
Document Division.-Clerk in charge of documents, JohnG. Ames, 1600 Thirteenth 
street NW. 
Census Division.-Clerk in charge, William A. King, 125 North Carolina avenue SE. 
Clerk to First Assistant Secretary.-Frank K. Raymond, 301 Delaware avenue NE. 
Clerk to Assistant Secretary.-Walter J. Sprenger, 46 Q street NE. 
Captain of the Watch.-Walter F. Halleck, 513 F street NW. 
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.GENERAL LAND OFFICE. 
(Interior Department Building.) 
Commissioner.-Binger Hermann, 1742 S street NW. 
Assistant Commissioner.-Frank W. Mondell; Willard's Hotel. 
Oief C!erk.-Frederick P. Metzger, 1724 Eighteenth street NW. 
Recorder.-Chester H. Brush, 924 Fourteenth street NW. 
Public Lands Division.-Chief, Alexander C. Shaw, 1724 Eighteenth .street NW. 
Surveying Division.-Chief, Charles L. Du Bois, 1421 Chapin street NW. 
Railroad Division.-Chief, Samuel S. Marr, 1318 Corcoran street NW. 
Preemption Division.-Chief, Isaac R. Conwell, 1302 Columbia road. 
Contest Division.-Chief, Henry W. Sanford, 800 L street NW. 
Swanip Land Division.-Chief, Edmond Mallet, 934 I street NW. 
Accounts Division.-Chief, George Redway, 1328 Columbia road. 
JJ,fineral Division.-Chief, Henry G: Potter, 1106 G street NW. 
Special Service Division.-Chief, Woodford D. Harlan, Takoma Park, D. C. 
Dra.fti11g Division.-Chief, Harry King, 1335 Q street NW. 
Confidential Clerk to the Commissioner. · --. 
Receiving Clerk.-Charles W. Gray, 2137 L street NW. 
Law Clerks.-J. W. Witten, 461 Florida avenue NW.; T. Warren Akin, 935 Massa-
chusetts avenue NW. 
Law Examiners.-William 0. Conway, 301 Fourth street SE.; John V. Wright, 2228 
N street NW. 
PA'.I.'ENT OFFICE. 
(Interior Department Building.) 
Cvmmissioner.-Charles H. Duell, 2025 Columbia road. 
Assistant -Commissioner.-Arthur P. Greeley, 906 T street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Edw. V. Shepard, 1416 K street NW. 
Financial Clerk.-Frank D. Sloat, The Ebbitt House. 
Law Clerks.-William A. Megrath, 910 Fifteenth street NW. ; Chv-les C. Stauffer, 
3238 N street NW. 
Private Secretary to the Commissioner.-Edwin A. Hill, 1221 K street NW. 
Examiners in C/iief.-Solon vV. Stocking, 1013 H street NW.; Thomas G. Steward, 
25 Eighth street SE.; John H. Brickenstein, 1810 N street NW. 
Principal Examiners: 
Artesian and Oil Wells, Mills and Thrashing, Stone Working.-L. B. Wynne, 
1424 Chapin street NW. 
Builders' Hardware, Locks, Latches, etc.-A. G. Wilkinson, 1526 K street NW. 
Calorijics.-Millard J. Moore, Glencarlyn, Va. 
Chemistry.-J. B. Littlewood, 415 B street E. 
Civil Engineering.-B. W. Pond, Eckington, D. C. ( 6o7 T street NE.). 
Electricity, A.-F. W. Winter, 423 Tenth street NE. 
Electricity, B.-G. D. Seely, Cleveland Park, D. C. 
Farm, Stock, and Products.-Irving U. Townsend, 1219 Kenesaw avenue. 
Fine Arts, 1-:/arvesters.-Charles H. Lane, 1327 Wallach place. 
Firearms, Ord1ta11ce, Marine Propulsion, and Shipbuilding.-Malcolm Seaton, 
\Voodley Inn, D. C. 
Canies and Toys, Advertising, Baggage, etc.-E. B. Moore(acting), 1365 Ken-
esaw avenue W. 
Gas, I'ainti1tg, !£ides, Skins and Leather, Alcohol, and Oils.-George S. Ely, 300 
First street SE. 
Household Furniture.-Charles A. Mason, The Savoy. 
Hydraulics.-F. M. Tryon, 913 Eighth street W. 
Instruments o.f Precision.-James T. ewton, 8o5 Twelfth street~ W. 
lute,:ferences.-\\'alt r John on, 918 M street vV. 
La'l}tps and Gas .F'ittiugs.-Arthur F. Kinnan, Brookland, D. C. 
!Awd Cowvcyance .-II. P. 'anders, 1504 Twenty-first treet \V. . 
.£eatlzer-worki11g .1/adzine,y aud Produds.-Jay F. Bancroft, 500 R str et -E. 
1Jfcasuring IHstrumcnts, .1 umbering i1Iacliines.-G. L. Morton, r310 Q street 
~T\V. 
/Jled1a11ical R11ginccri11g.-\Villiam I,. Aughinbaugh, 1420 ixth str et W. 
11/da/ Rend in.!{ and ff'irc Tl 'orking.-L uis \V. Maxson, K nsington, Id. 
JJfdallurgJ1• Eugen, . Byrn . , 2539 'fhirt enth street \V. 
llda( IVorkin/r---: . C. D an, 2437 hight enth street W. 
JJ:1ck1?'l: and .~fo1:,11g,_dc.-Th~)l11as . With rspoon, 27 Iowa cir I . 
/Ya _ lie., • frlijiaal .'->lone , LZJuc, and Cement.-Levin H. Campb 11, Hyatt -
v1llc, ~l<l. 
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Principal Examiners-Continued. · 
Pneumatics.-W. W. Townsend, 1447 Kenesaw avenue, Mount Pleasant. 
Printing and Paper 111 anzifactures, Typewriting and Linotype Machines. -Oscar 
vVoodward, 1445 Massachusetts avenue. 
Railway Cars, etc.-George R. Simpson, The Varnum. 
Sewing Machines.-P. B. Pierce, 1421 Twenty-ninth street NW. 
Steam Engineering.-Francis Fowler, 1449 Q street NW. 
Textiles.-Robert P. Hains, 1219 Harvard street. 
Tillage.-Oscar C. Fox, Linden, Md. 
Velocipedes.-Frank C. Skinner, 1316 Harewood avenu~ NW. 
Washing, Brushing, Abrading.-C. G. Gould, 1617 Thirteenth street NW. 
Wood Working.-Ballard N. Morris, Woodside, Md. 
Trade-Marks and Designs.-E. L. Chapman, 1744 S c:treet NW. 
Chiefs o.f Divisions: 
Issue and Gazette.-John W. Babson, 108 Eleventh street SE. 
Dra.ftsman.-Wallace W. Hite, 2125 R street NW. 
Assignment.-Frederick V. Booth, 335 C street NW. 
Librarian.-Howard L. Prince, 419 Spruce street NW. 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS. 
(Pension Building, Judiciary Square.) 
Commissioner.-H. Clay Evans, 6 Dupont Circle. . 
First Deputy Commissiontr.-James L. Davenport, 1735 Seventeenth street NW. 
Second Deputy Commissioner.-Leverett M. Kelley, The Oxford 
Chief Clerk.-William H. Bayly, 2125 N street NW. 
Assistant Chief Clerk.-Walter J. Brooks, Garrett Park, Md. 
llfedical Referee.-Jacob F. Raub, 421 B street NE. 
Assistant Medical Re.feree.-(Acting) Charles F. Whitney, 647 Maryland avenue NE. 
Law Division.-Law Clerk, Stephen A. Cuddy, 632 Ninth street NE. 
Board of Review.-Chier, Ferdinand D. Stephenson, Herndon, Va. 
llfedical Division.-Medical referee in charge. 
Special Examination Division.-Acting Chief, Amos B. Casselman, 1410. Hopkins 
street NW. · 
Old War and Navy Division.-Chief, Thomas W. Dalton, 427 Massachusetts avenue 
NW. 
Eastern Division.-Chief, Warner Wilhite, 1218 S street NW. 
Middle Division.-Acting Chief, Frank A. Warfield, 1535 T street NW. 
Western Division.-Chief, John S. Garrison, East End, Falls Church, Va. 
Southern Division.-Chief, Francis H. Allen, Woodside, Md. 
Record Division .-Acting Chief, Gilbert C. Kniffin, Takoma Park, D. C. 
Certificate Division.-Chief, Adolphus B. Bennett, 3306 Seventeenth street NW. 
Finance Division.-Acting Chief, Benjamin A. Harlan, Washington Grove, Md. 
Stationery Division.-Chief, John Hancock, 2401 Pennsylvania avenue. 
Army and Navy Survivors Division.-Chief, Charles W. Filer, r233 B street SE. 
Mail Divisfrn.-Chief, T. Mannell Hermann, 1014 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Admitted Files.-In charge: Tory Oleson, 717 C street NE. 
Attorneys' Room.-In charge: Walter B. Pettus, 1614 T street NW. 
Superintendent o.f Building.-George W. Barnes, 101 Fourth street SE. 
PENSION AGENCY. 
(No. 308 F street NW.) 
Pension Agent.-Sidney L. Willson, 521 Fourth street NW. 
C/iief Clerk.-Allen Bussins, 15 H street NW. 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
(Seventh floor Atlantic Building, F street, south side, between Ninth and Tenth, NW.) 
Commissioner.-William A. Jones, 1315 N street NW. 
Assistant C01nmissioner.-A. C. Tonner, 1916 Sixteenth street NW. 
Superinteudent o.f Indian Schools.-Estelle Reel, Arlington Hotel. 
Finance Division.-Financial Clerk, Samuel ·E. Slater, 1415 S street NW. 
Land Division.-Chief, Charles F. Larrabee, 1718 Oregon avenue. 
Accounts Division.-Chief, W. B. Shaw, jr., 1418 Kenesaw avenue. 
Education Division.-Chief, Josiah H. Dortch, 2931 Fifteenth street NW. 
Records and Files Division.-Chief, Lewis Y. Ellis, IOI Eleventh street SE. 
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OFFICE OF EDUCATION. 
(Northeast corner of Eighth and G streets NW.) 
Commissioner.-William T. Harris, 1303 P street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Lovick Pierce, 227 F street NE. 
Statistician.-Alexander Summers, III5 M street NW. 
Compiler.-!. Edwards Clarke, 1337 R street NW. 
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF RAILROADS. 
(Third floor Pension Building, Judiciary Square.) 
Commissioner. - James Longstreet. 
Bookkeep&r.-Alton Angier, 809 Ninth street NW. 
OFFICE OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
(Hooe Building, 1330 F street NW.) 
Director.-Charles D. Walcott, 1323 Thirteenth street NW .. 
Chief Clerk.-Henry C. Rizer, 14-64 Rhode Island avenue. 
Chief Disbursing Clerk. - John D. McChesney, 2903 Thirteenth street NW. 
Editorial Division.-Chief, Philip C. Warman, r22I O street NW. 
Division of Illustrations.-Chief, John L. Ridgway, 1455 W street, NW. 
Division of Engraving and Printing. --Chief, S. J. Kubel, 628 East Capitol street. 
Division of Geology.-Chief, Bailey Willis, 2:rr7 Bancroft place NW. 
Division of Hydrography. - Chief, F. H. Newell, 1829 Phelps place NW. 
Division of Mineral Resources. - Chief, David T . Day, 1425 Euclid place NW. 
Division of Chemistry.-Chief, Frank W. Clarke, 1612 Riggs place NW. 
Division of Topography-Forest Reserves.-Henry Gannett, r88r Third street NW. 
Atlantic Section.-H. M. Wilson, 1706 Twenty-first street NW. 
Central Section. - J. H. Renshawe, The Bancroft. 
Rocky Mountain Section. --E. M. Douglas, Takoma Park, D. C. 
Pacific Section. - R. U. Goode, Summit avenue, Lanier Heights, NW. 
Indian Territory Section.-Charles H. Fitch, United States ·Geological Survey. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 
(The Mall, between Twelfth and Fourteenth streets.) 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICUL'rURE. 
JAMES WILSON, of Traer, Tama County, Iowa, Secretary of Agriculture ( 2101 
S street W. ), was born in Ayrshire, Scotland, August 16, 1835; in 1852 he came t.o 
the United States, settling in Connecticut with his parents; in 1855 he went t.o 
Iowa, locating in Tama County, where, as early as r86r, he engaged in farming; 
was elected to the State leg-islature, and served in the Twelfth, Thirteenth, and 
Fourteenth general a embhes, being speaker of the house in the last-mentioned 
a sembly; was elected to Congress in 1872, and served in the Forty-third, Forty-
fourth, ~nd Forty-eighth Congresses; in the interim between the Forty-fourth and 
Forty-eighth Congre ses served as a member of the Railway Commission; from 1870 
t<? 1874 was a regent of the State niversity, and for the past six years has been 
direct.or o~ the agricultural experiment station and professor of agriculture at the 
Iowa Agncult.ural College at mes; was confirmed Secretary of Agriculture March 
5, 18<)7. 
As~istant Secretary.-Joseph H. Brigham, 1947 Fourth street E. 
Clztef_Cterk.- ndrew edde., 9r4 P nn ylvania avenue E. 
Appomtment '/erk. J. B. Bennett., 137 Eleventh street E. 
Pn_vafe ecretary to file. errdary of Agriculture.-J. \V. Wilson, 2ror S street T\\'. 
Private ecrctary to the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture.-James Morison, 
Tak ma Park, . . • 
011jide11tial Clerk to the . ecrefary of Agricultitre. - M. Marjorie Brigham, 1947 
J, ourth · tr et . 
Clzif ~ ection of Forei;rn .1 farkets.-Frank H. Hitchcock, rn4 Fourteenth treet 
Execut£ve Departments. 
Chief of Supply Division.-Cyrus B: Lower, 821 C street SW. 
Caretaker of Museum.-Nathaniel Shatswell, roro C street SW. 
Engineer and Captain of the Watch. --John A. Harvey, 1228 C street SW. 
WEATHER BUREAU. 
(Corner Twenty-fourth and M streets NW.) 
Clzief-Willis L. Moore, The Portland. · 
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Clzief Clerk .-Henry E. Williams, 206 S street NE. 
Private Secretary to the Chief of Bureau.-Edgar B. Calvert, rro4 Twelfth street NW. 
Professors of Meteorology.-Cleveland Abbe, 2017 I street NW.; Frank H. Bigelow, 
1625 Massachusetts avenue NW.; Henry A. Hazen, 1234 Tenth street NW.; Charles 
P. Marvin, 1404 Binney street NW.; Edward B. Garriott, 1248 Princeton street NW. 
Jiorecast Official.-Harry C. Frankenfield, 1;'he Buckingham, 920 I street NW. 
Clziefs of Divisions.-James Berry, 14 TJ;iird street SE.; Alfred J. Henry, 940 P street 
NW.; Daniel J. Carroll, 1914 Fifth street NW. 
Editor and Chief of Publications Division. - John P. Church, 201 Third street NE. 
Superintendent of Telegraph.-Jesse H. Robinson, 1607 S street NW. 
i liedico Climatologist and Librarian.-William F. R. Phillips, 1418 L street NW. _ 
In Charge of Division of Supplies.-Frank M. Cleaver, 23rr M street NW. 
BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY. 
Chief-D. E . Salmon, 1923 Thirteenth street NW: 
Assistant Chief-G. M. Brumbaugh, 904 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Clzief Clerk.-S. R. Burch, 646 East Capitol street. 
Chief of Bio-Chemic Division.-E. A. de Schweinitz, 1023 Vermont avenue NW. 
Chief of Dai1')1 Division.-Henry E. Alvord, 900 B street SW. 
Chief of Inspection Division.-Alonzo D. Melvin, r22r Kenesaw avenue NW. 
Chief of Jl,fiscellaneous Division.-A. M. Farrington, 1436 Chapin street NW 
Chief of Pathological Division.-Victor A. Norgaard, 69 N street NW. 
Zoologist.-Ch. Wardell Stiles, American Embassy, Berlin, Germany. 
Superi1ttendent of Experiment Station.-E. C. Schroeder, Bethesda, Md. 
DIVISION OF' STATISTICS. 
Statistician.-John Hyde, 1458 Euclid place NW. 
Assistant Statistician.-George K. Holmes, 1323 Kenesaw avenue NW. 
DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY. 
Chemist.-Harvey W. Wiley, 1314 Tenth street NW. 
First Assistant Chemist.-Ervin E. ~well, 1215 Twelfth street NW. 
OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS. 
Director.-A. C. True, 16o4 Seventeenth street NW. 




Entomolo$'ist.-L. 0. Howard, 1336 Thirtieth street NW. 
First Assistant Entomologist.-C. L. Marlatt, 1440 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
Chief-C. Hart Merriam, 1919 Sixteenth street NW. 
Assistant Chief-T. S. Palmer, r6o4 Thirteenth street NW. 
DIVISION OF FORESTRY. 
Chief-Gifford Pinchot, 1705 Rhode Island avenue NW. 
Assistant Chief-Henry S. Graves, 1705 Rhode Island avenue NW. 
DIVISION OF BOTANY. 
Botanist.-Frederick V. Coville, 1836 California avenue NW. 
First Assistant Botanist.-G. H. Hicks, 127 T street NW. 
DIVISION OF AGROSTOLOGY. 
Chief-F. Lamson-Scribner, 1443 Q street NW. 
Assistant Chief-Jared G. Smith, 1515 Seventeenth street NW. 
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DIVISION OF POMOLOGY. 
Pomologist.-Gustavus B. Brackett, 12ro G street NW. 
Assistant Pomologist.-William A. Taylor, 55 Q street NE. 
DIVISION OF VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY 
Chief.-B. T. Galloway, Garrett Park, Md. 
Assistant Chief-Albert F. Woods, 1021 Eleventh street NW. 
DIVISION OF SOILS. 
Chief-Milton Whitney, Takoma Park, D. C. 
Assistant Chief-Lyman J. Briggs, 56 Q street NE. 
DIVISION OF SEEDS. 
Chief.-Robert ·J. Whittleton, 812 Twelfth street NW. 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC-ROAD INQUIRIES. 
Director.-Martin Dodge, 214 Fifth street NE. 
DIVISION OF ACCOUNTS. 
Chief-Frank L. Evans, 16o4 Fifteenth street NW. . 
A ssistant Chi~/ of Division ( in charge of Weather Bureau Accounts).-A. Zap-
pone, 1306 Corcoran street NW. 
Cashier.-Everett D. Yerby, 1417 Q street NW. 
DIVISION OF PUBLICATIONS. 
Chief-Geor~e William Hill, 2501 Pennsylvania avenue NW. 
Assistant Chief-Joseph A. Arnold, 229 Second street NE. 
Assistant in charge of Document Section.-Robert B. Handy, ror7 East Capitol 
street. 
GARDENS AND GROUNDS. 
Horticulturist and Superintendent of Gardens and Grounds.-William Saunders, 
r 6o1 Third street NW. 
LIBRARY. 
Librarian.-W. P. Cutter, 1618 Seventeenth street, NW. 
Assistant Librarian.-Josephine A. Clark, 1322 Twelfth street NW. 
THE INTERSTATE .COMMERCE COMMISSION. 
( Sun Building, 1317 F street NW.) 
[The* designates those whose wives accompany them; the e designates those whose daughters 
accompany them.) 
Cormnissioners.-* Martin A. Knapp, of New York, Chairman , The Portl:md; * Jud-
son C. Clement , of Georgia, 2rr3 Bancroft place, Connecticut Avenue Height : 
* James D. Yeomans, of Iowa, The Portland; ·* Charles A. Prouty, of Vermont, 
The Portner; * William J. Calhoun, of Illinois. 
ecretazv.-Edward A. Moseley, rrr3 Sixteenth street NW. 
THE DEP RTME T OF LABOR. 
'ational Safe Depo it Building, corner Fifteenth street and New York avenue NW.) 
Co1~z111i sioner.- ARR LL . , RIGHT, 1345 Vermont avenue. 
'/w:f Clerk.- r n". \V av r, 1429 ew York avenu . 
Disbursing Clerk.- harles . ~Ior e, 1429 ew York avenue. 
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THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. 
(Offices, Concordia Building, corner Eighth and E streets NW.) 
Commissioners.-Pre.,ident, JOHN R. PROCTER, 1843 S street NW.; John B. Harlow, 
2028 P street NW. ; Mark S. Brewer, 1363 Yale street NW. 
Chief Examiner.-A. R. Serven, II7 R street NE. 
Secretary.-John T. Doyle, 2104 Wyoming avenue NW 
THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 
(Corue1· North Capitol a nd H streets.) 
Public Printer.-F. W. PAI,MER, 1333 T street NW. 
Cliief Clerk.-W. H. Collins, 125 Tenth street NE. 
Forema1t of Printing.-Henry T. Brian, 34 I street NW . 
. Forema1t of Binding.-H. C. Espey, 904 Third street NW. 
Superintendent of Documents.-L. C. Ferrell, 1447 Huntington place . 
. Foreman in c!iarge of Congressional Record.-W. H. Hickman, 120 E street NE. 
THE COMMISSION OF FISH AND· FISHERIES. 
( Office, corner Sixth and B streets SW.) 
Commissioner.-GEORGE M. BOWERS, The Ebbit:. 
Clzief Clerk .- I. H. Dunlap, 1605 Twenty-second street NW. 
Assistant in charge of Division of Inquiry respecting Food Fishes.-Hugh M. Smith, 
1248 New Jersey avenue NW. 
Assistant in charge of Division of Fish Culture.-W. de C. Ravenel, r6u Riggs 
street NW. 
Assistant in charge of Division of Statistics and Methods.-C. H. Townsend, Cosmos 
Club. 
Disbursi1tg Agent.-W. P. Titcomb, 2237 Q street NW. 
THE BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES. 
Chairman.-HENRY GANNET'I', Geological Survey. 
Secretary.-Marcus Baker, Geological Survey 
Andrew H. Allen, Department of State. 
Otis T. Mason, Smithsonian Institution. 
H. G. Ogden, Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
A. B. Johnson, Light-House.Board. 
Harry King, General Land. Office. 
Capt. G. vV. _Goethals, United States Engineers, War Department. 
Commander Joseph E. Craig, Hydrographic Office, Navy Department. 
A. Von Haake, Post-Office Depar:tment. 
55-3D-1ST ED--15 
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NATIONAL HOME FOR DISABLED VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS. 
Branches.-Central National Military Home, Ohio; Northwestern National Home, 
Wisconsin; Southern National Soldiers' Home, Virginia; Eastern, Togus, Me.; 
Western National MiFtary Home, Kansas; Marion National Military Home, 
Indiana; Pacific Soldiers' Home, California; Danville, Ill., Branch (in course of 
construction). 
Managers.-The President of the United States; the Chief Justice; the Secretary of 
War ex officio, Washington, D. C.; Gen. William B. Franklin, president, Hart-
ford, Conn.-term expires I902; Gen. William J. Sewell, first vice-president, Cam-
den, N. J.-term expires I904; Col. John L. Mitchell, second vice-president, Mil-
waukee, Wis.-term expires I904; Gen. Thomas J. Henderson, secretary, Prince-
ton, 111. -term expires I902; Gen. Martin T. McMahon, Times Building, New 
York City-term expires I904; Gen. Alfred L. Pearson, Pittsburg, Pa.-term 
expires I900; Col. George W. Steele, Marion, Ind.-term expires 1902; Gen. 
Charles M. Anderson, Greenville, Ohio-term expires 1900; Col. Sidney G. Cooke, 
Herington, Kans.-term expires I900; Gen. J. Marshall Brown, Portland. Me.-
term expires I902; Maj. W. H. Bonsall, Los Angeles, Cal.-term expires I904. 
THE SOLDIERS' HOME. 
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS. 
• (Office, Room 481 War Department, north wing.) 
President of the Board.-NELSON A. MILES, Major-General Commanding the Army. 
H. C. Corbin, Adjutant-General, U. S. A. 
M. I. Ludington, Quartermaster-General, U. S. A. 
Charles P. Eagan, Commissary-General of Subsistence, U. S. A. 
George M. Sternberg, Surgeon-General, U.S. A. · 
G. Norman Lieber, Judge-Advocate-General, U.S. A. . 
George D. Ruggles, Brigadier-General, U. S. A. (retired ), Governor of the Soldiers' 
Home. 
Clerk of the Board.-N. Hershler. 
OFFICERS OF THE HOME. 
(Residing at the Home.) 
Governor.-Brig. Gen. George D. Ruggles, U.S. A. (retired). 
Deputy Governor.-Bvt. Brig. Gen. Reuben F. Bernard, U. S. A. (retired). 
Secretary and Treasitrer.-Capt. Charles W. Taylor, Ninth Cavalry. 
Attending Surgeon.-Lieut. Col. William H. Forwood, surgeon, U.S. A. 
THE BUREAU OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLICS. 
(No. 2 Jackson place.) 
Director.-Frederic Emory, The Grafton. 
ecretary.-Dr. Horncio Guzman, I826 I street W. 
Translators.-Spanish, Arthur W. Fergusson, 3004 Q street NW.; Francisco J. 
Yanes, 2131 P street vV.; J. Gutierrez Quiros, 723 Thirteenth street NW. French 
Marie Mac aughton, 142I Twentieth street W. Portuguese, Mary Kirk, The 
rafton. 
Clzief Clerk -Williams C. Fox, 25o6 University plac . 
Clzief oJ Division o.f I11.fonnatio11.-Henry L. Bryan, 604 East Capitol street. 
THE I TERC TI E T L RAILW Y MMI IO .... 
(. un Building, 1317 F street W.) 
Commission_crs .for the Cnited 5tates.-Pre ident, A. J. ASSATT, 26 outh Fifteenth 
. lr t, Philadelphia, I a.· H nry . Davi , 1725 I slr t .... W., ·washington, D. . ; 
R. . Kerens, t. Louis, I . 
f:. n·culiz•e and Disbursi11g ?/Jicer.-R. M. . Brown. 
arda1'y a11d E11gi11ecr.-E. Z., t ever, The Cairo. 
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THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
(The_ Mall, opposite Tenth street.) 
Presiding Officer ex officio.-WILLIAM McKINLEY, President of the United States. 
Chancellor.__:_Melville W. Fuller, Chief Justice of the United States. 
Secretary qf the Institution.-S. P. Langley, Metropolitan Club. 
Assistant Secretary. - Richard Rathbun, 1622 Massachusetts avenue. 
Members of the Institzttion.-WILLIAM McKINLEY, President of the United States; 
Garret A. Hobart, Vice-President of the United States; Melville W. Fuller, Chief 
Justice of the United States, Chancellor; John Hay, Secretary of State; Lyman J. 
Gage, Secretary of the Treasury; Russell A. Alger, Secretary of Vvar; John D. 
Long, Secretary of the Navy; Charles Emory Smith, Postmaster-General; J. W. 
Griggs, Attorney-General; Cornelius N. Bliss, Secretary of the Interior; James 
Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture. 
Regents of the Institution.-Melville W. Fuller, Chief Justice of the United States, 
Chancellor; Garret A. Hobart, Vice-President of the United States; J. S. Morrill, 
member of the Senate; S. M. Cullom, member of the Senate; George Gray, member 
of the Senate; Joseph Wheeler, member of the House of Representatives; R.R. 
Hitt, member of the House of Representatives; Robert Adams, jr., member of the 
House of Representatives; William L. Wilson, citizen of Virginia (Lexington); 
J. B. Angell, citizen of Michigan (Ann Arbor); Andrew D. White, citizen of New 
York (Ithaca); J.B. Henderson, citizen of Washington, D. C.; William Preston 
Johnston, citizen of Louisiana (New Orleans); Alexander Graham Bell, citizen of 
Washington, D. C. 
Executive Conmzittee.-J. B. Henderson, of Washington, D. C.; W. L. Wilson, of 
Virginia; Alexander Graham Bell, of Washington, D. C. 
THE NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
Keeper ex officio.-S. P. LANGLEY, Metropolitan Club. 
Assistant Secretary in Charge.-Richard Rathbun, 1622 Massachusetts avenue. 
Executive Curator.-F. "'-lv. True, 1322 Yale street, Columbia Heights. 
Head Curators.-W. H. Holmes, F. W. True, G. P. Merrill. 
Curators.-Robert Ridgway, 0. T. Mason, L. Stejneger, Thomas Wilson, F. A. 
Lucas, J. E. Watkins. 
Ho1torary Curators.-Tarleton H. Bean, F. W. Clarke, F. V. Coville, W. H. Dall, 
B. E. Fernow, J. M. Flint, Paul Haupt, S. R. Koehler, L. 0. Howard, 0. C. Marsh, 
Richard Rathbun, Chas. D. Walcott, L. F. Ward. 
Chief Clerk.-William V. Cox, Emery place, Brightwood. _ 
Chief of Correspondence and Documents.-Randolph I. Geare, Lanier Heights. 
Cltief of Buildings and Superintendence.-J. E. Watkins, 1626 S street NW. 
Disbursing Clerk.-W. W. K8rr, 1452 Euclid place NW. 
Registrar.-S. C. Brown, 310 First street SE. 
THE BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY. 
( Office in Adams Building, 1333 F street NW.) 
Director.-JOHN w. POWELL, 910 M street NW. 
Ethnologist in Cliarge.-W J McGee, 2010 Wyoming avenue. 
Chief Clerk.-F. W. Hodge, Garrett Park, Md. 
THE BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES. 
As~istant Secretary in C!zarge.-RICHARD RATHBUN, 1622 Massachusetts avenue. 
Chief Clerk.-W. I. Adams, 2650 Fourteenth street NW. 
THE NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK. 
(Adams Mill Road.) 
Superintendent.-FRANK BAKER, 1728 Columbia road. 
Property Clerk.-A. B. Baker, 1432 S street NW. _ 
THE ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY. 
Director.-S. P. LANGLEY, Metropolitan Club. 
Aid.-C. G. Abbot, 223 Tenth street NE. 
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THE WASHI GTO ATIO AL MO UME T SOCIETY. 
(1833. Incorporated 1859. Acts of August 2, 1876; October 1, 1888.) 
President e:x officio.-VVILLIA).f. McKINLEY, President of the United States. 
First Vice-President.-James G. Berret, 1535 I street NW. 
Second Vice-President.-A. R. Spofford, Library of Congress. 
Treasurer.-Daniel B. Clarke, r422 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Secretary.-F. M. Gunnell, 6oo Twentieth street "\V. 
Clerk.-F. L. Harvey, jr., 2146 Florida avenue NW. 
Menzbers.-John Sherman, James G. Berret, D. A. Watterson, Edward Clark, Daniel 
B. Clarke, A. R. Spofford, Asaph Hall, F. M. Gunnell, M. F. Morris, Samuel R. 
Franklin, George S. Boutwell, E. M. Gallaudet, Samuel H. Kauffmann, John M. 
chofield, John F. Hurst, Henry B. Brown, William A. Maury, and Henry A. 
Willard, 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 
(Bliss Building, No. 35 B street NW.) 
[The members with ladies accompanying them are marked with a* for wife and e for daughter.] 
Commissioners. - enator James H. Kyle, chairman, Aberdeen, S. Dak.; Senator 
Boies Penrose, Philadelphia, Pa.; Senator Lee Mantle, Butte, .Mont.; Senator S. R. 
Mallory, Pensacola, Fla.; Senator John W. Daniel, Lynchburg, Va.; Representa-
tive John J. Gardner, second vice-chairman, Atlantic City, N. J.; Representative 
William Lorimer, Chicago, Ill.; Representative L. F. Livingston, Kings, Ga.; Rep-
resentative John C. Bell, Montrose, Colo.; Representative Theobold Otjen, Mil-
waukee, Wis.; *Mr. A. L. Harris, Eaton, Ohio; Mr. S. N. D. North, No. 70 Kilby 
street, Boston, Mass.; Mr. Ellison A. Smyth, Pelzer, S. C.; ·X· Mr. John M. Farquhar, 
Buffalo, . Y.; Mr. E. D. Conger, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Mr. Thomas W. Phillips, 
first vice-chairman, Newcastle, Pa.; Mr. Char1es J. Harris, Dillsboro, N. C.; Mr. 
M. D. Ratchford, Massillon, Ohio; *~Mr.John L. Kennedy, No. 646 E street ... "E., 
Washington, D. C. 
ecretary.-P. H. Donnelly. 
Chief Clerk and Disbztrsi1tg Agent.-Wm. E. Sackett. 
SUBCOMMISSIONS. 
AJ[riculture. - Messrs. A. L. Harris, Kyle, Mantle, Gardner, Conger. 
Manzifactzwing. - Messrs. Smyth, Penrvse, Livingston, North, Farquhar. 
11.fining.-Messrs. Daniel, Otj n, Bell, Ratchford, Kennedy. 
Transportation.-Messrs. Phillips, Mallory, Lorimer, C. J. Harris, Kennedy. 
Statistics.-Messrs. orth, Farquhar, Conger, Otjen, C. J. Harris. 
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DEPARTMENT DlTTIES. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE. 
SECRETARY OF STATE. 
The Secretary of State is charged, un1er the dire~tion_ of the President, with the 
duties appertaining to co_rrespondence with _the public _nnmsters and the. consuls of 
the United States, and with the representatives of foreign powers accredited to the 
United States; and to negotiations of whatever character relating to the foreign 
affairs of the United States. He is also the medium of correspondence between the 
President and the chief executives of the several States of the United States; he 
has the custody of the great seal of the United States, and countersigns and affixes 
such seal to all executive proclamations, to various commissions, and to warrants for 
the extradition of fugitives from justice. He is regarded as the first in rank among 
the members of the Cabinet. He is also the custodian of the treaties made with 
foreign States, and of the laws of the United States. He grants and issues pass-
ports, and exequaturs to foreign consuls in the United States are issued through his 
office. He publishes the laws and resolutions of Congress, amendments to the Con-
stitution, and proclamations declaring the admission of new States into the Union. 
He is also charged with certain annual reports to Congress relating to commercial 
information received from diplomatic and consular officers of the United States. 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE. 
The Assistant Secretary of State becomes the Acting Secretary of State in the 
absence of the Secretary. Under the organization of the Department the Assistant 
Secretary, Second Assistant Secretary, and Third Assistant Secretary are charged 
with the immediate supervision of all correspondence with the diplomatic and con-
sular officers and are intrusted with the preparation of the correspondence upon any 
questions arising in the course of the public business that may be assigned to them 
by the Secretary. 
CHIEF CLERK. 
The Chief Clerk has the general supervision of the clerks and employees and of 
the business of the Department. 
DIPLOMATIC BUREAU. 
Diplomatic correspondence and. miscellaneous .correspondt;nce relating thereto. 
CONSULAR BUREAU. 
Consular correspondence and miscellaneous correspondence relating thereto. 
BUREAU OF INDEXES A".ND ARCHIVES. 
Opening, preparing, indexing, and registering all correspondence to and from the 
Department; the preservation of the archives. 
BUREAU OF ACCOUNTS . . 
Custody _and disbursem~nt of a_ppropriations under direction of the Department; 
charged with custody of mdemmty funds and bonds; care of the property <i the 
Department. 
BUREAU OF ROLLS AND LIBRARY. 
. Custody of the r<;>lls, treaties, etc_.; promulgation of the laws, etc.; . care and super-
mtenclence of the library and public documents; care of the Revolutionary archives 
and of papers relating to international commissions. ' 
BUREAU OF FOREIGN COMMERCE. 
Edits and publishes the monthly consular reports, special consular reports, and the 
annual report laid before Congress entitled "Commercial Relations of the United 
States." 
BUREAU OF APPOINTMENTS. 
r Matters relating to appointments; the preparation of commissions, exequaturs, and 
warrants of extradition; custody of the Great Seal, of applications and recommenda-
tions for office, etc. 
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SUPER! "TE DENT OF BUII,DING. 
The superintendent of the State, War, and Navy Department building is the execu-
tive officer of the commission created by Congress, consisting of the Secretaries of 
State, War, and Navy, for the government of this building. He has charge of care, 
preservation, repairing, warming, ventilating, lighting, and cleaning of the building, 
grounds and approaches, and disburses the spe~ia~ appropriations for this purpose; 
he has charge of all the employees of the bmldmg proper, and appoints them by 
direction of the Secretaries. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
The Secretary of the Treasury is charged by law with the management of the 
national :firtances. He prepares. plans for the improvement of the revenue and for 
the support of the public credit; superintends the collection of the revenue, and pre-
scribes the forms of keeping and rendering public accounts and of making returns; 
grants warrants •for all moneys drawn from the Treasury in pursuance of appropria-
tions made by law, and for the payment of moneys into the Treasury; and annually 
submits to Congress estimates of the probable revenues and disbursements of 6e 
Government. He also controls the construction of public buildings; the coinage 
and printing of money; the collection of statistics; the administration of the Coast 
and Geodetic Survey, Life-Saving, Light-House, Revenue-Cutter, Steamboat-Inspec-
tion, and Marine-Hospital branches of the public service, and furnishes generally 
such information as may be required by either branch of Congress on all matters 
pertaining to the foregoing. 
The routine work of the Secretary's office is transacted in the offices of the Super-
vising Architect, Director of the Mint, Superintendent of Engraving and Printing, 
Supervising Surgeon-General of the Marine-Hospital Service, General Superintend-
ent of the Life-Saving Service, Supervising Inspector-General of Steamboats, Bureau 
of Statistics, Light'.-House Board, and in the following divisions: Bookkeeping and 
Warrants; Appointments; Customs; Public Moneys; Loans and Currency; Revenue-
Cut.ter; Stationery, Printing, and Blanks; Mails and Files; Special Agents, and 
Miscellaneous. 
ASSISTAN'l' SliCRETARIES OF THE TREASURY . 
. To Assistant Secretary Spaulding is assigned the general direction and supervision 
of all matters relating to the public business assigned to the following bureau::i, 
offices, and divisions: The Bureau of Immigration; the Office of the Coast and Geo-
detic Survey; the Bureau of Navigation; the Office of the Life-Saving Service; the 
Office of the upervising Inspector-General, Steamboat-Inspection Service; the Office 
of the Light-House Board; the Office of the Supervising Surgeon-General, Marine-
Hospital Service; the Office of the Supervising Architect; the Miscellaneous Divi-
sion, and the Office of the Chief Clerk and Superintendent. 
To Assistant Secretary Howell is assigned the general direction and supervision 
of all matters pertaining to the Customs Service, and all matters relating to the 
public bu iness assigned to the following bureau and divisions: The Bureau of Sta-
tistics; the Division of Customs; the Division of Revenue-Cutter Service; the 
Division of Special Agents, and the Division of Stationery, Printing, and Blanks. 
To ssistant Secretary Vanderlip is assigned the general direction and supervision 
of all matters relating to the pubhc business assigned to the following bureau, office, 
and divi ions: the Office of the Director of the Mint; the Bureau of Engraving 
and rintirig; the Secret Service Division; the Division of Public Moneys; the 
Division df Loans and Currency; the Division of Bookkeeping and ·warrants, and 
the Divi ion of Mail and Files; all official communications relating to or making 
appointment , removal , or changes in compensation of the personnel of the Depart-
ment and ervices under its control in the District of Columbia. 
CHIEF CLERK. 
The Chief lerk supervi e , under the immediate direction of the ecretary and 
i taut ecretaries the duti . of the clerks and employees connected with the 
epartment; the uperintendence of all buildings occupied by the Department in 
"a. hingt n, C.; the tran mission f the mails; the care of all horses, wagons, 
and carriage employed; the dir ction of engineers, machini ts, :firemen, or laborer ; 
the exp nditure f the appropriation for contingent expenses of the Treasury 
. partment; for fun1iture and repair of . ame; fuel, lights, water, and miscellaneous 
item ·, and the a ignment of custodian 'force for building under the control of the 
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Department; the distribution of the mail; the custody of the records and files and 
library of the Secretary's office; the answering of calls from Congress and elsewhere . 
for copies of papers, records, etc.; sup~r~ision of a"ll. the official corres_pondence of 
the Secretary's office, so far as to see that it is expressed m correct and official form; the 
enforcement of the general regulations of the Department, and the charge of all 
business of the Secretary's office not assigned. . 
COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY. 
The act of July 31, 1894, reorganizing the accounting offices of the Ti-:ea~ury, 
abolished the offices of Second Comptroller of the Treasury and the Commissioner 
of Customs and provided that hereafter the First Comptroller shall be known as the 
Comptrolle~ of the Treasury. The Comptroller is not charged with the du!y of 
revising accounts, except upon appeal from the settlements made by the Auditors, 
an appeal to be taken within one year by ~ither the claimant, the head of th~ Dep~rt-
ment interested or by the Comptroller himself. Upon the request of a disbursing 
officer or the he;d of a Department, the Comptroller is required to give his decision 
· upon the validity of a payment to be m~de, which decision, when rende~ed, s~all 
govern the Auditors and the Comptroller ui the settlement of the account mvolvmg 
the payment. He is required to approve, disapprove, or modify all decisions of the 
Auditors making an original construction or modifying an existing construction of 
statutes, and to certify his action to the Auditor. He transmits all decisions made by 
him forthwith to the Auditor or Auditors whose duties are affected thereby. By the 
regulations of the Department the Comptroller passes upon the sufficiency of author-
ities to indorse drafts and receive and receipt. for money from the Government, upon 
the evidence presented in applications for duplicates of lost or destroyed United States 
bonds, drafts, checks, etc. The forms of keeping and rendering all public accounts 
( except those relating to the postal service), the recovery of debts certified by the 
Auditors to be due to the United States, and the preservation, with their vouchers 
and certificates, of accounts finally adjusted, are under the direction of the Comp-
troller. Upon revision of accounts, appealed from the several Auditors to the 
Comptroller, his decision upon such revision is final and conclusive upon the execu-
tive branch of the Government. 
AUDITOR FOR '£HE TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 
The Auditor for the Treasury Department receives and examines all accounts of 
salaries and incidental expenses of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury and 
all bureaus and offices under his direction. All accounts relating to the Customs 
Service, the public debt, internal revenue, Treasurer and Assistant Treasurers, mints 
and assay offices, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
Revenue-Cutter Service, Life-Saving Service, Light-House Board, Marine Hospital, 
public buildings, Steamboat-Inspection Service, Immigration Service, Bureau of Nav-
igation, Secret Service, Alaskan fur-seal fisheries, and all other business within the 
jurisdiction of the Department of the Treasury, and certifies the balances arising 
thereon to the Division of Bookkeeping and Warrants. 
The subordinate divisions of his office are-
Customs Division.-Receipts and expenditures of the customs service, including 
fines, emoluments, forfeitures, debentures, drawbacks, and warehouse and bond 
accounts received from custom-houses. 
Internal Revenue Division.-Accounts of collectors of internal revenue, including 
salaries, contingent expenses, and compensation of storekeepers. 
Public Debt Division.-Redemption of the public debt, including principal, pre-
mium, and interest, the payment of interest, redemption of certificates of deposit, 
notes destroyed. 
Miscellaneous D."Jision.-Accounts of mint and assay offices, construction, repair, 
and preservation of public buildings; Treasurer of the United States, for general 
receipts and expenditures; Bureau of Engraving and Printing; Coast and Geodetic 
Survey; Revenue-Cutter Service; Life-Saving Service; Light-House Board· Marine-
Hospital Service, and all other miscellaneous accounts coming to this offic~. 
AUDITOR FOR THE WAR DEPARTMENT. 
The Auditor for the War Department receives and examines all accounts of sal-
aries and incidental expenses of the offices of the Secretary of War and all bureaus 
and o~ces under his directi~n; all accounts relating to the military establishment, 
armones and arsenal~, national_ cemete~ies, fortifications, public buildings and 
grounds under the Chief of Engmeers, nvers and harbors, the Military Academy, 
a_nd to all other busin~s~ within the jurisdicti_o1:, ?f the Department of War, and cer-
tifies the balances ansmg thereon to the Division of Bookkeeping and Warrants 
and sends a copy of each certificate to the Secretary of War. ' 
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The work is distributed among six divisions, as follows: Archives Division, Review 
Division, Mail and Miscellaneous Division, Paymaster and Claims Division, Pay and 
Bounty Division, and Military Division. 
AUDITOR FOR THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT. 
The Auditor for the Interior Department shall receive and examine all accounts of 
salaries and incidental expenses of the office of the -Secretary of the Interior, and 
of all bureaus and offices under his direction, and all accounts relating to Army and 
Navy pensions, Geological Survey, J?Ublic lands, Indians, Architect of the Capitol, 
patents, census, and to all other busmess within the jurisdiction of the Department 
of the Interior, and certify the balances arising thereon to the Division of Bookkeep-
ing and Warrants, and send forthwith a copy of each certificate to the Secretary of 
the Interior. He also examines and approves or disapproves all requisitions for 
advances of money made by all persons authorized to do so in the above-named 
Department. 
AUDITOR FOR THE NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
The Auditor for the Navy Department examines and settles all accounts of the Navy 
Department, including the office of the Secretary of the Navy, and all offices and 
bureaus under his direction, certifying the balances arising thereon to the Secretary 
of the Treasury and sending a copy of each certificate to the Secretary of the Navy. 
Paymasters' Accounts Division.-Adjusts accounts of pay officers of the Navy at 
navy-yards and stations and on vessels, accounts of the paymaster and quartermas-
ter of the Marine Corps, and claims of subsidized railroads, and keeps individual 
accounts of seamen's deposits of savings. 
R equisition and Prize Money Division.-Records requisitions and notes them for 
approval, keeps ledger accounts of navy appropriations, adjusts the account of Gen-
eral Account of Advances, examines monthly returns of all pay officers of the Navy, 
reports delinquent pay officers, settles prize-money claims, furnishes the Pension 
Office and Navy Department with service records of officers, seamen, and marines, 
and has charge of the mail, records, and files of the office. The Miscellaneous 
Claim Section adjusts claims for arrears of pay, bounty, etc., arising in the Navy 
and Marine Corps. 
Navy Pay and Allotment Division. - Adjusts accounts of purchasing pay officers 
of the Navy, of naval attaches at United States legations in Europe, of the Navy 
Department's fiscal agent in London, of agents at coaling stations, and of the dis-
bursing officer of the Navy Department, and keeps individual accounts of allotments 
of officers and men of the Navy. 
AUDITOR FOR THE STATE AND OTHER DEPARTMENTS. 
The Auditor for the State and other Departments receives, examines, and certifies 
the balances arising thereon to· the Division of Bookkeeping and Warrants all 
accounts of salaries and incidental expenses of the offices of the Secretary of State, 
the Attorney-General, and the Secretary of Agriculture, and of all bureaus and 
offices under their direction; all accounts relating to all other business within the 
jurisdiction of the Departments of State, Justice, and Agriculture; all accounts 
relating to the Diplomatic and Consular"Service, the judiciary, United States courts, 
judgments of the United States courts, Executive Office, Civil Service Commission, 
Interstate Commerce Commission, Department of Labor, District of Columbia, Fish 
Commission, Court of Claims and its judgments, Smithsonian Institution, Territorial 
governments, the Senate, the House of R presentatives, the Public Printer, Library 
of Congress, Botanic Garden, and accounts of all boards, commissions, and estab-
lishments of the Government not within the jurisdiction of any of the Executive 
Departments. He also examines and approves or disapprove, 8.ll requisitions for 
advances of money made by all persons authorized to do so in any of the above-
named Departments, commissions, or establishments. 
A DITOR FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT. 
The Auditor for the Po t-Office Department examines and adjusts all accounts 
relating to the postal service, and his decisions on these are final, unless an appeal 
be taken in twelve mo~ths to the Comptro,ller. He superintends the collection 
of all debts due the mted tates for the service of the Post-Office Department 
and all penalties impo eel, direct suit and all legal proceedings in civil actions, and 
take all I gal means to nf rce the payment of money due the nited State for the 
rvic of the Po t- ffice D partment. The work of the office is assigned as follows: 
The D ruty uditor a um charge of the Bureau as Acting uditor during the 
~b nee. the u 'litor; supervi e the duties of all clerk in the Bureau, and equal-
1z. their w r~ · c ntrol exp nditure of appropriation for carpets, furniture, and 
m1 c llaneou item ; ign all official papers designated by the ~ uditor, which 
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includes drafts, letters, statements, post-office wa~r~nts, etc.; is a~s? ~harged with ~he 
custody and care of the furniture, an_d has supervision of a~l re9ms~hons for supplies. 
The Chief Clerk performs the duties of the Deputy Auditor 111 his_ absence; makes 
assignments of clerks; has.charge of :3-ll corresp<;>ndence; the opening, read111g, ~nd 
assignincr of all letters received; read111g, preparing for signature, and press-copy111g 
letters s~nt; keeping the roll and making report ?f att~ndance and absence of 
employees, and all miscellaneous matters not other:-vise assigned. . . 
The Disbursing Clerk has charge of the preparation of pay rolls, d1sburs~men~~ of 
appropriations for _the salarie~ of o~cers and employees <;>f the office, the 1isposition 
of deposits made 111 connection wit!:1- offers of compromise of _debts and_ Judgments 
on post-office accounts, and the receipt and dispatch of the registered mail addressed 
to and sent from the office. There are seven subordinate divisions, viz: 
Assorting and Checking.-Arranges money orders by States and offices in th~ ex.act 
numerical order of their issue, and compares them with the statements of the issumg 
postmasters.. . 
Bookkeeping.-Has charge of the preparation of the quarterly and annual reports 
of the receipts and expenditures of the Post-Office Department; receives and audits 
each postmaster's account, kee_pii:ig ledger with the same, also mail contr'.1-ctors; has 
charge of the general appropriations for the Post-O;ffice Depatment; registers post-
office warrants and drafts; receives all evidence of deposits to credit of postal revenue, 
and states the account against the General Treasury. , 
Collecting.-The collection of balances due from and the payment of balances due 
to late and present postmasters, and the final settlement of postal accounts. 
Foreign.-Adjustment of postal and money-order accounts with foreign countries. 
Inspecting.-Receives and examines the money-order statements of postmasters, 
comparing the vouchers with the corresponding entries on the statements, and mak-
ing additions of the debt and credit sides. 
Pay.-The adjustment and payment of all accounts for the transportation of the 
mails, both foreign and domestic, and post-office supplies. · 
Recording.-Stating accounts of postmasters at money-order offices, payment of 
commissions, and collection of balances. 
TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES. 
The Treasurer of the United States is charged with the receipt and disbursement 
of all public moneys that may be deposited in the Treasury at Washington and the 
subtreasuries at Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimpre, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. 
Louis, New Orleans, and San Francisco, and in the national-bank United States 
depositaries; is trustee for bonds held to secure national-bank circulation and public 
deposits in national banks; is custodian of Indian trust-fund bonds and other public 
trusts; is fiscal agent for paying the interest on the public debt, and ex officio com-
missioner of the sinking fund of the District of Columbia. 
Assistant Treasurer, United States:-Authoiized by the Treasurer, with the con-
sent of the Secretary of the Treasury, to act in the place and discharge any or all 
the duties of the Treasurer of the United States. 
The duties are performed under the direction of the Treasurer in the following 
divisions: 
Chief Oerk's Division.-Opens and distributes all mail received, and has charge 
of the outg?ing m~il; answers all correspondence of a miscellaneous nature; keeps 
all records 111 relation to the employees of the office; has custody of the records and 
files; prepares estimates for appropriations and special reports; has charge of the 
messengers, laborers, and charwomen; makes all requisitions and distributes sup-
plies; has charge of all rerorts and circulars and the mailing thereof; issues dupli-
cates of lost or destroyed mterest and transfer checks, and Treasury warrants and 
disburses the salaries of employees. ' 
Cash Division.-Keeps the transfer accounts of subtreasuries and accounts of dis-
bursing officers; makes shipments of moneys to subtreasuries and banks· receives 
and makes payment of moneys on various accounts; makes collection of d~afts· and 
prepares estimates for paper for United States notes and certificates and order~ the 
printing of required denominations. ' 
Division of Accounts.-Receives daily from the subtreasuries, and weekly from 
the national banks designated as depositaries of the United States, reports on account 
of their receip~s and. expenditures for the Government; transfers funds to and from 
the subtreasuries, mmts, and assay offices, and national-bank depositaries; directs 
th~ payment of all war~ants issued against 8:ppropriations by Congress; directs the 
shipment of standard silver dollars and fractional silver coin from the subtreasuries 
and mints; and examines, verifies, and combines the accounts of the above-named 
offices into one account, entitled the "General Account of Receipts and Expendi-
tures of the Treasurer of the United States." 
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Division of National Banks. - Has custody of bond held for national-bank circu-
lation, for public deposits, and. various public trusts, and makes ollection of semi-
annual duty. 
Division of Loans.-Receives for payment by check called or matured United 
States bonds, interest notes, and bonds of the District of Columbia; issues and mails 
checks for interest on registered United States and District of Columbia bonds; 
records on numerical registers v.ayment of such checks when returned by Treasury 
offices; receives refunding certificates for conversion into 4 per cent consols of 1907; 
and prepares for the proper auditor accounts relating to the obligations above 
referred to. 
Division of Redemption.-Receives all currency, except national-bank notes, pre-
sented for redemption, which is examined, counted, canceled, and delivered to the 
offices of the Secretary and Register for reexamination and recount; makes expert 
examinations of burne land badly mutilated currency presented; receives all regis-
tered mail; receives and counts all remittances from postmasters in Virginia, "\Vest 
Virginia, Maryland, and the District of Columbia made in settlement of their 
accounts. 
Division of Issues.-Prints the Treasury seal upon all issues of United States paper 
currency, separates sheets into single notes, ancr'packs them in bundles of 4,0CX) each 
for delivery to the re$erve vault. Counts and assorts silver and minor coins received 
for redemption and exchange. 
National Bank Redemption Agency.-Redeems national-bank notes and, after 
assorting them by banks of issue and charging them to the proper redemption 
accounts of the banks, delivers the.assorted notes unfit for use to the Comptroller 
of the Currency for destruction and reissue, and sends those fit for use by express to 
the resl?ective hanks of issue. 
Sinking Fund Office, Distrifl of Columbia.-Pays interest on miscellaneous bonded 
debt of the District of Columbia, invests money provided. for sinking funds and vari-
ous trust ·funds, and keeps all accounts pertaining thereto. · 
REGISTER OF THE l'REASURY. 
The Regis'.:er of the Treasury signs and issues all bonds of the United States, the 
District of Columbia, the Pacific railroads, the Cherokee Indian lands, the Louisville 
and Portland Canal Company, and the Spanish indemnity, and transmits to the 
Treasurer of the United States schedules showing the name of every individual, 
corporation, etc., holding registered bonds and entitled to receive interest thereon. 
He signs all transfers conveying money from the United States Treasury to all the 
United States subtreasuries and depositories, and all the correspondence of the 
office. He receives, examines, and registers coupon bonds exchanged for registered 
bonds or redeemed and registered bonds transferred and finally redeemed. He 
receives, examines, arranges, and registers all redeemed United States notes, gold 
certificates, silver certificates, Treasury notes, detached interest coupons, interest 
checks on registered bonds, redeemed fractional currency, and all other United States 
securities redeemed and destroyed. Also, all customs, internal-revenue, and post-
age stamps condemned for imperfections and destroyed. He is represented on the 
committee having in charge the destruction by maceration of certain of the United 
States securities, etc. , mentioned herein. The work is performed in two divisions, 
as follows: 
Division of Loans.-The duties performed in this division include the issue, 
exchange, transfer, and redemption of the bonds before mentioned, and the prepara-
tion of :the schedules for payment of interest on the registered bonds, etc.; being in 
detail the receipt of new bonds after their preparation by the Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing and the care of same until required for issue; the issue of bonds upon 
warrant or certificate of the Secretary. of the Treasury, showing the payment of 
accepted subscriptions for loans, and recording the same; the issue and recording of 
new registered bonds in place of those assigned by the parties or corporations in 
whose name they stood, and making a record of the cancellation of the original 
bonds; the recording of coupon and registered bonds redeemed; the examination of 
all assignments of registered bonds as to their sufficiency and regularity; the examina-
tion of all papers submitted by the representatives of corporations, of the estates of 
decedent , and of persons under legal disability; also proof of succession where bonds 
are held in a fiduciary capacity (these papers may refer to parties or corporations in 
~he. ?ited States or_ in foreign countries); the keeping of ledger accou1;1ts with every 
md1v1dual, corporation, or other holder of registered bonds; the keeping of general 
a~counts showing all changes in the amounts, and summary statements of transac-
tions in connection with each loan; the preparation of quarterly, semiannual, and 
annual _schedules OJ?- vario_us loans for the payment of interest by the T~easurer of 
the mted States, mcludmg the footing of the schedules; the preparation of the 
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copy of the same for the printer and the examination of proof; the filing, arrange-
ment, and custody of the various books, records, and bonds? and summary state~ents 
of interest discounts premiums, and expenses of the pubhc loans, together with all 
papers and reports c~nnected with the business of the d~vision. . . . . . 
Division of Notes, Coupons, and Currency.-The duties of this d1vis1011 compnse 
the receiving, counting, examining, arranging, _and regis~ering of _all redeemed old 
demand notes, United States notes, gold certificates, silver certificates, Treasury 
notes, 4 per cent refunding certificates, one-year 5 per cent Treasury notes, two-
year 5 per cent Treasury notes, two-year 5 per · cent coupon Treasury notes, 
three-year compound-interest notes, act March 3, 1863, three-year 6 per cent com-
pound-interest notes, act June 30, 1864, and redeemed fractional ~urrency, detached 
interest coupons, exchanged and redeemed coupon bonds, and mterest checks on 
registered bonds. Also all customs, internal-revenue, and postage stamps condemned 
for imperfections an<l destroyed. This division represents the Register on the com-
mittee having in charge the destruction by maceration of certain of the United 
States securities, etc., referred to, and the committee having in charge the destruc-
tion of discount, burnt, and mutilated money. All redeemed inteFest-bearing securi-
ties of the United States, including certificates payable to order, are filed in this 
division. 
COMP'.tROLLER OF '.!'HE CURRENCY. 
The Comptroller of the Currency has, under the direction of the Secretary of the 
Treasury, the control of the national banks. The divisions of this Bureau are-
Organization Division.-The organization of national banks. 
Issue Division.-The preparation and issue of national-bank circulation. 
Reports Division.-The examination and consolidation of the reports of national 
banks. 
Redemption Division.-The redemption and destruction of notes issued by 
national banks. 
DIREC'.tOR OF '.!'HE MIN'.!'. 
The Director of the Mint has genernl ·supervision of all the mints and assay offices 
of the United States. He prescribes rules, to be approved by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, for the transaction of business at the mints and assay offices. He regulates 
the distribution of silver coin and the charges to be collected of depositors. He 
receives for adjustment the accounts of the mints and assay offices, superintends 
their expenditures and annual settlements, and makes special examinations of them 
when deemed necessary. All appointments, removals, and transfers in the mints and 
assay offices are subject to his approval. The purchase of silver bullion and the 
allotment of its coinage are made by the Director, and, at his request, also transfers 
of the moneys in the mints and assay offices and advances from appropriations for 
the mint service. 
Tests of the weight and fineness 9f coins struck at the mints are made in the assay 
laboratory under his charge. The values of the standard coins of foreign countries 
are annually estimated for custom-house and other public purposes. Two annual 
reports are prepared by the Director, one for the fiscal · year, and printed in the 
Finance Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, the other for the calendar year, on 
the statistics of the production of the precious metals. 
COMMISSIONER OF IN'rERNAL REVENUE. 
The ~ommissio_ner makes assessment of and has general superintendence of the 
collection of all mternal-revenue taxes, and of the enforcement of internal-revenue 
laws; employment of internal-r~venue agents; compensation and duties of gaugers, 
storekeepers, and other subordmate officers; the preparation and distribution of 
stamps, instructions, regulations, forms, blanks, hydrometers, stationery, etc.· and 
analyses of foods and drugs in the District of Columbia, and payment of bounty on 
sugar. · 
The ht~sines~ ?f. his office is divided into the several subject-matters and distributed 
among mne divisions, as follows: · 
Appoi1~tm_ents_.-Disc~pl~11e ?f official ~or_ce, general files, registering aiid copying 
l~tte~s, d_istnbutmg mail, issmng comm1ss10ns and leaves of absence, printing and 
distnbutmg blanks, blank books, and stationery . 
. Law.-Seizures, ~orfe~tures, compromises, suits, abatement and refunding claims, 
direct taxes, etc. ; d1stra111ts, and lands purchased on same for ( or otherwise for£ eited 
to) the United States. 
Tobacco.-Matters relating to tobacco, snuff, and cigars not in suit or in bond. 
Accounts.-Reyenue and disbursing accounts; allowances to collectors of internal 
revenue for salanes, etc.; purchase of blank books and other supplies for collectors 
and revenue agents; examination and reference of bills of agents, gaug€£rs, etc.; 
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misc llaneous claims under appropriation acts ( except for abatemtnt, refunding, and 
drawback); estimate for appropriations by Congre s, and statistical r~cords. 
Distilled pirits.-Mati.ers pertaining to distilleries, distilled spints, fermented 
liquors, wines, rectification, gaugers' instruments, approval of bonded warehouses, 
assignment of storekeepers, etc. 
Stamps.-Preparation, safe-kee~ing, issue, and re~emption of all _stamps, accou_nts 
pertaining ther to, and preparation, custody, and issne of steel dies for canceling 
stamps. 
Assessments.-Assessments, bonded accounts, warehouse reports of storekeepers 
and gaugers, exports, and drawbacks. 
Revenue Ag-ents.-General supeP1ision of the work of revenue agents; examina-
tion and distribution of their reports; direction of their investigations and exami-
nation of their accounts. Also charged with supervision of the work incident to the 
collection of the tax on oleomargarine. 
C!te1!ftistry.-Analyses of all samples submitted for test of products subject to the 
payment of tax under internal-revenue laws; supervision of chemical work in 
collectors' offices, and other miscellaneous scientific work. 
COMMISSIONER OF NAVIGATION. 
The Commissioner of Navigation is charged with general superintendence of the 
commercial marine and merchant seamen of the United States, except so far as 
supervision is lodged with other offi ers of the Government. He is specially charged 
with the decision of all questions relating to the issue of registers, enrollments, and 
licenses of vessels and the filing of those documents, with the supervision of laws 
relating to the admeasurement, letters, and numbers of vessels, and with the final 
decision of questions concerning the collection and refund of tonnage taxes. He is 
empowered to change the names of vessels, prepares annually a list of vessels of the 
United States, and reports annually to the Secretary of the Treasury the operations 
of the laws relative to navigation. 
SUPERINTENDENT OF THE COAST AND GEODE'.l'IC SURVEY. 
The Coast and Geodetic Survey is charged with the survey of the Atlantic, Gulf, 
and Pacific coasts of the United States, including the coasts of Alaska; the survey 
of rivers to the head of tide-water or ship navigation; deep-sea soundings, tempera-
ture and current observations along the said coasts and throughout the Gulf Stream 
and Japan tream flowing off from them; magnetic observations and gravity research; 
determinations of heights by geodetic leveling, and of geographical positions by 
line of transcontinental triangulation, which, with other connecting triangulations 
and observations for latitude, longitude, and azimuth, furnish points of reference for 
tate surveys and connect the work on the Atlantic coast with that on the Pacific. 
Result of the survey are published in the form of annual reports, which include 
professional papers of value; bulletins which give information deemed important for 
immediate publication; notices to mariners, issued monthly; tide tables, issued annu-
ally; charts upon various scales, including harbor charts, general charts of the coast, 
and sailing charts; chart catalogues and Coast Pilots. 
SUPERVISING I SPECTOR-GENERAL OF STEAM VESSELS. 
The Supervising Inspector-General superintends the administration of the steam-
boat~inspection laws, presides ~t the meeting of th~ Board of Supervising Inspectors, 
receives all r ports, and exammes all accounts of mspectors. · 
The Board of Supervising Inspectors meets in Washington annually, on the third 
\V dne day in January, to establish regulations for carrying out the provisions of the 
steaml oat-in pection laws. 
S PERVIS! G S RGEON-GENERAL MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICE. 
The upervi ing Surs-eon-General is charged with the supervision of the marine 
ho pitals and other relief station of the service, and the care of sick and disabled 
seamen ta]s-.en from the merchant ves els of the nited States ( ocean, lake, and river), 
a!lc~ fr~m the essels of th~ Revenue-. 1arine and Light-H_ouse services. This super-
v1 10n rn lucles the purveying of medical and other supplies, the assignment of and 
order to medical officers, the examination of requisitions, vouchers, and property 
return , and all matters p rtaining to the service. · 
nder hi. direction all applicants for pilots' licenses are examined for the detection 
of co; r-blindne ·s. rdinary seamen, on request of a master or agent, are examined 
phy 1cally to determine their fitness before shipment, and a like examination is made 
of the candidate for admis. ion to the Re enue-Marine Service and candidates for 
appointment as su.rfmen in the nited tate Life- aving Service. 
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He examines also and passes upon the medical certificates of claimants for pensions 
under the laws of the Life-Saving Service. 
Under the act of April 29, 1878, he is charged with the framing of reg1;1lations f~r 
the preventiop. of the introduction.of contagious diseases and the prevention of their 
spread; and under the act of August r, 1888, he is cha~ged _with the condu~t of the 
quarantine service of the United States. He has the direction of laboratories estab-
lished to investigate the cause of contagious diseases, and publishes each week an 
abstract of sanitary reports received from all parts of the United States and ( through 
the State Department) from all foreign countries. . 
Under the law of March 28, 1890, known as the interstate quarantine law, he is 
charged with preparing the rules and regulations, under direction of the Secretary 
of the Treasury necessary to prevent the introduction of certain contagious diseases 
from one State t-o another, and he has also supervision of the medical inspection of 
alien immigrants, which, under the law of March 3, 1891, is conducted by the med-
ical officers of the Marine-Hospital Service. 
BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION. 
It is the duty of the Commissioner-General of Immigration to prepare and revise 
all regulations pertaining to immigration and to supervise the expenditures of the 
appropriations for '' Expenses regulating immigration '' and the '' Enforcement of 
the alien contract-labor laws,'' and certify same to the accounting officers of the 
Treasury Department. All inspection and other officers in the service after appoint-
ment will be assigned to duty by the Commissioner-General, and their official duties 
and conduct will be supervised by him; and all correspondence connected with immi-
gration shall be conducted by him. All appeals from the decisions of the boards of 
special inquiry at the several ports, touching the right of an alien to land in the 
United States, shall be decided by him, subject to the approval or disapproval of the 
Secretary of the Treasury. He shall cause all alleged violations of the alien con-
tract-labor laws to be investigated and submit such evidence as he may be able to 
obtain to the proper United States district attorney for prosecution, if deemed advisa-
ble. He shall collect and compile all statistics relative to immigration and shall 
make annual reports in writing of the transactions of his office to the Secretary of 
the Treasury. 
GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT OF THE LIFE-SAVING SERVICE. 
It is the duty of the General Superintendent to supervise the organization and 
government of the employees of the service; to prepare and revise regulations 
therefor as may be necessai:y; to supervise the expenditure of all appropriations 
made for the support and maintenance of the Life-Saving Service; to examine the 
accounts of disbursements of the district superintendents, and to certify the same to 
the accounting officers of the Treasury Department; to examine the property returns 
of the keepers of the several stations, and see that all public property thereto belong-
ing is properly accounted for; to acquaint himself, as far as practicable, with all 
means employed in foreign countries which may seem to advantageously affect the 
inter:est of. the service,. and to cause to 1?e properly investigated all plans, devices, 
and 111vent10ns for the unprovement of hfe-savmg apparatus for use at the stations 
which may appear to be meritorious and available; to exercise supervision over the 
selection of sites for new stations the establishment of which may be authorized by 
law, or for old ones the removal of which may be made necessary by the encroach-
ment of the _sea or by other causes; to prepare and submit to the Secretary of the 
~reasury es~ima~es for the support of the service; to collect and compile the statis-
tics of manne disasters contemplated by the act of June 20, 1874, and to submit to 
the Sec~etary of the Treasury, for trai!smission to Congress, an annual report of the 
expe?,1ditures of the moneys appropnated for the maintenance of the Life-Saving 
Service, and of the operations of said service during the year. 
BUREAU OF STA'rISTICS. 
T1:Ie Chief of the Bureau of Statistics collects and publishes the statistics of our 
foreign commerce, embracing tables showing the imports and exports respectively 
b); countries and custo:71s ?-istri~ts; the transit tra~~ inwards and outw~rds by coun~ 
tnes and by customs d1stncts; imported commodities warehoused withdrawn from 
and r~maining _in warehouse; the imports of merchandise entered' for consumption: 
showmg quan~ity, value,_ rates of duty, and amounts of duty collected on each article 
or class of articles; th_e mward and outward movement of tonnage in our foreign 
trade and the countries whence entered and for which cleared distinguishing the 
nationalities of the foreign vessels. ' 
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The publications of the Bureau are as follows: Annual Report on Commerce and 
avigation; Annual tatistical Abstract of the United States; Monthly Reports on 
Commerce and Finance; Monthly Reports of Total Values of Foreign Commerce 
and Immigration; Monthly Report of Exports of Breadstuffs, Provisions, Petroleum, 
and Cotton. 
The divisions of the Bureau are as follows: Division of Examination and Revision; 
Division of Compilation; Miscellaneous Division; Library and Files. 
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING. 
The Bureau of Engraving and Printing designs, engraves, prints, and finishes all of 
the securities and other similar work of the Government printed from steel plates, 
embracing United States notes, bonds, and certificates, national-ban~ notes, internal-
revenue, postage, and customs stamps, Treasury drafts and checks, disbursing officers' 
checks, licenses, commissions, patent and pension certificates, and portraits author-
ized by law of deceased members of Congress and other public officers. 
THE LIGHT-HOUSE BOARD. 
The Light-House Board has charge, under the superintendence of the Secretary of 
the Treasury, of all administrative duties relating to the construction and mainte-
nance of light-houses, light-vessels, beacons, fog signals, buoys, and their appendages, 
and has charge of all records an'd property appertaining to the light-house establish-
ment. · 
THE DEPARTMENT OF WAR. 
SECRETARY OF WAR. 
The Secretary of \Var is at the head of the War Department, and performs such 
duties as the President may enjoin upon him concerning the military service. 
He has supervision of all the estimates of appropriat10ns for the expenses of the 
Department, of all purchases of Army supplies, and of all expenditures for the sup-
port and transportation of the Army, and of such expenditures of a civil nature. as 
are by law placed under his direction. · 
He al o has supervision of the United States Military Academy at West Point; of 
national cemeteries; of the publication of the Official Records of the War of the 
Rebellion, and of the Board on Ordnance and Fortification. 
He has charge of all matters relating to river and harbor improvements; the pre-
vention of obstruction to navigation; the establishment of harbor lines, and approves 
the plans and location of bridges authorized by Congress to be constructed over the 
navigable waters of the United States. 
ASSIS'£AN1' SECRETARY OF WAR. 
The A si tant Secretary of War performs such duties in the Department of War as 
shall be prescribed by 1he Secretary or may be required by law. 
CHIEF CLERK. 
The Chief Clerk has charge of the official mail and correspondence, and performs 
such duties as are enjoined by law or assigned to him by the Secretary of "\,Var. 
MILITARY BUREAUS OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT. 
Th chiefs of the military bureaus of the Wat Department are officers of the Regula-
rmy of the United States and a part af the military establishment, viz: 
The Adjutant-General promulgates all orders of a military character of the Presi-
dent, the ecretary of \Var, and the Commanding General of the Army, and con-
ducts the orre pondence between the latter and the Army; receives reports and 
returns pertaining to the Army; prepares commissions, appointments, and acceptances 
of re ignation for is uance; and, under the immediate direction of the Secretary of 
'\ ar, has charge of the recruiting service. 
The In pector-General, with his assistants, inspects all military commands and 
station , the chool of application, the military department of all colleges and 
sch ols at which officers of the Army are detailed, all depots, rendezvou , armories, 
ar enal fortifications, and public works f every kind under charge of or carried 
on by officer of the Army; and also the money accounts of all disbursing officers 
of the Army. . 
The Quartermaster-General, aided by assistants, provides transportation for the 
Army; al o clothing and equipage hor es, mules, and wagons, vessel , forage, 
stationery, and other miscellaneous quartermaster stores and property for the Army, 
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and of clothing and equipage for the militia; constructs necessary_ buildings, whar~es, 
roads, and bridges at military posts, and _repairs t~e same; furmshe~ w_ater, heatmg 
and lighting apl?aratus; pays guides, spies, and mterpreters, and is m charge of 
national cemetenes. 
The Commissary-General of Subsisten~e has adm~ni~trative contro~ <?f the Sub~ist-
ence Department; the disbursement of its appropn~t10~s; the pr_ovidmg of ~at10ns 
and their issue to the Army· the purchase and distnbution of articles authorized to 
be kept for sale to officers' and enlisted men; the administrative examination_ of 
accounts of subsistence funds preliminary to their settlement by the proper accountmg 
officers of the Treasury; and the exa:mination and settlement of returns of subsistence 
supplies. . 
The Surgeon-General, under the immediate direction of the Secretary of War, is 
charge~ with the a~ministrative duties o_f th~ Medical Departmen_t; the d~sig1:atio~ of 
the stations of medical officers, and the issmng of all orders and mstructions relatmg 
to their professional duties. He directs as to the selecti~n, purchase, and distributi?n . 
of the medical supplies of the Army. The Army Medical Museum a.nd the official 
publications of the Surgeo~-General's qffice are also under his direct control. . 
The Paymaster-General is charged with the payment of the officers and enlisted 
men of the Army and civil employees of the Department; with furnishing funds to 
his officers and seeing that they duly account for the same, and with a preliminary 
examination of their accounts; also with the payment of Treasury certificates for 
bounty, back pay, etc., and balances due deceased officers and ~oldiersof the Volunteer 
and Regular Army. 
The Chief of Engineers commands the Corps of Engineers, which is charged with 
all duties relating to construction and repair of fortifications, whether permanent 
or temporary; with torpedoes for coast defense; with all works of defense; with 
all military roads and bridges, and with such surveys as may be required for these 
objects, or the movement of armies in the field. It is also charged with the river 
and harbor improvements, with military and geographical explorations and surveys, 
with the survey of the lakes, and with any other engineer work specially assigned to 
the corps by acts of Congress or orders of the Secretary of War. · 
The Chief of Ordnance commands the Ordnance Department, the duties of which 
consist in providing, preserving, distributing, and accounting for every description 
of artillery, small arms, and all the munitions of war which may be required for 
the fortresses of the country, the armies in the field, and for the whole body of the 
militia of the Union. In these duties are comprised that of determining the general 
principles of construction and of prescribing in detail the models and forms of all 
military weapons employed in war. They comprise also the duty of prescribing the 
regulations for the proof and inspe~tion of all these weapons, for maintail!ing uni-
formity and economy in their fabrication, for insuring their good quality, and for 
their preservation and distribution. 
The Judge-Advocate-General is directed by law to "receive, review, and cause to 
be recorded the proceedings of all courts-martial, courts of inquiry, and military 
·commissions." He also furnishes the Secretary of War information and advice 
relating to lands mi.der control of the War Department, and reports and opinions 
upon 1ega1 questions arising under the laws, regulations, and customs pertaining to 
the Army, and upon questions arising under the civil law; reports u.pon applications 
for c~emency in the_cases of _military priso?ers; examines and. prepares legal papers 
relatmg to the erection of bndges over navigable waters; drafts bonds, and examines 
those given to the United States by disbursing officers, colleges, and others· examines 
revises, and drafts charges and specifications against officers and soldie;s· and als~ 
drafts and examines deeds, contracts, licenses, leases, and legal .papers ge~erally. 
T~1.e Chief Signal Officer is charged with the supervision of all military signal 
duties, and of tooks, papers, and devices connected therewith, including telegraph 
and telephone apparatus and the necessary meteorological instn1ments for use on 
target ranges and other military uses; the construction, repair, and operation of 
military telegraph lines, and the duty of collecting and transmitting information for 
the A:my ?Y telegraph or otherwise, and all other duties usually pertaining to mili-
tary signalmg. 
The_ <;hief of the R~cord and Pension Office is charged by law with the custody of 
the military and hospital records of the volunteer armies and the transaction of the 
pension and other business of the War Department connected therewith. The work 
of ~he ~ffice embraces all subjects rel3:ting to the service of organizations, officers, 
ana enlisted men of the volunteer armies, and includes the answer to calls from the 
Commissioner of Pensions, the accounting officers of the Treasury and others for 
information required_ in the adjudica~ioi! ?f claims against the National and State 
governments, · the adJustment of the mdividual records of officers and enlisted men 
under the general and special legislation of Congress relating thereto, and the gen-
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eral correspondence of the Department relating to the volunteer forces. The records 
of the office include those of the late Provost-Marshal-General's Bureau and the 
Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and ~ba~doned La~ds; also t?-e ~~nfederate archives, 
embracing those relating to the legislative, executive, and Judicial bra1.1.ches of the 
Confederate Government. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. 
A'ITORNEY-GENERAL. 
The Attorney-General is the head of the Department of Justice and the chief law 
officer of the Government. He represents the United States in matters involving 
legal questions; he gives his advice and opinion, when they are required by the 
President or by the heads of the other Executive Departments, on questions of law 
arising in the administration of their respective Departments; he exercises a gen-
eral superintendence and direction over United States attorneys and marshals in all 
judicial districts in the States and Territories; and he provides special counsel for 
the United States whenever required by any Department of the Government. 
He is assisted by a chief clerk and other clerks and. employees in the executive 
management of the business of the Department. 
A law clerk, who is also an examiner of titles, assists the Attorney-General in 
the investigation of legal questions and in the preparation of opinions. 
SOLICITOR-GENERAL. 
The Solicitor-General assists the Attorney-General in the performance of his gen-
eral duties, and by special provision of law, in the case of a vacancy in the office 
of Attorney-General or in his absence, exercises all these duties. Except when 
the Attorney-General otherwise directs, the Attorney-General and Solicitor-General 
conduct a.nd argue all cases in the Supreme Court and in the Court of Claims in 
which 1.he United States is interested;· and, when the Attorney-General so directs, 
any such case in any court of the United States may be conducted and argued by 
the Solicitor-General; and in the same way the Solicitor-General may be sent by the 
Attorney-General to attend to the interests of the United States in any State court or 
elsewhere. 
ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS-GENERAL. 
Four Assistant Attorneys-General assist the Attorney-General and the Solicitor-
General in the performance of their duties. They assist in the argument of causes 
in the Supreme Court and in the preparation of legal opinions; one is charged with 
the conduct of the defense of the United States in the Court of Claims, and has seven 
assistant attorneys to assist him; another is charged with the defense of the Indian 
depredation claims. 
Under the act of 1870 the different law officers of the Executive Departments exercise 
their functions under the supervision and control of the Attorney-General. They 
are the Assistant Attorney-General for the Department of the Interior, the Assistant 
Attorney-General for the Post-Office Department, the Solicitor of the Treasury, the 
olicitor of Internal Revenue, Treasury Department, and the Solicitor for the Depart-
ment of tate. 
SOLICITOR FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE. 
The Solicitor is the law officer of the Department, and investigates questions 
referred to him by the Secretary and Assistant Secretaries covering matters of both 
municipal and international law. 
SOLICITOR OF THE TREASURY. 
The Solicitor of the Treasury takes cognizance of all frauds or attempted frauds 
on the customs revenue. He is charged by law with duties regarding the compro-
mise of debts and with a supervision over suits for the collection of moneys due the 
nited tates, excepting those due under internal-revenue laws. His approval is 
required of official bonds of United tates Assistant Treasurers, Department disbur -
ing clerk , collectors of internal revenue, the Secretary and the Chief Clerk of the 
Department of griculture. As the law officer of the Treasury Department, many 
matter are ref rr d to him for his examination and 01;inion arising under the cus-
tom , navigation, banking, and registry laws, and m the administration of the 
p partment. He i al o charged by law ·with the supervision of uits and proceed-
ing~ ari ing out of the provi ions of law governing national banking associations in 
which the nited tates and any of its agents or officer are partie ; also with the 
charge, release, and sale of lands acquired in payment of debt, excepting those 
acquired under internal-revenue laws. 
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ASSISTANT A'l'TORNEY-GENERAL FOR THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT. 
The Assistant Attorney-General is the chi~f law officer of_ this Departm~nt. When 
requested he advises the Secretary and Assistant Secretanes upon questions of law 
arising in the administration of the Department. All appeals from the General ~a~d 
Office are sent to his office for consideration. Oral arguments are heard by him 111 
the more important cases, or by brief; and ~ecisio~s are prepared under his super-
vision for the signature of the Secreta1y o~ Firs~ Ass_istant S~cretary, 'ls the case may 
be. The Assistant Attorney-General is aided 111 this and his other work by twenty 
assistant attorneys. 
THE POST-OFFiCE DEPARTMENT. 
POSTMASTER-GENERAL. 
The Postmaster-General has the direction and management of the Post-Office 
Department. He appoints all officers and emplotees of the Depa~tment, except ~he 
four Assistant Postmasters-General, who are appomted by the President, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate; appoints all postmasters whose compensation 
does not exceed $I,ooo; makes postal treaties with foreign Governments, by ~nd with 
the advice and consent of the President, awards and executes contracts, and directs the 
management of the domestic and foreign mail service. 
FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL. 
The First Assistant Postmaster-General has charge of the following divisions, viz: 
Salary and Allowance Division.-The duty of readjusting the salaries of post-
masters and the consideration of allowances for rent, fuel, lights, clerk hire, and 
other expenditures. 
Free Delivery.-The duty of preparing cases for the inauguration of the system in 
cities, the appointment of letter carriers, and the general supervision of the system. 
Division o.f Post-Office Supplies.-The duty of purchasing stationery, blanks and 
books, wrapping paper, twine, letter balances, and canceling stamps, and supplying 
the Department and post-offices with such quantities of these supplies as they are 
upon requisition entitled to receive. 
}lfoney-Order Division.-Under the immediate direction of the Superintendent, 
who has supervision and control thereof, including the domestic money-order business 
and the superintendence of the international money-order correspondence with 
foreign countries, as well as the preparation of postal conventions for the exchange 
of money orders therewith, and the conduct of correspondence relating to these 
subjects. 
Dead-Letter Office.-Under the immediate direction of the Superintendent, who is 
charged with the treatment of all unmailable and undelivered mail matter which 
is sent to it for disposition; the enforcement of the prompt sending of such matter 
according to regulations; the duty of noting and correcting errors of postmasters 
connected with the delivery or withholding of mail matter; the investigation, by 
correspondence, of complaints made with reference thereto; the verification and 
allowance of claims for credit by postmasters for postage-due stamps affixed to unde-
livered matter; the examination and forwarding or return of all letters which have 
failed of delivery; the inspection and return to the country of origin of undelivered 
foreign matter; recording and restoration to owners of letters and parcels which 
contain valuable inclosures; care and disposition of all money, negotiable paper, and 
other valuable articles found in undelivered matter and correspondence, both foreign 
and domestic, relating to these subjects. 
Correspondence Division.-To this division are referred inquiries received from 
P?stmasters an~ others rel~tive to the_ construction of postal laws and regulations, 
disputes regardmg the delivery of mail matter, and all correspondence of a miscel-
laneous character. 
SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL. 
The Second Assistant Postmaster-General has charge of the transportation of all 
mails. His office embraces four divisions and two offices, viz: · 
The Contract Division prepares all advertisements inviting proposals for star steam-
boat, and mail-messenger service, receives the proposals, prepares orders for th~ award 
of contracts, attends to the execution of contracts, prepares cases and orders for the 
establish~ent of new service or changes in existing service, attends to all correspond-
ence relatmg thereto, and prepares statistics and reports of mail service required 
by law. 
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The Division of Inspection is charged with the examination of monthly and special 
reports of postmasters as to performance of mail service by contractors and carriers; 
the preparatipJ?- of cases and o.r~ers for 1eductions for nonperfon:~1ance of servi_ce ll;nd 
for the rmpos1tlon ·of :fines for dehnquenc1es of contractors and earners, of authonzahon 
for _payment of railway postal clerks, of certifications of service to the Sixth Auditor, 
and the correspondence relative to nonperformance of contract requirements for 
carrying the mails. 
The Railway Adjustment Division prepares cases authorizing the transportation of 
mails by railroads, the establishment of railway postal-car service, and changes in 
existing service; prepares orders and instructions for the weighing of mails, receives 
the returns and computes basis of pay therefrom; prepares cases for the adjustment 
of allowances to railroads for carrying the mails and for postal cars, and attends to 
all correspondence relating to these matters. 
The Mail Equipment Division is charged with the preparation of adyertisements 
inviting proposals for furnishing mail bags, mail locks and keys, label cases, mail-
bag cord fasteners, and mail-bag catchers; the receipt of proposals and the preparation 
of contracts therefor, the issuing of such articles for the use of the service, the 
repairing of the same, the keeping of records and accounts, and the preparation of 
all correspondence incident to these duties. 
The Office of Railway Mail Service has charge of the railway mail service and the 
railway post-office clerks, prepares for the Second Assistant Postmaster-General cases 
for the appointment, removal, promotion, and reduction of said clerks, conq.ucts the 
correspondence, and issues the orders relative to moving the mails on railroad trains; 
has charge of the dispatch and distribution of mail matter in railway post-office cars 
and post-offices, and conducts the weighing of mails when ordered. 
The Office of Foreign Mails has charge of all foreign postal arrangements ( except 
those relating to the money-order system), including the preparation of postal con-
ventions and the regulations for their execution, as well as the consideration of ques-
tions arising under them; and conducts the correspondence relative thereto both with 
foreign Governments and private citizens. It also has the supervision of the ocean 
mail steamship service in all its details, including the settlement of the accounts 
with steamship companies for the conveyance of mails from the United States to 
foreign countries. 
THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL. 
The Third Assistant Postmaster-General has charge of the Finance Office, etc., 
embracing the following :five qi visions: 
Division of Finance.-The duty of issuing warrants and drafts in payment of 
balances reported by the Auditor to be due to mail contractors or other persons 
and the superintendence of accounts between the Department and the Treasurer and 
Assistant Treasurers and special designated depositaries of the United States. 
Division of Postage Stamps and Stamped Fnvelopes.-The issuing of postage 
stamps, stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, and postal cards; also the sup-
plying of postmasters with envelopes for their official use, including registered-
package envelopes. · 
Division of Registered Letters.-The duty of preparina instructions for the guid-
ance of postmasters relative to registered letters, and all correspondence connected 
therewith; also the compilation of statistics as to the transaction of the business. 
Division of JI-fail Classificatio11.-The duty of passing upon the applications of 
publishers for the entry of newspapers and _periodicals into the mails as second-class 
matter, and generally the ontrol of all busmess relating to the rates of postage and 
the clas ifi.cation of mail matter. 
Division of Files, Mails, etc.-The duty of receiving, distributing, and indexing 
all papers coming into the office, of di patching and recording all pap~rs sent from 
the office, and of keeping and au nding to the office :files. 
The office of th Third i tant Postmaster-General has also charge of the Special 
Delivery y tern. 
F RTII ASSISTANT POS'.J'MASTER-GENERAL. 
_T?~ Fourth ~stant Po tma ter- eneral has charge of the Bureau including the 
D1V1 1011 of Appointment , of Bonds and Commi ions and of Po t-O.ffi.ce In pectors 
and :\!ail Depr dation . ' 
D~·vision of Appo111t1Jle11ts.-The duty f preparing all case for tablishment, di -
ontmuance, and hang ! name or site of post-offices, and for the appointment of 
all P? -~11_1a ter , and attendmCT to all corre. p nd nee con quent thereto. 
Di_v1s1on of Bo11<;1s and ommissions.-The duty of r ceiving and recording 
ap~11~t111 nt ; ._ending ut_ papers for p st.ma t rs and their a istants to qualify; 
~ · e_1nng, eutenng _and filing their b nds (and approval of same) and oaths, and 
1 mng the omm1 10n for postma ·ter ·. 
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Division of Post-Office Inspectors and Mail Depredr:,tions.-To this office is tntrus~ed 
the general supervision of the work of the post-office mspectors, and _the cons1derat10n 
and adjustment of thei~ accoun!s. fo~ salary a3:d expenses. To 1t ~re r_eferred all 
complaints of losses or irregularities 111 the mails and all reported v1olat10ns of the 
postal laws. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY. -
SECRETARY OF THE NA VY. 
The Secretary of the Navy per~orms such _dutie~ as ·the President of the Uni~ed 
States, who is Commander 111 Chief, may assign him, and has the general superm-
tendence of construction, manning, armament, equipment, and employment of vessels 
of war. 
The Chief Cler,k has general charge of the records and correspondence of the Sec-
retary's Office. 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY. 
The Assistant Se!'.'.retary of the Navy performs such duties in the Navy Department 
as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Navy or may be required by law. 
NAVAL BUREAUS OF THE NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
The chiefs of the naval bureaus of the Navy Department are officers of the United 
States Navy and a part of the naval establishment. 
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION. 
The duties of the Bureau of Navigation comprise all that relates to the proml'lga-
tion, record, and enforcement of the Secretary's orders to the fleets and to the officers 
of the Navy, except such orders as pertain to the office of the Secretary; the education 
of officers and men, including the Naval Academy and technical schools for officers 
( except the War College and Torpedo School), the apprentice establishment, and 
schools for the technical education of enlisted men; the enlistment and discharge of all 
enlisted persons, including appointed petty officers for general and special service. It 
controls all rendezvous and receiving ships, and provides transportation for all enlisted 
persons and appointed petty officers; establishes the complement of the crews of all 
vessels in commission; keeps the records of service of all squadrons, ships, officers, 
and men, and prepares the annual Naval Register for publication; has under its 
direction the Hydrographic Office; the preparation, revision, and enforcement of all 
tactics, drill books, signal codes, cipher codes, and the uniform regulations; the col-
lection of foreign surveys, publication of charts, sailing directions, and nautical 
works, and the dissemination of nautical and hydrographical information to the 
Navy and mercantile marine. 
BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS. 
The duties of the Bureau.of Yards and Docks comprise all that relates to the plan-
ni_ng, c?nstruction, and mainten_an~e of all doc~s ( including dry docks), wharves, 
sl~ps! piers,. q\1ay walls, and bml_dmgs of all kinds, for whatever purpose needed, 
withm the limits of the navy-yards and of the Naval Home, but not of hospitals and 
magazines outside of those limits, nor of buildings for which it does not estimate. 
It rerairs and fn~nishes all buildings, stores, and offices in the several navy-yards, 
and is charged with the purchase, sale, and transfer of all land and buildings con-
nected with the navy-yards; has under its sole control the general administration of 
the navy-yard:5; pro':ides and has sole control of all landings, derricks, shears, cranes, 
sewers, dredgmg, railway tracks, cars, and wheels, trucks, grading, paving, walks, 
shade trees, inclosure walls and fences, ditching, reservoirs, cisterns, fire engines and 
apparatus, all watchmen, and all things necessary, including labor, for the cleaning 
of the yards and the protection of the public property._ 
BUREAU OF EQUIPMENT. 
The duties of_ the ?3~eau of_ Equipment comprise all that relates to the equipment 
of all vessels with :igg~ng, sails, anchors, yeomen's stores, furniture not provided by 
oth~r b1;1rea1~s, navigation stores and supplies of all kinds, including nautical and 
nav1gat~ng _mstruments and hooks, stationery, and blank books for commanding 
andnavig~tmg_officers ashore and afloat, binnacles, flags, signal lights, running lights, 
and standmg lights 0:1 board vessels, in~luding all electrical apparatus for lighting 
purpo_ses ~nd s~arch lights, logs, leads, lmes, and glasses, log books, ships' libraries, 
1llum111at111g 011 for all purposes, except that used in the engineer department of 
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steamers, and fuel for steamers, the ropewalks, and the shops for making anchors 
and cables, rigging, sails, galleys, and cooking utensils, the Naval Observatory, 
Nautical Almanac, compass offices, and pilotage. 
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE. 
The duties of the Bureau of Ordnance comprise all that relates to the manufacture 
or purchase of offensive and defensive arms and apparatus (including torpedoes), all 
ammunition, war explosives, vessels for submarine torpedo service, magazines on 
shore, and of all machinery, apparatus, equipment, and things for use with the above; 
the recommending the nature of the armament to be carried by vessels, and the 
material, kind, and qualities of ship's armor and dimensions of gun turrets; charged 
with the carrying power of vessels, as determined by the Bureau of Construction 
and Repair, and fixes the location and command of the armament, and distributes 
the thickness of armor; places the armament on board of vessels, and determines the 
method of construction of armories and ammunition rooms, the latter in conjunc-
tion with the Bureau of Constructio.n and Repair; purchases torpedo boats intended 
to be carried by ships, and has charge of all their details of whatever nature, and pre-
scribes the armament to be given to all torpedo vessels. 
BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR. 
The duties of the Bureau of Construction and Repair comprise all that relates to 
designing, building, fitting, and repairing the hulls of vessels, spars, boats, capstans, 
windlasses, steering gear, ventilating apparatus, tanks, ballast, casks, blocks, furni-
ture for ships' use of the kind made in the navy-yards, and lumber, plates, and tools 
for sea stores of the kind used by it in building vessels; also the turrets and armor 
plating, after the material, quality, and distribution of thickness have been deter-
mined by the Bureau of Ordnance; has control of all vessels building aud under 
repair, and is responsible that vessels in ordinary do not go to decay for want of 
proper examination on the part of constructors in the yards ; and has charge of the 
docking of vessels. 
BUREAU OF STEAM ENGINEERING. 
The duties of the Bureau of Steam Engineering comprise all that relates to the 
designing, building, fitting out, repairing, and engineering of the steam machinery 
used for the propulsion of naval vessels, and will also i:µclude steam pumps, steam 
heaters and connections, and the steam machinery necessary for actuating the appa-
ratus by which. turrets are turned. 
BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 
The duties of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery comprise all that relates to 
laboratories, naval ·hospitals, and dispensaries, the furnishing of all supplies, medi-
cines, and instruments required in the Medical Department of the Navy; has sole 
control of all buildings erected for its purposes, and determines upon and furnishes 
all the stores, etc., used in the medical and hospital departments, materials, instru-
ments, means, and appliances of every kind used for its purposes, and controls their 
ins_pection, storing, transportation, and preparation; designs, erects, furnishes, and 
mamtains all the buildings constructed for its purposes otitside the limits of the navy-
yards, and for which it may have estimated; is charged with the purchase, sale, and 
transfer of all land and buildings in connection therewith, and with the preservation 
of the public property under its control; designs the various buildings erected within 
navy-yards for its purposes so far only as their internal arrangements are concerned, 
and after their completion has exclusive control of the same, and makes all contracts 
for and superintends all the work done under it. 
BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS. 
The duties of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts comprise all that relates to 
upplying the Tavy with provisions, clothing, small stores, fresh water, and contin-
gent tore in the Paymaster's Department; the reception, care, and custody of all 
s!..ore not exempt by ord r from the general storekeeper's system, and the keeping 
of a p.:-oper ystem of accounts regarding the same; the purchase, at shore stations 
within the "Gnited tat s, of store and supplies and their custody, transfer, and issue, 
upon authorized requi it.ion except those of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, 
the Iarine Corps, and tho e exempt by Regulation Circular o. 51. 
OI<'FICE F THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GE ERAL. 
It i U1e duty of the Judge-AdYocate- eneral, under the direction of the Secretary 
f the rav ' , t revi e, r port upon, and have record d the proceedings of all courts-
martial, courts of inquiry, and boards for the examination of officers for retirement 
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and promotion in the naval service; to prepare the charges and specifications and 
the necessary orders convening general courts-martial in cases where such co~rts 
are ordered by the Secretary of the Navy; to prepare general orders promulgatmg 
the :final action of the reviewing authority in general court-martial cases; to pre-
pare the necessary order~ convening- courts of inquiry, boar~s ~or the exa~ina-
tion of officers for promotion and retirement, and for the exam111~t10n of cand1<lates 
for appointment in the Medical Corps, and to conduct all official correspondence 
relatina to courts-martial, courts of inquiry, and such boards; to examine and report 
upon claims of every description file~ in the Departmen~; to co1~duct the departmental 
correspondence relating to the busmess connected with the mcrease of the Navy, 
including the preparation of a~ve~tisements_ inviting proposals_ for the co~struc-
tion of new vessels, or for furmshmg matenals for use 111 their construct1011; of 
forms of proposals to be used by bidders in offering to construct such vessels or 
furnish such materials, and forms of contracts to be entered into and bonds to be fur-
nished by such bidders on the acceptance of their proposals, and including also the 
departmental correspondence relating to the plans, specifications, and materials of 
new vessels and to proposed changes in the same; to consider and report upon all 
matters which may be referred to him involving questions of law, regulations, and 
discipline and requiring the Department's action; the meaning or construction of 
the general regulations of the Navy, including those relating to rank or precedence, 
or to appointments, commissions, promotions, and retirement, and to the validity of 
proceedings in courts-martial cases; to conduct the correspondence with the Attorney-
General relative to questions of statutory construction submitted for his opinion 
thereon; to the institution of suits, at the instance of the Navy Department, and to 
the defense of suits brought by private parties against the officers or agents of the 
Department; to answer calls from the Department of Justice and the Court of Claims 
for information and papers relating to cases pending in that court and affecting the 
Navy Department; to examine and report upon the official bonds of pay officers, and 
all questions presented to the Department relating to pay and traveling expenses of 
officers; to attend. to all correspondence relating to the care of naval prisons and 
prisoners, and to consider and act upon applications for the removal of the mark of 
desertion standing against the names of enlisted men of the Navy or Marine Corps. 
MARINE CORPS. 
The Commandant of the Marine Corps is responsible to the Secretary of the Navy 
for the general efficiency and discipline of the corps; makes such distribution of 
officers and men for duty at the several shore stations as shall appear to him to be 
most advantageous for the interests of the service; furnishes guards for vessels of 
the Navy, according to the 8.uthorized scale of allowance; under the direction of the 
Secretary of the Navy, issues orders for the movement of officers and troops, and 
such other orders and instructions for their guidance as may be necessary; and has 
charge and exercises general supervision and control of the recruiting service of the 
corps, and of the necessary expenses thereof, including the establishment of recruit-
ing offices. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
SECRETARY 01<' THE INTERIOR. 
Th_e Secretary of the_ Inter~or is char~ed with the supervision of public business 
relat111g to patents for mvenhons; pensions and bounty lands; the public lands and 
surveys;_ the Indians;. education; railroads; the Geological Survey; the census; the 
Hot S1~nngs Res~rvation, Arkansas; Yellowstone ~atio_nal ~arl~., v'-'.yoming, and the 
~osennte, Se9uoia, and General Gr'.3-nt parks, C3:hforma; d1stnbution of ap_propria-
hons for agncultural and mechamcal colleges 111 the States and Territones· the 
custody and distribution of certain public documents; and supervision of c~rtain 
hospitals and eleemosynary institutions in the District of Columbia. He also exer--
cises certain powers and duties in relation to the Territories of the United States. 
FIRST ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
To the First Assistant Secretary of the Interior is assigned the direction and super-
vision of matters relating to official bonds and bonds for the fulfillment of contract~;• 
signing requisitions for Treasury warrants; business relating to the Territories· con~ 
tracts and open-~arket purcha~es of In1i'.3-n supplies; surveys, allotments, deeds, 
and_ leases of Indian lands; Indian 3:nnmhes and trust funds; depredation claims; 
busmess from the office of the Commissioner of Railroads; repayments of money for 
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public lands erroneously sold and cash indemnity for swamp lands; Hot Springs of 
Arkansas; Yellowstone, Yosemite, and other national parks; and acts as Secretary in 
the absence of that officer. 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
'f o the Assistant Secretary of the Interior is assigned the consideration and decision 
of appeals from the Commissioner of P~n~ions _and q~estions relating ~o :7iolations of 
the pension.law; appeals from the admimstrahve action of the Commissioner of Pat-
ents; countersigning of letters p~tent; business from the office of the _Commission~r 
of Education, Government Hospital for the Insane, Freedman's Hospital, Columbia 
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, education of the blind of the District of Colum-
bia; admission to practice and disbarment of attorneys before the Department and 
bureaus; approval of requests and vouchers for advertising, and vouchers for trans-
portation and other expenses of inspectors and special agents, and acts as Secretary 
in the absence of that officer and of the First Assistant Secretary. 
CHIEF CLERIC 
The Chief Clerk of the Department of the Interior has the general supervision of 
the clerks and employees; of the order of business, records, and correspondence of 
the Secretary's Office; of all expenditures from appropriations for contingent expenses, 
stationery, and printing for th~ Department and bureaus; enforcement of the general 
regulations of the Department; also the superintendence of buildings occupied by 
the Interior Department. 
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS. 
The Commissioner of Patents is charged with the administration of the patent 
laws, and supervises all matters relating to the issue of letters patent for new and 
useful discoveries, inventions, a_nd improvements, and the registration of trade-marks 
and labels. He is aided by an Assistant Commissioner, chief clerk, three examiners-
in-chief, an examiner of interferences, and thirty-six principal examiners . . 
COMMISSIONER OF PENSIONS. 
The Commissioner of Pensions supervises the examination and adjudication of alf 
claims arising under laws passed by Congress granting bounty land or pension on 
account of service in the Army or avy during the Revolutionary war and all sub-
sequent wars in which the nited States has been engaged. He is -aided by two 
Deputy Commissioners and the chief clerk of the Bureau, each of whom has super-
vision over business arising in divisions of the Bureau assigned, under order of the 
Commissioner, to his immediate charge. 
COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE. 
The Commissioner of the General Land Office is charged with the survey, manage-
ment, and sale of the public domain, and the issuing of titles therefor, whether 
derived from confirmations of grants made by former governments, by sales, dona-
tions, or giants for schools, railroads, military bounties, or public improvements. 
He is aia.ed by an Assistant Commissioner and chief clerk. 
COl\'.G\USSIO:NER OF I DIAN AFFAIRS. 
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs has charge of the everal tribes of Indians in 
the Sta~s and T rritori s. He i sues instructions to and receives reports from 
agents, pecial agent , and school superintendent ; superintends the purchase, trans-
portation, and di tribution of presents and annuitie ; and reports annually the 
relations of the overnm nt with each tribe. Ile is aided by an Assistant Com-
missioner, who under the law also performs the duties of chief clerk. 
COMMISSIONHR OF EDUCA'l'ION. 
f the Commis. ioner of Education are to collect such statistics and 
. how the condition and progress of education in the several State 
and Territorie , and to diffu e such infonnation re pecting the organization and mau-
h ols and sch 1 . y terns and 111 thods of teaching a shall aid the 
p pl -nited, tat.es in the tablishmenl and maintenance of effici nt school 
. y tem ·, and otlierwi. promote the cau ·e of education throughout the country. 
O:\DIISSI - ·ER or~ RAILROADS. 
The mm1. . 1 ncr f Railroad. is hargecl with the 'luty of prescribing a system 
of ~ep rts to 1 reml r ·cl to him hy the railroacl companies whos, r ads are in whole 
or 1n part w t, north, or uth of the :\Ii:. ouri RiYer, and to which th nite<l tates 
have granted any loan or redit or subsidy iu h ncls or land ; to examine the books 
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and accounts of each of said railroad companies once in each fiscal year, and at such 
other times as may be deemed by him necessary to det~rmine th_e correctn~ss O! any 
report received from them; to assist the Governrn~nt dire~tors of any of sa1d railway 
companies in all matters which come under their cogmz~nce, wh~never they may 
officially request such assistance, to see that the laws relating to said compames are 
enforced· to furnish such information to the several departments of the Government 
:in regard to tariffs for freight and passengers_ and in ~egard to the accounts of said 
railroad companies as may be _by them regmred, or, m the absence of any request 
therefor, as he may deem exped1ent for the 111terest of the Government; and to make 
an annual report to the Secretary of the Interior on the -1st day of November _on the 
condition of each of said railroad companies, their road, accounts, and affairs, for 
the fiscal year ending June 30 immediately preceding. 
DIREC'I'OR OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
The Director of the Geological Survey has charge. of the classification of the public 
lands and examination of the geological structure , mineral resources, and products 
of the national domain, and of survey of forest reserves. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 
SECRETARY OF AGRICUL1,'URE. 
The Secretary of Agriculture is charged with the supervision of all public business 
relating to the agricultural industry. He appoints all the officers and employees of 
the Department, with the exception of the Assistant Secretary and the Chief of the 
Weather Bureau, who are appointed by the President, and directs the management 
of all the divisions, offices, and bureaus embraced in the Department. He exercises 
advisory supervision over the agricultural experiment stations deriving support from 
the national Treasury, and has control of the quarantine stations for imported cattle, 
and of interstate quarantine rendered necessary by contagious cattle diseases. 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF AGRICUL'I'URE. 
The Assistant Secretary of Agriculture performs such duties as may be required 
hy law or prescribed by the Secretary. He also becomes the Acting Secretary of 
Agriculture in the absence of the Secretary. 
CHIEF. CLERK. 
The Chief Clerk has the general supervision of the clerks and employees; of the 
order of business, records, and correspondence of the Secretary's office; of all expend-
itures from appropriations for contingent expenses, stationery, etc.; of . the enfo:-ce-
ment of the general regulations of the Department; and of the buildings occupied by 
the Department of Agriculture. 
'£HE WEATHER BUREAU. 
The Chief of the Weather Bureau, under the direction of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, has charge of the forecasting of weather; the issue of storm warnings; the 
display of weather and flood signals for the benefit of agriculture, commerce, and 
navigation; the gauging and reporting of rivers; the maintenance and operation of 
seacoast telegraph lines, and the collection and transmission of marine intelligence 
for the benefit of commerce and navigation; the reporting of temperature and rain-
fall c~md_itio1:is for the cotton ~nter~sts; the_ disrlay of !rost and cold-wave signals; 
the d1stnbut10n of meteorological mformat10n 111 the mterests of agriculture and 
commer<;e, and the taking o~ sue?- mete?~ological obser_vations as may be necessary 
to establish and record the climatic conchtions of the Umted States or as are essential 
for the proper execution of the foregoing duties. 
'!'HE BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY. 
~he Bureau of Anima~ Industry makes investigations as to the existence of con-
tag10\1S pleuro-pneumoma and other dangerous communicable diseases of live stock; 
superintends the meas~res for their _extirpation, makes original investigations as to 
the_ nature_ and prev~nbo~ of sue~ diseases, and reports on the condition and means 
o_f impr?vmg the ammal md1;1stnes of the _country. It also has charge of the inspec-
tion of import and export all:nnals, of the mspection of vessels for the transportation 
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of export cat:le, and of the quarantine_ stations !or imported nea~ cattle; supervises 
the interstate movement of cattle, and inspects live stock and their products slaugh-
tered for food consumption. 
DIVISION OF STATISTICS. 
The Statistician collects information as to crop production and the numbers and 
status of farm animals, through a corps of county and township correspondents and 
State agents, and obtains similar information from forei~n countr~e_s through special 
agents, assisted by consular, agr_ic1:ltural, an~ commercial autI:onbe~. . He_ records, 
tabulates, and coordinates statistics of agricultural. pr~duct10n, ~is~nbuhon, and 
consumption, the authorized data of Governments, mshtutes, sociehe~, boards_ of 
trade, and individual experts; and issues a monthly crop report for the mformat10n 
of producers and consumers. 
DIVISION OF ACCOUNTS AND DISBURSEMENTS. 
The Division of Accounts and Disbursements audits and pays all accounts and 
adjusts claims against the Department; decid-::s questions involving the expend-
iture of public funds; prepares advertisements, schedules, and contracts for annual 
supplies, leases, and agreements; issues requisitions for the purchase of supplies, 
requests for passenger and freight transportation; prepares the annual estimates of 
appropriations, and attends to all other business relating to the financial interests of 
the Department. 
DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY. 
The Division of Chemistry makes investigations of the methods proposed for the 
analyses of soil., fertilizers, and agricultural products, and such analyses as pertain 
in general to the interests of agriculture. It investigates the composition and 
adulteration of foods and the composition of field products in relation to their nutri-
tive value and to the constituents which they derive from the soil, fertilizers, and 
the air. It cooperates with the chemists of the agricultural experiment stations in 
all matters pertaining to the relations of chemistry to agricultural interests. 
OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS. 
The Office of Experiment Stations represents the Department in its relations to 
the agricultural colleges and experiment stations, which are now in operation in 
all the Stat s and Territories. It seeks to promote the interests of agricultural edu-
cation and investigation throughout the United States. It collects and disseminates 
general information regarding the colleges and stations, and publishes accounts of 
agricultural inve tigations at home and abroad. It also indicates lines of inquiry, 
aid in the conduct of cooperative experiments, reports upon the expenditures and 
work of the stations, and in general furnishes them with such advice and assistance 
as will be t promote the purpos s for which they were established. It is also charged 
with investigations on the nutritive value and economy of human foods. 
DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY. 
The Entomologist obtains and dis eminates information regarding insects injurious 
to vegetation; inv sti<Yates insects ent him in order to give appropriate remedies; 
conduct inve tigations of thi character in different parts of the country, and mounts 
and arranges pecimens for illustrative and museum purposes. 
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
The Divi ion of Biological urvey studie the geographic distribution of animals 
and plant , and maps the natural life zones of the country; it also inve tigates the 
conomic relation of birds and mammals, and recommends mea ures for the preser-
vation f beneficial and the de truction of injurious species. 
DIVISIO OF FORESTRY. 
The ivision of Fore. try i. ccupied with experiment , investigations, and reports 
dealing with the ubject of forestry, with the distribution of eed of valuable eco-
nomic tree , and with the di. semi nation of information upon fore try matter . 
DIVIS! ~ F B TA ... Y. 
The 1,'l.'1011 f Botany im· stigate botani al agricultural problems, including 
the purity and valu f agricultural . e d:; method· of controlling the spread of 
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weeds or preventing their introduction into this country; the dangers, effects, and 
• antidotes for poisonous plants; the native plant resources of the country, and other 
snbjects of economic botany. 
DIVISION OF AGROSTOLOGY. 
The Division of Agrostology is charged with the investigation of the_ natural 1?-is-
tory, geographic distribution, and uses of s-rasses and ~o~age pl1;1-nts, their a~apta~10n 
to special soils and climates, the introduction_ of promising native and foreign ~.mds 
into cultivation, and the preparation of pubhcat10ns and correspondence relative to 
these plants. 
DIVISIO~ OF POMOLOGY. 
The Pomologist collects and_ distr~butes informa~ion in regar~ to th~ :pomologi~al 
industry of the United States; mvestigates the habits and peculiar qualities of frmts, 
their adaptability to various soils and climates and conditions of culture, and intro-
duces new and untried fruits from foreign countries. 
DIVISION OF VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY. 
The Division of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology has for its object a study of 
the normal and abnormal life processes of plants. It seeks, by investigations in the 
laboratory and experiments in the field, to determine the causes of disease and the 
best means of preventing the same. It studies plant physiology in its bearing on 
pathology. 
DIVISION OF SOILS. 
The Division of Soils has for its object the investigation of soils in their relation 
to crops. 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC-ROAD INQUIRIES. 
The Office of Public-Road Inquiries collects information concerning the systems 
of road management throughout the United States, conducts investigations regard-
ing the best method of road making, and prepares publications on this subject. 
DIVISION OF PUBLICATIONS. 
The Division of Publications exercises general supervision of the Department 
printing and illustrations, and has charge of the distribution- of all Department pub-
lications with the exception of those turned over by law to the Superintendent of 
Documents for sale at the price affixed by him; it issues, in the form of press notices, 
official information of interest to agriculturists, and distributes to agricultural publi-
cations and writers synopses of Department publications. · 
DIVISION OF GARDENS AND GROUNDS. 
The Division of Gardens and Grounds is charged with the care and ornamentation 
of the park surrounding the Department buildings, and with the duties connected 
with the conservatories and gardens for testing aii.d propagating exotic and economic 
plants. 
DIVISION OF SEEDS. 
This division is occupied mainly with the supervision of the Congressional and 
miscellaneous distribution of seeds, as provided for by act of Congress. Under the 
law two-thirds of the whole quantity purchased are sent out upon requests of Sen-
ators, Representatives, and Delegates, and under their franks, and the necessary books 
and accounts with Members of Congress are kept in this divisio;1. 
THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION. 
This Commission, appointed under "An act to regulate commerce," approved Feb-
ruary 4, 1887, has authority to inquire into the management of the business of all 
common carriers who are subject to the provisions of the act. These are all which 
are '' engag~d i.1 the transportation of passengers or property wholly by railroad, or 
partly by railroad and partly by water when both are used, under a common control, 
manag~ment, or arrangement, for a continuous carriage or shipment, from one State 
or T~rntory of the :United States or the District of Columbia to any other State or 
Territory of the Umted States or the District of Columbia, or from any place in the 
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United States to an adjacent foreign country, or from any place in the United States 
through a foreign country to any other place in the United States, and also in the 
transportation in like manner of property shipped from any place in the United 
tates to a foreign country and carried from such place to a port of transhipment, 
or shipped from a foreign country to any place in the United States and carried to 
such place from a port of entry either in the.United States or an adjacent foreign 
country.'' It has jurisdiction to inquire into and report upon the reasonableness 
of rates on interstate traffic, to decide questions of unjust discrimination and of 
undue preference, to prescribe the publicity to be given to joint tariffs, and to insti-
tute and carry on proceedings for the enforcement of the provisions of the law. It 
has power to call for reports, to require the attendance of witnesses and the produc-
tion of books and papers, to hear complaints of a violation of the act made.against 
any such carrier, and to determine what reparation shall be made to a party 
wronged; to institute inquiries on its own motion or at the request of State railroad 
commissions, and to report thereon; and it is required to make an annual report, 
which shall be transmitted to Congress. It is also empowered in special cases to 
authorize any such common carrier to charge less for a longer distance than for a 
shorter over the same line, and to prescribe the extent to which the carrier may be 
relieved from the '' long and short haul clause '' of said act. The Commission also 
appoints a secretary and.clerks, whose duties are not specifically defined by the act. 
Under the act of August 7, 1888, all railroad and telegraph companies to which 
the United States have granted any subsidy in lands or bonds or loan of credit for 
the construction of either railroad or telegraph lines are required to file annual 
reports witn the Commission, and such other reports as the· Commission may call 
for. The act also directs every such company to file with the Commission copies of 
all contracts and agreements of every description existing between it and every other 
person or corporation whatsoever in reference to the ownership, possession, or oper-
ation of any telegraph lines over or upon the right of way, and to decide questi9ns 
relating to the interchange of business between such Government-aided telegraph 
company and any connecting telegraph company. The act provides penalties for 
failure to perform and carry out within a reasonable time the order or orders of the 
Commission. 
The act of March 2, 1893, known as the '' Safety Appliance Act,'' provides that 
within specified periods railroad cars used in interstate commerce must be equipped 
with automatic couplers and standard height of drawbars for freight cars, and have 
grab irons or hand hol~s in the ends and sides of each car. A further provision is 
that locomotive engines used in moving interstate traffic shall be fitted with a power 
driving-wheel brake and appliances for operating the train-brake system, and a suf-
ficient number of cars in the train shall be equipped wi1.h power or train brakes. 
The act directs the Commission to lodge with the proper d~strict attorneys informa-
tion of such violations as may come to its knowledge. The Commission is author-
ized to, from time to time, upon full hearing and for good cause, extend the period 
within which any common carrier shall comply with the provisions of the statute. 
The act of June 1, 1898, concerning carriers engaged in interstate commerce and 
their employees, known as the ''Arbitration Act,'' directs the Chairman of tI,e Inter-
state Commerce Commission and the Commissioner of Labor to use their best efforts, 
by mediation and conciliation, to settle controversies between railway companies 
and their employees. Every agreement of arbitration made under the act must be 
forwarded to the Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission, who shall file 
the ame in the office of that Commission. When the agreement of arbitration is 
signed by employees individually instead of a labor organization, the act provides, 
if various specified conditions have been complied with, that the Chairman of the 
Commission shall, by notice in writing, fix a time and place for the meeting of the 
board of arbitrators. If the two arbitrators chosen by 1.he parties fail to select a 
third ·within five days after the first meeting, the third arbitrator shall be named by 
th Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Commissioner of 
Labor. 
THE DEP RTME T OF LABOR. 
CO:\fi\IISSIONER OF LABOR. 
The artm nt of La r was e tabli hed by act of Congress approved June 13, 
plac din cha of a Commissioner of Labor, who is directed to acquire 
and li am ng th_ p pl of th nited , tat.es u eful information on ubjects 
c nnec --ith lab r m th mo t eneral and com pr hen i\ e s nse of that word, and 
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especially upon its relations to capital, the hours of labor, the earnings of laboring 
men and wome11, and the means of promoting their material, social, intellectual, 
and moral prosperity. He is also especially charged, in accordanc_e with the general 
design and duties prescribed bf the la~, at as early _a date as possible an_d whe1:iever 
industrial changes sh~ll make 1! essential, t<;> ascert~m the cos~ of producmg art1~les, 
at the time dutiable 111 the Umted States, 111 leadmg countnes where such articles 
are produced, by fully specified units of production, and under ~ cla~sificat_ion show-
ing the different elements of cost of such articles of product10n, 111clud111g wages 
paicl in such industries, etc. 
It is also the duty of the Commissioner to ascerta~n and rel?ort as to the e:ffect of 
the customs laws upon the currency and on the agncultural mdustry, especially as 
to their effect on the mortgage indebtedness of farmers; what articles are controlled 
by trusts or other combinations of capital, business operations, or of labor, and 
what effect such trusts or other combinations of capital, business operations, or of 
labor have on production and prices. . . 
T.he Commissioner is also to establish a system of Teports by w.h1ch, _at intervals of 
not less than two years, he can ascertain the general condition, so far as production 
is concerned, of the leading industries of the country. He is also especially charged 
to investigate the causes of and facts relating to all controversies and disputes 
between employers and employees as they may occur, and which may happen to 
interfere with the welfare of the people of the different States. He may obtain 
information upon the various subjects committed to him, and, as he may deem 
desirable, from different foreign countries. He is to make a report annually in 
writing to the President and Congress of the information collected and collated by 
him, and is authorized to make special reports on particular subjects whenever 
required to do so by the President or either House of Congress, or when he shall 
think the subject in his charge requires it. 
He is also authorized, by act of March 2, 1895, to publish a bulletin of the Depart-
ment of Labor as to the condition of labor in this and other countries, condensations 
of State and foreign labor reports, facts as to conditions of employment, and such 
other facts as may be deemed of value to the industrial interests of the country; and 
there shall be printed one edition of not exceeding 10,000 rnpies of each issue of said 
bulletin for distribution by the Department of Labor. 
This bulletin is issued every other month and contains usually from 120 to 150 
pages. 
THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. 
The purpose of the civil-service act, as declared in its title, is "to regulate and 
improve the civil service of the United States." It provides for the appointment of 
three Commissioners, a chief examiner, a secretary, and other employees, and makes 
it the duty of the Commission to aid the President, as he may request, in preparing 
suitable rules for carrying the act into effect, such rules to provide, among other 
· things, for open competitive examinations for testing the fitness of applicants for the 
public service, the filling of classified positions by selections from among those pass-
ing with highest grades, an apportionment of appoi£1tments in the Departments at 
Washington among the States and Territories, and the prohibition of the use of offi-
cial authority to coerce the political action of any person or body. The act also pro-
vides for investigations touching the enforcement of the rules promulgated, and 
forbids, under penalty of fine or imprisonment, or both, the solicitation by any per-
son in the service of the United States of contributions to be used for political 
purposes from persons in such service, or the collection of such contributions by any 
person in a Government building. 
EXTENT OF THE SERVICE. 
Th~ number of persons in the classified civil service is estimated to be 83,817. 
Of this number 78,728 are classified ( made subject to the provisions of the civil-service 
act and rules) by reason of designation, duties performed, or compensation, and of 
these 3,483 _are ~equired merely to pass a nonc~mpetiti_ve examination or are excepted 
from e~am111at10n (2,240 of the latter class being Indians); 5,063 are classified under 
regulations of t~e Navy Department, approved by the Commission, and 26 are classi-
fied whose appomtments are made by the President solely. The classified civil serv-
ice does not include persons whose appointments are subject to confirmation by the 
Senate, or mere laborers or workmen. 
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DIVISIONS OF 'l'HE SERVICE. 
The classified civil service is divided into five great branches, as follows: The 
Departmental Service, the Customs Service, the Postal Service, the Government 
Printing Service, and the Internal-Revenue Service. 
The Departmental Service includes all officers and employees who, on the one hand, 
are not appointed subject to the consent of the Senate, and, on the other hand, are 
above the grade of laborers, and who are serving in, or on detail from ( 1) the 
Departments, Commissions, and Offices in the District of Columbia; ( 2) the Railway-
Mail Service; ( 3) the Indian Service; ( 4) the Pension Agencies; ( 5) the Steamboat-
Inspection Service; ( 6) the Marine-Hospital Service; ( 7) the Light-House Service; 
( 8) the Mints and Assay Offices; ( 9) the Revenue-Cutter Service; (IO). the Subtreas-
uries; (II) the Engineer Department at Large; ( 12) the Ordnance Department at 
Large; ( 13) the force employed under custodians of Federal buildings, and ( 14) 
those employees outside of the District of Columbia between the extremes before 
mentioned whose duties are clerical or medical, or who serve as watchmen, messen-
gers, draftsmen, computers, engineers, firemen, or as superintendents of construc-
tion, superintendents of repairs, or foremen, under the Supervising Architect of the 
Treasury, or who are employed in any branch of the Treasury Department not here 
included. 
The Customs, Government Printing, and Internal-Revenue Services include all 
similar officers and employees whose appointments are not confirmed by the Senate 
or who are not engaged in unskilled manual labor. The Postal Service includes like 
officers and employees in free-delivery post-offices. 
EXCEPTED POSITIONS. 
The list of classified employees or positions excepted from examination or registra-
tion is as follows: 
Departmental Service.-Assistant Secretary Smithsonian Institution, in charge of 
United States National Museum; private secretaries or confidential clerks (not 
exceeding two ) to the President or to the head of each of the eight Executive 
Departments; attorneys or assistant attorneys in any Department whose main duties 
are connected with the ma.nagement of cases in court; Indians employed in the 
Indian Service at Large, except those employed as superintendents, teachers, teachers 
of industries, kindergartners, and physicians. 
Postal Service.-One assistant postmaster, or chief assistant to the postmaster, at 
each post-office; one cashier of each first-class post-office. 
Appointment to the following-named positions is subject to a noncompetitive 
examination prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, not disapproved by the 
Commission and conducted in accordance with its regulations: 
Customs Service.-One cashier in each customs district; dne chief or principal 
deputy or assistant collector in each customs district; one principal deputy collec-
tor at each subport or station. 
Internal-R evenue Service.-One employee in each internal-revenue district, who 
shall act as cashier or chief deputy or assistant collector, as may be determined by 
th Treasury Department; one deputy collector in each internal-revenue district 
where the number of employees in the office of the collector exceeds four; one deputy 
collector in each stamp ( or branch) office. 
U.c CLASSIFIED POSITIONS. 
The following positions or employees in the Executive civil service are not subject 
to the provi ions of the civil-service rules which relate to classified positions or 
employees: ( l) Any p rson in the; military or naval service of the United States who 
i detailed for the performance of civil duties; ( 2) any per on employed in a forei{Sn 
country under the , tat Department or temporarily employed in a confidential 
capacity in a foreign country; (3) any po ·ition the duties of which are of a quasi-
military or qua i-navalcharacter and for the performance of which a person is enlisted 
for a term of years; (4) a number of po itions with alaries of less than $300 per 
annum, the duti of which requir only a portion of the time of the occupants, 
and p nnit them to eno-age in oth r regular bu iness or occupation. 
PRO\'lSI ~ ' S C NCERNL G POWER OF REMOVAL. 
mong th mo t important proYi ion of the civil-service rules are those directed 
again ·t removal f r p litical or religious rea on.. The order of the President, pro-
mulgate<l Juiy 27 I 97, a. ction of Rule II, is ne of the e. It forbids removal 
fr m any p iti n . ubj t to omp titive examination except for just cau e an<l 
upon wntt n harg filed with the appointing officer and of which the accused shall 
have full notice and an opp rtunity to make defense. 
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THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 
The Public Printer has charge of all business relating to the public _pr~nting and 
binding. He appoints the officers and employees of the Government Pnnhng Office, 
and purchases all necessary machinery ::n:id material. . 
The Chief Clerk has general superv1s10n of the clerks and clerical work of the 
office. He conducts the correspondence relating to pul>lic business, and performs 
such other duties as may be assigned to him by the Public_ Pri~1ter. . . 
The Foreman of Printing has charge of all matter which 1s to be pnnted. His 
department consists of the following div:isions: The Document, Job, Specificat~on, 
Press, Folding, Stereotype, and Congressional Record rooms, as well as the vanous 
branch offices. • 
The Foreman of Binding has charge of the Bindery, in which division all work 
requiring binding, ruling, or marbling is executed. The binderies of the branch 
offices are under his supervision. 
The Superintendent of Documents has general supervision of the distribution of all 
public documents, excepting those printed for the use of the two Houses of Congress 
and the Executive Departments. He is required to prepare a comprehensive index of 
public documents and consolidated index of Cong:ressional documents, and is author-
ized to sell at cost any public document in his charge, the distribution of which is 
not specifically directed. 
THE COMMISSION OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 
(Northwest corner of Sixth and B streets SW.) 
The United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries was established by joint reso-
lution of Congress approved February 9, r87r. It is placed in charge of a Commis-
sioner of Fish and Fisheries, who is required to be a person of scientific and practical 
acquaintance with the fish and fisheries of the sea, coast, and inland waters. Reports 
are made annually to Congress. 
The scope of the work of the Commission. covers (I) the propagation of useful food 
fishes, including lobsters, oysters, and other shellfish, and their distribution to suit-
able waters; ( 2) the inquiry into the causes of decrease of food fishes in the lakes 
rivers, and coast waters of the United_ States, the study of the waters of the coast and 
interior in the interest of fish culture, and the investigation of the fishing grounds 
of the Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coasts, with the view of determining their food 
resources and the development of the commercial fisheries; (3) the collection and 
compilation of the statistics of the fisheries and the study of their methods and 
relations . 
.in the prosecution of its work the Commission has 30 stations, situated in different 
parts of the country, ·4 fish-distributing cars, 2 steam vessels, and r sailing vessel. 
THE BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES. 
(Organized September 4, 1890.) 
T~at uniform usage in regai:d to geographic nomenclature and orthography shall 
obtam throughout the _Executive Departments of the Government, and particularly 
upon _maps an~ c1:tarts issued by the various Departments and Bureaus, this Board is 
conshtute1, To_ 1t ~hall be referred all unsettled questions concerning geographic 
names which anse m the Departments, and the decisions of the Board are to be 
accepted by the Departments as the standard authority in such matters. 
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THE BUREAU OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLICS. 
The Bureau of the American Republics was established under the recommendation 
of the International American Conference in 1890 for the prompt collection and distri-
bution of commercial information concerning the American Republics. It publishes 
translations of the tariffs of the countries of Latin America reduced to the United 
States equivalents; also handbooks of these countries, a monthly bulletin containing 
the latest information respecting their resources, commerce, and general features, 
and The Commercial Directory of the American Republics, an international publica-
tion. Replies are also furnished to inquiries in relation to the commercial and 
other affairs of the countries, and items of news giving recent laws of general 
interest, development of railways, agriculture, mines, manufactures, shipping, etc., 
are given to the press. The Bureau is sustained by contributions from the several 
American Republics in proportion to their population. 
THE INTERCONTINENTAL RAILWAY COMMISSION. 
This Commission was organized for the examination of the possible routes and 
preparation of reports on their length, cost, and advantages, together with the con-
duct of proper surveys for an intercontinental railway to connect the United States 
of America and the other Republics of the American Continent. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 
(Bliss Building, 35 B street NW.) 
This Commission was established by act of Congress approved June 18, 1898. It is 
composed of nineteen members- five Senators appointed by the President of the Sen-
ate, :five Representatives appointed by the Speaker of the House, and nine civilians 
appointed by the President of the United States. The duties of the Commission are 
to investigate questions pertaining to immigration, labor, agriculture, manufactur-
ing, and general business, and to report to Congress and suggest such legislation as 
deemed best upon these subjects. It shall also furnish such information and suggest 
such laws as may be made a basis for uniform legislation by the various States. 
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THE JUDICIARY. 
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
(In Capitol Building.) 
MELVILLE WESTON FULLER, Chief Justice of the United States, was born 
in Augusta, Me., February II, 1833; was graduated from Bowdoin College in ~853; 
studied law, attended a course of lectures at Harvard Law School, and was admitted 
to the bar in 1855; formed a law partnership in Augusta, Me., and was an associate editor 
of a Democratic paper called The Age; in 1856 became president of the common 
council, and served as city solicitor; removed to Chit:ago, Ill., in 1856, where he 
practiced law until appointed Chief Justice; in 1862 was a member of the State con-
stitutional convention; was a member of the State legislature from 1863 to 1865; was 
a delegate to the Democratic national conventions of 1864, 1872, 1876, and 1880; the 
degree of LL. D. was conferred upon him by the Northwestern University and by 
Bowdoin College in 1888, and by Harvard in 1890; was appointed Chief Justice April 
30, 1888, confirmed July 20, 1888, and took the oath of office October 8, same year. 
JOHN MARSHALL HARLAN, Associate Justice of the United States Supreme 
Court, was boni in Boyle County, Ky., June 1, 1833; was graduated from Center Col-
lege, Kentucky, in 1850; studied law at Transylvania University; practiced his pro-
fession at Frankfort; was elected county judge in 1858; was elector on the Bell and 
Everett ticket; removed to Louisville and formed a law partnership with Hon. W. F. 
Bullock; in 1861 raised the Tenth Kentucky Infantry Regiment and served in Gen. 
George H. Thomas's division; owing to the death of his father in the spring of 1863, 
although his name was before the Senate for confirmation as a brigadier-general, 
he felt compelled to resign; was elected attorney-general by the Union party in 1863 
and filled the office until 1867, when he returned to active practice in Louisville; 
was the Republican nominee for governor in 1871; his name was presented by the 
Republican convention of his State in 1875 for the Vice-Presidency; was chairman 
of the delegation from his State to the national Republican convention in 1876; 
declined a diplomatic position as a substitute for the Attorney-Generalship, to which, 
before he reached Washington, President Hayes intended to assign him; served as a 
member of the Louisiana commission; was commissioned an Associate Justice of the 
United States Supreme Court November 29, 1877, and took his seat December rn, 
same year. 
HORACE GRAY, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, 
was born in Boston, Mass., March 24, 1828; was graduated from Harvard College in 
the class of 1845 and from the Harvard Law School in 1849; was admitted to the 
bar in 1851; was appointed reporter of the supreme judicial court of Massachusetts 
in 1854 and held the position until 1861; was appointed associate justice of the 
supreme judicial court of Massachusetts August 23, 1864, and chief justice of that 
court September 5, 1873; was commissioned an Associate Justice of the Supreme 
Court of the United States by President Arthur December 19, 1881. 
DAVID JOSIAH BREWER, Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court, 
was born in Smyrna, Asia Minor, June 20, 1837; is the son of Rev. Josiah Rrewer and 
Emilia A. Field, sister of David Dudley, Cyrus W., and Justice Stephen J. Field; his 
father was an early missionary to Turkey; was graduated from Yale College in 1856 
and from the Albany Law School in 1858; established himself in his profession a~ 
Leavenworth, Kans., in 1859, where he resided until he removed to Washington to 
enter upon his present duties; in 1861 was appointed United States commissioner; 
from 1862 to 1865 was judge of the probate and criminal courts of Leavenworth 
County; from 1865 to 1869 was judge of the district court; from 1869 to 1870 was 
com~ty attorney of Leavenworth; in 1870 was elected a justice of the supreme court 
of J11s State, and reelected in 1876 and 1882; in 1884 was appointed judge of the cir-
cm~ ~ourt of the United_States for the Eighth district; was appointed to his present 
pos1tl~n,_to succeed Justice Stanley Matthews, deceased, in December, 1889, and was 
comm1ss1011ed December 18, 1889. · 
HENRY BILLINGS BROWN, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the 
United States, was born in South Lee, Mass., March 2, 1836; was graduated from 
Yale College in 1856; studied law for some time in a private office; attended lectures 
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both at Yale and Harvard law schools, and was admitted to the bar of .. Wayne County 
Mich., in July, 186o; in the spring of 1861, upon the election of Mr. Lincoln, w~ 
appointed deputy marshal of the United States, and subsequently assistant nited 
States attorney for the eastern district of Michigan, a position he held until 1868, 
when he was appointed judge of the State circuit court of Wayne County, to fill a 
vacancy; held this office but a few months, and then returned to active practice in 
partnership with John S. Newberry and Ashley Pond, of Detroit, which continued 
nntil 1875, when he was appointed by President Grant district judge for the eastern 
district of Michigan, to succeed Hon. John "\V. Longyear; on December 23, 1890, was 
appointed Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, to succeed Justice Samuel F. 
Miller; was unanimously confirmed December 29, and took the oath of office January 
5, 1891; received the degree of LL. D. from the University of Michigan in 1887 and 
from Yale University in 1891. 
GEORGE SHIRAS, JR., Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United 
States, was born in Pittsburg, Pa., January 26, 1832; was graduated from Yale Col-
lege in 1853; attended the Yale Law School in 1854; was admitted to the bar of 
Pennsylvania in 1856; practiced law in Pennsylvania till his appointment to the 
Supreme. Bench; received the degree of LL. D. from Yale University in 1883; was 
one of the Pennsylvania Presidential electors m 1888; in July, 1892, was appointed to 
succeed Justice Joseph P. Bradley; took the oath of office October IO, 1892. 
EDWARD DOUGLASS WHITE, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the 
United States, was born in the parish of Lafourche, La., in November, 1845; was 
educated at Mount St. Mary's, near Emmitsburg, Md., at the Jesuit College in New 
Orleans, and at Georgetown ( D. C.) College; served in the Confederate army; was 
licensed to practice law by the supreme court of Louisiana in December, 1868; elected 
State senatorin 1874; was appointed associate justice of the supreme court of Louisiana 
in 1878; was elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to succeed James B. 
Eustis, and took his seat March 4, 1891; while serving his term as Senator from 
Louisiana was appointed, February 19, 1894, an Associate Justice of the Supreme 
Court, and took his seat March 12, 1894. 
RUFUS W. PECKHAM, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the Unih:d 
States, was born in the city of Albany and State of New York, November 8, 1838; 
his father was a native of Albany County, and had been district attorney of the 
county, justice of the supreme court of the State, and, at the time of his death in 
the shipwreck of the Ville de Havre, November 22, 1873, was one of the judges of 
the court of appeals of New York State. The son was educated at the Albany 
Academy and at one of the schools in Philadelphia; he studied law in the office of 
his father, who was then in partnership with Lyman Tremain, attorney-general of 
the State, practicing law under the firm name of Peckham & Tremain, in the city 
of Albany; he was admitted to the bar of the State in December, 1859; his father 
was in that year elected to the bench of the supreme court, and the son formed a 
partnership with the former partner of his father, under the firm name of Tremain 
& Peckham, which continued until the death of Mr. Tremain in December, 1878. 
In 1866 Mr. Peckham was married to a daughter of D. H. Arnold, an old New York 
merchant and at that time president of the Mercantile Bank in New York City. In 
1868 he was elected district attorney of Albany County; was subsequently cor-
poration counsel of Albany City, and in 1883 was elected a justice of the supreme 
court of the State. While serving as such he was elected, in 1886, an associate judge 
of the court of appeals of New York State, and while occupying a seat on that bench 
he was, in December, 1895, appointed by President Cleveland an Associate Justice 
of the Supreme Court of the United States. 
JOSEPH McKENNA, of San Francisco, Cal., Associate Justice of the Supreme 
Court of the United States, was born in Philadelphia, Pa., August IO, 1843; attended 
St. Joseph's College of his native city until 1855, when he removed with his parents 
to Benicia, Cal., where he continued his education at the public schools and the Col-
legiate Institute, at which he studied law; was admitted to the bar in 1865; was twice 
elected di trict attorney for Solano County, beginning in March, 1866; served in the 
lower hou e of the legi lature in the ses ions of 1875 and 1876 · was elected to the 
Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, and Fifty-second Congresses; resigned :kom the 
la t-named C_ongre to accept the position of United States circuit judge, to which 
he wa appomted by President Harri on in 1893; resigned that office to accept the 
place of ~ttorney-General of the nited States in the Cabinet of President McKinley; 
wa._ appointed, December 16, ~897, ~n sso~iate Justice of the upreme Court of the 
mted tate~ to succeed Justice Field, retired, and took his seat Jan-uary 26, 1898. 
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STEPHEN JOHNSON FIELD, Associate Justice of the United States S1:pre~e 
Court (retired), was born at Haddam, Conn., November 4, 1816; removed with his 
family in 1819 to Stockbridge, Mass., where he spent ten years of his boyhood; in 1829. 
accompanied his sister to Asia Minor, her husband, Rev.Josiah Brewer, having under-
taken an educational mission to the Greeks; remained two and a half years, for the 
most part in Smyrna and At~e1;1-s, and learne_d to speak and write the moder1:1 Greek 
language; graduated from Williams College 111 1837; began the study of law 111 1838, 
in the office of David Dudley Field, and in 1841 became his partner and so remained 
for seven years; in 1848 traveled extensively in Europe; returning from Europe, 
started for California in November, 1849, arriving there December 28, 1849; located 
in Marysville ii1 January, 1850, and was elected first alcalde of that city; under Mexi-
can law the alcalde was an officer of limited jurisdiction, but in the anomalous con-
dition of affairs he was called upon to administer justice, punish crime, and to enforce 
necessary police regulations until relieved by officers under the new constitution; 
was elected to the Second legislature, and was a member of the judiciary committee 
and framed the laws creating the judicial system of that State; from 1851 to 1857 he 
practiced his profession, and was then elected a judge of the supreme court for six 
years, from January I, 1858; a vacancy occurring on the bench, he was appointed 
judge to fill it on the 13th of October, 1857; became chief justice in 1859; in 1863 
was appointed by President Lincoln Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the 
United States, from which position he retired December I, 1897; in 1866 Williams 
College conferred upon him the degree of LL. D., and by the regents of the Uni-
versity of California in 1869 a professor of law in that institution. 
RESIDENCES OF THE CHIEF JUSTICE AND ASSOCIATE JUSTICES OF 
THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
[The* designates those whose wives accompany them; thee designates those whose daughters 
accompany them; the II designates those having other ladies with them.] 
-x- e~~ Mr. Chief Justice Fuller, 1801 F street NW. 
-x- 9.~ Mr. Justice Harlan, Fourteenth street and Euclid place NW. 
-:, Mr. Justice Gray, r6or I street NW. 
,:- ?. Mr. Justice Brewer, 1412 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
;, Mr. Justice Brown, 1720 Sixteenth street NW. 
-::- Mr. Justice Shiras, 1515 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
'* Mr. Justice White, 1717 Rhode Island avenue NW. 
,,. Mr. Justice Peckham, 1217 Connecticut avenue. 
*~~Mr. Justice McKenna, 2127 California avenue NW. 
RETIRED. 
* II Mr. Justice Field, 21 First street NE. 
OFFICERS OF THE SUPREME COURT. 
Clerk.-James H. McKenney, 1523 Rhode Island avenue NW. 
Deputy Clerk.--Charles B. Beall, 1469 Kenesaw avenue· NW. 
l/.farshal.-J. M. Wright, Metropolitan Club. 
Reporter.-J. C. Bancroft Davis, 1621 H street NW, 
CIRCUIT COURTS OF THE UNITED STATES. 
First Judicial Cirwit.-Mr. Jus\jce Gray. Districts of Maine, New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island. 
Circuit Judges.-Le Baron B. Colt, Providence, R. I., and William L . Putnam, 
Portland, Me. 
Second Judicial Circuit.-Mr. Justice Peckham. Districts of Vermont, Connecticut, 
Northern New York, Southern New York, and Eastern New York. 
Circuit Judges.-William J. Wallace, Albany, N. Y.; E. Henry Lacombe, New 
. Yor~ ~ity ;_ an~ Nathaniel ~hipm_an, Hartford, Conn. 
Third Judicial Czrcuit.-Mr. JushceSh1ras. Districts of New Jersey Eastern Penn-
sylvania, Western Pennsylvania, and Delaware. ' 
CircuitJudges.-MarcusW. Acheson, Pittsburg, Pa., and George M. Dallas Phil-
adelphia, Pa. ' 
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Fourth J1tdicial Cirwit.-Mr. Chief Justice Fuller. Districts of Maryland, West 
Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. 
Circuit Judges.-Nathan Goff, Clarksburg, W. Va., and C.H. Simonton, Charles-
. ton, S. C. 
Fifth Judicial Circuit.-Mr. Justice White. Districts of Northern Georgia, South-
ern Georgia, Northern Florida, Southern Florida, Northern Alabama, Middle 
Alabama, Southern Alabama, Southern Mississippi, Eastern Louisiana, West-
ern Louisiana, Northern Texas, Eastern Texas, and Westenf Texas. 
CircuitJudges.-DonA. Pardee, New Orleans, La., and A. P . McCormick, Dallas, 
Tex. 
Sixth Judicial Circuit.-Mr. Justice Harlan. Districts of Northern Ohio, Southern 
Ohio, Eastern Michigan, Western Michigan, Kentucky, Eastern Tennessee, 
Middle Tennessee, and Western Tennessee. 
Circuit Judges.-William H. Taft, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Horace H. Lurton, 
Nashville, Tenn. 
Seventlz Jitdicial Circuit.-Mr. Justice Brown. Districts of Indiana, Northern Illi-
nois, Southern Illinois, Eastern Wisconsin, and Western Wisconsin. 
Circuit Judges.-W. A. Woods, Indianapolis, Ind. ; James G. Jenkins, Milwau-
kee, Wis.; and .John W. Showalter, Chicago, Ill. 
Eighth Judicial Circuit.-Mr. Justice Brewer. Districts of Minnesota, Northern 
Iowa, Southern Iowa, Eastern Missouri, Western Missouri, Eastern Arkansas, 
Western Arkansas, Nebraska, Colorado, Kansas, North Dakota, South Dakota, 
Wyoming, and Utah, and Territories of New Mexico and Oklahoma. 
Circuit Judges.-Henry C. Caldwell, Little Rock, Ark.; Walter H . Sanborn, St. 
Paul, Minn., and Amos M. Thayer, St. Louis, Mo. 
Ninth Judicial Circuit.-Mr. Justice McKenna. Districts of Northern California, 
Southern California, Oregon, Nevada, Montana, ·washington, Idr.ho, and 
Territories of Alaska and Arizona. 
Circuit Judges.-William B. Gilbert, Portland, Oreg.; Erskine M. Ross, Los 
Angeles, Cal.; and William W. Morrow, San Francisco, Cal. 
COURT OF CLAIMS. 
(No. 1509 Pennsylvania avenue.) 
Chief Justice Charles C. Nott, 826 Connecticut avenue. 
Judge Lawrence Weldon, Hamilton House. 
Judge John Davis, 1211 Connecticut avenue. 
Judge Stanton J. Peelle, The Concord. 
Judge Charles B. Howry, 1533 I street NW. 
C/zief Clerk.-Archibald Hopkins, 1826 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Assistant Clerk.-Johh Randolph, 28 I street NW. 
Bailiff-Stark B. Taylor, 485 H street SW. 
This court was established by act of Congress, February 24, 1855 ( ro Stat. L., 612 ). 
It has general jurisdiction of all ''claims founded upon the Con tituti6n of the United 
States or any law of Congress, except for pensions, or upon any regulation of an 
Executive Department, or upon any contract, expressed or implied, with the Govern-
ment of the United States, or for damages, liquidated or unliquidated, in cases not 
sounding in tort, in respect of which claims the party would be entitled to redre s 
against the nited States, eith r in a court of law, equity, or admiralty, if the United 
States were suable, except claims growing out of the late civil war and commonly 
known as war claims," and certain rejected claims. 
It has juris<liction also of claims of like character which may be referred to it by 
any E. · cutive Department, involving disputed facts or controverted questions of law, 
where the amount in controyer y exceeds 3,CX>O, or where the decision will affect a 
cla.·. ~f ca e. c,~ furni ha precedent for the future action of any Executive Depart-
ment 11~ th' ad3u. tment of a cla of ca es, or where any authority, right, privilege or 
<.·.·emption i. !aim d or cl nied. under the Constitution. In all the above-mentioned 
~a : th~ court when it fin~ for the laimant, may enter judj!rnent against the 
{ ml ·cl -. tat ·s pnyahl ut of th public Treasury. An appeal, only up 11 question 
)f law, he. t the upreme Court on the part of the defendant - in all ca e , and on the 
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part of the claimants when the amount in controversy exceeds $3,000. 'rhe findings 
of fact by the Court of Claims are final and not subject to review by the Supreme 
Court. . 
By the act :)f March 3, 1883, chapter n6 (22 Stat. L., 485,'and 1 Supplement to 
R. S., 2d ed. , p. 403), called the "Bowll?-an Act," the head o_f an _Exe~utive Depart-
ment may refer to the court any '' claim or matter'' pentlmg m his Department 
involving controverted questions of fact or law. The court is required to find t~e 
facts and its conclusions of law and fo report the same to the Department for its 
guidance and action. The same act authorizes either House of Congress or any of 
its committees to refer to the court any "claim or matter" involving the investiga-
tion and determination of facts, the court to find the facts and report the same to 
Congress for such action thereon as may -there be determined. This act is extended 
by act of March 2, 1887, chapter 359 ( 24 Stat. L., 505, and 1 Supplement 'to R. S., 2d 
ed., p. 559). 
There is a statute of limitations which prevents parties from bringing actions on 
their own motion beyond six years after the cause of action accrued, but the Depart-
ments may refer claims at any time, if they were pending therein within the six 
years. The only limitation under the Bowman Act is that the court shall have no 
jurisdiction of any claim barred before the passage of the act hy any then existing 
provision of law. 
By act of January 20, 1885 (23 Stat. L., 283, and 1 Supplement to R. S., 2d ed., 
p. 471 ), Congress gave to the court jurisdiction over "claims to indemnity upon the 
French Government arising out of illegal captures, detentions, seizures, condemna-
tions, and confiscations prior to the ratification of the conv~ntion between the United 
States and the French Republic concluded on the 30th day of September, 1800." . 
The time of·filing claims is limited to. two years from the passage of the act, and all 
claims not presented within that time are forever barred. The court finds the facts 
and the law, and reports the same in each case to Congress. , 
By act of March 3, 1891, chapter 538 (26 Stat. L., 851, and Supplement to R. S., 
2d ed., p. 913), the court is vested with jurisdiction of certain Indian depredation 
claims. 
There are five judges, who sit together in the hearing of cases, the concurrence· of 
three of whom is necessary for the decision of any case. 
The court sits at Washington, D. C., in the Department of Justice Building, 1509 
Pennsylvania avenue,· on the first Monday in December each year, and continues 
into the following summer and until all cases ready for trial' are disposed of. Cases 
may be commenced and entered at any time, whether the court be in session or not. · 
COURT OF APPEALS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
(In United States Court-House.) 
C!zief J1tstice.-Richard H. Alvey, 33 B street NW. 
Associate Justices .-Martin F. Morris, 1314 Massachusetts avenue NW.; Seth Shep-
ard, 1429 Euclid place. 
Clerk.-Robert Willett, 3014 P street NW. 
Assistant Clerk.-H. W. Hodges, 2208 Q street NW. 
SUPREME COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
(In United States Court-House.) 
C!zief Justice.-Edward F. Bingham, 1907 H street NW. 
Associate Justices.-Alexander B. Hagner, 1818 H street NW.; Walter S. Cox, 1636 
I street NW.; Andrew C. Bradley, 2013 Q street NW.; Louis E. Mccomas, The 
Cairo; Charles C. Cole, 1705 N street NW. 
Clerk.-John R. Young, 1522 R street NW. 
Retired Justices.-Andrew Wylie, 1205 Fourteenth street NW.; Charles P. James, 
1824 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
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UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE. 
(In United States Court-House.) 
United States Attorney.-H.enry E. Davis, The Co.ncord. 
Assistant United States Attorneys.-H. T. Taggart, 3rr7 N street_ W.; Joseph Shil-
lington, 216 E street NW.; Daniel W. Baker, 306 C street W.; A. R. Mullowney, 
I4II V street NW. 
UNITED STATES MAR~HAL'S OFFICE. 
(In United States Court-House.) 
United States .Marshal.-Aulick Palmer, I4or Staughton street NW. 
Cliief Office Deputy United States JWarshal.-William B. Robison, 1520 U street NW. 
REGISTER OF WILI,S' OFFICE. 
(In United States Court-House.) 
R egister o.f Wills.-J . ]'.Tota McGill, 1732 Columbia road. 
Assistant.-M. J. Griffith, 433 M street NW. 
RECORDER'S OFFICE. 
(In United States Court-House.) 
R ecorder o.f Deeds.-Henry P. Cheatham, 1718 Eighth street NW. 
Deputy R ecorder o.f Deeds.-George F. Schayer, 3435 Holmead avenue, Mt. Pleasant. 
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Alabama .. .... . .. . 
Arkansas .... .. . . . 
California .... .... . 
Colorado ..... .. . . . 
Connecticut. .... . 
Delaware . . ...... . 
Florida ..... .... .. . 
Georgia ... .. . .... . 
Idaho ............. . 
Illinois . ... .. . .. .. . 
Indiana .... .. .... . 
Iowa .. . .. . ...... . . 
Kansas ......... .. . 
Ken_tt~cky . ... 
1 
•• ••• 
Louisiana ...... .. . 
Maine ............ . 
Maryland .. . ..... . 
Massachusetts .. . . 
Michigan . .. .. . . .. . 
Minnesota . ... . ... . 
~t~~~~~-r~~:::::::: 
Montana . . . .. .... . 
Nebraska .. ....... . 
Nevada .......... . . 
New Hampshire .. 
New Jersey* .. ... . 
New York ..... : . . 
North Carolina ... . 
North Dakota . ... . 
Oh io .... . ...... .. . 
Oregon .... ...... . . 
Pennsylvania . ... . 
Rhode Island . . .. . 
South Carolina ... . 
South Dakota .... . 
Tennessee ........ . 
Texas .. . ...... ... . 
Utah .. . .. ....... . . 
Vermont ......... . 
Virginia .......... . 
Washington ... .. . . 
West Virginia .... . 
Wisc'onsin . .... .. . . 
Wyoming . ...... . . 
TERRITORIES. 
Capitals. 
Montgomery ... . . 
Little Rock •...... 
Sacramento .. . .. . 
Denver .......... . 
Hartford .... .... . 
Dover . .......... . 
Tallahassee ..... . 
Atlanta ......... . 
Boise ............ . 
Springfield ...... . 
Indiana polis .... . 
Des Moines ..... . 
Topeka ......... . 
Frankfort. ...... . 
Baton Rouge ... . . 
Augusta ... ... . .. . 
Annapolis ....... . 
Boston . .. ... . .... . 
Lansing . ........ . 
St. Paul. .. . .... . . . 
Jackson . .. ...... . 
Jefferson City ... . 
Helena .. ........ . 
Lincoln .......... . 
Carson City ..... . 
Concord ... . ..... . 
Trenton .. .. .... . . 
Albany ......... . . 
Raleigh .. ... .... . 
Bismar ck .. . ..... . 
Columbus ....... . 
Salem ......... .. . 
Harrisburg ...... . 
Providence ...... . 
Columbia ........ . 
Pierre ........... . 
Nashville ........ . 
Austin .... . ..... . 
Salt Lake City .. . 
Montpelier ...... . 
Richmond ... . ... . 
Olympia .. . .... . . . 
Charl eston ..... . 
Madison ......... . 
Cheyenne ...... . . 
Governors. 
Joseph F. Johnston. 
Damel W. Jones ... . 
James H. Budd ..... . 
Alva Adams . ....•.. . 
Lorrin A. Cooke .... . 
Ebe W. Jumell .... . . 
Wm. D. Bloxham .. . . 
Allen D. Candler ... . 
F. Steunenberg ... · . . . 
John R. Tanner .... . 
James A. Mount. ... . 
L.M.Shaw .. ....... . 
John W. Leedy . .... . 
W. 0. Bradley . ... . . . 
Murphy J. Foster . 
Llewellyn Powers .. 
Lloyd Lown des .... . 
Roger Wolcott ... .. . 
Hazen S. Pingree ... . 
David M. Clough ... . 
A. J. McLaurin ..... . 
Lon. V. Stephens ... . 
Robert B. Smith .... . 
S. A. HoJcomb ...... . 
Reinhold Sadler ... . 
Geo. A ! Ramsdell. .. . 
Foster M. Voorhees . 
Frank S. Blaok ..... . 
Daniel L . Russell .. . 
Frank A. Briggs .... . 
Asa S. Bushnell .... . 
W. P.Lord .......... . 
D. H. Hastings ..... . . 
Elisha Dyer ........ . 
W. H. Ellerbe ....... . 
Andrew E. Lee ..... . 
Robert L. Taylor ... . 
Chas. A. Culberson .. 
Heber M. Wells .... . 
Josiah Grout ....... . 
J. Hoge Tyler ...... . 
John R. Rogers .... . 
G. W. Atkinson ... . . 
Edward Scofield .. . . 
W. A. Richards . .... . 
Term 
of serv- Expiration of term. Salary. 
ice. 
Years. 
2 Dec. 1, 1898 ........... . 
2 Jan., 1899 ............ . 
4 Jan., 1899 ..... ... .... . 
2 Jan., 1899 ............ . 
2 Jan.,1899 ............ . 
4 Jan., 1901. ............ . 
4 Jan., 1901 ............ . 
2 Nov. 1, 1900 .......... . 
2 Jan.,1899 ............ . 
4 Jan., 1901 ............ . 
4 Jan., 1901 ............ . 
2 Jan., 1900 . . .......... . 
2 Jan., 1899 ............ . 
4 Dec. ro, 1899 .......... . 
4 April, 1900 ........... . 
2 Jan., 1899 ............. . 
4 Jan., 1900 ............ . 
l Jan., 1899 (ISt Wed.). 
2 Jan., 1899 ............ • 
2 J an., 1899 ............ . 
4 Jan., 1900 ..... .•.•.... 
4 Jan., 1901 ............ . 
4 Jan., 1901 . .. ... ...... . 
2 Jan., 1899 ............ • 
4 Jan. 6, 1899 ........... . 
2 Jan., 1899 ..........•.. 
3 Jan. 20, 1899 . .. ....... . 
2 Jan. 1, 1899 ........... . 
4 Jan. 1, 1901. .. ... ... .. . 
2 Jan. 1, 1899 ........... . 
2 Jan., 1900 (2d Mon.) .. 
4 Jan., 1899 ............ . 
4 Jan., 1899 (3d Mon.) .. 
I May 25, 1898 ..... .. · .. . 
2 Dec., 1900 ............ . 
2 Jan. 5, 1901 .......... . 
2 Jan., 1899 ............ • 
2 Jan., 1899 . . .. ........ . 
4 Jan., 1900 ...... ...... . 
2 Oct. 7, 1898 ........... . 
4 Dec. 31, 1901. ... -· .... . 
4 Jan., 1901 .. .. . ..... .. . 
4 Mar., 1901 ............ . 
2 Jan., 1899 .. . ......... . 














































Alaska t .. .. .... . .. Sitka............. John G. Brady....... 4 June 23, 1901.......... 31 ooo 
Arizona t .... .... . . Phcenix .......... Myron H. McCord.. 4 July 19, 1901.......... 2,600 
Indian Territory t ... .. ... ..... .............. .... ........... . .......... .... • ..... . •. -• • • • • • ... • • • • 
New Mexico t .. . .. Santa _Fe. ... . . .. . Mig~el A. Otero..... 4 June 7, 1901........... 21 600 
Oklahoma t ....... Guthne .. .. . ..... Cassms M. Barnes... 4 May 12, 1901...... . . . 2,600 
,:, Governor Griggs resigned to accept the office of Attorney-General of the United States. 
t Governors nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate. 
t The various nations of the Indian Territory have elective tribal governments based on that of 
the United States. 
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FOREIGN EMBASSIES ArD LEGATIONS TO THE 
UNITED ST A TES. 
[Those having ladies with them are marked with* for wife and e for daughter.] 
ARGENTINA. 
(Office of the Legation, 2107 S street NW.) 
* Dr. Martin Garcia Merou, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
2 ro7 S street NW. 
Senor Antonio del Viso, First Secretary of Legation and Charge d' Affaires ad 
interim, 2ro7 S street NW. 
Col. Ricardo A. Day, Military Attache. (Absent.), 
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY. 
(Office of the Legation, 1307 Connecticut avenue.) 
Mr. Ladislaus Hengelmiiller von Hengervar, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary, 1307 Connecticut avenue. (Absent.) 
Baron Franz Riedl von Riedenau, Secretary of Legation and Charged' Affaires. 
G. de Szilassy, Attache. 
Lieut. Commander Josef Rodler, Naval Attache. 
BELGIUM. 
(Office of the Legation, 1752 M street NW.) 
Count G. de Lichtervelde, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary. 
(Absent. ) 
·Mr. Maurice J oostens, Counselor of Legation and Charge d' Affaires ad interim. 
Baron Raymond Nothomb, Secretary of Legation. 
BOLIVIA. 
(Office of Legation, care of Consulate of Bolivia, r5 Whitehall street, New York City.) 
Senor Luis Paz, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary. (Absent.) 
BRAZIL. 
(Office of the Legation, 1744 N street NW.) 
* Mr. J. F. de Assis Brasil, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
1843 S street NW. 
* Mr. Manoel de Oliveira Lima, First Secretary of Legation, rr67 Nineteenth 
street NW. 
CHILE. 
(Office of the Legation, r7r9 De Sales street NW.) 
* Senor Don Carlos Morla Vicuna, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary, r8oo - street NW. 
*, efior Don Eliodoro Infante, First Secretary, 1719 De Sales street N\V. 
Sefior Don Victor Eastman, Second Secretary of Legation. (Absent. ) 
en.or Don Enrique Cuevas, ttache. 
CHINA. 
(Office of the Legation, 1764 Q street W.) 
* Ir. Wu Ting-fan , Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 1764 Q 
street ~ -,,,. 
Ir. , hen Tung, First ecretary. 
l\Ir. , hou Tin ,, :econd ecretary. 
l\lr. Chow T. z-chi, ·cond ecr tary. 
,. Ir. Chung i\Iun-y w, cretary Int rpreter. (Absent.) 
,. Ir. Yung Kwai, Interprd r. 
i\Ir. \\'u IIsiich-fa:n, .\ltache. 
Tlze Diplomatic Corps" 
Mr. Chwang Hai-Kwan, Attache. · 
Mr. Hsu Choo, Attache. 
Mr. Li Kwang Heng, Student Interpreter. 
COLOMBIA. 
( Office of the Legation, 1728 I street NW.) 
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Senor Don Jose Marcelino Hurtado, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary. (Absent.) . , . . . 
"": Senor Don Julio Rengifo, Secretary of Legation and Charge d' Affaires ad interim, 
1728 I street NW. 
COSTA RICA. 
(Office of the Legation, 2rr1 S street NW.) 
*~ Sefior Don Joaquin Bernardo Calvo, Minister Resident, 21u S street NW. 
DENMARK. 
(Office of the Legation, 1521 Twentieth street NW.) 
Mr. Constantin Brun, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 1521 
Twentieth street NW. 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. 
·X· Sefior Don Alejandro Woz y Gil, Charged' Affaires, 31 and 33 Broadway, New York. 
* Sefior Don Perry Allen, Counselor of Legation, The Cochran. 
ECUADOR. 
(Office of the Legation, The Arlington.) 
*?. Senor Don Luis Felipe Carbo, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
The Arlington. 
FRANCE. 
(Office of the Embassy, 1710 H street NW.) 
Mr. Jules Cambon, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary. (Absent.) 
Mr. Eugene Thiebaut, First Secretary and Charge d' Affaires ad interim, 1710 H 
street NW. 
Mr. Olivier Taigny, Second Secretary, 1034 Connecticut avenue. 
Comte d' Apchier le Maugin, Third Secretary. 
,:. Commandant Clement de Granprey, Military Attache, 1918 H street NW. 
Mr. Henry Outrcy, Attache. (Absent. ) 
Mr. Jules Bceufve, Chancellor and Attache, 23 Lafayette square. 
GERMANY. 
· (Office of the Embassy, 1435 Massachusetts avenue NW.) 
Herr Von Holleben, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary. (Absent.) 
Freiherr Speck von Sternberg, Counselor, First Secretary and Charge d' Affaires ad 
interim, 1816 Jefferson place NW. 
Count von Hacke, Second Secretary, Burny Cottage, Chevy Chase. 
Lieut. Commander von Rebeur-Paschevitz, Naval Attache. 
Freiherr Beno von Herman, Agricultural and Forestal Expert of Embassy. 
Herr von Bredow, Aitache. 
GREAT BRITAIN. 
( Office of the Embassy, 1300 Connecticut avenue.) 
-x-?. ?. ~?. The Right Honorable Sir Julian Pauncefote, G. C. B., G. C. M. G., Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, British Embassy. 
·*Mr. Godfrey Bland, First Secretary. (Absent.) 
Capt. Alfred W. Paget, R. M., Naval Attache. 
Mr. Reginald Tower, Second Secretary, 1310 Connecticut avenue. 
Mr. Hugh J. O'Beirne, Second Sec!retary, 1401 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Mr. Young, Attache, 1752 M street NW. 
Mr. Robert Bromley, Honorary Attache. 
Mr. Arthur E. Owen Humphreys Owen, Honorary Attache, 1019 Connecticut avenue. 
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GREATER REPUBLIC OF CENTRAL AMERICA. 
(Honduras, Nicaragua, and Salvador.) 
Sefior Don J. D . Rodriguez, Envoy Extraordinary and 1inister Plenipotentiary. 
(Absent. ) 
Senor Don Luis F. Corea, Secretary of Legation and Charge d'Affaires ad interim, 
18o7 H street NW. 
Senor Don J. D. Rodriguez, jr. , Attache. (Absent.) 
GUATEMALA. 
(Office of the Legation, The Cairo. ) 
Senor Don Antonio Lazo Arriaga, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
The Cairo. 
Dr. Joaquin Yela, jr., Secretary of Legation, The Cairo. 
HAITI. 
"?. Mr. J. N. Leger, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 1461 Rhode 
Island avenue. 
Mr. Alfred Leger, Attache. 
ITALY. 
(Office of the Embassy, 1926 I street NW.) 
Baron de Fava, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary. (Absent. ) 
Count Vinci, First Secretary of Embassy and Charge d'Affaires ad interim, 1015 Con-
necticut avenue. 
Marquis Camillo Romano, Second Secretary, 1537 I street NW. 
Duke Gaetano Castagueta Caracciolo, Honorary Attache. 
Lieut. Carlo de Luca Kennedy, Naval Attache, 1537 I street NW. 
Lieut. Ferruceio Vitale, Military Attache, 1926 I street NW. 
JAPAN. 
(Office of the Legation, 1310 N street NW.) 
Mr. J. Komm-a, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary. 
Mr. Tsune Jiro Nakagawa, First Secretary of Legation, 1310 N street NW. 
Mr. Dm-ham vVhite Stevens, Counselor of Legation, The Bancroft. 
Commander Katsuro Narita, I. J . N., Naval Attache, 1310 N street. 
Mr. Mitsunojo Funakoshi, Third Secretary of Legation, 1310 N street NW. 
Mr. Jiujiro Sakata, Attache. (Absent.) 
Mr. Matsujiro Kamayama, Attache. 
KOREA. 
( Office of the Legation, 1500 Thirteenth street NW.) 
*Mr. Chin Porn Ye, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 1500 Thir-
t eenth street W. 
Mr. Tam E. Ye, Secretary of Legation. 
MEXICO. 
(Office of the Legation, 1413 I street NW., entrance hy side street.) 
Sefior Don Matias Romero, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
1413 I street W.. (Absent.) 
* efior Don Jose F . Godoy, First Secretary, and Charge d'Affaires ad interim, 1446 
Rhode Island avenue. 
efior Don Enrique antibanez, Second Secretary, The Hamilton. 
, efi r Don Lui. G. Pardo, Second Secretary. (Absent.) 
'efior Don Jo e . Dosal, Attache, The Majestic. 
NETHERLANDS. 
Ir. . de ,veckherlin, Envoy Extraordinary and :Minister Plenipotentiary. 
Addr care • Tetherland Consulate, ew York. 
Fifteenth treet TW. 
The Diplomatic Corps. 
PORTUGAL. 
* Viscount de Santo Thyrso, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
summer address Mendham, N . J. 
RUSSIA. 
(Office of the Embassy, 1829 I street NW.) 
8 Comte Cassini, Ambassador, Envoy, and Plenipotentiary. 
Mr. de Wollant, First Secretary of Legation. (Absent.) 
Mr. Alexander Zelenoy, Second Secretary. 
-l<- ~ General Mertvago, Naval and Military Agent, 818 Eighteenth street NW. 
Mr. M. Routkowsky, Financial Attache, 1830 Phelps place. 
Mr. Pierre Rojdestvensk.y, Attache. 
SIAM. 
(Office of the Legation, The Arlington.) 
Phya Visuddha, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 23 Ashburn 
Place, London; American address, The Arlington. 
-x- Mr. Fred. W. Vernay, Counselor of Legation, The Arlington. 
* Luang Prak.ich, Attache, The Arlington. 
* Mr. Edward H. Loftus, Attache, The Arlington. 
SWEDEN AND NORWAY. 
(Office of the Legation, 20II Q street NW.) 
Mr. A. Grip, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 2orr Q street NW. 
* Mr. N. J. Knagenhjelm, Secretary of Legation. 
SWITZERLAND. 
(Office of the Legation, 1518 K street NW.) 
* Mr. J. B. Pioda, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 1518 K street. 
lYlr. Walter Deucher, Secretary, 702 Nineteenth street NW. 
TURKEY. 
(Office of the Legation, 1818 Q street NW.) 
Ali Ferrouh Bey, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 1818 Q street 
NW. 
Edhem Bey, First Secretary of Legation. (Absent.) 
Sidk.ey Bey, Second Secretary, 1818 Q street NW. 
Gen. H. Enver Pacha, Military Attache. 
Aziz Bey, Military Attache. 
VENEZUELA. 
( Office of the Legation, 2 Iowa Circle.) 
~ Senor Don Jose Andrade, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 2 
Iowa circle. 
* Senor Don Manuel M. Ponte, jr., Secretary of Legation, 1720 P street NW. 
Senor Augusto F. Pulido, Attache, The Cochran. 
Senor Don Jose Andrade Penny, Atta.che, 2 Iowa circle. 
Senor Dr. Eduardo Andrade Penny, Attache, 2 Iowa circle. 
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UNITED STATES EMBASSIES AND LEGATIONS. 
ARGENTINA. 
William I. Buchanan, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Buenos 
Ayres. 
Francois S. Jones, Secretary of Legation, Buenos Ayres . 
. AUSTRIA-HUNGARY. 
Charlemagne Tower, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Vienna. 
Charles V. Herdliska, Secretary of Legation, Vienna. · 
Commander F. M. Barber, Naval Attache. 
BELGIUM. 
Bellamy Storer, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Brussels. 
BOLIVIA. 
George H. Bridgman, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, La Paz. 
BRAZIL. 
Charles Page Bryan, Envoy Extraordinary and. Minister Plenipotentiary, Rio de 
Janeiro. 
Thomas C. Dawson, Secretary of Legation, Rio de Janeiro. 
Lieut. James A. Shipman, Military Attache. 
CHILE. 
Henry L. Wilson, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Santiago. 
Henry J. Lenderink, Secretary of Legation, Santiago. 
CHINA. 
Erlwin H. Conger, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Peking. 
II. G. Squiers, Secretary of Legation, Peking. 
William E . Bainbridge, Second Secretary, Peking. 
J,ieut. Albert L. Key, Naval Attache. 
Fleming D. Cheshire, Interpreter, Peking. 
COLOMBIA. 
Charles Burdett Hart, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Bogota. 
James C. Mc ally, Secretary of Legation and Consul-General, Bogota. 
COSTA RICA. 
\Villiam L. Merry, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, San Jose. 
Rufus A. Lane, Secretary of Legation, San Jose. 
DENMARK. 
Lauri ts . Swenson, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Copenhagen. 
ECUADOR. 
Archibald J. , ampson, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Quito. 
FRA CE. 
Horace Porter, mha. sador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Paris. 
II ·nry Vignaud, 'ecretary of Embassy, Paris. 
Edgar Thom. 011, cott, econcl ccretary of Emba sy, Pari . 
!,rig. ,- n .. !fr ·d E. Bate , :\Iililary .\ttache. 
Li ut. \\'. i111 , • ·aval \lta he. 
United States Embassies and Legations. 
GERMAN EMPIRE. 
Andrew D. White, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Berlin. 
John B. Jackson, Secretary of Embassy, ]3erlin. .· 
George M. Fisk, Second Secretary of Embassy, Berlin. 
Commander F. M Barber, Naval Attache. 
Maj. James N. Wheelan, Military Attache. • 
Dr. Charles W. Stiles, Agricultural and Scientific Attache. 
GREAT BRITAIN. 
- -- ---, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, London. 
H enry White, Secretary of Embassy, London. 
John R. Carter, Second Secretary of Embassy, London. 
Lieut. John C. Colwe11, Naval Attache: 
Brig. Gen. Alfred E. Bates, Military Attache. 
GREECE, ROUMANIA, AND SERVIA. 
William Woodville Rockhill, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
and Consul-General, Athens. 
GUATEMALA AND HONDURAS. 
W. Godfrey Hunter, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Guatemala 
c~. . 
Arthur M. Beaupre, Secretary of L-egation and Consul-General, Guatemala City. 
HAITI. 
William F. Powell, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Port au 
Prince; also Charge d' Affaires to Santo Domingo. 
ITALY. 
William F. Draper, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Rome. 
Lewis Morris Iddings, Secretary of Embassy, Rome. 
'' ichard C. Parsons, jr., Second Secretary, Rome . 
...:ommander F. M. Barber, Naval Attache. 
JAPAN. 
1\lfred E. Buck, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Tokyo. 
Joseph R. Herod, Secretary of Legation, Tokyo. 
Huntington Wilson, Second Secretary of Legation, Tokyo. 
Lieut. Albert Key, Naval Attache. 
Ransford Stevens Miller, jr., Interpreter. 
KOREA. 
Horace N. Allen, Minister Resident and Consul-General, Seoul. 
William F . Sands, Secretary of Legation, Seoul. 
Pang Kyeng Hui, Interpreter, Seoul. 
Kwon Yu Sup, Interpreter, Seoul. 
LIBERIA. 
Owen L. W. Smith, Minister Resident and Consul-General, Monrovia. 
James Robt. Spurgeon, Secretary of Legation, Monrovia. 
MEXICO. 
Powell Clayton, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Mexico. 
Fenton R. McCreery, Secretary of Legation, Mexico. 
William Heimke, Second Secretary of Legation, Mexico. 
THE NETHERLANDS. 
~,tanford Newel, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, The Hague. 
l\Iaj. James N. Wheelan, Military Attache. 
NICARAGUA AND SALVADOR. 
Wil~iam L. Merry, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary. ( See Costa 
Rica. ) 
John F. Baker, Secretary of Legation, Managua. · 
2 54 Congressional Directory. 
PARAGUAY AND URUGUAY. 
William R. Finch, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Montevideo, 
Uruguay. 
PERSIA. 
Arthur S. Hardy, Minister Resident and ~onsul-General, Teheran. 
John Tyler, Interpreter. 
PERU. 
Irving B. Dudley, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Lima. 
Richard R. Neill, Secretary of Legation, Lima. 
Capt. James B. Hickey, Military A:-ttache. 
PORTUGAl'.,. 
Lawrence Townsend, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Lisbon. 
Lieut. S. L'H. Slocum, Military Attache. 
RUSSIA. 
Ethan A. Hitchcock, Ambassador Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, St. 
Petersburg. 
Herbert H. D. Pierce, Secretary of Embassy, St. Petersburg. 
Herbert J. Hagerman, Second Secretary of Embassy. 
Lieut. W. S. Sims, Naval Attache. 
SIAM. 
Hamilton King, Minister Resident and Consul-General, Bangkok. 
James A. Chivers, Interpreter, Bangkok. 
SPAIN. 
Stewart L. Woodford, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Madrid. 
Stanton Sickles, Secretary of Legation, Madrid. ( See note.) 
SWEDEN AND NORWAY. 
William W. Thomas, jr., Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
Stockholm. 
SWITZERLAND. 
J hn G. A. Leishman, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Berne. 
Lieut. J. R. Williams, Military Attache. 
TURKEY. 
Oscar S. Straus, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Constanti-
nople. 
John W. Riddle, Secretary of Legation, Constantinople. 
A. A. Gargiulo, Interpreter, Constantinople. 
VENEZUELA. 
Francis B. Loomis, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Caracas. 
\Villiam W. Russell, Secretary of Legation, Caracas. 
Lieut. Charles L. Collins, Military Attache. 
EGYPT. 
Thomas S. Harrison, Agent and Consul-General, Cairo. 
NoTE.-The diplomatic and consular officers of the United States in Spanish 
dominion have been withdrawn during the continuance of the war with Spain. 
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UNITED ST A TES CONSUL.i:\-R OFFICERS. 
UNITED STATES CONSULATES-GENERAL, CONSULATES, 
COMMERCIAL AGENCIES, CONSULAR AGENCIES, AND 
CONSULAR CLERKS. 
[Alphabetically arranged by consular offices.] 
Consular office. Consular officer. 
Aarau, Switzerland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry H. Morgan .... 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Remigius Sauerlander 
Aberdeen, Scotland... . . . . . . . . . . . Andrew Murray ..... . 
Abo, Finland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Victor Forselius ..... . 
Acajutla, Salvador. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. W. Melville . . . . . . 
Acapulco, Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George W. Dickinson. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Herman Stoll . ...... . 
Adelaide, Australia ........ .... .. Charles A. Murphy .. . 
Aden, Arabia .................... EdwinS. Cunningham 
Do ......................... W. H. Lockerman .. . 
Aguadilla, Puerto Rico. . . . . . . . . . . Augustus Ganslandt. . 
Aguas Calientes, Mexico. . . . . . . . . Alfred M. Raphall .... 
Aix la Chapelle, Germany. . . . . . . . Frank M. Brundage .. 
Do ......................... Peter Kuetgens ..... . 
Akyab, Bengal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Findlay ..... . 
Albany, Australia ................ Frank R. Dymes .... . 
Alberton, Prince Edward Island .. Albert Glidden ...... . 
Albert Town, West Indies ........ Jose G. Maura ...... . 
Aleppo, Syria. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frederic Poche ...... . 
Alexandretta, Syria .............. H. L. Washington ... . 
Do ......................... Walter F. Walker ... . 
Alexandria, Egypt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James Hewat ........ . 
Algeciras, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . 
Algiers, Algeria, Africa. . . . . . . . . . . Charles T. Grellet ... . 
Do ..... . ................... Victor A. Grellet ... . . 
Alicante, Spain ....................................... . 
Do .............................................. . 
Almeria, Malaga, Spain. . . . . . . . . . Franklin C. Bevan .. . 
Amapala, Honduras .............. . William Heyden ... : . 
Amherstburg, Ontario ............ ChesterW. Martin ... . 
Do ......................... F. A. Hough ... .. ... . 
Amoy, China .................... Anson Burlingame 
Johnson. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carl Johnson ........ . 
Do .... . .................... Li Ung Bing ........ . 
Amsterdam, Netherlands ......... George J. Corey ..... . 
Do ....................... :. Albertus Vinke ..... . 
Ancona, Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. P. Tomassini. .... . 
Angers, France .................. Jules H. Luneau .... . 
Annaberg, Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . John F. Winter .. . .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franz M. Jaeger .... . 
Annapolis, Nova Scotia .. ......... Jacob M. Owen ...... . 
Antigua, West Indies ..... ....... Henry M. Hunt ..... . 
Do ................. .... ... . Samuel Galbraith . .. . 
Antofagasta, Chile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles C. Greene ... . 
Antwerp, Belgium. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George F. Lincoln .. . 
Do .............. ........... Stanislaus H. Haine .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bradford Co 1t de Wolf 
. Rank. 
Consul. 





























Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul. 
Vice-consul and marshal. 
Interpreter. 
Consul. 














UNITED STATES CONSULAR OFFICERS-Continued. 
Consular office. Consular officer. 
A~~i~~~moa,_. ~<l- Nu~ualofa: I :~:::~ w~l:::::k •• 
Aracaju, Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Luiz Schmidt .. ..... . 
Arecibo, Puerto Rico ............. J. B. Carrion .... . ... . 
Arendal, Norway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Christian Eyde ...... . 
Arica, Chile ..................... John W. Lutz ....... . 
Do ......................... 1 David Simpson ..... . 
Arichat, Nova Scotia ............. Peter Campbell ..... . 
Arn prior, Ontario... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles H. Sawyer .. . 
Arthabaska, Quebec ............. 1 Arthur Poitras ...... . 
Assioot, Egypt .......... . ....... 1 Bestanros W. Khayat. 
Asuncion, Paraguay ............. ·I John N. Ruffin .. ... . . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Harrison ... . 
Athens, Greece .............. .. .. W. \V. Rockhill ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Daniel E . McGinley .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louis Nicolaides .... . 
Athlone, Ireland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Burgess . ...... . 
Auckland, New Zealand .......... Frank Dillingham .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leonard A. Bachelder. 
Augsburg, Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. Oberndorf .. ... : .. . 
Aux Cayes, Haiti ................ Henry E. Roberts .. . . 
Azua, Santo Domingo ........... John Hardy ......... . 
Bagdad, Tm-key ... · ..... , ............................. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rudolph Hiirner .... . 
Bahia Blanca, Argentina .......... Walter T. Jones ..... . 
Bahia, Brazil .... .. : ............. Henry W. Furniss ... . 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louis J. Mackay .... . 
Bahia de Caraquez, Ecuador ...... Zephyr Constantine .. 
Ballymena, Ireland .............. John G. Ballentine .. . 
Bamberg, Germany .............. Louis Stern ......... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albert Kiessling ..... . 
Bangkok, Siam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hamilton King ..... . 
Do .............................................. . 
Baracoa, Cuba . .................. Perry Glasscock .... . 
Do ......................... Paulino Laguno ..... . 
Barbados, West Indies. . . . . . . . . . . . S. A. Macallister .... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Arthur B. St. Hill ... . 
Barcelona, Spain................. Herbert W. Bowen .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. H. Rider ......... . 
Barcelona, Venezuela ..... :..... .. Ignacio H. Baiz ..... . 
Bari, Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . icholas Schuck .... . 
Barmen, Germany ........ ... ... . Max Bouchsein ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard E. Jahn ..... . 
Barnsley, England ............... Robert D. Maddison .. 
Barranquilla, Colombia. . . . . . . . . . . W. Irving Shaw. . .. . 
Do ......................... Elias P. Pellet ....... . 
Barrie, ntario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. E. H. Creswicke .. 
Barrington, ova cotia ....... . .. Thos. W. Robertson .. 
Basl , witzerland... . . . . . . . . . . . . George Gifford ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Samuel Hollinger ... . 
Ba in, India ................... John Young ........ . 
Ba:. orah, Turkey ................ James Hamilton . ... . 
Ba. tia, Cor.-ica...... ............ 'imon Damiani ..... . 
Bata\"ia, JaYa ........... ......... , yclney B. Everett .. . 
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B. S. Rariclen ....... . 
Bathur. t, Africa. ........... ..... Henry odclard ..... . 
Bathur. t, ... ·ew Brnnswick ........ B nedict . • Iullins .. 
B,itoum, Ru.- ia .................. Jam . C. ham hers .. . 
D ......................... ······················ 












































Vice and depl:lty consul. 
Consular agent. 
Consul. ,, 














C nsular agent. 
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UNITED STATES CONSULAR OFFICERS-Continued. 
Consular office. Consular officer. 
Beirut, Syria..... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . G. Bie Ravndal ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edward G. Freyer .. . 
Belfast,.Ireland ............. . .... W.W. Touvelle ..... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Malcom T. Brice .... . 
Belgrade, Servia .......... . ........................ , .. . 
Belize, British Honduras ..... . ... William L. Avery ... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Christopher H em p-
Belleville, Ontario .......... .. .. . 
Do ........... .. ......... . 
Beni-Saf, Africa ................ . 
Bergen, Norway ................ . 
Do ................ ... .... . 
Berlin, Germany ................ ·. 
Do ....................... . 
Do .. . ....... ............ . 
Bermuda, West Indies ........... . 
Do ....................... . 
Berne, Switzerland ......... . .... . 
Do ..................... . . . 
Bilbao, Spain ... .......... ...... . 
Birmingham, England .......... . 
Do ....................... . 
Do .......... ..... .. . ...... . 
Black River, Jamaica ... . .. .. .... . 
Bloernfontein,Orange Free State .. 
Illuefields, Nicaragua ........... . 
Bocas del Toro, Colombia ........ . 
Bogota, Colombia ............... . 
Do .................... .. . . 
Bologna, Italy .................. . 
Bombay, India ....... ... ....... . 
Do ... · .................... . 
]3onacca, Honduras .... ... ...... . 
Bone, Africa .................... . 
Bordeaux, France ............... . 
Do ....................... . 
Boulogne-sur-mer, France ....... . 
Bradford, England .............. . 
Do ........... .... .... .... . 
Do ....................... . 
Bi'ake and Nordenhamm,Germany 
Brantford, Ontario ... ........... . 
Brava, Cape Verde Islands ....... . 
Bremen, Germany .............. . 
Do ....................... . 
Bremerhaven-Geestemiinde, Ger-
many. 
Breslau, Germany ....... ... ..... . 
Do ............. .. ........ . 
Brest, France ................... . 
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia ........ . 
Brisbane, New South Wales ...... . 
Bristol, England ..... · .· .......... . 
Do ........ ... ......... . . . . 
Brockville, ·Ontario ............. . 
Do ...................... . 
Brunn, Austria ................. . 
Brunswick, Germany ............ . 
Do ....... ... ...... ...... . . 
Brussels, Belgium ..... .......... . 
stead. 
Michael J. Hendrick .. 
William N. Ponton .. . 
E. L. G. Milson ..... . 
Victor E. Nelson .... . 
Job.an C. Isdahl, jr .. . 
Frank H. Mason ... . . 
Chas. H. Day ....... . 
Frederick von Versen. 
W. Maxwell Greene .. 
James B. Heyl. .... .. . 
A. L . Frankenthal ... . 
Emil David ......... . 
Marshal Halstead .... 
Frederick M. Burton .. 
Ernest Harker . . .. . . . 
C. M. Farquharson .. . 
Alfred Elliott ....... . 
M. J. Clancy ........ . 
David R. Hand ...... . 
James C. McNally ... . 
Carlo Gardini ....... . 
Hans J. Smith . . .... . 
Charles F. Meyer .... . 
William Bayly ...... . 
Antoine Felix Garbe .. 
Albion W. Tourgee . . . 
A. T. Martinsen ... .. . 
William Hale ....... . 
Erastus S. Day ...... . 
Thomas L. Renton .. . 
Richard B. Nicholls .. . 
Wilhelm Clemens ... . 
Frank B. Pollard .... . 
J. J. Nunes .......... . 
Louis Lange, jr ..... . 
Theo. M. Stephan ... . 
John H. Schnabel, .. . 
Charles W. Erdman .. 
N eander Alexander .. 
A. Pitel. ............ . 
William H. Owen ... . 
William ].Weatherill. 
Lorin A. Lathrop .... . 
Gerard Mosely ...... . 
Charles W. Merriman. 
William W. Wood ... . 
Gustavus Schoeller .. . 
Talbot J. Albert ..... . 
Julius Seckel. ....... . 
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Brussels, Belgium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gregory Phelan ...... Vice and deputy consul. 
Bucaramanga, Colombia .. ........ Gustave Volkman .... Consular agent. 
Bucharest, Roumania. . . . . . . . . . . . ·william G. Boxshall. . Vice-consul-general. 
Budapest, Hungary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank Dyer Chester. . Consul. · 
Budapest, Hungary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louis Gerster. . . . . . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
Buen Ayre,vVestindies ........... L. C. Boye ........... Consular agent. 
Buenos Ayres, Argentina........ . Daniel Mayer........ Consul. 
Do . . ...................... Lyman Wallace Chute Vice-consul. 
Cadiz, Spain ..................... John H. Carroll...... Consul. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Cagliari, Italy.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alphonse Dol. . . . . . . . Consular agent. 
Cairo, Egypt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas S. Harrison. . Consul-general. 
Do .......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ethelbert Watts... . . . Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Do ........................ W. D. Hunter .. ~ .... . Deputy consul-general. 
Calais, France ................. .- . James B. Milner. . . . . . Consul. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Calcutta, Bengal, India.......... R. F. Patterson ...... Consul-general. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. C. Campbell. . . . . . . Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Caldera, Chile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John C. Morang. . . . . . Consular agent. 
Callao, Peru ..................... William B. Dickey... Consul. 
Do ..... . .................. W. S. McBride ....... Vice-consul. 
Camargo, Mexico ................................... .. Consular agent. 
Campbellton, New Brunswick .... James S. Benedict .... J Commercial agent. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Murray. . . . . . Vice commercial agent. 
Campeche, Mexico.. . ........ . . . Raphael Preciat..... Consular agent. 
Campobello Id., New Brunswick. . John I. Alex:ander. . . Do. 
CanE1ia, Crete. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Andrew L. Calkerinos Do. 
Cannes, France .................. Philip T. Riddett..... Do. 
Canton, China ................... Edward Bedloe...... Consul. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry R. Williams. . . Vice-consul. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tsin Ching Chung ... . / Interpreter. 
Cape Canso, Nova Scotia ......... Alfred W. Hart .... . . 
1 
Consular agent. 
Cape Coast Castle, Liberia.. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
Cape Haitien, Haiti., ............ L. W. Livingston .... ·I Consul. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Theo. Behrmann . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Cape Town, Africa ... .... ........ James G. Stowe ...... Consul-general. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clifford H. Knight ... 
1 
Vice and deputy consul. 
Caracas, Venezuela .............. F. De Sola ........... Consular agent. 
Cardenas, Cuba .. .......... ...... German Biilee ... . .. . Consul. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Francisco Cayro. . . . . . Vice commercial agent. 
Cardiff, Wales ................... Daniel T. Phillips .... 1 Consul. 
Do ......... ............... William Harris ....... 
1 
Vice and deputy consul. 
Carini, Italy ..................... F. Crocchioli ......... Consular agent 
Carlisle, England ................ Thomas S. Strong ... ·1 Do. 
Carrara, Italy... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ulisse Boccacci... . . . . Do. 
Carril, pain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Ferreiros. . . . . . . . . . Do. 
Cartagena, Colombia ............. Rafael Madrigal. ..... Consul. 
Do ....... : ................ AugustusJ.Hanabergh Vice-consul. 
Carthagena, Spam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Carupano, Yenezuela ............. Juan A. Or ini. ...... 
1 
Consular agent. 
Casa-Blanca, :Morocco ............ John Cobb........... Do. 
Ca .. el, ennany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ustav C. Kothe . . . . . Do. 
Cast ·I la mare.: di tabia, Italy. . . . . Joseph E. Hayden. . . . Commercial agent. 
D ........................ R. 0' T _ ·w-ickersham. Vi .... e and dep. com. agt. 
Catania, Italy................... lex. Heingartner .... Consul. 
D ........................ Jacob Ritt r.......... Vice and deputy consul. 
audry, France .................. Hans Dietiker........ Con ular agent. 
Cay ·nne, Briti. h }uiana . . . . . . . . . Edouard . 1. Lalanne Do. 
am, Brazil.................... . ~- <la Frota . ..... ·/ Do. 
bu, Philippine I. land . . . . . . . . . . E. ,.\. . Caclell..... . . Do. 
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Ceiba, Honduras. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louis Bier .......... . 
Cette, France ................ . ... L. S. Namens ....... . 
Ceylon, India (Colombo). . . . . . . . . William Morey ...... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elmer L. Morey .. .. . . 
Champerico, Guatemala .......... J. A. C. Kauffmann .. . 
Charleroi, Belgium ...... .... .. ... J. Fisher Reese ...... . 
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Id. Delmar J. Vail ...... . 
Do ...... .. . ..... ... ... ... .. John T. Crockett. ... . 
Chatham, Ontario . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles E. Monteith .. 
Do ..... .. ... . .. .......... .. William Gordon .... . 
Chaudiere Junction, Quebec ...... James M. Rosse . . ... . 
Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland ..... Henri Riecke1, jr .... . 
Chefoo, China .......... ......... John Fowler ........ . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry A. C. Emery .. 
Chemainus, British Columbia .... James S. Gibson ..... . 
Chemniiz, Germany ............. JamesC. Monaghan .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph F. Monaghan. 
Cherbourg, France ... ... ... ... ... H.J. E. Hainneville .. 
Chiclayo, Pern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alfred Solf. . . . . . ... . 
C!iihuahua, Mexico ... .... ..... .. Vv.W. Mills ......... . 
Do.. .. ..... .. .... ... .... ... Charles Lee Curtis .. . 
Chin Kiang, China ............... William Martin ..... . 
Do .......... . ................................... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George E. Sevey .... . 
Do ......................... Wan Bing Chung ... . 
Chittagong, India . ....... ... ... . R. A. Mactaggart. ... . 
Christchurch, New Zealand ... . ... Robert Pitc'aithly ... . 
Christiania, Norway .............. Henry Bordewich ... . 
Do .... ... .. ........ ..... ... Lauritz F. Bronn .... . 
Christiansand, Norway ........... Berne Reinhardt . ... . 
Chrisiiansted, West Indies ........ A. J. Blackwood ..... . 
Chung King, China ............ .. George F . Smithers .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Tseng Laisun. 
Cienfuegos, Cuba ......... . ...... William T. Fee ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Juan J. Casanova .. .. . 
Ciudad Bolivar, Venezuela . ...... . Robert Henderson ... . 
Ciudad Juarez, Mexico........... Charles W. Kindrick. 
Do .. .............. . ..... ... Charles E. Wesche .. . 
Ciudad Porfirio Diaz, Mexico. . . . . Charles P. Snyder ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lee Cochrane ....... . 
Ci vita Vecchia, Italy ............. G. Marsanick ....... . 
Clarenceville, Quebec ............ Edmund Macomber .. 
Clifton, Ontario .... .... ... ...... Harlan W. Brush ... . 
Do ......................... James Butters ....... . 
Clinton, Ontario ................. A. 0. Pattison ....... . 
Coaticook, Quebec. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joel Linsley ........ . 
Do ......................... Ernest J. Astell ..... . 
Coatzacoalcos, Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . Walter K. Linscott .. . 
Cohurg. Germany ................ Oliver J. D. Hughes .. 
Do .. .. ... ..... . .... . ....... Alvin Florachutz .... . 
Cockburn Harbor, West Indies ... C.H.Durham .... .. . . 
Cognac, France .................. James H. Warman .. . 
Cologne, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John A. Barnes ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles E. Barnes ... . 
Collingwood, Ontario ............ William Small ...... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Macdonell .. . 
Colon (Aspinwall), Colombia ..... Wm. W. Cobbs ...... . 
Do .............................................. . 
Colonia, Uruguay ................ B. D. Manton ..... .. . 
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Constantinople, Turkey. . . . . . . . . . C. M. Dickinson ..... . 
Do .................... ..... William Albert ...... . 
Df2 ........ . ...... ........ .. D. N. Demetriades ... . 
Do ....................... · .. 
Cookshire, Quebec . ... .......... . 
Copenhagen, Denmark ... ... .... . 
Do ........................ . 
Coquimbo, Chile ................ . 
Corcubion, Spain .... ..... ...... . 
Cordoba, Ar~ntina ..... .. .... . . . 
Corfu, Ionian Isles, Greece ...... . 
Corinto, Nicaragua ............. . 
Cork (Queenstown), Ireland ..... . 
Cork (Queenstown) , Ireland ..... . 
Do . ........ ...... .. ....... . 
Cornwall, Ontario ........ .. ..... . 
Cornwallis, Nova Scotia ......... . 
Coro, Yenezuela ................ . 
Coronel, Chile ............... ... . 
Corunna, Spain .. .... · ........... . 
Do . ... . .................. . 
Coteau, Quebec ................. . 
Courtwright, Ontario ........... . 
Crefeld, Germany ............... . 
Do ....... . ................ . 
Cronstadt, Russia ... ....... .... . . 
Cucuta, Colombia ............... . 
Cumana, Venezuela ....... .. .. .. . 
Cumberland, British Columbia .. . 
Cura~ao, West Indies ........... . 
Do ........................ . 
Damascus, Syria ................ . 
Dantzic, Germany ............. _. . 
Dardanelles, Turkey ........ . 
Dartmouth, England ............ . 
Dawson City, Northwest Territory. 
Do ........................ . 
Do ...................... . . . 
Deloraine, Manitoba ............ . 
Demerara, British Guiana ....... . 
Do .......... ........ ...... . 
Derby, England .. .............. . 
Deseronto, Ontario ....... . ..... . 
Dieppe, France ............. . ... . 
Dig-by, ova Scotia ............. . 
DiJon, France .............. . ... . 
D ver, England ......... ....... . 
Dresden, Germany ........ . ..... . 
Do ................... ..... . 
Do ........................ . 
Drontheim, orway ............ . 
Dublin, Ireland . ................ . 
Do ........................ . 
Dundee, cotlan ............... . 
Do ........ ... ...... ..... .. . 
Dunedin, ew Zealand .......... . 
Dunf rmline, cotland . ......... . 
D ....................... .. 
Dunkirk, ran ............... . 
unrnor T wn, '\ st Indies .. ,., 
P. D. Allainby ....... . 
William F. Given ... . 
John C. Ingersoll .... . 
JulesBlom .......... . 
Andrew Kerr ....... . 
P. Castro- ........... . 
John M. Thome ..... . 
Charles E. Hancock .. 
Henry Palazio ...... . 
Daniel Swiney ...... . 
James W. Scott ...... . 
Cecil Piatt .......... . 
David A. Flack ... ... . . 
F. W. Rand ......... . 
Josiah L. Senior ..... . 
William Taylor ..... . 
Julio Harmony ...... . 
R. Molina .......... . 
Thomas Stapleton ... . 
Frederick W. Baby .. . 
Julian Phelps ....... . 
Wm. P. Phelps ..... . 
Peter Wigius ........ . 
Philip Tillinghast, jr. 
Jose G. N. Romberg .. 
George W. Clinton .. . 
Leonard B. Smith ... . 
Jacob W uister ....... . 
N. Meshaka ........ . 
Philipp Albrecht .... . 
Frank Calvert ....... . 
Jasper Bartlett ...... . 
James C. McCook ... . 
Ronald Morrison .... . 
John Dougherty .... . 
Albert M. Herron ... . 
George H. Moulton .. 
Gustav H. Richter ... 
Charles Kirk Eddowes 
Charles A. Millener .. . 
Raoulle Bourgeois ... . 
William B. Stewart .. . 
Ernest Bourette ..... . 
Francis W. Prescott .. 
Charles L. Cole . .... . 
Alfred C. Johnson ... . 
Hernando de Soto ... . 
Claus Berg .......... . 
Joshua Wilbour ..... . 
Arthur Don Piatt .... . 
John C. Higgins ..... . 
Allan Baxter ........ . 
W. G. reill ......... . 
John . McCunn .... . 
J arnes Penman ...... . 
Benjamin forel. .... . 
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Do. 
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Durango, Mexico ..... ........ .. . 
Do ......... .... ....... . ... . 
Durban,Cape of Good Hope,Africa 
Dusseldorf, Germany . .. ... .... . 
Do ....................... . 
Dyref jord, Iceland ............. . 
East London, Cape of Good Hope, 
Africa. 
Edinburgh, Scotland . ......... . 
Do . ........................ 1 
Edmunston, New Brunswick .... _ I
Eibenstock, Germany ............ ·1 
El Triunfo, Salvador ........ ••••• J 
Emerson, Manitoba ... ......... . . 
Ensenada, Mexico .............. . 
Do ........................ . 
Erzerum, Armenia ............ . 
Esmeraldas, Ecuador ...... .... . 
Essen, Germany . .......... .. .. . . 
Fajardo, Puerto Rico .......... . 
Falmouth, England .......... • • • • 
1 Do ................... ···· · · 
Falmouth, Jamaica, West Indies .. 
1 Farnham, Quebec ... .. : ......... . 
Faro, Port;gal ... . ...... • •. • • · · · f 
Fiume, Hungary .............. . 
Florence, Italy ................ . 
Do .. .. . .................. . 
Flores, Azores ......... .. ...... . 
Flushing, Netherlands ... ...... . 
Fort Erie, Ontario .............. . 
Do . ... .. ................. . 
Fort William, Ontario ........... . 
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. 
Do ........................ . 
Fredericksted, West Indies ... ... . 
Fredericton, New Brunswick .... . 
Frelighsburg, Quebec ... .... . .. . 
Freemantle, Australia ........... . 
Frei burg, Baden, Germany ...... . 
Do . ...... .......... ...... . 
Frontera, Mexico .. .. ... . .. .. .. . 
Fuchau, China ................ . 
Do ....................... . 
Do ............. . ......... . 
Funchal, Madeira . .. .... .... .. . . 
Do ....................... . 
Galashiels, Scotland .. ...... .. . . 
Galt, Ontario .................. . 
Gananoque, Quebec ............ . 
Garrucha, Spain ............... . 
Gaspe Basin, Quebec ........... . 
Do ....................... . 
Geestemiinde, Germany ........ . 
Geneva, Switzerland ......... .. . 
Do ....................... . 
Genoa, Italy . .............. .... . 
Do ....................... . 
Do ....................... . 
Georgetown, Prince Edward Island 
Gera, Germany ................ . 
Consular officer. 
Walter H. Faulkner .. 
William W. McVea .. 
Alex. H. Rennie .... . 
George P. Pettit .. .. . 
Emil Hoette ..... ... . 
N. Chr. Gram ....... . 
William H. Fuller ... . 
Rufus Fleming ...... . 
Frederick P. Piatt .. 
J. Adolph Guy ...... . 
Ernest L. Harris .... . 
Julius H. Ellis ... .. . . 
Duncan McA_rthur ... . 
Harry K. Taylor .. .. . 
Leo Bergholz ....... . 
Fei::dinand Servat .. . . 
F. Asthorver, jr ..... . 
Jorge Bird Arias .... . 
Howard Fox .. . ..... . 
G. Henry Fox ....... . 
Charles A. Nunes .... . 
William L. Hibbard .. 
F. L. Tavares .. . .... . 
Giovanni Gelletich .. . 
Edward C. Cramer .. . 
Spirito Bernardi ..... . 
James Mackay, jr ... . 
Ossia'.n Bedell ....... . 
C. W. Jarvis ........ . 
Richard Guenther ... . 
Dean B. Mason ..... . 
William F. Moore ... . 
James T. Sharkey ... . 
William A. Reynolds. 
Edward Mavhew .. ... 
E. Theophilt1s Lief ekl. 
Bernard Thiel. ...... . 
Michael Girard .... . . . 
Samuel .L. Gracey ... . 
Spencer P. Gracey .. . 
Thomas Ling ....... . 
Thomas C. Jones .... . 
William J. G. Reid .. . 
John Stalker ........ . 
William H. Wilson .. . 
E. E. Abbott .. . ..... . 
Jose G. Suesa ....... . 
Almar F. Dickson ... . 
John Carter ......... . 
Benjamin H. Ridgely. 
E. A. Storey ...... , .. 
James Fletcher ...... . 
E. V. Do brilovich ... . 
Federico Scerni ..... . 
A. J. MacDonald ... . . 
Charles N euer .. . .... . 
Rank. 
Consul. 
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Ghent, Belgium. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . Henry C. Morris. . . . . Cottsul. 
Do ......................... Julius Van Hee .. .... Vice-consul. 
Gibara, Cuba .................... Jose Homobono Beola Consular agent. 
Gibraltar, Spain................. Horatio J. Sprague .. Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard L. Sprague. . . Vice and deputy consul. 
Gijon, Spain.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consular agent. 
Girgenti, Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Francis Ciotta. . . . . . . . Do. 
Glasgow, Scotland ............... SamuelM. Taylor . . .. Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Gibson. . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John McFadzean. . . . . Deputy consul. 
Glauchau, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . George Sawter. . . . . . . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albert Neubert. . . . . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
Gloucester, England ... .. ........ Arnold H. Palin...... Consular agent. 
Goderich, Ontario . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert S. Chilton . . . . Commercial agent. 
:po ..... :._. ............ ..... William Campbell.... Vice commercial agent. 
Go:pa1ves, Haiti. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consular agent. · 
Goree-Dakar, Africa ............. Peter Strickland..... Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Goth nberg, Sweden. . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert S. S. Bergh. . . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paul Berg'haus . . . . . . Vice · and deputy consul. 
Governors Harbor, West Indies ... Abner W. Griffin.... Consular agent. 
Grand Canary, Canary Islands. . . . Thomas Miller. . . . . . . Do. · 
Grand Manan, ew Brunswick. . . William A. Fraser. . . . Do. 
Grao, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Theodore Mertens. . . . Do. 
Greenock, Scotland .............. James A. Love....... Do. 
Green Turtle Cay, West Indies ... Edward vV. Bethell... Do. 
Grenada, West Indies ............ P. J. Dean........... Do. 
Grenoble, France ................ George B. Anderson.. Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas W. Murton. . . Vice-consul. 
Grenville, Quebec ................ Alex. Pridham ....... Consular agent. 
Gretna, B. . A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Enoch Winkler. . . . . . Do. 
Guadalajara ..... ~- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edward B. Light. . . . . Do. 
Guadeloupe, West Indies ......... JI Louis H. Ayme...... Consul. 
Do ........... . . ........ .. .. Charles Bartlett...... Vice and deputy consul. 
Guanajuato, Mexico .... ......... 
1 
Dwight Furness. . . . . . Consular agent. 
uantanamo, Cuba .......... . ... · / Paul Brooks . . . . . . . . . Do. 
Guatemala, Central America. . . . . . Arthur M. Bem:rre. . . Consul-general. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. G. Hunter, Jr. . . . . Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Guayama, Puerto Rico ........... J. C. McCormick ..... Consular agent. 
Guayaquil, Ecuador .............. Perry M. De Leon .... Consul-general. 
Do . . ...... ... .. . ........... ·Martin Reinberg ..... Vice-consul-general. 
Guaymas, Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank M. Crocker . . . Consular agent. 
Guelph, Ontario ............ ..... Charles N. Daly ...... Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George A. Oxnard. . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
uernsey, reat Britain .......... William Carey....... Consular agent. 
Ilabana, Cuba. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul-general. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph A. Springer. . . Vice and dep. con. gen. 
D ......................... A. S. Dolz . . .. ....... Deputy consul-general. 
Haida, Austria ......... .. ........ Frank iller......... Consular agent. 
Haifa, yria ..................... Gottlieb Schumacher. Do. 
Halifax,~ ·ova cotia .... ......... 
1 
John G. Foster ....... C<;>nsul-general. 
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . eorge Hill.......... Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Hamburg, rmany . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hugh Pitcairn .. .... · j Consul. 
Do ......................... W. P. L onhard ...... Vice and deputy consul. 
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ernest H. L. Mum-1 Deputy consul. 
menhoff. 
Hamilt n ntario ............... Jame M., hepard .... Con ul. 
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard Butler. . . . . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
Hankau hina .................. Levi . \ ilcox ...... ·I Consul. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Do . . ...................... , tephen P. Barchett.. Interpreter. 
Consuls and Consulates. 
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Hankau, China .................. Jacob T. Child, jr ... . 
Hanover, Gt=:rmany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William K. Anderson. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kirke Lathrop . .. ... . 
Harput, Armenia ..................................... . 
Hartlepool, England ............. Hans C. Nelson .... . . 
Havre, France ................... Alex. M. Thackara .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cicero Brown ....... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Preston Beecher. 
Helsingborg, Sweden............ Lars Virgin ......... . 
Helsingfors, Finland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Victor Ek .......... . 
Hemmingford, Quebec ........... W.W. Wark ........ . 
Hereford, Quebec ................ John R: Nichols ..... . 
Hilo, Hawaiian Islands. . . . . . . . . . . Charles Furneaux ... . 
Hobart, Tasmania ............... Alex. G. Webster. ... . 
Do ........................................... ···· 
Hodeida, Arabia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vittorio Cremasche .. . 
Holyhead, England .............. Richard D. Roberts .. . 
Honda, Colombia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry Hallam ...... . 
Honfleur, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry M. Hardy .... . 
Hongkong,China ................ R.Wildman .... ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edwin Wildman .... . 
Do ....................... .. Chin Poy Woo ...... . 
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands ...... William Haywood ... . 
Do ................... . ..... W. Porter Boyd ..... . 
Huddersfield, England ........... Benjamin F. Stone .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David J. Bailey ...... . 
Huelva , Spain ................... John R. Catlin ...... . 
Hull, England ................... William P. Smyth ... . 
Do ................... . ... . . James W. Taylor .... . 
Huntingdon, Quebec ............. John Dineen ........ . 
Iloilo, Philippine Islands .......... .... ............ .... . 
Innsbruck, Austria. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . August Bargehr ..... . 
Iquique, Chile .......... ... ...... Jose.I?h W. Merriam .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maximo Rosenstock .. 
Jacmel, Haiti. ................... Jean B. Vital. ... .. .. . 
Jeremie, Haiti. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L. Trebaud Rouzier .. . 
J eres de la Frontera, Spain. . . . . . . . ........... .. .. , .... . 
Jersey, Great Britain ............. E . B. Renouf ....... . . 
Jerusalem, Syria. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·Selah Merrill ....... . 
Do ..................... . ... Herbert E. Clark .... . 
Johannesberg, South African Re- J. C. Manion ........ . 
public, Africa. 
Kahului, Hawaiian Islands ...... . 
Kalamata, Greece........ . .... . 
Karachi, India ....... . ......... . 
Kehl, Germany ................. . 
Do ............... . ........ . 
Do .................. . ..... . 
K empt, Nova Scotia .. .......... . 
K eneh , Egypt .................. . 
Kidderminster, England ........ . 
Kiel, Germany ................. . 
Kimberly, Cape of Good Hope, 
Africa. 
Kingston, Ontario .............. . 
Do ........................ . 
Kingston, Jamaica--: ............. . 
Do ........................ . 
Kirkcaldy, Scotland ........... . . 
Arnot G. Dickins .. ... 
p. A. Pantasopolous .. 
A. H . R. Armstrong .. . 
Max J. Baehr ........ . 
Theo. Kruger ....... . 
Ernest Therion ..... . 
John G . Burgess ..... . 
A. K. M . el Ammari .. 
James Morton .... ... . 
August Sartori ...... . 
Gardner Williams ... . 
Marshall H. Twitchell. 
Mathew H. Folger .. . 
Louis A. Dent ... .... . 
James H. Springer ... . 
Andrew Innes ....... . 























Vice and dep. con. gen. 
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La Colle, Quebec ................ Henry Hoyle ....... . 
La Guayra, Venezuela........... . Louis Goldschmidt. .. 
Do ...................... . .. RudolphSchunck ... . 
Laguna de Terminos, Mexico. . . . . German Hahn ... . 
La Libertad, San Salvador .. : . . . . . Alfred Cooper ... . 
Langen Schwalbach, Germany. . . . Ernest Grebert .. . . 
Lanzarotte, Canary Islands ....... 
1 
John G. Topham .... . 
La Paz, Bolivia .. ... ......... .... Ge:i;-ardo Zalles ..... . 
La Paz, Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elias H. Cheney .... . 
Do ......................... James Viosca, jr ..... . 
Laraiche, Morocco. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f!arry Carleton ...... . 
La R~~~~l-1~,. ~~~~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : I fu~dg;_ iL!:i~~i.1~ : : : 
Launceston, Tasmania ........... Lindsay Tulloch .. .. . 
La Union, San Salvador . . . . . . . . . . John B. Courtade .... . 
Leeds, England- .. , .............. Lewis Dexter ....... . 
Do .................... . .... William Ward ...... . 
Do ... .... ........ .......... 1 Edmm1d Ward ...... . 
Leghorn, Italy .......... ......... James A. Smith ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Emilio Masi ........ . 
Leicester, England .............. S. S. Partridge ...... . 
Leipsic, Germany ........ . ...... B. H. Warner, jr ..... . 
Do ...... ' ................. .. Frederick Nachod ... . 
Do .... .. , .................. 1 Rudolph Fricke .. ... . 
Lethbridge, Manitoba ...... ... ... Thomas Curry ...... . 
Libau, Russia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hugo Smit ......... . 
Licata, Italy ..................... Arthur Verderame ... . 
I;iege, Belgium .............. · .... Alfred A. Winslow .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Gross ......... . 
Lille, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. Dubois Gregoire . . 
Limerick, Ireland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edmund Ludlow .... . 
Limoge , France ................ Walter T. Griffin .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Auguste J ouhannaud· . 
Lindsay, Ontario ................ James M. Knowlson . . 
Lineboro, Quebec................ ::!:Ioel S. Beebe . ...... . 
Lisbon, Portugal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jabob H. Thieriot ... . 
Do ......................... John B. Wilbor ..... . 
Liverpool, England... . ......... James Boyle ........ . 
Do ...... ........ .. .... .. . .. William J. Sulis ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Pierce ... .. . 
Liverpool, rova Scotia ........... Jason M. Mack ..... . 
Livingston, Guatemala........... Frank C. Dennis .... . 
Llanelly, \Vales .............. . . .. ' William Rowen ..... . 
Loanda, frica . .. · .... ........... ' Frank \Ve$ton ...... . 
London, England. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William M. Qsborne .. 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard \Vestacott .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Francis \V. Frigout .. . 
Lond 11 ntario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry S. Culver .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles \V. Davis ... . 
Lonclonderry, Ireland. . . . . . . . . . . . P. T. Rodger ....... . 
L uren<;o i Iarquez, Africa. . . . . . . . \V. tanlev Hollis ... . 
Do ......................... James Mcintosh ..... . 
L' rient, France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leon D prez ........ . 
Louisburg, .Toya otia .......... HenryC. v. LeVatte .. 
Lubeck, (, nnany ............... Jacob l\Ieyer, jr ..... . 
Lunenburg,. Toya otia.......... Daniel M. wen ..... . 
Lurgan, Ireland ................. Freel \V. l\Iagahan ... . 
Lu.·or, Ifgypt .......... :: ...... ·I Aly ).fourad ........ . 
Lyons, }ranee ...... ............. John C. overt. .... . 
I) ......................... , 'fhoma • T. Browne .. . 
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Maceio, Brazil.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Goble'. . . . . . . . Consular agent. 
Macoris, Santo Domingo . . . . . . . . . Edward C. Reed . . . . . Do. 
















•.1.ag, a ena ay, ex1 o .. .. ..... .. . . .... . .... .. . .. . ... . 
Magdeburg, Germany .. , . . . . . . . . . Henry vV. Diederich. . Consul. 
Do ............. , ........... Robert Weichsel, jr .. · Vice-consul. 
Mahukona, Hawaiian Islands ..... Ed. Abbot Fraser..... Consular agent. 
Mainz, Germany .... . . ... . .... .. Walter Shuman ... ... Consul. 
Do, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Walter Hansing. . . . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
Malaga, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. M. Bartleman. . . . . Consul. 
Do. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Malmo, Sweden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Peter M. Flensburg . . Consular agent. 
Malta, Malta Island .. ............ John H. Grout, jr . ... Consul. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph F. Balbi . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Manaos, Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John C. Redman. . . . . Consular agent. 
Managua, Nicaragua..... .. ...... Chester Donaldson... Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Arthur 0. Wallace. . . . Vice-consul. 
Manchester, England . .. .. . ...... William F. Grinnell .. Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ernest J . Bridgford. . . Vice-consul. 
Manila, Philippine Islands. . . . . . . . Oscar F. Williams. . . . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. A. Daland. . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Mannheim, Germany . .. .. ..... . . William J. Hoffman .. Consul. 
Do ..... . ....... .... . -· . . . . . Peter J. Osterhaus. . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
Mansourah, Egypt ...... . ....... . Ibrahim Daoud .... .. Consular agent. 
Manta, Ecuador ......... . .... ' ... Pedro A. Moreira..... Do. 
Manzanillo, Cuba ... . ....... ... .. W. Stakeman........ Do. 
Maracaibo, Venezuela ... .. .. ..... E. H. Plumacher . . . . Consul. 
Do ..................... .... Robert J. Minlos .. . .. Vice-consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Deputy consul. 
Maranhao, Brazil. .. . .... , L. F. da S. Santos. . . . Consular agent. 
Markneukirchen, Germany ..... .. Oscar Malmros....... Do. 
Marseilles, France~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert P. Skinner. . . . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert K. Fast . . . . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
Martinique, WestI1idies .. .. ... ... George L. Darte . ... .. Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . An_iedee T. Start. . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Maskat, Arabia . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Do ... ... .. . ... .. ' . . . . . . . . . . . Archibald Mackirdy. . Vice-consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mahomed Fazel ... , . . Deputy consul. 
Matagalpa, Nicaragua ....... .... . J .B. Connelly ....... , Consular agent. 
Matamoras, Mexico......... . .... P. Merrill Griffith.... Consul. 
Do ............... . .. ....... J. Bielenberg . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Matanzas, Cuba .................. Henry D. Saylor . .... Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Geo. A. Brinckerhoff . Vice-consul. 
Mathewtown, West Indies .... .... Daniel D. Sargent .... Consular agent. 
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico .... . ...... Manuel Badnena. ... . Do. 
Mazatlan, Mexico ...... . .... .. ... Louis Kaiser. ... . .. . Consul. 
Do ... . . .. ..... ............. John P. de Cima, jr ... Vice-consul. 
Medellin, Colombia .. . .... ....... 1'homas Herran ...... Consul. 
Do... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Walter C. Mann . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Megantic,Quebec .......... ...... HenryW. Albro . .. ... Consular agent. 
Melbourne,Australia ......... . ... John P. Bray . .. ..... Consul-general. 
Do ............. , . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas W. Stanford . Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Mentone, France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Achille Isnard . . . . . . . Consular agent. -
Mersine, Syria. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard Viterbo . . . . . Do. 
Messina, Italy ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles M. Caughy . . . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Letterio Pirrone. . . . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
Mexico, Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Andrew D. Barlow . . . Consul-general. 
Do, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph F . Bennett. . . . Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Mier, Mexico .. ,,.............. Henry Vizcayo ....... Consular agent. 
Milan, Italy...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Jarvis... . . . . Consul. 
266 Congressional Directory. 
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. Milan, Italy ..................... Lorenzo Frette ...... . 
Milford Haven,Wales .... ........ George S. Kelway ... . 
Miragoane, Haiti. ............... Francis W. Mitchell .. 
Mogador, Morocco. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George Broome .. ... . 
Mollendo, Peru. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Enrique Meier ...... . 
Monaco, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Emile de Loth ...... . 
Moncton, New Brunswick ........ GustaveBeutelspacher 
Do . ..... ... ................ Edward A. Reilly ... . 
Monganui, New Zealand ......... Robert Wyles ....... . 
Monrovia, Liberia ............... Owen L. W. Smith .. . 
Do ......................... Beverly Y. Payne ... . 
Monte Christi, Santo Domingo. . . . Isaac T. Petit ....... . 
MontegoBay,Jamaica,Westindies G. L. P. Corinaldi ... . 
Monterey, Mexico ............... John K. Pollard ..... . 
Do......................... Philip Carroll ....... . 
Montevideo, Uruguay ............ A.W. Swalm ........ . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas W. Howard .. 
Montreal, Quebec ..... . .. . . ..... . John L. Bittinger .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Patrick Gorman ..... . 
Montserrat, West Indies. . . . . . . . . . Richard Hannam .... . 
Morrisburg,Ontario ... ..... ...... John E. Hamilton ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George F. Bradfield .. . 
Moscow,Russia .................. Thomas Smith ... ... . 
Do ......................... Samuel Smith ...... . 
Moulmein, India ... . ..... . . ... . . W. J. Davidson ..... . 
Munich, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Geo. G. Piede ..... . . . 
Do .. ..... .... .... ........... . ... . ....... ........ . 
Mytilene, Turkey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M. M. Fottion ....... . 
Nacaome, Honduras ............. John E. Foster ...... . 
Nagasaki, Japan................. Charles B. Harris ... . 
Do ........ ............... ·. . E. R. Fulkerson .. ... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph K. Goodrich .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Makins ... .. ... . 
Naguabo, Puerto Rico ............ Antonio Roig ....... . 
Nanaimo, British Columbia....... George L. Schetky .. . 
Nantes, France . ...... ...... . . .. . Joseph I. Brittain .... . 
Do ............ ............. Hiram D. Bennett ... . 
apanee, Ontario ................ William Templeton .. . 
aples, Italy .. . . ..... ........... A. Homer Byington .. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard F. St. Leger .. 
assau,vVest Indies .............. ThomasJ. McLain .. . . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alfred E. Moseley ... . 
atal, Brazil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Apollonio Barroca ... . 
eustadt, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leopold Blum ....... . 
evis, Wet Indies . .......... .... Charles C. Greaves .. . 
ewcastle-upon-Tyne, England ... Horace W. Metcalf .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hetherington Nixon . 
rewcastle, ew South ,Vales ..... Fred'k W. Godding .. 
Do ... ...... . ............... Stewart Keightly .... . 
rewca tle, ew Brunswick....... Robert R. Call ...... . 
-ewp rt,\Vales .................. William E. Heard ... . 
Tic , France ............... ... .. Harold S. Van Buren. 
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Attilio Piatti ........ . 
:iuchwang, ~hina ............... j J. J. Fred'k Bandinel. 
gal , leX1CO ................. I James F. Darnell .... . 
D ......................... A. R. Morawetz ..... . 
r rf lk I land w uth \Vales. Isaac Robinson ..... . 
rth Bay, Canada............... Daniel J. McKeown .. 
- rth Portal . iniboia......... W. H. Dorsey ...... . 
~ottingham, n land ....................... . . ... ..... . 
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wm. T. Cartwright. . . 
,. roumea, ... r w aledonia .. . : . : : : : : Paul E. Wolff ....... . 
Rank . 
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Noumea, New Caledonia .. ... ... . James Dezarnaulds .. . 
Nuevitas, Cuba .. ...... . . . . . . . . . . Henry Seymour ..... . 
Do . . .... ... .. ...... . . .... . ... ......... . .. ... .. . . . 
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . Robert B. Mahone ... . 
Do . . .. .. .... . ... . .......... Milton A. Warner ... . 
Nuremberg, Germany ....... . . . . . Gustave C. E. Weber. 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S. Dunkelsbiihler .... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oscar Bock .... .. .. . . 
Ocos, Guatemala . ..... ... .. . ..... Samuel Wolford .... . 
Odessa, Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas E. Heenan .. . 
Do .. ... ... ..... . .... ··········· ············ ······ 
Oporto, Portugal...... . ..... . . William Stuve ..... . . 
Oran, Algeria, Africa .. .. .. . . . . .. . Benj . A. Courcelle ... . 
Orillia, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ernest A. Wakefield . . 
Do ......................... Robert W. Jupp ..... . 
Osaka and Hiogo, Japan . . . . . . . . . . Samuel S. Lyon . .. .. . 
Do ......................... Hubbard T.Smith ... . 
Do... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hunter Sharp . .. . ... . 
Do . .... . . .. .. ... .... .. ..... W. Ebiharah . .. .... . . 
Oshawa, Ontario . .. . ...... ...... . W. P. Sterricke . .. .. . . 
Ottawa, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles E. Turner .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Horace M. Sanford .. . 
Owen Sound, Ontario . . . .. . ...... W. T. Robertson .... . 
Padang, Sumatra ...... ...... . . . . . H.J. P. Haacke ..... . 
Paita, Peru ........ . ...... ....... John F. Hopkins, jr .. 
Palermo, Italy .. .. .. . ..... ..... . . Church Howe ..... . . . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Felix Pirandello ..... . 
Palma Majorca, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . Ernesto Canut. ..... . 
Palmerston, Ontario ... .. . . . . . .. . Loton S. H unt .. .... . 
Do . ... . .......... ..... ... .. William Mawhinney .. 
Panama, Colombia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hezekiah A. Gudger .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Francis A. Gudger . . . . 
Para,Brazil. ... .. .. .. .. .. . ... . ... K. K. Kenneday ... .. . 
Do .. .. ... . .... . .. . .. ....... Julius F. Tideman ... . 
Paramaribo, British Guiana . . . . . . Arthur Dayo . ....... . 
Paris, Ontario.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W.W. Hume ........ . 
Paris, France .. .. . ..... .. . ... .... John K. Gowdy ... . . . 
Do ........ ...... .. .. . .. .... J. Allison Bowen .... . 
Parrell, Mexico ................. James I. Long ....... . 
Parrsboro, Nova Scotia. . ......... David A. Huntley ... . 
Parry Sound, Ontario . .. ... ... . . . Walter R. Foot ...... . 
Paspebiac, Quehec .... . ... ...... . Daniel Bisson . .. .. .. . 
Patras, Greece. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alonzo C. Gates . .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Col ville Y. Ingate ... . 
Pau, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. Morris Post . ..... . . 
Paysandu, Uruguay . ...... . ... .. . J. G . Hufnagle . . .... . 
Do ....... . ... .... .... ... ... George A. Hufnagle .. 
Penang, India .. ..... .. .. . . .... .. Otto Schule ........ . . 
Pernambuco, Brazil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Benjamin F. Clark .. . 
Do ... ..... ........ . . . · ...... John Krause ... .... . . 
Peterboro, Ontario............... Frank J. Bell ........ . 
Petit Goave, Haiti .... .. ......... F . Merantie ... . ..... . 
Picton, Ontario . . ................ Jacob F . Beringer .... . 
Pictou, Nova Scotia ....... .... ... John R. Davies ...... . 
Pineus, Greece . ........ . . ....... Marino T. Sourmely .. 
Pi ura, Peru. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . 
Plauen, Germany ...... ·.: . . . ..... Thomas W. Peters ... . 
Do ..... . . . ..... ....... ..... W. F. L. Fiedler ..... . 
Plymouth, England ..... ........ . Joseph G. Stephens .. . 
Do ........ .. . . .... . .. . .......... . . .. ············· 
Point de Galle, India... . . . . . . . . . . H. Breitenstein ..... . 
Ponce, Puerto Rico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Felix W. Preston ... . . 
Rank. 
Vice commercial agent. 
Commercial agent. 
Vice commercial agent. ' 
Consul. 










Vice and dep. com. agt. 
Consul. 












Commercial agent . 
Vice and dep. com. agt. 
Consul-general. 
Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Consul. 
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Port Antenio, Jamaica,\Vest Indies Nicholas R. Snyder .. 
Do .... . ............. , ...... George T. Davis ..... . 
Port au Prince, Haiti ......... . . . . , John B. Terres ....... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alexander Battiste ... . 
Port de Paix, Haiti............... Carl Abegg .. . ...... . 
Port of Marbella, Spain. . . . . . . . . . Miguel Calzado ...... . 
Port Elizabeth, South Africa. . . . . . John A. Chabaud ... . . 
Port Hawkesbury and Mulgrave, Alexander Bain ...... . 
Nova Scotia. 
Port Hope, Ontario . . ... .. ... .... Harry P. Dill ....... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J oim Harcourt ..... . . 
Port Joggins, Nova Scotia ........ William Moffat ...... . 
Port Limon, Costa Rica .. ................... ....... ... . . 
Port Louis, Mauri~us ............ / John P. Campbell . . . . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. Povah Ambrose ... . 
Port Mahon, Spain .. ... .. ............ ........ . ........ . 
Port Maria,West Indie? .......... · I Reuben R. Baker ..... . 
~ Rank. 
Commercial agent. 















Do. Port Morant,West Indies . . ....... Lorenzo D. Baker, Jr.. 
Port Rowan, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . George B. Killmaster _ I Commercial agent. 
Vice commercial agent. 
Consular agent. 
Do ... . .. ........ .. ......... William H. Meek ... . 
Port Said, Egypt.. . ........... Samuel G. Broadbent. / 
Port St. .Marys, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . George M. Daniels ... . Do. 
Port Sarnia, Ontario ............. · / N~al McMillan ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard W. Chester. 
-'Portsmouth, England ............ / William Joseph Main. 
Port Stanley, Falkland Islands .... 1 John E. Rowan .. ... . 
Do ......................... / James Smith ........ . 
Pottou, Quebec .................. Chandler Bailey ..... . 
Prague, Austria .. ................ Hugo Donzelmann .. . 
Do ....... : ............... . . Emil ~ubinzky ..... · / 
Prescott, Ontario ................ Grenville James ..... . 
Do ......................... James Buckley ....... 
1 
Pretoria, Soutl~ African Republic. Charles Macrum .... . 
Progreso, Mexico ................ E. H. Thompson .... . 
Puebla, Mexico .................. James R. Hardy .... . 
Puerto Cabello, VP.nezuela ........ Luther T. Ellsworth .. 
Do ....................... :. William H. Volkmar. 
Puerto Cortez, Honduras ......... ·william E. Alger .... . 
Puerto Plata, anto Domingo. . . . . Thomas Simpson .... . 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Washington Lithgow. 
Pugwash and \Vallace,Nova cotia Conrad \V. Morris ... . 
Punta Arenas, Chile............. 1oritz Braun .... .. . . 
Punta Arenas, Costa Rica ........ Max Diermissen .... . 
Quebec, Canada.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William \V. Henry .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank . Stocking .. . 
Quezaltenan<YO, Guatemala. . . . . . . Grant A . Morrill .... . 
Rangoon, Burmah ............. . . Charles Gairdner .... . 
Rat Portag , ntario.. . . . . . . . . . . . G. Clayton Frisbie ... 1 
Redd~tch, England ... ........... H: C. Br_owning ...... , 
Reggw, Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... T 1cola Siles ......... . 
Reichenberg, Au tria............ Frank \V. Mahin .... . 
Do ........................ ·J Fritz \Vagner ........ 
1 
RemPs, Fra!1ce. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ernest Folliard ..... . 
Re,·el, Russia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. von Glehn ... .... . 
Rhei111., France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "William A. Prickett .. 
Do .. ... ...... ........... ... John T. Cr sslev .... . 
R~chibu to:. Tew Brunswick ...... George V. i\IcI11erney. j 
Rwa, Ru :-.ta......... .. ...... ... • T . P. A. Bornhol<lt ... 
0 ...... ......•.. ....••.. . ........ ............... 
I imou ·ki, ucb c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C .•. Boardman ..... . 
D ......................... Joseph A. Talbot .... . 
Ri <le Janeir , Brazil. . . .. . ..... . , Eugene, eager ...... . 
Consul. 





































Yic and dep. com. agt. 
Consul-general. 
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Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. . .. . . ..... . 
Do ...... . ................. . 
Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil . .. . ... . 
Rio Hacha, Colombia ... .. ...... . 
Ritzebiittel and Cu~haven, Ger-
many. 
Rodi, Italy ... . .. .... ........ ... . 
Rome, Italy ............. ..... .. . 
Do .................... . ... . 
Rosario, Argentina .. ... : ........ . 
Do ................. . ...... . 
Roseau, Dominica . ........... . . . 
Rossland, British Columbia ..... . 
Rostoff and Taganrog, Russia .... . 
Rotterdam, Netherlands ......... . 
Do ...... .................. . 
Roubaix, France ............... . 
Do ................... .. ... . 
Rouen, France .. ........... .... . 
Do .......... ... ........... . 
Ruatan, Honduras ............ . . . 
Sagua la Grande, Cuba ........ .. . 
Do ............ . ....... . ... . 
Saigon, Cochin China ...... . .... . 
Do ..................... . 
Salonica, Turkey . .... .... ...... . 
Salt Cay, West Indies .... . ...... . 
Saltillo, Mexico .... .... .. : ..... . 
Do ... . . ... ... ... .... ...... . 
Consular officer. 
John Taylor Lewis ... . 
Wolff Havelburg .... . 
Jorge Vereker . ... .. . 
T. V. Henriquez ..... . 
J. G. F. Starke ...... . 
T. del Giudice ...... . 
Hector de Castro .... . 
Charles M. Wood .... . 
James M. Ayers ..... . 
Charles H. Dougherty 
Henry A. Frampton .. 
George S. Armstrong. 
William R. Martin .. . 
Soren Listoe ........ . 
Aire H. Voorwinden .. 
William P. Atwell ... . 
Gaston Thiery . . .... . 
Horatio R. Bigelow .. . 
E. M. J. Dellepiane .. . 
William C. Wildt .. . . 
Walter B. Barker. ... . 
John F . Gora. . ... .. . 
Edward Schneegans .. 
Lauritz L. Stang ..... . 
P.H. Lazarro . . ..... . 
Daniel F . Harriott ... . 
Charles B. Towle . ... . 
Samana, Santo Domingo . .. .. . ... Jean M. Villain ..... . 
Samarang, Java ... ....... . ...... Arthur Thomson .... . 
Samsoun, Turkey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. C. Stephopoulo ... . 
San Benito, Mexico. . . . . . . . . J_,, . R. Brewer .. -...... . 
Sanchez, D. R......... . . Jose A. Puente ... .. . . 
San Cristobal, Venezuela . ........ Alexander Boue ..... . 
San Feliu de Guixols, Spain ...... Jose Sibils .......... . 
San Jorge, Azores ......... . ...... J. J. Cardoza ........ . 
San Jose, Costa Rica ........ · ... . . John C. Caldwell ... . . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Walter J. Field ... . .. . 
San Jose, Mexico ... . . ........... Abraham Kurnitzky .. 
San Jose de Guatemala.... . . . . . . . Upton Lorentz . ..... . 
San Juancito, Honduras ......... E. E . Dickason ..... . 
San Juan de los Remedios, Cuba .. 
1 
............ ...... ... . 
San Juan del Norte, Nicaragua... William B. Sorsby ... . 
Do ........................ F. PercyScott ... . . .. . 
San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua.... . Charles Holmann . .. . 
San Juan, Puerto Rico ........... Philip C. Hanna .. ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. R. Latimer ........ . 
San Luis Potosi, Mexico . . . . . . . . . John H. Farwell .. . . . 
San Pedro Sula, Honduras . . . . . . . J. M. Mitchell, jr .... . 
San Remo, Italy ..... .. ...... .... 1 Albert Ameglio ..... . 
Santa Cruz, Cuba .... . ... . ... . ... Walter Voigt . . . .. .. . . 
Santa Marta, Colombia . .......... Gerardo M. Danies .. . 
San Salvador .............. . ..... John Jenkins . .. .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Benjamin Baruch ... . 
San Sebastian, Spain.. . . . . . . . . . . . Julian de Salazar .. . . . 
Santander, Spain... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Faustino Adriozola .. . 
Santiago, Cape Verde Islands ..... E . Beaumont .. : . ... . . 
Santiago, Cuba ........ . ... . ..... Pulaski F . Hyatt .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles S. Fox ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louis M. Preval . . ... . 
Santo Domingo, West Indies.... . Campbell L. Maxwell. 
Rank. 







Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Consul. 





Vice and deputy consul. 
Commercial agent. 
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Santo Domingo, West Indies ..... Juan A. Read ....... . 
Santos, Brazil ........................ . .... .. ......... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . JulianHaugwitz ..... . 
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario ... · ...... GeorgeW. Shotts .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alex. R. Flockhart .. . 
Savannah la Mar, West Indies. . . . Chas. S. Farquharson. 
Scarboro, West Indies ........... Edward Keens ...... . 
Scheidam, Netherlands .......... Ernest A. Man ...... . 
Scilly Islands, England .......... John Banfield, jr .... . 
Seoul, Korea ............ , . . . . . . . Horace N. Allen ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William F. Sands .... . 
Seville, Spain ................... Samuel B. Caldwell .. 
Setubal, Portugal. ......... ...... John P. T. O'Neill ... . 
Shanghai, China. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Goodnow ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. T. Williams ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Arthur H. White .... . 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Geo. H. Eichelberger. 
Sheffield, England .. ............. James Johnston . .... . 
Do . ....... .... . : ........... Frank M. Clark ... . . . 
Shelburne, Nova Scotia .......... T. H. White . . ...... . 
Sherbrooke, Quebec . .. ... · . ...... Paul Lang .......... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ed. B. Worthington .. 
Sierra Leone, West Africa ........ John T. Williams .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James A. L. Trice .... . 
Sierra Mojada, Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . Henry B. Hackley ... . 
Singapore, Straits Settlements .... E. Spencer Pratt .... . 
Do ............... . ...... . .. J. P. Joaquim ....... . 
Sivas, Turkey ................... Milo A. Jewett ...... . 
Do ... .. ......................................... . 
Smyrna, Turkey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rufus vV. Lane ...... . 
Do ............... .. ........ Ezra J. Davee .. .. ... . 
Solingen, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . EdmundZ. Brodowski 
Sonneberg, Germany ............ Verne E. Joy ........ . 
Do ......................... Alvin Florschutz .... . 
Sc:erabaya, Java . .. .. ..... . .. . .. .. B. N. Powel1. ....... . 
Sorau, Germany ................. William B. Murphy .. 
Sorel, Quebec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Isaie Sylvestre ...... . 
Sorrento, It.aly .................. Francesco Ciampa ... . 
Souris, Prince Edward Island. . . . . Caleb C. Carlton .... . 
Southampton, England .... .. .... John E. Hopley ..... . 
Do ........ ....... .... . ..... Henry A. House, jr .. . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard Jones ...... . 
St. Anns Bay, \Vest Indies ....... R. W. Harris ...... . . 
t. Andrew , ew Brunswick. . . . . George H. Stickney .. 
t. Bartholom w, \Vest Indies... . R. Burton Dinzey . .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Julian 0. Floran din .. . 
, t. Catharines, ntario........... Leonard H. Collard .. . 
t. Christopher, \V st Indies. . . . . . .................... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Emile S. Delisle ..... . 
t. Etienne, France.............. Hilary S. Brunot .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hastings Burroughs .. 
l. Eustatiuc; " st Indies ........ J. G. C. Every ..... . . 
, t. al] witzcrland ............. James T. Dubois .... . 
D Joseph Simon ....... . 
orgc - ~ ew Bnm ,·vick. . . . . . Edward Milliken .... . 
c r :, Bcnnuda ............. .................... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William D Fox 
t. Helena ( i. land of).. . . . . . . . . . . Robert P. Pooley·.: : : : 
D • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas E. Fowler .. 
,t. II ·1 1~ , England ............. John Hammill ...... . 





















Vice and deputy consul. 
Consular agent. 
Consul. 





Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Consul. 

















Vice commercial agent. 
Consular agent. 
Commercial agent. 





Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Consular agent. 
Commercial agent. 
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St. Hyacinthe, Quebec . ... .... . .. Francis Bartels .. . ... . 
St. John, New Brunswick ........ Ira Buyers .......... . 
Do ..... .. ....................................... · 
St. Johns, Newfoundland ..... .... Martin J. Carter .... . . 
Do ................ .. ....... Henry F. Bradshaw .. 
St. Johns, Quebec. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Deal. .... ... . 
Do ................... .... .. John Donaghy .... .. . 
St. Lucia, West Indies. .. William Peter .... ... . 
St. 1'.falo, France.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Raymond Moulton .. . 
St. Marc, Haiti.................. Charles Miot ........ . 
St. Martin, West Indies .......... D. C. von Romondt .. . 
Do ........... ......... . .... W.B.F.C.L.A.Neth-
erwood. 
St. Michaels, Azores ............ . Geo. H. Pickerill ..... 
Do ................. ...... . 
St. Petersburg, Russia ......... . . . 
Do ....................... . . 
W. R. Holloway ... .. . 
W. A. Heydecker .. _ .. . 
St. Pierre, St. Pierre Island ..... . Charles N. Freeman .. 
Do ....................... . . George H. Frecker .. . 
St. Stephen, New Brunswick .... . 
Do ........................ . 
C. A. McCullough ... . 
Charlie N. Vroom .. . . 
St. Thomas, Ontario ....... ... .. . Michael J. Burke ... . 
Do ............. . .. ... ..... . Wm. H. King ...... . 
St. Thomas, West Indies ........ . Mahlon Van Horne .. 
Do ........................ . 
St. Vincent, Cape Verde islands .. 
St. Vincent, West Indies ........ . 
Julius C. Lorentzen .. . 
Joao B. Guimaraes ... . 
Ernest A. Richards .. . 
Stanbridge, Quebec ............. . 
Do ...... . ...... .. . .... .... . 
Stanstead, Quebec .. ........... . . 
G. M. Hastings ..... . 
B. F. Butterfield ..... . 
Stavanger, Norway .. ........... . Chr. Fr. Falck ....... . 
Stettin, Germany . ... ........... . John E. Kehl . . ..... . 
Do .. ...................... . 
Stockholm, Sweden .. . · ... ... .. .. . 
Henry Harder ....... . 
Edward D. Winslow .. 
Do ............. .. ......... . 
Do ........................ , 
Axel Georgii ........ . 
William M. Pendleton 
Stratford, Ontario ............... . A. G. Seyfert. ....... . 
Do ........... ......... .... . 
Stuttgart, Germany ............. . 
Louis H. Dingman .. . 
Edward H. Ozmun .. . 
Do .. . .............. ..... . . . William Hahn .... . . . 
Sudbury, Ontario ............... . William P. Martin .. . 
Suez, Egypt .................. . . . 
Summerside, Prince Edward Id . . . 
Sunderland, England ........... . 
Alfred W. Haydn ... . 
John Gaffney ....... . 
Thomas A. Horan ... . 
Sun<lsvall, Sweden .. . ....... .... . Victor Svensson .... . 
Sutton, Quebec ................. . 
Suva, Fiji Islands .............. . 
Swansea, Wales ................. . 
James E. Ireland .... . 
Alex B. J oske ....... . 
Griffith W. Prees .... . 
Do ................ .. ... . . . . William D. Rees .... . 
Sydney, New South Wales ...... . 
Do .......... .... ... . ...... . 
George W. Bell ...... . 
H. M. Rennie ....... . 
Do ............... ....... . . . William H. Dawson .. 
Sydney, Nova Scotia ............ . 
Do ....... ..... . ... .... .... . 
Tahiti, Society Islands .......... . 
Do ................. ....... . 
Talcahuano, Chile .............. . 
Tamatave, Madagascar .......... . 
George N. West ..... . 
John E. Burchell .... . 
Jacob L. Doty . .. .... . 
John Hart. ......... . 
John 0. Smith ...... . 
Mifflin W. Gibbs .... . 
Do ......... .. ..... ........ . 
Tampico, Mexico ............... . 
Do ........ .... .. .. . ..... .. . 
'ramsui, Formosa ............... . 
Samuel E. Magill ... . 
Neill E. Pressly ..... . 
James W. Davidson .. 
Rank. 
Vice and dep. com. agt. 
Consul. 











Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul-general. 
Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Commercial agent. 
Vice commercial agent. · 
Consul. 
Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul. 















Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul. 
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Tangier, Morocco. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Samuel R. Gunnere .. 1 Consul-general. 
Do.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ludlow Lilly . . . . . . . . Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Tarragona, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consular agent. 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras.......... Frederick H. Allison . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George Bernhard. . . . . Vice-consul. 
Teheran, Persia .................. Arthur S. Hardy .... , Consul-general. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Tyler. . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul-general. 
Teh uantepec and Salina Cruz, Mex. J ervas Jefferies. . . . . . Consular agent. 
Teneriffe, Canary Islands. . . . . . . . . Sol Berliner. . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Terceira, Azores. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henrique de Castro. . . Consular agent. 
Three Rivers, Quebec............ Urbain J. Ledoux . . . . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. W. Braman, jr ... · I Vice-consul. 
1'ien-Tsin, China .......... ... ... James W. Ragsdale ... Consul. 
Do ......................... Sylvester G. Hill .... 1 Vice-consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bertrand Ragsdale . . Marshal. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interpreter. 
Toronto, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William L. Sewell. . . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Raymond L. Sewell . Vice and ·deputy consul. 
Toreon, Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consular agent. 
Torrevieja, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jose Rodar. . . . . . . . . . Do. 
Toulon, France............. . . . . . Louis J. B. Jouve..... Do. 
Tovar, Venezuela ................ W. J. H. Muche . . . . . . Do. 
Townsville, ew South \Vales .... J. H. Rogers........ Do. 
Trapani, Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ignacio Marrone . . . . . Do. 
Trebizond, Turkey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. Z. Longworth. . . . . Do. 
Trenton, Ontario................ Stephen J. Young.... Consular agent. 
Trieste, Austria. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frederick W. Hossfeld Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Basil Bryce. . . . . . . . . . Vice and deputy consul 
Trinidad, West Indies ...... ... ... Alvin Smith......... Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chas. M. Godsoe. . . . . Vice-consul. 
Trinidad, Cuba............. .... . Carlos Yznaga....... Consular agent. 
Tromso, orway ..... .. ......... Richard Killengren.. Do. 
Troon, Scotland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Peter H. Waddell. . . . Do. 
Troyes, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gaston Baltet. . . . . . . . Do. 
Truxillo, Honduras ........ .... . ·1 H.P. Boyce .... · ...... 
1 
Do. 
:rruxillo, Peru............. ...... Edward Gottfried.... Do. 
fumbez, Peru ................... William Balami...... Do. 
Tunis, Africa .................... Alfred Chapelie...... Vice-consul. 
Tunstall, England ............... William H. Bradley . . Consul. 
Do.• ...................... 
1 
John H. Copestake ... Vic~ and deputy consul. 
Turin, Italy.............. .. ..... Percy McElrath...... Consul. 
Do... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hugo Pizzotti........ Vice-consul. 
Turks Island, \Vest Indies . .. ..... Henry H. Ellis....... Consul. 
Do..... ...... .............. William S. Jones..... Vice-consul. 
Tuxpan, Mexico ........... ... .. . Abram B. Jones ...... Consul. 
Do... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
tilla, Honduras .... ............ 1 Benjamin Johnston.. Consul. 
· Do......................... Robert Woodville.... Vice-consul. 
Val ra, enezuela. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consular agent. 
alparai o, Chile ................ John F . Caeles..... . Consul. 
r D? ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . August Moller, jr. . . . Vice-consul. 
v alenc1a, pain ...................................... ·1 Consul. 
Yalencia, Y n zuela . . . . . . . . . . . . . Otto H. Becker. . . . . . Consular agent. 
Yanc m· r, British Columbia..... L. Edwin Dudley.... Consul. 
. Do ......................... F. J. choefi Id ...... 
1 
Vice and deputy con ul. 
\emce, Italy .................... Henry A. Johnson .... Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frederick R ch teiner Vice and deputy con ul. 
Y ra ruz ::\Ie,·ico ............... \Yilliam \\. anada.. Consul. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jo e . Page. . . . . . . . . ice-consul. 
\'en·i r , B ·lgium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H ·nry I orlt. . . . . . . . . . Con ular agent. 
\"c,·cy, witz rlaml. ............. \\.illiamCuenocl...... Do. 
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UNITED STATES CONSULAR OFFICERS-Continued. 
Consular office. Consular officer. 
Victoria, Brazil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jean Zinzen ..... .. .. . 
Victoria, British Columbia ........ Abram E. Smith .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sitlney W. Smith .... . 
Victoria, Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William J. Storms ... . 
Viequez, Puerto Rico. . . . . . . . . . . . . H. Neron Longpre .. . 
Vienna,Austria... . .............. Carl Bailey Hurst ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Al vesto Hogue ...... . 
Vigo, Spain ..................... Enrique Mulder ... . . 
Vivero, Spain . . ...... . .. . ....... Joaquin Muniz ...... . 
Vladivostok, Russia ............. Richard T. Greener .. 
Wallaceburg, Ontario ............ Isaac G. Worden .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles B. Jackson .. . 
Warsaw, Russia .......... ... .. . . Joseph Rawicz ...... . 
Do ............................................. . . 
Waterford, Ireland ............... William H. Farrell .. . 
Waterloo, Quebec ..... . . ..... .... Arthur S. Newell .... . 
Waubaushene, Ontario ........... Ronald F. White .... . 
Weimar, Germany ........... ; ... Thomas E. Moore ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paul Teichmann .... . 
Wellington, New Zealand ........ John Duncan ....... . 
Weymouth, England .. ..... ...... Alfred C. Higgs .... . . 
Wiarton, Ontario ................ J. H. Tibeando ...... . 
Wiborg,Finland ................. C. E. Ekstrom ...... . 
Windsor, Nova Scotia ............ Joseph T. Hoke ..... . 
Do ........ .... . ..... .... ... John Nalder ........ . 
Windsor, Ontario .... ..... . ...... Julius Q-. Lay ..... .. . 
Do ......................... John M. Little ..... . 
Wingham, Ontario .......... ." .................... ..... . 
Winnipeg, Manitoba ........... .. W. H. H. Graham ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Hall ....... . 
Winterthur, Switzerland ... . ..... Heinrich Langsdorf.. 
·w oodstock, New Brunswick. . . . . . Frank C. Denison ... . 
· Do ........... : ............. John Graham ....... . 
Wolverhampton, England ........ John Neve .......... . 
Yafa, Syria. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. Hardegg ......... . 
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia .......... RadcliffeH. Ford .... . 
Do .................. . ..... ·. Ernest H. Armstrong. 
Yokohama, Japan ............... JohnF. Gowey ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John McLean ....... . 
Do ............. . ........ ... George H. Scidmore .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank Mowrer ...... . 
Zacatecas, Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. von Gehren ...... . 
Zante, Greece ................... Alfred L. Crowe ..... . 
Zanzibar, Africa ............. ... . John C. Billheimer .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seth A: Pratt ........ . 
Zittau, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William K. Herzog .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rudolph Konecke ... . 
Zurich, Switzerland.............. A. Lieberknecht ..... . 




















Commercial agent . . 






Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul. 
Vice and deputy consul. 
Consular agent. 
Consul. 







Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul-general. 
Vi9e and deputy consul-










Vice and deputy consul. 
[Authorized by the act of Congress approved June 20, 1864.) 
Joseph A. Springer . . . Habana. George H. Scidmore. . . Yokohama. 
Donnell Rockw~ll . ... Washington: St. Leger A. Touhay. . . Constantinople. 
Hubbard T. Smith .... Osa~aandH10go. G~or.ge H. Murphy .... Washington. 
Eel. P. MacLean .. .... Pans. Wilham Dulany Hunter Cairo. 
J. Allison Bowen ..... Paris. vV. Porter Boyd ........ Honolulu. 
Charles M. Wood.... Rome. Charles H. Day . ...... Berlin. 
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FOREIGN CONSULS IN THE UNITED STATES. 
ARGENTINA-BELGIUM. 
Residence. Name and jurisdiction. 
ARGENTINA. 
Mobile, Ala ............ . Manuel S. Macias . .............. . 
Lloyd D. Batre ...... . ....... . ... . 
San Francisco, Cal. .... . Wenceslao Y. Loaiza ...... . ..... . 
Fernandina, Fla ....... . Thomas C. Borden ........ . ...... . 
Pensacola, Fla ......... . Silverio de Castro ............... . 
Apalachicola, Fla ...... . 
J. Harris Pierpont. . . ... . .... . ... . . 
J, R. Kimball . ... . ............. . . 
Brunswick, Ga ......... . Rosendo Torras . . . .. ..... .. ...... . 
Savannah, Ga .......... . Andres E. Moyuelo .............. . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . P . L. Hudson .................... . 
New Orleans, La ....... . Juan O. Bigelow .... . ............ . 
Bangor, Me ............ . 
Portland, Me ........... . 
Baltimore,Md ......... . . 
J. Swett Rowe ................ .. . . 
Stephen R. Small ................ . 
C. M. Stewart ................... . 
Boston, Mass ........... . Guillermo McKissock ..... . ..... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . Carlos Rohl ..................... . 
For the United States. 
Felix L. de Castro ........ . ..... . . 
George Harriss ................. . . 
Guillermo P . Wilson . . . . ........ . . 
Samuel L. Biggers .......... .. .. . . 
Juan L. Dantzler ... . . . ...... . . .. . . 
With jurisdiction at Ship Island. 
Wilmington, N. C ...... . 
Philadelphia, Pa .... .. : .
1 St. Louis, Mo._ .......... 
1 
Pascagoula, Miss ........ 
1 
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY. 
Mobile, Ala ............. W. F. Stautz ...... .. .. . ...... . . . . 
San Francisco, Cal. .... . Francis Korbel. ................. . 
Pensacola, Fla. . . . . . . . . . H. Baars ................. . .... . . . 
Savannah, Ga. . . . . . . . . . . Ed ward Karow ................ . . . 
Chicago, Ill............. Maximilanus a Proskowetz ...... . . 
Eduard Claussenius . ..:. . ........ . .. . 
New Orleans, La ........ Franz Hindermann .... . ......... . 
Baltimore, Md ... ....... Ch. A. Martin ................... . 
Boston, Mass . . ..... . . ... Arthur Donner .............. . ... . 
St. Louis, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . Ferdinand Diehm .......... . ..... . 
ew York City, . Y.... Franciscus Stockinger ........... . 
Otto L. Eberhard ........ -........ -I 
Hazleton, Pa. . . . . . . . . . . Johann Nemeth ................. . I 
Philadelphia, Pa. . . . . . . . Alfred J. Ostheimer ............... 
1 
Arnold Katz .............. . ...... . 
Pittsburg, Pa ...... .. ... Thomas Dessewffy ............... . 
Charleston, S. C.. . . . . . . . Charles ·witte ................... . 
Richmond, Va .......... Christophorus·L. D. Borchers .. ... . 
Galv ton, Tex .......... I Carolus F. Prehn ................ . 
Iilwaukee, "\Vis........ Ernst von Baumbach ......... . ... . 
BELGH M. I 
:\labile, la ............. I 
Los ng-elc , al. ...... . 
'an Franci. co, Cal. .... . 
I 
Robert B. du Iont ............... . 
For the Alabama and Florida Gulf 
Coast. 
V. Ponet ........................ . 
Leon ui lain ................... . 
For \Yashing-ton, :\Iontana, regon, 















































Con ular agent. 
Con ul. 
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Residence. 
BELGIUM-continued. 
Denver, Colo ........... . 
Atlanta, Ga . .... . ..... . 
Savannah, Ga .......... . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . 
Louisville, Ky ......... . 
New Orleans, La . .... .. . 
Baltimore, Md ....... ... . 
Boston, Mass ........... . 
Detroit, Mich .. ....... . . 
St. Louis, Mo ........... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Omaha, Nebr. .......... . 
Portland, Oreg ......... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ....... . 
Pittsburg, Pa ........... . 
Charleston, S. C ....... . . 
Galveston, Tex ......... . 
Richmond, Va .......... . 
Green Bay,Wis ....... .. . 
Seattle, Wash .......... . 
BOLIVIA. 
BELGIUM-BRAZIL. 
Name and jurisdiction. 
J. Mignolet ...................... . 
For Colorado, Wyoming, and New 
Mexico. · 
Laurent de Give .. .. ............. . 
Leopold Charrier ................ . 
Ch. Henrotin ...... .............. . 
E. Girard . . . ................... . . 
For Kentucky, Tennessee, and Ohio. 
A. J. Landauer .................. . 
E. Dreuil. ....................... . 
Arnold Kummer ................. . 
For Maryland and Delaware. 
E. S. Mansfield .... . ............ . . 
For Massachusetts, Vermont, New 
Hampshire, and Maine. 
Theophile Frarn;ois .............. . 
Philippe Griiner .... .. ........... . 
For Missouri and Arkansas. 
Charles Mali .................... . 
For New York, New Jersey, Connecti-
cut, and Rhode Island. 
P. Mali ...... ... ..... ........ . .. . 
P. Ruysschaert .................. . 
For Nebraska and Kansas. 
Th. J. O'Connor .. ... ........... . ·. 
For Oregon,Washington, Idaho,and 
Montana. 
Paul Hagemans ... .... ........... . 
Fo~ the United States. 
C. W. Bergner .. .. .. .. ........... . 
For eastern Pennsylvania. 
A. Schneider ..... ..... .... .... . . . 
For western Pennsylvania. 
E.Wells ........ . ..... ... ... .... . . 
For North and South Carolina. · 
Francis Lammers. . . . . . . . . ...... . 
For Texas, Indian Territory, and Ok-
lahoma. 
W. 0. Nolting ................... . 
For Virginia and West Virginia. 
0. J.B. Brice .................... . 
For Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Da-
kota, and South Dakota. 
E. C. Newfelder ................. . 
Boston, Mass ............ W. H. Bowdlear ................. . 
Kansas City, Mo ..... . .. Edwin R. Heath ... .............. . 
New York City, N. Y .... Alejandro Santos ............... . 
Philadelphia, Pa. . . . . . . . Wilfred H:. Schoff .... ...... ...... . 
BRA~IL. 
Pensacola, Fla. . . . . . . . . . . Manuel F. Gonzales ....... ..... .. . 
Brunswick, Ga. . . . . . . . . . John R. Cook .. ... ..... .. .. .. .... . 
Savannah, Ga ........... William H. Adams ............... . 
New Orleans, La . . ...... Charles Dittman . ...... ..... ... , . 
Calais, Me .............. William A. Murch1~ .......... ... . . 
Baltimore, Md. . . . . . . . . . . Antonio Cerqueira de Mogalhaes .. 
Pascagoula, Miss. . . . . . . . Vicente Ros ..................... . 
St. Louis, Mo. . . . . . . . . . . Affonso de Figueiredo ............ . 
New York City, N. Y .... Antonio FontouraXavier ....... : .. 
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BRAZIL-DENMARK. 
Residence. Name and jurisdiction. Rank. 
BRAZIL-continued. 
Philadelphia, Pa ........ John Mason, jr. .......... ........ Vice-Consul. 
Charleston, S. C ..... . ... Charles F. Huchet................ Do. 
Norfolk, Va ............. Barton Myers..................... Do. 
For Norfolk and Newport News. 
CHILE. 
San Francisco, Cal. ...... Leoncio Tagle ................ . 
Walter D. Catton ......... . 
Savannah, Ga ........... Roberto P. Reppard ....... ....... . 
Chicago, Ill ............. M. J . Steffens .................... . 
New Orleans, La ........ James S. Zacharie ... . .. ..... ..... . 
Baltimore, Md .......... R. G. Leupold ................... . 
Boston, Mass. . . . . . . . . . . . Horacio N. Fisher ............... . 
New York City, N. Y .... Federico A. Beelen ............... . 
Portland, Oreg. . . . . . . . . . Fernando G. Ewald ............. . . 
Philadelphia, Pa ........ Edward Shippen ................. . 
Port Townsend, Wash ... Federico L. Macaundray ......... . 
Oscar Kloeker ................... . 















San Francisco, Cal. ...... Chang Yin-tung . ................. Consul-general. 
Ho Yow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Honolulu, Hawaii....... Yang Wei-pin.................... Do. 
New York City, N. Y .. . . Chung Pao-Hsi ... ... . . .. ... .. .. . Acting consui. 
COLOMBIA. 
Mobile, Ala ............ . 
San Francisco, Cal ...... . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Boston, Mass ........... . 
Detroit, Mich .......... . 
St. Louis, Mo .......... . 
New York City, N. Y . .. . 
Norfolk, Va ............ . 
COSTA RICA. 
an Francisco, Cal ...... . 
Denv r, Colo .... . ...... . 
ew rleans, La ....... . 
Baltimore, Md ......... . 
Bo ton, 'lass . ......... . . 
t. Loui fo .......... . 
ew York ity, . Y ... . 
incinnat ....... . 
Portland, ........ . 
Phila<l lpl a ...... .. 
ah·e. ton ........ . 
Dh.' :\IARK. 
Roberto Uricoechea ....... .. ..... . 
Adolfo Canal ......... . .......... . 
Erskine M. Phelps ............... . 
Escipion Canal. .......... .. ..... . 
Jorge Vargas Heredia ............ . 
Herman Freund ................. • I 
J. Arbuckle ...... .. ............. . 
Climaco Calderon . .............. . . 
Hugo Amal. ............ . ...... . 
Rafael Gallegos .................. . 
Jose Maria Tinoco ............ . .. . 
Casimiro Barela ....... . 
Lamar C. Quintero ..... ... ....... . 
William A. Riordan ...... . ...... . 
Joseph J. Corbett ................ . 
Eben Richards ............ .. .... . 
Juan J. lloa .................... . 
For the nited States. 
Juan J. lloa .. ......... ... ...... . 
Paul F. Walker .................. . 
randville . Ame ..... . .... . ... . 
Gu ·tave iederlein .............. . 























I bil , . la ............. W. II. Leinkauf .................. Vice-con ul. 
Littl • Ro k, • rk . . . . . . A.ug,.1. t un<lholm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
an Fran i Cal .. , ... H. JI. Birkholm .................. Con ul. 
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Residence. 
DENMARK-continued. 
Denver, Colo .. ....... .. . 
Apalachicola, Fla .... .. . 
Pensacola, Fla .. . .... .. . 
Savannah, Ga . ..... .... . 
Boise City, Idaho ....... . 
Chicago, Ill ... ... ...... . 
Story City, Iowa ........ . 
Kansas City, Kans ..... . 
Louisville, Ky ..... .... . 
N ~w Orleans, La ....... . 
Baltimore, Md .......... . 
Boston, Mass ... .. ...... . 
Detroit, Mich .......... . 
Rush City, Minn ....... . 
St. Paul, Minn ......... . 
Scranton, Miss ......... . 
St. Louis, Mo ........... . 
Omaha, Nebr. ........ .. . 
Gold Hill, Nev ...... .. . . 
Lovelocks, Nev ........ . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Wilmington, N. C ...... . 
Fargo, N. Dak ......... . . 
Cleveland, Ohio ........ . 
Portland, Oreg ......... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ... ... .. . 
Charleston, .S. C ........ . 
Galveston, Tex .... . .... . 
Salt Lake City, Utah . .. . 
orfolk, Va .......... .. . 
Seattle, Wash .......... : 
Racine, Wis ...... .... .. . 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. 
Jacksonville, Fla ....... . 
Boston, Mass ........... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Philadelphia~ Pa ....... . 
ECUADOR. 
DENMARK-ECUADOR. 
Name and jurisdiction. 
W. A. Grandjean .. . ... ... ... .. .. . 
Sol Brash ........ ...... ......... . 
Carl McKenzie Oerting ..... .... . . 
Christen l'.1. Holst ................ . 
WalterS. Bruce .................. . 
Christian H. Hansson ............ . 
For Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Michi-
gan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, 
Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Colo-
rado, South Dakota, North Dakota, 
Wyoming, and Utah. 
V. K. Assens .................. . 
W. D. Gandrup ................. . 
J ep. Hansen Mailand ........... . 
Charles E. Currie ............... . 
Dr. 0. R. Lanng .. · .............. . 
For Louisiana, Florida,Alabama, Mis-
sissippi, Arkansas, Texas, Indian 
Territory, and New Mexico. 
Th yge Soegaard ... , ............ . 
Morris Whitridge ............... . 
Gustaf Lundberg ............... . 
Gjert Lootz .................... . 
Peter Sorensen ................. . . 
F. Sneedorff Christensen ........ . 
John C. Nelson .... .. .... ....... . 
E. R. du Mont .............. ... . 
Christian Hedegaard ............ . 
Theodor Olsen ............. .. . .. . 
H. Harris ...................... . 
Peter Anker ............... . ... . . 
Louis 0. G. Amundsen ... ~ ...... . 
Alexander Severin Heide ........ . 
Henry Krogh ............... . ... . 
William Secher ............... . . 
Borge Kringelbach ....... .. .... . 
J. N. Wallen ................... . 
D. E. Huger Smith .... ...... ... . 
Frederick William Blake . ... .... . 
Peter Hansen ................... . 
James Iredell Jenkins .......... . 
John P. Jacobsen ....... .. ...... . 
Peter Bering Nelson .... . ...... . . 
Diego M. de Moya ... . . ........ . . 
Edwin M. Fowle ... ... ......... . 
Alejandro W oz y Gil ............. . 
For the United States. 
Santiago Porcella .. . ...... . ..... . 
Thomas B. Wanamaker ..... ..... . 
Los Angeles, Cal. . . . . . . . Tomas L. Duque ......... . ..... . 
San Francisco, Cal. .... .. Luis F. Lastreto ... ...... . ..... . . 
Chicago, Ill ........... .. 
1 
Luis Millet ............... .... ... . 
Boston, Mass. . . . . . . . . . . . Gustavo Preston ................ . 
New York City, N.Y .... Miguel Valverde ..... ........... . 






















































Name and jurisdiction. · Rank. 
Cincinnati, Ohio.. . . . . . . . David S. Rein berg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Honorary consul. 
Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Charleston, S. C. . . . . . . . Guillermo Oliveras Haal. . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
FRANCE: 
Birmingham, Ala .... ... . · Simon Klotz ..................... . 
Mobile, Ala ........ . .... Jean Marques .................... . 
Los Angeles, Cal ........ Leopold Loeb ........... ... .. .. . 
San Francisco, Cal. . . . . . . Adolphe A. L. G. D. de Trobriand .. 
San Jose, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . Pedro de Saisset .... ... ..... . .... . 
Apalachicola, Fla ........ Antoine Jean Murat ............. . 
Pensacola, Fla . . . . . . . . . . Joseph Dario Piaggio .. . .. .. ... . . . 
Tampa, Fla ... .. . .. ..... Vicente Guerra .................. . 
Savannah, Ga ... .. ...... F . Chastanet . . ...... . ... . ...... . 
Chicago, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . Henri Antoine Joseph Merou ..... . 
Louisville, Ky ..... . .... . 
ew Orleans, La ..... .. . 
Baton Rouge, La ....... . 
Portland, Me . ......... . 
Baltimore, Md .. .... ... . 
Boston, Mass .......... . 
Detroit, Mich .......... . 
St. Paul, Minn ... ...... . 
Kansas City, Mo ....... . 
St. Louis, Mo .......... . 
ew York City, N. Y ... . 
Cincinnati, Ohio .. ... .. . 
Portland, Oreg . ... ..... . 
Philadelphia, Pa . . ..... . 
Brownsville, Tex ....... . 
El Paso, Tex . .......... . 
Dallas, Tex . ...... .... . . 
Galveston, Tex ......... . 
an Antonio, Tex . . .... . 
Seattle, Wash .... ..... . . 
Tacoma, Wash ......... . 
GERMANY. 
fobile, Ala .... ..... : .. . 
San Franci co, Cal. . ... . 
\\'a. hingt. n, D. C ...... . 
Pensacola la ......... . 
arien, a ............ . 
a,·annah, a .. ........ . 
hicago, Ill ............ . 
For Colorado, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 
Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Min-
nesota, Missouri, Montana, Ne-
braska, Ohio, Wisconsin, and 
Wyoming. 
Michel Hermann . .... . ... . . . . . . . . 
Adrien Clement Laurent Cochilet . . 
For Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, 
Georgia, Louisiana, :N"ew Mexico, 
.Tennessee, Indian T erritory, and 
Texas. 
L. G. R. de Montluzin du Sanzay .. . 
Ernest de Beaufort Le Prohon .... . 
Leonce Rabillon .......... . ..... . 
Duncan Bailly Blanchard ..... .... . 
Joseph Belanger ....... ..... . .. .. . 
Fran~ois Celestin Boucher . . .. .... . 
Salmon Lang .... . ....... .. ...... . 
Louis SE>guenot .......... .. ...... . 
Fran~ois Edmond Bruwaert . . .... . 
Auguste L.A. Fredin ............ . 
Blaise Labbe .. ... ...... . ........ . 
Edouard Pesoli .................. . 
Celeston J agon ......... ... ...... . 
A. Courchesne ....... . . . ........ . 
Jean Baptiste Adoue ............. . 
James Alexander Dupas .......... . 
Edmond P. Clan don ........ .. ... . 
Andrien Monod ................. . 
Clinton Peyre Ferry ....... .... ... · 
E. Holz born .................. . .. . 
For Alabama and Florida. 
Adolph Rosenthal ............... . 
For Arizona, California , Idaho, Mon- , 
;ana, Nevada Oregon, Utah, Wash-
mgton, and Alaska. 
0 wald Lohan ....... . ..... .. .... . 
ngu t chmidt ................. . 
Jacob Rauer ..... ... ......... ... . 
Karl Biinz .. ..... . ............... . 
For 1·orth Dakota, South Dakota, 
Illinoi (except. t. Clair, Madison, 
and Ionroe counties), Iowa, '1ichi-
gan,. linne ola .• 'ebra ka, Wiscon-








































Fore-ign Consuls -in the Un-ited States. 
Residence. 
GERMANY-continued. 
Chicago, Ill .......... · .. . 
New Orleans, La . ...... . 
Baltimore, Md ......... . 
Boston, Mass ..... ... .. . 
St. Louis, Mo .......... . 
New York City, N. Y .... 
Wilmington, N. C .. .... . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ....... . 
Portland, Oreg ... : ..... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ....... . 
GERMANY-GREAT BRITAIN. 
Name and jurisdictbn. Rank. 
Franz Bopp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
E. von Mey sen bug. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
For Louisiana and Mississippi. 
Georg A. von Lingen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
For Maryland and the District of 
Columbia. 
Arthur J. Donner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
For Maine, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, and Rhode Island. 
Friedrich Meier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
For Arkansas, Colorado, Indian Ter-
ritory, Kansas, Missouri, New Mex-
ico, Tennessee, and St. Clair, Madi-
. son, and Monroe counties in Illinois. 
August Feigel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul-general. 
Ferdinand Ritschl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Paul Falcke .......... ~........ . . . Vice-consul. 
Eduard Peschau ............. .. . .'. Consul. 
Karl Pollier. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
For Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, and 
West Virg-inia. 
Carl von Wintzingerode.......... Do . . 
For Oregon ·and Idaho. 
Do. 
For Delaware and Pennsylvania. 
Friedrich Delvigne ......... . 
Charleston, S. C......... Charles Otto Witte ............... . 
Vice-consul. 
Consul. 
Galveston, Tex .......... Julius Runge .................... . 
Norfolk, Va ............. William Lamb ........... · ........ . 
Richmond,Va ........... Adolph Osterloh ................. . 
Tacoma, Wash .......... Hans Giese ...................... . 
GREAT BRITAIN. 
Mobile, Ala ............ . 
Los Angeles, Cal ....... . 
San Diego, Cal. ..... ... . 
San Francisco, Ca.I ...... . 
Denver, Colo ........... . 
Apalachicola, Fla ..... . . 
Fernandina, Fla ........ . 
Jacksonville, Fla . ..... . . 
Key West, Fla . ... ..... . 
Pensacola, Fla ......... . 
Port Tampa, Fla ........ . 
Punta Gorda, Fla ...... . 
St. Augustine, Fla ...... . 
Brunswick, Ga ......... . 
Darien, Ga ............. . 
Savannah, Ga ... .... ... . 
Chicago, Ill ........ .... . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Portland, Me. . ..... ... . 
Arthur Shirley Benn . . .... .. . .. .. . 
William Clayton Pickeysville ..... . 
For Los Angeles and Wilmington. 
William T. Allen ... ..... . ! ..... . . 
Joseph William Warburton ....... . 
For. California, Nevada, Utah, and 
Arizona. 
Wellesley Moore .... . .. ..... .. ... . 
Richard Pearce ........ .-. ... .. .' .. . 
H. L. Grady ..................... . 
E. V. Nicholl ..... . .............. . 
Edward Sudlow ................. . 
W. J. H. Taylor ........ ........ . . . 
Osmond C. Howe ................ . 
John Bradley .................... . 
John H. Farrington ......... . .... . 
John P. Dismukes ................ . 
Rosendo T orras ................ .. . 
Robert Manson ......... : ...... .. . 
Alexander Harkness ............. . 
Wilham Wyndham .............. . 
Forillinois Iowa, Wisconsin, Minne-
sota, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Mon-
tana, Wyoming, Missouri, Okla-
homa, and Indian Territory. 
Arthur Radcliffe Getty . .. ........ . 
Arthur Vansittart ........ .. .... , . 
For Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi, 
Alabama, and Florida. 
William Johnson ................ . 
James A. Donnelly ............ : ... . 





























280 Congressional Directory. 
GREAT BRITAIN-GREATER REPUBLIC OF CENTRAL AMERICA. 
Residence. 
GREAT BRI').'AIN-cont'd. 
Baltimore, Md ......... . 
Boston, Mass ........... . 
St. Paul; Minn ......... . 
Biloxi, Miss ............ . 
. Pascagoula, Miss ....... . 
Kansas City, Mo ....... . 
St. Louis, Mo .......... . 
Omaha, Nebr .......... . 
New York City, N. Y: .. . 
Wilmington, N. C ...... . 
Astoria, Oreg .......... . 
Portland, Oreg ......... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ... .... . 
Providence. R. I .... ... . 
Beaufort, s: C ......... . 
Charleston, S. C ........ . 
Galveston, Tex ..... ... . . 
Sabine Pass . . .......... . 
Alexandria, Va ......... . 
Newport ews, Va ...... . 
orfolk, Va ............ . 
Richmond, Va ......... . 
Port Townsend, Wash .. . 
Tacoma, \,Vash ......... . 
GREATER REPUBLIC OF 
CE 'l'RAL AMERICA. 
(Honduras, Nicaragua, 
and . alvador.) 
Name and jurisdiction•. 
Gi11:>ert Fraser ................... . 
For Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, 
and Kentucky. 
Abraham George Coates .......... . 
Sir Domi11:ic Ellis Colnaghi ....... . 
For Massachusetts, Vermont, New 
Hampshire, and Maine. 
Willoughby Herbert Stuart ....... . 
Edward H. Morphy .............. . 
James J. Lemon ......... ....... . . 
William Ozro Clark .............. . 
P. E. Burrough .................. . 
Western Basco me ................ . 
Mathew Alexander Hall .......... . 
Percy Sanderson ................ . 
For NewYork,Delaware, New Jersey, 
Rhode Island, and Connecticut. 
Andrew P. Bennett ..... ...... .. . . 
Charles Alexander S. Perceval .... . 
Joseph Poulter Smithers ......... . 
James Sprunt ................... . 
Peter L. Cherry ................. . 
James Laidlaw .............. .... . 
For Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. 
Robert Charles Clipperton ........ . 
For Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and 
Michigan. 
Charles B. C. Clipperton. . . . .... . 
G-eorge A. Stockwell .... ... ...... . 
John Ernest Kessler ...... . . . .... . 
For Beaufort and Port Royal. 
Henry W. R. de Coetlogon ....... . 
For North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Georgia, and Tennessee. 
Horace Dickinson Nugent ........ . 
• For Texas and New Mexico. 
Alexander Roland ............... . 
John J. Jameson ......... ...... . . 
James Haughton ................. . 
Barton Myers ................... . 
Philip Arthur Sherard Brine ...... . 
Oscar Kloeker .......... . ........ . 
Rev. J. B. Alexander ............. . 
For Tacoma and Seattle. 
Mobile, Ala ............. Luis Moraguez .................. . 
Lo Angeles, Cal. . . . . . . . Tomas Dowell ................... . 
an Diego, al. ......... Toma L. Duque ............ ..... . 
, an Franci co, Cal . . . . . . Eustorg10 Calderon .............. . 
Chicago, ~11. ............ 
1 
G or15e F. tone ...... .. .. ... ... . . 
Kansa City, Kans . . . . . . E<lwm R. Heath .... ...... .. . . .. . 
Loui vill , Ky .......... James F. Buckner ............... . 
... -ew rlean ·,La..... . . . :\Ionico ordova ................. . 
\ ictor J. Botto . .... .. . .... ... ... . 
E. H rnandez ................... . 
Baltimore, :\Id . . . . . . . . . . . :\1 rton , tewart, jr ............ . 
ctr it, ... Iich ........ , . . Jo. epb ... 1. Bre:ler ................ . 













































Foreign Consuls in the United States. 
GREATER REPUBLIC OF CENTRAL AMERICA-ITALY. 
Residence. 
GREATER REPUBLIC OF 
CENTRAL AMERICA-
continued. 
St. Louis, Mo ..... . .... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Philadelphia, Pa .... · ... . 
Galveston, Tex ... . .. ... . 
Seattle, Wash .. .. ...... . 
GREECE. 
Name and jurisdiction. 
L. D. Kingsland . ............ ... . . 
Nicanor Bolet Peraza ... . .... .... . 
Ernest Schernikow . .......... ... . 
Robert J. Winsmore .............. . 
A. Ferrier ....................... . 








San Francisco, Cal. ... .. Auguste Goustiaux ............... Consul. 
Chicago, Ill.... . . . . . . . . . Charles Hutchinson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul-general. 
Boston, Mass ........... Demosthenes Th. Timayenis ..... . Consul. 
St. Louis, Mo ........... Demetrius Jannopoulos . . .. . ...... Vice-consul. 
New York City, N. Y .... D. N. Botassi . . ...... . ............ Consul-general. 
Norfolk, Va . ............ Petros A. Agelastos ... ..... ...... . Vice-consul. 
GUATEMALA. 
Mobile, Ala ... . ......... Jean Marquez .... ...... .... . .... . 
San Francisco, Cal. . . . . . Miguel Carrillo .................. . 
Chicago, ~11 ............ · [ George F. Stone ................. . 
Kansas City, Kans ...... Edwin R. Heath . . . ... . .. .... .. .. . 
Louisville, Ky .......... [ James F. Buckner, jr .. ... .. .. ... . . 
New Orleans, La ....... . ! Julio Novella .................... . 
Baltimore, Md ......... _ I C. Morton Stewart, jr .. .. ... . . ... . 
Boston,Mass ...... . ..... Benj: Preston Clark .. . ... .... .. . . 
St. Louis, Mo ........... L. D. Kingsland ................. . 
New York City, N . Y . . .. Joaquin Yela .................... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ....... . Samuel Welsh ................... . 
Seattle, Wash ........... Edwin Hughes ..... ... .... . . .... . 
HAITI. 
Mobile, Ala . . . . .... .. .. . 
Chicago, Ill .. .. .. . ..... . 
Bangor, Me ............ . 
Boston, Mass .. .. ....... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Wilmington, N. C ...... ." 
Savannah, Ga .......... . 
HONDURAS. 
· ( See Greater Republic of 
Central America.) 
ITALY. 
Jean Marques ................... . 
Cuthbert Singleton ............. . 
Pre. Mcconville ......... .' ...... . 
Benjamin C. Clark ............. . 
Joseph Nicolas ............... . . . 
E . D. Bassett ................... . 
William M. Cumming .......... . 
T. B. Harris . ............. ... ... . 
Mobile, Ala. . . . . . . . . . . . . Angelo Festorazzi ....... . ...... . . 
San Francisco, Cal. . . . . . . Cav. Francisco Bruni Grimaldi .... . 
F(?r Cali fornia, N ev~da, Oregon, Wash-
ington, Alaska,Anzona, Idaho,Mon-
tana, Wyoming, and New Mexico. 
Carlo Filippo Serra ........ : . ... . 
Cesare Poma ...... . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . 
Denver, Colo .. . ......... . ... .. ............ . ............. . 
Washington, D. C ...... . Carlo Filippo Eysmans .......... . 

































KeyWest,Fla .......... . 
Pensacola, Fla ... · ....... . 
Savannah, Ga .......... . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . 
Louisville, Ky .......... . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Bangor, Me ............ . 
Baltimore, Md.. . ...... . 
Boston, Mass ........... . 
Calumet, Mich .... ..... . 
Vicksburg, Miss .. ...... . 
Kansas City, Mo ........ . 
St. Louis, Mo ........... . 
Buffalo, N. Y .......... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ....... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ..... · .. . 
Pittsburg, Pa . .. ....... . 
Scranton, Pa .. ...... • ... . 
Charleston, S. C ........ . 
Memphis, Tenn ........ . 
Galveston, Tex ......... . 
Richmond, Va ......... . 
orfolk, Va ............ . 
Seattle, Wash .......... . 
JAPAN. 
San Francisco, Cal. .... . 
Honolulu, Hawaii. ..... . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . 
ew Orlean , La ....... . 
ew York City, N. Y ... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ....... . 
alveston, Tex ........ . . 




Name and jurisdiction.· 
Pedro Solis ...................... . 
Giovanni B. Cafiero ........... ... . 
Trapani Luigi .. ...... ........... . 
Antonio Ladislao Rozwadowski .... ! 
For Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wis- I 
cousin, Iowa, Minnesota, and Mis-
souri. 
Giuseppe Cuneo ................. . 
Carlo Magenta ................... . 
For Louisiana, Texas, Mississippi, Ar-
kansas, Alabama, Florida, Tennes-
see,and Indian Territory. 
Rowland W. Stewart ............. . 
Prospero Schiaffino .............. . 
Ro~co Brindisi .................. . 
Giacomo Rubes Lisa ............. . 
Cav. Natale Piazza ............... . 
Gerolamo Fedeli ... .............. . 
Domenico Ginocchio ... ...... .. .. . 
Giovanni Banchetti .............. . 
Cav. Giovanni Branchi ........... . 
For New York, Maine, Vermont, New 
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Con-
necticut, Rhode Islanq, New Jersey, 
Ohio, Kentucky. Virginia, West Vir-
ginia, North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Georgia, and Tennessee. 
Alberto Mori Ubaldini Alberti .... . 
Apollinare Burdese .............. . 
Augusto Ravogli ...... ....... .... . 
For Pennsylvania, Maryland, and 
Dclaware. · 
Guiseppe Natali .............. . .. . 
F. Tiscar ........................ . 
Luigi Mollo ..................... . 
Rolando Arata ................... . 
Clemente Nicolini. .............. . 
Armin Pollak .................... . 
I. Davis Reed ................... . 





























Mutsu Hirokichi ........... .. ... . Co11sul. 
Saitow Miki .................... . 
Nosse Tatsugoro . ............... . 
John W. Phillips ............... . . 
Shimamura Hisashi .............. . 
SadazuchiUchida ............ .... . 
A. J. Ostheimer ..... ............. . 
Robert Bornefeld .. ... ... ........ . 









ew York City, .J. T. Y. . . . Everett Frazar .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II on o ra r y con ·ul-
general. 
LIB1':RIA. 
~ w rl an. , La . . . . . . . . L. H. Reynolds .. ........ ....... . 
Baltimore i\Irl .......... \V. E. H ffman ................ . 




Bo. t n. Ia ............ Charle. Hall dams ............. . 
~ cw York City . ·. Y .... Fre<l ri k \\'.Yates .............. . 
Philadelphia, I a ........ Robert C . . Moon ................ . Do. 
Foreign Consuls -in the Un-ited States. 
LIBERIA-NETHERLANDS. 
Residence. Name and jurisdiction. Rank. 
LIBERIA-continued. 
Washington, D. C .. ..... H. M. Turner ..................... Consul. 
For the District of Columbia and the 
Southern States. 
MEXICO. 
Mobile, Ala ............ . William A. Le Baron ............. . 
Nogales, Ariz .......... . 
Phcenix, Ariz .......... . 
Manuel Mascarenas ............. . 
Leon Vargas Navarro ............ . 
Bisbee, Ariz ............ . Maximino Gavito ................ . 
San Diego, Cal. ........ . 
San Francisco, Cal. .... . 
Denver, Colo ........... . 
Antonio V. Lomeli ............... . 
Alejandro K. Coney . ............. . 
Casimiro Barela. . . . . ........ , .. . 
Pensacola, Fla ......... . Abraham Diaz ................... . 
Chicago, Ill. : .......... . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Jaime N. Moreno ................ . 
Felipe Berriozabal. .............. . 
Jose Jacinto Jiminez .. .. . . ....... . 
Baltimore, Md ......... . M. Torres y Sagaseta ............ . 
Boston, Mass ........... . Arturo P. Cushing ............... . 
Frederick 0. Houghton ........... . 
Pascagoula, Miss ........ . 
Kansas City, Mo ....... . 
Vicente Ros ..................... . 
Enrique Guerra .................. . 
St. Louis, Mo .. ........ . 
Hiram S. Thompson ............. . 
Enrique Sardaneta ............... . 
Deming, N. Mex ....... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Juan ~. Z~_:110rano ............... . 
Agust111 Pma .................... . 
Juan N. Navarro ................. . 
Ramon Vicente Williams ......... . 
Portland, Oreg, ........ , 
Philadel32hia, Pa ....... . 
Brown_sv1lle, Tex ....... . 
Corpus Christi, Tex .... . 
Eagle Pass, Tex ........ . 
El Paso, Tex ........... . 
Frank A. Spencer ............ · ... . 
Ernesto Subikurski. ............. . 
Miguel Barraga .................. . 
Joaquin Diaz Prieto .............. . 
Francisco de P. Villasana ........ . 
Francisco Mallen ......... . ...... . 
Jacobo Blanco ... ..... . ........ .. . 
Laredo, Tex ........... . Gonzalo Sanchez ................ . 
Rio Grande City, Tex ... . Alberto Leal. .... ................ . 
Roma, Tex ............ . 
Sabine Pass, Tex ....... . 
Jose Quinones ........ ....... .. .. . 
E. F. Goddard ....... ........ ... . 
San Antonio, Tex ...... . Plutarco Ornelas ................ . 





































New York City, N. Y.... J. Dupas ......................... . Consul. 
NETHERLANDS. 
Mobile, Ala ............ . 
San Francisco, Cal. .... . 
Pensacola, Fla ......... . 
Savannah, Ga .......... . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Baltimore, Md .......... I 
W. H. Leinkauf. ................ . 
P. J. van Loben Sels. ............ . 
A. Zelius ........................ . 
W. de Bruyn Kops ............... . 
G. Birkhoff, jr ................... . 
For. Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, 
M111nesota, Nebraska, North Da-
kota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Mon-
tana, and Idaho. 
A. Schreiber ..................... . 
For Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, 
and Florida. 










Residence. Name and jurisdiction. Rank. 
NETHERLANDS-cont'd. 
Boston, Mass . ....... ... . C. V. Dasey . .................... . Consul. 
For Massac_husetts, Maine, Rhode 
Island, New Hampshire, and Ver-
mont. 
Grand Rapids, Mich .. .. . John Steketee ..... .......... ..... . Vice-consul. 
St. Paul, Minn ......... . J. B. Hartsinck .................. . Do. 
Do. Shieldsboro, Miss . ..... . L. H. Von Gohren ... . .. : ........ . 
For Bay St. Louis. 
St. Louis, Mo .......... : B. B. Haagsma ............. . .... . Consul. 
For Missouri, Iowa, Kansas.Colorado, 
Arkansas, Utah, New Mexico, and 
Arizona. 
New York City, N. Y .... J. R. Planten ......... .. ......... . Consul-general. 
Cincinnati, Ohio ... . ... . 
Charleston, S. C ........ . 
Galveston, Tex ......... . 
Norfolk, Va ............ . 
Philadelphia, Pa ....... . 
NICARAGU<\.. 
( See Greater Republic of 
Central America.) 
ORANGE FREE STATE. 
For New York, New Jersey, and Con-
necticut. 
Willem M. B. Gravenhorst ....... . 
F. Matt ......................... . 
For Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and 
Tennessee. 
A. F. de Jersey ................. . 
E. S. Flint ...................... . 
Barton Myers ................... . 







New York City, N. Y.... Charles D. Pierce................. Consul-general. 
PARAGUAY. 
San Francisco, Cal . . . .. . 
Washington, D. C ...... . 
Chicago, Ill. ........... . 
ew York Cii:y, N. Y ... . 
PERSIA. 
Petrus Justus van Loben Sels. . . . . . Consul. 
John Stewart........ . ......... ... Consul-general. 
Alejandro Ste. Croix. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Felix Aucaigne. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul-general. 
William Evarts Richards . .... . .... Consul. 
ew York City, N. Y .... H. R. Pratt ....................... Consul-general. 
PERU. 
Mobile, Ala ............ . 
an Francisco, Cal ..... . 
Washington, D. C ....... . 
Key \ e t, Fla ...... ... . 
hicago, Ill ............ . 
Baltimore, Md ......... . 
Carlos H. Brown .. ... ...... ...... . 
R. B. Hine ........... ... ........ . 
Clifford Stevens Walton .......... . 
Jo e D. Pozo y Estenos .. .. .. ..... . 
Charle H. Sergel ................ . 
0. G. H. Kehrhahn .............. . 







Do .. Bo ton, 1a 
~ew York . Y. . . . Federico Bergmann .............. . Con ul-general. 
Consul. Franci co Perez de Velasco ....... . 
w rl an , La ........ 
1 
David Carlo Hollander .......... . 
Philad lphia, Pa . ........ Wilfr do H. choff .. . .. .... .. . .. . 
Do. 
Honorary consul. 
P RT G 
n ranci 
L. I 
al . . . . . . Igna i R. la ta Duarte. . . . . . . . Con ul. 
H nriqu Laid! y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ice-consul . 
• 




Pensacola, Fla ......... . 
Brunswick, Ga ......... . 
Savannah, Ga .......... . 
Chicago, Ill .. .......... . 
New Orleans, La ...... . . 
Baltimore, Md ......... . 
Boston, Mass ........... . 
New Bedford, Mass ..... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ... .... . 
Newport News, Va ..... . 
RUSSIA. 
Mobile, Ala ............ . 
San Francisco, Cal ..... . 
Pensacola, Fla ..... ... . . 
Savannah, Ga .......... . 
Chicago, Ill ........ .... . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Baltimore, Md ......... . 
Boston, Mass ........ . .. . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Portland, Oreg ...... ... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ....... . 
Charleston, S. C ........ . 
Galveston, Tex ......... . 
SALVADOR. 
( See Greater Republic of 
Central America.) 
SIAM. 
Name and jurisdiction. 
Juan L. Borras ................... . 
Rosendo Torras ... . .... . .. ...... . 
Luigi Trapani ................... . 
S. Chapman Simms .............. . 
Maurice Generell y ......... ... ... . 
Frank Frick, jr .................. . 
Viscount de Valle da Costa ....... . 
Jayme Mackay d'Almeida ........ . 
For Boston and its district. 
Antonio Zerbone ........ .. ....... . 
Luis Augusto de M. P. de A. Taveira 
Adelino Antonio Fen-eira ......... . 
John Mason, jr .................. . 
James Haught9n ................ . 
Murray Wheeler ................. . 
Wladimir Artzimovitch ....... .. . . 
Horace G. Platt ................. -1 
S. F. Chipley ..................... · 1 
Joseph Wilder ................... . 
Paul Thal. ....... ...... ......... . · 
R. H. Nestler .... . ............... . i 
Charles Nitze ................... . I 
Charles F. Wyman ............... . 
Wladimir Teplow .... .... .. ..... . 
Christian G. Petersen .... . .... ... . 
Gustave Wilson . . ....... ..... . .. . 
William R. Tucker .. .... ... : .... . 
Stephen R. Bell ... · ............... . 































New York City, N. Y.... Isaac T. Smith.................... Consul-general. 
SPAIN. 
Los Angeles, Cal .... . Gregorio del Amo y Gonzalez de la 
Riva. 
San Francisco, Cal. .... . . 
Cedar Keys, Fla . . ...... . 
Felipe Castro y de los Rios . .. .... . 
James 0. Andrews ............. .' .. 
Key West, Fla ..... .... . Joaquin Carsi ... ...... .......... . 
Rafael Seco ..................... . 
Jacksonville, Fla ....... . 
Pensacola, Fla ........ . 
St. Augustine, Fla ... . . . 
Tampa, Fla .. .. ....... . 
Brunswick, Ga ... . ... . . 
Juan Potons y Martinez ... . . ... .. . 
J nan L. Borras ....... ........ .... . 
Venancio Sanchez ............... . 
Pedro Solis y Arias .. . .... .. . .... . 
Jose Buizas y.de Dalman .... . ... . 
Rosendo Torras .................. . 
Savannah, Ga ......... . 
Chicago, Ill.. . . . . . . . · 
For Brunswick, Darien, and Dobov. 
Rafael Lopez Lago ........ .. .. -.. . 
Hobart C. Taylor .. .. ............ . 
















286 Congressional Directory. 
SPAIN-SWEDEN AND NORWAY. 
Residence. Name and jurisdiction. 
SPAIN-continue.d. 
New Orleans, La .... .... Narcisco Perez Petinto ........... . 
Enr1que Somoza y Tenreiro ...... . 
Portland, Me . . . . . . . . . . . E. de B. Le Prohon .............. . 
Baltimore, Md .......... Prospero Schiaffino . .. .. .. .. ..... . 
Boston, Mass ... . ... .... . Manuel Garcia Cruz ............. . 
Detroit, Mich.. . ........ G. G. Griffiths .. .. ... ........... . 
Kansas City, Mo ......... Enrique Guerra .................. . 
St. Louis, Mo ..... ...... MarianoRivera .................. . 
Portsmouth, N. H ....... Robert 0. Treadwell ............. . 
Jersey City, N. J ....... . Manuel de Tornos ............... . 
New York City, N. Y . .. . Arturo Baldasano y Topete ....... . 
Wilmington, N. C ...... . 
Mariano Fabregas y Sotelo ....... . 
Frederic Ancrum Lord ........... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ....... . Joaquin Torroja .......... ....... . 
Manuel Maria Coll .............. . 
Charleston, S. C ....... . William Alfred Merchant ........ . 
Galveston, Tex .......... Bernardo J. Gautier .............. . 
Norfolk, Va ............. Arthur C. Humphreys ............ . 
Richmond, Va .......... H. R. Baldwin ................... . 
SWEDEN AND NORWAY. 
Mobile, Ala ..... , . . . . . . . William H. Leinkauf ......... .... . 
San Diego, Cal. . . . . . . . . . Edgar Gilkey Dulin .. . ....... ... . 
San Francisco, Cal.... . . . Knud H. Lund . ...... .......... . . 
For California, Oregon, Washington, 
and Alaska. . 
San Pedro, Cal. ......... George H. Peck, jr .... ...... . ... . 
Denver, Colo ............ Hjalmar R. Sahlgaard ........... . 
Washington, D. C ....... Per Edward A. Peterson ......... . 
Apalachicola, Fla ....... Antoine J. Murat ................ . 
Key West, Fla ....... ... William J. H. Taylor. ............ . 
Pensacola, Fla.......... C. F. Boysen .. · .................. . 
Brunswick, Ga. . . . . . . . . . Rosendo Torras .................. . 
Darien, Ga .............. Robert Manson .................. . 
Savanriah, Ga ........... C. M. Holst ..................... . 
Chicago, Ill ............. John R. Lindgren ............... . 
Sioux City, Iowa ........ Olaf R. Wulfsberg ............ .. . 
ew Orleans, La ........ 
1 
Pearl Wight ..................... . 
Portland, Me ........... Tewksbury L. Sweat ............. . 
Baltimore, Md . . ....... ·I Herman Rauschenberg .......... . 
Bo ton, Ma s ............ Gjert Loots ..................... . 
Grand Haven, Mich ..... Carl ·T. Pagelson ................. . 
St. Paul, Minn . . ........ Engelbreth H. Hobe .. ....... .... . 














































Do . Omaha, .i. .,.ebr .......... · / Erneric M. Stenberg ............. . 
.. ·cw York City, . Y .... Karl . L \Voxen .............. . Consul. 
For Atlantic aud Gulf coast ports. 
/ Chri top her Ra vn ........... . .... . 
Wilmington, ... •. C ...... Alexandr,'. Heide .............. . 
Cle\'elancl, hi ......... Laurentiu L. Ialm ..... .... ..... I 
Portlancl, )reg ..........• rthur\Vil.011.-; ................. . 
Philadelphia, Pa ........ J. .... \Vall m .................... . 
H aufort, . . . . . . . . . . . .. "iel. Christensen ................ . 
harl ton,:. C ......... Carl tto\Vittc .................. . 









Foreign Consuls in the United States. 
SWEDEN AND NORWAY-U:RUGUAY. 
Residence. Name and jurisdiction. 
SWEDEN AND NORWAY-
continued. 
Galveston, Tex ......... Bertrand Adoue ................. . 
Great Lake City, Utah .. Severin Sivertsen Johnson ....... . 
Norfolk, Va ............. William Lamb ................... . 
Port Townsend, Wash ... Eugene Biondi ................ . . . 
Seattle, Wash ........... Andrew Chilberg ................ . 
Madison, Wis ..... ...... Halle Steensland ................ . 
SWITZERLAND. 
San Francisco, Cal ...... . 
Denver, Colo . .......... . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . 
Louisville, Ky ......... . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
St. Paul, Minn ........ . . 
St. Louis, Mo .... . ..... . 
NewYorkCity,N. Y .... . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ....... . 
Portland, Oreg ......... . 
Philadelp~ia, Pa .... ... . 
Galveston, Tex ......... . 
TURKEY. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Chicago, Ill .......... .. . 
Boston, Mass .. . ........ . 
New York City, N. Y . .. . 
URUGUAY. 
Mobile, Ala ...... . 
San Francisco, Cal ... . 
Pensacola, Fla ....... . 
St. Augustine, Fla .. . 
Apalachicola, Fla . . .... . 
Brunswick, Ga ......... . 
Darien, Ga ........ . 
Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . ... . . . 
New Orleans, La . .. .... · I 
Calais, Me ..... . .... . .. . 
Antoine Borel ................... . 
For California and Nevada. 
Emile-Jaques Reithmann . . ....... . 
For Colorado, Utah, New :vlexico, 
and Arizona. 
Arnold Holinger ................. . 
For Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, ·and 
northern Illinois. 
J. C. Baumberger ................ . 
For Kentucky and Tennessee. 
Emile Hohn .................... . 
For Louisiana, Alabama, Arkansas, 
and Mississippi. 
Gottfried Stamm . .. .... . ......... · 
For Minnesota, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, and Wyoming. 
Jacques Buff . . .. ... . ............. . 
Jacques Bertschmann ............ . 
For New York, Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, 
Vermont, a nd Connecticut. 
James E. Robert .... . ............ . 
Frederick-Jean Diem ... . ...... .. . 
For Ohio and Indiana. 
Charles Bircher . .. ......... . .. . . . 
R. i{~i~it~•. ~-a~~~~~t_o_n,' ·a-~~ ~~~~~-
For Pennsylvania and Ne_w Jersey. 
Werner Itschner ................ . 
Ulrich M iiller .. . .. ... .......... . 
George E. Hall .................. . 
Charles Henrotin ....... .. ....... . 
Constantin Sursock Effendi .. ... . . 
Mr. Macomber .. ... .. . . ......... . 
Mundji Bey .. ... .... . ...... ..... . 
Assim Bey . .. . .. . ....... . ...... . . 
Louis M. Moragues .............. . 
Jose Costa ....................... . 
Thomas C. Watson ............... . 
Francisco B. Genovae ..... . ...... . 
Antoine Jean Murat ... .. . . ....... . 
Henry T. Dunn ... .. ........ .. . . . . 
Rafael S. Salas .................. . 
Carlos C. Turner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
For Missouri, Ohio, and Illinois. 
Gilbert H. Green ...... ... . ... . . . . 
For Louisiana. 
R. W. Stewart ........... ....... . . 







































Bangor, Me ......... . ... , 




Baltimore, Md ......... . 
Bosto1_1, Mass ........... . 
Scranton, Miss . . ....... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Wilmington, N. C .... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ....... . 
Charleston, S. C .... .... . 
Galveston, Tex ......... . 
Norfolk, Va ............ . 
Richmond, Va. . . . ..... 
VENEZUELA. 
Los Angeles, Cal. ...... . 
San Francisco, Cal ..... . 
Pensacola, Fla ......... . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . 
Des Moines, Iowa ...... . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Detroit, Mich .......... . 
St. Paul, Minn ......... . 
St. Louis, Mo .......... . 
Jersey City, N. J ....... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Norfolk, Va ............ . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ... . ... . 
Philadelphia, Pa .... . .. . 
Congressional Directory. 
URUn-UA Y-VENEZUELA. 
Name and jurisdiction. 
Prudencio de Murguiondo .. .... .. . 
For the United States. 
Leonce Rabillon ................. . 
Arthur Carroll ... ... . .. . ......... . 
For Boston and Salem. 
Vicente Ross .. . ...... ........... . 
For Mississippi, and islands adjacent 
thereto, including Ship Island. 
Thomas A. Eddy .... : ........... . 
Wallace B. Flint ... ........ .. .... . 
For North Carolina. 
Eduardo Fornias ................ . 
Carlos F. Huchet ..... . : ..... . ... . 
Arturo Homer ..... .. . .... .... . .. . 
Carlos M. Barnett . . ..... .. ... ... . 
For Norfolk, Newport News, and 
Yorkton. 
George H. Barksdale ............. . 
Giullermo Andrade ............. . . 
Adolfo Canal .................... . 
I. L. Borras ... ..... ............. . 
R. Philip Gormully ........ . ..... . 
Philip Hanna ..... ............. . 
Alejandro Frias ............ . ..... . 
Charles E. Bresler ............... . 
Eng. Alex. Bresler ............... . 
J. M. Pottgeiser ................. . 
Herman Meinhard ............. . . . 
Franz Muller .................. . . 
A. E. Delfi.no .................... . 
Cesar Zumeta ....... .. ........ . . . 
Hugo Amal ........... · .......... . 
Paul T. Walker .................. . 
Federico Puga ................... . 































The District of Columbia. 
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
DISTRICT GOVERNMENT. 
(Offices, 464 Louisiana avenue NW.) 
Commissioners.-Johl.1 B. Wight, r767 Q street NW.; John W. Ross, The Varnum. 
Capt. Lansing H. Beach, 1327 Twenty-first street NW. . . 
Secretary.-William Tindall, 2ro3 California avenue, Washmgton Heights. 
Secretaries to Commissioners.-Francis Nye, 936 0 street NW.; Frank C. Roach, 447 
P street NW.· Moncure Burke, 1802 Wyoming avenue. 
Superintendent of Charities.-Herbert W. Lewis, Kensington, Md .. 
Clerks, Executive Office.-Clifford Howard, 218 A street SE.; Daniel Curry, 602 A 
street NE.; William F. Meyers, 728 Third street NE. 
DISTRICT OFFICERS. 
Attorney.-Sidney S. Thomas, 1726 Twentieth street NW.; office, 452 D street NW. 
Assistant Attorney.-A. B. Duvall, 1831 M street NW. 
Collector of Taxes.-E. G. Davis, 22II R street NW. 
Assessor.-Matthew Trimble, 1320 Rhode Island avenue. 
Assistant Assessors.-E. W.W. Griffin, 412 NewYork avenue NW.; Goff A. Hall, 6o 
C street NW. 
Special Assessment Clerk. - John W. Daniel, 1622 Riggs place NW. 
Board of Assistant Assessors and Excise Board.-James A. Bates, corner Second and 
T streets NE., Eckington; J. Harrison Johnson, 709 C street SW.; Samuel T. G. 
Morsell, 921 M street NW.; clerk to Excise Board, Roger Williams, r8 Third 
street NE. 
Auditor.- J. T. Petty, 3331 0 street NW. 
Disbu.rsi11g Officer.-Hopewell H. Darneille, 1753 Q street NW. 
Property Clerk.-F. 0. Beckett, 913 M street NW. 
Coroner.-William P. Carr, corner Vermont avenue and L street NW. 
Surveyor.-Henry B. Looker, 3u2 Q street NW. 
Inspector of Bztildings.-John B. Brady, ror2 B street SW. 
Su,perintendent of Public Schools.-William B. Powell, 14ro N street NW. 
Superi1ttendent of Colored Schools .-George F . T. Cook, 1212 Sixteenth street NW. 
Clzief Clerk Engineer D epartment.-Abner Y. Lakenan, 6o4 Tenth street SW. 
Computing Engineer.-C. B. Hunt, 2015 N street NW. 
Assista1tt Engzneer.- Wm. P. Richards, 309 Elm street NW. 
Superi11tc11dent of Water D eparfrnent.-W. A. McFarland, 3531 Brown street NW. 
Water R egistrar. - George F. Green, 3018 Dumbarton avenue NW. 
Superintmdeut of Sewers.-David E . McComb, 913 M street NW. 
SuperintL'lldent of Roads.-George N. Beale, 3147 P street NW. 
Superilltc11dc11t of Plttmbing.-Charles B. Ball, 942 T street NW. 
Engineer of Bridges.- George H. Bailey, Takoma Park. 
Superintendent of Parking.-Trueman Lanham, Lanham, Md. 
Electrical Engineer. - W. C. Allen, 1321 Q street NW. 
Superintendent of Lamps. - Thos. J. Fisher, r 7II Thirteenth street NW. 
Inspector of Gas and Meters.-S. Calvert Ford, 1309 Q street NW. 
Chemist.-A. W . Dow, 2016 Hillyer place NW. 
Sitperintendent of Streets.-H . N. Moss, T street, between Sixth and Seventh streets 
NE. 
Superintende1:t of Street and Alley Cleaning:-Warner Stutler, 303 F street NW. 
Sealer of Weight~ and Measures. - William C. Haskell, The Varnum. · 
Trustees of Public Schools .-Jesse H . Wilson, 2914 P street NW.; James W. Whelp-
ley, 1405 G street N~.; Job Barnard, 5~ Fifth street NW.; George H. Harries, 
401 P ~treetNW.; David H._Hazen, 407 SixthstreetSW.; Thomas H. Wright, 1916 
Twentieth street NW.; Ellis ~pear, 1003 F street NW.; George H . Richardson, 
309 Eleventh street NE.; Sterling N. Brown, 2464 Sixth street NW.; Miranda B. 
Tulloch, 121 B street SE.; Mary C. Terrell, 1936 Fourth street NW. 
Harbor Master.-J. R. Sutton, 1519 Eighth street NW, 
Congressional Directory: 
Superintendents of ChimneY_ Sweeps.-Frank Boyden, 429 Seventh street • ·w.; 
James A. Nelson, r635 Covington street NW. 
Superintendent of Washington Asylum. - W. H. Stoughtenbaugh Nineteenth and 
. C streets SE.; visiting physician, D. Percy Hickling, 221 Third ~treet NW. 
Inspector of Fuel. - John C. Howard, 206 Sixth street NE. 
Veterinary Surgeon. -C. B. Robinson. 
POLICE COURT. 
(Sixth and D streets NW.) 
Judges.-Charles F. Scott, Kensington, Md.; I. G. Kimball, 620 North Carolina ave-
nue SE. 
Clerk.-Joseph Y. Potts, 450 M street NW. 
Deputies.-Joseph Harper, 412 B street NE.; N. C. Harper, 109 Fifth street E.; 
William H. Ruff, 1318 Florida avenue NW. 
Assistant United States Attorney.~Alex. R. Mullowney, 14n V street NW. 
Special Assistant Attorney for the District of Columbia.-James L. Pugh, jr., 1333 
R street NW. 
Deputy United States Marshal.-Van H. McCormick. 
METROPOLITAN POLICE. 
Major and Superintendent.-Richard Sylvester, 1107 Rhode Island avenue. 
Captain.-M. A. Austin, 107 Fifth street NE. 
Chief, also Property, Clerk.-J. Arthur Kemp, 2103 I street NW. 
Clerk.-T. Frederick Alvey, Brentwood road and S street NE. 
Police Surgeons.-Dr. J. R. _Nevitt, Dr. F. P. Vale, Dr. W. T. Burch, Dr. Clifton P. 
Mayfield. 
Sanitary Officer.-J. A. Frank, College Park, Md. 
Hack Inspector.-S. A. Groff, 520 D street NE. 
Officer of Humane Society.-Samuel Wilson, 1220 Pennsylvania avenue SE. 
Detective Headquarters.-Lieutenant J. W. Mattingly, inspector, 1525 Fifth street 
NW.; Inspectors Isaac Pearson, 1514 T street NW.; F. E. Cross, 319 Ninth street 
SE. 
Station Houses: 
First precinct, Twelfth street, between C and D streets NW.; Lieut. T. B. Ami . 
Second precinct, Fifth street, between Mand N streets NW.; Lieut. J.E. Heffner. 
Third precinct, K street, between Twentieth and Twenty-first streets NW.; Lieut 
R. B. Boyle. . . 
Fourth precinct, E street, between Four-and-a-half and Sixth streets SW.; 
Lieut. L. H. Hollinberger. 
Fifth precinct, E street, between Fifth and Sixth streets SE.; Lieut. J. W. 
Gessford. Substation, Anacostia. · 
Sixth precinct, New Jersey avenue, between D and E streets NW.; Lieut. John 
F. Kelly. 
Seventh precinct, Q street, between Thirty-second and Thirty-third streets 1 •w. · 
Lieut. John A. Swindells. 
Eighth precinct, U street, between Ninth and Tenth streets NW.; Lieut. John 
Kenney. 
Ninth precinct, Ninth street, near Maryland avenue NE.; Lieut. F. F. l\!cCath-
ran. 
FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
Cht"ef Engineer.-Jnseph Parris, 439 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Assistant Chief Engineers.-William T. Belt, 55 D street NE.; John D. Kurtz, 1687 
Valley street. 
C!erk.-E. B. Hesse, 5o8 A street SE. 
Fire fiiars/zal.-Wilfr:1.m 0. Drew, 3238 Prospect avenue. 
En![ine Houses: 
To. r, K street, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth streets NW.; Foreman 
Charles . Boss. 
o. 2. !) street, betw en Fourteenth and Fifteenth streets W.; Foreman, John 
Carnngton. 
T • 3, D laware avenue and C street E.; Foreman, W. E. Robertson . 
.,.o_ 4, \•ir~inia avenue, between Four-and-a-half and Sixth streets SW.; Fore-
man \\ 1lliam T. orrell. 
o. 5, ~I treet, near Thirty- econd str et, \Ve t ·washington; Foreman, C. . 
Kramer. 
~o. 6, .. Ia elm ett av nue, between Fourth and Fifth streets N\V · Foreman 
J. \ . mith. ·, 
T!ze District of Columbia. 
Engine Houses-Continued. 
No. 7, R street, between Ninth and Tenth streets NW.; Foreman, F. J. Wagner. 
No. 8, North Carolina avenue, between Sixth and Seventh streets SE.; Foreman, 
J. T. Young. 
No. 9, U street, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth streets NW.; Foreman, C. E. 
Harper. . 
No. 10, Maryland avenue, between Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets NE.; 
Foreman, William Luskey. 
No. n, Fourteenth street between Kenyon street and Kenesaw avenue NW.; 
Foreman, A. L. Grimm. 
No. r2, North Capitol and Quincy streets; Foreman, H. W. Wright. . 
No. 14, Eighth street, between D and E streets NW.; Foreman, James Kehher. 
No. 15, Anacostia,· D. C.; Foreman, C. W. Hopkins. 
Truck A, North Capitol, near C street NE.; Foreman, S. R. Henry. 
Truck B, New Hampshire avenue and M street NW.; Foreman, Timothy 
Donohue. 
Truck C, Ohio avenue and Fourteenth street NW.; Foreman, A. J. Sullivan. 
Truck D, M street, near New Jersey avenue NW.; Foreman, P. W. Nicholson. 
Chemical Company No. r, D street, between Twelfth and Thirteenth streets NW.; 
Foreman, C. B. Proctor. 
Chemical Company No. 2, Brightwood, D. C.; Foreman, John Sherman. 
TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE SERVICE. 
Superintendent.-Henry R. Miles, 1610 Q street NW. 
HEALTH DEPARTMllN't. 
Health Officer.-William C. Woodward, 508 I street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Harry C. McLean, 1414 Park avenue, Mount Pleasant. 
Sanitary~ Inspectors.-0. T. Beaumont, 20 Ninth street NE.; E. W. Whittaker, 121 
Kentucky avenue SE.; J. H. Crawford, 33 B street NW.; C. H. Welch, Cherrydale, 
Va.; T. M. Shepherd, Virginia Flats; G. A. Howe, 3500 Madison street, West Wash-
ington; Edward L. D. Roach, nor Thirteenth street NW.; Charles R. Holman, 
6rr Maryland avenue NE.; Howard W. Barker, r rr6 H street NW.; Fitzroy Sessions, 
429 Sixth street NW.; George W. Rae, 1822 Fourth street NW.; W. P. Carson, Ivy 
City, D. C.; J.P. Turner, 910 0 street NW. 
Medical Sanitary Inspector.-John E. Walsh, 203 East Capitol street. 
Food Inspectors.-W. H. H. Hoover, 1200 North Carolina avenue NE.; J. R. Mothers-
head, 1322 Sixth street NW.; Thomas Cavenaugh, r6o3 S street NW. 
Inspector o.f Marine Products.-Gwynn Harris, P. 0. Box 23, Hyattsville, Md. 
Pound11iaster.-Samuel Einstein, 3rr3 M street NW. 
Physicians to the Poor.-W. M. Barton, 336 B street NE.; L. J. Battle, 201 C stre-et 
NW.; W. K. Beatty, 610 East Capitol street; A. ,rv. Boswell, 6o7 Ninth street NE.; 
C. W. Childs, 513 Third street SW.; G. C. Clark, 321 East Capitol street; S. C. Cox, 
2018 I street NW.; I. W. Dennison, 1326 L street NW.; f R. Devereux, 1724 S 
street NW.; F. R. Hagner, 1754 M street NW.; E. S. Lothrop, 807 East Capitol 
street; R. D. Mayer, 1512 Thirty-second street NW.; F. P. Morgan, 1230 Ninth 
street NW.; J. L. Norris, 531 Florida avenue NW.; E. E. Richardson, 400 Seventh 
street SW.; F. 0. Roman, 1501 Eighth street NW.; Jesse Shoup, 117 Maryland 
avenue NE.; J. A. Stoutenburgh, Washington Asylum, Nineteenth and C streets 
SE.; F. A. Swartwout, 810 Eleventh street NW.; H. P. P. Thompson, r2r8 New 
Hampshire avenue NW.; J .. R. Tubman, 1222 Eleventh street NW.; J. A: Watson, 
201 Monroe street, Anacostta, D. C. 
THE COLUMBIA INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
(Kendall Green.) 
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION. 
Patron ex officio.-WILLIAM McKINLEY, President of the United States. 
President.-Edward M. Gallaudet, Kendall Green. 
Secreta1y.-John B. Wight, 1767 Q street NW. 
Treasiwer.-Lewis J. Davis, 14n Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Directors,-:-Francis M. Cockrell, Senator from Missouri; Sereno E. Payne, Rep-
resentative fr_om New York; Joseph D. Sayers, Representative from Texas; Henry 
L. Dawes, c1tt~e:1 of Massachusetts; Joseph R. Hawley, citizen of ·Connecticut; Byron 
Sunderland, citizen of Washington, D. C.; William L. Wilson citizen of Virginia· 
John W. Foster, citizen of Washington, D. C.; Lewis J. Dav'is, citizen of Wash~ 
mgton, D. C. 
55-30-lST ED-20 
Congressional Directory. 
In its educational work the institution is divided into two departments, as follows: 
I. GALLAUDET COLLEGE. 
Faculty. 
Edward M. Gallaudet, President and Professor of Moral and Political Science. 
Edward A. Fay, Vice-President and Professor of History and Languages. 
Samuel Porter, Emeritus Professor of Mental Science and English Philology. 
John W. Chickering, Professor of Natural Science. 
John B. Hotchkiss, Professor of History and English. 
Amos G. Draper, Professor of Mathematics and Latin. 
· Charles R. Ely, Professor of Mathematics and Chemistry. 
Percival Hall, Assistant Professor of Mathematics. 
May Martin, Instructor in English. 
Allan B. Fay, Instructor in Latin and English. 
Albert F. Adams, Instructor in Gymnastics. 
Clara J. Horton, Instructor in Gymnastics. 
Arthur D. Bryant, Instructor in Drawing. 
Department of Articulation. 
Professor in charge,---:Percival Hall. 
lnstructors.-Mary T. G. Gmdon, Kate H. Fish, Allen B. Fay. 
Normal fellows.-Arnold H. Payne, Jesus College, Oxford; Arnold Shreve, Uni-
versity of Nebraska; Frances K. Bell, Synodical College, Missouri; Alvin E. 
Pope, University of Nebraska. 
Normal students.-Louise S. Robinson, Portland (Me.) High School; Hattie 
Marshall Bear, Mary Baldwin Seminary, Staunton, Va. 
II. THE KENDALL SCHOOL. 
Principal. - James Denison. . . 
Assistant Jnstructors.-Melville Ballard; Mary T. G. Gordon, Kate H. Fish (m 
articulation); Theodore A. Kiesel, Sarah H. Porter, Mary Martin, Arthur D. Bryant 
(in drawing). . 
Officers of the Domestic Department. -Wallace G. Fowler, supervisor and disbursing 
agent; D. Kerfoot Shute, attending physician; Ellen Gordon, matron; Mrs. Amanda 
W. Temple, associate matron; Isaac Allison, master of shop; Edward Mangum, 
farmer and gardener . 
Visitors admitted on Thursdays from 9 a. m. to 12 m. and 2 to 3 p. m. 
THE CORCORAN GALLERY OF ART. 
(Corner New York avenue, Seventeenth and E streets NW.) 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 
President.-Samuel H. Kauffmann, 1421 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Vice-President. - Walter S. Cox, Associate Judge of the Supreme Court of the District 
of Columbia, 1636 I street T\V. 
ecretmy.-Frederick B. McGuire, 1333 Connecticut avenue. 
T1-easurer.-Charle . C. Glover, 20 Lafayette quare, Lexington place. 
Edward Clark_, Arclutect of the nited States Capitol, 417 Fourth street W. 
al<ler n Carli le, 1722 I tre t N\V. 
William orcoran Eu tis. 
Thomru Hyde, 1537 Tw nty-eighth street W . 
B rnard R. r en, 1738 .1. lr t \V. 
C RATOR. 
F. . Barbarin, 3046 • T • treet, \ est \ a hington. 
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GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE. 
(St. Elizabeth, Nichols avenue, beyond Navy-Yard bridge.) 
Board o.f Visitors.-President, Byron Sunderl~nd, D: D.; William A. Maury, Mrs. 
A. M. Gangewer Mrs. Mary E. Fuller; Medical Director F. N. Gunnell, U.S. N.; 
Walter Wyman, Surgeon-General Marine-~ospital Service; Brig. Gen. John Moore, 
U.S. A.; W. W.Johnston, M. D.; B. L. Wh1tmaJ:?,, M. D. . . 
Executive O.fficers.-Superintendent, W.W. God~mg, M. D.,.~L. D.; Fu:st Assistant 
Physician, A. H. Witmer, M. D.; Second Assistant Physician, Maurice J. Stack, 
M. D. · Third Assistant Physician, John C. Simpson, M. D.; Fourth Assistant 
Physi~ian, Charles H. Latimer, M. D.; Fifth Assist~nt Physi~ian , George W. Fos-
ter, M. D.; Pathologist, I. W. Blackburn, M. D.; Night Medical Officer, John E. 
Toner, M. D.; Medical Internes, George H. Schwinn, M. D., Thomas Dowling, 
M. D.; Deritist, A. W. Weakley, D. D. S.; Chief Clerk, M. J. Quinn; Steward, 
Evanda French; Matron, Mrs. H. E. Norton. 
HOW ARD UNIVERSITY. 
(University Hill between Four-and-a-half and Sixth streets, near Brightwood avenue.) 
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION. 
Patron ex officio.-CORNELIUS N. BLISS, Secretary of the Interior. 
President.-Jeremiah Eames Rankin, University Campus. 
Secretary and Treasurer.-J. B. Johnson, Sixth street. 
Executive Committee.-J. E. Rankin, chairman; J. B. Johnson, secretary; G. W. Bal-
loch, F. H.Smith, John F. Cooke, W.W. Waring. 
Honorary Trustees.-Hon. John M. Harlan, Supreme Court; Hon. William B. Allison, 
Hon. George F. Hoar, United States Senate; Hon. W.W. Grout, and Hon. Joseph 
D. Sayers, House of Representatives. 
DEANS OF FACULTIES. 
J.E. Rankin, President and Professor of Natural Theology, Christian Evidences, and 
Moral Science. 
John L. Ewell, Department of Theology.* 
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE. 
Thomas B. Hood, Professor of Diseases of the Nervous System, and of Clinical Medi-
cine at Freedman's Hospital. 
F. J. Shadd, Secretary and Treasurer. 
DEPARTMENT OF LAW. 
B. B. Leighton, Professor of Real Property and Contracts, Constitutional and Statt1 . 
tory Law, and President of the Blackstone Club. 
John F. Bundy, Secretary and Treasurer. 
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT. 
F. W. Fairfield, Professor of Greek Language and Literature, and of Political Economy. 
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 
George J. Cummings, Professor of Ancient Languages and Literature. 
NORMAL DEPARTMENT. 
George W. Cook, Professor of Mental Science. 
Miss Barker, Instructor in Practice School. 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC. 
William J. Stephens, Instructor and Musical Director. 
INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT. 
Teachers.-Charles E. Hall, printing; John F. Akers, carpentry; 0. F. N. Madden, 
tin _work ; Mrs. B. M. Howard, sewing, and Miss Burrell, cooking and housekeeper; 
Julia R. Hall, Matron. 
The exercises of the Medical Department are in brick building Freedman's Hos-
pital;_ of the ~aw J?epart:n~nt, at 4?~ Fifth street NW. All the other departments 
meet 111 the U111vers1ty bmldmg. Visitors at any hour of the day, and in all depart-
ments, are warmly welcomed. 
*This department is undenominational, and wholly supported by personal benefactions. 
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DIRECTORY OF HOTELS, CLUBS, ETC. 
[NOTE.-Only such_ hotel~ and clubs as are given in o~her portions of the CONGRESSIO AL 
DIRECTORY as the city residence of Senators, Representatives, and Delegates in Congress orof 
prominent Government officials, are included in the following list.] ' 
The Albany, corner of Seventeenth and H streets NW. 
Arlington Hotel, corner of Vermont avenue and H street NW. 
Army and Navy Club, 1628 I street NW. 
The Baltic, 1435 K street NW. 
The Bancroft, corner of Eighteenth and H streets NW. 
The Buckingham, 918 Fifteenth street NW. 
The Cairo, Q street, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth streets NW. 
Chamberlin's, corner of Fifteenth and I streets NW. 
The Cochran, corner of Fourteenth and K streets NW. 
The Colonial (formerly Wormley's), corner of Fifteenth and H streets NW. 
The Concord, New Hampshire avenue, between Sand T streets NW. 
Congressional Hotel, corner of New Jersey avenue and B street SE. 
The Dewey, L street, between Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets NW. 
Ebbitt House, corner of Fourteenth and F streets NW. 
The Elsmere, 1408 H street NW. 
The Fredonia, H street, between Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets NW. 
The Gordon, Sixteenth street, between I and K streets NW. 
The Grafton, corner of Connecticut avenue and De Sales street NW. 
The Hamilton, corner of Fourteenth and K streets NW. 
The Ingleside, . 1527 I street NW. 
Hotel Johnson, corner Thirteenth and E streets NW. 
Metropolitan Club, 1700 H street NW. 
Metropolitan Hotel, Pennsylvania avenue, between Sixth and Seventh streets NW. 
National Hotel, corner of Pennsylvania avenue and Sixth street NW. 
The Normandie, corner of Fifteenth and I streets NW. 
Orme Flats, 431 Tenth street NW. 
The Oxford, corner of Fourteenth street and New York avenue NW. 
The Portland, corner of Fourteenth street and Vermont avenue W. 
Portner Flats, corner Fifteenth and U streets NW. 
The Raleigh, corner of Pennsylvania avenue and Twelfth street NW. 
The Regent, corner of Pennsylvania avenue and Fifteenth street NW. 
The Richmond, corner of Seventeenth and H streets NW. 
Riggs House, corner of Fifteenth and G streets NW. 
The Savoy, Fourteenth street, between Binney and Bacon streets NW. 
The Shoreham1 corner of Fifteenth and H streets NW. 
Tremont House, corner of Indiana avenue and Second street NW. 
The Varnum, corner of New Jersey avenue and C street SE. 
The Victoria, corner of Fourteenth street and Welling place NW. 
Willard's Hotel, corner of Pennsylvania avenue and Fourteenth street NW. 
The Wellington, Fifteenth street, between New York avenue and H street W. 
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WASHINGTON CITY POST-OFFICE. 
Postmaster.-JAMES P. WILLETT, 1907 G street NW. 
Assistant Postmaster .. -J. Edwin Wilson, 723 Nineteenth street NW. 
MAIN.OFFICE. 
Money-order division open from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Registry division open from 
8.30 a. m. to 6 p. m. General-~elivery window never closed .. Stamps can be _pur-
chased at any time, day or mght. Money-order and registered-letter busmess 
transacted at all of the branch post-offices in this city. 
Special-delivery messengers can be obtained fro_m the Senate an~ House _of Rep-
resentatives post-offices, or any of the branch stat10ns of the Washmgton City post-
office. 
MONEY-ORDER DIVISION. 
[Office hours: 9 a. m. to 5 p. m., except Sundays and national holidays. Money should always be 
sent by money order to insure safe delivery.] 
Money orders issued and paid as follows, Sundays excepted: 
At main office, 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. 
Stations A, B, C, D, E, F, substations r, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, ro, II, 12, 13, 14,15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, and 
46. Stations A, B, C, D, and substation No. 17, international money-order offices. 
Money-order hours at stations, from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m. Domestic money orders are 
payable in the United States. A single money order may include any amount from 
1 cent to $100, inclusive, but must not contain the fractional part of a cent. 
Fees collected for domestic money orders: 
On orders not exceeding $2.50 ............. $o.03 i 0.ver $30 and not exceeding $40 ............ $o.15 
Over $2.50 and not exceeding $5 ....... .. .. .05 Over $40 and not exceeding $50 ......... , . .18 
Over $5 and not exceeding $IO. . . . . . . . . . . . .08 Over $50 and not exceeding $60... . . . . . . . . . .20 
Over $IO and not exceeding $20........... .IO Over $60 and not .exceeding $75... . . . . . . . . .25 
. Over $20 and not exceeding $30........... .12 Over $75 and not exceeding $mo........... .30 
WAIVER OF IDEN'I'IFICATION. 
The remitter who desires to relieve the payee or his indorsee or attorney from the 
inconvenience of proving identity at the office of payment by the testimony of 
another person may do so, at his own risk, by signing the following form: 
Identification of payee, indorsee, or attorney waived. 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · R;;,;itter. 
INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDERS. 
Special forms of application for foreign money orders will be furnished to persons 
who desire them. 
The value of the British pound sterling in United States money is fixed by con-
vention at $4.87; the German mark at 24,¼' cents; French and Swiss franc and Ital-
ian lire at 19¾' cents; Swedish and Norweg1an kroner at 27 cents; Netherlands florin 
at 41 cents; Newfoundland dollar at $r.or-11u; Portugal milreis at 88 cents. 
International money orders issued payable in Africa, Algeria, Arabia, Australia, 
Austria, Azores, Bahamas, Bermuda, British Bechuanaland, Borneo, British Guiana 
British Honduras, Bulgaria, Canada, Cape Colony, Ceylon, China; Crete, Cypress' 
Danish West Indies, Denmark, Dutch East Indies, Egypt, Falkland Islands, Faro~ 
Islands, Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Great Britain and Ireland, Hawaiian 
Republic, Honduras, Hongkong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Java, 
Leeward Islands, Luxemburg, Madeira, Malacca, Malta, Morocco, Netherlands New 
South Wales, Newfoundiand, New Zealand, North Borneo, Norway, Orange' Free 
State.Panama, Persia, Portugal, Queensland, Rhodes, Roumania, St. Helena Salvador 
Servia, Siam, South Australia, Spice Islands, Straits Settlements, Sumatr~, Sweden: 
Switzerland, Tasmania, Tobago, Transvaal, Trinidad, Tripoli, Tunis, Turkey Victoria 
Western Australia, West Indies, Windward Islands, and Zanzibar. ' ' 
Fees collected on international money orders: 
Not exceeding $ro... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $o:~~ I ~~i :~~::~I~ f~~:::::::::::::::::::::: '.::: $o:~~ 
NN: ~oo itt ee:~xx cc: ee: ee:dii;_: nn:gggg $$~5; .~oo _: :_· _: _: _: _: _: ·_: ·.: ·.: _: :_· :_· :_· :_· ·_::_· ~- _: :_. :_· :_· :_· :_· :_· . 30 Not exceeding $80. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .80 
-I"+ .40 Not exceeding $90.... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .90 
.50 . Not exceeding $100... ... . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . 1.00 
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The max.imum amount for which a single international money order may be drawn 
is-for orders payable in-
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland. Cape Colony, and Jamaica (as 
h eretofore) ............. ... ... £10 5s. 4d. = $50 
New Zealand . . ............ ... £20 ros. 8d. = 100 
Queensland .. ................. £20 ros. 8d. = roo 
France, Algeria, and Tunis .... Francs 515 = roo 
Belgium . .... . .. ...... . ....... . . Francs 515= roo 
Switzerland ............. .. .... Francs 5r5= roo 
Italy ............ .... ..... Lireorfrancs.')15= roo 
Portugal. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Milreis n3.640 reis = roo 
The Netherlands ....... Florins 243.90 cts. = roo 
Germany .................... Marks 416.67 = roo 
Sweden ... .. ................ ... Kroner 370= roo 
Norway ........................ Kroner370= roo 
Denmark ...................... Kroner 370= roo 
Canada ..... .... ... ... .. .......... . .. . ........ 100 
Hawaiian Republic .......................... roo 
Japan ... .. . .................... . ....... . ..... roo 
Honduras ........... . ........................ roo 
Newfoundland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . roo 
N.ew South Wales .... . .. . .... £20 10s. Bd. = 
~~~t~~~i~_. ............................ :: .... : i~i ;i::~:: 
Windward Islands .... . ...... £20 10s. d. = 
Leeward Islands ..... . ....... £20 10s. Bd. = 
Bahamas .......... . . .. .... .. . £20 ros. Sd. = 
The Colony of Trinidad and 
t{f I:::·;:·::·:·.-·:·:·:·:·::·:·:::::::: Ji:~11 if i; 
Bnhsh Gmana ..... . .. ........ £ro 5s. 4d. = 
Bermuda .. . ........ .. ......... £ro5s.4d.= 
South Australia . ........ . . . .. £20 10s. 8d. = 
Luxemburg, Grand Duchy 
Sa~t~a~·~.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .·. ·.·.·.·.·_- .': _'. ~~~~-~~ ~~.5.~ 
Hongkong .......... . . . ................... . 
:!~~:.~::: _. _. _.: _.: _._. _.: _. .· .-::::.·. ·. ~~~~~~~I~: 
Egypt ...................................... . 
There is no limit to the number of international money orders 
be sent. 
REGISTRY DIVISION. 
Registered matter.-First, third, and fourth class matter may be registered at an 
expense of 8 cents each packa~e, in addition to the proper postage. 
Letters or parcfls can. be registered for a fee of 8 cents in addition to postage. 
At main office, from 8.30 a. m. to 6 p. m., Sundays excepted. 
At all substations during such hours as they are open. 
Carriers are not allowed to receive mail matter for registration. 
Before a letter or package is offered for registration the name and address of the 
sender must be noted on the envelope and the proper amount of stamps for postage 
and fee affixed. 
Letters for abroad, to be registered here and to go by steamer from New York 
should be presented for registration in the main office not later than II a. m. of 
the day before sailing of steamer. 
CITY DELIVERY (MAIN OFFICE) . 
(Postage on local matter, 2 cents for each ounce or fraction thereof.) 
Delivery by carriers on five-trip routes, 7.I5, 9. I5, and ro.30 a. m., 12. 15, and3.3op.m 
Delivery by carriers on three-trip routes, 7 a. m., 12. 15 and 3.30 p. m. 
Delivery by carriers to the Departments, 8 a. m., 12 m., and 3 p. 111. 
Delivery by carriers to hotels, 7.30 and ro.30 a. m., 12.30, 3. 15, 5, 7.20, and 
10.45 p. m. 
Collections commence at 12.30, 9, and ro.30 a. m., 12.15, r.30, 4, 7, and 9 p. m. 
Sundays at 12.30 a. m. and 5 p. m. Holidays, 9.30, 12.30 a. m. and 5 p. m. . . 
The carriers' window is open from 6 to 7 p. m. daily, except Sunday, when it JS 
open from 9.30 to II a. m. 
STATION SERVICE. 
[Money orders issued at all stations. Money orders are only paid at a station when drawn 
thereon. Letters can be registered and stamps purchased.) 
STATION A ( Tltirty-first between Mand N NT¥.). Bethesda, Md.-Depart 7.45 a. m. Arrive 4-45 
Mails from main office.-Arrive 6.56, 8.20, 9.44, P· m. 
11.o8 a. m., 12.32, r.56, 3.20, 3.50, 4.44, 6.o8, 7.32, Great Falls, Md., Cabin Joh.n, Md., Cropley 
8.50, 10.54 p. m. Sundays-3.18, 8.52p. m. Holi- Md.-Depart 8.3~ a. ~1. Arnve 7.15 p. m. 
clays--6.56, 11.o8 a. m., 12.32, 3.18, 8.52 p. m. Langjey and Lew111sv1Jle, Va.-.Depart a. m. 
Mails for main office.-Close 5.35, 6.52, 8.16, 9.40, Arnve r.15 p. m. . 
II a.111., 12.58, r.521 3.16, 4.40, 6.04, 7.28, 9.26 p. m. Cherrydale, Va.-Depart 4.45 p. m. Arnve 
Su11clay -2, 7.28 p. ru. Holidays-5.35, 9.40, a. m. 
r1.o4 a. m., 2, 7• 2 p. m. STATION B (corner Fourt!t and East Capitol 
Collection:-12, 6.30, 8.30, rr a. 111., r.30, 4.45, 7.45 streets). 
p. m. Sun_da):s-12 midnight, 5 p. m. Holi-
days-12 1111dmght, .30 a. 111., s p. m. Office hours from 6 a. m. to 10 p. m. Holida. 
County-9 a. 111., 2.30 p. 111. llolidays-r2, 9, 5 from 6 a. m. to 12 m., and from 5 to 7 p. 111. un 
p. m. Sunday.·-4.30 p. 111. days from 5.30 to 7. p. m. 
I><:li"-cric ·-7.30. rr. a. m. (busine~s cent<:r only), 
r, 3.4- p . m. Hohclays-8 a. 111. Arrival and disj)afcli _of mail. 
An iml a11d drparfure of mails from . lafio11 A. * RegiS
tered mail. 
Arrive 6.13, 7.37*, 9.01, 10.25, 1 r.47* a. m., 12.40. 
Fort _:-.ry r , \'a. - 1) part 7.30 a. m ., 4.30 p. m. I r.r3, 2.37*, 4.01, 5.25, 6.49, 8 13, 10 p. 111. Cl 
Arn"· .i'o a. 111 •• 5.30 p. 111. 6.09, 7.33, 8.57, ro.21, 10.50, 11.45* a. m., 1 09 2. • 
:talion h , late Tennallytown, J?. C. ).-D part .3.~7, 5.21, 6.45*, 7.15, 8.05, .09, ro* p. m . 
7.45 n. m., 1, 4.45 p. 111. Arnve 9.30 a. 111 ., Ilohclay:-Arrive6.13*, 7, 10.25, 11.49*a. m. Close 
2: • 6. op. 111. Sunday-I, ·ave 4.30 p. 111. Ar- 6.09, ro.21, 10.50. 11.45* a. 111 •• 7 p. m. 
n,-c 6.30 p. m. I Sundays- Arrive 2.37 p. m. lo e 2. 16 and; p. m.. 
• Indicate the receipt and di. patch of registered mail. 
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Carriers' deliveries-7.15, rr.15 a. m., r, 2.30, an?-
4 p. 111. The r r. rs a. m. and 2.30 p. m. for busi-
ness districts only. Cour.ty-7.15 a. m. and 
ciificfi·o1:i
1
~-12.or, 7.30, 9.15, rr a. 111., 12.40, 3, 5, _8 
p . m. Sundays-12.or a. m. and 5 p. m. Hoh-
days-12.or, 8 a. m., ands p. m. . 
Money order business from 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. 
Registry business from 8 a . m. to 8 p. lll. . 
Carriers' windows from 7 p. m. to 8 p. m. Hoh-
days from 5 p. m. to 7 p. m. Sundays from 
5.30 p. m. to 7 p. m. 
STATION C (I4I3 Fst1,eet NW.). 
Office hours from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m. (Not open 
on Sundays.) 
Mail via Pennsylvania avenue postal car, going 
west, closes-8.03, 9.27, !0.51 a. m., 12.15, 1.39, 
3.03, 4.27, 5.51 p. m. Gomg east-8.36, IO, 11.24 
a. m., 12.48, 2.12, 3.36, 5, 6.24 p. m. . 
Collections from Jetter box in front of statlon-
I.IO, 9.30, II a. m., 12-45, 2, 4.45, 7.45, 9.45 p. m. 
STATION D (7I4 Four-and-a-half street SW.). 
Mails from main office-Arrive 6, 7, IO.rs* a. m., 
12.30*, 2.15, 3.45*, 6.15 p. 111. Sundays-3.30 p. 
m. Close 6, 7, 9.30*, rr.30 a. 111., ~.30, 2.45, 5._30, 
8* p. 111. Sundays-7 p. 111. Hohdays-Arnve 
6, 7, IO.rs a. 111., 3.30 p. m. Close 6, 7, 9.30, rr.30 
a. m., 7 p. m. Mail for Train 36, Baltimore 
and Potomac Railroad, north, closes at 11.30 
a. 111. 
Deliver:ies-7.30 a. 111., r, 4 p. m. Holidays-7.30 
a. 111. 
Collections-12, 9, IO a. m., 12 m., r.30, 4, 6, 7.45 
p. 111. Sundays-12 a. 111., s p. m. Holidays-
12, 9 a. m., 5 p. 111. 
The collections at IO a. m. and 6 p. m. from 
boxes located west of Four-and-a-half street SW. 
STATION E ( Wisconsin avenue, Tennallytown). 
Mails arrive 8 a. m., 1.15, s p. m. Sundays-
5,.30 p. m. Close 9 a. m., 2. 15, 6 p. m. Sundays-
6 p . m. 
Carrier deliveries at 8.30 a. m., 2.30 p. m. 
Collections-9 a. m., 3 p. m. Sundays-5 p . m. 
Holidays-9 a. m., 5 p. m. 
STATION F (3204 Fourteenth street NW.). 
Office hours from 6.30 a. m. to 7 p. m. (Sun-
days and holidays carriers' window open from 
6 to 7 p. m.) 
Mails from main office-Arrive 6.30, II.IO* a.m., 
12-40*, 3.40*, and 6 p. m. Close at 9.30, rr.30* 
a. m., 2.15*, 4*, and 7 p. m. 
Mails close at rr.30 a . m. and 7 p. m. on holi-
days and 7 p. m. on Sundays. 
Deliveries b:y carriers at 7.30 a. m., r. rs and 4 
p. m. Hohdays-7.30 a. m. 
Collections start at 9.30 a. m., 12.30, 4, and 10 
p. m. (A special collection is made from the 
boxes on Four~eenlh street only at 6.30 and 
8.30 p. m.) Hohdays-9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Sun-
days- 5 p. m. 
SUBSTATIONS. 
Substation No. r, corner Fourteenth and P streets 
NW. 
Substation No. 2, 426 Seventh street SW. 
Substation No. 3, 1921 Pe1insylvania avenue 
Su1;;~~tion No. 4, corner Connecticut avenue and 
L street NW. 
Substation No. 5, 1901-3 Seventh street NW. 
Substation No. 6,627 Pennsylvania avenue NW. 
Substation No. 7, 831 North Capitol street. 
Substation No. 8, 755 Eighth street SE. 
Substation No. 9, corner Twelfth street and 
Florida avenue NE. 
Substation No. ro, 509 E street NW. 
Substation No. II, corner Fourteenth and Wel-
ling place NW 
Substation No. 12, corner Ninth and H streets 
S~~~tion No. 13, corner Seventh and Q streets 
NW. 
Substation No. 14, corner New Hampshire and 
Oregon avenues NW. 
Substation No. 15, 1221 New Jersey avenue NW. 
Substation No. 16, corner North Capitol and R 
streets NE. 
Substation No. 17, Catholic University. 
Substation No. 18, corner Thirteenth street and 
Pennsylvania avenue NW. 
Substation No. 19, corner Pennsylvania avenue 
and Second street SE. 
Substation No. 20, corner Fourteenth street and 
Vermont avenue NW. 
Substation No. 21, corner Delaware avenue and 
C street NE. 
Substation No. 23, Eleventh and C streets SE. 
Substation No. 26, corner Third street and Penn-
sylvania avenue NW. 
Substation No. 27, 1900 Fourteenth street NW. 
Substation No. 28, 653 Pennsylvania avenue SE. 
Substation No. 29, corner Ninth and F streets 
NW. 
Substation No. 30, corner East Capitol and Ninth 
street SE. 
Substation No. 32, Twenty-ei_ghth and P streets 
NW. 
Substation No. 34, corner Tenth street and Vir-
ginia avenue SW. 
Substation No. 35, 801 Vermont avenue. 
Substation No. 37, corner Eleventh and G streets 
NW. 
Substation No. 38, corner New Jersey avenue 
and G street NW. 
Substation No. 39, southeast corner Ninth street 
and New York avenue NW. 
Substation No. 40, corner Second and E Streets 
NE. 
Substation No. 41, corner Thirty-second and 0 
streets NW. 
Substation No. 42, corner Connecticut avenue 
and S street NW. 
Substation No. 43, corner Fifteenth and U 
streets, Portner Flats. 
Substation No. 44, corner Rhode Island avenue 
and Fourteenth street NW 
Substation No. 45, 701 Maryland avenue NE. 
Substation No. 46, corner Seventh and L streets 
NW. 
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS. 
Alabama.-Close 10.35 a. m., 10.05 p. m. Arrive 6.42, 7.41 a. m., 9.35 and II.IO p. m. 
A rizona .-Close I0-45 a. m., 3,6.40, 8.10, and rr.15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m., r.05 p. m. 
A rkansas.-Close I0.45 a. m., 3, 6-40, 8. 10, and rr. 15 p. 111. Arrive 6-47 am., 1.05 and 7. 15 p. m. 
Cali.fornia.-Close 6.20, 7.IO, 10.25, and I0.45 a. m., 3, 6.40, 8.10, and 11.15 p. m . Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 
1.05 p. m. 
Colorado.-Close I0.45 a. m. and 3, 6.40, 8.10, and 11.15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m., 1.05 and 7.15 p. m. 
Counecticut.-Close 6.25, 7.20, and *11.35 a. 111., and 12.05, 2.35, 3.20, 7.20, 9.20, and II.IO p. m. Arrive 
4.05, 7.30, and I0.42 a. 111. and r.42, 3.IO, 8. 15, 10.20, and I0.30 p. m. 
Delaware.-Close 4.20 and 7.20 a. m. and 12.05, 2.35, 5, 9.20, and II.IO p. m. Arrive 4.05, 7.30, and 
I0.42 a. m., and r.42, 3.10, 8. 15, IO. 20, and I0.30 p. m. 
Florida.-Close 3.50 and I0.35 a. m. and 3.05 and I0.05 p. m. \ Arrive 6.42 and 7.4I a. m. and 9.35 and 
Jl.!0p.111. 
Georgza.-Atlanta-Close I0.35 a. m. and 3.05,4, and 10.05 p. m. Arrive 6-42 a. 111. and 9.35 p. m. 
Savannah-Close 3.50 and I0.35 a. rn. and 3.05 and 10.05 p. m. Anive 7.41 a. m. and II.IO p. m. 
Idaho.-Close 6.20, 7.IO, 10.25, and I0.45 a. m. and 3, 6-40, 8.ro, and rr.15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 
r.05 p.m. · 
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Illinois.-Chicago-Close 3.35, 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, 10.45 a. m. an_d 3, 6.40, 8.10, and 11.15 p. m. Arrive 
6.47 and 11.55 a. m. and 1.05, 3-45, 4.50, an9- n.20 p. m. Spring.field-Close 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, and 10.45 
a. m . and 3, 6.40, 8.10, and, 11.15 p. m. Arnve 6.47 a. m. and 5.32 and 7.15 p. m. 
Jndiana.-Indianapolis-Ciose 6.20, 7.10, and 10.45 a . m. and 3, 8.10, and n.15 p. 111. Arrive 6.4 a. m. and 1.05, ;3 .45, 4.50, and 7.15 p. m. . 
Indian Terrztory.-Close 10-45 a . m. and 3, 8.10, and 1.15 p.111. Arrive 6.47 a. m.and 1.05 p.m. 
Iowa.-Close 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, and 10.45 a. m. and 3, 6.40, 8.10, and 11.15 p. m. Arrive6.47a.m.and 
1.05 and 4.50 p . m. . 
Kansas.-Close 10.45 a. m. and 3, 6.40, 8. 10, and 11.15 p. 111. Arnve 6.47 a. 111. and 1.05 and 4.50 p. m. 
K entucky.-Frankfori-Close 10.45 a. m. and 1.40, 3, 10.30, and 11. 15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 3.45 
p. m. Louisville-Close 10-45 a:. m. and 1.40, 3, and 1_1. 15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 1.05 and 3.45 p. m. 
Louisiana.-Close 10.35 a. m. and 10.05 p. m. Arnve 6.42 a. m. and 9.35 p. m. 
Maine.-Close 7.2oand*rr.35a.m. and 12.05, 2.35, 3.20, 6.ro, 7.20, 9.20, and rr.ro p.m. Arrive4-05, 
7.30, and 10.42 a. m. and3.10, 8.25, and ro.20 p. m. 
Maryland.-Annapolis-Close 4.20, 6.25, 7.50, and 11.30 a. m. and 3.55 p.m. Arrive8.3oa.m.and 
r.40 and 5.20 p. m. Baltimore-Close 4.20, 5.50, 6.25, 7.20, 9.20, 10.20, 11.20, and *rr.35a. m., and 12.05, 1.20, 
2.20, 2.35, 3.40, 3.55, 4.50, 5.50, * 7.20, 8.20, 9.20, and rr. 10 p. m. Arrive 4.05, 6.25, 7.25, 8.15, 8.55, 9.50, u.18, 
and 11.35 a. m. and 1.40, 2.40, 3.10, 3.38, 4.30, 5.20, 6.10, 7.50, 8.35, 9.45, 10.20, and ro.30 pm. 
Massachusetts .-Close 7.20 and *rr.35 a. m. and 12.05, 2.35, 3.20, 6. 10, 7.20, 9.20, and rr.10 p. m. Arrive 
4.05, 7.30, and 10.42 a. m. and 1.42, 3.10, 8.15, 10.20, and IO-i30 p. m. 
Michigan.-Close 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, and 10.45 a . m., and 3, 6.40, 8.10, 10, and 11.15 p. m. Arrive6.47 a.m 
and 1.05, 4.50, and 5.32 p. m. · 
Minnesota.-Close 6.20, 7.10. 10.25, and 10.45 a. m. and 3, 6.40, 8.10, and 11.15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a.m. 
and 1.05 and 4.50 p. m. • . 
Missouri.-Close 10-45 a. m. and 3, 6.40, 8.10, and 11.15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and r.05, 3.45,4.50,and 
7.15 p . m. 
Mississippi.-Close 10.35 a. m. and 10.05 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 1 .05 and 9.35 p. 111 . 
Montana.-Close 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, and 10.45 a . m. and 3, 6.40, 8.10, and 11.15 p. m. Arrh·e 6.47 a. m. 
and 1.05 p. m. 
Nebraska.-Close 3.35, 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, and 10.45 a. m. and 3, 6.40: 8.10, and 11. 15 p. m. Arrive6.47 
a. m . and 1.05 and 4.50 p. m. 
Nevada.-Close 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, and 10.45 a. m. and 3, 6-40, 8. ro, and 11. 15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. 
aud 1.05 p. m. • 
New Hampshire.-Close 7.20 and *11.35 a. m. and 12.05, 2.35, 3.20, 6.ro, 7.20, 9.20, and II.IO p. m. 
Arrive 4.05, 7.30, and 10.42 a. m. and ·3. ro, 8.25, and 10.20 p. m. 
New Jersey.-Trenton-Ciose 6.25 and 7.20 a. m. and 12.05, 2.3!;, 7.20, 9.20, and 11.10 p. m. Arrive 
4.05 and 10.42 a. m. and 3.10, 9.45, and 10.30 p. m. 
New Mexico.-Ciose 10.45 a. m. and 3, 6.40, 8. ro, and 11.15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and r.05 p. m. 
New York.-Alban,Y- Close 6.25, 7.20, 9.20, and *11.35 a. m. and 12.05, 2.35, 3.20, 4.25, 6.05, 7.20, 9.20, 
and 11.10 p. m. Arnve 4.05, 7.30, and 10.42 a. m. and 1.42,4.30, 6.10, and ro.20 p. m. B1tffalo-CloS1! 
6.25, 7.10, 7.20, and 9.20 a. m. and 12.05, 2.35, 6.40, ro, and 11.10 p. m . Arrive 4.05 and 7.30 a. m. and 
3.10 and 8.15 p. m. New York-Close 6.25, 7.20, 9.20, 10.20 and *rr.35 a. m. and 12.05, 2.35, 3.20,4.25, 




;J~i~~~Ralezgh-Close 3.50 and 10.35 a. m. and 4 and 10.05 p. m. Arrive 6.42 a. m.and 
12.31 and 11.rop. m. Wilmington-Close3 .5oa. m. and 3.05and 4p. m. Arrive 7.41a. m. and rr._1op. m. 
North Dakota.-Close 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, and 10.45 a. m. and 3,6.40,8.10, and 11.15 p. 111. Arnve 6.47 
a. m. and r.05 p. m. 
Ohio.-Cincznnati-Close 10.45 a . m. and 3 and 11.15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and I:05, 3.45, and 
11.20 p. m . Cleveland-Close 3.35 and 10.25 a. m. and 2.50, 8.10, ro, and 11.15 p. m. Arrnve 6.47, and 
11.55 a. m. and 1.47 and 4.50 p. m. Columbus-Close 3.35, 7.10, and 10.20 a. m. and 3, 8.ro, and 11.15 
p. m. Arrive 6.47, 7.30, and 11.55 a. m. and 1.47 and 7. 15 p. m. . 
Oklahoma-Close 10.45 a. m. and 3, 6.40,8.10, and 11.15 p. m. Arnve 6.47 a. m . and 1.05_ p. m. 
Oregon.-Close 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, and 10.45 a. m. and 3, 6.40, 8.10, and rr.13 p. m. Arnve 6.47 a.m. 
and r.05 p.m. 
Pennsylvania.-Harrisburg-Ciose 7.10 and ro.ro a. m. and 12.05, 1.20, 2.20, 6.40, 10, and II.IO p.m. 
Arrive 7.30 and *11.35 a. m. and 4.10, 5.32, and 8.15 p.m. Philadelphia-Close 6._25, 7.20, 9.20, 10.20, 
and *rr.35 a. m. and 12.05, 1.20, 2.35, 3.40, 4.25, 5, 6.10, 7.20, 9.20, and 11.10 p. m. Arnve 4.05, 7.30, 10.42, 
and 11.35 a. m . and 1.42, 3.10, 3.30, 3.38, 4.10, 6.10, 8.15, 9.45, 10.20, and 10.55 p. m. Pittsburg-Close 
3.35, 7.10, and 10.25 a. m. an~ 2.50, 8.10, 10, and 11.15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 1.47, 4.50, and 
IIlil/derr;;,and-Close 7.20 and* rr.35 a. m. and 12.05, 2.35, 3.20, 7.20, 9.20, and n.10 p. m. Arrive 4.05, 
7.30, and 10.42 a. m., and 8.42, 3.10, 8.15, and 10.20 p. m. 
outlz Carolzna.-Close 3.50 and 10.35 a. m. and 3.05, 4, and 10.05 p. m. Arrive 6.42 and 7.41 a. m., 
and 12.31, 9.35, and 11.10 p. m. . 
Sout!i Dakota.-Close 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, and 10.45 a. m. and 3, 6.40, 8.10, and II.IS p. m. Arnve 6.47 
a . m. and 1.05 and 4.50 p. m. 
Tennessee.-Chattanooga-Ciose 7.30 and 10.35 a. m. and 10.os p. m. Arrive 6.42 a. m. and9.35 p. m. 
Nashville-C lose 10-45 a. m. and 1.40, 3, and r:. 15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 1.05 and 3-4S p. m. 
Texas.-Calveston-Close 10.3s a. m. and 10.05 p. m. Arrive 6.42 a. m . and 9.35 p. m. Dallas-Close 
6.20, 7.ro, and 10.4s a. m., and 3, 6.40, 8.10, and 11.15 p. m. Arrive 6.42 a m . and 9.35 p. m. 
Utall.-Close 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, and 10.45 a. m., and 3, 6.40, 8.10, and 11.15 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 
I.OS p. 111. 
Vermont.-Clo e 6.25, 7.20, and* r1.35 a. m. and 12.05, 2.3s, 4.2s, 6. 10, 7.20, 9.20, and rr.10 p. m. Arrfre 
4.0.:;and 10.42 a.111. and3.10aud 10.20p. m. 
Vi,ginia.-Ricllmond-Close 3.so, *7.30, and 10.20 a. m. and 3.05 and 4 p. rn . Arrive 7.41 a. 111. and 
I2.11,3.40, ancl 11.1op.m. 
IVaslzington.-Close 6.20, 7. 10, 10.25, and 7-4S a.m., and 3, 6.40, 8. 10, and 11.1s p . m. Arrive6.4i a. m. 
and 1.05 p. 111. 
lf;est Vi,:t.rinia.-Cllarlesloum-Cio e 3.3~. 8.20, and 10.45 a. m. and 3, 4.50, II.IO, and 11 15 p. m. 
Arr1ve 9.20 a. m. and 1.05 and 11.20 p. 111. Parkrrsbunr-Ctose 3·3S and 10.45 a. 111. aud 3and11. :5 p. m. 
Arnn: 6.-17_ a. m. and 1.05, and 11.20 p. m. ll'llreling-Close 3.3s and 10.25 a. m. and 7.25, 8.10, and 11.15 
p.11~ . Arn,·c 6. 7 and 11.55 a.111. and 4.50 and 11.20 p. 111. 
II 1Sco11 m.-Clo 6.20,7.10, 10.25,and 10 .. 15 a. m. and 3,6.40, 8.10,and 11.1s p.m. Arrive 6.4iand 
JJ. r; n. 111 . nncl r.o- and r 1.20 p. m. 
U)-o,ning.-Clo e 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, aud 10.4s a. m. and 3 6 40 8 ro and 11 15 p m Arn·ve 6 47 am 
and 1.os p. m. ' · ' · ' · · · · · · 
Washington City Post-Office. 2 99 
RATES OF POSTAGE. 
[United States Postal Regulations.] 
First-class matter.-Letters, matter wholly or partly in writing, drawings and 
plans containing written words, letters, or descriptive figures, and matter which is 
sealed aRainst inspection, are first-class matter, and subject to the postage rate of 2 
cents for each ounce or fraction thereof. 
On local or drop letters, 2 cents for each ounce or fraction thereof. 
Postal cards having anything attached, or having writing or pr::.nting on the face, 
other than the address, are subject to letter rates of postage. 
Second-class matter.-Embraces all newspapers and other periodical publications 
which are issued at stated intervals and as frequently as four times a year. On 
newspapers and periodical publications of the second class, when sent by others than 
the publisher or news agent, the postage shall be prepaid at the rate of r cent for 
each 4 ounces or fractional part thereof. 
Third-class matter.-Embraces books, circulars, photographs, printed labels, 
proof sheets, corrected proof sheets with manuscript copy accompanying the same, 
seeds, cuttings, roots, scions, and plants, and postage shall be paid thereon at the 
rate of I cent for each 2 ounces or fractional part thereof. 
Fourth-class matter.-Embraces blank address tags or labels, patterns, playing 
cards, visiting cards, ornamented paper, and all other matter of the same general 
character, the printing upon which is not designed to instruct, amuse, cultivate the 
mind or taste, or impart general information. This class also includes merchandise, 
and samples of merchandise, models, samples of ores, metals, minerals, cut flowers, 
and any other matter not included in the firpt, second, or third classes, and which is 
not liable to destroy or otherwise damage the contents of the mail bag. Postage 
rate thereon, I cent for each ounce or fractional part thereof. 
The sender's name and address should in all cases appear upon the wrapper of 
third and fourth class matter. 
300 Congressional Directory. 
NEWSPAPERS REPRESENTED IN THE PRESS GALLER! 
[Streets and avenues are Northwest unless otherwise stated.) 
Paper represented. 
Albany Journal .... .. ............ . 
Albany Times-Union ......... . .. . 
Alexandria Gazette .............. . 
Anaconda Standard. . . . . . ...... . 
Arizona Republican .............. . 
Atlanta Constitution ............. . 
Atlanta Journal .................. . 
Augusta Chronicle ............... . 
Ballinger Press Syndicate ..... .. . 
Baltimore American ............. . 
Baltimore News ................. . 
Baltimore Sun ................ . . . 
Birmingham News .. , ............ . 
Boston Globe ..................... . 
Boston Herald ................. .. . 
Boston Journal. ......... . ...... .. . 
Boston Transcript ............... . 
Boston Traveler ................. . 
Brooklyn Daily Eagle ........... . 
Brooklyn Times ............... .. . 
Buffalo Commercial .............. . 
Buffalo Evening Times .......... . 
Buffalo Express .................. . 
Buffalo Evening News ........... . 
Burlington (Vt.) Free Press ..... . 
Charleston News and Courier ... . 
Chicago Chronicle ............... . 
Chicago Daily News ............. . 
Chicago Journal ................. . 
Chicago Evening Post . . ......... . 
Chicago Inter-Ocean . . ..... ...... . 
Chicago Record .............. . ... . 
Name. Office. Residence. 
Chas. W. Metzgar ... . 603 Fifteenth st.... 1427 N st. 
Chas. B. Lockwood ... 515 Fourteenth st ... 826 Fifteenth st. 
Harold Snowden.. . . . Alexandria . . . . . . . . Alexandria. 
C. P. Hunt . . . . . . . . . . . 5oq Fourteenth st.. 1444 Corcoran st. 
J. K. Ohl... . . . . . . . . . . r4r7 G st............ Cleveland Park. 
Archibald W. Butt... 1347 Pa. ave . . . .. . . . 1635 L st. 
Frank H. Hosford ... r4r5 G st. ........... 
1
203 Third st. N'E. 
Hugh C. Middleton .. 227 East Capitol st. 227 East Capitol st. 
Webster Ballinger... 6ro Fourteenth st .. 
Louis Garthe.. . . . . . . . 14ro Pa. ave . . . . . . . . 'fhe Cairo. Q st. 
E.W. Brady ...... . . .. 5or Fourteenth st . . 
F. A. Richardson.... . Sun Building....... 1308 Vermont ave 
Henry G. Kemp... . . . Sun Building....... 1605 0 st. 
William W. Smith . . . Sun Building . . . . . . Magnolia Flats. 
~J:.~;_;t1E:t:~:: mtrt~t~ ~t::: ;~?1F~:f~-st. 
L. A. Coolidge . . . . . . . Fourteenth & F sts. 1370 Harvard st. 
Robert L. O'Brien .... Wyatt Building .... Magnolia Flats. 
Frank P. Morgan . . . . 501 Fourfeenth st... 217 Fifth st. SE. 
Addison B. Atkins... 608 Fourteenth st . ·1 1318 Fifteenth st. 
Harris M. Crist...... 608 Fourteenth st ... 1702 R st. 
Chas. A. Ha_milton... 5or Fourteenth st... 1305 K~nyon st. 
Jules Guthndge... . . . 30 Corcoran Bldg... 1713 Riggs place. 
H. C. Stevens . . . . . . . 515 Fourteenth st.. . 1224 Eighth st. 
Walter E. Clark. . . . . 1417 G st..... ...... . 1722 Twenty-first t 
Edwin S. Hoskins ........................ · 1 301 C st. SE. 
Henry B. Bolton . . . . . 1227 L st. . . . . . . . . . . . Che~ Chase, Md. 
R. M. Larner.. . . . . . . . 1417 G st. . . . . . . . . . . . 529 Eighteenth st. 
Sam M. Burdett...... Fourteenth & F sts. Regent Hotel. 
H. Conquest Clarke. . Fourteenth & F sts. 1752 N st. 
J. A. Mathews........ Post Building ..... · 1 rr21 Fourteenth st. 
W. A. Eqwards ....... 603 Fifteenth st .... r9n N st. 
W. G. Nicholas ....... 1503 Pa. ave ..... .... 1520 P st. 
L. White Busbey ..... Fourteenth & F sts. 2516 Thirteenth st. 
William E. Curtis.... Post Butlding...... 1801 Conn. ave. 
John T. Suter, jr ..... Post Building ...... 227 H st. 
Chicago Times-Herald........... . Frederic Benzinger .. 1503 Pa. ave ........ 82r Fifteenth st. 
Robert E. Towne . . . . 1503 Pa. ave ........ . 
Chicago Tribune .................. Raymond Patterson .. Fourteenth & F sts. 
Henry C. Biggs ...... Fourteenth & F sts. 
Cincinnati Commercial-Tribune. . Hal. D. Landon . . . . . . 1345 Pa. ave ... ..... . 
Cincinnati Enquirer ............. Wm. C. MacBride.... 1517 H st ........... . 
S. E. Johnson ........ 1517 H st. .......... . 
W. K. Richardson . . . . 1517 H st .... ....... . 
Cincinnati Times-Star............ John S. Shriver...... 515 Fourteenth st .. . 
Cleveland Leader................. Fred Starek...... . .. . 1427 F st ..... .. .... . 
Cleveland Plaindealer ........ .... Austin E. Heiss ...... 1412 G st. . ......... . 
Cleveland World........... . . . . . . . George E. Miller. ... . ~rs Fourteenth st .. 
Columbia (S. C.) Register ...... ... H. 'I'. Hopkins ........ 609 Seventh st. .... . 
Columbia (S. C.) State .......... . . John B. Hussey ...... Cor. Sixth and D .. . 
Columbus Dispatch ............... Corry M. Stadden .... 515 Fourteenth st .. . 
Columbus Press-Post. ..... . ...... H. L. Merrick ... ..... Post Building ..... . 
1309 Kenyon st. 
8o6 22d st. 
2304 Wash. circle. 
1925 K st. 
12o6 East Capitol st. 
508 Ten_th st. 
The Cairo, Q st. 
142 R st. E. 
1230 Roanoke st. 
I Myrtle st. NE. 
48Rst. NE. 
1807 G st. 
Dayton Daily News .. ....... ...... F. I. Whitehead ...... 5or Fourteenth st .. 
Denver Rocky Mountain News .. Frank H. Hosford.... 1415 G st. ........ . .. 203 Third sl. NE. 
Detroit Even'g News and Tribune George E. Miller .... _ 515 Fourteenth st.. 1230 Roanoke st. 
Detroit Free Press............... . W. L. Crounse........ 1415 G st............ Grant road. 
Detroit Journal . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Otto Carmichael . . . . . Post Buildin~ ..... . 
Evansville Courier ...... . ......... Cornelius Gardiner . . Wyatt Buildmg ... . The Savoy. 
Galveston and Dallas ews...... W. G. Sterett. ....... Metropolitan Hotel. I Metropohtan Hotel. 
Hartford Courant................ . Walter E. Clark...... 1417 G st........... 1722 Twenty-fir t st. 
Hoboken bserver ............. ... C. W. Gesner ......... 18oo N. J. ave ....... 
1 
r8oo T_ J .ave. 
Hou ton Po t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles A. Edwards . Sun Bmlding .... .. . 
Huntington Advertiser........... H. B. esbilt . . . . . . . Post Building . .... . 
Indianapoli .· Journal ............. W. . Nicholas....... 1503 Pa. ave......... 1520 P st. 
Indjanapol\. ·ew~ ................ J. A. Mathews....... Post Building... ... 1121 Fourteenth t. 
InclianaP?ll Se!1t111el .. _. .. ... ... . Charles C. Carlton .. Riggs House ... .... . Riggs House. 
Jftcksom.:lle Times- mon ....... Cha . F,. Kloeber, jr . . Post Buildi!lg..... 1338 W t. 
~ansa C!ty Journal. ............. , Fred. F . . chrader .. . Hotel Normandie. ·13530 Morgan ave. 
Kansa C1ly Star .................. Albert Miller ......... Post Building ...... 1633 29th st. 
II. B. esbitt . . . .. . . . Post Building ..... . 
1-5ansa C~ly Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. A. Edwards ...... 6o3 Fifteenth st.... 19rr ' st. 
Kan~. C1ty :world ... • ..... ... ... R.H. Hazard ....... Hutchins Building. 829 Seventh st. 
I,ew1. ton Da1lY. Journal.......... Erne t G. \Va Iker.... Po. t Building...... 17o6 p st. 
I,o _A1!gele Ti_mes............... Edward •. Lillie..... Po t Building ..... The Portner. 
Lou1 v1lle Couner-Journal. ....... O. . tealey ......... 1421 G st. ........... , 172 P st. 
I H. Watterson Stealey 1421 G t. . . . . . . . . . r728 P st. 
Newspapers Represented. 301 
NEWSPAPERS REPRESENTED, ETC.-Continued. 
Paper represented. Name. Office. 
Louisville Evening Post. ........ . 
Louisville Times ................. . 
Manchester Union .. .. ........... . 
Archibald W. Butt... 1347 Pa. ave ....... . 
Otto Carmichael . . . . . Post Building ..... . 
Geo. F. Richards .... Riggs House ...... . 
Memphis Commercial-Appeal. .. . 
Milwaukee Germania . ... . ...... . 
Lovick P. Miles..... . 1347 Pa. ave ..... .. . 
L. W. Habercom . . . . 501 Fourteenth st .. 
Milwaukee Herold .. .. . ......... . . 
Milwaukee Sentinel. ........ _ .... . 
Minneapolis Journal. ............ . 
Minneapolis Tribune .... . ....... . 
Montgomery Advertiser .. . 
Mon tgoniery J ournal . .. .. . ...... . 
Nashville Bam'ler ........ . ....... . 
Nebraska State Journai. ......... . 
Newark Evening News .......... . 
Newburg (N. Y.) Daily N ews .. . 
·ew Haven Register . . ......... . . 
New Orleans Picayune .......... . . 
New Orleans Times-Democrat ... . 
New York Commercial Advertiser 
New York Daily News ...... . .... . 
New York Evening Post. ........ . 
New York Evening Telegram ... . 
N ew York Evening World ...... . 
New York Herald ........... . .... . 
New York Herold . . . . . .......... . 
Jules Jaquet .... . ... . .................... . 
Arthur J. Dodge ...... 1421 F st. .......... . 
J. S. Van Antwerp .... 515 Fourteenth st. .. 
F. A. Johnson........ 1345 Pa. ave ....... . 
Claude N. Bennett . . . 609 Fourteeulh st. .. 
John Boyle. . . . . . . . . . . 603 Fifteenth st ... . 
Archibald W. Butt... 1347 Pa. ave ........ . 
W. E. Annin.. . . . . . . . Post Building . .... . 
C. W . Gesner......... 1800 N. J. ave ...... . 
H. C. Stevens..... . . . 515 Fourteenth st .. . 
Walter E. Clark ...... 1417 G st. .......... . 
R.Bowman Matthews 515 Fourteenth st .. . 
F. Michinard. . . . . . . . . 1345 Pa. ave ........ . 
L . A. Coolidge... . . . . . Fourteenth & F sts. 
J. M. Sarvis . . . . . . . . . . 1419 F st ......... . . 
Francis E. Leupp . . Wyatt Building ... . 
R. M. Larner . . . . . . . . . 701 Fifteenth st ... . 
Ewan Justice........ 1347 Pa. ave ........ . 
George W. Rouzer. . . 701 Fifteenth st . . .. 
John C.Williams ..... 701 Fifteenth st .... . 
Cal. O'Laughlin...... 701 Fifteenth st ... . 
L. W. Habercom ..... 501 Fourteenth st .. 
New York Journal. . . . .... .. ..... . 
New York Journal of Commerce . 
New York Mail and Express .... . . 
John L. Steele ....... 603 Fifteenth st ... . 
Henry E. Eland . ..... 603 Fifteenth st ... . 
M. F. Tighe . . . . . . . . . 603 Fifteenth st ... . 
Chas. A. Conant..... . 29 Corcoran Bldg . . . 
John S. Shriver .. .... 515 Fourteenth st . . 
New York Press .. . . ........ . ..... . 
New York Staats-Zeitung ...... .. . 
New York Sun ...... . . . ...... . ... . 
Robert J. Wynne.... . Fourteenth & F sts. 
Reginald Schroeder .. Post Building .... . 
David S. Barry...... 1417 G st ........... . 
New York Times ............ . .... . 
New York Tribune ..... . ......... . 
Henry G.Hayes .... . . 1417 G st ........... . 
A. J. Halford . . . . . . . . . 1417 G st ........... . 
Richard V. Oulahan . 1417 G st ........... . 
William T. Bingham. 1417 G st. ..... ..... . 
E.G. Dunnell. ....... 515 Fourteenth st . . . 
M. G. Seckendorff... . 1322 F st. ......... . 
New York World ................. . 
Selden N. Clark..... . 1322 F st ...... . .... . 
Wm. L. McPherson. . 1322 F st ........... . 
Charles S. Albert . . . . 1347 Pa. ave .... ... . 
Norfolk Virginian ............... . 
Ohio State Journal. .............. . 
Omaha World-Herald . ......... . . . 
Horace J. Mock ...... 1347 Pa. ave ....... . 
Phocian Howard ..... 1347 Pa. ave .... .... . 
John Boyle . . . . . . . . . . 603 Fifteenth st. ... . 
A. E. Heiss. . . . . . . . . . . 1412 G st ........... . 
Fred. F. Schrader .... Hotel Normandie .. 
F. L. Howell . ......... Hotel Normandie .. 
Philadelphia Evening Telegraph. 
Philadelphia Inquirer . . .. . . . .... . 
Philadelphia North American . . . 
Philadelphia Press ...... . .. . ..... . 
Philadelphia Public Ledger ... ... . 
Philadelphia Record .. . ... ... .... . 
Pittsburg Commercial Ci'azette ... . 
Pittsburg Chronicl e-Telegraph .. . 
Pittsburg Daily News . ..... .. . . .. . 
Pittsburg Dispatch ......... . ..... . 
Pittsburg Leader. ...... . . . ..... . . . 
Pittsburg Post. ......... . ......... . 
Pittsburg Press . . . ................ . 
Pitts burg '.times . . . ... . .......... . 
Portla nd Oregonian ... . .. . ...... . 
Providence Journal. ............. . 
R a leigh Morning Post .... .. . . . .. . 
Raleigh News and Observer ..... . 
Richmond Dispatch... . .. . ..... . . 
Richmond L eader ... . ..... . ..... . 
Richmond Times ................. . 
St. Louis Chronicle .............. . 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat. . ...... . 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch .......... . 
St. Louis Republic ............... . 
St. Louis Star .......... . ..... . .... . 
St. Louis Wes tliche Post ...... . .. . 
St. Paul Dispatch .. . ......... . .... . 
John P. Miller........ nor Pa. ave ........ . 
Chas. W. Campbell ... 1410-1412 G st. ..... . 
W. B. Shaw........ . 1410-1412 G st ...... . 
W.R. Bell...... . . . . . . 1345 Pa. ave ....... . 
Edgar J. Gibson.. . . . 1403 F st. ..... . .... . 
James S. Henry ...... 1403 F st. .......... . 
John M. Carson ...... Post Building ..... . 
W. E. Annin........ . Post Building ..... . 
H.B. F . Macfarland. . 1,i.o6 G st. ...... . ... . 
Charles W. Metzgar.. 603 Fifteenth st .... . 
N. 0. Messenger ...... 515 Fourteenth st .. 
Henry Hall..... . . . . 515 Fourteenth st .. 
Isaac Gregg .......... 515 Fourteenth st .. 
E.W. Lightner ..... . . 1347 Pa. ave ....... . 
W. R. Bell........... . 1345 Pa. ave ....... . 
Maurice Splain...... . Post Building ..... . 
H.B. Nesbitt ......... Post Building .. . .. . 
Henry Hall . . . . . . . . . . 515 Fourteenth st . . . 
Harry J. Brown.... . . Pest Building ..... . 
F. H. Howland ....... 1417 G st ........... . 
W. H. Bagley ......... 1417 G st ...... . ... . . 
John Boyle . .......... 603Fifteenthst .... . 
Clifford Rose.. . . . . . . . Post Building ..... . 
E . Cuthbert......... . 315 C st ............ . 
Edgar Royer. . . . . . . . . 2 Sixth st .......... . 
Edgar Royer. . . . . . . . . 2 Sixth st . ...... . .. . 
R.H. Hazard ......... Hutchins Bldg .... . 
Walter B. Stevens... . Fourteenth & F sts. 
Justin McGrath ...... Fourteenth & Fsts. 
W. A. Edwards ....... 603 Fifteenth st ... . 
W. S. Daniels ......... 501 Fourteenth st .. . 
Fred. F. Sehrader .... Hotel Normandie .. 
L. W. Habercom . . . . . 501 Fourteenth st .. 
F. A. Johnson . . . . . . . . 1345 Pa. ave ........ . 
Residence. 
1635 L st. 
Riggs House. 
1709 M st. 
Hyattsville, Md. 
1 C st SE. 
3401 Holmead ave. 
Arlington Hotel. 
3526 Morgan ave. 
4 Lafayette square. 
1615 S st. 
1635 L st. 
1316 Columbia road. 
1800 N. J. ave. 
1224 Eighth st. 
1722 Twenty-first st. 
1751 Corcoran st. 
1370 Harvard st. 
2419 Pa. ave. 
1813 Sixteenth st. 
529 Eighteenth st. 
909 New York ave. 
1403 Twelfth st. 
2825 Fourteen th st. 
510 I st. 
Hyattsville, Md. 
n23 '.thirteenth st. 
The Oxford. 
918 New York ave. 
1375 Kenesaw ave. 
The Cairo, Q st. 
915 R. I. ave. 
602 Pa. ave. SE. 
1617 S st. 
113 First st. NE. 
:622 Twenty-second. 
The Columbia. 
927 Seventeenth st. 
2018 Hillyer place. 
1519 Ost. 
Metropolitan Club. 
701 Twelfth st. NE. 
703 Sixth st. 
1434 S st. 
1615 S st. 
142 R st.NE. 
3530 Morgan ave. 
6o6 Twenty-second. 
The Victoria. 
1510 Thirteenth st. 
Riggs House. 
1500 H st. 
1483 Columbia road. 
1332 Vermont ave. 
1316 Columbia road. 
1816 F st. 
1427 N st. 
1216 Eighteenth st. 
1029 C<?nn. a Ye. , 
2022 Hillyer place. 
Brookland, D. C. 
1737 Pa. ave. 
1029 Conn. ave. 
103 C st. NE. 
The Century Club. 
The Century Club. 
1615 S st. 
n10 L st. 
315 C st. 
2 Sixth st. 
2 Sixth st. 
829 Seventh st. 
Willard's Hotel. 
The Stratford. 
19u N st. 
3530 Morgan ave. 
Hyattsville, Md. 
3526 Morgan ave. 
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EWSPAPERS REPRESE.1. ~TED, ETC.-Continued. 
-
Paper represented. Name. . I Office. I Residence. 
Sl. Paul Pioneer Press ...... ~~ ~rthur J. Dodge.= ~st. .. := 3401 IIolmead ave~ 
John E. Monk ....... 1421 F st. ........... 6o8 Eleventh t. 
Salt Lake Herald ................ . 
Salt Lake Tribune ............. . 
San Antonio Hxpress ............ . 
San Francisco Bulletin .......... . 
San Francisco Call. .............. . 
San Francisco Chrnnicle ......... . 
, an Francisco Examiner ........ . 
San Francisco Post .............. . 
Savannah Morning News ....... . 
Scranton Tribune ..... ........... . 
Scranton Tn1th .................. . 
Scripps-McRae Press Association. 
Seattle Times .................... . 
Sioux City Journal. ........ . ..... . 
Springfield Re1;;1ublican ......... . 
Springfield 111011 ............... . 
The Associated Press ............ . 
'foledo Bee ..... .................. . 
Toledo Commercial. ............ . 
:r~g;\~L~!tt~1.:::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : 
Utica Observer ................... . 
Vicksburg Dispatch ............. . 
Washington Evening Star ....... . 
Frank II. Hosford ... 1415 G st. ........... 203 Third st. ~E. 
'\V. li. Annin ......... Post Building .... . . 1316 Columbia roarl. 
Charles A. Edwards.. Sun Building ..... . 
Edward S. Little ..... Post Building ..... . 
Charles C. Carlton. . . . Riggs House ...... . 
!V!orton E. Cra11e . .... Riggs House ...... . 
Edward M. Boyd . . . . 1345 Pa. ave ........ . 
J. 8. Van Antwerp .... 6o3 Fifteenth st. ... . 
II.A.Colman ........ PostBuilding .... . 
R. M. I.,arner ......... 1417 G 'it ........... . 
W. R. Bell..... . . . . . . 1345 Pa. ave ....... . 
E. '\V. Brady.......... 501 Fourteenth st .. 
The Portner. 
Riggs House. 
6o4 Xinth st. 
The Cairo. 
Arlington Hotel. 
921 R st. 
529 ~ighteenth st. 
A. S. Ayres, mgr... . . . Hutchins Building 1 219 F st. NE. 
Alfred J. Stofer.... . Hutchins Building. 930 I st. 
Richard Lee Fearn . . Hutchin Building. 2202 Mass. ave. 
Jacob Waldeck ....... Hutchins Building. 1212 New York ave. 
Wm. M. Butler . . . . . . . Hutchins Building . 910 I st. 
George R. Miller ..... 515 Fourteenth st .. 1230 Roanoke st. 
Chas. A. Hamilton... 501 Fourteenth st... 1305 Kenyon st. 
Chas. A. Conant..... 29 Corcoran Bldg .. -1 1375 Kenesaw a\·e. 
Robert Small ........ no1 Pa. ave ........ 520 B st. NE. 
C. A. Boynton, supt.. Post Building..... . 1357 Princeton st. 
Arthur W. Dunn... Post Building ...... 1929 Fifteenth st. 
Howard N.Thompsoll Post Building...... The Columbia. 
Chas. T. 'fhompson.. Post Building...... Cleveland Park. 
Elmer E. Paine ...... Post Building ...... 1313 Twelfth st. 
Chas. H. Merillat.... Post Building...... 1430 Eighth st. 
Chas. H. Boynton.... Post Building ...... 2716 Fourteenth. t. 
Edwin M. Hood ...... Post Building ...... 209 Twelfth st. SW. 
George E. Gilliland ....................... 2035 H st. 
Corry M. Stadden .... 515 Fourteenth st... 18o7 G st. 
Isabel Worrell Ball .. 515 L st ............. 515 L st. 
Chas. A. Hamil ton... 501 Fourteenth st.. . 1305 Kenyon st. 
Chas. B. J,ockwood.. . 515 Fourteenth st.. . 826 Fifteenth st. 
George S. Johnson... 1345 Pa. ave. . . . . . . 323 Second st. SE. 
John P. Miller. ....... rroI Pa. ave ......... The Victoria. 
N. 0. Messenger.. . . rro1 Pa. ave.. . . . . . . . 1216 Eighteenth st. 
Charles E. Kern...... 1101 P8;. ave.·.·.·.·.. . 409 R st. 
Washington Evening Times .... . F. C. Crawford ... . ... Hutchins Build111g. 3021 P st. 
Joseph E. O'Brien... Hutchins Building . 6o7 Twenty-first st. 
Washington Post ............ ..... H. L. West . . . . . . . . . Post Building ...... 1364 Harvard st. 
Ernest G. Walker .... Post Building...... 17o6 P st. 
Washington Times ...... . ..... .. Garet Garrett ........ Hutchins Building. 607 Twenty-first st. 
Robert 0. Bailey.. . . . Hutchins Building. 722 Eighth st. 
Wilkes Barre Record ............. F. W. Cauldwell ...... Fourteenth & F sts. 
C. H. Mann, doorkeeper House Press Gallery; residence, 627 A street NE. 
James D. Preston, doorkeeper Senate Press Gallery; residence, r7u Pennsylvania avenue. 
MEMBERS OF THE PRESS WHO ARE ENTITLED TO AD-
MISSION TO THE PRESS GALLERI~S. 
[Streets and avenues are Northwest unless otherwise stated.) 
[The* designates those whose wives accompany them; thee designates those whose daughters 
accompany them; the II designates those having other ladies with them.) 
ame. 
* Albert, Charles S ........ . . 
*Annin, W. E .............. . 
*Atkin , Addison B ........ . 
* Ayres, A., .............. . 
Ba~ley, w. H.. .. .......... . 
Bailey, Robert 0 ..... . ... .. 
Rall . Isabel Worrell. ....... . 
Ballinger, '\Vebster ........ . 
*Harry, David S ............ . 
Bell,W.R ............... ... . 
Bennett, Claude N ......... . 
Benzinger, Frederic ...... • . 
Paper represented. 
"ew York World ....................... . 
ebraska State Journal, Philadelphia 
Ledger, Salt Lake Tribune. 
Brooklyn Eagle ......................... . 
Scripps-McRae Press Association ...... . 
~~~~1~;fir!~i;:e3;;1 .'.'.'.'.'.'.' ·: .'.'.'.' :: : : :: :: : 
Topeka Capital ....... ....... ......... .. . 
Ballinger Press Syndicate . ............. . 
ew York Sun ......................... :. 
Philadelphia orth American, Pitts-
burg Leader, Scranton Tribune. 
Montgomery Advertiser, Birmingham 
News, Spokane Cht-onicle, Los An-
geles Express. 
Chicago Times-Herald ........... , ., .... . 
Office. 
1347 Pennsylvania ave. 
Post Building. 
6o8 Fourteenth st. 
Hutchins Building. 
1417 G st. 
Hutchins Building. 
515 L st. 
6ro 'Fourteenth st. 
1417 G st. 
1345 Pennsylvania a\"e. 
009 Fourteenth st. 
1503 Pa. ave. 
Members ef the Press. 
MEMBERS OF THE PRESS, E1'C.-Continued. 
Name. Paper represented. 
* Biggs, Henry C ............ °Chicago Tribune .................. .. 
Bingham, William T ........ New York Sun ......................... . 
*Bolton, Henry B ........... Burlington Free Press ...... ..... .. .. ... . 
* Boyd, Edward M ....... .... San Francisco Chronicle . .... .......... . 
II II Boyle, John... ... . . . . . . . . . . Norfolk Virginian, Raleigh Post, Mont-
gomery Journal. 
*2 Boynton, C. A ............ . 
*Boynton, Charles H ...... . 
Brady, E.W ............. .. . . 
Brown, Harry J ............ . 
* Burdett, Sam M .. . ..... .. ,. 
* Busbey, L. W .............. . 
Butler, Wm. M ............. . 
Butt, Archibald W ......... . 
* Campbell, C. W ........... . 
Carlton, Charles C .... .... . 
Carmichael, Otto ........... . 
* Carson. John M . ......... . 
Cauldwell, F. W ............ . 
* Clark, Selden N .......... . 
* Clark, Walter E ....... ... . 
* Clarke, H. Conquest ...... . 
* Colman, H. A .... ........ . . 
Conant, Chas. A ....... .... . 
* Coolidge, L. A . . .......... . 
Crane, Morton E ........... . 
Crawford, F. C ............. . 
Crist, Harris M ....... .. .... . 
Crounse, ,v. L . ... ......... . 
* Curtis, W. E .............. . 
Cuthbert, E ................ . 
Daniels, W. S .............. . 
* Dodge, Arthur J .......... . 
*Dunn, ArthurW .. .. ...... . 
* Dunnell, E. G ....... ... .. . 
Edwards, Charles A ........ . 
* Edwards, W. A . ......... . . 
*Landon Hal. D ............ . 
* Eland, Henry E .... .. .. .. . 
* II Fearn, Richard Lee ..... . 
* Gardiner, Cornelius ...... . 
Garrett, Garet ... ........... . 
Garthe, Louis .............. . 
*~Gesner, C. W ........... .. 
Gibson, Edgar J ... .. ....... . 
* Gilliland, George E ....... . 
II Gregg, Isaac ............... . 
* Guthridge, Jules .. . ....... . 
* Ilabercom, L. W .......... . 
* Halford, A. J ............ .. 
Hall, Henry ................ . 
* Hamilton, Chas. A ........ . 
* ~ e e Hayes, Henry G .. ... . . 
Hazard, R. H ............... . 
* Heiss, Austin E ........... . 
*Henry, James S ........... . 
* Hood, E. M ........ ..... . , .. 
Hopkins, H. T ........ .. .. .. . 
* Hosford, Frank H . . . . ... . 
* Hoskins, Ed win S ..... ... . 
Howard, Phocion .. ... ..... . 
Howland, F. H ......... _ .... . 
Hunt, C. P ........... . ...... . 
Hussey, John B ............ . 
Jaquet, Jules ............... . 
*Johnson, F. A ............. . 
*i! e Johnson, George S .... . 
* Johnson , S. E ............ . 
Justice, Ewan ..... ......... . 
Kemp, Henry G . ..... . . .. . 
* Kern, Charles E ......... . 
* Kloeber, Charles E., jr .... . 
Superintendent Associated Press . . . 
The Associated Press ..... ............. . 
Baltimore News, Scranton Truth . . ... .. . 
Portland Oregonian .... .. .......... .... . 
Chicago Chronicle . .. ............ ..... .. . 
Chicago Inter-Ocean ............... .... . . 
Scripps-McRae Press Association ..... .. . 
Atlanta Journal, Nashville Banner, 
Louisville Evening Post. 
Philadelphia Inquirer .................. . 
San Francisco Call ..... ....... . .. ..... .. . 
Detroit Journal, Louisville Times ...... . 
Philadelphia Public Ledger ............ . 
Wilkes Barre Record .................... . 
New York Tribune ....... .............. . 
New Haven Register, Hartford Courant, 
Buffalo Express. 
Chicago Chronicle ..................... . . 
San Francisco Post .... ........ .. ..... .. . 
New York Jcurnal of Commerce, 
Springfield Republican. 
Boston Journal, New York Commercial 
Advertiser. 
San Francisco Cail . ... .. .... ........ ... . 
Washington Times ..................... . 
~~~~tN'~~!g)~~;;·_:::::::::::::::::::::: 
Chicago Record . ................. .... ... . 
Richmond Dispatch ............... . .... . 
St. Louis Republic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
Milwaukee Sentinel, St. Paul Pioneer 
Press. 
The Associated Press ................... . 
New York Times ................... . · ... . 
Housfon Post, San Antonio Express .... . 
Kansas City Times, St. Louis Post-Dis-
patch, Chicago Journal. 
Cincinnati Commercial-Tribune .. ..... . 
New York Journal ..... ........ ...... ... . 
Scripps-McRae Press Association ...... . 
Evansville Courier ........... ... ..... __ .. 
Washington Times ... .. .............. .. . 
Baltimore American .... .. .............. . 
Newark News, Hoboken Observer ..... . 
Philadelphia Press ...................... . 
Toledo Bee .............. .. : ............. . 
~~tk~~~io:~esr~i;i: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : 
Milwaukee Germania, St. Louis West-
liche Post, New York Herold. 
New York Sun .......................... . 
Pittsburg Times, Pittsburg News ...... . 
Brooklyn Times, Rochester Post-Ex-
press, Sioux City Journal, Syracuse 
Herald, Troy Times. 
New York Sun .... . .. . . ................. . 
St. Louis Chronicle, Kansas City World. 
Cleveland Plaindealer, Ohio State Jour-
nal. 
Philadelphia Press ......... . ............ . 
The Associated Press .. .. ............. .. . 
Columbia (S. C.) Register. .............. . 
Chicago Dispatch, Anaconda Standard, 
Rocky Mountain News, Grand Rap-
ids Democrat, Salt Lake Herald. 
Buffalo Evening News ................. . 
New York World ...... .... ... · .......... . 
Providence Journal. ............ .... .... . 
Arizona Republican ............... .... . . 
Columbia (S. C.) State .................. . 
Milwaukee Herold ..................... . 
Minneapolis Tribune, St. Paul Dispatch. 
~f~~t~~!fi~~~~\~~~:::::: :: : : . : :: : : : : : : : 
New York Evening World ............. . 
Baltimore Sun . ......................... . 
Washington Evening Star .. ......... . .. . 
Jacksonville Times-Union and Citizen. 
Office. 
Fourteenth and F sts. 
1417 G st. 
1227 L st. 
1345 Pennsylvania ave. 
603 Fifteenth st. 
Post Building. 
Post Building. 
501 Fourteenth st. 
Post Building. 
Fourteenth and F sts. 
Fourteenth and F sts. 
Hutchins Building. 
1347 Pennsylvania ave. 




Fourteenth and F sts. 
1322 F st. 
1417 G st. 
Fourteenth and F sts. 
Post Building. 
29 Corcoran Building. 
Fourteenth and F sts. 
Riggs House. 
Hutchins Building. 
608 Fourteenth st. 
1415 G st. 
Post Building. 
315 C st. 
501 Fourteenth st. 
1421 F st. 
Post Building. . 
515 Fourteenth st. 
Sun Building. 
603 Fifteenth st. 
1345 Pennsylvania ave. 




14rn Pennsylvania ave. 
1800 New Jersey ave. 
1403 F st. 
515 Fourteenth st. 
30 Corcoran Building. 
501 Fourteenth st. 
1417 G st. 
515 Fourteenth st. 
501 Fourteenth st. 
1417 G st. · 
Hutchins Building. 
1412 G st. 
1403 F st. 
Post Building. 
609 Seventh st. 
1415 G st. 
1347 Pennsylvania ave. 
1417 G st. 
509 Fourteenth st. 
Cor. Sixth and D. 
1345 Pennsylvania ave. 
1345 Pennsylvania ave. 
1517 H st. 
1347 Pennsylvania ave. 
Sun Building. 




MEMBERS OF THE PRESS, ETC.-Continued. 
ame. 
* Larner, R. :V[ ... . 
* Leu pp, Francis E ........ . 
* Little, Edward S ... . 
* Lightner, E. W .... . 
* Lockwood, Chas. B. 
* Low, A. Maurice .. . 
* MacBride, W. C ...... .. .. . 
* Macfarland, H. B. F ..... . 
* II McGrath, Justin ........ . 
McPherson, W. L .......... . 
Mathews, J. A . .. . . 
* Mathews. R. Bowman ..... 
II Merillat. Chas. H .. .. . 
* Merrick, H. L .......... . 
* Messenger, N. O . . ........ . 
* Metzgar, Chas. W. . . . . . . . . 
Michinard, F ... . .......... . 
Mitldleton, Hugh C . . ...... . 
Miles, Lovick P ............ . 
* Miller, Albert ............ . 
* Miller, George E ........ . . . 
* Miller, John P ... ......... . 
* Mock, Horace J ...... ... .. . 
Monk, John E ............. . 
Morgan, Frank P ...... . ... . 
Nesbitt, H.B ............. . 
* Nicholas, W. G ........... . 
O'Brien, Joseph E ........ . 
* O'Brien, Robert L .. ...... . 
Ohl, J. K ........ . ......... . 
* O'Laughlin, Cal .... .. . ... . 
* Oulahan, R. V ............ . 
* II Paine, Elmer E .......... . 
; P?tterson, Raymond ..... . 
Richards, George F .. ... .. . 
Richard ·011, F. A . ......... . 
*Richardson, W. K ........ . 
Rose. Chfford .............. . 
* Rouzer, George W ....... . 
Royer, Edgar . ...... ...... .. . 
Sarvis, J. M .... ........ . . .. . 
*Schrader, Fred. F ......... . 
* Schroeder, Reginald .. ... . f SeckendorfT, M. G ..... . . . 
Shaw, \V. B .............. .. 
Shriver, John S...... . .... . 
Small, Robert. ...... . ...... . 
*Smith,William W ........ . 
*Snowden, Harold ..... . ... . 
Splain, Maurice, ...... . .. . . 
Stadden, Corry M ...... .. .. . 
Starek, Fred .............. . . 
Stealey, H. \Vatterson ... . . . 
*. tealey, . 0 . ............. . 
*Steele, John L ............ . 
* Sterett, '\V. , ..........•... 
* Stevens, II. C ............. . 
*Ste,·ens, '\\'alterB ......... . 
Stofer, A. J . . . . . . . ........ . 
*Suter.John T .. jr .......... . 
* Thompson. harles ·r .... . 
Thompson, Howard.· .... . 
* Tighe. :-.r. F. . . . . . . ....... . 
Towne, Roh rt F: .......... . 
* \'au Antwerp, J . S ....... . 
Waldeck, Jacoh ............ . 
Walker. Erne l G . ....... . 
* \\'est, H . J,. .... .......... . 
Paper represented. 
Charleston News and Courier, Savan-
nah Morning News, New York Tele-
~ram. • 
New York Evening Post ............... . 
San Francisco Bulletin, Los Angeles 
Times. 
Pittsburg Dispatch . .......... ........... . 
Albany Times-Union, Utica Observer. .. 
Boston Globe ................. . ........ . . 
Cincinnati Enquirer ................... . 
Boston Herald, Phi ladelphia Record .. . 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat .......... .... . 
New York Tribune ........ . . . ..... .. .. . 
Chicago News, Indianapolis News . . .. . . 
New Orleans Picayune . . . ........... . .. . 
The Associated Press ............... . ... . 
Columbus Press-Post. . ..... .. .. ... . .. . . . 
Washin15ton Evening Star, Pittsburg 
Chronicle-Telegraph. 
Albany Journal , Pittsburg Commercial 
Gazette. 
New Orleans Times-Democrat . . ....... . 
Augusta c ·hronicle ...... ... ............ . . 
Memphis Commercial-Appeal. .... .. ... . 
Kansas CitY. Star ... ......... ............ . 
Detroit Tnbune, Detroit News, Seattle 
Times, Cleveland World. 
Washington Evening Star, Philadelphia 
Telegraph. 
New Yo1·k World ..... ........ ........ . . . 
St. Paul Pioneer Press ............... ... . 
Boston Traveler ...... . ...... .... .. .. .... . 
Pittsburg Press. Huntington Advertiser, 
Kansas City Star. . 
Chicago Evening Post, Indianapolis 
Joun1al. 
Washington Evening Times . . ......... . 
Boston Transcript ...................... . 
Atlanta Constitution .......... .. ........ . 
New York Herald .............. .. ....... . 
New York Sun .......................... . 
The Associated Press ................... . 
Chicago Tribune . ....................... . 
Manchester Union .. . .. ............. .. .. . 
Baltimore Sun ..... .. .................. . . 
Ctnci nnati Enquirer .. .. ....... ... .... . . . 
Houston Post, Raleigh News and OIJ.. 
server. 
New York Herald ...................... . 
Richmond Leader, Richmond Times ... . 
New York Daily News .......... ....... . 
Kansas City Journal, Omaha World-
Herald, Sl. Louis Star. 
New York Staats-Zeitung . .... . ..... ... . 
New Yo1·k Tribune .... .... . . ........... . 
Philadelphia Inquirer ........ .... ...... . 
New York Mail and Express, Cincin-
nati Times-nar. 
Springfield Un ion ............... . ...... . 
Baltimore Sun ..................... . .. .. 
Alexandria Gazette . .... ............... . 
Pittsburg Post ............ ...... ........ . 
Columbus Dispatch, Toledo Commer-
cial. 
Cleveland Leader ... ... ..... ...... ...... . 
Louisville Courier-Journal . ........... . 
I,ouisville Courier-Journal ............. . 
1·ew York J ournal. ................... .. 
Galveston and Dallas ews . .. ..... .... . 
BufTalo Times, Newburgh (N.Y.) News. 
St. Louis C lobe-Democrat. ... . . ... .... . 
• cripp. -:\l cRae Pres A sociation ....... . 
Chicago Record ....... ........... ...... . 
The A. socia ted Press ... ................ . 
The Associated Pres ................... . 
• ·t:w York Journal. .................. . . 
Chicago Times-Herald .................. . 
:\Iinneapolis Journal, San Francisco 
Exan11ner, .Milwaukee '\\'isconsin. 
Scripps--:\TcRac Pr •.·s Association ...... . 
\\'a. hin~on Post, J,<:wiston Journal. ... . 
\Va.-hington Po. t ......... .... .......... . 
Office. 
1417 G st. 
Wyatt Jluilding. 
Post Building. 
1347 Pennsylvania ave. 
515 Fourteenth st. 
1410 G st. 
1517 H st. 
1410 G st. 
Fourteenth and F sts. 
1322 F st. 
Post Building. 
515 Fourteenth st. 
Post Building. 
Post Building. 
1101 Pennsylvania ave. 
603 Fifteenth st. 
1345 Pennsylvania ave. 
227 E. Capitol st. 
1347 Pennsylvania ave. 
Post Build111g. 
515 Fourteenth st. 
1101 Pennsylvania ave. 
1347 Pennsylvania ave. 
1421 F st. 
501 Fourteenth st. 
Post Building. 
1503 Pennsylvania ave. 
Hutchins Building. 
Wyatt Building. 
1417 G st. 
701 Fifteenth st. 
1417 G st. 
Post Building. 
Fourteenth and F sts. 
Riggs House. 
Sun Building. 
1517 H st. 
Post Building. 
701 F ifteenth st. 
2 Sixth st. 
1419 F st. 
Hotel Normandie. 
Post Building. 
1322 F st. 
1410-1412 G st. 
515 Fourteenth st. 




515 Fourteenth st. 
1427 F st. 
142r G st. 
1421 G st. 
6o3 Fifteenth st. 
Metropolitan Hotel. 
5 15 Fourteenth st. 




Po t Building. 
6o3 Fifteenth st. 
1·03 Pennsylvania ave. 
515 Fourteenth st. 
Hutchins Building. 
Post Building. 
: \\~~,i_te~eacl, fl rank J ...... . 
ti ham , John C . ...... . *e Wynn•, Robert J . ...... . 
Dayton Daih·. ·ews .................. .. . 
. · w York Jl<:ralcl. ........ .............. . 
• ·cw York l're ·s ........................ . 
Post Building. 
501 Fourteenth st. 
701 Fifteenth st. 
Fout Leen th and F slS. 
Members of the Press. 
RULES GOVERNING PRESS GALLERIES. 
r. Persons desiring admission to the Press Galleries shall make application to the 
Speaker, as required by Rule XXXVI of the House of Representatives, and to the Com-
mittee on Rules of the Senate, as required by Rule V for the Regulation of the Senate 
Wing of the Capitol; and shall also state, in writing, for what paper or papers they 
are employed; and shall further state that they are not engaged in the prosecution of 
claims pending before Congress or the Departments, and will not become so engaged 
while allowed admission to the galleries; and that they are not in any sense the . 
agents or representatives of persons or corporations having legislation before Con-
gress, and will not become either while retaining their places in the galleries, and 
that they are not employed in an Executive or Legislative department, and will not 
become so employed while accepting the privileges of the galleries. Visiting jour-
nalists who may be allowed_ temporary admission to the galleries must conform to the 
restrictions of this rule. 
2. 'fhe applications required by above rule shall be authenticated in a manner that 
shall be satisfactory to the Standing Committee of Correspondents, who shall see that 
the occupation of the galleries is confined to bona fide telegraphic correspondents of 
reputable standing in their business, who represent daily newspapers, and not exceed-
ing one seat shall be assigned to each paper; and it shall be the duty of the Standing 
Committee, at their discretion, to report violations of the privileges of the galleries to 
the Speaker, or to the Senate Committee on Rules, and pending action thereon the 
offending correspondent shall be suspended. 
3. Persons employed in the Executive or Legislative Departments of the Govern-
ment, and persons engaged in other occupations whose chief attention is not given to 
newspaper correspondence, shall not be entitled to admission to the Press Galleries; 
and the Press List in the Congressional Directory shall be a list only of telegraphic 
correspondents. 
4. Members of the families of correspondents are not entitled to admission. 
5. 'fhe galleries, subject to the approval of the Speaker of the House of Represent-
Ltives, and the supervision and control of the Senate Committee on Rules, shall be 
under the control of the Standing Committee of Correspondents. 
Approved, 'f. B. REED, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
Approved by the Committee on Rules of the Senate. 
NELSON W. ALDRICH, 
E.G. DUNNELL, Chairman, Chairman Committee on Rules. 
ROBERT J. WYNNE, 
WALTER B. STEVENS, 
H. B. F. MACFARLAND, 
ELMER E. PAINE, Secretary, 
Standing Committee of Correspondents. 
Congressional Directory. 
SENATORS, REPRESENTATIVES, AND DELEGATES. 
NAMES, HOME POST-OFFICES, WASHINGTON ADDRESSES, AND PAGE 
ON WHICH BIOGRAPHY APPEARS. 
[The* designates those whose wives accompany them; the e designates those whose daughters 
accompany them; the II designates those having other ladies with them.] 
* Vice-President, GARRET A. HOBART, 21 Lafayette square. 
* President pro tempore o.f the Senate, WILLIAM P. ·FRYE, The Hamilton. 
Name. 
Aldrich, Nelson W. . . . R 
Allen, William V. . . . . . P 
Allison,William B . ... . R 
Bacon, Augustus O. . . . D 
-:+~ Baker, Lucien . . . . . . R 
*?, Bate, William B..... D 
*Berry, James H ...... D 
*II Burrows, Julius C . . . R 
*II /I Butler, Marion . . . .. P 
*~ I Caffery, Donelson.. D 
,.,. Cannon, Frank J .. ... , S 
·* Carter, Thomas H . . . . R 
* Chandler, Wm. E .... R 
*?. Chilton, Horace. . . . . D 
Clark, Clarence D ..... R 
Clay, Alexander S ..... D 
~II Cockrell,FrancisM .. D 
*11!1 Cullom, Shelby M . R 
*1111 Daniel, John W ... D 
* Davi; Cushman K ... R 
* Deboe, William J . . . . R 
* Elkins, Stephen B . . . R 
* Fairbanks, Charles vV. R 




* Frye, William P. . . . . . R 
*Galling r, Jacob H ... R 
*Gear,John H ... , .... R 
*?.?.?. Gorman, A. P. . . . . D 
*** ray orge. . . . . . D 
* Hale, Eugene . . . . . . . . R 
*l!Hanna, farcus R 
*,; Han brough, H. C... R 
*II Harri , \ illiam A... P 
IIawl y, Jo phR ..... R 
*II Heitfeld, H nry . . . . P 
* Hoar, G rge F . . . . . . R 
*~?.Jone , James K .... D 
Jone , John P ........ . 
* Kennev Ri hanl R . . D 
*Kyle, jam·. H ....... Ind 
*1111 Lind.ay, \\.illiam .. D 
*L dr•,II nrv ah l.. R 
1\IcBri<l , r r \\'. . . • R 
IcEnery . :unuel D . . . D 
SENATORS. 
Home post-office. Washington address. 
Providence, R. I. . . . . . Arlington Hotel. .. ... .. · 
Madison, Nebr . . . . . . . 320 Delaware avenue E 
Dubuque, Iowa ....... n24 Vermont avenue .. 
Macon, Ga........... 1757 Oregon avenue ... . 
Leavenworth, Kans ... The Normandie ....... . 
Nashville, Tenn ...... The Ebbitt ....... .. .. . 
Bentonville, Ark. . . . . Metropolitan Hotel .... . 
Kalama.zoo, Mich. . . . 1404 Mass. avenue NW. 
Elliot, N. C ... . ...... 2109 S street ...... . ... . 
Franklin, La ......... 2110 0 street NW ..... . 
Ogden, Utah. . . . . . . . . 2148 Pa. avenue NW .. . 
Helena, Mont........ 1432 Stoughton street .. . 
Concord, . H. . . . . . . 1421 I street W .. . ... . 
Tyler, Tex .................................. . 
Evanston , Wyo ............ ...... . .......... . 
Marietta, Ga . . . .. .... The Varnum .......... . 
Warrensburg, Mo .... 1518 R street NW ..... . 
Springfield, Ill ... . . . . 1413 Mass. avenue W. 
Lynchburg, Va .. . ... : 1700 Nineteenth st. W 
St. Paul, Minn. .. . . . . 1428 Mass. ave. NW .... 
Marion, Ky .. . ..... . .... .. ... ......... . 
Elkins, W. Va . . . ..... 1626 K street W ..... . 
Indianapolis, Ind... . . 1800 Mass. avenue vV . 
Martinsburg,W. Va . . . The Shoreham ..... . . . . 
Cincinnati, Ohio..... 1500 Sixteenth st. NW . 
Lewiston, Me . . . . . . . . The Hamilton .. ...... . 
Concord, N. H .. ..... The Elsmere . ......... . 
Burlington, Iowa. . . . . The Portland ......... . 
Laurel, Md .......... 1432 K street W ..... . 
Wilmington, Del..... 1421 K street W ..... . 
Ellsworth, Me. . . . . . . . 1001 Sixteenth st. W .. 
Cleveland, Ohio . . . . The Arlington ..... .. . . 
Devils Lake, . Dak.. 2033 Florida avenue TW 
Linwood, Kans.. . . . . 1016 Thirteenth st. \V. 
Hartford, Conn .......... ........... ... ... . . 
Lewi ton, Idaho.... .. II2 Mass. avenue TE .. . 
\\' orcest r, l\Ia s. . . . . 1417 K treet NW ..... . 
\ ashington, rk ... . . 915 M street NW . . .... . 
old Hill, v .............. ................ . 
D ver, Del. ......... ·I u22 Vermont ave. \V. 
b rd en, '. Dak ........... ............... . 
Frankfort, Ky ....... The Cochran .......... . 
Tahant, ~Iass........ 1765 Ma . . avenu 1 \ . . 
t. H } 11. , reg . . . . . l B tr et 1 ~v ........ . 
















































Home and City Residences. 
SENATORS-Continued. 




* Ji McLaurin, John L .. D Bennettsville, S. C . . . 227 East Capitol street . IO 
* McMillan, James .... R Detroit, Mich ... . .... - 1114 Vermont a venue ... 5 
2 
0 




Mantle, Lee ...... . ... . s Butte, Mont .... . ..... 2122 F street NW . ..... 6 
* Martin, Thomas S .... D Scottsville, Va . . ..... The Baltic ...... .. .... . 
·*?,?, Mason,Wm. E ..... R Chicago, Ill .......... 1423 Chapin street NW. 
*?. ?. Mills, Roger Q .. ... D Corsicana, Tex ... . ... 1746 S street NW .... ... 
* Mitchell, John L ..... D Milwaukee, Wis ...... 32 B street NE ......... 
*?.11 11 Money, H. De Soto D Carrollton, Miss .. . . . . The Portner . ........ .. 
$. ?, Morgan , John T ..... D Selma, Ala ........... 315 4½ street NW .. .. .. 
II Morrill, Justin S ..... R Strafford, Vt . . .... .... I Thomas circle ........ 
*?. Murphy, Edward, jr. D Troy, N. Y ...... . .... 1701 K street NvV ...... 
*Nelson, Knute . . ..... R Alexandria, Minn .... 649 East Capitol street .. 
Pasco, Samuel ........ D Monticello, Fla ...... Metropolitan Hotel ... . 
Penrose, Boies ........ R Philadelphia, Pa .. . .. The Normandie ...... .. 
Perkins, George C ..... R Oakland, Cal. ........ The Albany ............ 
*II Pettigrew, RichardF s Sioux Falls, S. Dak .. . 1750 Q street NW ... ... 
*!!Pettus, Edmund W .. D Selma, Ala ......... .. 205 A street SE ........ 
Platt, Orville H ....... R Meriden, Conn ....... The Arlington ......... 
* Platt, Thomas C ...... R Owego, N. Y ......... The Arlington ...... ... 
"k Pritchard, Jeter C ... . R Marshall, N. C .. ..... 902 East Capitol street . 
*?. Proctor, Redfield .... R Proctor, VL ...... ... . 1535 L street NW . ...... 
*?.?.?. Quay, Matthew S. R Beaver, Pa ........... 1612 K street N"\¾ •...... 
Rawlins, Joseph L .... D Salt Lake City, Utah. The Portland .......... 
?.111111 Roach,WilliamN. D Larimore, N. Dak .. .. 1317 Yale street ........ 
Sewell, William J .... . R Camden, N.J ......... The N ormandie ........ 
*?,?,Shoup, GeorgeL ... R Boise, Idaho . ........ The N ormandie ........ 
Simon, Joseph ........ R Portland, Oreg ....... ............ ..... ....... 
Smith, James, jr .... ... D Newark, N. J ........ The Arlington ......... 
* Spooner, John C ..... R Madison, Wis ..... ~ .. 1721 Rhode Island ave .. 
* ?,9. Stewart, William M s Carson City, Nev ..... 8 Dupont circle ........ 
Sullivan, W. V ........ D Oxford, Miss . .. . .... ... .. .. ....... . ......... 
*Teller, Henry M ..... s Central City, Colo .... 1431 Rhode Island ave .. 
Thurston, John M .. . .. R Omaha, Nebr ........ The Cairo ............. 
*Tillman,Benj. R ..... D Trenton, S. C ........ ........................ 
*?.II Turley, Thomas B. D Memphis, Tenn . ..... Ebbitt House, ......... 
*Turner, George ...... p Spokane, Wash .. . ... Hotel Gordon ......... ·. 
?, Turpie, David ... . .. .. D Indianapolis, Ind .. ... 4 B street NE .......... 
* Vest, George G ...... D Sweet Springs, Mo ... 1204 P street NW ....... 
* \,Varren, Francis E ... R Cheyenne, \,Vyo ...... 1848 vVyoming ave .. ... 
·X·Wellington,GeorgeL. R Cumberland, Md ...... The N ormandie .... . ... 
*?.?. Wetmore,George P. R Newport, R. I ........ 1609 K street NW ..... . 
*White, Stephen M ... D Los Angeles, Cal ..... 1411 K street NW ...... 
Wilson, John L .. . .... R Spokane, Wash ...... The Cairo .............. 
*Wolcott, Edward O . . R Denver, Colo ......... 1221 Connecticut avenue 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
Name. Home post-office. ~ I Washington address. 
* Acheson, Ernest F. . R Washington, Pa. . . . 24 
Adams, Robert, jr. . . R Philadelphia, Pa. . . 2 
Adamson, vVn1. C ... D Carrollton, Ga.... . 4 
·*!!Aldrich, W. F .... R Aldrich, Ala..... . . 4 
*IIAlexander, DeA.S. R Buffalo, N. Y ..... . 33 
Allen, John M . . .... D Tupelo, Miss....... 1 
Arnold,William C ... R Dubois, Pa......... 28 
·K· 11 Babcock, Joseph \V R Necedah, Wis. . 3 
Bailey, Joseph vV ... D Gainesville, Tex... 5 
55-3D-}ST JW--21 
217 North Capitol street. 
Metropolitan Club .... . 
The Varnum .......... . 
1531 N. H. ave. NW .... . 
The Concord .......... . 
109 Maryland ave. NE . . 
The Varnum ..... . .... . 
II B street NW ........ . 






































































*Baird, S. T ........ D 
*1111 Baker, Jehu ..... F 
Baker, William B .. .. R 
* Ball, Thomas H. . . . D 
'* Bankhead, J. H .... D 
* Barber, Isaac A .... R *e Barham, John A . . R 
'*Barlow, C. A ...... P 
*ell Barney,SamuelS R 
Barrett, William E .. R 
e 1111 Barrows, SamuelJ R 
-x-11 Bartholdt, Richard R 
-i<- Bartlett, Chas. L . . . D 
* Beach, Clifton B. . . R 
Belden, James J ..... R 
,f Belford, Joseph M. . R 
·*Belknap, Hugh R .. R 
*·Bell, John C ....... P 
Benner, George J. . . . D 
Bennett, Charles G. . R 
-x- Benton, M. E . . . . . . D 
-l<·e Berry, Albert S ... D 
Bingham, Henry H. . R 
* Bishop, Roswell P .. R 
Bland, Richard P . . . D 
eee Bodine, Robert N D 
Booze, William S. . . . R 
*II Botkin.Jeremiah D P 
·*II Boutell,Henry S .. R 
?.e Boutelle,Chas. A .. R 
Bradley, Thomas J .. D 
II Brantley, Wm. G ... D 
·*Brenner, John L ... D 
Brewer, Willis ...... D *e Brewster, H. C ... R ee Broderick, Case .. R 
Bromwell, Jacob H .. R 
*e Brosius, Marriott .. R 
*Broussard, Robert F D 
*e Brown, Seth W. . . R 
Brownlow, Walter P. R 
II Brucker, F ......... D 
,f?.e Brumm, C. R 
* Brundidge, S., jr . . D 
Bull, Melville .. ..... R 
*II Burke, Robert E. . D 
*?. Burleigh, Edwin C. R 
Burton, TheodoreE .. R 
*Butler, Thoma S .. R 
Campbell, James R .. D 
?, Cannon, Jo eph G . R 
*?. Capron, Adin B. . . R 
Carmack,E., D 
*~Cat.le, Curtis H .. P 
** Catching , T. D 
* hickreing ha . . R 
* lar<l y J hn D. . . . . D 
* Clark, hamp . . . . . D 
lark, amuel :\I. ... R 
* larke, rank . R 
Clayton, Henry ... I D 
Home post-office. Washington address. 
Bastrop, La ....... . 5 The Riggs ............ . 
Belleville, Ill. . . . . . . 21 633 Maryland ave. NE .. 
2r5NewJerseyave. NW. Aberdeen, Md ..... . 
Huntsville, Tex ... . 
Fayette, Ala ...... . 
Easton, Md ....... . 
Santa Rosa, Cal. .. . 
San Luis Obispo, Cal 
West Bend, Wis ... . 








The Varnum .......... . 
The Riggs ............ . 
IO B street NE ........ . 
The Ebbitt ........... . 
502 B street NE ....... . 
The Wellington ....... . 
The Shoreham ........ . 
Boston, Mass....... ro 
St. Louis, Mo. . . . . . IO 
Macon;Ga......... 6 
Cleveland, Ohio. . . . 20 
Syracuse, N. Y..... 27 
Riverhead, N. Y. . . . I 
Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . 3 
Montrose, Colo. . . . . 2 
Gettysburg, Pa..... 19 
Brooklyn, N. Y.... 5 
Neosho, Mo........ 15 
Newport, Ky....... 6 
424 East Capitol street .. 
Congressional Hotel ... . 
The Riggs ............ . 
The Arlington ........ . 
The Cairo ............ . 
n35 Twelfth street NW. 
The Shoreham ........ . 
216 A street SE ........ . 
The Wellington ....... . 
Philadelphia, Pa .. . 
Ludington, Mich .. . 
Lebanon, Mo ... .. . 
Paris, Mo ......... . 
Baltimore, Md .... . 
Winfield, Kans .... . 
Chicago, Ill, ...... . 
Bangor, Me . ... ... . 
New York, N. Y ... . 
I 
9 
Metropolitan Club .... . 
r32 A street NE ....... . 







215 East Capitol street .. 
508 East Capitol street . . 
The Riggs ............ . 
Brunswick, Ga. . . . . II 
Dayton, Ohio . . . . . . 3 
Hayneville, Ala . . . . 5 
Rochester, N. Y .... 31 
Holton, Kans...... I 
Cincinnati, Ohio ... 
Lancaster, Pa. . . . . . ro 
2 
The Bancroft ......... . 
The Ebbitt ........... . 
1330 Columbia ave. NW. 
The N ormandie ....... . 
The Elsmere .......... . 
1347 Q street NW .. ... . 
The Elsmere .......... . 
New Iberia, La .... . 3 ...................... .. 
Lebanon, Ohio .... . 6 The Varnum ......... . 
Jonesboro, Tenn ... . I 310 East Capitol street .. 
Saginaw,E. S.,Mich 8 ...................... .. 
Minersville, Pa .... . 13 Hotel Dewey .......... . 
Searcy, Ark ....... . 6 The Wellington ....... . 
Newport, R. I ..... . r The Hamilton ... .. ... . 
Dallas, Tex ....... . 6 13 First street SE ..... . 
Augusta, Me ... ... . 
Cleveland, Ohio ... . 
3 The Richmond . .. ... . . 
21 Metropolitan Club ..... . 
West Chester, Pa .. . 6 1623 H street W ..... . 
McLeanshoro, Ill .. . 20 The Tremont ......... . 
Danville, Ill ...... . 
Stillwater, R. I .... . 
1emphic;, Tenn .. . . 
Merced, Cal ....... . 
Yicksburg, Miss ... . 
Copenhagen, . Y .. 
rew tead, Ky ..... . 
Bowling reen, Mo. 
Keokuk, Iowa . : .. . 
12 The Cochran .......... 
1 
2 TheHamilton ........ . 
ro 131 B street SE . .. .... . 
7 1402 Chapin street 1-..~. 
3 1722 Q street :NvV ..... . 
24 The Hamilton ........ . 
2 The Varnum .......... . 
9 5m B street NE ....... . 
r The Ebbitt . ... .... ... . 
Pet rboro, . H ... . 2 The ormandie. . . . .. . 
ufaula, la ...... . 3 4o8 Sixth street W .. . 

































































Home and City Residences. 
REPRESENTATIVES-Continued . 
..J Biog-
Name. Home post-office. rn Washington address. ~ raphy . 
. Page. 
Cochran, Charles F .. D St. Joseph, Mo ..... 4 . .................. ... .. 60 
*Cochrane,AaronV.S R Hudson, N. Y ..... . 19 The Hamilton .......... 76 
Codding, James H ... R Towanda, Pa . ...... rs ........................ 97 
Colson, David G .... R Middlesboro, Ky ... II ........................ 38 
* Connell, William . .. R Scranton, Pa ....... II The Shoreham ......... 96 
* Connolly, Jas. A ... R Springfield, Ill ..... 17 The Shoreham ......... 24 
*Cooney, James ..... D Marshall, Mo ... ... 7 230 A street SE ........ 6r 
Cooper, Henry A .... R Racine,vVis ........ I ........................ I2I 
?.~ ?. Cooper, Sam B ... D Wood ville, Tex ..... 2 Metropolitan Hotel ..... IIO 
?. ?. Corliss, John B .... R Detroit, Mich ...... I The Colonial. ......... SI 
Cousins, Robert G ... R Tipton, Iowa . ..... . 5 The Shoreham ......... 31 
* Cowherd, William S D Kansas City, Mo ... 5 The Ebbitt ............ 60 
Cox, Nicholas N .... R Franklin, Tenn ..... 7 The Varnum ........... ro8 
* Cranford, John W .. D Sulphur Sp'gs, Tex. 4 222 Third street NW .... IIO 
*?.?. Crump, Rouss. 0. R West'BayCity, Mich IO 421 B street NE ... • ..... 53 
* Crumpacker, E. D .. R Valparaiso, Ind .... IO Willard's Hotel ..... . .. 28 
Cummings, Amos J .. D New York City ..... IO ................ ... ..... 74 
II Curtis, Charles .... R Topeka, Kans ...... 4 r63r R street NW , .... 34 
* Curtis, George M .. R Clinton, Iowa ...... 2 The Cairo .............. 30 
* II Dalzell, John . .... R Pittsburg, Pa ...... 22 :::605 New Hampshire ave 99 
Danford, Lorenzo ... R St. Clairsville, Ohio r6 The Ebbitt ............ 89 
Davenport, S. A ..... R Erie, Pa ........... (a) ................ --- ..... 93 
Davey, Robt. C ..... D New Orleans, La ... 2 The Metropolitan ... . .. 39 
Davidson, James H .. R Oshkosh, Wis ...... 6 ......... ······ ......... 123 
*?. Davis, Robt. W ... D Palatka, Fla . ...... 2 The National .......... 14 
Davison, Geo. M .... R Stanford, Ky . ... .. 8 Hotel Johnson ......... 37 
*II Dayton, Alston G . R Philippi, W. Va .... 2 The Varnum ........... 120 
,+ De Armond, D. A .. D Butler, Mo ......... 6 The Varnum ........... 60 
* De Graffenreid,R. C D Longview, Tex ..... 3 The Wellington ........ IJO 
*II De Vries, Marion .. D Stockton, Cal ...... 2 1623 H street NW ...... 7 
Dick, Charles ....... R Akron, Ohio ....... 19 ........................ 89 
*?. Dingley, Nelson .. R Lewiston, Me ...... 2 The Hamilton .......... 42 
Dinsmore, Hugh A .. D · Fayetteville, Ark ... 5 1814 K street NW ...... 6 
*Dockery, Alex. M .. D Gallatin, Mo ....... 3 The Ebbitt ............ 6o 
*II Dolliver, Jon't'n P R Fort Dodge, Iowa .. IO The Hamilton .......... 32 
Dorr, Charles P ..... R Addison, W. Va .... 3 Hotel Johnson ......... 120 
* Dovener, B. B ... .. R Wheeling, W. Va ... I The Varnum ........... 120 
·X- Driggs, Edmund H. D Brooklyn, N. Y ..... 3 The Ebbitt . ...... . .... 72 
·* Eddy, Frank M .... R Glenwood, Minn ... 7 1322 Columbia ave. NW. 56 
·*?. Elliott, William .. D Beaufort, S. C ...... I The N ormandie ........ 102 
*?.1111 Ellis, William R R Heppner, Oreg ... . . 2 1233 Harvard street NW 91 
* Ermentrout, Daniel D Reading, Pa ....... 9 The Buckingham ...... 95 
*?. Evans, vValter .... R Louisville, Ky .. ... 5 The N ormandie ........ 37 ·* Faris, George W ... R Terre Haute, Ind ... 5 208 A street SE ........ 27 
-i<· .Penton, Lucien J ... R Winchester, Ohio .. IO 922 I street NW ........ 87 
* Fischer, Israel F ... R Brooklyn, N. Y .... 4 The Cairo .............. 72 
* Fitzgerald, John F . D Boston, Mass ...... 9 The Wellington ........ 48 
Fitzpatrick, Thos. Y. D Preston burg, Ky ... IO 533 A street NE ........ 38 
Fleming, Wm. H .... D Augusta, Ga ....... IO The Cairo . .... .. ... ... 17 
II II .Pletcher, Loren .. . R Minneapolis, Minn. 5 The Shoreham ......... 55 
Foote,vVallaceT., jr. R Port Henry, N. Y .. 23 The Shoreham ......... 77 
* Foss, Geo. Edmund R Chicago, Ill ........ 7 . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2I 
*II Fowler, Charles N. R Elizabeth, N. J .... 8 r4o6 Sixteenth st. NW .. 71 
Fowler, John E ..... p Clinton, N. C . . .... 3 The National .......... 82 
-l<· Fox, Andrew F .... D W estpoint, Miss .... 4 52 B street NE ......... 58 
Gaines, John Wesley. D Nashville, Tenn .... 6 ........................ ro8 
*?.II Gardner, John J. R Atlantic City, N. J. 2 Willard's Hotel ........ 69 *?. Gibson, Henry R .. R Knoxville, Tenn ... 2 ........................ ro6 
* Gillet, Charles W .. R Addison, N. Y ..... 29 The Hamilton .... ... ... 79 
Gillett, Frederick H. R Springfield, Mass . . . 2 The Albany ... . • ........ 46 
*II Graff, Joseph V ... R Pekin, Ill .......... 14 The Elsmere ........... 23 
a At large. 
310 Congressional Directory. 
REPRESENTATIVES-Continued. 
Name. 
Graham, Wm. H .. . . R 
*?.?. Greene, Wm. L. . P 
Greene, Wm. S . . . . . R 
* Griffin, Michael . . . R 
Griffith, Francis M. . D 
Griggs, James M. . . . D 
*?. Grosvenor,C. H . .. R 
Grout, William W. . . R 
Grow, Galusha A .... R 
Gunn, James . . ..... . P 
* Hager, Alva L ..... R 
*Hamilton, Edward L R 
Handy, Levin Irving. D 
"*1111 Harmer, Alfred C. R 
* Hartman, Chas. S . . S 
* Hawley, R. B ..... R 
Hay, James ......... D 
* H e3.twole, Joel P ... R 
Hemenway , J. A . ... R 
*?, Henderson, D. B .. R 
*?.?.l: Henry, Charles L R 
*?, H enry, E. Stevens. R 
Henry, Patrick. . . . . . D 
* Henry, Robert L ... D 
*7, II Hepburn, W. P .. . R 
·*?, Hicks, Josiah D . . . R 
*~ Hilborn, Saml. G. R 
*?, Hill, Ebenezer J .. R 
·*?.II Hinrichsen, W. H D 
* Hitt, RobertR ..... R 
·*?. Hopkins, Albert J . R 
Howard,MilfordW .. P 
·*Howard, Wm. M ... D 
·* Howe,James R .... R 
*Howell, Benj. F ... R 
·*?,Hull, John A. T ... R 
?, Hunter, Andrew J . D 
?, Hurley, Denis M . . R 
*Jenkins, John J .. .. R 
Jett, Thomas M . . . . . D 
Johnson, HenryU ... R 
* Johnso n, Martin N. R 
* Jones, William A .. D 
Jones, William C ... . F 
*Joy, Charles F ..... R 
* Kelley, John E .... P 
*?, Kerr, Winfield S. . R 
Ketcham, John H . . . R 
* King, vVilliamH ... D 
-:.11 Kirkpatrick, W. . R 
Kitchin,'\ illiam W. D 
*~~!111111 Kleberg, Ru- D 
dolph. 
*?. Knowl , Fre man 
?. Knox, '\Villiam . . . R 
*Kulp, 1\1 nr II ... R 
**Lacey J hn F .... R 
Lamb,John ........ . 
Landi , Charl R . . . R 
*Lanham aml.'W. T D 
Latimer sbury . . . D 
Home post-office. '\Vashington address. I Biog-
i---------- raphy. 
Page. 
Allegheny, Pa . . . . . 23 1338 N. Y. ave. NW. . . . 99 
Kearney, Nebr. . . . . 6 157 D street SE . .. .... · I 66 
Fall River, Mass... 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Eau Claire, Wis.... 7 1502 Verm;~t ·a·~~~~~.: :1 123 
Vevay, Ind .... .... 4 430 Rhode Island ave . . 27 
Dawson, Ga. . . . . . . . 2 408 Sixth street NW. . . . rs 
Athens, Ohio.. . . . . . II The Cochran. . . . . . . . . . . 87 
Barton, Vt......... 2 The Arlington.... . . ... II4 
Glenwood, Pa ...... (a) Willard's Hotel.... ... . 92 
Boise, Idaho .. .. · . .. (a) 120 Fourth street SE . . . 18 
Greenfield, Iowa . . . 9 The Portland. . . . . . . . . . . 32 
Niles, Mich.. ... ... 4 The Ingleside....... .. . 52 
Newl:lrk, Del...... (a) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Philadelphia, Pa... 5 1239 Vermont ave. NW. 94 
Bozeman, Mont. ... (a) 1719 Oregon ave. W .. 
1 
64 
Galveston, Tex.. ... IO The Hamilton . . . . . . . . . II2 
Madison, Va . . . . . . . 7 The Colonial . . . . . . . . . . II7 
Northfield, Minn... 3 The Baltic..... .. .. .... 55 
Boonville, Ind . . . . . 1 The Ebbitt . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Dubuque, Iowa..... 3 The Normandie... . .... 30 
Anderson, Ind. ... . 8 The Ebbitt.. .... . .. .. . 27 
Rockville, Conn... . l 1421 K street NW... . .. II 
Brandon, Miss . . . . . 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59 
Waco, Tex.... . . ... 7 
Clarinda, Iowa. . . . . 8 
Altoona, Pa . .. .. .. . 20 
Oakland, Cal . . . . . . 3 
Norwalk, Conn . . . . 4 
Jacksonville, Ill. . . . 16 
Mount Morris, Iil. . 9 
Aurora, Ill. . . . . . . . . 8 
Fort Payne, Ala.... 7 
Lexington, Ga . . . . . 8 
Brooklyn,N. Y..... 6 
New Brunswick, N.J 3 
Des Moines, Iowa. . 7 
Paris, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Brooklyn, N. Y..... 2 




Hillsboro, Ill ..... . 
Richmond, Ind . . . . 
Petersburg, . Dak. 
Warsaw, Va . .... .. . 
Spokane, Wash ... . 
St. Louis, Mo ..... . 
Flandreau, S. Dak .. 
Mansfield, Ohio . .. . 
Dover Plains, . Y . 
altLakeCity, tah 
Easton, Pa ........ . 










Cuero, Tex . . . . . . . . II 
dwo d, . Dak .. 
1 
(a) 
vrence, a s. . . . 5 
okin, Pa .. . .. 17 
loosa, Iowa. . . . 6 
m nd, Va..... 3 
9 
rd, T x . . 
The Wellington . ... . .. . 
II24 East Capitol street. 
Willard's Hotel ...... . . 
The Hamilton .. ... .. . . 
The Cochran .. ........ . 
12IO N street NW ..... . 
1507 K street W ..... . 
Willard's Hotel ....... . 
The Bancroft . . . ...... . 
II8 Maryland ave. E .. 
The Normandie ..... . . . 
The Portner ... ....... . 
Congressional Hotel ... . 
The Wellington ...... . 
The National ......... . 
812 Twelfth street W .. 
238 Maryland ave. NE .. 
The Varnum . ......... . 
826 Fourteenth st. NW. 
The Shoreham ........ . 
31 C street E .. . .. ... . 
The Ebbitt ............ ' 
The Hamilton ......... . 
The Richmond ........ . 
The ational . . .... ... . 
214 North Capitol street. 
2o6 Delaware ave. E .. 
The Cochran . ........ . 
21 orth apitol treet. 
1403 21 t tre t \V . . . . 
The rational ......... . 
3 .... .... ...... . ... ..... . l 

































Home and City Residences. 3II 
REPRESENTATIVES-Continued . 
..µ Biog-
Name. Home post-office. 




*IILawrence,George P R North Adams, Mass l The Cochran ........... 46 
* Lentz, John J ...... D Columbus, Ohio .... 12 The Portland ....... ... 88 
*II Lester, Rufus E ... D Savannah, Ga ...... l The Cairo ........ ... .. 15 
Lewis, Elijah B .... . D Montezuma, Ga .. .. 3 The Metropolitan ...... 15 
*Lewis,J as. Hamilton D Seattle, Wash ...... (a) The Riggs ............. 119 
·:+ ~ ~ Linney, Rom. Z .. R Taylorsville, N. C .. 8 915 H street NW ... .... 83 
Littauer, Lucius N ... R Gloversville, N. Y .. 22 The Albany ............ 77 
*Little, John S ...... D Greenwood, Ark .... 2 ........................ 5 
Livingston, L. F .... D Kings, Ga ......... 5 2443 Eighteenth st. NW. 16 
.Y. Lloyd, James T .... D Shelbyville, Mo .... l 215 East Capitol street .. 59 
Lorimer, William ... R Chicago, Ill ........ 2 The Raleigh ........... 20 
* Loud, Eugene F ... R San Francisco, Cal. 5 ........................ 8 
Loudenslager, H. C . . R Paulsboro, N. J ..... l ........................ 69 
~~Lovering, Wm. C .. R Taunton, Mass ..... 12 1755 N street NW ...... 49 
* Low, Philip B ..... R New York, N. Y .... IS The Regent ............ 75 
*Lybrand, Archibald R Delaware, Ohio .... 8 The Hamilton ......... 86 
* ::.\1cAleer, William .. D Philadelphia, Pa ... 3 The Regent ....... . .... 93 
-l<·McCall, Sam.uel v,;. R Winchester, Mass .. 8 1703 Q street NW ....... 48 
*McCleary, James T. R Mankato, Minn .... 2 The Regent ............ 55 
·:+ McClellan, Geo. B .. D New York City .... 12 1445 Rhode Island ave .. 74-
*~ McCormick, N. B. p Phillipsburg, Kans. 6 638 C street NE ........ 34 
*II McCulloch, P. D .. D Marianna, Ark ..... l The N ormandie ........ 4 
?.1111 McDonald, John . R Rockville, Md ..... 6 1340 I street NW ... .... 45 
·:+ McDowell, John A . D Millersburg, Ohio .. 17 1746 M street NW ...... 89 
McEwan, Thos., jr .. R Jersey City, N. J .... 7 1340 I street NW ....... 71 
·* McIntire, William vV R Baltimore, Md ..... 4 ........ ····· ........... 44 
McLain, Frank A .... D Gloster, Miss ....... 6 ........................ 58 
-: .. McMillin, Benton .. D Carthage, Tenn .... . 4 The N ormandie ........ ro7 
McRae,Thos. C .. .. .. D Prescott, Ark ...... 3 The Metropolitan ...... 5 
-:t- Maddox, John W ... D Rome, Ga ......... 7 The National .......... 16 
,:- Maguire, James G .. D San Francisco, Cal. 4 The Riggs . . ........... 8 
Mahany,Rowland B. R Buffalo, N. Y ... .. .. 32 1725 H street NW ...... So 
* Mahon, Thad. M ... R Chambersburg, Pa .. 18 The Oxford ............ 98 
·*Mann, James R . ... R Chicago, Ill ........ 7 .................... .. .. 19 
*~ Marsh, Benj. F ... . R Warsaw, Ill .. . ..... 15 121 Maryland ave. NE .. 23 
"-<· Marshall, George A. D Sidney, Ohio ....... 4 ........................ 86 
Martin, Charles H ... p Polkton, N. C ...... 6 II2 C street NE ........ 82 
Maxwell, Samuel. ... F Fremont, Nebr .... . 3 ... ·- ................... 65 
*Meekison, David ... D Napoleon, Ohio .... 5 1921 Sixteenth s.treet NW 86 
* Mercer, David H ... R 0maha, Nebr .. ..... 2 1303 Roanoke street NW 65 
*1111 Mesick,Wil_liamS R Mancelona, Mich ... II 209 New Jersey ave. NW 53 
*II Meyer, Adolph ... D New Orleans, La ... l 1700 Q street NW ...... 39 
Miers, Robert W .... D Bloomington, Ind .. 2 4 B street NE .... . ..... 26 
Miller, Warren ...... R Jackson, W. Va .... 4 The Varnum ........... 120 
*II Mills, Daniel W ... R Chicago, Ill ... ..... 4 1342 T street NW ....... 20 
*ell Minor, Edw'dS .. R Sturgeon Bay, Wis .. 8 49 D street SE ...... . .. 123 
*Mitchell, John R NewYorkCity,N. Y 8 831 Eighteenth st. NW .. 73 
Murray. 
Moocly,WilliamH ... R Haverhill, Mass .... 6 The Albany ............ 47 
Moon, John A ... ... . D Chattanooga, Tenn . 3 413 Sixth street NW .... ro7 
Morris, Page ...... . . R Duluth, Minn ...... 6 1225 Connecticut ave ... 55 
Mudd, Sidney E ..... R Laplata, Mel ....... 5 652 Mass. ave. NE ...... 44 
*~~Newlands, F. G .. s Reno, Nev ......... (a) Chevy Chase, Md ...... 67 
-l<·Norton, James ..... D Mullins, S. C ....... 6 503 B street NE ........ ro4 
«-~ Norton, James A .. D Tiffin, Ohio ... .. ... 13 The Wellington ........ 88 
Odeil, Benj. B., jr . .. R Newburg, N. Y ..... 17 The Arlington .......... 76 
Ogden, Henry vV .... D Benton, La ........ 4 ........................ 4o 
Olmsted, Marlin E .. R Harrisburg, Pa ..... 14 The Shoreham ......... 97 
Osborne, John E .... D Rawlins, Wyo ...... (a) The N ormandie ........ 125 
*Otey, Peter J ....... D Lynchburg, Va ..... 6 The Oxford ............ 117 
Otjen, Theobolcl ..... R Milwaukee, Wis .... 4 ........................ 122 
a At large. 
3r2 
Name. 
* Overstreet, Jesse : . . R 
Packer, Horace B. . . . R 
* Parker, R. W ...... R 
* Payne, Sereno E. . . R 
Pearce, Charles E . . . R 
Pearson,Richmond .. R 
-x- Perkins, Geo. D. . . . R 
*?. Peters, Mason S . . P 
* Pierce, Rice A. . . . . D 
* Pitney, Mahlon .... R 
*?.II Powers, H. Henry R 
* II Prince, George W . R 
+:· { ?.-1111 Pugh, Sam'l J. R 
Quigg, Lemuel E . . .. R 
Ray, George W ..... R 
*?, Reed, Thomas B . . R 
* Reeves, W alter ... . R 
Rhea, John S . . .. . .. D 
?. Richardson, Jas. D . D 
II Ridgely, Edwin R .. P 
Rixey, John F . . . .. . D 
·* Robb, Edward ..... D 
*IIII Robbins, Edw.E. R 
*Robertson, Saml. M D 
Robinson, James M .. D 
* Royse, L emuel W .. R 
* Russell, CharlesA .. R 
Sauerhering, Edw. . . R 
*Sayers, Joseph D ... D 
Settle, Evan E. _ .... D 
* Shafroth, John F ... S 
*IIShannon ,Rich'd C. R 
·* Shattuc, William B. R 
,.. ?. Shelden, C. D . . . .. R 
herman, James S . . . R 
* howalter, Joseph B R 
·*II Shuford, AlonzoC. P 
Simpson, Jerry._ .... P 
?.1111 Sims, Thetus'W .. D 
*Skinner, H arry . .. . P 
*II Slayden, James L. D 
*Smith, David H .... D 
* mith, George \V _ . R 
* Smith, Samuel W . . R 
*IISmith,Wm. Alden. R 
Snover, Horace G. . . R 
*Southard, Jas. H ... R 
Southwick, Geo. R 
*?.[Ill palding,George R 
*?.~II parkman, . M. D 
*~ perry, . D ...... R 
pight, Thoma .... _ D 
* prague, Cha . F. . . R 
tailing , Je F .... D 
*, tark, \ illiam L ... F 
* teele, eorge \ . . . R 
*?.?. tephen John H D 
* tev n ,Fr d rickC R 
*;,,1.;,, t art ~1 R 
/!%,( "' .~ X .. ·1 
twartJam • .... R 
t ke , J. , illiam . D 
Congressional Directory. 
REPRESENTATIVES-Continued. 
Home post-office. Washington address. 
Indianapolis, Ind . . 7 ... .. .............. .... . 
Wellsboro, Pa.... . . 16 Willard's Hotel. ...... . 
Newark , N. J. . . . . . 6 1733 N street NW ..... . 
Auburn, N. Y ...... 28 1767 Q street W . . .. .. . 
St. Louis, Mo . . . . . . 12 The Arlington ....... . . 
Asheville, N . C.. .. . 9 4 B street NE.a ... ... . . 
Sioux City, Iowa ... II The Hamilton ......... . 
Kansas City, Kans. . 2 1013 L street NW ... ... . 
Union City, Tenn . . 9 1418 Fifteenth st. NW . . 
Morristown, N. J . . . 4 1524 Eighteenth st. NW. 
Morrisville, Vt .. _.. I The Riggs ......... . . . . 
Galesburg, Ill. . . . . . IO 
Vanceburg, Ky . . . . 9 
New York, N. Y .... 14 
Norwich, N. Y. . . . . 26 
1325 Vermont ave. NW. 
The Shoreham ... ..... . 
Portland, Me. . . . . . . I The Shoreham ........ . 
Streator, Ill . . . . . . . . II 25 Iowa circle ......... . 
Russellville, Ky... . 3 1013 E street NW ..... . 
Murfreesboro,Tenn. 5 1103 Sixth street NW .. . 
Pittsburg, Kans.... 3 508 East Capitol street .. 
Brandy, Va . . . . . . . . 8 . . . . ... . ............. .. . 
Perryville, Mo .... . 
Greensburg, Pa .. . . 
Baton Rouge, La .. . 
Fort Wayne, Ind .. . 
Warsaw, Ind ... . . . . 
Killingly, Conn ... . 
Mayville, Wis . .. .. . 
Bastrop, Tex .... .. . 
Owenton, Ky . .... . 
Denver, Colo .... . . . 
ew York, N. Y .. . 
Madisonville, Ohio. 
Houghton, Mich .. . 
Utica, . Y ...... . 
Chicora, Pa .. .. . . . . 
Newton, . C . . ... . 
MedicineL'ge, Kans 
Linden, Tenn . .... . 
Greenville, . C . .. . 
San Antonio, Tex .. 
Hodgensville, Ky .. 
Murphysboro, Ill. .. 
Pontiac, Mich . . ... . 
Grand Rapids, Mich 
Port Austm, Mich .. 
Toledo, Ohio .... ... , 
Albany, . Y ...... . 
Monroe, Mich ..... . 
Tampa, Fla ..... .. . 
ew Haven, Conn .. 
Ripley, Miss ...... . 
Brookline, Mass ... . 
Greenville, Ala .... . 
Aurora, ebr ..... . 
Marion, Ind ....... . 
ernon, Tex ...... . 
t. Paul, inn .... . 
\ ausau, \ i ...... . 
Pater on , ,._ J ..... . 
Orang burg, 
a Office. 
13 The Varnum ..... . . ... . 
2r 1710 N. H. avenue NW .. 
6 The Metropolitan ..... . 
12 The Riggs .......... .. . 
13 The Ebbitt . . ......... . 
3 The Hamilton ..... ... . 
2 The Wellington .. .... . . 
9 The Riggs . . ....... . .. . 
7 The Wellington ....... . 
1 1319 Kenesaw ave. \V. 
13 The Portland ......... . 
1 The Cochran .. . ....... . 
12 The Colonial. ......... . 
25 The Cairo . . .......... . 
25 1016 East Capitol street. 
7 16o6 Thirteenth st. NW. 
7 310 T street NW .. .... . 
8 The Varnum . .. .. . .... . 
I The Ebbitt ........... . 
12 1638 Nineteenth st. W 
4 The Riggs ............ . 
22 1313 Columbia road ... . 
6 407 C street SE ..... .. . 
5 The Baltic . .. . . .. ..... . 
7 51 D street SE . ... . ... . 
9 The Hamilton ......... . 
20 The Cairo .. . . . . .... .. . 
2 920 Fourteenth st. W .. 
I 1743 Q street W ..... . 
2 The Buckingham ..... . 
2 .. ....... ............. .. 
II 1500 Rhode I land a\'e .. 
2 420 ixth street V .... 
4 810 . Carolina ave. E .. 
II The Portland .. ...... . . 
13 220 ew Jersey ave. , E .. 
4 The airo ............ . 
9 1014 ermont avenue .. . 
5 Hotel ordon ......... . 

































































Home and City Residences. 
REPRESENTATIVES-Continued. 
+J Biog-Name. Home post-office. 
(f) Washington address. ;:i raphy. 
-- ---
Page. 
*?,?, Stone, Charles W. R Warren, Pa ........ 27 46 B street NE . .... .... 100 
*?, Strait, Thomas J .. D Lancaster, S. C ..... 5 924 Fourteenth st. NW .. 103 
*II Strode, Jesse B .... R Lincoln, Nebr ...... I 924 Fourteenth st. NW . 64 
* Strowd, William F. p Chapelhill, N. C . .. . 4 .. ... ................. . . 82 
* Sturtevant, John C. R Conneautville, Pa .. 26 Willard's Hotel. ....... roo 
?, Sulloway, Cyrus A .. R Manchester, N. H .. I The Varnum ........... 68 
Sulzer, William ..... D New York, N. Y ... II r3 r B street SE ........ 74 
*Sutherland, R.D ... p Nelson, Nebr ...... 5 •••••••••• ••• •••••••• t •• 66 
* Swanson, Claude A. D Chatham, Va ...... 5 The Riggs ..... ..... ... II7 
·*Talbert, W. Jasper . D Parksville, S. C .... 2 95 1 Mass. avenue NW .. 103 
*II Tate, Farish C .... D Jasper, Ga .. ....... 9 230 A street SE ...... .. 17 
Tawney, James A .. . R Winona, Minn .... . I The Shoreham ......... 54 
*Tayler,Robert W ... R Lisbon, Ohio . ... . . r8 ...... ... ............... 89 
Tayior, George W .. D Demopolis, Ala .... I ........................ 2 
Terry, William L ... D Lhtle Rock, Ark ... 4 The Metropolitan ...... 5 
Thorp, Robert T ..... R Mecklenburg, Va ... 4 ........................ n6 
Todd, Albert M . .... F Kalamazoo.Mich . .. 3 1416 K street NW ...... 51 
*?, II Tongue, Thos. H. R Hillsboro, Oreg ... . I 33 B street NW ...... ... 91 
*Underwood, 0. W .. D Birmingham, Ala ... 9 The Savoy ..... ...... . . 4 
*Updegraff, Thos .... R McGregor, Iowa .... 4 .. ....... ........ .... ... 30 
*Vandiver, W. D .... D Cape Girardeau,Mo. I4 ........................ 62 
Van Voorhis, H. C ... R Zanesville. Ohio .... 15 The Cochran ..... ...... 88 
Vehslage, John H. G. D New York, N. Y ... 7 Congressional Hotel .... 73 
*Vincent, William D. p Clay Center, Kans . 5 234 New Jersey ave. NW. 34 
*Wadsworth, J as. W . R Genese<;>, N. Y ...... 30 1733 K street NW ...... 79 
*Walker, JosephH .. R Worcester, Mass .... 3 The Shoreham ...... ... 46 
Walker, James A ... R Wytheville, Va ..... 9 The N onnandie ... .. ... rr8 
vV anger, Irving P .. .. R Norristown, Pa ..... 7 r2r7 Vermont avenue ... 94 
Ward, William L . ... R Port Chester, N. Y . r6 The Cairo ............. 76 
"k \Varner, Vespasian . R Clinton, Ill ........ 13 The Cairo .............. 22 
vVeaver, Walter L ... R Springfield, Ohio .. 7 .... ...... .. ...... ..... . 86 
*Weymouth, Geo.W. R Fitchburg, Mass ... 4 The Hamilton ......... 47 
* Wheeler, Charles K D Paducah, Ky .... ... I The Wellington ........ 36 
?, ?, ?, ?, Wheeler, Joseph D Wheeler, Ala ....... 8 The Arlington. . . . . . . . 3 
*White, George E ... R Chicago, Ill .. .. .. .. 5 The Cairo .......... .... 20 
*?.II White, George H . R Tarboro, N. C ...... 2 3 r6 A street NE ..... .. . 81 
1111 !Wilber, David F . R Oneonta, N. Y ..... 2I Orme Flats . ...... .. ... 77 
Williams, Morgan B. R Wilkesbarre, Pa .... I2 ................ . . ... .. 96 
*?,Williams, JohnS .. D Yazoo City, Miss ... 5 The Metropolitan .... . . 58 
*Wilson, Stanyarne . D Spartanburg, S. C ... 4 .. .. .... . .. . ... , , .... -- . 103 
?, Wise, Richard A ... R Williamsburg, Va .. 2 Ebbitt House .......... II6 
*Yost, Jacob ........ R Staunton, Va ...... IO HotP.l N onnandie ...... rr8 
*?.II Young, James R. R Philadelphia, Pa ... 4 133 I Corcoran street NW 94 
Zenor, William T ... D Corydon, Ind .... ; . 3 323 Maryland ave. NE .. 26 
DELEGATES. . 
*?.?,?, Callahan, J. Y .. p Kingfisher, Okla ... ... . 508 A street NE ...... . . 126 
Fergusson, H. B ..... D Albuquerque, N. M. . . . . . ... ............. ....... 126 
* Smith, Marcus A .. D Tucson, Ariz ....... ... The Wellington ... .... . 126 
CLASSIFICATION. 
Senate: House of Representatives: 
Republicans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 Republicans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205 
Democrats. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 Democrats. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r 23 
All others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 All others......... . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Total .. .. ..... ......... . . .... 90 Total ........................ 356 
( One vacancy.) 
Congressional Directory. 
·THE FIFTY-SIXTH CONGRESS. 
UNOFFICIAL LIST OF THE REPRESENTATIVES AND 
DELEGATES. · 
[R., Republican; D., Democrat ; P. , Populist; F., Fusion; S., Silver; G.D., Gold De1;iocratj *Mem-
ber of the Fifty-fifth Congress.] 
ALABAMA. 
r. * George W. Taylor, D. 1 4• * Gaston A. Robbins, D. 1 7. John L. Burnett, D. 
2. * Jesse F. Stallings, D. 5. '* Willis Brewer, D. 8. * Joseph Wheeler, D. 
3. *Henry D. Clayton, D. 6. * John H. Bankhead, D. 9. *O. W. Underwood, D. 
ARKANSAS. 
r. * P. D. McCulloch, D. 
2. * John S. Little, D. I 
3. -:(• Thomas C. McRae, D. / 5. * Hugh A. Dinsmore, D. 
4. "* William L. Terry, D. 6. '* S. Brundidge, jr., D. 
CALIFORNIA. 
I. ·* John A. Barham, R. I 4. Julius Kahn, R. 7. J. C. Needham, R. 2. ·* M. De Vries, D. 5. ·*Eugene F. Loud, R. 
3. Victor H. Metcalf, R. 6. R. J. Walters, R. 
COLORADO. 
I. * John F. Shafroth, S. I 2. ·* John C. Bell, P. 
CONNECTICUT. 
r. * E . Stevens Henry, R. / 3· ·* Charles A. Russell , R. / 4 • * Ebenezer J. Hill, R. 
2. * N. D. Sperry, R. 
DELAWARE. 
At large-John H. Hoffecker, R . 
FLORIDA. 
I. *S. M. Sparkman, D. I 2. ·* Robert W. Davis, D. 
GEORGIA. 
2. * James M. Griggs, D. 6. ·* Charles L. Bartlett, D. 
r. * Rufus E. Lester, D. 15• ·* L. F. Livingston, D. 
3. * Elijah B. Lewis, D. 7. ·* John W. Maddox, D. 
4. *Wm. C. Adamson, D. 8. * Wm. M. Howard , D. 
r. * James R. Mann, R. 
2. *Wm. Lorimer, R. 
3 . George P. Foster, D. 
4. Thomas Cusack, D. 
5. Edw. T. oonan, D. 
6. * Henry . Bou tell, R. 
7. *George E. Fo , R. 
. * lbert J. Hopkin , R. 
. He . 
2. t.W. . 
. T.Z 
. I. ;ri 
5. '. Fads, R. 
IDAHO. 
At large- James Gunn, P. 
ILLI ors. 
/ 9. * Robt. R. Hitt, R. 
IO. * Geo. W. Prince, R. 
1 r. * \Valter Reeves, R. 
I 
12. * Jo . G. Cannon, R. 
13. '* espasian Warner, R. 
14. * Jo . V. Graff, R. 
15. * Benj. F. Marsh, R. 
16. Wm. E. Williams, D. 





I r, R. 
9. * Farish C. Tate, D. 
IO. *Wm. H. Fleming, D. 
II. '* Wm. C. Brantley, D. 
17. Ben. F. Caldwell, D. 
18. *Tho . M. Jett, D. 
19. Jos. B. Crowley, D. 
20. Jas. R. Williams, D. 
21. Wm. A. Rodenburg, R. 
22. * George \V. Smith, R. 
II. *Geo. \V. teele, R. 
12. * J. M. Robin on, D . 
13. braham L. Brick, R. 
Unofficial List. 315 
IOWA. 
I. Thomas Hedge, R . 5. * Robt. G. Cousins, R. 9. Smith McPherson, R. 
2. Jos. R. Lane, R. 6. -x- J. F. Lacey, R. IO. -x- J. P. Dolliver, R. 
3. "* D. B. Henderson, R. 7. -x- John A. T. Hull, R. II. Lot Thomas, R. 
4. Gilbert N. Haughen, R. 8. * Wm. P. Hepburn, R. 
KANSAS. 
At large- W. J. Bailey, R. I 3. * E. R. Ridgeley, F. 6. W. A. Reeder, R. 
r. * Charles Curtis, R . I 4. J. M. Miller, R. 7. C. I. Long, R. 
2. J. D. Bowersock, R._ 5. W. A. Calderhead, R. 
KENTUCKY. 
I. * Chas. K. Wheeler, D. 
15 
Oscar Turner, D. 9. -x-samuel J, Pugh, R. 
2. Henry D. Allen, D. 6. * Albert S. Berry, D. IO. *T. Y. Fitzpatrick, D. 
3. * John S. Rhea, D. 7. "* Evan E. Settle, D. I I. Vincent Boreing, R. 
4. * David H. Smith, D. 8. George G. Gilbert, D. 
LOUISIANA. 
I. * Adolph Meyer, D. 13· 
·* Robt. F. Broussard, D. 1 5• '" Saml. T. Baird, D. 
2 *Robert C. Davey, D. ·4. Phanor Brezeals, D. 6. * S. M. Robertson, D. 
MAINE. 
1. * Thomas B. Reed, R, 13· 
,❖ Edwin C. Burleigh, R. I 4. * Chas. A. Boutelle, R. 
2. ,f Nelson Dingley, R. 
MARYLAND. 
I. John W. Smith, D. / 3· Frank C. Wachter, R. 15• -x- Sydney E. Mudd, R. 
2. ,c wm. B. Baker, R. 4. James '\V. Denny, D. 6. Geo. A. Pearre, R. 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
r. ➔, Geo. P . Lawrence, R. 6. -x- wm. H. Moody, R. II. * Chas. F. Sprague, R. 
2. -:(- F. H. Gillett, R. 7. E. W. Roherts, R. 12. -x- wm. C. Lovering, R. 
3. J. R. Thayer, G. D. 8 ,"❖ Saml. W. McCall, R. 13. -x- '\Vm. S. Greene, R. 
4. ·*G. Vv. Weymouth, R. 9. -x- J. F. Fitzgerald, D. 
5. ·*Wm. S. Knox, R. IO. Henry F. Naphen, D. 
MICHIGAN. 
I. *John B. Corliss, R. 15• ·X· William A. Smith, R. 9. '-<· Roswell P. Bishop, R. 
2. Henry C. Smith, R. 6. -x- Samuel W. Smith, R. IO. *R. 0. Crump, R. 
3. WashingtonGardner,R. 7. Edgar Weeks, R. I I. -x-william S. Mesick,R. 
4. f-- E . Larue Hamilton, R. 8. J. W. Fordney, R. 12. ·* Carlos D. Shelden, R. 
MINNESOTA. 
I. * James A. Tawney, R. I 4- -x- Fred. C. Stevens, R. 2. * J as. T. McCleary, R. 5. * Loren Fletcher, R. 
3. * Joel P. Heatwole, R. 6. * Page Morris, R. 
7. * Frank M. Eddy, R. 
MISSISSIPPI. 
I. ·* John M. Allen, D. 
14• 
-x- Andrew F . Fox, D. 
2 . ·*Thomas Spight, D. 5. * John S . Williams, D. 
3. *T. C. Catchings, D . 6. "* F. A. McLain, D. 
7. * Patrick Henry, D. 
MISSOURI. 
r. * James T. Lloyd, D . 
2. William W. Rucker, D. 
3. John Dougherty, D. 
4. *Chas. F. Cochran, D. 
5. * vVm. S. Cowherd, D. 
6. '" D. A. De Armond, D. 
7. ·* James Cooney, D. 
8. * Richard P. Bland, D. 
9. * Champ Clark, D. 
ro. -X· Richard Bartholdt,R. 
I I. '* Charles F. Joy, R. 
12. ·* Charles E. Pearce, R. 
13. * Edward S. Robb, D. 
14. * W. D. Vandiver, D. 
15. * M. E. Benton, D. 
MONTANA. 
At large-A. J. Campbell, D. 
Congressional Directory. 
I. Elmer J. Burkett, R. 
2. "·David H. Mercer, R. 
NEBRASKA. 
1
3. John S. Robinson, F. 
4. *Wm. L. Stark, F. 
NEVADA:. 
I 
5. *R. D. Sutherland, F. 
6. *William L. Greene, F. 
At large-·X·F. G. Newlands, S. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
1. *Cyrus A. Sulloway, R. I 2. *Frank G. Clarke, R. 
NEW JERSEY. 
I. :*H. C.Loudenslager, R., 4. J .S. Solomon, D. 17• William D. Daly, D. 
2. *John J. Gardner, R. 5. *Jas. F. Stewart, R. 8. *Charles N. Fowler, R. 
3. *Benj. F. Howell, R. 6. ·*Richard W. Parker, R. 
I. Townsend Scudder, D. 
2. John J. Fitzgerald, D. 
3. *EdmundH.Driggs, D. 
4. B. T. Clayton, D. 
5. F. E. Wilson, D. 
6. Mitchell May, D. 
7. Nicholas Muller, D. 
8. Daniel J. Riordan, D. 
9. ·*Thomas J. Bradley, D. 
IO. *A. J. Cummings, D. 
II. *William Sulzer, D. 
12. *G. B. McClellan, D. 
I. J. H. Small, D. 
2. -x-G. H. White, R. 
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CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTORY 
For the use of the United States Congress, 
PREPARED UNDER '.tHE DIRECTION OF 
THE CLERK OF PRINTING RECORDS. 
SECOND EDITION. 
CORRECTED 'l'O JANUARY 121 1899. 
WASHINGTON: 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 

NOTE. 
Senator Justin Smith Morrill, of Vermont, died December 28, 1898, and the 
vacancy thus caused was filled by the appointment, January rr, 1899, by Governor 
Smith, of Hon. Jonathan Ross. 
Representative Mahlon Pitney, of New Jersey, resigned January ro, 1899, to enter 
upon his duties as a member of the New Jersey legislature. · 
Representatives Benton McMillin, of Tennessee, and Joseph D. Sayers, of Texas, 
who have been elected governors of their respective States, will resign shortly to 
enter into their new positions. 
These vacancies in the House of Representatives will not be filled in this Congress. 
Since the body of the Directory was sent to press Charlemagne Tower, of Penn-
sylvania , has been transferred from the post o{ minister to Austria to that of ambas-
sador to Russia; Addison C. Harris, of Indiana, has been appointed minister to 
Austria; and Joseph H. Choate, of New York, ambassador to Great Britain. 
Representative Nelson Dingley, of Maine, chairman of the Committee on Ways 
and Means, died January 13, 1899. 
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Ways and Means .. ......................... .... ...... . Wednesday. 
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FIFTY-FIFTH CONGRESS. 
SENATORS AND REPRESENTATIVES. 
VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
(PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE.) 
GARRET A. HOBART was born in Monmouth County, N. J., June 3, 1844; 
entered the sophomore class of Rutgers College in 1860, and graduated in 1863, at 
the age of 19· thereafter taught school until he entered the law office of Socrates 
Tuttle, of Pat~rson, N. J.; was admitted to the bar in 1869, and commenced the 
practice of law in the office of that gentleman; was clerk for the grand jury in 1865; 
city counsel of Paterson in 1871; was elected counsel for the board of chosen free-
holders in May, 1872; entered the legislature in 1873, and was reelected to the 
assembly in 1874, and was made speaker in 1876; was elected to the senate in 1879, 
md in 1881 was elected president of that body, and reelected in 1882; was a delegate 
at 1arge to the Republican nationi'l,l convention in 1876, and was again chosen in 
1880; was elected a member of the national committee in 1884 and served continu-
ously until 1896, when he was nominated for Vice-President by the Republican 
national convention and was duly elected, and took the oath of office on March 4, 1897. 
ALABAMA, 
SENATORS. 
JOHN T. MO~GAN, of Selma, was born at Athens, Tenn., June 20, 1824; received 
an academic education, chiefly in Alabama, to which State he emigrated when 9 years 
old, and where he has since resided; studied law, was admitted to the bar in 1845, ancl 
practiced until his election to the Senate; was a Presidential electorin 1860 for the 
State at large and voted for Breckinridge and Lane; was a delegate in 1861 from Dallas 
County to the State convention which passed the ordinance of secession; joined the 
Confederate army in May, 1861, as a private in Company I, Cahaba Rifles, ancl. when 
that company was assigned to the Fifth Alabama Regiment, under Col. Robert E. 
Rodes, he was elected major, and afterwards lieutenant-colonel of that regiment; was 
commissioned in 1862 as colonel and raised the Fifty-first Alabama Regiment; was 
appointed brigadier-general in 1863 and assigned to a brigade in Virginia, but resigned 
to join his regiment, whose colonel had been killed in battle; late_r in 1863 he was 
again appointed brigadier-general and assigned to an Alabama brigade which included 
his regiment; after the war he resumed the practice of his profession at Selma; was 
chosen a Presidential elector for the State at large in 1876 and voted for Tilden and 
Hendricks; was elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to succeed George 
Goldthwaite, Democrat; took his seat March 5, 1877; was reelected in 1882, in 1888, 
and again in 1894; was a member of the commission appointed to prepare a system 
of laws for the Hawaiian Islands. His term of service will expire March 3, 1901. 
EDMUND WINSTON PETTUS, of Selma, was born in Limestone County, Ala., 
July 6, 1821; is the youngest child of John Pettus and Alice T. Pettus, who was a 
daughter of Capt. Anthony Winston, of Virginia, a Revolutionary soldier; was edu-
cated at the common schools in Alabama and at Clinton College, in Smith County, 
Tenn.; studied 1aw in the office of William Cooper, then the leader of the bar in 
north Alaba..-na; was adu:.~t-ted to the bar in 1842, and commenced the practice of law 
at Gainesville, Ala., as the partner of Hon. Turner ·Reavis; in 1844 was elected 
solicitor for the seventh circuit; served as a lieutenant in the Mexican war; in 1849 
resigned the office of solicitor and went, with a party of his neighbors, on horseback 
I 
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to California; was elected judge of the seventh circuit after his return to Alabama 
in 1855, but resigned that office in 1858, and removed to Dallas County where he now 
resides; resumed the practice of law as a member of the firm of Pettus, Pegues & 
Dawson; in 1861 went into the Confederate army as major of the Twentieth Alabama 
Infantry, and soon afterwar~s ~as made lieu~enant-colonel of that regiment; in 
October, 1863, was made a bngad1er-general of mfantry, and served till the close of 
the war, and was in many battles; after the war returned to his home and to the 
practice of law, and has continued at that work ever since; ever since he became a 
voter has been a member of the Democratic party; in November, 1896, was nomi-
nated by that party, and elected by the legislature of Alabama United States Sena-
tor for the term commencing ·March 4, 1897; after his nomination the opposition to 
his election was merely nominal; received the entire vote of his party , and more; 
never was, before, a candidate for any political office; has been a delegate to all of 
the Democratic national conventions, except the first and last, since the war, and 
when a delegate, was chairman of the Alabama delegation. On the 27th day of June, 
1844, Mr. Pettus married Mary L. Chapman, a daughter of Judge Samuel Chapman, 
of Alabama; of their six children, three sons died in early infancy, and two daughters 
and one son now live in Alabama. Mrs. Pettus is now with her husband in Wash-
ington, and in perfect health. His term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
FIRST DISTRICT . 
. (Population, 151,757.) 
COUNTIES.-Choctaw, Clarke, Marengo, Mobile, Monroe, and Washington (6 counties). 
GEORGE WASHINGTON TAYLOR, of Demopolis, Marengo County, Ala., was 
born January 16, 1849, in Montgomery County, Ala. ; was educated at the ~outh 
Carolina University, Columbia, S. C.; is a lawyer, and was admitted to practice at 
. Mobile, Ala., November, 1871; entered the army as a Confederate sold~er at the a~e 
of 15 years, in November, 1864, being then a student at the academy m Columbia, 
S. C.; served a few weeks with the South Carolina State troops on the coast near 
Savannah, and then enlisted as a private in Company D, First Regiment South Ca_ro-
lina Cavalry, and served as a courier till the end· of the war; left the So_uth Carolma 
University at 18, having graduated in Latin, Greek, history, and chemistry; taught 
school for several years, and studied law at the same time; was elected to the lower 
house of the general assembly of Alabama in 1878, and served one term 3:s a :11;emb_er 
from Choctaw County; in 1880 was elected State solicitor for the First Judicial cir-
cuit of Alabama, and was reelected in 1886; declined a third term; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving rr,890 votes, against 4,281 votes for 
Frank H. Threet, Republican; 648 votes for Emory C. Sterns, Populist, and 47 votes 
for Andrew J. Hearn, Populist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 188,214.) 
COUNTIES.-Baldwin, Butler, Conecuh, Covington, Crenshaw, Escambia, Montgomery, Pike, and 
Wilcox (9 counties). 
JESSE F. STALLINGS, of Greenville, was born near the village of Manni~gham, 
Butler County, Ala., April 41 1856; graduated from the University of Alabama m 1877; 
studied law at the Law School of the University of Alabama and in the office of the 
Hon. J. C. Richard on, of Greenville, and was admitted to practice in the supreme 
court in April, 1879; commenced the practice of law in Greenville, where he_ h~ 
since resided; was elected by the legislature of Alabama solicitor fortheSecond.Jt:di-
cial circuit in ovember, 1886, for a term of six years; resigned the office of sohcitor 
in eptember, 1892, to accept the Democratic nomination for Congress; was a dele-
gate to the national Democratic convention which was held in St. Louis in 1888; wa 
lected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congrcs as a Democrat, receiving rr,703 votes, against 5,631 votes for T. H. Clark 
ational emocrat, and 3,856 votes for J. C. Fouville, Populist. 
'.fHIRD DI TRICT. 
(Population, 179,68o.) 
C • ·Tms.-Barbour, Bullock, Coffee, Dale, Geneva, Henry, Lee, and Russell (8 conntie ). 
II • ~R ' D. L YT 1 , of Eufaula, was born in Barbour County, Ala. February 
.-7; i-, a lawyer by prof ion, and wa · elected to the Fifty-fifth Congre a a 
rat, re iving II ,67 I vote , against 5,754 votes for . L. Comer, Tational 
·rat, all(l 4,759 ,. te for Jo;. C. Jack. on, Populist. 
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FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Popu1ation, 161,184.) 
COUNTIES.-Calhoun, Chilton, Cleburne, Dallas, Shelby, and 'falladega (6 counties). 
3 
WILLIAM F . ALDRICH of Aldrich, was born at Palmyra, Wayne County, N. Y., 
March rr, 1853; was educat~d at the public schoo~ of _his n~tive _village u_n!il. 1865, 
when he removed with his father to New York City, 111 which city· and v1cimty he 
attended several schools, and was graduated from Warren's Military Academy, at 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., taking a course in civil engineering:; removed to Alabama in 
1874, and engaged in mining and ma_nufacturing, and bmlt up the to"'.n that now 
bears his name· was elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress by the comb111ed vote of 
the Republican's and Populists of the Fourth district, against Gaston A. Robbins, 
Democrat. The latter received the certificate of election from the governor on the 
face of the returns. Mr. Aldrich instituted a contest, and was seated by the House 
March 13, 1896; was again elected by the Republicans and the People's Party in 1896 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress, defeating Thomas S. Plowman, Democrat, who, however, 
received the certificate of election. Mr. Aldrich again contested and was seated by 
the House on \Vednesday, February 9, 1898. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 185,720.) 
COUNTlES.-Autauga, Chambers, Clay, Coosa, Elmore, Lowndes, Macon, Randolph, and Tallapoosa 
(9 counties). 
WILLIS BREWER, of Hayneville, is a native Alabamian; entered the military 
service of the Confederate States at the age of 18 years; has been a journalist, has 
practiced law, and has written books; is now a planter; in 1871 was county treasurer 
of Lowndes; was State auditor from 1876 to 1880; was State legislator from 1880 to 
1882; State senator from 1882 to 1890; State legislator from 1890 to 1894; State sen-
ator from 1894 till he resigned in 1897; was elector for the State at large on the 
Democratic ticket in 1892, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving 13,587 votes, against 8,742 votes for A. T._ Goodwyn, Populist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 158,838.) 
CouNTIES.-Fayette, Greene, Lamar, Marion, Pickens, Sumter, Tuscaloosa, and Walker (8counties). 
JOHN H. BANKHEAD, of Fayette, was horn in Moscow, Marion County ( now 
Lamar), Ala., September 13, 1842; was self-educated; is a farmer; served four years 
in the Confederate army, being wounded three times; represented Marion County in 
the general assembly, sessions of 1865, 1866, and 1867; was a member of the State 
senate 1876--77, and of the house of representatives 1880-81; was warden of the 
Alabama penitentiary from 1881 till 1885; was elected to the Fiftieth, Fifty-first, 
Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Democrat, receiving IO, 148 votes, against 4,985 votes for A. S. Vande-
graff, National Democrat, and 3,295 votes for G. S. Youngblood, Populist. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 130,45r.) 
COUNTIES.-Cherokee, Cullman, Dekalb, Etowah, Franklin, Marshall, St. Clair, and Winston (8 
counties). 
MILFORD W. HOWARD, of Fort Payne, was born: in Floyd County, Ga., 
December 18, 1862; was elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress and reelected to the 
Pifty-fifth Congress as a Populist, receiving 6,168 votes, against 5,628 votes for W. I. 
Bullock, Free-Silver Democrat, 4,982 votes for J. J. Curtis, Republican, and 454 votes 
for George H. Parker, Gold-Standard Democrat. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 176,088.) 
CouNTlES.-Colbert, Jackson, Lauderdale, Lawrence, Limestone, Ma
0
dison, and Morgan (7counties); 
JOSEPH WHEEL:?R, of Wheeler! was born in Augusta, Ga., September IO, 1836; 
graduated at West Po111t, 1859; was lieutenant of cavalry and served in New Mexico· 
r~signed in 1861; was lieutenant of artillery in the Confederate army; was succes: 
?1vely promote~ to the command of a regiment, brigade, division, and army corps, and 
111 1862 was ass1gned to the command of the army corps of cavalry of the Western 
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Army, continuing in that position till the war closed; by joint resolution of the Con-
federate Congress received th~ thank? of that ~ody for successful military operations, 
and for the defense of the city of Aiken received the thanks of the State of South 
Carolina; May II, 1864, became the senior cavalry general of the Confederate armies· 
was appointed professor of philosophy, Louisiana State Seminary, in 1866, which h~ 
declined; was lawyer and . planter; was elected to the Forty-seventh, Forty-ninth 
Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 15,640 votes, against 
rr,630 votes for 0. R. Hundley, Republican, and 333 votes for W. W. Callahan, 
National Democrat; was appointed major-general of volunteers by President McKin-
ley May 4, 1898, and was assigned to command of Cavalry Division, United State· 
Army; on June 24, with 900 men, fought and defeated Lieutenant-General Linare 
at Las Guasimas, the enemy having over 2,000 regular Spanish troops; at the battle 
of San Juan, July 1 and 2, was senior officer in immediate command on the field, and 
was senior member of commission which negotiated tlie surrender of Santiago and 
23,000 Spanish soldiers; August 18 was assigned to command of United States forces 
at Montauk, Long Island, and on October 5 was assigned to the command of the 
Fourth Army Corps. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 181,085.) 
CouNTIES.-Bibb, Blount, Hale, Jefferson, and Perry (s counties). 
OSCAR W. UNDERWOOD, of Birmingham, was born in Louisville, Jefferson 
County, Ky., May 6, 1862; was educated at Rigby School, Louisville, Ky., and the 
University of Virginia; commenced the practice of law at Birmingham, Ala., Sep-
tember, 1884; was chairman of the Democratic executive committee of the Ninth 
district in the campaign of 1892; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 13,499 votes, against 5,618 votes for 
Dr. G. B. Crowe, Populist, and 2,316 votes for Dr. A. Lawson, National Democrat. 
ARKANSAS. 
SENATORS. 
JAMES K. JONES, of Washington, Hempstead County, was born i11 Mar?hall 
County, Miss., September 29, 1839; received a classical education; was a prl\'~te 
soldier during the "late unpleasantness" on the losing side; lived on his plantation 
after the close of the war until 1873, when he commenced the practice of law; was 
elected to the State senate of Arkansas in 1873; was a member of the State senate 
when the constitutional convention of 1874 was called; was reelected under the new 
government, and in 1877 was elected president of the senate; was elected to the 
Forty-seventh Congress; was reelected to the Forty-eighth and Forty-ninth Con-
gresses; was elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to succeed Jame D. 
Walker, Democrat, and took his seat March 4, 1885; was reelected in 1890 and 1897. 
His term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
JAMES H. BERRY, of Bentonville, was born in Jackson County, Ala., May 15, 
1841; removed to Arkansas in 1848; received a limited education at a private school 
at Berryville, Ark.; studied law, and was admitted to practice in 1866; entered the 
Confederate army in 1861 as second lieutenant, Sixteenth Arkansas Infantry; lo t ~ 
leg at the battle of Corinth, Miss., October 4, 1862; was elected to the legi lature ot 
Arkansas in 1866; was reelected in 1872; was el~cted speaker of the house at the 
extraordinary session of 1874; was president of the Democratic State convention in 
1876; ·was elected judge of the circuit court in 1878; was elected governor in T 2; 
was lected to the nited State enate as a Democrat, to ucceed A. H. Garland. 
appointed ttorney-General, and took his seat March 25, 1885, and was reelected in 
1889 and 1 95. His term of service will expir March 3, rgor. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
FIR T DI TRICT. 
(Population, 220,261.) 
ou. ·Tm .-Clay, Craighead, Crittenden, Cros, Greene, Jackson, Lawrence, Lee, Mississippi, Phil-
lip·, P in ·ett, Randolph, Sharp, t. Franci , and Woodruff (rs counties). 
PHILIP D. ::.\le LL H, JR., of Marianna, Lee County, wa born in Murfree -
ro. Ruth«:rford ounty, T nn., on the 2 ct of June, r 5r; i a on of Dr. Philip D. 
and Lucy \ . ::.\le ulloch ( nee Burru ) ; rem v cl with hi · parents when 3 year of aae 
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to Trenton, Gibson County, Tenn., where he 'Yas reared; was -=ducated at An~rew 
College, in that place; began the study of law 111 r87r at t1:-e age of 20; w~s admitted 
to the bar of Tennessee in August, 1872, and has been a~hvely engaged 111 the pra~-
tice of his profession since that time; removed to Marianna, Lee County; Ark:, 111 
February, 1874, where he h as since resided; wa~ ele~te~ '.3-S th~ D~mocrahc nomm~e 
to the office of prosecuting attorney of the First Judicial distnc~ of the State 111 
September, 1878; was renominated a1;1d elected for th!ee successive terms; at t~e 
expiration of his third term _he dec1111ed _to offe~ a~a111: He was the D~mocrahc 
Presidential elector for the First Congressional district 111 1888; was nom111ated by 
the Democratic Conrrressional convention, at Paragould, ori the 13th of July, 1892, 
for the Fifty-third C~ngress by acclamation and was elected, and was el~c~ed to the 
Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congres? as a Democrat, receiv111g 20,414 
votes, against 6,178 votes for F. W. Tucker, Republican. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Popula tion, 206,187.) 
COUNTIES.-Bradley, Cleveland, Dallas, Drew, Ga~land, Grant, Hot Spring, Jefferson, Lincoln. 
Montgomery, Polk, Saline, Scott, and Sebastian (14 counties). 
JOHN S. LITTLE, of Greenwood, was born at Jenny Lind, Sebastian County, 
Ark. March 15, 1853 · was educated in the comrnon schools and at Cane Hill Col-
lege,' Arkansas; was ~dmitted to the bar in 1874; in 1877 was _elected district attor-
ney for the Twelfth circuit of Arkansas, composed of Sebastian, Scott, Crawford, 
and Logan counties, and was reelected for four successive terms; was elected: a repre-
sentative to the legislature in 1884; in r886 was elected circuit judge for a term of 
four years· i~1 1893 was chosen as chairman of the State judicial convention; in 
September'. 1894, was elected, without opposition, as a Democrat, to fill the unexpired 
term of C.R. Breckinridge in the Fifty-third Congress; was elected to the Fifty-fourth 
Congress without opposition; was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving 19,109 votes, against 6,483 votes for Charles D. Greaves, Republican. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 190,805.) 
COUNTIES.- Ashley, Calhoun, Chicot, Clark, Columbia, Desha, Hempstead, Howard, Lafayette, 
Little River, Miller, Nevada, Ouachita, Pike, Sevier, and Union (16 counties). 
THOMAS CHIPMAN McRAE, of Prescott, was born at Mount Holly, Union 
County, Ark., December 21, 1851; received alimitededucationattheprivate schools 
at Shady Grove, Columbia County, Mount Holly, Union County, and Falcon, Nevada 
County, Ark.; in boyhood h e worked on a farm, and one year in a wholesale mer-
cantile establishment at Shreveport, La., and one year in a retail store at Falcon, 
Ark. ; received a full course of instruction at Soule Business College, New Orleans, 
La., in 1870; graduated in law at the Washington and Lee University, Virginia, in 
class of 1871-72; was admitted to practice in State circuit courts in Rosston, Nevada 
County, Ark., January 8, 1873, in the Arkansas supreme court January 27, 1876, and 
in the United States Supreme Court January 4, r886; was a member of the State legis-. 
lature of Arkansas in 1877, in which year the county seat was changed, and he moved 
from Rosston to Prescott, where he has since practiced his profession; was a member 
of the town council of the incorporated town of Prescott in 1879; was a Presidential 
elector for Hancock and English in r88o; was chairman of the Democratic State con-
vention in 1884; was delegate to the national Democratic convention in 1884, and is 
now the Democratic national committeeman for Arkansas; was elected to the Forty-
ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and · 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 19,321 votes, against 
8,244 votes for J. B. F riedheim, Republican. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 147,806.) 
CouNTIES.-Conway, Franklin, Johnson, Logan, Perry, !'ope, Pulaski, a nd Yell (8 counties). 
WILLIAM LEAKE TERRY, of Little Rock, was born in Anson County, N. C., 
Se_ptember 27, 1850; when 7 yea_rs of age rem?ved ~ith his parents to Tippah County, 
Miss., an~ _thence to Arkansas 111 1861; received his preparatory education at Bing-
ham's Miht~ry ~cademy, North Caroli?,a, and was admitted to Trinity College, 
North Carolma, 111 1869, :3-nd graduated 111 June , 1872; studied law under Dodge & 
Johnso~1, attorneys, of Little Rock, and was admitted to the bar in November, 1873; 
served m the State troops under Governor Baxter in the Brooks-Baxter troubles and 
was second officer in command of Hallie Rifles in the fight at Palarm, in May, ~874; 
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was elected to cfty council in April, 1877; was elected to the State senate in September, 
1878, and was elected president of senate at close of session in March, 1879; served 
eight terms as city attorney of Little Rock; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-
third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Demo-
crat, receiving 16,133 votes, against 6,714 votes for Charles C. Waters, Republican. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 197,942.) 
CoUNTIES.-£enton, Boone, Carr~ll, Crawford, Faulkner, Madison, Newton, Searcy, Van Buren, 
and Washington (10 counties). 
HUGH ANDERSON DINSMORE, of Fayetteville, was born in Benton County, 
Ark., December 24, 1850; was educated in private schools in Benton and Washing-
ton counties; studied k.w at Bentonville under Samuel N. Elliott; in April, 1873, 
was appointed by the governor clerk of · the circuit court for Benton County, and 
served in that office until the autumn of 1874, when he was admitted to the bar; 
in April, 1875, he moved from his native county of Benton to Fayetteville, where 
he has since resided, and engaged in the practice of law; in September, 1878, he 
was elected prosecuHng attorney of the Fourth judicial district of Arkansas; was 
reelected in 1880, and again without opposition in 1882; was chosen a Presidential 
elector in 1884 on the Democratic ticket, and voted for Cleveland and Hendricks; 
in January, 1887, he was appointed by President Cleveland to be minister resident 
and consul~general of the United States in the Kingdom of Korea and served in that 
capacity until May 25, 1890, when he was relieved by Mr. Augustine Heard, appointed 
by President Harrison; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses 
and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 17,566 votes, 
against 9,087 votes for W. H. Neal, Republican. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, r6o,rgr.) 
CouNTIES.-Arkansas, Baxter, Cleburne, Fulton, Independence, Izard, Lonoke, Marion, Monroe, 
Prairie, Stone, and White (r2 counties) . · 
STEPHEN BRUNDIDGE, JR., of Searcy, was born in White County, Ark., Janu-
ary r, 1857; was educated in the private schools of the county; . studied law at Searcy 
in the firm of Coody & McRae, and in 1878 was admitted to the bar, and has since 
resided in Searcy, where he has been engaged in the practice of law; in September, 
1886, was elected prosecuting attorney for the First judicial district of Arkansas, and 
reelected in 1888 without opposition ; since 1890 has served a term as member of the 
Democratic State central committee of Arkansas, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth 




STEPHEN MALLORY WHITE, of Los Angeles, was born in San Francisco,Ca~., 
January 19, 1853; was raised on a farm in Santa Cruz County, Cal.; was educated m 
private and common schools, and at St. Ignatius College, in San Francisco, and Santa 
Clara College, Santa Clara County, Cal., from which latter institution he graduate~ 
in 1871; studied law and was admitted to practice before the supreme court of Cali-
fornia April 14, 1874; in November of that year he commenced practicing in Lo 
Angeles County, where he has since resided; in 1882 he was elected district attorney 
of his county, recei ing the largest majority of anyone upon the Democratic ticket; 
in 1884 was chairman of the Democratic State co1Jvention, and also held the ame 
po ition during the ucceeding tate convention of 1886; during the latter year he 
wa nominated in a strong Republican district for the State senate and wa electe l 
for the term of four year , and was chQsen president pro tempore of the senate <lur-
ing both e ions of hi incumb ncy; in 1888, upon the death of Governor Bartlett, 
the presid nt f the enat , Lieutenant- overnor vVaterman, became governor, and 
:\Ir. \ hite th r after discharged the function. of lieutenant-governor; in J wa. 
l mporary pr . ident f the national Democratic convention at t. Loui , in ,vhich 
body be repr nle l Calif rnia as ne of the delegate at large; wa al o a delegate 
at_ Jar et th national conv ntion in J 92, and as a member of the notification com-
mtlte ma 1 the ad Ire . to \ ice-Pre. ident teven. on al l\ladi on quare Garden; in 
I 9C) Ir. \Yhile was the caucus nominee of the Democratic member of the Califor-
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nia legislature for the "9"nited Sta~es Senate, re~eiving all t1:3-e votes of his partisans 
in that body. The leg1slature wh1ch convened m 1893 cons1Sted of 59 De1!1~crats, 51 
Republicans, 8 Populists, r nonpartisan, and r Independ~nt. When the Jomt sena-
torial convention of the two houses was held, Mr. Wh1te was elected on the first 
ballot, receiving 61 votes, which represe~ted the entire Democra_tic membersh~p, 
r nonpartisan, and r Populist. He t<".>ok his seat March 4, 1893. His term of service 
will expire March 3, 1899. 
GEORGE CLEMENT PERKINS, of Oakland, was born at Ke.~nebunkport, Me., 
in 1839; was reared on a farm, with limite~ educ~tional advantages; a~ the age of 12 
went to sea as a cabin boy; followed this callmg and that of a sailor for several 
years; in 1855 shipped "_befor_e the mast" on a sailing vessel bound ~or San Frap-
cisco Cal. where he arnved m the autumn of that year; engaged 1n mercantile 
busiJ;ess at Oroville and was very successful; subsequently engaged in banking, mill-
ing, mining, and the steamship business, in which he has been engaged during the 
past twenty-five years, operating steamships on the coasts of California, Oregon, 
"\Vashington, British Columbia, Alaska, and Mexico; in 1868 was elected to the State 
senate, serving eight years; has been president of the Merchants' Exchange in San 
Francisco; also of the San Francisco Art Association; director California Academy 
of Sciences, and other public institutions; in 1879 he was elected governor of Cali-
fornia, serving until January, 1883; was appointed, July 24, 1893, United States Senator, 
to fill, until the election of his successor, the vacancy caused by the death of Hon. 
Leland Stanford, and took his seat August 8, 1893. In January, 1895, having made a 
thorough canvass before the people of his State, he was elected by the legislature 
on the first ballot to fill the unexpired term. In the fall election of 1896 he was a 
candidate before the people of California for reelection, and received the indorse-
ment of the Republican county conventions that comprised a majority of the sena-
torial and assembly districts in the State. When the legislature convened in joint 
convention (January, 1897) for the purpose of electing a United States Senator, he 
was reelected on the first ballot, although at the time he was absent from the State 





CoUNTIES.-Del Norte, Humboldt, Lassen, Marin, Mendocino, Modoc, Napa, Plumas, Shasta, 
Sierra, Siskiyou, Sonoma, Tehama, an<:l Trinity (14 counties). 
JOHN A. BARHAM, of Santa Rosa, was born in Missouri July 17, 1844; removed 
with his parents to California in 1849; was educated in the common schools and at 
the Hesperian College, in Woodland, Cal.; taught in the public schools of Califor-
nia for three years; studied law and was admitted to practice in 1868, and has prac-
ticed his profession since; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 17,828 votes, against 16,328 votes for 
Fletcher A. Cutler, Democrat, ;r,497 votes for George W. Montieth, People's Party, 
and 249 votes for B. F. Taylor, Prohtbitionist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 155,998. ) 
COUNTIES.-Alpine, Amador, Butte, Calaveras, Eldorado. Inyo, Mariposa, Mono, Nevada, P lacer, 
Sacramento, San Joaquin, Sutter, 1'uolumne, and Yuba (15 counties). 
MARION DE VRIES, of Stockton, San Joaquin County, Cal., was born near 
Woodbridge, in said county, August 15, 1865; was educated in the public schools of 
said county unti~ 15 year? of age, at which time he entered San Joaquin Valley Col-
lege, at Woodbnd_ge, which school he attended and graduated from in 1886, having 
co!lfe~red upon him there the degree of Ph. B.;. he . then entered the University of 
Mic~1ga11, law department, whence he graduated m 1888, with degree of LL. B.; was 
admitted to the supreme court of Michigan in 1887 and of California in the same 
year; commenced the practice of law in Stockton, January 1, 1889, with John B. 
II~11; ~ugust I, 1889, formed a copartnership with vV. B. Nutter, which association 
still exists; under Mr. Nutter acted as assistant district attorney for San Joaquin 
County from Ja!mary, 1893, to February, 1897; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Democrat, mdor_sed by the People's Party, receiving 24,434 votes, against 18,613 
for Johnson, Republican . and 974 votes for Frank E. Coulter, Prohibitionist. 
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THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 1621750.) 
COUNTIES.-Ala~e:la, Colusa, Contra Costa, Lake, Solano, and Yolo (6 counties). 
SAMUEL GREELEY HILBORN, of Oakland, was born in Minot, Androscoggin 
County (then Cumberland), Me., December 9, 1834; was educated in the common 
schools, Hebron Academy, and Gould's Academy, Bethel, Me., and Tufts College, 
Massachusetts, from which latter institution he graduated in 1859; taught school in 
Oak Grove Academy, Falmouth, Me.; read law in the office of Fessenden & Butler, 
Portland, Me.; was admitted to the bar in 1861, and immediately went to California; 
located in Vallejo, Solano County, and engaged in the practice of the law; served in 
the State senate from 1875 to 1879; was a member of the constitutional convention 
in 1879; was appointed United States district attorney for the district of California in 
1883f and removed to San Francisco, where he resided while filling the office; 
changed his residence to Oakland in 1887, continuing the law business under the 
firm name of Hilborn & Hall in San Francisco; was elected to the Fifty-second Con-
gress as a Republican, to fill the unexpired term of Hon. Joseph McKenna, appointed 
United States circuit judge, and was returned elected to the Fifty-third Congress by 
13,163 votes, against 13,130 votes for Warren B. English, Democrat, 3,521 votes for 
J. L. Lyon, People's Party, and 278 votes for L. B. Scranton, Prohibitionist, but was 
unseated April 4, 1894, in favor of Warren B. English, who contested his election; 
was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub-
lican, receiving 19,778 votes, against 16,rr9 votes for Warren B. English, Democrat 
and People's Party, 387 votes for John H. Eustice, Socialist Labor, and 327 votes for 
W. Shafer, Froliibitionist. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 147,642.) 
ASSEMBLY DISTRICTS OF CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO.-Twenty-ninth, Thirtieth, Thirty-first, Thirty. 
second, Thirty-third, Thirty-fourth, Thirty-fifth, Thirty-sixth, Thirty-seventh, Thirty-eighth, 
and Forty-first. 
JAMES G. MAGUIRE, of San Francisco, was born in Boston, Mass., on the 22d 
of February, 1853; removed with his parents to California in April, 1854; was edu-
cated in the public schools of Watsonville, Santa Cruz County, Cal., and in the 
private academy of Mr. Joseph K. Fallon, of that place. Upon leaving school he 
served an apprenticeship of four years at the trade of blacksmithing; afterwards 
taught school for a year and a half; in 1875 was elected to the legislature of the 
State of California, serving two years; in January, 1878, was admitted to the bar by 
the supreme court- of California; in 1882 was elected judge of the superior court of 
the city and county of San Francisco, serving in that office six years; was elected to 
the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con~ess 
as a Democrat, receiving 19,074 votes, against ro,940 votes for Thos. B. O'Bnen, 
Republican, and 968 votes for E. T. Kingsley, Socialist Labor. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 228, 717.) 
COUNTIES.-San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara (3 counties). 
EUGENE FRA CIS LOUD, of San Francisco, was born in Abington, Ma~-, 
March 12, 1847; at the age of 13 went to sea and to California; in 1862 enlisted rn 
California Cavalry Battalion, which formed a part of Second Massachusetts Cavalry; 
wa with the Army of the Potomac and with Sheridan in the Shenandoah Valley 
until the clo e of the war; returned to California and studied law; was in the custom 
service; followed mercantile business; was member of California legislature in l 84; 
was cashier and tax collector of city and county of an Francisco; was elected to the 
Fifty- econd, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congre a a R publican, receiving 19,351 votes, against ro,494 votes for Joseph P. 
K lly , D mocrat, 8,825 ote for A. B. Kinne, People 's Party, 757 votes for Henry 
Da niels, ocialist Labor, and 404 votes for T. H. Lawson, Prohibitionist. 
IXTH DI TRICT. 
(P opula tio n , 165,018.) 
Co • "TIE .-Lo ngel s, ro n t rey, a n Luis bi po, , a nta Barbara, a nta Cruz, a nd Ve n tura 
'6 counties). 
H RLE AVE RILL B RL " , of ~ an Lui. bi p elde t on of 1errill Bar-
low, who wa quartenna. tcr- ren ral f hio in 1862 und r rnor Brough , was 
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born in Cleveland, Ohio, March 17, 1858, and received a common-school education 
in that city; his father having died, he, withhismotherandfamily, re1:1oved t<;> Ventur~, 
Cal., in 1875 ; he then learned the harness maker's ~rade,. later bu:ymg 3:n mterest _111 
the business of his employer; he also engaged extensivelym the frmt drymg ~nd s~11p-
ping business; disposing of his interests in V~ntura, he re~oved to San Lms Obispo 
County, where he acquired land and engaged 111 wheat farmmg; he was State lecturer 
of the Farmers' Alliance one term, and was elected to the Siate assembly from San 
Luis Obispo County in 1893 on the straight People's Party ticket; he introduced a 
number of important bills in the legislature and conducted them to a successful 
passage_; he ~hen engag~d with J. ~- Tuley i~ the publjcation of the ~easo!1er at 
-San Lms Obispo, that bemg the leadmg Populist _parer m southe_rn Cahforma; he 
was chairman of the People's Party State convention m 1896, and 111 August of that 
year was nominated f~r Cong-ress by both the People'_s Party and_ Democrat~c c~m-
ventions and the unammous 111dorsement of the Free-Silver Republican orga111zat10n 
of the Sixth district, and was elected to the Fifty~fifth Congress as a fusion candi-
date, receiving 24,157 votes, against 23:494 vo_tes for James McLachla!1, Cold R~p~b-
lican, 1,196 for H. Clay Needham, Prol11bit10111st, and 542 for Job Harriman, Socialist. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 184,968.) 
CoUNTIES.-Stanislaus, Merced, San Benito, Madera, Fresno, Kings, Tulare, Kern, San Berna rdino, 
Riverside, Orange, and San Diego (12 counties) . 
CURTIS HAR VEY CASTLE, of Merced, was born October 4, 1848, in Knox 
County, Ill.; attended Knox College, Galesburg , Ill., through sophomore year, when 
he transferred to Northwestern University, at Evanston, Ill.; graduated in 1872 with 
the degree of B. A.; a few years later received the degree of A: M.; was employed as 
a teacher for four years ; studied medicine and was graduatea in 1878 from College 
of Physicians and Surgeons, Keokuk, Iowa; is a member of the American Academy 
of Medicine; has served as chairman of the Populist executive committee of his 
county, and is a member of the State executive committee ; was elected to th~ Fifty-
fifth Congress as the fusion candidate of the Populist and Democratic parties, receiving 
19,183 votes, against 18,939 votes for W. "\V. Bowers, Republican, 2,139 votes for W. 
H. Carlson, Independent, and 802 votes for J. W. Webb, Prohibitionist. 
COLORADO. 
SENATORS. 
HENRY MOORE T E LLER, of Central City, ~as born in. the town of Granger, 
Allegany County, N. Y., May 23, 1830; educated m the common sch0ols, Rushford 
Academy, and Alfred University; taught school several years; studied law and was 
admitted to practice at Binghamton, N. Y. In January, 1858, removed to Illinois 
and practiced law there until April , 1861, when h e removed to Colorado and resumed 
the practice of law ; never h eld an office until h e was elected to the Unitfd States 
Senate from Colorado on the admittance of that State; took his seat in the United 
States Senate December 4, 1876, and . drew the t erm ending March 3, 1877; was 
ree~ected December II for the full t~rm, and served until April 17, 1882, when he 
resigned to enter the Cabmet of President Arthur as Secretary of the Interior and 
s~rved until March 3, 1885 ; was reelected to the Senate in January, 1885, and'took 
his seat Marc?- 4, 1885 ; wa_s reelected ii~ 1891, a Repu?li~an in politics, but withdrew 
fro~u th~ National Repu1?hcan Convent1011 at St. Louis 111 June , 1896, because of dis-
satisfaction at the financial plank of the platform; was reelected in January 1897 as 
an Ir~dependent Silver Republican, re~eiving 94 votes out of a total of mo; 'took 
1
his 
seat ~n the Senate March 4, 1897 ; his term of service will expire March 3 1903. 
Received the degree of LL. D. from Alfred University in 1886. ' 
EDWARD OLIVER WOLCOTT, of Denve_r, wa~ born in Longmeadow, Mass., 
Mar~h 26, r848; ~erved for a few months as pnvate 111 the One hundred and fiftieth 
Regiment of Oh10 Volunteers in 1864; entered Yale College in 1866, but did not 
graduate; graduated from Harv_ard Law School in 1871, and removed to Colorado· is 
a lawyer; was elect~d to the U111ted_States Senate as a Republican,to succeed Thon'ias 
M. Bowen, ~epu~hcan, ~nd took his seat March 4, 1889; was reelected in 1895. His 
term of service will expire March 3, 19or. 





C0UNTIES.-Arapahoe, Boulder, J efferson , Lake, Larimer, Logan, Morgan, Park, Phillips. Sedg-
wick, Washing ton, Weld, and Yuma (13 counties). 
JOHN F. SHAFROTH, of Denver, was born in Fayette, Mo., June 9, 1854; entered 
the University of Michigan in the fall of 1872, and graduated in the literary depart-
ment in the class of 1875; studied law in the office of Hon. Samuel C. Major, in his 
native town; was admitted to the bar in August, 1876, and soon thereafter formed a 
partnership with his preceptor; practiced law at Fayette, Mo. , until October, 1879, 
when he removed to Denver, Colo., where he has ever since pursued his profession; in 
April, 1887, he was elected city attorney of Denver, and was reelected to the same 
position in April, 1889; since 1887 he has been in partnership with Judge Platt 
Rogers, of Denver; was elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress as a Republican, and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Silver Republican, receiving 67,821 votes, 
against 9,625 votes for Thomas E. McClelland, Republican, and 1,006 votes for W. F. 
Steele, Prohibitionist. · 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population , 207,539.) 
CouNTIES.-Archuleta, Baca, Bent, Chaffee, Cheyenne, Clear Creek, Conejos, Costilla, Custer, Delta, 
Dolores, Douglas, ·Eagle, E lbert, El P~so, F r emont, Garfield, Gilpin, Grand, Gunnison, Hins-
dale, Huerfano, Kiowa, Kit Carson, La Plata, Las Animas, Lincoln, Mesa, Mineral, Monte-
zuma, Montrose, Otero, Ouray, Pitkin, Prowers, Pueblo, Rio Blanco, Rio Grande, Routt, 
Saguache, San Juan, San Mig uel, and Summit (43 counties). 
J OHN C. BELL, of Montrose, was born in Grundy County, Tenn., December II, 
1851; attended the public schools . of his native county in early youth, and further 
pursued his studies for two years at Alto and two years at Boiling Fork, Franklin 
County, Tenn.; read law in Winchester, Tenn. ; was admitted to the bar of that 
State in 1874, and the same year moved to Colorado and commenced the practice of 
law at Saguache in June, 1874; was appointed county attorney of Saguache County 
and served until May, 1876, when he resigned and removed to Lake City, Colo., then 
the most thriving city in the great San Juan mining region; was elected county 
clerk of Hinsdale County in 1878, but did not perform the duties personally; was 
twice elected mayor of Lake City, and in August, 1885, resigned that position, and, 
forming a law partnership with Hon. F rank C. Goudy, removed to Montrose, where 
he has since resided; in November, 1888, was elected judge of the Seventh judicial 
district of Colorado for a period of six years; in the fall of 1892 was nominated for 
Congress from the Second district of Colorado, first by the Populists and afterwards 
by the Democratic convention; was elected to the Fifty-third .and •Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Fusionist, receiving 84,018 
votes, against 14,385 votes for J. R. Hoffmire, Republican. 
CONNECTICUT. 
SENATORS. 
ORVILLE H. PLATT, of Meriden, was born at Washington, Conn. , July 19, 1827; 
received an academic education; studied law at Litchfield; was admitted to the bar 
in 1849 and has since practiced law at Meriden; was clerk of the State senate of 
Connecticut in 1855-56; wa ecretary of state of Connecticut in 1857; was a member 
of the tate senate in 1861-62; was a member of the tate house of representative. 
in I 64 and 1869, serving the last year as peaker; wa elected to the United 'tate 
nate a a R publican, to succeed ·william II. Barnum, Democrat ( who bad been 
lecte l to fill the vacancy ccasioned by the death of Orris S. Ferry, Republican ; 
t ok hi eat :\larch 18, 1879; ·was reelected in 1885, 1890, and 1897. His term of 
en·ice will expire l\Iarch 3, r903. 
EPH R \VELL HA \\i L Y, f Hartford, was born at tewart ville, Rich-
mond unty, .~ T •• , ctob r 31, I 26; graduated at Hamilton ollege, .1.Tew Vork, in 
r .i7; wa aclm1tte 1 t th bar 111 1 50 at Hartford, 01111., where he ha ince re ided; 
r_ra ti eel law ·i.· ai_1<l a _half y ar ; becam_ ~ditor _of the Hartford Evening Pre . in 
I· ·bruary, J 57, wht h 111 I, 67, wasc 11 · ltdated with th Hartford C urant of which 
he b ame cclitor; nli led in the ·11io11 Army a a lieutenant pril 15, 1861; became 
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brigadier and brevet major-g_eneral; mustered out Jam~ary 15, 1866; :-vas el_ected gov-
ernor of Connecticut in Apnl, 1866; was a delegate to the Free S01l national con-
vention of 1852, Presidential elector in 1868, prE;sident o_f the Republi_can national 
convention of 1868 and delegate to the Republican national convent10ns of 1872, 
1876, and 1880; w~s president of the United St.ates Centennial Commission fr~m 
its organization, in March, 18731 to the completio?- of the work of the Centenmal 
Exposition; is a trustee of Ham;1lton_ College; ~e<:etved the degree of doct_or of laws 
from Hamilton College, Yale Umvers1ty, and Tnmty College; was elected m Novem-
ber 1872 a Representative in the Forty-second Congress to fill a vacancy caused by 
the'death of J. L. Strong; was reele(;'.ted to the Forty-thir~ and Forty-sixth C~ng-resses; 
was elected to the United States Senate, as a Republican, to succeed Wilham W . 
E aton, Democrat; took his seat March 4, 1881, and was reelected in 1887 and again 




C◊ONTIES.-Hartford and Tolland, including the cities of Hartford, New Britain, and Rockville. 
E . STEVENS HENRY, of Rockville, is of Scotch-Irish ancestry and ·was born 
in Gill, Mass., in 1836, removing when 12 years old with his parents to Rockville, 
Conn.; was educated in the public schools and grew up in and with that prosperous 
manufacturing city; a successful business man, his fellow-citizens h ave in many 
ways shown their confidence in him; he has been and is connected with many of the 
local financial institutions; is also a farmer and breeder of thoroughbred stock, and 
until recently president of the Connecticut Jersey Breeders' Association; has served 
his town and city in various capacities, and last as mayor of Rockville; was a repre-
sentative in the lower house of the Connecticut general assembly of 1883; State sen-
ator from the Twenty-third senatorial district in 1887-88; delegate at large to the 
Chicago national Republican convention in 1888; treasurer of the State of Connecti-
cut from 1889 to 1893. He was the Republican nominee for Congress in 1892, but 
was defeated by a small majority; again a candidate in 1894, h e was elected to the 
Fifty-fourth Congress by a majority of 5,207 over his Democratic opponent, running 
over 700 votes ahead of the State ticket in that election; was reelected in 1896 to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 27,623 votes, against 10,859 votes for Joseph P . Tuttle, 
Bryan Democrat, 2,114 votes for E. Henry Hyde, jr. , National Democrat, 501 votes for 
James I. Bartholomew, Prohibitionist, and 342 votes for Samuel Joseph, Socialist 
Labor-receiving a plurality of 16,764, and the largest majority ever given a Con-
gressional candidate in the State of Connecticut. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 248,582.) 
COUNTIES.-Middlesex and.. New Haven, including the cities of New Haven, Meriden, Waterbury, 
Ansonia, Derby, and Middletown. 
NEHEMIAH DAY SPERRY, of New Haven, was born in Woodbridge, New Haven 
County, Conn., July 10, 1827; received his education in the common schools and at 
the private school of Prof. Amos Smith, at New Haven; worked on the farm and in the 
mill; taught school for several years; learned the trade of a house ·builder· com-
menced business on his own account in 1847; was elected a member of the co
1
mmon 
council in 1853; in 1854 was elected an alderman of the city; was elected selectman 
of the town of New Haven in 1853; was elected secretary of stat e in 1855; was 
reelected in 1856; was a member of the convention that renombated Abraham Lincoln 
in 1864; was made a member of the Republican national committee , was elected a 
member of the executive committee, and was chosen secr~tary both of the national 
and executive committees; was chairman of the Republican State Committee for a 
series of years; was president of the State convention that nominated Grant electors· 
was chairman of the recruiting committee of New Haven during the war; was n-omi~ 
nated postmaster by Abraham Lincoln in 1861 and continued in office until the first 
election of Grover Cleveland; was renominated by President H arrison for postmaster 
and served until the reelection of President Cleveland, making in all twenty-eight 
years and two months; was ap:pointed ~ member of the commission to visit England, 
Germany? and France to look ~nto their system _of post~offices,. but declir:ied service; 
was nomrnated for Congress 111 1886, but declmed the same; was president of the 
Chamber _of Commerce of New H_av~n; was bondsman for building the Monitor; 
was nominated for Congress agam 111 1894; was elected to · the Fifty-fourth and 
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reelected to the Fifty-fift~ Congress as a Republican, receiving 35,944 votes, against 
22,317 votes for Fuller, Silver Democrat, 1,213 votes for Wood, Gold Democrat, 482 
votes for Augur, Prohibitionist, and 666 votes for Sullivan, Socialist Labor. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 121,792.) 
COUNTIES.-New London and Windham, including the cities of New London and Norwich. 
CHARLES ADDISON RUSSELL, of Killingly, was born in Worcester, Mass., 
March 2, 1852; received a public school and collegiate education, graduating from 
Yale College in the class of 1873 ; was aid-de-camp (colonel ) on Governor Bigelow's 
staff, 1881-82; was a member of the house, general assembly of Connecticut, in 1883; 
was secretary of state of Connecticut, 1885-86; is engaged in the woolen business; 
was elected to the :Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses, and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 15,269 
votes, against 7,665 votes for Joseph T. Fanning, Silver Democrat, 500 votes for Henry 




COUNTIES.-Fairfield a nd Litchfield (2 counties). 
EBENEZER J. HILL, of Norwalk, was bQrn in Redding, Conn., August 4, 1845; 
prepared for college at the public school in Norwalk and entered Yale with the cla s 
of 1865, where h e remained two years; in 1892 he received from Yale University the 
honorary degree of master of a rts ; is now president of the Norwalk Gas Light Com-
pany, and vice-president of the National Bank of Norwalk; has served twice as bur-
gess of Norwalk, twice as chairman of the board of school visitors of Norwalk; was 
the Fourth district delegate to the national Republican convention of 1884; was a 
member of the Connecticut senate for 1886-87; served one term upon the Republican 
State central committee; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 30,658 votes, against 1,404 votes for Sey-
mour, National Democrat, 15,723 votes for Houlihan, Silver Democrat, and 43ovotes 
for Wooster, Prohibitionist . 
DELAWARE. 
SENATORS. 
GEORGE GRAY, of Wilmington, was born at New Castle, Del., May 4, 1840; he 
graduated at Princeton College when 19 years old, receiving the degree of A. B., and 
in 1862 the degree of A. M.; in 1889 the degree of LL. D. was conferred upon him 
by his alma mater; after studying law with his father, Andrew C. Gray, he spent a 
year in the Harvard Law School and was admitted to practice in 1863; was appointed 
attorney-general of the State of Delaware in 1879 by Governor Hall and was real?-
pointed in 1884 by Governor Stockley; was a delegate to the national Democratic 
conventions at St. Louis in 1876, at Cincinnati in 1880, and at Chicago in 1884; was 
elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to fill the vacancy caused by the 
appointment of Thomas F . Bayard as Secretary of State; was reelected in 1887 and 
in 1893; was a member of the commission which met at Quebec, August, 1898, to 
settle differences between the United States and Canada, and later of the commi -
sion which met at Paris in September, 1898, to arrange terms of peace between the 
nit.ed St.ates and Spain. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
RICHARD ROLLA D KE EY, of Dover, was born in Sussex County, Del., 
September 9, 1 56; graduated from Laurel Academy, Delaware, June, 1874; attended 
II bart ollege, Geneva, . Y.; read law under the tuition of the late Senator Willard 
. 'aul bt:ry, ~f DoYer; ,va admitted to the bar October 19, 1881, and has practiced hi · 
profe 1011 111cc; was elected tat.e librarian in January 1879 and held that office for 
two term ; wa appointed adjutant-0 eneral of the St~te by Governor B. T. Bigg , 
January, 1 '7, and_ retir d from that office at t.he end of his term, January, 1891; wa 
del gate t th~ nab nal Dem<?cratic convention at Chicago in 1892; was made a mem-
h r f th nation~! Democratic committ e in 1896, which position he still hold ; wa 
cl ct ,It the -mt~d tat enate a ~ p mocq1.t January 19, 1897, to fill the vacancy 
('au. <1 b · t.he Jeg1 lature of 1 95 fa1l111g to elect a enator to ucceed the Hon. 
~nth ny Hi_ggins, wh . e ~ rm . ·x1 ir ~l March 4, 1895. He tobk his seat ·February 
, I, 97. II1s term of sen·1 c will ·xp1re }larch 3, 1901. 





LEVIN IRVING HANDY, of Newark, Del., was born December 24, 1861, at 
Be1 lin, Md.; he attended public and private schools in Maryland and Ne~ York; 
taught school i.n Somerset County, ~d., and came to Smyrna, Del., to t~ach 111 1881; 
was superintendent of free schoo~s 111 K ent County 1887~18~0; wa? chairma1~ of_ the 
Democratic State central committee 1892-1896; was editorial wnter on vV1lming-
t.on Every Evening 1894-95; is a popular lecturer and has, since 1890, delivered lec-
tures in lyceum courses in many secti_o1;1s of the country; :Vas elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receivmg 15,407 votes, agamst II, 159 .votes for 
J. S. Willis, Union Republican; 7,123 votes for Robert G. Houston, Republican; 844 




SAMUEL PASCO, of Monticello, was born in London, England; when quite 
young removed with his father first to Prince Edward Island, thence to Massachu-
setts; was prepared for college at the high school in Charlestown and graduated at 
Harvard in 1858; in January, 1859, he went to Florida to take charge of the Wau-
keenah Academy, in Jefferson County, where he has ever since resided; in July, 1861, 
entered the Confederate army as a private; at the close of the war became clerk of 
the circuit court of his county; was admitted to the bar in 1868; in 1872 became a 
member of the Democratic State committee, and from 1876 to 1888 was its chairman; 
has represented Florida on the Demo.cratic national committee since 1880; in 1880 
was elected a Presidential elector at large; in 1885 was president of the constitutional 
convention of his State; in 1887, while speaker of the State house of representatives, 
was elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to succeed Charles W. Jones. 
The legislature charged with the election of his successor had not met at the expira-
tion of his term and he was appointed by the governor to serve during the interim; 
when the legislature assembled in April, 1893, he was nominated by acclamation 
and reelected unanimously. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
STEPHEN RUSSELL MALLORY, of Pensacola, was born November 2, 1848; 
entered Confederate army in Virginia in the fall of 1864; in the spring of 1865 was 
appointed midshipman in the Confederate navy; entered Georgetown College, District 
of Columbia, November, 18?5, and graduated in June, 1869; taught a class at George-
town College until July, 1871; was admitted to the bar by the supreme court of 
Louisiana at New Orleans in 1873; removed to Pensacola, Fla. , in 1874, and began 
practicing law; was elected to the lower house of the legislature in 1876; was elected 
to the senate of Florida in 1880, and was reelected in 1884; was elected to the Fifty-
second and Fifty-third Congresses from the First district of Florida, and was elected 
as a Democrat to the United States Senate by the legislature of Florida for the term 
beginning March 4, 1897. His term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Popula tion, 188,630.) 
COUNTIES.-Calhoun, Citrus, De Soto, Escambia, Franklin, Gadsden, Hernando, Hillsboro, Holmes, 
J ackson, Je!Terso n, Lafayette, Lee, Leon, L evy, Liberty, Manatee, Monroe, Pasco, Polk, Santa 
Rosa, Taylor, ·wakulla, Walton, a nd Washington (25 counties). 
STEPHE M. SPARKJ.\~AN, of Tampa , was born July 29, 1849, in Hernando 
County, Fla.; was educated 111 the common schools of Florida, and taught school for 
a_bout three years, from the age_ of 18 to 21, for the purpose of assisting in his educa-
tion; read law under H. L. Mitchell, ex-governor of Florida, and was admitted to 
pra_ctice in October, 1872; has since practiced in the courts of the State and the 
Umted States; was State attorney for the Sixth judicial circuit for nine years, from 
1878 to 1887; was a member o~ the State and Cong ressional committees from 1890 to 
!89?, _whe_n h~ was elec~ed chamnan; was tendered the circuit judgeship for the Sixth 
JUchcial c1rcmt of Flon<l.a by Governor Perry in 1888, and the position of associate 
Judge on the supreme court bench in r89r by Governor Fleming, hoth of which were 
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declined; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as 
a_Democrat, receiving 14,823 votes, again~t 2,797 votes for E. K. Nichols, Republican. 
SECOND DISTRICT . . 
(Population, 202,792.) 
COUNTIES.-Alachua, Baker, Bradford, Brevard, Clay, Columbia, Dade, Duval, Hamilton, Lake, 
Madison, Marion, Nassau, Orange, Osceola, Putnam, St. Johns, Sumter, Suwannee, and Volusia 
(20 counties). 
ROBERT W. DA VIS, of Palatka, was born in Lee County, Ga., March 15, 1849; 
was educated in the common schools of his native State; entered the Confederate 
army at 14 years of age, and surrendered with the army of Gen. Joseph E. Johnston at 
Greensboro, N. C., at the close of the war; worked on a farm in Georgia after the 
war for several years; read law, and was admitted to the bar at 20 years of age; 
removed to Florida in 1879; was elected to the legislature from Clay County of the 
latter State in 1884; was elected speaker of the house of representatives at the session 
of 1885; was balloted for for governor of Florida in the State convention held in St. 
Augustine in 1888, and, though h_e had a large following, failed to receive the nomi-
nation; was made general attorney for the Florida Southern Railroad Company in 
1885, which position he resigned when elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Demo-
crat, receiving 14,376 votes, against 6,576 votes for J. N. Stripling, Republican; r,156 
votes for D. G. Ambler, Gold Democrat; 855 votes for W. R. Petersen, Populist, and 
195 votes for M. E. Spencer, Prohibitionist. 
GEORGIA. 
SENATORS. 
AUGUSTUS OCTAVIUS BACON, of Macon, was born in Bryan County, Ga., 
October 20, 1839; ·received a high-school education in Liberty and Troup counties; · 
graduated at the University of Georgia, in the Literary and Classical Department in 
1859, and in the Law Department in 186o; entered the Confederate army at the 
beginning of tpe war and served during the campaigns of 1861 and 1862 as adjutant 
of the Ninth Georgia Regiment in the Army of Northern Virginia; subsequently 
thereto was commissioned as captain in the Provisional Army of the Confederate 
States and a,ssigned to general staff duty; at the close of the war resumed the study 
of law, and began practice in 1866 at Macon, from which date he has actively con-
tinued the same both in the State and Federal courts; was frequently a member of 
State Democratic conventions; was president of the State Democratic convention in 
1880, and was delegate from the State at large to the national Democratic conven-
tion in Chicago in 1884; in 1868 he was elected Presidential elector (Seymour and 
Blair) on the Democratic ticket; in 1871 was elected to the Georgia house of repre-
sentatives, of which body he has served as a member for fourteen years; in this time, 
during two years he was the speaker pro tempore, and during eight years he was the 
speaker of the Georgia house of representatives; was several times a candidate for 
the Democratic nomrnation for governor of Georgia, and in the Democratic State 
convention of 1883 he came within one vote of a nomination for governor, when the 
nomination was equivalent to an election; was elected to the United States Senate as 
a Democrat, in ovember, 1894, for the term beginning March 4, 1895. His term of 
service will expire March 3, r9or. 
ALEXA TDER STEPHE ~s CLAY, of Marietta, Cobb County, Ga., was born Sep-
tember 25, --, on a farm in Cobb County; received his primary and preparatory edu-
cation in the country schools and the high school at Palmetto, Ga.; graudated from 
Hiawa see Collef'e in 1875; taught school for two years; studied law under Judge 
David Irwin, of Marietta, and was admitted to the bar in September, 1877, and has 
been ngaged actively in the practice of law ince; was elected a member of the city 
council in 1 and reelected in 18 r; in J884-85 and 1886-87 represented Cobb County 
in the general a . embly of the State; in the latter term was elected speaker pro tem-
p r · wa r lected for 18 9-90, and eryed a speaker for two years; in 1892 wa 
lected to the ~ tate nate, and erved a president of that body for two years; in 
1 9.J wa lected chairman of the tate Democratic executive committee, and con-
duct d th tate campaign between the Democrat and Populists that year; wa 
r electe l t the sam p iti n in 1896, ancl. till occupie the place; wa elected to the 
nit cl tate enat a a D mocrat, to succ ed J hn B. ordon, in ctober, 1896, 
and t k hi eat .. larch 4, 1 97. Hi term of ervice will expire larch 3, 1903. 
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C0UNTIES.-Burke, Bulloch, Bryan, Chatham, Emanuel, Effingham, I,iberty, McIntosh, Screven, 
and Tattnall (ro counties). 
RUFUS E. LESTER, of Savannah, was born in Burke County, Ga., December 12, 
1837· graduated at Mercer University, Georgia, 1857; admitted to the bar in Savan-
nah ~nd commenced the practice 0£ law in 1859; entered the military service of the 
Confederate States in 1861; remained in the service till the end of the war; resumed · 
the practice of law at the close of the war; was State senator from the First senatorial 
district of Georgia 1870-1879; was president of the senate during the last three years 
of service; was mayor of Savannah from January, 1883, to January, 1889; was elected 
to the Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 8,786 votes, against 2,670 votes 
for Miller, Populist, and 4,716 votes for Doyle, Republican. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 180,300.) 
C0UNTIES.-Baker, Berrien, Calhoun, Clay, Colquitt, Decatur, Dougherty, Early, Miller, Mitchell, 
Quitman, Randolph, Terrell, Thomas, and Worth (15 counties). 
· JAMES M. GRIGGS, of Dawson, was born at Lagrange, Ga., on March 29, 1861; 
was educated in the common schools of Georgia and at the Peabody Normal College, 
at Nashville, Tenn., from which institution he was graduated in May, 1881; after 
graduation taught school and studied law; was admitted to the bar in 1883, and 
commenced the practice of law in 1884 at Alapaha, Berrien County, Ga.; was for a 
short while engaged i11 the newspaper business; removed to Dawson in 1885; was 
elected solicitor-general (prosecuting attorney) of the Pataula judicial circuit in 1888, 
and was reelected in 1892; in 1893 resigned; was appointed judge of the same circuit, 
and was twice reelected without opposition; resigned this office in 1896 to make the 
race for Congress; was a delegate to the Democratic national convention of 1892; 
was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 7,454 votes, against 
3,868 votes for J.E. Peterson, Republican, and 3,035 votes for J. A. Sibley, Populist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 159,658.) 
C0UNTIES.-Crawford, Dooly, Houston, I,ee, Macon, Pulaski, Schley, Stewart, Sumter, Twiggs, 
Taylor, Webster, and Wilcox (13 counties). 
ELIJAH BANKS LEWIS, of Montezuma, was born in Dooly County, Ga., 
March 27, 1854; removed to Montezuma, his present home, at the age of 17 years; 
was educated in the common schools of Dooly and Macon counties; has had a busi-
ness training, his father making him his partner in the banking and mercantile 
business before his maturity, and is still in the banking and mercantile business; 
always took an active interest in politics, working for his friends and political party, 
but never accepted any office until 1894, when he was .elected to the State senate for 
the years 1894-95; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
7,459 votes, against 3,096 votes for Seaborn Montgomery, Republican. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 166,121.) 
C0UNTIES.-Carroll, Chattahoochee, Coweta, Harris, Heard, Marion, Meriwether, Muscogee, Talbot, 
and Troup (ro counties). 
WILLIAM CHARLES ADAMSON, of Carrollton, was born at Bowdon, Ga. 
August 13, 1854; spent his youth alternately in working on the farm and in hauling 
goods and cotton_ betw~en Atlanta and Bowdo1;1; took the collegiate course at Bowdon 
College, graduatmg with the degree of A. B. m 1874, the degree of A. lY.I. being con-
ferred a few years later by the same instituHon; read law in the office of the Hon. 
Sampson W. Harris; was admitted to the bar October, 1876, and has lived at Carroll-
ton, Ga., ever since, practicing law in the circuit and supreme courts of the State 
and the Federal courts; wa_s judge of the city court of Carrollton from 1885 to 1889, 
and wa~ attorney for the city of Carrollton for a number of years; was Presidential 
elector m 1892; had never held nor sought any other office until elected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as~ Democrat, receiving 8,519 votes, against 4,304 votes for Alonzo H. 
Freeman, Republican. 




COUNTIES.-Campbell, Clayton, Dekalb, Douglas, Fulton, Newton, Rockdale, and Walton (8 
counties). 
LEO IDAS FELIX LIVINGSTON, of Kings, was born in Newton County, Ga., 
April 3, 1832; is of Scotch-Irish descent; his grandfather immigrated to this country 
from North Ireland, and served under General ·washington during the Revolutionary 
war; was equcated in the common schools of the county; is a farmer by occupation 
and has always lived on his farm; was a private soldier in the Confederate army from 
August, r86r, to May, 1865; was for two terms a member of the house of representa-
tives and one term a member of the State senate; was chairman of the committee 
on agriculture in both the house and senate; was vice-president of the Georgia State 
Agricultural Society for eleven years and president of the same for four years; was 
president of the Georgia State Al1iance for three years, but resigned when elected to 
Congress; has been prominent in all po1itical struggles in his State for many years; 
was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 9,258 votes, against 6,715 votes 
for Hendrix, Republican. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 165,942.) 
COUNTIES.-Baldwin, Bibb, Butts, Fayette, Henry, Jones, Monroe, Pike, Spalding, and Upson ( 10 
counties). 
CHARLES LAFAYETTE BARTLETT, of Macon, was born atMonticello,Jasper 
County, Ga., on January 31, 1853; removed from Monticello to Macon, Ga., in 1875, 
and has resided in Macon since then; was educated in the schools at Monticello, the 
University of Georgia, and the University of Virginia; graduated at the University of 
Georgia in August, 1870; studied law at the University of Virginia and was admitted 
to the bar in August, 1872; was appointed solicitor-general (prosecuting attorney) 
for the Macon judicial court January 31, 1877, and served in that capacity until Jan-
uary 31, r88r; was elected to the house of representatives of Georgia in 1882 and 
1883, and again in 1884 and 1885, and to the State senate in 1889, from the Twenty-
second senatorial district; was elected judge of the superior court of the Macon 
circuit January r, 1893, and resigned that office Mayr, 1894; was nominated by the 
Democrats as a candidate for Congress, and was elected to the Fifty-fourth and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 8,236 votes, against 
4,696 votes for M~rphy, Populist. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 179,259.) 
C0UNTIES.-Bartow, Catoosa, Chattooga, Cobb, Dade, Floyd, Gordon, Haralson, Murray, Paulding, 
Polk, Walker, and Whitfield (13 counties). 
JOHN \V. MADDOX, of Rome, was born on June 3, 1848, in Chattooga County, 
Ga.; received a common-school education; enlisted in the service of the Confederate 
States at the age of rs and served as a private until the end of the war between the 
States; read law in Summerville, Ga.; was admitted to the bar at the September 
term, 1877, and practiced law there until 1886; was elected county commissioner in 
January, 1878; wa elected to the State legislature in October, 1880, and reelected 
in 1882; was elected to represent the Forty-second senatorial district in 18 4; was 
elected judge of the SU.J?enor court, Rome circuit, in Tovember, 1886, and reelected 
in ovemb r, 1890; reswned that offic September r, 1892, to accept the Democratic 
nomination for ongre ; wa elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congres, es 
and re lected to the Fifty-fifth ongres as a Democrat, rec iving rn, 719 votes, again. t 
5,o87 vote for v . L. Ma ey, Republican, and 4,256 votes for J. \V. Garrity, Populist. 
EI HTH DI TRICT. 
(Popu lation, 170,Sor.) 
Co ~TIE .-Clarke, Elbert, Franklin, reene, Hart, Ja per, Madison, Morgan, glethorpe, Oconee, 
Putnam, and " 'ilke (12 countie ). 
·'' ILL! :\1 ... 1ARCELL H "ARD, of Lexington, Ga., wa born at Benvick 
1ty La._, f eorgia par n , D cemh r 6 1857· wa graduated from the niver ity 
of · rg1a; }pgan practice f law Fehruary, I ':io; wa, elect cl soli it r-general of 
the n rthern ju licial ir uit of 'corgia b7 the tale ]c,rislature in 1 4; , .. :a re lecte 1 
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to that office in 1888 and in 1892, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress a~ a 
Democrat, receiving 9,088 votes, against. 2,962 votes for G. L . Anderson, Populist, 
and 2,701 votes for W. P. Henry, Republican. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 172,061.) 
COUNTlES.-Banks, Cherokee, Dawson, Fannin, Forsyth, Gilmer, Gwinnett, Habersham, Hall, Jack-
son, Lumpkin, Milton, Pickens, Rabun, Towns, Union, and White (17 counties). 
FARISH CARTER TATE, was born at Jasper, Pickens County, Ga., where he 
now resides, November 20, 1856. . He received his education in the common sc~ools 
and in the North Georgia Agricultural College, 2.t Dahlonega, Ga. ; was admitted 
to the bar in 1880, and has practiced law since; was a member of the gener8:l assem-
bly of Georgia for six years, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887; was chairman of 
the railroad committee of 1884-85 and of the judiciary committee of 1886-87, and 
was a member of the special committee to redistrict the State in 1882; served as a 
member of the Democratic executive committee of Georgia from the Ninth Con-
gressional district in 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887, a?-d was el~cted a member o:f'. that 
committee from the State at large by the Democratic convention of 1890, but resigned 
this position in March, 1892, to run for Congress; was elected to the Fifty-third and 
Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 8:s a Democrat, 
receiving n,037 votes, against 5,421 votes for H. P. Farrow, Republican, and 3,926 
votes for T. C. Winn, Populist. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 160,758.) 
CouNTIES.-Columbia, Glascock, J efferson, Hancock, Lincoln, McDuffie, Richmond, Taliaferro, 
Warren, Washington, and Wilkinson (u counties). 
WILLIAM HENRY FLEMING, of Augusta, was born at Augusta, Richmond 
County, Ga., on October 18, 1856; was brought up in the country a few miles from 
the city, and for a number of years after the war worked on the farm; was educated 
at Summerville Academy, Richmond (County) Academy, and the State University 
at Athens, Georgia, from which institution he received the degrees of civil engineer 
and master of arts ; was chosen private anniversarian of the Phi Kappa Society in 
1873; was awarded junior debaters' medal in 1874; was awarded the college medal 
for the best essay and was chosen commencement orator for the Phi Kappa Society 
in 1875; in the military department of the college wa:s appointed captain of the first 
company, and for two years held the battalion prize for the best drilled company; 
while in college earned a small salary for part of the time by acting as college post-
master, and afterwards was appointed a salaried tutor while an undergraduate; also 
received assistance from Alexander H. Stephens by a loan of money, which waf 
afterwards repaid with interest; was elected superintendent of the public schools os 
Augusta and Richmond County, Ga., in January, 1877, and resigned in August, -
1880; was admitted to the bar in November, 1880, having studied law in the office 
of Hon. John T. Shewmake, and has continued in regular practice since; was 
elected to the State legislature from Richmond County in 1888, 1890, and 1892, and 
was chairman of the finance committee; again elected in 1894, and was speaker of 
the house ; in April, 1894, sustained a severe and almost fatal injury by a kick in the 
face by a runaway horse; was elected president of the Georgia State bar association 
in 1894, ancl at the annual meeting in 1895 delivered an address on the "Ethics of 
the bar in relation to the state;" was chosen in 1895 grand commander of the 
Knights Templar for the State of Georgia; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Democrat, receiving ro,n9 votes, against 7,105 votes for John T. West, Populist. 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 155,948.) 
CouNTIES.-Appling, Brooks, Camden, Charlton, Clinch, Coffee, Echols, Dodge, Glynn, Irwin, 
Johnson, Laurens, Lowndes, Montgomery, Pierce, Telfair, Ware, and Wayne (18 counties). 
WILLIAM GORDON BRANTLEY, of Brunswick, was born at Blackshear, Pierce 
County, Ga., on September 18, 1860, and lived there until his removal to Brunswick in 
1889; :was educated in common schoo_ls, with two years at :University of Georgia; read 
law with ex-Congressman John C. Nicholls, and was admitted to the bar in October 
1881; repr~sented Pie1;ce C~mi:ty ~n Georgi'.3- house of_ representatives in 1884-85; repre~ 
sented Third senatorial d1stnct m Georgia senate 111 1886-87; was elected solicitor-
general (prosecuting attorney) of Brunsw.ick circuit in 1888 for a term of four years, 
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and reelected in 1892 for another term of four years, which last term had not expired 
when an unexpected nomination to Congress, unanimously made, was tendered him 
on June 18, 1896; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
9,141 votes, against 6,019 votes for Benjamin Milikin, Populist. 
ID AH 0. 
SENATORS. 
GEORGE LAIRD SHOUP, of Boise, was born at Kittanning, Armstrong County, 
Pa., June 15,1836; was educated in the public schools of Freeport and Slate Lick; 
moved with his father to Illinois in June, 1852; was engaged in farming and stock 
raising near Galesburg until 1858; removed to Colorado in 1859; was engaged in 
mining and mercantile business until 1861; in September, 1861, enlisted in Ca_ptain 
Backus's independent company of scouts, and was soon thereafter commissioned 
second lieutenant; during the autumn and winter of 186): was engaged in scouting 
along the base of the Rocky Mountains; was ordered to Fort Union, N. Mex., in 
the early part of 1862; was kept on scouting duty on the Canadian, Pecos, and Red 
rivers until the spring of 1863, and during this time was promoted to a first lieu-
tenancy; was then ordered_ to the Arkansas River; had been assigned in 1862 to 
the Second Regiment Colorado Volunteer Infantry, but was retained on duty in the 
cavalry service; was assigned to the First Colorado Regime11t of Cavalry in May, 
1863; in 1864 was elected to the constitutional convention to prepare a constitution 
for the proposed State of Colorado and obtained leave of absence for thirty days to 
serve as a member of said convention; after performing this service he returned to 
active duty in the Army; was commissioned colonel of the Third Colorado Cavalry 
_in September, 1864, and was mustered out in Denver with the regiment at the expi-
ration of term of service; engaged in the mercantile business in Virginia City, Mont., 
in 1866, and during the same year established a business at Salmon City, Idaho; 
since 1866 has been engaged in mining, stock raising, mercantile, and other business 
in Idaho; was a member of the Territorial legislature during the eighth and tenth 
sessions; was a delegate to the national Republican convention in 1880; was a mem-
ber of the Republican national committee from 1880 to 1884; was United States com-
missioner for Idaho at the World's Cotton Centennial Exposition at New Orleans, 
La., in 1884-85; was again placed on the Republican national committee in 1888, 
reelected in 1892 and again in 1896; was appointed governor of Idaho Territory in 
March, 1889, which position he held until elected governor of the State of Idaho, 
October 1, 1890; was elected to the United States Senate as a Republican December 18, 
1890, and took his seat December 29, 1890; was reelected in 1895. His term of service 
will expire March 3, 1901. 
HENRY HEITFELD, of Lewiston, was born in St. Louis, Mo., January 12, 1859; 
received his early education in the schools of that city; removed to Seneca, Kans., at 
the age of II years, where he continued to reside till the year 1882, in which year he 
emigrated to the State of Washington; located in Idaho in 1883, where he has been 
engaged in farming and stock raising since; was elected State senator in 1894 and 
reelected in 1896; was elected United States Senator, as a Populist, January 28, 1897; 




JAMES GU , of Boise, was born in the State of New York March 6, 1843; emi-
grated with his parent when he was but a few years old to Wisconsin, settling in 
the we tern part of that State; received a common school and academic education; 
volunteered a a private in Company G, Twenty-seventh Wisconsin Infantry, with 
which r giment he erved until the close of the war, being mustered out vtith the 
rank of captain; in the early summer of 1866 he went to Colorado, where he re ided 
nin year , making his home in the counties of Gilpin and Clear Creek; was mayor 
of e rgetown thr e year ; in 1875 moved to the Pacific lope, living temporarily in 
• vada and California; a mining excitement broke out in Idaho in I 8o and I I 
and h j. ined .the ru ~ of pro p ctor to that tate, making the town of Hailey, in 
\\ ~ RIV r vall y h1 home; was elected to the enate of the first tate legi la-
tur 111 1 90· wa nominated by the Populi. t. for Congre in 1892, and again in 
I ~ and th ugh def ate each tim , receive la third nomination from the Peoples-
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Democratic-Fusion in 1896, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Populist, 
receiving 13,487 votes, against 6,054 cast for John T. Morrison, Republican, and 
8,984 for W. E . Borah, Silver Republican. · 
ILLINOIS. 
SENATORS. 
SHELBY M. CULLOM, of Springfield, was born in Wayne County, Ky., Novem-
ber 22, 1829; his father removed to Tazewell County, Ill., the following year. He 
received an academic and university education; went to Springfield in the fall of 
1853 to study law and has since resided there; immediately upon receiving license 
to practice was elected city attorney; continued to practice law until he took his seat 
in the House of Representatives in 1865; was a Presidential elector in 1856 on the 
Fillmore ticket; was elected a member of the house of representatives of the Illinois 
legislature in 1856, 1860, 1872, and 1874,-and was elected speakerin 186r and in 1873; 
was elected a Representative from Illinois in the Thirty-ninth, Fortieth, and Forty-
first Congresses, serving from December 4, 1865, to March 3, 1871; was a delegate to 
the national Republican convention at Philadel]?hia in 1872, being chairman of the 
Illinois delegation, and placed General Grant m nomination; was a delegate to 
the national Republican convention in 1884 and chairman of the Illinois delegation; 
was elected governor of Illinois in 1876 and succeeded himself in 1880, serving from 
January 8, 1877, until February 5, 1883, when he resigned, having been elected to 
the United States Senate as a Republican, to succeed David Davis, Independent 
Democrat; took his seat December 4, 1883, and was reelected in 1888 and again in 
1894; was a member of the commission appointed to prepare a system of laws for 
the Hawaiian Islands. His t erm of service will expire March 3, 1901. 
WILLIAM E. MASON, of Chicago, was born in Franklinville, Cattaraugus 
County., N. Y., July 7, 1850; removed with his parents to. Bentonsport, Iowa, in 1858; 
attended school at the Bentonsport Academy and Birmingham College; taught school 
from 1866 to 1870, the last two years at Des Moines, Iowa; entered the law office 
of Hon. Thol1J.a".S F. Withrow, and was admitted to practice law in Des Moines; went 
to Chicago in 1872, and has practiced law there ever since; was elected to the general 
assembly in 1879, to the State senate in 1881; was elected to the Fiftieth and Fifty-
first Congresses and defeated for the Fifty-second in the landslide of 1892; was 
elected to the United States Senate January 20, 1897, by a strict party vote, receiving 
125 votes, ag-ainst 78 votes for John P. Altgeld, Democrat. He took his seat March 
4, r897. His term 0£ service will expire March 3, 1903. 
REPRESENTATIVES, 
F IRST DISTRICT. 
(Population, 316,280.) 
C0UNTY.-Part of Cook, embracing the Third, Thirty-first, Thirty-second, Thirty-third, and _Thirty-
fourth wards and part of the Fourth Ward of the city of Chicago, w ith the townships of Bloom, 
Bremen, Calumet, Orland, Rich, 'fhornton, and Worth. 
JAMES R. MANN, of Chicago, was born October 20, 1856, on a farm near Bloom-
ington, Ill., whence his father moved to Iroquois County in 1867; was graduated at 
the University of Illinois in 1876 and at the Union College of Law in Chicago in 
1881 ; remained in Chicago to practice his profession, and is now the head of the law 
firm of Mann, Hayes & Miller; in 1887 was elected a member of the Oakland school 
board in the village of 1Iyde Park, and in :i;888 was elected attorney of the village of 
Hyde Park, which was then the largest municipality in Illinois outside of Chicago· 
upon annexation in 1892 of the outlying territory to the city of Chicago, was elected 
aldern~an fron:- the Thi~ty-second Ward to the Chicago city council, and reelected in 
!894; 111 the city co1mc1l for t~ree years, was chairman of the judiciary committee; 
111 1894 was ~he temporary chairman of the Republican State convention, and in 1895 
was the c_hairman of the Cook County R epublican convention; in 1892 was appointed 
?" master 111 chance~-y of the superior court of Cook County, which position h e resigned 
111 January, 1896; 111 ~895 was elected by the South Park commissioners of Chicago as 
general_ attorney_ f?r the park board; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, r~ce1v111g 51,58~ votes, against 23,123 for James H. Teller, candidate of 
the Democratic, t?e Popuh~t,. ~nd_ Free Silver Republican parties; 595 votes for 
Thomas A. Strobridge, Proh1b1tlomst, and 957 votes for BenJamin J. Wertheimer, 
Gold Democrat. · 
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SECOND DISTRICT. 
( Population, 268,462.) 
[ILLINOIS. 
COUNTY.-Part of Cook; the Tenth, Twenty-eighth, Twenty-ninth, and Thirtieth wards of the city 
of Chicago, ai1d the towns of Cicero, Elk Grove, Hanover, Lamont, Leyden, Lyons, Maine, 
Norwood Park, Palos, Proviso, Riverside, and Schaumburg. 
WILLIAM LORIMER, of Chicago, was born in Manchester, England, April 27, 
1861, and is of Scotch parentage; came to this country with his parents when 5 years 
old and settled in Port San Lac, Mich., in r866; subsequently the family removed 
to Bay City, Mich., thence to Ohio, where they lived on a farm for a short time, 
and finally settled in Chicago in 1870; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 35,045 votes, against 28,309 
votes for J. Z. White, Democrat, 594 votes for Craigmile, Prohibitionist, and 561 
votes for Crenshaw, National Democrat. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 307,972.) 
COUNTY.-Part of Cook; that part of the Fourth Ward west of the center line of Wentworth avenue 
and all of the First, Second, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh wards of the city of Chicago. 
HUGH REID BELKNAP, of Chicago, was born in Keokuk, Iowa, September 1, 
1860. He attended the public schools there, and also took a course of instruction 
at the Adams Academy, Quincy, Mass., completing his education at Phillips Acad-
emy at Andover, Mass.; being unable to take a collegiate course,· at the age of 18 he 
entered the service of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company in a minor capacity; 
remained with that company for twelve years, filling various positions in practical 
railroading in the operating department, and retired as chief clerk to the general 
manager, in 1892, to become superintendent of the South Side Rapid Transit Rail-
road, of Chicago-the first elevated .railroad in that city; was elected to the Fifty-
fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,075 
votes, against 21,485 votes for Clarence S. Darrow, Democrat and People's Party, 
255 votes for John Krebs, Independent Gold Standard Democrat, 182 votes for 
Solomon D. Ebersoll, Prohibitionist, 109 votes for Michael L . Morris, Socialist Labor, 
and 21 votes for John J. Fanning, Middle of the Road. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 299,208.) 
COUNTY.-Part of Cook; the Eighth, Ninth, Twelfth, a nd Nineteenth wards of the city of Chicago. 
DANIEL W. MILLS, of Chicago, was born on a farm near Waynesville, Warren 
County, Ohio, February 25, 1838; is the son of David and Susannah Mills; his mother, 
who was brought up near the site where Cincin11ati now stands, at the age of 3 years fell 
into the hands of Indians, and was for some time held in captivity by the savages; his 
Quaker great-grandfather, Joseph Brown, accompanied William Penn to this country 
in 1682; was thrown upon his own resources by the death of his father, and to him 
fell the principal support of a widowed mother,.left with but limited means; worked 
for neighboring farmers during summers and attended the common schools of Raye. -
ville, and later the Waynesville high school; at the age of 18 he secured employment 
in a mercantile establishment, and in 1859 engaged in the mercantile, grain-shipping, 
and pork-packing business on his own account at Corwin, Ohio; served in the army 
as captain of Company D, One hundred and eightieth Ohio Volunteers, and con-
tinued in active service until the close of the war; in the spring of 1866 went to 
Chicago and, as owner of a vessel, engaged in lake shipping for three years; made 
large investments in r al estate, which yielded profitable returns, anc. has eyer ince 
been exten ively interested in realty transactions; from 1877 to 1881 served a 
warden of the Cook County Hospital; was twice elected alderman of his ward; wa 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,564 vote , again t 
20,454 votes for James cAndrew , Democrat and People's Party, 419 vote for 
Jame E. Gilli , Incl pendent old Democrat, 375 votes for Charles W. Woodman, 
Independent Republican, 236 vote for rchibald Sprott, Prohibitioni t, and 129 
vote for J. ugu tus \Veav r , , ociali t Labor. 
FIFTH DI TRI T. 
(Populat ion , 154,679.) 
Co . ·Tv.-Part of Cook; the Eleventh, Thirteenth, ix teen th, Seventeenth, and Eighteenth wards 
of he city of Chicago. 
ER E 
uati n r fr m 
. "TIIITE, f Chicag , was born in :\'Ia . a husetts in r 4 ; after grad-
llege at the ag of 1 6 he en l i ted a · a private soldier in the Fifty-
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seventh Massachusetts Veteran Volunteers, in which he served under General Grant, 
in the Army of the Potomac, from the battle of the Wilderness _until the surrender of 
General Lee· after the close of the war he entered a commercial college at Worces-
ter, Mass.; ·i;1 1867 he removed to Chicago, a pobr young man seeking employ_ment, 
which he found in a lumber yard at $so a month; a year later he engaged 111 the 
lumber business on his own account, which he has since pursued with much success; 
he is head of the extensive hard-wood lumber firm of George E. White & Co. , and is 
a director in State and national banks; has served as alderman of Chicago and as 
State senator, and has exercised a, large influence in Republican politics in his State; 
in 1884 was nominated for Congress · by the Republican convention of his district, 
but althouo-h the district was saf~ly Republican, declined the nomination; was 
ele~ted to the .Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 23,053 votes, against 19,975 votes for E. T . . Noonan, Democrat, 257 votes 
for Haines, Prohibitionist, 233 votes for Courtney, National Democrat, and 1,813 
votes for McDonnell, Independent. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 172,Sn.) 
C0UNTY.-Part of Cook; the Twentieth, Twenty-first, Tw~nty-second, Twenty-third, and Twenty-
fourth wards, that part of the Twenty-fifth Ward south of the center line of Diversey street 
and west of the center line of F,[alstead street, and that part of the Twenty-sixth Ward south 
of the center line of Belmont avenue, of the city of Chicago. · 
HENRY SHERMAN BOUTELL, Republican, of Chicago, son of Major Lewis 
Henry and Anna Greene-Boutell; was born in Boston, Mass., March 14, 1856 ; gradu-
ated from Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill., in 1874, artd from Harvard Uni-
versity in 1876; received the degree of A. M. from Harvard in 1877; was admitted to 
the bar of Illinois in 1879, and to that of the Supreme Court of the United States in 
1885; was elected a member of the Illinois General Assembly in 1884, and was one 
of the '' 103 '' who elected General Logan to the United States Senate; elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican at a special election held November 23, 1897, to 
fill the unexpired term of Edward Dean Cooke, deceased, receiving ro,212 votes -
against 9,360 votes for Vincent H. Perkins, Democrat. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 143,407.) 
C0UNTIES.-Part of Cook; the Fourteenth, Fifteenth, and Twenty-seventh wards and part of the 
Twenty-fifth and 'fwenty-sixth wards of the city of Chicago, and the towns of Batrington, 
Evanston, New 'frier, Niles, Northfield, Palatine, antl Wheeling, of Cook County, and all of 
the county of Lake. 
GEORGE EDMUND FOSS, of Chicago, was born at Berkshire, Franklin County, 
Vt., July 2, 1863; graduated from Harvard College in 1885; attended the Columbia 
Law School and School of Political Science in New York City, and graduated from 
the Union College of Law of Chicago in 1889, receiving the degree of LL.B.; admitted 
to t_h~ bar the samE: year and began the practice of law in Chicago; never held any 
political office until elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress and was reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 41,510 votes, against 21,170 votes for 
Olaf E. Ray, Silver Democrat, 541 votes for M. W. Robinson, Gold Democrat 478 
votes for J. C. Ambrose, Prohibitionist, and.43 votes scattering. · ' 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 130,123.) 
CoUNTIES.-Dekalb, Dupage, Grundy, Kane, Kendall, and McHenry (6 counties). 
ALBERT J . HOP~INS, of A1;1rora, was born in Dekalb County, Ill., August 15, 
1846; graduat~d at Hillsdale (Mich.) College in June, 1870; studied law and com-
menced practice at Aurora, Ill.; was State's attorney of Kane County from 1872 to 
1876; wa~ a m_ember of the Republi~an State central committee from 1878 to 1880; 
was Pr~sidenh~l _elector. on the Bl8;111e and Logan ticket, 1884; was elected to the 
Forty-mnth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-secon.d, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses an_d reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 32,073 
votes, agamst 12,861 votes for S. N. Hoover, Democrat, and 818 votes for A N. Dodd 
Prohibitionist. · ' 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 198,486.) 
C0UNTIES.-Boone, Carroll, Jo Daviess, Lee, Ogle, Stephenson, and Winnebago (7 counties). 
ROBERT ROBERTS HITT, of Mo~mt Morris, was born at Urbana, Ohio. January 
16, 1834; removed to Ogle County, Ill., 1:11837; was educated at Rock River Seminary 
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( now Mount Morris- College) and at De Pauw University; was first secretary of 
legation and charge d'affaires ad interim at Paris from December, 1874, until March, 
1881; was Assistant Secretary of State in 1881; was elected to the Forty-seventh 
Congress November 7, 1882, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of Hon. 
R. M. A. Hawk; was elected to the Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, 
Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 32,949 votes, against 15,241 votes for C. 0. 
Knudson, Democrat, and 818 votes for James Lamont, Prohibitionist; was a member 
of the Commission appointed to prepare a system of laws for the Hawaiian Islands. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 154,471.) 
COUNTIES.-Henry, Knox, Mercer, Rock Island, Stark, and Whiteside (6 counties). 
GEORGE W. PRINCE, of Galesburg, was born March 4, 1854, in Tazewell County, 
Ill.; attended the public schools and graduated from Knox College, Galesburg, Ill., 
in 1878; studied law and was admitted to the bar in 1880; was elected city attorney 
of Galesburg in 1881; was chairman of the Republican county central committee of 
Knox County in 1884; was elected a member of the lower house of the general 
assembly of Illinois in 1888; was reelected in 1890; was the candidate for attorney-
general of Illinois on the Republican ticket in 1892; was elected to the Fifty-fourth 
Congress at a special election held April 2, 1895, to fill the vacancy caused by the 
death of Gen. Philip Sidney Post, and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 31,459 votes, against 15,741 votes for William R. Moon, 
Democrat, 536 votes for William Goldsworthy, Prohibitionist, and 1,401 votes for 
William C. Holden, Populist. 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 167,oo6.) 
COUNTIES.-Bureau, Lasalle, Livingston, and Woodford (4 counties). 
WALTER REEVES, of Streator, was born September 25, 1848, near Brownsville, 
Pa.; removed to Illinois in 1856; lived on a farm; became a teacher and a lawyer; 
was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub-
lican, receiving 24,765 votes, against 18,514 votes for Charles M. Golden, Democrat, 
and 557 votes for J. W. Hosier, Prohibitionist. 
TWELFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 177,359.) 
COUNTIES.-Iroquois, Kankakee, Vermilion, and Will (4 counties). 
JOSEPH G. CA NON, of Danville, was born at Guilford, N:- C., May 7, 1836; is a 
lawyer; was State's attorney in Illinois, March, 1861, to December, 1868; was elected 
to the Forty-third, Forty-fourth, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-
eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 28,566 votes, again~ 
18,613 votes for George G. Vance, Democrat, and 478 votes for J. J. Hales, Prohi-
bitionist. 
THIRTEE TH DISTRICT. 
(Popu lation , 183,105.) 
CouNTIES.-Champaign , Dewitt, Douglas, Ford, McLean, and Piatt (6 counties). 
VESPASIA vV AR ER, of Clinton, was born at Mount Pleasant, now Fanner 
City, Dewitt County, Ill. , April 23, 1842; removed with his parents in 1843 to Clin-
ton, Ill., which ha since been his home; attended common and select schools in 
Clinton, and Lombard -niversity at Galesburg, Ill.; was studying law at Clinton, 
in the office of Hon. Lawrence ·weldon, now one of the judges of the United States 
ourt of Claim ·when, on June 13, 1861, he enlisted as a private soldier in Company 
E, Twenti th Illinoi Voluntc r Infantry; remained an enli ted man and carried a 
mu ket in that company until February 5, I 62, when he was commissioned a econd 
li utenant; r main <l in the rvice nntil July r3, 1866, when he wa mustered out, 
th n being a aptain and br v t major; erved in the Army of the Tennessee, receiv-
ing a gun hot w uncl at hil h, until the evacuation of Atlanta, when, being dis-
abled, h wa orrler d ~ Torth and from ther , arly in 1865, he was ordered on the 
Plain. wh r a ampaign wa b ing conducted again. t ho tile Indian , where he 
ry cl until mu t r 1 ut· immediately n leaving the ervice he entered the La 
I partm nt f Haryard 'niversit , fr m whi h h graduated in r 68; he then 
r turn d t linton and ommencecl the practice of la\ forming a partner hip with 
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Hon. C.H. Moore, which still continues; was colonel and judge-advocate-general of 
Illinois through the administrations of Governors Hamilton, Oglesby, and Fifer; was 
elected a Republican Presidential elector in 1888; _ was elec~e1 to the Fifty-fourth '.'lnd 
reelected ·to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receivmg 27,334 votes, agamst 




COUNTIES.-Fulton, Marshall, Mason, Peoria, Putnam, and Tazewell (6 counties). 
JOSEPH V. GRAFF, of Pekin, Tazewell County, was born at Terre Haute, Ind., 
July 1 1854 · graduated at the Terre Haute high school at the age of 16 years; also 
attend'ed W~bash College, at CrawfordsvillE:, Ind., one year, .b1;1-t n~v.er completed a 
colleg iate course; studied law and was l;-clmitted to t~e bar while_ hvmg a~ DelavaJ?-, 
Ill., in 1879; was a delegate to the n_at10nal Republican _convent10n at Mmneapohs 
in 1892; has never before held a public office, except president of the board of educa-
tion which position he held at the time of his election to the Fifty-fourth Congress, 
but has engaged in the practice of the law ever since his admission to the bar; was 
elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 25,144 votes, against 23,413 votes for N. E. Worthington, Democrat, 471 
votes for D. R. Sheen, Prohibitionist, and 392 votes for Theodore Holly, Populist. 
FIFTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 166,613.) 
COUNTIES.-Adams, Brown, Hancock, Henderson, McDonough, Schuyler, and Warren (7counties). 
BENJAMIN F. MARSH, of Warsaw, Hancock County, was born in Wythe Town: 
ship, in said county, and reared on his father's farm; was educated in private schools 
until 14 years old, when he was sent to Jubilee College and entered upon a classical 
course, pursuing the same· for four years, lacking one year of graduation; entered 
the law office of his brother, Judge J. W. Marsh, at Wai saw, and was admitted to the 
bar in 1860; same year was a candidate on the Republican ticket for the office of 
State's attorney in the district then composed of Hancock and Adams counties; the 
district being Democratic, he was defeated by the late Calvin A. vV,arren, one of 
the best lawyers in western Illinois; under Mr. Lincoln's first call for volunteers, in 
1861, he enrolled a company of cavalry and went to f;pringfield and teµdered the 
same for and during the war of the rebellion to Governor Yates, but as cavalry was 
not included in the call, the company was not then accepted; on his way home he 
enlisted as a private in the Sixteenth Illinois Infantry Volunteers, then at Quincy, 
and served in said regiment in northern Missouri until, on the 4th day of July, 1861, 
while at Monroe Station, he received a telegram from Governor Yates accepting his 
cavalry company; immediately going home, he in a few days recruited a company 
of cavalry, was commissioned captain, and assigned to the Second Regiment Illinois 
Cavalry; he was finally commissioned colonel of this regiment and sef"ved contin-
uously until January, 1866, having campaigned in every seceding State·except -Vir-
ginia and the two Carolinas; he received four gunshot wounds and carries in his 
body rebel lead; returning to Warsaw, he resumed ' the practice of law until 1877; 
in 1869 he was the Republi_can candidate for the constitutional convention; in 1876 
he was elected as a Republican to the Forty-fifth Congress from the then Tenth dis-
trict and w_as reelect_ed to the Forty-sixth and Forty-seventh Congresses; in 1882 
he was agl;-111 _a candi~ate for _Congress, but was defeat~d; returning home in 1883, 
at the expiration of his term m Congress, he engaged m general farming and stock 
raising, and is still so engaged; in the spring of 1889 he was appointed by Governor 
Oglesby railroad and warehouse commissioner, and held the same four years· he . 
was a delegate to the Republican national convention in 1888; in 1892 he was ele~ted 
as a Republican to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses, and was reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 24,6o5 votes, against 24,296 votes for William H. 
Neece, Democrat, and 618 votes for L. E. Gross, Prohibitionist. 
SIXTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 164,413.) 
COUNTIES.-Calhoun, Cass, Greene, J ersey, Macoupin, Morgan, Pike, and Scott (8 counties). 
WIL~IAM H: HI RICHSEN, of Jacksonville, Ill., was born at Franklin, within 
a few miles of his_ pre~ent home, Ma;Y 27, 1850; was educated in the public schools 
anct. the _State University at Champaign, ~11.; worked on a farm, in a country store, 
and a railroad office, and finally engaged m newspaper work; was successively editor 
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of the Jacksonville Courier and Quincy Herald, two of the leading provincial dailies 
of the State; was elected to the office of justice of the peace in 1871 and reelected in 
1873; was appointed deputy sheriff of his county in 1874, and served three terms 
i11 that position; was elected sheriff in 1880; was elected clerk of the house of repre-
sentatives of Illinois in 1891; was elected secretary of state in 1892; bas been a dele-
gate to every Democratic State convention since 1872, and was a delegate at large to 
the Democratic national convention of 1896; was a member of his county committee 
from 1871 to 1888, most of the time as chairman or secretary; has served as a member 
of the Democratic State committee since 1888, and was chairman of it in 1895; was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 26,615 votes, against 




COUNTIES.-Christian, Logan, Macon, Menard, and Sangamon (5 counties). 
JAMES AUSTIN CONNOLLY, of Springfield, was born in Newark, N. J., March 
8, 1843; went to Ohio with his parents in 1850; has an academic education; was 
assistant clerk of Ohio senate 1858-59; was admitted to the bar in Ohio in 1861 and 
is a lawyer by profession; removed to Illinois in 1861; entered the United States Army 
in 1862 as a pnvate in the One hundred and twenty-third Illinois Volunteers, and was 
afterwards captain, major, and brevet lieutenant-colonel; served as a member of the 
Illinois house of representatives in 1873, 1874, and 1875; was United States attorney 
for the southern district of Illinois from 1876 to 1885 and again from 1889 to 1893: 
was appointed and confirmed Solicitor of the Treasury in 1886, but declined to 
accept; ran for Congress in 1886, as a Republican, against W. M. Springer, Demo-
crat, the district having 3,800 Democratic majority at the preceding election, and 
was defeated by less than 1 ,ooo; was nominated again in 1888, but declined to run; 
in 1894 he again ran against Mr. Springer, the district at the preceding election 
having 3,003 Democratic majority, and was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 23,813 votes, .against 23,714 
votes for B. F. Caldwell, Democrat, 217 votes for E. G. King, National Democrat, 
and 484 votes for Edmund Miller, Prohibitionist; was not a candidate for reelection. 
EIGHTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 164,866.) 
COUNTIES.-Bond, Fayette, Madison, Montgomery, Moultrie, and Shelby (6 counties). 
THOMAS M. JETT, of Hillsboro, Ill., was born on a farm in Bond County, Ill., 
May 1, 1862; attended the common schools of the counties of Bond and Montgomery, 
in the said State of Illinois, until he was 20 years of age; after that he attended col-
lege two years at the Northern Indiana Normal School, Valparaiso, Ind.; taught 
school for three terms; read law with Judge Phillips, of Hillsboro, Ill., and was 
admitted to practice in May, 1887; was elected State's attorney of Montgomery 
County, Ill., in 1889, and ser,:ed two terms, covering a period of about eight years; 
was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 22,358 votes, again t 
20,599 votes for W. F. L. Hadley, Republican, and 471 votes for Frank H. Ashcraft, 
Prohibitionist. 
I ETEE TH DISTRICT. 
(Popu lation, 165,7¢.) 
COUNTIE .-Clark, Coles, Crawford, Cumberland, Edgar, Effingham, Jasper, Lawrence, and Rich-
land (9 counties) . 
A ,v J. HU TER, of Paris, was born in Greencastle, Ind., December 17, 
1831; r oved with his parents while a child less than 1 year of age to Edgar County, 
Ill.; al d d lhe common chool until he was 15 years old, and was then ent to the 
Edg:ar ad my, where he finished his education; commenced his bu ine life a a 
civil e!1gine r, pending three year in that employment; studied law with Kerby 
va. admitted lo the bar, and ha since practiced his profe ion at Pari : 
t the tate enate in 1 64, and erved four years; wa appointed and 
· · ation of tate in titution ; in I 70 wa 
he Fifteenth district again t Gen. J 
ngre again t Jo eph G. Cannon; wa 
urt in r 86 and again in 1890, ·en-ing 
tate convention a a candidate for Con• 
ifty-third ngr s a a Democrat, aml 
mocrat, receiving 24,orr vote , again l 
2 , 816 vote for J. J. ewell, Populi t, and 
3 ni t. 
ILLINOIS.) Senators and Representatives. 
TWENTIETH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 182,422.) 
COUNTIES.-Clay, Edwards, Franklin, Gallatin, Hamilton, Hardin, J efferson, Wabash, Wayne, and 
White (10 counties). · 
JAMES R. CAMPBELL, of McLeansboro, Ill., was born in_ H~milton County, Ill., 
May 4, 1853 ( his ancestors were among the. first settlers of Illmo1s); was educated at 
Notre Dame Ind.· read law, and was admitted to the bar by the supreme court of 
Illinois in 1877; i~ 1878 purchased the McLeansboro Times ( the only Democratic 
paper in the county), and has since edited it; was elected to the Illinois hous~ of rep-
resentatives in 1884 and 1886; advanced to the Senate in 1888, and reelected 1i1 1892; 
during these twelve years' continuous service in the general asse11;1bly of Illinois he 
participated in the memorable Morrison-Logan contest for the Umted States Senate, 
in the session of 1885; was one of the ror Democrats that elected Gen. John M. 
Palmer United States Senator in 1891; has served for the past twelve years as a mem-
ber of the judiciary, appropriation, revenue, and agricul~ural commi~tees, 3:nd during 
this time introduced and secured the passage of many important bills of mterest to 
the citizens of Illinois; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, indorsed 




COUNTIES.-Clinton, Marion, Monroe,. Randolph, Perry, St. Clair, and Washington (7 counties). 
JEHU BAKER, of Belleville, was born November 4, 1822, in Fayette County, 
Ky.; attended common schools and McKendree College, but did not graduate; sub-
sequently received from the latter institution the honorary degrees of M. A. and 
LL. D.; studied medicine for a time; is a lawyer; was master in chancery of St. Clair 
County 1861-1865; was elected to the Thirty-ninth, Fortieth, and Fiftieth Congresses; 
served as United States minister resident to Venezuela 1878-1881 and 1882-1885; was 
minister resident and consul-general for a time during the closing part of this serv-
ice ; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Fusionist, having been nominated 
by the People's Party and also by the Democratic party, receiving 23,581 votes, 
against 23,179 votes for Everett J. Murphy, Republican. 
TWENTY-SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, r 59,186.) 
C0UNTIES.-Alexander, Jackson, Johnson, Massac, Pope, Pulaski, Saline, Union, and Williamson 
(9 counties) . 
GEORGE vV. SMITH, of Murphysboro, was born in Putnam County, Ohio, · 
August 18, 1846; was raised on a farm in Wayne County, Ill., to which his father 
removed in 1850; learned the trade of blacksmithing; attended the common schools; 
graduated from the Literary Department of McKendree College, at Lebanon, Ill., in 
1868; read law in Fairfield, Ill., after which he entered the Law Department of the 
university at Bloomington, Ind., from which he graduated in 1870; was admitted to 
the practice of law by the supreme court of Illinois the same year, since which time 
he has resided in Murphysboro, in the active practice of his profession; in 1880 he 
was the Republican elector for his Congressional district ( then the Eighteenth) and 
cast the vote of the district for Garfield and Arthur; is married; was elected to the 
Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,066 votes, against r7,8rr votes for 
J. J. Hall, Democrat. 
INDIANA. 
SENATORS. 
DAVID TURPIE, of Indianapolis, studied law and was admitted to practice at 
~ogansport, In~., in 1849; was appointed by Governor Wright, whom he succeeded 
11:1 th_e Senat~, Judge of the cour:t of common pleas in 1854, and was judge of the 
c1rcmt court 111 1856, lJot~ of which offi~es he _resigned; in 1853 and also in 1858 he 
was a member of the legislature of Indiana; m 1863 was elected a Senator in Con-
gress for the unexpired term of Jesse D. Bright, and immediately succeeding Joseph 
A. Wright, who served b}:" appointment of the governor; was elected a member of 
the house of representatives of the general assembly of Indiana and served as 
speaker of th~t body in 1874-7~; in 1878 was appointed one of the three commis-
sioners to revise the laws of Indiana, serving three years as such; in August, 1886, 
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was appointed United States district attorney for the State of Indiana and served as 
such until March 3, 1887; was a delegate at large to the national Democratic con-
vention at St. Louis in June, 1888; was elected to the United States Senate as a 
Democrat, February 2, 1887, and took his seat March 4, 1887; was reelected in 1893. 
His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
CHARLES WARREN FAIRBANKS, of Indianapolis, was born on a farm near 
Unionville Center, Union County, Ohio, May II, 1852; was educated in the com-
mon schools of the neighborhood and at the Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, 
Ohio, graduating from that institution in 1872 in the classical course; was admitted 
to the bar by the supreme court of Ohio in 1874; removed to Indianapolis in the 
same year, where he has since practiced his profession; never held public office 
prior to his election to the Senate; was elected a trustee of the Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity in 1885 ; was chairman of the Indiana Republican State conventions in 1892 
and 1898; was unanimously chosen as the nominee of the Republican caucus for 
United States Senator in the Indiana legislature in January, 1893, and subsequently 
received his entire party vote in _the legislature, but was defeated by David Turpie, 
Democrat; was a delegate at large to the Republican national convention at St. Louis 
in 1896, and was temporary chairman of the convention; was appointed a member of 
the United States and British joint high commission which met in Quebec in 1898, 
for the adjustment of Canadian questions, and was chairman of the UnJed States 
high commissioners; ,vas elected to the United States Senate as a Republican Janu-
ary 20, 1897, by a majority of 21 on joint ballot, over Daniel W. Voorhees and Leroy 
Templeton, and·took his seat March 4, 1897. His term of service will expire March 




CouNTIES.-Gibson, Pike, Posey, Spencer, Vanderburg, and Warrick (6 counties). 
JAMES A. HEMENWAY, of Boonville, was born March 8, 1860, at Boonville, Ind., 
and, with the exception of a few years, has continued to reside at Boonville; was 
educated in the common schools; commenced the practice of law in 1885; in 1886 
and again in 1888 was elected prosecuting attorney of the Second judicial circuit of 
Indiana; in 1890 was selected as the member of the Republican State committee from 
the First district; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 21,907 votes, against 20,856·votes for Thomas Duncan, 
Democrat, and 1,313 votes for Josephus Lee, Populist . . 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 167,005.) 
COUNTIES.-Daviess, Greene, Knox, Lawrence, Martin, Monroe, Owen, and Sullivan (8 counties). 
ROBERT W. MIERS, of Bloomington, was born in Decatur County, Ind., Janu-
ary 27, 1848; is a graduate of both the literary and the law department of Indiana 
University; commenced the practice of law at Bloomington, Ind., in April, 1872; 
was elected prosecuting attorney for the Tenth judicial circuit of Indiana in 1875 
and reelected in 1877; was elected to the house of representatives of the Indiana 
legislature in 1879; was a trustee of the Indiana University from 1881 to 1893; was 
appointed judge of the Tenth judicial circuit of Indiana in 1883 to fill an unexpired 
term; was elected judge of the same circuit in 1890 and served as jndge until Se:p-
tember, 1896, when he resigned and accepted the nomination of the Democratic 
congressional convention for the Second district of Indiana; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 21,757 votes, against 20,759 votes for 
Alexander M. Hardy, Republican, and 2,625 votes for Newel H. Motsinger, Populi t. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, r74,o67.) 
COUNTIES.-Clark, Crawford, Duboi , Floyd, Harrison, Orange, Perry, Scott, and Washingtcn 
(9 countie ). 
\'\, ILLI M T. ZK OR, of Corydon, wa born in Harri on Township, within 3 
mil of hi pre ent place of r idence April 30, 1846; was educated in the common 
. ch 1 and at the s minary of Prof. Jame . May; at the age of 22 commenced the 
. tudy of law under the direction of the late Judge D. \V. La Follette, of Tew Albany-
wa admitt cl to t? bar and formed a law partner. hip with Judge Fred Mathe· in 
I 70, ~t oryclon· 111 r 71 r m_ v d t L av nworth, rawford County, Ind., where he 
e labh ·h cl a ucc . ·ful practice; wa appointed by ov rnor \Villiam pro ecuting 
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attorney for the district, which office he held by this appointment and .two succeed-
ing elections till 1882; in 1884 was elected judge of \he judicial_ circuit without oppo-
sition; was reelected in 1890, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a D~mocrat, 
receiving 22,475 votes, against 19,927 votes for Robert J. Tracewell, Republican. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 176,889.) 
COUNTIES.-Bartholomew, Brown, Dearborn, Decatur, Jackson, Jefferson, Jennings, Ohio, Ripley, 
aud Switzerland (ro counties).• 
FRANCIS MARION GRIFFITH, of Vevay, was born in Swit~erland County, Ind., 
August 21, 1849; was educated in the country schools.of the coun~y, the high school 
at Vevay and at Franklin College; has been engaged in the practice of law at Vevay 
for over twenty years; served as State senator from 1886 to 1894; was elected as a 
Democrat to the Fifty-fifth Congress at the special election held August Io, 1897, to 
fill the vacancy caused by the death of Hon. William S. Holman, receiving 19,342 
votes against 18,268 votes for Charles W. Lee, Republican, and 778 votes for Uriah 
M. Browder, Populist. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 176,657.) 
COUNTIES.-Clay, Hendricks, Morgan, Parke, Putnam, Vermilion, and Vigo (7 counties). 
GEORGE W. FARIS, of Terre Haute, was born on a farm in Jasper County, Ind., 
June 9, 1854; his early life was spent on a farm in Pulaski County, Ind., where he 
worked until 18 years of age; in 1872 he entered Asbury University, and graduated 
with his class in 1877; his father having met with financial reverses, the son was 
obliged to make his own way at college, which he did by teaching school, keeping 
up with his college studies in the meantime, and spending part of each year with his 
class; reaa law, was admitted to the bar, and has since practiced his profession; in 1884 
was the Republican nominee for .the circuit judgeship, but was defeated by the 
slender m_ajority of 270 votes; has been active in Republican politics, but never held 
any public office; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 25,270 votes, against 24,915 votes for John Clark 
Ridpath, Fusionist . . 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 161,826.) 
C0UNTIES.-Fayette, Franklin, Hancock, Henry, Rush, Shelby, lJnion, and Wayne (8 counties). 
HENRY U. JOHNSON, of Richmond, was born at Cambridge City, Wayne 
County, Ind., October 28, 1850; received his education at Centreville Collegiate 
Institute and at Earlham College, located in Wayne County; is not a graduate; 
studied law and was admitted to practice at the Wayne County bar in February, 
1872; was elected prosecuting attorney for Wayne County in 1876 and reelected 
in 1878; was elected to the State senate from Wayne County in r886 and served in 
the legislative sessions of 1887 and 1889; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, 
and • Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub-
lican, receiving 24,083 votes, against 21,867 votes for Charles A. Robinson, Populist. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 160,717.) 
COUNTIES.-Johnson and Marion (2 counties). 
JESSE OVERSTREET, of Indianapolis, was born in Johnson County, Ind. 
Dec~mber 14, 1859; r_eceived a common-school and collegiate education, and wa~ 
admitted to the bar 111 1886; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a ~epublican, receiving 29,075 votes, against 24,187 votes for 
Charles M. Cooper, Free Silver Democrat, and 757 votes for Evans Woollen National 
Democrat. · ' 
EIGHTH DIS'fRICT. 
(Population, 170,337.) 
C0UNTIES.-Adams, Blackford, Delaware, Jay, Madison, Randolph, and Wells (7 counties). 
CHARLES L. HENRY, of Anderson, was born July 1, 1849, in Green Township 
Hancock County, Ind.; his parents removed with him in his early youth to Pendle~ 
ton, Ind.; was edu.cated in the common schools and pursued his studies through part 
of a_ collegiat~ course at Asbury (now De Pauw) University, at Greencastle, Ind.; 
studied law with Hon. Hervey Craven; graduated from the Law Department-of the 
I!1diana University, at Bloomington, in 1872, and immediately commenced the prac-
tice of law at Pendleton; removed to Anderson in 1875, where he has since resided; 
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was elected tb the State senate in 1880 from the counties of Grant and Madison and 
served in the sessions of 1881 and 1883; is married; was elected to the Fifty-fourth 
Congress from the Seventh district, and the State being reapportioned he was 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress from the new Eighth district as a Republican, 




COUNTlES.-Boone, Carroll, Clinton, Fountain, Hamilton, Montgomery, and Tipton (7 counties.) 
CHARLES B. LANDIS, of Delphi, was born July 9, 1858, in Millville, Butler 
County, Ohio; was educated in the public schools of Logansport, and graduated 
from Wabash College, at Crawfordsville, Ind., in 1883; served for four years, from 
1883 to 1887, as editor of the Logansport (Ind.) Journal, and at the time of his nom-
ination for Congress was the editor of the Delphi (Ind.) Journal ; in 1894 was elected 
president of the Indiana Republican Editorial Association and reelected in 1895; was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 23,616 votes, against 
23,367 votes cast for Joseph B. Cheadle, Fusion candidate. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,978.) 
CouNTlES.-Benton, Jasper, Lake, Laporte, Newton, Porte r, Tippecanoe, Warren, and White 
(9 counties). 
EDGAR D. CRUMPACKER, of Valparaiso, Ind., was born May 27, 1851, in 
Laporte County, Ind.; was educated in the common schools and at the Valparaiso 
Academy; was admitted 1o the bar in 1876, and has been in the practice of law at 
Valparaiso, Ind., since; was prosecuting attorney for the Thirty-first judicial district 
of Indiana from 1884 to 1888; served as appellate judge in the State of Indiana, by 
appointment under Governor Hovey, from March, 189r, to January r, 1893; was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 28,259 votes, against 
23,120 votes cast for Hon. Martin E. Krueger, his Democratic-Populistic-Prohibition-
ist opponent. 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 169,424. ) 
COUNTIES.-Cass, Grant, Howard;Huntington, Miami, .a nd Wabash (6 counties). 
GEORGE W. STEELE, of ·Marion, was born in Fayefte County, Ind. , Decem-
ber 13, 1839; was educated in the common schools and at the Ohio Western Univer-
sity, at Delaware, Ohio; read law, was admitted to the bar, and practiced in Hartford 
City, Ind., from April II to 21 , 1861, when he enlisted in the Eighth Indiana Regi-
ment, but could not be mustered into this regiment on account of excess in numbers; 
was mustered into the Twelfth Indiana on May 2, 1861, and served in this regiment 
and the One hundred and first Indiana until the close of the war-the first year in 
the Army of the Potomac, the latter three in the Army of the Cumberland and with 
Sherman to the sea; was mustered out as lieutenant-colonel in July, 1865; commis-
sioned and served in the Fourteenth United States Infantry from February 23, 1866, 
to February 1, 1876, mainly in California, Arizona, Montana, Nebraska, Wyoming, 
and Utah; resigned and engaged in farming and pork packing until 1882; established 
the First ational Bank of Marion, Ind., and became its president; declined the appoint-
ment as director of the Union Pacific Railroad; was the first governor of Oklahoma, 
and resigned after serving twenty months; is president of the Marion Commercial Club, 
of the Philadelphia Land Company, and a member of the Board of Managers of the 
ational Home for Di a bled Volunteer Soldiers; was a member of the Forty-seventh, 
Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and was reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congre s as a Republican, receiving 27,781 votes, against 23,ro2 votes 
for Joseph Lari~er, Democrat, 636 votes for Ratliff, Prohibitionist, and 339 votes for 
Larimer, Popuh t. 
TWELFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 162,216.) 
Co NTIES.- 11eo, Dekalb, Lagrange, oble, teuben, and Whitley (6 counties). 
J 1\1 :.\1. R BI • • of Fort v ayne, wa born in 1861 on a farm south of that 
ity; hi· arly. du ati n wa obtained i~ the country chool; at the age of ro he 
move to th city and attende~ the public chools till he wa r4 years of ao-e, when 
be became collector of the Datly. ·ews, a newspaper of which he had been cia carrier 
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boy for several years; at r5 he took employment in a shop at Fort Wayne as a m_achit~e 
hand, and from that time till the present has supported and k ept house with his 
mother· while working at his trade he studied law; quitting the shop in r88r he entered 
the offi~e of Judge Walpole G. Colerick, who was then in Congress, and in r882 was 
admitted to practice in the State and United States courts; in r886 and r888 he was 
unanimously nominated for prosecuting attorney and elected, filling that position for 
four years ;. was defeated in r892 for the Congressional nomination by the Hon. W . F. 
McNagny, who served in Congress, but was unanimously nominated by the Democrats 
in r896 and elected to the F ifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 22,752 votes, 
as against 22,r96 for his Republican opponent, J acob D. Leighty. 
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,439.) 
CoUNTIEs.-Elkhart, Fulton, Kosciusko, Marshall, Pulaski, St. Joseph, and Starke (7 counties). 
LEMUEL· W . ROYSE, of vVarsaw, was born January r9, r848, in Kosciusko 
County, Ind.; at the age of r2 years his father died and he was left penniless, and 
therefore was compelled to depend· upon his own efforts for a living; attended the 
common schools until he was r6 years of age; he then took upon himself the sup-
port of his mother and two sisters younger than ·himself; by studying at home he 
acquired sufficient knowledge to teach school in the winter season, when he was r9 
years old; while teaching school he began reading law, and was admitted to the bar 
in r874, at Warsaw, Ind.; in r876 was elected prosecuting attorney for the Thirty-
third judicial circuit of Indiana, which office he held two years; was elected mayor 
of the city of Warsaw in r885 and held this office until r89r; was on the Republican 
electoral ticket in r884; was a member of the Republican State central committee 
from r886 till r890; in r892 was a delegate to the Minneapolis convention which 
nominated Harrison for his second term; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 25,514 votes, against 23,928 
votes for C. K. Ellison, Fusionist. 
IO WA. 
SENATORS. 
WILLIAM BOYD ALLISON, of Dubuque, was born at Perry, Ohio, March 2, r829; 
was educated at the Western Reserve College, Ohio; studied law and practiced in 
Ohio until' he removed to Iowa in r857_; served on the staff of the governor of Iowa 
and aided in organizing volunteers in the beginning of the war for the suppres-
sion of the rebellion; was elected a Representative in the Thirty-eighth, Thirty-ninth, 
Fortieth, and Forty-first Congr~sses, and was elected to the United States Senate 
as a Republican, to succeed James Harlan, Republican; took his seat March 4, r873, 
and was reelected in 1878, r884, r890, and r897. His term of service will expire 
March 3, r903. 
JqHN HENRY GEAR, of Bt:rlington, was born in Ithaca, N. Y., April 7, r825; 
received a common-school education; removed to Galena, Ill., in r836, to Fort Snel-
ling, Iowa Territory, in r838, and to Burlington in r843, where he engaged in mer-
chandising; was elected mayo! of the city of Burlington in r863; was a member of 
the Iowa ho1;1se of representatives of the Fourteenth, Fifteenth, and Sixteenth gen-
eral assemblies of the State, serving as speaker for the last two t erms· was elected 
g<;>vernor of Iowa in 1878-79 and again in r88o-8r; was elected to the' Fiftieth and 
fifty-first Congresses;_ was beate1~ for the Fifty-second ; was Assistant Secretary of the 
freasury under President Harrison, and was elected to the Fifty-third Congress 
as a Republic~n; was elect~d J:1nuary 23, r894, a Sen~tor in Congress from the State 
of Iowa for six years, begmmng March 4, r895 . His term of service will expire 




COUNTIES.-Des Moines, Henry, Jefferson , Lee, Louisa, Van Buren, and Washington (7 counties). 
SAMUEL M. CLARK, of Keokuk, was born on a_ farm in Van Buren County; 
Io"".a, October II, r842: atten_ded a few ~erms of public school and one year at Des 
Momes Valley College; studied law with George G. Wright, of Keosauqua, and 
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John W. Rankin and George vV. McCrary, of Keokuk; enlisted as private in Company 
H, Nineteenth Iowa I11-fantry , but was not mustered in because of ill health; was 
admitted to the bar June, 1864; h as been editor of the Keokuk Gate City for thirty-
one years; was a delegate to national Republican conventions of 1872, 1876, and 
1880; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiv-




CouNTlES.-Clinton, Iowa, Jackson, Johnson, Muscatine, and Scott (6 counties). 
GEORGE MARTIN CURTIS, of Clinton, was born near Oxford, Chenango County, 
N. Y.,.April 1, 1844; removed with his parents to Ogle County, Ill., in 1856; was reared 
upon the farm and received his education in the common schools and at the Rock River 
Seminary, Mount Morris, Ill.; from 1863 to 1865 was engaged as clerk in a store at 
R och elle, Ill., and subsequently, _for two years in merchandising, at Cortland, Ill.; 
removed to Clinton in 1867, since which time has been engaged in the manufacture 
of doors, sash, blinds, himber, etc.; was a member of the Twenty-second general 
assembly of Iowa; delegate to the Republican national convention . in 1892; was 
elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub-
lican, receiving 23,202 votes, against 19,882 votes for Alfred Hurst, Democrat, 639 




Co uNTlES.-Bla ckhawk, Bremer, Buchana n, Butler, Delaware; Dubuque,. Franklin, Hardin, and 
. Wright (9 counties). 
DAVID BREMNER HENDERSON, of Dubuque, was born at Old Deer, Scotland, 
March 14, 1840; was brought to Illinois in 1846 and to Iowa in 1849; was educated in 
common schools and at the Upper Iowa University; studied law with Bissel & Shiras, 
of Dubuque, and was admitted to the bar in the fall of 1865; was reared on a farm until 
21 years of age ; enlis~e<l. in the Union Army in September, 1861, as private in Co1;11-
pany C, Twelfth R egiment Iowa Infantry Volunteers, and was elected and commis-
sioned first lieutenant of that company, serving with it until discharg-ed, owing to 
the loss of his leg, February 26, 1863; in May, 1863, was appointed commissioner of the 
board of enro1lment of the Third district of Iowa, serving as such until June, 1864, 
when he reentered the Army as colonel of the Forty-sixth Regiment Iowa Infantry 
Volunteers and served therein until the close of his term of service; was collector 
of internal revenue for the Third district of Iowa from November, 1865, until June, 
1869, when he resigned and became a member of the law firm of Shiras, Van Duzee & 
Henderson; was assistant United States district attorney for the northern division of 
the district of Iowa about two years, resigning in 1871; is now a member of the law 
firm of Henderson, Hurd, Lenehan & Kiesel; was elected to the Forty-eighth, Forty-
ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, F ifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 29,654 votes, against 
19,231 votes for George Staehle, Democrat. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,344.) 
COUNTIES.-Allamakee, Cerro Gordo, Chickasaw, Clayton, Fayette, Floyd, Howard, Mitchell, 
Winneshiek, and ·worth (ro counties) . 
TH M . PDEGRAFF, of McGreg0r, was born in Tioga County, Pa., April 3, 
1 34; received an academic ducation; was appointed clerk of the district court of 
Clayton County, Iowa, in pril, 1 56; was elected to that office in August of the ame 
y ar and r 1 cted in 1 5 ; was admitted to the bar and entered upon the practice of 
the law in 1 61, and has since followed that profe ion; was a member of the tate 
hou e of r pr ntatiYe of Iowa and chairman of the judiciary committee of that body 
in 1 7 · wa lected to the Forty- ixth ongre and re lected to the Forty- eventh 
ngr . a a Republican; wa mem her of the board of ducation and city olicitor of 
_1c r T r, I wa, for many y ar ; wa delegate to the Republican national conven-
t~?n of I , and memb r f n tification committee; wa I t d to the Fifty-third and 
1'1ft~·-~ urth ngr e an_d r I tecl t the Fifty-fifth ngre a a Republican, 
r·c·1 ,·111g 26,6.:;9 ,·ot • aga111. t 17,791 vot. fr Frank D. Bayle , Bryan emocrat, 
and 269 vote· for Charle . Patten, Prohibitionist. 
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FIFTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 168,175.) 
ColJ'<TIES.-Benton, Cedai·, Grundy, Jones, Linn, Marshall, and Tama (7 counties). 
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l(OBERT G. COUSINS, of Tipton, was born in Cedar County, Iowa, in 1859; 
<>THluatecl at Cornell, Iowa, in 1881; was admitted to the bar in 1882, and has been 
~ 11-~·:1geJ i11 the practice of law since that time; in 1_886 was elected to the Iowa legis-
lai_ure, and was elected by the house of representatives as one of the prosecutors for 
tl1t· Brown impeachment, tried before the Senate during 1887; in 1888 was elected 
pn,st:cuting attorney and al_so Pr~sidential ~lector for the Fifth Congressional dis- · 
trict; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 26,133 votes, against 18,765 votes 
for John R. Caldwell, Fusionist, and 364 votes for Laurie Tatum, Prohibitionist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 155,354.) 
Cot'.'TIES.-Davis, Jasper, Keokuk, Mahaska, Monroe, Poweshiek, and Wapello (7 counties). 
lOHN FLETCHER LACEY, of Oskaloosa, was born at New Martinsville, Va. 
( u~,w \Vest Virginia), May 30, 1841; removed to Iowa in 1855; received a common-
school and academic education; enlisted in Company H, Third Iowa Infantry, in 
l\Iay, 1861, and afterwards served as a private in Company D, Thirty-third Iowa 
Il!fantry, as sergeant-major, and as lieutenant in Company C of that regiment; was 
promoted to assistant adjutant-general on the staff of Brig. Gen. Samuel A. Ri~e, and 
after that officer was killed in battle was assigned to duty on the staff of MaJ. Gen. 
l<'rederick Steele; served in the Iowa legislature one term, in 1870; is a lawyer and 
;rnthor of Lacey's Railway Digest and Lacey's Iowa Digest; was a member of_ the 
Fifty-first, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and was ,reelected to the Fifty- . 
fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 21,970 votes, against 20,769 votes for Fred-




CeiUNTIES.-Dallas, Madison, Ma1ion, Polk, Story, and Wai:ren (6 counties). 
JOHN A. T . HULL, of Des Moines, was born at Sal:>ina, Clinton County, Ohio, 
May 1, 1841; removed with his parents to Iowa in 1849; was edutated in public 
schools, Asbury (Ind.) University, and Iowa Wesleyan College, at Mount Pleasant; 
was graduated from the Cincinnati (Ohio) Law School in the spring of 1862; enlisted 
in the Twenty-third Iowa Infantry July, 1862; was first lieutenant and captain; was 
wounded in the charge on intrenchments at Black River May 17, 1863; resigned 
October, 1863; was elected secretary of the Iowa State senate in 1872 and reelected 
in 1874, 1876, and 1878; was elected secretary of state in 1878 and reelected in 1880 
and 1882; was elected lieutenant-governor in 1885 and reelected in 1887; is engaged 
in farming and manufacturing; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-
fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving-
25,578 votes, against 19,352 votes for F. W. Evans, Fusionist. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 173,484.) 
Co uNTIES.-Adams, Appanoose, Clarke, Decatur, Fremont, Lucas, Page, Ringgold, Taylor, Union, 
and Wayne (u counties). 
WIL~IAM PET~RS HEPBUR~, of Clarinda, was born November 4, 1833, at 
Wellsville, Columbia?a County, Oh10; was take~ to Iowa ( ~hen a Territory) _in April, 
I 841 ; was educat_ed m t_he schools of ~he Territory and 111 a printing office; was 
adnn~ted to practice law 111 _1854; served m the Second Iowa Cavalry as captain, major, 
and heuten~nt-colo~el dunng the _war of the rebellion; was a delegate from Iowa to 
the Republican nat10nal convent10ns of 1860 and 1888; was a Presidential elector 
at large for the State of Iowa in 1876 and in 1888; was elected to the Forty-seventh 
Forty~eighth, Forty-ninth, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected t~ 
the Fifty-fifth Congre~s as a Republican , receiving 24,786 votes, against 23,960 votes 
for W. H. Robb, nommated by both the Democratic and Populist con:ventions. 




COUNTIES.-Adair, Audubon, Cass, 
Shelby (9 counties). 
Guthrie, Hanison, Mills, Montgomery, Pottawattamie and 
A. L. HAGER, of Greenfield, Adair County, was born near Jamestown, Chau-
tauqua County, N. Y., October 29, 1850; in the spring-of 1859 his family removed to 
Iowa and settled near Cottonville, Jackson County; in 1863 removed to Jones County 
and engaged in farming n-ear Langworthy; received his education in the co:mmon 
schools and high schools of Monticello and Anamosa; in the fall of 1874 entered the 
law school at Iowa City, and graduated therefrom in June of 1875; began the practice 
of the law at his present home in Greenfield in the fall of 1875, and has pursued 
that profession up to the present date; in the fall of 1891 was elected to the State 
senate; was chairman of the Iowa Republican State convention of 1892; was elected 
to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and re~lected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
g ress as a Republican, receiving 24,904 votes, against 22,522 votes for L. T. Genung, 
Fusionist, and 137 votes for T . D. Thomas, Prohibitionist. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 188,346.) 
CouNTIES.-Boone, Calhoun, Carroll, Crawford, Emmet, Greene, Hamilton, Hancock, Humboldt, 
Kossuth, Palo Alto, Pocahontas, Webster, and Winnebago (14 counties). 
JONATHAN PRENTISS DOLLIVER, of Fort Dodge, was born near Kingwooo, 
Preston County, Va. (now West Virginia), February 6, 1858; graduated in 1875 from 
the West Virginia University; was admitted to the bar in 1878; never h eld any polit-
ical office until elected to the Fifty-first Congress; was elected to the Fifty-second, 
Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 33,523 votes, against 22,555 votes for J. B. Romans, Fusionist, 
and 348 votes for M. W. Atwood, Prohibitionist. 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 203,470.) 
CouNTIES.-Buena Vista, Cherokee, Clay, Dickinson , Ida, Lyon, Monona, O'Brien, Osceola, Plym-
outh, Sac, Sioux, and Woodbury (13 counties). 
GEORGE D. PERKINS, of Sioux City, was born at Holly, Orleans County, 
N. Y., February 29, 1840; removed at an early age to the West; learned the printer's 
trade at Baraboo, Wis.; in connection with his brother started the Gazette at Cedar 
Falls in r86o; enlisted as a private soldier in Company B, Thirty-first Iowa, August 
12, 1862, and was discharged from Jefferson Barracks, Mo., January 12, 1863; removed 
to Sioux City in 1869 and has been editor of the Journal since; was a member of the 
Iowa senate 1874-76; was appointed United States marshal for the northern district 
of Iowa by President Arthur and removed by President Cleveland; was elected to the 
Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and F ifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 29,601 votes, against 22,773 votes for A. Van 
Wagenen, Democrat-Populist fusion, and 400 votes for C. F . Farrand, Prohibitionist. 
KANSAS. 
SENATORS. 
LUCIEN BAKER, of Leavenworth, was born in Ohio in 1846, and shortly there-
after removed with his parents to Michigan; in 1869 he removed to Kansas and 
settled in Leavenworth, where he has since resided, engaged in the practice of 18:w; 
wa elect d to the nited States Senate as a Republican in 1895. His term of erv1ce 
will expire March 3, 1901. 
'i ILLIAM A. HARRIS, of Linwood, Leavenworth County, was born in Loudoun 
County, Va., October 29, 1841, his home being in Luray, Va. , where he attend~<l 
~h? 1; f{:aduated ~t Col1;1mbiau College, Washington, D. C., in 1859, and at the Y1r-
g1111a 1\llhtary In titute 1n I 6r; served three year in the Confederate army a 
a i tant adjutant-general of ·wilcox' Brigade and ordnance officer of D. H. Hill': 
and R · · · , o · "nia; r moved to Kan a in 1 65 and 
wa ·1 lion of the nion Pacific Railroad. 
t pt d the agency for of the 
tion ·with farming and i ing; 
rth rn cattl Iected 
or ed by t crat ; 
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REPRESENTATIVES. 
AT LARGE. 
JEREMIAH D. BOTKIN, of Winfield, Kans., was born Apr~l 24, 1849, in L<:>gan 
County, Ill.; was educated in country schools;_ spent one year. 1n .J?e. Pauw Umver-
sity, at Greencastle, Ind.; went from the farm rnto the Method1~t m1n1stry at the age 
of 21 years; has filled leading pulpits in his conferenc~; served six ye~rs _as presiding 
elder; was delegate to the General Conference held 1n New York City 1n 1888, and 
to the Ecumenical Conference in Washington, D. C., 1891; was early imbued with 
abolition sentiments and was a Republican until recent years; made three attempts 
to enter the army during the last year of the war, but being 1:nder age and size was 
rejected; was Prohibition candidate for governor of Kansas 1n 1888; having early 
espoused the Populist cause, that party nominated him_ for Congress in the Third 
district in 1894, but he was defeated; was elected to the Fi_fty-fifth Congress as a Pop-
ulist on the fusion ticket, as Congressman at Large, receiving 168,400 votes, against 
158,140 votes for Richard W. Blue, Republican, and 1,947 votes for Williams, Prohi-
bitionist. · 
FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Popula tion, 167, 314.) 
CouNTlES. - Atchison, Brown, Donip};lan, Jackson, Jefferson, Leavenworth, Nemaha, and Potta-
watomie (8 counties). 
CASE BRODERICK, of Holton, was born in Grant County, Ind., September 23, 
1839; received a common-school education; removed to Kansas Territory in the fall 
of 1858; settled in Douglas Township, Jackson County, and engaged in farming; 
enlisted at Fort Scott, Kans., as a private soldier in the Second Kansas Battery, in 
1862, and was mustered out at Leavenworth in August, 1865; was elected probate 
judge of Jackson County in 1868 and was twice reelected; studied law and was 
admitted to the · bar at Holton in 1870; was elected county attorney of Jackson 
County in 1876 and reelected in 1878; was elected State senator in 1880 to represent 
Jackson and Pottawatomie counties; in March, 1884, was appointed by President 
Arthur associate justice of the supreme court of Idaho for the term of four years; 
removed at once to Boise City, Idaho, assumed the duties of the position, and 
served until the fall of 1888, when he returned to Holton and resumed the practice 
of law; is largely interested in farming and cattle raising; was elected to the Fifty-
second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-




CouNTIES.-Allen, Anderson, Bourbon, Douglas, F ra nklin, Johnson, Linn, Miami, and Wyandotte 
· (9 counties). 
MASON SUMME~S PETERS, of Kansas City, was 1?orn in Clay County, Mo., 
September_3, 1844; his father, Ashby _Peters, was born 1n Woodford County, Ky., 
near Versailles, on a tract of land which was granted by the Crown to his great-
grandfather, Capt. John Ashby, for services as an officer under Washington in the 
French ~nd Indian war; was educate~ at.William Jewe~l College, at Liberty, Mo.; 
was adm1tted to the ~ar 111 1875; married 111 Boston to Miss Anna Ingalls during the 
same year; removed 111 1886 to Wyandotte County, Kans., where he now resides · is 
engaged in the live-stock commission business; served four years as clerk of the 
court of Clinton County, Mo.; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat-
Populist, receiving 26,307 votes, against 25,919 votes for John T. Harris, Republican. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
·(Population, 201,584.) 
COUNTIES.-Chautauqua, Cherokee, Cowley, Crawford, Elk, Labette, Montgomery, Neosho, and 
Wilson (9 counties). · 
EDWI REED RIDGELY, of Pittsburg, Crawford County, Kans. was born 
May 9, 1844, in a log cabin on his parents' timber farm near Lancast~r Wabash 
County, Ill.;. educ~tion was_ acq1:ire~ in the local district school during the winter 
months; dunng his early life h1s time was devoted to farm labor· early in 1862 at 
th~ age of 18, enlisted as a private in Company C, One hundred ~nd fifteenth Illi-
nois Vo~unte~r Infantry; served continuously to the end of the war; in 1869, in com-
pany w1t~ h1s brother, Stephen S. Ridgely, moved to Girard, Kans., where they 
engaged m general merchandising under the firm name of Ridgely Bros., and have 
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conducted this business almost continu<-msly since; at the present time they are con-
ducting a general store in Pittsburg, Kans.; in the early seventies he engaged int.he 
Texas cattle trade, personally sharing in and directing the gathering of cattle on the 
range and driving them to the Kansas markets; subsequently he extended his cattle 
operations to the Pacific Coast, including Washington Territory, Oregon, and Cali-
fornia; lived in Ogden, Utah, from 1889 to 1893; his first vote was cast for U.S. 
Grant in 1868; quit the Republican party in 1876 because of its financial policy; has 
continuously from that date advocated the exclusive issue of all money by the Gov-
ernment by using all the gold and silver offer ed as material on which to print the 
money power, supplementing these with paper to regulate and control the total 
volume ; is an earnest advocate of public ownership and operation of all public utili-
ties, and thinks it both a necessity and duty of the state to supply all unemployed 
people voluntary access to all the n ecessary means of production and distribution 
among themselves of food, fuel, clothing, shelter, and education; that all such labor 
above these needs should be utilized by the state in creating public improvements; 
to meet demands for revenue, also to undo and prevent the dangerous centralization 
of wealth in the hands of a few people, he advocates a graduated property and 
income tax; was nominated by the People's and Democratic parti~s and elected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 27,034 votes, against 22,499 votes for S. S. Kirk-
patrick:, Republican. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Populatio n , 2r4,544.) 
CoUNTIES.-Butler, Chase, Coffey, Greenwood, Lyon, Marion, _Morris, Osage, Shawnee, Wabaunsee, 
and Woodson ( rr counties). 
CHA;R.LES CURTIS, of Topeka, was born in what is known as North Topeka, 
Shawnee County, Kans., January 25, 1860; received his education in the common 
schools of the city of Topeka; studied law with A. H. Case, esq., at Topeka; was 
admitted to the bar in 1881 ; entered into a partnership with Mr. Case in 1881 and 
remained with him until 1884; was elected county attorney of Shawnee County in 
1884 for a term of two years and was reelected in 1886; was elected to the Fifty-
third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 26,643 votes, against 25,889 votes for John Madden, fusion 
candidate. 
FIFTJI DISTRICT. 
(Population, r77,15 r.) 
C0UNTIES.-Clay, Cloud, Dickinson, Geary, Marsh a ll, Ottawa, Republic, Riley, Saline, and Wash-
ing ton (ro counties ) . 
. WILLIAM D. VINCENT, ·of Clay Center, was born on a farm near Dresden, 
Tenn. , October II, 1852; moved with his parents to Riley County, Kans. , in 1862; 
was educated in the public schools and in the State Agricultural College at Manh~t-
tan ; for the past nineteen years h as been and is now engaged in the mercantile 
business at Clay Center; was elected m ember of the city council in 1880; was one 
of the nominees of the Greenback: party for Presidential elector in 1884; was a mem-
ber of the State board of railroad commissioners in 1893 and 1894; has been a member 
of the national committee of the People's Party since 1892; was nominated by the 
People's Party and by the Democrat s, and elect ed to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 




C00NTIES.-Cheyenne, Decatur, E ll is, Ellsworth, Gove, Graham, Jewell , Lincoln, Logan, Mitchell, 
orton, Osborne, Phillips, Rawlins, Rooks, Russell , Sheridan, Sherman, Smith , Thomas, Trego, 
and ,vallace (22 counties) . 
. B. McCORMICK, of Phill ipsburg, was born jn Fayette County, Pa., ovem-
ber 20, 1 47; was brought up on a farm; received his education in the common 
chool of hi native county; removed to Marion County, Iowa, in 1867, where he 
ettled upon a farm and engaged in the bu ine s of farming and stock raising until 
hi _rem val to ~hillip . County? Kan . ,. where he ettled upon a hoineste8;d _in r8n; 
wh1l n age 1 rn farmmg tud1ed law 111 the office of G. W. Stinson, in Phillipsburg, 
and wa admitted to the bar in I 2; oon thereafter formed a partner hip with Hon . 
. \\'. :i'ilc Ir y, und r whom h erved a deputy county attorney for four year·: 
wa lected county attorne f Phillip County in I 90 and reelected in I 92, and 
n·ed in that capacity four year · refu ed a third nomination · was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congre: a a Populi. t and a fr e-silv r adv cate, r ~eiving 18 637 vote , 
again t 16,oo6 \'Ote for . II. Elli , R publican, and 1 547 votes for J. C. Burton, 
D m rat. 




CouNTIES.-Barber, Barton, Clark, Comanche, Edwards, Finney, Ford, Grant, Gray, Greeley, 
Hamilton, Harper, Harvey, Haskell, Hodgeman, Kearney, Kingman, Kiowa, Lane, McPher-
son, Meade, Morton, Ness, Pawnee, Pratt, Reno, Rice, Rush, Scott, Seward, Sedgwick, Stafford, 
Stanton, Stevens, Sumner, and Wichita (36 counties). 
JERRY SIMPSON, of Medici1ie Lodge, w~s born in the Province of ~ew Bruns-
wick March 31, 1842; when 6 years of age his parents removed to Oneida County, 
N. v:; at the age of 14 he began life as a sailor, which pursuit he followed for twenty-
three years; during his career as a sailor he ha1 ~ommand of many larg-e ve_ssels on 
the Great Lakes; during the early part of the civil war he served for a bme 111 Com-
pany A, Twelfth Illinois Infan~~Y, but <;:0~1tractinS" a disease, he_ l~ft the service; in 
1878 he drifted to Kansas and is now hvmg 6 miles from Medicme Lodge, Barber 
County, where he is engaged in farming and stock raising; was a Republican origi-
nally casting his first vote for the second election of Abraham Lincoln, but during 
the p~st twelve years has been voting and affiliating with the Greenback and Union 
Labor parties· twice ran for the Kansas legislature on the Independent ticket in 
Barber County, but was defeated both times by a small plurality; was nominated for 
the Fifty-second Congress by the People's Party and elected by the aid of the Demo-
crats, who indorsed his nomination; was reelected to the Fifty-third Congress as a 
Farmers' Alliance candidate; was nominated for the Fifty-fourth Congress, but was 
defeated at the election; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Demo-Populist, 
receiving 29,889 votes, against 26,966 votes for Chester I. Long, Republican. 
KENTUCKY. 
SENATORS. 
WILLIAM LINDSAY, of Frankfort, was born in Rockbridge County, Va., Septem-
ber 4, 1835; settled in Clinton, Hickman County, Ky., in November, 1854; commenced 
the practice of law in 1858; served in the Confederate·army continuously from July, 
1861, till May, 1865; was paroled as prisoner of war at Columbus, Miss. , May 16, 1865; 
resumed the practice of law in Hickman County, Ky., in the autumn of 1865; was 
elected State senator for the Hickman district in August, 1867; was elected judge 
of the Kentucky court of appeals in August, 1870, and served till September, 1878; 
from September, 1876, until September, 1878, was chief justice of the court; has prac-
ticed law in Frankfort, Ky., since September, 1878; was elected State senator for 
the Frankfort district in August, 1889; was appointed and served as a member of the 
World's Columbian Commission for the country at large from the organization of 
the commission until February 20, 1893; was appointed and confirmed as member 
of the Interstate Commerce Commission in January, 1892, but declined to accept 
the appointment; was elected United St2.tes Senator on February 14, 1893, to fill the 
vacancy caused by the resignation of John G. Carlisle, and was reelected in January, 
1894, for the full term commencing March 4, 1895. His term of service will expire 
March 3, r9or. · 
• WILLIAM J. DEBOE, of Marion, was born in Crittenden County, Ky., in 1849; 
his father was a Baptist minister anL: came to Kentucky from Virginia; his great-
grandfat.her served seven years in the Revolutionary war; received his education 
in the public and academic schools of the State, and Bwing College, Illinois; 
studied law in early life but afterwards studied medicine and graduated from the Med-
ical University of Louisville, and practiced a few years until his health failed; he then 
renewed the study of the law and was admitted to the bar, and is a member of the 
law firm of Blue & Deboe; has always been a Republican, and was superintendent 
of ~chools ~f Crittenden County_; in 1888 was a delegate to the Chicago convention 
which nom1113:ted General Harnson; has been a member of the "Republican State 
central committee seven years; ~ade the race for Congress in 1892, and in 1893 
was elected_ to the Sta_te senate; u1; 1896 was a del~gate_ from the State at large to 
the ~t. Loms <;:onvenhon, and chairman of the de1egat10n; when the Republicans 
earned the legislature he enter~d the race for United States Senator, but withdrew in 
favor of W. G. Hunter, who failed to be elected at that session; in 1896 he again 
entered t.he race for Senator, and again withdrew in the interest of Hunter who failed 
of an elect.ion, and who himself withdrew, when Deboe was nominated ~nd electe<l 
aft.er one of the most sensational and memorable sessions of the legislature of the 







COUNTIES.-Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton,Graves, Hickman, Livingston, 
Lyon, Marshall, McCracken, and Trigg (13 counties). 
CHARLES KENNEDY WHEELER, of Paducah, was born in Christian County, 
Ky., about 5 miles from Hopkinsville, on a farm, April 18, 1863; worked on the 
farm during. the summer and attended neighborhood schools until the age of 13; 
matriculated at the Southwestern University, of Clarksville, Tenn., and graduated 
from that institution in the winter of 1879, and graduated from the Lebanon Law 
School, of Lebanon, Tenn., in ·the summer of 1880; located at Paducah, Ky., his 
present residence, in August, 1880, and has since that date been engaged in the active 
practice of his profession; has never held any office.except the position of corporation 
counsel for the city of Paducah, Ky., for the years 1894 and 1895; was Democratic 
elector for the First Congressional district of Kentucky in 1892, and was elected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 15,000 votes, against 13,000 votes 
for George Thomas, Republican, and 12,000 votes for Ben C. Keys, Populist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population , I78,808.) 
COUNTIES.-Christian, Daviess, Hancock, Henderson, Hopkins, McLean, Union, and Webster (8 
counties). 
JOHN D. CLARBY, of Newstead, was born in S1nith County, Tenn., August 30, 
1828; went with his parents to Christian County, Ky., in 1831; was brought up on a 
farm and educated in the country schools and at Georgetown College, Scott County, 
Ky., where he graduated in 1848 at the age of 19; studied medicine and graduated 
in the Medical Department of the University of Pennsylvania in 1851; practiced 
medicine for a number of years, but for the last twenty years has devoted his time 
to general farming and stock raising; was never a candidate for office until 1?90, 
when he was elected to represent Christian County in the constitutional convention; 
was a candidate for governor in 1891; was defeated for the Democratic nomination 
by Hon. John Young Brown; was appointed and served as one of the State commis-
sioners to the Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893; was elected to the Fifty-
fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 23,535 votes, 
against 17,276 votes for E. T. Franks, Republican, 433 votes for J. W. Lockett, Gold 
Democrat, and 68 votes for Walter Southall, Populist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 176,471.) 
C0UNTIES.-Allen, Barren, Butler, Cumberland, Edmonson, Logan, Monroe, Muhlenberg, Simpson, 
Todd, and Warren (u counties). 
JOH S. RHEA, of Russellville, was born in Russellville, Logan County, Ky., 
March 9, 1855; educated at Bethel College, Ru sellville, Ky., and Washington and 
Lee -q-niversity, Lexington? Va.; licensed to practice law in the fall of 1873, and ha~ 
~een 111 constant_prachce s1!1ce; was elected prosecuting attorney for Logan County 
rn 1878, and agam elected 111 1882; was elected Presidential elector on the Demo-
cratic _ticket in 1884 for the Third district of Kentucky, and elector for the State ~t 
large 111 1888; was a delegate from the Third district to the ational Democratic 
col1\·ention in _1892, and,_ ·with the Hon. Henry ·watterson, a delegate who wa then 
of the same nnnd and faith, voted against the nomination of Grover Cleveland; wa 
delegate from the State at large to the nationaf Democratic convention in I 96, and 
put the name of nator J. C. S. Blackburn in nomination before the convention for 
Presirle11t; :\Ir. ·wat.terson was not a cl 1 gate to this convention; elected to the Fifty-
~fth Congre . as ·a ~em<?ci:atic-Po_ruli t, defeating Hon. W. Godfrey Hunter Repub-
ltcan, Hon. Cha . \\. Milliken, 1cl ociety, au 'l Hon. \V. R. Vaughn, Independent. 
F CRTII DL"fRICT. 
( Population, 192,055.) 
o .. ·r11~s.-nreckinridge, Bullitt, Grayson, Green, Hardin, Hart, Larue, Marion, :\Ieade, • ·cl. n 
Ohio, Taylor, and Washington ( 13 countie ·). 
n \ \'II III ,I-IB.\ · II :\IITII, f IIoclgen:vill , Larue Countv Kv., wa .. b rn 
I _1111 -4, in.Hart C unty Vy., near IIammonville· wa - ducate l in the 
public f that vicinity and al the colleg at Hor e ay , L itchfi lql an 
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Hartford, all in Kentucky; has ~een practicing law since March, 1876; was elected 
county attorney for Larue County at the August election, 1878, for the ter~ of four 
years; was elected superintendent of common ~chools for Larue County 111 Octo-
ber, 1878; resigned the office of county attorney 111 A~1gust, 1881, and at the Aug~1st, 
1881 election was elected to represent Larue County 111 the house of representatives 
of the general assembly for two_ yea_rs; _at the August, 1885, elect1on was elected to 
represent the thirteenth senatonal d1stnct, composed of the counties of Green, Hart, 
and Larue, in the State senate for the term of four years; reelected at the August,. 
1889, election for four years; while in the State senate was chairman of general 
statutes committee and member of committees on rules and judiciary; the new con-• 
stitution, adopted by the State in 1891, created the office of president pro tempore 
of the senate; at the first meeting of the senate thereafter was chosen unanimously 
by the Democratic members for that position, and was elected for the term of two 
years, at the end of which term he was again the unanim•ous choice of the Democrats 
for the place, and was again elected for a second term of two years; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 21,655 votes, against 20,222 votes for 
Hon. John vV. Lewis, Republican; 1,9r9 votes for Hon. J.E. Durham, Populist, and 




WALTER EVANS, of Louisville, was born in Barren County, Ky., September 18, 
1842; entered the Federal Army in 1861; began to practice law in 1864; was elected 
to the lower house of the State legislature from Christian County in 1871 and to the 
senate in 1873, serving in each house ort the judiciary committee; was a delegate to 
the Republican national conventions in 1868, 1872, 1880, and 1884; removed to Louis-
ville in 1874; was the Republican candidate for Congress in 1876, but was defeated by 
Albert S. Willis, Democrat; was the Republican nominee fo~ governor in 1879 against 
Luke P. Blackburn; on May 21, 1883, was appointed by President Arthur Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue, and served until April 20, 1885, when · he returned to 
_Louisville and resumed the practice of law; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 27,780 votes, against 
17,150 votes for John Young Brown, Democrat, ·and 1,638 votes for John B. Baskin, 
Sound Money Democrat. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 160,649.) 
COUNTIES.-Boone, Campbell, Carroll, Gallatin, Grant, Kentoa, Pendleton, and T1imble (8 coun-
ties). · 
ALBERT SEATON BERRY, of Newp rt, was born in Campbell County, Ky.; 
educated at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio; attended Cincinnati Law School; served 
two terms in the State senate and five terms as mayor of Newport; was elected to 
the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Democrat, receiving 21,177 votes, against 17,422 votes for P. P. Ernst, Republican. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, r41,46r.) 
COUNTIES.-Bourbou, Fayette, Franklin, Henry, Oldham, Owen, Scott, aud Woodford (8 counties). 
EYAN E. SETTL:~, of Owenton,_was born in Frankfort, Ky., December 1, 1848; 
received early education at the classical school of B. B. Sayre,.a celebrated educator 
of Frankfort, Ky., and gra<luated from Louisville High School in June, 1864; was 
licensed to practice law in 1870, and has practiced his profession ever since at Owen-
ton, O_wen Count 1, Ky.;_ was elected county attorney in 1878, reelected in 1882, and 
again 111 18~6; resigned ~n 1887_, and was twice elected to the Kentucky legislature, 
and serve~ 111 that b?dy 111 se~s10ns of 1~8~:-88 and 1889-90; was delegate to national 
Democratic convent10n held 111 St. Lams 111 1888, ancl was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Democrat, receiving 18,826 votes, against 17,019 votes for vV. C. P. 
Breckinridge, Fusion . 
EIGHTH DISTRICT . 
. . (Population, 142,67r.) 
COVNTIES.-A11derso11, Boyle, Garrard, Jackson, J essamine, Lincoln, Madison, Mercer, Rockcastle, 
Shelby, and Spencer (II counties). 
GEORGE MOSBY DAVIS(?N, of Stanford, was born in Stanford, Lincoln County, 
Ky., March 2~, 1856; educated m_the common schoo1s, Stanford Academy, and private 
~chool of Prot. J. B. Myers; studied law, and was admitted to the har in 1879; in 18 r 
Congressional Directory. 
was appointed to a position in the internal-revenue service, which he held until 1885; 
in 1886 was appointed master of chancery, or commissioner, of the Lincoln circuit 
court, and resigned in 1893; in 1887 was elected to the legislature from Lincoln 
County as a Republican, serving on the committees of revenue and taxation, civil 
codes, and general statutes; was Republican candidate for elector for the Eighth 
district in 1888, and again in 1892; was elected judge of the Lincoln county court 
b 1894 as a Republican; for ten consecutive years has been chairman of the Lincoln 
County Republican committE;e, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 




Co oNTlES.-Bath, Boyd, Bracken, Carter, F leming, Greenup, Harrison, Lawrence,.Lewis, Mason, 
Nicholas, Robertson, and Rowan (r3 counties). 
SAMUEL JOHNSON PUGH, of Vanceburg, was born in Greenup County, Ky., 
January 28, 1850; resided in Lewis County since 1852; was educated at Chandler's 
Select School, Rand's Academy, and Centre College, Danville, Ky.; has been practic-
ing law since 1872, and has held successively the offices of city attorney, 1872-73: 
master commissioner of the circuit court, 1874-1880; county attorney, 1878-1886; 
county judge, 1886-1890; delegate to the Kentucky constitutional convention, 1890-91, 
and State senator, 1893-94; was elected to the Fifty-fourth, and reelected to the Fifty-




C0UNTIES.-Breathitt, Clark, Elliott, Estill, Floyd, Johnson, Knott, Lee, Martin, Magoffin, Menifee, 
Montgomery, Morgan, Pike, Powell, and ,volfe (16 counties ). 
T. Y. FITZPATRICK, of Prestonburg, was born in Floyd County, Ky., September 
20, 1850; was educated in the common schools; studied law, and was admitted to 
the bar in 1877; has :filled the positions of county ju<lge, county attorney, and repre-
sentative in the State legislature; was Democratic elector in 1884, and was elected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving r7 ,578 votes, against 16,381 votes 
for John W. Langley, Republican. 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 187,481.) 
COUNTIES.-Adair, Bell, Casey, Clay, Clinton, Harlan, Knox, Laurel, J.,etcher, Leslie, Metcalfe, 
Owsley, Perry, Pulaski, Russell, Wayne, and 'Whitley (17 counties). 
DAVID GRANT COLSON, of Middlesboro, was born April 1, 1861, at Yellow 
Creek (now Middlesboro), Knox ( now Bell) County, Ky.; attended the common 
schools and for a short time the academies at Tazewell and Mossy Creek, Tenn.; 
taught school, and while thus engaged read law; took the junior course in law in 
the Kentucky Tniversity in 1879-80; went to \Vashington ·in eptember, 1882, from 
which time until June 30, 1886, h e was an examiner and special examiner in the 
Pension Bureau of the Interior Department; returned to Kentucky in 1887 and in 
th'l.t y ar ,vas elected to the Kentucky hou e of representatives, session of 18Sj-88; 
was th Republican nomin e for State treasurer in 1889, but was defeaterl by Hon. 
8teph 11 D. Sharp, the Democratic nominee; was elected mayor of Mirlrlle horo in 
Toyemher, 1893, for four y ars, which position he resigned to accept a seat in the 
Fifty-fourth C ngress; was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress a. a Republican, 
r cciving 22,404 votes, against 12,518 votes for J. D. Black, Democrat, and ..J,5 7 
vote for John D. 1-Vhite, Inrl pendent. 
LOUISIANA. 
SENATORS . 
• D • TEL, • T C.\FFERY, of Franklin, St. Mary Parish, was born in the pari h of 
~ l. l\_Iary, La:,, •pl~1~1her IO, 1\,5; was ,clucate<l at t. fary's C llege, ::\Iaryland; 
. tud1ed law 1n Lomsiana and was admiltccl to the bar· serv d in the Confederate 
army, fir. t in th' Thiti<:cnth Louisiana R ·g-im 11l aml ;ubsequ ntlv 011 the staff of 
7C1J. \\'.\\·.Walker· praclic ·cl law and engaged in stwar planting after the war; w 
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a mei11ber of the constitutional convention of 1879; was elected to the State senate 
in 1892; was appointed United States Senator to succeed Randall Le~ Gibso!1, 
deceased and took his seat January 7, 1893. He was elected by the l~gislature 111 
1894 to fill out the term of Randall Lee Gib~o!1, which expired March 4, 1895, and 
also to succeed himself for the long term, expiring March 4, 1901. 
SAMUEL DOUGLAS McENERY, of New Orleans, was born at Monroe, La., May 
28, 1837; was educated at Spring Hill College, near Mobile, Ala., the United States 
Naval Academy, and the University of Virginia; graduated from State and National 
Law School, Poughkeepsie, N . Y .; served in the Confederate army, in the war 
between the States, as lieutenant, in Virginia, under Magruder, and in the trans-
mississippi department; is a lawyer by profession; was nominated by the Democratic 
party and elected lieutenant-governor, with L. A. Wiltz as governor, in 1879; on the 
death of Governor vViltz, October, 1881, succeeded him in the executive office; was 
nominated by the Democratic party for governor and elected in 1884; was a candi-
date for renomination and was defeated by Gen. Francis T. Nicholls for the nomina-
tion; General Nicholls was elected in 1888 and appointed his opponent, S. D. Mc-
Enery, to be associate justice of the supreme court in 1888 for the term of twelve 
years; was nominated by the Democratic party in 1892 for governor and defeated by 
the Anti-Lottery party; was nominated by Democratic caucus for Senator at theses-
sion of the legislature in 1896, and elected to the Senate, to succeed the Hon. N. C. 
Blanchard, May 28, 1896; Walter Denegre, of New Orleans, was his opponent, sup-
ported by Republicans, Populists, and a faction from the Democratic party known as 
the Citizens' League. The vote was as follows: S. D, McEnery-senate, 20; house, 48; 
total, 68, against senate, 16; house, 50; total, 66, for vValter Denegre. This was the 
vote as originally called, but before it was announced 1 vote changed from McEnery 
to Denegre and 2 votes from Denegre to McEnery, making the vote stand, McEnery,. 
70; Denegre, 64; took his seat March 4, 1897. His term of service will expire 




CITY OF NEW ORLEANS.-'l'hird, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, and Fifteenth 
wards. 
PARISHES.-Orleans, St. Bernard, and Plaquemines, extending from Julia street, in the city of New 
Orleans, to the Gulf of Mexico. 
ADOLPH MEYER, of New Orleans, was born October 19, 1842; was a student at 
the University of Virginia until 1862, during which year he entered the Confederate 
army and served until the close of the war on the staff of Brig. Gen. John S. vVil-
liams, of Kentucky; at the close of the war returned to Loi1isiana, and has been 
engaged largely in the culture of cotton and sugar since; has also been engaged in 
commercial and financial pursuits in the city of New Orleans; was elected colonel of 
the First Regiment of Louisiana State National Guard in 1879; and in 1881 was 
appointed brigadier-general to command the First Brigade, embracing all the uni-
formed cc!"ps of the State; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-
fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrnt, receiving 
10,776 votes, against 4,022 votes for Romain, Republican, 401 votes for Li vaudais, 
Regular Republican, u3 vote for Gazin, Labor, and 6 votes scattering. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
( Population, 152,025.) 
CITY OF NEW ORLEANS.-First, Second, Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth 
Sixteenth, and Seventeenth wards, 
PARISIIES.-JelTerson, St. Charles, St. James, and St. John the Baptist. 
R~BER'! C. DA VEY,. of ~ew Orleans, was ~orn in t~at city October 22, 1853; 
received his early educat10n 111 the schools of his native city; entered St. Vincent's 
College, Cape Girardeau, Mo., in 1869, and graduated in 1871; was elected a member 
of t~e State senate D~cember, 1879, and reelected April, 1884, and again elected in 
Apnl, 1892; was president pro tempore of the senate during the sessions of 1884 and 
1886; was elected judge of t_he first recorder's court November, 1880, reelected Nov-
':'mber, 1882, r~elected Apnl, 1884, and_ served until May, 1888; was defeated for 
mayor of the city of ew Orleans m Apnl, 1888; was elected to the Fifty-third Con-
gress, po_sitively declined renomination for the Fifty-fourth Congress, and was elected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congre$S as a Democrat, receiving 10,269 votes, against 5,235 votes 




PARISHES.-Ascension, Assumption, Calcasie u, Cam eron , Iberia, Iberville, Lafayette, Lafourche, 
St. l'.1artin , St. Mary, Terrebonne, and Vermilion (r2 parishes). 
ROBERT F. BROUSSARD, of New Iberia, was born August 17, 1864, on the Marie 
Louise plantation, near New Iberia, parish of Iberia, La.; attended various public and 
private schools, and in 1879 entered Georgetown University, ·west ·washington, D. C., 
where he remained until 1882; was appointed inspector of customs December 27, 1885, 
at the port of New Orleans, and, upon passing civil-service examination, was pro-
moted to assistant weigher, and subsequently to export statistician at that port; dur-
ing the time he was in the Government service he entered the law school of Tulane 
University, of Louisiana, at New Orleans, and graduated in 1889; immediately after 
the appointment of H. C. vVarmouth as collector of the port of New Orleans under 
Harrison's Administration, h e tendered his resignation as statistician and moved to 
New Iberia, where h e commenced the practice of law, in partnership with 'l'. Donelson 
Foster, under the firm name of Foster & Broussard, and is still a member of that firm; 
shortly after locating in New Iberia was elected a member of the Democratic parish 
executive committee, the Democratic Congressional executive committee of the Third 
district, and the Democratic State central executive committee, which latter position 
he still holds; in 1890 took active part in the controversy over the lottery question 
on the a11tilottery sid~, and canvassed the State in that memorable campaign, which 
resulted in the destruction of the Louisiana State Lottery Company; became the 
nominee of the antilottery wing of the Democratic party for the district attorneyship 
of the nineteenth judicial district of Louisiana, to which position he was elected at 
the State election of 1892, he being the only one of that wing of the Democratic party 
elected in the district at that election; in 1894 was unanimously renominated to the 
same position by the Democratic party and reelected at the election of that year; was 
elected to the F ifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receivi11g 9,323 votes, against 6,490 
votes for Taylor Beattie, National Republican, 155 votes for H . 0. Mayer, Regular 
Republican, and 196 votes for W. D. Gooch, Populist. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 193,760.) 
PARISHES.-Bienville, Bossier, Caddo, De Soto, Grant, Natchitoches, Rapides, Red River, Sabine, 
Vernon, Webster, and Winn (r2 parishes). 
HENRY "\V. OGDEN, of Benton, was born at Abingdon, Va., October 2r, 1842; at 
the age of 9 years removed with his father to ·warrens burg, Johnson County, Mo.; was 
educated in the common schools, working on his father's farm in SJ?ring and sum-
mer and attending school in winter; entered the Confederate service and served 
through th~ war in the transmississippi department; was first lieutenant ~f C<?m-
pany D, Sixteenth Missouri Infantry, and afterwards on the staff of Bngad1er-
General Lewis, Second Brigade, Parsons's Division of Missouri Infantry; was parole~ 
at Shreveport on the 8th of June, 1865; remained in Louisiana and engaged in agri-
cultural pursuits, which occupation he has followed since continuously ; was a 
member of the constitutional convention in 1879 and of the State house of representa-
tives in 1880; in 1882 was chairman of the committee on ways and means; reelected in 
1884, and was speaker of the house from 1884 to 1888; was elected as a Democrat to 
the Fifty-third Congress, to fill the vacancy caused by the appointment of ~ •. C. 
Blanchard to be nited, tates Senator; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth ongress as a Democrat, receiving 10,775 votes, against 4,726 rntes 
for B. ·w. Bailey, Populist, and 647 votes for Robert P. Hunter, Republican. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
{Population, 194,302. ) 
PARISHEs.-catdwell, Catahoula, Claiborne, Concordia, Ha t Carroll, Franklin, Jackson, Lincoln, 
~1adi · n, :.\lore house , Ouachita, Richland, Teusas, ,vest Carroll, and Union ( 15 pari he ). 
, .DI "EL T. BAIRD, of Bastrop, was horn l'vlay 5, 1 61, at Oak Ridge, La.; wa 
e,lucatecl at home and at Yincennes, Irnl.; began the stuc1y of law in 1879, ancl "a 
~<lmittecl to the har in 1882; was elect ,1 di:tri t attorney f the Sixth judicial cli ·trict 
11~ 18_ ..J.;_ . en· ,c1 four year~ in that poc;ition, aml was electccl rlistrict judge of the ame 
rlistn t 111 J , • ·; after. ·n·mg four y ar · upon the bench r sumecl practice of law; wa 
elc krl to the 't'l.tc. ·nat in .\pril, 1Sq6, anrl sen·ccl as chairman of the ommittee 
on railr arl and a a mcmh ·r f jucliciar_-, lands aml lc\·ees, and election commit-
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tees; was chairman of joint Democrat~c caucus durin~ se~sion of general assembly; 
was temporary chairman of D~mocrahc _State co~venhon m June, r896; was a dele-
gate to the national Democratic conven~i~n at Chicago, 1896, ~nd was elected to the 




PARISHES.-Acadia, Avoyelles, East Baton Rouge, East Feliciana, Livingston, Pointe Coupee, St. 
Helena, St. Landry, St. Tamm:111y, Tangipahoa, West Baton Rouge, 'West Feliciana, and 
Washington ( r3 parishes). 
SAMUEL MATTHEWS ROBERTSON, of Baton Rouge, was born in the town 
of Plaquemine, La., January 1, 1852; received his preparato~_y: education in _the <;oll_e0 
giate Institute of Baton Rouge; was graduated from the Lomsiana State U111vers1ty 111 
1874; completed a course of law ~tudy and was admitt~d to practice in 1877; w~s 
elected a member of the State legislature from the pansh of East Baton Rouge 111 
1879 for a term of four years; in 1880 was elected a member of the faculty of the 
Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College; filled the chair 
of natural history in that institution and the position of commandant of cadets 
until he was elected to the Fiftieth Congress to fill the vacancy created by the death 
of his father, E . W. Robertson; was elected to the Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, 
and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving 11,872 votes, against 3,686 votes for C. C. Dunson, Republican, and 924 votes 





UGENE HALE, of Ellsworth, was born at Turner, Oxford County, Me., June 
9, 1836; received an academic education; studied law, was admitted to the bar in 
1857 and commenced practice at the age of 20; was for nine successive years county 
attorney for Hancock County; was a member of the legislature of Maine in 1867, 
1868, and 1880; was elected to the Forty-first, Forty-second, and Forty-third Con-
gresses; was appointed Postmaster-General by President Grant in 1874, but declined; 
was reelected to the Forty-fourth and Forty-fifth Congresses; was tendered a Cabinet 
appointment, as Secretary of the Navy, by President Hayes, and declined; was chair-
man of the Republican Congressional committee for the Forty-fifth Congress; received 
the degree of LL. D. from Bates College, from Colby University, and from Bowdoin 
College; was a delegate to the Cincinnati convention in 1876 and the Chicago con-
ventions in 1868 and 1880; was elected to the United States Senate as a Republican, to 
succeed Hannibal Hamlin, Republican (who declined a reelection), and took his seat 
March 4, 1881; was reelected in 1887 and in 1893. His term of service will expire 
March 3, 1899. · 
·wILLIAM P. FRYE, of Lewiston, was born at Lewiston, Me., September 2, 1831; 
graduated at Bowdoin College, Maine, 1850; studied and practiced law; was a mem-
ber of the State legislature in 1861, 1862, and 1867; was mayor of the city of Lewiston 
in 1866 and 1867; was attorney-general of the State of Maine in 1867, 1868, and 1869; 
was elected a member of the national Republican executive committee .in 1872 and 
reel~cted in 1876 and 1880; was elected a trustee ~f Bowdoin College in June, 1880, 
received the_·degree of ~L. D. from Bates ~olleg-e 111 July, ~881, and the same degree 
from B<;>wdom College 111 1889; w~s a ~res~denhal elector 111 1864; was a delegate to 
the national Republican conventions 111 1872, 1876, and 1880; was elected chairman 
of _the Republican State committee of Maine in place of Hon. James G. Blaine, 
res1gned 1 111 November, 1881; was elected a Representative in the Forty-second, 
Forty-third, Forty-fo?rth, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixt~, and Forty-seventh Congresses; 
was electe1 to t~1e Umted States Sen~te as a Republican to fill the vacancy occasioned 
by the resignation of James G. Blame, appointed Secretary of State; took his seat 
March !8, 1881; was ~eele~ted in 1883, in 1888, and again in 1895, receiving every 
vote, with one e~ceptlon, 111 both branches of the legislature, at the latter election; 
was elected ]:'.re:ndent J?ro tempore of the Senate February 7, 1896; was a member 
of the commiss_1on which met in Paris S eptember, 1898, to adjust terms of peace 
between the Umted States and Spain. Hi::; term of service will expire March 3, 1901. 




COUNTIES.-Cumberland and York (2 countie,:). 
[MAI 
THOMAS BRACKETT REED, of Portland, ~as born at Portland October 18, 
1839; graduated at Bowdoin College, Maine, in r86o; studied law; was acting assistant 
paymaster, United States Navy, from April 19, 1864, to November 4, 1865; was admitted 
to the bar in 1865 and commenced practice at Portland; was a member of the State 
house of representatives in 1868-69 and of the State senate in 1870; was attorney-
general of Maine in 1870, 1871, and 1872; was city solicitor of Portland in 1874, 1875, 
1876, and 1877; was elected to the Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-
eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 19,029 
votes, against 8,800 votes for Edward Staples, Democrat, 6o4 votes for Aaron Clark, 
Prohibitionist, 169 votes for James E. Campion, People's Party, and 8 votes scattering; 
he was elected Speaker of the House of Representatives December 2, 1889, and 
December 2, 1895. · 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,528.) 
CouNTIES.-Androscoggin, Franklin, Knox, Lincoln, Oxford, and Sagadahoc (6 counties). 
NELSON DINGLEY, of Lewiston, was born at Durham, Androscoggin County, 
Me., February 15, 1832; graduated at Dartmouth College in the class of 1855; studied 
law and was admitted to the bar, but left the profession to become proprietor and 
editor of the Lewiston (Me.) Journal, daily and weekly, in 1856, and still maintains 
that connection; was a member of the State house of representatives in 1862, 1863, 
1864, 1865, 1868, and 1873; was speaker of the State house of representatives in 1863 
and 1864; was governor of Maine in 1874-75; received the degree of LL. D. from 
Bates College in 1874 and from Dartmouth College in 1894; was a delegate to the 
national Republican convention in 1876; was elected to the Forty-seventh Congress 
as a Republican at a special election on the 12th of September, 1881, to fill the 
vacancy caused by the election of Hon. vViJliam P. Frye to the United States Senate; 
was reelected a Representative at Large to the Forty-eighth Congress; was elected 
to the Fqrty-ninth, 'Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,400 
votes, against 8,424 votea for Atwood Levensaler, Democrat, r ,094 votes for Charle_s E. 
Allen, Populist, 457 votes for Edward R. Ogier, Prohibitionist, and 33 votes scattenng; 
was a member of the commission which met at Quebec in August, 1898, and later m 
·washington, to adjust the differences between the United States and Canada. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 154,7ro.) 
COUNTIES.-Hancock, Kennebec, Somerset, and "\Valdo (4 counties). 
EDWI C. BURLEIGH, of Augusta, was born at Linneus, Aroostook County, 
Me., ovcmber 27, 1843; was educated in the common schools of his native town 
and at Houlton Academy; has been for many years largely interested in the t!mber 
lands of his State; enlisted in the cavalry during the rebellion, and, being reJected 
by the examining surgeon on account of ill health, was given a place in the Adjutan_t-
General's Office, where he served till the close of the war; was State land agent 111 
1876, 1877, and 1878, and also served during the ame years as assistant clerk of t~e 
Maine house of representatives; was elected treasurer of State in 1885; reelected 111 
1887, and in the same year acquired a controlling interest in the Kennebec Journal, 
,publi hed at Augu ta, which he still retains; resigned the office of treasurer in 188:~, 
having received the Republican nomination for governor; was governor of Ma~ne 111 
1 89, 1 90, 1 91, and 1892; wa a delegate to the national Republican convention.at 
t. Loui. in 1 96; was elect d to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican at a special 
lecti n h ld June 21, 1897, to fill the vacancy cau ed by the death of Hon. eth L. 
Millik n, r ceiving 9, 69 votes, again t 3,171 votes for F rederick \V. Plai ted, Demo-
rat, and 305 vote for Bradford F. Lanca ter, Populist. 
F ~RTII DI TRI T. 
(Population, 1 3,ojo.) 
Co • TI£· •.. -Aroostook, Penoh. cot, Piscataqui., and Wa. hington (4 counties). 
IL\RLE .\DDI ~ • B 'T • LLE, f Bang r, wa b rn at Damari cotta, Lin-
ln ounty, ~I., F bruary9, 1,39; wa nucat clin th pub]i .chooL atBruns,,ick 
anrl at Yam1outh A ad my; ar1y adopt <l th profe. sion f his fath er, a hipma. ter, 
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and on returning from a foreign voyage in the s1)ring of 1862 volunteered and was 
appointed acting master in the United States Navy; he served in the North and South 
Atlantic and. West Gulf squadrons; took P,art m the blockade of Charleston and 
·wilmington, the Pocotaligo expedition, the capture of St. Johns Bluff, and occupa-
tion of Jacksonville, Fla., and while an officer of U. S . S. Sassacus was promoted to 
lieutei.1ant '' for aallant conduct in the engagement with the rebel ironclad Albe-
marle," May 5, ?864; afterwards, in command of U. S. S. Nyanza, participated in 
the capture of Mobile and in receiving surrender of the Confederate fleet, and was 
assigned to command of naval forces in Mississippi Sound; honorably discharged at 
his own request January 14, 1866; engaged in commercial business in New York; in 
1870 became managing editor and in 1874 proprietor of the Bangor (Me.) "Whig and 
Courier· was a district delegate to the national Republican convention in 1876; was 
delegat~ at large and chairman of Maine delegation in the national Republican con-
vention of 1888; was unanimously nominated in 1880 as Republican candidate for 
Congress in the Fourth Maine district; was elected Representative at Large to the 
Forty-eighth Congress; was elected as Representative from the Fourth district to 
the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses, and was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 21,300 
votes, against 9,166 votes for Andrew J. Chase, Democrat, 933 votes for George W. 
Park, Prohibitionist, and 892 votes for Oliver D. Chapman, Populist. 
MARYLAND. 
SENATORS. 
ARTHUR P. GORMAN, of Laurel, was born in Howard County, Md., March rr, 
1839; attended the public schools in his native county for a brief period; in 1852 
was appointed page in the Senate of the United States, and continued in the service 
of the Senate until 1866, at which time he was postmaster; on the 1st of September, 
1866, he was removed from his position and immediately appointed collector of 
internal revenue for the Fifth district of Maryland, which office he held until the 
incoming of the Grant Administration in 1869; in June, 1869, he was appointed a 
director in the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company, and in November was elected 
a member of the house of delegates of the Maryland legislature· as a Democrat; he 
was reelected in 1871, then elected speaker of the house of delegates at the ensuing 
session; in June, 1872, he was elected president of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal 
Company; in 1875 he was electe<l to represent Howard County in the Maryland State 
senate, and was reelected in November, 1879, for a term of four years; was elected in 
January, 1880, to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to succeed ·william Pinkney 
Whyte; took his seat March 4, 1881, and was reelected in 1886 and in 1892. His 
term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
GEORGE L. WELLINGTON, of Cumberland, was born of German parentage at 
Cumberland, Allegany County, Md., January 28, 1852; attended a German school 
for a brief period, otherwise self-educated; at the age of 12 began work in a canal 
store in Cumberland; in 1870 was appointed to a clerkship in the Second National 
Bank of Cumberland; later became teller; was appointed treasurer of Allegany 
County in 1882 and served until 1888; was again appointed in 1890; was delegate to 
the national Republican conventions of 1884 and 1888; was nominatecl by the Repub-
lican party for comptroller of Maryland in 1889 and was defeated after an active 
canvass, t~ough he receiv:ed the large~t vote ev~r give1: a candidate of his party on 
the State ticket; was appomted by President Harrison assistant treasurer of the United 
States a! Baltimore in_ July, ~89<;>; vyas nominated for Congress by the Republicans 
of the Sixt~ Cong:ess10nal distnct 111 1892 and _was defeated by W. McM. McKaig; 
was re~1om111ated 111 1894 and elect~d to the F1fty-~ourth Congress; was elected to 
the Umted States Senate as a Republican and took lus seat March 4, 1897. His term 




CouNTIES.-Caroline, Dorchester, Kent, Queen Anne, Somerset, Talbot, Wicomico, and Worcester 
(8 counties). 
ISAAC :'\-MBR~S~ BARBE~, of Easton, was horn near Salem, N. J., Jan uary 26, 
1852; i-tu~ied_ medic111e on neanng manhood, and graduated in 1872; practiced for a 
short penod 111 ·woodstown, N. J.; removed to Easton, Talbot County, Md., in 1873; 
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practiced. medicine successfully for about fifteen years, since which time he has bee 
engaged in milling; was elected to the Maryland legislature in 1895; is chairman 
. the Republican State central committee :for Talbot County; is president of the Farm-
ers and Merchants' National Bank of Easton; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 17,969 votes, against 17,394 votes for Joshua W. Mileo, 
Democrat, and 1,724 votes for T. Pliny Fisher, Prohibitionist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 208,165.) 
CITY OF BALTIMORE.-Twentieth, 'fwenty-first, and Twenty-second wards a nd Ninth precinct of 
Eleventh Ward. 
COUNTIES.-Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, and 
'fwelfth districts of Baltimore County, Carroll, Cecil, and Harford. 
,vILLIAM B. BAKER, of Aberdeen, was born near Aberdeen, Md., July 22, 1840; 
was educated at public and private schools; worked upon a farm until 32 years of 
age, when he commenced fruit packing, and has been engaged in that business ever 
since; has frequently been a delegate to State and Congressional conventions, and 
although his county (Harford) is strongly Democratic, he was elected to the house 
of delegates as a Republican in 1881 and to the State senate in 1893; :,vas elect~d. to 
tµe Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repubhcan, rece1vmg 
28,530 votes, against 23,163 votes for George M. Jewett, Democrat. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 166,799.) 
CITY OF BALTIMORE.-First; Second, 'l'hird, ,Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, F ifteenth, and Sixteenth 
wards. 
WILLIAM S. BOOZE, of Baltimore, was born in that city January 9, 1862; was 
educated at the public schools and at the Baltimore City College; graduated. f~om 
the latter in 1879; studied medicine and graduated from the College of Phys1c1~ns 
and Surgeons in 1882; was nominated for Congress by the Republicans o~ the Third 
Congressional district in 1894 against Harry vVelles Rusk, whose election to the 
H _ouse ·of Representatives he contested unsuccessfully; was renominated in 1896 ~nd 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,671 votes? aga1!1st 
. 15,977 votes for Thomas C. Weeks, Democrat, 494 votes for Henry L. H1llege1st, 
Prohibitionist, and 524 votes for William Toner, Socialist Labor. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 183,005.) 
CITY OF BALTIMORE.-Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Eight-
eenth, and Nineteenth wards. 
WILLIAM W ATSO McINTIRE, of Baltimore City, was born in Franklin County, 
Pa., of Scotch-Irish and German parentage, June 29, 1850; in his infancy his parents 
moved to Washington County, Md., where his father died in 1868 from th~ effects 
of wounds received in the war of the rebellion; forced in early life to provide for a 
dependent family, he learned the trade of machinist, and moved in July, 1872, t_o 
Baltimore City, where he obtained employment in the machine shops of the Balti-
more and Ohio Railroad Company, at Mount Clare; worked here till 1874, wl!en ~e 
received an appointment in the United States Railway Mail Service; remaine<l 111 tlus 
service till 1885, after the election of Mr. Cleveland, when he resigned and became 
general agent of the United States Life Insurance Company for the State of :\Iarylanrl 
and the District of Columbia, ·which position he sti ll holds; for a short time a~tende<l 
school at the Hagerstown Academy; while in the Railway Mail Service stuc1tecl law 
and wa admitted to the Baltimore bar; in 1887 was elected as a R epublican to t~e 
city council of Baltimore City, succeeding a Democrat, and was reelected in 18 ; m 
th campaign of 1895 was treasurer of the Maryland Republican tate and city com-
mittees, and was 1 ct d t the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 24, '99 
vcte , against 16,424 votes f r ,villiam J. gden, Democrat, and 673 vote for Arthur 
Fr y, Pr hibitioni t. 
• IFTH DISTRICT. 
( Populalion, rs3,9r2.) 
Co ·. ·Tm ,\ . ·o CITY.- nne Arnndel. Cah·ert. Charles, Howard, Prince George, and t. )Jary 
counlie , and the , vente nlh \\'ard of Balli more ity. 
Y . -EY ~~I • -rEL :\I ·nn, of Laplata, wa. h rn F hruary 12 r. 5 , in harl 
ou11t;, ~1'1.; was ·du at ·,1 at 7corgelmrn ( D. C. ) Coll gc and 't. J hn' College 
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Annapolis, Md., graduating from the latter ~n. 1878; read ~aw privately a1:1d attended 
the law department of the University of Virgmia; was admitted t? the bar m 1880, and 
has practiced since; was elected to the State house of dele~ates m 1879 and reelected 
in 1881 · was an elector on the Garfield and Arthur ticket 111 1880; was elected to the 
Fifty-fi~st and defeated for the Fifty-second Congress; was elected to the State 
house of delegates in 1895, and was speaker of that bodr; was delegate to the 
national Republican convention 1896; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 18,'954 votes, against 15,442 votes for Robert Moss, Democrat, 
and 491 votes for S. R. Neave, Prohibitionist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 172,263.) 
~couNTIES.-Allegany, F rededck, Garrett, Montgomery, a nd Washington (s counties). 
JOH r McDONALD, of Rockville, Md., wa~ born in Ireland, _May ?4, 1837; :was 
educated i11 the schools of Ireland; came to tlus country and enlisted m the Umted 
States Army in Boston, Mass., in 1857; joined his regiment the following December 
in Arizona; participated in several Indian campaigns in_ that Territory and in Cali-
fornia; in 1861 was ordered to the seat of war; served 111 the cavalry corps of the 
Army of the Potomac throughout the war; after the war was ordered to the ·west, 
where he again took part in several campaigns against hostile Indians; was retired 
as a captain of cavalry July 1, 1868, for disabilities incurred in the line of service; 
was elected to the Maryland legislature as a Republican in 1881; was a candidate on 
the Republican ticket in 1891 for comptroller of the State treasury; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,400 votes, against 18,437 votes for 
Blair Lee, Democrat, and 817 .votes for Samuel H. Hockman, Prohibitionist. 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
SENATORS. 
GEORGE F. HOAR, of Worcester, was born at Concord, Mass., August 29, 1826; 
studied iri early youth at Concord Academy; graduated at Harvard College in 1846; 
studied law and graduated at the Dane Law School, Harvard University; settled at 
·worcester, where he practiced; was city solicitor in 1860; was president of the trustees 
of the city library; was a member of the State house of representatives in 1852 and of 
the State Senate in 1857; was elected Representative to the Forty-first, Forty-second, 
Forty-third, and Forty-fourth Congresses; declined a renomination fo1· Representa-
tive in the Forty-fifth Congress; was an overseer of Harvard College, 1874-1880; 
declined reelection, but was reelected in 1896; was chosen president of the Associa-
tion of the Alumni of Harvard, but declined; presided over the Massachusetts State 
Republican conventions of 1871, 1877, 1882, and 18S5; was a delegate to the Republi-
can national conventions of 1876 at Cincinnati, and of 1880, 1884, and 1888, at Chicago, 
presiding over the conv:::~1tion of 1880; was chairman of the Massachusetts delega-
tion in 1880, 1884, and 1888; was one of the managers on the part of the House of 
Representatives of the Belknap impeachment trial in 1876; was a member of the 
Electoral Commission in 1876; was regent of the Smithsonian Institution in 1880; . 
has been president and is now vice-president of the American Antiquarian Society, 
president of the American Historical Association, trustee of the Peabody Museum of 
Archreology, trustee of Leicester Academy, is a member of the Massachusetts His-
torical Society; of the American Historical Society, the Historic-Genealogical Society, 
the Virginia Historical Society, and corresponding member of the Brooklyn Institute 
of Arts and Sciences; i~ 3: trustee of the Peabody fund; has received the degree of 
doctor of laws from vVilham and Mary, Amherst, Yale, and Harvard colleges; was 
elected to the United States Senate as a Republican, to succeed George S. Boutwell, 
took his seat March 5, 1877, and was reelected in 1883, 1889, and 1895. His term of 
service will expire March 3, 19or. 
IIE RY CABOT LODGE, of ahant, was born in Boston, Mass. May 12 1850· 
receiyed a private~school and collegiate education; was graduated fro~1 Harva;d Col~ 
lege 111 1871; studied law at H~rvard Law School and g:·aduated in 187~, receiving 
t~e degree of LL. B.; was admitted to the Suffolk bar 111 1876; profession, that of 
literature; se_rved two terms as member of the house of representatives of the Massa-
ch_usetts legislature; was elected to the Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-s~cond and Fifty-
thml Con~resses ; _was el~cted to the Senate January 17, 1893, to succeed Henry L. 




(Popula tion, 170,297.) 
BERKSHIRE COUNTV.-Towns of Adams, Alford, Becket, Cheshire, Clarksburg, Dalton, Egremo 
Florida, Great Barrington, Hancock, Hinsdale, Lanesboro, Lee, Lenox, Monterey, M 
Washington, New Ashford, New Marlboro, North Adams, Otis, Peru, Pittsfield, Riehm 
Sandisfield, Savoy, Sheffield, Stockbridge, Tyringham, Washington , West Stockbridge, 
liamstown, a nd Windsor. · 
FRANKLIN COUNTY.-Towns of Ashfield, Bernardston, Buckland, Charlemont, Coleraine, Con 
Deerfield, Gill, G r eenfield, H awley, H eath, Leyden, Monroe, Rowe, Shelburne, and What 
HAMPDEN COUNTY.-City of Holyoke and towns of Agawam, Blandford, Chester, Granville, l\f 
go;11ery, Russell, Southwick, Tolland, Westfield, and West Springfield. 
HAMPSHIRE COUNTY.-Towns of Chesterfield, Cummington, Goshen, Hatfield, Huntington M 
dlefield, Plainfield, Southampton, Westhampton, .. Williamsburg, and Worthington. 
GEORGE PELTON LAvVRENCE, of North Adams, was born in Adams, Mass 
May r9, 1859; graduated at Drury Academy, 1876, and at Amherst College, I 
studied law at Columbia Law School; was admitted to the bar in 1883, and has sine 
practked law at North Adams; was appointed judge of the district court of northern 
Berkshire in 1885; resigned in 1894 upon being elected to the Massachusetts senate 
was a member of the Massachusetts senate in 1895, 1896, and 1897; was president o 
that body in 1896 and 1897, being elected each year by unanimous vote; was elect 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican ( to fillthe unexpired term caused by the 
death of Hon. A. B. Wright on August 14, 1897), receiving rr,932 votes, against 7,491 
votes for Roger P. Donough~e, Democrat. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 173,951.) 
FRANKLIN COUNTY.-Towns of Erving, Leverett, Montague, New Salem, Northfield, Orange 
Shutesbury,.Sunderland, Warwick, and Wendell. 
HAMPDEN COUNTY.-Cities of Chicopee and Springfield and towns of Brimfield, Hampden, Hol-
l a nd, Longmeadow, Ludlow, Monson, Palmer, Wa les, and ·wilbraham. 
H AMPSHIRE COUNTY.-City of Northampton and towns of Amherst, Belchertown, Easthampton 
Enfield, Granby, Greenwich, Hadley, ;pelham, Prescott, South Hadley, and Ware. 
WORCESTER COUNTY.-Towns of Athol, Ba rre, Brookfield, Dana, Hardwick, New Braintree, North 
Brookfield, Oakham, Petersham, Phillipston, Royalston , Templeton, Warren, West Brook-
field, and Winchendon. 
FREDERICK HUNTINGTON GILLETT, of Springfield, was born at \Vestfield, 
Mass. , October 16, 1851; graduated at Amherst College in 1874 and at Harvard Law 
School in 1877· was admitted to the bar in Springfield in 1877; was assistant attorne)-
gen eral of Massachusetts from 1879 to 1882· was elected to the l\1assachus~tts house 
o,f representatives in 1890 and 1891; was eiected to the Fifty-t~ird and :.ft!ty-fourth 
Congresse~ and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, rece1v111g 19,793 
votes, agam st 7,778 votes for T. A. Fitzgibbon, Democrat. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Popula tion , 171,484.) 
MIDDLESEX COUNTY.-Town of Hopkinton. 
"\VORCESTER COUNTY.-City of "\Vorceste r and towns of Auburn, Blackstone, Charlton, Dougla 
Dudley, Grafton, Holden, Leicester, Mendon, Milbury, Northbridge, Oxford, Paxton, Rullan 
Shrewsbury, Southbridge. Spencer, Sturbridge, Sutton, Upton, Uxbridge, Web ter, We tbo 
and "\Vest Boylston. 
J EPH HE RY ·WALKER, of .. Worcester, was born in Boston, Mass., Decem r 
2r, 1_ 29; removed fir t to Hopkinton, thence to\Vorcester, whereheattend~th 
pubh . hool_s a~d worked on boots and shoes in his father's factory ; was adnutt 
to partn. r hip m the firm of Joseph ·walker & Co., in Worcester, in I 50 ;_ 
. 111{8J{ rl m boot and. hoe manufacturing until 1887, when he retired from bu m 
~11 " r e ter; e tabJ1 hed. the bu iness of manufacturing leather in Ch_icago, 111-
111 r86 and was until r c ntly a member of the firm carrying on that bu 111e:sunder 
~h firm nam. f Walk r akl. y Company; wa elected a tru tee of the P~ople': -
11!R Bank, \\ re t r, :\las . , 111 T, 66, and a director of the Citizen ' . ·ational Ban 
1 the same place, in I 67, re igning- from both after veral year ' ·er\"ice oeca 
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of l1is large business enterprises; was several years a member and was elected presi~ 
dent of the common council of ·worcester; was president of the vVorcester Board of 
Trade for several years; was three times elected to the Massachusetts legislature; is 
a member of the American Academy of Political and Social Science and a tn1stee ~f 
the American Institute of Civics; has been for many years a trustee of Brown Uni-
versity and of the Newton, Mass., Theological Seminary; has been for a quarter of 
a century president of the board of tru~tees of Worcester Academy, an important.col-
lege preparatory and scientific school for boys ; was elected to the Fifty-fir~t, F1fty-
second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 18,993 votes, against 7,18.5 votes for John O'Gara, 
Democrat, and 9 votes scattering. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 170,221.) 
WORCESTER COUNTY.-City of Fitchburg and towns of Ashburnham, Berlin, Bolton, Boylston, 
Clinton, Gardner, Harvard, Hubbardston, Lancaste1·, Leominster, Lunenburg, Northboro, 
Princeton, Southboro, Sterling, a1~d Westminster. 
MIDDLESEX COUNTY.-City of Waltham and towns of Acton, Ashby, Ashland, Ayer, Bedford, Bil-
lerica, Boxboro, Burlington, Carlisle, Chetmsford, Concord, Dunstable, Framingham, Groton, · 
Hudson, Lexington, Lincoln, Littleton, Marlboro, Maynard, Natick, Pepperell, Shirley, Stow, 
Sudbury, Townsend, Tyngsboro, Wayland, Westford, and Weston. 
NORFOLK COUNTY.-Wellesley. 
GEORGE WARREN WEYMOUTH, of Fitchburg, Mass., was born August 2.5, 
1850, at vVest Amesbury, now Merrimac, Mass.; was educated in the public schools, 
graduating from the high school of that place; is interested in several different kinds 
of business, giving most of his time to the Fitchburg Steel Ball Company as president 
and general ·manager; is director of the Fitchburg National Bank and trustee of the 
Fitch burg Savings Bank; is director of the Fitch burg and Leominster Street Railway, 
and also of the Orswell Mills and Nockege Mills; is ex-president of the Fitchburg 
Board of Trade; was one year in the city council of Fitchburg, in the State legislature 
of 1896, and a delegate to the national convention at St. Louis last June, and was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 20,062 votes, against 
8,847 votes for I. Porter Morse, Democrat. · 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 172,178.) 
ESSEX COUNTY.-City of Lawrence and towns of Andove1·, Lynnfield, Methuen, North Andover, 
and Peabody. 
MIDDLESEX CouNTY.-Cities of Lowell and vVoburn a nd towns of Dracut, North Reading, Read-
ing,-Tewksbury, and Wilmington. · 
WILLIAM S. KNOX, of Lawrence, was born in Killingly, Conn., September rn, 
1843; went to Lawrence when 9 years of age, and has resided there since; graduated 
at Amherst College in class of 1865; admitted to Essex bar in November, 1866, and 
has since practiced law in Lawrence; was a member of the Massachusetts house of 
representatives in r874-75, serving on the judiciary committee; was city solicitor 
of Lawrence in r875, 1876, 1887, 1888, 1889, and 1890; is president of the Arlington 
ational Bank of Lawrence; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 17,786 votes, against 11,308 votes for John 
H. Harrington, Democrat. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,418.) 
ESSEX COUNTY.-Cilies of Gloucester, Haverhill, Newburyport, and Salem, and towns of Ames-
bury, Beverly, Boxford, Bradford, Danvers, Essex, Georgetown, Groveland, Hamilton, Ipswich 
Manchester, Marblehead, Meri-imac, Middleton, Newbury, Rockport, Rowley, Salisbury, 
Swampscott, 'l'opsfield, ·wenham, and West Newbury. 
WILLIAM H. MOODY, of J:Ia_verhill, was born in Newbury, Mass., December 23, 
1853; he wa~ gr~du~ted at ~h1lhps Academy, An~over, Mass., in 1872, and from 
Harvarcl ~111yers1ty 111 1876; 1s a lawyer by profession; was district attorney for the 
~astern d1stnct of Massach~setts from 1890 to 1~95; he was elected to the Fifty-
fo11rth Congress as a ~epubhcan, at a special elect10n, to fill the vacancy caused by 
the <lea_th of Ge1_1. _vV1lham Cogswell, a,:id reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
J<.epuhhcan, rece1v111g r9,947 _votesi ag-amst 7,460 votes for Eben Moody Boynton




EssEx COUNTY.-City of Lynn and towns of Nahant and Saugus. 
[MASSACHUS 
MIDDLESEX CouNTY._::_Cities of Everett and Malden and towns of Melrose, Stoneham, and Wake-
field. 
SUFFOLK COUNTY.-Fourth and Fifth wards of the city o! Boston, the city of Chelsea, and town of 
Reve1·e. 
·wILLIAM E. BARRETT, of Melrose, was born there December 29, 1858; was 
educated at the_ public schools; graduated at Dartmouth College 111 1880; began at 
once as assistant editor of the St. Albans Daily Messenger; joine<l the staff of the 
Boston Daily Adver'ciser in 1882; was ·washington correspondent of the Boston Adver-
tiser, 1882-18S6; was recalled to Boston to become editor in chief and in 1888 became 
chief proprietor and manager of the Boston Daily Advertiser and the Boston Evening 
Record; was elected to the Massachusetts legislature in 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 
and 1892; was speaker of that body every year but the first, being elected by the votes 
of both parties; was a candidate for Congress in April, 1893, at a special election to 
fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Hon. H. C. Lodge, but was defeated by 
William Everett, Democrat; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-




MIDDLESEX COUNTY.-Cities of Cambridge, Medford, and Somerville, and towns of Arlington and 
Winchester. 
SUFFOLK ·couNTY.-Tenth and El~venth wards of the city of Boston. 
SAMUEL v\iALKER McCALL, of Winchester, was born in East Providence, Pa., 
February 28, 1851; graduated at New Hampton ( . H. ) Academy in 1870, and at 
Dartmouth College in 1874; was admitted to the bar, and since 1876 has practiced 
law in Boston, except one year when he was the editor of the Boston Daily Advertiser; 
was elected a member of the Massachusetts house of representatives of 1888, 1889, 
and 1892; was a delegate to the national Republican convention of 1888; was elected 
to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 22,054 votes, against 7,590 votes for Frederick 
H. Jackson, Democrat, and 13 votes scattering. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 177,517.) 
SUFFOLK COUNTY.-First, Second, Third, Sixth, Seventh, Highth, Ninth, and Thirteenth wards of 
the city of Boston, and the town of ·winthrop. 
JOHN FRA CIS FITZGERALD, of Boston, was born in Boston Febrnary II, 1865· 
he received his education in the Eliot Grammar and the Boston Latin schools and Bos-
ton College, after ·which he pursued a short course of study at Harvard College; i 
engaged in real estate and insurance; was a member of the Boston common council 
of 1892; was elected a member of the Massachusetts State senate in 1893 and 1894· 
was vice-president of the Democratic city committee of Boston in 1892 and 1893: i a 
member at large of the Democratic State committee of Massachusetts and a member 
of _its xecutive committe_e; was elect cl to the Fifty-fourth Congress as a Democrat 
?"'~ng the ?nly Democrat,~ Congre sman in that Congress from :New Engl~n<l, a he 
1s 111 the Fifty-fifth, to which he was reelected, recei\·ing 13,979 vote , agam t i, 19 
votes for "\\'alter L. Sears, R publican, 3,238 votes for John A. Ryan, Independent 
'ilver candidate, and 503 vot s for Ilam111o'nd T. Fl tcher, Independent Republican. 
TE~ ·Tn DISTRICT. 
(Population, 174,ooS.) 
bl Fl'OLK Cot::-;Tv.- Twelfth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, • •in 
teen th, Twentieth, and Twenty-fourth wanls of the city of Bo -ton. 
• ·010 OLK 01. ·TY City of Quincy and town of :\Iillon. 
· .\:\H.EL 11·. ·g B. RR("\\. , of Boston, was h rn in ~ ·ew York itv :\Ia· 26. 
1~ 1-; aft_·r a J?ri111ary . ·l1001 •clu ·ation h, nterecl, at 9 years, the mplo~: of R: H 
o., • ' \\ \ ork, as e_rrancl hoy ancl t ·legraph operator; with the exception of n 
Y. ·1r . P ·nt at tlw puhltc s hool., h ·.r ·11iainerl nin • years with this firm; tmhed 
11 1 ,Jtt h I; lcarnecl ·lwrtharnl· enlisted in the ·a~·; at 19, hut, ·as not mu t 
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in on account of ill h ealth; practiced as a stenographer; was reporter for the New 
York Sun and New York World; in 1867 became phonographic secretary to William 
H. Seward, then Secretary of State; remained in Department of State until 1871, 
and served part of the time in the Consular Bu.reau and Bureau of Rolls; accom-
panied Chaplain Newman, of the Senate, to Utah in 1870, and reported the debate 
with the Mormons; entered the Harvard Divinity School in the fall of 1871 and was 
graduated with the degree of B. A.; while at Harvard was Boston correspondent of 
the New York Tribune; accompanied as correspondent of the same paper the Yellow-
stone expedition :in 1873, under the command of General Stanley, and the Black Hills 
expedition in 1874, commanded by General Custer; took part in 1873 in the battles 
of Tongue River and the Big Horn; spent a year at Leipsic University and studied 
political economy under Roscher; was settled as pastor of the First Parish, Dor-
chester (Boston), Mass., in 1876; resigned in 1881 to become editor of the Christian 
Register, which position he held for sixteen years; spent the year 1892-93 in Europe 
studying archa:ology in Greece and visiting European prisons; was secretary of the 
United States delegation to the International Prison Congress at Paris in 1895, and 
prepared the report transmitted by the Secretary of State to Congress; was appointed 
by President Cleveland in 1896 to represent the United States on the International 
Prison Commission; has been for fourteen years chaplain of the Fifth Regiment 
Massachusetts Militia; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 17,747 votes, against 14,259 votes for Boardman Hall, Democrat, 2,612 votes 
for \V. L. Chase, Independent Republican, and 5 votes scattering. 
ELEVENTH DIS1'RICT. 
(Population, 173,185.) 
SUFFOLK COUNTY.-Twenty-first, 1'wenty-second, Twenty-lhird, and 'l'wenty-fifth wards of the 
city of Boston. 
MIDDLESEX COUNTY.-City of Newton and towns of Belmont, Holliston, Sherborn, and Watertown. 
NORFOLK Cou.NTY.-Towns of Bellingham, Brookline, Dedham, Dover, Foxboro, Franklin, Hyde 
Park, Medfield. Med'::"ay, Millis, Needham, Norfolk, Norwood, Sharon, Walpole, and Wren-
tham. 
BRISTOL COUNTY.-'fown of North Attleboro. 
vVORCESTER COUNTY.-Towns of Hopedale and Milford. 
CHARLES FRANKLIN SPRAGUE, of Brookline, Mass., was born in Boston, 
Mass., June IO, 1857; was fitted for college in the Boston schools and graduated from 
Harvard University in 1879; subsequently studied law at the Harv1J.rd Law School 
and Boston University, and is a member of the Suffolk bar; in 1889 and 1890 was a 
member of the common council of the city of Boston; in 1891 and 1892 was in the 
Massachusetts house of representatives; in 1893 and 1894 was a member of, and 
latterly chairman of, the board of park commissioners of the city of Boston; in 
1895 and 1896 was a member of the Massachusetts senate, serving as chairman of the 
committee on metropolitan affairs; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 22,933 votes, against IO, II4 for William H. Baker, Free Silver 
Democrat. 
TWELJ:<--v:r'H DISTRICT. 
(Populatio11 , r73,068.) 
BRISTOL COUNTY.-City of Taunl9n a nd towns of Attleboro, Berkley, Dighton, Easton, Mansfield, 
Norlon,· Raynham, Rehoboth, and Seekonk. · 
NORFOLK CouwrY.-Towns of· Avon, Braintree, Canton, Cohasset, Iolbrook, Randolph, Stough-
ton, and Weymouth. 
PLYMOUT H COUNTY.-City of Drockton and towns of Abi n gton , Jridgewater, Carver, Duxbury, 
East Bridgewater, Halifax, Hanover, Hanson, Hingham, Hu 1, Kingston, Lakeville, Marsh-
field, Midclleboro, Norwell, Pembroke, Plymouth, Plympton, ~ockland, Scituate, West Bridge-
wate r, and \Vhitman. 
WILLIAM C. LOV~RING; o[ Taunton, was born abo Llt_sixty years ago in Rhode 
Islan~; was ec~ucated 111 Cambndge, Mass., at_ the Cambndge high school and the 
~op½-ms Cl_ass1cal Scho?l; has been_ engaged 111 cotton man_ufacturing nearly all of 
his life, berng the president and chief manager of the Whittenton Manufacturino-
~o~pany, in Taunton; is also interested in many other manufactories, in which h~ 
is chrector a_ncl manager; ser"\'ed fo: a s~ort period in the·war as engineer at Fort 
Monroe; retired from the ~erv1ce an 111v~hd; was State senator for two years, 1874-75; 
was a delegate. to the national Republican convention that nominated Garfield in 
J~So ;_ wa,s no111111ated by acclamation in the Congressional convention of the Twelfth 
chstnct Se_ptcmber 22, 1896, and e~ected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receivin 21, ro7 
votes, aga111st 6,354 votes for Elbnclge Gerry Brown, Democrat, 
50 Congressional Directory. 
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 171,535.) 
[MASSA CH US 
BARNSTABLE COUNTY.-'.fowns of Barnstable, Bourne, Brewster, Chatham, Dennis, Eastham, Fa 
mouth, Harwich, Mashpee, Orleans, Provincetown, Sandwich, Truro, Wellfleet, and Yarmouth 
BRISTOL COUNTY.-Cities of Fall River a nd New Bedford and towns of Acushnet, Dartmouth, Fafr 
haven, Freetown, Somerset, Swansea, and Westport. 
DUKES CouNTY.-Towns of Chilmark, Cottage City, Edgartown, Gay Head, Gosnold, and Tisbury. 
NANTUCKET COUN'I'Y.-Town of Nantucket. 
PLYMOUTH CouNTY.-Towns of Marion, Mattapoisett, Rochester, and Wareham. 
WILLIAM STEDMAN GREENE, of Fall River, was born in Tremont, Tazewell 
County, Ill., April 28, 1841; removed to Fall River wi.th his parents in 1844; was 
educated in the public schools of that city, and was a clerk in the insurance business 
from 1858 to 1865; commenced business as auctioneer, real estate and insurance agent 
in 1866; was elected member of common council in 1876, 1877, 1878, and 1879, and was 
president of the body the latter three years; elected mayor in r88o; also alternate 
delegate to Republican national convention which nominated President Garfield; was 
reelected mayor in 1881, but resigned the same year, being appointed postmaster by 
President Garfield; in 1886 was again elected mayor; was a candidate in 1887 and r888, 
but was defeated; in July, 1888, was appointed by Governor Ames general superintendent 
of prisons for the State, and served until 1893, when he was removed by the Democratic 
governor for political reasons; was again candidate for mayor in 1894 and defeated; 
elected mayor in 1895 by 734 majority, in 1896 by 1,514 majority, and in r897by 3,121 
majority, and declined a reelection in 1898; was appointed postmaster by President 
McKinley, and entered upon his duties Avril 1, 1898; resigned this position and was 
elected as a Republican to Congress May 31, 1898, to fill the unexpired term of the 
late John Simpkins for the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 4,858 votes, to 6o1 for 
Charles T. Luce, Democrat, 1,400 for Charles S. Randall, Independent Republican, 
844 for Walter J. Skahan, Socialist-Labor, and took the oath of office June 15, 189B. 
MICHIGAN. 
SENATORS. 
JAMES McMILLAN, of Detroit, was born in Hamilton, Ontario, May 12, 1838; 
removed to Detroit in 1855, where he entered upon a business life; in 1863 he becan_1e 
interested in the manufacture of railroad cars, and, with others, was success~ul 111 
building UJ? several large manufacturing establishmer;its in Detroit; he is also inter-
ested in railroads and steamboats; when elected to the Senate he was president of 
the Michigan Car Company, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railroad Com-
pany, and the Detroit ~nd Cleveland Steam Navigation Company; in 1876 he w~s a 
member of the Repubh~an State central committee, and on the death of Zachan~h 
Chandler was made chairman; in 1886, 1890, 1892, and 1894 he was reelected chair-
man; for three years h e was president of the Detroit board of park commissioners an~l 
for f<;>ur years ,yas a member of the Detroit board of estimates; was a Republican Presi-
dential elector in 1884; received the unanimous nomination of the Republican mem-
bers of the legislature and was elected to the Uniterl States Senate to succeed Thomas 
"\\'ither~ll P~lmer, ~nd took hi . eat March 4, 1889; was reelected in 1895. His term 
of service will expire March 3, r90r. 
J LI S C. n RR \VS, of Kalamazoo, was born at Northeast, Erie County, Pa., 
January 9, 1837; receiYed a common-school and academic education; by profe sion a 
lawyer; was an officer in the nion Army, 1862-1864; prosecuting attorney of Kala-
mazo County, 1865-1867; appoint d supervi or of internal revenue for the tatc. 
· 1 a nd "\Visconsin in 1867, but declined the office; elected a Repre entative 
· •orty-sixth, and Forty-seventh Co11gr s s; appointed olicitorof 
· Department by Pre ident Arthur in 188.+, but declined the 
·chigan t the national Republican con-
. orty-ninth, Fiftieth and Fifty-fir t Con-
of th H u c of Repr ntative during 
th Fifty-. ecoml and Fifty-third Con-
1 ongre. as a Republican by v r r•, 
anuary 23, 1895, t a . um the ffice of 
1 1 ich h had b n el , ted by the legi--la• 
11 of Fran is B. 'to khriclg ', cl ca· d, and took 
amc day, Hi t<.:r111 of sc·rvicc will expire :\larch 3, I 99 




COUNTY.-Part of Wayne. 
JOHN B. CORLISS, of Detroit, was born at Richford, Vt.; was educated at the 
Vermont Methodist University; studied law at the Columbian Law School, Wash-
ington, D. C., and gradua!ed from that ins!itution in 1~75; in Septell1:ber of the s~me 
year he settled in Detroit and engaged m the practice of law, which he has smce 
continued; was elected city attorney of Detroit in 1881 and reelected in 1883; during 
his four years' incumbency of the office of city attorney he prepared the first complete 
charter of Detroit, which was passed by the legislature in 1884 and is still the funda-
mental law of the municipality; has always been active i!! Republican politics; was 
elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 23,638 votes, against 18,889 votes for Edwin Henderson, Democrat. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, r9r ,84r.) 
COUNTIES.-J ackson, Lenawee, Monroe, "\Vashte n aw, and part of Wayne. 
GEORGE SPALDING, of Monroe, was born in Scotland in 1837; emigrated with 
his parents to the United States in 1843; settled in Buffalo, N. Y., where he attended 
the public schools; accompanied his parents to Monroe, Mich., in 1853, where his 
father purchased a farm on the north bank of Raisin River, 2 miles west of Monroe; 
taught school in the winter of 1860-61; was mustered into the United States service 
June 20, 1861, as a private in Company A, Fourth Regiment Michigan Volunteer 
Infantry; promoted to first sergeant; first lieutenant, August 5, 1861; captain, Janu-
ary 13, 1862; wounded in action at the siege of Yorktown, Va., April, 1862; wounded 
at Malvern Hill July 3, 1862; transferred and promoted to lieutenant-colonel of the 
Eighteenth Michiga1:i. Volunteer Infantry July 18, 1862; assigned to command of said 
regiment and by orders of the War Department reported to Major-General Wright 
at Cincinnati; was engaged in driving Gen. Kirby Smith and General Morgan out 
of Kentucky; was ordered to join General Rosecrans, in command of the Army of 
the Cumberland, in the spring of 1863; appointed provost-marshal of Nashville, 
Tenn., and given plenary power as provost-marshal hy order of the War Department; 
resigned to accept promotion as colonel of the Twelfth Regiment Tennessee Volun-
teer Cavalry, and was assigned to command of brigade known as "Johnson's Guard;" 
was engaged in protecting railroad from Nashville to Johnsonville; assigned to com-
mand of Fourth Division of Cavalry, Army of the Cumberland, headquarters·Pnlaski, 
Tenn.; engaged with General Hood in his advance toward Nashville; was promoted 
at the battle of Nashville, Tenn., "for valuable services at the battle of Nashville," 
to brevet brigadier-general, and assigned with full rank and pay by special order of 
the Preside1it of the United' States; severely wounded in said battle; mustered out 
of service October 24, 1865; was postmaster of Monroe, Mich., from 1866 to 1870; spe-
cial agent of the Treasury Department from 1871 to 1875; elected mayor of Monroe, 
Mich., 1876; pres~dent of the board of education; admitted to the bar by examina-
tion, 1878; elected director of the First National Bank bf Monroe, Mich., 1876; 
appointed its cashier, 1877; continued as director and cashier until 1892, when he 
was elected president; appointed member of the board of control, State Industrial 
Home for Girls, 1885, for six years, and reappointed in 1892; was elected to the 
Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 26,557 
votes, against 25,061 votes for T. E. Bankworth, Fusionist, 155 votes for J. 0. Zabell, 
Populist, 517 votes for 0. H. Perry, Prohibitionist, and 230 votes for W. Rawson, 
Independent. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, r72,3r9. ) 
COUN1'IES.-Branch, Calhoun, Eaton, Hillsdale, and Kalamazoo (S counties). 
ALBERT M. TODD, of Kalamazoo, was born at the family farm home near Not-
tawa, St. Joseph County, ~ic?., June 3·, 185?; his early life was spent on the farm, 
where he attended_ the. distnct school until about 15 years of age, after which he 
attended the Sturgis High School, from which he graduated; studied some time at 
the_N?rt~we~tern University, and af\erwards visited the countries of Europe to study 
their 111 titutions and people; meantime, he had established the business of growing 
and distilling essential-oil plants, which he still continues in connection with other 
business as a manu!acturing chemist; having made several discoveries in chemistry 
and the natural sciences, he has been elected a member of a number of scientific 
associations, among them the American Association for the Advancem·ent of Science 
the American Chemical Society, the Society of Chemical Industry (International): 
55-3o-2o ED-5 
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the American Pharmaceutical Association; he has for many years taken an active 
interest in public questions and is a member of the American Academy of Political 
and Social Science, the Michigan Political Science Association, and is vice-president 
for Michigan of the National Direct Legislation League; he was nominated by the 
Prohibition party for governor of Michigan in 1894, and was elected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress by a union of the Democratic, Union Silver, People's, and National 
parties, receiving 24,466 votes, against 24,040 votes for Alfred Milnes, Republican, 




CoUNTIES.-Allegan, Barry, Berrien, Cass, St. Joseph, and Van Buren (6counties). 
EDWARD LA RUE HAMILTON, of Niles, was born in Niles township, Berrien 
County, Mich., December 9, 1857; was admitted to the bar in 1884; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 26,518 votes, against 22,994 votes for 
Roman I. Jarvis, Free Silver Democrat. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 178,oSr.) 
COUNTIES.-'lonia , Kent, and Ottawa (3 counties). 
WILLIAM ALDEN SMITH, of Grand Rapids, was born at Dowagiac, Mich., May 
12, 1859; received a common-school education; removed with his parents to Grand 
Rapids, Mich., in 1872; was appointed page in the Michigan house of representatives 
by the speaker, John T. Rich, in 1879; was assistant secretary of the Michigan State 
senate in 1882; studied ·law and was admitted to the bar in 1883; was a member of 
the Republican State central committee in 1888, 1890, and 1892; was the Republican 
candidate for Congress in the Fifth Congressional district in 1894 and elected, and 
was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 26,819 votes, 
against 22,155 votes for George P. Hummer, Fusionist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 190,539. ) 
C0UNTIES.-Gen esee, Ingham, Livingston, Oal.,Jand; tow nships of Lavonia, Redford, Greenfield, 
Nankin, Dearborn, and Springwells, of t,1e county of Wayne, and the Twelfth, Fourteenth, 
a nd Six t eenth wa rds of the city of Detroit. 
SAMUE L W . SMITH, of Pontiac, was born in the township of Independen<:e, 
Oakland County , Mich., August 23, 1852; was educated at Clarkston and Detroit, 
a nd, after admission to the bar of Oakland County , graduated in the law department 
of th e University of Michigan; commenced to care for himself at the early ag-e of 12 
years, and engaged in teaching school at 16 years of age, and for the last e1ght~en 
years h as practiced law where he now resides; in 1880 was elected prosecuting 
attorney of Oakland County , and reelected in 1882; in 1884 he was elected to the 
State s '.!n at e ; was elected to the Fifty -fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 26,889 
votes, against 23,473 votes for Quincey A. Smith, Demo-Populist. 
SE VENTH DISTRICT. 
(Populat ion, 181,435. ) 
C0UNTIES.-Huron, Lapeer , :Macom b, San ilac, and St. Cla i r, a n d G rosse r>oint a nd Hamtramck 
townshi ps of ·wayne Cou nty. 
H RACE G. S OVER , of Port Austin, Huron County, was born at Romeo, 
l\Iacomb County, Mich., September 21, 1847; received his early education in the 
public chool of Romeo and in the Dickenson Institute, located there; graduatt;d 
in the literary department of the niversity of Michigan, in the classical course, lil 
1869, and in the law department in 187 r; was admitted to the bar in 1871 and has 
been engaged in the practice of h is profession ever since, except for two years, rl_ur-
ing which he wa principal· of the public chools of Port Au tin , :i\Iich. , to wl11ch 
place he remove<l in the fall of 1874; was probate judge of Huron Countv from 
January r, J , ST, to January I, I 85; was elected to the F ifty-fourth and reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth ng-re: a. a Republican, recefring 22, 761 votes, against 18,267 vot 
for 'Brien J. Atkin n, Fu ionist. 
EI HTII DL' TRICT. 
(Po pulation, 172, 242. ) 
Co ·. ·T11-:.·.-Clinto n , ::ig ina w , hia wa.·sc , and Tu ·cola (-1 countie. ) . 
I· •, R I.~ .. \_ · BR • ' KER, f aginaw, was born Jan nary , 185 , at Bridgeport 
inaw ount ·, :\Iicb.; received a common-school education and graduated from 
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the law department of the University of Michigan in the class of 1881; is a lawyer by 
profession; served as alderman of the city of_ East Saginaw two years, 1882 to 1884; 
held the office of iudge of probate for Sagmaw County two terms, from 1888 to 
1896, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Silver Democrat, receiving 
20,992 votes, against 20,158 votes for William S. Linton. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 148,626.) 
CouNTIES.-Benzie, Lake, Leelana"·, Manistee, Manitou, Mason, Muskegon, Newaygo, Oceana, and 
Wexford (ro counties). 
ROSWELL P. BISHOP, of Ludington, was born at Sidney, Delaware County; 
N. Y., January 6, 1843; worked on a farm until August 3, 1861 , when he ~nlisted as 
a private in Company C, Forty-third New York Volunteer Infantry; A1;ml 28, 1862, 
he was wounded at Lees Mills, Va., necessitating the amputation of his right arm; 
was discharged in the field near Fredericksburg, Va., December, 1862; subsequently 
attended school at Unadilla Academy, Cooperstown Seminary, and WaltonAcaftemy, 
New York; taught school several years, and entered Michigan University in Sep-
tember, 1868, where he remained until December, 1872; was admitted to the bar in 
May, 1875, at Ann Arbor; commenced practicing law at Ludington, Mich., soon after, 
where h e has since resided; was elected prosecuting attorney of Mason Col.lnty, 1876, 
1878, and 1884; was elected to the Michigan legislature, 1882 and 1892; was elected_ 
to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiv-
ing 20,418 votes, against 14,243 votes for A. F. Tibbetts, Fusionist, and 389 votes for 
. J. G. Rogers, Prohibitionist. · 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Popula tion, r54,8rr.) 
COUNTIES.-Alcona, Alpena, Arenac, Bay, Cheboygan, Crawford, Emmet, Gladwin, Iosco, Midland, 
Montmorency, Ogemaw, Oscoda, Otsego, and Presque Ile (15 counties). 
ROUSSEAU 0. CRUMP, of West Bay City, was born in Pittsford, Monroe County, 
N. Y., May 20, 1843, and received his education in the Pittsford and Rochester 
schools; his parents were of English birth and came to the United States in 1842, 
settling in Pittsford, N. Y.; he has always follow:ed the lumber business; established 
his first home in Plainwell, Mich.; in June, 1881, while making a tour of the lakes 
and northern Michigan, stopped in Bay City; impressed with the business push and 
energy of the two Bay Cities, he decided to locate there, and built his first mill 
in September, 1881; in the fall of 1883 he purchased his partner's interest in the 
business, and in February, 1884, the corporation of the Crump Manufacturing Com-
pany was formed by him; is an active Mason, having been one of the first trustees 
of the Masonic Temple Association; is a member of the Wenona Lodge, Blanchard 
Chapter, Bay City Commandery, the Michigan Sovereign Consistory of Detroit, and 
Moslem Temple; also a member of the Ancient Order of United Workmen, Royal 
Arcanum, and Knights of Pythias; in politics he is a Republican of the stalwart 
type; cast his first vote for Lincoln; has served \Vest Bay City as alderman for four 
years, and in the spring of 1892 was nominated and elected mayor of West Bay City 
and was reelected in 1894; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 19,535 votes, against 17,536 votes for 
C. S. Hampton, Fusionist. 
ELEVENTH DISTRICT.-
(Popu latiou, 167,669.) 
CouNTIES.-Antrim, Charlevoix, Clare, Grand Traverse, Gratiot, Isabella, Kalkaska, Mecosta, 
Missaukee, Montcalm, Osceola, and Roscommon (12 counties). 
WILLIAM SMITH MESICK, of Mg.11celona, Antrim County, Mich., was born 
August 26, 1856, at Newark, ·wayne County, N. Y.; was educated in the common 
schools,Kalamazoo (Mich. ) BusinessCollege,and the University of Michigan· admitted 
to t~1e bar in 1881; has ~een in active ~ractice of the law since ; held the offic~ of prose-
cutmg attorney of Antrim County, Mich., for one term; was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 23,469 votes, against 18,763 votes for Jonathan 
G. Ramsdell, Democratic-Silver nominee, and 315 votes for Barney, Prohibitionist. 
TWELFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, rSo,658.) 
COUNTIES.-Alger, Baraga, Chippewa, Delta, Dickinson, Gogebic, Houghton, Iron, Isle Royal, Ke-
weenaw, Luce, Mackinac, Marquette, Menominee, Ontonagon, and Schoolcraft (r6 counties). 
CARLOS DOUGLAS SHELDEN, of Hought~n, Houghton County was born in 
Walworth, Walworth County, Wis., June IO, 1840; seven years lat~r he moved 
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with his parents to Houghton County, Lake Superior district, Michigan, where his 
father ,vas the pioneer general merchant of the '' copper country; '' was educated in 
the Union School, Ypsilanti, Mich., and returned to his home in the fall of 1861; 
served through the war of the rebellion as captain in the Twenty-third Michigan 
Infantry; at the close of the war he returned to Houghton and entered mercantile 
life with his father; always took an active interest in the political affairs of his State 
and nation, and served his fellow-townsmen in various offices of trust and honor; 
for this service was selected to represent his district in the lower branch of the Mich-
igan legislature in 1892, anil was promoted to the State senate in 1894, where he 
was assigned to the most impor:tant committees; for his services in this capacity he 
was nominated for the Fifty-fifth Cong;-ess and was elected as a Republican by a 
majority of 17,133 over Henry A. Seymour, Democrat-Populist, the largest majority 
ever given a Congressional candidate in Michigan. 
MINNESOTA. 
SENATORS. 
CUSHMAN KELLOGG DAVIS, of St. Paul, was born in Henderson, Jefferson 
. County, N. Y., June 16, 1838; received a common-school and collegiate educat~on, 
graduating from the University of Michigan in June, 1857; is a lawyer by profession; 
was first lieutenant in the Twenty-eighth Wisconsin Infantry, 1862-1864; was a mem-
ber of the Minnesota legislature in 1867; was United States district attorney. for 
Minnesota, 1868-1873; was governor of Minnesota, 1874-75; was elected to the United 
States Senate as a Republican, to succeed S. J. R. McMillan, Republican, and t~ok 
his seat March 4, 1887; was reelected in 1893; was a member of the commission which 
met at Paris September, 1898, to arrange terms of peace between the United States 
and Spain. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
KNUTE NELSON, of Alexandria, was born in Norway February 2, 1843; came 
to the United States in July, 1849, and resided in Chicago, Ill., until the fall of _1850, 
when h e removed to the State of Wisconsin, and from there he removed to Mm11;e-
sota in July, 1871; was a privat e and noncommissioned officer in the Fourth Wis-
consin R egiment during the war of the rebellion, and was wounded and ta~en 
prisoner at Port Hudson, La., June 14, 1863; was admitted to the bar in the spnng 
of 1867; was a member of the assembly in the Wisconsin legislature in 1868 and 1869; 
was county l:tttorney of Douglas County, Minn. , in 1872, 1873, and 1874; was State 
senator in 1875, 1876, 1877, a nd 1878; was Presidential elector in 1880; was a member 
of the board of regents of the State University from February 1, 1882, to January r, 
1893; was a m ember of the Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth , and Fiftieth Congresses for the 
Fifth district of Minnesota; was elected governor of Minnesota in the fall_ of 1892 
and reelected in the fall of 1894; was elected United States Senator for M11:1neso_ta 
January 23, 1895, for the term commencing March 4, 1895. His term of service will 




C0UNTIES.-Dodge, Fillmore, Freeborn: Houston , Mower, Olmsted, Steele, \Vabasha, \Vaseca, and 
Winona (10 counties). 
JAMES . TA W EY, of 'Winona, was born in Mount Pleasant Township, near 
Gettysburg, Adam County, Pa. , January 3, 1855; his father was a farmer and a black-
mith; at the ag of 15 he ommenced work in his father's blacksmith hop a an 
a ppr ntic ; after completing that tra le he learned the trade of machini t; left 
Pennsyh-ania in July, 1877, and arriv d at , vinona August 1 following, where he 
obtained employment a. machinist, and worked at that trade till January I, I, I 
wh 11 h commenced the :tudy f law in the office of Bentl y & ance of ,\.inona · 
hacl stuclie<l law during th mornings an 1 evening for about two year before enter-
ing a law ffice; wa. admitt cl to th har July ro, 1882; after being admitted to ~he 
bar h attend cl th law. h ol of th ,\.i con in niv r. ity, at 1adi on, it betn!!' 
th· only . hool of any kind h had attended inc he was 14 year of a e; ":·a 
l • tccl t the, tate . nat of l\Ii1111 s ta in 1 90, an<l wa 1 cted to the Fifty-th1r 
a_n<l Fifty-fourth Congr ·:s ." and re •I cted t the Fifty-fifth ngr a a Repub-
ltcan, receiving 27,920 ,·ote ·, again ·t 17,218 vote for P . Fitzpatrick, Fusioni t. 
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(Population, 1881480.) 
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COUNTlES.-Blue Earth, Brown, Chippewa, Cottonwood, F'atibault, Jackson, Lac qui Parle, Lin-
coln, Lyon, Martin, Murray, Nicollet, Nobles, Pipestone, Redwood, Rock, Watonwan, and 
Yellow Medicine (18 counties). 
JAMES THOMPSON McCLEARY, of Mankato, was born at Ingersoll, Ontario, 
February 5, 1853; was educated at the high school there and at McGill University, 
Montreal; taught for some years in ·wisconsin, being for two years superintend-
ent of Pierce County schools; resigned in 1881 to become State institute conductor 
of Minnesota and professor of history and political science in the State Normal 
School at Mankato, continuing in this position until June, 1892; during summer vaca-
tions conducted institutes in Wisconsin, the Dakotas, Virginia, Tennessee, and Colo-
rado; in 1888 published Studies in Civics, and in 1894 a Manual of Civics, which are 
used in the best schools of the country; in 1891 was chosen president of the Minnesota 
Educational Association; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses 
and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receivi.ng 29,481 votes, 
against 21,132 votes for Frank A. Day, Democrat and Populist, and r,035 votes for 
Richard Price, Prohibitionist. . 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(_Population, 187,215.) 
CouNTIES.-Carver, Dakota, Goodhue, Lesueur, McLeod, Meeker, Renville, Rice, Scott, and Sibley 
(ro counties). 
JOEL PRESCOTT HEATWOLE, of Northfield, was born in Wate~ford, Ind., 
August 22, 1856; printer by trade; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 24,483 votes, against 18,532 votes 
for H. J. Peck, Fusionist, and Sor votes for C. T. Laugeson, Prohibitionist. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 185,333.) 
COUNTIES.-Chisago, Isanti, Kanabec, Ramsey, and Washington (5 counties). 
FREDERICK CLEMENT STEVENS, of St. Paul, was born in Boston, Mass., 
January r, r86r; educated in common schools of Rockland, Me.; graduated from 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me., in r88r; from law school of the Stat~ University 
of Iowa in 1884; was admitted to the bar in 1884, and commenced practice in St. 
Paul; was elected to the State legislature of Minnesota in session of 1888-89 and 
1890-91; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as ' a Republican, receiving 24,686 
votes, against 14,444 votes for Francis H. Clarke, fusion candidate of Democratic, 




LOREN FLETCHER, of Minneapolis, was born at Mount Vernon, Kennebec 
County, Me., April ro, 1833; was educated in public schools and Maine Wesleyan 
Seminary, Kents Hill, Me.; in 1853 removed to Bangor, where he was employed as 
clerk by a mercantile and lumber company; in 185(? removed to Minneapolis, Minn. 
where l~e has since resided, engaged in manufacturing and mercantile pursuits'. 
largely 111 the manufacture of lumber and flour; was elected to the State legislature in 
1872 :ind reelected seven times; the last three terms served as speaker, having been 
unanimously elected the last term; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 24,508 votes, against 
21,521 votes for Sidney-~-. O'Yens, Populist and Democrat (fusion), 7:1-2 votes for 
J. Arthur Sanburn, Proh1b1t10mst, and 509 votes for Herbert P. Shaw, Socialist Labor. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 184,848.) 
COUNTIES.-Aitkin, Anoka, Beltrami, Benton, Carlton, Cass, Cook, Crow Wing, Hubbard, Itasca, 
Lake, Millelacs, Mortison, Pine, St. Louis, Sherburne, Stearns, Todd, Wadena, and w1;gbt 
(20 counties ). 
PAG:E MORRIS, of Dulu~h! was born June 30, 1853, at Lynchburg, Va.; educated 
~t a pnvate school and at W1~ha1;1 a1~d ~ary College and the Virginia Military Insti-
LUte; graduated at the latter mstitut10n 111 1872, and was at once appointed assistant 
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professor of mathematics; in 1873 was appointed professor of mathematics in . the 
Texas Military Institute, and removed to Austin, Tex.;· in 1876 was elected professor 
of applied mathematics in the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, located 
near Bryan, in that State, where he remained for three years; studied law while 
teaching in college, and was admitted to the bar at Lynchburg, Va., whither he had 
returned, in 1880; in 1884 was nominated by the Republicans and ran for Congress in 
the Sixth district of Virginia against John W. Daniel, Democrat, and was defeated; 
in 1886 removed from Lynchburg to Duluth, where he has resided since; in Feb-
ruary, 1889, was elected municipal judge of the city of Duluth; in March, 1894, was 
elected by the city council of Duluth city attorney; in August, 1895, was appointed 
by the governor district judge of the Eleventh judicial district of Minnesota; in July, 
1896, was unanimously nominated by the Republican Congressional convention for 
Congress, accepted the nomination, and immediately sent to the governor his resig-
nation of the office of judge, to take effect September 1, so that he might make the 
campaign; on November 3, 1896, was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub-




COUNTIES.-Becker, Bigstone, Clay, Douglas, Grant, Kandiyohi, Kittson, Marshall, Norman, Otter-
tail, Polk, Pope, Red Lake, Roseau, Stevens, Swift, 'l'raverse, and Wilkin , 18 counties). 
FRANK M. EDDY, of Glenwood, was born in Pleasant Grove, Minn., April 1, 
1856, and is the first Representative of Minnesota, who is a native of that State; in 
1860 he removed to Iowa with his parents, and in 1863 he returned to Minnesota, 
residing at Elmira, Olmsted County, until 1867, when he removed to Pope County; 
in 1874 he returned to Olmsted County, where he attended school until 1878, work-
ing in a brickyard during vacations to procure funds to pay his expenses; he after-
wards taught one term of district school in Fillmore County, one term at Vicksburg, 
Renville County, and in the winter of 1879-80 returned to Pope County, where he 
taught school for three years; in 1883 he entered the employment of the Northern 
Pacific Railroad Company as a '' cruiser,'' or land examiner; his political career 
commenced in 1884, when he was elected clerk of the district court of Pope County, 
and he has held this position, also that of court reporter of the Sixteenth judicial 
district, continuously ever since; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 27,264 votes, against 24,917 votes for 
E. E. Lemmen, Fusionist. 
MISSISSIPPI. 
SENATORS. 
HERNANDO DE SOTO MONEY, of Carrollton, was born August 26, 1839, in 
Holmes County, Miss.; was educated at the University of Mississippi, at ~xf~rd, 
Miss.; is a lawyer and planter; served in the Confederate army from the begt?mng 
of the war until September 26, 1864, when he was forced to retire from sery1ce ~y 
defective eyesight; was elected as a Democrat to the House of Represen_tahve~ 111 
the Forty-fourth, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, Fifty-third, 
and Fifty-fourth Congresses; in January, 1896, was elected to the Senate for the 
term beginning March 4, 1899; wa appointed to the Senate October 8, 1897, to fi!l 
the vacancy caused by the death of Hon. J. Z. George on August 14, 1897; unam-
mously elected by the legislature to fill out tlie unexpired term ending March 3, 
1899, and sworn in January 24, 1898. 
WILL V~T AMBERG S LLIVA , of Oxford, was born December 18, 1 57, 
near "-'inona, Mi s.; received hi education near Sardi , in Panola County, at a 
country chool at the niversity of Ii sis ippi, and at the Vanderbilt 'Gniver ity, 
_ Ta hville, Tenn.; graduated from the latter in titution in 1875; completed the two 
y ar ·' law c urse during hi university period; began the practice of law in th~ fall 
of 1875 at ustin, in Tunica unty, v.-here he continued to r side till March,_1 77, 
wh n he movecl t xford, ::\Ii . . , at which place he has continued in the practice ?f 
law . incc; has n '" r be n a cam1idate for any office; wa. a memb r of the Democratic 
national c m· ntion in 1 92, ancl was by the national Democratic convention of 18¢, 
at the r que:t of the tate of ::\Iis i. ippi, el cted a member for l\1i i ippi of th_e 
national D •mo ratic ·x uth· om mitt e, which p iti n h n w hold·; wa nom1-
11atecl for ongre · , though 11 t a ancliclate for th p ·ition, but a deadlock beh\·ee11 
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the four aspirants having continued for several ~ays, the nomination was tendered 
to and accepted by him; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a pemocrat, 
rec;:eiving 6,941 votes, again~t 692 votes for M. A. Montgo1;11ery, Republican, 1,472 
votes for F. E. Ray, Populist, and 779 votes for W. D. Miller, Ii:id~p~nd~nt; was 
appointed and sworn in as United States Senator from the State of Mississippi on May 




CouNTIES.-Alcorn, Itawamba, Lee, Lowndes, Monroe, Oktibbeha, Prentiss, and Tishomingo (8 
counties). · 
JOHN M. ALLEN, of Tupelo, was ~om in Tisl:omii;go County, M_iss., J:uly 8, 
1847; received a common-school education up to Ins enlistment as a pn':'ate m the 
Confederate army, in which he served through the war; after the cessation of hos-
tilities attended the law school at the Cumberland University, in Lebanon, Teun., 
and graduated in law in the year 1870 at the University of Mississippi; commenced 
the practice of his profession at Tupelo, Lee County, Miss. , in 1870; in 1875 was 
elected district attorney for the First judicial district of Mississippi; served a term 
of four years and retired from that office; was elected to the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, 
Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 7,321 votes, against 335 votes for W. H. 
McGill, Republican, and 742 votes for A. Vv. Kearney, Populist. · 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population , 170,512.) 
COUNTIES.-Benton, De Soto, Lafayette, Marshall, Panola, Tallahatchie, Tate, Tippah, and Union 
(9 counties). 
THOMAS SPIGHT, of Ripley, was born and raised on a farm ·in Tippah County, 
Miss., and has lived in that county all his life; attended the common and high 
schools of the county, and in 1859 entered college at Purdy, Tenn., and at the end 
of one year entered the LaGrange (Tenn.) Synodical College, but the death of his 
father, in March, 1861, and the breaking out of the war compelled him to return 
home; entered the Confederate army as a private, and became captain of his com-
pany before he was 21 years old, being the youngest officer of that rank in the famous 
"Walthall Brigade," commanded by the late distinguished Senator from Missis-
sippi; participated in nearly all the battles fought by the Army of Teni1essee, and 
was severely wounded on the 22d of July, 1864, at Atlanta, Ga. ; was in command of 
what was left of his regiment '(the Thirty-fourth Mississippi Infantry) in April, 1865, 
when he surrendered with the army under General Joseph E. Johnson at Greensboro, 
N. C.; returned home to find all the property of his father's estate swept away as a 
result of the war, and commenced teaching school and farming, and at the same 
ti1:11e studying law; was admitted to the par and has practiced his profession since at 
Ripley; is a member of the Baptist church; represented his county in the Mississippi 
legislature from 1874 to 1880, and in the latter year was district Presidential elector 
on the Hancock ticket; established the Southern Sentinel in 1879, which he continued 
t? ow~ a1~d edit until 1~84, when he w~s elect~d distr_i';t attorney of the Third judi-
cial district! comrosed of seven counties, wlnch position he held until 1892, when 
he voluntanly rehred; he was a candidate for the Democratic nomination for Con-
gress in 1894, but vyas defea~ed b:y Hon. J. C. Kyle, who was then serving his sec-
ond term; was aga111 a candidate 111 1896, but was defeated in convention by a com-
bination of the opposition on Hon. W. V. Sullivan, who was elected and afterwards 
appointed United States Senator to succeed Senator Walthall, deceased· was elected 
as a Democrat for the unexpired term in t1:e Fifty-fifth Congress, July 5, defeating 
Hon. Z. M. Stephens, also a Democrat, and Judge of the circuit court of the district 
by a plurality of 254 votes. · ' 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 184,297.) 
CouNTIES.-Bolivar, Coahoma, Issaquena, Leflore, Quitman, Sharkey, Sunflower, Tm,ica, Warren, 
and Washington (10 counties ). · 
'[HOMAS CLENDINEN CATCHI~GS,_of Vic~sb_urg-, ~~sborn in Hinds County, 
Miss., January II, 1847; entered the Umversity of M1ssiss1pp1111 September, 1859, and, 
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after passing through the freshman and part of the sophomore years, left to enter 
Oakland College, Mississippi, where he passed into the junior class in the spring of 
1861; entered the Confederate army early in 1861 and served throughout the war; 
commenced the study of law in 1865, after the termination of the war; was admitted 
to the bar in May, 1866, and has since practiced law at Vicksbtrrg; was elected to 
the State senate of Mississippi in 1875 for a term of four years, but resigned on being 
nominated in 1877 for attorney-general; was elected attorney-general of Mississippi 
in November, 1877, for a term of four years; was renominated by acclamation in 
August, 1881, and elected in the following November, resigning February 16, 1885; 
was elected to the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and 
Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving 3,069 votes, against 369 votes for C. J. Jones, Republican; 532 votes for J. 
R. Chalmers, Free Silver Republican, and 80 votes for Easterlin, Independent 
Republican. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 213,236.) 
COUNTIES.-Calhoun, Carroll, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Clay, Grenada, Kemper, Montgomery, Noxubee, 
Pontotoc, Webster, Winston, and Yalobusha (13 counties). 
ANDREW FULLER FOX, of West Point, Clay County, Miss., was born April 26, 
1849, in Pickens County, Ala.; studied law in the of-fice of Gen. E. C. Walthall, at 
Grenada, Miss., in 1876 and 1877; was admitted to the bar in 1877, and has since that 
time been constantly engaged in the actfre practice of law in Mississippi; was a dele-
gate to the Democratic national convention in 1888; was elected State senator in 1891, 
which position he resigned to accept the office of United States attorney for the northern 
district of Mississippi, to which hewasappointedJune 27, 1893; resigned the latter office 
September 1, 1896, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
8,143 votes, against 3,086 votes for R. K. Prewitt, People's Party, 347 votes for W. D. 
Frazee, Republican, and 161 votes for S. S. Matthews, Republican. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 224,618.) 
CouNTIES.-Attala, Clarke, Holmes, Jasper, Lauderdale, l.eake, Neshoba, Newton, Scott, Smith, 
Wayne, a nd Yazoo (r2 counties). 
JOHN SHARP WILLIAMS, of Yazoo, was born July 30, 1854, at Memphis, Tenn.; 
his mother having died, his father being killed at Shiloh, and Memphis being threat-
ened with capture by the Federal Army, his family removed to his mother's family 
homestead in Yazoo County, Miss.; received a fair education at private schools, the 
Kentucky Military Institute, near FranJ,dort, Ky., the University of the South, Sewa-
nee, Tenn., the University of Virginia, and the University of Heidelberg, in Baden, 
Germany; subsequently studied law under Professors Minor and Southall at the 
University of Virginia and in the office of Harris, McKisick & Turley in Memphis; 
in 1877 got license to practice in the courts of law and chancery of Shelby County, 
Tenn.; in December, 1878, removed to Yazoo City, Miss., where he engaged in the 
practice of his profession and the varied pursuits of a cotton planter; was a delegate 
to the Chicago convention which nominated Cleveland and Stevenson; was elected 
to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Democrat, receiving 10,475 votes, against 142 votes for Denson, Republican, 
212 votes for Everett, Republican, and 2,218 for Stinson, Populist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, r66,9r3.) 
CouNTIES.-Adams, Amile, Covington, ' r een e, Hancock, Harrison, Jackson, Jones, Lawrence, 
Marion, Pearl River, Perry, Pike, and ,vilkinson ( 14 counties). 
FR K LEXA.i. DER McLAI T' of Gloster, was born January 29, 1853, and 
reared on a farm in Amite County, iss.; attended the common schools of the country 
and raduated in the A. B. cour rsity of Mi si sippi in June, 1874; com-
menced the practic of law i 8o; wa elected to the tate legi la-
. 1 of t d di trict attorney for his judicial 
h hree co · e term of four year 
h tion of i_r.pi in r 9() as floater 
t r tir cl voluntanly from the office of 
r hi law practice at lo t r, Mi . , 
inated by the ex cutive committee, 
c r c ivin very v t ca t, to fill out 
he Fif f \ illiam •ranklin Lov , who died 




COUNTIE3.-Claiborne, Copiah, Franklin, Hinds, Jefferson, Lincoln, Madison, _Rankin, and Simpson 
(9 counties). ' 
PATRICK HENRY, of Brandon, was born in Madison County, Miss., February 
r2, 1843; entered .Mississippi College, at Clinton; afterw~ds Madison ~?llege, at 
Sharon, and when the war commenced was at the Nashville (Tenn.) Military Col-
lege; in the spring of 1861 enlisted in the Confederate service in the Sh..'i:h Mississippi 
Infantry Regiment; served through the war, and surrendered at Greensboro, N. C., 
April 26, 1865, as major of the Fourteenth (consolidated) Mississippi Regiment; 
returning home, farmed until 1873 in Hinds and Rankin counties, when he com-
menced the practice of law at Brandon; was a member of the legislature in 1878 and 
1890, and delegate from the State at large to the constitutional convention in 1890; 
was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 7,327 votes, against 
192 votes for S. A. Beadle, Republican, 231 votes for J. M. Mathews, Republican, 
and 897 votes for G. M. Cain, Populist. 
M·ISSOURio 
SENATORS. 
FRANCIS MARION COCKRELL, of Warrensburg, was born in Johnson County, 
Mo., October 1, 1834; received his early education in the common schools of his 
county; graduated from Chapel Hill College, Lafayette County, Mo., in July, 1853; 
studied law and has pursued that profession, never having held any public office 
prior to his election to Congress; was elected to the Senate as a Democrat, to suc-
ceed Carl Schurz, Independent Republican; took his seat March 4, 1875, and was 
reelected three times. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
GEORGE GRAHAM VEST, of Sweet Springs, was born at Frankfort, Ky., Decem-
ber 6, 1830; graduated at Centre College, Kentucky, in 1848, and in the law depart-
ment of Transylvania University, at Lexington,· Ky., in 1853; removed the same year 
to Missouri and began the practice of law in the central part of that State; was 
a member of the Missouri house of representatives in 1860-61; was elected to the 
United States Senate as a Democrat, in the place of James Shields, Democrat (who 
had been elected to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Lewis V. Bogy, Demo-
crat); took his seat March 18, 1879; was reelected in 1885, 1890, and 1897. His term 
of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Population, 179,344. ) 
COUNTIES.-Adair, Clark, Knox, Lewis, Macon, Marion, Putnam, Schuyler, Scotland, and Shelby 
(ro counties). 
JAMES T. LLOYD, of Shelbyville, was born at Canton, in Lewis County, Mo., 
August 27, 1857; he graduated from Chri<;tian University at Canton, Mo. , in 1878; he 
taught school for a few years thereafter; he was admitted to the bar, and then 
practiced his professio_n in Le:Vis County until 1885, when he located at his present 
home, where ?-e has smce resided; he has h~ld _no offic_e except that of prosecuting 
attorney_ of his county from 1889 to 1893, until his elect10n to Congress; was elected 
to the Fifty-fifth Cong-ress as a Democrat at a special election held June 1, 1897, to 
fill the va~ncy occasioned by the death of R. P. Giles, Democrat, receiving 18,809 




COUNTIES.-Carroll, Chariton, Grundy, Linn, Livingston, Monroe, Randolph, and Sullivan (8 
counties). · 
R?BERT N. BODINE, of P2.ris, _was ?Orn _December ~ 7, !837, in Monroe County, 
Mo., was graduated at the M ssou:i Umversity; w'.1s pnncipal of the Paris public 
school for a number <?f years, and is now engaged .in the practice of law; has held 
the office of prosecutmg attorney and been elected twice a member of the Missouri 
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legislature, in which capacity he was a member of the committee on the revision of 
the statutes; was a member of the board of regents of the Kirksville Normal School 
at the time of his nomination for Congress; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Democrat, receiving 25,862 votes, against 19,367 votes for C. A. Loomis, Republi-
can, and 1,212 votes for J. T. Falson, Populist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 174,726.) 
CouNTIES.-Caldwell, Clay, Clinton, Daviess, Dekalb, Gentry, Harrison, Mercer, Ray, and Worth 
(ro counties). 
ALEXANDER MONROE DOCKERY, of Gallatin, was born in Daviess County, 
Mo., February rr, 1845; attended the common schools, completing his education at 
Macon Academy, Macon, Mo.; studied medicine and graduated at the St. Louis Med-
ical College in March, 1865; also attended lectures at Bellevue College, New York 
City, and Jefferson Meq.ical College, Philadelphia, during the winter of 1865-66; 
practiced medicine at Chillicothe, Mo., until January, 1874, serving several years as 
county physician of Livingston County; in March, 1874, abandoned the practice of 
medicine and removed to Gallatin, Mo., and assisted in organizing the Farmers' 
Exchange Bank, of which organization he was cashier until elected to Congress; was 
one of the curators of the University of Missouri from 1872 to 1882, and in 1870, 1871, 
and 1872 president of the board of education of Chillicothe, Mo.; was chair1;11an 
of the Congressional committee of his district; was a member of the city council of 
Gallatin for the five years previous to April, 1883, serving the last two years as mayor, 
elected without opposition; was chairman of the Democratic State convention in r_886; 
was elected to the Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, F1fty-
third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected . to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Democrat, receiving 23,952 votes, against 18,634 votes for H. G. Orton, Republican, 
and 2,164 votes for Hardin Steele, Populist. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 164,264 .. ) 
CoUNTIES.-Andrew, Atchison, Buchanan, Holt, Nodaway, and Platte (6 counties). 
CHARLES F. COCHRAN, of St. Joseph, was born in Kirksville, Adair County, 
Mo., September 27, 1848; resided in Atchison, Kans. , from 1860 till 1885; was edu-
cated in the common schools; is a practical printer and newspaper man and a lawyer; 
served four years as prosecuting attorney of Atchison County, Kans., and four years 
as a member of the Missouri senate; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a :p~m-
ocrat and the nominee of both the Democratic and Populist conventions, rece1v111g 
21,512 votes, against 17,683 votes for George C. Crowther, Republican, and 143 votes 
for Willis Weaver, Prohibitionist. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 190,694.) 
COUNTIES.-Jackson and Lafayette (2 counties) . 
WILLIAM STROTHER COWHERD, of Kansas City, Mo., was born September 
r, r86o, in Jackson County, Mo.; was brought up in Lee's Summit, that State; was 
educated at the public schools in the town of Lee's Summit and the University of 
Missouri; graduated a,nd took the degree of A. B. at the university in 1881 and 
LL. B. in 1882; commenced the practice of law in Kansas City in 1882; was ap-
point~d assistant pro ecuting attorney of Jackson County in 1885, and serve~ fo~r 
year m that capacity; was appointed first assistant city counselor of Kansas City m 
1890, and served for two years; was elected mayor of Kansas City in 1892, and ser~7ed 
one term _of two years; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, havmg 
al o the mdorsement of the Populist party, receiving 25,966 votes; against 21,3o6 
vote for Jay H. eff, Republican. 
IXTH DISTRICT. 
(Popu lation, 1611 784.) 
Co T. 'TIE .-Bale., Cas., Cedar, Dade, Henry, John on, and St. Clair (7 counties). 
D. YID .. DE Rl\I 'D, of Butler, wa born in Blair County, Pa., farch r , 
' , ,_,·a.-_brought up on a farm; ducated in the common school and at '\Vill!am_-
port D1ckrn. 0!1 , em_mary; was Pr :idential le t r in 1 4; wa tate ·enator, 1rcu1t 
Juel re, and :::\11 · un upreme court ommi ·sioner; was elect d to the Fifty- econd, 
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Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Democrat, receiving 22,524 votes, against 16,722 votes for Frank V. Hamilton, Repub-
lican, 2,606 votes for H. B. Linton, Populist, and 229 votes for William M. Godwin, 
Prohibitionist. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 201, 7o8.) 
COUNTIES.-Benton, Boone, Greene, Hickory, Howard, Pettis, Polk, and Saline (8 counties). 
JAMES COONEY, of Marshall, Mo., was born in Ireland in 1848, and came -to the 
United States with his family in 1852; was educated in the public schools and at the 
State University of Missouri; taught school for a few years after he left the univer-
sity, and in 1875 located in Marshall, Mo., and engaged in the practice of law; in 
1880 was elected to the office of probate judge of his county; in 1882, and again in 
1884, was elected prosecuting attorney of his county; was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Democrat, receiving 27,846 votes, against 21,772 votes for John P. 




CouNTIES.-Callaway. Camden, Cole, Cooper, Dallas, Laclede, Maries, Miller, Moniteau, Morgan, 
Osage, Phelps, and Pulaski (13 counties). 
RICHARD PARKS BLAND, of Lebanon, was born near Hartford, Ky., August 
19, 1835; received an academic education; removed to Missouri in 1855, thence to 
California, and thence to that portion of Utah now: Nevada, locating at Virginia City; 
practiced law; was interested in mining operations in California and Nevada; was 
county treasurer of Carson County, Utah Territory, from 1860 until the organization 
of the State government of Nevada; returned to Missouri in 1865; located at Rolla, 
Mo., and practiced law with his brother, C. C. Bland, until he removed to Lebanon 
in August, 1869, and continued his practice there; was elected to the Forty-third,-
Forty-fourth, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, Forty-ni1:th, 
Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, and Fifty-third Congresses, and was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Silver Democrat, receiving 24,6o5 votes, against 19,754 votes 
for T. D. Hubbard, Republican, and 1,467 votes for J. H. Steincipher, Populist. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, ·152,442.) 
COUNTIES.-Audrain, Crawford, Gasconade, Lincoln, Montgomery, Pike, Ralls, St. Charles, and 
Warren (9 counties). 
CHAMP CLARK, of Bowling Green, Pike County, Mo., a lawyer, was born March 
7, 1850, in Anderson County, Ky.; was educated in the common schools, Kentucky 
University, Bethany College, and Cincinnati Law School; in 1873-74 was president of 
Marshall College, West Virginia; has worked as a hired hand on a farm, clerked in 
a country store, edited a country newspaper, and practiced law; has been city attor-
ney of Louisiana, Mo.; also of Bowling Green; deputy prosecuting attorney and 
prosecuting attorney of Pike County; Presidential elector; member of legislature, 
and was a member of the Fifty-third Congress; in 1881 was married to Genevieve 
Bennett, of Callaway County, Mo.; has had four children born to him: Little Champ, 
Ann Hamilton, Bennett, and Genevieve, the two latter still living; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as the regular Democratic nominee, receiving 19,970 votes, against 
17,475 votes for William M. Treloar, Republican, 252 votes for B. 0. Sims, Populist, 
and 1 vote scattering. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 172,447.) 
CouNTIES.-St. Louis, Franklin and part of the <::Hy of St. I,ouis, embracing the Fifth, Seventh, 
Ninth, Eleventh, and Thirteenth wards, and four precincts of the Twenty-third Ward. 
RICHA~D BARTHOLDT, of St. ~ouis, was b?rn in Ger~nany, November 2, 1853; 
came to this country_ when a boy; received a classical education; learned the printing 
trade and has rema111ed a newspaper man ever since· was connected with several 
East~rn pa~ers as reporter, legislative correspondent, a.'nd editor, and was at the time 
of his election to Congress editor in chief of the St. Louis Tribune· was elected to 
the _Board of Public Schools o[ St. ~ouis, and . in November, 1891,' was chosen its 
pres19-en~_; was elected to the Fifty-th1rd and Fifty-fourth Conaresses and reelected 
to the hft.y-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 25,513 b votes, against 9,06o 
votes for Charles A. Lemp, Democrat, and 296 votes for Carl Meier, Socialist Labor. 
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ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, r87,8o2.) 
CITY OF ST. Lours (part of), embracin,g the Fourth, Sixth, Eighth, Tenth, Twelfth, Fourteenth, 
Sixteenth, Eighteenth, Twenty-fourth, and Twenty-sixth wards, two precincts of the Fifteenth, 
fo'ur precincts each of the Twenty-second and Twenty-eighth wards, and one precinct of the 
Twentieth Ward. 
CHARLES FREDERICK JOY, of the city of St. Louis, was born in Morgan 
County, Ill., December II, 1849; received his early education in the schools of that 
county and in 1870 entered the academic department of Yale College, from which 
he graduated with the degree of bachelor of arts June 25, 1874; engaged in the prac-
tice of law in St. Louis in September, 1876, and since that time has devoted himself 
·exclusively to his profession; was returned elected to the Fifty-third Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 14,969 votes, against 14,902 votes for John J. O'Neill, Demo-
crat, 241 votes for Joseph B. Follett, Populist, and 147 votes for James H. Garrison, 
Prohibitionist, but was unseated on contest in favor of John J. O'Neill, his Demo-
cratic opponent, April 3, 1894; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repu~lican, receiving 28,353 votes, against 24,676 votes for 
J. T. Hunt, Democrat. 
TWELFTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 155,884.) 
CITY OF ST. Lours (part of), embracing the First, Second, Third, Seventeenth, Nineteenth, Twenty-
fifth, Twenty-seventh, and parts of the E leventh, Fifteenth, 'fwentieth, Twenty-first, Twenty-
second, Twenty-third, and Twenty-eighth wards. 
CHARLES EDWARD PEARCE; of St. Louis, was born in Whitesboro, Oneida 
County, N. Y., and subsequently became a resident in the city of Auburn, county of 
Cayuga; was educated at Fairfield Seminary and Union College; enlisted into the 
army immediately after graduating; was commissioned captain, Battery D, Sixteenth 
New York Heavy Artillery, in 1863; was promoted to the rank of major in June, 1864; 
served in the Army of the James, also that of the Potomac; was appointed to the staff 
of Maj. Gen. A. H. Terry after the capture of Fort Fisher, and on the occupation of 
Wilmington was detailed as provost-marshal-general of the Eastern district of North 
Carolina; quit the army in the fall of 1865; settled in St. Louis in r866, where he 
was admitted to the bar, and began the practice of law in 1867; retaining interest in 
miltary affairs, became commander St. Louis National Guard in 1875; organized the 
First Regiment in 1877 and was elected its colonel; resigned in 1878; was delegate to 
the Republican national convention of r888, and advocated the nomination of J~hn 
Sherman as candidate for President; in 1891 was appointed chairman Sioux Indian 
Co?1mission; in 1894 went to India and Japan to investigate the i~dustries ~f ~he 
Onent; in 1896 was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, rece1vmg 
21,483 votes, against 17,568 votes for Robert H. Kern, Democratic (Bryan) candidate, 
and 71 votes for L. Crusius. 
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 187,994, ) 
COUNTIES.-Carter, Dent, Iron, Jefferson, Madison, Perry, Reynolds, Shannon, Ste. Genev:iev~, 
St. Francois, Texas, Washington, Wayne, Webster, and Wright (15 counties). 
ED\VARD ROBB, of Perryville, was born at Brazeau, in Perry County, l\Io., 
March 19, 1857; his father was Dr. Lucius F. Robb; was educated in the commo~ 
schools, Brazeau Academy, Fruitland Normal Institute, and the Missouri State U~1-
versity; graduated from the law department of the Missouri State University m 
March, 1879, and the May following located in Perryville, where he has since been 
engaged_ in the practice of his .J?rofession; was elected prosecuting attorne:y of Per:Y 
County 111 I So, and reelected 111 1882; was elected a member of the legi lature ~n 
18 4, and reelected in 18 6; was appointed assistant attorney-general of the tate m 
January , I 9, by Gen. John M. ·wood, which position he held for the term of four 
yea: ; wa lected to the Fifty-fifth ongress as a Democrat, receiving 22,310 yote , 
ag:am t 19,o62 vote_ for George teeJ, Republican, 1,583 votes for George Bond, Pop-
uh t, and 8 catt nng. 
F RTEE ~TH DI TRICT. 
(Popula tion , 230,478.) 
Co NTIE .. - Bo llinger , Butle r, Ca pe Girardeau, Christia n , Douglas, Dunklin, Howell , l\Ii si c;ippi 
•ew :\la drid, regon, za rk, Pe mi cot , Ripley, :colt, toddard, ton e, and Taney ( 17 
countie ) 
~ "DI\: R , of Cap irardeau , was horn in Hardy County, 
, 1 54 ; wa educat cl in th c mm n choolsandat entral 
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College, Fayette, Mo.; his early.days were spent on the farm, but after graduation he 
was elected professor of natural science in Bellevue Institute, and three years later . 
became its president; in 1889 he accepted the chair of science in the State Normal 
School at Cape Girardeau, and in 1893 became its president; he has been a lifelong 
Democrat, and in r 896 was nominated for Congress on a free-coinage platform by the 
Fourteenth district convention, after which he made an extensive canvass of the 
district, which is a very large one, embracing seventeen counties and containing a 
population of about 250,000, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 
25,089 votes, against 20,659 votes for John A. Snider, Republican, and 4,86o votes 
for Ambrose H. Livingston, Populist. 
FIFTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 183,07r.) 
COUNTIES.-Barry, Barton, Jasper, Lawrence, McDonald, Newton, and Vernon (7 counties). 
MJECENAS E. BENTON, of Neosho, was born in Obion County, Tenn., January 
29, 1849, but was brought up in Dyer County, in that State; received his literary 
education in two West Tennessee academies and in St. Louis University; was gradu-
ated from the law department of Cumberland University in June, 1870, and immedi-
ately removed to Missouri, settling in Neosho, where he has since lived; heginning 
with 1872 ( with three exceptions) has been a delegate to every Democratic State 
convention held in Missouri, and was president of the conventions held in 1890 and 
1896; was elected prosecuting attorney in 1878 and in 1880, and declined reelection 
in 1882; was attorney of the United States from March, 1885, to July, 1889; is the 
original "offensive partisan" who was charged with "pernicious activity" in poli-
tics; has served as a member of the Democratic State committee for the State at 
large; was a delegate to the national Democratic convention held in Chicago in July, 
1896, and was a member of the committee on credentials in that body; was elected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 25,502 votes, against 17,900 votes 
for Judge C. G. Burton, Republican, 2,oro votes for Hon. George Frank, Populist, 
and 328 votes for Rev. J. A. Mitchell, Prohibitionist. 
MONTANA. 
SENATORS. 
LEE MANTLE, of Butte, was born in 1851 in England; came to the United States 
at the age of II years with his mother, his father being dead, and went West to 
Utah Territory; a few years later removed to Idaho, and in 1872 removed to Mon-
tana; worked on a farm until 16 years of age; afterwards learned telegraphy and 
entered the employ of the Western Union Telegraph Company; remained with that 
company six years on the old overland stage and telegraph line running to Mon-
tana; next removed to Butte City, Mont., and entered the employ of the Wells-Fargo 
Express Company as agent; in 1881 organized a daily newspaper, known as the Inter 
Mountain, with which he has been connected ever since; he has been alderman and 
mayor of his home city; was three times elected to the Territorial legislature of 
Montana, the last time being made speaker; was the first president of the Mineral 
Land Association of Montana; in 1884 was a delegate to the national Republican 
convention; in March, 1892, the State legislature failed to elect a United States Sen-
ator, _and he_ being the caucus nominee wh_en the legislature adjourned, the governor 
appo111ted him to fill the vacancy; the Umted States Senate, however, decided that 
it was the duty of the legislature to elect and that the governor of a State could not 
legally appoint under such circu,mstances, and he was refused a seat· January 15 
1895, he was elected by the legislature to fill the existing vacancy. 'His term of 
service will expire March 3, 1899. · 
THOMAS HENRY CARTER, of Helena, was born in Scioto County Ohio Octo-
?er 30,. 1854;. received a common-s~hool education in Illinois; was engaged in' farm-
111g, _ra1lroad111g, and. school-teachmg for a number of years; studied .Jaw and was 
adnntted to the bar; 111 1882 rem?ved from Burlington, Iowa, to Helena, Mont.; was 
elected. Delegate from the Te:n!ory of Montana to the Fifty-first Congress as a 
~epubhcan, and upon 1:he_ adm1ss1on of the State was elected its first Representative 
m Con_gress; was Comm1ss10ner of the General Land Office from March, 1891, to July, 
1892; 111 January, 1S95, w~s e~ected to the United States Senate by the legislature of 
Montana for the term b~ginnmg March 4, r895, and ending March 3, 1901. In July, 
1892, he was elected chairman of the Republican national committee. 




CHARLES S. HARTMAN, of Bozeman, Mont., was born at Monticello, Ind., 
March 1, 1861; read law with Owens & Uhl; removed to Montana in January, 1882; 
was admitted to the bar in 1884, and in November, 1884, was elected probate judge 
of Gallatin County, Mont., and served two years as such; in 1888 was a candidate 
for the legislature from Gallatin County a:nd was defeated; in 1889 was a member of 
the constitutional convei1tion; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses as a Republican and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Silver Repub-
lican ( no Democratic or Populistic nomination being made against him), receiving 
33,932 votes, against 9,429 votes for 0. F. Goddard, Gold Republican. 
NEBRASKA. 
SENATORS. 
. WILLIAM VINCENT ALLEN, of Madison, was born in Midway, Madison County, 
Ohio, Janua,ry 28, 1847; removed with his family to Iowa in 1857; was educated in 
the common schools of Iowa and attended the Upper Iowa University at Fayette for 
a time, but was not graduated; was a private soldier in Company G, Thirty-secon_d 
Iowa Volunteer Infantry, during the war of the rebellion, the last few months of his 
service being on the staff of Gen. James I. Gilbert; read law at vVest Union, Iowa, 
and was admitted to the bar May 31, 1869; practiced law from that time until elected 
judge of the district court of the Ninth judicial district of Nebraska, in the autumn of 
1891; removed from Iowa to Nebraska in 1884; was married to Miss Blanch~ M~tt 
May 2, 1870; was permanent president of the Nebraska Populist State convent10n~ 111 
1892 and in 1894; was also permanent president of the National Populist convent1011 
held at St. Louis July 22, 1896; was elected United States Senator, to succeed Alger-
non Sidney Paddock, February 7, 1893, for the full term of six years, commencing 
March 4, 1893. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
JOHN MELLEN THURSTON, of Omaha, was born at Montpelier, Vt., August 
21, 1847; his ancestors were Puritans; their settlement in this country dates back to 
1636; his grandfather Mellen and great-grandfather Thurston were both soldiers in 
the Revolutionary war; his parents removed to Wisconsin in 1854; his father was a 
private soldier in the First vVisconsin Cavalry and died in the service in the spring of 
1863; was educated in the public schools and at Wayland Univer.sity, Beaver Dam, 
Wis., supporting himself by farm work, driving teams, and other manual labor; was 
admitted to the bar May 21, 1869, and in October of the same year located in Omal~a, 
where he has since resided; was elected a member of the city council in 1872, city 
attorney of Omaha in 1874, and a member of the Nebraska legislature in 1875; was a 
member of the Republican national convention in 1884 and temporary chairman of 
the Republican national convention in 1888; was president of the Republican League 
of the nitecl States, 1889 to 1891; was selected as permanent chairman of the Repub-
lican national convention held in the city of St. Louis, June r6, 17, and 18, 1896, 
which nominated Maj. ·william McKinley, of Ohio, for President; in 1877 he became 
a sistant attorney of the nion Pacific Railway Company, and in Pebruary, 1888, was 
appointed general solicitor of the Union Pacific system, and held that position at the 
time of his election to the Senate; was the Republican caucus nominee for Gnit_ed 
, tates enator in the ebraska legislature in January, 1893, and receiYerl the entire 
party Yote, lacking 5 votes of election; January r, r895, was tendered in ,'l.·riting the 
unanimous vote of the entire Republican membership in the legislature, and was 
elected January rs, 1895, for the term commencing March 4, 1895. His term of sen·-
ice will expire l\Iarch 3, 1901. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
HR T DI TRICT. 
(Population , lii,055.) 
C l". ·Tms.-Cn . Johnc;on, T,ancaster •• -emah:i, Otoe, P:iwnee, and Richardson (7 countie. ). 
JE. 'E B. :TR DE, of Lincoln, wa. horn in Pulton Counfr, Ill. F bruan· I , 
! r;. ttendcd J uhlic · ho I cluring the winter t nn anrl worked on his father' 
tanu 111 the. ummer a n until he wa ab ut 19 year of age· in January, I '64, he 
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enlisted as a private soldier in the Fiftieth I11inois Infantry, and was with his regi-
ment during the Atlanta campaign, the march to the sea, through the Carolinas and 
Virginia, and the grand review at \Vashington; was mustered out of the Army in 
July, 1865, and immediately thereafter entered Abingdon (Ill.) College, where he 
remained for about three years, when he was made principal of the graded schools 
of Abingdon, which position he continued to occupy for about eight years; was twice 
elected mayor and six times councilman of the city of Abingdon; studied law during 
vacations while teaching; removed to Plattsmouth, Nebr., May 1, 1879, and was there 
admitted to the bar in November, 1879; was elected district attorney in 1882 and 
served two terms; removed to Lincoln in 1887 and practiced law there until Novem-
ber, 1892, when he was elected judge of the district court, which position he resigned 
January 1, 1895, having been elected a Representative in Congress; was elected to 
the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
17,356 votes, against 17,137 votes for Jefferson H. Broady, nominated by Democrats, 
Populists, and Free Silver Republicans, 429 votes for Charles E. Smith, Prohibitionist, 
and 218 votes for H. E. Cieorge, National Prohibitionist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 176,752.) 
COUNTIES.-Douglas, Sarpy, and ·washington (3 counties). 
DAVID HENRY MERCER, of Omaha, was born in Benton County, Iowa, July 9, 
1857; removed with his parents to Adams County, Ill., the following year; his father 
was captain of Company E, Seventy-eighth Regiment Illinois Volunteer Infantry and 
marched with Sherman to the sea; at close of the war he removed with his parents 
to Brownville, Nebr., where he attended the public schools; entered the Nebraska 
State University in 1877 and graduated in 1880; during the summer vacations he 
taught school, clerked in a store, worked on a farm, and edited a newspaper; studied 
law one year and then entered senior class of the law department of Michigan State 
University, graduating in 1882, after which he returned to Brownville to practice his 
profession; served one term as city clerk and police judge; was twice elected secre-
tary of the Republican State central committee; moved to Omaha iri 1885 and for 
several years was chairman of the Republican city and county committees; was 
elected secretary of the national Republican Congressional committee in 1896, 
and in 1897-98 was chairman of the Republican State c:entral committee of Nebraska; 
was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Re·publican, receiving 14,861 votes, against 13,286 votes for Judge 
E. R. Duffie, a fusion candidate who was nominated by the Silver Republicans, 
Democrats, and Populists, 202 votes for Charles Watts, Prohibitionist, and 59 votes 
for G . . W. Woodbey, National. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population. 163,674.) 
COUNTIES.-Antelope, Boone, Burt, Cedar. Colfax;, Cumiug, Dakota, Dixon, Dodge, Knox, Madison, 
Merrick, Nance, Pierce, Platte, Stantou, Thurston, aud Wayne (r8 counties). 
SAMUEL MAXWELL, of Fremont, was born at Lodi ( then a suburb of Syra-
cuse, N. Y.) May 20, 1826; was educated in the common schools, and in the higher 
branches under private tuition; removed with his father's family to Michigan in 
1844; here he taught school and farmed; in -1853 was elected township clerk, and the 
following year school inspector; in 1855-56 removed to Nebraska and preempted 16o 
acres of Government land, which he improved; returned to Michigan in 1858 and 
completed a course in law; was admitted to the bar in 1859, and immediately 
returned to Nebraska and hegan practice; . was elected a delegate to the first Repub-
lican Territorial convention; was elected a representative from Cass County to the 
Territorial legislature; :Vas elect~d to the first constitutional conv~ntion, held in 1864; 
was ~lected to th~ legislature 111 the same year, and reelected 111 1865; assisted in 
~rammg the ~onshtuhon of 186?; was elected to the first State legislature in ·1866; 
111 the followmg year was appo111ted by the governor a commissioner to select the 
capitol building and university lands; organized the First National Bank of Platt -
mouth about 1870, and was one of its officers; was elected in 1871 to the second con-
stit?tional conventio_n, and was chairman o_f ~he committee on suffrage; in· 1871 the 
legislature elected him one of three comm1ss1011ers to collect $72,000 insurance for 
the burned asylum at Linc?ln ai:in to erect a new build~ng; was elected judge of the 
~upreme court as a R~pubhcan m 1872 for a term of six years; located in Fremont 
111 1873; was elected 111 1875 a member of the third constitutional convention and 
was chairman of the judiciary con:imi~tee; was elected the ~ame year judge of the 
supreme court _under the new conshtut10n, and was reelected 111 1881 f].nd 1887; is the 
author qf a Digest of Nebraska Reports, Practice in Justice Courts, Pleading and 
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Practice, Criminal Procedure, and Code Pleading; has been an advocate of free and 
unlimited coinage of silver at the ratio of 16 to l for twenty years; was elected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Fusionist, receiving 23 ,487 votes, against 18,633 votes 
for Ross L. H ammond, Republican, 254 votes for Charles M. Griffith, Sound-Money 
Democrat, and 521 votes for David Brown, Prohibitionist. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 195,414.) 
CoUNTIES.-Butler, Fillmore, Gage, Hamilton, Jefferson, Polk, Saline, Saunders, Seward, Thayer, 
and York (II counties). · 
WILLIAM LEDYARD STARK, of Aurora, was born in Mystic, New London 
County, Conn., July 29, 1853, of Pilgrim stock; had the usual experiences of a town 
boy of that locality, going to school and following the sea; graduated from -the 
Mystic Valley Institute, at Mystic, Conn., in 1872; afterwards went to Wyoming, 
Stark County, Ill.; taught school and clerked in a store; attended the Union College 
of Law, Chicago, Ill. , for eighteen months, during which time he was connected 
with the office of the late G. Gilbert Gibbons; was admitted to the bar by the supreme 
court of Illinois in January, 1878; removed to Aurora, Nebr., in February, 1878; was 
superintendent of the city schools for nearly two years; deputy district attorney for 
two year ; appointed once and elected five times judge of the county court of Ham-
ilton County, ebr.; declined a sixth nomination for that office in 1895; in 1895 was 
commissioned major and judge-advocate-general of the Nebraska National Guard; in 
1894 was the Populist candidate for Congress against Hon. E. J. Hainer, and was 
defeated; was again nominated for Congress by the Populists and afterwards by the 
Democrat , and elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 20,575 votes, against 
18,844 vote for E. J . Hainer, R epublican, 697 votes for R. E. Dunphy, Democrat 
(gold ), 425 votes for B. Spurlock, National and Prohibition, and II4 votes for W. H. 
Dech, by petition, having 435 majority over all. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,459.) 
COUNTIES.-Adams, Chase, Clay, Dundy, Franklin , Frontier, Furnas, Gosper , Hall, H a rlan, Hayes, 
Hitchcock, Kearney, Nuckolls, Perkins, Phelps, Red Willow, a nd Webs ter (r8 counties ). 
RODERICK DHU SUTHERLAND, of Nelson, was born April 27, 1862, at Scotch 
Grove, Jones County, Iowa; received his education principally at_ the common 
school , attending a few terms at College Springs, Iowa; was admitted to the bar in 
Nuckolls County, ebr., in 1888; was elected county attorney in 1890, and reelected 
in 1892 and 1894; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Populist, receiving the 
nomination from the Populist and Democratic parties, receiving 18,332 votes, against 
15,621 votes for William E . Andrews, Republican. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 176,556.) 
COUNTIES.-Banner, Blaine, Boyd, Boxbutte, Brown, Buffalo, Cherry, Cheyenne, Custer, Dawes, 
Dawson, Deuel, Garfield, Grant, Greeley, Holt, Hooker, Howard, Keith, Keyapaha, Kimball, 
Lincoln, Logan, Loup, McPherson, Rock, Scotts Bluff, Sheridan, Sh erman, Sioux, Thomas, 
Valley, and Wheeler (33 counties). 
·wILLIAM L. GREE E, of Kearney, was born on a farm in Pike County, Ind., 
October 3, 1849; removed with his parents to Dubois County in the same State, 
where during his early youth, he worked on a farm in the summer months and 
attended chool in winter, thus acquirin~ an education which fitted him to enter the 
academy at Ireland, Ind. , whi h institution he attended for three year ; engaged in 
the pr ion of teaching, which yocation he followed until he began the study of 
law ; · 6 , · to the bar in Bloomington, Ind., and began a ucce sful 
prac th rts; in 1883 removed with his family to Kearney, .1. Tebr., 
wher ill e um l th practice of his profe ion; as a practitioner 
h h 1 Y rnde for him elf more than a tate reputation a a 
riininal lawy · inally a Democrat, but in I 90 ca t hi lot with 
the · found r · of that organization; in 1892, without 
: I out b for th legi lature of the tate a a can-
er i cam within two vote of being elected to fill 
t , now o · hi upport, at his in tance, 
g 1 man on; in I 95 was elected judge 
o I ka; w d to the Fifty-fifth Congre. 
a . , ,.ain t ·ot for Addi on E . Cady, 
R ubhcan, a ge, Pr oni t. 
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NEVADA. 
SENATORS. 
1 JOHN PERCIVAL JONES, of Gold Hill, was born in Herefordshire, England, in 
1830, and came with his parents to this country when he was less than a year old, set-
tling in the northern part of Ohio, where he attended public school in Cleveland for a 
few years; in the early part of the California excitement he went to that State and 
• engaged in mining in one of the inland counties; was subsequently a member of the 
State senate; went to Nevada in 1867, and since then has been entirely engaged in 
the development of the mineral resources of that State; was elected to the United 
States Senate as a Republican, to succeed J. W. Nye, Republican; took his seat 
March 4, 1873, and was reelected in 1879, 1885, 1890, and 1897. His term of service 
will expire March 3, 1903. 
WILLIAM MORRIS STEWART, of Carson City, was born in Lyons, Wayne 
County, N. Y., August 9, 1827; removed with his parents while a small child to 
Mesopotamia Township, Trumbull County, Ohio; attended Lyons Union School and 
Farmington Academy; was teacher of mathematics in the former school while yet a 
pupil; with the little money thus earned and the assistance of James C. Smith, 011e 
of the judges of the supreme court of New York, he entered Yale College, remaining 
there till the winter of 1849-50, when, attracted by the gold discoveries in California, 
he found his way thither, arriving at San Francisco in May, 1850; he immediately 
engaged in mining with pick and shovel in Nevada County, and in this way accumu-
lated some money; in the spring of 1852 he commenced the study of law under John 
R. McConnell, and in December following was appointed district attorney, to which 
office he was elected at the general election of the next year; in 1854 was appointed 
attorney-general of California; in 186o he removed to Virginia City, Nev., where he 
was largely engaged in early mining litigation and in the development of the Com-
stock lode; was chosen a member of the Territorial council in 1861; in 1863 was 
elected a member of the constitutional convention; was elected United States Senator 
:n 1864 and reelected in 1869; in 1875 he resumed the practice of law in Nevada, 
California, and the Pacific Coast generally, and was thus engaged when elected to 
the United States Senate, as a Republican, in 1887, to succeed James G. Fair, Demo-
crat, and took his seat March 4, 1887; was reelected in 1893. His term of service 
will ~xpire March 3, 1899. ,. 
REPRESENTATIVE. 
AT LARGE. 
(Population, 45, 76r.) 
FRANCIS GRIFFITH NEWLANDS, of Reno, was born in Natchez, Miss., August 
28, 1848; entered the class of 1867 at Yale College and remained until the middle of 
his junior year; later on attended the Columbian College Law School at Washington, 
but prior to graduation was admitted to the bar by the supreme court of the District 
of Columbia and . went to San Francisco, where he entered upon the practice of 
law; continued in the active :practice of his profession until 1886, when he became 
a trustee of the estate of Wilham Sharon, formerly United States Senator from the 
State of Nevada; in 1888 he became a citizen of the State of Nevada; engaged actively 
in the agitation of the silver question and was for years vice-chairman of the national 
silver committe~; was als? active in the irrigation development of the arid region 
and other quest10ns relatmg to the West; he was elected to the Fifty-third and 
Fifty-fourth Congresses and, having received his nomination from both the Silver 
party and the Democratic party, was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receivin<T 
6,529 votes, agai_nst 1,319 votes for M. J. Davis, Republican, and 1,948 votes for J. C~ 
Doughty, Populist. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
SENATORS . .. 
WILLIAM EA1:'ON CHANDLER, of Concord, was born in Concord, N. H., Decem-
ber 28, 1835; received a comll?-on-school education; studied law; graduated at Har-
vard Law ?~hool and was admitted to the bar in 1855; in 1859 was appointed reporter 
of the deci~10ns_ of the supreme court; was a member of the New Hampshire house of 
representatives m 1862, 1863, and 1864, serving as its speaker during the last two 
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years; on March 9, 1865, became Solicitor and. Judge-Advocate General of the Navy 
Department; was appointed First Assistant Secretary of the Treasury June 17, 1865, 
and resigned that office November 30, 1867; in 1876 was a member of the New Hamp-
shire constitutional convention; in r88r was again a member of the New Hampshire 
house of representatives; on March 23, r88r, was appointed by President Garfield 
Solicitor-General, but was rejected by the Senate; was appointed by President Arthur 
Secretary of the Navy April 12, 1882, and served till March 7, 1885; was elected to 
the United States Senate June 14, 1887, as a Republican, to fill the unexpired term of 
Austin F. Pike, which ended March 3, 1889; was reelected June r8, 1889, and again 
January r6, 1895. His term of service will expire March 3, 1901. 
JACOB H. GALLINGER. of Concord, is of Dutch ancestry, his paternal grandfather 
having emigrated from Holland previous to the Revolutionary War, first settling in 
New York and afterwards going to Canada; was born on a farm in Cornwall, Ontario, 
March 281 1837; received a common-school and academic education; was a printer 
in early life; studied medicine and was graduated in 1858, and followed the profes-
sion of medicine and surgery in the city of his present residence from April, 1862, 
until he entered public life, having a practice which extended beyond the limits of 
his State; was connected with various medical societies, and made frequent contri-
b.utions to medical literature; was a member of the house of representatives of New 
Hampshire in 1872-73 and 1891; was a member of the constitutional convention in 
1876; was a member of the State senate in 1878, 1879, and 1880, being president of 
that body the last two years; was surgeon-general of New Hampshire with the rank 
of brigadier-general in 1879-80; received the honorary degree of A. M. from Dart-
mouth College; was chairman of the Republican State committee from 1882 to r89o, 
when he resigned the place, but was again elected to the position in 1898; was chair-
man of the delegation from his State to the Republican national convention of 18881 
and made a speech seconding the nomination of Benjamin Harrison; was elected to 
the Forty-ninth and Fiftieth Congresses as a Republican, and declined renomination 
to the Fifty-first Congress; was elected United States Senator to succeed Henry W. 
Blair, and took his seat March 4, 1891, and was reelected in 1897. His term of service 




COUNTIES.-Belknap, Carroll, Rockingham, and Strafford. 
HILLSBORO COUNTY.-1'owns of Bedford, Goffstown, Merrimack, Hudson, Litchfield, Manchester, 
and Pelham. 
MERRIMACK COUNTY.-1'owns of Allenstown, Canterbury, Chichester, Epsom, Hooksett, London, 
Northfield, Pembroke, and Pittsfield. 
CYRUS ADAMS SULLOWAY, of Manchester, was born at Grafton, N. H., June 
8, 1839; received a common-school and academic education; studied law with Au tin 
F. Pike at Franklin, . H.; was admitted to the bar in 1863 and has practiced law 
at Manchester since January, 1864; was a member of the ew Hamp hire house of 
representatives in 1872-73 and from 1887 to 1893, inclu ive; was elected to the Fifty-
fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 25,661 
votes, against 13,928 votes for John B. ash, Democrat, 614 votes for Henry E. 
Brawn, Prohibitionist, 326 votes for Benj. T. ·whitehouse, Socialist Labor, 121 votes 
for Charles W. Coolidge, ational Democrat, and III votes for Josiah A. Whittier, 
People's Party. 
SECO D DISTRICT. 
(Population , 185,()98.) 
Co NTIE .-Che hire, Coo , Grafton, and Sullivan. 
HILL n RO .'TY.-1'owns of Amher t, Antrim, Bennington, Brookline, Deering, France town, 
reenfield, reenville, Hancock, Hillsboro, Holli., L_rndeboro, Mason, Milford, :Mount \"er-
non, 'ashua, New Bo ton, _ ew Ip ·wich, Peterboro, haron, 'I'emple, ,veare, \Villon, and 
\Vindsor. 
:fERRD!ACK Co NTY.-Town of Andover, Boscawen, Bow, Bradford, Concord, Danbury, Dunbarton, 
Franklin, H nniker, Hill, Hopkinton, i-ewbury, ew London, Sali bury, utton, \\'arner, 
\\'eb ter, and Wilmot. 
Y L RK ◄, of ro, ·wa in Wilton, T. H., eptember 10, 
ate~ at Kimball cadet rid n, .... T . H., and at Dartmouth 
dn11tt t th b 6, anc ractic d law at Peterboro ever 
mcm r of the tat of r p tive of 1 s; of the tate ·enate 
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in 1889; reelected to the former in 1891, and was chosen speaker of that body, which 
consisted of 357 members, one more tha~_the present National House of Represent:=1--
tives; was appointed colonel on the military staff of _Governor Hale, and served 111 
that capacity from 1885 to 1887; ~as elected .to the Fifty-fi~th Congre:5s a~ a Repub-
lican, receiving 26,699 votes, agau~st_ 13,877 votes for Damel M. White, Dem?crat, 
544 votes for Allen W. Werk, Prohibition, 193 votes for Arthur H. Drury, National, 
and 178 votes for Elias M. Blodgett, People's. 
NEW JERSEY. 
SENATORS. 
JAMES SMITH, JR., of Newark, was born in that city June 12, 1851; his first office 
was member of the common council of his city, when he was elected in a Repub-
lican district by more majority than his opponent had votes; was nominated f?r may~r 
of his city, but declined, and has been tendered nearly every office in the gift of his 
party in the State, but has always refused office; is a manufacturer of patent and 
enameled leather in Newark, and conducts the largest business of the kind in the 
country; was elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat to succeed Hon. 
Rufus Blodgett, Democrat, and took his seat March 4·, 1893. His term of service 
will expire March 3, 1899. 
·WILLIAM J. SEWELL, of Camden, was born in Ireland in 1835, and came to 
this country at an early age; engaged in mercantile pursuits, and at the outbreak of 
the civil war was commissioned as captain of the Fifth New Jersey Volunteers; served 
during the war and was brevetted brigadier-general for distinguished services at 
Chancellorsville and major-general for gallant services during the war; was wounded 
at Chancellorsville and Gettysburg; after the war he became connected with the rail-
roads in New Jersey, branches of the Pennsylvania Railroad system; was elected State 
senator from Camden County in 1872, reelected in 1875 and again in 1878, and was 
president of the senate in the years 1876, 1879, and 1880, when his party was in power; 
while yet a member of the legislature he was elected to the United States Senate in 
1881, as the successor of Senator Theodore F. Randolph, and served until the close of 
his term, in 1887; was elected as a delegate to the Republican national conventions 
of 1876, 1880, 1884, 1888, and 1892, .and on each occasion was made chairman of his 
delegation; was one of the national commissioners for New Jersey of the World's Fair 
at Chicago; is vice-president of the Board of Managers of the National Home for 
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers; is in command of the Second Brigade of the National 
Guard of New Jersey, and also connected with the management of various banks, 
trust companies, and philanthropic societies; was again elected to the United States 
Senate in 1895, to succeed Hon. John R. McPherson. His term of service will expire 




CouNTIEs.-Camden, Cape May, Cumberland, Gloucester, and Salem (s counties). 
HENRY C. LOUDENSLAGER, of Paulsboro, was born in Mauricetown, Cumber-
land County, N. J., Ma~ 22, 1852; removed with his parents to Paulsboro in 1856, 
where he . has resided smce; was educated in the common schools of his county; 
after leavmg the home farm he engaged in the produce commission business in 
rhiladelphia, Pa., in 1?72, and continued in it ten- years; was elected county clerk 
111 1882 and reelected 111 1887; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses an~ reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 33,659 
votes, aga111st 17,u8 votes for John T. Wright, Populist-Democrat 1,516 votes for 
Rudolph us Bingham, Prohibitionist, and 150 votes for Frank F.' Mills, Socialist 
Labor. 
- SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 183,316.) 
C0UNTlES.-Atlantic, Burlington, Mercer, and Ocean (4 counties). 
JOH J. GARDNE:R, of Atlantic City, was born in Atlantic County in 1845; was 
raised a waterman until 1_6 years of age, when he enlisted for three years in the Sixth 
New Jersey Voluntee~s; 111 March, 1865, enlisted for one year in the United States 
Veteran Volunteers; is a farmer and conveyancer; is also connected with insurance 
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business; was elected alderman of Atlantic City in 1867 and mayor in 1868; reelected 
mayor seven times; was coroner of the county one year; city councilman one year; 
member of the New Jersey State senate fifteen years, from 1878 to 1893; was elected to 
the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 31,418 votes, against 13,969 votes for A. E. Conraco, Dem-
ocrat and National Silver candidate, 1,036 votes for J. B. Adams, Prohibitionist, 1,076 




COUNTIES.-Middlesex, Monmouth, and Somerset (3 counties). 
BENJAMIN F. HOWELL, of New Brunswick, was born in Cumberland County, 
N. J., January, 1844; in 1862 enlisted in the Twelfth New Jersey Volunteers and 
served until the close of the war; engaged in business in South Amboy until 1882, 
when he was elected surrogate of Middlesex County, and was reelected in 1887 for a 
second term; was a delegate to the Republican national convention at Minneapolis 
in 1892; is president of the People's National Bank of New Brunswick, vice-president 
of the First National Bank of South Amboy, and director of the New Brunswick 
Savings Institution; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 24,308 votes, against 16,087 votes for John A. 
Wells, Democrat, 5u votes for Marshall, Prohibitionist, 986 votes for Jones, National 
Democrat, and 148 votes for Henry, Socialist Labor. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 154,739.) 
CouNTIES.-Hunterdon, Morris, Sussex, and Warren (4 counties). 
MARLON PITNEY, of Morristown, was born in that city February S, 1858; 
entered Princeton College in 1875 and graduated in 1879; studied law for three years, 
and was admitted to the bar in 1882; has practiced his profession continuously since 
that time; was never a candidate for public office until 1894, when he was elected 
to the Fifty-fourth Congress; was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Repub-
lican (indorsed by the National Democracy), receiving 20,494 votes, against 17,517 




CouNTIES.-Bergen and Passaic (2 counties). 
JAMES FLEMING STEWART, of Paterson, was born at Paterson, N. J., June 
15, 1851; attended public and private schools in Paterson and the University of the 
City of ew York, and graduated at the Law School of the latter institution in 1870, 
taking the :fir t prize for best examination; practiced law in New York City until 
1875, since which time he has followed his profession in his native city; was th~ee 
times appointed recorder of Pat r on ( the criminal magi trate of the city), which 
office he occupieu. at the time of his election to Congress; never held or ran for 
any ther office; was elected to the Fifty-fourth aml reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gre .. as a Republican, receiving 23,845 votes, against 13,667 votes for Ely, Democrat, 
370 vote for Reed, Prohibitioni. t, 920 votes for Banks, ational Democrat, and 1,041 
votes for \Vil on, Sociali t Labor. 
, IXTH DI TRICT. 
(Populatio11, 16R,if4.) 
, compri. ing the city of • ·cwark (rs ward.) and the township of East 
ARK-ER, of ~ Tewark, was horn August 6 1848; graduated 
f J, 6- 1e Law, ch ol of Columbia College in 
I w J ·r yin Jun , r 70; was a memb r of the 
1 6; was the I publican candidate for 
the Fifty-fourth aml reelected to the 
I ng 3 r ,,r9 ~·ote. , a<rain. t 15, "93 Yot ~ f r 
J . Hard 11. Prohibitioni. t, 791 yote for 
• ·otc for J. E. Billing. , ociali t Labor. 
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SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Popula tion, 256,093.) 
COUNTY.-All of Hudson, except the city of Bayonne. 
THOMAS McEWAN, JR., of Jersey City, was born at Paterson, N. J., February 
26, 1854; is a lawyer by profession and was formerly a civil engin_eer; was assessor _of 
the Fourth district, Jersey City, for two years, 1886-87; was United States commis-
sioner and chief supervisor of elections for the district of New Jersey from August, 
1892, to October, 1893; was a delegate from Hudson County to the Republican 
national conventions of 1892 and 1896; has been secretary and one of the governors 
of the Union League Club of Hudson County until 1896; has also been secretary of 
the Hudson County Republican general committee for about fifteen years, up · to 
January, 1893; has been a delegate to and secretary of every Republican convention 
of Jersey City and Hudson County for about fifteen years, to January, 1892, and 
also a delegate to all the State conventions of ~he Republicai: pa~ty ~n t~at period; 
in 1893 was elected a member of the assembly 111 a Democratic d1stnct 111 Hudson 
County by a plurality of 815 over Dr. Stout, who was the representative the year 
before· in the leo-islative session of 1894 was chosen the Republican leader of the 
house,' he being the only member who, while serving his first term in the house, 
has been so honored on either side in many years; was elected to the Fifty-fourth 
and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 30,557 votes, 
against 26,080 votes for Young, Democrat, 175 votes for McCracken, Prohibiti~ni~t, 
875 votes for Wortendyke, National Democrat, 1,073 votes for Campbell, Socialist 
Labor, and 235 votes for Ginner, Silver Democrat. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 125,793.) 
CouNTIES,-Part of Essex, part of Hudson, and Union. 
CHARLES NEWELL FOWLER, of Elizabeth, was born at Lena, Ill., Novem-
ber 2, 1852; graduated from Yale University in 1876 and from the Chicago Law 
School in 1878; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 25,131 votes, against 13,487 votes for Willey, Demo-· 
crat, 443 votes for Wilson, Prohibitionist, 1,085 votes for Noyes, National Democrat, 
and 572 votes for Campbell, Socialist Labor. 
NEW YORK. 
SENATORS. 
EDWARD MURPHY, JR., of Troy, was born in Troy December ·15, 1836; was 
educated at St. John's College, Fordham; was elected mayor of the city of Troy in 
1875 .and reelected in 1877, 1879, and 1881; was elected chairman of the Democratic 
State committee of New York in 1887, and held that position until 1895; was a 
delegate to the national Democratic conventions of 1880, 1884, and 1888, and was 
chairman of the delegation in 1892; was elected a delegate at large to the national 
convention of 1896, but illness prevented his being present; was elected United States 
Senator in January, 1893, to succeed Frank Hiscock; took his seq,_t March 4, 1893. 
His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. . 
THOMAS COLLIER PLAT'f, of Owego, was born in Owego, N. Y., July rs, 
1833; was prepared for college at the Owego Academy; was a member of the class 
of 1853 of Yale College, but was compelled to g ive up the. course in that institution 
~m account of ill health; received the honorary degree of M. A. from that college 
111 1876; entered mercantile life soon after leaving school, and has been in active 
business since; was president of the Tioga National Bank at its organization· became 
largely interested in the lumbering business in Michigan; was county cle;k of the 
county of Tioga in 1859, 186o, and 1861; was elected to the Forty-third and Forty-
fourth Congresses; was elected United States Senator January 18, 1881, and resigned 
that office May 16 of the same year; was chosen secretary and director of the United 
States Express Company in 1879, and in 1880 was elected president of the company; 
was membe~ anq president of the board of quarantine commissioners of New Yot"k 
from 1880 till 1888; was delegate to th€: national Republican conventions of 1876, 
188o, 1884, 1888, 1892, and 1896; was president of the Southern Central Railroad· has 
been a 11:ember of the natio_nal Republican Committee; was elected United States 
Senator 111 1896, and took his seat March 4, 1897. His term of service will expire 





CouNTIES.-Queens and Suffolk (2 counties). 
[NEW YORK. 
JOSEPf.{ McCRUM BELFORD, of Riverhead, Suffolk County, N. Y., was born 
at Mifflintown, Juniata County, Pa., August 5, 1852; received a classical education, 
graduating from Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa., in 1871; engaged in academic 
work for some years; removed to Long Island in 1884; was admitted to the bar in 
1889, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 27,191 
votes, against 15,923 votes for William D. Marvel, Bryan Democrat, 1,700 votes for 
William A. Hazard, National Democrat, and 929 votes for Joseph P. Jones, Socialist. 
SECOND DISTRICT. . 
( Population, 169,449.) 
COUNTY OF KINGS.-First, Second, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eleventh, and Twentieth wards of the 
city of Brooklyn. 
DENIS M. HURLEY, of Brooklyn, was born in the city of Limerick, Ireland, 
March 14, 1843; came to reside in Brooklyn in June, 1850; removed to New York 
City in 1854 and returned to Brooklyn in 1866, where he has since resided; was edu-
cated in the public schools and learned the carpenter's trade; is in the contracting 
business, and at present is connected with The W. H. Beard Dredging Company, of 
New York City; was an unsuccessful candidate of the Republican party for member 
of assembly in the First assembly district of Kings County in 1881-82; was elected to 
the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
18,268 votes, against 14,901 votes for John M. Clancy, Democrat, and 1,561 votes for 
William C. Redfield, Gold Democrat. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population,. 174,741.) 
COUNTY OF KINGS.-Third, Fourth, Ninth, Tenth, Twenty-second, and Twenty-third wards of the 
city of Brooklyn, and the town of Flatbush. 
EDMUND HOPE DRIGGS, of Brooklyn, was born in Brooklyn May 2, 1865; 
was educated at Adelphi College, Brooklyn, and is by profession a fire insurance sur-
veyor; is of Revolutionary stock, two of his ancestors having served in the Revolu-
tionary war, one as a captain the other as a surgeon of the Connecticut militia ; was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat November 2, 1897, to take the place 
of Francis H. Wilson, resigned, receiving 16,820 votes, against 14,603 votes for Wil-




COUNTY OF KrNGs.-Eighth, Twelfth, Twenty-fourth, Twenty-fifth, and Twenty-sixth warqs of 
the city of Brooklyn, together with the towns of New Utrecht, Gravesend, and Flatlands. 
ISR EL F. FISCHER, of Brooklyn, was born in the city of ew York Augu t 
17, 1858; removed to Brooklyn September, 1887, and has resided in the Twenty-sixth 
, ard of that city since; was admitted to the bar in December, 1879; was a member 
of the executive committee of the Republican State committee during 1888 and I 90; 
wa chairman f the executive committee of the county for two years and cbainuan 
of the campaign committee in 188 ; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to 
the ifty-fifth Congre · a a R publican, receiving 25,810 votes, against 18,381 votes 
for Thomas F . Larkin, Organization Democrat, and 1,036 votes for F. D. ye, National 
Democrat. 
FIF.I'H DI TRICT. 
(Population, 161,362.) 
Co ·. "TY OI· Kr. ·r. .. -The territory compri:cd in the present Eighteenth, ineteenth, Twenty-
fir t, Twenty- eventh, and Twenty-eighth wards of the city of Brooklyn. 
II. RLE' :s D\YL T B ....... .,.ETT, of Brooklyn, wa. b rn in the city of Brook-
Jyn . mb ·r Ir, I 6.,, wh ·r h · has aJways re id 1; is a m mher of the law firm of 
111 1 · Bennett, of _ T ·w York ity; wa the un. uc . ful R publican candi1late 
f r mc:ml er of the Fifty-third ongrc ; wa elected to lhe Fifty-fourth and reelected 
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to the Fifty-fifth Cona-ress as a Republican, receiving 22,605 votes, against 14,186 
votes for Thomas S. D~laney, the Democratic organization candidate, and 805 votes 
for Joseph S. Van vVyck, National Democrat. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 163,648.) 
COUNTY OF KlNGS.-Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth wards of the 
city of Brooklyn. 
JAMES R. HOWE, of Brooklyn, was born in the city of New York Jan_uary 27, 
1839; his ancestors were among the _early_ sett~ers of New EJ:?-gland; received his 
education in the common schools of his native city, and from his youth up has been 
engaged in the dry goods business; !S truste~ in a m1;mber of public institutions in !he 
city; is vice-president of the Amph10n Mus1cal Society, and a member of the U1;110n 
League Club· his nomination came to him unsought, and he was elected. to the Fifty-
fourth Cong;ess as a Republican from !1- strong :p~mocratic district, a1!d was reelected 
to the Fifty~fifth Congress as a Republican, receivmg 1~,314 votes, aga;1nst 14,287 votes 
for William Fickermann, Democrat, 354 votes for Damel Walsh, Nat10nal Democrat, 
and 941 votes for G. A. Rosenblath, Socialist Labor. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, II4, 766.) 
COUNTY.-Richmond, together with the First and Fifth assembly districts of the county of New 
York. 
JOHN H. G. VEHSLAGE, of New York, was born in New York City on Decem-
ber 20, 1842; received a public-school education, but left school in 1856, of his own 
accord, to become a clerk in the retail grocery business; in 1865 entered the coal 
and wood business at the old established yard, 69, 71, 73, and 75 Ninth avenue, 
corner of Fifteenth street, at which place he is at present carrying on such business; 
in 1863 he joined the Third Cavalry, National Guard, State of New York, and was 
commissioned captain by Governor Sey~our February 15, 1864; December 12, 1876, 
was appointed inspector of rifle practice with the rank of captain, and continued in 
service until 1880, when the regiment was mustered out of service by Governor Cor-
nell; remained as supernumerary until November 12, 1883, when he received an 
honorable discharge from Governor Grover Cleveland; was elected and served as 
member of assembly from the First assembly district, New York City, in the year 
1894; at the Democratic State convention h~l~ at Buffalo w_as appointed a Presidential 
elector, but resigned on account of receivmg the nommahon for Congress; was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving rr,032 votes, against 
9,?48 votes for Franklin Bartlett, National Democrat. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 125,778.) 
CITY OF NEW YORK.-Second, Third, and Seventh assembly districts of the county of New York. 
(NOTE.-This district now runs from Peck Slip to Catharine street, on ·tbe East River; along Catha. 
rine street to the Bowery; up the Bowery and Third avenue to Twenty-third street; across to 
Seventh avenue; down Seventh avenue to Sixteenth street; then ·over to E ig hth avenue· down 
Eighth avenue to Bleecker street, and thence to Broadway, down the east side of Broadway' to and 
including the City Hall; thence down Spruce street to the East River.) 
JOHN MURRAY MITCHELL, of New York, was born at 60 West Ninth street, 
in the upper portion of the Eighth Congressional district, March r8, 1858, and has 
ever since lived in the same house in which he was born; his father, William 
Mitchell, was chief justice of what is now known as the a].Jpellate division of the 
supre.rp.e court in the county of New York, and was also Justice of the court of 
appeals, the highest court in the State; was graduated from Columbia College in 
1877 with the degree of A. B., and was class valedictorian, though the youngest 
member of the class; completed a course in the Columbia Law School in the 
SJ?ring of 1879, receiving the degree of LL. B., and was admitted to the bar imme-
diately thereaf~er; spent the following_ year iJ?- travel in Europe and the East, 
and _devoted _himself to the st~dy of mternahonal law and reviewing his other 
studies; on his return he was given the degree of A. M. by Columbia College, and 
at once entered upon th~ duties. of law clerk in a law office; two years later he 
opened a law office of his own; 111 1889 he entered into partnership with his two 
brothers, Edwa~d ~nd William, the former of whom was United States attorney for 
the_ southern distnct of ew York by appointment of President Harrison· in the 
spnng of 1894 he became associated in the practice of law with John R. Do~ Passos 
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and his brother, Benjamin F. Dos Passos, the well-known lawyers and authors of 
several standard law books; in the fall of 1894 he was nominated by acclamation 
for Congress; the result of the election showed an apparent plurality of 367 votes 
for his opponent, which count, however, was found to be erroneous; a contest of 
the right to the seat terminated in seating Mr. Mitchell by a vote of 162 to 39; he 
was again nominated by acclamation and stood for election against his former com-
petitor, and was elected by a majority of 1,269, and was the only gold candidate 
elected south of Twenty-third street; was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 10,488 votes, against 9,219 votes for his Democratic opponent, 
and 140 votes for William F. Westerfield, Socialist Labor. . 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 189,o67.) 
CITY OF NEW YoRK.-Fourth, Sixth, and Eighth assembly districts of the county of New York. 
THOMAS J. BRADLEY, of New York City, was born January 2, 1870, at No. 81 
Lewis street, in the city of New York ; attended public schools until June, 1882, when 
he was graduated to the College of the City of New York, from which he was grad-
uated with the degree of bachelor of arts in June, 1887; taught in the public schools 
of New York City from 1887 until 1891, at the same time attending the University 
Law School, from which institution he was graduated as a bachelor of laws in 1889; 
in 1891 was appointed a deputy assistant district attorney of the county of New York, 
which position he held till July, 1895, when he resigned to attend to his private law 
practice; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as the regular Democratic candidate, 
receiving n,002 votes, against 8,379 votes for Timothy J. Campbell, National Dem-
ocrat, and 4,371 votes for Daniel De Leon, Socialist. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 156,537.) 
CITY OF NEW YoRK.-Ninth, Thirteenth, and Fifteenth assembly districts of the county of New 
York. 
AMOS J. CUMMINGS, of New York City, was born in Conkling, Broome County, 
N. Y., May 15, 1841; received a common-school education; entered a printing office 
as an apprentice when 12 years of age, an:l has set type in nearly every State in the 
Union; was a boy with Walker in the last invasion of Nicaragua; was sergeant-major 
in the Twenty-sixth New Jersey Regiment of Infantry, Second Brigade, Second Divi-
sion, Sixth Corps, Army of the Potomac; received the Congressional medal of honor 
for gallantry on the battlefield; was a ddegafe to the Democratic national conven-
tion in 1892 and in 1896; has filled editorial positions on the New York Tribune, 
under Horace Greeley, on the New York Sun, New York Express, and was editor of 
the Evening Sun when elected to the Fiftieth Congress; declined a renomination, 
preferring to give his whole attention to editorial work; was elected to the Fifty-first 
Congress to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Samuel Sullivan Cox; was elected 
to t.he Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and was reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 17,446 votes, against 14,245 votes 
for Clarence W. Meade, Republican, 512 votes for Calvin Tomkins, National Demo-




CITY OF NEW YORK.-Tenth, Twelfth, and Fourteenth assembly districts of the county of • 'ew 
York . 
. WILLI I S LZER, of ew York City, was born March 18, 1863; was educated 
111 the public schools; wa admitted to the bar in 1884; was a member of the. 'ew 
York legi lature in 1 90, 1891, 1892, 1893, and 1894; in 1893 he wa speaker of the 
a~s mbly; wa · a delegate to the Chicago convention in 1896; was elected to the 
F1fty-fou~h and reelect cl to the Fif~y-fifth Congre s a a Democrat, receiving 12,195 
vote ·, agam ·t 10,435 votes for Ferdmand Eid.man, Republican. 
TWELFTH DI TRICT. 
(Popu lation, r30,3n.) 
C1rv or • ·1.w YORK.-Eleventh, i. teeuch, and Eighteenth a· embly di tricts of the county of ·ew 
York. 
LEL~,. ·, of ... • w 'ork City, was born • ·ovember 23, 1 65, in 
n_·, d1 r l11s par n hac1 ~ neon a ,·:i . it; graduated from Princeton 
; \\orked a a r ·porter and in clitorial po itions on several.._ ·ew York 
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newspapers· was treasurer of the New York and Brooklyn Bridge from October 14, 
1889, to De~ember 31, 1892; was admitted to the bar in June, 1892; since then has 
practiced his profession; appointed colonel and aid-de-camp to Governor David B. 
Hill January 1, 1889; in 1892 was elected president of the board of aldermen of the 
city and county of New York for a term of two years, beginning January 1, 1893; · 
was elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress; was renominated by the Democratic party 
and nominated by the National Democratic party, and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Demo.crat, receiving 12,815 votes, against II,038 votes for Charles A; 
Hess, Republican, 831 votes for M. M. Miller, Populist, 385 votes for Charles B. Copp, 




CITY OF NEW YORK.-Embracing portions of the Thirteenth, Fifteenth, Seventeenth, Twenty-
second, Twenty-fourth, Twenty-seventh, and Twenty-ninth assembly districts of the county 
of New York. 
RICHARD CUITS SHANNON, of New York City, was born in New London, 
Conn., February 12, 1839; was educated in the public schools and at Colby Univer-
sity, from which he was graduated as a member of the class of 1862; enlisted as a 
private in Company H, Fifth Maine Volunteers, May 10, 1861; was promoted to 
second sergeant, and in October, 1861, commissioned first lieutenant of the same com-
pany; in October, 1862, was commissioned captain and assistant adjutant-general of 
volunteers, serving continuously till the end of the war, receiving the brevets of 
major and lieutenant-colonel of volunteers; in 1871 was appointed by President 
Grant secretary of the United States legation at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and served 
until March, 1875, when he resigned; in 1876 took charge of the Botanical Garden 
Railroad Company, an American enterprise in Brazil, of which he subsequently 
became the vice-pre~ident and general manager, and finally the president; in 1885 
was graduated from the Law School of Columbia University, and, having been admitted 
to the New York bar, became a member of the firm of Purrington & Shannon, with 
which he is still connected; in 1891 was appointed by President Harrison envoy 
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States to the Republics of 
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Salvador, and served until May, 1893, when he was 
relieved by Hon. Lewis Baker, appointed by President Cleveland; is an alumni 
trustee of Colby University,; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 15,513 votes, against 14,067 votes for 
Thomas Smith, Democrat, 1,029 votes for Joseph H. Madden, National Democrat, 594 
votes for Isador Phillips, Socialist Labor, 505 votes for John J. Murphy, Populist, 419 
votes for Thomas F. Rightmire, Independent Republican, 91 votes for France M. 
Hammond, Prohibitionist, 72 votes defective, and 427 votes blank. 
FOURTEENTH DISTRICT . . 
(Population, 227,978.) 
CITY OF NEW YORK.-Embraces all of that territory on the west side of New York lying north of 
Fifty-second street and west of Seventh avenue to Fifty-ninth street, and then west of Eighth 
avenue and north to Spuyten Duyvil Creek, and all territory on the east side between Fifty-
ninth and Seventy-ninth streets and Central Park and East River. 
LEMUEL ELY QUIGG, of New York City, born in Cecil County, Md., February 
12, 1863; common-school education; by profession a journalist; was a member of the 
editorial staff of the New York '"tribune for ten years and subsequently editor in 
chief of the New York Press; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Con-
gresses an~ reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 33,233 
votes, agamst 21,443 votes for John Q. Adams, Democrat. · 
FIFTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 223,838.) 
CITY OF NEW YORK.-That portion of t·he Twenty-first assembly district between the center of 
Seventy-ninth street and the center of Eighty-sixth street, that portion of the Twenty-second 
district above the. center of Seventy-ninth street, in the city of New York, and the Twenty-
third asseinbly district of the county of New York. 
PHILIP BURRILL LOW, of New York, was born in Chelsea Mass., May 6 1836· 
graduated f!om high_ school after. completing a preparatory coll'ege course; adopted 
the_ pr~fess10n of h1s father-sh1pmaster; volunteered and was appointed acting 
ensign m th~ Umted States Navy and ser~ed ii: the North Atlantic ~quadron during 
1862-63; resigned and entered commercial circles of Boston until 1865, when he 
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removed to New York, where he has since been identified with the shipping and 
maritime interests; was organizer and first commander of the New York State naval 
militia; received the nomination for Congress by acclamation in 1894 as the Repub-
lican candidate in the Fifteenth New York district and was elected to the Fifty-fourth 
and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 29,6o2 votes, 
against 22,520 votes for vVilliam H. Burke, Democrat, 122 votes for Oscar A. Gage, 
1,804 votes for Enoch E. Thomas, 224 votes for Archie E. Fiske, 107 votes defective, 
and 671 votes blank. 
SIXTEENTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 220,857.) 
CouNTY.-Westchester, together with the Twenty-fourth assembly district of the city of New York. 
WILLIAM LUKENS WARD, of Port Chester, N. Y., was born in Greenwich, 
Conn., September 2, 1856; was educated at Friends' Seminary, New York City, and 
afterwards at the School of Mines, Columbia College, class of 1878; has devoted all 
his business life to manufacturing; never held any public office, but has always been 
identified with the Republican party in Westchester County, and was named as 
elector from the Sixteenth Congressional district by the State convention in 18¢1 
and was elected to Congress and also as elector at the same election; was elected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 30,709 votes, against 23,456 votes 
for Eugene B. Travis, Silver Democrat, 1,299 votes for Lucien Sanial, Socialist, 1,697 
votes for James V. Lawrence, Gold Democrat, 770 votes for Ben L. Fairchild, Inde-




C0UNTIES.-Orange, Rockland, and Sullivan (3 counties). 
BENJAMIN B. ODELL, JR., of Newburg, N. Y., was born in Newburg January 
14, 1854; was educated in the public schools, also at Bethany ( W. Va.) College and 
Columbia College, New York City; since his majority he has been engaged in a 
commercial career, principally in the ice business and electric lighting; never bas 
held a public office before; has always been active in politics; for the past ten years 
has represented the Seventeenth district on the Republican State committee and was 
chairman of the executive committee during the past campaign; was elected to the 
Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
22,622 votes, against 15,500 votes for David A. Morrison, Democrat, and 445 votes for 
R. A. Widenmann, National Democrat. 
EIGHTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 179,790.) 
C0UNTIES.-Ulster, Dutchess, and Putnam (3 counties). 
JOHN H. KETCHAM, of Dover Plains, was born at Dover, N. Y., December 21, 
1832; received an academic education; became interested in agricultural pnr uits; 
was supervisor of his town in 1854 and 1855; was a member of the State assembly of 
New York in 1856 and 1857; was a member of the State senate of ew York in 186o 
and 1861, and a member of the war committee for his senatorial district; entered 
the nion Army as colonel of the One hundred and fiftieth Volunteers in October, 
1862, and was appointed brigadier-general by brevet, afterwards brigadier-general, 
serving until he resigned, in March, 1865, to take the seat in Congress to which he 
had been lected; was afterwards appointed major-general by brevet; was elected 
to the Thirty-ninth, Fortieth, Forty-first, and Forty-second Congresses; was often a 
del gate to Republican tate conventions, and was a delegate to the national Repub-
lican conventions in 1876 and 1896; wa Commis ioner of the District of Columbia 
from July 3, 1874, until June 30, 18771 when he resigned, having been elected to the 
Fort ·-fifth Congress; wa elected to the Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, 
F rt ·-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-fir t, and Fifty-second Congre es, when, owing to im-
pair d health, declined a r nomination; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congres a a 
R publican, receiving 25,531 ote , again t 15,956 votes for Richard E. Connell, Dem-
ocrat, and 462 vote for Henry Ietcalf, ational Democrat. 
I ETEE TH DISTRICT. 
(Popula tion , 170,~3.) 
Co ·- TIE · .-Columbia and Re n: ·e lae r (2 countie ) . 
. R - \'. . HR.\. - , of Hud on, wa. b rn :\larch 14, I 58, at Coxsackie, 
.. :. Y.; i a n of Franci Cochrar.e; wa brought up on a farm; ,,·as educated in 
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a district school and at Claverack Academy, in Claverack, N. Y.; entered Yale Col-
lege in 1875, and was graduated in 1879; he then removed to Huds_on and en!ered o_n 
the study of law; was admitted to the bar in 1881, and has ever since prachC:ed his 
profession in Hudson; is a member of the law firm of B:ow:nell & Cochrane; m 18~7 
and 1888 was police justice of Hudson; was elected district attorney of Columbia 
County i11; 1889 and served three years; was elected to the Fifty-fifth C~mgress as a 
Republican, receiving 23,509 votes, against 17,735 votes for George G. Miller, De1r:o-
crat, 389 votes for Elmer T. Haines, National Democrat, and 472 votes for Nathaniel 
B. Powers, Prohibitionist. 
TWENTIETH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 164,555.) 
C0UNTY . ..._Albany. 
GEORGE N. SOUTHWICK, of Albany, was born in Albany March 7, 1863; was 
educated in the public schools of that city; graduated at Williams College in 1884; 
attended the Albany Law School for three months; began newspaper work on the 
Albany Morning Express in December, 1884, serving as assistant editor of that news-
paper and also as an official reporter for the Associated Press during the legislative 
sessions of 1886, 1887, and 1888; was editor of the Morning: Express in December, 
1888; was made editor of the Albany Evening Journal in Apnl, 1889; stumped Albany 
and neighboring counties for Harrison in 1888 and 1892; served as permanent chairman 
of New York State Republican convention at Grand Central Palace, New York, March 
24, 1896; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as 
a Republican, receiving 22,342 votes, against 17,637 votes for Thomas F. Wilkinson, 
Democrat and Populist, 401 votes for Simeon Holroyd, Gold Democrat, 231 votes for 
John C. Sanford, Prohibitionist, 2oi votes for Edwin 0. Smith. Socialist, and 121 
votes blank and scattering. 
TWENTY-FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Population, 187, u9.) 
CouNTIES.-Greene, Montgomery, Otsego, Schenectady, and s~hoharie (5 counties). 
DAVID F. WILBER, of Oneonta, was born in Milford, Otsego County, N. Y., 
December 7, 1859; is a son of David Wilber, who was a member of the Forty-third, 
Forty-sixth, Fiftieth, and Fifty-first Congresses; graduated from Cazenovia (N. Y.) 
Seminary in 1879; in 1880 engaged in the hop business with his father, and since 
1890 has been largely interested in farming and stock breeding, devoting especial 
attention to the Holstein-Friesian strain of cattle; has twice represented Oneonta 
in the board of supervisors; was a member of the New York State cattle tuberculosis 
commission in 1894; is a director of the Wilber National Bank of Oneonta; is 
president of the Holstein-Friesian Association of America and of the American 
Cheviot Sheep Association of the United States and Canada; is trustee of the Caze-
novia Seminary; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 28,567 votes, against 22,267 votes for John H. Bagley, 
Democrat, and 464 votes for Leslie P. Clarke, Prohibitionist. 
TWENTY-SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 185,123.) 
C0UNTIES.-Fulton, Hamilton, Saratoga, a~d St. Lawrence (4 counties). 
LUCIUS NATHAN LITTAUER, of Gloversville, was born January 20, 1859, in 
Gloversville, N. Y.; is the son of Nathan and Harriet S. Littauer; removed to New 
York City in 1865; was educated there at Charlier Institute; entered Harvard Uni-
versity, and ':"as g_raduated in the cl'.3-SS of ~878; was a me1;llber of Harvard University 
crew and Umversity football team; immediately engaged m the glove-manufacturing 
business of his ~ather at G~ov~rsville, to which he succeeded in 1882, and is at present 
~ng1:ge~ extensively therem; is offic~r and director of many commercial and financial 
mstltuhons; never before held public office; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 32,138 votes, against 676 votes for John C. Greene, Sound 
Money Democrat,_ 1,640 votes for James T. Sweetman, Prohibitionist, and 3,495 votes 
blank and scattering. 
TWENTY-THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 191,155.) 
C~UNTlES.-Clinton, Essex, Franklin, Warren, and Washington (5 counties). 
WALLACE T~RNER FOO'.1-'E, J~., of Port Henry, Essex County, was born at 
Port Henry Apnl 7, 1864; received his early education at Port Henry Union Free 
School; prepared for college at Williston Seminary, East Hampton, Mass., and gradu-
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ated as civil engineer from Union College, Schenectady, with honors, in 1885; was 
elected alumni trustee of that university in 1896; was assistant superintendent of the 
Cedar Point Furnace at Port Heni:y from 1885 to 1887; entered Columbia Law School 
in 1889, and then commenced the practice of law at Port Henry; has since followed 
that profession, and is now at the head of the firm of Foote, Stokes & Owen, doing a 
general law business at that place; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 30,475 votes, against 494 votes for 
W. A. Huppuch, National Democrat, and 452 votes for De Wyre S. Fero, Populist. 
TWENTY-FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 170,495.) 
COUNTIES.-Jefferson, Lewis, and Oswego (3 counties): 
CHARLES A. CHICKERING, of Copenhagen, was born in Harrisburg, Lewis 
County, N. Y., November 26, 1843; educated in the common schools and at Lowville 
Academy, and was for a time a teacher in that institution; was school commissioner 
of Lewis County, 1865 to 1875; member of assembly in 1879, 1880, and 1881; was 
elected clerk of the assembly in 1884 and reelected in 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 
and 1890; has been chairman of the Republican county committee of Lewis County, 
secretary of the Republican State committee, and also a member of the executive 
committee of that body; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses 
and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 27,242 votes, 
against 16,248 votes for Oscar M. ·wood, Democrat, and 870 votes for T. B. Deuen-
derf, Prohibitionist. · 
TWENTY-FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 168,530.) 
CouNTIES.-Oneida and Herkimer (2 counties). 
JAMES SCHOOLCRAFT SHERMAN, of Utica, was born in Utica, N. Y., Octo-
ber 24, 1855; received an academic and collegiate education, graduating from Ham-
ilton College in the class of 1878; was admitted to the bar in 1880, becoming a 
member of the firm of Cookinham & Sherman; was elected mayor of Utica in 
March, 1884, as a Republican, receiving a substantial majority in a Democratic city; 
was chairman of the Republican State convention in Saratoga in 1895; was elected to 
the Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 26,996 votes, against 16,5p ~ot~s for 
Cornelius Haley, Democrat, and 852 votes for William D. Towsley, Proh1b1tlomst. 
TWENTY-SIXTH DISTRICT. 
( Popula tion, 209,103.) 
CouNTIES.-Broome, Chenango, Delaware, Tioga, and Tompkins (5 counties). 
GEORGE W. RAY, of Norwich, was born in Otselic, Chenango County, N. Y., 
February 3, 1844; was brought up on a farm and educated in the common schools 
and at Norwich Academy; ·was a private in Company B, Ninetieth New York Vol-
unteers, and brigade clerk, First Brigade, First Division, Nineteenth Army Co~s; 
was discharged at the close of the war; studie<;l law, was admitted to practice m 
November, 1867, and has practiced his profession since; is largely interested in farm-
ing; has been chairman of the Republican county committee of his county and was 
a member of the Republican State committee in 1880; was elected to the Forty-
eighth Congress; i a member of the board of education of Norwich Academy and 
nion Free School; wa el cted to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Con-
gres e a1~d reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republica~1, receiving 34,686 
vote , agam t 20,383 votes for Charles D. \Vales, Free Silver Democrat, 513 yotes for 
harle . all, Gold Democrat, 1,512 votes for Will C. Moulton, Prohibitioni t, and 
67 yote scattering. 
TWE~ TTY- EVE TH DI TRICT. 
(Population, 18g,139.) 
Coe. ·Trn:.-. fadison and nondaga (2 counties). 
J -IE J ,R ::.\I B I~D --~ \ of, yracu e, was born in Fabius, Onondaga Count:, 
~- '., ept mb r 30, I ~5; hi · ance. tor ·, paternal and maternal, were Puritan.; i. a 
<hr t <! . ndant of R1chanl Bayldon, of England, ·who settlecl in ·wether:field 
onn., 111 1636, a1_1d who. ,1 . nclants number among its members distingui:h 
men of th ol 111al aml Rcvoluti nary period both in civil and military life; i a 
hart rm mb r f the rel r f the 1'ounder and Patri ts of America, and ha been 
clccte l c uncil r-general by the ocietie of .,.ew ork, Tew Jersey, and onnecticut; 
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has been extensively engaged in business pursuits for_ forty :years, having-b~en largely 
interested in and director of several national banks; is president and principal owner 
. of the Robert Gere Bank of Syracuse, which he founded, and has been truste~ of the 
Syracuse University since it was founded; was elected mayor of Syra_cuse 111 !877, 
and reelected in 1878 without opposition; was a delegate t? the Republ_ic~n natl~mal 
convention at Chicago in 188~; was elected as a ~epublican t<;> th~ Fiftieth, F~fty-
first, Fifty-second, and Fifty-third Congresses; declined t~e ;1ommat10n for the Fifty-
fourth and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiv111g 27,427 votes, agamst 
22,657 votes for T. L. Poole, Republican, 638 votes for Herrp.an D. Fulton, Prohibitionist, 
827 votes for Charles H. Corregan, Socialist Labor, and 1,006 votes blank and scattering. 
TWENTY-EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 213,142.) 
COi;JNTIES.-Cayuga, Cortland, Ontario, Wayne, and Yates (5 counties). 
SERENO E. PAYNE, of Auburn, was born at Hamilton, N. Y., June 26, 1843; 
graduated from the university at Rochester in 1864; was admitted to the bar in 1866, 
and has since practiced law at Auburn; was city clerk of Auburn, 1868-1871; was 
supervisor of Auburn, 1871-72; was district attorney of Cayuga County, 1873-1879; 
was president of the board of education at Auburn, 1879-1882; was elected to the 
Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 33,628 
votes, against 19,822 votes for Robert L. Drummond, Democrat and Populist, 468 
votes for Francis 0. Mason, National Democrat, and 79 votes blank and scattering. 
TWENTY-NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 174,676.) 
COUNTIES.-Chemung, Schuyler, Seneca, and Steuben (4 counties). 
CHARLES W. GILLET, of Addison, was born at Addison, N. Y., November 26, 
1840; graduated at Union College, Schenectady, N. Y., class of 1861; enlisted as a 
private in the Eighty-sixth Regiment New York Volunteers, August, 1861; was made 
adjutant of the regiment Novemberj 1861, and served as adjutant until discharged 
the service for disabilities in 1863; was elected to the Fifty-third and. Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 27,192 
votes, against 17,994 votes for Henry W. Banes, Democrat, 369 votes for De Merville 
Page, Gold Democrat, and 865 votes blank and scattering. . 
THIRTIETH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 195,553.) 
COUNTIES.-Genesee, Livingston, Niagara, Orleans, and Wyoming (5 counties), 
JAMES W. WAD~WORTH, of Geneseo, was born in Philadelphia, Pa., ·october 
12, r846; was preparing at New Haven, Conn., to enter Yale College, but left in the 
fall of 1864 and entered the Army, serving on the staff of Gen. G. K. Warren to the 
close of the war; was supervisor of the town of Geneseo during 1875, 1876, and 1877; 
was m_ember of the assembly in 1878 and 1879, and comptroller of the State of New 
Y ?rk 111 _ r88o and !881; was elected to the Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, Fifty-second, 
Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
R_epublican, receiving 28,478 votes, against 19,066 votes for Frank P. Hulette, Free 
Silver Democrat, 469 vot~s _for George_ ~- _Sw_eet, Sound Money Democrat, 1,269 votes 
for Charles Ergm<?nt Williams, Prohibitlomst, 397 votes for John Ideson, Populist, 




HENRY COLVIN BR~WSTER, of Rochester, was born at Rochester, N. Y., in 
1~45; became a bank clerk 111 18~3, 8: bank of!icer in 1868, ~hich position he still occu-
pies; he has always ~ken an active mterest ~n the Republican party, and has contrib-
uted largely of his time and means ~oward its success; has been vice-president of the 
ew York S~ate Lea~ue of ~epublican Clubs and president of the Monroe County 
League, and 1s n_ow v1ce-pres1dent of the National League of Republican Clubs; was 
elec~e~ to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican 
re~e1Y_111~ 25,399 vo~es, against 17,109 votes for William E. Ryan, Democrat, 386 vote~ 
f~r_,V1_lham H. Davis, Sound Money Democrat, 562 votes for William R. Hunt, Prohi-
b1l10111st, 488 votes fo!' Frank A. Silverman, Socialist Labor, and 617 votes for How-
ard W. Sneck, Populist. 




ERIE COUNTY (part of), embracing the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, S~venth, Eighth, 
Ninth, T enth, Eleventh, Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Nineteenth, and Twentieth wards 
of the city of Buffalo. 
ROWLAND BLENNERHASSETT MAHANY, of Buffalo, was born in Buffalo, 
N . Y., September 28, 1864; was educated in the public schools; was graduated with 
highest honors from the high school in 1881; in 1882 became instructor in Latin 
and Greek in the Buffalo Classical School; entered Hobart College, 1882, and remained 
two years, during which he stood at the head of his class; went to Harvard Univer-
sity, 1884; was one of the "Detur" prize men, 1885; elected president of St. Paul's 
Society, the Episcopalian organization of Harvard College, 1887; chosen Phi Beta 
Kappa, 1887, in first eight of his class; first marshal of Phi Beta Kappa same year; 
Boylston prize man, 1887 and 1888; was graduated, 1888, summa cum laude; delivered 
the poem at Gettysburg July 1, 1888, at the unveiling of the monument of Ninth 
Veteran Regiment of New York Volunteers; associate editor Buffalo Express, 1888; 
became instructor in history and literature in Buffalo high school, 1889; appointed 
secretary of legation to Chile, 1890; accredited envoy extraordinary and minister 
plenipotentiary to Ecuador, 1892; nominated for Congress, 1892; ran ahead of the 
ticket and cut down the normal Democratic majority over 1,000 votes; returned to 
Ecuador, 1893, and concluded .the Santos treaty, negotiations for which had remained 
unsettled for near 1 y ten years; elected in 1894 to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 18,623 votes, against 14,765 votes for 
Charles Rung, Silver Democrat, 313 votes for Mark B. Moore, Gold Democrat, 84 
votes for Stephen Lockwood, Prohibitionist, 252 votes for Joseph Otto, Socialist 
Labor, and 1,164 votes scattering. 
THIRTY-THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 158,531.) 
ERIE COUNTY (part of), embracing the Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, Twenty-
first, Twenty-second, Twenty-third, Twenty-fourth,and Twenty-fifth wards of the city of Buffalo, 
• and Fourth and Fifth assembly districts of the county of Erie. 
DE ALVA STANWOOD ALEXANDER, of Buffalo, was born July 17, 1846, in 
Richmond, Me.; at the age of 15 entered the army, serving three years, and until 
the close of the war, as a private soldier; upon leaving the service prepared for col-
lege at Edward Little Institute, in Auburn, Me., and took his bachelor's degree from 
Bowdoin College in 1870; afterwards located at Indianapolis, Ind., where he studied 
law and practiced in partnership with Hon. Stanton J. Peelle, now judge of the Court 
of Claims in Washington; in 1881 was appointed Fifth Auditor of the Treasury Depart-
ment, and during his residence in Washington was elected and served one term as 
commander of the Department of the Potomac, Grand Army of the Republic; on 
leaving Washington, removed to Buffalo, forming a law partnership with his college 
classmate, Hon. James A. Roberts, at present comptroller of the State of New York; 
in 1889 was appointed United States attorney for the northern district of ew York, 
holding the office until December, 1893; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 27,573 votes, against 14,636 votes for Harvey W. Richardson, 
Democrat, 931 votes for George Wing, National Democrat, 425 votes for John A. 
ayles, Prohibitionist, and 204 votes for August Miller, Socialist Labor. 
THIRTY-FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, r79,3o8.) 
COUNTIES.-Allcgany, cattaraugus, and Chautauqua (3 counties) . 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
SENATORS. 
JET R • .1. .,'l~LLY PRITCH RD, of Mar hall, was born in Jonesboro, Tenn., 
July 12,. 1 57_; r Ccl\·ed a c mm_ n- cho I ducation at fartin Creek Academy- wa 
nppr nhccd 111 the Jonesboro Tnlmn -Herald office· removed to Baker ville ::\Iitchell 
. unty, .... C., in J T'; wa. joint di tor and o,vder of the Roan Mountain Repub-
ltcan until I 7, when he removed to l\Iar hall, Madi on County; was a Garfield 
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elector in 1880; was elected to the legislature in 1884, 1886, and 1890; wa~ the Repub-
lican candidate for lieutenant-governor in 1888 and was the Repubhc~n cauc1:s 
nominee for United States Senator in 1892; was delegate at large to the Mmneapohs 
convention in 1892; was elected president of the North Carolina Protective Tariff 
League in 1891; was a candidate for Congress in 1892; was licensed to practice law 
in 1887; in April, 1894, he became prominent in the co?per1:1-tion m?vement in N<?rth 
Carolina, and the success of that movement resulted 111 his election to the United 
States Senate to fill the unexpired term of the late Senator Z. B. Vance; was reelected 
in 1897. His term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
MARION BUTLER, of Elliot, Sampson County, was born on a farm in Honey-
cutts Township, Sampson County, N. C., May 20, 1863; was prepared for college by 
his mother and at a neighboring academy, but chiefly by his mother; graduated ai-
the University of North Carolina in 1885; began the study of law, but was called 
home, being the eldest boy, by the sudden death of his father, to run the farm and 
to look after the education of his younger brothers and sisters, and taught at a neigh-
boring academy for three years ; in 1888 he joined the Farmers' Alliance and bought 
the Clinton Caucasian; was elected to the State senate in 1890; was the leader of the 
Alliance forces in that body; was chairman of the joint committee on railroad com-
mission, and succeeded in passing the present railroad-commission law of North 
Carolina and in securing a number of other needed reforms; was elected president of 
the State Farmers' Alliance in 1891 and reelected in 1892; was elected vice-president 
of the National Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union in 1893 and elected presi"'.-
dent of that organization in 1894; immediately after adjournment of the Chicago con-
vention in 1892 he publicly declared that he would not support Grover Cleveland, 
and at once severed his connection with the Democratic party and went to work to 
organize and build up the People's Party; in the winter of 1893-94 he conceived the 
plan o_f campaign which resulted in such a triumphant success at the fall election 
of 1894; was chairman of the Populist State Committee during that campaign; is a 
trustee and a member of the executive board of the State University, his alma mater; 
his paper, the Caucasian, has been removed to Raleigh, N. C., and has probably the 
largest circulation and is one of the most influential papers in the State; was elected 
to the United States Senate as a Populist, to succeed Matt W. Ransom, Democrat, in 
1895. His term · of service will expire March 3, 1901. He was elected chairman of 
the national executive committee of the Populist party in 1896, and was an earnest 




CouNTIES.-Beaufort, Camden, Carter~t , Chowan, Currituck, Dare, Gates, Hertford, Hyde, Martin, 
Pamlico, Pasquotank, Perquimans, Pitt, Tyrrell, and Washington (r6 counties). 
HARRY SKINNER, of Greenville, was born in Perquimans County, N. C., May 
25, 1855; attended the Hertford Academy; read law at the Kentucky University in 
1874-75, and was licensed to practice in North Carolina in 1876· has since resided 
in Gree~ville, N. C., and continuously practiced his profession; in 1878 was cho~en 
by unammous v?te as !own councilman; in 1890 was elected to the lower house of 
the orth Carolma legislature and served as chairman of the committee on internal 
improvements, on the judiciary committee, and chairman of the house branch of the 
committee on redistricting the State; has served as chairman of the Democratic 
executive committee of his county, chairman of the Democratic executive committee 
of the First Congressional district, and on the State central committee · is at present 
chairll?-an of _the Populist executive committee of his county.and on th~ State central 
committee; is a tn~stee of the State University; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and 
reelected to the Fifth-fifth Congress as a Populist, receiving 20,875 votes, against 
14,831 votes for W. H. Lucas, Democrat. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 182,461.) 
COUNTIES.-Bertie, Edgecombe Greene, Halifax, Lenoir, Northampton, Warren, Wayne, and 
Wilson (9 counties). 
GEORGE HENRY WHITE, of Tarboro, ":"as born at Rosindale, Bladen County, 
N. _C., December 18, 1852; attended ~he public schools of his State, and later was 
tramed under Prof. D. P. Allen, president of the "\Vhitten Normal School at Lum-
berton, N. C.; afterwards entered Howard University, Washington, D. C. ;' he grad-
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uated from the eclectic department of that institution in the class of 1877; read law 
while taking academic course, and completed his reading under Judge William J. 
Clarke, of North Carolina, and was licensed to practice in all the courts of that State by 
the supreme court, January, 1879; was principal of one of the State normal and other 
schools in the State; was elected to the house of representatives in 1880 and to the 
State senate in 1884; was elected solicitor and prosecuting attorney for the second 
judicial district of North Carolina for four y1:ars in 1886, and for a like term in 189(); 
was a candidate for Congress in the Second district in 1894, and was nominated, but 
withdrew in the interest of harmoily in his party; and was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 19,338 votes, against 15,368 votes for F. A. Wood-
ard, Democrat, and 2,738 votes for Dr. S. Moss, Populist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 160,288. ) 
CouNTIES.-Bladen, Craven, Cumberland, Duplin, Harnett, Jones, Moore, Onslow, and Sampson 
(9 counties). 
JOHN EDGAR FOWLER, of Clinton, was born on a farm in Sampson County, 
N. C., September 8; 1866; was educated in the common schools of the county and 
Wake Forest College; taught two years after leaving college; read law at the Uni-
versity of North Carolina, and was admitted to the bar in 1894; was formerly a Free 
Silver Democrat, but upon the nomination of Mr. Cleveland in 1892 left the Demo-
cratic and allied himself with the Populist party; was nominated for the State house 
of representatives the same year as a Populist, but was defeated by 7 votes; was nomi-
nated as a Populist for the State senate in 1894, and was elected; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Populist, receiving 17,989 votes, against 12,534 votes for 
Frank Thompson, Democrat. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 186,432.) 
CouNTIES.-Chatham, Franklin, Johnston, Nash, Randolph, Vance, and Wake (7 counties). 
WILLIAM FRANKLIN STROWD, of Chapel Hill, was born in Orange County, 
N. C., December 7, 1832; was educated at the Bingham School, High !1ill Academy, 
and at the Graham Institute; was brought up on a farm; removed to Chatham County 
in 1861, and has continued the occupation of farming to the present time; was elected 
to the State constitutional convention in 1875; was nominated by the Populists for 
Congress in 1892 in the Fourth Congressional district; was again nominated by the 
Populists in 1894, and was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Populist, receiving 20,947 votes, against 16,405 votes for E. W. Pou, 
Democrat, 257 votes for Dr. Banks, Independent Republican, and 26 votes for G. B. 
Alford, Gold Democrat. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 177,537.) 
CouNTIES.-Al~mance, Caswell, Durham, Granville, Guilford, Orange, Person, Rockingham, and 
Stokes (9 counties). 
WILLIAM WALTON KITCHIN, of Roxboro, N. C., was born near Scotland 
Neck, N. C., October 9, 1866; was educated at Vine Hill Academy and Wake Forest 
College, where he graduated in 1884; edited the Scotland Neck Democrat in 1885; 
after studying law, first under his father, Hon. W. H. Kitchin, and then under Hon. 
John Manning, at the niversity of orth Carolina, was admitted to the bar in 1887; 
located at Roxboro in January, 1888, where he still practices his profession; was 
chairman of the cou~ty executive committee in 1890; was the nominee of his party 
for the State senate m 1892; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Con2Tess as a Democrat, 
receiving 19,082 votes, against 18,639 votes for Hon. Thomas Settle, Republican, and 
507 vote for A. J. Dolby, Populist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 204,686.) 
Co . "TIES.- nson, Bnmswick, Columbus, iecklenburg, New Hanover, Pender, Richmond. 
Robeson, an on (9 counties) . 
RT Polkton, great-grand on of Tathaniel facon, who 
y- year . entative in Congre s and United tate enator 
l k ollege, ~ ... orth arolina, in 1872; after !rrarluating 
I I 11 that in. titution, and performed the dutie: of 
r I ne and a half year ; he th n to k a two year ' cour:e at the 
\ n aft r graduating- from thi in titution he wa cho n 
La e . B. F. In. titute, }Iurfree hor , ~ -. . ; aft r teaching- in 
r ttme, he tudied law an 1 was admitted to the bar; practiced 
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his profession for about three years, when he embraced. the Christian re~ig'ion and 
felt impressed to preach the gospel; to better prepare himself for the mmistry, he 
took a course at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky. While 
engaged in his duties as a pastor, without solicitation on his part, he was nominated 
by the Populists for Congress; his competitor, James Alexander Lockhart, ·Demo-
crat, was given the certificate of election, but, owing to certain alleged frauds and 
irregularities, Mr. Martin's friends advised him to contest the election; the result of 
the contest was that Mr. Lockhart was unseated and Mr. Martin seated. Mr. Lock-
hart was again nominated for the Fifty-fifth Congress, as also was Mr. Martin, and 
· the latter was reelected by over 5,000 majority. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,490.) 
COUNTIES.-Cabarrus, Catawba, Davidson, Davie, Iredell, Lincoln, Montgomery, Rowan, Stanly, 
and Yadkin (rn counties). 
ALONZO CRAIG SHUFORD, of Newton, was born in Catawba County, N. C., 
March 1, 1858; was educated in the common schools of the county and at Newton 
College; is a farmer by occupation; joined the Alliance in 1889; was made county 
lecturer and later district lecturer; was elected delegate to the labor conference in 
St. Louis in February, 1892; also delegate for the State at large to the Populist con-
vention in Omaha July 4, same year; was elected vice-president of the State Alliance 
in 1894; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Populist, receiving 17,166 vot~s, against 14,291 votes for Samuel Pemberton, Democrat 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 190,784.) 
CouNTIES.-Alexander , Alleghany, Ashe, Burke, Caldwell, Cleveland, Forsyth, Gaston, Surry, 
Watauga, and Wilkes (u counties). 
ROMULUS Z. LINNEY, of Taylorsville, Alexander County, was born in Ruther-
ford County, N. C., December 26, 1841; was educated in the common schools of the • 
country, at York's Collegiate Institute, and at Dr. Millen's school at Taylorsville; 
served in the Confederate army as a private soldier until the battle of Chancellors-
ville, where he was severely wounded; having been discharged from the army because 
of his wound, he returned to Taylorsville and joined the class in Dr. Millen's school 
of which Hon. William H. Bower was a member; studied law with Judge Armfield; 
was admitted to the bar by the supreme court in 1868; was elected to the State sen-
ate in 1870, 1873, and again in 1882; is by profession a lawyer; was elected to the 
Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
19,419 votes, against 18,006 votes for Rufos A. Doughton, Democrat, and 64 votes for 
William M. White, Prohibitionist. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 186,472.) 
COUNTIES.-Buncombe, Cherokee, Clay, Graham, Haywood, Henderson, Jackson, Macon, Madison, 
McDowell, Mitchell, Polk, Rutherford, Swain, Transylvania, and Yancey (rs counties). 
RICHMOND PEARSqN, of Asheville, _was born at Richmond ~i111 N. C., January 26, 1852; graduated at Prmce1:on College 111 the class of 1872, dehvenng the valedic-
tory oration; was admith.ct to the bar of North Carolina in 1374; in the same year 
was appointed United States consul at Verviers and Liege, Belgium; resigned said 
office 111 1877; was a m~n~ber of the North ~:3-rolina. legislature in 1885 and again in 
I887; was one of the ongmators of the coaht10n which overwhelmed the Democratic 
party in North C_aro~ina in 1894; was elected to ~he Fifty-fourth Congress as an Inde-
pen~e!1t Protectlomst and. reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receivmg 20,495 votes, aga111st 19,189 votes for Joseph S. Adams, Bryan Democrat, 
and 28 votes for J. P. Herran, Populist. 
NORTH DAKOTA. 
SENATORS. 
HENRY C. HANSBROUGH, of Devils Lake, was born at Prairie du Rocher, 
Randolph ~oun~y, Ill., Januar.y 30,. 1~48; received a common-school education; 
removed wi~h his par~nts to Caltforma 111 1867; learned the trade of printer in that 
State; published a daily paper at San Jose, Cal., 1869-70; was connected with the 
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San Francisco Chronicle until 1879; published a paper at Baraboo, Wis., for two 
years, and removed to the then Territory of Dakota in 1882, engaging in journalism; 
became prominent as an advocate of the Republican policy of division and admission; 
was twice elected mayor of his city; was a delegate to the Chicago convention in 
1888 and was there chosen national committeeman for North Dakota; received the 
Republican nomination for Congress at the first State convention and was elected 
to the Fifty-first Congress, receiving 26,077 votes, against 12,006 for Daniel W. Mar-
rata, Democrat; was elected to the United States Senate as a Republican January 23, 
1891, to succeed Gilbert A. Pierce, Republican. He took his seat March 4, 1891; 
was reelected in 1897, and his term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
WILLIAM NATHANIEL ROACH, of Larimore, was born in Washington, D. C., 
September 25, 1840; was educated in the city schools and Georgetown College; was 
a clerk in the Quartermaster's Department during the war; removed to Dakota Ter-
ritory in 1879; was interested in mail contracts for-several years; took up land in 
Dakota and developed a farm, and has been engaged in agriculture since; was mayor 
of Larimore from 1883 to 1887; was a member of the Territorial legislature of the 
session of 1885; was Democratic candidate for governor at the first State election and 
was defeated by John Miller; was renominated at the next election and was again 
defeated; was elected United States Senator February 20, 1893, after thirty-three 
days' balloting, upon the sixty-first ballot, receiving 23 Democratic, 17 Populist, and 
IO Repu½lican votes, against 42 Republican votes cast for H. F. Miller, Republican; 




MARTIN N. JOHNSON, of Petersburg, was born in Wisconsin in the year 1850, 
and removed to Iowa the same year; graduated at the Iowa State University in 1873; 
taught two years in the California Military Academy at Oakland; studied law, and 
was admitted to the bar in 1876; served a term in each branch of the Iowa legisla-
tm:e and was a Haye:5 elector for the Dubuque district in the electoral colleg:e of ~876; 
removed to .Dakota m 1882, and took up Government land, on which he still resides; 
was elected district attorney in 1886 and reelected in 1888; was a member of the 
constitutional convention of North Dakota in 1889 and chairman of the first Repub-
lican State convention the same year; received 42 out of a total of 80 votes in the 
Republican le~islative caucus in November, 1889, for United States Senator, but was 
beaten in the Joint convention by a coalition of Democrats with the minority of the 
Republican caucus; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 




JOSEPH BE SO FORAKER, of Cincinnati, was born July 5, 1846, on a farm 
near Rainsboro, Highland County, Ohio; enlisted July 14, 1862, as a private in Com-
pany A, Eighty-ninth Regiment Ohio Volunteer · Infantry, with which organization 
he erved until the close of the war, at which time he held the rank of first lieutenant 
and brevet captain; was graduated from Cornell University, Ithaca, . Y., July r, 
1 69; was admitted to the bar and entered upon the practice of the law at Cincinna!i, 
h10, c~ober 14, 1869; wa el~cted judge of the superior court of Cincinnati in -~pnl, 
1879; resigned on a~c~unt of 111 health May 1, 1882; w&s the Republican candidate 
for go ernor of h10 m 1883, but was defeated· was elected to that office in 18 5, 
and reel c!ecl in 1 7; was again nominated fo; governor and defeated in 1889; wa 
1_ cte mted tat ena~or January 15, 1 ¢, to ucceed Calvin S. Brice, and took 
b1 · at Iar h 4, 1897. Ht term ·will expire farch 3, 1903. 
LR_ · L ~z I-~ ~.· ofClev land,wasbornin .. TewLi bon(nowLisbon), 
0Jumb1an_a ounty, h10, pt ~b r 24, 1 37; removed with hi father's family to 
J ,v land in 1 52; wa duca~ m th mmon chool of that city and the We tern 
11 g , Rud h~o- wa eng~ d a an employee in the grocery house 
arr t. 11 ' ht father betng enior member of the firm; hi father 
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died in 1862 and he represented that interest in the firm until 1867, when the busi-
ness was closed up; then became a membe!" o~ the firm of Rhodes fj,z. Co., e1~gaged 
in the . iron and coal business; at the expiration of ten years the title of this firm 
was changed to M. A. Hanna & Co., which still exists; has been identified with 
lake carrying business, being interested in vessels on the lakes, and in the construc-
tion of such vessels; is president of the Union National Bank of Cleveland; president 
of the Cleveland City Railway Company; president of the Chapin Mining Company, 
Lake Superior; was director of the Union Pacific Railway Company in 1885? by 
appointment of President Cleveland; was a delegate to the nahona; Republican 
conventions in 1884, 1888, and 1896; was elected chairman of the national Repub-
lican committee in 1896, and still holds that position; was appointed to the United 
States Senate as a Republican, by Governor Bushnell, March 5, 1897, to fill the 
vacancy caused by the retirement of Hon. John Sherman, who resigned to accept 
the position of Secretary of State in President McKinley's Cabinet; took his seat 
March 5, 1897· in January, 1898, he was elected for the short term ending M2.rch 4, 





HAMILTON COUNTY.-First, S'ecoi:id, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, 'l'enth, 
Eleventh, Eighteenth, Twenty-sixth, Twenty-seventh, and Thirty-first wards of the city of 
Cincinnati, Anderson, Columbia, Spencer, Symmes, and Sycamore townships, and Northeast, 
Southeast, Bond Hill, and St. Bernard precincts of Mill Creek Township. 
WILLIAM B. SHATIUC, of Madisonville, was born at North Hector, N. Y., June 
II, 1841; removed to Ohio when II years old, and received his education in the public 
schools of the State; was a commissioned officer in the Union Army during the rebel-
lion, in the army of the frontier; for thirty years previous to 1895 was an officer in 
the railway traffic service and is now retired from business; lives at Madisonville, 
Hamilton County, Ohio; in 1895 was elected one of the State senators from Hamil-
ton County to the Seventy-second general assembly; was elected to the Fifty-fifth 




HAMILTON COUNTY.-'l'welfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Ni'ne-
teenth, Twentieth, 'I'wenty-first, Twenty-second, Twenty-third, Twenty-fourth, 'I'.wenty-fifth, 
Twenty-eighth, Twenty-ninth, and Thi1;tieth wards of the city of Cincinnati, the townships 
of Sp1ingfield, Colerain, Greene, Delhi, Storrs, Miami, Whitewater, Harrison, and Crosby, and 
Elmwood, College Hill, Western, and Winton Place precincts of Mill Creek Township. 
JACOB H. BROMWELL, of Wyoming (post-office address, Cincinnati), was born . 
May rr, 1847, in Cincinnati, Ohio; received his education in the public schools of 
that city; taught in the Cincinnati high schools for seventeen years; graduated from 
the Cincinnati Law College in 1870; was assistant county solicitor of H1.milton County 
for four years; was elected to the Fifty-third Congress as a Republican to fill the 
unexpired t erm m~de vacant by the resignation of Hon. John A. Caldwell; was 
also at the same time elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress; was reelected to the 




CouNTIES.-Butler, Montgomery, and Preble (3 counties). 
, JOI:IN L .. B~ENNER, o~ Dayton, was born in Wayn~ Township, Montgomery 
County, Ohio, 111 1832; recewed a common-school education· worked on the farm 
s,un:mers and ~ttended school winters until 20 years old, ~hen he attended the 
?pnngfield. Ohio, _Academ~; was eng-aged in farming. until 1862, when he engaged 
111 the nursery ~us1ness, which pursmt_ he foll?wed qmte successfully until 1874; he 
then engaged 111 the leaf-tobacco busmess, his present occupation; was married in 
the_fall of 18?6,_ and then made Dayton his 3:ome; never held any public office except 
police commissioner; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiv-
rng 27,434 votes, agamst 27,333 votes for Robert M. Nevin, Republican, and 254 votes 
for Joel S. Stewart, Populist. 
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FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 163,632.) 
CouNTIES.-Allen, Auglaize, Darke, Mercer, and Shelby (5 counti"es). 
GEORGE A. MARSHALL, of Sidney, was born in Shelby County, Ohio, Set>-
tember 14, 1851; educated in public schools of Shelby County, and later at the Ohio 
"Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio; is an attorney at law; served eight years as 
prosecuting attorney of Shelby County, being elected in 1878, 1880, and again in 
1883; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 25,688 votes, 
against 16,671 for Jno. P. MacLean, Republican, 484 for L. M. Kramer, Peoples, and 
306 for Geo. N. Mace, National-plurality being 9,017. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 161,537.) 
COUNTIES.-Defiance, Henry, Paulding, Putnam, Van Wert, and Williams (6 counties). 
DAVID MEEKISON, of Napoleon, Ohio, was born November 14, 1849, at Dundee, 
Scotland, and emigrated with his parents from that country in 1855 to Napoleon, 
Ohio, where he has since resided, except three years' service in the Fourth United 
States Artillery; he attended the common schools until his fourteenth year, and then 
entered a printing office; studied law and was admitted to the bar in 1873; although 
always a Democrat he has been twice appointed to office by Republican authorities, 
first as town clerk and afterwards as county prosecuting attorney for the county to 
fill a vacancy; was afterwards elected and reelected to the same office; in 1881 he 
was elected probate judge, and served two terms; in 1886 he established a banking 
business in Napoleon, Ohio, under the name of Meekison Bank, to which he has 
given his principal attention, except that required by the duties of mayor of Napo-
leon, Ohio, in which office he is now serving his fourth consecutive term, and was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 24,383 votes, against 




COUNTIES.-Brown, Clermont, Clinton, Greene, Highland, and Warren (6 counties). 
SETH W. BROWN, of Lebanon, was born January 4, 1843, near Waynesville, 
·warren County, Ohio; was brought up on a farm and educated in the public schools; 
was a member of Company H, Seventy-ninth Ohio Volunteer Infantry; read law 
with Judge George R. Sage, and was admitted to the bar by the supreme court in 1873; 
elected prosecuting attorney for vVarren County in 1880 and reelected in 1882; elected 
representative in the general assembly in 1883 and reelected in 1885, being a member 
of the finance committee of the house for four years and chairman of that committee 
during his second term; was chosen Presidential elector on the Harrison ticket in 
1888 and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 25,36o 
votes, against 21,358 votes for Harry W. Paxton, Democrat, and 336 votes for Frank 
S. Delo, Prohibitionist. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 161,537.) 
COUNTIES.-Clark, Fayette, Madison, Miami, and Pickaway (5 counties). 
\VALTER L. WEA VER, of Springfield, was born in Montgomery County, Ohio, 
April 1, 1851; son of Rev. John S. and Amanda Hurin \Veaver; was educated at the 
public schools, Monroe Academy, and Wittenberg College, graduating from the lat-
ter in titution in 1870; immediately pursued the study of law, and was admitted to 
the bar by the supreme court of his native tate in 1872, since which time he has 
c ntinuou ly practiced his profe ion; wa elected prosecuting attorney for Clark 
County in 1874, and again elected to the same office in 188o, 1882, and 18 5; wa 
el cted to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 23,745 votes, against 
2r,17r votes for Franci ::\I. Hunt, Democrat and Populist, and 334 votes for R. S. 
Thomp ·on, Prohibitioni t. 
EIGHTH DI TRICT. 
(Populntion, 175,917.) 
nncock, IInrdin , J,ogan, and u•nion (6 counties). 
\LD LYB Delaware, hio, was born in Tarlton, Pickaway 
o, :;\Jay 23, Ye<l to Delaware in I 57; wa ducated at the Ohio 
nh· ·ty, I >hio; at the breaking out f the idl war enli:ted, 
r, n pr mpany I, Fourth hio Yolunteer Infantry; from 
1t trnn ompany E, , 'e\' nty-thircl hi Yolunteer Infan-
lll to tenant; remained in en-ice with the eventy-third 
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Ohio Volunteer Infantry for three years; the last two years was captain of his com-
pany, and participated in the battles of Rich Mountain, Cross Keys, Second Bull 
Run, Cedar Mountain, Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, and Gettysburg; serv_ed a 
portion of his time as aid-de-camp 011 the staffs of Generals Steinwehr and Sigel; 
went west with Gen. Joseph Hooker, and took part iµ the_b~ttle of_ Lookout Moun-
tain known as Hooker's fight above the clouds; also participated 111 the battles of 
Chattanooga and the battles of the Atlanta campaign, receiving two slight wounds, 
one at the battle of Peach Tree Creek and the other at Dallas, Ga.; at the close of 
the war returned to Delaware; in 1869 was elected mayor; studied law, and was 
admitted to the bar in 1871; in 1873 became an active partner in the Delaware Chair 
Company and from tp.at time until the present has been engaged in the affairs of 
that company- is also a landowner and interested in farming; was appointed post-
master at Dellware, December 20, 1881, by President Chester A. Arthur, and served 
one term of four years; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 26,2II votes, against 22,519 votes for McEldin Dun, candidate 011 the 
Democratic-Populist-Prohibition fusion ticket. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 190,685.) 
COUNTIES.-Fulton, Lucas, Ottawa, and Wood (4 counties). 
JAMES HARDING SOUTHARD, of Toledo, was born 011 a farm in Washington 
Township, Lucas County, Ohio, January 20, 1851; is the son of Samuel and Char-
lotte Southard. Samuel Southard came to this country from Devonshire, England, 
about 1833 and located in Lucas. County, where he has since resided; Charlotte 
Southard came to Lucas County from central New York with her parents at a later 
date. He attended Hopewell district school, Toledo public schools, and studied at 
Adrian, Mich., and Oberlin, Ohio, preparatory to entering Cornell University, where 
he graduated in 1874; began to study law in 1875 and was admitted to practice in 
1877" in 1882 was appointed assistant prosecuting attorney of Lucas County; after-
wards was twice elected prosecuting attorney of said county and served in that office 
six years; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as 
a Republi
1
can, receiving 29,603 votes, against 25,698 votes for S. Brophy, Democrat. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 173,921.) 
COUNTIES.-Adams, Gallia, Jackson, Lawrence, Pike, and Scioto (6 counties). 
LUCIEN J. FENTON, of Winchest~r, was born near Winchester, Ohio, May 7, 
1844; was educated in the public schools, at the Lebanon normal school, and at the 
Ohio University, Athens; assisted in the work 011 his father's farm until the begin-
ning of the late war; enlisted in the Ninety-first Ohio Regiment August II, 1862, 
and served continuously in the field until permanently disabled by a gunshot wound 
at the battle of Winchester, Va., September 19, 1864; was a teacher and superintend-
ent of public schools in Ohio for a number of years, serving a portion of the time as 
one of the school examiners for Adams County; was awarded a high-school life cer-
tificate by the Ohio State board of school examiners in 1878; was the Republican 
candidate for clerk of the courts of Adams County in 1880, reducing considerably 
the then large Democratic m·ajority in the county; was appointed to a position in the 
custom-house, New Orleans, La., in December, 1880, by Hon. John Sherman, then 
Secretary of the Treasury; organized the Winchester Bank in 1884, and still retains 
connection therewith; was appointed a trustee of the Ohio University by Governor 
McKinley in 1892; was a delegate to the national Republican convention at Minne-
apolis in 1892; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-




CO UNTIES.-Athens, Hocking, Meigs, Perry, Ross, and Vinton (6 counties). 
CHARLES HE RY GROSVE OR, of Athens, was born at Pomfret, Windham 
County, Conn., September 20, 1833; his grandfather was Col. Thomas Grosvenor of 
the Second Connecticut. Regiment in the Revolution, and his father was Maj. P~ter 
Grosvenor,. who.served 111 the Te_nth Connecticut Regiment in the war of 1812; his 
father earned him from Connecticut to Ohio in May, 1838, but there was no school-
~ouse near where he settled u~til he was 14 years old, whe1\ he attended a few terms 
111 a country ~og schoolhouse _111 Athens County, Ohio; taught school and studied 
law; was admitted to the bar 111 r857; was chairman of the executive committee of 
the Ohio State Bar Association from its organization for many years· served in the 
Union Army, in the Eighteenth Ohio Volunteers, from July,1861, to N~vember, 1865; 
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was major, lieutenant-colonel, colonel, and brevet brigadier-general of volunteers, 
commanding a brigade at the battle of Nashville, in December, 1864; has held divers 
township and village offices; was a member of the State house of representatives of 
Ohio, 1874-1878, serving as speaker of the house two years; was Presidential elector 
for the Fifteenth district of Ohio in 1872, and was chosen to carry the electoral vote of 
the State to 'Washington; was Presidential elector at large in 1880; was a member 
of the board of trustees of the Ohio Soldiers and Sailors' Orphans' Home, at Xenia, 
from April, 1880, till 1888, and president of the board for five years; was elected to 
the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 24,333 votes, against 
19,799 votes for Finck, Democrat, and 74 votes for Crippen, Prohibitionist. 
TWELFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 158,026.) 
CouNTIES.-Fairfield and Franklin (2 counties). 
JOHN JACOB LENTZ, of Columbus, was born near St. Clairsville, Belmont County, 
Ohio, January 27, 1856; attended district school and the St. Clairsville High School; 
taught school four years, and graduated from the National Normal University, Lei; 
anon, Ohio, in 1877; attended University of Wooster one year, and graduated from Un;i-
versity of Michigan with degree of A. B. in 1882; took both law courses at Columbia 
College, New York City, receiving the degree·of LL . B. in 1883; admitted to the bar 
at Columbus in October, 1883, and since 1887 has been a member of the law firm of 
Nash & Lentz; for five years was one of the examiners of the city teachers, and w~ 
appointed a trustee of Ohio University by Governor McKinley; in the Democratic 
State convention, Cincinnati, 189.3, received votes for governor from a dozen or more 
counties, although not a candidate and refusing to permit his name to be presen!ed. 
!o the convention; was elected national president of the American Insurance -q-n~on 
111 September, 1896; was elected to. the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receivmg 
23,818 votes, against 23,712 votes for David Kemper Watson, Republican, who had 
been elected two years before by 1,591 majority over Joseph H. Outhwaite; was per-
manent chairman of the Democratic State Convention held at Dayton, August 
23 and 24, 1898. 
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 185,324.) 
COUNTIES.-Crawford, Erie, Marion, Sandusky, Seneca, and Wyandot (6 counties). 
JAMES ALBERT NORTON, of Tiffin, Seneca County, Ohio, was born in Sene~a 
County, Ohio, on ovember rr, 1843; was educated in the Tiffin schools; enlisted m 
United States service in August, 1862, sergeant Company K, One hundred and first 
Ohio Volunteer Infantry; was promoted to first lieutenant and adjutant One hm:idred 
and twenty-third United States Colored Infantry in 1864; .mustered out of service at 
close of the war, in 1865; began the practice of medicine in 1867; continued th~t 
profession until 1879; was admitted to the bar in 1879; served six yearn in the Ohio 
house of representatives from 1873 to 1879; was speaker pro tempore of that body for 
two years; was appointed commissioner of railroads and telegraphs by Governor James 
E. Campbell, and served in that capacity during Governor Campbell's, and part of th_e 
first term of Governor McKinley's, administration, when he resigned to accept posi-
tion in railroad service, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
rec iving 28,878 votes, against 23,506 votes for Stephen R. Harris, Republican, 458 
votes for J. II. Rhodes, Populist, and 249 votes for John vV. Belson, Prohibitionist. 
FOURTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 178,259.) 
Coo. 'TIES.-Ashland, Huron, Knox, Lorain, Morrow, and Richland (6 counties). 
'YL -~IELD ~ . ~ERR, of_l\-fansfield, i~ a graduate of the Law Depart1!1ent of tl~e 
l 111,·er ·1ty of ::.\Iich1gan, and ts by profe ·1011 a lawyer; served four year 111 the Oh10 
tatc nat ; wa. le ted t the Fifty-fourth and reel cted to the Fifty-fifth Congre · 
as a Republican, receiving 28,650 vot , against :24,574 votes for J. R. Co:ffinberry, 
D m rat, and 232 vote for R. F. l\Io. her, • ational Democrat. 
IFTEE ... -Tn DI TRICT. 
(Population, 162, 131.) 
or. ·Trn .. - (,11 rn y , . Ior ~an , Iu ki11~1111, • ·ohl and "'a.·hington (5 countie ). 
HJ-.:" -RY CL\ Y \' \. T. YO >RIII, , of Zanes,·ille, wa. born in Licking Town. hip 
Iu k111gum County, h10, ::\I y 11, I 52; wa educated in the public chool and at 
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Denison University; was admitted to the bar in 1874; was chairman of the Republican 
county committee from 1879 to 1884; was a delegate to the Republican national con-
vention at Chicago in 1884; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses 
and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 22,56o votes, 
against 19,837 votes for J.B. Tannehill, p~~oc!at, 205 votes .for T. E. Moore, Popu-
list, and 354 votes for T. H. Paden, Prohibit10mst. 
SIXTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 160,399.) 
COUNTlES.-Belmont, Carroll, Harrison, Jefferson, and Monroe {5 counties). 
LORENZO DANFORD, of St. Clairsville, was born in Belmont County, Ohio, 
October 18, 1829; lived on a farm until manhood; received a common-school educa-
tion and attended college at \Vaynesburg, Pa., two years; was admitted to the bar 
at St. Clairsville, Ohio, in September, 1854; was prosecuting attorney of Belmont 
County from 1857 to 1861 , when he resigned and went into the Union Army, in the 
Fifteenth Ohio Volunteer Infantry, in April of that year, and served as private, 
lieutenant, and captain until August, 1864; was a Republican member of the electoral 
college of Ohio in 1864 and in 1892, and in the latter year was president of the col-
lege· was a member of the Forty-third, Forty-fourth, Forty-fifth, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses, and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 21,690 
votes, against 18,632 votes for H. H. McFadden, Free Silver Democrat. 
SEVENTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 176,744.) 
COUNTlES.-Coshocton, Holmes, Licking, Tuscarawas, and Wayne (5 counties). 
JOHN ANDERSON McDOWELL, of Millersburg, was born in Killbuck, Holmes 
County, Ohio, September 25, 1853; his father's family moved to a farm in Monroe 
Township, Holmes County, where he received his first years of schooling in a country 
school; later, the family returned to Killbuck, where he clerked in his father's store, 
and attended the village school in the winters; attended the Millersburg High School 
and Lebanon Normal University; was graduated from Mount Union College; began 
teaching a country school at 17; taught seven winter terms; was principal of Millers-
burg High School two years and superintendent of Millersburg schools for seventeen 
years; was county school examiner for seven years; has been engaged as instructor 
in teachers' institutes in several counties in Ohio, also instructor in the summer 
9chool of Wooster University; has been directly interested in agricultural pursuits 
for several years; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
26,109 votes, against 21,169 votes for Addison S. McClure, Republican, 357 votes for 
I. N. Kieffer, Prohibitionist, 104 votes for Homer E. Cole, National Prohibitionist, 
and 34 votes scattering. 
EIGHTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Popula tion, 199,178.) 
COUNTIES.-Columbiana, Mahoning, and Stark (3 counties). 
ROBERT WALKER TAYLER, of Lisbon, was born at Youngstown, Ohio, 
November 26, .1852; graduated at the 'Yest~rn Rese!ve College, June, 1872; in Sep-
te_mber of that year commence_d teaching 111 the high school at New Lisbon ( now 
Lisbon), and was elected supenntendent of schools 111 1873 and reelected in 1874· · 
from January, 1875, to November, 1876, he was editor of the Buckeye State newspape; 
at ~ew Lisbon; in April, 1~77, he was ~dmitted to the ba!, and was elected prose-
cutmg attorney of Columbiana County 111 1880, reelected 111 1882 and served until 
J'.'1-nuary,_ 1886; si1~ce his admission to the ~ar has been actively engaged in the prac-
tice of his profession; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Republican, receiving 29,814 votes, against 24,770 votes for Isaac R. 
Sherwood, Democrat, and 476 votes for James L. Swan, Prohibitionist. 
NINETEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 181,474.) 
COUNTIES.-Ashtabula, Geauga, Portage, Summit, and Trumbull (s counties). 
CHARLES DICK, of Akron; law}'.'er; born at Akron, Ohio, November 3, 1858; upon 
the death of Steph~n. A. Northway m 18~8 was elected as a Republican to the Fifty-
fifth Congress, receivmg 23,359 votes, agamst 12,574 votes for R. M. -evin, Democrat. 
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TWENTIETH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 177,240.) 
CouNTIES.-Lake, Medina, and the townships of Bedford, Brecksville, Brooklyn, Chagrin Falls, 
Dover, East Cleveland, Euclid, Independence, Mayfield, Middleburg, Newburg, Olmstead, 
Orange, Parma, Rockport, Royalton, Solon, Strongsville, and Warrensville, of Cuyahoga 
County, and the Twenty-sixth, Twenty-eighth, Twenty-ninth, Thirtieth, Thirty-first, Thirty-
·second, Thirty-third, Thirty-fourth, Thirty-fifth, Thirty-sixth, Thirty-seventh, Thirty-eighth, 
'.thirty-ninth, and Fortieth wards of the city of Cleveland as they are now constituted. 
CLIFTON BAILEY BEA~H, of Cleveland, was born in Sharon, Medina County, 
Ohio, September 16, 1845; removed to Cleveland in 1857, where he has since resided; 
was educated in the common schools and Western Reserve College, class of 1871; 
was admitted to the bar in 1872; retired from active practice in 1884, having become 
extensively engaged in manufacturing enterprises; was nominated for Congress by 
acclamation and elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 24,531 votes, against 2r ,834 votes for A. F. Van Tassel, 
Democrat, 76 votes for W. H. "\i\Tatkins, National Democrat, 253 votes for J. J. Harri-
son, Prohibitionist, and 237 votes for Paul Dinger, Socialist Labor. 
TWENTY-FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Population, 172,707.) 
COUNTY OF CUYAHOGA.-First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, 
E leventh, Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, 
Nineteenth, Twentieth, Twenty-first, Twenty-second, Twenty-third, Twenty-fourth, Twenty• 
fifth, and Twenty-seventh wards of the city of Cleveland. 
THEODORE E. BURTON, of Cleveland, was born at Jefferson, Ashtabula County, 
Ohio, December 20, 1851; studied at Grand River Institute, Austinburg, Ohio, at 
Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa, and at Oberlin College, from which last institution he 
graduated 1l1 1872; began the practice of law at Cleveland in 1875; was a member 
of the Fifty-first Congress, but was defeated for reelection in 1890; was elected to 
the Fifty-fourth a1;1d reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
25,527 votes, against 20,025 votes for L. A. Russell, Democrat, 49 votes for T. P. 
McDonough, National Democrat, 226 votes for L. B. Tuckerman, Populist, 177 votes 
for E. Jay Pinney, Prohibitionist, and 203 votes for Walter Gillett, Socialist Labor. 
OREGON. 
SENATORS. 
GEORGE W. McBRIDE, of St. Helens, was born in Yamhill County, Oreg., March 
13, 1854; received his primary education in the public schools and in the Prepara-
tory Department of Willamette University; was a student at Christian College, l\Ion-
mouth, Oreg., for two years; studied law and was admitted to the bar, but has not 
been engaged in the active practice of his profession· was engaged in mercantile 
bus_ines~ for ten years; was elected a member of the h~use of representatives of t~e 
legislative assembly of Oregon in June, 1882; was elected speaker of the house 111 
Septemb~r, 1882; was. elected secretary of state in 1886; was reelected in 1890 ~nd 
served eight year , 111s second term ending January 14, 1895; was elected Umted 
tate enator as a Republican February 23, 1895. His term of service will expire 
March 3, 1901. 
JO 'EPI! SI~ION', of Portland, was born in Germany in 1851, and came to this 
c~mntry with .his p~rent w~en but I year old, going to Oregon in 1857; has cot!-
bnuou. ly re i led 111 the city of Portland; obtained his education in the public 
cho 1 of Portland; in l 72 ,vas admitted to the bar, and is now and for many year 
pa t ha been a 111 mber of the law firm of Dolph Mallory & Simon· was elected to 
the ity council of Portland in 1877, and served' as a member of that body three 
year. ; wa elect cl ecreta_ry of the Republican tate central committee in 187 , and 
ma nag <l th tate ~ampa1gn of that year; was chosen chairman of the Republican 
, late ent.ral ~omn11tte, o~ r ·gon in 1 8o, 1 4, and 1886, and had charge of the 
tale nnd 1~allonal. ampa1g11. o~ tho e_year in regon; was cho en a delegate to 
the R •puhlt n national con\·ent101~ ,vh1ch met at Minneapoli in 1 92, and wa there 
I d a th m mb r f the nat1011~l committee for Oregon; wa elected to the 
ta na from )fult.11011:1 h ounty 111 1, 80, 1 4, r , , 1 94, and r 9 ; if he were 
t . out th f rm l which h was la. t ele t rl it ·would make twenty year en·ice 
f r lum a member of the tat· ·nate: wa: cho. eu pre ident of the enate at the 
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sessions of 1889, 1891, 1895, and 1897, and at the special session of 1898, and, the State 
having no lieutenant-governor, he presided over the senate and over the joint con-
ventions of both houses; October 8, 1898 was elected to the United States Senate as 
a Republican to fill a vacancy that had existed since March 4, 1897. His term of 




COUNTIES.-Benton, Clackamas, Coos, Curry, Douglas, Jackson, Josephine, Klamath, Lake, Lane, 
Linn, Marion, Polk, Tillamook, Washington, and Yamhill (r6 counties). 
THOMAS H. TONGUE, of Hillsboro, Oreg., was born in Lincolnshire, England, 
June 23, 1844; removed with his parents to Washington County, Oreg., November 
23, 1859, where he has since resided; was educated at Pacific University, Forestgrove, 
Washington County, Oreg., and graduated in June, 1868; removed to Hillsboro in that 
year and began the study of law; was admitted to the bar in September, 1870, and 
has ever since engaged in the practice of his profession; has also been interested in 
agricultural pursuits and the raising of live stock; has always been a Republican, 
but did not take an active part in political affairs until 1888; in that year was elected 
a member of the State senate, serving a term of four years; in 1890 was the perma-
nent chairman of the State Republican convention; in February, 1892, was elected 
president of the State organization of Republican clubs and served for a term of two 
years; was a delegate to the national Republican convention at Minneapolis in 1892, 
and was the Oregon vice-president of that convention; in 1894 was again the perma-
nent chairman of the State Republican convention; was a member of the State central 
committee continuously from 1886 to 1896; has been the chairman of the Congres-
sional committee of the First Congressional district of Oregon from the time of its 
organization until 1896; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican on the 
first Monday in June, 1896, receiving 19,355 votes, against 7,914 votes for Jeff. Meyers, 
Democrat, 19,296 votes for W. S. Vanderburg, Populist, and 1,356 votes for M. C. 
Christianson, Prohibitionist. Free Silver Democrats and Free Silver Republicans 
generally united in support of the Populist candidate. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 158,205.) 
COUNTIES.-Baker, Crook, Clatsop, Columbia, Gilliam, Grant, Harney, Malheur, Morrow, Mult-
nomah, Sherman, Umatilla, Union, Wallowa, and Wasco (15 counties). 
WILLIAM RUSSELL ELLIS, of Heppner, was born near Waveland, Montgomery 
County, Ind., April 23, 1850; removed to Guthrie County, Iowa, in 1855; worked on a 
farm and attended district school until he was 18 years of age; divided his time between 
teaching country school and working on a farm until after arriving. at majority· 
attended school for a while at the Iowa State Agricultural College, at Ames, Iowa; 
graduated from the Law Department of the Iowa State University, at Iowa City in 
June, 1874; practiced law and engaged in newspaper work at Hamburg, Iowa· ser~ed 
two years as city attorney and one term as mayor of that city; removed to Or~gon in 
1883; has lived in Heppner since 1884; served one term as county superintendent of 
schools and three ter;111s as ~istrict at~orney of the Seventh judicial district of Oregon; 
was elected to the F1fty-th_ird and F:f~y-fourth Congresses.and reelected to the Fifty-
fift~ Congress_ as a Republican, rece1v111g 12,617 votes, agamst 12,239 votes for Martin 
Qunm, Populist, 8,807 votes for H. H. Northup, Independent or bolting Republican, 
7,099 votes for A. S. Bennett, Democrat, and 775 votes for F. McKercher, Prohibitionist. 
PENNSYLVANIA. 
SENATORS. 
M~TIHEW STANLEY QUAY, of Beaver, was born _in Dillsburg, York County, 
Pa . . September 30, 1833; was prepared for college at Beaver and Indiana academies· 
was graduated from Jefferson College in 1850; was admitted to the bar in 1854; wa~ 
~le,c,ted pro>thonotary ?f Beaver County in 1856 and reelected in 1859; was a lieutenant 
111 l enth I ~nnsylvama Reserve~; was colonel of the One hundred and thirty-fourth 
Pennsylva111~ ,Volunteers; was h eu~enant-colonel and assistant commissary-general; 
was State nnhtary agent at Wash111gton; was private secretary to the governor of 
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Pennsylvania; was major and chief of transportation and telegraphs; was military 
secretary to the governor of Pennsylvania, 1861-1865; was a member of the legislature, 
1865-1867; was secretary of the Commonwealth, 1872-1878; was recorder of the city 
of Philadelphia and chairman of the Republican State committee, 1878-79; was 
secretary of the Commonwealth, 1879-1882; was delegate at large to the Republican 
national conventions of 1872, 1876, and 1880; was elected State treasurer in 1885; 
was elected a member of the Republican national committee and chosen chairman 
thereof and ex officio chairman of the executive committee when the committee 
organized in July, 18$8, and conducted the successful Presidential campaign of that 
year; was a delegate to the Republican national convention of 1892; was chairman 
Republican State committee, 1895-96; was a delegate to the Republican national 
convention of 1896; was elected a member of the Republican national committee and 
chosen a member of the executive committee in 1896; was elected to the United States 
Senate as a Republican, to succeed John I. Mitchell, and took his seat March4, 1887, 
and was reelected in 1893. His terni of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
BOIES PENROSE, of Philadelphia, was born in Philadelphia November 1, 186o; 
was prepared for college by private tutors and in the·schools of Philadelphia; was 
graduated from Harvard College in 1881; read law with Wayne McVeaghand George 
Tucker Bispham, and admitted to the bar in 1883; practiced his profession in part-
nership with S. Davis Page and Edward P. Allinson under_ the firm name of Page, 
Allinson & Penrose; was elected to the Pennsylvania house of representatives from 
the Eighth Philadelphia district in 1884; i_n connection with Edward P. Allinson, 
wrote, at the request of Johns Hopkins University, for the university studies in his-
torical and political science, a History of the City Government of Philadelphia; was 
elected to the Pennsylvania State senate from the Sixth Philadelphia district in 
1886, reelected in 1890, and again in 1894; was elected president pro tempore of the 
senate in 1889, and reelected in 1891; was elected to the United States Senate as_a 
Republican to succeed J. Donald Cameron, and took his seat March 4, 1897. Hts 
term of service will expire-March 3, 1903. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
AT LARGE. 
GALUSHA A. GROW; of Glenwood, Susquehanna County, was born in Ashford 
(now Eastford), Windham County, Conn., August 31, 1823; his father died when he 
was 3 years o1d; his mother, with her six children, removed to Susquehanna County, 
Pa., in May, 1834; worked on a farm summers and went to the common school win-
ters until the summer of 1837, when he began a regular course of study at Franklin 
Academy, Susquehanna County, and entered the freshman class, Amherst (Mass.) 
College, September, 1840; graduated July, 1844; was admitted to the bar of Susque-
hanna County April 19, 1847; declined a unanimous nomination for the legislature 
in August, 1850; was elected to Congress the following October, succeeding Davi~ Wil-
mot; was elected from the same district six consecutive terms, once by a unanimous 
vote; was defeated in a new district, composed of Susquehanna and Luzerne counties, 
in 1862; was elected the first three times as a Free Soil Democrat, the last three as 
a Republican; entered Congress in December, 1851, being the youngest member of 
that Congress; was chairman of the Committee on the Territories in the Thirty-fourth 
and Thirty-sixth Congresses; was elected Speaker of the Thirty-seventh Congress 
July 4, 1861; was a delegate to the national Republican conventions of 1864, I .J., 
and 1892; was chairman of the Pennsylvania State Republican committee in l 6l; 
from 1871 to 1876 was president of the International and Great orthern Railroad 
ompany; in the fall of 1879 declined the mi sion to Russia, tendered by Preside11t 
Hay ; February 20, 1 9-1-, at a pecial el ction to fill the vacancy in the Fifty-third 
ongre cau eel by the d ath of"\ ·miam Lilly, was elected Congres man at Large, 
r cei\'ing 4 '6,26o Yote , against 297,966 vote for Jame D. Hancock, Democrat; was 
r ·elect d to the Fifty-fourth Con rre. by a plurality of 2-1-6,462, and a majority over 
all f 204,715, r · iving 571, 5 vot s, again t 324,623 Democratic votes, 22,980 Pro-
hibiti n v t , r7,299 P pulist Yote., an l 1,465 ciali t Labor vote ; was reelected 
n rr . man at Large t th Fifty-fifth ongre a . a Republican receiving 7rr,246 
v t , again. t 41_-;, vot sf r "'itt . De "\\'itt, Democrat, r ,09r vote for George 
\1 rn, Ir, hihitionist,_ 7,_l 2 vote f r John P. orr 11, P ople' Party, 1,432 vote 
for !•red.\\. Long,. c1al1 t La r and 663 vote f r Isaac . Pollard ~ -rational Demo-
ra~. Hi plurality ,. r I • :\•itt D m rat wa 297,446; majorit ver all, 269,77 , 
wh1c~1 .rn th larg t plurality and the I rge t majority ever given in any -..,tate cf 
tl1 m n to aiay n<lu.l tc for any office. 
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S. A. DAVENPORT, of Erie, was born January rs, 1834, in Schuyler County, near 
Watkins, in the State of_New York; since 1839 has lived in Erie, Erie County, Pa. ; 
was educated at the Ene Academy, read law, and graduated at the Harvard Law 
University in 18_55; in 1860 w~s elec:ted district att?rn~y for the county of Erie, _and 
is now a practicmg attorney; 111 r888 was elected d1stnct delegate to the Republican 
national convention at Chicago; in 1892 was elected one of the delegates at large to 
the national Republican convention at Minneapolis; was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress from the State at large by a majority of 293,445. . 
FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Population, 208,376.) 
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA.-First, Second, Seventh, Twenty-sixth, Thirtieth, Thirty-sixth, and Thirty-
ninth wards. 
HENRY H. BING HAM, of Philadelphia, was born in Philadelphia, Pa., Dece~ beq, 
1841, was graduated at Jefferson College in 1862; studied law; entered the Union Army 
as a lieutenant in the One hundred and fortieth Pennsylvania Volunteers; was wounded 
at Gettysburg, Pa., in 1863, at Spottsylvanil;l., Va., in 1864, and at Farmville, Va., in 
1865· mustered out of service July, r866, as brevet brigadier-general of volunteers; 
was ~ppointed postmaster of Philadelphia in March, 1867, and resigned December, 
1872, to accept the clerkship of the courts of oyer and terminer and quarter sessions of 
the peace at Philadelphia, having been elected by the people; was reelected clerk 
of courts in 1875; was delegate at large to the Republican national convention at 
Philadelphia in 1872, also delegate from the First Congressional district to the 
Republican national convention at Cincinnati in r.876, at Chicago in 1884 and r888, 
at Minneapolis in 1892, and at St. Louis in 1896; was elected to the Forty-sixth, 
Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-
third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 32,466 votes, against 13,962 votes for Horace E. James, Demo-
crat, and 150 votes for J. Lewis Jenkins, Prohibitionist. . 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, I31,416.) 
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA.-Eighth, Ninth, T enth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Twentieth wards. · 
ROBERT ADAMS, JR., of Philadelphia, was born in Philadelphia, Pa., February 
26, 1849; graduated at the University of Pennsylvania in 1869; studied and practiced 
law for five years; was member of the United States Geological Survey from 1871 to 
1875, engaged in explorations of the Yellowstone Park; member of the State senate 
of Pennsylvania from 1883 to 1887; graduated in 1884 from the Wharton School of 
Economy and Finance of the University of Pennsylvania; was appointed United 
States minister to Brazil April 1, 1889, and resigned June 1, 1890; was elected to the 
Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as 
a Republican, receiving 22,205 votes, against 6,096 votes for K. F. Mullins, Demo-
crat, and 148 votes for E. J . Cooper, Prohibitionist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 129,764.) 
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA.-Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Eleventh, Twelfth, Sixteenth, and Seven-
teenth wards . 
. WILLIAM Mc~LEER, of Philadelphia, was born in County Tyrone, Ireland, 
Janu:=1-ry 6, 1~38; 1mmigrat~d with his parents to _Philadelphia in 1851; attended 
1:mbhc and pnvate s<:hools; 1s a flour merchant, havmg engaged in business with his 
father and brothers 111 1861; was elected a member of councils from the Fifth Ward 
in 1871 for a term of two years; was elected by select and common councils in 1873 
a member of the board of guardians of the poor for a term of three years, and 
reel~cted five con~ecuti°".'e t~rms; w:=1-s vice-pr~si~ent and president of the board; was 
president of the First District Chanty Orgamzahon for a number of years· was presi-
dent· of the 1:Iibernian Society, which was organized in 1771; is president of the 
Board of ~residents of the Bet:evolen~ Societies of Philadelphia; is a member of the 
Commercial Exchange; was vice-pres1de~1t and president of the same; was a director 
of the Chamber of Commerce; was unammously elected to the State senate in 1886 
for a term of f~mr years, a1:d received the nomination for president pro tempore by 
the Democratic members 111 _ r889; was elect~d to the Fifty-second and Fifty-third 
Congresses; was n?t a candidate for the _F:fty-fourth .Congress; was elected as a 
Democ!at to the Fifty-fifth Congress, rece1v111g rr,965 votes, against 9,556 votes for 
Frederick Halterman, Republican, and 2,236 votes scattering. 




CITY OF PHILADELPHIA.-Fifteenth, Twenty-first, Twenty-fourth. Twenty-seventh, Twenty-
, eighth, Twenty-ninth, Thirty-second, Thirty-fourth, Thirty-seventh, Thirty-eighth, and 
Fortieth wards. 
JAMES RANKIN YOUNG, of Philadelphia, was born in Philadelphia March rn, 
1847; was educated in the public schools of his native city, entering the Central 
High School in 1862; enlisted with a number of the professors and students of the 
high school as a private soldier, in June, 1863, in the Thirty-second Pennsylvania 
Infantry, and served during the Gettysburg campaign as a part of Gen. William F. 
Smith's division of Gen. Darius N. Couch's command; made a six-months' tour of 
the Southern States soon after the war as a correspondent of the New York Tribune; 
served as chief of the Washington bureau of the New York Tribune from June, 1866, 
to December, 1870; was chief executive clerk of the United States Senate from 
December, 1873, to March, 1879; chief clerk of the Department of Justice from Sep-
tember, 1882, to December, 1883; again chief executive clerk of the United States 
Senate from December, 1883, to April, 1892;· was one of the ·founders of the Phila-
delphia Evening Star in 1866, and has been a constant contributor to its columns 
from that date to the present time, writing over the signature of S. M.; was elected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, to succeed John E. Reyburn, by a plu-
rality of 42,6rr votes over Mark Cunningham, Democrat, the vote standing 59,147 
for Young and 16,536 for Cunningham, with 538 votes scattering. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 267,422.) 
CITY OF PrrILADELPHIA.-Eighteenth, Nineteenth, Twenty-second, Twenty-third, Twenty-fifth, 
Thirty-first, Thirty-third, and Thirty-fifth wards. 
ALFRED C. HARMER, of Philadelphia, was born in Germantown (now part of 
the city of Philadelphia), Pa.; was educated at public schools and at Germantqwn 
Academy; was engaged in mercantile pursuits; is identified with railroad enterprises 
and is lar~ely engaged in mining and land operations; was elected to the city coun-
cils of Philadelphia in 1856 and served four years; was elected recorder of deeds for 
Philadelphia in 186o and served three years; was elected to the Forty-second, Fo1ty-
third, Forty-fifth, Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, 
Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 47,953 votes, against 14,484 votes for 
Wright, Populist and Democrat, and 387 votes for Christian, Prohibitionist. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 164,o60.) 
COUNTIES.-Chester and Delaware (2 counties). 
THOMAS S. BUTLER, of \Vest Chester, was born in Uwchlan Township, Ches-
ter County, Pa., November 4, 1855; was educated in the common schools of the 
same place and at Wyers's and Worralls's academies and at the Normal School of 
"\Vest Chester; is a member of the Chester County bar, and was elected to the Fifty-
-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 15,016 votes, ag:;i.inst 13,369 votes for John 
B. Robinson, Republican, and 9,288 voles for William H. Berry, Silver Democrat. 
SEVE TH DISTRIC..'T. 
(Population, 193,905.) 
Co ·=-rTrns.-Ducks and Montgomery (2 counties). 
IRVL.,. PRICE WA ..... GER, of r.,.orrislown, was born in North Coventry, Ches-
tc:r County, I~a., :\Iarch 5, 1852; commenced the study of law at orristown in 1872, 
~nd was admitted to the bar December 18, 1875; was elected burgess of orristown 
1~ 18.7 ; was a delegate to U1c Republican national convention in 188o; was elected 
rl1. tn.~t atto~ney of :\~ontgomery ,County in r88o and again in 1886; was elected to 
the I•tfty-thml and Fifty-fourth Congre ·ses an<l reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
a a R •publican, receiving 26,725 ,·otes, against r6,740 votes for C. S. Vandegrift, 
Democrat, and 531 votes for B. G. Parker, Prohibitionist. 
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EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 152,367.) 
CouNTIES.-Carbon, Monroe, Northampton, and Pike (4 counties). 
WILLIAM SEBRING KIRKPATRICK, of Easton, Pa., was born April 21, 1844, 
at Easton· was educated at Lafayette College; studied law with Hon. H. D. Max-
well fom~erly president judge of the Third judicial district of Pennsylvania; was 
admitted to the bar October 2, 1865; was solicitor of Easton for several years after 
his admission to the bar; was appointed president judge of the_ Thii:d judicial djstrict 
in the early part of 1874 to fill an unexpired term, and served 111 said office until Jan-
uary, 187 5; was nominated on the Republican ticket f~r the. en.?ui~g ter11: a1;1~ fail~d 
of an election by only about 300, the regular Democratic maJonty 111 the Judicial dis-
tric being 3,400; presided over the ~epublican St'.'1-te conventi<?n of 1882_ as te11:porary 
chairman; was a delegate to the 11at1011al Repub_hcan convent1011 at Chicago 111 1884; 
was appointed attorney-general of Pennsylvama by Governor Beaver, and unam-
mously confirmed by the senate January 18, 1_887, and served as such till January 21, 
1891 · was at one time lecturer on municipal law in Lafayette College, and for a num-
ber ~f years has been a trustee of that institution; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Con-




COUNTIES.-Berks and Lehigh (2 counties). 
DANIEL ERMENTROUT, of Reading, was born at Reading, Berks County, Pa., 
January 24, 1837, and has continued to reside there since; was educated in the public 
and classical schools of his native city, Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, 
and Elmwood Institute, Norristown, Pa.; studied law and was admitted to prac-
tice in the courts of Berks County in August, 1859; was elected district attorney 
of Berks County for three years in 1862; was solicitor for the city of Reading 1867-
1870; was elected to the State senate of Pennsylvania in 1873 for a term of three 
years, and reelected in 1876 for four years; was a member of the board of school 
control of Reading for many years; was appointed in October, 1877, by Governor 
Hartranft, a member of the Pennsylvania statuary commission; was several times 
chairman of the Democratic county committee of Berks; delegate to various State 
and national conventions; was in 1880 elected as a Democrat to represent Berks 
County, then constituting the Eighth Congressional district of Pennsylvania, in the 
Forty-seventh Congress, and successively in the Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, and Fifti-
eth Congresses, his services ending March 4, 1889; served on the House committees 
on Accounts, Banking and Currency, Military Affairs, Post-Office and Post-Roads, 
and was chairman of Committee on Election of President and Vice-President; was 
elected in 1896 as a Democrat to represent Berks and Lehigh counties) constituting 
the Ninth Congressional district of Pennsylvania, in the Fifty..::fifth Congress, receiv-





· MARRIOTT BROSIUS, of Lancaster, was born in Colerain Township, Lancaster 
County, Pa., March 7, 1843; received a common-school and academic education· 
enliste_d · as a private in Company K, Ninety-seventh Regiment Pennsylvania Volun~ 
tee:s, 111 ~ovember, 1861, for three years, and March 6, 1863, while engaged on the 
Edisto River, was promoted to sergeant; participated in the siege of Charleston and 
the assault on Fort Wagner, and on the 28th of February, 1864, reenlisted as a vet-
eran; on May 20, 1864, participated in the brilliant charP-e at Green · Plains in the 
Bermt:da Hundred; in thi.? encounter he sustained a seve;e wound, from th~ effects 
o~ which he has be~n a lifelong sufferer; no bone now connects his right arm with 
his sh?u~der; was discha~ged December 28, 1864, and on February 28, 1865, was 
commiss10ned a second lieutenant for bravery on the field of battle· after the war 
he finished his education at the Millersville Normal School and to'ok a course of 
law at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; was admitted to the bar in 1868 and 
has practiced his profession since; is married; in 1882 was the Republican candidate 
for Congre~sm1:11 at Large and was defeated, although running over 7,600 votes 
a~ead of his ticket; was elected to the Fifty-?rst, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and 
F1ft:y-~ourth Congresses an~ reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
rece1vmg 24,122 votes, agamst 8,_2~2. v~tes for Edward D. Reilly, Democrat
1 
and 
5~5 votes for W. D. Snyder, Proh1b1t10111st, · 




WILLIAM CON ELL, of Scranton, was born at Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, Sep-
tember rn, 1827, his parents being_ of Scotch and Irish de~cent; his edu,cation was 
self-won; when he was yet you1;1g, his p~rents move?- to what 1s now Hazleton, ~uzerne 
County, Pa., where h~:Vorked_111 !he :nmes as a dnver b_oy at 75 cents a daY.; 111 1856, 
having shown the ability to nse 111 hfe, 1!-e was placed 111 charge of the_ mmes of the 
Susquehanna and Wyoming Valley Railroad and. Coal Company, with offices . at 
Scranton; in 1870, the charter of that C?~pany laps111g, he purchased_ the p_lan~ with 
his savings an~ organized the furn of ~1l~i~m Connell & Co.; fr?m this begi1:mng he 
has developed 111to one of the _largest_ind1v1dual c?al operators 111 the WY.om11:g co~l 
region; is president of the Third Nationa; Bank;_ is at the head of or a~tively ide?-h· 
fied with the management of most of the mdustnes and larze commercial enterprises 
of Scranton, and has been prominent in charitable and religious work; is a member 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church; in politics he has always been a Republican; 
was a delegate to the Republican national convention of 1896, and is a member of the 
Pennsylvania Republican committee; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiv-
ing 18,598 votes, against ro, 741 votes for Edward Merrifield, Democrat, and 796 votes 




MORGAN B. WILLIAMS, of Wilkesharre, was born at Rhandir-Mwyn, padsh of 
Llanfair-ar-y-Bryn, Carmarthenshire, Wales, September 17, 1831; attended the public 
schools of his native town, and in March, 1856, emigrated to Australia, arriving at 
Melbourne in the latter part of June after a voyage of rn3 days; returned to Wales in 
August, 1861, and in March, 1862, emigrated to Scranton, Pa.; worked in the mines 
at Scranton until Se]?tember, 1865, when he removed· to Wilkesbarre, and was 
appointed to the position of mine superintendent for the Lehi~h and Wilkesbarre 
Coal Company, which position he held for fourteen years; dunng this time he met 
with an accident by the explosion of gas that nearly cost him his life; subsequently 
he leased a tract of coal land in the vicinity of \Vilkesbarre and organized a company 
known as the Red Ash Coal Company; is at present the vice-president and general 
manager of the company, and has been since its organization; is president of. the 
Williams Coal Company of Pottsville, a director of the Wi1kesbarre Deposit and 
Savings Bank, Kingston Savings Bank of Kingston, Spring Brook Water Supply 
Company, and the Powell River Coal and Iron Company, of Virginia, and is also 
identified with many other industries in the Wyoming Valley; has been a member 
of the school board and has served as a member of the city council for twelve years, 
and i at present a member and chairman of the public property committee; was an 
alternate delegate to the national Republican convention at Chicago in 1884; was 
elected to the senate of Pennsylvania in 1884 by a majority of over 1,200 in a district 
which usually gave an adverse Democratic majority of r ,500; was a member of the 
\Vorld!s Fair Commission; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 20,920 votes, against 17,976 for John M. Garman, Democrat, and 234 votes 




CII RLB . BR MM, of Minersville, was born at Pottsville, Pa., June 9, 1838; 
received a common-school education, with the exception of one year at Pennsylvania 
ollege, ettysburg, Pa.; erved an apprenticeship at the trade of watchmaker; 
tudied law two years in the office of the late How 11 Fisher, esq .; left studies and 
enli. tcd as a prh·ate under the fir t call of President Lincoln for three-months men, 
all(l ·wa 0 1 °ct ·cl first lieutenant of Company I, Fifth Pennsylvania Volunteers· after 
the xpirati n_ of his term re ·nlisted 'eptember 15, 1861, for three years, a1~d was 
! · tecl fir. t 11 utenant of ~ompany K, eventy-sixth Pennsylvania Volunteer , 
1 ov mb ·r 18, 1861; wa cl la1l ·d n the slaff of eneral Barton as assistant quarter-
mast r aml_ aid-de-ca!nPi which ro ilion he h el~l uncl r enerals Barton and Penny-
pack r until the cxp1rallon of his t~nu of ervice; resumed the study of law under 
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the late E. o." Parry, and was ad~itted to the bar in 1871; has since pra~ticed the 
profession of law at the S~h~ylkill County bar_; was elected to Congress m 1878 to 
represent the T~ir~eent?- district ~f Pennsyl".'ama, but was co~nted out by 192 votes; 
during the Admimstrahon of President Harrison he was appomted Deputy Attorney-
General but declined to accept the appointment; was elected to the Forty-seventh, 
Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fifti~th, and F~f~y-fourth Congresses ~nd reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receivmg r6,6r3 votes, agamst r4,5r2_ v_o!es for 
Watson F. Shepherd, Democrat, and 239 votes for S. G. M. Hollopeter, Prohibitlomst. 
FOURTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 171,384.) 
COUNTIES.-Dauphin, Lebanon, and Perry (3 counties). 
MARLIN EDGAR OLMSTED, of Harrisburg, was born in Ulysses Township, Pot~ . 
ter County, Pa.; educated in common schools and Coudersport Academy; at an early 
age was appointed assistant corporation clerk by Auditor-General ( afterwards Gov-
ernor) Hartranft; one year later was promoted to corporation clerk, in charge of 
collection of taxes from corporations under Pennsylvania's peculiar revenue system; 
was continued in same position by Harrison Allen, auditor-general; read law with 
Hon. John W. Simonton (nowpresident judge Qf Twelfth judicial district) at Harris-
burg; was admitted to the -bar of Dauphin County November 25, 1878, to the bar of the 
supreme court of Pennsylvania May 16, 1881, and to the bar of the Supreme Court 
of the United States November 12, 1884; was elected to represent Dauphin County 
in the proposed ~onstitutional convention in 1891; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress as a Republican, receiving 25,014 votes, against 462 votes for Jacob F. Klugh, 
Democrat, 1,101 votes for Benjamin H. Engle, Prohibitionist, 1,948 votes for Abraham 
Mattis, People's Party, and 22 votes scattering. 
FIFTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 146,227. )· 
CouNTIES.-Bradford, Susquehanna, Wayne, and Wyoming (4 counties). 
JAMES H. CODDING, of Towanda, was born in Pike Township, Bradford County, 
Pa., July 8, 1849; removed in 1854 to Towanda, where he has since resided; was 
educated at Susquehanna Collegiate Institute, and in 1868 engaged in the hardware 
business; in 1876 commenced the study of law, and has practiced since his admission 
to the bar; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 20,210 votes, against II,444 votes for Charles P. Shaw, 
Democrat, and 1,150 votes for Charles H. Dana, Prohibitionist. 
SIXTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 174,375.) 
COUNTIES.-Clinton, Lycoming, Potter, and Tioga (4 counties). 
HORACE B. PACKER, of Wellsboro, was born in Wellsboro, Pa.; is a son of the 
late Dr. Nelson Pack~r; was educated at Wellsboro Academy and Alfred University, 
New York; w_as :=i-dmitted to the bar and has continued in practice of law since; 
-yvas el~cted dis_tnct at~orn~y for three years, and served one year by appointment 
Just pnor to his election; m 1884 was elected to the Pennsylvania house of repre-
s~ntatives, and reelecte~ in r886; . in r888 was elected to the State senate; has pre-
sided over two Rep~bhcan S~a~e conventions, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Co:1gress as a Republican, receivmg 21,543 votes, against 15,152 votes for Luther B. 
Seibert, Democrat, and 1,654 votes for Clevan Dinges, Prohibitionist. 
SEVENTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 138,795.) 
CouNTIES.-CoTumb:Ca, Montour, Northumberland, and Sullivan (4counties). 
MONROE H. KULP, of ~hamokin, was born in Barto, Berks County, Pa., Octo-
ber 23, 1858; was edu~ated m the public schools of Shamokin, the State Normal 
Coll~ge, Lebanon, Oh10, and Eastman Business College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. As 
pres1;dent and general manager ~f Monroe H. Kulp & Co. (Incorporated), and the 
Lewisburg and Buffalo Valley Railroad Company, he is extensively interested in the 
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manufacture of lumber, and as president and dire~tor he is also identified with a 
number of other industries and real estate operations. He was a member of the 
Fifth-fourth Congress and was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 15,195 votes, against 14,073 votes for Alphonsus Walsh, Democrat, and 1,052 
votes for M. P. Lutz, Prohibitionist. 
EIGHTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 169,443.) 
CouNTIES.-Franklin, Fulton, Huntingdon, Juniata, Mifflin, Snyder, and Union (7 counties). 
THADDEUS M. MAHON, of Chambersburg, was born at Greenvillage, Franklin 
County, Pa., in 1840; received a common-school and academic education; enlisted 
as a private in Company A, One hundred and twenty-sixth Pennsylvania Volunteers, 
in August, 1862; after term of service in this regiment reenlisted as a veteran in 
January, 1864, in Twenty-first Pennsylvania Cavalry; served until September, 1865; 
participated in most of the engagements with Army of Potomac, Fifth •Corps; was 
seriously wounded at Boydton Plank Road, Virginia, on November 4, 1864; read law, 
and was admitted to practice in 1871; has been actively engaged in his profession in 
southern Pennsylvania. ever since his admission to the bar; was a member of Penn-
sylvania legislature in 1870, 1871, and 1872; served as chairman of general judiciary 
committee; was a candidate for Congress in the Eighteenth district in 1876 and was 
defeated by Hon. W. S. Stenger (who received the supporf of the Greenbackers) by 
the small majority of 49; has always been a Republican and has-always taken an 
active part in State and national politics; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-
fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiv-
ing 22,455 votes, against 14,222 votes for W. F. Kearns, Democrat. 
NINETEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 180,246.) 
CouNTIES.-Adams, Cumberland, and York (3 counties). 
GEORGE JACOB BENNER, of Gettysburg, was born April 13, 1859., at Gettys-
burg; was educated at Pennsylvania College, Gettysburg, graduating in the class of 
1878; after several years devoted to teaching, was admitted a member of the Adams 
County bar December 31, 1881, since which date has followed the practice of the law; 
was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 22, 16o votes, against 
21,382 votes for Frank E. Hollar, Republican, 529 votes for William H. Albright, 
Prohibitionist, 498 votes for Charles A. Hawkins, Gold Democrat, and 3 votes for 
James A. Stahle, not a regular nominee. 
TWENTIETH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 213,202.) 
COUNTIES.-Bedtorct, Blair, Cambria, and Somerset (4 counties). 
JOSIAH D. HICKS, of Altoona, was born August I, 1844, and removed to Blair 
County from Chester County in the year 1847; received his education principally at 
the common schools of Blair and Huntingdon counties; removed to Altoona in the 
spring of 1861; enlisted in the Union Army as a private soldier from that place in 
the fall of 1862 and served nearly two years; was admitted to practice law in his 
county and State courts in 1875; has always been an active Republican; in 1880 he 
was elected district attorney of Blair County, and in 1883 was accorded a unanimous 
renomination and was reelected; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth 
Congresse~ and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 19,974 
votes, agamst 17,297 votes for R. A. McNamara, Democrat, 781 votes for J. W. 




COUNTIES.- rm lrong, Indiana, Jefferson, an~ \Vestmoreland (4 counties). 
E \ RD E ERETT ROBBI S, of Greensburg, was born in Westmoreland 
ounty, Pa., eptember 27., 186o; was educated in the public shools, in Indiana Nor-
mal cl~ool, and Eldersnclge Aca~emy; graduated at Washington and Jefferson 
oJlcg m ~he lass of 1881; wa · registered as a law student at Greensburg in the same 
year, ancl 111 1882 entered the Columbia Law School in Tew York· took the course 
th ·r. · under Prof. Theodore W. Dwight, and was admitted to the ,vestmoreland bar 
\pnl 8, 1884, and _at once_ engaged in the practice of law; was nominated for district 
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attorney in 1886; was elected in 1888 to the Sta~e sen~te, and s~rved _in that body till 
1892; was chairman ReJ?ublican count_y_ c_ommittee 111 1885; 1s 1n:aJor and quarter.-
master of the Second Brigade, State Militia; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 32,149 votes, against 19,_4~4- vo~es for Samuel S. Bly-
holq..er, Democrat, r,063 votes for John B. Bair, Prohibit10111st, and r,.g68 votes for 
St. Clair Thompson, People's Party. 
TWENTY-SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 279,355.) 
CITY OF PITTSBURG and all townships and boroughs lying between the Monongahela and Alle-· 
gheny rivers, except the borough of McKeesport and boroughs and townships lying between 
the Youghiogheny and Monongahela rivers, in the county of Allegheny. 
JOHN DALZELL, of P~ttsburg, was born inNewYork Ci~y, April 19_, 1845; remo-yed 
to Pittsburg in 1847; received a common-school and collegiate education, graduatmg 
from Yale College in the class of 1865; studied law, and was admitted to the bar in 
February, 1867; has since practiced his profession; at time of_ his e!ection was and 
for years had been one of the attorneys for the Pennsylvama Railroad Company 
and for all its Western lines; was also attorney for many corporations in Allegheny 
County; never held any office until he was elected to the Fiftieth Congress; was 
elected to the Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 28,860 votes, against 




CITY OF ALLEGHENY and all the townships and boroughs lying north of the Allegheny and Ohio 
rivers in the county of Allegheny. 
WILLIAM HARRISON GRAHAM, of Allegheny, was born in Allegheny, Pa., 
August 3, 1844; attended the public schools of that city until 13 years of age, when 
the death 0 1, his father forced him to leave school in order to aid his mother in the 
su•;port of a family of younge!" c:;::~ldren; while employed in a brass foundry the civil 
war broke out, and at the age of 17 he enlisted in a Pittsburg company, but Pennsyl-
vania's quota being full, they chartered a steamer, went down the river to Wheeling, 
and were accepted there, becoming Company A, Second Virginia Infantry; after a 
service of two years the regiment was mounted, becoming the Fifth West Virginia 
Cavalry; saw very active service under Generals Averill, Crook, and Shericlan; was 
in service until close of the war, witnessing the surrender of General Lee at Appo-
matox; was wounded in engagement at White Sulphur Springs, Va.; after the war 
engaged actively in business and has been very successful; is now the president of 
the Mercantile Trust Company and Central Accident Insurance Company of Pitts-
burg; has also been active in Republican politics; served three successive terms as 
recorder of deeds Allegheny County; represented his city during four sessions of the 
Pennsylvania legislature; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican at 
a special election held November 29, 1898, to fill vacancy caused by the resigmltion 
of William A. Stone. 
TWENTY-FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 288,485.) 
C0UNTIES.-Fayette, Greene, and Washington, all boroughs and townships lying south of the 
Monongahela a nd Ohio rivers, the boroughs and townships lying between the Youghiogheny • 
and Monongahela rivers, and the borough of McKeesport, in the county of Allegheny. 
ERNEST F. ACHESON, of.Washington, was born in Washington, Pa., September 
19, 1855; w:3-s educa~ed at Wash111gton and J effer~on College; read law and was admitted 
to the b:3-r 1111877; 1111879 pu~chased the Wash111gton Observer, of which he has since 
been editor; was_ elected president of the Pennsylvania Editorial Association in Jan-
uarr, 1893, 8:nd _111 June ?f _the same year was chosen as recording secretary of the 
Nat10r~.al Editorial Association; was for t_en year~ a member of the Republican State 
committee; wa_s 8: delegate to the Republican n_ahonal conventions at Chicago in 1884 
and at St. Loms m 1896; w:3-s elected_ t? the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, re~eivmg 36,554 votes, against 26,538 votes for Dr. 
John Purman, Democrat and Populist, and 903 votes for B. C. McGrew, Prohibitionist. 
TWENTY-FIFTH . DISTRICT. 
(Population, 198,677-) 
C0UNTIES.-Beaver, Butler, Lawrence, and Mercer (4 counties). 
JOSEPH B. SHOWALTER, of Chicora, ~as born February n, 1851, near Smith-
field, Fayette County, Pa.; educated at public schools and Georges Creek Academy· 
55-3D-:-2D ED-8 ' 
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taught school in PPnnsylvania, West Virginia, Indiana1 and Illinois; engaged_in the 
oil business with his brothers in Butler _County, Pa., m 1873; has been and 1s now 
largely interested in the production of petroleum; studied medicine at Long ~sland 
College Hospital in Brooklyn, and College of Physicians and Surgeons at Baltimore, 
graduating from that institution; practiced for a number of years at Chicora, Butler 
County, Pa., where he still resides; was elected to the Pennsylvania_house of rep-
resentatives in 1886 for a term of two years; elected to the Pennsylvania State senate 
in 1888 for a term of four years; was chairman of committee on health and sanita-
tion; secured the passage of the medical exa_miners bill through the senate, ~nd other 
important measures; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican at a 
special election held April 2.0, 1897, to :fill the vacancy caused by the death of J. J. 




COUNTIES.-Crawford and Erie (2 counties). 
JOHN C. STURTEVANT, of Conneautville, was born in Spring Township, Craw-
ford County, Pa., February 20, 1835; received a common-school education; was 
engaged in teaching and farming for a number of years; was frequently elected to 
various local offices; in 1861, 1862, and 1864 was an officer in the house of representa-
tives at Harrisburg; was elected a member of the house of representatives for the 
session of 1865 and reelected for the session of 1866; in 1865 was elected delegate to 
the Republican State convention and reelected for six times, the last in 1890; was 
Presidential elector for this district in 1888; removed to Conneautville in 1867, his 
present residence, where he engaged in the hardware business, which he followed 
until 1873; was engaged in manufacturing and milling until 1888; in 1874 was 
appointed cashier of the First National Bank of Conneautville, and in 1875 was 
elected president of the same bank, and has held the position continuously since; 
was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 18,840 votes, against 




COUNTIES.-Cameron, McKean, Venango, and Warren (4 counties). 
CHARLES W. STONE, of Warren, was born in Groton, Mass., June 29, 1843, 
fitted for college at Lawrence Academy, Groton, and graduated at Williams College 
in 1863; was admitted to the bar in 1866, and has been engaged in the practice of 
law since that time, and in later years to some extent in lumbering, oil production, 
andJarming; was appointed county superintendent of schools of Warren County in 
18155; was a member of the Pennsylvania house of representatives in 1870-71; was 
a member of the Pennsylvania senate in 1877-78; was lieutenant-governor of that 
State from 1879 to 1883; was appointed secretary of the Commonwealth January 18, 
1887, which office he resigned ovember 30, 1890, to take his seat in the Fifty-first 
• Congress, to which he was elected to_ :fill the vacancy caused by the death of Hon. 
L. F. Watson, and at the same election was elected to the Fifty-second Congress; 
was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 15,777 votes, against 10,058 votes for W. J. 
Breene, Democrat and Populist, and 1,131 votes for John E. Gill, Prohibitionist. 
TWE 'rY-EIGHTII DISTRICT. 
(Population, 18o,357.) 
Cm;:sTms.-C nler, Clarion, Clearfielcl, Elk, and Forest (5 counties). 
\VILl,IA. I CARLILE AR T LD, of Du Bois, was born in Luthersburg, Clearfield 
Cou1_1ty, Pa., July 15_, 1851; was educated in Pennsylvania and Massachusetts; was 
arlnnll <1 lo the har 111 1875 ancl has practiced law continuously since his admis ion· 
ha<l n v r helrl ai!Y puhlic offic before his election to the Fifty-fourth Congress; wa~ 
r' 1 t d lo the I-1fty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 19,295 votes, against 
J, ''9? Y'!l . for Jackson L. Spangler, Democrat, and 1,035 votes for John Brennan 
l'r h1b1lto111 t. 1 




NELSON WILMARTH ALDRICH, of Providence, was born at Foster, R. I., 
November 6, 1841; received an academic education; fs _engaged in mercantile pur-
suits· was president of the Providence common counc1l m 1871-1873; was a member 
of th~ Rhodeislandgeneral assembly in 1875-76, servingthe latter year as speakerof 
the house of representatives ; was elected to the House of Representatives of _the 
Forty-sixth and reelected to the Forty-seventh Congress; was elected to the Umted 
States Senate as a Republican, to succeed Ambrose E. Burnside, Republican, took his 
seat December 5, 1881, and was reelected in 1886 and in 1893. His term of service 
will expire March 3, 1899. 
GEORGE PEABODY WETMORE, of Newport, was born during a visit of his 
parei:-ts abroad, a~ :i;.,ondon, England, August 2, 1846; _ was gra_duated from ~ale Col-
lege 111 1867, rece1vmg the degree of A. B., and that of A. M. m 1871; studied law at 
Columbia College Law School and was graduated in 1869, recei:7ing the_ degree of 
LL. B. · was admitted to the bar of Rhode Island and of New York 111 1869; 1s a trustee 
of the'Peabody Museum of Natural History in Yale University, and was nominated 
a fellow of the university in 1888, but declined; is a trustee of the Peabody Educa-
tion Fund, and a director of other associations; was first Presidential elector of Rhode 
Island in 188o and in 1884; was a member of the State committee to receive the 
representatives of France on the occasion of their visit to Rhode Island in 1881; is a 
member of the commission to build a new statehouse; was governor of Rhode Island 
in 1885-86, 1886-87, and was defeated for a third term in 1887, receiving, however, a 
greater number of votes than at either of the two preceding elections when successful; 
was defeated on the eighth ballot · for United States Senator in 1889; was elected to 
the Senate to succeed Nathan F. Dixon June 13, 1894, receiving the unanimous vote 
of the general assembly in the senate, house, and joint assembly. . His term of service 
will expire March 3, 1901. · 
RE_PRESENT A TIVES. 
FIRST DISTRICT. 
(Population, 180,548.) 
COUNTIES.-Bristol, Newport, and part of ·Providence, includingJhe city of Providence. 
MEL VILLE BULL, of Middletown, was born at Newport, R. I., in 1854; prepared 
for college at Philips Academy, Exeter; graduated at Harvard College in 1877; upon 
graduation engaged in farming and is still so engaged; was representative from Mid-
clletown in State legislature 1883-1885, senator 1885-1892, lieutenant-governor 1892-
1894; member of Republican State central committee 1885 to 1895; was delegate to 
the Republican national convention in 1888; while in the legislature was chairman of 
the militia committee, on the joint special committee to investigate State institu-
tions, and chairman of the special committee to select, purchase, and fit up perma-
nent camp grounds for the State militia; took an active part in establishing the naval 
reserve militia of the State; has been one of board of managers of the Rhode Island 
~ollege o~ Agricul~ure and Mechanic Arts and Ex.12eriment Station since its estab-
lishment m 1888; m November, 1892, was a candidate for Congress, receiving 640 
plurality, but, the laws of_ Rl;qde Island requiring a majority at that time, was not 
elected; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 17,378 votes, against 8,542 votes for George T. Brow~ Demo-
crat, 684 vot~s . for James A. Williams, Prohibitionist, and 664 votes for Ge~rge A. 
Ballard, Socialist Labor. · 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 164,958.) 
CITIES AND TowNs.-Cities of Pawtucket and Woonsocket and the towns of Lincoln, Cumber-
land, North Providence, Smithfield, North Smithfield, Burrillville, Gloucester, Scituate, Foster, 
Johnson, Cranston, Warwick, Coventry, West Greenwich, East Greenwich, North Kingston, 
South Kingston, Exeter, Richmond, Charlestown, Hopkinton, and Westerly. 
ADI BALLOU CAPRON, of Stillwater, Providence County, R. I., son of Carlile 
W. and Abby (Bat~s) Capron, was born in Mendon, Mass., January 9, 1841; educated 
at Woon~ocke~ ~1gh School_ and_ West?rook _Seminary, near Portland, Me.; is 
engaged m m1llmg and dealmg m gram; enlisted as sergeant in Sec9nd Rhode 
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Island Infantry May, 1861; •promoted to sergeant-major Jul}'.' II,_ 1861; co!llmissioned 
lieutenant September, 1861, and_ ordered on de\ached service 111 the S1g11:1l Corps 
December 1861 · served in the Signal Corps until the close of the ,var, havmg been 
commissi;ned fi~st lieutenant in the Signal Corps, United States Army, March 3, 1863, 
and receiving promotion to the rank of captain and i?-ajor by brevet; electe~ repre-
sentative to the general assembly of Rhode Island 111 1887, and reelected 111 1888, 
1889, 1890, 1891, and 1892; was speaker of the house in 1891 ~ncl 1892; was Repub-
lican candidate for Congress in 1892; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican receiving 16,612 votes, against 8,088 votes for Lucius F. C. Garvin,· 
Democrat, ~,207 votes for Henry B. Metcalf, Prohibitionist, and 254 votes for James 
Jefferson, Socialist Labor. 
SOUTH CAROLINA. 
SENATORS. 
BENJAMIN RYAN TILLMAN, of Trenton, was born in Edgefield County, S. C., 
August II, 1847; received an academic education under the instruction of George 
Golphin at Bethany, in the same county; quit school in July, 1864, to join the Con-
federate army, but was stricken with a severe illness, which caused the loss of hrs 
left eye and kept him an invalid for two years; followed farming as a pursuit and 
took no active part in politics till he began the agitation in 1886 for industrial and 
technical education which culminated in the establishment of the Clemson Agricul-
tural and Mechanical College, at Calhoun's old home, Fort Hill; the demand for 
educational reform broadened into a demand for other changes in State affairs, and 
he was put forward by the farmers as a candidate for governor in 1890; after an excit-
ing and heated canvass he received the nomination in the Democratic convention by 
a vote of 270 to 50 for his opponent, and was elected in November following; this 
was his first political office, and he was reelected in 1892 by an overwhelming vote; 
his term as governor was signalized by the passage of the dispensary law for the con-
trol of the liquor traffic by the State and by the establishment of another college, 
the Winthrop Normal and Industrial College for Women, at Rock Hill, an institution 
which bids fair to lead all similar schools in the South; entered the race for the Sen-
ate against General Butler and the two canvassed the State, county by county, with 
the result that Tillman was elected as a Democrat by the general assembly by a vote 
of 131 to 21 for Butler. His term of service will expire March 3, 1901. 
JOHN LOWNDES McLAURIN, of Marlboro County, was born at Red Bluff, that 
county, May 9, 186o; was educated at the village school of Bennettsville, at Bethel 
Military Academy, near ·warrenton, Va., at Swarthmore College, Philadelphia, at the 
Carolina Military Institute, and at the University of Virginia; studied law at the last-
named school, and was admitted to the bar in 1882; in 1890 was elected to the general 
assembly of South Carolina; was elected attorney-general of that State the following 
year; was elected to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth Congresses ancl 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat; was appointed United States 
Senator May 27, 1897, by Governor Ellerbe, of South Carolina, to fill the vacancy 
caused by the death of Joseph II. Earle, and took his seat June 1; was nominated 
at a Democratic primary, receiving a majority in forty-one of the forty-five counties 
of the State; the legislature ratified the action of the primary by electing him Sena-





Co NTIES.-Charlcston, Georgetown, ai1cl Beaufort, and the townships of Anderson, Hope, Indian, 
Kings, Laws, Mingo, l'c1111, Ridge, Button, and Turkey, of the county of Williamsburg, the 
township of Collins, Adams Run, Glover, Frazier, l,ownclcs, ancl Blake, of the county of Col-
l ton, and all of the county of Berkeley xcept such townships as arc embraced in the Seventh 
Congres ional dbtrict. 
\ IJ.,I,IAM ELLI TI, of Beaufort, was b rn in Beaufort, S. C., September 3, 1838; 
":a. ·clu at <l a_t H ·aufort Coll g , Ilarvarcl niversity, and the niversity of ir-
g1111~; wa. aclm1ll d lo the bar at Charleston in April, J861; entered the Confederate 
·r\'tC and ·n·ccl ~ au o(fi_c ·r throughout the war; in 1866 was electecl a member 
f ~h outh aroh_na l g1. lat~trc an 1 intendant of Beaufort; was a delegate t > the 
ualt,mal I ·mocratlc convenllon at ·t. Louis in 1876 and 1888· was Democratic 
Pr id ntial ·le :◊r for the Stale at large in 1 '>; was dccted t~ the Fiftieth and 
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Fifty-second Congresses; received the certificate of electio!1 to the Fifty~first Con-
gress, but was unseated by the House; was given the certificate _of electi~m to the 
Fifty-fourth Congress, but was unsea~ed June 4, 1896, and the seat given to ~11.s Repub-
lican opponent; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress a~ a Democrat, receivmg 4,65_2 
votes, against 2,478 vot~s for Geo. W. Murray, Republican. and 173 votes for Cecil 
Cohen, Regular Republican. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 146,238.) 
COUNTIES.-Aike:1;1, Barnwell, Edgefield, and Hampton (4 counties)'. 
W. JASPER TALBERT, of Parksville, was born in Edgefield County, S. C., in 
1846; was educated in the schools of his native county and Due West Academy, 
Abbeville· served in the Confederate army throughout the war; after the war engaged 
in farming, to which he gave personal attention and labor; in r88~ was -elected to th_e 
legislature, and reelect~d in 1882;. was el~cted to t~e State senate 111 1884; was presi-
dent of the Democratic convention which nommated the farmer governor; was 
chosen superintendent of the State penitentiary, which position he held when elected 
to Congress; has held various positions in the Farmers' Alliance and helped fo~mulate 
the "Ocala demands·" is a staunch Democra,t; was elected to the Fifty-third and 
Fifty-fourth Congres~es and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 7,999 
votes, against 635 votes for G. T. Chatfield, Republican. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 152,060.) 
CouNTIES.-Abbeville, Anderson, Newberry, Oconee, and Pickens (5 countieS'J. 
ASBURY C. LATIMER, of Belton, was born July 31, 1851, near Lowndesville, 
Abbeville County, S. C.; was brought up on his father's farm; spent much of his 
life in active participation in agricultural pursuits; was educated in the common 
schools then existing; took an active part in the memorable campaign of 1876; 
removed to Belton, Anderson County, his present home, in 1880; devoted his ener-
gies to his farm; was elected county chairman of the Democratic party of his county 
·in 1890 and reelected in 1892; was urged to make the race for lieutenant-governor 
of his State in 1890, but declined; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 9,745 
votes, against 659 votes for Anson C. Merrick, Regular Republican, and 192 votes for 
J. Gray, Independent Republican. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 200,000.) 
COUNTIES.-Fairfield, Greenville, and I,aurens, all of the county of Spartanburg except the town-
ships of White Plaius and I,imestone, all of the county of Union except the townships of Gow-
deysville and Draytonville, and the townships of Center, Columbia, and Upper, of the county 
of Richland. 
STANYARNE WILSON, of Spartanburg, was born 1859 in Yorkville, S. C.; edu-
cated at Kings Mountain Military School, S. C., and Washington and Lee Uni-
versity, Va.; is a _lawyer; was elect~d to the legislature in 1884, to the senate in 1892, 
and to the constitut1011al convent10n of 1895; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and 
reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving u,230 votes, against 
507 votes for P. S. Suber, Republican, and 443 votes for D. F. Bounds, Republican. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, J4I, 750.) 
CouNTIES.-Chester, Chesterfield, Kershaw, I,ancaster, and York, and two townships each in Spar-
tanburg and Union counties. 
THOMAS JEFFERSON STRAIT, of Lancaster, was born in Chester district 
S. C., December 25, 1846; was educ~ted_at Mays-yille, S. C., and Cooper (~iss.) Insti~ 
tute; e~1tered the Confe~erate se!vice m 1862, 111 the fifteenth year of his age, and 
served 111 Company A, Sixth Regiment of Infantry, until November, 1863; was then 
transferred to ~omp~ny H, Twenty-fourth Regiment, Gist's Brigade, and served as a 
sergeant t?-erei!1 ~mti~ th~ close of the· war; graduated at the South Carolina Medical 
College with distmchon m 1885; was elected State senator in 1890 by a majority of 
39_6 votes over Charles T. Co!~nors, ~ former 11?-ember of the State house of represent-
ah ves_; was elected to the hfty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congre~s as a Democrat, receiving 8,000 votes, against 833 votes for 





CouNTIES.-Clarendon, Darlington, Florence, Horry, Marion, Marlboro, and part of Williamsburg. 
JAMES NORTON, of Mullins, was born October 8, 1843, in Marion County, S. C.; 
received an academic education; left school in 1861 to enter the army; served through 
the war in the army of northern Virginia. He was more than once wounded, a 
minnie ball at one time passing through the body and right lung. From this wound 
he had sufficiently recovered to be able to return to the army just in time, with Peters-
burg, to be captured. After the war he reentered school, but did not :finish regular 
course; in 1870 was elected county school commissioner and reelected 1872 ; served 
as a member of. the house of representatives of South Carolina 1886-87 and 1890-91; 
was elected comptroller-general -of the State 1894 and reelected 1896, which office he 
resigned to accept a seat in the Fifty-fifth Congress. He won the nomination for 
Congress to :fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of John L . McLaurin over :five 
competitors, and was elected as a Democrat, without opposition, October, 1897, having 
received the entire vote cast. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 178,930.) 
COUNTIES.-Lexington, Orangeburg, Sumter, the townships of Bells, Givehams, Burns, George, 
Cain, Dorchester, Heyward, Koger, Sheredon, Verdier, Broxtons, and Warren, of the county 
of Colleton, and the townships of St. James, Goose Creek, St. Johns, Berkeley, and St. Stevens, 
of the county of Berkeley, and Lower Township, of the county of Richland. 
J. WILLIAM STOKES, of Orangeburg, was brought up to farm life, attending the 
ordinary schools of his county and town until he was 19 years of ag::; graduated 
from Washington and Lee University, Virginia·, in 1876, and taught school for twelve 
years, graduating meantime in medicine from Vanderbilt University, Tennessee; in 
1889 he returned to the farm, assisted in organizing the farmers, and was president 
of the State Farmers' Alliance two terms; was elected to the State senate in 1890; 
was a delegate at large to the national Democratic convention at Chicago in 1892 and 
was Presidential elector on the Democratic ticket the same year; was defeated for the 
nomination to the Fifty-third Congress by a small majority; was nominated in 1894 
without opposition and elected to the Fifty-fourth Congress; was reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 8,065 votes, against 1,342 votes for 
T. B. Johnson, Regular Republican. 
SOUT.H. DAKOTA. 
SENATORS. 
RICHARD FRA KLI PETTIGREW, of Sioux Falls, was born at Ludlow, Vt., . 
July, 1848; removed with his parents to Evansville, Rock County, Wis., in 1854; 
was prepared for college at the Evansville Academy and entered Beloit College in 
1866, where he remained t.wo years; was a member of the law class of 1870, Univer-
sity of \Visconsin; went to Dakota in July, 1869, in the employ of a United States 
dep~1t.y surveyor, as a labor r; localed in Sioux Falls, where he engaged in the sur-
veym_g and r_ al-estate_ busi_ness; opened a law office in 1872, and has been in the 
pracllce of l11s profession since; was elected to the Dakota legislature as a member 
of t.he c uncil in 1877 and reelected in 1879; was elected to the Forty-seventh Con-
gress as Delegate from Dakota 'ferritory; was electeca. to the Territorial council of 
188--j--85; was a membe~ oft.he Sout.)1 Dakota constitutional convention of 1883; was 
chairman of_the_ onnmt.t eon rubltc inc1ebt dness and framed the present provisions 
of t.he co11st.1tuhon 01_1 _that subJect.; was elect.eel Unit.eel St.at.es Senator October 16
1 
J, 9, uncl r th~ pron. 1 ns of the a t of ongress admit.ling outh Dakota into the 
!11011; ~ook lus scat December 2, 1889; was reelected in 1895. His term of service 
w11l ·xp1rc far h 3, 190r. 
J \. IES IIE. ·nER ~ • KYI~E, of .Abercleen, was b rn near Xenia Ohio Februl 
ary _2l, 1.8si; •nlerccl th' ·_nivcrsit.y of_ Illinois in 1871
1 
taking a ~ourse 'in civil 
·11g111 nng; ·nterecl b·rl111 College 111 1873 and was graduated from cla sical 
e<mr · in 1878; prepared for acltj1ission t.o the bar, but. afterwards entered Western 
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Theological Seminary, Allegheny, Pa., graduating in 1882. During these years was 
teacher of mathematics and engineering; and subsequently engaged for sev~ral 
years in educational and ministerial work in Utah and South Dakota. At the time 
he entered political life was financial secretary of Yankton College, Yankton, S. Dak. 
Was elected to the State senate as an Independent in 1890; was elected to the United 
States Senate to succeed Gideon C. Moody; took his seat March 4, 1891; was 
reelected in 1897 as an Independent. His term of service will expire March 3, 1903. 
REPRESENT A TI.VES. 
AT LARGE. 
(Population, 328,808.) 
FREEMAN KNOWLES, of Deadwood, was born in Harmony, Me., October ro, · 
1846; was educated at Bloomfield Academy, Skowhegan, Me.; enlisted in the Six-
teenth Maine Regiment June 16, 1862, while not yet 16 years of age; ~erved three 
years and nineteen days in the Army of the Potomac; was captured at the battle of 
Reams Station August 18, 1864, and kept a prisoner at Libby, Belle Island, and Salis-
bury, N. C., until the war closed; immediately after the war he moved to Denison, 
Iowa, where he entered upon thestudyofthelaw, and was admitted to the barin April, 
1869; continued to practice law until 1886, when he removed to Nebraska, and began 
the publication of the Ceresco Times; removed to the Black Hills in 1888, and began 
the publication of the Meade County Times at Tilford; subsequently he moved his 
plant to Deadwood, and began the publication of the Evening Independent, a daily 
paper; the Independent is an aggressive labor paper, and is the recognized organ of 
the Federatio•n of Miners and other labor organizations, which accounts for his nomi-
nation and election; is no politician, having never attended a State or Congressional 
convention; his nomination was the spontaneous desire of the elements which he 
represents and which predominate in this section; is a Populist, and was one of the 
organizers of the party in South Dakota; never before held any public office; carried 
his own county by a majority of 651 votes, and carried every county in the Black 
Hills, and was elected in the State at large to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 
41,233 votes, against 40,575 votes for Coe I. Crawford, Republican. 
JOHN EDWARD KELLEY, of Flandreau, S. Dak., was born M;arch 27, 1853, in 
Columbia County, Wis.; was educated in the public schools of that State, and has 
been a close student, especially upon literary topics, nearly his whole life; removed 
to Dakota ( then a Territory) in 1878, and took up land from the Government in the 
county in which he now !~sides; is engaged in the newspaper business; in 1890, 
when the Independent political movement took place, he was an active participant, 
.and was elected to the legislature in that year; in 1892 was nominated by the Peo-
ple's Party for Congress, ~nd was again nominated over.his own protest in 1894, but 
was defeated at both elections, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 
41,125 votes, against 40,043 votes for Robert J. Gamble, Republican, and 500 votes 
for the Prohibition candidate. 
TENNESSEE. 
SENATORS. 
WILLIAM B. BATE, of Nashville, was born near Castalian Spring Tenn. and 
received an academic edu~ation; when quite a youth served as second clerk' on a 
stea~boat behyeen N_a~hv1lle and New Orleans; served as a private throughout the 
Mexican_ war 111 Lomsiana and Tennessee regim~nts; a year after returning from 
the Mexican war :was elected to the Tennessee legislature; graduated from the Leba-
non La'Y School 111 1852 and entered upon the practice of his profession at Gallatin, 
Ten_n.; 11;, 1854 was elected attor~ey-general for the Nashville district for six years; 
dunng ~ns term of office was ~101;1111ated for ~ongress, but declined; was a Presidential 
e~ector 111 186o on t11;e Breckmr~dge-Lane ticket; was private, captain, colonel, briga-
dier-general, ~nd maJor-general 11:1 the Confederate service, surrendering with the army 
of Tennessee m 1865; was three times dangerous! y wounded; after the close of the war 
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returned to Tennessee and resumed the practice of law; was a delegate to the Demo-
cratic national convention in 1868; served on the national Democratic executive 
committee for Tennessee twelve years; was an elector for the State at large on the 
,.filden and Hendricks ticket in 1876; in 1882 was elected governor of Tennessee and 
reelected in 1884 without opposition; in January, 1887, was elected to the United States 
Senate as a Democrat, to succeed Washington C. Whitthorne, and took his seat 
March 4, 1887; was reelected in 1893. His term of service ~Nill expire March 3, 1899. 
THQMAS BA1'1'LE TURLEY, of Memphis, was born in Memphis April 5, 1845; 
served through the civil war as a private in the Confederate army; was graduated from 
the law department of the University of Virginia in 1867 and immediately began the 
practice of law .at Memphis; held no civil office until appointed to the United States 
Senate as a Democrat, July 20, 1897, to succeed Senator Isham G. Harris, deceased; 
was elected by the legislature to :fill out the unexpired term, and sworn in February_ 




CouNTIES.-Carter, Claiborne, Cocke, Grainger, Greene, Hamblen, Hancock, Hawkins, Johnson, 
· -- Sullivan, Unicoi, and Washington (12 counties). 
WALTER PRESTON BROWNLOW, of Jonesboro, was born in Abingdon, Va.; 
he attended common school for three years; because of the death of his father he 
earned his support from the age of ro; he served an apprenticeship at the tinner's 
trade, and as a locomotive engineer, working at these trades for several years; he 
entered the newspaper business as a reporter for the Knoxville Whig and Chronicle 
( edited by his uncle, the late Hon. William G. Brownlow, United States Senator) 
in 1876; in the same year he purchased the Herald and Tribune, a Republican news-
paper, published at Jonesboro , of which he has since been the editor and proprietor; 
was a delegate from his district to the Republican national conventions of 1880 and 
1896, and a delegate from the State at large to the national convention of 1884; in 
1880 was chairman of the campaign committee of his district; in 1882 was elected a 
member of the Republican State committee and served as such for eight years, two 
of which he was its chairman; was appointed postmaster at Jonesboro in March, 1881, 
and resigned in December to accept the doorkeepership of the House of Representa-
tives of the Forty-seventh Congress; in 1884 and 1896 he was elected by the dele-
gations from his State to the national conventions as Tennessee's member of the 
Rep\1blican national comt1:it_tee; in 1896 was chosen at a primary election as the 
nominee for Congress, rece1v111g 8,843 votes to 6,590 for W. E. F. Milburn, and 5,448 
for W. C. Anderson; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Protectionist Repub-
lican, in a district which was represented from .1843 to 1853 by the late President 
Andrew Johnson as a free-trade Democrat, receiving 25,075 votes, against 13;916 cast 
for Lacey L. Lawrence, Democrat, 930 for W. H. Nelson, bolting Republican, and 
232 for R. S. Cheves, Prohibitionist. 
SECO D DISTRICT. 
(Population, 196,582.) 
Co NTIES.-Anderson, Blount, Campbell, J efferso n, Knox, Loudon, Morgan, Roane, Scott, Sevier, 
and nion (II counties) . 
IIE1 RY RI~IIARD GIBSON, of Knoxville, was born on Kent Island, Queen Anne 
Counly, ::rel., 111 1837; :vas_ ed~ca~ed at Bladensburg, Md., and at Hobart College, 
( sCllCYa, . Y., from w}11ch mshtution he graduated in 1862; served in the Commissary 
D:partmcnt of the Federal Anny from March, 1863, to July, 1865; in September, 
I 65,_ nter ·cl the lbany ( . Y.) Law chool; in December, 1865, was licensed to 
pra _Lice l~w by the supreme court of ewYork, at Albany; in January , r866, removed 
to Kno . ·v1llc, Tenn., aml there began the practice of law· in clober 1866 removed to 
Jn k hor , Camr.bell County, Tenn.; in 1868 was appointed commission'er of claims 
1>. ' ( so · rnor \Ytlliam_ G. Brownlow; in 1869 was elected a del gate Lo the constitu-
ti_,mal on,· ·nl!on which f~am_ cl the pr s nt onslitution of the State, but refused to 
1g~1 or ~-?t • for th on. lllullon because of some. obn. xious prov_isions, especially 
nc 111ak111g the prepayment of a poll tax a quahficalton for voting; in 1870 was 
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elected a member of the State senate; in 1872 was a Republican nominee for Presi-
dential elector; in 1874 was elected a 1;1-ember of the Tennessee house ?f rE:presenta-
tives; in 1876 moved back to Knoxville and formed a law partner~h1p with J1:dge 
L. C. Houk, afterwards Congressman; in 187Q founded_ the Kno:--:v1~le Rep:ublic?"n 
and became its editor· in 1880 was the Republican nominee for d1stnct Presidential 
elector· in 1881 was a'ppointed post-office inspector and as such investigate~ the postal 
service' on the Mississippi River and its tributaries and the star~route s~rv1ce we~t of 
the Rocky Mountains; in 1882 became editor of the K~oxv~lle Daily Chromcl_e, 
then the only morning Republican daily between the Oh1? River and the Gulf; :n 
1883 was appointed United States pension agent at Knoxville for the Southern dis-
trict, composed of twelve States; in 1886 'Yas elected cha~c~llor of the Second c~an-
cery division of Tennessee fo~ a term of ei_ght year~, r~ce1v111g 18,828 votes, against 
5,225 votes for his opponent; 111 1891 published Smts 111 Chancer::y-, a book that has 
. become an authority in the courts of Tennessee and other States; 111 1892 the degree 
of LL. D. was conferred upon him by Hobart College, his alma mater; in 1894 was 
elected by the Republicans of his district to the Fifty-fourth Congress, and in 1896 
was reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving 28,n2 votes, against 9,448 votes 
for W. L. Ledgerwood, Democrat, and 234 votes for W. C. Murphy, Prohibitionist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 199,972.) 
COUNTIES.-Bledsoe, Bradley, Franklin, Grundy, Hamilton, James, Marion, McMinn, Meigs, Mon-
roe, Polk, Sequatchie, Van Buren, Warren, and White (15 counties). 
JOHN AUSTIN MOON, of Chattanooga, was born in Albemarle County, Va.; 
April 22, 1855; removed with his parents in 1857 to Bristol, Va., where he resided 
until January, 1870, and then removed to Chattanooga, where he has since resided; 
was educated at King College, Tennessee; admitted to the bar in Alabama and Ten-
nessee in March, 1874, and to the bar of the Supreme Court of the United States in 
1878; was elected attorney for the city of Chattanooga in 1881-82; was a member of 
the Democratic executive committee of the State in 1888; at the unanimous request 
of the bar of the Fourth judicial circuit was commissioned by the governor in May, 
1889, as special circuit judge and twice reappointed, and held the office until January 
3, 1891, when he was appointed as regular Judge for the Fourth circuit, and served 
until August, 1892, when he was elected circuit judge; was reelected in 1894 for a 
term of eight years; on August 12, 1896, was nominated by the Democrats and August 
13 by the Populists for Congress, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, 
receiving 19,498 votes, against 17,716 votes for W. J. Clift, Republican, 227 votes for 
J. L. Hopkins, Prohibitionist, 133 votes for W. J. Farris, Populist, and 2 votes scattering. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 159,940.) 
CouNTIES.-Clay, Cumberland, Fentress, Jackson, Macon, Overton, Pickett, Putnam, Rhea, Smith, 
Sumner, Trousdale, and Wilson (13 counties). 
BENTON MCMILLIN, of Cart_hag~, was born in Monroe County, Ky., Septem-
ber !l, 1845; ~as educated _at Philomath Academy, Tennessee, and Kentucky Uni-
versity, at Lexmgton; studied law under Judge E. L. Gardenhire and was admitted 
to the bar; commenced the practice of law at Celina, Tenn., in 1871; was elected a 
member of the house ?f representatives of t~1e Tennessee legislature in November, 
1874, and served out his term; was comm1ss10ned by the governor to treat with the 
State _of Kentucky fo~ the purch_ase of territory in 1875; was chosen an elector on 
~he Tilden and_ He~1dncks t~cket 111 1876; was commissioned by the governor special 
Judge of the c1rcmt c_ourt 11~ 1_877; w~s elected ~o the Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, 
Forty-eighth, Forty-nmth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-
fourth Congress~s and reelected to the Fift;:-~fth Congress :is a Democrat, receiving 
18,070 votes, against 12,269 votes for C. H. Whitney, Republican; was not a candidate 
for reelection; elected governor of Tennessee. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 153,773.) 
CouNTIES.-Bedford, Cannon, Coffee, Dekalb, Lincoln, Marshall, Moore, and Rutherford (8.counties). 
JAMES DANIEL RICHARDSON, of Murfreesboro, was born in Rutherford 
County_, Tenn., March ro, 1843; was educated at good country schools; was at 
Franklm College, ·near Nashville, when the war began, and entered the Confederate 
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army at 18 years of age, before grad~13:ting; served in_ the army nearly four years, 
the first year as private and the remammg three as adJu~ant of the Forty-fifth Ten-
nessee Infantry· read law after the war and began practice January 1, ·1867, at Mur-
freesboro; was ~lected to the lower house of the Tennessee legislature, took _his seat 
in October, 1871, and on the first day was elected speaker of the house, he bemg then 
only 28 years of age; was elected to the State senate the following session, 1873-74; 
was grand master of Masons in Tennessee, 1873-74, grand high priest of the Grand 
Chapter, Royal Arch Masons, of the State, 1882, and inspector-general, Ancient and 
Accepted Scottish Rite, thirty-third degree, in Tennessee; was a delegate to the St. 
Louis Democratic convention in 1876, and also to the Chicago Democratic convention 
in 1896; compiler and editor of Messages and Papers of the Presidents; was elected 
to the Forty-ninth; Fiftieth, Fifty-first, ·Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 16,089 




COUNTIES.-Cheatham, Davidson, Houston, Humphreys, Montgomery, Robertson, and Stewart (7 
counties). 
JOHN WESLEY GAINES, of Nashville, was born near that city August 24, 1861; 
was educated and taught in the public country schools ; was graduated in medicine 
from the University of Nashville and Vanderbilt University in 1882, and b_egan the 
study of law upon the day of his graduation, and was admitted to the bar in 1884; 
was a Cleveland elector in 1892, and led the ballot, and afterwards became the lead-
ing exponent of free silver in his district; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as 
a Democrat by a majority of 4,774 votes over all opponents. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 153,846.) 
COUNTIES.-Dickson, Giles, Hickman, Lawrence, Lewis, Maury, Wayne, and Williamson (8 coun 
· ties) . 
NICHOLAS NICHOLS COX, of F.ranklin, was born in Bedford County, Tenn., 
January 6, 1837; removed with his parents to the frontier of Texas when a small 
boy, and was brought up in the town of Seguin, near San Antonio; was educated in 
the common schools; pursued the study of law at the law school of Lebanon, Tenn., 
from which institution he graduated in 1858, and was licensed to practice at the 
same time; was a Confederate colonel and served during most of the war with Gen~ 
eral Forrest; after the war he located in Franklin, Williamson County, Tenn., where 
he has followed his profession ever since, and at the same time has been engaged in 
farming; was an elector on the Breckinridge anct. Lane ticket in 186o; was elector on 
the Greeley ticket in 1872; Mr. Greeley having died before the college of electors met, 
he cast h~s vote.for Hendt:icks, of Indiana, for President; was elected to the Fifty-
s cond, F1fty-th1rd, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Con-
gr ss as a Democrat, receiving 15·,434 votes, against 10,744 votes for A. M. Hughes, 
jr., Republican, and 1,795 votes for J. K. P. Blackbur~, People's Party. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
( Population, 161,820.) 
COUNTIES.-Benton, Carroll, Chester, Decatur, Hardin, Henderson, Henry, Madison, McNairy, and 
Perry (10 counties). 
TH~T ' \ ILLREITE SIMS was born April 25, 1852, in Wayne County, Tenn. ; 
was r_a1s don a farm; was educated at Savannah College, Savannah, Tenn.; gradu-
ate<l m the law <leJ?artment of the Cumberla11<l University at Lebanon, Tenn., June, 
T~76; lo at7cl at Linden, Tenn., where he ha resid d ever since in the practice of 
ht . prof ss1011; ~ •as lected c unty superint ndent of public instruction for Perry 
ounty, T 1111., 111 1~2, and he~cl tha_t offic for two year ; was chosen an elector on 
th· I ·vclancl ancl ~t :venson tlcket m r892; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
a. an !110 rat, r ·c ·1v111g 16,568 voles, against 13,619 votes for Hon. John E. McCall, 
Repubhcau, ancl 1,130 votes for Hon. J. S. Leach, Populist. 




COUNTIES.-Crockett, Dyer, Gibson, Haywood, Lake, Lauderdale, Obion, and Weakley (8 counties) 
RICE ALEXANDER PIERCE, of Union City, was born on a farm in Weakley 
County, Tenn., July 3, 1849; was a member of t~e Eighth Tennessee Cavalry, Confed-
erate States army; was wounded and captured ma cavalry:fight near Jackson, Tenn., 
in 1864, and was a prisoner till close of the war; attended !J?.e common schools of the 
county, and was two and one-~alf years at the London High S_chool, Londoll:, Onta-
rio· read law at Halifax N. C., m the office of Judge Edward Comgland; was licensed 
to practice by the suprdme court of North Carolina in July, 1868; was elected district 
attorney-general of the twelfth judicial circuit in_1874 an~ reelected in 1?78 for full 
term of eight years; was elected to the Forty-eighth, Fifty-first, and J:i~ty-second 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress a:' a Democrat, rece1vmg 19,138 
votes, against ro,714 votes for J. H. McDowell, Populist. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 186,918.) 
COUNTIES.-Fayette, Hardeman, Shelby, and Tipton (4 counties). · 
E.W. CARMACK, of Memphis, was born near Castalian Springs, Sumner County, 
Tenn., November 5, 1858; received an academic education; studied law and began 
practicing at Columbia, Tenn.; was elected to the legislature as a Democrat in 1884; 
in 1886 joined the editorial staff of the Nashville American; in 1888 founded the 
Nashville Democrat; afterwards became editor in chief of the Nashville American, 
when the Democrat was merged into that paper; in 1892 became editor of the Mem-
phis Commercial; was delegate for the State at large to the Democratic national 
convention in 1896; was nominated for Congress by the Democrats of the Tenth Con-
gressional district, the convention being presided over by Hon. Isham G. Harris, as 
chairman, and elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress, receiving n,024 votes, against 
10,556 votes for Josiah Patterson, Independent Gold Democrat, and 926 votes for 
B. G. West, Populist. 
TEXAS. 
SENATORS. 
ROGER QUARLES MILLS,of Corsicana, wasborninToddCounty,Ky.,March30, 
1832; removed to Texas in 1849; is a lawyer; was a member of the Texas legislature in 
1859 and 1860; was colonel of the Tenth Texas Regiment; was elected to Congress as a 
Democrat in 1873 and served continuously until he resigned to accept the position of 
United States Senator, to which he was elected March 23, 1892, to succeed Hon. 
Horace Chilton, who had been appointed by the governor to fill the vacancy caused 
by the resignation of Hon. John H. Reagan until the meeting of the legislature; took 
his seat March 30, 1892; was reelec;:ted in 1893. His term of service will expire March 
3, 1899. 
HORACE CHILTON, of Tyler, was born in the county in which he now lives 
(Smith County, Tex.) Dece?Iber 29, 1853; is an attomey at law; was a delegate at 
large from Texas to the national Democratic convention at St. Louis in 1888; served 
one term as assistant attorney-general of Texas by appointment of Governor O. M. 
Roberts; was ap1:ointe_d United States Senator by ~oven1;or Hogg, to fill the vacancy 
created by the _resignation of Hon.John H. Reagan, m Apnl, 1891, but failed of election 
when the legislature convened; beca1;11e a candidate again in 1894, made a canvass 
of the State, and was elect~d to the Umted Sta!es Senate_ witho'ut practical opposition, 
as the successor of Hon. Richard Col.<.e ( who did not desire reelection) on January 23 




COUNTIES.-Chambers, Freestone, Grimes, Harris, Leon, Madison, Montgomery, Trinity, Walker, 
and Waller (ro counties). . ' 
THOMAS H. BALL, of Huntsville, was born January 14, · 1859; at Huntsville 
Wal½,er County, _Tex_., wh~re he now resides; was educated in ·private schools and 
Austm College, m his native town; afterwards obtained practical business training 
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upon a farm and in the mercantile business; served three terms as mayor _of H_unts-
ville, and retired to begin the_ practice of law; attended lectures a_t the Um:'ersity of 
Virginia and was elected president of the la_w c1ass; ?-onored by_ his party with many 
honorary positions; has nev~r been a candidate u1_1til the ele_ct10n of 1896, when he 
was nominated by acclamation by the Democratic conven.t10n and elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 19,161 _votes, agaii~st 15,189 votes for 
J. H. Eagle, Populist, and 153 votes for A. C. Tompkms, Republican. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 2ro,238.) 
COUNTIES.-Anderson, Angelina, Cherokee, Hardin , Harrison. Houston, Jasper, Jefferson, Liberty, 
Nacogdoches, Newton, Orange, Panola, Polk, Sabine, San Augu·stine, San Jacinto, Shelby, and 
Tyler (19 counties). 
SAM BRONSON COOPER, of Beaumont, was born in Caldwell County, Ky., 
May 30, 1850; removed with his parent~ to Te~as the.same year :3-nd _located in _wood-
ville, Tyler County, where he has resided smce; his father died m 1853; his edu-
cation was received at the common school of the town; at 16 years of age began 
clerking in a general store; in 1871 read law in the office of Nicks & Hobby; in Janu-
ary, 1872, obtained license to practice law and became a partner in the firm of Nicks, 
Hobby & Cooper; was married in 1873; in 1876 was elected county attorney of Tyler 
County; was reelected in 1878; in 1880 was elected to the State senate from the First 
senatorial district; was reelected in 1882 and at the close of the session of the Eight-
eenth legislature was elected president pro tempore of the senate; in 1885 was 
appointed collector of internal revenue of the First district of Texas by President 
Cleveland; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 25,198 votes, against 5,188 votes 
for J. M. Claiborne, Republican, and 12,822 votes for B. A. Calhoun, Populist. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 133,188.) 
CoUNTIES.-Grcgg, H enderson, Hunt, Rains, Rockwall, Rusk, Smith, Upshur, Van Zandt, and 
Wood (10 counties). 
R. C. DE GRAFFENREID, of Longview, was born in Franklin, Tenn., in the 
year 1859; attended the academic school of that place until 13 years old, and then 
went to the University of Tennessee, and graduated after taking the four years' course, 
at the age of 19; graduated from the Lebanon Law School at the age of 20; a grad-
uate of the Lebanon Law School having the right to practice law before majority, 
he commenced the law practice immediately at Franklin; removed to Chattanooga, 
where h e practiced law for one year, and then removed to Texas; helped to build 
the Texas and Pacific Railway, and afterwards was assistant fuel agent and brakeman 
on that road; in 1883 resumed the practice of his profession at Longview, Tex.; was 
elected county attorney and resigned two months afterwards; in 1888 was elector on 
the Democratic ticket; made the race for Congress in 1890 with Hon. C. B. Kilgore 
and ex-Governor Hubbard as opponents, and was beaten; was elected to the Fifty-
fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 21,208 votes, against 16,351 votes for W. E. 
Fanner, Populist. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Popu lation , 170,001.) 
Co NTms.-Bowi , Camp, Cass, Della, Franklin, Hopkins, Lamar, Marion, Morris, Red River, and 
Titus (11 counties). 
JOII ... \V, I,TER CRA F RD,_ of S~lphur Springs, Tex., was born near Grove 
Ihll, Clark County, Ala., a~out th1_rly-s1x years ago; was educated in the best high 
s hool · of }ahama, and fi_mshed h1s education under.a private tutor; removed from 
Alabama to. fexas about eighteen years ~go, an<l located at his present place of resi-
d ·nc ·; stu<11 :cl_law umler Judge J. K. Milam and Sam J. Hunter, associate justice of 
the ourt of c1v1l appeals of Texa~; u1:on attaining his majority was admitted to the bar 
aml 0011 thcr ·after became the Ju111or member of the law firm of Hunter Putman & 
ranfonl; th· · ni r members of th_e firm having gone on the bench he 'became the 
sue ssor of th· firm ancl lu1;s cv ·r smce heen a tively engaged in the practice; was 
·I· ·t 11 to th·. t.nt · s·nate 111 188~ for a term of four years, and reelected in 1892, 
although he clul not offor as a ca11d1clate for reelection; served in the senate as chair-
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man of judiciary committee No. 1, and was elected president pro temp?r.e of the 
Twenty-second senate, being ~he yot~ng~st member ever e_lected to that P?siho?-; was 
a candidate for the Democratic nom111at1011 for Congress 111 1896 and earned mne out 
of the eleven counties composing the Fourth Congressional district over Hon. James 
G. Dudley, chairman of the Democratic executive committee of Texas! ~nd was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat after one of the hottest Jomt can-
vasses ever known in the State, receiving 21,187 votes, against J. H. ("Cyclone") 
Davis, Populist, who receiv_ed 13,703 votes, and M. W. Johnson, "Gold Standard 
Democrat," who received 3,570 votes. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 199,477.) 
CoUNTlES.-Collil1, Cooke, Denton, Fannin, Grayson, and Montague (6 counties). 
JOSEPH W. BAILEY, of Gainesville, was born in Copiah County, Miss., October 
6, 1863; was admitted _to th~ bar in 1883; served as a dis~rict elector on the Clev~-
land and Hendricks ticket 111 1884; removed to Texas m 1885 and located at his 
present home· served as elector for the State at large on the Democratic ticket in 
1888; was eledted to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, Fifty-fourth, and was reelected to 
the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 28,436 votes, against 13,229 votes 
for W. D. Gordon, Populist, and 4,728 votes for R. C. Foster, National Democrat. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Populatio•n, 210,907.) 
CoUNTIES.-Bosque, Dallas, Ellis, Hill, Johnson, Kaufma n, and Navarro (7cot111ties). 
ROBERT EMMET BURKE, of Dallas, was born in Tallapoosa County, Ala., 
August 1, 1847; volunteered as a private in Company D, Tenth Georgia Cavalry, at 
the age of 16 and served until close of the war; removed to Texas in 1866 and located 
at Jefferson; was admitted to the barin November, 1870; located at his present home 
in 1871; was elected county judge in 1878, serving three consecutive terms; was 
elected district judge in 1888, and was reelected in 1892 without opposition; was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 33,144 votes, against 
25,230 votes for Barnett Gibbs, Populist-Republican, and 1 vote scattering. 
SEVENTH DlSTRICT. 
(Population, 182,894.) 
CoUNTIES.-Bell, Brazos, Falls, Limestone, McLennan, Milam, and Robertson (7 counties). 
ROBERT LEE HENRY was born May 12, 1864, in Linden, Cass County, Tex.; when 
14 years old, went to Bowie County, and there lived till January, 1895, when he located 
in McLennan County; graduated with the degree of M.A. from the Southwestern 
University of Texas in June, 1885; was valedictorian of his class; read law, and in 
January, 1886, was admitted to the bar; practiced for a short time, and then took a 
course at the University of Texas, and graduated with the degree of B. L. in 1887; 
was elected 1?-ayor of Texarkana in 1890; resigned this position to accept that of 
first o!l"1ce assistant ~ttorney-general; removed _t~mporarily to Austin; served in this 
capacity for nearly eighteen mo~1:hs; was appomted assistant attorney-general Octo-
ber 3, 1893; held the latter position for nearly three years; filled out an unexpired 
term and one full term, and then located in Waco for the practice of law· was chair-
man of the Democratic exec:utive co11:mittee of _Bowie County for several years; was 
a memb_er of the Democratic executive committe~ of the State ·when Webb Finley 
was _c1:airman; was elected.as a member of the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receivmg 26,151 votes, agamst 91634 votes for W. F. Douthit Populist and II 632 
votes for T. A. Pope, Republican. . ' ' ' 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 174,048.) 
COUNTIES.-Brown, Coleman, Coryell, Comai1che, Erath, Hamilton, Hood, Lampasas, Mills, Parker, 
Runnels, Somervell, and Tarrant (13 counties). 
SAM:UE;L W. T. LANH_AM, of vyeatherford, was born July 4, 1846, in Spartan-
burg distnct, South Carolina; received a common-school education'. entered the 
Confederate army when a boy, and served in the Third South Caroli~a Regiment; 
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removed to Texas in 1866; studied law, and was admitted to the bar in 1869; w~s 
district attorney of the Thirteenth district; was Democratic elector for the Third 
Congressional district of Texas in 1880; was elected to the Forty-eighth Congress 
from the Eleventh district, an:d was reelected to the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, 
and Fifty-second Congresses; declined to stand for renomination in 1892; in 1896 
was nominated and elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 20,935 
votes, against 17,510 votes for Charles H. Jenkins, Populist, and 747 votes for J. Peter 
Smith, Gold Standard Democrat. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 175,149.) 
C0UNTIES.-Bastrop, Burleson, Burnet, Caldwell, Hays, Lee, •.rravis, Washington, and Williamson 
(9 counties). 
JOSEPH D. SAYERS, of Bastrop, was born at Grenada, Miss., September 23, 
1841; removed with his father to Bastrop, Tex., in 1851; entered the Confederate 
army early in 1861 and served continuously until April, 1865; was admitted to the bar 
in 1866 and became a partner of Hon. George W. Jones; served as a member of ~he 
State senate in the session of 1873; was chairman of the Democratic State executive 
committee during the years 1875-1878; was lieutenant-governor of Texas in 1879-80; 
was elected to the Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and 
Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, 
receiving 20,681 votes, against II,495 votes for W. K. Makemson, Republican, 6,787 
votes for Reddin Andrews, Populist, and 962 votes for J. T. Harris, Republican; ~as 
not a candidate for reelection; elected Governor of Texas for the term beginning 
January 17, 1899. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 166,308.) 
C0UNTIES.-Austin, Brazoria, Colorado, Fayette, Fort Bend, Galveston, Gonzales, Lavaca, and Mata-
gorda (9 counties). 
R. B. HAWLEY, of Galveston, was born in Memphis, Tenn., in 1850; was 
brought up and educated in that city, and is of Southern ancestry; voted for Grant in 
1872, and ~\ways thereaf~er acted with the Republican party in national contest_s; 
became a citizen of Texas m 1875; has been a merchant, importer, and manufacturer m 
the city of Galveston continuously for twenty years· always maintained an active 
interest in politics; was three times elected president ~f the Galveston board of edu-
cation; presided several times over State conventions and attended as a delegate 
national conventions, but never offered for any politi~al office until the campaign 
of 1896, when he was unanimously nominated by his party for Congress, and was 
elected as a Republican, receiving -17,936 votes, against 15,715 votes for J. H. Shel-
burne, Democrat, and 5,476 votes for Noah Allen, Populist. 
ELEVE TH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 189,958.) 
COUNTIES.-Aransas, Atascosa, Bee, Cameron, Calhoun, Dewitt, Dimmit, Duval, Encinal, Frio, 
Goliad, Guadalupe, Hidalgo, Jackson, Karnes, Lasalle, Live Oak, McMullen, Nueces, Refugio, 
San Patricio, Starr, Uvalde, Victoria,Webb,Wharton,Wilso11, Zapata, and Zavalla (29 counties). 
R_ D L~H KLEBE~G, of Cuero, was born June 26, 1847,inAustinCounty, Tex.; 
:ece1ve<l a liberal educati~n at private schools; joined Tom Green's brigade of cavalry 
m the Confe~erate ar~1y m the spring of 1864, and served until the close of the war; 
completed his educ~tlon after the_ war; studied law in San Antonio, Tex., and was 
adm:lled lo the bar 111_ 1872; established the Cuero Star in 1873; elected county attor-
n y m 187?; re_elected m 1~7~, and entered the general practice of the law; formed a law 
partn rsh1p ·w1lh Hon. \V1ll:am H. Crain, his predecessor, in 1882; was elected to the 
tat cnate a~ a J?eD?-ocrat m the fall of 1882; was appointed nited States attorney 
for the weslt rn cltstrict of Texas und~r President Cleve1and in the fall of 1885, and 
.- •r -'·d f<?u: year ; reef!tered the practice of the law with his former partner, the late 
Hon. \ 1lham H. Cram; was elected on April 7, 1896, as a Democrat, to fill the 
vacancy cau. ·cl by ~h~ neath of his partner; was reelected lo the Fifty-fifth Congress 
ru a D m rat, r ce1 mg_ 19,159 vo!es, against 15,439 votes for II. Grass, Republican, 
4,254 vote for J .... I. Smith, Populist, and 210 votes scattering. 
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TWELFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 136,088.) 
couNTIES.-Bandera, Bexar, Blanco, Brewster, Buchel, Comal, Concho, Coke, Crane,Crockett, Ector, 
Edwards, Foley, Gillespie, Glasscock, Irion, Jeff Davis, Kerr, Kendall, Kimble, Kinney, Llano, 
Mason, Maverick, McCulloch, Medina, Menard, Midland, Pecos, Presidio, San Saba, Schleicher, 
Sterling, Sutton, Tom Green, Upton, and Valverde (37 counties). 
JAMES L. SLAYDEN, of San Antonio, was born June 1, 1853, in Graves County, 
Ky.; was educated at the country schools of his native State and at Washington a_nd 
Lee University, Virginia; is a cotton merchai:t; was a member of the Twe~ty-third 
legislature of Texas in 1892; declined reelect10n, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth 
Congress as a Democrat, receiving 14,744 votes, against 13,588 votes for George H. 
Noonan, Republican, and 3,2ro votes for Taylor McRae, Populist. 
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 190,080.) 
C0UNTIES.-Andrews, Archer, Armstrong, Bailey, Baylor, Borden, Briscoe, Callahan, Carson, Cas-
tro, Childress, Clay, Cochran, ' Collingsworth, Cottle, Crosby, Dallam, Dawson, Deaf Smith, 
Dickens, Donley, Eastland, El Paso, Fisher, Floyd, Foard, Gaines, Garza, Gray, Gregg, Hale, 
Hall, Hansford, Hardeman, Hartley, Haskell, Hemphill, Hockley, Howard, Hutchinson, Jack, 
Jones, Kent, King, Knox, Lamb, Lipscomb, Loving, Lubbock, Lynn, Martin, Mitchell, Moore, 
Motley, Nolan, Ochiltree, Oldham', Palo Pinto, Parmer, Potter, Randall, Reeves, Roberts, 
Scurry, Shackelford, Sherman, Stephens, Stonewall, Swisher, Taylor, Terry, Throckmorton, 
Ward, Wheeler, Wichita, Wilbarger: winkler, Wise, Yoakum, and Young (So counties). 
JOHN H. ST-EPHENS, of Vernon, was born in Shelby County, Tex.; was edu-
cated at Mansfield, Tarrant County, Tex.; graduated from · the law department of 
Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tenn., in June, 1872, and has practiced law since 
at Montague, Montague County, and Vernon, Wilbarger County, Tex.; served as 
State senator in the Twenty-first and Twenty-second legislatures of Texas, and was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 22,989 votes, against 
14,219 votes for H. L. Bentley and 354 votes scattering. 
UTAH. 
SENATORS. 
FRANK J. CANNON, of Ogden, was born at Salt Lake City, Utah, January 25, 
18~9; graduated from the University of Utah in 1878; is a printer and newspaper 
wnter; was defea~ed for Delegate to Congress by Joseph L. Rawlins in 1892; was 
elected Delegate to Congress in 1894; was elected to the United States Senate Jan-
uary 22, 1896. His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. . 
JOSEPH LAFAYETTE RAWLINS, of Salt Lake City, was born in Salt Lake 
Cou1:ty, Utah, ¥arch 28,_ 185<?; lived 0:1 a farm until 18 years of age; completed a 
classical co?rse m the Umversi~y of Indi1:na, ~ut, having gone to Utah, did not return 
for graduation; w~s professor m t~e University of Deseret, in Salt Lake City, Utah, 
for !wo years, until 1~75;. was a~mitted to the b~r in that year and followed the pro-
fession of the law until his elect10?- as D~legate 111 1892; in politics has always been 
a_ Democrat; was elected to the Fifty-third Congress as Delegate on the Democratic 
ticket, and was defea!ed for the Fifty-fourth Congress by Hon. Frank J. Cannon, and 
was elec~d to the Umte~ Sta~es Se~ate as a Democrat in 1897; took his seat March 4, 




WILLIAM ~ENRY KING: of Salt L~½-e City, was born in Fillmore City, Millard 
County, Utah, m June, 1863; lS a pract1cmg lawyeri was elected to th~ Fifty-fifth 
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Congress as a Democrat, receiving 47,356 votes, against 27,813 votes for Lafayette 
Holbrook, Republican, and 2,279 votes for Warren Foster, Populist. 
VERMONT. 
SENATORS. 
REDFIELD PROCTOR, of Proctor, was born at Proctorsville, Vt., June 1, 1831; 
graduated at Dartmouth College and at the Albany Law School; served as lieuten-
ant and quartermaster of the Third Regiment of Vermont Volunteers, on the staff of 
Maj. Gen. William F. (''Baldy'') Smith, and was major of the Fifth and colonel of 
the Fifteenth Vermont Regiments; was a member of the Vermont house of represent-
atives _in 1867, 1868, and 1888; was a member of the State senate and president pro 
tempore of that body in 1874 and 1875; was lieutenant-governor from 1876 to 1878 and 
governor from 1878 to 1880; was a delegate to the Republican national convention 
of 1884, and chairman of the Vermont delegation in the same conventions of 1888 
and 1896; was appointed Secretary of \,Var by President Harrison in March, 1889; in 
November, 1891, he resigned from the Cabinet to accept the appointment as United 
States Senator, to succeed George F. Edmunds, and October 18, 1892, was elected 
by the Vermont legislature to :fill both the unexpired and the full terms; was elected 
October 18, 1898, to succeed himself for the term beginning March 4, 1899. His term 
of service will expire in 1905. 
JONATHAN ROSS, of St. Johnsbury, was born: in Waterford, Vt., April 30, 1826; 
was educated in the public schools, St. Johnsbury Academy, and Dartmouth College, 
graduating in 1851; taught school, and while principal of Chelsea Academy read 
law; was admitted to the bar in 1856; returned to St. Johnsbury and practiced until 
1870, when he was elected to the bench of the supreme court; was chosen chief 
justice in 1890; represented St. Johnsbury in the lower house of the legislature in 
1865, 1866, and 1867, and in 1870 was elected to the senate; while in that body was 
elevated to the bench; was appointed Senator January II, 1899, as a Republican by 




C0UNTIES.-Addison, Bennington, Chittenden, Franklin, Grand Isle, Lamoille; and Rutland (7 
counties). . 
H. HENRY POWERS, of Morrisville, was born at Morristown, Lamoille County, 
Vt., May 29, 1835; was graduated from the University of Vermont in 1855; was 
admitted to the bar in 1858; was a member of the house of representatives of Ver-
mont in 1858; was prosecuting attorney of Lamoille County in 1861-62; was mem-
ber of council of censors of Vermont in 1869; was member of the constitutional 
convention of the State in 1870; was member of the State senate in 1872-73; was 
speaker of the house of representatives in 1874; was judge of the supreme court of 
V~rmon~ from Dec~mber, 1874, to December, 1890; was elecfed to the Fifty-second, 
F1fty-th1rd, and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 26,145 votes, against 7,693 votes for Peter F. McManus, 
Democrat, 363 votes for Andrew L. Bowen, People's Party, and 17 votes scattering. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 162,482.) 
C0UNTIES.-Caledonia, Essex, range, Orleans, Washington, Windham, and Windsor (7 counties). 
WIL~IAM \V. GR T, of Barton, was born at Compton, Province of Quebec, 
of ~men~n p~renlc;, May 24,. 1836; received ai:i academic education and gracluated 
at I oughke_ep 1e Law School 111 1857; was admitted to the bar in December of same 
Y,.ar; practiced law and was St:_ate's ~ttorney 1865-66; served as lieutenant-colonel 
l•1fteent~. _enno~t olunte rs m mon Army; was made brigadier-general of Ver-
mont m1bt~a at. time of , t. Albans raid in 1864; was member of Vermont house of 
r pr ntahves m 1868, 1 .69, 1870, and 1874, and of the senate in 1876,and president 
~.X: tempor <_>f that body; _wa el_ected to \.~e •orty-seventh, Forty-ninth, Fiftieth, 
I 1~lY.:?r t Fifty-second, F1fty-third,. and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to 
th I 1fty-fif~h sougre. s as a Rep11bltcan, rece1v111g 26,319 votes, as-ainst 6,202 votes 
for Henry E. f'ltzgerald, Democrat, 209 voles for Thomas J. Aldnch Populist and 
7 vot · scattering. · ' ' 
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VIRGINIA. 
SENATORS. 
JOHN WARWICK DANIEL, of Lynchburg, Campbell County, Va.; born there 
September 5, 1842; attended private schools, Lynchburg Coil~ge, Dr. Gessner Har-
rison's University School ; entered Confederate army as second lieutenant, '' Stonewall 
Brigade," in May, 1861, and became major and chief of staff of Gen. Jubal_ A. Early, 
on which he served until crippled in the Wilderness, May 6, 1864; studied l_a'"Y at 
University of Virginia, 1865-66, and practiced with his father, the late Judge ':'71lhl:m 
Daniel, jr., until his death, in 1873; is LL. D. of Washington and Lee Umversity 
and of Michigan University; is author of Daniel on Attachments and Daniel on 
Negotiable Instruments; member of Virginia house of delegates, 1869 to 1872; 
member of State senate from 1875 to 1881 ; Democratic elector at large, 1876, and 
delegate at large to national Democratic conventions of 1880, 1888, 1892, and 1896; 
Democratic nominee for governor in 1881, and defeated by William E. Cameron, 
Readjuster; elected to House of Representatives of Forty-ninth Congress in 1884; 
elected to United States Senate, as a Democrat, to succeed William Mahone, and 
took his seat March 4, 1887; unanimously reelected in December, 1891, and unani-
mously reelected for the third time December, 1897. Present term expires March 
3, 1899, and the term of reelection March 3, 1905 . . 
THOMAS STAPLES MARTIN, of Albemarle County (post-office, Scottsville, 
Va.), was born in Scottsville, Albemarle County, July 29, 1847, and since 1853, at 
which time his parents removed to the country, has lived in the county, about 2 
miles from the town; was educated at the Virginia Military Institute, where he was 
a cadet from March 1, 1864, to April 9, r865, and at the University of Virginia, where 
he was a student in the academic schools for two sessions, from October 1, 1865, to 
June 29, 1866, and from October 1, 1866, to June 29, 1867; though not a regularly · 
enlisted soldier, considerable part of the time while he was a cadet at the Virginia 
Military Institute was spent in the military service of the Confederate States with . 
the battalion of cadets of the institute; soon after leaving the University of Virginia 
he commenced the study of law by a course of private reading at home, and was 
licensed to practice law in the fall of 1869, since which time he has devoted himself 
closely to that profession; for a number of years has been a member of the board 
of visitors of the Miller Manual Labor School, of Albemarle County, and a member of 
the board of visitors of the University of Virginia, but until elected to the Senate he 
had never held nor been a candidate for any political office, State or national; · Decem-
ber 19, 1893, he was elected a Senator from Virginia for the term commencing March 
4, 1895, to succeed Hon. Eppa Hunton, who had been first appointed by the governor 
and then elected by the legislature to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Hon. 




C0UNTIES.-Accomac, Caroline, Essex, Gloucester, King and Queen, Lancaster, Mathews, Middle-
sex, Northa mpton, Northumberland, Richmond, Spottsylvania, aucl Westmoreland, and the 
city of Fredericksburg. 
WILLIAM ATKINSON JONES, of Warsaw, was born in Warsaw, Va., March 21 
1849;_ in the ~inter of 18~4-65 entered the Virginia Military Institute, where h~ 
rema111~d until the evacuation of Richmond, serving, as occasion required, with the 
cadets 111 the defense of that city; after the close of the war studied at Coleman's 
school, in Prede~icks?1rrg, un~il 9~tober, 1868,_wh~n h~ entered the academic depart-
ment of the Umve!sity of Virgima,_ from which m~titution he was graduated with 
the deg~ee of B. ~- 111 r870; was admitted to the bar 111 July, 1870, and has continued 
to practice law s111ce; was elected. to the Fifty-second, Fifty-third, and Fifty-fourth 
Congresse_s and reelected to the Fifty-fifth ~ongress as a Demo~rat, receivi_ng _15,525 
votes, agamst ro, 752 votes for Tyler, Republican, 216 votes for W111der Prohib1t10nist 
and 82 votes for De Shazier, Socialist Labor. ' ' 
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COUNTIES.-Charles City, Elizabeth City, Isle of Wight, James City, Nansemond, Norfolk, Princess 
Anne, Southampton, Surry, Warwick, and York, and the cities of Norfolk, Portsmouth, Wil-
liamsburg, and Newport News. 
RICHARD ALSOP WISE, of Williamsburg, son of Gen. Henry A. and Sai:ah 
Sergeant Wise, was born at the residence of his grandfather, John Se~geant, in Pb~l-
adelphia, Pa., on the 2d day of September, 1843; was educated at private schools rn 
Richmond and at Dr. Gessner Harrison's University School; also studied at William 
and Mary College for two years, which place he left before graduation to join the 
Confederate Army at the commencement of the war, and served to the end, part· of 
the time as a private in Stuart's cavalry; at the close of the war he was assistant 
inspector-general of Wise's brigade, Army of Northern Virginia; graduated in medicine 
from the Medical College of Virginia in 1867, and has practiced his profession ever 
since; in 1869 was appointed professor of chemistry and physiology in the College of 
William and Mary, which conferred the honorary degree of master of arts upon him; 
was appointed-assistant physician of the Eastern Lunatic Asylum of Virginia in 1878; 
two years after that he resigned from the college; in r88r, as captain of the Wise 
Light Infantry of Williamsburg, and as senior officer, commanded the Fourth Vir-
ginia Infantry Regiment at the centennial at Yorktown; was elected superintendent of 
the Eastern Lunatic Asylum in 1882, and served until the spring of 1884; was elected 
as a Republican to the Virginia legislature in 1885, and served during the sessions of 
1885, 1886, and 1887; was elected in 1887 clerk of the circuit and county courts of 
the city of Williamsburg and county of James City, which place he held for six years; 
has been for twenty years chairman of the county Republican committee; was the 
Republican nominee for the Fifty-fifth Congress in the Second district in 1896; the 
certificate was given to his Democratic opponent, William A. Young, but after a con-
test was declared elected, and took the oath of office on the 26th day of April, 1898. 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 172,081.) 
COUNTIES.-Chesterfi eld, Goochland, Hanover, Henrico, KingWilliam, and New Kent, and the cities 
of Richmond and Manchester. 
JOHN LAMB, of Richmond, was born in Sussex County, Va., June 12, 1840, 
where his father was engaged in teaching school; removed to Charles City County, 
the home of his parents, when 5 years of age; the death of his father, in 1855, left 
him at the age of rs years the main support of his mother's large family of small 
children; his early education almost ceased at this point, but his energy and applica-
tion enabled him to master, by study at night, after the day's work was done, the 
science of civil engineering; at the first alarm of war in 1860 h e went to the front as 
a volunteer in the Charles City Troop, afterwards Company D, Third Virginia Cavalry 
(Wickham's brigade); served through the entire war with distinguished gallantry; 
was repeatedly wounded, once very severely, and laid clown his arms at Appomattox 
as captain of his company; after the war returned to his native county and took up 
the business of farming; was soon elected sheriff of his county, and subsequently 
served his people as treasurer, surveyor, and chairman of the county Democratic 
committee; is an ar~ent and enthusiastic advocate of the free coinage of silver, and 
was elected to th F1fty-:fift?- Congress as a Democrat, receiving 16,634 votes, against 
12,716 .v?tes for L. L: Lewis, Republican, ·238 votes for Elisha L. Lewis, r8o votes 
for W~lham H. Lewis, 85 votes for John Mitchell, Prohibitionist, and 14 votes 
scattenng. 
FO RTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 159,5o8.) 
Co NTIES.-Amclia, Brunswick, Dinwiddie, Greenesville, Lunenburg, Mecklenburg, Nottoway, 
Powhatan, Prince Edward, Prince George, and Sussex, and the city of Petershurg. 
R BERT T. TH RP, of Mecklenberg, was born in Granville County, r. C., 
• larch 12, 1850_; was prepared for college at the Horner Academy, Oxford, .._ . C.; 
took the colleg1~te and law_ course at the ni versity of Virginia, graduating with the 
<l gr of B. L., rn 1870, b mg awarded at the same time the debater's medal of the 
J ff r on o iety_; began the practice of law at Boydton, the county seat of Meck-
1 ·n rg County, rn 1871, where he has resided ever ·ince · filled the office of Com-
mon v ·alth's attorney for ~hat c~mnty for ighteen consecutive years ; was nominated 
for Congress as a Republican m 1894, and though the certificate of election was 
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awarded to his competitor, W.R. McKenney, upon a_contest the _Elections Commit-
tee of the House (No. 3) unanimously ~oncurred in a resolution tha~ Robert T. 
Thorp had been elected a member of the Fifty-~ourth Congress; was again ~he no;11--
inee of the Republica1: party in 1896 for th~ Fifty-fifth Congress; was again ~emed 
the certificate and aoain contested the election, and was declared by a resolution of 
the House to 'have been elected as a member of the Fifty-fifth Congress, and took 
his seat March 23, 1898. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 161,577-) 
Co1;NTIES.-Carroll, Floyd, Franklin, Grayson, Henry, Patrick, and Pittsylvania, and the cities of 
Danville and orth Danville. 
CLAUDE A. SWANSON, of Chatham, was born at Swan_sonville, _Pittsylvania 
County, Va., March 31, 1862; attended the public schools until he attained the age 
of 16, at which time he taught public school ~or one year, then att~nded for one 
session the Virginia Agricultural and Mechamcal C?llege; not havini mean~ to 
complete his college course, he clerked for two years in a groC:ery store 111 Danville, 
Va.· made arrangements to enter college after that time, matriculated at Randolph-
Ma~on College Ashland, Va., and remained there three sessions, graduating with 
the degree of A. B. in 188~; studied law at t~e Univer~ity of Virginia, graduating 
with the degree of B. L. 111 1886; has practiced law smce at Chatham, Va.; had 
never been a candidate nor held any public office before his nomination and election 
to Congress; was a delegate at large to ~he Democratic national convention in Chi-
cago in 1896; was elected to the Fifty-third an~ ~ifty-fourth Congress.es and reelected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receivmg 14,333 votes, against 13,782 votes 
for John R. Brown, Republican. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 184,498.) 
COUNTIES.-Bedford, Campbell, Charlotte, Halifax, Montgomery, and Roanoke, and the cities of 
Lynchburg, Radford, and Roanoke. 
PETER J. OTEY, of Lynchburg, was born in that city December 22, 1840; was 
educated at the Virginia Military Institute a11d graduated July 1, 186o; while a cadet 
he participated in the defense of Virginia in the John Brown raid; on graduating he 
entered the profession of engineering on the Virginia and Kentucky Railroad, under: 
the distinguished Claudius Crozet; in April, 1861, he joined the Confederate army 
and participated in the Western campaign culminating at Donelson and Shiloh; 
returned with his command and was with the Army of Northern Virginia and 
remained in the infantry until the close of the war; was badly wounded at the battle 
of New Market in the Valley of Virginia; after four months he returned; commanded 
a brigade under Early; his career has been that of a thorough business man in rail-
road, banking, and insurance since 1869, from which time he has been active in the 
politics of his State, though never asking for office till 1894, when. he was elected to 
the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
17,187 votes, against rr,702 votes for Duval Radford, National Democrat, and 748 
votes for J. H. Hoge, Republican. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 155,197.) 
CO UNTIES.-Albemarle, Clarke, Frederick, Greene, Madison, Page, Rappahannock, Rockingham, 
Shenandoah, and Warren, and the cities of Charlottesville and Winchester. 
JAMES HAY, of Madfson, was bor:i in Millwood, Cla~ke_C~)Unty, Va., 1anu3:ry 9, 
1856; was educated at pnvate s·chools m Maryland and V1rg1111a, at the Umvers1ty of 
ren~1sy~vania, and Was~ington_ and Lee University, Virginia, from which latter 
111stitut10n he graduated 111 law 111 June, 1877; moved to Harrisonburg, Va., in 1877, 
whe~e he practiced law and taught school until June, 1879, when he removed to 
Madison, Va., and devot~d himself exclusively to his profession; was elected attorney 
for the Commonwealth m 1883, and reelec~ed. t? tI:iat office in 1887, 1891, and 1895; 
wa elected to the house of delegates of Virg1ma 111 1885 and was reelected in 1887 
and _1889; w~s elected to the State senate in 1893; was a member of the State Demo-
crah~ committee for four years, and was a member of the Democratic national con-
vention of 1888; _was elected to the Fifty-fifth .Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
17,447 votes, agamst 13,250 _votes for Robert J. Walker, Republican, 358 votes for J 
~am_uel Ilarnesberger, boltmg Democrat, and 195 votes for Mr. Forsyth Prohibi-
~~ , 




CoUNTIES.-Alexandria, Culpeper, Fairfax, Fauquier, King George, Loudoun, Louisa, Orange, 
Prince William, and Stafford, and the city of Alexandria. 
JOHN FRANKLIN RIXEY, of Brandy, Culpeper County, Va., was educated in 
the common schools, Bethel Academy, and the University of Virginia; is a lawyer 
and farmer; was Commonwealth's attorney for Culpeper County twelve years, t~e 
only office he ever held till elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiv-
ing 17,030 votes, against 13,n4 votes for Patrick Henry McCaull, Republican, 140 
votes for Joseph H. Pancoast, Prohibitionist, 24 votes for James Selden Cowdon, 47 
votes for W. C. C. Coleman, I vote for C. N. Lee, and I vote for T. N. Blackford. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 187,467.) 
CoUNTlES.-Bland, Buchanan, Craig, Dickenson, Giles, Lee, Pulaski, Russell, Scott, Smyth, Taze-
well, Washington, Wise, and Wythe, and the city of Bristol. 
JAMES ALEXANDER WALKER, of Wytheville, was born in Augusta County, 
Va., August 27, 1832; was educated at the Virginia Military Institute; studied l~w 
at the University of Virginia during the sessions of 1854 and 1855; began the practice 
of law in Pulaski County, Va., in 1856, and has followed the practice of his profes-
sion ever since; entered th~ Confederate army in April, 1861, as captain of the 
Pulaski Guards, afterwards Company C, Fourth Virginia Infantry, Stonewall Brigade; 
was.promoted to lieut~nant-colonel and assigned to the Thirteenth yirginia In/a~ti:y 
(A. P. Hill, colonel) 111 July, 186r; promoted to colonel of the Tlurteenth Virgmia 
Infantry in March, 1862, and in May, 1863, was promoted to brigadier-gener~.l_ 3:nd 
assigned to command of the "Stonewall Brigade;" commanded Early's old division 
at the surrender at Appomattox; was severely wounded at Spottsylvania Court-House 
May 12, 1864; elected Commonwealth's attorney for Pulaski County in 186o; repre-
sented Pulaski County in the house of delegates of Virginia in 1871-72; was elected 
lieutenant-governor of Virginia in 1877; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelecte9 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 16,077 votes, against 14,9()d 
votes for S. W. Williams, Democrat. 
TENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 155,138.) 
Couwrrns.-Alleghany, Amherst, Appomattox, Augusta, Bath, Botetourt, Buckingham, Cumber-
land, Fluvanna, Highland, Nelson, and Rockbridge, and the city of Staunton. 
JACOB YOST, of Staunton, was born in Staunton, Va., April 1, 1853; attended 
pr~mary schools; at the age of 16 entered a printing office ;:i.nd learned the trade ~f 
printer; was subsequently employed for three years as a civil engineer by the Balti-
more and Ohio Railroad Company; in 1875 purchased an interest in the Valley 
yirgi_nian, a n~wspape: pu?lished at Staunton, _and was actively engaged in_jo1;1-rnal-
1sm till 1889, smce which time he has devoted himself to general business principally 
i~ coni:iection with iron ore an~ coal; was a candidate for elector on the
1
Republican 
ticket 111_ r88o; ~vas the R_epubhcan nominee for Congress in 1884; was elected mayor 
of the ~1ty of S~unton m 1886; w3:s a member of the Fiftieth Congress; was the 
R~pubhcan nom111ee for Congress 111 1888 and again in 1894; was elected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress 'ls a Republican, receiving 16,194 votes, against 16,047 votes for 
H. D. Flood, Democrat, and 102 votes scattering. 
'WASHINGTON. 
SENATORS. 
J(~II. r J,. ~\'ILSO. ·, of _Spo~anc, wash rn at Crawfordsville, Ind., August 7, 1850; 
r · ·1y •cl ~ pnmary cclucat1011 111 the common schools; graduated from \Vabash Col-
l •g · 111 I 7 i; was <.:leclc<l a rcprcs ·ntative to the Slate l ·gislature of Indiana in 188o 
from • Iontgom ·ry County; was appointccl hy President Arthur receiver of public 
money at pokane and served four years and four months; was delegate from the 
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Territory of Washington to the national ~epublic~n convention of 1884; was elected 
to the Fiftv-first Congress as a Republican, bemg the first member of Congress 
elected from the State of Washington; was unanimously renominated and reelected 
to the Fifty-second and Fifty-third Congresses, and while servin~ as a member of 
the Fifty-third Congress, Februa!y r, 1895, was ele~ted to_the Umted States Senate 
to fill a vacancy caused by the failure of the preceding !egislature to e~ect a_ Senat?r, 
and took his seat in the Senate February 19, 1895. His term of service will expire 
March 3, 1899. 
GEORGE TURNER, of Spokane, was born in Edina, Mo., February 25, 1850; was 
educated in the common schools; is a lawyer; was Uni:ed States marshal for the 
southern and middle districts of Alabama from 1876 till 1880; was associate j1'tstice of 
the supreme court for the Territory of Washington from July 4, 1884, till February 
15, 1886; was a member of the constitutional convention wh}ch framed the consti-
tution for the State of Washington; was elected to the_ Umted ?tates Senat~ as a 
representative of the People's Party,. composed of a fus10n of_ Silver Repu~hca~s, 
Democrats, and Populists; he took his seat March 4, 1897. His term of service will 
expire March 3, 1903, 
REPRESENT A TlVES. 
AT LARGE. 
(Population, 349,390.) 
JAMES HAMILTON LEWIS, of Seattle, was born in Danville, Va., May 18, 
1863; removed with his parents to Augusta, Ga., in 1866; was educated at Houghton 
College, that city, and the University of Virginia; entered the law office of Gen. A. 
R. Lawton, of Savannah, Ga., and after a course of study was admitted to the bar 
in · 1882, at the age of 19; located in Seattle, Wash., November, 1885; was elected to 
the Territorial senate, as a Democrat, for the Eleventh district; declined the nomi-
nation for Congress in 1890; was nominated for governor in 1892, and declined the 
nomination because opposed to the platform; was one of the two nominees of 
the Democrats in the legislature of 1894 for United States Senator; in the national 
Democratic convention in Chicago, 1896, his name was presented by the State of 
Washington for Vice-President of the United States, receiving 17 votes, cast by 
Oregon, Washington, California, and Alabama. Was elected to the Fifty-fifth _Con-
gress as a Democrat, receiving 52,566 votes, against 38,202 votes for W. H. Doolittle, 
Republican, Lewis's majority being 14,364. 
WILLIAM CAREY JONES, of Spokane, Wash., was born April 5, 1855, at Rem-
sen, Oneida County, N. Y.; educated chiefly at high school and seminary in ·West 
Salem, Wis., and University of Wisconsin, at Madison; admitted to the bar at 
Madelia, Minn., in 1876, and has since been actively engaged in the practice of the 
profession; besides holding the office of city attorney several terms, was twice elected 
district attorney for the Twelfth district of the Territory of Washington, viz, in 
1886 and 1888; elected to the office of attorney-general of the State of Washington 
upon the admission of the State into the Union in 1889, and again in 1892; elected 
to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Free Silver Republican on the fusion ticket, receiving 
51,158 votes, against 37,939 for S. C. Hyde, Republican. 
WEST VIRGINIA. 
SENATORS. 
CHARLES JAMES FAULKNER, of Martinsburg, was born in Martinsburg, 
B~r~eley County, W._ Va., S€ptember 21, 1847; accompanied his father, who was 
mmister to France m 1859; attended noted schools in Paris and Switzerland 
:eturn~d to the United St~tes in August, 1861, and after the arrest of his father h~ 
imn~ediately we~t South; m 1862? at the age of _15, he entered the Virginia Military 
Institute, at Lexmgton; served with the cadets m the battle of New Market· served 
~s aid_to G_en. J. C. Breckinridge, and afterwards to Gen. Henry A. Wise, su~render-
mg wit~ him at Appomattox; on his return to Boydville his home in Martinsburg· 
he _stud~ed under the direction of his father until October' 1866 when he entered th~ 
U111vers1ty of Virginia, graduating in June, 1868; was ad~itted'to the bar in Septem-
ber, 1868; was ma1e grand master of the Masonic Grand Lodge in 1879· in October 
1880, was elected Judge of the Thirteenth judicial.circuit, composed of' the countie~ 
of Jefferson, Morgan, and Berkeley; was elected to the United States Senate as a Dem-
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ocrat, to succeed Johnson N. Camden, and took his seat March 4, 1887; was reelected 
in 1893; was permanent chairman of the Democratic State convention of West Vir-
ginia in 1888, and was both temporary and permanent chairman of the Democratic 
State convention of 1892; was chairman of the Democratic Congressional campaign 
committee in 1894 and 1896; appointed a member of the joint commission of the two 
Houses to investigate the question of the price of railway mail transportation and 
postal-car service, and all sources of revenue and expenditures of the Post-Office 
Department, under act approved June 13, 1898; appointed a member of the Interna-
tional Joint High Commission of the United States and Great Britain for the adjust-
ment of differences in respect to the Dominion of Canada, on September 19, 1898. 
His term of service will expire March 3, 1899. 
STEPHEN BENTON ELKINS, of Elkins, was born in Perry County, Ohio, Sep-
tember 26, 1841; received his early education in the public schools of Missouri, and 
graduated from the University of that State, at Columbia, in the class of 186o; was 
admitted to the bar in 1863, and in the same year emigrated to New Mexico, where 
he acquired a knowledge of the Spanish language and began the practice of law; was 
a member of the Territorial legislative assembly of New Mexico in 1864 and 1865; 
held the offices of Territorial district attorney, attorney-general, and United Sta~es 
district attorney; was elected to the Forty-third Congress as a Republican, and while 
abroad was renominated and elected to the Forty-fourth Congress; during his first 
term in Congress was made a member of the Republican national committee, on 
which he served for three Presidential campaigns; after leaving Congress he removed 
to West Virginia and devoted himself to business affairs; was appointed Secretary of 
War December 17, 1891, and served until the close of President Harrison's Administra-
tion; in February, 1894, was elected to the United States Senate as a Republican to 




COUNTIES.-Braxton, Brooke, Doddridge, Gilmer, Hancock, Harrison, Lewis, Marshall, Ohio, Tyler, 
and Wetzel (II counties). 
BLACKBURN BARRETT DOVENER, of Wheeling, was born in Cabell County, 
Va. (now West Virginia), April 20, 1842; raised a company of loyal Virginians and 
served in the United States volunteer infantry during the war; studied law m the office 
of Hon. George 0. Davenport, of Wheeling; was admitted to the bar in 1873, at~d 
has practiced law in Wheeling ever since; was elected as a representative of. Ohio 
County in the legislature of 1883; was the Republican candidate for Congress 111 the 
First district in 1892, but was defeated by John 0. Pendleton, Democrat, who 
was elected by 206 majority; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected t.o the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republi<:an, receiving 25,231 votes, against 21,472 votes 
for W.W. Arnett, Democrat. 
SECOND DISTRICT. 
(Population, 187,305.) 
COUNTIES.-Barbour, Berkeley, Grant, Hampshire, Hardy, Jefferson, Madon, Mineral, Monon-
galia, Morgan, Pendleton, Preston, Randolph, 'l'aylor, and Tucker (15 counties). 
_A1:S'.1'0 GORDON DA YTO , of Philippi, was born in Philippi, Va. ( now West 
V1rg1111a),. ctoher r8, 1857; gr~duated from t.he University of West Virginia in Ju:1e, 
1878; stmhed la~, and •~as adnnt~ed to the bar October 18, 1878, and has devoted 111111-
s~lf to the practice of ~1s profession since; in 1879 was appointed to fill out an unex-
ptr ,,1 term ~s pro. ccutmg attorney of Upshur County, \V. Va.; was elected and served 
as prosecuting at.torn y of Ba:hour County for a four-year term heginning January 
I, 18,~4; ,~as lectcc~ \ the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as 




Cot • "TIT·.s.-noone, Clay, Fayette, Grccnhricr, Kanawha, Logan, McDowell, Mercer, Mingo, 
Ionro , • ·ichola, Pocahonta:, Ra! igh, Summers, pshur, \Vcbstcr, and Wyomi11g (17 counties). 
II \RLE l'HI~jIP, D RR, of _A,l<lison, \V. Va., was born August 12, 1852, in 
Imm · Cou,~ty, 0!110; was <lu~atecl 111 th, ommon s hools, ancl after admission to the 
ourts o hto began the practice of law in \Vest Virginia iu 1874, where he has since 
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resided· was elected a member of the West Virginia house of delegates from the Fourth 
delegat~ district in 1884 and again in 1888, and was chosen s_ergeant-at-arms of that 
body in the intervening session of 1887; _was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress ~s _a 
Republican, receiving 29,66o votes, agamst 26,029 votes for ex-Governor E. vVilhs 
vVilson, the Democratic nominee. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Popuhtion, 195,360.) 
CoUNTIEs.-Cabell, Calhoun, Jackson, I,,incoln, Mason, Pleasants, Putnam, Ritchie, Roane, Wayne, 
Wirt, and Wood (12 countie's) . 
WARREN MII,LER, of Jackson, was born in Meigs County, Ohi?, April 2, 1847; 
went to Virginia (now West Virgin:a) abou~ the year 1850;_ was _rais~d on a farm; 
attended subscription schools a few mor~ths; attended the Ohi_o University, at ~thens, 
about three years; taught school; studied law, and was admitted to the bar m 1871; 
served as assistant prosecuting attorney of Jackson County one term and as prose-
cuting attorney eight years from January 1, 1881; was a delegate at large _to the 
Republican national convention at Chicago in 1884 a~d. s~1ppor~ed Mr. _Blame for 
President on everv ballot· was a member of the West Virg1111a legislature 111 1890-91; · 
was a candidate oi1 the State ticket for supreme judge in 1892 and received the vote 
of both Republicans and Populists; la,cked, according to the Democratic count, only 
95 votes of a majority in the State, although he received more votes than the Cleve-
land electors; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and-reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 24,954 votes, against 23,774 votes for Walter Pendleton, 
Democrat, and 21 votes for G. Warren Hays, Populist. 
WI-SCONSIN. 
SENATORS. 
JOHN LENDRUM MITCHELL, of Milwaukee, was born in Milwaukee, Wi$., 
October 19, 1842; acquiren the rudiments of an education in the Milwaukee public 
schools, followed by a course in a military school in Hampton, Conn.; he was then 
sent abroad and studied in Dresden, Munich, and Geneva; upon the breaking out 
of the rebellion he returned home, and at the age of 19 entered the military service 
as second lieutenant of Company I, Twenty-fourth Wisconsin Volunteers; pro-
moted to be first lieutenant January 17, 1863, and transferred to Company E, 
same regiment; in June, 1863, was detailed for service on brigade staff of General 
Rousseau; participated in the battles and engagements of his regiment, including 
Perryville, Murfreesboro, Hoovers Gap, and the · campaigns about Chattanooga; 
threatened with loss of eyesight and on surgeon's certificate of disability he resigned 
his commission, which was accepted; was a member of the State senate of Wisconsin 
in 1872-73 and 1875-76; president of the Milwaukee school board 1884-85; president 
of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, and' president of the Northwestern 
Trotting-Horse Breeders' Association; in 1886, by joint resolution of Congress, he 
was appointed a member of the Board of Managers of the National Home for Disabled 
Volunteer Soldiers, reappointed in 1892, and elected vice-president of the Board in 
1895; was a member of the national Democratic committee four years, and in 
1892 was chairman of the Democratic Congressional committee; is vice-president 
of the Wisconsin Marine and Fire Insurance Company Bank, and of the North-
western National Insurance Company; was elected to the Fifty-second and Fifty-
third Congresses as a Democrat; was elected to the United States Senate, and took 
his seat March 4, 1893. His term of service will expire March 3, -1:899. 
JOHN C. SPOONER, of Madis_on, ":'as born at La~renceb1~.rg, D~arborn County, 
Ind., January 6, 1843; ·removed with his father's fanuly to Wisconsm and settled at 
~adison June 1, 1_859; gra1uated at the St~te University in 1864; was private hi. 
Co_mpany D, Fortieth Regiment, and captam of. Company A, Fiftieth Regiment, 
W1scons111 ~1:fantry Volunteers; was brevetted maJor at the close of service; was pri-
vate and military secretary of Governor Lucius Fairchild of Wisconsin· was admitted 
to the bar in 1867, and served as assistant attorney-o-e1;eral of the St~te until 1870 
when he removed to Hudson, where ~e practice~ law from 1870 until 1884; wa~ 
member of the ~ssem1?ly fr?m ~t. Croix County 111 1872; member of the board of 
r~gents of the vVisconsm Umversity; was elected United States Senator as a Repub-
hcan, to_ succeed Angu~ Cam~ron, Rep~1blican, f<;r the term beginning March 4, 1885; 
was chairman of the ~1scons111 delegation to national Republican convention in 1888· 
was succeeded as Umted States Senator March 4, 1891, by William F. Vilas, Demo~ 
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crat, receiving, however, the full vote of the Republican members of the legislature 
for reelection; was chairman of the Wisconsin delegation to national Republican 
convention at Minneapolis in 1892; was unanimously nominated as Republican can-
didate for governor of Wisconsin in 1892, but was defeated; removed from Hudson 
to Madison in 1893; has been actively engaged in the practice of the law since April, 
1893; unanimously nominated in Republican caucus January 13, 1897, and duly 
elected January 27, 1897, United States Senator for the term beginning March 4, 
1897, to succeed William F. Vilas, Democrat, receiving II7 votes, against 8 votes ~or 
W. C. Silverthorn, and 2 votes for Edward S. Bragg. His term of service will expire 




C'0UNTIES.- Green, Kenosha, Lafayette, Racine, Rock, and Walworth (6 counties). 
HENRY ALLEN COOPER, of Racine, was born in Walworth County, Wis.; 
received a common-school and collegiate education; graduated from the Northwest~rn 
University in 1873 and from Union College of Law, Chicago, in 1875; is byprofess10n 
a lawyer; in 1880 was elected district attorney of Racine County, and was reelec~ed 
without opposition in 1882 and 1884; delegate to the national Republican convention 
of 1884; member of the board of education of the city of Racine, 1886 and 1887; was 
a member of State senate 1887-89·; was elected to the Fifty-third and Fifty-fourth 
Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 28,235 




CouNTIES.-Columbia, Dane, Dodge, and JeiTerson (4 counties). 
EDWARD SAUERHERING, of Mayville, was born at Mayville, Wis., June 24, 
1864; was educated in the Mayville public schools and high school and graduated 
from the Chicago College of Pharmacy in 1885; his occupation is that of a phanna-
cist; was elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a 
Republican, receiving 23,957 votes, against 17,480 votes for William H. Rogers, 
Democrat, and 1,025 votes for Jesse Meyers, Prohibitionist. · 
THIRD DISTRICT. 
(Population, 173,572.) 
COUNTIES.-Adams, Crawford, Grant, Iowa, Juneau, Richland, Sauk, and Vernon (8 counties). 
JOSEPH WEEKS BABCOCK, of Necedah, was born in Swanton, Vt. , March 6, 
1850; removed with his parents to Iowa in 1855; ?,ttended school at Mount Vernon _and 
Cedar Falls; removed from Iowa in 1881 and settled in Necedah, where he has smce 
resided, being engaged in the manufacture of lumber; was elected to the Wisconsin 
assembly in 1888 and reelected in 1890; was elected chairman of the national Repub-
lican ~ongr~ssional C?mmitlee in 1894, 1896, and reelected in 1898; was elected to 
the F1fty-th1rd and Fifty-fourth Congresses and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress 
as a Republican, receiving 26,691 votes, against 15,168 votes for A. J. Davis, Fusion 
Democrat. 
FOURTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, about 181,000.) 
COUNTY.-Milwaukee (part of), embracing the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, 
Eighth, 'inth, Hleventh, Twelfth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Eightee nth, 
and• 'inct<'cnth wards of the city of Milwaukee, and the towns of Franklin, Greenfield, Lake, 
and Oak Creek. 
'.J'HEOR LD TJE. T, of ::\1i1waukce, was born in \Vest hina, St. Clair County, 
~I~ch., toher. 27, 1851_; ·was e<lucalerl at the Marin City (Mich.) Academy and at a 
pnva~e s hool 1_11 Det:01t conduc~e<l by Prof. P. M. Patterson; was employed as for -
man 111 th· r~,llmg null of the :'lhh,aukee Iron Company at Milwaukee from 1870 to 
th• fall_ of 1872; enter •d the law department of the niversity of Michigan, al Ann 
Arbor: 111 0 lob ·r, 1873; gradu~t •cl ::\Iarc_h 25, r875, and was immediately admitted 
to th bar al :\1111 Arbor; practt crl law in Detroit until th fall of 1883, wh n he 
r me~,· rl to hlwaukc ·, whcr • he has since rcsiclecl, •ngagecl in the practic of law 
nd 111 lite r "11-c talc husinc s; was ·lectcd a member of the common council of the 
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city of Milwaukee in April, 1887, and was reelec~ed for three s~cce~sive terms, serv-
ing seven years in all; was a ~rustee of the. Milwaukee Pubhc Library from 1887 
to 1891, and a trustee of the _Milwauke_e Pub~ic Museum from 1891 to 1894; ran for 
comptroller of the citf of ~ilwaukee 111 Apnl, 1892, but ~vent down to defea~ with 
the rest of the Republican ticket under the _Bennett law tidal wa-ye; was nommated 
as the Republican candidate for Congress 111 1892 _and ran agau~st Hon. John ~-
Mitchell now Senator but was defeated· was agam the Republican candidate 111 
' :::893 for 
1
the seat in C~ngress made vaca~t ·by the e~ection of Mr. Mitchell to the 
Senate, but was again defeated; _was elect~~ to the Fifty-fourth i:nd reelected to the 
Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, r_eceivmg 25,896 v~tes, aga111st 21,429 v_ot~s for 
Robert Schilling-, Democrat and Populist, and 433 votes xor Robert May, Socialist. 
FIFTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, about 167,000.) 
C0UNTIES.-Ozaukee, Sheboygan, ·washington, and Waukesha, lhe Tenth and Thirteenth wards 
of the city of Milwaukee, and the towns of Granville, Milwaukee, and ,Vauwatosa, in Mil-
waukee County. 
SAMUEL S. BARNEY, of West Bend, was born in Hartford, Washington County, 
Wis., January 31, 1846; was educated in the public schools and at Lombard Univer-
sity, Galesburg, Ill.; taught the high school i?, Hartford for four years; beg3:n the 
study of law at West Bend with Hon. L. F. Fnsby, late attorney-general of vViscon-
sin, in 1870; was admitted to practice in 1873,_and has practiced his profes~ion at 
West Bend ever since; filled the office of supenntendent of schools of Wash111gton 
County from 1876 to 1880; was the Republican candidate for Congress in 1884 in 
the old Fifth district against General Bragg; in the same year was a delegate to the 
nation,al Republican convention at Chicago; has held no other public office; was 
elected to the Fifty-fourth and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 26,613 votes, against 16,493 votes for George W. Winans, Democrat, and 
557 votes for Henry W. Mensing, Socialist Labor. 
SIXTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 187,001.) 
C0UNTIES.-Calumet, Fond du Lac, Green Lake, Manitowoc, Marquette, Waushara, and Winne-
bago (7 counties). 
JAMES H. DAVIDSON, of Oshkosh, was born June 18, 1858, in Colchester, Dela-
ware County, N. Y.; received a common-school education in the public schools and 
at Walton (N. Y.) Academy; was a teacher in the public schools of Delaware and Sul-
livan counties, N. Y., for several years, and for one year was engaged at the same 
occupation at Princeton, Green Lake County, Wis.; began the study of law at Wal-
ton, N. Y., in the office of Fancher & Sewell, and graduated from the Albany Law 
School, as president of the class, in 1884; subsequently removed to Green Lake 
County, Wis., and commenced the practice of law at Princeton, in that county, in 
1887; was elected district attorney of Green Lake County in 1888, and in 1890 was 
chosen chairman of the Republican Con~ressional committee for the Sixth district of 
Wisconsin, and continued in that position until nominated for the Fifty-fifth Con-
gress; January 1, 1892, removed to Oshkosh, Wis., and became a member of the law 
firm of Thompson, Harshaw & Davidson, which partnership continued for three 
year~, whe~ he withdrew and c~mtinued the practice alone; in May, 1895, he was 
appo111ted city attorney of_ that city_ f<?r a term of two yea:s; was elected to the Fifty-
fiffh Congress as a Republican, receivmg 26,649 votes, aga111st 18,944 votes for William 
F. Gruenewald, Democrat, and 626 votes for James S. Thompson, Prohibitionist. 
SEVENTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 150,331.) 
CoUNTIES.-Buffalo, Eau Claire, Jackson, La Crosse, Monroe, Pepin, and Trempealeau (7 counties). 
J.\'.IICHAE~ GRIFFIN, of Eau qaire, was bo~n ?eptember 9, 1842, i_n Ireland; 
emigrated_ with .l?arents t<? Ca1;1ada 111 1847, to Oh10 111 1851, thence to Wisconsin in 
1856; received his education 111 the common schools of Ohio and Wisconsin· first 
resided in Sau~ Countr, Wis., until _186~, and then removed to Kilbourn City, Wis., 
wh~re he rei?1amed until_ 1876, removmg 111 that year to Eau Claire, where he has since 
re~ided; _enlisted as a pnvate September II, 1861, in Company E, Twelfth Regiment 
Wiscon_sm Volunteer Infantry, and served un~il the close of the war, being promoted 
succes~ively to t~e _grade of s~cond an~ first lieutenant; served at the siege of Vicks-
burg, 111 the Mend1an campaign, and 111 the Atlanta campaign, and marched to the 
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sea and north through the Carolinas with Sherman; was wounded at Atlanta July 
21, 1864, and was mustered out July r6, 1865; was a member of tp.e county board 
of Columbia County, Wis., in 1874-75; member of assembly in 1876; city attorney of 
Eau Claire in 1878, 1879, and 1880; State senator in 1880 and r88r, and department 
commander of the Grand Army of the Republic in 1887-88; served as quartermaster-
general of the State, with rank of brigadier-general, in 1889 and 1890; was admitted 
to the bar May 19, r868, and has since been engaged in the practice of law; was 
elected in 1894 to the Fifty-third Congress as a Republican , to fill the vacancy occa-
sioned by the death of Hon. George B. Shaw, and at the same election to the Fifty-
fourth Congress, and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, receiving 
24,073 votes, against 12,047 votes for Caleb M. Hilliard, Democrat, and 791 votes for 
James H. Moseley, Prohibitionist. 
EIGHTH DISTRICT. 
(Population, 179,408.) 
CouNTIES.-Brown, Door, Kewaunee, Outagamie, Portage, Waupaca, and Wood (7 counties). 
EDWARD S. MINOR, of Sturgeon Bay, was born in Jefferson County, N. Y., in 
1840; went with his parents to Wisconsin in 1845; settled in Milwaukee County and 
subsequently lived in the city of Milwaukee, where he attended the public schools; 
went with his parents to Sheboygan County in 1852, where he lived on a farm f?r 
several years; received a public-school and academic education; in r86r enlis~ed 111 
Company G, Second ·wisconsin Volunteer Cavalry, as a private; participated 111 all 
the expeditions, raids, and battles in which the regiment was engaged until the close 
of the war; was mustered out as a first lieutenant in November, 1865; after his return 
home engaged in mercantile pursuits until 1884, at which time he was appoi!1~ed 
superintendent of the Sturgeon Bay and Lake Michigan Ship Canal, which position 
he held for seven years; now owns some marine property that is operated in connec-
tion with a stone quarry located near Sturgeon Bay; is also a licensed master of 
steam vessels, and an honorary member of the Engineers' Benevolent Association of 
Sturgeon Bay; was elected to the Wisconsin assembly in 1877 and reelected in r88o 
and r88r; was elected to the State senate and served in that body in 1883 and 1885; 
was president pro tempore of the senate during the latter term; was also a member of 
the Wisconsin fish commission for four years; has held numerous local offices at 
various times and is at present mayor of the city of Sturgeon Bay; was elect~d to 
the Fifty-fourth Congress and reelected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Republican, 
receiving 26,471 votes, against 16;845 votes for George vV. Cate, Democrat and Populist, 
580 votes for John Evans, Prohibitionist, and 4 votes for Nelson H. Kendall, Labor. 
NINTH DISTRICT. 
(Population , 164,777.) 
COUNTIES.-Ashland, Clark, Florence, Forest, Iron, Lang lade, Lincoln, Marathon, Marinette, 
Oconto, Oneida, Price, Shawano, Taylor, and Vilas (15 counties). 
, ALEXAN~ER STEWART, of :wausau, was born September 12, 1829, in_York 
County, Provmce of ew "Brunswick, and received a common-school education at 
that place; in 1849 ~e removed to what is now Marathon County arid settled where 
t~e city of Waus~u 1s now locatecl, engaging in the lumber husiness, which occura-
tion he ha~ ever since f".?llowed; asi.11.e from his selection as a delegate from his distnct 
to the nation.a~ Republican convention at Chicago in 1884, he has neither aspired to 
nor held public ~ffice of any description; he was elected to the Fifty-fourth and 
reelected to the F1fty-fiflh Congress as a Republican, receiving 30,438 votes, again t 
17,716 votes for \V. \V: O'Keefe, Democrat. 
TE TII DISTRICT. 
(Population, 149,845.) 
Cot ~TTI-:S.-Barron, Bayfielrl, Burnett, Chippewa, Douglas, Dunn, Pierce, Polk, Sawyer, St. CroL~, 
and \Vashhurn (n counties). 
J IL T J. JE~ T_KL TS, of ChiJ?pe~va Falls, was born in \Veymouth, England, August 
20, 18 3; s ·ttl ·cl lJ?- Baraboo, \\i1s., 111 June, 1852; attended the common schools a few 
t .~m~; • r_vccl <~unng the war _as ~ member of C mpany A, Sixth \Visconsin Volun-
t. r~, . ·necl as le~k of the 1rcmt court of Barah , auk County, as city clerk and 
it; attor_n. Y of h1pp_ wa Falls, as member of the assembly from Chippewa County, 
• '?~nt .. Juclg of, h1J?p wa Coun~y, and ·was appointed nited States attorney of 
l~~ ~ rntory of\\ yo111111g hy Pr.:wlent Grant in March, 1876; was elected to the 
1. 1fl)-fo~~h an,1 r »J t. cl to th· I• 1ft_y-fifth Conhrr •ss as a Republican, receiving 28,149 
f l • a nm 
1 ,823 vot • for I•r <1 n ·k II. Remington ilver Democrat and 21 votes 
r l' l r A. ( 'lr, Prohibitionist. ' ' 
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WYOMING. 
SENATORS. 
CLARENCE D. CLARK, of Evanston, was born at Sandy Creek, Oswego County, 
N. Y., April 16, 1851; was educated in the common schools and 3:t the Io.ya State 
University; admitted to the bar in 1874 and taught school and practiced law 111 Dela-
ware County, Iowa, until 1881; in that year removed to Evanston, Wyo., whe:e he 
has since resided; was prosecuting attorney for Uinta County four years; was appo111ted 
associate justice of the Territory of Wyomillg in 1890, but declined the o~ce; upon 
the admission of Wyoming as a State was elected to the Fifty-first and Fifty-second 
Congresses; was defeated for reelection to the Fifty-third Congr~ss by a fusion of 
Democrats and Populists; was elected January 23, 1895, to the Umted St_ates Senate 
for the term ending March 3, 1899, to fill the vacancy caused by the failure of the 
legislature to elect in 1892-93. 
FRANCIS E. WARREN, of Cheyenne, was born in Hinsdale, Mass., June 20, 
1844; received a common-school and academic education; enlisted in 1862 in the 
Forty-ninth Massachusetts Regiment, and served as private and noncommissioned 
officer in that regiment till it was mustered out of the service; was afterwards cap-
tain in the Massachusetts militia; was engaged in farming and stock raising in Mas-
sachusetts till early in 1868, when he removed to Wyoming ( then a part of Dakota); 
is at present engaged in mercantile, live-stock, and lighting business; was president 
of the council, Wyoming legislature, in 1873, and member of the council in 1884; 
was mayor of Cheyenne, and served three terms as treasurer of Wyoming; was a 
delegate to the national Republican convention at Chicago in 1888; was appointed 
governor of Wyoming by President Arthur and removed by President Cle:veland; 
was again appointed governor of Wyoming by President Harrison and served till the 
Territory was admitted as a State, when he was elected governor; was elected to the 
United States Senate as a Republican, November 18, 1890, took his seat December 1, 
1890, and served until the expiration of term, March 3, 1893; was reelected as a 




JOHN E. OSBORNE, of Rawlins, Wyo., was born in Westport, Essex County, 
N. Y., June 9, 1858; graduated from the high school of his native town at the age of 
18 years, after which he began the study of medicine, and graduated from the Uni-
versity of Vermont in the class of 1880; removed to Rawlins, Wyo., immediately 
thereafter, and engaged in the practice of his profession; later engaged extensively in 
r~isi1;1g live_ stock upon the op~n ran_ge; he was elected in 1883 t? the Wyoming Ter-
n tonal legislature; was appo111ted 111 1888 by Governor Moonlight to the position 
of chairman of the Te:ritorial per~itentiary building commission; was the same year 
elected mayor of the city of Rawlins; was selected as an alternate to the Democratic 
national convention in 1892, and at the November election of the same year was 
elected g~)Vernor of Wy?ming; at t?e expiration of his official term as governor he 
was una~nmously renom111ated _by his party for a second term, but owing to impor-
tant busmess engagements declmed the honor; was chosen a member of the bimetallic 
Democrati~ national C<?mmittee for t~e State of Wyoming in 1895; was chairman of 
the Wyommg delegation to the national convention at Chicao-o in 1896 and was 
elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 1g,3ro vote~, against 
10,044 votes for Frank W. Mondell, Republican, and 628 votes for William Brown 
Populist. ' 
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TERRITORIAL DELEGATES. 
ARIZONA. 
(Population, 59,620. ) 
MARCUS A. SMITH, of Tucson, was born near Cynthiana, Ky., January 24, 
1852; was educated at the Transylvania University, Lexington, Ky.; is a lawyer by 
profession; removed to Arizona in 1881, and the following year was elected prose-
cuting attorney of his district; was elected to the Fiftieth, Fifty-first, Fifty-second, 
and Fifty-third Congresses as a Democrat; refused to run for the Fifty-fourth Con-
gress, and was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 6,065 




H.B. FERGUSSON, of Albuquerque, is a native of Alabama, and was born Sep-
tember_9, 1848; belongs to a family that settled in the South in Colonial days, several 
members of which distinguished themselves in the civil and military offices of the 
Colonies and later in the service of the young Republic; his father was an officer in 
the Confederate army, and did excellent service under General Lee until the close 
of the struggle; graduated from the Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Va., 
with the degree of M.A., in 1873; graduated from the law department of that uni-
versity in 1874, and commenced the practice of his profession at Wheeling, W. Va., 
where he remained until the year r882; located in Albuquerque in 1884, and has 
resided there since; has successfully practiced his profession, and is one of the mem-
bers of the firm of Warren, Fergusson & Gillett; in politics is a Democrat and always 
has been, and his recent nomination and election was in recognition of distinguished 
service to his party; was elected to the Fifty-fifth Congress as a Democrat, receiving 
18,947 votes, against 17,017 votes for Thomas B. Catron, Republican; 66 votes for Mr. 
Dame, Gold Democrat, and 1 vote scattering. 
OKLAHOMA o 
(Population, 6r,834.) 
JAMES YA CY CALLAHAN was born in Dent County, Mo., December 19, 1852, 
and was brought up on the farm where he was born; received a common-school 
education, and after he was m3:rried completed, by the assistance of his wif_e,. near~y 
a11 the branches of the academic course at home; was licensed as a local m1111ster 111 
t~1e l\lethodist Episcopal Church in 1880, which relation he holds at the present 
time; h~s be~n engaged principally in farming, sawmilling, and mining; removed 
from ~11ssoun to Stanton County, Kans., in r885, and was twice elected register of 
d~e<ls 11;1 that ~oun~y; re1:10ved to Oklahoma in 1892 and settled on a farm, where_ he 
sttll r ·s1<les with lus fa1111ly; was lected to the Fifty-fifth Congress by the Populists 
ancl ~ e1!10c~ats on a free ~ilver ticket, receiving 27,435 votes, against 26,267 votes for 
Dc11111s I. I◄ lynn, Republican. 
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COMMENCEMENT AND EXPIRATION OF THE TERMS OF 
SERVICE OF SENATORS. 
CLASS I.-SENATORS WHOSE TERMS OF SERVICE EXPIRE MAR. 3, 1899. 
(Thirty Senators in this class.) 
Name. 
Aldrich, Nelson W... . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Allen, William V. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P 
Bate, William B ......... ~ . . . . . . . D 
Burrows, Julius C ........ .. ..... R 
Cannon, Frank J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 
Clark, Clarence D .......... .. .... R 
Cockrell, Francis M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Daniel, John W . .. ... ... ......... D 
Davis, Cushman K .......... ..... R 
Faulkner, Charles J ........ ...... D 
Gorman, Arthur P .. ... .... ... ... D 
Gray, George ... ..... .... ........ ·D 
Hale, Eugene ............... ... .. R 
Hanna, Marcus A ......... .... ... R 
Hawley, Joseph R . ............... R 
Lodge, Henry Cabot .............. R 
Mantle, Lee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 
:\1ills, Roger Q. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Mitchell, John L ................. D 
Money, H. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Murphy, Edward, jr . ............. D 
Pasco, Samuel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Proctor, Redfield . ... ............ R 
Quay, Matthew S .... ......... ... R 
Roach, William N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Smith, James, jr ................. D 
Stewart, William M.............. S 
Turpie, David. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
White, Stephen M ... . ........... D 




Providence, R. I. . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 5, 1881 
Madison, Neb .............. Mar. 4, 1893 
Nashville, Tenn ............ Mar. 4, 1887 
Kalamazoo, Mich .......... Jan. 23, 1895 
Ogden, Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. · 22, 1896 
Evanston, Wyo . . . . . . . . . . . . Feb. 6, 1895 
Warrensburg, Mo .......... Mar. 4, 1875 
Lynchburg, Va ............ Mar. 4, 1887 
St. Paul, Minn ............. Mar. 4, 1887 
Martinsburg, W.. Va . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1887 
Laurel, Md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1881 
Wilmington, Del. . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 19, 1885 
Ellsworth, Me . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1881 
Cleveland, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1897 
Hartford, Conn ............ Mar. 4, 1881 
Nahant, Mass .............. Mar. 4, 1893 
Butte, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Feb. 2, 1895 
Corsicana, Tex ...... . ..... . Mar. 30, 1892 
Milwaukee, Wis ............ Mar. 4, 1893 
Carrollton, Miss. . . . . . . . . . . Oct. · 8, 1897 
Troy, N. Y ................. Mar. 4, 1893 
Monticello, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1887 
Proctor, Vt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 1, 1891 
Beaver, Pa ................. Mar. 4, 1_887 
Larrimore, N. Dak . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1893 
Newark, N. J ............... Mar. 4; 1893 
Virginia City, Nev ......... Mar. 4, 1887 
Indianapolis, Ind. . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1887 
Los Angeles, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1893 
Spokane, Wash ...... . . ... . Feb. 19, 1895 
CrASS II. - SENATORS WHOSE TERMS OF SERVICE EXPIRE MAR. 3, 1901. 
(Thirty Senators in this class.) 
Bacon, Augustus O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Baker, Lucien ................... R 
Betry, James H ..... . .. .... ...... D 
Butler, Marion ......... . ......... P 
Caffery, Donelson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Carter, Thomas H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Chandler, William E ............. R 
Chilton, Horace. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Cullom, Shelby M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Elkins, Stephen B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Frye, William P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Gear, John H .................... R 
Macon, Ga .............. , .. Mar. 4, 1895 
Leavenworth, Kans . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Bentonville, Ark . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 25, 1885 
Raleigh, N. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Franklin, La . .... .......... Jan. 7, 1893 
Helena, Mont .. .......... . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Concord, N. H ............. June 19, 1889 
Tyler, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Springfield, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, r883 
Elkins, W. Va .............. Mar. 4, 1895 
Lewiston, Me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 8, r881 
Burlington, Iowa. . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
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CLASS IL-SENATORS WHOSE TERMS OF SERVICE EXPIRE MARCH 3, 
1901-Continued. 
Name. 
Hoar, George F ............... . .. R 
Kenney, Ris::hard R .............. D 
Lindsay, William ............... . D 
McBride, George W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
McMillan, James ....... . ......... R 
Martin, Thomas S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Morgan, John T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Nelson, Knute ................... R 
Pettigrew, Richard F... . . . . . . . . . . S 
Sewell, William J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R · 
Shoup, George L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Sullivan, Will Van Amberg 0"" • • • • • D 
Thurston, John M ................. R 
Tillman, Beniamin R .. .... . ....... D 
Turley, Thomas B.... .. .... . . . . . D 
Warren, Francis E ............... R 
Wetmore, George P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 





Worcester, Mass . .... ...... Mar. 4, 1877 
Dover, Del. ................ Feb. 5, 1897 
Frankfort, Ky ............. Feb. 21, 1893 
St. Helens, Oreg.. . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Detroit, Mich ........ · .. : . . . Mar. 4, 1889 
Scottsville, Va. . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Selma, Ala ..... ....... . .. . . Mar. 4, 1877 
Alexandria, Minn. . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Sioux Falls, S. Dak. . . . . . . . . Dec. 2, 1889 
Camden, N. J ......... . . ... . Mar. 4, 1895 
Boise, Idaho. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 29, 1890 
Oxford, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 20, 1898 
Omaha, Neb .......... ..... Mar. 4, 1895 
Trenton, S. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Memphis, Tenn ............ July 20, 1897 
Cheyenne, Wyo. . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1895 
Newport, R. I. ............. Mar. 4, 1895 
D.enver, Colo .............. . Mar. 4, 1889 
CLASS III.-SENATORS WHOSE TERMS OF SERVICE EXPIRE MAR. 3, 1903. 
(Thirty Senators in this class.) 
A11ison, William B ............... R 
Clay, Alexander S ............... D 
Deboe, William J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Fairbanks, Charles W. . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Foraker, Joseph B ............... R 
Gallinger, Jacob H .............. R 
Hansbrough, Henry C ............ R 
Harris, 'William A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P 
Heitfeld, Henry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P 
Jones, James K .................. D 
Jones, John P.................... S 
Kyle, James H . .............. ... . Intl 
McEnery, Samuel D ........ . .. .. D 
McLaurin, John L ............... D 
Mallory, Stephen R . ... .... ... .. . D 
Mason, ·wmiam E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Penrose, Boies ........... ... .... R 
Perkins, George C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Pettus, Edmund \V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 
Platt, Orville H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Platt, Thomas C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Pritchard, J t:ter C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Rawlins, Joseph L ............... D 
Ross, Jonathan * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Simon, Joseph . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
pooner, John C ................. R 
Teller, Henry ~I.............. . . . S 
Turn ·r, George.................. p 
Yc. t, ,-corg • G .................. D 
Wellington G ·orgc J. . . . . . . . . . . . R. 
I 
Dubuque, Iowa ............. Mar. 4, 1873 
Marietta, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1897 
Marion, Ky. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Apr. 28, 1897 
Indianapolis, Ind . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1897 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1897 
Concord,N. H ............. Mar. 4, 1891 
Devils Lake, N. Dak ........ Mar. 4, 189r 
Linwood, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1897 
Lewiston, Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1897 
Washington, Ark. . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1885 
Gold Hill, Nev .. ...... .. ... Mar. 4, 1873 
Aberdeen, S. Dak ...... . .. . Mar. 4, 1891 
New Orleans, La ........... Mar. 4, 1897 
Bennettsville, S. C ........ · .. June 1, 1897 
Pensacola, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 14, 1897 
Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1897 
Philadelphia, Pa ........... Mar. 4, 1897 
Oakland, Cal ... ·.. . . . . . . . . . July 22, 1893 
Selma, Ala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1897 
Meriden, Conn ............. Mar. 4, 1879 
Owego, . Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1897 
Madison, N. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 24, 1895 
Salt Lake, Utah. . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1897 
St. Johnsbury. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. II, I 899 
Portland, reg. . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 5, 1898 
Ia<lison, \Vis.. . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1897 
Central City, Colo. . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1885 
Spokane, Wash . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1897 
Kansas City, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 4, 1879 
Cumberland, Mel ........... Mar. 4, 1897 
*Appoinl<.:<l to fill a vacancy. 
Senate Committees. 
COMMITTEES OF THE · SENATE. 
S'l'ANDING COMMIITEES. 
[January ro, 1899.] 
Agriculture and Forestry. 
Redfield Proctor, of Vermont. 
Henry C. Hansbrough, of North Dakota. 
Francis E. Warren, of 'Wyoming. 
John H. Gear, of Iowa. 
'William B. Bate, of 'l'ennessee. 
William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
Alexander S. Clay, of Georgia. 
H. D. Money, of Mississippi. 
Henry Heitfeld, oi Idaho. 
Appropriations. 
William B. Allison, of Iowa. 
Eugene Hale, of Maine. 
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Shelby M. Cullom, of Illinois. 
Matthew S. Quay, of Pennsylvania. 
George C. Perkins, of California. 
William J. Sewell, of New Jersey. 
Francis M. Cockrell, of Missouri. 
Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
Henry M. 'l'eller, of Colorado. 
Charles J. Faulkner, of West Virginia. 
Richard F. Pettigrew, of South Dakota. 
James H. Berry, of Arkansas. 
Edward Murphy, jr., of New York. 
Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate. 
John P. Jones, of Nevada. I James K. Jones, of Arka1isas. 
Jacob H. Gallinger, of New Hampshire. 
Census. 
'l'homas H. Carter, of Montana. 
Eugene Hale, of Maine. 
'l'homas C. Platt, of New York. 
Charles W. Fairbanks, of Indiana. 
David 'l'urpie, of Indiana. 
Richard F. Pettigrew, of South Dakota. 
Stephen M. White, of California. 
Frank J. Cannon, of Utah. 
Samuel D. McEnery, of Louisiana. 
Civil Service and Retrenchment. 
Jeter C. Pritchard, of North Carolina. 
Henry Cabot Lodge. of Massachusetts. 
Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia. 
Edward 0. Wolcott, of Colorado. 
Henry M. 'l'eller, of Colorado. 
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming. 
William E. Mason, of Illinois. 
Charles W. Fairbanks, of Indiana. 
Horace Chilton, of 'l'exas. 
Richard R. Kenney, of Delaware. 
William A. Harris, of Kansas. 
Will Van Amberg Sullivan, of Mississippi. 
Claims. 
Samuel Pasco, of Florida. 
William M. Stewart, of Nevada. 
William V. Allen, of Nebraska. 
'l'homas S. Martin, of Virginia. 
Alexander S. Clay, of Georgia. 
Joseph F. Rawlins, of Utah. 
John L. McLaurin, of South Carolina. 
Coast Defenses. 
George W. McBride, of Oregon. 
Joseph R. Hawley, of Connecticut. 
Redfield Proctor, of Vermont. 
Julius C. Burro,ws, of Michigan. 
George L. Wellington, of Maryland. 
Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania. 
Roger Q. Mills, of Texas. 
James Smith, jr., of New Jersey. 
Marion Butler, of North Carolina. 
yeorge 'l'urner, of Washington. 
John L. McLaurin,of South Carolina. 
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Commerce. 
William P. Frye, of Maine. 
James McMillan, of Michigan. 
Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia. 
Knute Nelson, of Minnesota. 
George W. McBride, of Oregon. 
Jacob H. Gallinger, of New Hampshire. 
Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania. 
George G. Vest, of Missouri. 
John P. Jones, of Nevada. 
Stephen M. White, of California. 
Edward Murphy, jr., of New York. 
James H. Berry, of Arkansas. 
Samuel Pasco, of Florida. 
Donelson Caffery, of Louisiana. 
Roger Q. Mills, of Texas. 
Corporations Organized in the District of Columbia. 
John W. Daniel, of Virginia. 
Nelson W. Aldrich, of Rhode Island. 
James McMillan, of Michigan. I 
Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
George L. Wellington, of Maryland. 
District of Columb.ia. 
James McMillan, of Michigan. 
Jacob H. Gallinger, of New Hampshire. 
Henry C. Hansbrough, of North Dakota. 
Redfield Proctor, of Vermont. 
Jeter C. Pritchard, of North Carolina. 
Lucien Baker,· of Kansas. 
George P. Wetmore, of Rhode Island. 
Charles J. Fat1lkner. of West Virginia. 
Thomas S. Martin, of Virginia. 
Augustus 0. Bacon, of Georgia. 
William M. Stewart, of Nevada. 
Richard R. Kenney, of Delaware. 
Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
Education and Labor. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
George C. Perkins, of California. 
John H. Gear, of Iowa. 
Boies Penrose , of Pennsylvania. 
Donelson Caffery, of Louisiana. 
Lee Mantle, of Montana. 
William Lindsay, of Kentucky. 
Thomas B. Turley, of Tennessee. 
Frank J . Cannon, of Utah. 
Engrossed Bills. 
Francis M. Cockrell, of Missouri. 
George F. Hoar, of Massachusetts. 
I Lucien Baker, of Kansas. 
Enrolled Bills. 
William J. Sewell, of New Jersey. 
l\larcus A. Hanna, of Ohio. 
I Donelson Caffery, of Louisiana. 
Establish the University of the United States. 
George L. \Ve11ington, of Maryland. 
\Villiam P. Frye, of Maine. 
Knute rTelson, of Minnesota. 
Joseph B. Foraker, of Ohio. 
William J. Deboe, of Kentucky. 
James K. Jones, of Arkansas. 
David Turpie, of Indiana. 
Alexander S. Clay, of Georgia. 
Will VanAmbergSullivan, of Mississippi. 
Examine /hf Several Branches of tlze Civil Service. 
Joseph B. Foraker, of Ohio. I William J. Deboe, of Kentucky. 
(,eorgc F. Hoar, of Ma-;sachuselts. George Gray, of Delaware. 
Jacob II. (,allingc:r, of .. Tc:w Hampshire. 
\'illiam H. .\lli 011, of Iowa. 
• ·•Lon"•· \ldrich, of Rhml · Islaml. 
Orvill II. l'lal , of Conn· ·li ·ul. 
Hdwar<l . Wolcott, of Colorado. 
Juliu C. Burrow , of Dlichigan. 
Finance. 
John P. Jones, of Nevada. 
George G. \ est, of Missouri . 
James K. Jones, of Arkansas. 
Stc:phen l\I. While, of California. 
David Turpie, of Indiana. 
John \\'. Daniel, of Virginia. 
Horace Chilton, of Texas. 
Senate Committees. 
George C. Perkins, of California. 
Redfield Proctor, of Vermont. 
William. P. Frye, of Maine. 
John L. Wilson, of Washington. 
William E. Mason, of Illinois. 
Fisheries. 
John L. Mitchell, of Wisconsin. 
Marion Butler, of North Carolina. 
George Turner, of Washington. 
Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida. 
Foreign Relations. 
Cushman K. Davis, of Minnesota. John T. Morgan, of Alabama. 
William P. Frye, of Maine. George Gray, of Delaware. 
Shelby M. Cullom, of Illinois. David Turpie, of Indiana. 
Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts. John W. Daniel, of Virginia. 
Clarence D. Clark, of Wyoming. Roger Q. Mills, of Texas. 
Joseph B. Foraker, of Ohio. 
Forest Reservations and the Protection o.f Game. 
Henry M. Teller, of Colorado. 
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William V. Allen, of Nebraska. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
John L. Wilson, of Washington. I 
John T. Morgan, of Alabama. 
William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
Benjamin E. Tillman, of South Carolina. 
Immigration. 
Charles W. Fairbanks. of Indiana. Joseph L. Rawlins, of Utah. 
Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts. George Turner, of Washington. 
William E. Chandler, of New Hampshire. Alexander S. Clay, of Georgia. 
Knute Nelson, of Minnesota. John L. McLaurin, of South Carolina. 
William E. Mason, of Illinois. Will Van Amberg Sullivan, of Mississippi. 
Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania. 
Improvement o.f the Mississippi River and its Tributaries. 
Knute Nelson, of Minnesota. 
John H. Gear, of Iowa. 
Lucien Baker, of Kansas. 
William J. Deboe, of Kentucky. I 
William B. Bate, of Tennessee. 
Samuel D. McEnery, of Louisiana. 
Will Van Amberg Sullivan, of Mississippi. 
Indian Affairs. 
Richard F. Pettigrew, of South Dakota. 
Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut. 
George L. Shoup, of Idaho. 
John L. Wilson, of Washington. 
James K. Jones, of Arkansas. 
John T. Morgan, of Alabama. 
William M. Stewart, of Nevada. 
William V. Allen, of Nebraska. 
William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
Lee Mantle, of Montana. 
Joseph L. Rawlins, of Utah. 
John L. McLaurin, of South Carolina. 
Indian Depredations. 
John L. Wilson, of Washington. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
George L. Shoup, of Idaho. 
George W. McBride, of Oregon. 
William J. Deboe, of Kentucky. 
William Lindsay, of Kentucky. 
Charles J. Faulkner, of West Virginia. 
Augustus 0. Bacon, of Georgia. 
Thomas S. Martin, of Virginia. 
Lee Mantle, of Montana. 
Interstate Commerce. 
Shelby M. Cullom, of Illinois. 
William E . Chandler, 0£ New Hampshire. 
Edward 0. Wolcott, of Colorado. 
NeJson W. Aldrich, of Rhode Island. 
John H. Gear, of Iowa. 
Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia. 
i55-So-2D ED--10 
Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
William Lindsay, of Kentucky. 
James Smith, jr., of New Jersey. 
Horace Chilton, of Texas. 
Benjamin R. Tillman, of South Carolin~. 
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Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. 
Joseph Simon, of Oregon. 
Stephen M. White,' of California. 
William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
William M. Stewart, of Nevada. 
'William A. Harris, of Kansas. 
Henry Heitfeld, of Idaho. 
Judiciary. 
George F. Hoar, of Massachusetts. 
Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut. 
Cushman K. Davis of Minnesota. 
Clarence D. Clark, of Wyoming. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. 
John C. Spooner, of Wisconsin. 
Henry M. Teller, of Colorado. 
William Lindsay, of Kentucky. 
George Gray, of Delaware. 
Horace Chilton, of Texas. 
Augustus 0. Bacon, of Georgia. 
Charles J. Faulkner, of West Virginia. 
Edmund 'lv. Pettus, of Alabama. 
7 he Library. 
George P. Wetmore, of Rhode Island. \ Francis M. Cockrell, of Missouri. 
Henry C. Hansbrough, of North Dakota. . 
Manufactures. 
William E. Mason, of Illinois. 
George P. Wetmore, of Rhode Island. 
I 
Frank J. Cannon, of Utah. 
James Smith, jr., of New Jersey. 
William A. Harris, of Kansas. 
Military Affairs. 
Joseph R. Hawley, of Connecticut. 
Redfield Proctor, of Vermont. 
George L. Shoup, of Idaho. 
William J. Sewell, of New Jersey. 
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming. 
Thomas H. Carter, of Montana. 
William B. Bate, of Tennessee. 
Francis M. Cockrell, of Missouri. 
John L. Mitchell, of Wisconsin. 
Edmund W. Pettus, of Alabama. 
Samuel Pasco, of Florida. 
Mines and iv.lining. 
William M. Stewart, of Nevada. Roger Q. Mills, of Texas. 
John L. V.7ilson, of Washington. Benjamin R. Tillman, of South Carolina. 
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming. Lee Mantle, of Montana. 
Marcus A. Hanna, of Ohio. Henry Heitfeld, of Idaho. 
Joseph Simon, of Oregon. 
1Vaval Affairs. 
Eugene Hale, of Maine. 
eorge C. Perkins, of California. 
James McMillan, of Michigan. 
William E . Chandler, of ew Hampshire. 
Thoma C. Platt, of New York. 
Marcus A. Hanna, of Ohio. 
James Smith, jr., of New Jersey. 
Benjamin.R. 'Tillman , of South Carolina. 
Thomas S. Martin, of Virginia. 
Marion Butler, of North Carolina. 
Samuel D. McEnery, of Louisiana. 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive Departments. 
1arion Butler, of Torth Carolina. 
John I,. \Vil. on, of Washington. 
corgc P. \Yelm re, of Rhode Island. 
William E. Ma on, of Illinoi . 
Boies Penros ·, of Penn ylvania. 
James Smith, jr., of ew Jersey. 
Francis M. Cockrell, of Missouri. 
Donelson Caffery, of Louisiana. 
Richard R. Kenney, of Delaware. 
Pacific Railroads. 
John II. ,ear, of Iowa. 
u h111a11 K. Davis, of l\Iinne ota. 
~-illiam P. Fry of :\Iaine. 
Jo ·pb B. Foraker, of hio. 
John T. Morgan, of Alabama. 
William M. Stewart, of Ne\'a<la. 
James, mith, jr., of N~w Jersey. 
\Yilliam . Harris, of Kansas. 
Jo eph L. Rawlins, of Utah. 
Senate Committees. 
Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut. 
Jeter C. Pritchard, of North Carolina. 
George P. Wetmore, of Rhode Island. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. 
Patents. 
Roger Q. Mills, of Texas. 
Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida. 
Thomas B. Turley, of Tennessee. 
Pensions. 
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Jacob H. Gallinger, of New Hampshire. 
George L. Shoup, of Idaho. 
Henry C. Hansbrough, of North Dakota. 
Lucien Baker, of Kansas. 
John· L. Mitchell, of Wisconsin. 
William Lindsay, of Kentucky. 
William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
Frank J. Cannon, of Utah. 
Jeter C. Pritchard, of North Carolina. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
Marcus A. Hanna, of Ohio. 
Richard R. Kenney, of Delaware. 
George Turner, of Washington. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
Edwa!:"d 0. Wolcott, of Colorado. 
William E. Chandler, of New Hampshire. 
Thomas H. Carter, of Montana. 
John H. Gear, of Iowa. 
William E. Mason, of Illinois. 
Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania. 
Marion Butler, of North Carolina. 
John L. Mitchell, of Wisconsin. 
Richard R. Kenney, of Delaware. 
Alexander S. Clay, of Georgia. 
H. D. Money, of Mississippi. 
Printing. 
Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts. / Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
Eugene Hale, of Maine. 
Private Land Claims. 
Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
Samuel Pasco, of Florida. 
David Turpie, of Indiana. 
Thomas B. Turley, of Tennessee. i 
Eugene Hale, of Maine. 
Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut. 
Lucien Baker, of Kansas. 
Privileges and Elections. 
William E. Chandler, of New Hampshire. 
George F . Hoar, of Massachusetts. 
Julius C. Burrows, of Michigan. 
Jeter C. Pritchard, of North Carolina. 
John C. Spooner, of Wisconsin. 
Donelson Caffery, of Louisiana. 
William V. Allen, of Nebraska. 
Edmund W. Pettus, of Alabama. 
Thomas B. Turley, of Tennessee. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Matthew S. Quay, of Pennsylvania. 
Francis E . Warren, of Wyoming. 
Charles W. Fairbanks, of Indiana. 
George L. Wellington, of Maryland. 
George G. Vest, of Missouri. 
Lee Mantle, of Montana. 
Edward Murphy, jr., of New York; 
Joseph L. Rawlins, of Utah. 
H. D. Money, of Mississippi. 
George Turner, of Washington. 
Public Health and National Quarantine. 
George G. Vest, of Missouri. 
John P. Jones, of Nevada. 
Samuel D. McEnery, of Louisiana. 
Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida. I 
Jacob H. Gallinger, of New Hampshire. 
Matthew S. Quay, of Pennsylvania. . 
Public Lands. 
Henry C. Hansbrough, of North Dakota. 
John L. Wilson, of Washington . . 
Thomas H. Carter, of Montana. 
George W. McBride, of Oregon. 
Knute ~elson, of Minnesota. 
James H. Berry, of Arkansas. 
Ri~h_ard F. Pettigrew, of South Dakota. 
Wilham V. Allen, of Nebraska. 
Frank J. Cannon, of Utah. 
Sa?1,uel D. McEnery, of Louisiana. 
w1;1 yan Amberg Sullivan, of Missis-
s1pp1. 
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Railroads. 
Clarence D. Clark, of Wyoming. 
Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia. 
Knute Nelson, of Minnesota. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. 
Henry Cabot Lodge, of Massachusetts. 
Marcus A. Hanna, of Ohio. 
William J. Deboe, of Kentucky. 
Edward Murphy, jr. , of New York. 
Augustus 0. Bacon, of Georgia. 
Edmund 'W. Pettus, of Alabama. 
H. D. Money, of Mississippi. 
Relations with Canada. 
John C. Spooner, of Wisconsin. 
George F . Hoar, of Massachusetts. 
Eugene Hale, of Maine. 
Edward Murphy, jr. , of New York. 
John L. Mitchell, of Wisconsin. 
Richard F. Pettigrew, of South Dakota. 
Benjamin R. Tillman, of South Carolina. 
John P. Jones, of Nevada. 
William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
Revision of the Laws of the United States. 
Julius C. Burrows, of Michigan. 
Jeter C. Pritchard, of North Carolina. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. I 
John W . Daniel, of Virginia. 
Stephen R. Mallory, of F lorida. 
Revolutionary Claims. 
George Gray, of Delaware. 
Augustus O. Bacon, of Georgia. 
·william B. Bate, of Tennessee. 
Nelson W. Aldrich, of Rhode I sland. 
George F. Hoar, of Massachusetts. 
John C. Spooner, of Wisconsin. 
George L. Shoup, of Idaho. 
William J. Sewell, of New Jersey. 
Thomas H. Carter, of Montana. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
Lucien Baker, of Kansas. 
Thomas C. Platt, of ew York. 
I 
William J. Deboe, of Kentucky. 
Joseph Simon, of Oregon. 
Rules. 
I Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland. 
I 
Henry M. Teller, of Colorado. 
Samuel Pasco, of Florida. 
Territories. 
William B. Bate, of Tennessee. 
Stephen M. White, of California. 
Henry Heitfeld, of Idaho. 
Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
Thomas C. Platt, of New York. 
Telson W. Aldrich, of Rhode Island. 
Clarence D. Clark, of Wyoming. 
Joseph B. Foraker, of Ohio. 
David Turpie, of Indiana. 
William V. Allen, of Nebraska. 
George Turner, of ·washington. 
Edmund vV. Pettus, of Alabama. 
Thomas B. Turley, of Tennessee. 
SELECT COMMIITEES. 
Investigate llze Condition of tlze Potomac River Front at Waslzington. 
harles J. Faulknc:r, of \Yest Virginia. 
Thomas S. l\Iartin, of Virginia. 
I 
William P. Frye, of Maine. 
George C. Perkins, of California. 
om/ruction of tlze Nicaragua Canal. 
John T. )!organ, of ,\lahama. 
Thom. . • Iartin, of Virginia. 
William A. Harri , of Kan. as. 
I 
Josc:ph R. Hawley, of Connecticut. 
William J. Sewell, of Tew Jersey. 
John l,. Wilson, of \Vashington. 
Thomas C. Platt, of Tew York. 
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Woman Suffrage. 
James H. Berry, of Arkansas. 
Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida. 
I 
George F. Hoar, of Massachusetts. 
Matthew S. Quay, of Pennsylvania. 
George P. Wetmore, of Rhode Island. 
Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress. 
James K. Jones, of Ar~ansas. . . . . I Sh_el?Y M. Cul;om, of Illinois. 
Will VanAmbergSulhvan, of M1ss1ss1pp1. Wilham B. Allison, of Iowa. 
Five Civilized Tribes of Indians. 
Samuel Pasco, of Florida. 
Henry M. Teller, of Colorado. I 
Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut. 
Cushman K. Davis, of Minnesota. 
Transportation and Sale of Meat Products. 
William B. Bate, of Tennessee. 
George G. Vest, of Missouri. 
William V. Allen, of Nebraska. I 
Edward 0. Wolcott, of Colorado. 
Marcus A. Hanna, of Ohio. 
International Expositions. 
John M. Thurston, of Nebraska. 
Joseph R. Hawley, of Connecticut. 
Francis E. Warren, of Wyoming. 
George W. McBride, of Oregon. 
Thomas C. Platt, of New York. 
George L. Wellington, of Maryland. 
George G. Vest, of Missouri. 
George Gray, of Delaware. 
John W. Daniel, of Virginia. 
Richard F. Pettigrew, of South Dakota. 
William Lindsay, of Kentucky. 
Henry Heitfeld, of Idaho. 
John L. McLaurin, of South Carolina. 
Geological Survey. 
Stephen B. Elkins, of West Virginia. 
William B. Allison, of Iowa. 
Charles W. Fairbanks, of Indiana. I 
Roger Q. Mills, of Texas. 
H. D. Money, of Mississippi. 
National Banks. 
Lee ).Y.[antle, of Montana. 
Julius C. Burrows, of Michigan. 
Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania. I 
John L. Mitchell, of Wisconsin. 
Horace Chilton, of Texas. 
Investigate Trespassers upon Indian Lands. 
Lucien Baker, of Kansas. 
Joseph Simon, of Oregon. 
j William N. Roach, of North Dakota. 
JOINT COMMISSIONS. 
Investigate the Charities of the District of Columbia. 
James McMillan, of Michigan. j Thomas S. Martin, of Virginia. 
Charles J. Faulkner, of West Virginia. 
Investigate the Transportation of Mails by Railroads. 
Edward 0. Wolcott, of Colorado. 
William B. Allison, of Iowa. I William E. Chandler, of New Hampshire. Charles J. Faulkner, of West Virginia. 
Labor, Agriculture, and Capit~l. 
James H. Kyle, of South Dakota. 
Boies Penrose, of Pennsylvania. 
Lee Mantle, of Montana.- I 
Stephen R. Mallory, of Florida. 
John W. Daniel, of Virginia. 
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LIST OF UNITED STATES SENATORS, SHOWING THE COM-
MITTEES OF WHICH THEY ARE MEMBERS. 
[January 10,r899.] 
GARRE'!' A. HOBAR'l', Vice-President of the United States and President of the Senate. 
ALDRICH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rules, chairman. 
Finance. 
Interstate Commerce. 
Corporations Organized in the District of Columbia. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
ALLEN . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Forest Reservations and the Protection of Game, chair-
man . . 
Claims. 
Indian Affairs. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Public Lands. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
Transportation and Sale of Meat Products (Select) . 
ALLISON ........ .. ...... Appropriations, chairman. 
Finance. 
Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress 
(Select). 
Geological Survey (Select). 





BAKER ..... . ........... To In:7estigate Trespassers upon Indian Lands (Select), 
chairman. · 
District of Columbia. 
Engrossed Bills. 
Impr_ovement of the Mississippi River and its Tributaries. 
Pensions. 
Private Land Claims. 
Territories. 
BA'l'E ................... Transportation and Sale of Meat Products (Select), 
chairman. 
Agriculture and Forestry. 








B RR ws. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Revision of the Laws, chairman. 
C ast Defenses. 
Finance. 
Privilege and Elections . 
.,. ational Banks (,'elect). 
Alphabetical List of Senators and Commz;ttees. 
BUTLER ............... · 
CAFFERY .............. . 
CANNON .............. . 
CARTER ............... . 
CHANDLER ............ . 
CHILTON .............. . 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 




Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
Commerce. 
Education and Labor. 
Enrolled Bills. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. 
Census. 






Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
Public Lands. 
Territories. 




Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 




National Banks (Select). 




Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
Agriculture and Forestry. 
Claims. 
Immigration. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
To Establish the University of the United States. 
COCKRELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . Engrossed Bills, chairman. 
Appropriations. 
Library. 
Military Affairs. . 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. · 
CULLOM ................ Interstate Commerce, chairman. 
Appropriations . 
• Foreign Relations. 
Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress 
(Select). -




Revision of the Laws. 
International Expositions (Select). 
Congressional Directory. 
DAVIS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Relations, chairman. 
DEBOE ... . . ... . ...... . . 
ELKINS ....... .... .... . 
FAIRBANKS .... ........ . 
FAULKNER ............ . 
FORAKER ......... . ... . 
FRYE · ················· 
GALLINGER ........... . 
Judiciary. 
Pacific Railroads. 
Five Civilized Tri bes of Indians (Select). 
Examine the Several Branches of the Civil Service. 
Indian Depredations. 
Improvement of the Mississippi River and its Tributaries. 
Revolutionary Claims. 
Railroads. 
To Establish the University of the United States. 
Geofogical Survey (Select), chairman. 







Geological Survey (Select). 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Potomac River Front (Select), chairman. 
A :ppropriations. 
District of Columbia. 
Indian Depredations. 
Judiciary. 
To Examine the Several Branches of the Civil Service, 
chairman. 
Foreign Relations. 
To Establish the University of the United States. 
Pacific Railroads. 




To Establish the University of the United States. 
Pacific Railroads. 
Potomac River Front (Select). 
Pensions, chairman. 
Commerce. 
District of Columbia. 
Public Health and National Quarantine. 
To Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the 
Senate. 
To Examine the Several Branches of the Civil Service. 
GEAR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads, chairman. 
ORM 
Agriculture and Forestry. 
Education and Labor. 
Interstate Commerce. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
Improvement of the Mississippi River and its Tributaries. 
Private Land Claims, chairman. 
Appropriations. 
Corporations rganized in the District of Columbia. 
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GRAY·················· 
HALE ................. . 
HANNA 
Revolutionary Claims, chairman. . . . 
To Examine the Several Branches of the C1v1l Service. 
Foreign Relations. 
Judiciary. • . 
International Expositions (Select). 




Relations with Canada. 
Private Land Claims. 
Enrolled Bills. 




Transportation and Sale of Meat Products (Select). 
HANSBROUGH. . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands, chairman. 
Agriculture and Forestry. 
District of Columbia. 
Library. 
Pensions. 
HARRIS ................ Civil Service and Retrenchment. 
Irrigation. 
Manufactures. 
Pacific Railroads. . 
Construction of the Nicaragua Canal (Select). 
HAWLEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs, chairman. 
HEITFELD .. .. ......... . 
HOAR ................. . 
JONES, of Arkansas ..... 
JONES, of Nevada ...... . 
Coast Defenses. 
Construction of the Nicaragua Canal (Select). 
International Expositions (Select). 
Agriculture and Forestry. 
Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
Mines and Mining. 
Territories. 
International Expositions (Select)'. 
Judiciary, chairman. 
To Examine the Several Branches of the Civil Service. 
Engrossed Bills. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Relations with Canada. 
Rules. 
Woman Suffrage (Select). 




To Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the 
Senate. 
To Establish the University of the United S~ates. 
Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress 
(Select). 




Public Health and National Quarantine. 
Relations with Canada. 
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KENNEY ............... Civil Service and Retrenchment. 
District of Columbia. 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Execu-
tive Departments. 
Pensions. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
KYLE ....... ........... Education and Labor, chairman. 
Forest Reservations and the Protection of Game. 
Indian Depredations. 
Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
Pensions. 
Territories. 





International Expositions (Select). 
LODGE ................. Printing, chairman. 








International Expositions (Select). 




International Expositions (Select). 
MCENERY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Census. 
Improvement of the Mississippi River and its Tributaries. 
Naval Affairs. 
Public Health and National Quarantine. 
Public Lands. 
MCMILLAN. . . . . . . . . . . . . District of Columbia, chairman. 
Commerce. 
a val Affairs. 
Corporations Organized in the District of Columbia. 
MALLORY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fish and Fisheries. 
Patents. 
Public Health and National Quarantine. 
Revision of the Laws. 
Territories. 
Woman Sufirage (Select). 
- I . "'l'I,E................ Tational Banks ( elect), chairman. 
E,lucation and Labor. 
Indian Affairs. 
Indian D ·pr elations. 
Iin ·sand :Mining. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Alphabetical List ef Senators and Committees._ 
MARTIN ............... . 
MASON ..... .. . ........ . 
Claims. 
District of Columbia. 
Indian Depredations. 
Naval Affairs. 
Construction of the Nicaragua Canal (Select). 






Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
MILI,S ................. . 
Departments. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
• Coast Defenses. 
Commerce. 
Foreign Relations. 
Mines and Mining. 
Patents. 
Geological Survey (Select). 
MITCHELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fisheries. 
Military Affairs. 
Pensions. · 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
Relations with Canada. 
National Banks (Select). 
MONEY ................ Agriculture and Forestry. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Railroads. 
Geological Survey. 
MORGAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Construction of the Nicaragua Canal (Select), chairman. 
Foreign Relations. 
Forest Reservations and the Protection of Game. 
Indian Affairs. 
Pacific Railroads. 
MURPHY ...... . ........ Appropriations. 
Commerce. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Railroads. 
Relations with Canada. 






To Establish the University of the United State-s. 











Education and Labor. 
Immigration. 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. 
Post-Offices and Posl-Roads. 
National Banks (Select). 
PERKINS ............... . Fisheries, chairman. 
Appropriations. 
Education and Labor. 
Na val Affairs. 
Potomac River Front (Select). 




Relations with Canada. 
International Expositions (Select). 
PE'l'TUS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Judiciary. 
Military Affairs. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Railroads. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 




Private Land Claims. 
Five Civilized Tri bes of Indians (Select). 
PLA'l'T, of New York .... Transportation Routes to the Seaboard, chairman. 
Census. 
Na val Affairs. 
Territories. 
Construction of the Nicaragua Canal (Select). 
International Expositions (Select). 
PRITCHARD ............. Civil Service and Retrenchment, chairman. 
District of Columbia. 
Patents. 
Pensions. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Revision of the Laws of the United States. 
PROCTOR ........ ... .... Agriculture and Forestry, chairman. 
Coast Defenses. 
District of Columbia. 
Fisheries. 
Military Affairs. 
QUAY ........... ... .... Public Buildings and Grounds, chairman. 
Appropriations. 
Public Health and National Quarantine. 
Woman Suffrage (Select). 
RAWL! ·s ............... Claims. 




Public Buiklings ancl Grounds. 
As..,rriculture and Forestry. 
Forest Reservations and the Protection of Game. 
Indian Affairs. 
Irrigation a.ml Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
Pensions. 
R ·lntio11s with Canacla. 
To Invc. ligate Trespassers upon Indian Lands (Select). 
Ro ·················· . .... . 
Alphabetical List of Senators and Committees. 




Construction of the Nicaragua Canal (Select). 





SIMON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
Mines and Mining. 
Revolutionary Claims. . 
Potomac River Front (Select ). 
To Investigate Trespassers on Indian Lands (Select). 





Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. 
Pacific Railroads. 
SPOONER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Relations with Canada, chairman. 
Judiciary. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Rules. 
STEWART ............... Mines and Mining, chairman. 
Claims. 
District of Columbia. 
Indian Affairs. 
Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
Pacific Ra.ilroads. 
SULLIVAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Civil Service and Retrenchment. 
To Establish the University of the United States. 
Immigration. 
Improvement of the Mississippi River and its Tributaries. 
Public Lands. 
Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress 
(Select). 
TELLER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims, chairman. 
Appropriations. 
Forest Reservations and the Protection of Game. 
Judiciary. 
Rules. 
Five Civilized Tribes of Indians (Select). 
'THURSTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . International Expositions (Select), chairman. 




Revision of the Laws of the United States. 
Territories. 
TILLMAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mines and Mining. 
Interstate Commerce. 
Naval Affairs. 
Relations with Canada. 
Forest Reservations and the Protection of Game. 
TURLEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Education and Labor. 
Patents. 
Private Land Claims. 
Privileges and Elections. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
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Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
TURPIE ................ Census. 
Finance. 
Foreign Relations. 
Private Land Claims. 
To Establish the University of the United States. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
VEST ...... ....... .... .. Public Health and National Quarantine, chairman. 
Commerce. 
Finance. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Transportation and Sale of Meat Products (Select). 
International Expositions (Select). 
WARREN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Irrig-ation and Reclamation of Arid Lands, chairman. 
Agriculture and Forestry. 
Claims. · 
Military Affairs. 
Mines and Mining. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
International Expositions (Select) . 
WELLINGTON ... ........ To Establish the University of the United States, chairman. 
Coast Defenses. · 
Corporations Organized in the District of Columbia. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
International Expositions (Select). 
WETMORE .............. Library, chairman. 
District of Columbia. 
Manufactures. · 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. 
Patents. 
Woman Suffrage (Select). 
WHITE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Census. 
Commerce. 
Finance. 
Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
Territories. 
WILSON ........ ...... .. Indian Depredations, chairman. 
Fisheries. 
\ OLCO'IT 
Forest Reservations and the Protection of Game. 
Indian Affairs. 
Mines and Mining. 
Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of the Executive 
Departments. 
Pubhc Lands. 
Construction of the icaragua Canal (Select) . 
P st-Offices and Post-Roads, chairman. 
Civil ervice and Retrenchment. 
Finance. 
Interstate Commerce. 
Transportation and Sale of Meat Products (Select) . 
House Committees. 
COMMITTEES OF THE HOUSE. 
STANDING AND SELECT COMMITTEES. 
[January 10, 1899.] 
Accounts. 
Benjamin B. Odell, jr., of New York. , 
Melville Bull, of Rhode Island. 
Charles F. Joy, of Missouri. 
Eugene F. Loud, of California. 
Marlin E. Olmsted, of Pennsylvania. 
Charles F. Sprague, of Massachusetts. 
Charles L. Bartlett, of Georgia. 
Hugh A. Dinsmore, of Arkansas. 
Robert C. Davey, of Louisiana. 
Agriculture. 
James W. Wadsworth, of New York. 
Vespasian Warner, of Illinois. 
John S. Williams, of Mississippi. 
John D. Clardy, of Kentucky. 
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E. Stevens Henry, of Connecticut. 
Edward Sauerhering, of Wisconsin 
William B. Baker, of Maryland. 
David B. Wilber, of New York. 
Horace G. Snover, of Michigan. 
William Lorimer, of Illinois. 
Thomas H. Tongue, of Oregon. 
Jerry Simpson, of Kansas. . 
William Connell, of Pennsylvania. 
George H. White, of North Carolina. 
Alonzo C. Shuford, of North Carolina. 
J. William Stokes, of South Carolina. 
John Lamb, of Virginia. 
James Y. Callahan,* of Oklahoma. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
Henry C. Brewster, of New York. 
William R. Ellis, of Oregon. 
Samuel J. Pugh, of Kentucky. 
Martin N. Johnson, of North Dakota. 
Samuel J. Barrows, of Massachusetts. 
Henry C. Van Voorhis, of Ohio. 
John E. Osborne, of Wyoming. 
Jeremiah D. Botkin, of Kansas. 
Albert M. Todd, of Michigan. 
William W. Kitchin, of North Carolina. 
Appropriations. 
Joseph G. Cannon, of Illinois. 
Henry H. Bingham, of Pennsylvania. 
William W. Grout, of Vermont. 
James A. Hemenway, of Indiana. 
James J. Belden, of New York. 
Samuel S. Barney, of Wisconsin. 
William H. Moody, of Massachusetts. 
Samuel J. Pugh, of Kentucky. 
Joseph D. Sayers, of Texas. 
Alexander M. Dockery, of Missouri. 
Leonidas F. Livingston, of Georgia. 
Thomas C. McRae, of Arkansas. 
John M. Allen, of Mississippi. 
John C. Bell, of Colorado. 
Subcommittees of Appropriations Committee. · 
SUNDRY CIVIL BILL ........... ... . Messrs. Cannon, Sayers, and McRae. 
LEGISLA'rIVE BILL ................ Messrs. Bingham, Hemenway, Moody, Dockery, 
and Livingston. 
DISTRICT (?F COLUMBIA BILL ....... Messrs. Grout, Bingham, Dockery, and Allen. 
PENSIONS BILL ................... Messrs. Barney, Belden, Allen, and Bell. 
FORTIFICATIONS BILL ............. Messrs. Hemenway, Pugh, McRae, and Bell. 
DEFICIENCIES BILL ............... Messrs. Cannon, Barney, Sayers, and Livingston. 
PERMANENT APPROPRIATIONS ..... Messrs. Moody, Grout, Pugh, Allen, and Bell. 
*Delegate. 
Congressional Directory. 
Banking and Currency. 
Joseph H. "\Valker, of Massachusetts. 
Marriott Brosius, of Pennsylvania. 
Henry U. Johnson, of Indiana. 
Henry C. Van Voorhis, of Ohio. 
James T. McCleary, of Minnesota. 
Charles N. Fowler, of New Jersey. 
George Spalding, of Michigan. 
Ebenezer J. Hill, of Connecticut. 
George N. Southwick, of New York. 
George W. Prince, of Illinois. 
John M. Mitchell, of New York.· 
Adin B. Capron, of Rhode Island. 
Nicholas N. Cox, of Tennessee. 
Francis G. Newlands, of Nevada. 
Jesse F. Stallings, of Alabama. 
Daniel Ermentrout, of Pennsylvania. 
John W. Maddox, of Georgia. 
Census (~elect). 
Albert J. Hopkins, of Illinois. 
Charles A. Russell, of Connecticut. 
Joseph W. Babcock, of Wisconsin. 
Joel P. Heatwole, of Minnesota. 
Ernest F. Acheson, of Pennsylvania. 
William F. Aldrich, of Alabama. 
Charles N. Brumm, of Pennsylvania. 
Joseph V. Graff, of Illinois. 
Edward S. Minor, of Wisconsin. 
David G. Colson, of Kentucky. 
Thomas McEwan, jr., of New Jersey, 
Jacob Yost, of Virginia. 
Charles E. Pearce, of Missouri. 
Seth W. Brown, of Ohio. 
John C. Sturtevant, of Pennsylvania. 
Richard A. Wise, of Virginia. 
Marion De Vries, of California. 
James Norton, of South Carolina. 
Edwin R. Ridgely, of Kansas. 
Francis M. Griffith, of Indiana. 
John A. McDowell, of Ohio. 
Claims. 
John E. Osborne, of Wyoming. 
John D. Clardy, of Kentucky. 
Edward A. Robb, of Missouri. 
John F. Rixey, of Virginia. 
E. W. Carmack, of Tennessee. 
Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Charles W. Stone, of Pennsylvania. Richard B. Bland, of Missouri. 
James H. Southard, of Ohio. Sam Bronson Cooper, of Texas. 
Edward S. Minor, of Wisconsin. Charles S. Hartman, of Montana. 
Ebenezer J. Hill, of Connecticut. Rice A. Pierce, of Tennessee. 
Thomas Updegraff, of Iowa. Samuel Maxwell, of Nebraska. 
Jacob Yost, of Virginia. Edwin R. Ri<lgely, of Kansas. 
Lucius N. Littauer, of ew York. Charles F. Cochran, of Missouri. 
Daniel "\V. Mills, of Illinois. Harvey B. Fergusson,* of New Mexico. 
William W. McIntire, of Maryland. 
Robert T. Thorp, of Virginia. 
District of Columbia. 
Joseph \V. Babcock, of Wisconsin. 
Alfred C. Harmer, of Pennsylvania. 
eorge 1\.1. Curtis, of Iowa. 
Richard C. Shannon, of ew York. 
Benjamin B. Odell, jr., of Tew York. 
Sidney E. Mudd, of Maryland. 
George E. White, of Illinois. 
John J. Jenkins, of \Yisconsin. 
James D. Richardson, of Tennessee. 
Adolph Meyer, of Louisiana. 
Asbury C. Latimer, of South Carolina. 
William H. King, of Utah. 
Mason S. Peters, of Kansas. 
William S. Cowherd, of Missouri. 
Charles I◄• prague, of Massachusetts. 
Education . 
.7alusha A. row, of Pennsylvania. I John E. Fowler, of North Carolina. 
William E. Harr •tt, of .:\Iassachusctls. David A. De Armond, of Mi ouri. 
lark, of Iowa. I Henry \V. Ogclen, of Louisiana. 
f Imliana. Alonzo C. huford, of orth Carolina. 
Wi on sin. Willard D. \ andivcr, of Missouri. 
arvlan,l. John A. ::.\IcDowell, of Ohio. 
of·~" w York. 
* 1) ·legate. 
House Committees. 
Elections, No. I. 
Robert W. Tayler, of Ohio. 
Romulus Z. Linney, of North Carolina. 
James R. Mann, of Illinois. 
Edward L. Hamilton, of Michigan. 
Samuel A. Davenport, of Pennsylvania. 
George P. Lawrence, of Massachusetts. 
Charles L. Bartlett, of Georgia. 
Andrew F. Fox, of Mississippi. 
Evan E. Settle, of Kentucky. 
Elections, No. 2. 
Lemuel W. Royse, of Indiana. 
Frank G. Clarke, of New Hampshire. 
Walter L. Weaver, of Ohio. 
Marlin E. Olmsted, of Pennsylvania. 
George M. Davison, of Kentucky. 
Joseph M. Belford, of New York. 
James G. Maguire, of California. 
James M. Robinson, of Indiana. 
John Wesley Gaines, of Tennessee. 
Elections, No. 3. 
James A. Walker, of Virginia. 
William S. Mesick, of Michigan. 
William S. Kirkpatrick, of ]?ennsylvania. 
Edgar D. Crumpacker, of Indiana. 
Aaron V. S. Cochrane, of New York. 
Henry S. Boutell, of Illinois . 
Robert W. Miers, of Indiana. 
Robert E. Burke, of Texas. 
Stephen Brundidge, jr., of Arkansas. 
. Election of President, Vice-President, and Representati_ves in Congress. 
John B. Corliss, of Michigan. 
William C. Arnold, of Pennsylvania. 
Clifton B. Beach, of Ohio. 
John M. Mitchell, of New York. 
Adin B. Capron, of Rhode Island. 
James H. Codding, of Pennsylvania. 
H. Henry Powers, of Vermont. 
Samuel W. Smith , of Michigan. 
Milford W. Howard, of Alabama. 
Jehu Baker, of Illinois. 
C. A. Barlow, of California. 
George J. Benner, of Pennsylvania. 
George W. Taylor, of Alabama. 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture. 
Charles W. Gillet, bf New York. 
George Edmund Foss, of Illinois. 
Loren Fletcher, of Minnesota. 
Walter Evans, of Kentucky. I 
William F. Strowd, of Nor.th Carolina. 
John H. G. Vehslage, of New York. 
Ferdinand Brucker, of Michigan. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department. 
Charles Curtis, of Kansas. 
Frank G. Clarke, of New Hampshire. 
Isaac A. Barber, of Maryland. 
Seth W. Brown, of Ohio. I 
Jehu Baker, of Illinois. 
Henry D. Clayton, of Alabama. 
Patrick Henry, of Mississippi. 
Expenditures in the Department of Justice. 
Cyrus A. Sulloway, of New Hampshire. 
William H. Moody, of Massachusetts. 
Israel F. Fischer, of New York. 
Joseph B. Showalter, of Pennsylvania. I 
Thomas C. Catchings, of Mississippi. 
Thomas J. Bradley, of New York. 
------
Expenditures in the Navy Department. 
James F. Stewart, of New Jersey. 
Frederick H. Gillett, of Massachusetts. 
James A. Connolly, of Illinois. 
Charles G. Bennett, of New York. 
55-3D-2D ED-11 
Wilham M. Howard, of Georgia. · 
I 
St~nyarne Wilson, of South C~rolina. 
John L. Brenner, of Ohio. 
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Expenditures in the Post-Office Department. 
Irving P. Wanger, of Pennsylvania. 
Michael Griffin, of Wisconsin. 
Joseph V. Graff, of Illinois. 
Nehemiah D. Sperry, of Connecticut. I 
Milf.ord W. Howard, of Alabama. 
Levin I. Handy, of Delaware. 
N. B. McCormick, of Kansas. 
Expenditure:; on Public Buildings. 
David G. Colson, of Kentucky. 
Thomas Updegraff, of Iowa. 
William S. Knox, of Massachusetts. 
John McDonald, of Maryland. I 
Richard P. Bland, of Missouri. 
W. Jasper Talbert, of South Carolina. 
J. William Stokes, of South Carolina. 
Expenditures in the State Department. 
Lemuel E. Quigg, of New York. 
Robert R. Hitt, of Illinois. 
William Alden Smith, of Michigan. 
Horace B. Packer, of Pennsylvania. I 
Rufus E. Lester, of Georgia. 
John E. Kelley, of South Dakota 
William C. Jones, of Virginia. 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
Robert G. Cousins, of Iowa. 
James W. Wadsworth, of New York. 
Edgar D. Crumpacker, of Indiana . 
William L. Terry, of Arkansas. 
John Lamb, of Virginia. 
James L. Slayden, of Texas. 
. Expenditures in the War Department. 
William W. Grout, of Vermont. 
Charles A. Russell, of Connecticut. 
Walter P. Brownlow, of Tennessee. 
James R. Young, of Penm:ylvania. 
Joseph Wheeler, of Alabama. 
John S. Rhea, of Kentucky. 
William L. Stark, of Nebraska. 
Foreign A ff airs 
Robert R. Hitt, of Illinois. 
Robert Adams, jr., of Pennsylvania. 
Lemuel E. Quigg, of New York. 
Robert G. Cousins, of Iowa. 
William Alden Smith, of Michigan. 
Joel P. Heatwole, of Minnesota. 
Richmond Pearson, of North Carolina. 
Frederick H. Gillett, of Massachusetts. 
Charles L. Henry, of Indiana. 
Hugh A. Dinsmore, of Arkansas. 
Francis G. Newlands, of Nevada. 
Champ Clark, of Missouri. 
John S. Williams, of Mississippi. 
Albert S. Berry, of Kentucky. 
William M. Howard, of Georgia. 
Immigration and Natzwalization. 
Lorenzo Danford, of Ohio. Stanyarne Wilson, of South Carolina. 
Charles . Fowler, of New Jersey. Peter J. Otey, of Virginia. 
Rowland B. Mahany, of New York. William L. Greene, of Nebraska. 
Samuel W. McCall, of Massachusetts. James Norton, of South Carolina. 
Martin N . Johnson, of North Dakota. --- ---
Edward E. Robbins, of Pennsylvania. 
Jo:;eph V. Graff, of Illinois. 
Indian Affairs. 
James S. Sherman, of Tew York. 
Charles Curtis, of Kansas. 
Israel F. Fischer, of Tew York. 
Frank ::\I. Eddy, of Iinne ota. 
lexancler Stewart, of \Visconsin. 
John F. Lacey, of Iowa. 
Horace . 'nover, of Michigan. 
harl s B. Landi , of Indiana. 
Samuel J. Barrow , of Massachusetts. 
Hora e B. Packer, of Pennsylvania. 
Charle E. Pearce, of .. Iissouri. 
John S. Little, of Arkansas. 
William A. Jones, of Virginia. 
Elijah B. Lewis, of Georgia. 
John H. Stephens, of Texas. 
William T . Zenor, of Indiana. 
Maecenas E. Benton, of Missouri. 
Marcus A. Smith, ·* of Arizona. 
*Delegate. 
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Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
William P. Hepburn, of Iowa. William McAleer, of Pe~n.sylvania. 
Loren Fletcher of Minnesota. Robert C. Davey, of Lomsian~. · . 
James S. Sher~an, of New York.. William H. Hinrichsen, of Illn:ois. 
Irving P. Wanger, of Pennsylvama. Wilham C. Ad3:mson, of ~eorgia. 
Charles F. Joy, of Missouri. Robert W. Davis, of Florida. 
John B. Corliss, of Michigan. 
Charles G. Bennett, of New York. 
James F. Stewart, of New Jersey. 
John A. Barham, of California. 
R. B. Hawley, of 1'exas. 
James R. Mann, of Illinois. 
William C. Lovering, of Massachusetts. 
Invalid Pensions. 
George W. Ray, of New York. . Robert W. Miers, of Indiana. 
Cyrus A. Sulloway, of New Hampshire. Jeremiah D. Botkin, of Kansas. 
Winfield S. Kerr, of Ohio. James A. Norton, of Ohio. 
Vespasian Warner, of Illinois. Curtis H. Castle, of California. 
Henry C. Brewster, of New York. Edmund H. Driggs, of New York. 
Henry R. Gibson, of Tennessee. 
John C. Sturtevant, of Pennsylvania. 
E. Stevens Henry, of Connecticut. 
Isaac A. Barber, of Maryland. 
Samuel W. Smith, of Michigan. 
Investigate Gas and Telephone Companies of the District of Columbia. 
William W. Grout, of Vermont. I Alexander M. Dockery, of Missouri. 
Mahlon Pitney, of New Jersey. John M. Allen, of Mississippi. 
Henry H. Bingham, of Pennsylvania. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
William R. Ellis, of Oregon. John F. Shafroth, of Colorado. 
Benjamin F. Howell, of New Jersey. Roderick D. Sutherland, of Nebraska. 
--- --- John E. Osborne, of Wyoming. 
Thomas H. Tongue, of Oregon. John E. Kelley, of South Dakota. 
John A. Barham, of California, 
John J. Jenkins, of Wisconsin. 
Charles B. Landis, of Indiana. 
Judiciary. 
David B. Henderson, of Iowa. 
George W. Ray, of New York. 
Case Broderick, of Kansas. 
Thomas Updegraff, of Iowa. 
James A. Connolly, of Illinois. 
Samuel W. McCall, of Massachusetts. 
John J. Jenkins, of Wisconsin. 
Richard Wayne Parker, of New Jersey. 
Jesse R. Overstreet, of Indiana. 
Warren Miller, of West Virginia. 
De Alva S. Alexander, of New York. 
William L. Terry, of Arkansas. 
David A. De Armond, of Missouri. 
Samuel W. T. Lanham, of Texas. 
William Elliott,, of South Carolina. 
Oscar W. Underwood, of Alabama. 
David H. Smith, of Kentucky. 
Labor. 
John J. Gardner, of New Jersey. 
Joseph H. Walker, of Massachusetts. 
James T. McCleary, of Minnesota. 
William Lorimer, of Illinois. 
Joseph B. Showalter, of Pennsylvania. 
Aaron V. S. Cochrane, of New York. 
Isaac A. Barber, of Maryland. 
William S. Greene, of Massachusetts. 
W. Jasper Talbert, of South Carol1na. 
William F. Strowd, of North Carolina. 
John S. Rhea, of Kentucky. 
Ferdinand Brucker, of Michigan. 
Thetus W. Sims, ·of Tennessee. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
Richard Bartholdt, of Missouri. John M. Allen, of Mississippi. 
Henry A. Cooper, of Wisconsin. Willis Brewer of Alabama 
George M. Curtis, of Iowa. Robert Brous~ard of Loui~iana 
Lemuel W. Roy~e, of Indiana. . William M. How~rd, of Georgi;, 
Rob~rt Adams, Jr., of Pennsylvama. N. B. McCormick, of Kansas. 
Dems M. Hurley, of New York. 
Theodore E. Burton, of Ohio. 
Page Morris, of Minnesota. 
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George W. Faris, of Indiana. 
Rosseau 0. Crump, of Michigan. 
Alexander Stewart, of Wisconsin. 
Monroe H. Kulp, of Pennsylvania. 
Clifton B. Beach, of Ohio. 
Lucius N. Littauer, of New York. 
James R. Howe, of New York. 
Manufactures. 
Willard D. Vandiver, of Missouri. 
Andrew J. Hunter, of Illinois. 
William D. Vincent, of Kansas. 
George A. Marshall, of Ohio. 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Sereno E . Payne," of New York. 
George D. Perkins, of Iowa. 
Albert J. Hopkins, of Illinois. 
Philip B. Low, of New York. 
James R. Young, of Pennsylvania. 
Archibald Lybrand, of Ohio. 
William S. Booze, of Maryland. 
William S. Green, of Massa,::husetts. 
John F. Fitzgerald, of Massachusetts. 
W. Jasper Talbert, of South Carolina. 
Henry D. Clayton, of Alabama. 
Samuel T. Baird, of Louisiana. 
Levin Irving Handy, of Delaware. 
Mileage. 
John A. Barham, of California. I Sam Bronson Cooper, of Texas. 
William S. Booze, of Maryland. E. B. Lewis, of Georgia. 
George P .. Lawr('nce, of Massachusetts. 
llfilitary Ajfa_irs. 
John A. T . Hull, of Iowa. 
Benjamin F. Marsh, of Illinois. 
Michael Griffin, of Wisconsin. 
John H. Ketcham, of New York. 
Lucien J. Fenton, of Ohio. 
Rowland B. Mahany, of New York. 
Hugh R. Belknap, of Illinois. 
John McDonald, of Maryland. 
Walter P. Brownlow, of Tennessee. 
·william Sulzer, of New York. 
Charles H. Martin, of North Carolina. 
Nicholas N. Cox, of Tennessee. 
John J. Lentz, of Ohio. 
James Hay, of Virginia. 
Thomas M. Jett, of Illinois. 
Marcus A. Smith,* of Arizona. 
Militia. 
Benjamin F. Marsh, of Illinois. 
Case Broderick, of Kansas. 
George Spalding, of Michigan. 
Lucien J. Fenton, of Ohio. 
Warren MiUer, of West Virginia. 
Edwin C. Burleigh, of Maine. 
Edward E. Robbins, of Pennsylvania. 
Samuel J. Barrows, of Massachusetts. 
Rudolph Kleberg, of Texas. 
John H. G. Vehslage, of New York. 
John E. Fowler, of North Carolina. 
William L. Stark, of ·ebraska. 
Charles K. Wheeler, of Kentucky. 
lllines and lllining. 
Charles H. Grosvenor, of Ohio. 
Rosseau 0. Crnmp, of Michigan. 
Frank 1\1. Eddy, of Minne ota. 
William L. Ward, of Tew York. 
\\'illiam Connell, of Pennsylvania. 
1organ B. \Villiams, of Pennsylvania. 
Carlos D. Shelden, of Michigan. 
Charles S. Hartman, of Montana. 
Farish Carter Tate, of Georgia. 
James Gunn, of Idaho. 
1 Freeman Knowles, of South Dakota. 
Albert M. Todd, of Michigan. 
1 
James Y. Callahan, ;.:- of Oklahoma. 
Naval Affairs. 
Charl • A. Boutelle, of :\Jaine. 
Samuel (T. Hilborn, of California. 
:\Ich;ll, Bull, of Rhocle Island. 
,e rgc E. Fo. , of Illinois. 
1 ton ,. Dayt,,11, of \\'est Virginia. 
Jam II. Southard, of hio. 
H en:)' . Loudenslager, of~ ·cw Jersey. 
I> 111 l\I. Hurley, of ... ·cw York. 
R. n. Hawlev, of• T ·.·as. 
Thoma . Iiutlcr, of Pennsylvania. 
I 
Amos J. Cummings, of ew York. 
Adolph Meyer, of Louisiana. 
Farish Carter Tate, of Georgia. 
Robert ... •. Bodine, of Missouri. 




H. Henry Powers, of Vermont. 
William P. Hepburn, of Iowa. 
William C. Arnold, of Pennsylvania. 
George W. Faris, of Indiana. 
Denis M. Hurley, of New York. 
Frank G. Clarke, of New Hampshire. 
William B. Shattuc, of Ohio. 
James H. Codding, of Pennsylvania. 
Robert T. Thorp, of Virginia. 
James G. Maguire, of Californic.. 
E. W. Carmack, of Tennessee. 
William H. Fleming, of Georgia. 
James L. Slayden, of Texas. 
James A. Cooney, of Missouri. 
Patents. 
Josiah D. Hicks, of Pen11sylvania. 
Edward Sauerhering, of Wisconsin. 
Winfield S. Kerr, of Ohio. 
John M. Mitchell, of New York. 
Walter Reeves, of Illinois. 
William C. Lovering, of Massachusetts. 
James H. Davidson, of Wisconsin . 
. William L. Ward, of New York. 
William Sulzer, of New York. 
Champ Clark, of Missouri. 
Thomas Y. Fitzpatrick, of Kentucky. 
James R. Campbell, of Illinois. 
John H. Stephens, of Texas. 
Pensions. 
Henry C. Loudenslager, of New Jersey. 
David G. Colson, of Kentucky. 
James R. Howe, of New York. 
Jesse B. Strode, of Nebraska. 
Jacob H. Bromwell, of Ohio. 
George W. Weymouth, of Massachusetts. 
Carlos D. Shelden, of Michigan. 
Frederick C. Stevens, of Minnesota. 
Jesse F. Stallings, of Alabama. 
Thetus W. Sims, of Tennessee. 
R. C. De Graff enreid, of Texas. 
Thomas Y. Fitzpatrick, of Kentucky. 
Freeman Knowles, of South Dakota. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Eugene F. Loud, of California. 
John H. Ketcham, of New York. 
George W. Smith, of Illinois. 
John J. Gardner, of New Jersey. 
Nehemiah D. Sperry, of Connecticut. 
William Lorimer, of Illinois. 
Jacob H. Bromwell, of Ohio. 
Wallace T. Foote, jr., of New York. 
Henry H. Bingham, of Pennsylvania. 
Samuel M. Clark, of Iowa. 
Jesse B. Strode, of Nebraska. 
Claude A. Swanson~ of Virginia. 
Henry W. Ogden, of Louisiana. 
Daniel Ermentrout, of Pennsylvania. 
John A. Moon, of Tennessee. 
James M. Griggs, of Georgia. 
H. B. Fergasson, * of New Mexico. 
Private Land Claims. 
George W. Smith, of Illinois. 
Richard Bartholdt, of Missouri. 
Roswell P. Bishop, of Michigan. 
Alva L. Hager, of Iowa. 
Charles W. Stone, of Pennsylvania. 
Aaron V. S. Cochrane, of New York. 
William W. McIntire, of Maryland. 
Robert W. Tayler, of Ohio. 
William A. Jones, of Virginia. 
Philip D. McCulloch, of Arkansas. 
Roderick D. Sutherland, of Nebraska. 
William W. Kitchin, of North Carolina. 
John W. Cranford, of Texas. 
James Y. Callahan,* of Oklahoma. 
Public Buildings and Groitnds. 
David H. Me1;cer, of Nebraska. 
Josiah D. Hicks, of Pennsylvania. 
Samuel G. Hilborn, of California. 
Charles W. Gillet, of New York. 
George E. White, of Illinois. 
Richard Bartholdt, of Missouri. 
Edwin C. Burleigh, of Maine. 
George W. Weymouth, of Massachusetts. 
Benjamin F. Howell, of New Jersey. 
Charles P. Dorr, of West Virginia. 
John H. Bankhead, of Alabama. 
Harry Skinner:, of North Carolina. 
John S. Little, of Arkansas. 
Robert F. Broussard, of Louisiana. 
William G. Brantley, of Georgia. 
* Delegate. 
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Public L ands. 
John F. Lacey, of Iowa. 
William R. Ellis, of Oregon. 
Samuel S. Barney, of Wisconsin. 
Monroe H. Kulp, of Pennsylvania. 
Frederick C. Stevens, of Minnesota. 
Carlos D. Shelden, of Michigan. 
Daniel W. Mills, of Illinois. 
Frank M. Eddy, of Minnesota. 
John F. Shafroth, of Colorado. 
Rudolph Kleberg, of Texas. 
James Hamilton Lewis, of Washington. 
James R. Camvbell, of Illinois. 
Marion De Vnes, of California. 
David Meekison, of Ohio. 
Francis M. Griffith, of Indiana. 
Marcus A. Smith,* of Arizona. 
Railways and Canals. 
Charles .A. Chickering, of New York. 
Hugh R. Belknap, of Illinois. 
Sidney E. Mudd, of Maryland. 
James H. Davidson, of Wisconsin. 
Morgan B. Williams, of Pennsylvania. 
William B. Shattuc, of Ohio. 
Joseph B. Showalter, of Pennsylvania. 
Seth W. Brown, of Ohio. 
Peter J. Otey, of Virginia. 
Thomas J . Strait, of South Carolina. 
William D. Vincent, of Kansas. 
George W. Taylor, of Alabama. 
R. C. De Graffenreid , of Texas. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
Marriott Brosius, of Pennsylvania. 
James A. Tawney, of Minnesota. 
Richmond Pearson, of North Carolina. 
Charles F. Sprague, of Massachusetts. 
Charles B. Landis, of Indiana. 
Alexander M. Dockery, of Missouri. 
S?,muel M. Robertson , of Louisiana. 
Samuel Maxwell, of Nebraska. 
C. A. Barlow, of California. 
Rice A. Pierce, of Tennessee. 
Revision of the Laws. 
Vespasian Warner , of Illinois. 
Henry R. Gibson , of Tennessee. 
Alston G. Dayton, of West Virginia. 
Romulus Z. Linney, of North Carolina. 
Thomas McEwan, jr., of New Jersey. 
Theobold Otjen, of Wisconsin. 
Joseph M. Belford, of New York. 
Archibald Lybrand, of Ohio. 
John W. Maddox, of Georgia. 
James T. Lloyd, of Missouri. 
George J. Benner, of Pennsy 1 vania. 
William C. Jones, of Washington. 
R. L. Henry, of Texas. 
Rivers and H arbors. 
Theodore E. Burton, of Ohio. 
H enry A. Cooper, of ·wisconsin. 
William E . Barrett, of Massachusetts. 
Walter Reeves, of Illinois. 
Thomas C. Catchings, of Mississippi. 
Rufus E. Lester, of Georgia. 
Blackburn B. Dovener, of West Virginia. 
Roswell P. Bishop, of Michigan. 
John H. Bankhear:i_, of Alabama. 
Philip D. McCulloch, of Arkansas. 
Albert S. Berry, of Kentucky. 
Stephen M. Sparkman, of Florida. 
Thomas H. Ball, of Texas. Ernest F. Acheson, of Pennsylvania. 
Page Morris, of Minnesota. 
William L. Ward, of ew York. 
De Alva S. Alexander, of ew York. 
The Speaker. 
Davin B. Henderson, of Iowa. 
John Dalzell, of Pennsylvania. 
\\ illiam . Knox, of fa sachu etts. 
Philip B. Low, of ... .,.ew York. 
a. · Broderick, of Kansas. 
Lor n Fletcher, of Minne ota. 
• Iichael riffin, of\ i:co11 in. 
Wallac · T. Foote, jr., of 1 ~ew York. 
J3.1_11: A. Hemenway, of Indiana. 
\\ 1lham . ~ le ick, of :\lichigan. 
Rules. 
I 
Joseph W. Bailey, of Texas. 
Benton McMillin, of Tennessee. 
Territones. 
I 
William McAleer, of Pennsylvania. 
Andrew J. Hunter, of Illinois. 
John A. Moon, of Tennessee. 
John W. Cranford, of Texas . 
I R. L. Henry, of Texas. Marcus A., mith,* of rizona. I llarvey _B. Fergusson,* of ew Mexico. 
* Delegate. 
House Committees. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. 
Joel P. Heatwole, of Minnesota. 
George W. Prince, of Illinois. 
Richard C. Shannon, of New York. 
Edward L. Hamilton, of Michigan. 
Harry Skinner, of North Carolina. 
Thomas J. Strait, of South Carolina. 
David H. Smith, of Kentuc,.{_y. 
War Claims. 
Thaddeus M. Mahon, of Pennsyivania. 
Henry R. Gibson, of Tennessee. 
Theobold Otjen, of Wisconsin. 
William S. Mesick, of Michigan. 
Jesse Overstreet, of Indiana. 
Richard Wayne Parker, of New Jeri::ey. 
Walter L. Weaver, of Ohio. 
George M. Davison, of Kentucky. 
John F. Fitzgerald, of Massachusetts. 
Sam Bronson Cooper, of Texas. 
Patrick Henry, of Mississippi. 
Thomas J. Bradley, of New York. 
John L. Brenner, of Ohio. 
Ways and Means. 
Nelson Dingley, jr., of Maine. 
Sereno E. Payne, of New York. 
John Dalzell, of Pennsylvania. 
Albert J. Hopkins, of Illinois. 
Charles H. Grosvenor, of Ohio. 
Charles A. Russell, of Connecticut. 
Jonathan P. Dolliver, of Iowa. 
George W. Steele, of Indiana. 
Martin N. Johnson, of North Dakota. 
Walter Evans, of Kentucky. 
James A. Tawney, of Minnesota. 
Joseph W. Bailey, of Texas. 
Benton McMillin, of Tennessee. 
Joseph Wheeler, of Alabama. 
Samuel M. Robertson, of Louisiana. 
Claude A. Swanson, of Virginia. 
George B. McClellan, of New York. 
JOINT COMMITTEES. 
Disposition of Useless Papers in Executive Departments. 
Edward S. Minor, of Wisconsin. I Willis Brewer, of Alabama. 
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Alva L. Hager, of Iowa. 
Ernest F. Acheson, of Pennsylvania. 
Charles P. Dorr, of West Virginia. 
William B. Baker, of Maryland. I 
Asbury C. Latimer, of South Carolina. 
James T. Lloyd, of Missouri. 
Willis Brewer, of Alabama, 
The Library. 
Alfred C. Harmer, of Pennsylvania. 
Lemuel E. Quigg, of New York. 
I Amos J. Cummings, of New York. 
Printing. 
George D. Perkins, of Iowa. 
Charles A. Chickering, of New York. 
I James D. Richardson, of Tennessee. 
JOINT COMMISSIONS. 
Investigation of the Charities of the District of C;lumbia. 
I Alexander M. Dockery, of Missouri. 
Labor, Agriculture, and Capit{T,l. 
William Lorimer, of Illinois. John C. Bell of Colorado. · 
John J. Gardner, of New Jersey. I Leonidas F. Livingston of Georgia 
William C. Lovering, of Massachusetts. ' 
Transportation of the Mails, etc. 
Eugene F. Loud, of California. 
William H. Moody, of Massachusetts. I 
Thomas C. Catchings, of Mississippi. 
William H. Fleming, of Georgia, 
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LIST OF MEMBERS AND DELEGATES OF THE HOUSE OF 
REPRESENTATIVES, SHOWING THE STANDING AND 
SELECT COMMITTEES OF WHICH THEY ARE MEMBERS. 
[January IO, 1899.] 
THOMAS B. REED, Speaker; Committee on Rules, chairman. 
ACHESON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rivers and Harbors. 
Enrolled Bills. 
Census (Select). 
ADAMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
ADAMSON .......... .. , . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
ALDRICH .... ..... .... .. Census (Select). 
ALEXANDER ............ Judiciary. 
Rivers and Harbors. 
ALLEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
Levees and Improv~ments of the Mississippi River. 
To investigate gas and telephone compa11ies in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. 
ARNOLD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
BABCOCK, .............. District of Columbia. chairman. 
Census (Select). 
BAILEY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rules. 
Ways and Means. 
BAIRD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
BAKER, of Illinois ....... Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department. 
BAKER, of Maryland .... Agriculture. 
Enrolled Bills. 
BALL ................... Rivers and Harbors. 
BANKHEAD ... : . . . . . . . . . Rivers ancl Harbors. 
Public Buildings ancl Grounds. 
BARBER ................ Labor. 
Invalid Pensions. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department. 
BARHAM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mileage, chairman. 
Interstate ancl Foreign Commerce. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
BARLOW· · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . Reform in the Civil Service. * 
ElE:ctio1~ of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives 111 Congress. 
B.\R. 'EY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
Public Lands. 
B. RRETT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rivers and Harbors. 
Education. 
B \RROWS • . . . . . . . . . . . . • Indian Affairs. 
Iilitia. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
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BARTHOLDT ............. Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River, chair-
man. 
Private Land Claims. 
BARTLETT ......... ..... Elections, No. I. 
Accounts. 
BEACH ................. Manufactures. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
BELDEN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
BELFORD ................ Elections, No. 2. 
Revision of the Laws. 
BELKNAP ................ Military Affairs. 
Railways and Canals. 
BELL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. · . · 
Joint Commission on Labor, Agriculture, and Capital. 
BENNER .... ... ........ Revision of the Laws. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress . . 
BENNETT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Expenditures in the Nav-f Department. 
BENTON.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs . 
BERRY ................. Rivers and Harbors. 
Foreign Affairs. 
BINGHAM ............. . • Appropriations. 
To investigate gas and telephone companies in the District • 
of Columbia. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
BISHOP ................. Rivers and Harbors. 
Private Land Claims. 
BLAND ................. Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings. 
BODINE ........... .. ... Naval Affairs. 
BOOZE .................. Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Education. 
Mileage. 
BOTKIN ................ Invalid Pensions. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
BouTELL, of Illinois ..... Elections, No. 3. 
BOUTELLE, of Maine .... Naval Affairs, chairman. 
BRADLEY ......... . ..... War Claims. 
Expenditures in the Department of Justice. 
BRAN'£LEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pub;ic Buildings and Grounds. 
BRENNER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . War Claims. 
Expenditures in the Navy Department. 
BREWER ... , ........ . ... Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
Enrolled Bills. 
Joint Con_iniittee on Disposition of Useless Papers in the 
Executive Departments. 
BREWSTER . . . . . . . . . . . . Invalid Pensions. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic, chairman. 




BROMWELL .... . ...... .. Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Pensions. 
BROSIUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Banking and Currency. 
Reform in the Civil Service, chairman. 
BROUSSARD. . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
BROWN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ltailways and Canals. 
Claims. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department. 
BROWNLOW . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
Expenditures in the War Department. 
BRUCKER .... .. .. .. ..... Labor. 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture. 
BRUMM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims, chairman. 
BRUNDIDGE ....... ... .. Elections, No. 3. 
BULL- ............... . .. Naval Affairs. 
Accounts. 
BURKE .. . ..... .. ... .... Elections, No. 3. 
BURLEIGH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Militia. 
BURTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rivers and Harbors. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River . . 
BU'l'LER .. . ........... . Naval Affairs. 
CALLAHAN ............ Agriculture. 
Mines and Mining. 
Private Land Claims. 
CAMPBELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Patents. 
CANNON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations, chairman. 
CAPRON ................ Banking and Currency. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
CARMACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads. 
Claims. 
CASTLE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Invalid Pensions. 
CATCHINGS ........ . . . .. Rivers and Harbors. 
Expenditures in the Department of Justice. 
Joint Commission on Transportation of Mails, etc. 
CHICKERING. . . . . . . . . . . . Railways and Canals, chairman. 
Printing. 
CLARDY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
Claims. 
CLARK, of Iowa ......... Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Education. 
CLARK, of Iissouri. . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Patents. 
CLARKE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elections o. 2. 
Pacific Railroads. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department. 
LA YTO. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department. 
Co HR.\ ' .......... . .... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
OCHRA. 'E .... : ....... . Elections, To. 3. 
Lahor. 
Private Land Claims. 
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CODDING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
Cor,soN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pensions. 
Claims. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings, chairman. 
CONNELL ............... Agriculture. 
Mines and Mining. 
CONNOLLY .... . ........ Judiciary. 
Expenditures in the Navy Department. 
COONEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads. 
COOPER, of Texas ....... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
War Claims. 
Mileage. 
COOPER, of Wisconsin .. Rivers and Harbors. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
CORLISS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Election of President, Vice-President, anil. Representa-
tives in Congress, chairman. 
COUSINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
COWHERD .............. District of Columbia. 
Cox .................... Banking and Currency. 
Military Affairs. 
CRANFORD . . . . . . . . . . . . . Territories. 
Private Land Claims. 
CRUMP .... ... .......... Manufactures. 
Mines and Mining. 
CRUMPACKER ........... Elections, No. 3. 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
CUMMINGS .............. Naval Affairs. 
Library. 
CURTIS, of Kansas . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department, chairman. 
CURTIS, of Iowa ......... Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
District of Columbia. 
DALZELL ............... Ways and Means. 
Rules. 
DANFORD .............. Immigration and Natura:lization, chairman. 
DAVENPORT ............ Elections, No. r. 
DA VEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Accounts. 
DAVIDSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Railways and Canals. 
Patents. 
DA VIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
DAVISON ............... Electio1;1s, No. 2. 
War Claims. 
DAYTON ................ Naval Affairs. 
Revision of the Laws. 
DE ARMOND ............ Judiciary. 
Education. 
DEGRAFFENREID ...... Railways and Canals. 
Pensions. 
DE VRIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Census (Select). 
Congressional Directory. 
DICK .................. . 
DINGLEY ............... Ways and Means, chairman. 
DINSMORE . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Accounts. 
DOCKERY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
Charities, etc., District of Columbia. 
To Investigate Gas and Telephone Companies in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. 
DOLLIVER .............. Ways and Means. 
DORR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Enrolled Bills . . 
DovENER ....... . .... .. Rivers and Harbors. 
DRIGGS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Invalid Pensions. 
EDDY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Indian Affairs. 
Mines and Mining. 
ELLIOTT_- ............... Judiciary. 
ELLIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands, chairman. 
ERMENTROUT .......... Banking and Currency. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Ev ANS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ways and Means. 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture. 
FARIS .................. Manufactures, chairman. 
Pacific Railroads. 
FENTON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
Militia. 
FERGUSSON ..... ... . .. .. Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Territories. 
FISCHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Expenditures in the Department of Justice. 
FITZGERALD. . . . . . . . . . . . Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
War Claims. 
FITZPATRICK ........... Patents. 
Pensions. 
FLEMING. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads. 
Joint Commission on Transportation of the Mails, etc. 
FLH'l'CHER .............. Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Territories. 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture. 
F TE ................. Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Territories. 
Foss................... Taval Affairs. 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture. 
l;OWLF,R, of ... "ew Jersey. nan king and Currency. 
Immigration and aturalization. 
F WL~R,of ... Carolina .. Education. 
Militia. 
·ox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elections, J. o. r. 
,\I.·1~ ................ Elections, • ·o. 2. 
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GARDNER .............. Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Labor, chairman: . 
Joint Commission on Labor, Agriculture, and Capital. 
GIBSON .... · ............ Invalid Pensions. 
War Claims. 
Revision of the Laws. 
GILLET ... . ............ . Public Buildings and Grounds. · 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture, chairman. 
GILLETT ...... . . : ..... . Foreign Affairs. 
Expenditures in the Navy Department. 
GRAFF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims. 
GRAHAM .............. . 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
Expenditures in the Post-Office Department. 
GREEN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Labor. 
GREENE .......... · ...... Immigration and Naturalization. 
GRIFFIN .... . .......... Expenditures in the Post-Office Department. 
Military Affairs. 
Territories. 
GRIFFITH . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Census ( Sel€ct). 
GRIGGS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Post-Of.6.ce and Post-Roads. 
GROSVENOR ......... . .. ·ways and Means. 
Mines and Mining, chairman. 
GROUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
Expenditures in the War Department, chairman. 
To investigate gas a_nd telephone companies in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. · 
GROW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Education, chairman. 
GUNN ............ .... . Mines and Mining. 
HAGER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Private Land Claims. 
Enrolled Bills. 
HAMIL'£ON .... . .... . ... Elections, No•. r. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. 
HANDY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expenditures in the Post-Office Departm~nt. 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
HARMER . . .. . . . .... . . . . Library, chairman.· 
District of Columbia. 
HARTMAN ....... . .. .. .. Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Mines and Mining. · 
HAWLEY . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Na val Affairs. 
HAY . ........ . .. . . . .. . Military Affairs. 
HEATWOLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Ventilation and Acoustics, chairman. 
Census (Select). 
H EMENWAY .. . .. .. . .. .. Appropriations. 
Territories. 
H ENDERSON . . . . . . . . . . . . Rules. 
Judiciary, chairman. 
H E RY, of Connecticut .. Agriculture. 
Invalid Pensions. 
HENRY, of Indiana .... . Foreign Affairs. 
Education. 
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HENRY, of Mississippi ... War Claims. 
Expenditures in the Interior Department. 
HENRY, of Texas . .... . . Revision of the Laws. 
Territories. 
H EPBURN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce, chairman. 
Pacific Railroads. 
HICKS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Patents, chairman. 
HILBORN .. . .... . .. . .. . . Naval Affairs. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
HILL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Banking and Currency. 
Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
HINRICHSEN. . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. _ 
HITT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Affairs, chairman. 
Expenditures in the State Department. 
HOPKINS ... . ........... Census (Select), chairman. 
Ways and Means. 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
HOWARD, of Alabama ... Election of President, Vice-President, and Representatives 
in Congress. 
Expenditures in the Post-Office Department. 
HowARP, of Georgia . . . . Foreign Affairs. · 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
Expenditures in the Navy Department . 
HowE .............. . ... Manufactures. 
Pensions. 
HowELL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
Hur.,L ........ ...... . ... Military Affairs, chairman. 
H UN'I'ER .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . _ Territories. 
Manufactures. 
H URLEY Naval Affairs. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
Pacific Railroads. 
JENKINS Judiciary. 
District of Columbia. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
JETT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
JOHNSON, of Indiana ... . Banking and Currency. 
JOH SON, of . Dakota .. 'Ways ar.d Means. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
Jo ES, of Virginia ....... Irnlian Affairs. 
Private Laud Claims. 
Expenditures in the State Depart ment. 
Jo.TES, of Washington ... Revision of the Laws. 
J Y .....•......... . .. .. Interstate and F oreign Commerce. 
Accounts. 
Kl~T.,LIW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
Expenditures in the State Department. 
KHRR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Patents. 
Invalid Pensions. 
Kl.!.TCHA I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iilitary fiair . . 
Pot- ffice and Post-Roads. 
Alphabetical List of Members. and Committees. 
KING District of Columbia. 
KIRKPATRICK .......... Elections, No. 3. 
KITCHIN ............... Private Land Claims. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
KLEBERG. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Militia. 
KNOWLES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mines and Mining. 
Pensions. 
KNOX. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Territories, chairman. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings. 
KULP.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Manufactures. 
LACEY... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands, chairman. 
Indian Affairs. 
LAMB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
LANDIS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
LANHAM .......... . ... . Judiciary. 
LATIMER . . ............. District of Columbia. 
Enrolled Bills. 
LAWRENCE .. .. ........ . Elections, No. I. 
Mileage. 
LENTZ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs, 
LESTER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rivers and Harbors. 
Expenditures in the State Department. 
LEWIS, of Georgia. . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Mileage. 
LEWIS, of Washington . . . Public Lands. 
LINNEY ....... . ...... . . Elections, No. I. 
Revision of the Laws. 
LITTAUER .... . ...... . .. Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Manufactures. 
LITTLE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Public Buildings and Grounds. 
LIVINGSTON . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. . 
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Joint Commission on Labor, Agriculture, and Capital. 
LLOYD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Revision of the Laws. 
Enrolled Bills. 
LORIMER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
LOUD ... ····· ·. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Labor. 
Joint Commission on Labor, Agriculture, and Capital. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads, chairman. 
Accounts. · 
LOUDENSLAGER ........ Naval Affairs. 
Pensions, chairman. 
LOVERING ....... . . . .... Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Patents. 
Joint Commission on Labor, Agriculture, and Capital. 




Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Revision of the Laws. 
MCALEER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Territories. 
McCLELLAN ............ Ways and Means . . 
McCORMICK ...... . . .... Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
E xpenditures in the Post-Office Department. 
McCALL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Judiciary. 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
McCLEARY .. ........... Banking and Currency. 
McCULLOCH ....... . 
Labor. 
Rivers and Harbors. 
Private Land Claims. 
MCDONALD . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
Expenditures on ·Public Buildings. 
McDOWELL . . . . . . . . . . . . Education. 
Census (Select). 
McEw AN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims. 
Revision of the Laws. 
McINTIRE .. .. . .. . . ..... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Private Land Claims. 
McLAIN ..... ....... . ... . . 
MCMILLIN .. .. ... .... .. Rules. 
Ways and Means. 
McRAE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
MADDOX .. .. ... .. . . .. . . Banking and Currency. 
Revision of the Laws. 
MAGUIRE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elections, No. 2. 
Pacific Railroads. 
MAHANY ....... .. ..... .. Military Affairs. 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
MAHON ... ....... .. . ... War Claims, chairman. 
MANN ... .. . ....... .. : . . . Elections, No. r. 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
MARSH. . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
Militia, chairman. 
MARSHALL . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manufactures. 
MARTIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
MAXWELL .......... .... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
MEEKISO Public Lands. 
ERCER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds, chairman. 
MESICK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elections, o. 3. 
Territories. 
War Claims. 
!EVER................. aval Affairs. 
District of Colwnbia. 
IutRS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elections, o. 3. 
Invalid Pen ions. 
lILLER ............. ... Judiciary. 
~lilitia. 
Alphabetical List ef Members and Committees. 
MILLS .... ... ........... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Public Lands. 
MINOR ................. Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Claims. 
Joint Committee on Disposition of Useless Papers in the 
Executive Departments, chairman. 
MITCHELL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Banking and Currency. 
Patents. 
Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
MOODY ............... ; . Appropriations. 
Expenditures in the Department of Justice. 
Joint Commission on Transportation of the Mails, etc·. 
MOON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Territories. · 
MORRIS ................ Rivers and Harbors. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
MUDD .................. Railways and Canals. 
District of Columbia. 
NEWLANDS ............. Banking and Currency. 
Foreign Affairs. 
NORTON, of Ohio ....... Invalid Pensions. 
NORTON, of S. Carolina. ; Immigration and Naturalization . . 
Census .(Select). 
ODELL ............... . . Account::,, chairman. 
District of Columbia. 
OGDEN ..... ..... ... .. .. Post-Office·and Post-Roads. 
Education. 
OLMSTED ........... ... . Elections, No. 2. 
Accounts. 
OSBORNE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
OTEY .................. Railways and Canals. 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
OTJEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . War Claims. 
Revision of the Laws. 
OVERSTREET . . . . . . . . . . . Judiciary. 
War Claims. 
PACKER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Expenditures in the State Department. 
PARKER ................ Judiciary. 
War Claims. 
PAYNE ................. Ways and Means. 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, chairman. 
PEARCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Claims. 
PEARSON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
PERKINS ............... Printing, chairman. 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
PETERS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . District of Columbia. 
PIERCE.•• . .. . ... . ...... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
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Congressional Directory. 
POWERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads, chairman. 
Election of President, Vice-President, a:1d Representa-
tives in Congress. 
PRINCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Banking and Currency. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. 
PUGH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
QUIGG. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foreign Affairs. 
Library. 
Expenditures in the State Department, chairman. 
RAY ............... . .... Judiciary. 
Invalid Pensions, chairman. 
REEVES . ..... .. .. . ... . . Rivers and Harbors; 
Patents. 
RHEA ........ . ....... .. Labor. 
Expenditures in the War Department. 
RICHARDSON .... •,• ..... District of Columbia. 
Printing. 
RIDGELY ............... Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Census (Select). 
RIXEY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims. 
Naval Affairs. 
ROBB. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claims. 
ROBBINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Militia. 
Immigration and Naturalization. 
ROBERTSON ............ . Ways and Means. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
ROBINSON ... ........... Elections, No. 2. 
ROYSE ................ . Elections, No. 2, chairman. 
Levees and Improvements of the Mississippi River. 
RUSSELL .............. . Ways and Means. 
Expenditures in the War Department. 
Census, Select Committee on. 
SAUERHERING . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
Patents. 
SAYERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appropriations. 
SETTLE ................ Elections, No. I. 
HAFROTH ............. Public Lands . 
. Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
II N "ON .............. District of Columbia. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. 
HATT ·c ............... Railways and Canals. 
Pacific Railroads. 
mu.no.· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands . 
... lines and Mining. 
Pensions. 
HERMA • ....... ....... Inter tntc ard Foreign Commerce. 
Indian Affair , chairman. 
Alphabetical List ef Members and Committees. 
SHOWALTER ............ Railways and Canals. 
Labor. 
Expenditures in the Department of Justice. 
SHUFORD ............ : .. Agriculture. 
Education. 
SIMPSON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
SIMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Labor. 
Pensions. 
SKINNER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. 
SLAYDEN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pacific Railroads. 
SMITH, of Kentucky ... . 
SMITH, of Illinois ..... · .. 
SMITH, of Arizona ...... . 
SMITH, s. w., of Michigan 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
Judiciary. 
Ventilation and Acoustics. · 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 







Election of President, Vice-President, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
SMITH, WILLIAM ALDEN Foreign Affairs. 
Expenditures in the State Department. 
SNOVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
Indian Affairs. 
SOUTHARD ............. Coinage, --weights, and Measures. 
Naval Affairs. 
SOUTHWICK . ..... .. .... Banking and Currency. 
Education. 
SPAI.DING ... . . ......... Banking and Currency. 
Militia. 
SPARKMAN ............. Rivers and Harbors. 
SPERRY ............ · .... Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Expenditures in the Post-Office Department. 
SPIGHT . . ......... .. ... . 
SPRAGUE .............. District of Columbia. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
Accounts. 
STALLINGS ............. Banking and Currency. 
Pensions. · 
STARK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Militia. 
Expenditures in the War Department. 
S'fEELE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ways and Means. 
STEPHENS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 
Patents. 
STEVENS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Lands. 
Pensions. 
S'fEW ART, of Wisconsin. . Indian Affairs. 
Manufactures. 
Education. 
STEWART, of New Jersey. Intersta_te and_ Foreign Commerce. 
Expenditures 111 the Navy Department, chairman. 
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STOKES Agriculture .. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings. 
S'£ONE, C. W . . . . . . . . . . . Coinage, Weights, and Measures, chairman. 
Private Land Claims. 
S'I'RAI'l' .... · ..... ........ Railways and Canals. 
Ventilation and Acoustics . . 
STRODE ............... ·Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
Pensions. 
S'l'ROWD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Labor. 
S'I'UR'l'EV AN1' 
Expenditures in the Department of Agriculture. 
Invalid Pensions. 
Claims. 
Suu,ow A Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . Invalid Pensions. 
Expenditures in the Department of Justice, chairman. 
SULZER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Military Affairs. 
SUTHERLAND. . . . . . . . .. 
Patents. 
Private Land Claims. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
SWANSON ...... ..... ... Ways and Means. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
TALBERT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Labor. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings. 
TATE..... ...... Naval Affairs. 
Mines and Mining. 
TAWNEY . .. ............ Ways and Means. 
Reform in the Civil Service. 
TAYLER ............ .. .. Elections, No. 1, chairman. 
Private Land Claims. 
TAYLOR ............... . Railways and Ca11als. 
Election of President, Vice-Presi<lent, and Representa-
tives in Congress. 
TERRY .... ............. Judiciary. 
Expenditures in the Treasury Department. 
THORP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
Pacific Railroads. 
TODD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mines and Mining. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
TONGUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
Irrigation of Arid Lands. 
UNDERWOOD . . . . ...... Judiciary. 
PDJ~GRAFF . .......... . Judiciary. 
Coinage, Weights, an<l Measures. 
Expenditures on Public Buildings. 
VA ·orvgR . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manufactures. 
Education. 
VA. VOORHIS ..•..•...• Ranking and Currency. 
Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
HH r,A<,H ••..••....•.. l\Iilitia. 
hxpencliturcs in the Department of Agriculture 
\ r,•ce.·T ............. .. Railway a1Hl Canals . 
• Ianufi cturcs. 
Agrkulture, chairman. 
l◄ ·pcnditurc in lhe Treasury Department. 
Alphabetical List of Members and C~mmittees. 167 
WALKER, of Mass ....... Banking and Currency, chairman. 
Labor. · 
WALKER, of Virginia .... Elections, No. 3, chairman. 
W ~NGER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 
Expenditures in the Post-Office Department, chairman. 
WARD .................. Mines and Mining. 
Patents. 
Rivers and Harbors. 
WARNER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
Invalid Pensions. 
Revision of the Laws, chairman. 
WEA VER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elections, No. 2. 
War Claims. 
WEYMOUTH ............ Public Buildi,ngs and Grounds. 
Pensions. 
WHEELER, of Alabama . . Ways and Means. 
Expenditures in the War Department" 
WHEELER, of Kentucky. Militia . . 
WHITE, of Illinois . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds. 
District of Columbia. 
WHITE, of N. Carolina ... Agriculture. 
WILBER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agriculture. 
WILLIAMS, of Mississippi. Agriculture. 
Foreign Affairs. 
WILLIAMS,of Pa ......... Railways and Canals. 
Mines and Mining. 
WILSON ................ Immigration and Naturalization. 
Expenditures in the Navy Departin~nt. 
WISE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Census (Select.). 
YOST. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coinage, Weigh ts, and Measures. 
Claims. 
YOUNG ............. . ... Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
Expenditures in the vVar Department. 
ZENOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indian Affairs. 











v. P., Vice-President. 
Sec., Secretary. 
C. C., Chief Clerk. 
L. C., Legislative Clerk. 
DIRECTORY OF THE SENATE. 
R. C., Reading Clerk. 
D., Doorkeeper and Assistants. 
J. C., Journal Clerk. 
R., Official Reporters. 
P ., Press Reporters. 
S., Sergeant-at-Arms. 
GARRET A. HOBART, Vice-President and President of the Senate. 
William P. Frye, President pro tempore of the Senate. 
(Democrats in Roman. Republicans in Italics. Populists in SMALL CAPITALS. Silverites in CAPITAL ITALICS.) 
53. Aldrzdt, Nelson W., Rhode Island. 
14. ALLEN, W'ILLIAM v., Nebraska. 
30. Allz:Son, William B., Iowa. 
36. Bacon, Augustus 0., Georgia. 
49. Baker, Lttcien, Kansas. 
67. Bate, William B., Tennessee. 
33. Berry, James H., Arkansas. 
51. Bttrrows,Julius C., Michigan. 
74. BUTLER, MARION, North Carolina. 
61. Caffery, Donelson, Louisiana. 
83. CANNON, FRANK J., Utah. 
3. Carter, Thomas H., Montana. 
5. Chandler, Wz'lliam E., New Hampshire. 
32. Chilton, Horace, Texas. 
46. Clark , Clarence D., ·wyoming. 
68. Clay, Alexander S., Georgia. 
13. Cockrell, Francis M., Missouri. 
8. Cullom, Shelby M., Illinois. 
38. Daniel, John W., Virginia. 
50. Davis, Cushman K., Minnesota. 
72. D eboe, WilliamJ., Kentucky. 
21. Elkins, Stephen B., West Virginia. 
76. Fairbanks, Charles W., Indiana. 
62. Faulkner, Charles F., West Virginia. 
82. Foraker, Joseph B., Ohio. 
9. Frye, Willz"am P., Maine. 
7. Gallinger, Jacob H., New Hampshire. 
_31. Gear, John H., Iowa. 
35. Gorman, Arthur P., Maryland. 
ro. Gray, George, Delaware. 
·28. Hale, Eugene, Maine. 
73. Hanna, 1Warctts A., Ohio. 
54. Hansbrough, Henry Clay, North Dakota. 
87. HARRIS, WILLIAM A., Kansas. 
55. Hawley, Joseph R., Connecticut. 
70. HElTFELD, HENRY, Idaho. 
27. Hoar, George F., Massachusetts. 
34. Jones, James K., Arkansas. 
52. JONES, JOHN P., Nevada. 
89. Kenney, Richard R ., Delaware. 
66. KYLE, JAMES H., South Dakota. 
39. Lindsay, William, Kentucky. 
26. Lodge, Henry Cabot, Massachusetts. 
65. Mallory, Stephen R., Florida. 
47. MANTLE, LEE, Montana. 
85. Martin, Thomas S., Virginia. 
19. Mason, William E., Illinois. 
44. McBride, George W., Oregon. 
15. McEnery, Samuel D., Louisiana. 
91. McLaurin, John L., South Carolina. 
23. McMillan, James, Michigan. 
37. Mills, Roger Q., Texas. 
88. Mitchell, John L., Wisconsin. 
86. Money, H. D. S., Mississippi. 
II. Morgan, John T., Alabama. 
63. Murphy, Edward, jr., New York. 
75. Nelson, Knute, Minnesota. 
59. Pasco, Samuel, Florida. 
79. Penrose, Boies, Pennsylvania. 
77. Perkins, George C., California. 
25. PETTIGREW, RICHARD F., South Dakota. 
16. Pettus, Edmund W., Alabama. 
6. Platt, Orville H., Connecticut. 
r. Platt, Thomas C., New York. 
20. Pritchard, J eter C., North Carolina. 
29. Proctor, R edfield, Vermont. 
4. Quay, Matthew S., Pennsylvania. 
17. Rawlins, Joseph L., Utah. 
90. Roach, William N., North Dakota. 
-. Ross,Jonathan, Vermont. 
2 . Sewell, WilliamJ., New J ersey. 
78. Shoup, George L., Idaho. 
71. Simon, Joseph, Oregon. 
64. Smith, James, jr., New J ersey. 
80. Spooner, John C., Wisconsin. 
_58 . STEWART, WILLIAM M., Nevada. 
42. Sullivan, Will V. Mississippi. 
56. TELLER, HENRY M., Colorado. 
22. Thurston, J ohn M .. Nebraska. 
84. Tillman, Benjamin R., South Carolina. 
41. Turley, Thomas B., Tennessee. 
69. TURNER, GEORGE, Washington. 
40. Turpie, David, Indiana. 
12. Vest, George Graham, Missouri. 
5 , . Warren. Francis E., Wyoming. 
45. Wellington, ·George L., Maryland. 
49. Wetmore, George P., Rhode Island. 
60. White, Stephen M., California. 
8r. Wilson, John L., Washington. 
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DIRECTORY OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
THOMAS B. REED, Speaker. 
Republicans in Roman. Democrats in Italics. 
WEST SIDE. 
77 Acheson, E. F. 88 Davenport, S. A. 
13 Adams, Robt., jr. r67 Davidson, J. H. 
ro6 Aldrich, ·wm. F. 165 Davison, G. M. 
105 Alexander, DeA.S 168 Dayton, A.G. 
164 Arnold, W. C. 16 Dick, Charles. 
173 Babcock, J. W. 72 Ding-ley, Nelson. 
51 Barber, I. A. 144 Dolliver, J.P. 
6 Barham, J. A. n8 Eddy, F. M. 
71 Barney, S. S. 1 Ellis, W.R. 
u2 Barrows, S. J. 163 Evans, Walter. 
68 Bartholdt, Rich. 97 Faris, G. W. 
roo Beach, C. B. 174 Fenton, L. J. 
43 Belden, J. J. 42 Fischer, I. F. 
55 Belford, J. M. 27 Fletcher, Loren. 
74 Belknap, H. R. 60 Foote, W. T., jr. 
67 Bennett, C. G. 85 Foss, G. E. 
u3 Bingham, H. H. 26 Fowler, C. N. 
35 Bishop, R. P. 145 Gardner, J. J. 
14 Booze, W. S. 141 Gibson, H. R. 
140 Boutell, H. S. 109 Gillet, C. W. 
179 Boutelle, C. A. 24 Gillett, F. H. 
162 Brewster, H. C. 128 Graff, J. V. 
· 135 Broderick, Case. 79 Graham, W. H. 
9 Bromwell, J. H. 133 Griffin, M. 
45 Brosius, M. 40 Grosvenor, C.H. 
157 Brown, S. W. 92 Grow, Galusha A . 
175 Brownlow, W. P. 49 Hager, A. L. 
37 Bull, Melville. 21 Hamilton, E. L. 
131 Burton, T. E. 148 Harmer, A. C. 
15 Butler, T. S. n6 Hawley, R. B. 
166 Cannon, J. G. 172 Heatwole, J.P. 
91 Capron, _A. B. 47 Hemenway, J.A. 
61 Ch1ckenng, C. A. 39 Henderson, D. B. 
18 Clarke, F. G. 31 Henry, C. L. 
no Cochrane, A. V. S. 23 Henry, E. S. 
160 Codcling, J. H. 178 Hepburn, W. P. 
176 Colson, D. G. 147 Hilborn, S. G. 
III Connell, "\Vm. 22 Hill, E. J. 
69 Cooper, H. A. 99 Hopkins, A. J. 
n9 Corliss, J.B. 17 Howe, J. R. 
122 Cousins, R. G . 137 Howell, B. F. 
36 Crump, R. 0. 2 Hull, J. A. T. 
125 Crumpacker,E. D. 81 Hurley, D. M. 
34 Curtis, Charles. 171 Jenkins, J. J. 
30 Dalzell, John. 95 Johnson, H. U. 
66 Danford, L. 139 Johnson, M. N. 
121 Joy, C. F. 70 Reeves, Walter. 
117 Kerr, W. S. 54 Robbins, E. E. 
12 Ketcham, J. H. 126 Royse, L. W. 
90 Kirkpatrick, W. S. 62 Russell, C. A. 
83 Knox, W. S. 132 Sauerhering, E. 
78 Kulp, M. H. II Shannon, R. C. 
143 Landis, C. B. 84 Shattuc, W. B. 
107 Lawrence, G. P. 120 Sheldon, C. D. 
103 Linney, R. Z. 19 Sherman, J. S. 
.146 Uttauer, L. N. 39 Simpkins, John. 
159 Lorimer, "\Vm. 169 Smith, Geo. W. 
7 Loudenslager,H.C 76 Smith, S. W. 
142 Lovering, W. C. 94 Smith, Wm. A. 
58 Low, P. B. 52 Snover, H.G. 
5 Lybrand, A. 59 Southwick, G. N. 
93 McCall, S. W. 153 Spalding, Geo. 
r34 McCleary, J. T. 33 Sperry, N. D. 
75 McDonald, John. 38 Sprague, C. F. · 
28 McEwan, T., jr. 29 Steele, G. W. 
ror McIntire, W.W. 73 Stevens, F. C. 
104 Mahany, R. B. 98 Stewart, A. 
8 Mahon, T. M. 150 Stewart, J. F. 
158 Mann, J. R. ro Stone, C. W. 
80 Mercer, D. H. 152 Strode, J.B. 
102 Mesick, W. S. 89 Sturtevant, J.C. 
170 Miller, Warren. 156 Sulloway, C. A. 
96 Mills, D. W. 154 Tawney, J. A. 
r77 Minor, E. S. 64 Tayler, R. W. 
82 Mitchell, J.M. 161 Tongue, T. H. 
41 Moody, W. H. 65 Updegraff,_Thos. 
25 Morns, Page. 63 Van Voorhrs,H.C. 
123 Mudd, S. E. 3 Wadsworth, J. W. 
57 Odell, B. B., jr. 130 Walker, J. H. 
127 Olmsted, M. E. 56 Ward, W. L. 
48 Overstreet, Jesse. 129 Warner, V. 
155 Packer, H.B. rrs Weaver, W. L. 
138 Parker, R. W. 20 Weymouth, G.W. 
87 Payne, S. E. 44 White, G. E. 
136 Pearce, C. E. 180 White, G. H. 
50 Perkins, Geo. D. ro8 Wilber, D. F. 
32 Pitney, M. 86 Williams, M. B. 
124 Powers, H. H. 149 Yost, Jacob. 
46 Prince, G. W. rr4 Young, J .R. 
151 Pugh, S. J. 
4 Quigg, L. E. 
53Ray,G.W. 
rr8Adamson, W. C. 
103 Allen, J. M. 
71Bailey,J. W. 
175 Baird, S. T. 
170 BAKER, JEHU. 
3 Baker, Wm. B. 
163 Ball, T. H. 
178 Bankhead, J. H. 
roo BARLOW, C. A. 
83 Barrett, W. E. 
87 Bartlett, C. L. 
171 BELL, J. C. 
61 Benner, G. J. 
102 Benton, M. E. 
44 Berry, A. S. 
70 Bland, R. P. 
128 Bodine, R. N. 
14 BOTKIN, J. D. 
48 Bradley, T. J. 
158 Brantley, W~ G. 
6 Brenner, J. L. 
177 Brewer, Willis. 
176 Broussard, R .. F. 
151 Brucker, Ferd. 
16 Brumm, C. N . 
94 Brundidge,S., jr. 
156 Burke, R. E. 
53 Burleigh, E. C. 
50 CALLAHAN, J. Y. 
153 Campbell, J. R. 
139 Carmack, E. W. 
74 CASTLE, C.H. . 
149 Catchings, T. C. 
13 Clardy, J. D. 
132 Clark, Champ. 
34 Clark, S. M. 
28 Clayton, H. D. 
18 Cochran, C. F. 
37 Connolly, J. A. 
96 Cooney, James. 
97 Cooper, S. B. 
ro Cowherd, W. S. 
22 Cox,N.N. 
157 Cran.ford,J. W. 
58 Cummings, A. J. 
54 Curtis., G. M. 
Populists, Fusionists, and Silverites in SMALL CAPS. 
EAST SIDE. 
127 Davey, R. C. 
121 Davis, R. W. 
r26DeArmond,D. A. 
159 De Grajfenreid, R. C. 
29 De Vries, Marion. 
147 Dinsmore, H. A. 
17 Dockery, A. M. 
107 Dorr, C. P. 
108 Dovener, B. B. 
n2 Driggs, E. H. 
63 Elliott, William. 
109 Ennentrout, D. 
98 Fergusson, H. B. 
9 Fitzgerald, J. .F: 
23 Fitzpatrick, T. Y. 
r54 Fleming, W. H. 
[Ol FOWLER, J. E. 
76Fox, A. F. 
45 Gaines, J. W. 
31 GREENE, W. T,. 
7 Griffith, F. M. 
41 Griggs,J. M. 
56 Grout, W.W. 
173 GUNN, JAMES. 
129 Handy, L. I. 
81 HARTMAN, C. S. 
88 Hay, James. 
75 H enry, Patrick. 
162 H enry, R. L. 
33 Hicks, J. D. 
115 Hinrichsen, W. H. 
15 Hitt, R.R. 
169HOWARD, M. W. 
n9 Howard, W. M. 
133 Hunter, A .J. 
69 JETT, T. M. 
139 Johnson, M. N. 
95Jones, W. A. 
167 JONES, W. C. 
135 KELLEY, J.E. 
143 King, William H. 
42 Kitchin, W. W. 
124 Kleberg, Rudolph. 
134 KNOWLES, F. 
2 Lacey, J. F. 
91 Lamb, John. 
go Lanham, S. W. T. II Settle, E. E. 
161 Latimer, A . C. 51 SHAFROTH, J. F. 
47 Lentz, J. J. 35 Showalter, J. B. 
S Lester, R. E. 99 SHUFORD, A. C. 
26 Lewis, E. B. 73 SIMPSON, JERRY. 
168 Lewis, J. H. 27 Sims, T. W. 
68 Little,J. S. 148 SKINNER, H. 
rrr Livingston, L. F 57 Slayden, J. L. 
140 Lloyd, James T. 60 Smi'th, D. H. 
36 Loud, E. F. rr6 Smith, Marcus A. 
84 McAleer, Wm. 3 Southard, J. H. 
43 McClellan, Geo. B. 92 Sparkman, S. M. 
136 McCORMICK,N.B. 52 Spight, Tlzos. 
64 McCulloch, P. D. 67 Stallings, J. F. 
82McDowell, J. A. 145 STARK, W. L. 
150 McLain, F. A. 155 Stepliens,J, H. 
66 McMilliii, Benton. 165 Stokes , J. W. 
93 McRae, T. C. 40 Strait, T. J. 
IlO Maddoz,J. w. 130 STROWD, w. F. 
72 Maguire,J. G. 86 Sulzer, William. 
4 Marsh, B. F. 144 SUTHERLAND, RD 
146Marshall, G. A. 164 Swanson, C.A. 
131 MARTIN, C.H. 180 Talbert, W. J. 
21 MAXWELL, s. II4 Tate, F. C. 
38 Meekison, D. 160 Taylor, G. W. 
24 Meyer, Adolph. 122 Terry, W. L. 
20 Miers, R. W. 1 Thorp, R. T. 
120 Moon, J. A. 8 TODD, A. M. 
rr7 NEWLANDS, F. G. 49 Underwood, 0. W. 
137 Norton, J. 152 Vandiver, W. D. 
39 Norton, J. A. 85 Velislage,J. H. G. 
174 Ogden, H. W. 104 VINCENT, W. D. 
65 Osborne,J. E. 55 Walker, J. A. 
125 Otey, P. J. 32 Wanger, I. P. 
78 Otjen, T. 62 Wheeler, C. K. 
80 Pearson, R. 138 Wheeler, Joseplz. 
179 PETERS, M. s. II3 Williams, J. s. 
89 Pierce, R. A. 123 Wilson,Stanyarne 
12 Rhea, J. S. 105 Wise, R. A. 
46 Richardson,J. D. 19 Zenor, W. T. 
30 RIDGELY, E. R. 142 Vacant. 
25 Rixey, J. F. 106 Vacant. 
166 Robb, E. A. 77 Vacant. 
172 Robertson, S. M. 
141 Robinson, J. M. 















172 Congressional Directory. 
OFFICERS OF THE SENATE. 
President of the Senate.-GARRE'I' A. HOBART, 2I Lafayette square. 
President pro tempore.-William P. Frye, The Hamilton. ~ 
Secretary to the Vice-President.-Frederick Evans, Metropolitan Club. 
Messenger to the Vice-President.-H. Bastianelli, 33I Maryland avenue NE. 
CHAPI,AIN. 
Rev. William H. Milburn, The Cairo. 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY. 
Secretary of the Senate.-William R. Cox, Shoreham. 
Chief Clerk.-John S. McEwan, Congressional Hotel. 
Principal Legislative Clerk.-Henry H. Gilfry, I737 Seventeenth street NW. 
Reading Clerk.-A. C. Parkinson, I48 D street SE. 
Minute and Journal Clerk.-H. B. McDonald, n69 Nineteenth street NW. 
Financial Clerk.-R. B. Nixon, 4I5 M street NW. 
Assistant Financial Clerk.-Peter M. Wilson, I90I Q street NW. 
Enrolling Clerk.-B. S. Platt, 2500 Fourteenth street NW. 
Clerks.-H. R.Wray, I3I6 Connecticut avenue; William B. Turner, 502 B street NE.; 
H. R. Cunningham, The Wellington; T. G. Garrett, Linden, Md.; C. A. Norcross, 
IOIO Thirteenth street NW.; C. C. Morrow, I27 Maryland avenue NE.; W . S. De 
Wolf, I300 Rhode Island avenue NW.; E. L. Givens, Hotel Varnum; George G. 
Graves, 1343 L street NW.; Park Marshall, The Varnum; R. P. Troy, 243 Dela-
ware avenue NE. 
Keeper of Stationery.-Charles N. Richards, IOI Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Assistant Iieeper of Stationery.-Lester C. Baker, 1848 Wyoming avenue NW. 
Assistant in Stationery Room.-John L. Nichols, 458 C street NW. 
Messengers.-E. A. Hills, 903 French street; Lee McMillan, The _Avon, 242 North 
Capitol street. 
UBRARY. 
Librarian .-A. W. Church, I706 Oregon avenue NW. 
Assistant Librarian.-James M. Baker, 1409 Howard avenue NW. 
Assistant Librarian.-Cliff Warden, 900 Twenty-third street NW. 
CLERKS AND MESSENGERS TO COMMITTEES. 
Additional Accommodations for the Library of Congress .-Clerk, James K. Jones, jr., 
915 M street NW. 
Agriculture and Forestry.-Clerk, Brainard Avery, Hotel Baltic. 
Appropriations.-Clerk, Thomas P. Cleaves, 18I9 Tenth street NW.; assistant clerk, 
Arthur B. Shelton, 1918 Fifteenth street NW.; messenger, Christian Chritzman, I54 
A street NE. 
Census.-Clerk, Isaac Hamburger, I432 Stoughton street NW. 
Civil Service and Retrencliment.-Clerk, Wash. S. Hyams, 902 East Capitol street. 
Claims.-Clerk, Thomas F. Dawson, 3o6 B street NE.; assistant clerk, C. G.Northup, 
318 B street E.; messenger, S. F. Tappan, corner Eighth and G streets NE. 
Coast Defenses.-Clerk, E . C. Giltner, 33 B street W. 
Commerce.-Clerk, \Voodbury Pulsifer, 1432 N street NW.· assistant clerk, William 
1~. \Vh1tc, 1402 L street NW. ' 
Conf~rence of lJlinority.-Clerk, C. E. Schnepp, 212 New Jersey avenue NW. 
Contuzgent Expenses.-Clerk, Eugene Davis orth Takoma Md. 
Co:Po~-ations Orga1~ized in District of Coht~bia.-Clerk, Fr~d. Harper. 
Dzstnct of Columbza.-Clerk, Charles Moore, 2013 R street NW.; messenger, C. S. 
Draper, 325 A street SE. 
Eduration anff Labor.-Cl~rk, A. D. Tinsley, The Varnum. 
Engrossed Bzlls.-Clerk, F. 1. Cockrell jr. 1518 R street W.; messenger, Walter 
:\Iitchcll, ;\24 East Capitol street. ' ' 
E_nroll~d llzlls.-Clerk, H . J. Rumrille, 5 B street W. 
1:, l~blzs/1, t!1c (Tniversity of the United States.-Clerk, William J. Feaga, The 
. onnand1e. 
Examine tile Several JJranr/1es of tile Civil ervice.-Clerk, Joseph Benson Fora-
k r, t -oo ixtcenth str et 1 \ . 
Fi11f!11ce.-CI 'rk, fames, wan :\Iorrill, 1 ... 0. I Th mas circle; statistical clerk, Benja-
!11111 !'>urf , 6~9 I~ast Capitol . tr ·et; me senger, George M. Taylor, 218 A street SE. 
l:1. l1enrs:"7 lc~k,_I•rank II. _Sawyer, 114 aryland avenue E. 
live ivzlt::ed 7rzbcs of Indzans.-Clerk, A. Han ell Baker, 720 Twelfth street \V. 
Officers of the Senate. I73 
Foreign Relations.-Clerk, Earle S. Goodrich, 1301 K street NW.; assistant clerks, 
Hawkins Taylor, jr., 56 B street NE., and Peter J. Healy, 218 New Jersey avenue 
NW.; messeng-er, D. W. Wilson, 221 Massachusetts avenue NE. 
Forest Reservations and Protection of Game.-Clerk, Dell J. Mott, 320 Delaware 
avenue NE. 
Geological Survey.-Clerk, CoJin H. Livingstone, 3521 Thirteenth street NW. 
Immigration.-Clerk, Frank J. Richmann, 242 North Capitol street. 
Improvement of Mississippi River and Tributaries.-Clerk, C.H. Hicks, 202 Indiana 
avenue NW. 
Indian Affairs.-Clerk, W. S. Bowen, 219 Four-and-a-half street NW. 
Indian Depredations.-Clerk, A. P. Sawyer, The Cairo. 
International Expositions.-Clerk, E. C. Snyder, 1420 Kenesaw avenue NW. 
Interstate Commerce.-Clerk, Daniel A. Ray, 13rr Roanoke street NW. 
Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands.-Clerk, C. M. Smith, 1848 Wyoming 
avenue NW. 
Judiciary.-Clerk, E. C. Goodwin, 1005 H street NW.; assistant clerk, William 
Howard Garland, 919 I street NW. . 
Library.-Clerk, Henry A. Vale, 1925 Thirteenth street NW.; messenger, James 
A. Abbott, ro15 L street NW. 
Manufactures.-Clerk, Calvin K. Lowe, 458 C street NW. 
Military Affairs.-Clerk, William P. Huxford, 1453 Massachusetts avenue NW.; 
assistant clerk, Royal W. Thompson; messenger, Charles E. Hooks, rr5 Sixth 
street SE. 
Mines and Mining:-Clerk, Charles J. Kappler, 2147 P street NW. 
National Banks.-Clerk, Miles Taylor, 222 F street NvV. 
Naval Affairs.-Clerk, Pitman Pulsifer, 1432 N street NW. 
Nicaraguan Canal.-Clerk, George W. Morgan, 138 R street NE. 
Organization, etc., Executive Departments.-Clerk, Francis H. Hoover, 2ro9S street 
NW. 
Pacific Railroads.-Clerk, F. A. Pinney, 1229 N street NW. 
Printing.-Clerk, George Cabot Lodge, 1765 Massachusetts avenue; messenger, 
Robert G. Proctor. 
Patents.-Clerk, Charles G. Phelps, 1416 K street NW. 
Pensions.-Clerk, J. H. ·walker, 1453 W street NW.; assistant clerks, W. H. Gal-
linger, The Elsmere; S. C. Smyth, 201 North Capitol street; messenger, D. S. 
Corser, 1304 G street NW. 
Potomac River Front.-C1erk, S. W. Faulkner. 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads.-Clerk, Chas. A. Cotterill, 1347 Kenesaw avenue NW.; 
assistant clerk, W. K. Fleming, 228 New Jersey avenue SE.; messenger, Henry 
G. Handford. 
Private Land Claims.-Clerk, F. M. Cox, 209 First street SE. 
Privileges and Elections.-Clerk, Clarence Johnson, 1309 Seventeenth street NW. 
Public Buildings and Grounds.-C1erk, William F. Wright, The Luzon, 2501 Penn-
sylvania avenue NW. 
Pitblic E-Iealth and National Quarantine.-Clerk, George Pugh Vest, 2106 0 street 
NW. 
Pu~lic Lands.-Clerk, Fred. Dennett, 1732 Twenty-first street NW. 
Razlroads.-Clerk, Edmund J. Wells, 321 South Capitol street. 
Relations with Canada.-Clerk, Horace C. Reed, 717 Tenth street NW. 
Revision of the Laws.-Clerk, Henry M. Rose. 
Revolutionary Claims.-Clerk, C. W. McFee, rorr Connecticut avenue NW. 
Rules.-Clerk, Edward B. Aldrich, The Arlington. 
Territories.-Clerk, Addison T. Smith, 316 B street NE. 
To Investi,rate Trespassers upon Indian Lands.-Clerk, Bennett B. Cushman, 2120 
Connecticut avenue NW. 
Transportation and Sale of Meat Products.-Clerk, Robert W. Cantrell, 1424 New 
York avenue NW. 
Transportation Routes to the Seaboard.-Clerk, Albert H. Howe, Arlington Hotel. 
Woman Suffrage.-Clerk, W. H. Hyatt, Metropolitan Hotel. 
OFFICE OF THE SERGEANT-AT-ARMS. 
Serg_eant-at-Arms of the Senate.-Richard J. Bright, 130 B street NE. 
Ass~stant D_oorkeeper.-Alonzo H. Stewart, 204 Fourth street SE. 
Acti_ng Assistant Doorkeeper.-B. W. Layton, Riggs House. 
Assistant Messenger on floor of Senate.-R. H. Riddleberger 1601 Fifteenth 
street W. ' 
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POS'l'-OFPICE. 
Postmaster of the Senate. - James A. Crystal, 108 Fifth street NW. 
Assistant Postmaster.-S. A. Jonas, 243 North Capitol street .. 
DOCUMENT ROOM. 
Superintendent.-Amzi Smith, n7 C street SE. 
First Assistant.-George H. Boyd, 2406 Fourteenth street NW. 
POLDING ROOM. 
Superintendent.-Charles H. Pirtle, n8 Tenth street NE. 
Assistant Superintendent.-Walter F. Collins, 912 Pennsylvania avenue SE. 
HEA'I'lNG AND VENTILATING. 
Chief Engineer.:_T. A. Jones, 946 F street SW 
OFFICERS OF THE HOUSE. 
SPEAKER. 
The Speaker.-THOMAS B. REED, The Shoreham. 
' Private Secretary.-Amos L. Allen, 1005 H street NW. 
Clerk at the Speaker's Table.-Asher C. Hinds, 1005 H street NW. 
Messenger.-}Ienry Neal, 415 Fifth street SE. 
CHAPLAIN. 
Rev. Henry N. Couden, 106 C street SE. 
OFFICIAL STENOGRAPHERS TO COMMlITEES. 
Will J. Kehoe, 1620 Eighteenth street NW. 
George C. Lafferty, 25 Lafayette square. 
J. E. Johnson, assistant, n20 Connecticut avenue NW. 
OFFICE OF THE CLERK. 
Clerk of the House.-Alexander McDowell, 209 A street SE. 
Chief Clerk.-William J. Browning, The Varnum. 
j ournal Clerk .-Thomas H. McKee, 7 Grant place. 
Assista11tjozmzal Clerk.-Herman A. Phillips, 8o9 Fourteenth street NW. 
R eading Clerks.-Dennis E. Alward, I527 I street NW.; E. L. Lampson, 313 East 
Capitol street. 
Tally Clerk.-Frank H. Wakefield, The Normandie. 
Priuting aud Bill Clerk.-Charles T. Parker, Hotel Vendome. 
Disbursi11g Clerk.-Henry Robinson, 2o6 A street SE. 
Assistant Disbursing Clerk.-Frank J. Stillman, 3430 P street NW. 
File Clerk.-Walter H. French, National Hotel. 
Assistaut File Clerk.-J. 1\1. House, 1315 M street NW. 
Enrolling Clerk.-C. R. IcKenney, The Elsmere. 
Assista,~t Enrolli11g: (:lerk.-C . Carroll Marsh, 121 Maryland avenue NE. 
Resolutzon and Petition Clerk.-Richarcl Theophilus, 207 B street E. 
cwspaper Clerk.-J. W. II. Reisinger, 6o2 R street SE 
lndt.r Clerk.-Thomas Parran, 221 A street SE. 
, 1 . isl(lnt _Index Clcrk.-D. C. Dinger. 
DzstnbulmJr Cltrk.-A. C. Smith 612 A street SE. 
Statione,J' Clcrk.-John l,. l\Iorri~on, 200 A street SE. 
llookkceper.-R. E. 111eharty, 12r Fifth street 'It 
Lorksmzth.-Daniel P. Hickling, 232 Third street~ '\V. 
lerk ._-Char] s , . Hoyt, 'fhe Varnum; H. l,. Overstreet, 505 P street ~ T\V.; 
l·crn IJ .... lackey, 205 C street . ·\\'.; David i\Ioore, 123 l\Iaryland avenue • TE.; 
>ra. M. J-,nyart, 100 B str ·et. TR; J. A. (yihson, corner Seconcl street and Pennsyl-
·ama :w nuc E.; J. G. Bnncll, 1 i7 .\ stn.:et. ·g_ 
1/e c11ger.r.- \aron Ru 11, 1231 T str t. ·w.; Charles. T. Thomas. 
!es 1l rer lo Clzii:f Clerk.- rgc .\. ~Iyer., S ·rnrnl and B streets • •w. 
Officers of tlze House. 
DOCUMENT ROOM. 
Clerk.-John H. Evans, 231 North C~pitol street. 
Assistant Clerk.-W. P. Scott, 605 Sixth street NW. 
I,IBRARY. 
175 
Librarian.-C. B. Brockway, The Varnum. 
Assistants.-George W. Sabine, 215 A street SE.; Henry W. Campbell, Kenmore. 
OFFICE OF THE SERGEANT-AT-ARMS. 
Sero-eant-at-Arms,-Benjamin F. Russell, 324 East Capitol street. 
Deputy Sergeant-at-Arms.-Edwin S. Pierce, 1354 Yale street NW. 
Cashier.-J. L. White, 1738 Riggs street NW. 
Teller.-W. H. Estey, 405 A street SE. 
Bookkeeper.-Edward Reichard, 306 North Corolina avenue SE. 
Messenger.-James M. Kenney, 146 A st_reet NE. 
Page . ......:.Julius McAfee, 142 A street NE. 
Laborer.-Charles H. Christian, 621 ,½ B street NE. 
OFFICE OF THE DOORKEEPER. 
Doorkeeper of the House.-W. J. Glenn, Willard's. 
Assistant Doorkeeper.-B. W. Kennedy, 1316 I street NW. 
Department Messenger.-Benjamin Vail, 314 E street NE. · 
Special Employees.-John T. Chancey, 221 I street NW.; I. R. Hill, 408 A street SE. 
Special Messengers.-F. B. Knight, Metropolitan Hotel; George L. Browning, 1917 
I street NW.; George Jennison, Hotel Dunbarton; C. W. Coombs, IOI F street NE. 
Chief Pages.-Griffin Halstead, 1029 Connecticut avenue; Joseph Thompson, 252 
Delaware avenue NE. 
Special Chief Page.-James F. English, The Riggs. 
Messengers.-C. H. Mann, 627 A street NE.; A. B. Correll, Sn Second street NW.; 
Frank A. George, 218 Third street SE.; Edward P. Lander, 429 Sixth street NW.; 
John R. Pierce, 501 Second street NE.; A. J. Maxham, 235 Eighth street NE.; 
William I. Hemenway; J.B. Potter, 507 B street NE.; H.J. Cone, Grant place; 
Charles H. Allen, n26 Seventh street NE.; W. R. Householder, 1410 Columbia 
street NW.; Stephen Metcalf; John W. Deardorff, 20 Third street SE.; Charles H. 
Roberts, 924 North Carolina avenue SE.; George W. McMorris, 707 Severi th street 
NE.; John E. Cushman, 616 C street NE.; Winthrop C. Jones, 234 New Jersey 
avenue NW. 
l/!lessengers on the Soldiers' Roll.-Samuel H. Decker, 515 A street SE.; James H. 
Shouse, 1318 Maryland avenue NE.; William Irving, 321 A street NE.; Hugh Lewis, 
222 G street NW.; James I. McConnell, 905 East Capitol street; Fernanclo Page, 
Sr D street SE.; John Rome, 315 First street SE.; E. L. Currier; John A. Stew-
art, 127 Third street NE.; John A. Travis, 1008 East Capitol street; E. S. Wil-
liams, 228 New Jersey avenue SE.; Leroy J. Hooker; J. R. Whitacre, 320 Tenth · 
street SE.; William H. Rich, 252 Delaware avenue NE. 
FOI,DING ROOM. 
Superintendent.-F. B. Lyon, Willard's. 
Chief Clerli.-H. 0. Haukness, 604 F street NE. 
Clerks.-]. W. Herndon, Alexandria, Va.; Silas F. Scott, 810 North Carolina 
avenue SE. 
Assistant Clerk.-Theron Potts, 243 Delaware avenue NE. 
Foreman.-J. M. McKay, 2123 K street NW. 
DOCUMENT ROOM. 
Superintendent.-C. H. Pierce, Willard's. 
Assistant Superintendent.-H. B. Herbert, 207 Third street NE. 
Special Clerk.-Joel Grayson, Vienna, Va. 
File Clerk.-Jud. P. Walker, 147 A street NE. 
Assistant File Clerk.-W. H. H. Wasson, 200 A street SE. 
CLERKS TO COMMITTEES. 
Acco~mts-Clerk, W, G. Hastings, The Varnum. 
Agrzcult~we_.-Clerk, Charles A. Gibson, 1602 Thirteenth street NW. 
Approprzations.-Clerk, James C. Courts, 1837 Kalorama avenue NW.· assistant clerk 
J<?hn D. Cremer, 146 D street SE.; messenger, Kennedy F. Rea, C~tler House. ' 
Congressional Directory. 
Banking and Currency .-Clerk, Frank Roe Batch elder , 1938 Fifth street NW. 
Claims.-Clerk, W. D. Williams, Willard's. 
Coinage, Weights, and M easures.-Clerk, Ralph W. Stone , 46 B street NE. 
District of Columbia.-Clerk, Harry Wilder Barney , 229 North Capitol street. 
Education.-Clerk, William J. Pike, 909 New York avenue NW. 
Elections .No. I.-Clerk, Edward A. King, 906 I street NW. . 
Elections lvo. 2.-Clerk, William A. Martin, 912 Nineteenth street NW. 
Elections lvo. 3.-Clerk, Gaylord E. Goodell, 213 New Jersey avenue NW. 
Enrolled Bills.-Clerk, Edward E. Davis, The Litchfield. 
Foreign Affairs.-Clerk, Henry L. Hayes, n3 First street NE. 
Immigration and Naturaliz ation.-Clerk, T . J. Danford, 903 E street NW. 
Indian Affairs.-Clerk, Harry E. Devendorf, 310 A street NE. 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.-Clerk, Elijah Lewis, Box 475 House of Repre-
resentatives; assistant clerk, Howard Tedford. 
Invalid Pensions.-Clerk, J. Johnson Ray, The H amilton ; assistant clerk, Lena D. 
Hakes, The Hamilton; examiner detailed from the Pension Bureau, H. ,v. 
Blanchard, 926 North Carolina avenue SE. 
Irrigation of A1id Lands.-A. W. Patterson, 502 B street NE. 
Judicia1y.-Clerk, George H. Morisey, :236 New Jersey avenue NW. 
Labor.-Clerk, John G. Shreve, 206 A street SE. 
Libra1y.-Clerk, H. S. Reeside, 1239 Vermont avenue NW. 
Merchant Marine and Fishnies.-Clerk, Arthur E. Blauvelt, 812 New Jersey ave-
nue NW. 
Milita1y Affai1s.-Clerk, H erman D. Reeve, 16 'I'hird street SE.; assistant clerk, John 
H. Garber, 16 'I'hird street SE. 
Militia.-Clerk , George N . Brown, 234 New Jersey avenue NW. 
Mines and Mining .-Clerk, M. R. Blumenberg, 1708 Q st reet NW. 
Na val Affai1s.-Clerk, Joseph W. Bartlett, 214 Delaware avenue NE.; assistant 
clerk, Jos. E. Hall. 
Pacific Railroads.-Clerk, A. B. Veazey, The Stratford . 
Patents.-Clerk, T. S. Davis, 434 New Jersey avenue SE. . 
Pensions.-Clerk, W.W. Miller, 1414 H street NW.; examiner detailed from Pens10n 
Bureau, D. S. Porter, Chevy Chase, Md. 
Post-Office and Post-Roads.-Clerk, Harry F . Dodge, 1623 H street NW. 
Printing .-Clerk, 0. B. '!'alley, 814 Thirteenth street NW. 
Private L and Claims.-Clerk, John D. Morgan, 1234 I st reet NW. 
Public Buildings and Grounds.-Clerk, William H erbert Wheeler, 1623 H street NW. 
Public L ands.-Clerk, William M. Reece, 16 'I'hird street SE. 
R ailways and Canals.-Clerk, James S. Mitchell. 
R ef01m in the Civil Service.-Clerk, Fred L. Fishback, 1461 S street NW. 
R ive1s and H arb01s.-Clerk, Luman M. Ellis, 732 Seventeenth street NW. 
Tenitories.-Clerk, C.H. Ridenour, 2027 Q street NW. 
War Claims.- Clerk, George W. Frye , 20 'I'hird street SE. ; assistant clerk, A. J. W. 
Hutton, The Oxford ; clerk to continue digest of claims, J. B. Holloway, Falls 
Church, Va. 
Ways and Means.-Clerk, Edward N . Dingley, 'I'he Hamilton; assist~nt clerk, 
Everett B. Norton, The Howard ; messenger, William W. Evans, 13n Riggs street 
NW. 
HEA'I'ING A D VEN'I'ILA'I'ING. 
Chief Engineer.-H. W . 'I'aylor, 100 Fifth street NE. 
Assistant Engineers.-B. H . Morse, 2138 G street NW.· E. B. Burke, 201 C street s~ , 
POST-OFFI CE. 
Postmaster.-Joseph C. McElroy, 220 A street SE. 
Assistant Postmaster.-Paul S. Bryan, 5 C street SE. 
Jllessengers.-Robt. J. Duncan, 8o6 Tenth street NW. ; Edgar Ellis, 202 Indiana ave-
nue - TW. : D. B. Webster, n27 C street SE. ; Guy V. Howard, 307 C street NW. ; 
C. D. dor, 86 1 street T\V.; A. H . Davison, 1221 I street W.; E. A. Smith , 234 
-Tew Jers y avenue TW.; Fred Hedge, 1013 Sixteenth street NW.; L . E . Bridge-
man, 2~0 stre~t SE.; W. P. hepard, 307 C street W.; Joseph Hannum, 307 C 
lr ·t. W. ; \ ilfred Jes up, I B street NW.; Fred Ellaby, 40 C street NW. ; L. 
~>om, I q street ~~.; M. Culp; Wm. M. Hail, 32 Grant place NW.; J. E . 
\\ Ill~ ·r, 222 venth str et TE.; . A. Bennett, IO Twelfth street E .; J. M. 
Ct!r 1 , 40 C tr· ·t. ~w.; John, . Knowlton, 1335 street NW.; Edwin F. Hen-
lnck , 205 D treet • TW. 
Officers o.f the House. 
OFFICIAL REPORTERS OF DEBATES. 
SENA'I'E. 
Theodore F. Shuey, 2809 Fourteenth street NW. 
Edward V. Murphy, 25rr Pennsylvania avenue ·Nw. 
Henry J. Gensler, 1318 Thirteenth street NW. 
Daniel B. Lloyd, Bowie, Md. 
Milton W. Blumenberg, 1708 Q street NW. 
Assistant.-Eugene C. Moxley, 725 Nineteenth street NW. 
HOUSE. 
David Wolfe Brown, 176o Q street NW. 
John H. White, 21rr Bancroft street NW. 
A. C. Welch, 222 Third street NW. 
Fred Irland, 1312 Twenty-first street NW. 
Reuel Small, The Hamilton. 
Assistant.-John J. Cameron, 944 K street NW. 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 
( Office in Sta tuary Hall.) 
Clerk in charge at the Capitol.-W. A. Smith, 2004 Fourteenth street NW. 
WEATHER BUREAU. 
Senate.-Clerk in charge, J. H. Jones, 4333 Ka1isas avenue N\¥., Petworth. 
House.-Clerk in charge, H. H. Kimball, 235 R street NE. 
ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL. 
(Office in subbasem~nt of Capitol.) 
Edward Clark, 417 Fourth street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Elliott Woods. 
Clerk.-George H. Williams. 
THE NATIONAL BOTANIC GARDEN. 
177 
Superintendent.-William R. Smith, at the Garden, west of the Capitol Grounds. 
Assistant Superintendent.-C. Leslie Reynolds, 927 S street NW. 
THE CAPITOL POLICE. 
Captain.-A. P. Garden, 6 B street NE. 
Lieutenants.-J. G. Rodgers, 214 New Jersey avenue NW.; J. A. Burrows, 907 A 
street NW.; N. H. Nelson, 121 North Carolina avenue SE. 
Clerk.-George A. Rahm, rr9 Tenth street NE. 
THE DEPARTMENTAL TELEGRAPH. 
Senate operator.-William Jeffers, 4 Sixth street NE. 
H ouse operator.-J. J. Constantine, 707 Fifth street NW. 
Congressional Directory. 
POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES. 
( Census of 1890.) 
States a nd 'ferritories. Population. States and Territories. Population. 
THE UNITED STATES............... 62,622,250 ~vortk Centraldivz'sion-Continued. 
1======11 Iowa........ ............ ....... 1,9n, 890 
North Atlantic division.. . . . . . . . . . . . 17,401, 545 Missouri ............... . ..... • • 2,679, 184 
North Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 182,719 
Maine ...... ...... .... .. ... .. .. .. . 
New Hampshire ............... . 
Vermont ............. .... . ..... . 
Massachusetts .................. . 
Rhode Island. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Connecticut .................... . 
NewYork .. ........ . ....... . ... . 











South Atlantic division ... .......... . 
Delaware . ... .. ........... . .... . 
Maryland ............... ....... . 
District of Columbia .. ......... . 
Virginia ........ ... . ......... .. . 
West Virginia .......... ........ . 
North Carolina .... · ............. . 
South Carolina .... ... .... .. .. .. . 
i~;i%~.:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
North Central division ............. . 
Ohio ...................... ... . .. . 
Indiana ....... .. .... .... ... . ... . 









I, 151, 149 
l, 837,353 
391,422 





1, 686, .880 
I, 301,826 
South Dakota. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 328, 808 
Nebraska.................. .... 1,058,910 
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 427, 096 
I===== 
South Central division .. . ......... . IO, 972,893 
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,858, 195 
Tennessee.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 767, 305 
Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1, 513, 169 
Mississippi . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,289,601 
Louisiana....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I, IJ8, 719 
Texas........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,235,458 
Indian Territory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (*J 
Oklahoma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61, 851 
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I, 128, 536 
I===== 
Western division .......... :-'. .. .. ... 3,027,613 
Montana ..................... . 
Wyoming .............. . ..... . 
Colorado ... ...... ............. • 
New Mexico .......... ........ . 
Arizona .................... ... . 
Utah ....... . ................. . . 
Nevada· ................... . ... • 
Idaho ... ........ . ..... · ........ . 
Alaska ........... .... ......... . 
Washington .................. . 













I, 208, 130 
*Alaska has a population of 32 052 and Indian Territory. including all Indian reservations, 
325,464. These figures are not inc1'ude
1
d in the official count of the population of the United States. 
RECAPITULATION. 
THE UNITED STATES . ... ... . ....... ........ ........ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62, 622, 250 
,~uiw;m~r ••·•• ::••:••·•·•·••••·••·••·••·••·••··•·••  ;~m:t1 
The Capitol. 179 
THE CAPITOL. 
The Capitol is situated in latitude 38° 531 20.411 north and longitude 77° oo' 35.i' 
west from Greenwich. It fronts east, and stands on a plateau 88 feet above the level 
of the Potomac. 
THE ORIGINAL BUILDING. 
The southeast corner stone of the original building was laid on the 18th of Sep-
tember, 1793, by President Washington, with Masonic ceremonies. It is constructed 
of sandstone from quarries on Aquia Creek, Virginia. The work was done under the 
direction of Stephen H. Hallet, James Hoban, George Hadfield, and B. H. Latrobe, 
architects. The north wing was finished in 1800 and the south wing in r8rr. A 
wooden passageway connected them. On the 24th of August, 1814, the interior of 
both wings was destroyed by fire,· set by the British. The damage to the building 
was immediately repaired. In 1818 the central portion of the building was com-
menced, under the architectural superintendence of Charles Bulfinch. The original 
building was finally completed in 1827. Its cost, including the grading of the 
grounds, alterations, and repairs, up to 1827, was $2,433,844.13. 
THE EXTENSIONS. 
The corner stone of the extensions was laid on the 4th of July, 1851, by President 
Fillmore, Daniel Webster officiating as orator. This work was prosecuted under the 
architectural direction of Thomas U. Walter till 1865, when he resigned. It was 
completed under the supervision of Edward Clark, the present architect of the Capi-
tol. The material used in the :walls is white marble from the quarries at Lee, Mass., 
and that in the columns from the quarries at Cockeysville, Md. These extensions 
were first occupied for legislative purposes January 4, 1859. 
DIMENSIONS OF THE BUILDING. 
The entire length of the building from north to south is 751 feet 4 inches, and its 
· greaLst dimension from east to west 350 feet. The area covered by the building is 
153,rr2 square feet. 
THE DOME. 
The dome of the original central building was constructed of wood, covered with 
copper. This was replaced in 1856 by the present structure of cast iron. It was 
completed in _1865. The entire weight of iron used is 8,909,200 pounds. 
The dome is crowned by a bronze statue of Freedom, which is 19 feet 6 inches 
high and weighs 14,985 pounds. It was modeled by Crawford. The height of the 
dome above the base line of the east front is 287 feet 5 inches . . The height from 
the top of the balustrade of the building is 217 feet II inches. The greatest diameter 
at the base is 135 feet 5 inches. 
The rotunda is 95 feet 6 inches in diameter, and its height from the floor to the 
.top of the canopy is 180 feet 3 inches. 
The ~enat~ Chamber is II3 teet ~ inches in length by So feet 3 inches in width and 
36 feet m height. _The galler~es will acc?mmodate one thousand persons. , 
'rhe Representatives' Hall is 139 feet m length by 93 feet in width and 36 feet in 
height. 
The room now occup_ied by the S1:preme Court was, until 1859, occupied as the 
Senate Chamber. Prev10us to that time the court occupied the room immediately 
beneath, now used as a law library, 
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THE BASEMENT OF THE CAPITOL. 
Room. HOUSE WING. 
1. Committee on Invalid Pensions. 
2. Committee on Claims. 
3. Committee on Agriculture. 
4. Stationery room. 
5. Committee on War Claims. 
6. Official stenographers to committees. 
i:}official Reporters of Debates. . 
9. Committee on the Territories. 
IO. Occupied by the Speaker as a private room. 
II. Committee on Library. 
12. Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds. 
!~· House Post-Office. 
13½. Committee on Expenditures in the Post-Office 
Department. 
14. Committee on the Post-Office and Post-Roads. 
15. Clerk's document room. 
15½ . Lunch room. 
16. Closets. 
17. Box room. 
18, 19, 20. Restaurant. 
21. Committee on Printing. 
22. Committee on Indian Affairs. 
2 5Committee on Accounts. 3·(Committee on Mileage. 
25. Elevators. 
HOUSE COMMITTEES. TERRACE, SOUTH SIDE. 
1. Elections Committee No. 3. 
2. Committee on Mines and Mining. 
3. Committee on Expenditures in the Agricultural 
Department. 
5. Committee on Census. 
6. Committee on Immigration and Naturalization. 
7. Committee on the Election of President, Vice-
President, and Representatives in Congress. 
9. Committee 011 Inigation of Arid Lands in the 
United States. 
II. Committee on Expenditures in the· Treasury De-
partment. · 
13. Committee on the Eleventh Census. 
15. Committee on Manufactures. 
NoTE.-Rooms occupied by the House Committees on 
Reform in the Civil Service, Levees and Improvements 
-of Mississippi River, Expenditures in the Department 
-of Justice, and Expenditures in th.e Navy Department, 
are not shown 011 the diagrams. They are located in 
the subbasement, west front, on the House side of 
-center of building. 
Room. MAIN BUILDING. 
49. Senate Committee on Census. 
50. Senate Committee on the Library. 
51. Senate Committee on Education and Labor. 
52. House Committee on Labor. 
53. House Merchant Marine and Fisheries. 
54. House Coinage, Weights, and Measures. 
55. House Committee on Education .. 
56. House Committee on Revision of the Laws. 
57. House Committee on Ventilation and Acoustics. 
58. Senate Committee on Woman Suffrage. 
59. Senate Committee to Examine Several Branches 
of the Civil Service. 
60. Senate Committee on additional accommoda-
tions for the Library of Congress. 
61. Storeroom for Library. 
62. Storeroom Supreme Court. 
63. Senate bathroom. 
64, 65. The Supreme Court-c1.msultation room. 
66. Congressional Law Library, formerly the Su-
pre111e Court room. 
67. Congressional Law Library. 
5Office of Doorkeeper of the House. 68·(Office of superintendent of folding room. 
69. House Committee on Private Land Claims. 
70. Offices of the Chief Clerk of the House. 
71. House Committee on Expenditures in the State 
Department. 
72. House Committee on Expenditures in the Inte-
rior Department. 
73. House Committee on Militia. 
74. House Co)llmittee on Alcoholic Liquor Traffic. 
SENATE COMMITT,EES. MALTBY BUILDING. 
IO. Relations with Canada. 
27. Trespassers on Indian Lands. 
29. International Expositions. 
35. National Banks. 
39. On Manufactures. 
44. Geological Survey. 
47. Fisheries. 
53. Five Civilized Tribes of Indians. 
58. Contingent Expenses. 
6r. Potomac River Front. 
63. Immigration. 
New rooms, Forest Reservations. 
77. Civil Service and Retrenchment. 
Room. SENATE WING. 
24. Committee on Rules. 
25. Committee on the Revision of the Laws. 
26. Committee on Patents. 
27. Committee on Military Affairs. 
28. Committee on Printing-. 
29. Committee on the Judiciary. 
30. Committee on Pacific Railroads. 
32. Committee on Indian Affairs. 
33. Stationery room. 
36. Restaurant. 
37. Stationery room. 
38. Committee on Public Lands. 
39. Police Headquarters. 
40. Committee on Pensions. 
4r. Committee on Territories. 
42. Ladies' room. 
42½. Sergeant-at-Arms' stores. 
43. Committee on Agticulture. 
44. Committee on Enrolled Bills. 
!~:}committee on Post-Offices and Post-Roads. 
47. Senate Post-Office. 
48. Committee on Foreign Relations. 
49. Elevator. 
5r. Gentlemen's room. 
SENATE COMMITTEES. TERRACE, NORTH SIDE. 
I. To Establish the University of the United States. 
2. On Organization, Conduct, and Expenditures of 
Executive Departments. 
3. On Indian Depredations. 
5. On Coast Defenses. 
7. On Transportation Routes to the Seaboard. 
4, 6. Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands. 
9. On Railroads. . 
II. Corporations Organized in the District of Colum-
bia. 
t3. On Improvement of the Mississippi River and its 
Tributaries. 
15. On Mines and Mining. 
NOTE.-Rooms occupied by Senate Committees on 
Revolutionary Claims and Tra1isportation and Sale of 
Meat Products are not shown on the diagrams. They 
are located in the subbasement, west front, on the 

























3. Committee on Rivers and Harbors. 
4. Journal, printing, and file clerks of the House. 
5. Committee on Naval Affairs. 
6. Closets. 
7-l 8. Members' retiring room. 
9. 
10. Speaker's room. 
12. Cloakrooms. 
13. Office of the Sergeant-at-Arms of the House. 
14. Committee on Ways and Means. 
15. Committee on Military Affairs. 
16. House Library. 
17. Elevators. 
MAIN BUILDING. . SENATE WING. 
Room. Room. 
33. House document room. 16. Office of the Secretary of the Senate. 
34. Engrossing and enrolling clerks of the House. 17. Executive clerk of the Senate. 
35. Committee on Enrolled Bills. 18. Financial clerk of the Senate. 
36. Office of the Clerk of the House of Representa- 19. Chief Clerk of the Senate. 
tives. It was in this room, then occupied by the 20 •. Engrossing and enrolling clerks of the Senate. 
Speaker of the House, that ex-President John 
Quincy Adams died, two days after he fell at his 
seat in the House, February 23, 1848. 
37. Office of the Clerk of the Supreme Court. 
38. Robing room of the Judges of the Supreme Court. 
21.} . 





25. Room of the President. 
39 ... Withdrawing room of the Supreme Court. 26. The Senators' reception room. 
40. Office of the Marshal of the Supreme Court. 27. The Vice-President's room. 
The Supreme Court, formerly the Senate Cham- 28. Committee on Finance. 
ber. 29. Official Reporters of Debates. 
The Old Hall of the House of Representatives is 30. Public reception room. 
now used as a statuary hall, to which each State has 31. Committee on the District of Columbia. 
been invited to contribute two statues of its most 
distinguished citizens. 
The Congressional Library contains 590,000 vol-
umes and 180,000 pamphlets. 
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THE GALLERY STORY OF THE CAPITOL. 
HOUSE WING. 
Room. 
r. Committees on Pacific Railroads and Pensions. 
2. Committee on Elections. 
3. Committee on Banking and Currency. 
4. Committee on the District of Columbia. 
{
Committee on Patents. 
5. 







IO. Ladies' retiring room. 
journalists' withdrawing 
11. Committee on the Public Lands. 
12. Committee on Commerce. 
13. Copimittee on Foreign Affairs. 




27. Senate Library. 
28. Senate Library-Librarian's room. 




14. Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds. 
rs.} 
Committee on Interstate Commerce. 
16. 
17. Committee on Privileges and Elections. 
30. Senate Committee on the Construction of the Nica- 1 18. Committee on Commerce. 
ragua Canal. · 19. Committee on Engrossed Bills. 
31.l Senate document room. 
32. 
33. 
20. Press associations; Western Union and Postal Tel-
egraphs. 
2r. Newspaper correspondents' room. 
34. Superintendent of the Senate documents. 22. Ladies' room. 
35. House Library. 23. Naval Affairs. 
36.l 
37. House document room. 
38. 
24. Conference room of the minority. 
25. Committee on Claims. 
26. Committee on Private Land Claims. 
39. Clerk's office. 27. Elevator. 
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DIRECTORY OF ROOMS, UNITED STATES SENATORS. 
Senator. 
ALDRICH . .... . . 
ALLEN .. . .... . 
ALLISON ...... . 
BACON . . ... ... . 
BAKER ....... . . 
BATE ....... ... . 
BERRY .... . . . . . 
BURROWS ; . ... . 
BUTLER ....... . 
Committee. 
Rules .. ... ... ... ........ ... . 
Forest Reservations . . .. ..... . 
Appropriations . ... ...... .... . 
Trespassers upon Indian Lands. 
Transportation of Meat Prod-
ucts. 
Woman Suffrage . . .. ........ . 
Revision of Laws . . .. . ...... . 
Organization of Executive De-
partments. 
CAFFERY . . .................................. . 
CANNON ...... . . .. ... . . ..... ... .. . ... ... . ... . 
CARTER . . . . . . . . Census ..................... . 
CHANDLER . . . . . Privileges and Elections . .. . . . 
CHILTON . . ............ ... .. ' ... ............. . 
CLARK . . . . . . . . . Railroads ................... . 
CLAY .. . .................................... . 
COCKRELL . . . . . Engrossed Bills ... .... ... , .. . 
CULLOM. . . . . . . . Interstate Commerce ........ . 
DANIEL .... .... Corporations Organized in the 
District of Columbia. 
DAVIS ...... .. .. Foreign Relations .. ...... ... . 
DEBOE ...................................... . 
ELKINS . . . . . . . . Geological Survey . . .. ...... . 
FAIRBANKS. . . . . Immigration ..... . ..... ..... . 
FAULKNER ..... Potomac River Front . ........ . 
FORAKER . . . . . . Examine Branches Civil Serv-
ice. 
FRYE .......... Commerce ... ........... . ... . 
GALLINGER . . . . Pensions ................... . 
GEAR .......... Pacific Railroads ...... .. . ... . 
GORMAN ....... Private Land Claims ......... . 
GRAY . . . . . . . . . . Revolutionary Claims ....... . 
HALE .......... Naval Affairs ............... . 
HANNA. ..................................... . 
HANSBROUGH . . Public Lands ............... . 
HARRIS ... .... ....... . ....... . ............ · . . . 
lIA WLEY . . . . . . . Military Affairs ............. . 
IlEITFELD .............. . .... .. . .. ........... . 
HOAR . . . . . . . . . . Judiciary ................... . 
JONES (Ark.) . . . Additional Accommodations 
Library of Congress. 
JONES ( ev.) ... Contingent Expenses .. .... .. . 
KE.· "EY ........ .. ...... ........... ......... . 
Kvr,E . . . . . . . . . . Education and Labor ........ . 
I4l."DSAY • ............ • .. . ... • •. • • ... •. • • • • • • • 
LODGJ<: . . . . . . . . . Printing .................... . 
I<: • • • • . . Coast Defenses .............. . 
.. .... ······· .... ·········· ........ . 
·. ·::::: . ni~t.;·{ci:-~r ·c~i~ti~::::::::: 
• : : : : ~: . : : ~ti~~~-1. :s~~ k .. : : : : ·. ·. : : : : : : : : 
. . • • • • • . • i~;l~.f~~t.~~ .. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Location. 
Ground floor, west side. 
Annex, new rooms. 
Senate floor, northwest corner. 
Annex, room 73. 
Annex, room 27. 
Old building, subbasement, north 
side. 
Old building, basement. 
Ground floor, so1,1thwest corner. 
Terrace, room 2. 
Annex, room r. 
Annex, room 56. 
Old building, basement, north-
west corner. 
Gallery floor, west side. 
Annex, room 59. 
Terrace, room 9. 
Annex, roon1 6. 
Gallery floor, north side. 
Gallery floor, west side. 
Terrace, room I I. 
Ground floor, northeast corner. 
Annex, room 34. 
Annex, room 44. 
Annex, room 63. 
Ami.ex, room 61. 
Old building, basement. 
Gallery floor, northwest corner. 
Ground floor, east side. 
Ground floor, north side. 
Gallery floor, northeast corner. 
Old building, subbasement. 
Gallery floor, southeast corner. 
Annex, room 81. 
Ground floor, southeast corner. 
Annex, room 28. 
Ground floor, west side. 
Annex, room 74. 
Ground floor, northwest corner. 
Old building, basement. 
Annex, room 58. 
Annex, room 13. 
Old building, basement. 
Annex, room 3. 
Ground floor, west side. 
Terrace, room 5. 
Annex, room 8 . 
Annex, room 68. 
Senate floor, ea t side. 
Annex, roon1 62 . 
Ann x, room 35. 
Annex, r om 55 . 
Annex, r om 39. 
nnex, room 22. 
Annex, r om 24. 
Directory of Rooms, United States Senators. 
Senator. Committee. 
MONEY ..................................... . 
MORGAN ....... Nicaragua Canal ........... _, . 
MURPHY .................................... . 
NELSON........ Improvements of the Missis-
sippi River. 
PASCO. . . . . . . . . . Five Civilized Tribes of Indians 
PENROSE .................... . .... . ..... ' .... . 
PERKINS . . . . . . . Fisheries .. .. .............. . . 
PETTIGREW . . . . Indian Affairs ............... . 
PETTUS .. ............................. · ..... .. . 
PLATT (Conn.) . Patents ............. . ....... . 
PLATT (N. Y.) .. Transportation Routes to Sea-
board. 
PRITCHARD . ... Civil Service and Retrench-
ment. 
PROCTOR . . . . . . . Agriculture and Forestry ..... 
QuA Y . . . . . . . . . . Public Buildings and Grounds . 
RAWLINS . . .................................. . 
ROACH: ..................................... . 
Ross .................... ... .... ...... .. ..... . 
SEWELL. . . . . . . . Enrolled Bills ............... . 
SHOUP . . . . . . . . . Territories .................. . 
SIMON ............................. · .· .. . .... . 
SMITH .. . .. . ...... .................. ... ..... . 
SPOONER .... : . . Relations with Canada ..... . . 
STEWART ..... .. Mines and Mining . . ........ . 
SULLIVAN ................................... . 
TELLER . . . . . . . . Claims ..................... . 
THURSTON ..... International Exposition .... . 
TILLMAN .................................... . 
TURLEY .................... . .............. . . . 
TURNER ............................ . ........ . 
TuRPIE . . . . • . . . Conference . .......... ..... . . 
VEST. . . . . . . . . . . Public Health .............. . 
WARREN ...... . 
WELLING'.l'ON .. . 
WETMORE ..... . 
WHITE ........ . 
Irrigation ....... ... ........ . 
University of United States .. . 
Library .................... . 
WILSON ....... . 
WALCOTT ..... . 
Indian Depredations ... . .... . 
Post-Offices and Post-Roads .. . 
Location. 
Annex, room 42. 
Gallery floor, back of Document 
Room. 
Annex, room 33. 
Terrace, room 13. 
Annex, room 53. 
Annex, room 50. 
Annex, room 47. 
Ground floor, south side. 
Annex, room 5. 
Ground floor, west side. 
Terrace, room 7. 
Annex, room 76. 
Ground floor, north side. 
Gallery floor, southwest corner. 
Annex, room 15. 
Annex, room 25. 
Ground floor,· north side. 
Ground floor, north side. 
Annex, room 16. 
Annex, room 69. 
Annex, room 10. 
Terrace, room 15. 
Annex, room II. 
Gallery floor, east side. 
Annex, room 29. 
Annex, room 7. 
Annex, room 45. 
_Terrace, room 17. 
Gallery floor, east side. 
Gallery floor, back of Document 
Room. 
Terrace, room 6. 
Terrace, room I. 
Old building, basement. 
Annex, room 41.-
Terrace, room 3. 
Ground floor, north side. 
188 Congressional ·Directory. 
APPORTIONMENT OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
Census. ApportJonment. n~!.~:r 
Under- l---------l--------1ofRep-
Year. Population. Year. Ratio. r1i~~;~-
--------------------1---1------1---- --------
Constitution ................................................ . . ........ ... . 
il~1~ili? :y :y > \lli 11\~~ 
Seventh Census... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1850 23, 191, 876 
E~ghth Census. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1860 31, 443, 321 
Nmth Census........... .. .. . .......... ..... ....... 1870 38,558,371 
Tenth Census...... .. ....... ... ......... ..... . .. . .. 1880 50,155,783 

























REPRESENTATION OF THE STATES UNDER THE TENTH 
AND ELEVENTH CENSUSES, WITH INCREASE. _UNDER 
THE LATTER. 
States. 
Tenth Eleventh Census (356 
Census (325 Members). 
Members). 
Number. Number. Increase. 
* 7 
2 











































··········· · 2 
2 2 
4 ... ........ . 
IO 
h
. Utah ha been admitted as a Slate with one Representative making the 
1p of the Hou e 357. ' 
Library ef Congress. 189 
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. 
(Capitol Hill.) 
Librarian of Congress.-JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG, 1755 Q street, NW. 
Chief Assistant Librariq,n.-A. R. Spoff?rd, 1621 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Superintendent of Reading Room.----;-David Hutcheson, 401 B street ~E. . 
Assistant Librarians.-A. P. C. Griffin, 8 B street NE.; John Mornso~, Sn Thir-
teenth street NW.; H. A. Morrison, jr,, 1703_ Federal street, B_altimore, Md.; 
W. T. Moore, 1318 S street NW.; D. V. Jones, Lmcoln Hotel; Dan~el :Murray, 934 
S street NW.; Freil. Fowler, 141 A street NE.; H. Rucker, 13n Third street NW.; 
A. R. Kimball, 8 B street, NE.; M. I. Cavanagh, n59 Fourth street N~.; A. Ste-
phens, 16o4 K street NW.; F. W. Hebard, 625 C street NE.; E. J. Giffin, 1707 
Nineteenth street NW. 
Custodian of Washington Library.-Lawrence Washington, Alexandria, Va. 
Chief of Catalogue Department.-J. C. M. Hanson, 529 Spruce street NW. 
Superintendent of Art Gallery.-Thomas G. Alvord, 21!9.R street NW. 
Superintendent of Hall of Maps and Charts.-P. L. Phillips, 1707 H street NW. 
Superintendent of Periodica~ .Department.-Allan B: Slauson, 324 B street SE. 
Superintendent of Man'l!script Department.-H. Fr~edenwald, 943 K street NW. 
Superintendent of Music Department.-W. R. Whittlesey, 620 Duke street, Alex-
andria, Va. . 
Superintendent of Congressional Reference Library.-J. Q. Howard, 907 Thirteenth 
street NW. · 
Superintendent of Law Library.-T. H. Clark, 407 A street SE. 
Register of Copyrights.-Thorvald Solberg, Second street, corner Garfield Park. 
LIBRARY BUILDING AND GROUNDS. 
Superintendent.-BERNARD R. GREEN, 1738 N street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Ed. Sutherland, 1418 S street NW. 
Chief Engineer.-Charles B. Titlow, 639 Columbia avenue, Baltimore, Md. 
Electrician.-D. W. Harding, 1004 C street NE. . 
Captain of the Watch.-J. V. Wurdemann, 12 Fourth street SE. 
The new building for the Library of Congress was provided for by an act of Con-
gress approved April 15, 1886. The architects who furnished the original designs 
were John L. Smithmeyer and Paul J. Pelz. By act of Congress, October 2, 1888, 
before the foundations were laid Thomas L. Casey, Chief of Engineers of the Army, 
was placed in charge of construction of the building, and the architectural features 
and modifications were worked out by Paul J. Pelz and Edward P. Casey. Upon the 
death of General Casey the building was completed, in February, 1897, by Bernard R. 
Green, who had been in local charge almost frcm the beginning. The Library was 
opened to the public in the new building in November of the same year. The actual 
cost of the building was $6,032,124.54, or $213,443.40 less than the limit fixed bylaw. 
The book shelving is 231,680 nmning feet, or about 44 miles, which will accommo-
date 2,000,000 volumes. When completely filled the Library, without encroaching 
on pavilions, reading rooms, or exhibition halls, will accommodate 4,500,000 volumes, 
occupying a little less than 100 miles of shelving. A tunnel connects with the 
Capitol by which books may be mechanically transmitted in a few minutes. The 
entire new building-, with its architecture and fine art, is the work of American 
citizens. The origmal library was commenced in the Capitol in 1800, but was 
destro:yed with the Capitol in 1814, during the war with England. It was afterwards 
replemshed through tI:ie purchase by Congress of the li~rary be_longing to ex-Presi-
dent Jefferson, _embracmg a?out 7,000 volumes. In 1851 it contamed 55,000 volumes, · 
and by an accidental fire 111 that year the whole collection was destroyed except 
20,000 vo~umes. It wa:' rebuilt in 1852, when $75,000 was appropriated in one sum 
to replemsh the collection. The Library is recruited by regular appropriations made 
by Congress-the sum for 1898, $15,000--also by additions received by copyright 
by ~xchan~es, _and from the Smithsonian Institution. The library of the Smith~ 
soman, Inst~tutlon has now been deposited in the Library of Congress, where it is 
secured agamst l?ss by fire. The Library was also enriched by the presentation to 
the Gov~rnment 1n 1882 _of the large private library of the late Dr. Joseph M. Toner, 
of Wa_shmgton, numbering: over 27,000 volumes, besides nearly as many pamphlets. 
The _Lib:anan of Co~gress is also register of copyrights. In 1898 there were 80,000 
entries_ 1n t~e c?pyright department alone. The Library embraces 8oo,ooo printed 
books, 111 which 1s m<:l~ded the law l~brary of 100,000 volumes. There are also 240,000 
pamphlets, 25,000 origmal manuscripts, 60,000 graphic arts, 210,000 pieces of music, 
45,000_ bound volu?Jes o~ newspa~ers _and periodicals. There is also a pavilion for 
the blmd, open dally, with a special library of books in raised letters. . 
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THE EXECUTIVE MANSION. 
(Pennsylvania avenue, between Fifteenth and Seventeenth streets NW.) 
-WILLIAM McKINLEY, President, was born at Niles, Trumbull County, Ohio, 
January 29, 1843; was educated in the public schools, Poland Academy, and Alle-
gheny College; before attaining his majority he taught in the public schools; enlisted 
as a private in the Twenty-third Ohio Volunteer Infantry June II, 1861; promoted 
to commissary-sergeant April 15, 1862, to second lieutenant September 23, 1862, to 
first lieutenant February 7, 1863, to captain July 25, 1864; served successively on the 
staffs of Gens. R. B. Hayes, George Crook, and Winfield S. Hancock, and was bre-
vetted major in the United States Volunteers by President Lincoln for gallantr:>: in 
battle March 13, 1865; detailed as acting assistant adjutant-general of the Ftrst 
Division, First Army Corps, on the staff of Gen. S. S. Carroll; mustered out of the 
service July 26, 1865; returning to civil life, he studied law in Mahoning County; 
took a course at the Albany (N. Y.) Law School, and in 1867 was admitted to the 
bar and settled at Canton, Ohio, which has since been his home; in 1869 he was 
elected prosecuting attorney of Stark County, and served a term in that office; in 
1876 was elected a member of the National House of Representatives, and for four-
teen years represent~d the Congressional district of which his county was a part; as 
chairman of the Ways and Means Committee he reported the tariff law of 18_90, 
but in November following was defeated for Congress in a gerrymandered district, 
although reducing the usual adverse majority from 3,000 to 300; in 1891 was el~cted 
governor of Ohio by a plurality of 21,5II, and in 1893 was reelected by a plurality of 
80,995; in 1884 was a delegate at large to the Republican national convention and 
supported James G. Blaine for President; was a member of the committee on resolu-
tions and read the platform to the convention; in 1888 was also a delegate at large 
from Ohio, supporting John Sherman, and as chairman of the committee on reso~u-
tions again reported the platform; in 1892 was again a delegate at large from _Oh10, 
and supported the renomination of Benjamin Harrison, and served as cha~rman 
of the convention. At that convention 182 votes were cast for him for President, 
although he had persistently refused to have his name considered. On June 18, 
1896, he was nominated for President at St. Louis, receiving 661 out of a total of 905 
votes. He was elected President at the ensuing November election by a p~p1;1lar 
plurality of 6oo,ooo votes, and received 271 electoral votes as against r76 for Wilham 
J. Bryan, of Nebraska. 
JOHN ADDISON PORTER, of Hartford, Conn., Secretary to the President (1623 
K street NW.), was born in New Haven, Conn., April 17, 1856; is a graduate of 
Yale University of the class of 1878; was secretary to Representative William Walter 
Phelps and clerk with Senator Orville H. Platt, of Connecticut, in 1884 and 1885; 
was ~lected to the Con1;1ecticut house of representatives in 1892; was pr_esen~ed as a 
candidate for governor m the P epublican State conventions of Connecticut 1ll 1894, 
1896, and 1898; was appointed Secretary to President McKinley February 5, 1897. 
Assistant Secretaries· to the President.-0. L. Pruden, 6o4 Massachusetts avenue 
NW.; George B. Cortelyou, 1218 North Carolina avenue NE. 
Exe_cutive Clerks.-William H. Crook, 1309 L street NW.; Benjamin F. Barnes, 823 
Eighth street NE. 
uperintendent o.f Buildings and Grounds.-Col. T. A. Bingham, 1717 I street NW. 
EXECUTIVE MA SION RULES. 
The Cabinet will meet on Tu sdays and Fridays from II a. m. until 1 p. m . 
_nators and Representatives will be received from 10 a. m. to 12 m., excepting on 
Cabmet days . 
. isitors ha:ving busines with the President will be admitted from 12 to 1 o'clock 
da]lY, xceptmg Ca?inet day , - . far as public bu iness will permit. 
fhc 1-,a t R m will b pen daily, undays excepted for the inspection of visitors, 
betw !1 the hour of 10 a. m. and 2 p. m. ' 
By direction of the Pre ident: 
JOHN DDISON PORTER, 
ecretary to tlze President. 
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THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE. 
(Seventeenth street, south of Pennsylvania avenue.) 
JOHN HAY, of the District of Columbia, Secretary of State ( 8oo SixteE:nth ~tre~t 
NW.), was born in Salem, Ind., October 8, 1838; gradu_ated at Brow1:1 Umversity m 
1858 and studied law in Springfield, Ill.; was admitted to practice befor~ the 
supr~me court of Illinois.in 1861, but ~~medi?'tely _came t? W_ashington as Assistant 
Secretary to President Lmcoln, remammg with him until his death; ~cted also as 
his adjutant and aid-de-camp, a~d served under Gener3:ls Hunter and Gillmore, and 
was brevetted colonel; was appomted secretary of legation to Fr8;nce March 22, 1865; 
retired March 18, 1867; appointed secretary of legat10n to Austria-Hungary May 20, 
1867, where he acted as charge d'affai~es until August 12, 1868; 1;ppointed sec:eta_ry 
of legation to Spain June 28, _1869; retire~ qctober 1, 1870; the~ became an editorial 
writer on the New York Tribune, remammg five years, during seven months of 
which he was editor in chief; removed to Cleveland in 1875 and took an active part 
in the Presidential canvasses of 1876, 1880, and 1884; was appointed Assistant Secre-
tary of State November 1, 1879; retired May 3, 1881; in that year he represented the 
United States at the International Sanitary Congress in Ws1,shington, of which he 
was president; was appointed ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to Great 
Britain March 19, 1897; retired September 19, 1898; appointed Secretary of State 
September 20, 1898. 
Assistant Secretary.-David J. Hill, 1313 K street NW. 
Second Assistant Secretary.-Alvey A. Adee, 1019 Fifteenth street NW. 
Third Assistant Secretary.-Thomas Wilbur Cridler, 1708 Rhode Island avenue NW. 
Chief Clerk.-William H. Michael, 215 North Capitol street. 
Diplomatic Bureau.-Chief, Sydney Y. Smith, 1528 U street NW. 
Consular Bureau.-Chief, Robert S. Chilton, jr., 225 Delaware avenue NE. 
Bureau of Indexes and Archives.-Chief, Pendleton King, 1213 K street NW. 
Bureait of Accounts.-Chief, Frank A. Branagan, 1325 Wallach place. 
Bureau of Foreign Commerce.-Chief, Frederic Emory, The Grafton. 
Bureau of Rolls and Library.-Chief, Andrew Hussey Allen, 1823 I street NW. 
Bureau of Appointments.-Chief, Robert Brent Mosher, 809 Twenty-first street NW. 
Translator.-Henry L. Thomas, 823 Thirteenth street NW. 
Private Secretary.-E. J. Babcock, 1334 Thirteenth street NW. 
SPECIAL COMMISSION PLENIPO'I'EN'I'IARY UNDER 'I'ARlFF AC'I'. 
Commissioner.-John A. Kasson, 1726 I street NW. 
Secretary.-Chapman Coleman. 
Assistant Secretary.-John B. Osborne, 2n6 Connecticut avenue NW. 
Spe1,,ial Assistant Secretary.-Frank H. Peabody, n20 New York avenue NW. 
THE .TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 
(Fifteenth street and Pennsylvania avenue.) 
LYMAN J. GAGE, of Chicago, Ill., Secretary of the Treasury (1715 Massachusetts 
avenue), was born in Deruyter, Madison County, N. Y., June 28, 1836; received a 
common-school education in his native county, but, his parents removing to Rome 
N. Y., in 1848, he there received the advantages of the Rome Academy; entered th~ 
banking business in the lowest position at the age of 18; going West in 1855 to seek 
?' betterment in fortune, after some trials he obtained in 1858 a bookkeeper's position 
m the Merchants' Loan and Trust Company, of Chicago; his promotion was rapid· in 
1868 he was cashier of the bank; believing that the national banking system ~as 
superior t? the State law, under which the Merchants' Loan and Trust Company 
was o~gamzed, he accepted the appointment as cashier of the First National Bank 
of_ Chicago Jn the year 1868; its charter expiring, the bank was reorganized in 1882, 
with a capital _of $3,000,000, and Mr. Gage was made vice-president and general 
manager, and m 1891 he was elected president· has never held political office 
thougp. often pressed to allow his name to be used, notably for the office of mayo; 
of Chicago; on Feb:uary 15, 18_97, he resigned the presidency of the bank in order 
to accept the portfolio of the Umted States Treasury; was appointed March 4 and con-
~ed by the Senate March 5, 1897, and immediately entered upon the discharge of his 
duties as Secretary of the Treasury. 
Assistant Secretaries.-0. L. Spaulding, 1637 R street NW.; William B. Howell, 13n 
~ale street NW.; Frank A. Vanderlip, The Cairo. 
Chief Clerk,-Theo. F. Swayze, 1739 S street NW. 
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Division of Appointments.-Char1es Lyman, 1243 New Jersey avenue NW. 
Division of Bookkeeping and Warrants.-Chief, W. F. MacLennan, 1916FstreetNW. 
Division of Public Moneys.-Chief, E. B. Daskam, 1423 R street NW. 
Division of Customs.-Chief, John M. Comstock, n22 Vermont avenue. 
Division of Revenue-Cutter Service.-Chief, Capt. C. F. Shoemaker, 1303 Yale street 
NW . 
. Division of Stationery, Printing, and Blanks.-Chief, George Simmons, noo 
Roanoke street NW. 
Division of Loans and Currency.-Chief, A. T. Huntington, Vienna, Va. 
Division of Mail and Files.-Chief, S. M. Gaines, Brookland, D. C. 
Miscellaneous Division.-Chief, Lewis Jordan, 1429 Twenty-first street NW . . 
Division of Special Agents.-Chief, W, S. Chance, 1536 Seventeenth street NW. 
Disbursing Clerks.-George A. Bartlett, 1549 Park street, Mount Pleasant; Thomas 
J. Hobbs, 1622 H street NW. · 
Private Secretary to Secretary of the Treasury.-Milton E. Ailes, 951 Twenty-fifth 
::;treet NW. 
SUPERVISING ARCHITECT'S OFFICE. 
(Treasury Depa rtment Building.) 
Supervising Architect.-James K. Taylor, Hotel Cairo. 
Chief Executive Officer.-Charles E. Kemper, 13m Riggs street NW. 
Technical Division.-,-Chief, James P. Low, 1328 Corcoran street. 
Engineering and Drafting Division.-E. A. Crane, Principal Draftsman, in charge, 
The Buckingham. 
Inspection and Material Division.-J. A. Sutherland, 300 Sixth street SE. 
Law and Record Division.-Chief, J. A. Wetmore, 3m Ninth street NE. 
Compute1s' Division.-J. C. Plant, Glencarlyn, Va. 
Accounts Division.-Chief, P. S. Garretson, 1341 T street NW. 
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING. 
(Fourteenth and B streets SW.) 
Director of Bureau.-Claude M. Johnson, The Portner. 
Assistant Director.-Thomas J. Sullivan, 1530 Ninth street NW. 
Accountant.-Edwin Lamasure, 1353 Q street NW. 
Engraving Division.-Chief, John R. Hill, 1408 Stoughton street NW. 
Custodian of Dies, Rolls, and Plates.-Joseph E. Ralph, 312 S street NE. 
Chief Clerk and Disbursing Agent.-Van H. Bukey, 1715 De Sales street NW. 
SECRET SERVICE DIVISION. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Chief-John E. Wilkie, The Victoria. 
Chief Clerk.-W. H. Moran, 1221 Eighth street NW. 
BUREAU OF STATISTICS. 
(Adams Building, 1333 F street NW.) 
Chief of Bureau.-Oscar P. Austin, 1620 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Chief Clerk.-J. N. Whitney, 1403 H street NW. 
LIFE-SAVING SERVICE. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
General Superintendent.-S. I. Kimball, 1316 Rhode Island avenue. 
Assistant General Superintendent.-Horace L. Piper, 1505 L street NW. 
COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Conzptroller.-Robert J. Tracewell, 1817 Sixteenth street NW. 
As~zstant Comptroller.-L. P. Mitchell, 3200 Thirteenth street NW. 
'hz_ef lerk.-C. l\1. Foree, 1209 K street W. 
Cluef Law Clerk.-J . D. Terrill, 1334 Vermont avenue. 
RE ISTER 01<' THE TREASURY. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Reg~·ster.-Jud;><>n \ . Lyon , 1453 orooran street rw. 
A. z; L~nt Re;rzstcr.-. T. L. Chew, 151 • Iassa husetls avenue E. 
Dz.: z_u_o11 o/ /,~aus.-~hi f, .• T. )le roarty, 210 Fifth str et E. 
Dz, z zon of, oles, Coupons, and Currency.-Chief Tewton Feree 1720 Thirteenth 
re l . ·,v. ' , 
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AUDITOR FOR THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Auditor.-W. E. Andrews. 
Deputy.-Edward McKitterick, II4 Maryland avenue NE. 
Law Clerk.-J. C. L. Gudger, 825 Fifth street NW. 
Customs Division.-Chief, H. K. Leaver, 1528 Sixteenth street NW. 
Pitblic Debt Division.-Chief, T. 0. W. Roberts, 918 Twenty-third street NW. 
Miscellaneous Division.-Chief, A .. F. McMillan, r3rr Wallach place NW. 
Internal Revenue Division.-Chief, Cadwell C. Tyler, 1721 Oregon avenue NW. 
AUDITOR FOR THE WAR DEPARTMENT. 
(Winder Building, Seventeenth and F streets NW.) 
Auditor.-William Wallace Brown, The Stratford. 
Deputy.-Dan A. Grosvenor, 924 Fourteenth street NW. · 
Disbursing Clerk.-S. McDonald, Winder Building. 
Archives Division.-Chief, S. E. Faunce, 929,½ New York avenue NW. 
Review Division.-Chief, W. C. Eldridge, 322 C street NW. 
Claims Division.-Chief, W. A. Rogers, 1428 Welling place. 
Paymasters' Division.-Chief, M. J. Hull, 1022 Twelfth street NW. 
Pay and Bounty Division.-Chief, Elias Mann, 1242 Kenesaw avenue. 
Military Division.-Chief, J. C. Baxter, 640 A street SE. 
Law Clerk.-Josiah Quincy Kern, 507 Sixth street NW. 
AUDITOR FOR THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Auditor.-William Youngblood, 1341 L street.NW. . 
Deputy.-Robert S. Person, 1827 Phelps place NW.,Washington Heights. 
Indian Division.-Chief, Isaac Pearson, 1815 Thirteenth street NW. 
Army and Navy Pension Division.-Chief, W. S. Stetson, 1309 §3 street NW. 
Land Files and Miscellaneous Division.-J. E. R. Ray, 1213 H street NW. 
Law Clerk.-B. F. Harrah, no7 Harvard street NW. 
AUDITOR FOR THE NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Auditor.-Frank H. Morris, 4 Iowa circle. 
Deputy.-.John M. Ewing, IOII Connecticut avenue. 
Navy Pay and Allotment Division.-Chief, George P. Davis, rrr7 N street NW. 
Paymasters' Division.-Chief, L. K. Brown, 134 C street SE. · 
Requisition and Prize Division.-Paul T. Bowen, 1218 T street NW. 
AUDITOR FOR THE STATE AND OTHER DEPARTMENTS. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
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Auditor.-Ernst G. Timme, 2orr F street NW. 
Deputy.-George W. Esterly, ru5 East Capitol street. 
Miscellaneous Division.-Chief, E.T. Bushnell, 1762 Madison street NW. 
Dip~o1?2atic and_ <;onsular Division_.-Chief, W. P. Armstrong, Brookland, D. C. 
Division of Judicial Accounts.-Ch1ef, W. 0. Bradley, 1007 Massachusetts avenue NE. 
AUDITOR FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT. 
(Post-Office Department Building.) 
/J.uditor.-Henry A. Castle, 1532 Twenty-second street NW. 
Deputy.-Abraham L. Lawshe, 1244 Princeton street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-John M. Bishop, The Cairo. 
Disbursing Clerk.-B. W. Holman, r62r Seventeenth street NW. 
Collecting Division.-Chief, Arthur Clements, rr5 Fifth street SE. 
Bookkeeping Division.-Chief, David W. Duncan, rr5 Fifth street NE. 
Pay Division.-Chief, John B. Sleman, 3008 Fifteenth street NW. 
Inspecting Division.-Chief, M. M. Holland, Fifth and Colfax streets. 
Checking and Assorting Division.-Chief, R. M. Johnson near Brightwood D. C. 
Foreign Division.-Chief, Emanuel Speich, 137 T street NW. ' 
Recording Division.-Chief, B. A. Allen, 1901 Fourth street NW. 
TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Treasurer.-Ellis H. Roberts, The Portland. 
As~istant Treasurer.-James F. Meline, 2rn O street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Willard Warner, The Concord. 
Cas~ier.-E. R. True, 2507 Pennsylvania avenue NW. 
Assistant Cashier.-G. C. Bantz, 2rr2 Callow avenue Baltimore Md 
Acconnts Division.-Chief, D. W. Harrington, near Alexandria, Va. · 
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Loans Division.-Chief, Ferd. Weiler, r3r6 V street NW. 
National Banks Division.-Chief, George Fort, 3108 Q street NW. 
Redemption Division.-Chief, Albert Relyea, 3127 P street NW. 
Issue Division.-Chief, James A. Sample, 2104 0 street NW. 
Paying Teller.-William H. Gibson, 2136 L street NW. 
Receiving Teller.-C. S. Pearce, r63r Nineteenth street NW. 
Assistant Teller.-R. H. Forsyth, 1522 T street NW. 
Assistant Teller.-D. W. Herriott, r5rr S street NW. 
Vault Clerk.-A. R. Quaiffe, The Concord. 
Principal Bookkeeper.-Sherman Platt, The Portner. 
Assistant Bookkeeper.-J. 0. Manson, 923 S street NW. 
National Bank Redemption Agency. 
Superintendent.-Thomas E. Rogers, The Olympia. 
Teller. - E. W. Wilson, r7r4 Oregon avenue NW. 
Bookkeeper. - F. W. Lantz, r3r9 Nineteenth street NW. 
Assistant Teller.-H. M. Ewing, 1439 Corcoran street NW. 
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Comptroller.-Charles G. Dawes, 1337 K street NW. 
Deputy Comptroller.-L. 0. ]Y.Iurray, 1209 K street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-J. Y. Paige, 1624 Riggs place NW. 
Organization Division.-Chief, W. y. Fowler, rr4 R street NE. 
Division of Reports.-Chief, George S. Anthony, 917 S street NW. 
Division of Issues.-Chief, W.W. Eldridge, Kensington, Md. 
Redemption Division.-Superintendent, E. E. Schreiner, r3r4 R street NW. 
Bond Clerk.-W. D. Swan, 222 First street SE. 
COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Commissioner.-Nathan B. Scott, 1439 K street NW .. 
Deputy.-George W. Wilson, The Bancroft. 
Chief Clerk and Appointment Division.-Alfred G. Bliss, 923 East Capitol street. 
Law Division.-J. B. T. Tupper, 1403 H street NW. 
Stamp Division.-E. C. Johnson, 814 Twelfth street NW. 
Assessment Division.-Chief, Charles A. Bates, 1434 V street NW. 
Division of Distilled Spirits.-Chief, Thomas A. Cushing, 1333 N street NW. 
Division of Revenue Agents.-Chief, W. H. H. Bowen, 1352 Yale street NW. 
Division of Accounts.-Chief, William Hinds, r3r5 Kenesaw street NW. 
Chemist.-C. A. Crampton, Montgomery County, Maryland. 
DIREC'I'OR OF THE MINT. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Director of the Mint.-George E. Roberts, The Kensington, Fourteenth street. 
Computer of Bullion.-B. F. Butler, 418 T street NW., Le Droit Park. 
Adjuster.-Frank P. Gross, 1346 Yale street NW. 
Assayer.-Cabell Whitehead, rro2 New Hampshire avenue. 
Examiner.-Robert E. Preston, 51 K street NE. 
COMMISSIONER OF NAVIGATION. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Con-nnissionerof Navigation.-Eugene Tyler Chamberlain, Metropolitan Club. 
Deputy Commissioner.-Thomas B. Sanders, 2309 M street NW. 
OFFICE OF STEAMBOAT INSPEC'I'ION. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
511,pervising Inspector-General.-James A. Dumont I8o7 Nineteenth street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-William F. Gatchell, 6o4 E street NE. 
LIGHT-HOUSE BOARD. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Pres[dent.-Hon. Lyman J. Gage, ecretary of the Treasury. 
nazrman.-Commodore FrancisJ. Higginson, U.S. ., The Cairo, Washington, D. C. 
C 1. \ · e 2552 Madison avenue, Baltimore, Md.; Lieut. Col. ;A..lex-
an _ gineers, .. A.,WarD partment,Washington,D.C.; 
B , .. Volunteer's (Colonel Corps of Engineers) Army 
r. Henry, . Pritchett, Sup rintendent U. . Coast and 
n, D. C.; Capt. ates 'tirling, 209 West Lan-
~mmamler Seth . ckley, ., aval Secre-
hmgton, D. C.; faj. R. L. Hoxie, Corps of Engineer , 
, 1632_K_l,tre t .. W., Wahington, D. C. 
nson, Lincoln Hotel. 
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Inspectors: . · 
First distrz'ct.-Lieut. Commander James K. Cogswell, U.S. N., Custom-House, 
Portland, Me. · . . 
Second district.-Commander H. G. 0. Colby, U.S. N., Post-Office Bmldmg, Bos-
ton, Mass. · 
Third district.-Capt. E. M. Shepard, U.S. N., 1\>mpkinsville, N. Y. . . 
Fourth district.-Lieut. Commander Adolph Manx, U.S. N., Post-OfficeBmldmg, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Fifth district.-Commander Charles M. Thomas, U.S. N., Custom-House Build-
ing, Baltimore, Md. · 
Sixth district.- Commander C.H. Arnold, U. S. N., Charleston, S. C. 
Seventh district.-Lieut. Nathaniel K. Usher, U. S. N., Custom-House, Key 
West, Fla. · 
Eighth district.-Lieut. Commander Albion V. Wadhams, U. S. N., Custom-
House, New Orleans, La. . 
Ninth district.-Commander C. 0. Allibone, U. S. N., Room 1431, Marquette 
Building, corner Adams and Dearborn streets, Chicago, Ill. 
Tenth district.-Commander Franklin Hanford, U.S. N., Ellicott Square, Buf-
falo, N. Y. . 
Eleventh district.-Lieut. Commander Duncan Kennedy, U.S. N., U.S. Public 
Buildin~, Detroit, Mich. 
Twelfth district.-Commander Uriel Sebree, U. S. N., Safe Deposit Building, 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Thirteenth district.-Commander George C. Reiter, U.S. N., 623-625 Marquam 
Building, Portland, Oreg. · 
Fourteenth district.-Maj. William H. Bixby, U. S. A., Post-Office Building, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. · 
Fifteenth district.-Lieut. A. B. Wyckoff, U. S. N., New Custom-House, St. 
Louis, Mo. 
Sixteenth district-::-Capt. H. C. Newcomer, U.S. A., Custom-House, Memphis, 
Tenn. 
Engineers: 
First and Second districts.-Maj. William S. Stanton, U.S. A., 373 Washington 
street, Boston, Mass. . . 
Third district.-Lieut. Col. D. P. Heap, U. S. A., Tompkinsville, N. Y. 
Fourth district.-Lieut. Col. William A. Jones, U. S. A., Post-Office Building, 
"Philadelphia, Pa. · 
Fifth district,-Lieut. Col. William A. Jones, U.S. A., Post-Office Building, Balti-
more, Md. · · 
Sixth district.-Maj . . E. H. Ruffner, U.S. A., 33 Custom-House, Charleston, S. C. 
Seventh and Eighth districts.-Lieut. Col. A. N. Damrell, U. S. A., Mobile, Ala. 
Ninth district.-Capt. James G. Warren, U.S. A., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Tenth district.-Maj. T. W. Symons, U.S. A., noo D. S. Morgan Building, Buf-
falo, N. Y. · 
Eleventh district.-Lieut. Col. Milton B. Adams, U. S. A., 18 Bagley avenue, 
Detroit, Mich. · · 
Tweifth_district.-Maj. Charles E. L. B. Davis, U. S. A., Flood Building, San 
Francisco~ Cal. 
Thirteenth district.-Maj. Walter L. Fisk, U. S. A., Oregonian Building, Port-
land, Oreg. . 
Fourt_eenth district.-Maj . WilliamH. Bixby, U.S. A., Custom-House, Cincinnati, 
Oh10. 
Fiftee1:th district.-Lieut. Col. Amos Stickney, U.S. A., 1515 Locust street, St. 
Loms, Mo. 
Sixteenth district.~Capt. H. C. Newcomer, U.S. A., Memphis, Tenn: 
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY. 
(Co&st and Geodetic Survey Building, New Jersey avenue, south of th~ Capitol.) 
Sttp~rinten_dent.-Henry S. Pritchett, 1524 P street NW. 
Assistant in charg e o.f Office.-0. H. Tittmann, 1617 Riggs place NW. 
Inspector o.f Hydrography and Topography.-Herbert G. Ogden, r6ro Riggs place 
w. 
Weights.and ]l:feasures.-Andrew Braid, 1308 Columbia street, Columbia Heights. 
Disbursing Agent.- Scott Nesbit, 1202 Twenty-first street NvV. · 
Naval Accounts.-William J. Tho1npson1 U. S. N., Army and Navy Club". 
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Executive Office-r to the Superintendent.-E. D. Preston, 44 M street NW. 
Computing Division.-Charles A. Schott, 212 First street SE. . 
Drawing and Engraving Division.-Will Ward Duffield, 1608 Q street NW. 
Inspector of Charts.-Gershom Bradford, 312 A street SE. 
Tidal Division.-L. P. Shidy, 1617 Marion street NW. 
Instrument Division.-E. G. Fischer, 436 New York avenue NW. 
Library and Archives.-Edward L. Burchard, 207 East Capitol street. 
MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICE. 
(Supervising:surgeon-General's Office, 3 B street SE.) 
Sztpervising Surgeon-General.-Walter Wyman, The Shoreham. 
Assistants.-Surg. Preston H. Bailhache, 2n5 S street NW.; Surg. C. E. Banks, The 
Grafton; P. A. Surg. P. M. Carrington, 3019 Thirteenth street NW.; P. A. Surg. 
G. T. Vaughan, 816 Seventeenth street NW. 
HYGIENIC LABORATORY. 
. (3 B street SE.) 
Direct01<-P. A. Surg. J. J. Kinyoi:in, 1457 Stoughton street NW. 
·Assistant.-P. A. Surg. E. K. Sprague, 814 A street NE. 
BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION. 
(Treasury Department Building.) 
Commissioner-General of Immigration.-T. V. Powderly, 1332 New York avenue. 
Chief Clerk.-Frank H. Larned, 2449 Eighteenth street NW. · 
THE WAR DEPARTMENT. 
(Seventeenth street, south of Pennsylvania avenue.) 
RUSSELL ALEXANDER ALGER, of Michigan, Secretary of War ( r6or K street 
NW.), was born in the township of Lafayette, Medina County, Ohio, February 27, 1836. 
His parents, RussellAlgerandCarolineMoulton, were from New Englandstoc~ w~ose 
ancestrywere Scotch and English; was educated at the Richfield Academy111 Rich-
field, Summit County, Ohio, attending the autumn and winter terms, workingonafa:m 
by the month the remainder of the year to enable him to doso; taught school twowi~-
ters; stu~ied la:¥ with Wolcott & Upson at Akron, Ohio, during 1857 and 185~ ai~d 111 
1859 until admitted to the bar; practiced law but a little time; removed to Michigan 
January I, 1860; commenced lumbering in a small way on borrowed capital; at the 
breaking out of the war he enlisted in the volunteer service September 2, 1861, and 
mustered into service to date October 2, 1861, as captain, Second Michigan Cavalry; 
'?'as promoted to be major of the same regiment to take effect fi:om April 17, 1862, 
heute_nant-c_olo_nel of the Sixth Michigan Cavalry October 30, 1862, and ~olonel of 
the Fifth Michigan Cavalry June II, 1863; resigned September 16, and was discharged 
September 20, 1864; was severely wounded at the battle of Boonsboro, Md., July 8, 
1863, an_d received the brevet ~ommissions of brigadier-general and major-ge:1er~l of 
volunteers for gallant and me1:,torious services during the war; returned to ~ichiga!l 
at the cl<;>se of the war_, a~d with borrowed capital reengaged in the lumbenng ~usi-
:1css, wluch ha~ stea~ily i~creased year by year in volume; has extensive ~usmess 
mtercsts of vanous kmds 111 other States than Michigan; was governor of his State 
for the years 1885 and 1886; was appointed Secretary of War March 5, 1897, and 
c nfinncd the same day. 
As~istaut Secretary of TVar.-George D. Meiklejohn, The Raleigh. 
/zzef Ci'crk.--:-John Tweedalc, 1725 P street NW. 
,'i~crctmJ' {o .Secretary of War.-V. L. Mason, 1749 Madison street W. 
ConJ!dcu/za! _clerk to file Secretary of War.-F. C. Squires, The Portne . 
l~,k f~ .~·h zstant Sec.~:et~1J1.-John C. Scofield, 1447 Corcoran street. 
/Jz,_b_1~1Slll[[ Clerk.-;-~\_1lham/\ Yeatman, 1749 F street NW. 
Co11 ,!P_o~utcucc Dzvzs1011.-q.11_e~, John T. Dillon, 2020 G street NW. 
R~fJ.!{{tt,on a11d Accou11fs Dzvzszon.-Chicf, Charles B. Tanner, 3005 Fifteenth street 
Suf Pit f)i_~·ifi_o11.-Ch~ef, ~fartin R. Thorp, 316 S street E . 
R,co,'.-/ D1,•zs1011. - Chief, Jo~m B. Ran<1.o1ph, 1501 R street NW. 
Apj>o ~1l111t'III lcrf .--:-I:rnnc1s ~\. Forc1, 1823 G street W. 
Office, on Duty a Jf1hta1y ..llzd. l\Iaj. Geo. H. Hopkins, The Gordon. 
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY. 
(In War Department Building.) 
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Maj. Gen. Nelson A. Miles, Co~ma~1ding- the Army, 1736 ~ street NW. 
Aides-de-Camp.-Lieut. Col. Fr~ncis M1chler,. assistant adJu_tant-general, U.S. Vol-
unteers, Metropolitan Club; Lieut. Col. Manon P. Maus, mspector-general, U.S. 
Volunteers, Metropolitan Club._ . 
Assistant Adjzdant-General.-Bng. Gen: J. C. Gilmore, U.S. Volunteers, The Port-
land. 
Assistant Adjutant-General.-Capt. J. B. Morton, U.S. Volunteers, I27 North Caro-
lina avenue SE. · 
OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT-GENERAI,. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Adjutant-General.-Brig. Gen. Henry C. Corbin, ror9 Connecticut avenue. . 
Assistants.-Col. Thomas Ward, 1901 N street NW.; Col. T. Schwan, r3ro Twentieth 
street· Lieut. Col. W. H. Carter, 1420 Hopkins street; Maj. H. 0. S. Heistan<l, 
1634 S street NW.; Maj. J. A. Johnston, 1621 Twenty-fi~st street NW.; Maj. W. A. 
Simpson, 1723 De Sales street; Lieut. I.,. C. Sc1?-erer, Fifth Cavalry, 2u3 S street; 
Lieut. W. C. Babcock, Eighth Cavalry, 2447 Eighteenth street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-R. P. Thian, 3319 N street, Georgetown. 
OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR-GENERAI,. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Inspector-General.-Maj. Gen. Joseph C. Breckinridge, 1314 Connecticut avenue. 
Assistants.-Lieut. Col. E. A. Garlington, The Metropolitan Club; Maj. Thos. T. 
Knox, 1216 Connecticut avenue; Maj .S. C. Mills, 2236 Q street. 
Chief Clerk.-Warren H. Orcutt, 509 East Capitol street. 
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAI,'. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Judge-Advocate-General.-Brig. Gen. G. N. Lieber, 1322 Eighteenth street NW. 
Assistant.-Maj. J. N. Morrison, The Concord. 
Chief Clerk.-Lewis W. Call, 1249 Kenesaw avenue NW. 
OFFICE OF THE QUARTERMASTER-GENERAI,. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Quartermaster-General.-Brig. Gen. M. I. Ludington, The Cochran. 
Assistants.-Col. James M. Moore, The Portland; Col Col. Frank J. Hecker, U.S. 
Volunteers, Hotel Gordon; Col. Charles Bird, 2019 N street NW.; Col. William 
S. Patten, 1501 Eleventh street -NW.; Col. Crosby P. Miller, 1623 R street NW.· 
. Lieut. Col. M. C. Martin, 2019 Hillyer place; Lieut. Col. F. G. Hodgson, 1409 
Twenty-first street NW.; Maj. F. M. Schreiner, U. S. Volunteers, 1440 Q street · 
NW.; Maj. J. Z. Dare, U. S. Volunteers, 1340 Corcoran street NW. . 
Chief Clerk.-Henry D. Saxton, 615 Nineteenth street NW. 
Depot Quartermaster.-Lieut. Col. Theodore E. True, The Bancroft. 
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSARY-GENERAI, OF SUBSISTENCE. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Commissary-General o.f Subsistence.-Brig. Gen. Charles P. Eagan, 2u3 S street NW. 
Assistants.-Col. Wm. L. Alexander, The Cochran; Col. George B. Davis, Chevy 
Chase, Md. 
Chief Clerk.-Wm. A. De Caindry, 1816 H streefNW. 
, OFFICE OF THE SURGEON-GENERAI,. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Surg:eon-General.-Brig. Gen. George M. Sternberg, ro19 Sixteenth street NW. 
As~zstants.-Col. Charles H. Alden, 1740 R street NW.; Col. Dallas Bache, The Cairo; 
Lieut. Col. ~harles Sm_art, 2017 Hillye! place; Maj. Walter. Reed, 5 Cook place, 
WestWashmgton; MaJ. James C. Merrill, The Portland; MaJ. George E. Bushnell, 
~he Bancroft; Capt. E. L. Munson, 1629 Twenty-first street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-George A. Jones, 1332 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Atte_nding Szt1,:g-eon.-Maj. E. C. Carter, The Bancroft. 
Assistants.-Contract Surgeon F. S. Nash, 1225 Fifteenth street NW.· Contract 
Surgeon G. Wythe Cook, 3 Thomas circle, 1 
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. OFFICE OF THE PAYMASTER-GENERAL. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Paymaster-General.-Brig. Gen. T. H. Stanton, 1313 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Assistant Paying Mileage and Discharged Soldiers and Bounties. - Maj. George W. 
Baird, The Cairo. 
Chief Clerk.-Grafton D. Hanson, 1228 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Post Pajtmaster.-Maj. J. C. Muhlenberg, Park street, Mount Pleasant, D. C. 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. 
(In War Department _Building.) 
Chief of Engineers.-Brig. Gen. John M. Wilson, n41 Connecticut avenue. 
Assistants.-Lieut. Col. A. Mackenzie, 1836 Jefferson place; Capt. James L. Lusk, 
1745 Q street NW.; Capt. Joseph E. Kuhn, 1815 M street NW: 
Chief Clerk.-William J. Warren, The Cairo. 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ORDNANCE. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Chief of Ordnance.-Brig. Gen. D. W. Flagler, 2144 California avenue, Washington 
Heights. 
Assistants.-Maj. ·V. McNally, The Hamilton; Maj. Charles Shaler, 1912 Sixteenth 
street NW.; Maj. Charles S. Smith, 19 Iowa circle; Capt. J. C. Ayres, 2005 0 
street NW.; Capt. Wm. Crozier, 1909 N street NW.; Capt. C. B. Wheeler, 2106 R 
street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-John J . . Cook, 925 M street NW. 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER. 
(In War Department Building.) 
Chief Signal Officer.-Brig. Gen. A. W. Greely, 1914 G street NW. 
Assistant.-C_a_pt.Otto A. Nesmith, _1 610 New Hampshire avenue. 
Disbursing Ojftcer. - Maj. Eugene 0. Fechet, 30m Cambridge place NW. 
Chief Clerk.-George A. Warren, Takoma Park, D. C. 
RECORD AND PENSION OFFICE. 
(In War Department Building and building on Tenth street , between E and F streets NW.) 
Chief of Office.-Col. F. C. Ainsworth, U. S. A., The Concord. 
Chiefs of Division.-Jacob Frech, 514 L street NE.; 0. B. Brown, 4u Spmce street 
NW. 
OFFICE OF PUBLICATION OF RECORDS OF THE REBELLION. 
(In War Department Building.) 
In Charge.-Col. F. C. Ainsworth, U.S. A., The Concord. 
Agent for Collection of Confederate Records.-Marcus J . Wright, 1724 Corcoran 
street NW. 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS AND WASHINGTON MONUMENT. 
(In War Department Building.) 
In char;re.-Co1. Theoclore A. Bingham, 1717 I street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-E. F. Concklin, 229 ew Jersey avenue SE. 
Public <;ardener.-George H. Brown, 1356 Roanoke street NW. 
Custodian of Jl.fomt111ent.-John Hawkins, 16 Fifth street SE. 
OFFICE OF WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT. 
(2728 Pennsylvania avenue.) 
fn ·cliar;re.-Lieul. Col. Alexancler M. Miller 2r23 R street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Pickering Dodge, 2025 G street W. 
THE DEP RTME T OF JU TICE. 
(Penn. ylvania avenue, between Fifteenth and Sixteenth streets.) 
J ILT \ IL.LI :\I TRI , of Paterson, . J., Attorney- eneral (1707 Massachu-
. t _ave~ue. \V. ),warb rnat.T wton,.'.J.,Julyrn,1849; wa preparedforcollege 
in ht n:_iltve town and was graduate_d from Lafayette College in 1868; wa admitted to 
th bar 111 I 7 r, and began the prachce of the law at Paterson in that year; wa member 
ofth·g n r~lar: ~hlyofthc:tat of TewJerseyin1876and1877; waselected tate 
nntor for I, at 1_n t 2 for at ·nn of thn• • y ars, ancl was reelected in 1885 for a c-
ml t nw w pre trl nt f th· •qate of ·cw Jt:rs yin 1886; waselectedgovernorof 
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New Jersey on the Repu~lican ticket ~ovember, _1895, and inaugurated as governor 
January, 1896; was appomted by President McKmley Attorney-General to suc':eed 
Hon. Joseph McKenna, who resigned to accept a seat on the Bench of t1:e Umted 
States Supreme Court· was confirmed by the Senate January 25, 1898; resigned the 
office of governor Ja~uary 3r, and took his oath of office_ as Attorney-General on 
that day. 
Solicitor-General.-:John K. Richards, r335 Connecticut avenue NW. 
Assistant Attorney-General.-James Edmund Boyd, 1704 ~ street NW. 
Assistant Attorney-General.-John G. Thompson, The Cairo. 
Assistant Attorney-General.-Louis A. Pradt, r3r9 Yale street NW. 
Assistant Attorney-General.-Henry M. Hoyt, r5r6 K street NW. 
Assistant Attorney-General (Department o.f the Interior).-Willis Van Dev3:nter, 
2108 Wyoming avenue, vVashingtoi1 Heights, NW. · 
Assistant Attorney-General (Post-Office Department).-Ja_mes N. Tyner, r47r Kene-
saw avenue NW. 
Solicitor o.f Internal Revenue ( Treasury Department).-George M. Thomas, 1325 
Vermont avenue NW. 
Solicitor .for Department o.f State.-William L. Penfield, ror2 Thirteenth street NW. 
Assistamt Attorneys.-M. C. Burch, 1709 P street NW.; William H. Button, Hotel 
Baltic; Felix Brannigan, r48r Columbia·road; George H. Walke\-, C~eveland Park; 
Charles F. Kincheloe, 1754 P street NW.; John G. Capers, 1522 Sixteenth street 
NW.; James A. Tanner, 6or M street NW.; Elijah C. Foster, The Portner; Harry 
Peyton, r6o9 Thirteenth street NW.; Lincoln B. Smith, 2445 Eighteenth street 
NW.; Patrick J. Finn, rrr6 New York avenue NW. 
Law Cte1'.'k and Examiner o.f Tittes.-A. J. Bentley, rrr6 Ninth street NW. 
Chief Cterk.-Cecil Clay, r5r3 S street NW. 
General Agent.-Frank Strong, 1338 Q street NW. 
Chief o.f Division o.f Accounts.-Howard Perrx, 1425 W street NW. 
Disbursing Cterk.-Henry Rechtin, 1339 Fourteenth street NW. 
Attorney in charge o.f Pardons.-John H. Campbell, 922 Maryland avenue NE. 
Appointment Cterk.-Joseph P. Rudy, rro6 Florida avenue NE. 
Private Secretary to the Attorney-General.-Charles 0. L. Cooper, rr20 Vermont 
avenue NW. 
OFFICE OF THE SOI.,ICITOR OF THE TREASURY. 
(In the 'l'reasury Department Building.-) 
Solicitor.-Maurice D. O'Connell, r9r8 N street NW. 
Assistant Solicitor.-Felix A. Reeve, r6o6 Nineteenth street NW. 
Chief Cterk.-Charles E. Vrooman, Hyattsville, Md. · 
THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT 
(Seventh and Eighth and E and F streets NW.) 
OFFICB OF THE POSTMASTER-GENERAI.,. 
CHARLES 'EMORY SMITH, of_ Pennsylvania, Postmaster-General ( 1774 Massa-
chusetts avenue NW.), was born m Mansfield, Conn., in 1842; removed with his 
parents to ~lbany, N. Y., when he was a child; was e~ucated at the Albany Academy 
and at l!mon College, Schenectady, N. Y.; was actively engaged during the civil 
war a~ ~ude to_ General Rathb~ne, under the war governor, Morgan, in raising and 
?r~amzi?g Umon volunteer regi!llents; beca!lle editor of the Albany Express in 1865, 
Jomt editor of the Albany Evemng Journal 111 1870, and in.1877 sole editor· was del-
egate to the_Repul;>lican ational Convention in 1876, a~d was secretary of the plat-
form committee; m 1878 was electe?- regent of the university by the legislature of 
ew Y?rk; was delegate to Republican State conventions in New York for several 
successive years, and was invariably chairman of the committee on resolutions and 
author of the pl~tform;. ii~ 1880 remov~d to Philadelphia and became editor of the 
Press;_ was appomted_mimster to Russia by President Harrison in :i;890, which office 
he re~igned ~fte~ havmg served two yec1:rs; was _active in the relief work of the great 
R~ss1~n famme m r89r and r_892 while m Russia, and had charge of American con-
tributions of o_ver $r.O?,OOO 111 n:ioney and five shiploads of food; has delivered 
numerous public, political, and literary addresses; was nominated and confirmed as 
Postmaster-General April 21, 1898. 
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Chief Clerk.-Blain W. Taylor, 246 Ninth street NE. 
Private Secretary.-Clarence E. Dawson, 1832 Oregon avenue NW. 
Law Clerk.-Harrison J. Barrett, 1471 Kenesaw avenue. 
Appointment Clerk.-J. H. Robinson, 1733 Seventeenth street NW . 
. Superintendf;nt and Disbursing Clerk.-Rufus B. Merchant, 401 Third street NW. 
Topographer's Office (420 Ninth street NW.).-Topographer, A. Von Haake, 1831 
Corcoran street. 
OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL. 
(Post-Office D epartment Building.) 
First Assistant Postmaster-General.-Perry S. Heath, 1800 Connecticut avenue. 
Chief Clerk.-George M. Allen, Riggs House. . 
Division of Post-Office Supplies.-Superintendent, M. W. Louis, The Concord. 
Division of Free Delivery.-Superintendent, A. W. Machen, 1823 Corcoran street; 
Assistant Superintendent, Edwin C. Fowler, Riverdale, Md. 
Division of Salaries and Allowances.-Chief, George W. Beavers, 9 Grant place. 
Division of Correspondence.-Chief, James R. Ash, 1825 Thirteenth street NW. 
Money-Order System.-Superintendent, James T. Metcalf, 335 Florida avenue NW.; 
Chief Clerk, Edward M. Gadsden, 1737 Corcoran street NW. 
Dead-Letter O.ffice.-Superintendent, David P. Leibhardt, 1526 T street NW.; Chief 
Clerk, Ward Burlingame, rro4 Thirteenth street NW. 
OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTAN'£ POSTMASTER-GENERAL. 
(Post-Office Department Buildiug.) 
Second Assistant Postmaster-General.-W. S. Shallenberger, 906 East Capitol street. 
Chief Clerk.-George F. Stone, 1536 Fifteenth street NW. 
Division Railway Adjustment.-Superintendent, James H. Crew, 1532 Ninth street 
NW. 
Division of Inspection.-Chief, James B. Cook, 2514 University place NW. 
Division of Mail Equipment.-Chief, ThomasP. Graham, u23 Eleventh street NW. 
Railway Mail Service.-General Superintendent, James E. ·white, Hotel Stratford; 
Assistant General Superintendent, Alexander Grant, 1300 Lstreet NW·.; Chief Clerk, 
John W. Hollyday, 1924 Thirteenth street NW. 
Foreign Mails.-Superintendent, N. M. Brooks, 233 Second ·street SE.; Chief Clerk, 
Robert L. Maddox, 1013 P street NW. 
OFFICE OF THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GF,NERAL. 
(Post-Office Department Building.) 
Third Assistant Postmaster-General.-John A. Merritt, 2819 Fourteenth street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Madison Davis, 316 A street SE. 
Finance Division.-Chief, A. W . Bingham, 1400 L street NW. 
Post<i:ge tamp Divisto~t._-Chief, James H. Reeve, 1336 R street NW. · 
R e_g~s~ered Le~~er Dzvz:>zon.-Principal Clerk, John B. Quay, 627 Second street NE. 
Dzvzszon of Jizles , Mails, etc.-Principal Clerk, E. S. Hall, 1701 Thirteenth street 
w. 
Division of Classification.-Chief, D. C. Fountain, East Washington Heights. 
Postage Stamp Agent.-John P. Green, 1944 Ninth street NW. 
Postat Canj Ageut.-E. H. Shook, Piedmont, W. Va. 
Stamped Envelope Agent.-Charles H. Field, Hartford, Conn. 
FFICE OF THB FOURTH ASSISTA T POSTMASTER-GJINERAL. 
Fo1~rtlz Assistan_t PostmasLer-General.-Joseph L. Bristow, 1225 Roanoke street. 
Clz_zt'/ [:!erk. J>1erson II. Bristow, 1818 Thirteenth str et. 
Dzvzszon of AppointmenLs.-Chief, Carter B. Keene The Kenmore orth Capitol 
treet. ' ' 
Dfrision of l'ouds and Commissions.-Chief Chri tian B. Dickey 3212 Seventeenth 
!'.tre t. '\V. ' ' 
Di i. ion of /'o:~t-O.ffire b1spedors Cl;lld llfail Depredations. - Chief Post-Office In-
!-, ctor, \\ • J:,. Co hran, 1352 Whitney avenue W. · Chief Clerk, John P. Clum, 
12 t Capitol street. ' 
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NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
(East wing, State, War, and Navy Building.) 
JOHN DAVIS LONG, of Massachusetts, Secretary of the Na_vy (T?e Portland), 
was born in Buckfield, Oxford County, Me., October 27, 1838; received his prepara~ory 
education in the common school of his native town and the Hebron Academy, Mame; 
was graduated from ~arvard in 1857; taught school two year~ in ~estford Academy, 
Massachusetts; studied law at Harvard Law School and m private offices; was 
admitted to the bar, and has since practiced; was a member of the M~ssachusetts 
legislature in 1875, 1876, 1877, and 1878; was speaker of the house d1:nng the last 
three years; was lieutenant-governor of his State in 1879 and governor ~n 1880, 188_1, 
and 1882; was elected to the Forty-eighth and reelected to the Fort:y:-mnth an~ ~if-
tieth Congresses; was for several years on the Statehouse construct10n comm1~s1011 
of his State; is senior member of the law firm of Long & Hemenway; was appomted 
and confirmed Secretary of the Navy March 5, 1897. 
Assistant Secreta1y.-Charles H. Allen, The Portland. 
Chief Clerk.-B. F. Peters, 140 C street SE. 
Naval Militia.-Lieut. W. H. H. Southerland, 1923 N street NW. 
Private Secretary.-L. H. Finney, jr., 1425 Twenty-first street NW. 
Disbursing:. Clerk.-F. H. Stickney, 607 M street NW. 
1 
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE. 
('l'hird floor, east wing.) 
Chief of Bitreatt.-Commander Charles O'Neil, The Grafton. 
Assistant to Chief.-Lieut. T. C. Fenton, 163r Nineteenth street NW. 
Chief Cterk.-E. S. Brandt, 1518 Corcoran street NW. 
Lieut. John B. Bernadou, 1719 I street NW. 
Lieut. H. C. Poundstone, Army and Navy Club. 
Lieut. I. K. Seymour 2033 P street NW. 
Ensign J. L. Latimer, 1767 Madison street NW. 
Prof. Philip R. Alger, 2026 Hillyer place. 
BUREAU OF EQUIPMENT. 
('l'hird floor, east wing.) 
Chief of Biweau.-Commander R. B. Bradford, 1522 P street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-A. C. Wrenn, 12rr G street NE. 
Lieut. W. C. Cowles, 1307 Twenty-second street NW. 
Naval Inspector of Electric Lighting.-Lieut. G. W. Denfeld, Army aud·Navy ·Club. 
Assistant Inspector of Electric Lighting.-Lieut. F. K. Hill, 2024 N street NW. 
Superintendent of Compasses.-Lieut. Robert G. Peck, 2725 P street NW. 
Assistant to Superintendent ef Compasses.-Ensign W. L. Varnum, 436 New Jersey 
avenue SE. · 
Lieut. Alfred Reynolds, Takoma Park, D. C. 
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE. 
(Basement, Navy Department.) 
I-Iyd_rographer.-Commander Joseph E. Cra_ig, 1733 De Sales street NW. 
Ass!stants to Hydrographer.-Commander E~ward H. Gheen, 1740 Q street NW.; 
Lieut. ~ommander J. D. Adam~, 1722 Connecticut avenue NW.; Lieut. A. J. Dabney, 
1837 Sixteenth street NW.; Lieut. J. M. Roper, 2129 N street NW.; Lieut. C. M. 
McCarteney, 3123 Dumbarton avenue NW.; George W. Littlehales, 2132 Le Roy 
place NW. · 
Clerk.-John S. Stodder, 716 Nineteenth street NW. 
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION. 
(Second floor, east wing.) 
Chief of Bure01t.-Capt. A. S. Crowninshield, 820 Eighteenth street NW. 
Assi~tant Chu!-f of Bureau.-Capt. F. W. Dickins, 1334 Nineteenth street NW.; 
assistants, Lieut. Commander). M. Hawley, 1514 R street NW.; Lieut. H. H. Whit~ 
tlesey, 1709 M street NW.; Lieut. J. J. Hunker, 1527 K street NW.; Lieut. W. W. 
Phelps, 1804 G street NW.; Ensign J. F. Hines, 1314 Connecticut avenue; Ensign 
~- H. Ward, 2rr8 Eighteenth street NW .. 
Chief Clerk.-D. A. Denison, 929 P street NW. , 
Clerk to_ Naval Academy.-R. T. Cheyney, 3000 Q street NW. 
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OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE. 
(Navy Department, fourth floor.) 
Chief Intelligence Officer.- Commander Richardson Clover, 1535 New Hampshire ave. 
Lieut. Commander W . H. Beehler, 1602 Q street NvV. 
Lieut. Commander W. H. Driggs, 2236 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Lieut. G. H. Peters, 1354 Columbia avenue NW. 
Lieut. H. W. Harrison, 2101 P street NW. 
BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS. 
(First floor, east wing.) 
Chief of Bureau.-Civil Engineer Mordecai T. Endicott, U.S. N., 1330 R street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-W. M. Smith, 92 M street NW. 
Lieut. L. L. Reamey, U. S. N., 1746 N street NW. 
Prof. 0. G. Dodge, U.S. N. 1748 Corcoran street NW. . 
Civil Engineer C. W. Parks, U. S . . N., 2149 Florida avenue NW. 
Civil Engineer A. C. Cunningham, U.S. N. 
BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS. 
(First floor, east wing.) 
Chief of Bureau.-Paymaster-General Edwin Stewart, 1315 New Hampshire avenue. 
Assistant Chief-Paymaster Henry G. Colby, the Cairo. 
Chief Clerk.-Nat. S. Faucett, 922 I street NW. 
Paymaster A. K. Michler, 1915 Massachusetts avenue. 
Paymaster T. S. Jewett, 1719 G street NW. 
BUREAU OF STEAM ENGINEERING. 
(l'hird floor, east wing.) 
Chief-Engineer in Chief George W. Melville, 1720 H street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Wm. H. H. Smith, 2122 H street NW. 
Chief Engineers.-Harrie Webster, 1523 Thirty-first street .NW.; Alfred B. Canaga, 
1827 Riggs place NW.; Albert B. Willits, 921 Eighteenth street NW .; Walter lY.L 
McFarland, 436 New Jersey avenue SE. 
Passed Assistant Engineers.-Frank M. Bennett, · 2u9 California avenue NvV.; 
Martin Bevington, The Albany; Charles A. E. King, 1821 I street NW.; William 
W. White, 1717 Corcoran street NW.; Emil Theiss, 1808 S street NW.; John K. 
Robison, 30 South Charles street, Baltimore, Md.; Milton E. Reed, 921 Eighteenth 
street NW. · 
Assistant Engineer.-John A. Henderson, retired, 2100 G street NW. 
BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 
(First floor, south wing.) 
Chief of Biwe_au.-Surg. Gen. W. K. Van Reypen, 1021 Fifteenth street NW. 
Assistant Chief of Bureau.-Surg. J. C. Boyd, 1313 P street NW. 
Chief Cterk.-Charles T. Earle, 2109 O street NW. 
Special Duty.-P. A. Surg. E. R. Stitt, 1808 Riggs place NW. 
BUREAU OF CONSTRUC.'TION AND REPAIR. 
(First floor, east wing.) 
Chief of Bureau.-Chief Constructor Philip Hichborn 1707 N street NW. 
Acting Chief Clerk.-Darius A. Green, u23 Seventee;1th street NW. 
aval Con tructor D. W. Taylor, 1640 Twenty-first street W. 
a'-'.al Constructor F. B. Zahn, 14o6 Twenty-first street NW. 
Assistant aval Co;1structor R. B. Dashiell, 2153 K street W. 
OFFICE OF THE J DGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAI,. 
( econd floor, east wing, room 288.) 
Jud.l{e-Advocale-Ceneral.-Capt. amuel C. Lemly, The Buckingham. 
~pt. C .• II. I,auchhcimer, ~ ... :\I. C., 1&J.i street !I/. 
I:1 ~t. I-rank B. Case, r6r6 Riggs pla •. 
I~n _ 1g11 corge :.\Ialli n, 2234 Q str •ct~ ·w. 
'llltJ Clerk.-E. I>. llauna, 700 Twentieth strccl ~ ~w. 
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NAUTICAI, AI,MANAC. 
(United States Naval Observatory, Georgetown Heights.) 
Director.-Prof. William Harkness, 1520 H street NW. 
Prof. H. D. Todd, 1519 Twentieth street NW. 
Assistants.-E. J. Loomis, Cleveland Park; W. S. Harshman, 609 Third street NW.; 
H.B. Hedrick, Glencarlyn, Va. · 
NAVA!, WAR RECORDS OFFICE AND I,IBRARY 
(Fourth floor, east wing.) 
Superintendent.-Prof. E. K. Rawson, 2137 Le Roy place. 
Clerk.-Chades W. Stewart, 1310 Rhode Island avenue . .. 
BOARD OF INSPECTION AND SURVEY. 
(1707 G street NW.) 
President.-Capt. Frederick Rodgers, 14n Twenty-first street NW. 
Capt. Robley D. Evans, 324 Indiana avenue NW. 
Commander W. H. Em0ry,-1700 Rhode Island avenue. 
Chief Engineer C. R. Roelker, 1434 Q street NW. 
Maj. George C. Reid, Marine Corps, Marine Barracks, Washington, D. C., The Milton. 
Lieut. N. Sargent, 925 Farragut square. · 
NAVY-YARD AND STATION, WASHINGTON, D. C . 
. (Foot of Eighth street SE.) 
Commandant.-Capt. A.H. McCormick. 
Superintendent Naval Gun Factory.-Commander E. C. Pendleton. 
Ordnance Duty.-Lieut. K. Rohrer, Lieut. J. M. Poyer, Lieut. W. Kilburn, Lieut. 
F. J. Haeseler, Lieut. A. Gleaves, Ensign H. E. Smith, Lieut. R. D. Tisdale. 
Medical Inspector.-R A. Marmion. 
Passed Assistant Surgeon.-F. L. Benton, Naval Hospital. 
General Storekeepers-Pay Director R. Parks and Passed Assistant Paymaster McM. 
Ramsay, r921 N street NW. 
Officer in charge of Yards and Docks Department.-Lieut. R. H. Townley. 
Equipment Officer, Navigation Officer.-Lieut. R. H. Ta.wnley. 
Senior Member InspectionBoard.-Lieut. R.H. Townley. 
Attached to Yard, but not resident. 
Ordnance Dzdy.-Lieut. J. M. Robinson, The Buckingham; Lieut. W. L. Rodgers, 
1266 New Hampshire avenue NW; Ensign J. L. Sticht, The Bancroft; Gunner 
George Fouse, 712 Seventh street SE. 
Paymaster of Yard.-Paymaster L. Hunt, 1709 Rhode Island avenue NW. 
Chief Engineer.-J. S. Ogden, Jefferson Place. 
Assistant Surgeon.-W. H. Bell, 147 North Carolina avenue SE. 
Seamen's Quarters. 
Mate F. A. McGregor, 310 Second street SE. 
Boatswain John McLaughlin ( in charge tug Triton). 
Mate C. H. Cleaveland, 933 Eighth street NW., Commandant's Oflice. 
Gunner W. Walsh, 122 Fourth street SE. 
Gunner J. W. Bullas, 525 Ninth street SE. 
Capt. G. F. Elliott. 
First Lieut. H. L. Draper. 
First Lieut. F. J. Moses. 
First Lieut. G. E. Richards. 
Second Lieut. R. C. Berkeley. 
Lieut. W. J. Maxwell. 
Chief Engineer J. S. K. Reeves. 
Marine Officers. 
[Marine Barracks.] 
U. S. S. Sylph. 
Bellevue Magazine. 
(Nearly opposite Alexandria, Va.) 
Gunner John J. Walsh, in charge. 
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NAVY PAY OFFICE. 
(1429 New York avenue NW. ) 
Purchasing Officer.-Paymaster S. Rand, Ebbitt House. 
Chief Clerk.-F. V. Walker, 1526 Corcoran street. 
NAVAL HOSPITAL. 
(Pennsylvania avenue, between Ninth and Tenth streets SE.) 
Medical Director G. A. Bright. 
Asst. Surg. F. L. Benton. 
MUSEUM OF HYGIENE. 
(Twenty-third and E streets NW.) 
Medical Director Charles H. White. 
Surg. A. C. H. Russell. 
NAVAL DISPENSARY. 
(2037 F street NW.) 
Surg. P. M. Rixey, 909 Sixteenth street NW. 
P. A. Surg. E. P. Stone, r4rr Twentieth street NW. 
NAVAL EXAMINING BOARD. 
(Navy-Yard.) 
Rear-Admiral John A. Howell, The Baltic. 
Capt. Benjamin F. Day, 404 A street SE. 
Capt. John Schouler, Annapolis, Md. 
Francis M. Hosier, Recorder, 1204 S street NW. 
Capt. John Schouler, Annapolis, Md. 
NAVAL RETIRING BOARD. 
(Navy-Yard.) 
Rear-Admiral John A. Howell, president, The Baltic. 
Medical Director Grove S. Beardsley, 1704 Connecticut avenue. 
Medical Director John H. Clark, The Bancroft. 
Capt. Benjamin F . Day, 404 A street SE. 
Capt. John Schouler, Annapolis, Md. 
BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS. 
(Navy-Yard.) 
Medical Director Daniel McMurtrie, President, 1513 Sixteenth street NW. 
Medical Inspector Joseph B. Parker, rr39 New Hampshire avenue. 
Surg. Walter A. McClurg, The Albany. 
STATE, WAR, AND NAVY DEPARTMENT BUILDING. 
(Superintendent's room, No. 148, first floor, north wing.) 
Superiutendent.-Chief Engineer George \V. Baird, 13ro Vermont avenue NW. 
Clerk.-Alfrecl H. Horner, Army and Navy Club, 1632 I street NW. 
NAVAJ, OBSJ<;RVATORY. 
(Georgetown Heights.) 
Superintendent.-Capt. Charles H. Davis, at the Ohservatory. 
Lieut. .\ .. T. :\fay •r, 18o4 (,- street NW. 
Jstronomicat /Jirector. Prof. \Villiam Harkness, Cosmos Club, 1520 H street NW. 
Prof. blgar l'rishy, 1007 Thirty-first street W. 
Prof. . J. Brown, at the Ohs ·rvatory. 
Prof. II .• I. Paul, 2201 K . trc -t. T. \V. 
l'r ,f; A .• ·. Skinner, at the Oh. •rvatory. 
A t /1111/ A slrnnomcr.- ,-eorJ(c . Hill, 3222 \Visconsin avenue; Theo I. King, 
llya l vill •, • Id.; F. H. Littell, 2122 r.1 street • '\V. 
C/erk.-'fhom· Harri. n, 2723 • T street ... '\V. 
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HEADQUAR'l'ERS MARINE CORPS. 
(Eighth street SE.) 
Colonel Commandant.-Charles Heywood, headquarters. 
Paymaster.-Maj. Green Clay_ Goodloe, headquarters, 1601 Twe,;:-ty-th~rd street NW. 
Adjutant and Jnspector.-MaJ. George C. Reid, headquarters, .1.he Milton. 
Quartermaster.-Maj. Frank L. Denny, headquarters, Chevy Chase, Md. . 
Assistant Quartermaster.-Capt. Charles. L. Mccawley, headquarters, Metropolitan 
Club. 
MARINE BARRACKS. 
(Eighth street SE.) 
Capt. F. H. Harrington, Commanding Post. 
Second Lieut. R. E. Walker, 1204 K street NW. 
Second Lieut. B. F. Rittenhouse. 
Surg. Edward H. Green, 1916 Sunderland place. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
(Corner of Seventh and F streets NW.) 
CORNELIUS N. BLISS, of New York, Secretary of the Interior (The Arlington), 
was born in Fall River, Mass., January 26, 1833; was educated in public schools and 
academy at Fall River and the high school at New Orleans; after leaving the latter 
was for a year in his stepfather's counting room in New Orleans, and then removed 
to Boston and entered as a young clerk the house of I. M. Beebe, Morgan & Co.; in 
1866 became a member of the :firm of J. S. and E. Wright & Co., a commission house 
of Boston, and removed to New York to take charge of the business of the firm in 
that city; the firm name became Bliss, Fabyan & Co. in 1881; is in the directories of 
many :financial institutions; was a member of the Pan-American Conference; was presi-
dent of the Protective Tariff League; was chairman of the Republican State commit- . 
tees New York of 1887 and 1888; was treasurer of the national Republican committees 
in 1892 and 1896; declined to be a candidate for the nomination for governor of his 
State in . 1885, and refused to have his name presented to the convention for that 
position in 1891; was appointed Secretary of the Interior March 5, 1897, and was 
confirmed by the Senate March 5, 1897. 
[ETHAN ALLEN HITCHCOCK, of St. Louis, Mo., December 21, 1898, was nom-
inated by the President, and confirmed by the Senate on the same day, to be Secre-
tary of the Interior, vice Cornelius N. Bliss, resigned. Mr. Hitchcock was, on the 
date mentioned, Ambassador Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at St. 
Petersburg, Russia. He is expected to enter upon the discharge of the duties of his 
new office in a short time.] 
First Assistant Secretary.-Thomas Ryan, 1303 Kenyon street, Columbia Heights, 
NW. 
Assistant Secretary.-Webster Davis, 721 Third street NW. 
Chief Clerk of the Department.-Edward M. Dawson, 1752 S street NW. 
First Assistant Attorney.-Frank L. Campbell, 1439 Howard avenue, Mount Pleas-
ant, NW. 
Private Secretary to the Secretary.-
Appointment Division.-Chief, John W. Holcombe, 1829 Corcoran street NW. 
Disbursing Division.-Chief, George W. Evans, 918 Nineteenth street NW. 
Lands and Railroads Division.-Chief, James I. Parker, 1810'Fourth street NW. 
btdian Division.-Chief, Eugene E. White, 1009 Thirteenth street NW. 
Patents and Miscellaneous Division.-Chief, W. Bertrand Acker, rrr Fourth 
street SE. 
Board of Pension Appeals.-Harrison L. Bruce, chairman, 2317 Pennsylvania ave-
nue NW. · 
Stationery and Printing Division.~Chief, Amos Hadley, 1554 Howard avenue, Mount 
Pleasant, NW. 
Custodian.-Hiram Buckingham, 1522 Sixth street NW. · 
Document Division.-C1erk in charge of documents, John G. Ames, 1600 Thirteenth 
street NW. . · · 
Census Di71ision.~Clerk. in charge, William A. King, 125 North Carolina avenue SE. 
Clerk to Firs~ Assistant Secretary.-Frank K. Raymond, 301 Delaware avenue NE. 
Clerk (o Assistant Secretary.-Walter J. Sprenger, 46 Q street NE. 
Captain of the Watclz.-Walter F. Halleck, 513 F street NW. 
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GENERAL LAND OFFICE. 
(Interior Department Building.) 
Commissioner.-Binger Hermann, 1742 S street N\i\T. 
Assist,int Commissioner.-Frank W. Mondell, Willard's Hotel. 
Clzief Clerk.-Frederick P. Metzger, 1724 Eighteenth street NW. 
Recorder.-Chester H. Brush, 904 Fourteenth street NW. 
Public Lands Division.-Chief, Alexander C. Shaw, 1724 Eighteenth street NW. 
Surveying Division.-Chief, C.harles L. Du Bois, 1421 Chapin street NW. 
Railroad Division.-Chief, Samuel S. Marr, 1318 Corcoran street NW. 
Preemption Division.-Chief, Isaac R. Conwell, 1302 Columbia road. 
Contest Division.-Chief, Henry W. Sanford, u13 G street NW. 
Swamp Land Division.-Chief, Edmond Mallet, 934 I street NW. 
Accounts Division.-Chief, George Redway, 1328 Columbia road. 
Mineral Division.-Chief, Henry G. Potter, 1106 G street NW. 
Special Service Division.-Chief, Woodford D. Harlan, Takoma Park, D. C. 
Drafting Division.-Chief, Harry King, 1335 Q street NW. 
Confidential Clerk to the Commissioner.----
Receiving Clerk.-Charles W. Gray, 2137 L ·street NW. 
Law Clerks.-J. W. Witten, 461 Florida avenue NW.; T. Warren Akin, 935 Massa-
chusetts avenue NW; 
Law Examiners.-William 0. Conway, 301 Fourth street SE.; John V. Wright, 2228 
N street NW. 
PATENT OFFICE. 
(Interior Department Building.) 
Commissioner.-Charles H. Duell, 2025 Columbia road. 
Assistant Commissioner.-Arthur P. Greeley, 906 T street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Edw. V. Shepard, 1416 K street NW. 
Financial Clerk.-Frank D. Sloat, The Ebbitt House. 
Law Clerks.-William A. Megrath, 910 Fifteenth street NW.; J. M. Coit (acting), 
no4 P street NW. 
Private Secretary to the Comniissioner.-
Examiners-in-Chief.-Solon vV. Stocking, 1013 H street NW.; Thomas G. Steward, 
·25 Eighth street SE.; John H. Brickenstein, r8ro N street NW. 
Principal Examiners: 
Artesian and Oil Wells, Mills and Thrashing, ·stone Working.-L. B. Wynne, 
1424 Chapin street NW. 
Builders' Hardware, Locks, Latches, etc.-A. G. Wilkinson, 1526 K street NW. 
Calorijics.-Millard J. Moore, Gle"ncarly-n, Va. 
Chernistry.-J. B. Littlewood, 415 B street NE. 
Civil Engineering.-B. W. Pond, Eckington, D. C. ( 6o7 T street NE.). 
Electricity, A .-F. W. Winter, 423 Tenth street NE. 
Electricity, B.-G. D. Seely, Cleveland Park, D. C. 
Farm, Stock, and Products.-Irving U . Townsend, 1219 Kenesaw avenue. 
F~ne Arts, Harvesters.-Charles H. Lane, 1327 Wallach place. 
Firearms, Ordnance, lliarine Propulsion, and Shipbuilding.-Malcolm Seaton, 
Woodley Inn, D. C. 
Games and Toys, Advertising, Baggage, etc.-E. B. Moore(acting), 1365 Ken-
esaw avenue W. 
Gas! Painting, llides, Skins and Leather, Alcohol, and Oils.-George S. Ely, 300 
F1r t street SE. 
liouselzol~ Fur!zibtrlf_.-Charles A. Mason, The Savoy. 
IIydraulics. -I•. M. fryon, 9r3 Eighth street NW. 
Instruments of Precision.-James T. ewton, Sos Twelfth street NW. 
£nfe1:ferenres.-\Valter Johnson, 918 1\1 street W. 
Lamps and Cas .f,'z'LtinJ[s.-Artlrnr F. Kinnan, Brookland, D. C. 
Laud Conveyanres.-H. P. Sanders, 1504- Twenty-first street W. 
Leatlzer~workinJ[ 1Vadziue1y and Products.-Jay F. Bancroft, 500 R street E. 
11/easurzng hHtruments, 'mnbering 11/acliiues.-G L Morton 1310 Q street T\V. . . , 
1Jlcd1anical .[ingiueerh~J[-- \,Vill~am L. ughinbaugh, 1420 ixth street W. 
,Jfetal Heudwj[ and IVzre Jf orkllll[.-Louis \V. Maxson, Kensington, Md. 
1Jfdalf111·[ ..Y° . Eugene . Byrnes, 2539 Thirteenth street W. 
J)fela( II orkm/t--: . C. D ·an, 2437 Eight enth street W. 
l'arl.:1t111 and -~101:wg,_cfc.-Th~mas . Witherspoon, 27 Iowa circle. 
/>/a fir., Artifzczal . Lones, Lzmc, and Cemeut.-Levin H. Campbell Hyatts-
v11l ·, Mel. ' 
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Principal Examiners-Continued. 
Pneumatics.-W. W. Townsend, 1447 Kenesaw avenue, Mount Pleasant. 
Printing and Paper M anujactures, Typewriting and Linotype Machines. -Oscar 
Woodward, 1445 Massachusetts a venue. 
Railway Cars, etc.-George R. Simpson, The Va_rnum. 
Sewing Machines.-P. B. Pierce, 1421 Twenty-mnth street NW. 
Steam Engineering.-Francis Fowler, 1449 Q street NW. 
Textiles.-Robert P. Hains, 1219 Harvard street. _ 
Tillage.-Oscar C. Fox, Linden, Md. 
Trade-Marks and Designs.-E. L. Chapman, 1744 S street NW. 
Velocipedes.-Charles C. Stauffer (acting), 3238 N stree_t NW. 
Washing, Brushing, Abrading.-<;. G. Gou~d; 1617 Thirteenth street NW. 
Wood Working.-Ballard N. Morns, Woodside, Md. 
Chiefs of Divisions: 
Classificahon.-Frank C. Skinner, 1316 Harewood avenue NW. 
Issue and Gazette.-John W. Babson, _ro8 Eleventh street SE. 
Draftsman.-Wallace W. Hite, 2125 R street NW. 
Assignment.-Frederick V. Booth, 335 C street NW. 
Librarian.-Howard L. Prince, 419 Spruce street NW. 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS. 
(Pension Building, Judicia ry Square.) 
Commissioner.-H. Clay Evans, 6 Dupont Circle. 
First Deputy Commissioner.-James L. Davenport, 1735 Seventeenth street NW. 
Second Deputy Commissioner.-Leverett M. Kelley, rn9 K street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-William H. Bayly, 2125 N street NW. 
Assistant Chief Clerk.-Walter J. Brooks, Garrett Park, Md. 
Medical Referee.-Jacob F. Raub, 421 B street NE. 
Assistant Medical Referee.-(Acting) Charles F. Whitney, 647 Maryland avenue NE. 
Law Division.-Law Clerk, Stephen A. Cuddy, 632 Ninth street NE. 
Board of Review.-Chief, Ferdinand D. Stephenson, Herndon, Va. 
Medical Division.-Medical referee in charge. 
Special Examination Division.-Acting Chief, Amos B. Casselman, r4ro Hopkins 
street NW. 
Old War and Navy Division.-Chief, Thomas W. Dalton, 427 Massachusetts avenue 
NW. 
Eastern Division.-Chief, Warner Wilhite, 1218 S street NW. 
Middle Division.-Acting Chief, Fran~ A. Warfield, 1535 T street NW. 
Western Division.-Chief, John S. Garrison, East End, Falls Church, Va. 
Southern Division.-Chief, Francis H. Allen, Woodside, Md. 
Record Division.-Acting Chief, Gilbert C. Kniffin, Takoma Park, D. C. 
Certificate Division.-Chief, Adolphus B. Bennett, 3306 Seventeenth street NW. 
Finance Division.-Acting Chief, Benjamin A. Harlan, Washington Grove, Mel. 
Stationery Division.-Chief, John Hancock, 2401 Pennsylvania avenue. · 
Army and Navy Survivors Division.-Chief, Charles W. Filer, 1233 B street SE. 
Mail DiviszC'n.-Chief, T. Mannell Hermann, 1742 S street NW. 
Admitted Files.-In charge: Tory Oleson, 717 C street NE. 
Attorneys' Room.-In charge: Walter B. Pettus, 1614 T street NW. 
Superintendent of Building .-George W. Barnes, ror fourth -street SE. 
PENSION AGENCY. 
(No. 308 F street NW.) 
Pension Agent.-Sidney L. Willson, 521 Fourth street NW. 
Chief ClerJ.-Allen Bussius, rs H street NW. 
.. OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS . 
(Seventh floor Atlantic Building,- F street, south.side, between Ninth and Tenth, NW.) 
Commissioner.-William A. Jones, 1315 N street NW. 
Assistant ·Commissioner.-A. C. Tonner, 1916 Sixteenth street NW. 
Superintendent of Indian Schools.-Estelle Reel, Arlington Hotel. · 
Finance Division.-Financial Clerk, Samuel E. Slater 1415 S street NW. 
Land Divis~O'f!----:--Chief, _Charles F. Larra~ee, 1718 Oregon avenue. 
Accounts Dzv:s~on.-Chie_f, W. B. Shaw, Jr., 1418 Kenesaw avenue. 
Education Dzv_zsion,--:-~h1ef, Josiah H. Dortch, 2931 Fifteenth street NW. 
Records and Files Division.-Chief1 I,ewis Y. Ellis1 ror Eleventh street SE. 
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OFFICE OF E;DUCA TION. 
(Northeast corner of Eighth and G streets NW.) 
Commissioner.-William T. Harris, 1303 P street NW. 
C/zief Clerk.-Lovick Pierce, 227 F street NE. 
Sfatistician.-Alexa11der Summers, nr5 M street NW. 
Conipiler.-I. Edwards Clarke, 1337 R street NW. 
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF RAILROADS. 
(Third fl~or Pension Building, Judiciary Square.) 
Commissioner .. - James Longstreet. 
Bookkeeper.-
OFFICE OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
(Hooe Building, 1330 F street NW.) 
Director.-Charles D. Walcott, 1323 Thirteenth street NW. 
Clzief (lerk.-Henry C. Rizer, 1464 Rhode Island avenue. 
Clzief Disbursing Clerk.-John D. McChesney, 2903 Thirteenth street NW. 
Editorial Division.-Chief, Philip C. Warman, 1221 0 street NW. . 
Division o.f Illustrations. - Chief, John L. Ridgway, 1455 W street, NW .. 
Division o.f Engraving and Printing.--Chief, S. J. Kubel, 628 East Capitol street. 
Division o.f Geology.-Chief, Bailey Willis, 2n7 Bancroft place NW. 
Division o.f Hydrograplzy. -Chief, F. H. Newell, 1829 Phelps place NW. 
Division o.f Mineral Resources.-Chief, David T. Day, 1425 Euclid place NW. 
Division o.f Clze1nist1y?-Chief, Frank W. Clarke, 1612 Riggs place N~. · 
• Division o.f Topography-Forest Reserves.-Henry Gannett, 1881 Third street NW. 
Atlantic Section. - H. M. Wilson, 1706 Twenty-first street NW. 
Central Section.-J. H. Renshawe, The Bancroft. 
Rocky Mountain Section.-E. M. Douglas, Takoma Park, D. C. 
Pacific Section. - R. U. Goode, Summit avenue, Lanier Heights, NW. 
Indian Territory Section. - Charles H. Fitch, United States Geological Survey. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 
(The Mall, between Twelfth and Fourteenth streets.) 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE. 
JAMES WILSON, of Traer, Tama County, Iowa, Secretary of Agriculture ( 2JOI 
S street NW.), was born in Ayrshire, Scotland, August r6, 1835; in 1852 he came to 
the United States, settling in Connecticut with his parents; in 1855 he wen~ to 
Iowa, locating in Tama County, where, as early as 186r, he engaged in farming; 
was elected to the State le~islature, and served in the Twelfth, Thirteenth_, and 
Fourteenth general assemblies, being speaker of the house in the last-mentioned 
assembly; was elected to Congress in 1872, and served in the Forty-third, Forty-
fourth, and Forty-eighth Congresses; in the interim between the Porty-fourth and 
Forty-eighth Congresses served as a member of the Railway Commission; from 1870 
to 1874 was a regent of the State University, and for the past six years has heen 
director of the agricultural experiment station and professor of agriculture at the 
Iowa Agricultural College at Ames; was confirmed Secretary of Agriculture March 
5, 1897. 
As~istant Secretary.-Joseph H. Brigham, 1947 Fourth street E. · 
Clnc.f Clerk.-Andrew Geddes, 914 Pennsylvania avenue SE. 
Appointment Clerk. J.B. Bennett, 137 Eleventh street E. 
Przyate. e_cretary to tile Secretar.)' o.f A1rriculture.-J. \V. \Vilson, 2101 S street W. 
Prwale 5,crretary to the Assistant Secretary o.f Agriculture.-James Morison, 
Takoma Pnrk, D. C. 
Co11fidc11tial Clerk lo the Secretary of / lgriculture.-M. Marjorie Brigham, 1947 
Fourth slr ·t • ·E. 
'ltief o.f, t7ction o.f Porcigu illarkets.-Frank II Hitchcock n14 Fourteenth street .,\. . ' . 
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Chief of Supply Division.-Cyrus B. Lower, 821 C street ·sw. 
Caretaker of Museum.-Nathaniel Shatswell, roro C street SW. 
Engineer and Captain of the Watch.-John A. Harvey, 1228 C street SW. 
WEA'I'HER BUREAU. 
(Corner 'twenty-fourth and M streets NW.) 
Chief-Willis L. Moore, The Portland. 
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Chief Clerk.-Henry E. Williams, 206 S street NE. 
Private Secretary to the Chief of Bureau.-Edgar B. Calvert, rro4 Twelfth street NW. 
Professors of Meteorology.-Cleveland Abbe, 2017 I street NW.; Frank H. Bigelow, 
1625 Massachusetts avenue NW.; Henry A. Hazen, 1234 Tenth street NW.; Charles 
F. Marvin, 1404 Binney street NW.; Edward B. Garriott, 1248 Princeton street NW. 
Forecast Official.--Harry C. Frankenfield, The Buckingham, 920 I street NW. 
Chiefs of Divisions.-James Berry, 14 Third street SE.; Alfred J. Henry, 940 P street 
NW.; Daniel J. Carroll, 1914 Fifth street NW. 
Editor and Chief of Publications Division.-John P. Church, 201 Third street NE. 
Superintendent of Telegraph.-Jesse H. Robinson, 1607 S street NW. 
ilfedico Climatologist and Librarian.-William F. R. Phillips, 1418 L street NW. 
In Charge of Division of Supplies.-Frank M. Cl~aver, 23u M street NW. 
BUREAU OF ANIMAI, INDUS'I'RY. 
Chief.-D. E. Salmon, i923 Thirteenth street NW. 
Assistant Chief.-G. M. Br:umbaugh, 904 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Chief Clerk.-S. R. Burch, 646 East Capitol street. 
Chief of Bio-Chemic Division.-E. A. de Schweinitz, ro23 Vermont avenue NW. 
Chief of Dai1y Division.-Henry E. Alvord, 900 B street SW. 
Chief of Inspection_ Division.-Alonw D. Melvin, 1221 Kenesaw avenue NW. 
Chief of JJ;Iiscellaneous Division.-A. M. Farrington, 143"6 Chapin street NW. 
Chief of Pathological Division.-Victor A. Norgaard, 69 N street NW. 
Zoologist.-Ch. Wardell Stiles, American Embassy, Berlin, Germany. 
Superintendent of Experiment Station.-E. C. Schroeder, Bethesda, Md. 
DIVISION OF S'I'A'I'IS'I'ICS. 
Statistician.-John Hyde, 1458 Euclid place NW. . 
Assistant Statistician.-George K. Holmes, 1323 Kenesaw avenue NW. 
DIVISION OF CHEMIS'I'RY. 
Chemist.-Harvey W. Wiley, 1314 Tenth street NW. 
First Assistant Chemist.-Ervin E. Ewell, r2i5 Twelfth street NW. 
OFFICE OF EXPERIMEN'I' S'I'A'I'IONS. 
Diredor.-A. C. True, r6o4 Seventeenth street NW. 
Assistant Diredor.-E. W. Allen, 1620 Seventeenth street NW. 
DIVISION OF EN'I'OMOI,OGY. 
Entomologist.-L. 0. Howard, 1336 Thirtieth street NW. 
First Assistant Entomologist.-C. L. Marlatt, 1440 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
BIOI,OGICAI, SURVEY. 
C/zief.-C. Hart Merriam, 1919 Sixteenth street NW. 
First Assistant Biologist.-T. S. Palmer, r6o4 Thirteenth street NW. 
DIVISION OF FORES'I'RY. 
Forester.-Gifford Pinchot, 1705 Rhode Island avenue NW. 
Sut_e_;}_ntendent of Working Plans.-Henry S. Graves, 1705 Rhode Island · avenue 
DIVISION OF BO'l'ANY. 
Botanist.-Frederick V. Coville, 1836 California avenue NW. 
First Assistant Botan~·st.-Sylvester H. Dewey, 1337 Wallach place NW. 
DIVISION OF AGROS'I'OI,OGY. 
Chief.-F. L~mson-Scribner, 1443 Q street NW. 
Assistant C/iief.-Jared G. Smith, 1515 Seventeenth street NW. 
~ DIVISION OF POMOI,OGY. 
Pon~ologist.-Gustavus B. Brackett, r2ro G street NW. 
Assistant Pomologist.-William A. Taylor, 55 Q street NE. 
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DIVISION OF VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY. 
Chief.-B. T. Galloway, Garrett Park, Md. 
Assistant Pathologist.-Albert F. Woods, 1021 Eleventh street NW. 
DIVISION OF SOILS. 
Chiej.-Milton Whitney, Takoma Park, D. C. 
Assistant Chiej.-Lyman J. Briggs, 56 Q street NE. 
DIVISION OF SEEDS. 
Chief.-Robert J. ·Whittleton, 812 Twelfth street NW. 
OFFICE OF. PUBLIC-ROAD INQUIRIES. 
Director.-Martin Dodge, 214 Fifth street NE. 
DIVISION OF ACCOUNTS. 
Chief.-Frank L. Evans, r6o4 Fifteenth street NW. 
Assistant Chief of Division (in charge of Weather Bureau Accounts) .-A. Zap-
pone, 1306 Corcoran street NW. 
Cashier.-Everett D. Yerby, 1417 Q street NW. 
DIVISION OF PUBLICATIONS. 
Chief.-Geor~e William Hill, 2501 Pennsylvania avenue NW. 
Assistant Chzef.-Joseph A. Arnold, 229 Second street NE. 
Assistant in charge of Document Section.-Robert B. Handy, 1017 East Capitol 
street. 
GARDENS AND GROUNDS. 
Horticulturist and Superintendent of Gardens and Grounds.-\Villiam Saunders, 
16o3 Third street NW. 
LIBRARY. 
Librarian.-W. P. Cutter, 1618 Seventeenth street, NW. 
Assistant Librarian.-:-Josephine A. Clark, 1322 Twelft1:1 street NW. 
THE. INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION. 
(Sun Building, 1317 F street NW.) 
[The* designates those whose wives accompany them; the e designates those whose daughters 
accompany them.) 
Cmmnissioners.-* Martin A. Knapp, of New York, Chairman, The Po.rtland; * Jud-
son C. Clements, of Georgia, 2n3 Bancroft place, Connecticut Avenue Heights; 
•:<- James D. Yeomans, of Iowa, The Kensington; *Charles A. Prouty, of Vermont, 
The Portner; ~ William J. Calhoun, of Illinois, The Portland. 
Secreta~v.-Edward A. Moseley, 1113 Sixteenth street NW. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR. 
ational Safe Deposit Building, corner Fifteenth street and New York avenue NW.) 
Commissioner.-CARROLL D. \VRIGHT, 1345 Vermont avenue. 
Chief Clerk.- ren \V. \Veaver, 1429 ew York avenue. . 
Disbursing Clerk.-Charles E. Morse, 1429 Tew York avenue. 
TH 1 CI\ IL R ICE COMMI SIO 
ffice , Concordi~ Building, corner High th and E streets. ·w.) 
ommiss,:011,rrr.- Pr ·:id •nt, Jon.· R. PR c."l'nR, The Everett; John B. Hafrlow, 2028 P 
_r • • \\.; • lark, . Brew r, 1363 Yale str t • T\V. 
'/11 if l~xamwer.-A. R. rv ·n. 117 R street. ·E. 
• crtl,11J•. - Joh11 T. I yle, 2104 \Vy ming avenue, T\V. 
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THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 
(Corner North Capitol and H streets.) 
Public Printer.-F.( W. PAI.MER, 1333 T street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-W, H. Collins, 125 Tenth street NE. 
Foreman of Printing.-Henry T. Brian, 34 I street NW. 
Foreman of Binding.-H. C. Espey, 904 Third street N\Y. 
Superintendent of Documents.-L. C. Ferrell, 1447 Huntington place. 
Foreman in charge of Congressional Record. -W. H. Hickman, 1.20 E street NE. 
THE COMMISSION OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 
( Office, corner Sixth and B streets SW.) 
Commissioner.-GEORGE M. BOWERS, The Ebbit:. 
Chief Clerk.-!. H. Dunlap, 1605 Twenty-second street NW. 
Assistant in charge of Division of Inquiry respecting Food Fishes.-Hugh M. Smith, 
1248 New Jersey avenue NW. 
Assistant in charge of Division of Fish Culture.-W. de C. Ravenel, 16u Riggs 
Place NW. 
Assistant in charge of Division of Statistics and Methods.-C: H. Townsend, Cosmos 
Club. 
Disbursing Agent.-W. P. Titcomb, 2237 Q street NW. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 
(Bliss Building, No. 35 B street NW.) 
[Th_e members with ladies accompanying them are marked with a* for wife and e for daughter.] 
Commissioners.-Senator James H. Kyie, chairman, Aberdeen, S. Dak.; Senator 
Boies Penrose, Philadelphia, Pa.; Senator Lee Mantle, Butte, Mont.; Senatcr S. R. 
Mallory, Pensacola, Fla.; Senator John W. Daniel, Lynchburg, Va.; Representa-
tive John J. Gardner, second vice-chairman, Atlantic City, N. J.; Representative 
William Lorimer, Chicago, I1J.; Representative L. F. Livingston, Kings, Ga.; Rep-
resentative John C. Bell, Montrose, Colo.; Representative Theobold Otjen, Mil-
waukee, Wis.; * Mr. A. L. Harris, Eaton, Ohio; Mr. S. N. D. North, No. 70 Kilby 
street, Boston, Mass.; Mr. Ellison A. Smyth, Pelzer, S. C.; -x- Mr. John M. Farquhar, 
Buffalo, N. Y.; Mr. E. D. Conger, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Mr. Thomas W. Phillips, 
first vice-chairman, Newcastle, Pa.; Mr. Char1es J. Harris, Dillsboro, N. C.; Mr. 
M. D. Ratchford, Indianapolis, Ind.; *e Mr. John L. Kennedy, No. 646 E street NE., 
·washington, D. C. · 
Secretary.-William E. Sackett. 
Chief Clerk and Disbursing Agent.--P. H. Donnelly. 
Chief Messenger.-A. P. Cunningham, 645 Eleventh street NE. 
SUBCOMMlSSIONS. 
Agriculture.-Messrs. A. L. Harris, Kyle, Mantle, Gardner, Conger. 
Manufacturing.-Messrs. Smyth, Penrose, Livingston, North, Farquhar. 
Mining.-Messrs. Daniel, Otjen, Bell, Ratchford, Kennedy. 
Transportation.-Messrs. Phillips, Mallory, Lorimer, C. J. Harris, Kennedy. 
Statistics.-Messrs, North, Farquhar, Conger, Otjen, C, J, Harris. 
THE BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES, 
Chair17ian.-HENRY GAJ.~NE'I'T, Geological Survey. 
Secretary.- Marcus Baker, Geological Survey. 
Andrew H. Allen, Department of State. 
Otis T. Mas!)n, Smithsonian Institution. 
H. G. Ogden, CO"ast and Geodetic Survey. 
A. R Johnson, Light-House· Board. 
Harry King, General Land Office. . 
Capt. G. W. Goethals, United States Engineers, War Department. 
Commander Joseph E. Craig, Hydrographic Office, Navy Department. 
A. Von Haake, Post-Office Department. 
55-3D-2D ED-15 
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NATIONAL HOME FOR DISABLED VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS. 
Branches.-Central National Military Home, Ohio; Northwestern National Home, 
. Wisconsin; Southern :National Soldiers' Home, Virginia; Eastern, Togus, Me.; 
Western . National Military Home, Kansas; Marion National Military Home, 
Indiana; Pacific Soldiers' Home, California; Danville, Ill., Branch ( in course of 
construction). 
Managers.-The President of the United States; the Chief Justice; the Secretary of 
War ex officio, vVashh1.gton, D. C.; Gen. William B. Franklin, president, Hart-
ford, Conn.-term expires 1902; Gen. William J. Sewell, first vice-president, Cam-
den, N. J.-term expires 1904; Col. John L. Mitchell, second vice-president, Mil-
waukee, Wis.-term expires 1904; Gen. Thomas J. Henderson, secretary, Prince-
ton, Ill.-term expires 1902; Gen. Martin T. McMahon, Times Building, New 
York City-term expires 1904; Gen. Alfred L. Pearson, Pittsburg, Pa.-term 
expires 1900; Col. George W. Steele, Marion, Ind.-term expires 1902; Gen. 
Charles M. Anderson, Greenville, Ohio-term expires 1900; Col. Sidney G. Cooke, 
Herington, Kans.-term expires 1900; Gen. J. Marshall Brown, Portland. Me.-
term expires 1902; Maj. W. H. Bonsall, Los Angeles, Cal.-term expires 1904. 
THE SOLDIERS' HOME. 
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS. 
(Office, Room 481 War Department, north wing.) 
President of the Board.-NELSON A. MILES, Major-General Commanding the Army. 
H. C. Corbin, Adjutant-General, U.S. A. 
M. I. Ludington, Quartermaster-General, U. S. A. 
Charles P. Eagan, Commissary-General of Subsistence, U. S. A. 
George M. Sternberg, Surgeon-General, U.S. A. 
G. Norman Lieber, Judge-Advocate-General, U. S . A. 
George D. Ruggles, Brigadier-General, U. S. A. (retired ), Governor of the Soldiers' 
Home. 
Clerk of the Board.-N. Hershler. 
OFFICERS OF THE HOME. 
(Residing at the Home.) 
Governor.-Brig-. Gen. George D. Ruggles; U.S. A. (retired ). 
Deputy Governor.-Bvt. Br-g. Gen. Reuben F. Bernard, U.S. A. (retired) . 
Secretary and Treasurer.-Capt. Charles W. Taylor, inth Cavalry. 
Attending Surgeon.-Maj. L. A. LaGarde, surgeon, U. S. A. 
THE BUREAU OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLICS. 
( o. 2 Jackson place.) 
Diredor.-Frederic Emory, The Grafton. 
5ecretary.-Dr. Horacio Guzman 1826 I street NW 
Trauslators.- panish, Arthur W. Fergusson, 3004 · Q street W.; Francisco J. 
Yan~ , 2131 P street W.; J. Gutierrez Quiros, 723 Thirteenth street W. FrE:nch, 
lane Mac aughton, 1421 Twentieth street W. Portuguese, Mary Kirk, The 
:1rafton. 
'/u/f Cler~ --:-~illiams C. Fox_, 25o6 niversity place. 
_!zu;f of Dzvzszon of In/ormat~on.-H nry L. Bryan, 6o4 East Capitol street. 
Ldztor Montllly Bullelzn.-Chfton C. mith, 2 Jackson Place. 
T I -rT RC TI E T L R ILW Y COMMIS IO 
. . (Sun Building, 1317 F street W·.) 
01111
~
1.zs,;zon_ers for ~Ile l/ited, tates. - Pr~ ident, A. J. CASSATT, 26 outh Fifteenth 
· tr t, I h1la<lelph1a, I a.; Henry . Davis 1725 I treet W Washington D C · 
R ... K·r·n, :t. Lui, .I. ' ·, ' · ·, 
l 1 ,rnft,,e and J)i sbursi111; Officer.-R. . . Br wn 
, rtlary and En rineer.- . Z. ' tecver, The airo. · 
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THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
(The Mall, opposite Tenth street.) 
Presiding Officer ex officio.-WlLLlAM McKINLEY, President of the United States. 
Chancellor.-Melville W. Fuller, Chief Justice of the United States. 
Secretary qf the Institution.-S. P. Langley, Metropolitan Club. · , 
Assistant Secretary.-Richard Rathbun, 1622 Massachusetts avenue. 
Members bf the Institution.-WlLLlAM McKINLEY, President of the United State's; 
Garret A. Hobart, Vice-President of the United States; Melville W. Fuller, Chief 
Justice of the United States, Chancellor; John Hay, Secretary of State; Lyman J. 
Gage, Secretary of the Treasury; Russell A. Alger, Secretary of War; J. W. GriggS4 
Attorney-General; Charles Emory Smith, Postmaster-General; John D. Long, Sec-
retary of the Navy; Cornelius N. Bliss, Secretary of the Interior; James Wilson, 
Secretary of Agriculture. · . 
Regents o.f_ the Institution.-Melville W. Fuller, Chief Justice of the United States, 
Chancellor; Garret A. Hobart, Vice-President of the United States; S. M. Cullotn, 
member of the Senate; George Gray, member of tlie ,Senate; Joseph Wheeler, mem-
ber of the House of Representatives; R. R. Hitt, member of the House of Repre-
sentatives; Robert Adams, jr., member of the House of ReprE;sentatives; William 
L. Wilson, citizen of Virginia (Lexington); J. B. Angell, citizen of Michigan ( Ann 
Arbor); Andrew D. White, citizen of New York (Ithaca); J.B. Henderson, citizen 
of Washington, D. C.; William Preston Johnston, citizen of Louisiana (New 
· Orleans); Alexander Graham Bell, citizen of Washington, D. C. 
Executive Committee.-J. B. Henderson, of Washington, D. C.; W. L. Wilson, of 
Virginia; Alexander Graham Bell, of Washington, D. C. 
THE NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
Keeper ex officio.-S. P. LANGLEY, Metropolitan Club. 
Assistant Secretary in Charge.-Richard ~athbun, 1622 Massachusetts avenue. · 
Executive Curator.-F. W. True, 1322 Yale street, Columbia Heights. 
Head Curators.-W. H. Holmes, F. W. True, G. P. Merrill. 
Curators.-Robert Ridgway, 0. T. Mason, L. Stejneger, Thomas Wilson, F. A. 
Lucas, J. E. Watkins. · .. 
Honorary Curators.-Tarleton H. Bean, F. W. Clarke, F. V. Coville, W. H. Dall, 
B. E. Fernow, J. M. Flint, Paul Haupt, S. R. Koehler, L. 0. Howard, 0. C. Marsh, 
Richard Rathbun, Chas. D. Walcott, L. F. Ward. 
Chief Clerk.-William V. Cox, Emery place, Brightwood. 
Chief of Correspondence and Documents.-Randolph I. Geare, Lanier Heights. 
Chief of Buildings and Superintendence.-J. E. Watkins, 1626 S street NW. 
Disbursing Clerk.-W. W. Karr, 1452 Euclid place NW. 
Librarian.-Cyrus Adler, 943 K street NW. 
Registrar.-:-S. C. Brown, 310 First street SE. 
THE BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY. 
( Office in Adams Building, 1333 F street NW.) 
Director.-JOHN w. POWELL, 910 M street NW. 
Ethnologist in Charge.-W J McGee, 2010 Wyoming avenue. 
Chief Clerk.-F. W. Hodge, Garrett Park, Md. 
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES. 
Assistant Secretary in Charge.-RrCHARD RATHBUN 1622 Massachusetts avenue. 
Chief Clerk.-W. I. Adams, 2650 Fourteenth street NW. 
THE NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK. 
(Adams Mill Road.) 
Superintendent.-FRANK Bt,.KER, 1728 Columbia road. 
Property Clerk.-A. B. Baker, 1432 S street NW. 
THE ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY. 
D~rector.-S. P. LANGLEY, Metropolitan Club. 
Aid.-C. G. Abbot, 223 Tenth street NE. 
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THE WASHINGTON NATIONAL MONUMENT SOCIETY. 
(1833. Incorporated 1859. Acts of August 2, 1876; October 1, 1888.) 
President ex officio.-WILLIAM McKINLEY, President of the United States. 
First Vice-President.-James G. Berret, 1535 I street NW. 
Second Vice-President.:_A. R. Spofford, Library of Congress. 
Treasurer.-Daniel B. Clarke, 1422 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Secretary.~F. M. Gunnell, ·6oo Twentieth street NW. 
Clerk.---:F, L. Harvey, jr., 2146 Florida avenue NW. · .. 
Members,_.:.John Sherman, James G. Berret, D . A. Watterson, Edward_Clark, Daniel ~ 
B: c;::larke, lr. R. Spofford, Asaph Hall; F. M. Gunnell, M. F._ Morns, Samuel R . 
Franklin, George S. Boutwell, E. M. Gallaudet, Samuel H. Kauffmann, John M. 
Schofield, John F. Hurst, He11ry B. Brown, William A. Maury, and Henry A. 
Willard. 
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES . .. , 
(Incorporate\i by act of Congress March 3, 1863.) 
Section 3 of the act of incorporation provides: "That . the National Academy of 
Sciences shall hold an annual meeting at such place in the United States as may be 
designated, and the academy shall, whenever called upon by any department o_f the 
Government, investigate, examine, experiment, and report upon any subje~t of science 
or art, the actual expense of such investigations, examinations, expenments, and 
reports to be paid from appropriations which may be made for the purpose; but the 
academy shall receive no compensation whatever for any services to the Government 
of the United States." 
In accordance with 1:4is provision, the academy-which includes about one hun-
dred members-has made many investigations and reports, at the request of the leg-
islative and executive ·branches of the Government. ·The annual reports are published 
by Congress as miscellaneous docume?ts. 
President.-Wolcott Gibbs, Newport, R. I. 
Vice-President.~Asaph Hall, Washington, D. C. 
Foreign Secretary. -Alexand.er Agassiz, Boston, Mass. 
Home Secretary.-Ira Remsen, Baltimore, Md. 
Treasure,:.-Charles D. Walcott, Washington, D. C. 
THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION. 
(Incorporated by act of Congress January.4, 1889.) 
The act of incorporation provides that: "Said association shall report annually to 
tl?,E: secreta~y of_ the Smit~sonian ~nstitution concerning its proceedings and the con-
dition of h1stoncal study 1ll Amenca. Said secretary shall communicate to Congress 
the wh~le of s_uch rep?rts1 or such portions thereof as he shall see fit. The regents of 
the n:,1th oman Ins~1tubon are authorized to permit said association to deposit its 
coll_ecbon~, man~ cr~pts, b<?oks, pamf?hlets, and other material for history in the 
mt~. man Institution or m the ahonal Museum, at their discretion, upon such 
condition ~nd un~er u~h rules as th y shall prescribe.'' 
~n c mplu~nce with th1 act the anmtal r ports of the association, with accompa-
n ·mg m ~n 1r , _are pre _ent~d to the President of the Senate, through the secretary 
f the m1th man Insbtubon, and published as miscellaneous Senate documents. 
P::esident.-:- org P. Fish r, ew Haven, Conn. 
i zce-Preszdent.-Jam · F rd Rhod s, B ton, Mass . 
• cretary. - H rbert B .. dam , Ba1tim r , Md. 
, urator.- . II ward lark, \\'ashinhrton, D. C. 
Tr,a un-r.- larenc \\:. B , en, .. T w York, r. Y. 
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DEPARTMENT DUTIES. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE. 
SECRETARY OF STATE. 
The Secretary of State is charged, under the direction of the President, with the 
duties appertaining to correspondence with the public ministers and the consuls .of 
the United States, and with the representatives of foreign · powers accredited to the, 
United States; and to negotiations of whatever character relating to · the foreign 
affa;rs of the United States. He is also the medium of correspondence bet\yeen th~ 
President and the chief executives of the several States of the United States; he 
has the custody of the great seal of the United States, and countersigns and affixes . 
such seal to all executive proclamations, to various commissions, and to warrants for 
the extradition of fugitives from justice. He is regarded as the :first in rank among 
the members of the Cabinet.· He is also the custodian of the treaties mad.e with 
foreign States, and of the laws of the· United States. He grants and issues pass-
ports, and exequaturs to foreign consuls in the United States are issued throt'tgh his 
office. He publishes the laws and resolutions of Congress, amendments t() the Con-
stitution, and proclamations declaring the admission of new States into the Union .. 
He is also charged with certain annual reports to Congress relating to commercial 
information received from diplomatic and consular officers of the United States. 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE. 
The Assistant Secretary of State becomes the Acting Secretary of State in the 
absence of the Secretary. Under the organization of the Department the Assistant 
Secretary, Second Assistant Secretary, and Third Assistant Secretary are charged 
with the immediate supervision of all correspondence with the diplomatic and con-
sular officers and are intrusted with the preparation of the correspondence upon any 
questions arising in the course of the public business that may be assigned to them 
by the Secretary. · 
CHIEF CLERK. 
The q1ief Clerk has the general supervision of the clerks and employees and of 
the busmess .of the Department. . 
DIPLOMATIC BURE AU. 
Diplomatic, correspondence and miscellaneous correspondence relating thereto. 
CONSULAR BUREAU. 
Consular correspondence and miscellaneous correspondence relating thereto. 
BUREAU OF INDEXES AND ARCHIVES. 
Opening, preparing, indexing, and registering all correspondence to and from the 
Department; the preservation of the archives. . 
BUREAU OF ACCOUNTS. 
Custody and disbursement of appropriations under direction of the Departme:1t· 
charged with custody of mdemnity funds and bonds; care of the property of th~ 
Department. 
BUREAU OF ROLLS AND LIBRARY. 
. Custody of the r?lls, treaties, etc_. ; promulgation of the laws, etc.; care and super-
mtendence of the library and public documents; care of the Revolutionary archives 
and of papers relating to international commissions. ' 
BURE AU OF FOREIGN COMMERCE. 
Edits and publishes the monthly cons1;1lar reports, special consular reports, and the 
annual report laid before Congress entitled '' Commercial Relations of the United 
States." · 
BUREAU OF APPOINTMENTS. 
Matters relating_t? appointments; the preparation of commissions, ex~quaturs, and 
~arrants of extradition; custody of the Great Seal, of applications and recommenda-
tions for office, etc. 
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SUPERINTENDENT OF BUILDI:NG. 
The superintendent of the State, War; and Navy Department building is the execu-
tive officer of the commission created by Congress, consisting of the Seci:-etaries of 
State, War, and Navy, for the g<;>Vernment of this building . He has charge of care, 
preservation, repairing, warming, ventilating, lighting, and cleaning of the~building, 
grounds and approaches, and disqurses the special appropriat ions for this purpose; 
he has charge of all the employees of the building proper, and appoints them by 
direction .of the Secretaries. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 
SECRETARY OF THE TREASUR Y . 
The Secretary of the Treasury is charged by law with the management of the 
national finances. He prepares plans for the improvement of the reven~e and for 
th~ support of the public credit; superintends the collection of the revenue, and pre• 
scrjbes the forms of keeping and rendering public accounts .and of making retur~s; 
grants warrants for all moneys drawn from the Treasury in pursuance of a,ppropna-
tions made by law, and for the payment of moneys into the Treasury; and annually 
submits to Congress estimates of the probable revenues and disbursemen:ts of the 
Government. He also controls the construction of public bu,Hdings; the· coinage 
and printing of money; the collection of statistics ; the administration of .t he Coast 
an4 Geodetic Survey, Life-Saving, Light-House, Revenue-Cutter, Steamboat-Inspec-
tion, and Marine-Hospital branches of the public service , and furnishes generally 
such information as may be required by either branch of Congress on all matters 
pertaining to the foregoing. · 
The routine work of the Secretary's office is transacted in th e offices of the ~uper-
vising Architect, Director of the Mint, Superintendent of Engraving and Pr_mtmg, 
Supervising Surgeon-General of the Marine-Hospital Service, General Supermtend-
ent of the Life-Saving Service, Supervising Inspector-General of Steamboats,. Bureau 
of Statistics, Light-House Board, and in the following divisions: Bookkeepmg and 
Warrants; Appointments; Customs; Public Moneys; Loans and Currency; Revenue-
Cut.ter; Stationery, Printing, and Blanks ; Mails and F iles; Special Agepts, and 
Miscellaneous. 
ASSISTANT SE CRE T ARIES OF THE T R EASURY. 
To Assistant Secretary Spaulding is assigned the general direct ion and supervision 
of all matters relating to the public business assigned to the following p ureaus, 
offices, and divisions: The Bureau of Immigration; the Office of the Coast and Geo-
detic Survey; the Bureau of Navigation; the Office of the Life-Saving Service ; the 
Office of the Supervising Inspector-General , Steamboat-Inspection Service; the Office 
of the Light-House Board; the Office of the Supervising Surgeon-General, Marine-
Hospital Service; the Office of the Supervising Architect ; the Miscellaneous Divi-
sion , and the Office of the Chief Clerk and Superintendent. 
To Assistant Secretary H owell is assigned the general direction and supervision 
of all matters pertaining to the Customs Service, and all matters relating to the 
pub~ic business assigned to the following bureau and divisions: The Bureau of Sta-
t istics; the Division of Customs; the Division of Revenue-Cutter Service; the 
Division ?f Special Agents, and the Division of Stationery, Printing, and Blanks. 
To Assistant Secretary Vanderlip is assigned the general direction and supervision 
of aJ,l .~a~ters relating to the public _business assigned to the following bureau, o~ce, 
and d1v.is1<:ms: the Office of the ])irector of the Mint; the Bureau of Engravmg 
a~d. ~nntmg; the ecret Service Division; the Division of Public Moneys; the 
D1v1s1?1: <:>f Loans ~nd Curr~ncy; the Divi ion of Bookkeeping and Warrants, a nd 
th J?ivi 1011 of Mail and Files; all official communications relating to or making 
appomtments,_removals, ?r changes_in compensation of thepersonnelof the Depart-
m nt and s rvic under its control 111 the District of Columbia. 
CHIEF CLE RK. 
p rvise ,. under the immediate direction of the Secretary and 
, t1?-e duties of th clerk and employees connected with the 
nnt · · occupied by the Department in 
the the care of all horses, wagons, 
ed ; , machini ts, firemen , or laborer ; 
~he gent expenses of the Trea ury 
it uel, lights, water, and miscellaneous 
mei r buildings under the control of the 
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Department; the distribution of the mail; t_he custody of the records and files and 
library of the Secretary's office; the answe:i~g of calls from C~ngress and elsewhere 
for copies of papers, records, etc.; sup~r~ision of all; the official corres_pondence of 
the Secretary's office, so far as to see that it is expressed m correct and official form; the 
enforcement of the general regulations _of the Department, and the charge of all 
busin~ss of the Secretary's office not assigned. 
COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY. 
The act of July 31, 1894, reorganizing the accounting offices of the T~ea~ury, 
abolished the offices of Second Comptroller of the Treasury and the Commissioner 
of Customs, and provided that hereafter the First ~omptroller shall ~e known as the 
Comptroller of the Treasury. The Comptroller is not charged with the du~y of 
revising accounts, except upon appeal from the settl~ments made by the Auditors, 
an appeal to be taken within one year by either the claimant, the head of th~ Dep~rt-
ment interested or by the Comptroller himself. Upon the request of a disbursmg 
officer or the he;d of a Department, the Comptroller is required to give his decision 
upon the validity of a payment to be m~de, which decision, when rende~ed, s~all 
govern the Auditors and the Comptroller m_the settlement of _the accou~~ mvolvmg 
the J?ayment. He is required to approve, disapprove, or modify ~11 decisions of the 
Auditors making an original construction or modifying an existmg construction of 
statutes, and to certify his action to the Auditor. He transmits.all decisions made by 
him forthwith to the Auditor or Auditors whose duties are affected thereby. . By the 
regul~tions of the Department the Comptroller passes upon the sufficie·ncy of author-
ities to indorse drafts and receive and recd pt for money from the Government, upon 
the evidence presented in applications for duplicates of lost or destroyed United States 
bonds, drafts, checks, efc. The forms of keeping and rendering all public accounts 
( except those relating to the postal service), the recovery of debts certified by the 
Auditors to be due to the United States, and the preservation, with their vouchers 
and certificates, of accounts finally adjusted, are under the direction of the Comp-
troller. Upon revision of accounts, appealed from the several Auditors to the 
Comptroller, his decisio1i upon such revision is final and conclusive upon the execu-
tive branch of the Government. 
AUDITOR FOR THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 
The Auditor for the Treasury Department receives and examines all accounts of 
salaries and incidental expenses of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury and 
all bureaus and offices under his direction. An · accounts relating to the Customs 
Service, the public debt, •internal revenue, Treasurer and Assistant Treasurers, mints 
and assay offices, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
Revenue-Cutter Service, Life-Saving Service, Light-House .Board, Marine Hospital, 
public buildings, Steamboat-Inspection Service, Immigration Service, Bureau of Nav-
igation, Secret Service, Alaskan fur-seal fisheries, and all other business within the 
jurisdiction of the Department of the Treasury, and certifies the balances arising 
thereon to the Division of Bookkeeping and Warrants. 
The subordinate divisions of his office are-
Customs Division.-Receipts and expenditures of the customs service, including 
fines, emoluments, ·forfeitures, debentures, drawbacks, and warehouse and bond 
accounts received from custom-houses. 
Internal Revenue Division.-Accounts of collectors of internal revenue, including 
salaries, contingent expenses, and compensation of storekeepers. 
!'ublic.Deft Division.-Redemptio1: of the public d~bt, includ~ng principal, pre-
mmm, and mterest, the payment of mterest, redemption of certificates of deposit, 
notes destroyed. . 
Miscellane07!S Division:-Ac_col!nts of mint and assay offices, construction, repair, 
and _preservation of _pubhc bmldmgs; Treas~rer of the _DI:ited States, for general 
receipts and expenditures; Bureau of Engravmg and Pnntmg; Coast and Geodetic 
Surv~y; Reve~ue-Cutter Service; _Life-Saving Service; Light-House Board; Marine-
Hospital Service, and all other miscellaneous accounts coming to this office. 
AUDITOR FOR THE WAR DEPARTMENT. 
The Auditor for the War Department receives and examines all accounts of sal-
aries and incidental_ ex:pens~s of the offices of the Secretary of War and all bureaus 
and o~ces under his directi~n; all accoun~s relating to the military establishment, 
armones and arsenal~, national. cemete~1es, fortifications, public buildings and 
grounds under the Chief of Engmeers, nvers and harbors the Military Academy 
a_nd to all other busin~s~ within the jurisdiction of the Dep~rtment of War, and cer~ 
ttfies the balances ansmg th~reon to the Division of Bookkeeping and Warrants, 
and sends a copy of each certificate to the Sec.retary of War. 
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The work is distributed among six divisions, as follows: Archives Division, Review 
Division, Mail and Miscellaneous Division, Paymaster and Claims Division, Pay and 
Bounty Division, and Military Division. 
AUDI'l'OR FOR ' 'l'HE IN'l'ERIOR DEPAR'l'MEN'l'. 
The Auditor for the Interior Department shall receive and examine all accounts of 
salaries and incid.ental expenses of the office of the Secretary of the Interior, and 
of all bureaus and offices under his direction, and all accounts relating to Army and 
Navy pensions, Geological Survey, public lands, Indians, Architect of the Capitol, 
patents, census, and to all other business within the jurisdiction of the Department 
of the Interior, and certify the balances arising thereon to the Division of Bookkeep-
ing and Warrants, and send forthwith a copy of each certificate to the Secretary of 
the Interior. He also examines and approves or disapproves all requisitions for 
advances of money made by all persons authorized to do so in the above-named 
Department. 
AUDI'l'OR FOR 'l'HE NAVY DEPAR'l'MEN'l'. 
The Auditor for the Navy Department examines and settles all accounts of the Navy 
Department, including the office of the Secretary of the Navy, and all offices and 
bureaus under his direction, certifying the balances arising thereon to the Secretary 
of the Treasury and sending a copy of each certificate to the Secretary of the Navy. 
Paymasters' Accounts Division.-Adjusts accounts of pay officers of the Navy at 
navy-yards and stations and on vessels, accounts of the paymaster and quartermas-
ter of the Marine Corps, and claims of subsidized railroads, and keeps individual 
accounts of seamen's deposits of savings. 
Requisition and Prize Money Division.-Records requisitions and notes them for 
approval, keeps ledger accounts of navy appropriations, adjusts the account of Gen-
eral Account of Advances, examines monthly returns of all pay officers of the Nayy, · 
reports delinquent pay officers, settles prize-money claims, furnishes the Pe~s1on' 
Office and Navy Department with service records of officers, seamen, and marines, 
and has charge of the mail, records, and files .of the office. The Miscellaneous 
Claim Section adjusts claims for arrears of pay, bounty, etc., arising in the Navy 
and Marine Corps. 
Navy Pay and Allotment Division.-Adjusts accounts of purchasing pay officers 
of the Navy, of naval attaches at United States legations in Europe, of the Na:7y 
Department's fiscal agent in London, of agents at coaling stations, and of the dis-
bursing officer of the avy Department, and keeps individual accounts of allotments 
of officers and men of the Navy. · 
AUDI'l'OR FOR 'l'HE S'l'A'l'E AND OTHER DEPAR'l'MEN'l'S. 
The Auditor for the State and other Departments receives , examines, and certifies 
the balances arising thereon to the Division of Bookkeeping and ·warrants all 
accounts of salaries and incidental expenses of the offices of the Secretary of State. 
the Attorney-General, and the Secretary of Agriculture, and of all bureaus and 
<;>ffi~es_ u1;1der their direction; all accounts relating to all other business within the 
Junsd1ction of the Departments of State, Justice, and Agriculture; all accounts 
~elating to the Diplomatic and Consular Service, the judiciary, United States courts, 
Judgments of the United Stat s courts, Executive Office, Civil Service Commission, 
Interstate Commerce Commission, Department of Labor, District of Columbia, Fish 
Commission, Court of Claims and its judgments, Smithsonian Institution, Territorial 
governments, the S_enate, the House of Representatives, the Public Printer, Library 
o_f Congress, Botanic Garden, and accounts of all boards, commissions, and estab-
h hments of the Government not within the jurisdiction of any of the Executive 
Departments. He al o examines and approves or disapproves all requisitions for 
advanc s of money made by all persons authorized to do so in any of the above-
named D partments, commis ions, or establishments. 
A DI'l'OR FOR 'l'HE POS'l'-OFFICE DEPAR'l'MEN'l'. 
Th_e udit ce Department examines and adjusts all accounts 
relat111g t . th nd hi deci ions on these are final, unless an appeal 
b taken 111 the omptroller. He superintends the collection 
of all t.ate for the ervice of the Post-Office Department 
ts uits and all legal proceedings in civil actions, and 
the paym nt of IJlOn y due th nited tat.es for the 
ment. The work of the office i assigned as follows: 
arge f the Bureau as Acting uditor during the 
s the duties of all clerks in the Bureau, and equal-
tur_ s f appr priati ns f r carpets, furniture and 
ffic1al papers designated by the Auditor, which 
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includes drafts, letters, statements, post-office wa~r~nts, etc.; is a~s? ~hatged with ~he 
custody and care of the furniture, a11:d has supervision of a~l re9ms!hons for supplies. 1 
The Chief Clerk performs the duties of the Deputy Auditor m his_ ab~ence; makes 
assignments of clerks; has charge of all corresp<:mdence; the openmg, readmg, ~nd 
assigning of all letters received; reading, prepanng for signature, and press-copymg · 
letters sent; keeping the roll and making report ?f att~ndance and absence of 
employees, and all miscellaneous matters not other;-vise assigned. . · 
The Disbursing Clerk has charge of the preparation of pay rolls, d:isburs~men_t~ of 
appropriations for the salaries of officers and employees ?f the office, the ~isposihon 
of deposits made in connection wit?, offers o! compromise of _debts and_ JUdgments 
on post-office accounts, and the receipt and dispatch _of the :eg-i_ster·ed _mail addressed 
to and sent from the office. There are seven subordmate divisions, viz: 
Assorting and Checking.-Arranges money orders _by States and offices in th~ ex_act 
numerical order of their issue, and compares them with the statements of the issumg 
postmasters. 
Bookkeeping.-Has charge of the preparation of the quarterly and annual reports · 
of the receipts and expenditures of the .Post-Office Department; receives and audits 
each postmaster's account, keeping ledger with the same, also mail contractors; has 
charge of the general appropriations for the Post-Office Depatment; registers post-
office warrants and drafts; receives all evidence of deposits to credit of postal revenue, 
and states the account against the General Treasury. 
Collecting.--,-The collection of balances due from and the payment of balances due 
to late and present postmasters, and the :final settlement of postal accounts. . . 
Foreign.-Adjustment of postal and money-order accounts with foreign countries. 
Inspecting.-Receives -and examines the money-order statements of postmasters, 
comparing the vouchers with the corresponding entries on the statements, and mak-
ing additions of the debt and credit sides. 
Pay.-The adjustment and payment of all accounts for the transportation of the 
mails, both foreign and domestic, and post-office supplies. 
Recording.-Stating accounts of postmasters at money-order offices, payment of 
commissions, and collection of balances. 
TREASURER OF THE UNITED S'l'ATES. 
The Treasurer of the United States is charged with the receipt and disbursement 
of all public moneys that may be deposited in the Treasury at Washington and the . 
subtreasuries at Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. 
Louis, New Orleans, and $an Francisco, and in the· national-bank United States 
depositaries; is trustee for bonds held tC> secure national-bank circulation and public 
deposits in national banks; is custodian of Indian trust-fund bonds and other public 
trusts; is :fiscal agent for paying the interest on the public debt, and ex officio com-
missioner of the sinking fund of the District of Columbia. 
Assistant Treasurer, United States.-Authorized by the Treasurer, with the con-
sent of the Secretary of the Treasury, to act in the place and discharge any or all 
the duties of the Treasurer of the United States. 
The duties · are performed under the direction of the Treasurer in the following 
divisions: · 
Chief Clerk's Divi:Siori.-Opens and distributes all mail received, and has charge 
of the outg?ing m~il ; answers all correspondence of a miscellaneous nature ; keeps 
all records m relation to the employees of the office; has custody of the records and 
_:files; prepares estimates for appropriations and special reports; has charge of the 
messengei;s, laborers, and charwomen; makes all requisitions and distributes sup-
plies; has charge of all reports and circulars and the mailing thereof; issues dupli-
cates of lost or destroyed interest and transfer <;hecks, and Treasury warrants and 
disburses the salaries of employees. ' ' 
Cash Division_.-,Keeps the transfer accounts of subtreasuries and accounts of dis-
bursing officers; makes shipments of moneys to subtreasuries and banks· receives 
and makes payment of moneys on various accounts; makes collection of d~afts· and 
prepares estimates for paper for United States notes and certificates and order~ the 
printing of required denominations. ' · · 
Divi~ion of Account!.-Receives datly from the subtreasuries, and weekly from 
the n8:t10nal _banks designate~ as depositanes of the United States, reports on account 
of their receipts and expenditures for the Government· transfers funds to and from 
the subtreasuries, mints, and assay offices, and nation~l-bank depositaries· directs 
th~ payment of all war~ants issued against appropriations by Congress; di;ects the 
shipment of standard silver dollars and fractional silver coin from the subtreasuries 
and mi:1ts; and examines, verifies, and combines the accounts of the above-named 
offices mto one account, entitled the '' General Account of Receipts and Expendi-
tures of the Treasurer of the United States." 
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Division of National Banks. -Has custody of bonds held for national-bank circu-
lation, for public deposits, and various public trusts, and makes collection of semi-
annual duty. 
Divisiof(, of Lodns.-Receives for payment by check called or matured United 
States bonds, interest notes, and bonds of the District of Columbia; issues and mails 
checks foi,- interest on registered United States and District of Columbia bonds; 
records on· numerical registers payment of such checks when returned by Treasury 
offices; receives refunding certificates for conversion into 4 per cent consols of 1907; 
and prepares for the proper auditor accounts relating to the obligations above 
ref erred to. 
Division of Redemption.-Receives all currency, except national-bank notes, pre-
sented for redemption, which is examined, counted, canceled, and delivered to the 
offices of the Secretary and Register for reexamination and recount; makes exp~rt 
examinations of burned and badly mutilated currency presented; receives all reg1s-
tered mail; receives and counts all remittances from postmasters in .Virginia, We~t 
Virginia, Maryland, and the District of Columbi~ made in settlement of their 
accounts. 
Division of Issues.-Prints the_ Treasury seal upon all issues of United States paper 
currency, separates sheets into single notes, and packs _them in bu~dles of 4,000 ~ach 
for delivery to the reserve vault. Counts and assorts silver and rumor corns received 
for redemption and exchange. 
National 'Bank Redemption Agency.-Redeems national-bank notes and, a~ter 
assorting them by banks of issue and charging them to the proper redemption 
accounts of the banks, delivers the assorted notes unfit for use to the Comptroller 
of the Currency for destruction and reissue, and sends those fit for use by express to . 
the respective banks of issue. 
Sinking Fund Office, Districl of Columbia.-Pays interest on miscellaneous bonde~ 
debt of the District of Columbia, invests money provided for sinking funds and vari-
ous trust funds, and keeps all accounts pertaining thereto. 
REGISTER OF THE TREASURY. 
The Register of the Treasury signs and issues all bonds of the United States, !he 
District of _.Columbia, the Pacific railroads, the Cherokee Indian lands, the Louisville 
and Portland Canal _Company, and the Spanish indemnity, and transt?-its_ t_o the 
Treasurer 'of the Umted States schedules showing the name of every md1vidual, 
corporation, etc., holding registered bonds and entjtled to receive interest thereon. 
He signs all transfers conveying ·money from the United States Treasury to all the 
United States subtreasuries and depositories, and all the correspondence of the 
office. He receives, examines, and registers coupon bonds exchanged for registered 
bonds or redeemed and registered bonds transferred and finally redeemed. He 
receives, examines, arranges, and registers all redeemed United States notes, gold 
certificates, silver certificates, Treasury notes, detached interest coupons, interest 
chec~s. on registered bonds, redeemed fractional currency, and all other United States 
secunhes redeemed and destroyed. Also, all customs, internal-revenue, and post-
age stamps condemned for imperfections and destroyed. He is represented on the 
committee having in charge the destruction by maceration of certain of the United 
States securities, etc., mentioned herein. The work is performed in two divisions, 
as follows: 
Division of Loans.-The duties performed in this division include the issue, 
e;Kchange, transfer, and redemption of the bonds before mentioned, and the prepara-
tion _of the sch_edules for payment of interest on the registered bonds, etc.; being in 
detail 1:?e _receipt of new bonds after their preparation by the Bureau of Engraving 
and Pnntmg an~ the care of same until required for issue; the issue .of bonds upon 
warrant or ce~fi~ate of the Secretary of the Treasury, showing the payment of 
accepted_ ubscnphons ~or loans, and recording the same; the issue and recording of 
new regi tered bonds m place of those assigned by the parties or corporations in 
who e name they_ stood, and making a record of the cancellation of the original 
bond ; the recordmg _of coupon and registered bonds redeemed; the examination of 
a~ assignments of regist~red bonds as to their sufficiency and regularity; the examina-
tion f all aper submitted by the rel?res~~tatives of corporations, of the estates of 
dee den . , an of P. rson un~er 1 gal disab1hty; also proof of succession where bonds 
ar hel_ ma fiduciary capa_c1ty (th s~ pap rs may refer to parties or corporations in 
~ . _mted tates or_ m foreign countrie ) ; the keeping of ledger accounts with every 
mdw1dual, orporat1on or othe_r holder of r gistered bonds; the keeping of general 
• h win15 all . hang m the amounts, and summary statements of transac-
nnecti n ,vith_ each loan; th preparation of quarterly, semiannual, and 
nnual. h dul ~ van :U 1 an. for_ th payment of intere t by the Treasurer of 
mt 1 tat , mcludmg th f tmg f the hedules; the preparation of the 
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copy of the same for the printer and the examination of proof; the filing, arrange-
ment, and custody of the various books, records, and bonds? and summary state?lents 
of interest discounts premiums, and expense~ of the public loans, together with all 
papers and reports c~nnected with the business of the d~vision. . . . . . 
Division of Notes, Coupons,. a_nd Currenc7.-The dut~es of this division comprise 
the r~eiving, counting, exammmg, arrangmg, _and regis~enng of _all redeemed old 
demand notes, United States notes, gold certificates, silver certificates, Treasury 
notes, 4 per cent refunding certificates, one-year 5 per cent Treasury notes, two-
year 5 per cent Treasury notes, two-year 5 per cent coupon Treasury notes, 
three-year compound-interest notes, act March 3, 1863, th_ree-year 6 per cent com-
pound-interest notes, act June 30, 1864, and redeemed fractional ~urrency, detached 
mterest coupons, exchanged and redeemed coupon bonds, and interest checks on 
registered bonds. Also all customs, internal-revenue, and postage stamps condemned 
for iniperfections ancl destroyed. This_ division repres~nts the Reg:ister on the c?m-
mittee having in charge the destruction by maceration of certain of the United 
State~ securities, etc., referred to, and the committee having_ in charge t~e destru~-
tion of discount, burnt, and mutilated money. All redeemed mterest-beanng ~ecur~-
ties of the United States, including certificates payable to order, are filed m this 
divisipn. 
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY. 
The Comptroller of the Currency has, urider the direction of the Secretary of the 
Treasury, the control of the national banks. The divisions of this .Bureau are-
Organization Division.-The organization of national banks. 
Issuf Division.-The preparation and issue of national-bank circulation. 
Reports Division.-The examination and_ consolidation of the reports of national 
banks. · 
Redemption Division.-The redemption and destruction of notes issued by 
national banks. 
DIRECTOR OF THE MINT. 
The Director of the Mint has general supervision of all the mints and assay offices 
of the United States. He prescribes rules, to be approved by the Secretary of the 
Treasµry, for the transaction of business at the mints and assay offices. He regulates 
the distribution of silver coin and the charges to be collected of depositors. He 
receives for adjustment the accounts of the fnints and assay offices, superintends 
their _e,xpenditures and annual settlements, and makes special examinations of them 
when deemed necessary. All appointments, removals, and transfers in the mints and 
assay offices are subject to his approval. The purchase of silver bullion and the 
allotment of its coinage are made by the Director, and, at his request, also transfers 
of the moneys in the ]Jlints and assay offices and advances from appropriations for 
the mint service. . · · . 
Test,~ of the weight and fineness of coins struck at the mints are made in the assay 
laboratory under his charge. The values of the standard coins of foreign countries 
are annually estimated for custom-house and other public purposes. Two annual 
reports are prepared by the Director, one for the fiscal year, and printed in the 
Finance Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, the other for the calendar year, on 
the sta;tistics of the production of the precious metals. 
COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE. 
The ~ommissio_ner makes assessm~nt of and has general superintendence of the 
collection of all mternal-revenue taxes, and of the enforcement of internal-revenue 
laws; employment of internal-revenue agents; compensation and duties of gaugers, 
storekeepers, a~d other sub.ordinate officers; the preparation and distribution of 
stamps, mstructlons, regulat~ons, for?ls,. blanks, hydrometers, stationery, etc.; and 
analyses of foods and drugs m the District of Columbia, and payment of bounty on 
sugar. . 
The business of his office is divided into the several subject-matters and distributed 
among nine divisions, as follows: _ 
Appoi~tm_ents:-Disc~pl~ne ?f official for:ce, general files, registering and copying 
l~tte~~. d_istnbutmg mail, issumg commissions and leaves of absence, printing and 
distnbutmg _blanks, bla1;1k books, and stationery . 
. Law.-Se1zures, ~orfe!tures, compromises, suits, abatement and refunding claims, 
direct taxes, etc.; distramts, and lands purchased on same for ( or otherwise forfeited 
to) the. United States. 
Tobacco.-Matters relating _to to~acco, snuff, and cigars not in suit or in bond. 
Accounts.-Reyenue and disbursmg accounts; allowances to collectors of internal 
revenue for salanes, etc.; purchase of blank books and other supplies for collectors 
and revenue agents; examination and reference of bills of agents, gaugers, etc.; 
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miscellaneous claimsuncler appropriation acts ( except for abatement, refunding, and 
drawback); estimates for appropriations by Congress, and statistical records. 
Distilled Spirits.-Matters pertaining to distilleries, distilled spirits, fermented 
liquors, wines, rectification , gaugers' instruments, approval of bonded warehouses, 
assignment of storekeepers, etc. 
Stamps.-;-Preparation, safe-keeping, issue, and redemption of all stamps, accounts 
pertaining thereto, and preparation, custody, and issue of steel dies for canceling 
stamps. . . · 
Assessments . .:___Assessments, bonded accounts, warehouse, reports of storekeepers 
and gaugers, exports, and drawbacks. 
Revenue Ag-ents.-General supervision of the work of revenue agents; examina-
tion and _distribution of their reports; direction of their: investigations and exami-
nation of their accounts. Also charged with supervision of the work incident to the 
collection of the tax on oleomargarine. 
Chemistry.-Analyses of all samples submitted for test of products subject to the 
payment of tax under internal-revenue laws; supervision of chemical. work in 
collectors' offices, and other miscellaneous scientific work. 
COMMISSIONER OF NAVIGATION. 
The Commissioner of Navigation is charged with general superintendence.of the 
commercial matine and merchant seamen of the United States, except so far as 
supervision is lodged with other officers o_f the Government. , He is specially charged 
with the decision of all questions relating to the issue of registers, enrollments, and 
licenses of vessels and the filing of those documents, with the supervision of laws 
relating to the admeasurement, letters, and numbers of vessels, and with the fin~l 
decision of questions concerning the collection and refund of tonnage taxes. He 1s 
empowered to change the names of vessels, prepares annually a list of vessels of. the 
United States, and reports annually to the Secretary of the Treasury the operations 
of the laws relative to navigation. 
SUPERINTENDENT OF THE COAST ,AND GEODETIC SURVEY. 
The Coast and Geodetic Survey is charged with the survey of the Atlantic, Gulf, 
and Pacific coasts of the United States, including the coasts of Alaska; the survey 
of rivers to the head of tide-water or ship navigation; deep-sea soundings, tempe_ra-
ture and current observations along the said coasts and throughout the Gulf Stream 
and Japan Stream fl.owing off from them; magnetic observations and gravity researGh; 
determinations of heights t>y geodetic leveling, and of geographical position~ by 
lines of transcontinental triangulation, which, with other connecting triangulations 
and observations for latitude, longitude, and azimuth, furnish points of referen_ce for 
State surveys and connect the work on the Atlantic coast with that on the Pacific. 
Results of the survey are published in the form of annual reports, which include 
:professional papers of value; bulletins which give information deemed important for 
immediate publication; notices to mariners, issued monthly; tide tables, issued annu-
ally; charts upon various scales, including harbor charts, general charts of the coast. 
and sailing charts; chart catalogues and Coast Pilots. 
SUPERVISING INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF STEAM VESSELS. 
The Supervising Inspector-General superintends the administration of the steam-
boat-inspection laws, presides at the meeting of the Board of Supervising Inspectors, 
r ceives all reports, and examines all accounts of inspectors. 
The Board-of upervising Insl?ectors meets in Washington annually, on the third 
Wednesday in January, to establish regulations for carrying out the provisions of the 
steamboat-inspect.ion laws. 
SUPERVISING S. RGEON-GENERAL MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICE. 
Th_e up rvising Surgeon-General is charged with the supervision of the marine 
h p1tals and ther relief stations of the service, and the care of sick and disabled 
amen taken from the merchant ves els of the nited tates ( ocean, lake, and river), 
1 t th Revenue-Marine and Light-House services. This snper-
ch veying of medical and other supplies, the assignment of and 
en, · ti f requisition , vouchers, and property 
aml all matters p · 
h~. di · 1_ p· s are examined for the det ction 
hlin<l 1 a ma ter or agent, are examined 
1 · t? d tl or , and a like examination i made 
an<l1<l h -:Marin rvic and candidates for 
a nent a 1en i :talcs Life:- aving ervice. 
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He examines also and passes upon the medical certificates of claimants for pensions 
under the laws of the Life-Saving Service. 
Under the act of February 15, 1893, he is charged :with the framing of regul~tions 
for the prevention of the introductiol: of contagious dise_ases and ~he prev:ent10n of 
· th_eir spread; and he is also ch~rge~ with the condu_ct of the guarantm~ serv~ce of the 
United States. He has the direction of laboratories estabhshed to mveshgate the 
cause of contagious diseases, and publishes each week, under the ~itle of '' Public 
Health Reports," sanitary reports received fr?m all par~s of the Umted States and 
( through the State Department) from all foreign co1:ntries. . . 
Under the law of March 28, 1890, known as the mterstate quarantme law, he is 
charged with preparing the rules and regulations, under dfrection of the Secretary 
of the Treasury necessary to prevent the introduction of certain contagious diseases 
from one State to another, and he has also supervision of . the medical inspection of 
alien immigrants, which, under the law of March 3, 1891, is conducted by the med-
ical officers of the Marine-Hospital Service. . 
BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION. 
It is the duty of the Commissioner-General of Immigration to prepare and revis~ 
all regulations pertaining to immigration and to supervise the expenditures of the 
appropriations for " Expenses regulating immigration" and the " Enforcement of 
the alien contract-labor laws," and certify same to the accounting officers of the 
Treasury Department. All inspection and other officers in the service after appoint-
ment will be assigned to duty by the Commissioner-General, and their official duties 
and conduct will be supervised by him; and ail correspondence connected with immi-
gration shall be conducted by him. All appeals from the decisions of the boards of 
special inquiry at the several ports, touching the right of an alien to land in the 
United States, shall be decided by him, subject to the approval or disapproval of the 
Secretary of the Treasury. He shall cause all alleged violations of the alien con-
tract-labor laws to be investigated and submit such evidence as he may be able to 
obtain to the proper United States district attorney for prosecution, if qeemed advisa-
ble. He shall collect and compile all statistics relative to immigration and shall 
make annual reports in writing of the transactions of his office to the Secretary of 
the Treas,ury. 
GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT OF THE LIFE-SAVING SERVICE. 
It is the duty of the General S1--1perintendent. to supervise the organization and 
government of the employees of the service; to prepare and revise regulations 
therefor as may be necessary; to supervise the expenditure of all appropriations 
made for the support and maintenance of the Life-Saving Service; to examine the 
accounts of disbursements of the district superintendents, and to certify the-same to 
the accounting officers of the Treasury Department; to examine the property'returns 
of the keepers of the several stations, and see that all public property- thereto belong-
ing is properly accounted for; to acquaint himself, as far as practicable, with all 
means employed in foreign countries which may seem to advantageously affect the 
interest of the service, and to cause to be properly investigated all plans, devices, 
and inventions for the improvement of life-saving apparatus for use at the stations 
which may appear to be meritorious and available; to exercise supervision over the 
selection of sites for new stations the establishment of which may be authorized by 
law, or for old ones the removal of which may be made necessary by the encroach-
ment. of the sea or by other causes; to prepare and submit to the Secretary of the 
Treasury estimates for the support of the service; to collect and compile the statis-
tics of marine disasters contemplated by the act of June 20, 1874, and to submit to 
the Secretary of the Treasury, for transmission to Congress, an annual-report of the 
expe;11ditures of the mon~ys appro_priate~ for t~e maintenance of ,the Life-Saving 
Service, and of the operations of said service during the year. 
BUREAU ~F STATIS'l'ICS. , 
T1:Ie Chief of the Bureau of Statistics collects and publishes the stati~tics of our 
foreign co_mmerce, embraci~g !ables showing the ~mports and exports, respectively, 
b): countries and custo~s ~hstri~ts; the transit trade inwards and outwards by coun-
tnes and by customs districts; imported commodities warehoused withdrawn from 
and r~maining _in warehouse; the imports of merchand,ise entered' for consumption'. 
showing quan~ity, value,. rates of duty, and amounts of dµty collected on ,each a,rticle 
or class of articles; th_e mward and outward movement of tonnage in our· foreign 
tra~e an_d_ the countne~ whence entered and for which cleared, distinguishing the 
nahonahhes of the foreign vessels. , 
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The publications of the Bureau are as follows: Annual Report on Commer<;e and 
Navigation; Annual Statistical Abstract of the United States; Monthly Reports on 
Commerce and Finance; Monthly Reports of Total Values of Foreign Commerce 
and Immigration; Monthly Report of Exports of Breadstuffs, Provisions, Petroleum, 
and Cotton. · 
The divisions of the Bureau are as follows: Division of Examination and Revision; 
Division of Compilation; Miscellaneous Division; Library and Files. 
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRIN'l'ING. 
The Bureau of Engraving and Printing designs, engraves, prints, and fi.nishei all of 
the securities and other similar work of the Government printed from steel plates, 
embracing United States notes, bonds, and certificates, national-bank notes, internal-
revenue, postage, and customs stamps, Treasury drafts and checks, disbursing officers' 
checks, hcenses, commissions, patent and pension certificates, and portraits author-
iz•ed by law of deceased members of Congress and other public officers. 
'I'HE LIGH'l'-HOUSE BOARD. 
The Light-House Board has charge, under the superintendence of the Secreta;y of 
the Treasury, of all administrative duties relating to the construction and mainte-
nance of light-houses, light-vessels, beacons, fog signals, buoys, and their appenda~es, 
and has charge of all records and property ap·pertaining to the light-house estabhsh-
ment. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF WAR . 
. SECRE'I'ARY OF WAR. 
The Secretary of War is at the head of the War Department, and performs such 
duties as the President may enjoin upon him concerning the military service. 
He has supervision of all the estimates of appropriations for the expenses of the 
Department, of all purchases of Army supplies, and of all expenditures for th~ sup-
port and transportation of the Army, and of such expenditures of a civil nature as 
~re by law placed under his direction. . . . 
He also has supervision of the United States Military Academy at West Pomt; of 
national cemeteries; of the publication of the pfficial Records of the War of the 
Rebellion, and of the Board on Ordnance and Fortification. 
He has charge of all matters relating to river and harbor improvements; the pre-
vention of obstruction to navigation; the establishment of harbor lines, and approves 
the _plans and location of bridges authorized by Congress to be constructed over the 
navigable waters of the United States. . 
ASSIS'I'AN'I' SECRE'l'ARY OF WAR. 
The Assistant Secretary of War performs such duties in the Department of War as 
shall be prescribed by 1he Secretary or may be required by law. 
C::IIEF CLERK. 
The Chief Clerk has charge of the official mail and correspondence, and performs 
such duties as are enjoined by law or assigned to him by the Secretary of War. 
MILI'rARY BUREAUS OF 'I'HE WAR DEPAR'I'MEN'I'. 
The chiefs of t~e military bureaus of the War Department are officers of the Regula-
Army of t!ie mted States and a rart of the military establishment, viz: . 
The dJutant-General promulgates all orders of a military character of the Presi-
dent, the ecretary of \Var, and the Commanding General of the Army, and con-
ducts the co;r~ pondence between the latter and the Army; receives reports and 
. mmgt? the Army; prepares commissions, appointments, and acceptances 
on for i uance; and, und r foe immediate direction of the Secretary of 
ecruiting rvice. 
wit~ hi assi tants, in pects all military commands and 
hcation, the military department of all colleges and 
h are detailed, all depots, rendezvous, armories, 
rk of every kind under charge of or carried 
a the money accounts of all disbursing officerc:: 
1, _aid d by i tauts, provid transportation for the 
qu1pag , h r , mule , and wagons, vessels, forage, 
n u quartermaster stores and property for the Army, 
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and of clothing and equip?'ge for the militia; c<?nstructs necessary_ buildings, whar~es, 
roads, and bridges at military pos~s, and _repairs t~e same; furmshe~ w_ater, heatmg 
and lighting ap]?aratus; pays gmdes, spies, and mterpreters, and is m charge of 
national cemeteries. 
The Commissary-General of Subsistence has administrative control of the Subsist-
ence Department; the disbursement of its appropri~tio~s; the pr_oviding of ~ations 
and their issue to the Army; the purchase and distribut10n of articles authorized to 
be kept for sale to officers and_ e1;1-listed men_; the administrative examination_ of 
accounts of subsistence funds prehmmary to their settlement by the proper accountmg 
officers of the Treasury; and the examination and settlement of returns of subsistence 
supplies. 
The Surgeon-General, under the immediate direction of the Secretary of War, is 
charged with the administrative duties of the Medical Department; the designation of 
the stations of medical officers, and the issuing of all orders and instructions relating 
to their professional duties. He directs as to the selection, purchase, and distribution 
of the medical supplies of the Army. The Army Medical Museum and the official 
publications of the Surgeon-General's Office are also under his direct control. 
The Paymaster-General is charged with the payment of the officers and enlisted 
men of the Army and civil employees of the Department; with furnishing funds to 
his officers and seeing that they duly account for the same, and with a preliminary 
examination of their accounts; also with the payment of Treasury certificates for 
bounty, back pay, etc., and balances due deceased officers and soldiers of the Volunteer 
and Regular Army. · . . 
The Chief of Engineers cotntnands the Corps of Engineers, which is charged with 
all duties relating to construction and repair of fortifications, whether permanent 
or temporary; with torpedoes for coast defense; with all works of defense; with 
all military roads and bridges, and with such surveys as may be required for these 
· objects, or the movement of arniies in the field. It is also charged with the river 
and harbor improvements, with military and geographical ex plorations and surveys, 
with the survey of the lakes, and with any other engineer work specially assigned to 
the corps by acts of Congress or orders of the Secretary of War. 
The Chief of Ordnance commands the Ordnance Department, the dutie~ of which 
consist in providing, preserving, distributing, and accounting for every description 
of artillery, small arms, and all the munitions of war which may be required for 
the fortresses of the country, the armies in the field, and for the whole body of the 
militia of the Union. In these duties are comprised that of determining the general 
principles of construction and of prescribing in detail the models and forms of all . 
military weapons employed in war. They comprise also the duty of prescribing the 
regulations for the proof and inspection of all these weapons, for maintaining uni-
formity and economy in their fabrication, for insuring their good quality, and for 
their preservation and distribution. . 
The Judge-Advocate-General is directed by law to "receive, review, and cause to 
be recorded the proceedings of all courts-martial, courts of inquiry, and . military 
commissions." He also furnishes the Secretary of War information a1td advice 
relating to lands under control of the War Department, and reports and opinions 
upon legal questions arising under the laws, regulations, and customs pertaining to 
the Army, and upon questions arising under_ the civil law; reports upon applications 
for c~emency in the cases of military prisoners; examines and prepares legal papers 
relatmg to the erection of bridges over navigable waters; drafts bonds, and examines 
tho~e given to the United States by disbursing officers, colleges, and others; examines, 
revises, and drafts charges and specifications against officers and soldiers; and also 
drafts and examines deeds, contracts, licenses, leases, and legal papers generally. 
T_he Chief Signal Officer is charged with the supervision of all military signal 
duties, and of books, papers, and devices connected therewith, including telegraph 
and telephone apparatus and the necessary meteorological instruments for use on 
ta:~et ranges and <;>ther military uses; the construction, repair, and opetation of 
military telegraph lmes, and the duty of collecting and transmitting information for 
the A:my ?Y telegraph or otherwise, and all other duties usually pertaining to mili-
tary signaling. 
The_ <;hief of the R~cord and Pension Office is charged by law with the custody of 
the military and hospital records of the volunteer armies and the transaction of the 
pension and other business of the War Department connected therewith. The work 
of the ~ffice embraces all subjects relating to the service of organizations; officers, 
and enlisted men of the volunteer armies and includes the answer to calls1from the 
~ommiss_ioner of. Pen~ions, the accounti~g officers of the Treasury, and others for 
mformation reqmred_ m the adjudication of claims against the National ~nd State 
governments, the adJustment of the individual records of officers and enlisted men 
und~r the general and special legislation of Congress relating thereto, and the gen-
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eral correspondence of the Department relating to the volunteer forces. The records 
of the office include those of the late Provost-Marshal-General's Bureau and the 
Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands; also the Confederate archives, 
embracing those relating to the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of the 
Confederate Government. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. 
ATTORNEY-GENERAL. 
The Attorney-Generalis the head of the Department of Justice and the chief law 
officer of the Gov~rnment. He represents the United States in matters involving . 
legal questions; he gives his advice and opinion, when they are required by the 
President or by the heads of the other Executive Departments, on questions of law 
arising in the administration of their respective Departments; he exercises a gen-
eral superintendence and direction over United States attorneys and marshals in all 
judicial districts in the States and Territories; and he provides special counsel for 
the United States whenever required by any Department of the Government. 
He is assisted by a chief clerk and other clerks and employees in the executive 
management of the business of the Department. 
A law clerk, who is also an examiner of titles, assists the Attorney-General in 
the investigation of legal questions and in the preparation of opinions. 
SOLICITOR-GENERAL. 
The Solicitor-General assists the Attorney-General in the performance of his gen-
eral duties, and by special provision of law, in the case of a vacancy in the office 
of Attorney-General or in his absence, exercises all these duties. Except when 
the Attorney-General otherwise directs, the Attorney-General and Solicitor-General 
conduct and argue all cases in the Supreme Court and in the Court of Claims in 
which the United States is interested; and, when the Attorney-General so directs, 
any such case in any court of the United States may be conducted. and argued by 
the Solicitor-General; and in the same way the Solicitor-General may be sent by the 
Attorney-General to attend to the interests of the United States in any State court or 
elsewhere. 
ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS-GENERAL. 
Four Assistant Attorneys-General assist the Attorney-General and the S_olicitor-
General in the performance of their duties. They assist in the argument of causes 
in the· Supreme Court and in the preparation of legal opinions; one is charged with 
the conduct of the defense of the United States in the Court of Claims, and has seven 
assistant attorneys to assist him; another is charged with the defense of the Indian 
depredation claims. . 
· Under the act of 1870 the different law officers of the Executive Departments exercise 
their functions under the supervision and control of the Attorney-General. They 
are the Assistant Attorney-General for the Department of the Interior, the Assistant 
Attorney-General for the Post-Office Department, the Solicitor of the Treasury, the 
Solicitor of Internal Revenue, Treasury Department, and the Solicitor for the Depart-
ment of State. 
SOLICITOR FOR 'rHE DEPARTMENT OF STATE. 
The Solici~or is the law officer of the Department, and investigates questions 
referred to him by the Secretary and As istant Secretaries covering matters of both 
municipal and international law. 
SOLICITOR OF THE TREASURY . 
The olicitor of the Treasury takes cognizance of all frauds or attempted frauds 
o~ ~he cu toms reve1;1ue. He 1s_ c?arged by faw with duties regarding the compro-
mt~e of debts and vn.t~ a sup rv1s1on over suits for the collection of moneys due the 
mt_ d late , e?'ceptmg those _due under int_ernal-revenue laws. His approval is 
:equrre<l. of ffic1al bond. f mt d tates Assistant Treasurers, Department disburs-
ing cl rks, c 11 ctoi:s of mternal revenue, the ecretary and the Chief Clerk of the 
D ·partment of Agncult~re. A . the law offic r of the Trea ury Department, many 
matt r ar. r ·~err d t h_1m f r his 'x~mination and opinion arising under the cu -
tom na\'1galt n, _bankmg, and r gt try law , and in the administration f the 
. part~_ent. II' 1s al. h~i: d by law with the . up rvi ion of suits and proceed-
l~g. an mg~o~t f the pr v1. ion. f l~w g verning national banking as ociations in 
'ht h th· mted , tat ·s and any f its ag •nt or offic rs ar parties· also with the 
hnrg , r 1 ·a •. and sal · of lamls a quirecl in paymf!pt f debt, e~cepting those 
a qu1r ·d lllHlcr ml rnal-r •v ·nue law . 
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ASSIS'I'AN'I' A'I"l'ORNEY-GENERAL FOR 'I'HE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT. 
The Assistant Attorney-General is the chief law officer of_ this Departm~nt. When 
requested he advises the Secretary and Assistant Secretaries upon quest10ns of law 
arising in the administration of the Department. All appeals from the General :i:,a1~d 
Office are sent to his office for consideration. Oral arguments are heard b:y him 111 
the more important cases, or by brief; and ~ecisio~s are prepared under his super-
vision for the signature of the Secteta~y o~ Firs~ Ass_istant S~cretary, as the case may 
be. The Assistant Attorney-General is aided 111 this and h1S other wor~ by twenty 
assistant attorneys. 
THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT. 
POS'I'MAS'I'ER-GENERAL. 
The Postmaster-General has the direction and management of the Post-Office 
Department. He appoints all officers and emplo);ees of the Depa~tment, except ~he 
four Assistant Postmasters-General, who are appo111ted by the President, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate; appoints all postmasters whose compensat.iou 
does not exceed $I ,CXX); makes postal treaties with foreign Governments, by :3-nd with 
- the advice and consent of the President, awards and executes contracts, and directs the 
management of the domestic and foreign mail service. 
FIRS'!' ASSIS'I'AN'I' POS'I'MAS'I'ER-GENERAL. 
The First Assistant Postmaster-General has charge of the following divisions, viz: 
Salary and Allowance Division.-The duty of readjusting the salaries of post-
masters and the consideration of allowances for rent, fuel, lights, clerk hire, and 
other expenditures. · 
Free Delivery.-The duty of preparing cases for the inauguration of the system in 
· cities, the appointment of letter carriers, and the general supervision of the system. 
Division of Post-Office SuppHes.-The duty of purchasing stationery, blanks and 
books, wrapping paper, twine, letter balances, and canceling stamps, and supplying 
the Department and post-offices with such quantities of these supplies as they are 
upon requisition entitled to receive. . 
Money-Order Division.-Under the immediate direction of the Superintendent, 
who has supervision and control thereof, including the domestic money-order business 
and the superintendence of the international money-order correspondence with 
foreign countries, as well as the preparation of postal conventions for the exchange 
of money orders therewith, and the conduct of correspondence relating to these 
subjects. 
Dead-Letter Office.-Under the immediate direction of the Superintendent, who is 
charged with the treatment of all. unmailable and undelivered mail matter which 
is sent to it for disposition; the enforcement of the prompt sending of such matter 
according to regulations; the duty of noting and correcting errors of postmasters 
connected with the delivery or withholding of mail matter; the investigation, by 
correspondence, of complaints made with reference thereto; the verification and 
allowance of claims for credit by postmasters for postage-due stamps affixed to unde-
livered matter; the examination and forwarding or return of all letters which have 
failed of delivery; the inspection and return to the country of origin of undelivered 
foreign matter; recording and restoration to owners of letters and parcels which 
-contain valuable i~1closurcs; ~are and ~isposition of all money, negotiable paper, and 
other valuable articles found 111 undehvered matter and correspondence, both foreign 
and domestic, relating to these subjects. 
Correspondence Division.-To this division are referred inquiries received from 
P?stmasters an~ others rel:3-tive to the_ construction of postal laws and regulations, 
disputes regardmg the delivery of mail matter, and all correspondence of a miscel-
laneous character. 
SECOND ASSIS'I'AN'I' POS'l'MAS'I'ER-GENERAL. 
~he Sec~md Assistant Postmast~r-.G:eneral has charge of the transportation of all 
mails. Hts office embraces four d1vis10ns and two offices viz: 
The Contract Division prepares all advertisements invitit~o- proposals for star steam-
boat, and mail-messenger service, r~ceives the proposals, pr~pares orders for th~ award 
of co~tracts, attends to th~ execution of. cont~a~ts, prepares cases and orders for the 
estabhshll1;ent of new service or changes 1_11 ~xistmg service, attend? to all_ correspond-
ence relatmg thereto, and prepares statistics and reports of mail service required 
by law. 
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The Division-of Inspection is charged with the examination of monthly and special 
reports of postmasters as to performance of mail service by contractors and carriers; 
the preparation of cases and orders for deductions for nonperformance of service and 
for the imposition of fines for delinquencies of contractors and carriers, of authorization 
for payment of railway postal clerks, of certifications of service to the Sixth Auditor, 
and the correspondence relative to nonperformance of contract requirements for 
carrying the mails. 
The Railway Adjustment Division prepares cases authorizing the transportation of 
mails by railroads, the establishment of railway postal-car service, and changes in 
existing service; prepares orders and instructions for the weighing of mails, receives 
the returns and computes basis of pay therefrom; prepares cases for.th~ adjustment 
of allowances to railroads for carrying the mails and for postal cars, and attends to 
all correspondence relating to these matters. 
The Mail Equipment Division is charged with the preparation of advertisements 
inviting proposals for furnishing mail bags, mail locks and keys, label cases, mail-
bag cord fasteners, and mail-bag catchers; the receipt of proposals and the preparation 
of contracts therefor, the issuing of such articles for the use of the service, the 
repairing of the same, the keeping of records and accounts, and the preparation of 
all correspondence incident to these duties. . · 
The Office of Railway Mail Service has charge of the railway mail service and the 
railway post-office clerks, prepares for the Second Assistant Postmaster-General cases 
for the appointment, removal, promotion, and reduction of sai<l clerks, conducts the 
correspondence, and issues the orders relative to moving the mails on railroad trains; 
has charge of the dispatch and distribution of mail matter in railway post-office cars 
and post-offices, and conducts the weighing of mails when ordered. . _ 
The Office of .Foreign Mails has charge of all foreign postal arrangements ( except 
those relating to the money-order system), including the preparation of postal con-
ventions and the regulations for their execution, as well as the consideration of ques-
tions arising under them; and conducts the correspondence relative thereto both with 
foreign Governments and private citizens. It also has the supervision of the ocean 
mail steamship service in all its details, including the &ettlement of the accounts 
with steamship companies for the conveyance of mails from the United States to 
foreign countries. 
'!'HIRD ASSIS'I'AN'I' POS'I'MAS'I'ER-GENERAL. 
The Third Assistant Postmaster-General has charge of the Finance Office, etc., 
embracing the following five divisions: 
Division of Finance.-The duty of issuing warrants and drafts in payment of 
balances reported by the Auditor to be due to mail contractors or other -persons 
and_ the superintendence of accounts between the Department and the Treasurer and 
Ass1~ta;11~ Treasurers and special designated depositaries of the United States. 
Division of Postage Stamps and Stamped Envelopes.-The issuing of postage 
sta~1ps, stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, and postal cards; also the sup-
plymg of postmasters with envelopes for their official use, including registered-
package envelopes. -
Division of Registered Letters.-The duty of preparing instructions for the guid-
ance of_ postmasters relat~ve _to registered letters, and all correspondence connected 
therewith; also the compilation of statistics as to the transaction of the business. 
D~vision of Mail Classification.-The duty of passing upon the applications of 
puhhshers for the entry of newspapers and :periodicals into the mails as second-class 
maller, and generally the control of all busmess relating to the rates of postage and 
the classification of mail matter. 
Division of (•?f,lef, Mails, etc.-The duly of receiving, distributing, and indexing 
all papers commg mto the office, of dispatching and recording all papers sent from 
th; office, and of keeping an~l attending lo the office files. 
f!1' offic_:e of the Th1rcl Assistant Postmaster-General has also charge of the Special 
Delivery System. 
FO.UR'I'H ASSISTA 'I' POS'I'MAS'I'ER-GENERAL . 
. ~)1~ Fourth Ass~stant P~stmastcr-General has _cl~arge of the Bureau including the 
Dt\ L 101~s of Appo11:1tments, of Bonds ancl Con11mss10ns, and of Post-Office Inspectors 
aml :\Iail D ·preclallons. 
D{vision of Appoi11/mc11ls.-The duty of preparing all cases for establishment dis-
,,ntrnuance, and change of name or site of post-offices, and for the appointme~t of 
all/2'~'s~n_1a l •r . a:1d attencling to al~ ?rrespondenc consequent thereto. 
l'f'ISZOII 0,! ~ontjs and ommzss1011s.-The duty of receiving and recording 
3 1 IX!11~lm 11 • .' uclmg out pap ·rs for postmasters ancl their assistants to qualify· 
~ ·! vrng, ntcnn~, _:1ncl filing their honcls ( and approval of same) and oaths and 
1 urn' th omm1. 1011s for postmaster5. , 
\ 
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Division of Post-Office Inspectors and Mail Depredf!,tions.-To this office is !ntrus~ed 
the general supervision of the work of the post-office mspectors, and _the cons1derat10n 
and adjustment of thei1; accoun!s. fo~ salary a1;1d expenses. To 1t 1;1-re r_eferred all 
complaints of losses or irregulanhes 111 the mails and all reported v1olat10ns of the 
postal laws. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY. 
SECRETARY OF THE NAVY. 
The Secretary of the Navy performs such duties as the President of the Unit:ed 
States, who is Commander in Chief, may assign him, and . has the general superin-
tendence of construction, manning, armament, equipment, and employment of vessels 
of war. 
The Chief Clerk has. general charge of the records and correspondence of the Sec-
retary'·s Office. · 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY. 
The Assistant Secretary of the Navy performs such duties in the Navy Department 
as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Navy or may be required by law. 
NAVAL BUREAUS OF THE NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
The chiefs of the naval bureaus of the Navy Department are officers of the UHited 
States Navy and a part of the naval establishment. 
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION. 
The duties of the Bureau of Navigation comprise all that relates to the promulga 
tion record, and enforcement of the Secretary's orders to the fleets and to the officers 
of the Navy, except such orders as pertain to the office of the Secretary; the education 
of officers and men, including the Naval Academy and technical schools for officers 
( except the War College and Torpedo School), the apprentice establishment, a nd 
schools for the technical education of enlisted men; the enlistment and discharge of all 
enlisted persons, including appointed petty officers for general and special service. It 
controls all rendezvous and receiving ships, and provides transportation for all enlisted 
persons and appointed petty officers; establishes the complement of the crews of all 
vessels in commission; keeps the records of service of all squadrons, ships, officers, 
and men, and prepares the annual Naval Register for publication; has under its 
direction the Hydrographic Office; the preparation, revision, and enforcement of all 
tactics, drill books, signal codes, cipher codes, and the uniform regulations; the col-
lection of foreign surveys, publication of charts, sailing directions, and nautical 
works, and the dissemination of nautical and hydrographical information to the 
Navy and mercantile marine. 
BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS. 
The duties of the Bureau of Yards and Docks comprise all that relates to the plan-
ning, construction, and maintenance of all docks (including dry docks), wharves, 
slips, piers, quay walls, and buildings of all kinds, for whatever purpose needed , 
within the limits of the navy-yards and of the Naval Home, but not of hospitals and 
magazines outside of those limits, nor of buildings for which it does not estimate. 
It repairs and furnishes all buildings, stores, and offices in the several navy-yards, 
and is charged with the purchase, sale, and transfer of all land and buildings con-
netted with the navy-yards; has under its sole control the general administration of 
the navy-yard_s; pro~ides and has sole control of all landings, derricks, shears, cranes, 
sewers, dredging, railway tracks, cars, and wheels, trucks, grading, paving, walks 
shade trees, inclosure walls and fences, ditching, reservoirs, cisterns, :fire engines and 
apparatus, all watchmen, and all things necessary, including labor for the cleaning 
of the yards and the protection of the public property. ' 
BUREAU OF EQUIPMENT. 
The duties of_ the _Bu1;eau of_ Equipment comprise all that relates to the equipment 
of all vessels with :igg!ng, sails, anchors, yeomen's stores, furniture not provided by 
oth~r b1;11"ea~s, nav1gat10n stores and su~plies of all kinds, including nautical and 
nav1gat:ng _mstruments and books, stat10nery, and blank books for commanding 
and nav1g1;1-ting_officers ashore and afloat, binnacles, flags, signal lights, running lights, 
and standmg lights 0!1 board vessels, in~luding all electrical apparatus for lighting 
:purpo_ses '.3-nd s~arch hghts, logs, leads, Imes, and glasses, log books, ships' libraries, 
1llnm111at111g 011 for all purposes, except that used in the engineer department of 
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steamers, and fuel for steamers, the ropewalks, and the shops for making anchors 
and cables, rigging, sails, galleys, and cooking utensils, the Naval Observatory, 
Nautical Almanac, compass offices, and pilotage. 
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE. 
The duties 0f the Bureau of Ordnance comprise all that relates to the manufacture 
or purchase of offensive and defensive arms and apparatus (including torpedoes), all 
ammunition, war explosives, vessels for submarine torpedo service,. magazines on 
shore, and of all machinery, apparatus, equipment, and things for use with the above; 
the recommending the nature of the armament to be carried by vessels, and the 
material, kind, and qualities of ship's armor and dimensions of gun turrets; charged 
with the carrying power of vessels, as determined by the Bureau of Construction 
and Repair, and fixes the location and command of the armament, and distributes 
the thickness of armor; places the armament on board of vessels, and determines the 
method of construction of armories and ammunition rooms, the latter in conjunc-
tion with the Bureau of Construction and Repair; purchases torpedo boats intended 
to be carried by ships, and has charge of all their details of whatever nature, and pre-
scribes the armament to be given to all torpedo vessels. 
BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR. 
The duties of the Bureau of Construction and Repair comprise all that relates to 
designing, building, fitting, and repairing the hulls of vessels, spars, boats, capstans, 
windlasses, steering gear, venti1ating apparatus, tanks, ballast, casks, blocks, furni-
ture for ships' use of the k:nd made in the navy-yards, and lumber, plates, and tools 
for sea stores of the kind used by it in building vessels; also the turrets and armor 
plating, after the material, quality, and distribution of thickness have been deter-
mined by the Bureau of Ordnance; has control of all vessels building and under 
repair, and is responsible that vessels in ordinary do not go to decay for want of 
proper examination on the part of constructors in the yards; and has charge of the 
docking of vessels. 
BUREAU OF STEAM ENGINEERING. 
The duties of the Bureau of Steam Engineering comprise all that relates to the 
designing, building, fitting out, repairing, and engineering of the steam machinery 
used for the propulsion of naval vessels, and will also include steam pumps, steam 
heaters and connections, and the steam machinery necessary for actuating the appa-
ratus by which turrets are turned. 
BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY. 
The duties of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery comprise all that relates to 
laboratories, naval hospitals, and dispensaries, the furnishing of all supplies, medi-
cines, and instruments required in the Medical Department of the Navy; has sole 
control of all buildings erected for its purposes, arn:l determines upon and furnishes 
all the stores, etc., used in the medical and hospital departments, materials, instru-
ments, means, and appliances of every kind used for its purposes and controls their 
inspec-t~on, storing, _tr2;nsportation, and preparation; designs, er~cts, furnishes, and 
mamtams all the bmldmgs constructed for its purposes outside the limits of the navy-
yards, and for which it m~y ~ave _estimated; is charged with the purchase, sale, and 
transfer of ~11 land and bmld~ngs m connection therewith, and with the preservation 
of the public pr_operty under its control; designs the various buildings erected within 
navy-yards f?r its purp_oses so far only as their interna1 arrangements are concerned, 
and after the1~ completion has exclusive control of the same, and makes all contracts 
for and supenntends all the work done under it. 
B REAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS. 
The _duties of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts comprise all that relates to 
upp1ying t1:1e Tavy with provisions, clothing, small stores, fresh water, and contin-
g nl st r s 111 the Paymaster' Department; the reception, care, and custody of all 
st re. not ex mpt by order from the general storekeeper's system, and the keeping 
f_ a p:opcr S)'.stem of accounts regarding the same; the purchase, at shore stations 
w1tl11n th , ~uted ta~e .. ,. f stores and supplies and their custody, transfer, and issue, 
upon au~honzccl rcqms1tlons, except those of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, 
th· :\Ianne Corp , and th se exempt by Regulation Circular o. 51. 
OFFICE F THE J DGE-ADVOCATE-GE ERAL. 
It i t!1 duty of ~he Judg - dvocate- cneral, under the direction of the Secretary 
f h: • avy, tor '\:1. e, !e rt up n, and have recorded the proceedings of all court -
martial, urb of inqmry, and board for the examination of officers for retirement 
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and promotion in the naval service; to prepare the ~ha~ges and specifications and 
the necessary orders convening general courts-martial 111 cases where such coi:rts 
are ordered by the Secretary of the Navy; to prepare general ord~rs promulgat111g 
the final action of the reviewing authority in g~ner3:l court-martial cases; to :pre-
pare the necessary order~ convening- courts of 111qmry, boar~s ~or the exa~ma-
tion of officers for promotion and retirement, and for the exam1111:t10n of candidates 
for appointment in the Medical Corps, and to conduct all official c<;>rrespondence 
relating to courts-martial, courts of inquiry, and such boards; to examipe and report 
upon claims of every description filed in the Department; to conduct the departmental 
correspondence relating to the business connected with the increase of the Navy, 
including the preparation of a~ve~tisements_ · inviting pr~posals_ for the co~~struc-
tion of new vessels, or for furmsh111g materials for use 111 their construction; of 
forms of proposals to be used by bidders in offering to construct such vessels or 
furnish such materials, and forms of contracts to be entered into and bonds to be fur-
nished by such bidders on the accel?tance of their proposals, and including also the 
departmental correspondence relat111g to the plans, specifications, and materials of 
new vessels and to proposed changes in the same; to consider and report upon all 
matters which may be referred to him involving questions of law, regulations, and 
discipline and requiring the Department's action; the meaning or construction of 
the general regulations of the Navy, including those relating to rank or precedence, 
or to appointments, commissions, promotions, and retirement, and to the validity of 
proceedings in courts-martial cases; to conduct the correspondence with the Attorney-
General relative to questions of statutory construction submitted for his opinion 
thereon; to the institution of suits, at the instance of the Navy Department, and to 
the defense of suits brought by private parties against the officers or agents of the 
Department; to answer calls from the Department of Justice and the Court of Claims 
for information and papers relating to cases pending in that court and affecting the 
Navy Department; to examine and report upon the official bonds of pay officers, and 
all questions presented to the Department relating to pay and traveling expenses of 
officers; to attend to all correspondence relating to the care of naval prisons and 
prisoners, and•to consider and act upon applications for the removal of the mark of 
desertion standing against the names of enlisted men of the Navy or Marine Corps. 
MARINE CORPS. 
The Commandant of the Marine Corps is responsible to the Secretary of the Navy 
for the general efficiency and discipline of the corps;• makes such distribution of 
officers and men for duty at the several shore stations as shall appear to · him to be 
most advantageous for the interests of the service; furnishes guards for vessels of 
the Navy, according to the authorized scale of allowance; under the direction of the 
Secretary of the Navy, issues orders for the movement of officers and troops, and 
such other orders and instructions for their guidance as may be necessary; and has 
charge and exercises general supervision and control of the recruiting service of the 
corps, and of the necessary expenses thereof, including the establishment of recruit-
ing offices. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
SECRETARY OF 'l'HE INTERIOR. 
Th_e Secretary of the_ Inter~or is char~ed with the supervision of public business 
relatmg to paten~s for mvent!ons; p_ensions and bounty lands; the public lands and 
surveys;_ the Indians;. education; railroads; the Geolo_gical Survey; the census; the 
Hot Spnngs Reservation, Arkansas; Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming and the 
~osemite, Se9.uoia, and General Gr~nt parks, C3:lifornia; distribution of appropria-
tions for agricultural and mechamcal colleges 111 the · States and Territories· the 
cust~dy and distribution of. ce~ai11: pu~lic doc~me_nts; and supervision of c;rtain 
hospitals and eleemosynary 111stitutions 111 the District of Columbia. He also exer-
cises certain powers and duties in relation to the Territories of the United States. 
FIRS'!' ASSIS'l'AN'l' SECRETARY OF 'l'HE INTERIOR . 
. -i;o the First Assista1!t Secretary of the Interior is assigned the direction and super-
V!si~n of ma~t~r~ relat111g to official bonds and bonds for the fulfillment of contracts; 
signing reqmsitions for Treasury warrants; business relating to the Territories· con-
tracts and open-t?arket purcha~es of In~i~n supplies; surveys, allotments, deeds, 
and_ leases of Indian lands; Indian anmuhes and trust funds· depredation claims· 
business from the office of the Commissioner of Railroads; rep~yments of money fo; 
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public lands erroneously sold and cash indemnity for swamp lands; Hot Springs of 
Arkansas; Yellowstone, Yosemite, and other national parks; and acts as Secretary in 
the absence of that officer. 
ASSISTANT SECRE'l'ARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
To the Assistant Secretary of the Interior is assigned the consideration and decision 
of appeals from the Commissioner . of Pensions and questions relating to violations of 
the pension law; appeals from the administrative action of the Commissioner of Pat-
ents; countersigning of letters patent; business from the office of the Commissioner 
of Education, Governmen.t Hospital for the Insane, Freedman's Hospital, Columbia 
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, education of the blind of the District of Colum-
bia; admission to practice and disbarment of attorneys before the Department and 
bureaus; approval of requests and vouchers for advertising, and vouchers for trans-
portation and other expenses of inspectors and special agents, and acts as Secretary 
in the absence of that officer and of the First Assistant Secretary. 
CHIEF CI,ERK. 
The Chief Clerk of the Department of the Interior has the general supervision of 
the clerks and employees; of the order of business, records, and correspondence of 
the Secretary's Office; of all expenditures from appropriations for contingent expenses, 
stationery, and printing for the Department and bureaus; enforcement of the general 
regulations of the Department; also the superintendence of buildings occupied by 
the Interior Department. 
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS. 
The Commissioner of Patents is charged with the administration of the patent 
laws, and supervises all matters relating to the issue of lett~rs patent for new and 
useful discoveries, inventions, and improvements, and the registration of trade-marks 
and labels. He is aided by an Assistant Commissioner, chief clerk, three examiners-
in-chief, an e_xaminer of interferences, and thirty-six principal examiners. 
COMMISSIONER OF PENSIONS. 
The Commissioner of Pensions supervises the examination and adjudication of all 
claims arising under laws passed by Congress granting bounty land or pension on 
account of service in the Army or Navy during the Revolutionary war and all sub-
sequent wars in which the .United States has been engaged. He is aided by two 
Deputy Commissioners and the chief clerk of the Bureau, each of whom has super-
vision over business arising in divisions of the Bureau assigned, under order of the 
Commissioner, to his immediate charge. 
COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERA!, !,AND OFFICE. 
The Commissioner of the General I.and Office is charged with the survey, manage-
me1:3-t, and sale of the public domain, and the issuing of titles therefor, whether 
~enved from confirmations of grants made by former governments, by sales, dona-
tion~, ~r giants for s~hools, railroads, military bounties, or public improvements. 
He 1s aided by an Assistant Commissioner and chief clerk. 
COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
The Commissioner of In.dian Affairs has charge of the several tribes of Indians in 
the States ~nd Territories. Ile issues instrnctions to and receives reports from 
agents_, sp c1al ag~nt~, a~d school superintendents; superintends the purchase, trans-
p rt3:tion, and d1stnbubon of presents and annuities; and reports annually the 
re;at~ ns of the overnment with each lribe. He is aided by an Assistant Com-
1111ss1oner, who under the law also performs the duties of chief clerk. 
COMMISSI Jo:R OF EDUCATION. 
The duties of the Commissioner of Education are to collect such statistics and 
facl~ as :5ha!l show the conclition and progress of education in the several States 
ancl f ·rntoncs, aml to diffuse such information respecting th organization and man-
ag ·m ·nt of scho_ ls and scl! ol systems and methods of t aching as shall aid the 
·ople f the n1ted talcs 111 the establishment and maintenance of efficient school 
sy ·tem , and othcnvise pr mote the cau~e of education throughout the country. 
CO~I:\USSIO. ER F RAII,ROADS. 
Tl~· ommi ·:ioncr of Railr_ ads is charged with the c~uty of prescribing~ system 
of ~ ort to b renclcr ·d to 111111 hy the railroad ompames whose roads are m whole 
h~ 1•1: ~art":·. ~• n?rt~. or south_ of th· -:\I)s:01;1ri River, ancl t which th . nit cl tales 
' rantc,1 •lll) lo,m r er ·cl1t or ub ·1<ly 111 bonds or lands; to examine the books 
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and accounts of each of said railroad companies once in ea~h fiscal year, and at such 
other times as may be deemed by him necessary to det~rmine the correctn~ss of any 
report received from them; to assist the Governm~nt dire~tors of any of said railway 
companies in all matters which come under their cogmz~nce, wh~never they may 
officially. request such assistance, to see that the laws relating to said compames are 
enforced· to furnish such information to the several departments of the Government 
in regard to tariffs for freight and passenger~ a1J.d in ~egard to the accounts of said 
railroad companies as may be by them required, or, in the absence of any request 
therefor as he may deem expedient for the interest of the Government; and to make 
an annu~l report to the Secretary of the Interior 01! the rst day of November _on the 
condition of each of said railroad companies, their road; accounts, and affairs, for 
the fiscal year ending June 30 immediately preceding. 
DIREc'I'OR OF' THE GEOI,OGICAI, SURVEY. 
'fhe Director of the Geological Survey has charge of ~he classification of the public 
lands and examination of the geological structure, mmeral resources, and products 
of the national domain, and of survey of forest reserves. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 
SECRETARY OF AGRICUI,TURE. 
'fhe Secretary of Agriculture is charged with the supervision of all public business 
relating to the agricultural industry. He appoints all the officers and employees of 
the Department, with the exception of the Assistant Secretary and the Chief of the 
Weather Bureau, who are appointed by the President, and di:r;ects the management 
of all the divisions, offices, and, bureaus embraced in the Department. He exercises 
advisory supervision over the agricultural experiment stations deriving support from 
the national Treasury, and has control of the quarantine stations for imported cattle, 
and of _ interstate quarantine rendered necessary by contagious cattle diseases. 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF AGRICUI,TURE. 
'fhe Assistant Secretary of Agriculture performs such duties as may be required 
by law or prescribed by the Secretary. He also becomes the Acting Secretary of 
Agriculture in the absence of the Secretary. 
CHIEF CI,ERK. 
'fhe Chief Clerk has the general supervision of the clerks and employees; of the 
order of business, records, and correspondence of the Secretary's office; of all expend-
itures from appropriations for contingent expenses, stationery, etc.; of the enforce-
ment of the general regulations of the Department; and of the buildings occupied by 
the Department of Agriculture. 
THE WEATHER BUREAU. 
'fhe Chief of the Weather Bureau, under the direction of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, has charge of the forecasting of weather; the issue of storm warnings· the 
display of weather and flood signals for the benefit of agriculture, commerce' and 
navigation; the gaug-ing and reporting 9f rivers; the maintenance and operati~n of 
seacoast telegraph lines, and the collection and transmission of marine intelligence 
for the bE;n_efit of commerce an~ navigation; t1?-e reporting of temperature and rain-
fall c~md_1t101;-s for the cotton ~nter~sts; the_ d1s32lay' of ;rost and cold-wave signals; 
the d1stnbubon of meteorological mformat10n 111 the ' interests of agriculture and 
commer~e, and the taking o~ suc? mete?~ological obser_vations as may be necessary 
to establish and record the climatic cond1t10ns of the Umted States or as are essential 
for the proper execution of the foregoing duties. 
• 
THE BUREAU OF ANIMAI, INDUSTRY. 
~he Bureau of Anima~ Industry makes investigations as to the existence .of con-
tag101:s pleuro-pneumoma and other dangerous communicable diseases of live stock· 
superintends the meas':Tes for their _extirpation, makes o;:iginal investigations as t~ 
the_ nature. and prevE:nt1011; of sue~ diseases, and reports on the condition and means 
o_f 1mpr?ving the ammal mdustnes of the country. It also has charge of the inspec-
tion of import and export animals, of the inspection of vessels for the transportation 
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of export cattle, and of the quarantine stations for imported neat cattle; supervises 
the interstate movement of cattle, and inspects live stock and their products slaugh-
tered for food consumption. 
DIVISION OF S'I'A'I'IS'I'ICS. 
The Statistician collects information as to crop production and the :J;lumbers and 
status of farm animals, through a corps of county and township correspondents and 
State agents, and obtains similar information from foreign countries through special 
agents, assisted by consular, agricultural, and commercial authorities. He records, 
tabulates, and coordinates statistics of agricultural production, distribution, and 
consumption, the authorized data of Governments, institutes, societies, boards of 
trade, and individual experts; and issues a monthly crop report for the information 
of producers and consumers. 
DIVISION OF ACCOUN'I'S AND DISBURSEMEN'I'S. 
The Division of Accounts and Disbursements audits and pays a11 accounts and 
adjusts claims against the Department; decides questions involving the expend-
iture of public funds; prepares advertisements, schedules, and contracts for annual 
supplies, leases, and agreements; issues requisitions for the purchase of supplies, 
requests for passenger and freight transportation; prepares the annual estimates of 
appropriations, and attends to all other business relating to the financial interests of 
the Department. 
DIVISION OF CHEMIS'I'RY. 
The Division of Chemistry makes investigations of the m ethods proposed for t1?-e 
analyses of soils, fertilizers, and agricultural products, and such analyses as pertam 
in general to the interests of agriculture. It investigates the compositi~m an~ 
adulteration of foods.and the composition of field products in relation to their nutri-
tive value and to the constituents which they derive from the soil, fertilizers, and 
the air. It cooperates with the chemists of the agricultural experiment stations in 
all matters pertaining to the relations of chemistry to agricultural interests. 
OFFICE OF EXPERIMEN'I' S'I'ATIONS. 
The Office of Experiment Stations represents the Department in its relations ~o 
the agricultural colleges and experiment stations, which are now in operation 111 
all the States and Territories. It seeks to promote the interests of agricultural edu-
cation and investigation throughout the United States. It c;ollects and disseminates 
general information regarding the colleges and stations, and publishes accounts of 
agricultural investigations at home and abroad. It also indicates lines of inquiry, 
aids in the conduct of cooperative experiments, reports upon the expenditures and 
work of the stations, and in general furnish es them with such advice and assistance 
as will best promote the purposes for which they were established. It is also charged 
with investigations on the nutritive value and economy of human foods. 
DJVISION OF EN'I'OMOLOGY. 
The Entomologist obtains and disseminates information regarding insects injurious 
lo vegeta1:ion; i!lve?tigates ii:isects sent him in order to give appropriate remedies; 
conducts mveshg8;hons of t~is character in different parts of the country, and mounts 
and arranges specimens for illustrative and museum purposes. 
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
The Division of Biological Survey studies the geographic distribution of animals 
and plant , and maps the nalural life zones of lhe country· it also investigates the 
eco?omic relatio~s of birds and mammals, and recommend~ measures for the preser-
vation of beneficial and the destruction of injurious species. 
DIVISIO OF FORES'I'~Y. 
7'he Divi. ~on of F ~e try it~vestigates melhocls and trees for planting in the tree-
les \ st, gives pract~cal assistance to farmers, lumbermen, and others in handling 
for l land , and stuches fires and other forest problems. 
DIVISIO •• OF BOT.\. ·v. 
The J?ivi ion of Botany it~ve. tigates botanical agricultural problems, including 
the purity and value of agricultural eeds; methods of controlling the spread of 
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weeds or preventing their introductio~ into this country; the dangers, effects, and 
antidotes for poisonous plants; the native plant resources of the country, and other 
snbjects of economic botany. · 
DIVISION OF AGROS'l'OLOGY. 
The Division of Agrostology is charged with the investigation of the_ natural ½is-
tory, geographic dist~ibution, an~ uses of g-rasses and ~o~age pl~nts, their a~apta~10n 
to special soils and climates, the 111troduct10n of promis111g native and foreign kmds 
into cultivation, and the preparation of publications and correspondence relative to 
these plants. 
DIVISION OF POMOLOGY. 
The Pomologist ~ollects and_ distr~butes informa~ion in regar~ to th~ :pomologi~al 
industry of the Umted States; 111veshgates the habits and peculiar qualities of f!mts, 
their adaptability to various soils and climates and conditions of culture, and 111tro-
duces new and untried fruits from foreign countries. . 
DIVISION OF VEGE'I'ABLE PHYSIOLOGY AND PA'I'HOLOGY. 
The Division of Vegetable Physiology and Pathology has for its object a study of 
the normal and abnormal life processes of plants. It seeks, by investigations in the 
laboratory and experiments in the field, to determine the causes of disease and the 
best means of preventing the same. It studies plant physiology in its bearing on 
pathology. 
DIVISION OF SOILS. 
The Division of Soils has for its object the investigation of soils in their relation 
to crops. 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC-ROAD INQUIRIES. 
The Office of Public-Road Inquiries collects information concerning the systems 
of road management throughout the United States, conducts investigations regard-
ing the best method of road making, and prepares publications on this subject. 
DIVISION OF PUBLICA'I'IONS. 
The Division of Publications exercises general supervision of the Department 
printing and illustrations, and has charge of the distribution of all Department pub-
lications with the exception of those turned over by law to the Superintendent of 
Documents for sale at the price affixed by him ; it issues, in the form of press notices, 
official information of interest to agriculturists, and distributes to agricultural publi-
cations and writers synopses of Department publications. 
DIVISION OF GARDENS AND GROUNDS. 
The Division of Gardens and Grounds is charged with the care and ornam~ntation 
of the park surrounding the Department buildings, and with the duties connected 
with the conservatories and gardens for testing and propagating exotic and economic 
plants. 
DIVISION OF SEEDS. 
This division is occupied mainly with the_ supervision of the Congressioml and 
miscellaneous distribution of seeds, as provided for by act of Congress. Under the 
law two-thirds of the whole quantity purchased are sent out upon requests of Sen-
ators, Representatives, and Delegates, and under their franks, and the necessary books 
and accounts with Members of Congress are kept in this division. 
THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION. 
This Commission, appo~nted 1;1nde! "~n act to regulate commerce," approved Feb-
ruary 4, 1887, has authonty to 111qmre 111to the management of the business of all 
common carriers who are subject to the provisions of the act. These are all which 
are "engag~d in the transportation of passengers or property wholly by railroad , or 
partly by railroad and partly by water when both are used, under a common control 
manag~ment, or arran~ement, for a continuous carriage or shipment, from one Stat~ 
or T~rntory of the ~mted States or the District of Columbia to any other State or 
Terntory of the Umted States or the District of Columbia, or from any place in the 
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Upited States to an adjacent foreign country , or from any place in the United States 
through a foreign country to any other place in the United States, and also in the 
transportatio1i in like manner of property shipped from any place in the United 
States to a foreign country and carried from such place to a port of transhipment, 
or shipped from a foreign country to any place in the United States and carried to 
such place from a port of entry either in the United States or an adjacent foreign 
country." It has jurisdiction to inquire into and report upon the reasonableness 
of rates on· interstate traffic, to decide questions of unjust discrimination and ~f 
undue preference, to prescribe the publicity to be given to joint tariffs, and to insti-
tute and carry on proceedings for the enforcement of the prov:isions of the law. It 
has power to call for reports, to require the attendance of witnesses and the produc-
tion of books and papers, to hear complaints of a violation of the act made against 
any such carrier, and to determine what reparation shall be made to a party 
wronged; to institute inquiries on its own motion or at the request of State railroad 
commissions, and to report thereon; and it is required t o make an annual report, 
which shall be transmitted to Congress. It is also empowered in special cases to 
authorize any such common carrier to charge less for a longer distance than for a 
shorter over the same line, and to prescribe the extent to which the carrier may be 
relieved from the "long and short haul clause " of said act. The Commission also 
appoints a secretary and clerks, whose duties are not specifically define~ by the 3:ct. 
Under the act of August 7, 1888,-all railroad and telegraph com.p.ames to ~h1ch 
the United States have granted any subsidy in lands or bonds ?r loan of credit for 
the construction of either railroad or telegraph lines are required to file annual 
reports with the Commission, and such other reports as the Commission may call 
for. The act also directs every such company to file with the Commission copies of 
all contracts and agreements of every description existing between it and every other 
person or corporation whatsoever in reference to the ownership, possession, or oper-
ation of any telegraph lines over or upon the right of way, and to decide questions 
relating to the interchange of business between such Government-aided telegraph 
company and any connecting telegraph company. The act provides penalties for 
failure to perform and carry out within a reasonable time the order or orders of the 
Commission. 
The act of March 2, 1893, known as the "Safety Appliance Act," provides that 
· within specified periods railroad cars u sed in interstate commerce must be equipped 
with automatic couplers and standard height of drawbars for freight cars, and have 
grab irons or hand holds in the ends and sides of each car. A further provision is 
that locomotive engines used in moving interstate traffic shall be fitted with a power 
driving-wheel brake and appliances for operatin$' the train-brake system, and a suf-
ficient number of cars in the train shall be eqmpped with power or train brakes. 
The act directs the Commission to lodge with the proper district attorneys informa-
!ion of such v~olation~ as may come to its knowledge. The Commission is auth.or-
iz~d ~o, fr~m time to time, upo~ full hearing and for good cause, extend the penod 
withm which any common earner shall comply with the provisions of the statute. 
T.he act of June 1, 1898, concerning carriers engaged in interstate commerce and 
their employees, known as the ''Arbitration Act,'' directs the Chairman of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission and the Commissioner of Labor to use their best efforts, 
by med~ation and conciliation, to settle controversies between railway companies 
and their employees. Every agreement of arbitration made under the act must be 
forwarded to the Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission who shall file 
t~e same in the offic~ of_ t?,at Co~mission. When the agreement of arbitrati?n is 
~1gn ~1 by emp.loyees 111c~1y1dually mstead of a labor organization, the act provides, 
1f van _u~ specified concl1t~ons have been complied with, that the Chairman of the 
Comn11ss10n ~hall, by notice in writing, fix a time and place for the meeting of the 
bo~rcl ~f 8:rbtlrators. If the two arbitra~ors chosen by the parties fail to select a 
th1nl w1~h111 five clays after the first meet111g, the third arbitrator shall be named hy 
lhc Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Commissioner of 
Labor~ 
THE DHP RT E T OF LABOR. 
CO. t::\IISSIO. •Y,R F I,ABOR. 
The D partm nt_ f Labor was •slahli: h :cl hy act of Congres approved June r3, 
r •· • It is pla ·cd 111 harg' of a Co11111~1s~10ncr of J4ahor, who is cltrected to acquire 
net dtff u ~m<mg th_ p opl of th mtccl Stat ·s useful inf rmation on subJecl 
omt: t d with l~hor m _th' mo. t g ·n ral ancl com pr ·hcnsive sense of that word, and 
1 · :tally upon 1 r ·lat10ns to capital, the hours of labor, the_ earnings of laboring 
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men and women and the means of promoting their material, social, intellectual, 
and moral prospe~ity. He is also especially charged, in accordanc_e with the general 
design and duties prescribed by the la~, at as early __ a date as possible an_d wheJ?-ever 
industrial changes shall make it essential, to ascertam the cost of producmg articles, 
at the time dutiable in the United States, in leading countries where such articles 
are produced, by fully specified units of produc~ion, and under~ cla?sificat_ion show-
ing the different elements of cost of such articles of production, mcludmg wages 
paid in such industries; etc. 
It is also the duty of the Commissioner to ascertain and repo:rt as to the effect of 
t];ie customs laws upon the currency and on the agricultural industry, especially as 
to their effect on the mortgage indebtedness of farmers; what articles are controlled 
by trusts or other combinations of capital, business operations, or of labor, and 
what effect such trusts . or other combinations of capital, business operations, or of 
labor have on production and prices. 
The Commissioner is also to establish a system of reports by which, at intervals of 
not less than two years, he can ascertain the general condition, so far as production 
is concerned, of the leading industries of the country. He is also especially charged 
to investigate the causes of and facts relating to all controversies and disputes 
between employers and employees as they may occur, and which may happen to 
interfere with the welfare of the people of the different States. He may obtain 
information upon the various subjects committed to him, and, as he may deem 
desirable, from different foreign countries. He is to make a report annually in 
writing to the }:?resident and Congress of the information collected and collated by 
him; and is authorized to make special reports on particular subjects whenever 
required to do so by the President or either House of Congress, or when he shall 
think the subject in his charge requires it. · · 
He is also authorized, by act of March 2, 1895, to publish a bulletin of the Depart-
ment of Labor as to the condition of labor in this and other countries, condensations 
of State and foreign labor reports, facts as to conditions of employment, and such 
other facts as may be deemed of value to the industrial interests of the country; by 
act of July 1, 1898, he is authorized to compile and publish annually, as a part of the 
Bulletin of the Department of Labor, an abstract of the main features of the official 
statistics of the cit1es of the United States having over thirty thousand population, 
and there shall be printed one edition of not exceeding 15,000 copies ( act of June 4, 
1897,) of each issue of said bulletin for distribution by the Department of Labor. 
This bulletin is issued every other month and contains usually from 120 to 150 
pages. 
THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION. 
The purpose of the civil-service act, as declared in . its title, is '' to regulate and 
improve the civil service of the United States." It provides for the appointment of 
three Commissioners, a chief examiner, a secretary, and other employees, and makes 
it ~he duty of the Comn:iission to ai~ the President, as he may request, in preparing 
su~table rules for carrymg the act mto effect, such rules to provide, among other 
thmgs, for open competitive examinations for testing the fitness of applicants for th'e 
publi~ serv_ice, the filling of classifi~d positions by selections from among those pass-
mg w~th highest grades, an apportionment of appointments in the Departments at 
'Yashmgton among the States and Territories, and the prohibition of the use of offi-
c~al autho~ityto_ coe~ce the political action of any person or .body. The act also pro-
vide~ for mvestigations touchmg the enforcement of the rules promulgated, and 
forbi~s, under p~nalty of fine ?r imprisonment, or ?otl1;, the solicitation by any per-
son m the service of _the Umted States of contributions to be used for po.litical 
purpos~s from persons 111 such service, or the collection of such contributions by any 
person 111 a Government building. · · 
EXTEN'r OF THE SERVICE: 
Th~ number of persons in ~he classified civil service is estimated to be 83,817. 
Of this number 78,728 are classified ( made subject to the provisions of the civil-service 
act and rules) by r_eason of designation, duties performed, or compensation, and of 
these 3,483 _are ~eqmred merely to pass a noncompetitive examination or are excepted 
from e~ammation (2,240 of the latter class being Indians); 5,063 are classified under 
regulations of tI:e Navy Department, approved by the Commission; and 26 are classi-
~ed whose a12pomtments are made by the President solely. The classified civil serv-
ice does not mclude persons whose appointments are subject to confirmation by the 
Senate, or mere laborers or workmen. • 
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DIVISIONS OF THE SERVICE. 
The classified civil service is divided into five great bra11-ches, as follows : The 
Departmental Service, the Customs Service, the Postal Service, the Government 
Printing Service, and the Internal-Revenue Service. 
The Departmental Service includes all officers and employees who, on the one hand, 
are not appointed subject to the consent of the Senate, and, on the other hand, are 
above the grade of laborers, and who are serving in, or on detail from (I) the 
Departments, Commissions, and Offices in the District of Colq.mbia; ( 2) the Railway-
Mail Service; (3) the Indian Service; (4) the Pension Agencies; (s) the Steamboat-
Inspection Service; ( 6) the Marine-Hospital Service; ( 7) the Light-House Service; 
( 8) the Mints and Assay Offices; ( 9) the Revenue-Cutter Service; (IO) the Subtreas-
uries· (II) the Engineer Department at Large; ( 12) the Ordnance Department at 
Larg~; ( 13) the force employed under custodians of Federal buildings; and ( 14) 
those employees outside of the District of Columbia between the extremes before 
mentioned whose duties are clerical or medical, or who serve as watchmen, messen-
gers, draftsmen, computers, engineers, firemen, or as superintendents of construe-
. tion, superintendents of repairs, or foremen, under the Supervising Architect of the 
Treasury, or who are employed in any branch of the Treasury Department not here 
included. . 
The Customs, Government Printing, and Internal-Revenue Services include all 
similar officers and employees whose appointments are not confirmed by the Senate 
or who are not engaged in unskilled manual labor. The Postal Service includes like 
officers and employees in free-delivery post-offices. 
EXCEPTED POSITIONS. 
The list of classified employees or positions excepted from examination or registra-
tion is as follows: · 
Departmental Service.-Assistant Secretary Smithsonian Institution, in charge of 
United States National Museum; private secretaries or confidential clerks ( 1;1ot 
exceeding two) to the President or to the head of each of the eight Executive 
Departments; attorneys or assistant attorneys in any Department whose main duties 
are connected with the management of cases in court; Indians employed hi the 
Indian Service at Large, except those employed as superintendents, teachers, teachers 
of industries, kindergartners, and physicians. 
Postal Service.-One assistant postmaster, or.chief assistant to the postmaster, at 
each post-office; one cashier of each first-class post-office. 
Appointment to the following-named positions is subject to a noncompetitive 
examination prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, not disapproved by the 
Commission and conducted in accordance with its regulations: 
Customs Service.-One cashier in each customs district; one chief or principal 
deputy or assistant collector in each customs district; one principal deputy collec-
tor at each subport or station. 
Internal-Revenue Service.-One employee in each internal-revenue district, who 
shall act as cashier or chief deputy or assistant collector, as may be determined by 
the Treasury Department; one deputy collector in each internal-revenue district 
where the number of employees in the office of the collector exceeds four; one deputy 
collector in each stamp ( or branch) office. 
UNCLASSIFIED POSITIONS. 
The following positions or employees in the Executive civil service are not subject 
to the provi ions of the ch:il-service rules which relate to classified positions or 
employees: ( 1) Any person 111 the military or naval service of the United States who 
is detailed for the performance of civil duties; ( 2) any person employed in a foreign 
count~-y ~mder ll3:e State Department or temporarily employed in a confidential 
ap~c1ly 111 a fo~e1gn country; {3) any position the duties of which are of a quasi-
1mhtary or quas1-navalcharacter and for the performance of which a perso·n is enlisted 
for a term of ye_ars; (4) ~ numbe~ of positions with salaries of less than 300 per 
annum, tl?c duties of wh1cl~ rcqtur only a portion of the time of the occupants, 
and p ·rnnt them to engage 111 other regular busin ss or occupation. 
PRO\'ISIO.·s co.·cHR.·1.·c POWER OP REM VAL. 
_mong th· most important provisions of the civil-service rules are those directed 
ngam t r ·moval for political o~ reli$..,rious reasons. The order of th President, pro-
mulgat · l Jul): ~7, 1897,_ as s, hon 8 of Rule II, is one of these. It forbids removal 
from nny po. 1tton subJ ·ct t? comp ·titi:1e _examination except_ for just cause and 
upon \'Tllt 11_ charge filed with ll_1 • appo111ting officer and of wl11ch the accused shall 
have full notice and an opportu111ty to make <1efensc. 
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THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 
The Public Printer has charge of all business relating to the public _pr~nting and 
binding. He appoints the officers and employees of the Government Pnntmg Office, 
and purchases all necessary machinery ~u:id material. . 
The Chief Clerk has general supervision of_ the cler).{.s_ and ~lencal work of the 
office. He conducts the correspondence relatmg to pubhc busmess, and performs 
such other duties as may be assigned to him by the _Public_Pri~ter. . . 
The Foreman of Printing has charge of all matter which is to be pnnted. His 
department consists of the following div_isions: The Document, Job, Specificat~on, 
Press, Folding, Stereotype, and Congressional Record rooms, as well as the vanous 
branch offices. 
The Foreman of Binding has charge of the Bindery, in which division all work 
requiring binding, ruling, or marbling is ex~cuted. The binderies of the branch 
offices are under his supervision. 
The Superintendent of Documents has general supervision of the distribution of all 
public documents, excepting those printed for the use of the two Houses of Congress 
and the Executive Departments. He is required to prepare a comprehensive index of 
public documents and conso~idated index ?f C<?ngressional doc~1m~nts1 and is au~ho~-
ized to sell at cost any pubhc document m his charge, the distnbut10n of which is 
n<?_t specifically directed. · 
THE COMMISSION OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 
(Northwest corner of Sixth and B streets SW.) 
The United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries was established by joint reso-
lution of Congress approved February 9, r87r. It is placed in charge of a Commis-
sioner of Fish and Fisheries, who is required to be a person of scientific and practical 
acquaintance with the fish and fisheries of the sea, coast, and inland waters. Reports 
are made annually to Congress. 
The scope of the work of the Commission covers (I) the propagation of useful food 
fishes, including- lobsters, oysters, and other shellfish, and their distribution to suit-
able waters; ( 2) the inquiry into the causes of decrease of food fishes in the lakes, 
rivers, and coast waters of the United States, the study of the waters of the coast and 
interior in th~ interest of fish ~ulture, and t?-e invest_igation of the. fi~hing grounds 
of the Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coasts, with the view of determmmg their food 
resources and the development of the commercial fisheries; (3) the collection and 
compilation of the statistics of the fisheries and the study of their methods and 
relations. 
In the prosecution of its work the Commission has 30 stations, situated in different 
parts of the country, 4 fish-distributing cars, 2 steam vessels, and r sailing vessel. 
THE BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES. 
(Organized September 4, 1890.) 
T~at uniform usage in regar:d to geographic nomenclature and orthography shall 
obtam throughout the _Executive Depar:tments of the Government, and particularly 
upon _maps and cI:arts issued by the vanous Departments and Bureaus, this Board is 
conshtut~1· To. 1t s_hall be referred all unsettled questions concerning geographic 
names wmch anse 1;-i the Departments, and the decisions of the Board are to be 
accepted by the Departments as the standard authority in such matters, 
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THE BUREAU OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLICS. 
The Bureau of the American Republics was established under the recommendation 
of the International American Conference in 1890 for the prompt collection and distri-
bution of commercial information concerning the American Republics. It publishes 
translations of the tariffs of the countries of Latin America reduced to the United 
States equivalents; also handbooks of these countries, a monthly bulletin containing 
the latest information respecting their resources, commerce, and general features, 
and The Commercial Directory of the American Republics, an international publica-
tion. Replies are also furnished to inquiries in relation to the commercial and 
other affairs of the countries, and items of news giving recent laws of general 
interest, development of railways, agriculture, mines, manufactures, shipping, etc., 
are given to the press. The Bureau is sustained by contributions from the several 
American Republics in proportion to their population. 
THE INTERCONTINENTAL RAILWAY COMMISSION. 
This Commission was organized for the examination of the possible routes and 
preparation of reports on their length, cost, and advantages, together with the con-
duct of proper surveys for an intercontinental railway to connect the United States 
of America and the other Republics of the American Contip.ent. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 
(Bliss Building, 35 B street NW.) 
This Commission was established by act of Congress approved June 18, 1898. It is 
composed of nineteen members- five Senators appointed by the President of the Sen-
ate, five Representatives appointed by the Speaker of the House, and nine civilians 
appointed by th~ President of the United States. The duties of the Commission are 
to investigate questions pertaining to immigration, labor, agriculture, manufactur-
ing, and general business, ~nd to report to Congress and suggest such legislation as 
deemed best upon these subJects. It shall also furnish such information and suggest 
such laws as may be made a basis for uniform legislation by the various States. 
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
(In . Capitol Building.) 
MELVILLE WESTON FULLER, Chief Justice of the Unite~ States, w~s born 
in Augusta, Me., February _II, 1833; was graduated from Bowdo111 College 111 ~853; 
studied law attended a course of lectures at Harvard Law School, and was admitted 
to the bar in' 1855; formed a law partnership _in Augusta, Me., and_was an associate editor 
of a Democratic paper called The Age; in 1856 became preside1;t of the common 
council, and served as city solicitor; removed to Chicago, Ill., 111 1856, where he 
practiced law until appointed Chief Justice; in 1862 w~s a member of the State con-
stitutional convention; was a member of the State legislature from 1863 to 1865; was 
a delegate to the Democratic national conventions of 1864, 1872, :r876, and 1880; the 
degree of LL. D. was conferred upon him by the Northwe_stern U1~iversit1 and by 
Bowdoin College in 1888, and by Harvard in 1890; was appo111ted Chief J ushce Apnl 
30, 1888, confirmed July 20, 1888, and took the oath of office October 8, same year. 
JOHN MARSHALL HARLAN, Associate Justice of the United States Supreme 
Court was born in Boyle County, Ky., June 1, 1833; was graduated from Center Col-
lege, Kentucky, in 1850; studied law at r:ransyl_vania University; practiced his pro-
fession at Frankfort; was elected county Judge 111 1858; was elector on the Bell and 
Everett ticket· removed to Louisville and formed a law partnership with Hon. vV. F. 
Bullock· in 1861 raised the Tenth Kentucky Infantry Regiment and served in Gen. 
George FL Thomas's division; owing to the death of his father in the spring of 1863, 
although his name was before the Senate for confirmation as a brigadier-general, 
he felt compelled to resign; was elected attorney-general by the Union party in 1863 
and filled the office until 1867, when he returned to active practice in Louisville; 
was the Republican nominee for governor in 1871; his name was presented by the 
Republican convention of his State in 1875 for the Vice-Presidency; was chairman 
of the delegation from his State to the national Republican convention in 1876; 
declined a diplomatic position as a substitute for the Attorney-Generalship, to which, 
before he reached Washington, President Hayes intended-to assign him; served as a 
member of the Louisiana commission; was commissioned an Associate Justice of the 
United States Supreme Court November 29, 1877, and took his seat December 10, 
same year. 
HORACE GRAY, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, 
was born in Boston, Mass., March 24, 1828; was graduated from Harvard College in 
the class of · 1845 and from the Harvard Law School in 1849; was admitted to the · 
bar in 1851; was appointed reporter of the supreme judicial court of Massachusetts 
in 1854 and held the position until 1861; . was appointed associate justice of the 
supreme · judicial court of Massachusetts August 23, 1864, ·and chief justice of that 
court September 5, 1873; was commissioned an Associate Justice of the Supreme 
Court of the United States by President Arthur December 19, 1881. 
DAVID JOSIAH BREWER, Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court, 
was born in Smyrna, Asia Minor, June 20, 1837; is the son of Rev. Josiah Rrewer and 
Emilia A. Field, sister_of_David Dudley, Cyrus W., and Justice Stephen J. Field; his 
father was an early missionary to Tur:key; was graduated from Yale College in 1856 
and from the Albany Law School in 1858; established himself in his profession at 
Leavenworth, Kans., in 1859, where he resided until he removed to Washington to 
enter upon his present duties; in 1861 was appointed United States commissioner; 
from 1862 t? 1865 was judge of the probate and criminal courts of Leavenworth 
County; from 1865 to 1869 was judge of the district court; from 1869 to 1870 was 
com~ty attorney of Leaven:worth; in 1870 was elected a justice of the supreme court 
of f!lS State, and ree~ected 111 1876 and 1882; in 1884 was appointed judge of the cir-
cm~ ~ourt of the Umted_States for the Eighth district; was appointed to his present 
pos1h~n,_to succeed Justice Stanley Matthews, deceased, in December, 1889, and was 
comm1ss1oned December 18, 1889. 
HENRY BILLINGS BROWN, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the 
United State~, was born i? South Lee, Ma~s., ~arch ?, 1836; was graduated from 
Yale College m 1856; studied law for some time 111 a pnvate office; attended lectures 
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both at Yale and Harvard law schools, and was admitted to the bar of "Wayne County, 
Mich., in July, 186o; in the spring of 1861, upon the election of Mr. Lincoln, was 
appointed deputy marshal of the United States, and subsequently assistant United 
States attorney for the eastern district of Michigan, a position he held until 1868, 
when he was appointed judge of the State circuit court of Wayne County, to fill a 
vacancy; held this office but a few months, and then returned to active practice in 
partnership with John S. Newberry and Ashley Pond, of Detroit, which continued 
nntil 1875, when he was appointed by President Grant district judge for the eastern 
district of Michigan, to succeed Hon. John \V. Longyear; on December 23, 1890, was 
appointed Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, to succeed Justice Samuel F. 
Miller; was unanimously confirmed December 29, and took the oath of office January 
5, 1891; received the degree of LL. D. from the University of Michigan in 1887 and 
from Yale University in 1891. 
GEORGE SHIRAS, JR., Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United 
States, was born in Pittsburg, Pa., January 26, 1832; was graduated from Yale Col-
lege in 1853; attended the· Yale Law School in 1854; was admitted to the bar of 
Pennsylvania in 1856; practiced law in Pennsylvania till his appointment to the 
Supreme Bench; received the degree of LL. D. from Yale University in 1883 ; was 
one of the Pennsylvania Presidential electors m 1888; in July, 1892, was appointed to 
succeed Justice Joseph P. Bradley; took the oath of office October ro, 1892. 
EDWARD DOUGLASS WHITE, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the 
United States, was born in the parish of Lafourche, La., in November, 1845; was 
educated at Mount St. Mary's, near Emmitsburg, Md., at the Jesuit College in New 
Orleans, and at Georgetown (D. C.) College; served in the Confederate army; was 
licensed to practice law by the supreme court of Louisiana in December, 1868; elected 
State senator in 187 4; was appointed associate justice of the supreme court of Louisiana 
in 1878; was elected to the United States Senate as a Democrat, to succeed James B. 
Eustis, and took his seat March 4, 1891; while serving his term as {3enator from 
Louisiana was appointed, February 19, 1894, an Associate Justice of the Supreme 
Court, and took his seat March 12, 1894. 
RUFUS W. PECKHAM, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United 
States, was born in the city of Albany and State of New York, November 8, 1838; 
his father was a native of Albany County, and had been district attorney of the 
county, justice of the supreme court of the State, and, at the time of his death in 
the shipwreck of the Ville de H avre, November 22, 1873, was one of the judges of 
the court of appeals of New York State. The son was educated at the Albany 
Academy and at one of the schools in Philadelphia; he studied law in the office of 
his father, who was then in partnership with Lyman Tremain, attorney-general of 
the State, practicing law under the firm name of Peckham & Tremain, in the city 
of Albany; he was admitted to the bar of the State in December, 1859; his father 
was in that year elected to the bench of the supreme court, and the son formed a 
partnership with the former partner of his father, under the :firm name of Tremain 
& Peckham, which continued until the death of Mr. Tremain in December, 1878. 
In 1866 Mr. Peckham was married to a daughter of D. H. Arnold, an old New York 
merchant and at that time.president of the Mercantile Bank in ew York City. In 
1868 _he was elected district attorney of Albany County; was subsequently cor-
poration counsel of Albany City, and in 1883 was elected a justice of the supreme 
court of the State. While serving as such he was elected, in 1886, an associate judge 
of the c~urt of appeals of ewYork State, and while occupying a seat on that bench 
he was, 111 December, 1895, appointed by President Cleveland an Associate Justice 
of the upreme Court of the nited States. 
J SEPH Mc~E~ A, of San Francisco, Cal., Associate Justice of the Supreme 
Court of t~e lrmted Stat~s, wa~ bor:1 in Pl!iladelphia, Pa., August ro, 1843; attended 
St. J s~ph s College of l11s native city until 1855, when he rl;!moved with his parents 
to ~emcta, ~al., where _he contim~ed his educ;:ation at the public schools and the Col-
l giate I1~sh~ute, at whtch he sturltecl law; was admitted to the bar in 1865; was twice 
,1ectecl <l1stn t attorney for 'ol_ano County, beginning in :March, 1866; served in the 
1~wer hc_mse of __ th~ leg1s!'.1ture in the sessions of 1875 and 1876; was elected to the 
I•ort;-mnth hft1eth, I 0 1fty-first, and_ ~:ifty-secon 1 Congresses; resigned from the 
last-~ame,l C_ongress to a ~ept the po?1llo1~ of 'nited :tales circuit judge, to which 
h ,rn. appomted by Pres1<lent IIar_nson 111 1893; resigned that office to accept the 
plac of .~lt<>rncy- eneral of the ·mted State in the Cahinet of President McKinley· 
? . ~ppotnt d, D ·c mher 16, ~897,_~n Asso~iate Justice of the Supreme Court of th~ 
mtcd talcs to ucceecl Ju ltce beld, retired, and took his seat January 26, 1898. 
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STEPHEN JOHNSON FIELD, Associate Justice of the United States S1:preill:e 
Court (retired), was born at Haddam, Conn., November 4, 1816;_ removed w~th his 
family in 1819 to Stockbridge, Mass., where he spent ten years of his boyhood; 111 1829 
accompanied his sister to Asia Minor, her husband, Rev. Josiah Brewer, having under-
taken an educational mission to the Greeks; remained two and a half years, for the 
most part in Smyrna and At~e1;s, and learne_d to speak and write the moden:i Greek 
language; graduated from Williams College 111 1837; began the study of law 111 1838, 
in the office of David Dudley Field, and in 1841 became his partner and so remained 
for seven years; in 1848 traveled extensively in Europe; returning from Europe, 
started for California in November, 1849, arriving there December 28, 1849; located 
in Marysville in January, 1850, and was elected first alcalde of that city; under Mexi-
can· law the alcalde was an officer of limited jurisdiction, but in the anomalous con-
dition of affairs he was called upon to administer justice, punish crime, and to enforce 
necessary police regulations until relieved by officers under the new constitution; 
was elected to the Second legislature, and was a member of the judiciary committee 
and framed the laws creating the judicial system of that State; from 1851 to 1857 he 
practiced his profession, and was then elected a judge of the supreme court for six 
years, from January r, 1858; a vacancy occurring on the bench, he was appointed 
judge to fill it on the 13th of October, 1857; became chief justice in 1859; in 1863 
was appointed by President Lincoln Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the 
United States, from which position he retired December 1, 1897; in 1866 Williams 
College conferred upon him the degree of LL. D., and by the regents of the Uni-
versity of California in 1869 a professor of law in that .institution. 
RESIDENCES OF THE CHIEF JUSTICE AND ASSOCIATE JUSTICES OF 
THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
[The* designates those whose wives accompany them; thee designates those whose daughters 
accompany them, the II designates those having other ladies with them.J 
* eee Mr. Chief Justice Fuller, 1801 F street NW. 
* ee Mr. Justice Harlan, Fourteenth street and Euclid place NW. 
* Mr. Justice Gray, r6or I street NW. 
* e Mr. Justice Brewer, 1412 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
* Mr. Justice Brown, 1720 Sixteenth street NW. 
* Mr. Justice Shiras, 1515 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
* Mr. Justice White, 1717 Rhode Island avenue NW. 
* Mr. Justice Peckham, 1217 Connecticut avenue. 
* ee Mr. Justice McKenna, 2127 California avenue NW. 
RETIRED. 
* II Mr. Justice Field, 21 First street NE. 
OFFlC~RS OF THE SUPREME COURT. 
Clerk.-James H. McKenney, 1523 Rhode Island avenue NW. 
Deputy Clerk.-Charles B. Beall, 1469 Kenesaw avenue NW. 
Marshal.-J. M. Wright, Metropolitan Club. 
Reporter.-J. C. Bancroft Davis, 1621 H street NW. 
CIRCUIT COURTS OF THE UNITED STATES. 
First Judicial Circuit.-Mr. Justice Gray. Districts of Maine, New Hampshire 
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island. · ' 
Circuit Judges.-Le Baron B. Colt, Providence, R. I., and William L. Putnam 
Portland, Me. ' 
Second Judicial Circu.,it.-Mr. Justice Peckham. Districts of Vermont Connecticut 
_Noi:thern New Yo_r~, Southern New York, and Eastern New Yo~k. ' 
C1rcmt Jt~dges.-Wilham .J. W3:llace, Albany, N. Y.; E. Henry Lacombe, New 
. Yorl~ <;1ty ;_ an~ Nathamel Shipman, Hartford, Conn. 
ThirdJudicif!l Circuit.-Mr. JusticeShiras. Districts of New Jersey, Eastern Penn-
_syl~ama, Western Pennsylvania, and Delaware. 
C1rcmt J\1dges.-Marcus W. Acheson, Pittsburg, Pa., and George ·M. Dallas Phil-
adelphia, Pa. ' 
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Fourth Judicial Circuit.-Mr. Chief Justice Fuller. Districts of Maryland, West 
Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. 
Circuit Judges.---:Nathan Goff, Clarksburg, W. Va., and C.H. Simonton, Charles-
ton, S. C. . 
Fifth Judicial Circuit.-Mr. Justice White. Districts of Northern Georgia, South-
ern Georgia, Northern Florida, Southern Florida, Northern Alabama, Middle 
Alabama, Southern Alabama, Southern Mississippi, "Eastern Louisiana, West-
ern Louisiana, Northern Texas, Eastern Texas, and Western Texas. 
CircuitJudges.-DonA. Pardee, New Orleans, La., ~nd A. P. McCormick, Dallas, 
Tex. . 
Sixth Judicial Circuit.-Mr. Justice Harlan. Districts of Northern Ohio, Southern 
Ohio, Eastern Michigan, Western Michigan, Kentucky, Eastern Tennessee, 
Middle Tennessee, and Western Tennessee. 
Circuit Judges.-William H. Taft, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Horace H. Lurton, 
Nashville, Tenn. · 
Seventh Judicial Circuit.-Mr. Justice Brown. Districts of Indiana, Northern Illi-
nois, Southern Illinois, Eastern vVisconsin, and Western Wisconsin. 
Circuit Judges.-W. A. Woods, Indianapolis, Ind.; James G. Jenkins, Milwau-
kee, Wis. 
Eighth Judicial Circuit.-Mr. Justice Brewer. Districts of Minnesota, Northern 
Iowa, Southern Iowa, Eastern Missouri, Western Missouri, Eastern Arkansas, 
Western Arkansas, Nebraska, Colorado, Kansas, North Dakota, South Dakota, 
Wyoming, and Utah, and Territories of New Mexico .and Oklahoma. 
Circuit Judges.-Henry C. Caldwell, Little Rock, Ark.; Walter H. Sanborn, St . . 
Paul, Minn., and Amos M. Thayer, St. Louis, Mo. 
Ninth Judicial Circuit.-Mr. Justice McKenna. Districts of Northern California, 
Southern California, Oregon, Nevada, Montana, Washington, Idaho, and 
Territories of Alaska and Arizona. 
Circuit •Judges.-William B. Gilbert, Portland, Oreg.; Erskine M. Ross, Los 
Angeles, Cal.; and William W. Morrow, San Francisco, Cal. 
COURT OF CLAIMS. 
(No. 1509 Pennsylvania avenue.) 
Chief Justice Charles C. Nott, 826 Connecticut avenue. 
Judge Lawrence Weldon, Hamilton House. 
Judge John Davis, 12n Connecticut avenue. 
Judge Stanton J. Peelle, The Concord. 
Judge Charles B. Howry, 1533 I street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Archibald Hopkins, 1826 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Assistant Clerk.-John Randolph, 28 I street NW. 
Bailijf-Stark B. Taylor, 485 H street SW. 
This court w~ established by act of Congress, February 24, 1855 ( IO Stat. L., 612). 
Il has general Jurisdiction of all ''claims founded upon the Constitution of the United 
States ?r any law of Congress, except for pensions, qr upon any regulation of an 
Executive Depa1:tment, oruponany contract, expressed or implied, with the Gov~rn-
ment ~f t~e mte~ States, or for damages, liquidated or unliquidated, in cases not 
sou~1dmg m t<?rl, m respe~t of :vhich claims the party would be entitled to redress 
against the mted Stat s, e1th~r 111 a court of law, equity, or admiralty, if the United 
Stat s ·were suabl~, ex ept claims growing out of the late civil war and commonly 
known a~ w~r .1~1ms," and certain rejected claims. 
It has Jur_i d1chon also of _claim of like character which may be referred to it by 
any Executive Dep~rtment, mvolving disputed facts or controverted questions of law, 
wh re the amount m _controversy exceeds 3,000, or where the decision will affect a 
la. s ~f a •s o~ furmsh a precedent for the future action of any Executive Depart-
nl 11~ th: a<lJt~stment of a _class of cases, or where any authority, right, privilege, or 
•mpt10n 1. datmerl or clcmerl under the Constitution. In all the above-mentioned 
:1 .' th ·ourt, when it fimls for th claimant, may enter judgment against the 
t nite~l . tat· payable out of th · public Treasury. n appeal, only upon questions 
f la\\, h t the upreme Court on the part of the defendants in all cases, and 011 lhe 
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part of the claimants when the amount in controversy exceeds $3,000. The findings 
of fact by the Court of Claims are final and not subject to review by the Supreme 
Court. 
By the act of March 3, 1883, chapter rr6 (22 Stat. L., 485, and r Supplement to 
R. S., 2d ed., p. 403), called the "Bowman Act," the head of an Executive Depart-
ment may refer to the court any "claim or matter" pending in his D~partment 
involving controverted questions of fact or law. The court is required to find the 
facts and its conclusions of law and to report the same to the Department for its 
guidance and action. The same act authori_zes either Hou~e of C_ongress _or an::y of 
its committees to refer to the court any "claim or matter" mvolvmg the mveshga-
tion and determination of facts, the court to find the facts and report the same to 
Congress for such action thereon as may there be determined. This act is extended 
by act of March 2, 1887,, chapter 359 (24 Stat. L., 505, and r Supplement to R. S., 2d 
ed., p. 559 ). 
There is a statute of limitations which prevents parties from bringing actions on 
their own motion beyond six years after the cause of action accrued, but the Depart-
ments may refer claims at any lime, if they were pending therein within the six 
years. The only limitation under the Bowman Act is that the court shall have no 
jurisdiction of any claim barred before the passage of the act hy any then existing 
provision of law. · 
By act of January 20, 1885 (23 Stat. L., 283, and I Supplement to R. S., 2d ed., 
p. 471), Congress gave to the court jurisdiction over '' claims to indemnity upon the 
French Government arising out of illegal captures, detentions, seizures, condemna-
tions, and confiscations prior to the ratification of the convention between the United 
States and the French Republic concluded on the 30th day of September, 1800." 
The time of filing claims is limited to two years from the passage of the act, and all 
claims not presented within that time are forever barred. The court finds the facts 
and the law, and reports the same in each case to Congress. 
By act of March 3, 1891, chapter 538 (26 Stat. L., 851, and Supplement to R. S., 
2d ed., p. 913), the court is vested with jurisdiction of certain Indian depredation 
claims. 
There are five judges, who sit together in the hearing of cases, the concurrence of 
three of whom is necessary for the decision of any case. 
The court sits at Washington, D. C., in the Department of Justice Building, 1509 · 
Pennsylvania avenue, on the first Monday in December each year, and continues 
into the following summer and until all cases ready for trial are _disposed of. Cases 
may be commenced and entered at any time, whether the court be in session or not. 
COURT OF APPEALS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
(In United States Court-House.) 
Chief Justice.-Richard H. Alvey, 33 B street NW. 
Associate Justices.-Martin F. Morris, 1314 Massachusetts avenue NW.; Seth Shep-
ard, 1429 Euclid place. 
Clerk.-Robert Willett, 3014 P street NW. 
Assistant Clerk.-H. W. Hodges, 2208 Q street NW. 
SUPREME COURT OF THE DISTR!CT OF COLUMBIA. 
(In United States Court-House.) 
Chief Justice.-Edward F. Bingham, 1907 H street NW. 
Associate Justices.-Alexander B. Hagner, r8r8 H street NW.; Walter S. Cox, 1636 
I street W.; Andrew C. Bradley, 2013 Q street NW.; Louis E. McComas, 1723 
Rhode Island avenue NW.; Charles C. Cole, 1705 N street NW. 
Cterk.-John R. Young, 1522 R street NW. 
Retired Justices.-Andrew Wylie, 1205 Fourteenth street NW.; Charles P. James 
1824 Massachusetts avenue NW. ' 
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UNITED STATES A't'l'ORNEY'S OFFICE. 
(In United States Court-House.) 
United States Attorney.-Henry E. Davis, The Concord. 
Assistant United States Attorneys.-H. T. Taggart, 3rr7 N street NW.; Joseph Shil-
lington, 216 E street NW.; Daniel w: Baker, 1308 Rstreet NW.; A. R. Mullowny, 
14rr V street NW. 
UNITED STATES MARSHAL'S OFFICE. 
(In United States Court-House.) 
United States Marshal.-Aulick Palmer, 1401 Staughton street NW. 
Chief Office Deputy United States Marshal.-William B. Robison, 1520 U street NW. 
REGISTER OF WILLS' OFFICE. 
(In United States Court-House.) 
Register of Wills.-J. Nota McGill, 1732 Columbia road. 
Assistant.-M. J. Griffith, 433 M street NW. 
RECORDER'S OFFICE. 
(In United States Court-House.) 
Recorder of Deeds.-Henry P. Cheatham, 1718 Eighth street NW. 
Deputy Recorder of Deeds.-George F. Schayer, 3435 Holmead avenue, Mt. Pleasant. 
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Alabama . . ....... . 
Arkansas ........ . 
California ........ . 
Colorado ......... . 
Connecticut.. . . . . 
Delaware .... .... . 
Florida ........... . 
Georgia ...... .... . 
Idaho ............. . 
Illinois ........... . 
Indiana .. .. ...... . 
Iowa ............. . 
Kansas ........... . 
Kentucky .... , ... . 
Louisiana ........ . 
Maine ..... ... .... . 
Maryland ... . .... . 
Massachusetts ... . 
Michigan ......... . 
Minnesota ....... . . 
Mississippi. ...... . 
Missoun .......... . 
Montana ... ..... . . 
Nebraska ......... . 
Nevada ........ . .. . 
New Hampshire .. 
New Jersey ...... . 
NewYork . ... ... . 
North Carolina ... . 
North Dakota .... . 
Ohio ............. . 
Oregon ........... . 
Pennsylvania .... . 
Rhode Island .... . 
South Carolina ... . 
South Dakota .... . 
Tennessee ........ . 
Texas . .. ........ . . 
Utah ....... ...... . 
Vermont ........ . . 
Virginia .......... . 
Washington ...... . 
West Virginia .... . 
Wisconsin ........ . 
Wyoming ..... . . . . 
TERRITORIES. 
Capitals. 
Montgomery ... . . 
Little Rock ...... . 
Sacramento ..... . 
Denver .... .. ... . . 
Hartford ......... . 
Dover .. ......... . 
Tallahassee ..... . 
Atlanta ......... . 
Boise ............ . 
Springfield ...... . 
Indianapolis .... . 
Des Moines 
Topeka .... .. ... . 
Frankfort. ... ... . 
Baton Rouge ... . . 
Augusta ...... .... . 
Annapolis ....... . 
Boston ........... . 
Lansing . ....... . 
St. Paul... -... . . .. . 
Jackson ........ . 
Jefferson City ... . 
Helena .......... . 
Lincoln ...... .. . . . 
Carson City . .... . 
Concord ..... . ... . 
Trenton ... ...... . 
4lbany .. ... . . ... . 
Raleigh ....... .. . 
Bismarck ... . .... . 
Columbus ....... . 
Salem ........... . 
Harrisburg ...... . 
Providence ...... . 
Columbia ........ . 
Pierre ........... . 
Nashville ... .. ... . 
Austin ...... . ... . 
Salt Lake City .. . 
Montpelier ...... . 
Richmoncj. ...... . 
Olympia ......... . 
Charleston ..... . 
Madison .. .... .. . . 
Cheyenne .. ..... . 
'Term 
Governors. 
Joseph F. Johnston. 
Dame! W. Jones .... 
Henry T. Gage 
Charles S. Thomas .. 
George E.Lounsbury 
Ebe W. Jumell ..... . 
Wm. D. Bloxham . . . . 
Allen D. Candler ... . 
F. Steunenberg ..... . 
John. R. Tanner .... . 
James A. Mount .... . 
L.M.Shaw ... . .. .. . . 
W. E . Stanley ...... . 
W. 0. Bradley ...... . 
Murphy J. Foster 
Llewellyn Powers .. 
Lloyd Lowndes .. .. . 
Roger Wolcott ..... . 
Hazen S. Pingree . . . . 
John Lind .......... . 
A. J. McLaurin .· .... . 
Lon. V. Stephens ... . 
Robert B. Smith .... . 
W. J. Poynter ...... . 
Reinhold Sadler .. . . 
Frank W. Rollins .. . 
Foster M. Voorhees . 
Theodore Roosevelt. 
Daniel L. Russell .. . 
F. B. Fancher ...... . 
Asa S. Bushnell .. .. . 
Theo. T. Geer· .. .... . 
William A. Stone .. . 
Elisha Dyer . ....... . 
W. H. Ellerbe ....... . 
Andrew E.Lee ... .. . 
Benton McMillin .. . 
Joseph D. Sayers .. . 
Heber M. Wells .. .. . 
Edwin C. Smith .... . 
J. Hoge Tyler. ..... . 
John R. Rogers .... . 
G. W. Atkinson ... . . 
Edward Scofield ... . 
De Forest Richards. 
of serv- Expiration of term. Salary. 
ice. 
Years. 
2 Dec. 1, 1900 ........... . 
2 Jan., 1901 .... ........ . 
4 Jan., :c;,o3 ..... ..... .. . 
2 Jan., 1901 .. ... .... ... . 
2 Jan., 1901 .... ... ..... . 
4 Jan., 1901 ............ . 
4 Jan., 1901. .......... .. 
2 Nov. 1, 1900 
2 Jan., 1901 ..... .... ... . 
4 Jan., 1901 ............ . 
4 Jan ., 1901 ............ . 
2 Jan., 1900 . ........... . 
2 Jan., 1901 .. .......... . 
4 Dec. IO, 1899 ........ .. . 
4 April, 1900 ........... . 
2 Jan., 1901 ..... ... . ... . 
4 Jan .. 1900 ............ . 
r Jan., 1900 ( rst Wed.) . 
2 Jan., 19oi ...... ... .. .. 
2 Jan., 1901 . ...... ..... . 
4 Jan., 1900 .......... . . . 
4 Jan., 1901 ..... . .. . ... . 
4 Jan., 1901 . . . .. . ...... : 
2 Jan., 1901 ........ .- ... . 
4 Jan.6,1903 ...... . 
2 Jan. , 1901 ..... ... .... . 
.3 Jan.20,1902 .. . .. . 
2_ Jan. r, 1901 . .......... . 
4 Jan. 1, 1901. ..... . 
2 Jan. r, 1901 . .. . ....... . 
2 Jan., 1900 ( 2d Mon.) .. 
4 Jan., 1903 ....... . . ... . 
4 Jan., rc;o3 (3d Mou.) .. 
1 May 25, 1899 .. . 
Dec., 1900 . .. . ........ . 
Jan. 5, 1901 . ... ... ... . 
2 Jan., 1901 ............ . 
2 Jan., 1901 ............ . 
4 Jan., 1900 ...... . ..... . 
2 Oct. 7, 1900 ........... . 
4 Dec. 31, 1901 ... .. . .... . 
4 Jan., 1901 . .... . . .. ... . 
4 Mar., 1901 ............ . 
2 Jan., 1901 ...... .. 














































Alaska*· .......... Sitka..... .... .... John G. Brady....... 4 June 23, 1901.......... 3, ooo 
Ari~ona* ... _. ...... -Phoenix .......... Myron H. McCord.. 4 July 19, 1901. .. .. .. . . . 2,600 
Indian Terntoryt ............... . ...... .... ....... • • • .. • •· • •. • • • •· • • • • • • • • .. · · · -- ·: · · · · · · · · · · .. -- .. · 
New Mexico*· .... Santa Fe ......... Miguel A. Otero..... 4 June 7, 1901,....... . .. 2,600 
Oklahoma* . . . . . . . Guthrie . . . . . . . . . . Cassius M. Barnes.. . 4 May r 2, 1901 . . . . . . 2, 600 
* Governors nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate. 
tThe various nations of the Indian Territory have elective tribal governments based on that of 
the United States. 
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FOREIGN EMBASSIES AND LEGATIONS TO THE 
UNITED ST A TES. 
[Those having ladies with them are marked with* for wife and e for daughter.] 
ARGENTINA. 
(Office of the Legation, 2107 S street NW.) 
* Dr. Martin Garcia Merou, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
2107 S street NW. 
Sefior Antonio del Viso, First Secretary of Legation, 2107 S street NW. 
Col. Ricardo A. Day, Military Attache. (Absent.) 
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY. 
(Office of the Legation, 1307 Connecticut avenue.) 
* Mr. Ladislaus Hengelmiiller von Hengervar, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary, 1307 Connecticut avenue. (Absent.) 
Baron Franz Riedl von Riedenau, Secretary of Legation and Charge d' Affaires ad 
interim. 
G. de Szilassy, Attache. 
BELGIUM. 
(Office of the Legation, 1752 M street NW.) 
* Count G. de Lichtervelde, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary. 
(Absent.) 
Mr. Maurice Joostens, Counselor of Legation and Charged' Affaires ad interim. 
Baron Raymond Nothomb, Secretary of Legation. 
BOLIVIA. 
(Office of Legation, care of Consulate of Bolivia, 15 Whitehall street, New York City.) 
Senor Luis Paz, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary. (Absent.) 
BRAZIL. 
(Office of the Legation, 1744 N street NW.) 
* Mr. J. F. de Assis Brasil, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
1843 S street NW. 
* Mr. Manoel de Oliveira Lima, First Secretary of Legation, 1167 '.Nineteenth 
street NW. 
CHILE. 
(Office of the Legation, 1719 De Sales street NW.) 
* Senor Don Carlos Morla Vicuna, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary, 1761 R street W. 
* efior Don Eliodoro Infante, First Secretary, 1719 De Saies street NW. 
S fior Don Manuel Balmaceda S., Second Secretary of Legation. 
Setior Don Enrique Cuevas, Attache, 1702 L street W. 
CHINA. 
(Office of the Legation, 1764 Q street NW.) 
*. lr. \ u Ting-fang, 
treet ... T\V. 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 1764 Q 
~Ir. , hen Tung, Fir t ecretary. 
Mr. hou Ting, cond ecretary. 
· Ir. Chow T z-chi, econcl cretary. 
Mr. hunK • lun-yew, •cretary Interpreter. 
L\Ir. Yun, Kwai, Int ·rpr<.:ter, 15o6 R street. 
Ir. Hwang Chung-huei, ttache. 
The Diplomatic Corps. 
Mr. Chwang Hai-Kwan, Attache. 
Mr. Hsu Chao, Attache. 
Mr. Li Kwang Heng, Student Interpreter. 
Shen Hsun-ye, Student. 
COLOMBIA. 
( Office of the Legation, 1728 I street NW.) 
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* Senor Don Jose Marcelino Hurtado, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary. (Absent.) 
,<- Senor Don Julio Rengifo, Secretary of Legation and Charge d' Aifaires ad interim, 
1728 I street NW. 
COSTA RICA. 
(Office of the Legation, 2rn S street NW.) 
*e Senor Don Joaquin Bernardo Calvo, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary, 2u1 S street NW. 
Senor Don Luis Yglesias; Attache. 
DENMARK. 
( Office of the Legation, 1521 Twentieth street NW.) 
Mr. Constantin Brun, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 1521 
Twentieth street NW. 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. 
* Senor Don Alejandro Wos y Gil, Charged' Affaires, 31 and 33 Broadway, New York. 
* Senor Don Perry Allen, Counselor of Legation, The Cochran. 
ECUADOR. 
(Office of the Legation, The Arlington.) 
* e Senor Don Luis Felipe Carbo, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
The Arlington. 
FRANCE. 
(Office of the Embassy, 1710 H street NW.) 
Mr. Jules Cambon, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary. (Absent.) 
Mr. Eugene Thiebaut, First Secretary and Charge d' Affaires ad interim, 17rn H 
street NW. 
* Commandant Clement de Granprey, Military Attache, 1918 H street NW. 
Mr. Olivier Taigny, Second Secretary, 1034 Connecticut avenue. 
Mr. Jules Bceufve, Chancellor and Attache, 23 Lafayette square. 
GERMANY. 
(Office of the Embassy, 1435 Massachusetts avenue NW.) 
Herr Von Holleben, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary. 
Freiherr Speck_ von Sternberg, Counselor of Legation and First Secretary of Embassy, 
1816 Jefferson place NW. 
Count von Ha~ke, Second Secretary. 
Lie~t. Commander von Rebeur-Paschwitz, Na\fal Attache. (Absent.) , 
Fre1herr Beno von Herman, Expert of the Embassy for Agriculture and Forestry, 
1308 Nineteenth street NW. 
Herr von Bredow, Attache,. 1308 Nineteenth street NW. · 
GREAT BRITAIN. 
(Office of the Embassy, 1300 Connecticut avenue.) 
* e?. e e The Right Honorable Sir Julian Pauncefote, G. C. B., G. C. M. G., Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, British Embassy. 
Mr. Godfrey Bland, First Secretary. 
Capt. Alfred W. Paget, R. N., Naval Attache. 
Mr. Reginald Tower, Second Secretary, 131::> Connecticut avenue. 
Mr. C. N. E. Eliot, C. B., Second Secretary, 1015 Connecticut avenue. 
Mr. Hugh J. O'Beirne, Second Secretary. (Absent.) 
Mr. Young, Attache . . (Absent.) 
Mr. Robert Bromley, Honorary Attache, 1019 Connecticut avenue. 
• Mr. Arthur E. Owen Humphreys Owen, Honorary Attache, 1019 Connecticut avenue. 
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GUATEMALA. 
(Office of the Legation, The Cairo.) 
Senor Don Antonio Lazo Arriaga, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
The Cairo. · 
Dr. Joaquin Yela, jr., ~ecretary of Legation, The Cairo. 
HAITI. 
*~ Mr. J. N. Leger, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, r46r Rhode 
Island avenue. 
Mr. Alfred Leger, Attache. 
ITALY. 
(Office of the Embassy, 1926 I street NW.) 
*Baron de Fava, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary. (Absent.) 
Count Vinci, First Secretary of Embassy and Charge d' Affaires ad interim, 1622 Nine-
teenth street NW. 
Marquis Camillo Romano, Second Secretary, 1622 Nineteenth street NW. 
Duke Gaetano Castagneta Caracciolo, Honorary Attache, 1622 Nineteenth street NW. 
Lieut. Carlo de Luca Kennedy, Naval Attache, 1537 I street NW. 
Lieut. Ferruccio Vitale, ~ilitary Attache, 1926 I street NW. 
JAPAN. · 
(Office of the Legation, 13ro N street NW.) 
Mr. Jutaro Komura, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary. 
Mr. Tsune Jiro Nakagawa, First Secretary of Legation, r3ro N street NW. 
Mr. Durham White Stevens, Counselor of Legation, The Bancroft. 
Commander Katsuro Narita, I. J. N., Naval Attache, r3ro N street. (Absent.) 
Mr. Mitsunojo Funakoshi, Third Secretary of Legation, r3ro N street NW. 
Mr. Jiujiro Sakata, Attache. (Absent.) 
Mr. Matsujiro Kameyama, Attache. 
KOREA. 
( Office of the Legation, 1500 Thirteenth street NW.) 
*Mr. Chin Porn Ye, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 1500 Thir-
teenth street NW. 
Mr. Tam E. Ye, Secretary of Legation. 
Mr. Chong Ki Ye, Attache. 
MEXICO. 
(Office of the Embassy, 1413 I street NW., entrance by side street.) 
* Senor Don Jose F. Godoy, First Secretary, and Charge d' Affaires ad interim, 1446 
Rhode Island avenue. 
Senor Don Enrique Santibanez, Second Secretary, The Hamilton. 
Senor Don Jose V. Dosal, Attache, The Majestic. 
NETHERLANDS. 
Mr. G. • de Weckherlin, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 1746 
M street W. 
PORTUGAL. 
(Office of Legation, 1761 P street NW.) 
* Viscount de Santo Thyrso, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
1761 P street 'W". 
RUSSIA. 
(Office of the Embassy, 1829 I street NW.) 
~ omt Ca.-sini, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary. 
* .Mr. de \Vollant, Fir t ecretary. (Ahsent.) 
I_r. lcxancicr Zel ·noy, ' ' Canel ·cretary, 1434 street \V. 
* 1 , !1 -ral • I ·rtvago, • -a val and ~Iilit.ary Agent, 818 Eighteenth street. NW. 
Ir. P1 rr · Rog ·stvensk,Y, At~che, 1434 ... street. 
Ir .. I. Routkowsky, F111anc1al ttachc, 1830 Phelps place W. 
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SIAM. 
Phya Visuddha, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 23 Ashburn 
Place London· American address, The Ar1ington. ( Absent. ) 
* Mr. F~ed. W. Vernay, Counselor of Legation. 
* Luang Prakich, Attache. 
* Mr. Edward H. Loftus, Attache. 
SWEDEN AND NORWAY. 
·(office of the Legation, 2orr Q street NW. ) 
Mr. A. Grip, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 20n Q street NW. 
Mr. G. V. T. de Strale, Secretary of Legation. 
SWITZERLAND. 
(Office of the Legation, 1518 K street NW.) 
* Mr. J. B. Pioda, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 1518 K street. 
(Absent.) . . 
Mr. Walter Deucher, Secretary and Charge d'Affaires ad interim, 702 Nineteenth 
street NW. 
TURKEY. 
(Office of the Legation, 1818 Q street NW.) 
Ali Ferrouh Bey, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 1818 Q street 
NW. 
Edhem Bey, First Secretary of Legation. (Absent.) 
Sidky Bey, Second Setretary, 1818 Q street NW. 
Aziz Bey, Captain and Aide de Camp· to His Majesty, Military Attache. 
VENEZUELA. 
(Office of the Legation, 2 Iowa Circle.) 
~ Senor Don Jose Andrade, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 2 
Iowa circle. 
* Senor Don Manuel M. Ponte, jr., Secretary of Legation, 1720 P street NW. 
Senor Don Jose Andrade Penny, Attache, 2 Iowa circle. (Absent.) 
Senor Augusto F. Pulido, Attache, The Cochran. 
Senor Dr. Eduardo Andrade Penny, Attache, 2 Iowa circle. 
Senor Don Antonio Duplat, Attache. 
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PARAGUAY AND URUGUAY. 
William R. FinGh, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Montevideo, 
Uruguay. 
PERSIA. 
Arthur S. Hardy, Minister Resident and Consul-General, Teheran .. 
John Tyler, Interpreter. 
PERU. 
Irving B. Dudley, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Lima. 
Richard R. Neill, Secretary of Legation, Lima. 
Capt. James B. Hickey, Military Attache. 
PORTUGAL. 
Lawrence Townsend, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Lisbon. 
Lieut. S. L'H. Slocum, Military Attache. 
RUSSIA. 
Herbert IL D. Pierce, Secretary of Embassy, St. Petersburg. 
Herbert J. Hagerman, Second Secretary of Embassy. 
Lieut. W. S. Sims, Naval Attache·. 
SIAM. 
Hamilton King, Minister Resident and Consul-General, Bangkok. 
James A. Chivers, Interpreter, Bangkok. 
SPAIN. 
Stanton Sickles, Secretary of Legation, Madrid. ( See note. ) 
SWEDEN AND NORWAY. 
William W. Thomas, jr., Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, 
Stockholm. 
SWITZERLAND. 
John G. A. Leishman, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Berne. 
Lieut. J. R. Williams, Military Attache. · 
TURKEY. 
Oscar S. Straus, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Constanti-
nople. 
John W. Riddle, Secretary of Legation, Constantinople. 
A. A. Gargiulo, Interpreter, Constantinople. 
VENEZUELA. 
Francis B. Loomis, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, Caracas. 
\Villiam \V. Russell, Secretary of I.,egation, Caracas. 
Lieut. Charles L. Collins, Military Attache. 
EGYPT. 
Thomas S. Harrison, Agent and Consul-General, Cairo. 
0TE.-The diplomatic and consular officers of the United States in Spanish 
dominion have been withdrawn during the continuance of the war with Spain. 
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UNITED STATES CONSULAR OFFICERS. 
UNITED STATES CONSULATES-GENERAL, CONSULATES,. 
COMMERCIAL AGENCIES, CONSULAR AGENCIES, AND 
CONSULAR CLERKS. 
[Alphabetically arranged by consular offices.] 
Consular office. Consular officer. 
Aarau, Switzerland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry H. Morgan .... 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Remigius Sauerlander 
Aberdeen, Scotland .............. Andrew Murray ..... . 
Abo, Finland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Victor Forselius ..... . 
Acajutla, Salvador ............. · .. F. W. Melville ..... . 
Acapulco, Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George W. Dickinson. 
Do ....................... _ . Edgar Battle ........ . 
Adelaide, Australia............. . Charles A. Murphy .. . 
Aden, Arabia.................. .. EdwinS. Cunningham 
Do ......................... W. H. Lockerman .. . 
Aguas Calientes, Mexico. . . . . . . . . Alfred M. Raphall .. . 
Aix la Chapelle, Germany. . . . . . . . Frank M. Brundage .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Peter . Kuetgens .... , . 
Akyab, Bengal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Findlay .. ... . 
Albany, Australia .......... ..... . Frank R. Dymes .... . 
Alberton, · Prince Edward Island. . Albert Glidden ...... . 
Albert Town, West Indies ...... :. Jose G. Maura ...... . 
Aleppo, Syria ........... ........ Frederic Poche ...... . 
Alexandretta, Syria .............. H. L. Washington ... . 
Do ........... .. .. ...... ... . Walter F. Walker ... . 
Alexandria, Egypt.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . James Hewat ........ . 
Algeciras, Spain ...................................... . 
Algiers, Algeria, Africa.... . . . . . . . Charles T. Grellet. .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Victor A. Grellet .... . 
Alicante, Spain ....................................... . 
Do ............... ... . ... ..... ... . : .............. . 
Almeria, Malaga, Spain. . . . . . . . . . Franklin C. Bevan .. . 
Amapala, Honduras. . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Heyden .... . 
Amherstbnrg, Ontario ............ ChesterW. Martin ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. A. Hough ........ . 
Amoy, China. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Anson Burlin game 
Johnson, · · 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Car 1 Johnson .. . ..... . 
Do ...................... .. : Li Ung Bing ........ . 
Amsterdam,- Nether lands. . . . . . . . . George J. Corey ..... . 
Do ......................... Albertus Vinke ..... . 
Ancona, Italy ................... A. P. Tomassini ..... . 
Angers, France .................. Jules·H. Luneau· .... . 
Annaberg, Germany ........ ..... John F. Winter ..... . 
Do ................... . ... .. Franz M. Jaeger .... . 
Annapolis, Nova Scotia ........... Jacob M. Owen ...... . 
Antigua, West -Indies ............ Henry M. Hunt ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Samuel Galbraith ... . 
·Antofagasta, Chile ........... .... Charles C. Greene ... . 
Antwerp, Belgium ..... .... ..... . 
1 
George F. Lincoln .. . 
Do ........................ . Stanisl_aus H. Haine .. 
Do ...................... . · .. Bradford Colt de Wolf 
Rank. 
Consul. 
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Apia, Samoa, and Nukualofa, Luther W. Osborn. . . . Consul-general. 
Tonga. 
Do .. ....................... William Blacklock .. . 
Aracaju, Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Luiz Schmidt ....... . 
Arendal, Norway................ Christian Eyde .. .... . 
Arica, Chile .. ... ................ John W. Lutz ....... . 
Do ..... ................... . David Simpson ..... . 
Arichat, Nova Scotia .. .. ........ ·. Peter Campbell ..... . 
Arnprior, Ontario ................ Charles H. Sawyer .. 
Arthabaska, Quebec ............. Arthur Poitras ...... . 
Assioot, Egypt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bestanros W. Khayat. 
Asuncion, Paraguay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . John N. Ruffin ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Harrison ... . 
Athens, Greece ...... . ................................ . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Daniel E. McGinley .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louis Nicolaides .... . 
Athlone, Ireland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Burgess ....... . 
Auckland, New Zeal-and .. .... .... Frank Dillingham .. . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leonard A. Bachelder. 
Augsburg, Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. Oberndorf ..... ... . 
Aux Cayes, Haiti . ... · ............ Henry E. Roberts . .. . 
Azua, Santo Domingo ....... .... John Hardy ....... . . . 
Bagdad, Turkey ... . .... .. ......... ... ................ . 
Do... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rudolph Hiirner .... . 
Bahia Blanca, Argentina. . . . . . . . . . Walter T. Jones ..... . 
Bahia, Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry W. Furniss ... . 
Do .... .... .... ... : ......... Louis J. Mackay .... . 
Bahia de Caraquez, Ecuador. . . . . . Zephyr Constantine .. 
Ballymena, Ireland .............. John G. Ballentine .. . 
Bamberg, Germany .. .. .......... Louis Stern ......... . 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albert Kiessling ..... . 
Bangkok, Siam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hamilton King ..... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lawrence E. Bennett. 
Baracoa, Cuba ................... Perry Glasscock .... . 
Do ..... .... .. ..... . ... .. . . . Paulino Laguno ..... . 
Barbados, West Indies ............ S. A. Macallister. ... . 
Do .. . .. .... .. ...... .... .... Arthur B. St. Hill ... . 
Barcelona, Spain.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Herbert W. Bowen .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. H. Rider ......... . 
Barcelona,Venezuela . . ... ... ... . . Ignacio H. Baiz ..... . 
Bari, Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nicholas Schuck . ... . 
Barmen, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Max Bouchsein ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard E . Jahn ..... . 
Barnsley, England ......... .. .... Robert D. Maddison .. 
Barranquilla, Colombia. . . . . . . . . . . W. Irving Shaw. . .. . 
Do ......................... Elias P. Pellet ... .. .. . 
Barrie, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. E. H. Creswicke .. 
Barrington, ova Scotia .......... Thos. W. Robertson .. 
Basle, witzerland............... eorge Gifford ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Samuel Hollinger ... . 
Bassein, India ................... John Young ........ . 
B~ . rah, Turkey ................ James Hamilton .... . 
Bastia, Corsica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Simon Damiani ..... . 
Batavia, Java ..... ..... .... ...... Syclney B. Everett .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B. . Rariden ....... . 
Bathur t, frica... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II nry oddard ..... . 
Bathurst,. ·ew Rrunswi k ........ Benedict C. Mullins .. 
Ratoum, Ru. ia .................. Jam~ . Chambers .. . 
D ...... ...... ............... .. 
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Beirut, Syria.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. Bie Ravndal ..... . 
Do . .... .... : ...... .. ...... . Edward G. Freyer .. . 
Belfast, Ireland .............. .. .. vV. W. Touvelle ..... . 
Do .. . ................ . .... Malcom T. Brice .... . 
Belgrade, Servia ...................................... . 
Belize, British Honduras. . . . . . . . . Wil!iam L. A very ... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Christopher H em p-
stead. 
Belleville, Ontario............... Michael J. Hendrick .. 
Do ....................... William N. Ponton .. . 
Beni-Saf, Africa................. E. L. G. Milson ..... . 
Bergen, Norway ........ . ........ Victor E. Nelson .... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Johan C. Isdahl, jr .. . 
Berlin, Germany ................. Frank H.Mason .... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chas. H. Day ....... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . Frederick von Ver sen . 
Bermuda, West Indies ............ W. Maxwell Greene .. 
Do ........................ James B. Heyl. ...... . 
Berne, Switzerland ............... A. L. Frankenthal ... . 
Do .................. · .... .. Emil David ......... . 
Bilbao, Spain ............... .. .... . . . .. ................ . 
Birmingham, England. . . . . . . . . . . Marshal Halstead ... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frederick M. Burton .. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ernest Harker ...... . 
Black River, Jamaica ......... . .. . C. M. Farquharson .. . 
Bloemfontein,Orange Free State .. Alfred Elliott ....... . 
Blue-fields, Nicaragua ............ M. J. Clancy ........ . 
Bocasdel Toro, Colombia ......... DavidR. Hand ...... . 
Bogota, Colombia ................ James C. McNally ... . 
Do .. . .... ... ................................... . 
Bologna, Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carlo Gardini ....... . 
Bombay, India ......... ......... Hans J. Smith ...... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles F. Meyer .... . 
Bonacca, Honduras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Bayly ...... . 
Bone, Africa .............. .' ...... Antoine Felix Garbe .. 
Bordeaux, France ................ Albion W. Tourgee .. . 
Do ........................ A. T. Martipsen ..... . 
Boulogne-sur-mer, France ..... ... William Hale ....... . 
Braqford, England ............... Erastus S. Day . ..... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas L. Renton .. . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard B. Nicholls .. . 
Brake and Nordenhamm,Germany Wilhelm Clemens ... . 
Brantford, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harold S. Hewitt .... . 
Brava, Cape Verde Islands ....... . J. J. Nunes .......... . 
Bremen, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louis Lange, jr. , ... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Theo. M. Stephan ... . 
Bremerhaven-Geestemiinde, Ger- John H. Schnabel. .. . 
many. 
Breslau,Germany .. .............. Charles W. Erdman:. 
Do ........................ Neander Alexander .. 
Brest, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. Pitel. ............ . 
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia ......... William H. Owen ... . 
Brisbane, New South Wales ....... William J.Weatherill. 
Bristol, England ................. Lorin A. Lathrop .... . 
Do ........................ Gerard Mosely ...... . 
Brockville, Ontario ............. . Charles W. Merriman. 
Do ........................ William W. Wood ... . 
Brunn, Austria ....... .. ......... Gustavus Schoeller .. . 
Brunswick, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . Talbot J. Albert ..... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Julius Seckel ........ . 
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Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Deputy consul-general. 
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Vice and deputy consul. 
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Brussels, Belgium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gregory Phelan. . . . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
Bucaramanga, Colombia .......... Gustave Volkman .... Consular agent. 
Bucharest, Roumania ............ William G. Boxshall.. Vice-consul-general. 
Budapest, Hungary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank Dyer Chester. . Consul. 
Budapest, Hungary... . . . . . . . . . . . Louis Gerster. . . . . . .. . Vice and deputy consul. 
BuenAyre,Westindies ...... . .... L. C. Boye ... . ....... Consular agent. 
Buenos Ayres, Argentina......... Daniel Mayer. . ...... Consul. 
Do . . .......... . ....... : . . . Lyman Wallace Chute Vice-consul. 
Cadiz, Spain ...... ..... . · ......... John H. Carroll...... Consul. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Cagliari, Italy ...... : . . . . . . . . . . . . Alphonse Dol..... . . . Consular agent. 
Cairo, Egypt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas S. Harrison. . Consul-general. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ethelbert Watts ...... Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Do .... ...... .. . . ...... ... . W. D. Hunter . . ...... Deputy consul-general. 
Calais, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James B. Milner. . . . . . Consul. 
Do Vice-consul. 
Calcutta, -B~~g~l: -I~di~:::::::::: 1 · R. · F·. ·P~tt~;s~~::: : : : Consul-general. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. C. Campbell. . . . . . . Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Caldera, Chile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John C. Morong. . . . . . Consular agent. 
Callao, Peru .. . .. ................ William B. Dickey... Consul. 
Do ........................ W. S. McBride.... .. . Vice-consul. 
Campbellton, New Brunswick.... James S. Benedict .... Commercial agent. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Murray. . . . . . Vice commercial agent. 
Caril.peche, Mexico ......... ..... Raphael Preciat ...... Consular agent. 
Campobello Id., New Brunswick .. John I. Alexander.... Do. 
Cannes, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philip T. Riddett. . . . . Do. 
Canton, China ................... EdwardBedloe .. ..... Consul. 
Do . ................. . ..... Henry R. Williams... Vice-consul. 
Do .................... . ... Tsin Ching Chung.... Interpreter. 
Cape Canso, Nova Scotia..... .. .. Alfred W. Hart ...... Consular agent. 
Cape Coast Castle, Liberia... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
Cape Haitien, Haiti. ............. L. W. Livingst_on ..... Consul. 
Do ........................ Theo. Behrmann ..... Vice-consul. 
Cape Town, Africa ............ .. . James G. Stowe ...... Consul-general. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clifford H. Knight . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
Caracas, Venezuela .. . : .......... F. De Sola ........ ... Consular agent. 
Cardenas, Cuba. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . German Biilee . . . . . . . Consul. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Francisco Cayro. . . . . . Vice commercial agent. 
Cardiff, Wales .................. . Daniel T. Phillips... . Consul. 
Do ........................ William Harris ....... · Vice and deputy consul. 
Carini, Italy... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. Crocchioli.. . . . . . . . Consular agent. 
Carlisle, England ................ Thomas S. Strong.... Do. 
Carrara, Italy... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ulisse Boccacci... . . . . Do. 
Carril, Spain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Ferreiros. . . . . . . . . . Do. 
Cartagena, Colombia ............. Rafael Madrigal. ..... Consul. 
Do ............. .......... . AugustusJ.IIanabergh Vice-consul. 
Carthagena, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Carupano, Venezuela .. . ......... . Juan A. Orsini... .... Consular agent. 
Casa-Blanca, Morocco ............ John Cobb........... Do. 
Cassel, Gennany .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gustav C. Kothe . . . . . Do. 
Castellamare di tabia, Italy... . . Joseph E. Hayden.... Commercial agent. 
D · · · • · • • • • .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . R. 0' . Wickersham. Vice and dep. com. agt. 
Catania, Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alex. Heingartner. . . . Consul. 
Do · · • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J acoh Ritter. . . . . . . . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
Caudry, France.................. Hans Dietiker Consular agent. 
Caye1111 ·, B:itish Guiana. . . . . . . . . Edouard A. 1. i,~i~~1~-~ Do. 
C ra, i~~ttl ·: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... , A. E. da Frota . . . . . . . Do. 
c >U, 1 1ppme Islands ......... G. E. A. Cadell...... Do. 
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Ceiba, Honduras. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louis Bier ...... , ... . 
Cette, France .................... L. S. Namens ....... . 
Ceylon, India (Colombo). . . . . . . . . William Morey ...... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elmer L. Morey .. ... . 
Champerico, Guatemala. . . . . . . . . . J. A. C. Kauffmann .. . 
Charleroi, Belgium ............... J. Fisher Reese ...... . 
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Id. Delmar J. Vail ...... . 
Do .................... ..... John T. Crockett .... . 
Chatham, Ontario . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles E. Monteith .. 
Do ......................... William Gordon .... . 
Chaudiere Junction, Quebec ...... James M. Rosse ..... . 
Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland ..... Henri Riecke1, jr .... . 
Chefoo, China ................... John Fowler . . ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry A. C. Emery .. 
Chemainus, British Columbia .... James S. Gibson ..... . 
Chemnitz, Germany .. : .......... JamesC. Monaghan .. . 
· Do .... ..................... Joseph F. Monaghan. 
Cherbourg, France ........... _ .... H.J. E. Hainneville .. 
Chiclayo, Peru . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alfred Solf. . . . . . ... . 
Chihuahua, Mexico .............. W.W. Mills ... . ... . . . 
Do . ......... . .............. Charles Lee Curtis .. . 
Chin Kiang, China ............... William Martin ... . . . 
Do .............................. ................ . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George E. Sevey .... . 
Do ......................... Wan Bing Chung ... . 
Chittagong, India ............... R. A. Mactaggart .... . 
Christchurch, New Zealand ....... Robert Pitcaithly ... . 
Christiania, Norway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry Bordewich ... . 
Do ......................... Lauritz F. Bronn .... . 
Christiansand,_Norway........... Berne Reinhardt. ... . 
Christiansted, West Indies ........ A. J. Blackwood ..... . 
Chung King, China .......... .... George F. Smithers . . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Tseng Laisun. 
Cienfuegos, Cuba ................ WiUiam T. Fee ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Juan J. Casanova .. . . . 
Ciudad Bolivar, Venezuela ........ Robert Henderson ... . 
Ciudad Juarez, Mexico ..... ... ... Charles W. Kindrick. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles E. Wesche .. . 
Ciudad Porfirio Diaz, Mexico ..... Charles P. Snyder. .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lee Cochrane ....... . 
Civita Vecchia, Italy ............. G. Marsanick . ... . .. . 
Clarenceville, Quebec ............ Edmund Macomber .. 
Clifton, Ontario . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harlan W. Brush ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James Butters ....... . 
Clinton, Ontario ......... ... ..... A. 0. Pattison ....... . 
Coaticook, Quebec. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joel Li:p.sley ........ . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . Ernest J. Astell ..... . 
Coatzacoalcos, Mexico ......... · .. Walter K. Linscott .. . 
Coburg. Germany ................ Oliver J. D. Hughes .. 
Do ......................... Alvin Florschutz .... . 
Cockburn Harbor, West Indies ... C.H.Durham ....... . 
Cognac, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James H. Warman . . . 
Cologne, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John A. Barnes ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles E. Barnes . .. . 
Collingwood, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . William Small ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Macdonell. .. 
Colon (Aspinwall), Colombia .... . Wm. W. Cobbs ...... . 
Do ................ .. .... ......... . ··············· 
Colonia, Uruguay ................ B. D. Manton ....... . 
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Constantinople, Turkey. . . . . . . . . . C. M. Dickinson ..... . 
Do ......................... William Albert ...... . 
Do . ........................ D. N. Demetriades ... . 
Do . ........................ P. D. Allainby ....... . 
Cookshire, Quebec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William F. Given ... . 
Copenhagen, Den.mark ........... John C. Ingersoll .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jules Blom .......... . 
Coquimbo, Chile. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Andrew Kerr ....... . 
Corcubion, Spain ................ P. Castro ........... . 
Cordoba, Argentina .............. John M. Thome ..... . 
Corfu, Ionian Isles, Greece. . . . . . . (:harles E. Hancock .. 
Corinto, Nicaragua. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry Palazio ...... . 
Cork (Queenstown), Ireland. . . . . . Daniel Swiney ...... . 
Cork (Queenstown), Ireland. . . . . . James W. Scott. · ..... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cecil Piatt .......... . 
Cornwall,Ontario ................ David A. Flack ...... . 
Cornwallis, Nova Scotia. . . . . . . . . . F. W. Rand ......... . 
Coro, Venezuela ................ . Josiah L. Senior ..... . 
Coronel, Chile ................... William Taylor ..... . 
Corunna, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Julio Harmony ...... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Molina .......... . 
Coteau, Quebec. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas Stapleton ... . 
Courtwright, Ontario . . . . . . . . . . . . Frederick W. Baby .. . 
Crefeld, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Julian Phelps .... .. . . 
Do ......................... Wm. P. Phelps ..... . 
Cronstadt, Russia................ PeterWigius ........ . 
Cucuta, Colombia................ Philip Tillinghast, jr. 
Cumana, Venezuela ........ .. .... Jose G. N. Romberg .. 
Cumberland, British Columbia .. . George W. Clinton .. . 
Curas;ao, West Indies ............ Leonard B. Smith ... . 
Do ................... .. .... Jacob Wuister ....... . 
Damascus, Syria .......... ..... .. N. Meshaka ........ . 
Dantzic, Germany ............... Philipp Albrecht .... . 
Dardanelles, Turkey. . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank Calvert ...... . . 
Dartmouth, England ............. Jasper Bartlett .. .... . 
Dawson City, Northwest Territory. James C. McCook ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ronald Morrison .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John E. Doherty .... . 
Deloraine, Manitoba . ............ Albert M. Herron ... . 
Demerara, British Guiana..... ... George H. Moulton .. 
Do ............. .......... .. Gustav H. Richter .. . 
Derby, England. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Kirk Eddowes 
Deseronto, Ontario . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles A. Millener .. . 
Dieppe, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Raoulle Bourgeois ... . 
Digby, Nova Scotia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . William B. Stewart .. . 
Dijon, France .... . .... ..... . .... Ernest Bourette ..... . 
Dover, England ........ ......... Francis W. Prescott .. 
Dre den, Germany........... . . . . Charles L. Cole ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alfred C. Johnson ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hernando de Soto ... . 
Dron~heim, orway ............. I Claus Berg .......... . 
Dublin, Ireland .................. Joshua Wilbour ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Arthur D n Piatt .... . 
Dundee, cot1and ................ John C. Higgins . . ... . 
. . Allan Baxter ........ . 
Dun ········i~~d::::::::::: W .. ~eill ......... . 
Dun tland........... J hn ... . McCunn .... . 
unkirk: i:r~~~ ·::::: '.::::::::: : 1~:;,!~1:~;ei:::::: 
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Durango, Mexico................ Walter H. Faulkner .. 
Do ..................... , ... William W. McVea .. 
Durban,Cape of Good Hope,Africa Alex. H. Rennie .... . 
Dusseldorf, Germany............ George P. Pettit .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Emil Hoette ........ . 
Dyrefjord, Iceland ............... N. Chr. Gram ....... . 










Edinburgh, Scotland . . . . . . . . . . . . Rufus Fleming. . . . . . . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frederick P. Piatt . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
Edmunston, New Brunswick . : . . . J. Adolph Guy...... . Consular agent. 
Eibenstock, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . Ernest L. Harris . . . . . Do. 
El Triunfo, Salvador ........... . . Julius H. Ellis..... .. Do. 
Emerson, Manitoba .............. Duncan McArthur.... Do. 
Ensenada, Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harry K. Taylor.. . . . Vice-consul. 
Erzerum, Armenia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leo Bergholz. . . . . . . . Consul. 
Esmeraldas, Ecuador . . . . . . . . . . . . Ferdinand Servat . . . . Consular agent. 
Essen, Germany ................. F. Asthorver, jr...... Do. 
Falmouth, England .............. Howard Fox ......... Consul. 
Do ......................... G. Henry Fox ........ Vice and deputy consul. 
Falmouth, Jamaica, West Indies.. Charles A. Nunes ..... Consular agent. 
Farnham, Quebec ................ William L. Hibbard. . Do. 
Faro, Portugal .................. F. L. Tavares.:...... Do. 
Fiume, Hungary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Giovanni Gelletich. . . Do. 
Florence, Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edward C. Cramer. . . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spirito Bernardi ...... . Vice and deputy consul. 
Flores, Azores .. ..... ............ James Mackay, jr ... . Consular agent. 
Flushing, Netherlands........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
Fort Erie, Ontario ............... Ossian Bedell........ Consul. 
Do ....... . ......................... . ............. Vice and deputy consul. 
Fort William, Ontario ............ C. W. Jarvis ......... Consular agent. 
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. Richard Guenther. . . . Consul-general. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dean B. Mason . . . . . . Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Fredericksted, West Indies. . . . . . . William F. Moore. . . . Consular agent. 
Fredericton, New Brunswick ..... James T. Sharkey.... Do. 
Frelighsburg, Quebec ............ William A. Reynolds. Do. 
Freemantle, Australia ............ Edward Mayhew..... Do. 
Freiburg, Baden, Germany ....... E. TheophilusLiefekl.. Consul. 
Do .. ....................... Bernard Thiel........ Vice and dep. consul. 
Frontera, Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Michael Girard. . . . . . . Consular agent. 
Fuchau, China. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Samuel L. Gracey. . . . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spencer P. Gracey. . . Vice-consul and marshal. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas Ling. . . . . . . . Interpreter. 
Funchal, Madeira. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas C. Jones. . . . . Consul. 
Do ......................... William J. G. Reid ... Vice and deputy consul. 
Galashiels, Scotland. . . . . . . . . . . . . John Stalker. . . . . . . . . Consular agent. 
Galt, Ontario .................... William H. Wilson... Do. 
Gananoque, Quebec .............. E. E. Abbott......... Do. 
Garrucha, Spain ................. Jose G. Suesa ........ Commercial agent. 
Gaspe Basin, Quebec ............. Almar F. Dickson ... . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Carter. . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Geestemiinde, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consular agent. 
Geneva, Switzerland. . . . . . . . . . . . . Benjamin H. Ridgely. Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. A. Storey. . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Genoa, Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James Fletcher. . . . . . . Consul. 
Do......................... E. V. Dobrilovich.... Deputy consul. 
Do .......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Federico Scerni. . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Georgetown, Prince Edward Island A. J. MacDonald. . . . . Consular agent. 
Gera, Germany .. ,,,,, ..... ,, .... CharlesNeuer........ Do, 
Congressional Directory. 
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Ghenrl/.e_l~~~~::::::::: :: :::::: . ji:iii~; v~;·H~~:::::: 
Gibara, Cuba . ... .. , ............. Jose Homobono Beola 
Gibraltar, Spain ...... . ....... .. . Horatio J. Sprague .. 
.. Do ... : ................ __ ... RichardL. Sprague .. . 
Gt Jon, Spain .. ...... · . . ....... .... . .... ...... .. ..... . . . 
Girgenti, Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Francis Ciotta . . ..... . 
Glasgow, Scotland ............... Samuel M. Taylor ... . 
Do .... ...... ........ . ...... William Gibson ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John McFadzean .... . 
Glauchau, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . George Sawter ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albert Neubert ...... . 
Gloucester, England. . . . . . . . . . . . . Arnold H. Palin ..... . 
Goderich, Ontario . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert S. Chilton ... . 
Do ............. . ........... William Campbell ... . 
Gonaives, Haiti. ....... . ......... . .......... . .... .... . . 
Goree-Dakar, Africa ............. Peter Strickland .... . 
Do .............................................. . 
Gothenberg, Sweden ... .......... Robert S. S. Bergh .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paul Berg ha us ..... . 
Governors Harbor, West Indies ... Abner W. Griffin ... . 
Grand Canary, Canary Islands. . . . Thomas Miller ... . .. . 
Grand Manan, New Brunswick ... William A. Fraser. .. . 
Grao, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Theodore Mertens ... . 
Greenock, Scotland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . James A. Love ...... . 
Green Turtle Cay, West Indies... Edward W. Bethell . . . 
Grenada, West Indies ............ P. J. Dean . ... ...... . 
Grenoble, France ........... .. ... George B. Anderson .. 
Do .... ................. .... ThomasW. Murton .. . 
Grenville, Quebec .. .... ... .. ..... Alex. Pridham . . .... . 
Gretna, B. . A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Enoch Winkler .... . . 
Guadalajara..................... Edward B. Light .... . 
Guadeloupe, West Indies ......... Louis H. Ayme ..... . 
Do ......................... Charles Bartlett ..... . 
Guanajuato, Mexico ... .. .... . ... 
1 
Dwight Furness ..... . 
Guantanamo, Cuba ............... 
1 
Paul Brooks ........ . 
Guatemala, Central America. . . . . . Arthur M. Beau_pre . . . 
Do .... ............. .. ...... W. G. Hunter, Jr. ... . 
Guayaquil, Ecuador. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Perry M. De Leon . .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Martin Rein berg .. . . . 
Guaymas, Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank M. Crocker .. . 
Guelph, Ontario . ............. ... Charles N. Daly ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George A. Oxnard ... . 
Guernsey, Great Britain .......... William Carey . . .... . 
Habana, Cuba. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph A. Springer .. . 
Do ......................... A. S. Dolz ........ . . . 
Haida, Austria. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank iller ........ . 
Haifa. Ryria.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gottlieb Schumacher. 
Halifax, ova cotia .. ....... .... John G. Foster. .. ... . 
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George Hill ......... . 
Hamburg, ermany . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hugh Pitcairn . .... . . 
D ......................... W. P. Leonhard .. ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ernest IL L. Mum-
m nhoff. 
Hamilton, ntario ............... James 1. hepard ... . 
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard Butler ...... . 
Hank.au , Chin .................. Levi . Wilcox ...... . 













Vice and deputy consul. 
Consular agent. 
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Hanover, Germany ....... ... .... William K. Anderson. 
Do .... . . .. .... ....... .. ... . Kirke Lathrop ...... . 
Harput, Armenia .. ................................... . 
Hartlepool, England. . . . . . . . . . . . . Hans C. Nelson ...... . 
Havre, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alex. M. Thackara .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cicero Brown ... .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Preston Beecher. 
Helsingborg, Sweden . . . .... ..... Lars Virgin .... ..... . 
Helsingfors, Finland ........ ..... . . .. .... . ............ . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Victor Ek .. . ....... . 
Hemmingford, Quebec . . ....... . . W.W. W3:rk . . ...... . 
Hereford, Quebec ................ John R. Nichols ..... . 
Hobart, Tasmania: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alex. G. Webster .... . 
Do .. ...... ... .. . ...... . .. ... .. .. . . ..... . ........ . 
Hodeida, Arabia .. .. . . . .... _- . . . . . Vittorio Cremasche .. . 
Holyhead, England ........ . .. . . . Richard D. Roberts .. . 
Honda, Colombia ................ Henry Hallam .... : .. 
Honfleur, France ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry M. Hardy .... . 
Hongkong,China ................ R.Wildman ... ... ... . 
Do .... ..... . .... .... .. ... . . Edwin Wildman .... . 
Do ......... .. . .. . : . . .. ... .. Chin Poy Woo ...... . 
Huddersfield, England........... Benjamin F. Stone .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David J . Bailey ...... . 
Huelva, Spain ...... . ....... . .. .. John R. Catlin .. .. .. . 
Hull ,'England .. . ...... .... ... ... William P. Smyth ... . 
Do .... .. ... .. .. .. .... .. . ... James W. Taylor .... . 
Huntingdon, Quebec ............. John Dineen ........ . 
Iloilo, Philippine Islands .......................... . ... . 
Innsbruck, Austria .. ... . . .. ...... August Bargehr ...... . 
Iquique, Chile .. ... . .. . . ... .. ... . Joseph W. Merriam .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maximo Rosenstock .. 
Jacmel, Haiti... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jean B. Vital. ....... . 
Jeremie, Haiti. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L. Trebaud Rouzier .. . 
Jeres de la Frontera, Spain .... . .......... . ........ . .. . . 
Jersey, Great Britain . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. B. Renouf . ....... . 
Jerusalem, Syria ...... ... ....... . Selah Merrill .. .... . . 
Do ......................... Herbert E. Clark .... . 
Johannesberg, South African Re- J. C. Manion . ....... . 
public, Africa. 
Kalamata, Greece .... .. ....... . 
Karachi, India ..... .... .... . . .. . 
Kehl, Germany ... ... ... ........ . 
. Do ............ ....... ... . . . 
D. A. Pantasopolous .. 
A. H. R. Armstrong .. . 
Max J. Baehr ........ . 
Max Adler ......... . 
Kempt, Nova Scotia . ... . ....... . 
Keneh, Egypt. ... .. .. · .......... . 
Kidderminster, England ... .. .. . . 
Kiel, Germany .. .... ... ... . ... . . 
Kimberly, Cape of Good Hope, 
Africa. 
John G. Burgess ..... . 
A. K. M. el Ammari .. 
James Morton . ...... . 
August Sartori ...... . 
Gardner Williams ... . 
Kingston, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marshall H. Twitchell . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mathew H. Folger .. . 
Kingston, Jamaica ............... Louis A. Dent. .. .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James H. Springer ... . 
Kirkcaldy, Scotland .. ...... . . ... Andrew Innes . . . . . .. . 
Konigsberg, Germany . .. .... ............. . .... . ....... . 
La Colle, Quebec .. . .. . . .. ... .. . . Henry Hoyle .. ..... . 
La Guayra, Venezuela ....... ... .. Louis Goldschmidt. .. 
Do ...... .... ..... ... . .... . . Rudolph Schunck ... . 
Laguna de Terminos, Mexico. . . . . German Hahn ... ... . 
La Libertad, San Salvador. . . . . . . . Alfred Cooper .. . .. .. . 
LangenSchwalbach, Germany ... . Ernest Grebert ...... . 
Rank. 
Consul. 
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Lanzarotte, Canary Islands ...... . 
La Paz, Bolivia ................. . 
La Paz, Mexico ............... . . . 
Do ......... ... . ........... . 
Laraiche, Morocco .... ... ....... . 
La Rochelle, France .... . ... .. .. . 
Do ........................ . 
Launceston, Tasmania .......... . 
La Union, San Salvador ......... . 
Leeds, England ... ....... ..... . . 
Do .... . ..... .. ........... . . 
Do ....... ... ...... . ....... . 
Leghorn, Italy ...... ............ . 
Do .......... . .......... ... . 
Leicester, England ........ .... . . 
Leipsic, Germany .............. . 
Do ........................ . 
Do ........... . ............ . 
Lethbridge, Manitoba .. ." ........ . 
Libau, Russia .. ... ........ . ... . . 
Licata, Italy , ........ . .......... . 
Liege, Belgium ................. . 
Do .. . ........ ........ .. .. . . 
Lille, France . . ................. . 
Limerick, Ireland ... ... .... . .. . . 
Limoges, France . ........... . .. . 
Do .. . . ... .............. . .. . 
Lindsay, Ontario ............... . 
Lineboro, Quebec . .... .... ... . .. . 
Lisbon, Portugal ............... . 
Do ... .. . ....... ... ... .. ... . 
Liverpool, England ... . ......... . 
Do ..... .......... .. ....... . 
Do . ..... ... ................ . 
Liverpool , ova Scotia .. ..... .. . . 
Living ton, Guatemala ......... . . 
Llanelly, Wales ............ . .... . 
Loanda, Africa ................. . 
London, England .......... ..... . 
Do . ............. ... . ... ... . 
Do ..... .... ......... .... . . . 
London, Ontario ............... . . 
Do ........................ . 
Londonderry, Ireland ........... . 
Louren~o Marquez, Africa ....... . 
Do ... .. ................... . 
L'Orient, France ............... . 
Louisburg, ova cotia ......... . 
Lubeck, ermany .............. . 
Lunenburg, Nova cotia ......... . 
Lurgan, Ireland ................ . 
Lux or, Egypt .................. . 
Lyon , France .... ........ .. : ... . 
Do ............. ......... .. . 
• laca r, elehes ......... .... . . 
lac io, Brazil . ................. . 
:\lacori , 'anto Domingo ........ . 
Marlrn , Briti h Inclia ....... .... . 
. lnlrid, pain .................. . 
la •dalena Bay, .It: ico ......... . 
Consular officer. 
John G. Topham .... . 
Gerardo Zall es ...... . 
Elias H. Cheney .... . 
James Viosca, jr ..... . 
Harry Carleton ...... . 
George H. Jackson .. . 
Judd B. Hastings .... . 
Lindsay Tulloch .... . 
John B. Courtade .... . 
Lewis Dexter ....... . 
William Ward ...... . 
Edmund Ward ...... . 
James A. Smith ..... . 
Emilio Masi ........ . 
S. S. Partridge . ..... . 
B. H. Warner, jr .. ... . 
Frederick Nachod ... . 
Rudolph Fricke .... . . 
Thomas Curry ...... . 
Hugo Smit ........ . . 
Arthur Verderame .... . 
Alfred A. Winslow .. . 
John Gross ......... . 
C. Dubois Gregoire .. 
Edmund Ludlow .... . 
Walter T. Griffin .. .. . 
Auguste J ouhannaud . 
James M. Knowlson .. 
Hoel S. Beebe .. ..... . 
Jabob H. Thieriot ... . 
John B. Wilbor ... .. . 
James Boy le .. .... . . . 
William J. Sulis ..... . 
William Pierce .. ... . 
Jason M. Mack ..... . 
Frank C. Dennis .... . 
William Rowen ... .. . 
Frank Weston ...... . 
William M. Osborne . . 
Richard W estacott .. . 
Francis W. Frigout .. . 
Henry S. Culver .... . 
Charles W. Davis . . . . 
P. T. Rodger ....... . 
W. Stanlev Hollis . . . . 
James Mcintosh ..... . 
Leon Deprez ........ . 
HenryC. V. LeVatte .. 
Jacob Meyer, jr . .... . 
Daniel M. Owen ..... . 
Fred W. Magahan ... . 
Aly Mourad ........ . 
John C. Covert. ..... . 
Thomas . Browne .. . 
Karl uer .......... . 
Charles oble ....... . 
Edward C. Reed .... . 
Henry , cott ...... . . . 
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Magdeburg, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . Henry V..l. Diederich .. 
Do ......... . ............... Robert Weichsel, jr .. 
Mainz, Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Walter Shuman ..... . 
Do ...................... . .. Walter Hausing ..... . 
Malaga, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. M. Bartleman ... . . 
Do ...................... ... ······················ 
Malmo, Sweden ........ .. ....... Peter M. Flensburg .. 
Malta, Malta Island .......... . ... John H. Grout, jr ... . 
Do ......................... Joseph F. Balbi ..... . 
Manaos, Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John C. Redman . ... . 
Managua, Nicaragua............. Chester Donaldson .. . 
Do ......................... Arthur 0. Wallace ... . 
Manchester England ............ William F. Grinnell .. 
Do .... ' ......... .' . ..... ... . . Ernest J. Bridgford .. . 
Manila, Philippine Islands........ Oscar F. Williams ... . 
Do ............ .. ........ .' .. W. A. Daland ....... . 
Mannheim, Germany ........... . William J. Hoffman .. 
Do......................... Peter J. Osterhaus ... . 
Mansourah, Egypt ............... Ibrahim Daoud ..... . 
Manta, Ecuador ................ . Pedro A. Moreira .... . 
Manzanillo, Cuba ................ W. Stakeman ....... . 
Maracaibo, Venezuela ............ E. H. Plumacher ... . 
Do ......................... Robert J. Minlos .... . 
. Do ............... .. .................. ........... . 
Maranhao, Brazil. ..... ... ....... L. F. da S. Santos ... . 
Markneukirchen, Germany. . . . . . . Oscar Malmros ...... . 
Marseilles, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert P. Skinner ... . 
Do ......................... Robert K. Fast ..... . 
Martinique, West Indies .......... George L. Darte ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Amedee T. Start ..... . 
Maskat, Arabia ... .. ............ ... ..... ... .... ... .... . 
Do ............... , ......... Archibald Mackirdy . . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mahomed Fazel ..... . 
Matagalpa, Nicaragua ............ J. B. Connelly ...... . 
Matamoras, Mexico ...... .. .. .- ... P. Merrill Griffith ... . 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. Bielenberg ....... . 
Matanzas, Cuba .................. Henry D. Saylor .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Geo. A. Brinckerhoff . 
Mathewtown, West Indies ....... . Daniel D. Sargent ... . 
Mazatlan, Mexico ............... . Louis Kaiser ....... . 
Do ......................... John P. de Cima, jr .. . 
Medellin, Colombia .............. Thomas Herran ..... . 
Do ......................... Walter C. Mann .... . 
Megantic,Quebec ................ HenryW. Albro ..... . 
Melbourne,Australia ............. John P. Bray ....... . 
Do ......................... Thomas W. Stanford. 
Mentone, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Achille Isnard .. .... . 
Mersine, Syria ...... . ............ Richard Viterbo ... . . 
Messina, Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles M. Caughy .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Letterio Pirrone ..... . 
Mexico, Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Andrew D. Barlow . . . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph F. Bennett ... . 
M~er, Mexico .................... Henry Vizcayo ...... . 
Milan, Italy....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Jarvis ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lorenzo Frette ...... . 
Milford Haven,_vyales ........... . George S. Kelway . .. . 
Miragoane, Haiti ............ .... Francis W. Mitchell .. 
Mogador, Morocco ............... George Broome ..... . 
Mollendo, Peru ................ .. Enrique Meier . ..... . 
Monaco, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Emile de Loth ...... . 
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Moncton, New Brunswick ........ Edward A. Reilly ... . 
Monganui, New Zealand .. .. .. ... Robert Wyles . ..... . . 
Monrovia, Liberia ............... Owen L. W. Smith .. . 
Do . . .... . . ......... .. ...... Beverly Y. Payne ... . 
Monte Christi, Santo Domingo .... Isaac T. Petit ....... . 
MontegoBay,Jamaica,Westindies G. L. P. Corinaldi ... . 
Monterey, Mexico ..... ......... . John K. Pollard ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philip Carroll ....... . 
Montevideo, Uruguay ......... . .. A. W. Swalm ........ . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas W. Howard .. 
Montreal, Quebec . ... ...... ... . . . John L. Bittinger .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Patrick Gorman . . ... . 
Montserrat, West Indies. . . . . . . . . . Richard Hannam .... . 
Morrisburg,Ontario . ............. John E. Hamilton ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George F. Bradfield .. . 
Moscow,Russia .................. Thomas Smith ... ... . 
Do ..... ... ..... .. .. . ... ... . Samuel Smith ... . .. . 
Moulmein, India ................ W. J. Davidson ..... . 
Munich, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Geo. G. Pierie .. ... .. . 
Do .............................................. . 
Mytilene, Turkey... . . ...... . . . . . M. M. Fottion . ... ... . 
Nacaome, Honduras ...... : . ..... John E. Foster. . ... . . 
Nagasaki, Japan................. Charles B. Harris ... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. R. Fulkerson .. ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph K. Goodrich . . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Makins .... .... . 
Nanaimo, British Columbia ....... George L . Schetky . . . 
Nantes, France .......... . . ...... Joseph I. Brittain .... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hiram D. Bennett ... . 
Napanee, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Templeton . . . 
aples, Italy . .. . ..... .. . . . . . . . . . A. Homer Bymgton .. 
Do . .... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard F. St. Leger .. 
Nassau,West Indies . ....... ...... ThomasJ. McLain .. . . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alfred E. Moseley ... . 
Natal, Brazil. . .... ..... . ... ... . .. 
1 
Apollonio Barroca . . . . 
eustadt, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leopold Blum ....... . 
evis, \Vest Indies ... . .. .. . ..... . Charles C. Greaves .. . 
ewcastle-upon-Tyne, England ... Horace W. Metcalf. . . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hetherington Nixon . 
ewcastle, ew South Wales .. ... Fred'k W. Godding .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stewart Keightly .. .. . 
ewcastle, ew Bmnswick....... Robert R. Call ...... . 
·ewport,Wales ............. . .... William E. Heard ... . 
ice, France .. . ................ . Harold S . Van Buren. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Attilio Piatti ..... ... . 
Tiuchwang, China ...... . .... .. . . J. J. Fred'k Bandinel. 
Togale, Mexico ................. JamesF. Darnell .... . 
Do ..................... .. .. A. R. Morawetz ..... . 
Torfolk Island, ... Tew outh Wales. Isaac R~hinson ..... . 
... ·orth Bay, Canada .............. . Daniel J. McKeown .. 
• ·orth Portal, ssinihoia ......... \V. H. Dors y ...... . 
• ·ottingham, England ................................ . . 
Do... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wm. T. Cartwright. .. 
• ·oumca,. ·cw aledonia.......... Paul E . \Volff ....... . 
. ~ .. .... ......... ..... ..... James D zarnaulds .. . 
... u ,·1ta , uha .................. H enry evmour . .... . 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
·u vo I,ar ·do, M xico ........... · R~l~~t i ·:\I~h~~~:::: 
T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milton A. \\ arner .... 
• Tur mbcr ', rmany. . . . . . . . . . . . usta\'c C. E. \Veber . 
Rank. 












Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Consular agent. 
Commercial agent. 
























Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul. 





Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul. 
Vice and deputy consul. 






Vice commercial agent . 
Commercial agent. 
Vice commercial agent. 
Consul. 
ice and deputy consul. 
Consul. 
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Nuremberg, Germany ....... .. .. S. Dunkelsbiihler .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oscar Bock .. ....... . 
Ocos, Guatemala ... : ...... · ... .... Samuel Wolford .... . 
Odessa, Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas E. Heenan .. . 
Do .............................................. . 
Oporto, Portugal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William Stuve ...... . 
Oran, Algeria, Africa............. Benj. A. Courcelle ... . 
Orillia, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ernest A. Wakefield .. 
Do ................... · ...... Robert.W. Jupp ..... . 
Osaka and Hiogo, Japan .......... Samuel S. Lyon ..... . 
Do ................... ...... Hubbard T.Smith ... . 
Do ......................... Hunter Sharp ....... . 
Do ......................... W. Ebiharah ......... . 
Oshawa, Ontario ................ . W. P. Sterricke ...... . 
Ottawa, Ontario.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles E. Turner .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Horace M. Sanford .. . 
Owen Sound, Ontario ............ W. T. Robertson .... . 
Padang, Sumatra ............... .. · H.J. P. Haacke ..... . 
Pai ta, Peru. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John F. Hopkins, jr .. 
Palermo, Italy ......... •.. ........ Church Howe ....... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Felix Pirandello ..... . 
Palma Majorca, Spain............ Ernesto Canut ...... . 
Palmerston, Ontario........ ..... Loton S. Hunt ...... . 
Do .................. : . . . . . . William Mawhinney .. 
Panama, Colombia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hezekiah A. Gudger .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Francis A. Gudger ... . 
Para, Brazil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . K. K. Kenneda y ..... . 
Do ......................... Julius F. Tideman ... . 
· Paramaribo, British Guiana ...... Arthur Dayo ........ . 
Paris, Ontario .................... · W.W. Hume ........ . 
Paris, France ............... ..... John K. Gowdy ..... . 
Do ......................... J. Allison Bowen .... . 
Farrell, Mexico ................. James I. Long ....... . 
Parrsboro, Nova Scotia.... ... .... David A. Huntley ... . 
Parry Sound, Ontario ............ Walter R. Foot ...... . 
Paspebiac, Quebec............... Daniel Bisson ....... . 
Patras, Greece. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alonzo C. Gates ..... . 
Do ......................... Colville Y. Ingate ... . 
Pau, France ..................... J. Morris Post ....... . 
Paysandu, Uruguay .............. J. G. Hufnagle ...... . 
Do ......................... George A. Hufnagle .. 
Penang, India........... ..... ... Otto Schule ......... . 
Pernambuco, Brazil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Benjamin F. Clark .. . 
Do ......................... John Krause ........ . 
Peterboro, Ontario............. . . Frank J. Bell ........ . 
Petit Goa.ve, Haiti............... F. Merantie ......... . 
Picton, Ontario ................. .' Jacob F. Beringer .... . 
Picton, Nova Scotia ..... .. .... : .. John R. Davies ...... . 
Pirreus, Greece .................. Marino T. Sourmely .. 
Piura, Peru ................................. .......... . 
Plauen, Germany ................ Thomas W. Peters ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. F. L. Fiedler ..... . 
Plymouth, England ....... .' ...... Joseph G. Stephens .. . 
Do ............................. .. .... ... ... ..... . 
Point de Galle, India.... . . . . . . . . . H. Breitenstein ..... . 
Port Antonio, Jamaica,West Indies Nicholas R. Snyder .. 
Do ........................ . George T. Davis ..... . 
Port au. Prince, Haiti.. . . . . . . . . . . . John B. Terres ....... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alexander Battiste ... . 
Port de Paix, Haiti. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carl Abegg . ........ . 










Vice and dep. com. agt. 
Consul. 













Vice and dep. com. agt. 
Consul-general. 
Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Consul. 
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Port Elizabeth, South Africa . ..... John A. Chabaud ..... Consular agent. 
Port Hawkesbury and Mulgrave, Alexander Bain.. . . . . . Do. 
Nova Scotia. 
Port Hope, Ontario .... : . . . . . . . . . Harry P. Dill ....... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Harcourt . ..... . 
Port Joggins, Nova Scotia . ....... William Moffat ...... . 
Port Limon, Costa Rica. . . . . . . . . . . . ................ .... . 
Port Louis, Mauritius ............ John P. Campbell ... . 
Do ......................... A. Povah Ambrose ... . 
Port Mahon, Spain ..................... · ..... .... ...... . 
Port Maria,West Indies ........ . .. Reuben R. Baker .... . 
Port Morant, vVest Indies. . . . . . . . . Lorenzo D. Baker, jr .. 
Port Rowan, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . George B. Killmaster. 
Do ................. : ..... .. William H. Meek ... . 
Port Said, Egypt ............... . . Samuel G. Broadbent. 
Port St. Marys, Spain ............ George M. Daniels ... . 
Port Sarnia, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Neal McMillan ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard W. Chester .. 
Portsmouth, England ............ William Joseph Main. 
Port Stanley, Falkland Islands .... John E. Rowan ..... . 
Do ........................ ·. James Smith ........ . 
Potton, Quebec . ..... .. .......... Chandler Bailey ..... . 
Prague, Austria .... ... . ..... ..... Hugo Donzelmann .. . 
Do ......... ... . ........... . Emil Kubinzky ..... . 
Prescott, Ontario . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grenville James ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James Buckley ...... . 
Pretoria, South African Republic. Charles Macrum .... . 
Progreso, Mexico ............ , ... E. H. Thompson .... . 
Puebla, Mexico . . .. ......... .. ... James R. Hardy .... . 
Puerto Cabello, Venezuela ........ Luther T. Ellsworth .. 
Do .. ... ..... ........ ....... William H. Volkmar. 
Puerto Cortez, Honduras. . . . . . . . . William E. Alger ... . . 
Puerto Plata, Santo Domingo ..... Thomas Simpson .... . 
Do ......................... Washington Lithgow. 
Pugwash and Wallace,NovaScotia Conrad W. Morris ... . 
Punta Arenas, Chile ......... . ... Moritz Braun . ..... . . 
Punta Arenas, Costa Rica. . . . . . . . Max Diermissen .... . 
Quebec, Canada .................. William W. Henry .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank S. Stocking . . . 
Quezaltenango, Guatemala. . . . . . . Grant A. Morrill .... . 
Rangoon, Burmah. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Gairdner .... . 
Rat Portage, Ontario.. . . . . . . . . . . . G. Clayton Frisbie .. . 
Redditch, England . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. C. Browning ..... . 
Reg-gio, Italy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nicola Siles ......... . 
Reichenberg, Austria . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank W. Mahin .... . 
Do ................ . ........ Fritz Wagner· ....... . 
Rennes, France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ernest Folliard .... . . 
Revel, Russia .. ................. E . von Glehn .. , .. .. . 
Rheims, France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William A. Prickett . . 
Do ......................... John T. Crossley . ... . 
Richibucto, ew Bnmswick ...... GeorgeV. Mcinerney. 
Riga, Rus ia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P. A. Bornholdt .. . 
Do ................ . ........ . . . ................ . . . 
Rimou ki, ueb c ........ . ..... . C. A. Boardman ..... . 
o . . ..... . ................ . 
d J aneir , Brazil . . . ........ . 
0 ...••.... .. ...... .. ... ... 
.... . . . . ... .. · · ···· .. . 
rlo ul, Brazil. .. . .. . . 
R , Colombia . . ... . ..... . 
R 1 ml Cuxhaven, er-
nmuy.' 
H, Italy .... . ................ . 
Joseph A. Talbot .... . 
Eugene eager . ..... . 
John Taylor Lewis ... . 
Wolff Havel burg . ... . 
Jorge Ver ker ...... . 
T. V. Henriqu z .. ... . 
J. T. F. tarke ...... . 
T. del iudice .. .... . 
Commercial agent. 


















































Vice and dep. com. ag •. 
Consul-general. 
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Rome, Italy .................. .... Hector de Castro .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles M. Wood .... . 
Rosario,Argentina ............... James M. Ayers . .... . 
Do................ ........ . Charles H. Dougherty 
Roseau, Dominica ............... Henry A. Frampton .. 
Rossland, British Columbia . . . . . . George S. Armstrong. 
Rostoff and Taganrog, Russia ..... William R. Martin .. . 
Rotterdam, Netherlands .......... Soren Listoe ........ . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aire H. Voorwinden .. 
Roubaix, France ................ William P. Atwell ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gaston Thiery ...... . 
Rouen, France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Horatio R. Bigelow .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. M. J. Dellepiane .. . 
Rua tan, Honduras. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William C. Wildt ... . 
Sagua la Grande, Cuba ........... Walter B. Barker .... . 
Do ........... ..... ....... .. John F. Gora. , ...... . 
Saigon, Cochin China ............ Edward Schneegans .. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lauritz L. Stang ..... . 
Salonica, Turkey ....... ......... P.H. Lazarro ....... . 
Salt Cay, West Indies ......... : .. Daniel F. Harriott . .. . 
Saltillo, Mexico ................. Charles B. Towle .. .. . 
Do ......... ..................................... . 
Samana, Santo Domingo .... . . ... Jean M. Villain ..... . 
Samarang, Java ...... ....... .... Arthur Thomson .... . 
Samsoun, Turkey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. C. Stephopoulo ... . 
San Benito, Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . L. R. Brewer ... .. ... . 
Sanchez, D.R ................... Jose A. Puente ...... . 
San Cristobal, Venezuela ... .. .... Alexander Boue ..... . 
San Feliu de Guixols, Spain ...... Jose Sibils .... . ..... . 
San Jorge, Azores .............. . . J. J. Cardoza ....... . . 
San Jose, Costa Rica ............. John C. Caldwell . ... . 
Do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Walter J. Field .. ..... . 
San Jose, Mexico ................ Abraham Kurnitzky .. 
San Jose de Guatemala .. ......... Upton Lorentz ...... . 
San Juancito, Honduras ......... E. E. Dickason ..... . 
San Juan de las Remedios, Cuba ....................... . 
San Juan del Norte, Nicaragua ... William B. Sorsby ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. Percy Scott ....... . 
~an Juan del Sur, Nicaragua..... Charles Holmann . .. . 
San Luis Potosi, Mexico . . . . . . . . . John H. Farwell .... . 
San Pedro Sula, Honduras . . . . . . . J. M. Mitchell, jr .... . 
San Remo, Ifaly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albert Ameglio ..... . 
Santa Cruz, Cuba. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Walter Voigt ........ . 
Santa Marta, Colombia ........... Gerardo M. Danies .. . 
San Salvador. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Jenkins ....... . 
Do ............ ............. Benjamin Baruch ... . 
San Sebastian, Spain... . . . . . . . . . . Julian de Salazar .... . 
Santander, Spain ................ Faustino Adriozola . . . 
Santiago, Cape Verde Islands ..... E. Beaumont . ...... . . 
Santiago, Cuba .................. Pulaski F. Hyatt .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles S. Fox ... ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louis M. Preval ..... . 
Santo Domingo, West Indies .... : Campbell L. Maxwell. 
Sant~~ B-r~~ii : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . ~ ~~~- ~--. ~e_a_~ : : : : : : : : 
Do ................... • ...... JulianHaugwitz ..... . 
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario .. .... ; . . George W. Shotts .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alex. R. Flockhart .. . 
Savannah la Mar, West Indies.... Chas. S. Farquharson. 
Scarboro, West Indies ........... Edward Keens ...... . 
Schiedam, Netherlands .......... Ernest A. Man ...... . 
Scilly Islands, England .......... John Banfield, jr. ... . 
Rank. 
Consul-general. 
Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Consul. 





Vice and deputy consul. 
Commercial agent. 
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Consular office. Consular officer. 
Seoul, Korea . ..... .............. HoraceN. Allen .. . .. . 
Do .. . .... .' ................. WilliamF. Sands ... . . 
Seville, Spain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Samuel B. Caldwell .. 
Setubal, Portugal. ....... . ....... John P. T. O'Neill ... . 
Shanghai, China. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Goodnow ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E.T. Williams ...... . 
Do ... ...................... Arthur H. White . . .. . 
:!Jo. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Geo. H. Eichelberger. 
Do ......... . .............. ·. Stephen P. Barchet .. 
-Sheffield, England. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James Johnston .. .... . 
Do ............. . .. ... ..... . Frank M. Clark ..... . 
Shelburne, Nova Scotia .......... T. H. White ........ . 
Sherbrooke, Quebec . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paul Lang .......... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ];d. B. Worthington .. 
Sierra Leone, West Africa. . . . . . . . John T. Williams .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James A. L. Trice .... . 
Sierra Mojada, Mexico . . . . . . . Henry B. Hackley ... . 
Singapore, Straits Settlements .... E. Spencer Pratt ... .-. 
Do ......................... J. P. Joaquim ....... . 
Sivas, Turkey ................... Milo A. Jewett ....... . 
Do .......... .. ............................. . .... . 
Smyrna, Turkey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rufus vV. Lane ...... . 
Do ................... ..... . Ezra J. Davee ....... . 
Solingen, Germany ....... . ...... EdmundZ. Brodowski 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Max Brab .......... . 
Sonne berg, Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . Verne E. Joy ........ . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alvin Florschutz .... . 
Srerabaya, Java ... . ... ........... B. N. Powe11 ........ . 
Sorau, Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William B. Murphy . . 
Sorel, Quebec ........ ... . .. . .. .. Isaie Sylvestre ...... . 
Sorrento, Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Francesco Ciampa . .. . 
Souris, Prince Edward Island. . . . . Caleb C. Carlton .. .. . 
Southampton, England ... ... ... . John E. Hopley ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard Jones ...... . 
St. Anns Bay, \Vest Indies ...... , R. W. Harris ....... . 
St. Andrews, New Brunswick . . . . . George H. Stickney .. 
St. Bartholomew, West Indies .... R. Burton Dinzey .. . . 
Do ......................... Julian 0. Florandin .. . 
St. Catharines, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . Leonard H. Collard .. . 
St. Christopher, "\Vest Indies . . .. ..... . .. .. .. ...... ... . . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Emile S. Delisle .. . . . . 
St. Etienne, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hilary S. Brunot .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hastings Burroughs .. 
St. Eustatius, Westlndies ........ J. G. C. Every . .. ... . 
St. Gall, Switzerland ...... ..... .. James T. Dubois .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph Simon ....... . 
t. eorge, r ew Brunswick. . . . . . Edward Milliken .... . 
St. eorges, Bermuda ................................. . 
Do ......................... William D. Fox ..... . 
t. Helena (island of ) .. ...... .... Robert P. Pooley .... . 
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas E. Fowler .. 
, t. II ·lens, Englancl.... . . . . . . . . . John Hammill ...... . 
t. Hyacinthe, Queh c ........... Joseph M. uthier ... . 
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Francis Bartels ...... . 
l. John, .. w Brunswick ........ I Ira Buyer· .......... . 
T) •.••......••.•....•••.•..•........ ........... • .. 
l. Johns, 6 • wfoun,llancl. ........ Martin J. Carter ..... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry F. Braclshaw .. 
l. John , u he . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . harl s Deal. ....... . 
I !-- ...................... ·1 John Donaghy ...... . 
t. Lu 1 , W · t Incli • . . . . . . . . . . . William Peter . .... .. . 
Rank. 
Consul-general. 









Vice and deputy consul. 
Consular agent. 
Consul. 





Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Consul. 

















Vice commercial agent. 
Consular agent. 
Commercial agent. 





Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Consular agent. 
Commercial agent. 





Vice and dep. com. agt. 
Consul. 




Vice and deputy consul. 
Consular agent. 
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St. Malo, France.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Raymond Moulton .. . 
St. Marc, Haiti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Miot ..... ... . 
St. Martin, West Indies .......... D. C. von Romondt. .. 
Do .... . . . ... .. ... .. ... .. .. W. B. F. C. L.A. Neth-
erwood. 
St. Michaels, Azores . . . . . . . . . . . . . Geo. H. Pickerill . .. . . 
Do ............ ............................. .. .. . 
St. Petersburg, Russia.. . . . . . . . . . . W. R. Holloway ..... . 
Do ........... .............. W. A. Heydecker . ... . 
St. Pierre, St. Pierre Island . . . . . . Charles N. Freeman .. 
Do ........... .. .. .... .. .. :. George H. Frecker .. . 
St. Stephen, New Brunswick . .. .. C.A. McCullough . .. . 
Do .......... ............... Charlie N. Vroom ... . 
St. Thomas, Ontario.. ........... Michael J. Burke ... . 
Do .......... .. ... .......... Wm. H. King ..... . . 
St. Thomas, West Indies ......... Mahlon Van Horne .. 
Do ............. . .. ......... Julius C. Lorentzen . . . 
St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands .. Joao B. Guimaraes . .. . 
St. Vincent, West Indies . . . . . . . . . Ernest A. Richards .. . 
6tanbridge, Quebec ... . .. . . ........................... . 
· Do . . ........... ............ G. M. Hastings ..... . 
Stanstead, Quebec .... ... ....... . B. F. Butterfield ..... . 
Stavanger, Norway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chr. Fr. Falck ...... . 
Stettin, Germany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John E. Kehl ....... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henry Harder ....... . 
Stockholm, Sweden .... .. ........ Edward D. Winslow,. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Axel Georgii ........ . 
Do .......... ... .. . : . . . . . . . . William M. Pendleton 
Stratford, Ontario ...... .......... A.G. Seyfert ....... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louis H. Dingman .. 
Stuttgart-, Germany .. . ........... Edward H. Ozmun .. 
Do ... .. .................... William Hahn ..... . 
Sudbury, Ontario ...... . . · .. . . .... William P. Martin .. 
Suez, Egypt .............. ....... Alfred W. Haydn .. . 
Summerside, Prince Edward Id. . . John Gaffney .. .... . 
Sunderland, England. . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas A. Horan .. . 
Sundsvall, Sweden. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Victor Svensson ... . 
Sutton, Quebec ....... . . ......... James E. Ireland ... . 
Suva, Fiji Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alex B. J oske ...... . 
Swansea, Wales .. ................ Griffith W. Prees ... . 
Do ...... . .. ................ William D. Rees ... . 
Sydney, New South Wales ....... George W. Bell ... .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. M. Rennie ...... . 
Do ................. ........ William H. Dawson. 
Sydney, Nova Scotia ....... ..... . George N. West. ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John E. Burchell .. . . 
Tahiti, Society Islands ... ....... . Jacob L. Doty ...... . 
Do ................. .... ... . John Hart ......... . 
Talcahuano, Chile . .............. John O. Smith ..... . 
Tamatave, Madagascar ...... _. . . . . l\Iiffiin W. Gibbs .. . . 
Do .... . ................... . . .................. ·· 
Tampico, Mexico ...... . ....... ,. Samuel E. Magill .. . 
D? ....... .. . . .............. Neill E. Pressly .. . . . 
Tams:11, Formosa ..... .. .. .... -... James W. Davidson . 
Tangier, Morocco ... ..... . ... .... Samuel R. Gunnere. 
Do ..... . . ... . .. ............ Ludlow Lilly ...... . 
Tarragona, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... ............. . 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras.......... Frederick H. Allison 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George Bernhard ... . 
Teheran, Persia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Arthur S. Hardy ... . 







Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul-general. 
Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Commercial agent. 
Vice commercial agent. 
Consul. 
Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul. 















Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul. 































UNITED STATES CONSULAR OFFICERS-Continued. 
Consular office. Consular officer. 
Tehuantepec and Salina Cruz,Mex . Jervas Jefferies ...... . 
· Teneriffe, Canary Islands. . . . . . . . . Sol Berliner ......... . 
Do .............................................. . 
Terceira, Azores. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Henrique de Castro .. . 
Three Rivers, Quebec ............ Urbain J. Ledoux ... . 
Do ........ .... ......... .. .. W.W. Braman, jr . .. . 
Tien-Tsin, China ............. · ... James W. Ragsdale .. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sylvester G. Hill .... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bertrand Ragsdale .. . 
Do ......................... ······················ 
Toronto, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William L. Sewell .... 
Do ......................... Raymond L. Sewell .. 
Toreon, Mexico ...................................... . 
Torrevieja, Spain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jose Rodar ..... .... . 
Toulon, France ....... : . . . . . . . . . . Louis J. B. J ouve .... . 
Tovar, Venezuela ..... . .... .. ... . W. J. H. Muche ..... . 
Townsville, New South Wales .... J. H. Rogers ....... . 
Trapani, Italy ................... Ignacio Marrone .... . 
Trebizond, Turkey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. Z. Longworth .... . 
Trenton, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stephen J. Young ... . 
Trieste, Austria . ............. .... Frederick W.Hossfeld 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Basil Bryce ......... . 
Trinidad, West Indies ............ Alvin Smith ........ . 
Do .. ................... .... Chas. M. Godsoe. · ... . 
Trinidad, Cuba.................. Carlos Yznaga ...... . 
Tromso, Norway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard Killengren .. 
Troon, Scotland ................. Peter H. Waddell . .. . 
Troyes, France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gaston Baltet . ... ... . 
Truxillo, Honduras .............. H.P. Boyce ......... . 
Truxillo, Peru. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edward Gottfried ... . 
Tumbez, Peru .. ... .. .. .......... William Balami. ... . . 
Tunis, Africa ....... .... ........ . Alfred Chapelie ..... . 
Tunstall, :Sngland . .. ........... . William H. Bradley .. 
Do ...... . . .. ............... John H. Copestake .. . 
Turin, Italy ..................... Percy McElrath ..... . 
Do.• ........................ Hugo Pizzotti. ...... . 
Turks Island, West Indies, . . . . . . . Henry H. Ellis ...... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William S. Jones .... . 
Tuxpan, Mexico ................. Abram B. Jones . .... . 
Do ..................... ··· · ···· ·· ·· ···· ··· ··· ··· 
Utilla, Honduras . ............ .. . Benjamin Johnston .. 
Do ......................... Robert Woodville ... . 
Valera, Venezuela ......... . ............... . .......... . 
Valparaiso, Chile ................ John F. Car.Jes ..... . . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . August Moller, jr ... . 
Valencia, Spain ..................... . ............. ... . 
alencia, Venezuela............. Otto H. Becker .. ... . 
Vancouver, British Columbia ..... L. Edwin Dudley ... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F . J. choefield .. .. . . 
enice, Italy .................... Henry A. Johnson ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frederick Rechsteiner 
era ruz, 1exico ............... William W. Canada .. 
D ......................... Jo G. Pages ....... . 
ervi r., Belgium ............... HenryDodt .... . .... . 
Vevey, wit:7A!rland .............. \ illiamCuenod ..... . 
Yictoria, Brazil. . . . .. . .......... . Jean Zinzen ......... . 
Yictoria, Briti h olumhia . ... .. .. bram E. mith .... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . idney \ . mith .... . 
\!ct ria,.M xico ..... . .... . . .... . \ illiam J. ,'torms ... . 
\ 1 nna, u. tria ........ .. ...... . ·I Carl Bailey Hurst ... . 


















































Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul. 







Vice and deputy consul. 
Consular agent. 
Consul-general. 
Vice and dep. con. gen. 
Consuls and Consulates. 
UNITED STATES CONSULAR OFFICERS- Continued. 
Consular office. Consular officer. 
Vigo, Spain . ..... . .. . . . ..... . . .. E nrique Mulder .... . 
Vivero, Spain ........ ... ... . .. .. Joaquin Mufiiz ...... . 
Vladivostok, Russia . .. .. . . . . ... . Richard T. Greener .. 
Wallaceburg, Ontario .... .. ... . .. I saac G. Worden ..... . 
Do . ..... . ... . .... .. .. .. .... . Charles B. Jackson .. . 
Warsaw, Russia .... . .. . ... ...... Joseph Rawicz ...... . 
Do ................ . .. . . . .. .. . . . ................ . 
Waterford, Ireland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W illiam H. Farrell .. . 
Waterloo, Quebec . . .. .. . . . . . . . ... Arthur S. Newell .... . 
·waubaushene, Ontario . . . . .... .. . Ronald F. White .... . 
Weimar, Germany ...... .. , .. .' . . . Thomas E. Moore ... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paul Teichmann .... . 
Wellington, New Zealand ........ John Duncan ... : ... . 
Weymouth,England ...... ..... .. Alfred C. Higgs ..... . 
Wiarton, Ontario. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. H. Tibeando ..... . . 
Wiborg,Finland .... . . . .. .. ..... . ~- E. Ekstrom . . .... . 
Windsor, Nova Scotia . .. ... . ... .. Joseph T. Hoke ..... . 
Do . .. ........ .. . .... . .. . . . . John Nalder .. . ..... . 
Windsor, Ontario . . ..... . ... ... .. J ulius G. Lay ....... . 
Do ..... . .. : . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. John M. Little ... .. . 
Wingham, Ontario .. ..... ... . . .. .................. . ... . 
Winnipeg, Manitoba . ... . . ... ... . W. H. H. Graham ... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W illiam Hall ....... . 
Wintei-thur, Switzerland . . . . . . . . . H einrich Langsdorf .. 
Woodstock, New Brunswick .. .... F rank C. Denison ... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Graham ....... . 
Wolverhampton, England .. . ... .. John Neve .......... . 
Yafa, Syria .. . . .. .. . . .. ... . . . .. .. E. Hardegg ... ...... . 
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia . . .. .. . . . . R adcliffeH. Ford .... . 
Do ....... . . . . .... . .. ...... . Ernest H. Armstrong. 
Yokohama, Japan . . . .. . . . . ... .. . JohnF. Gowey ...... . 




Commercial agent . 
Do. 






Commercial agent . 






Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul. 
Vice and deputy consul. 
Consuiar agent. 
Consul. 




Consular agent . 
Do. 
Consul. 
Vice and deputy consul. 
Consul-general. 
Vice and deputy consul-
general and interpreter. 
Do....... . ........ . . ...... . George H. Scidmore.. Deputy consul-general. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank Mowrer. . . . . . . Marsh al. 
Zacatecas, Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E . von Gehren. . . . . . . Consular agent. 
Zante, Greece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alfred L. Crowe. . . . . . Do. 
Zanzibar, Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John C. Billheimer. . . Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seth A. Pratt. . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Zittau, Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William K. Herzog .... Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rudolph Konecke. . . . Vice-consul. 
Zurich, Switzerland ... .. .... .. .. . A. Lieberknecht...... Consul. 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E ugene Germain. . . . . Vice and deputy consul. 
CONSULAR CLERKS. 
[Authorized by the act of Congress approved June 20, 1864.J 
Joseph A. Springer .. . H abana. 
Donnell Rockwell . . . . Washington. 
Hubbard T . Smith . . .. OsakaandHiogo. 
Ed. P. Mac Lean . . . . . . Paris. 
J . Allison Bowen .. . ..• Paris. 
Charles M. Wood ... . . Rome. 
. George H. Scidmore . . Yokohama. 
St. Leger A. Touhay. . . Constantinople .. 
George H. Murphy .... Washington. 
William Dulany Hunter Cairo. 
W. Porter Boyd .. . ..... Honolulu. 
Charles H. Day . . .... . Berlin. 
Richard W estacott. . . . . London . 
274 Congressional Directory. 
FOREIGN CONSULS IN THE UNITED STATES. 
ARGENTINA-~ELGIUM. 
Residence. Name and jurisdiction. 
ARGEN'I'INA. 
Mobile, Ala ............ . Manuel S. Macias .......... . .. .. . 
Lloyd D. Batre .................. . 
San Francisco, Cal. .... . W enceslao Y. Loaiza ... . ........ . 
Fernandina, Fla ..... : .. 
Pensacola, Fla ...... .' .. . 
Thomas C. Borden . ...... .... .. .. . 
Silverio de Castro ............. . . . 
J. Harris Pierpont ........... ..... . 
Apalachicola, Fla ...... . 
Brunswick, Ga ......... . 
J. R. Kimball.; ................. . 
Rosendo Torras ............... ... . 
Savannah, Ga .... .... .. . Andres E. Moyuelo ............. . . 
Chicago, IlL ... ........ . P. L. Hudson .................. . . 
New Orleans, La .... ... . Juan 0 : Bigelow ................. . 
Bangor, Me . .... ....... . 
Portland, Me ........... . 
Baltimore,Md .... .. ... . . 
J. Swett Rowe .... : .............. . 
Stephen R. Small ........ . ....... . 
C. M. Stewart ................... . 
Boston, Mass ........... . Guillermo McKissock ........... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . Carlos Rohl ......... . ......... .. . 
For the United States. 
Felix L. de Castro ..... . ......... . 
Wilmington, N. C .... .. . 
Philadelphia, Pa ....... . 
St. Louis, Mo .......... . 
Pascagoula, Miss ....... . 
George Harriss ..... · .......... .. , . 
Guillermo P. Wilson ............. . 
Samuel L. Biggers ............... . 
Juan L. Dantzler .......... .. . .. . . . 
With jurisdiction at Ship Island. 
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY. 
Mobile, Ala ............. W. F. Stoutz ............. . ...... . 
San Francisco, Cal... . . . Francis Korbel. ................. . 
Pensacola, Fla. . . . . . . . . . H. Baars ........................ . 
Savannah, Ga. . . . . . . . . . . Edward Karow .................. . 
Chicago, Ill. ........ .... Maximilanus a Proskowetz ....... . 
Eduard Claussenius .............. . 
ew Orleans, La. . . . . . . . Franz Hindermann .............. . 
Baltimore, Md . . . . . . . . . . Ch. A. Martin ....... ............ . 
Boston, Mass ............ Arthur Donner .................. . 
St. Louis, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . Ferdinand Diehm ................ . 
ew York City, N. Y ... ·1 Franciscus Stockinger .... .. ..... . 
Otto L. Eberhard . ... ..... .. ..... . 
Hazleton, Pa .......... . . 
1 
Johann Nemeth ............... .. . 
Philadelphia, Pa ... ..... Alfred J. Ostheimer ....... ....... . 
Arnold Katz ..................... . 
Pittsburg, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas Dessewffy ...... : ........ . 
Charleston, S. C.. . . . . . . . Charles Witte ................. .. . 
Richmond, a .......... Christophorus L. D. Borchers ..... . 
alveston, Tex .......... Carolus F. Prehn ................ . 















































~1obile,. la ............. Robert R. du Mont ................ Consul. 
Jlor the Al.a.hama aud Florida Gulf 
Coast. 
Lo ng ·1 , al.••••••• V. Pon l. ........................ Consular agent . 
. an l• ran i o, Cal. . . . . . Leon ,ui. lain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
l•or \Va hington, :\1ontana regon 
Id~ho, California, ·evada, Utah' 
Anzona, and Alaska. ' 
Foreigtz Consuls in tlze United States. ._275 
Residence. 
BELGIUM-continued. 
Denver, Colo . .. ........ . 
Atlanta, Ga .. . .. . . 
Savannah, Ga . . . .... ... . 
Chicago, Ill .. .. .... . ... . 
Louisville, K y . ... . .... . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Baltimore, Md . . . .... .. . . 
Boston, Mass .. . . .. . .... . 
Detroit, Mich ....... .. . . 
St. Louis, Mo . ..... . . . .. . 
New York City, N . Y .. . . 
Omaha, Nebr ..... . ..... . 
Portland, Oreg . . . ...... . 
Philadelph ia, Pa ..... .. . 
Pittsburg, Pa .. ......... . 
Charleston, S._C ... . .. .. . 
Galveston, Tex . . . . . .... . 
Richmond, Va .. . ... ... . . 
Green Bay,Wis . . ....... . 
Seattle, Wash . . ... . 
BOLIVIA. 
BELGIUM-BRAZIL. 
Name and jurisdiction. 
J. Mignolet ...... .......... . .... . . 
For Colorado, Wyoming, and New 
Mexico. 
Laurent de Give ... . ......... . ... . 
Leopold Charrier .... .... .. . . ... . . 
Ch. H enrotin ... .. . . ............. . 
E. Girard ......... ... .. .. ....... . 
For Kentucky, Tennessee, and Ohio. 
A. J. Landauer . . . ............... . 
E. Dreuil. ... .. ... ....... . ....... • 
Arnold Kummer. . . . . . . ........ . . 
For Maryland and Delaware. 
E. S. Mansfield .... ... ... ..... . .. . 
For Massachusetts, Vermont, New 
Hampshire, and Maine. 
Theophile Frarn;ois .............. . 
Philippe Griiner ................. . 
For Missouri and Arkansas. 
Charles Mali .. .. . ......... ... . . . . 
For New York, New Jersey, Connecti-
cut, and Rhode Island. 
P. Mali ........... ........... ... . 
P. Ruysschaert .................. . 
For Nebraska and Kansas. 
Th. J. O'Connor .............. . .. . 
For Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and 
Montana. 
Paul Hagemans ......... .. ....... . 
For the United States. 
C. W. Bergner ...... ....... ... ... . 
For eastern Pennsylvania. 
A. Schneider ........ ............ . 
For western Pennsylvania. 
E.Wells .... .................. . .. . 
For North and South Carolina. 
Francis Lammers. . . . . . . . . ...... . 
For Texas, Indian Territory, and Ok-
lahoma. 
W. 0. Nolting ......... .. .. . . .... . 
For Virginia and West Virginia. 
0. J.B. Brice ... ....... .. ........ . 
For Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Da-
kota, and South Dakota. 
E. C. N eufelder ........ ....... .. . . 
Boston, Mass .... . ....... W. H. Bowdlear . ..... . .. . 
Kansas City, Mo ...... .. Edwin R. Heath .... . 
New York City, N. Y .... Alejandro Santos ......... .. .... . 
Philadelphia, Pa . . .. .... Wilfred H. Schoff .... ............ . 
BRAZIL. 
Pensacola, F la . ..... . .... Manuel F. Gonzales .............. . 
Brunswick, Ga. . . . . . . . . . John R. Cook .................... . 
Savannah, Ga ...... . .... William H. Adams ....... .... .... . 
New Orleans, La ........ Charles Dittman.. . ............. . 
Calais, Me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . William A. MurchiP. ... ........... . 
Baltimore, Md. . . . . . . . . . . Antonio Cerqueira de Mogalhaes .. 
Pascagoula, Miss. . . . . . . . Vicente Ros .............. . ..... . . 
St. Louis, Mo. . . . . . . . . . . Affonso de Figueiredo ............ . 
New York City, N. Y .... Antonio FontouraXavier ........ . . 











































Residence. Name and jurisdiction. Rank. 
BRAZIL-continued. 
Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . . John Mason, jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-Consul. 
Charleston, S. C ......... Charles F. Huchet........ ........ Do. 
Norfolk, Va ............. Barton Myers..... ...... . .. .. . ... . Do. 
For Norfolk and Newport News. 
CHILE. 
San Francisco, Cal. ...... Leoncio Tagle .... ... ... ......... . 
Walter D. Catton ..... . .... ...... . 
Savannah, Ga ........... Roberto P. Reppard ... ... .... .. .. . 
Chicago, Ill ........ .. ... M. J. Steffens .................... . 
New Orleans, La . . . . . . . . James S. Zacharie ....... . . .. .. . . . . 
Baltimore, Md .......... R. G. Leupold .................. . . 
Boston, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . Horacio N. Fisher ............... . 
New York City, N. Y . . . . Federico A. Beelen .......... ..... . 
Portland, Oreg .......... Fernando G. Ewald . ............. . 
Philadelphia, Pa. ·....... Edward Shippen ........... .... .. . 
Port Townsend, Wash ... Federico L. Macaundray ... . ..... . 
Oscar Kloeker ................... . 















San Francisco, Cal. . . .. .. Chang Yin-tung. ........ . ... . .... Consul-general. 
Ho Yow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Honolulu, Hawaii ....... Yang Wei-pin.................... Do. 
New York City, N. Y .... Chung Pao-Hsi ............. ...... Acting consul. 
COLOMBIA. 
Mobile, Ala. . . . . . . . . . . . . Roberto Uricoechea .......... . ... . 
an Francisco, Cal.... . . . Adolfo Canal. .... .. .. . . .. ....... . 
Chicago, Ill ............. Erskine M. Phelps ..... . ......... . 
ew Orleans, La .... ... . Escipion Canal. ................. . 
Boston, Mass ............ Jorge Vargas Heredia ............ . 
Detroit, Mich. . . . . . . . . . . Herman Freund ................. . 
t. Louis, Mo ........... J. Arbuckle ... . ................. . 
ew York City, . Y .... Climaco Calderon . .. ... ....... ... . 
orfolk, Va ............. Hugo Arnal. .......... . . .. ...... . 
COSTA RICA. 
an Francisco, Cal.... ... Rafael Gallegos .. . ............... . 
Jose Maria Tinoco ............... . 
Denver, Colo. . . . . . . . . . . . Casimiro Barela ........ . ........ . 
Tew rleans, La ... ... .. Lamar C. Quintero ... .... .. ....... . 
Baltimore, Md . . . . . . . . . . William A. Riordan ........ . . - . - • 1 
Boston, Mass ...... ...... Jo eph J. Corbett ................ . 
t. Loui Mo . . . . . . . . . . . Eben Richards .. ................ . 
·ew York City, 1·. Y .... 
1 
Juan J. lloa .................... . 
For the nited Stales. 
Juan J. lloa .................... . 
Paul . \Valkcr . ................. . 
rand ville . Ames . ............. . 
u ·tav iederlein . ............. . 
Henry osle ................. ... . 
incinnati, hi ....... . 
P rtland, r g .... ..... . 
Philadelphia, Pa .. ..... . 























\V. II. L inkauf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Augu. t undholm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
H. H. Birkholm ................. -I Consul. 





Denver, Colo ........... . 
Apalachicola, Fla ...... . 
Pensacola, Fla ......... . 
Savannah, Ga .......... . 
Boise City, Idaho ....... . 
Chicago, Ill . ........... . 
Story City, Iowa ..... : .. . 
Kansas City, Kans ..... . 
Louisville, Ky ...... ... . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Baltimore, Md ... ..... .. . 
Boston, Mass ... .. . . . ... . 
Detroit, Mich .......... . 
Rush City, Minn .... ... . 
St. Paul, Minn .... ..... . 
Scranton, Miss ... .... .. . 
St. Louis, Mo .. ......... . 
Omaha, Nebr. ......... . . 
Gold Hill, Nev ......... . 
Love1ocks, Nev .... . . . . . 
New York City, N. Y .. . . 
Wilmington, N. C ... ... . 
Fargo, N. Dak ...... .... . 
Cleveland, Ohio . ....... . 
Portland, Oreg . ........ . 
Philadelphia, Pa . .. . . . .. . 
Charleston, S. C . ....... . 
Galveston, Tex ......... . 
Salt Lake City, Utah ... . 
Norfolk, Va ........ · .. . . . 
Seattle, Wash . . . . . ..... . 
Racine, Wis ... .. ....... . 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. 
Jacksonville, Fla ..... .. . 
Boston, Mass ........ .. . . 
ew York City, N. Y.: .. 
Philadelphia. Pa .. 
ECUADOR. 
Name and jurisdiction. 
W. A. Grandjean ... ............. . 
Sol Brash . ....... .. . ..... . ...... . 
Carl McKenzie Oerting .. . ....... . 
Christen 2YI. Holst .............. . . . 
Walters. Bruce ........... . ...... . 
Christian H. Hansson ....... . .... . 
For Illinois, Iudiana, Ohio, Michi-
gan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, 
Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Colo-
rado, South Dakota, North Da),:ota, 
Wyoming, and Utah. 
V. K. Assens ......... .. . . ... . .. . 
W. D. Gandrup ... ........... .... . 
J ep. Hansen Mailand ......... .. . . 
Charles E. Currie ... . .. . .. .... . .. . 
Dr. 0. R. Lanng ............... .. . 
For Louisiana, Florida,Alabama, Mis-
sissippi, Arkansas, Texas, Indian 
Territory, and New Mexico. 
Th yge Soegaard ... . ........ . .... . 
Morris Whitridge ........... .. . .. . 
Gustaf Lundberg . ......... .. .... . 
Gjert Lootz .... .. .. .. ..... ...... . 
Peter Sorensen ......... ... . ...... . 
F. Sneedorff Christensen .. . 
John C. Nelson .................. . 
E. R. du Mont .... ....... . .... .. . 
Christian Hedegaard ...... .. .. . .. . 
Theodor Olsen ..... .. . .. . . . .... . . . 
H. Harris . ... .. .... . . . . . . . .. ... . . 
Peter Anker . ............ . . 
Louis o; G. Amundsen ........... . 
Alexander Severin Heide . . . 
Henry Krogh ................ . ... . 
William Seeber ................. . 
Borge Kringelbach ... .... .... ... . 
J. N. Wallen ... ..... ........... . . 
D. E. Huger Smith . .. ....... . ... . 
Frederick William Blake ......... . 
Peter Hansen .. .. ... .... . ... .... . . 
James Iredell Jen kins .... . . . . . .. . 
John P. Jacobsen ....... . ........ . 
Peter Bering Nelson .......... . . . . 
Diego M. de Moya ............... . 
Edwin M. Fowle ... ... . . .. .... .. . 
Alejandro Woz y Gil. ...... . ... .. . 
For the United States. 
Santiago Porcella .. ... . .......... . 
Thomas B. Wanamaker . . . .... ... . 
Los Angeles, Cal. . . . . . . . Tomas L. Duque . ...... . .. · . ..... . 
San Francisco, Cal. . . . . . Luis F. Lastreto .... .. . .......... . 
Chicago, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . Luis Millet ............... . ... ... . 
Boston, Mass . ... .. ..... ·1 Gustavo Preston .............. . .. . 
New York City, N.Y .... Miguel Valverde ...... . ...... . .. . 























































Name and jurisdiction. Rank. 
Cincinnati, Ohio.. . . . . . . . David S. Rein berg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Honorary consul. 
Philadelphia, Pa . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Charleston, S. C. . . Guillermo Oliveras Baal. . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
FRANCE. 
Birmingham, Ala ....... . 
Mobile, Ala .. .. . ....... . 
Los Angeles, Cal. ...... . 
San Francisco, Cal. . .. .. . 
San Jose, Cal ........... . 
Apalachicola, Fla ....... . 
Pensacola, Fla ......... . 
Tampa, Fla ............ . 
Savannah, Ga .......... . 
Chicago, Ill. . . . . . . .. .. . 
Louisville, Ky ......... . . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Baton Rouge, La ....... . 
Portland, Me .......... . 
Baltimore, Md ..... . 
Boston, Mass .......... . 
Detroit, Mich .......... . 
St. Paul, Minn ......... . 
Kansas City, Mo ....... . 
St. Louis, Mo .......... . 
New York City, N. Y .. . . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ....... . 
Portland, Oreg . . ....... . 
Philadel32hia, Pa ...... . . 
Brownsville, Tex ....... . 
El Paso, Tex ........... . 
Dallas, Tex ............ . 
Galveston, Tex ..... .... . 
San Antonio, Tex . .... . . 
Seattle, Wash ...... .... . 
Tacoma, Wash ......... . 
GERMANY. 
Simon Klotz ..................... . 
Jean Marques ............... .. . .. . 
Leopold Loeb .................. . 
Adolphe A. L. G. D. de Trobriand . , 
Pedro de Saisset . .. ... .. .. .... . .. . 
Antoine Jean Murat ............. . 
Joseph Dario Piaggio ... ......... . 
Vicente Guerra . .... · . ............ . 
F. Chastanet .......... . ........ . 
Henri Antoine Joseph Merou ..... . 
For Colorado, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 
Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Min-
nesota, Missouri, Montana, Ne-
braska, Ohio, Wisconsin, and 
Wyoming. 
Michel Hermann . . .............. . 
Adrien Clement Laurent Cochilet _.. 
For Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, 
Georgia, Louisiana, New Mexico, 
Tennessee, Indian Territory, and 
Texas. 
L. G. R. de Montluzin du Sanzay .. . 
Erne t de Beaufort Le Prohon .... . 
Leonce Rabillon ..... . ... .. .. ... . 
Duncan Bailly Blanchard . . . . ..... . 
Joseph Belanger ............ ..... . 
Fran~ois Celestin Boucher .... ... . . 
Salmon Lang .................... . 
Louis. SPguenot ... .. ..... ....... . . 
Fran~ois Edmond Bruwaert ...... . 
Aug-uste L. A. Fredin ............ . 
Blaise Labbe .................... . 
Edouard Pesoli ........ .. ... ..... . 
Celeston J agon .... .. ....... .... . . 
A. Courchesne .................. . 
Jean Baptiste Adoue ............. . 
James Alexander Dupas .......... . 
Edmond P. Clandon ............. . 
Andrien Monod .... ... ........ .. . 
Clinton Peyre Ferry .. ...... . . ... . 
Mobile, Ala ........ . .... E. IIolzborn ......... ......... . .. . 
For Alabama and Florida. 
an Francisc , Cal. . . . . . Adolph Ros nthal ............... . 
For rizona, California, Idaho, Mon-
tana, •evada regon, tah , \Vash-
ington , and Alaska . 
. wald L han ................... . 
Washington D. C ..................... . arien, a.............. ugu ·t chmin.t·.·_·_·_:::::::::::::: 
5avannah, (,a. . . . . . . . . . Ja ob Rau ,rs ........... .. ....... . 
Chicag , Ill... .......... Karl Biinz ....................... . 
For • ·orth Dakota, :outh Dakota 
Illinoi I ·xc pt St. Clair, :\1adison: 
and :\t~nrc · counti •s ), Iowa, fichi-
g_:111, 1\111111 ·~ta_. . • ·bra. ka, \Viscon-











































Chicago, Ill ............ . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Baltimore, Md . . . .... . . . 
Boston, Mass .......... . 
St. Louis, Mo .......... . 
New York City, N. Y .... 
Wilmington, N. C ... , .. . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ....... . 
Portland, Oreg ......... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ...... . . 
Charleston, S. C .. . .. · ... . 
Galveston, Tex . ........ . 
Norfolk, Va . ........ . .. . 
Richmond,Va . ......... . 
Tacoma, Wash ..... .... . 
GREAT BRITAIN. 
Mobile, Ala ......... . 
Los Angeles, Cal ... .... . 
San Diego, Cal. ........ . 
San Francisco, Cal ...... . 
Denver, Colo ....... .... . 
Apalachicola, Fla ... ... . 
Fernandina, Fla ........ . 
Jacksonville, Fla ....... . 
Key West, Fla ......... . 
Pensacola, Fla ..... ... . . 
Port Tampa, Fla ........ . 
Punta Gorda, Fla ...... . 
St. Augustine, Fla ... ... . 
Brunswick, Ga ......... . 
Darien,Ga .......... . 
Savannah, Ga .. .. ... . 
Chicago, Ill ......... . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Portland, Me ...... .. ... . 
Name and jurisdiction. 
Frai12Bopp .. .... . ............... . 
E. v n Meysenbug ............... . 
For Louisiana and Mississippi. 
Georg A. von Lin gen . ........ . ... . 
For Maryland and the District of 
Columbia. 
Arthur J. Donner ................ . 
For Maine, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, and Rhode Island. 
Friedrich Meier . . . . ........ · ..... . 
For Arkansas, Colorado, Indian Ter-
ritory, Kansas, Missouri, New Mex-
. ico, Tennessee, and St. Clair, Madia 
son, and Monroe counties in Illinois. 
August Feigel ................... . 
Ferdinand Ritschl. .. ............ . 
Paul Falcke ..................... . 
Eduard Peschau ......... . . . ..... . 
Karl Bollier ..................... . 
For Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, and 
West Virginia. 
Carl von \iVintzingerode .......... . 
For Oregon and Idaho. 
Wm. Marheinecke ............... . 
For Delaware and Pennsylvania. 
Friedrich Delvigne .............. . 
Charles Otto Witte ............ . .. . 
Julius Runge ........... .. . ....... . 
William Lamb ................... . 
Adolph Osterloh ................. . 
Hans Giese ............ ... ....... . 
Arthur Shirley Benn ............. . 
William Clayton Pickeysville ..... . 
For Los Angeles and Wilmington. 
William T. Allen ................ . 
Wm. Clayton Pickersgill ........ . 
For California, Nevada, Utah, and 
Arizona. . 
Wellesley Moore ....... ... ....... . 
Richard Pearce .................. . 
H. L. Grady ... · ... , . .. .. ......... . 
E. V. Nichol1 ........ . , . ......... . 
Edward Sudlow ................. . 
W. J. H. Taylor ................ . . . 
Osmond C. Howe ..... ... ........ . 
John Bradley .............. , ..... . 
John H. Farrington .............. . 
JohnP. Dismukes ................ . 
Rosendo Torras .................. . 
Robert Manson ... ............... . 
Alexander Harkness ............. . 
William Wyndham .............. . 
Forillino1s, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minne-
sota, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Mon-
tana, Wyoming, Missouri, Okla-
homa, and Indian Territory. 
Arthur Radcliffe Getty ........... . 
Arthur V ansi ttart .............. . . 
ForLouisiana,.Arkansas, Mississippi 
Alabama, and Florida. ' 
William Johnson ............ · .... . 
James A. Donnelly ........ ·: ...... . 












































280 Congressional Directory. 
GREAT BRITAIN-GREATER REPUBLIC OF CENTRAL AMERICA. 
Residence. 
GREAT BRITAIN-cont'd. 
Baltimore, Md .. ....... . 
Boston, Mass ........... . 
St. Paul,· Minn ... . ..... . 
Biloxi, Miss ............ . 
Pascagoula, Miss ..... .. . 
Kansas City, Mo ....... . 
St. Louis, Mo ...... .... . 
Omaha, Nebr ...... .. .. . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Wilmington, N. C ...... . 
Astoria, Oreg .......... . 
Portland, Oreg ......... . 
Philadelphia, Pa . . ..... . 
Providence, R. I ....... . 
Beaufort, S. C .. . 
Charleston, S. C ..... . 
Galveston, Tex .. . . 
Sabine Pass ... . .... . . 
Alexandria, Va . ... ..... . 
ewport ews, Va . ..... . 
Norfolk, Va ............ . 
Richmond, Va ... .... .. . 
Port Townsend, Wash .. . 
Tacoma, vVash ......... . 
GREATER REPUBLIC OF 
CENTRAL AMERICA . 
(Honduras, Nicaragua, 
and Salvador.) 
Name and jurisdiction. 
Gilbert Fraser .. ...... . . . : . . ..... . 
For Maryland,Virginia, West Virginia, 
and Kentucky. 
Abraham George Coates ...... .... . 
Sir Dominic Ellis Colnaghi . . .. . .. . 
For Massachusetts, Vermont, New 
Hampshire, and Maine. 
Willoughby Herbert Stuart ....... . 
Edward H. Morphy .............. . 
James J. Lemon ...... ... . ........ . 
William Ozro Clark ......... . .... . 
;p. E . Burrough ............... ... . 
Western Basco me .. . . ............ . 
Mathew Alexander Hall .......... . 
Percy Sanderson . ... .. .. . . . .. .... . 
ForNewYork,Delaware, New Jersey, 
Rhode Island, and Connecticut. 
Andrew P. Bennett ..... . ........ . 
Charles Alexander S. Perceval. . .. . 
Joseph Poulter Smithers ...... .. . . 
James Sprunt ... . ................ . 
Peter L. Cherry ................. . 
James Laidlaw .................. . 
For Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. 
Robert Charles Cli pperton ........ . 
For Pennsylvania; Ohio, Indiana, and 
Michigan. 
Charles B. C. Clipperton. . . . .... . 
George A. Stockwell ............. . 
John Ernest K essler .. ........ ... . 
For Beaufort and Port Royal. 
Henry W. R. de Coetlogon ....... . 
For North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Georgia, and Tennessee. 
Horace Dickinson Nugent ........ . 
For Texas and New Mexico. 
Alexander Roland .......... .. . 
John J. Jameson .......... . 
James Haughton ....... ..... . 
Barton Myers .............. . 
Philip Arthur Sherard Brine .. 
Oscar Kloeker ..... ............. . . 
Rev. J.B. Alexander ....... .. .... . 
For Tacoma and Seattle. 
'Mobile, Ala. . . . . . . . . . . . . Luis Moraguez ....... .. ......... . 
Lo ngele , Cal. . . . . . . . Tomas Dowell ................. .. . 
an Diego, al. . . . . . . . . . Tomas L. Duque ..... .... .. ..... . . 
, an Franci co, al . . . . . . Eustorg10 Calderon .. . . .......... . 
Chicag , ~11. ........... · \ eorg-e F. Stone ....... . . ........ . 
Kansa City, Kan . . . . . . Edwm R. Heath .... ...... . .... . . 
L ui ville, Ky .......... James F. Buckner ... . ... .... . ... . 
T<:w rlean., La.... .... }Ionic Cordova ........ ...... . . . . 
\! icl r J. B tto ........ .. .. .. ... . . 
E. Hernandez ........ ........... . 
Raltit~ r , .~ I<l . . . . . . . . . . C . .1.: I rt n te\ art, jr ............ . 












































I M. R. atell ........ .... ........ I ice-consul. 
Forez''gn Consuls ln the Unlted States. 28r 
GREATER REPUBLIC OF CENTRAL AMERICA-ITALY. 
Residence. 
GREATER REPUBLIC OF 
CENTRAL AMERICA-
continued. 
St. Louis, Mo ... ... .... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ..... .. . 
Galveston, Tex . ... ..... . 
Seattle, Wash ....... . .. . 
GREECE. 
Name and jurisdiction. 
L. D. Kingsland ................. . 
Nicanor Bolet Peraza ............ . 
Ernest Schernikow ........ ...... . 
Robert J. Winsmore ............ .. . 
A. Ferrier ............. ... . 








San Francisco, Cal. ..... Auguste Goustiaux...... . ... .. . . . Consul. 
Chicago, Ill.. .. . . . . . . . . . Charles Hutchinson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul-general. 
-Boston, Mass ........... Demosthenes Th. Timayenis ... . . . Consul. 
St. Louis, Mo ... .. . ..... Demetrius Jannopoulos . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
New York City, N. Y .... D. N. Botassi .......... ... . , ...... Consul-general. 
Norfolk, Va ............. Petros A. Agelastos....... ........ Vice-consul. 
GUATEMALA. 
Mobile, Ala .... ....... .. Jean Marquez ................... . 
San Francisco, Cal... . . . Felipe Galicia .............. .... . . 
Chicago, Ill. ....... ... .. George F. Stone .. .. ....... .. .. . . . 
Kansas City, Kans .. . ... Edwin R. Heath .... . .... ....... . . 
Louisville, Ky .......... James F. Buckner, jr ......... .... . 
New Orleans, La ........ Julio Novella . ............. . ..... . 
Baltimore, Md .......... , C. Morton Stewart, jr ... . 
Boston,Mass ...... . ..... Benj: Preston Clark .... .. . 
St. Louis, Mo ........... L. D. Kingsland ................ . . 
New York City, N. Y .... Joaquin Vela ............ .. ... ... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ........ Samuel Welsh . ............... _. . . . 
Seattle, Wash ........... Edwin Hughes ..... .. · ... · . . ...... . 
HAITI. 
Mobile, Ala ............. Jean Marques ................... . 
Chicago, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . Cuthbert Singleton ..... . ... ..... . 
Bangor, Me . ............ Pre. McConville .... .... .... ..... . 
Boston, Mass ............ Benjamin C. Clark . .. .... ........ . 
New York City, N. Y .... Joseph Nicolas ........ . ... .. . ... . 
E. D. Bassett . . .......... . . ...... . 
Wilmington, N. C ..... .. William M. Cumming .. .. ... ... . . 
Savannah, Ga ..... .. .... T. B. Harris ............. ........ . 
HONDURAS. 


























Mobile, Ala ........ .. ... Angelo Festorazzi... .... .. .... ... Consular agent. 
San Francisco, Cal. . . . . . . Cav. Francisco Bruni Grimaldi. . . . . Consul-general. 
For California, Nevada, Oregon, Wash-
ington, Alaska,Arizona, Idaho, Mon-
tana, Wyoming, and New Mexico. 
Carlo Filippo Serra... . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Cesare Poma. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Denver, Colo ........................... . . .... ............ . 
Washington, D. C ....... Carlo Filippo Eysmans.... . · Vi~~~~~~~~i.' · · · · · · · 
For the District of Columbia. 
Residence. 
ITALY-continued. 
Key West, Fla .. . .. ..... . 
Pensacola, Fla . .. ... .... . 
Savannah, Ga .......... . 
Chicago, Ill . : . ......... . 
Louisville, Ky . .. . ..... . . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Bangor, Me . ..... .. ... . . 
Baltimore, Md. . . . . .... . 
Boston, Mass . .......... . 
Calumet, Mich ......... . 
Vicksburg, Miss ........ . 
Kansas City, Mo ........ . 
St. Louis, Mo ... ... ..... . 
Albany, N. Y ...... ... . . 
Buffalo, N. Y . ... . ... . . . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ....... . 
Philadelphia, Pa.. . . . . . 
Pittsburg, Pa .......... . 
Scranton, Pa ..... ...... . 
Charleston, . C ........ . 
Memphis, Tenn ...... . . . 
Galveston, Tex .. .. ..... . 
Richmond, Va ........ . . 
orfolk, Va .... ........ . 
Seattle, Wash .... ..... . . 
JAPA. 
San Francisco, Cal. .... . 
Honolulu, Hawaii ...... . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . 
Tew Orlean , La ....... . 
New York City, T. y ... . 
Philad lphia, Pa ....... . 
alve ton, T x . .. . .... . . 




Name and jurisdiction. 
Pedro Solis .. .. .............. . ... . 
Giovanni B. Cafiero .............. . 
Trapani Luigi. ..... . . . .......... . 
Antonio Ladislao Rozwadowski ... . 
For Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wis-
consin, Iowa, Minnesota, and Mis-
souri. 
Giuseppe Cuneo ................. . 
Carlo Magenta . .................. . 
For Louisia11a, Texas, Mississippi, Ar-
kansas, Alabama, F lorida, Tennes-
see,and Indian Territory. 
Rowland W. Stewart .............. . 
Prospero Schiaffino .. ...... . . . ... . 
Rocco Brindisi ........ .. ... .. ... . 
Giacomo Rubes Lisa ....... . 
Cav. Natale Piazza .. .... ... .. . 
Gerolamo Fedeli .. .......... . 
Domenico Ginocchio . . ........ . .. . 
Germano Placido Baccelli ....... . . 
Giovanni Banchetti ... . ..... .. . .. . 
Cav. Giovanni Branchi ... ... .... . . 
For New York, Maine, Vermont, New 
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Con-
necticut, Rhode Island, New J ersey, 
Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia, West Vir-
ginia, North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Georgia, and Tennessee. 
Alberto Mori Ubaldini Alberti .... . 
Apollinare Burdese . . .... ... ..... . 
Augusto Ravogli .. . .............. . 
For Pennsylvania, Maryland, and 
Delaware. 
Guiseppe Natali ......... .. ...... . 
F. Tiscar ........................ . 
Luigi Mollo ...... .... ........... . 
Rolando Arata ..... ....... . . . ... . . 
Clemente Nicolini .. . · .... . ....... . 
Armin Pollak ..... . .............. . 
I. Davis Reed ................... . 
Oliver Ames Spencer .......... .. . . 
Mutsu Hirokichi ....... ... ..... . . 
Saitow Miki .. .......... ... ..... . 
osse Tatsug:oro ... ... . . .. . ... . . . 
John W. Phillips ................ . 
Shimamura Hisashi . ..... · ....... . . 
adazuchi chida ... ............. . 
A. J. Ostheimer. . .. ........... . .. . 
Robert Bornefeld ................ . 







































Tew rk City, .T. Y .... Everett Frazar ................... Honorary consul-
LIBERIA. general. 
... , La ........ L H. Reynold ................. . 
frl .......... \\i. E. H ffman .. ............... . 
s. . . . . . . . . . . . Charl Hall dam ......... . . . . . 
ity,. -. Y .... Fnl rick \\.Yates .............. . 






Foreign Consuls in the United States. 
LIBERIA-NETHERLANDS. 
Residence. · Name and jurisdiction. Rank. 
I,IBERIA-contin ued. 
Washington, D. C. . . . . . . H. M. Turner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
MEXICO. 
Mobile, Ala ... . ........ . 
Nogales, Ariz ... ....... . 
Phrenix, Ariz .... .. . ... . 
Bisbee, Ariz ............ . 
San Diego, Cal. ........ . 
San Francisco, Cal. .... . 
Denver, Colo ...... .' .. .. . 
Pensacola, Fla ......... . 
Chicago, Ill ......... . .. . 
New Orleans, La .. .... . . 
Baltimore, Md .. ..... .. . 
Boston, Mass .. ......... . 
Pascagoula, Miss ....... . 
Kansas City, Mo . ...... . 
St. Louis, Mo ..... ... .. . 
Deming, N. Mex ....... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Portland, Oreg ........ . 
Philadel32hia, Pa .. ..... . 
Brownsville; Tex ....... . 
Corpus Christi, Tex .... . 
Eagle Pass, Tex . ....... . 
El Paso, Tex ......... . . . 
L-aredo, Tex ........... . 
Rio Grande City, Tex ... . 
Roma, Tex ............ . 
Sabine Pass, Tex .. ..... . 
San Antonio, Tex . .. ... . 
Galveston, Tex ........ . . 
M0N~C0. 
For the District of Columbia and the 
Southern States. 
William A. Le Baron . ......... . .. . 
Manuel Mascarenas. . . . . . . . .. . .. . 
Leon Vargas Navarro . ........... . 
Maximino Gavito, ....... . 
Antonio V. Lomeli . . ..... . ....... . 
Alejandro K. Coney ... . . ......... . 
Casimiro Barela . . . . . .. . ........ . 
Abraham Diaz ............ .. .... . . 
Jaime N. Moreno . ..... .... . ..... . 
Felipe Berriozabal. . ............. . 
Jose Jacinto Jiminez . .......... .. . 
M. Torres y Sagaseta ............ . 
Arturo P. Cushing .... .. ......... . 
Frederick 0. Houghton ........ ... . 
Vicente Ros ...... ........ . . . .... . 
Enrique Guerra . ... .............. . 
Hiram S. Thompson ........ ..... . 
Enrique Sardaneta .. . . ........... . 
Juan N. Zamorano ........ .... ... . 
Agustin Pina . ............ ... .... . 
Juan N. Navarro ...... . .......... . 
Ramon Vicente Williams . .. ..... . . 
Frank A. Spencer .. ... .. ........ . 
Ernesto Subikurski. . ............ . 
Miguel Barraga ...... ......... ... . 
Joaquin Diaz Prieto .. .. .......... . 
Francisco de P. Villasana ... ..... . 
Francisco Mallen . . .............. . 
Jacobo Blanco ... ................ . 
Gonzalo Sanchez ........ . . 
Alberto Leal . . . .... . ............. . 
Jose Quinones ................... . 
E. F. Goddard ............ . . .... . 
Plutarco Ornelas ............ ... . . 




































New York City, N. Y .. .. J. Dupas ...... . ....... .. .. .. ..... Consul. 
NETHERI,ANDS. 
Mobile, Ala ............ . 
San Francisco, Cal ..... . 
Pensacola, Fla ..... ... . . 
Savannah, Ga ...... ... . . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . 
New Orleans, La .. ..... . 
Baltimore, Md ... ..... .. , 
W. H. Leinkauf . ................ . 
P. J. van Loben Sels. ........ . ... . 
A. Zelius ........................ . 
W. de Bruyn Kops ... ... .... .... . . 
G. Birkhoff, jr ........ . ..... . .... . 
For. Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin , 
Minnesota, N ebraska, North Da-
kota, South Dakota,Wyoming, Mon-
tana, and Idaho. 
A. Schreiber . .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. ... . 
For. Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, 
and Florida. 












Boston, Mass .. ....... .. . 
Grand Rapids, Mich .... . 
St. Paul, Minn .... . .... . 
Shieldsboro, Miss ...... . 
St. Louis, Mo ... . . .. . .. . 
New York City, N. Y .. .. 
Cincinnati, Ohio .... . .. . 
Charleston, S. C .... .. .. . 
Galveston, Tex . . ....... . 
Norfolk, Va ........... . . 
Philadelphia, Pa ....... . 
NICARAGUA. 
(See Greater Republic of 
Central America.) 
ORA GE FREE STATE. 
Name and jurisdiction. 
C. V. Dasey .................... . . 
For Massachusetts, Maine, Rhode 
Island, New Hampshire, and Ver-
mont. 
John Steketee ................... . 
J. B. Hartsinck ........... .... . . . . 
L. H. Von Gohren ........ . ... ... . 
For Bay St. Louis. 
B. B. Haagsma ............. .... . . 
For Missouri, Iowa, Kansas,Colorado, 
Arkansas, Utah, New Mexico, and 
Arizoua. 
J. R. Planten . ... .... .. .... . ... . . . 
For New York, New Jersey, and Con-
necticut. 
Willem M. B. Gravenhorst ....... . 
F. Matt .................... : .... . 
For Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and 
Tennessee. 
A. F . de Jersey ......... . ........ . 
E . S. Flint ... .... ...... .. ....... . 
Barton Myers .......... . ........ . 














ew York City, . Y ... . Charles D. Pierce . . . .............. Consul-general. 
PARAGUAY. 
San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . Petrus Justus van Loben Sels... . . . Consul. 
Washington, D. C ....... John Stewart......... . ........... Consul-general. 
Chicago, Ill.. ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
ew York City, . Y .... Felix Aucaigne .... ... . .. . . ..... .. Consul-general. 
William Evarts Richards . ......... Consul. 
PERSIA. 
ew York ity, . Y .... H. R. Pratt..... . . . ... .... . ....... ~onsul-general. 
PER . 
Mobile, A1a ............ . 
San Franci co, Cal ..... . 
\ ashington, D. C ....... . 
Key\ et, Fla ......... . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . 
Baltimor , Md . ........ . 
B ton, Mass ........... . 
·ew York City,.·. Y ... . 
•ew rlean , La ..... .. . 
Philadelphia, Pa . ..... .. . 
P RT ·G. L. 
· n Fran i o, al 
Carlos I-I. Brown. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-consul. 
Carlos E tenos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul. 
Clifford tevens Walton ... . . . . . . . . Do. 
Jose D. Pozo y Esteno . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
Charles I-I. , ergel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
. I-I. Kehrhahn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
Mateo Cro by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
Federico Bergmann. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul-general. 
Franci co Perez de Vela co .. ...... Consul. 
David Carlo Hollander .. ......... 
1 
Do. 
\ ilfredo II. , choff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Honorary consul. 
Igna i R. cla o ta Duart 
II ·nriquc Laidley . . .. . ..... .... . 
C nsul. 
Vice-consul. 
Foreign Consuls in the United States. 
Residence. 
PORTUGAL-continued. 
Pensacola, Fla .. ....... . 
Brunswick, Ga ... .. .... . 
Savannah, Ga ........ . . . 
Chicago, Ill .. .......... . 
New Orleans, La .... .. . . 
Baltimore, Md ......... . 
Boston, Mass ......... .. . 
New Bedford, Mass .... . . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
Philadelphia, Pa ....... . 
Newport News, Va ..... . 
RUSSIA. 
Mobile, Ala ........... . . 
San Francisco, Cal ..... . 
Pensacola, Fla ....... . . . 
Savannah, Ga .... ...... . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . 
New Orleans, La ...... . . 
Baltimore, Md ... , . .... . 
Boston, Mass ......... .. . 
New York City, N. Y . .. . 
Portland, Oreg .. ....... . 
Philadelphia, Pa .... ... . 
Charleston, S. C ........ . 
Galveston, Tex . ........ . 
SALVADOR. 




Name and jurisdiction. 
Juan L. Borras .. .... .. ....... ... . . 
Rosendo Torras ...... . .......... . 
Luigi Trapani ................... . 
S. Chapman Simms ... : .. ........ . 
Maurice Generelly ............... . 
Frank Frick, jr ....... .. ... ...... . 
Viscount de Valle da Costa ....... . 
Jayme Mackay d'Almeida .... . ... . 
For Boston and its district. 
Antonio Zerbone ..... .. '. ........ . 
Luis Augusto de M. P. de A. Taveira 
Adelino Antonio Ferreira ....... .. . 
John Mason, jr .................. . 
James Haughton ............... . . 
Murray vVheeler ............. .- ... . 
Wladimir Artzimovitch ... . . 
Horace G. Platt . . ............... . 
S. F. Chipley ............ . ....... . 
Joseph Wilder ................... . 
Paul Thal. .......... ..... . . . .. .. . 
R.H. Nestler ............. . 
Charles Nitze ............ . 
Charles F. Wyman ............... . 
Wladimir TepJow .. ....... ...... . 
Christian G. Petersen .......... . 
Gustave Wilson ... ......... . .... . 
William R. Tucker ...... . 
Stephen R. Bell .... . ........ ..... . 






























New York City, N. Y .... , Isaac T. Smith..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Consul-general. 
SPAIN. 
Los Angeles, Cal .... . 
San Francisco, Cal. .. 
Cedar Keys, Fla ... . 
Key West, Fla ......... . 
Jacksonville, Fla ....... . 
Pensacola, Fla ..... .. .. . 
St. Augustine, Fla ...... . 
Tampa, Fla ............ . 
Brunswick, Ga ... ...... . 
Savannah, Ga ... ..... .. . 
Chicago, Ill. ........... . 
Gregorio del Amo y Gonzalez de la 
Riva. 
Felipe Castro y de los Rios ....... . 
James 0. Andrews . .............. . 
Joaquin Carsi .... .. .... ...... ... . 
Rafael Seco ..................... . 
Juan Potons y Martinez .......... . 
Juan L. Borras .................. . 
Venancio Sanchez ............... . 
Pedro Solis y Arias . ... ... ....... . 
Jose Buizas y de Dalman. . . ..... . 
Rosendo Torras ...... ... ......... . 
For Brunswick, Darien, and Dobov. 
Rafael Lopez Lago ...... .... . .' .. . 
Hobart C. Taylor . ............... . 
















286 Congressional Directory. 
SPAIN-SWEDEN AND NORWAY. 
Residence. Name and jurisdiction. 
SPAIN-continued. 
ew Orleans, La . . ... .. . Narcisco Perez Petinto .......... . . 
Enrique Somoza y ·Tenreiro .. ... . . 
Portland, Me . ...... . ... E . de B. Le Prohon ........ .. .... . 
Baltimore, Md.... . .. . . . Prospero Schiaffino ..... . ........ . 
Boston, Mass. . . . . . . . . . . . Manuel Garcia Cruz . ........ .. . . . 
Detroit, Mich . . . . . . . . G. G. Griffiths ............ . ..... . 
Kansas City, Mo. . . . . . . . . Enrique Guerra . ...... . ...... .. . . . 
St. Louis, Mo. . . . . . . . . . . Mariano Rivera .......... .. ...... . 
Portsmouth, N. H ....... Robert 0. Treadwell .. . ..... . .... . 
Jersey City, N. J ........ Manuel de Tornos ............... . 
New York City, . Y ... . Arturo Baldasano y Topete ... ... . . 
Wilmington, N . C ... . .. . 
Philadelphia, Pa ....... . 
Mariano Fabregas y Sotelo ....... . 
Frederic Ancrum Lord ........... . 
Joaquin Torroja ....... . ......... . 
Manuel Maria Coll .. . ........... . 
Charleston, S. C ....... . William Alfred Merchant ... . .... . 
Galveston, Tex .......... Bernardo J. Gautier .. .. . . ........ . 
orfolk, Va .......... ... Arthur C. Humphreys ............ . 
Richmond, Va ... ·.· ..... H. R. Baldwin ........ .. .. ...... . . 
SWEDEN AND NORWAY. 
Mobile, Ala ............ . William H. Leinkauf . .. ... ....... . 
San Diego, Cal. ........ . 
San Francisco, Cal ... , .. . 
Edgar Gilkey Dulin ............. . 
Knud H. Lund ... . ......... .. ... . 
For California, Oregon, Washington , 
and Alaska. 
San Pedro, Cal. ... .... . . 
Denver, Colo ........... . 
Washington, D. C ...... . 
George H. Peck, jr ............. . . 
Hjalmar R. Sahlgaard .... . ...... . 
Per Edward A. Peterson ......... . 
Apalachicola, Fla ...... . 
Key West, Fla ......... . 
Pensacola, Fla ......... . 
Brunswick, Ga ........ . . 
Antoine J. Murat ........ .. .. . . 
William J. H. Taylor ............ . . 
C. F. Boysen . . .................. . 
Rosendo Torras ... ............... . 
Darien,Ga . ............ . Robert Manson .................. . 
avannah, Ga .......... . C. M. Holst ................ . .... . 
Chicago, Ill ...... ...... . 
ioux City, Iowa ....... . 
Tew Orleans, La ....... . 
Portland, Me ...... ... . . 
Baltimore, Md ......... . 
Boston, Mass ........... . 
rand Haven, Mich .... . 
t. Paul, Minn .... ..... . 
't. Loui , Ao ..... : .... . 
maha, rebr .......... . 
Tew York City, . Y . .. . 
John R. Lindgren ............... . 
Olaf R. Wulfsberg. . . . . . . . ...... . 
Pearl Wight .. . ... . .............. . 
Tewksbury L. Sweat ............. . 
Herman Rauschenberg .......... . 
Gjert Loots ..................... . 
Carl T. Pagelson ... ....... ... .... . 
Engelbreth H. Robe ............. . 
Alf Alfred Essendrup. . . . . . ..... . 
Emeric M. Stenberg. : ..... .. .... . 
Matte Amein .................... . 
, ilmington, . C . ..... . 
For Atlantic and Gulf coast ports. 
Christopher Ravn . . .............. . 
Alexander S. Heide .. ............ . 
ran Forks, . ak . .. . Halfdan Bend eke ..... ........... . 
leveland, hio . ....... . Laurenti us L. Malm ....... ...... . 
Portland reg . ........ . 
Philadelphia, Pa . ...... . 
Beauf rt, . C . ......... . 
Arthur Wilson .......... . ........ . 
J. . Wallem .................... . 
iels Chri tensen .... .. .. ........ . 
harl ton, . . ....... . Carl tto , i tie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

























































Foreign Consuls in the United States. 
SWEDEN AND NORWAY-URUGUAY. 
Residence. Name and jurisdiction. 
SWEDEN AND NORWAY-
continued. 
Galveston, Tex ......... . Bertrand Adoue . ................ . 
Salt Lake City, Utah .... Severin Sivertsen Johnson .... . .. . 
Norfolk, Va ...... . .. .... William Lamb .... ........ . ...... . 
Port Townsend, Wash ... Eugene Biondi .................. . 
Seattle, Wash. . . . . . . . . . . Andrew Chilberg ................ . 
Madisoni Wis ..... .. .... Halle Steensland ... ............. . 
SWITZERLAND. 
San Francisco, Cal. ..... . 
Denver, Colo .. ... ... ... . 
Chicago, Ill ... .. .. . .... . 
Louisville, Ky .... ... .. . 
New Orleans, La . . ..... . 
St. Paul, Minn ..... .. .. . 
St. Louis, Mo .... ...... . 
NewYorkCity,N. Y ... . . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ... .... . 
Portland, Oreg ........ . . 
Philadelphia, Pa ... ... . . 
Galveston, Tex ...... . .. . 
TURKEY. 
San Francisco, Cal. .... . 
Chicago, Ill ............ . 
Boston, Mass ........... . 
New York City, N. Y ... . 
URUGUAY. 
Mobile, Ala ............ . 
San Francisco, Cal ..... . 
Pensacola, Fla ....... .. . 
St. Augustine, Fla ...... . 
Apalachicola, Fla ..... . . 
Brunswick, Ga . ... ..... . 
Darien, Ga ........ .. . . . 
Chicago, Ill. ... .. . ..... . 
New Orleans, La ....... . 
Bangor, Me ............ . 
Calais, Me ............. . 
Portland, Me .......... . 
Antoine Borel ...... ............. . 
For California and Nevada. 
Emile-J agues Reithmann ....... .. . 
For Colorado, Utah, New :Ylexico, 
· and Arizona. 
Arnold Holinger .......... ...... . . 
For Michigan, Wisconsin , Iowa, and 
northern Illinois. 
J. C. Baumberger. ............... . 
For Kentucky and Tennessee. 
Emile Hohn .................... . 
For Louisiana, Alabama, Arkansas, 
and Mississippi. 
Gottfried Stamm ..... ........... . 
For Minnesota, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, and Wyoming. 
Jacques Buff ..................... . 
Jacques Bertschmann ............ . 
For New York, Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, 
Vermont, and Connecticut. 
James E. Robert .. ............... . 
Frederick-Jean Diem ............ . 
For Ohio and Indi,ana. 
· Charles Bircher .... .. .. .......... . 
For Ore(Yon, Washington, and Idaho. 
R. Korradi ...................... . 
For Pennsylvania and New Jersey. 
Werner Itschner . . . ... ........... . 
Ulrich Miiller ...... , ............ . 
George E. Hall. ..... ............ . 
Charles Henrotin . .. ............ . . 
Constantin Sursock Effendi ...... . 
Mr. Macomber .................. . 
Mundji Bey .. ... ................ . 
Assim Bey ..... . .. .... .......... . 
Louis M. Moragues ..... ......... . 
Jose Costa ....................... . 
Thomas C. Watson ............... . 
Francisco B. Genovae ............ . 
Antoine Jean Murat .............. . 
Henry T. Dunn ... ............... . 
Rafael S. Salas ... ....... -: ... . ... . 
Carlos C. Turner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
For Missouri, Ohio, and Illinois. 
Gilbert H. Green ................ . 
For Louisiana. 
R. W. Stewart ................... . 
W. A. Murchie .................. . 











































Baltimore, Md ......... . 
Bo ton, Mass ... . .. ... . . . 
cranton, Miss ......... . 
ew York City, N. Y .... 
Congressional Directory. 
URUG-UA Y-VENEZUELA. 
ame and jurisdiction. 
Prudencio de Murguiondo ... . .... . 
For the United Slates. 
Leonce Ra bill on ............. .... . 
Arthur Carroll ..... ..... ......... . 
For Boston and Salem. 
Vicente Ross ... . ...... . ......... . 
For Mississippi, and islands adjacent 
thereto, including Ship Island. 
Thomas A. Eddy ..... · ........... . 
Wallace B. Flint ... . ... .......... . 
Wilmington, r . C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... . 
For North Carolina. 
Philadelphia, Pa. . . . . . . . Eduardo Fornias ..... ........... . 
harleston, . C.. ...... . Carlos F. Huchet ............. ... . 
alve ton, Tex .......... Arturo Homer ............... .. · .. . 
orfolk, Va.. . . . . . . . . . . . Carlos M. Ba:rnett ............... . 
For Norfolk, Newport News, and 
Yorkton. 
Richmond, Va ......... George H. Barksdale ........... . . . 
VE EZUELA. 
Los Angel~s, Cal ........ , Giullermo Andrade .. ~ .. . ........ . 
an •ranc1 c , Cal. .. . . . Adolfo Canal ... ....... .......... . 
P n acola, Fla. . . . . . . . . . I. L. Borras ............ . ........ . 
hicago, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . R. Philip Gormully. . . . . . . . . .... . 
e · Moine , Iowa ....... , Phi!ip Hann'.1 .................. . 
w rlean , La. . . . . . . . AleJandro Fnas .. .......... . ..... . 
D troit, Mich ........... 
1 
Charles E. Bresler ............... . 
Eug. Alex. Bresler ..... ....... ... . 
t. Paul, Minn .......... J. M. Pottgeiser ..... ..... . ...... . 
t. Loui , Mo. . . . . . . . . . . Herman Meinhard ............... . 
Jer y City, . J... .. . . . Franz Muller .............. . .... . 
ew York ity, . Y.. . . A. E. Delfino .......... ...... ... . . 
Cesar Zumeta ..... ............. . . 
orfolk, Va .... ...... .. . Hugo Amal. .. . ........... . 
Cincinnati, hio ....... · I Paul T. Walker . . ................ . 
Philadelphia, Pa ........ Federico Puga ................... . 































Tlze District of Columbia. 
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
DISTRICT GOVERNMENT. 
(Offices, 464 Louisiana avenue NW.) 
Commissioners.-John B. Wight, 1767 Q street NW.;· John W. Ross, The Varnum. 
Capt. Lansing H. Beach, 1327 Twenty-fi~st street NW. . . 
Secretary.-William Tindall, 2103 Califorma avenue, Washmgton Heights. 
Secretaries to Commissioners.-Francis Nye, 936 0 street NW.; Frank C. Roach, 447 
P street NW.; Moncure Burke, 1802 Wyoming avenue. 
Superintendent of Charities.-Herbert W. Lewis, Kensington, Md .. 
Clerks, Executive Office.-Clifford Howard, 218 A street SE.; Damel Curry, 6o2 A 
street NE.; William F. Meyers, 72'/J Third street NE. 
DISTRICT OFFICERS. • 
Attorney.-Sidi.1ey T. Thomas, 1726 Twentieth street NW.; office, 452 D street NW. 
Assistant Attorney.-A. B. Duvall, 1831 M street NW. 
Collector of Taxes.-E. G. Davis, 22II R street NW. 
Assessor.-Matthew Trimble, 1320 Rhode Island avenue. 
Assistant Assessors.-E. W.W. Griffin, 412 New York avenue NW.; Goff A. Hall, 60 
C street NW. 
Special Assessment Clerk.-John W. Daniel, 1622 Riggs place NW . 
. Board of Assistant Assessors and Excise Board.-James A. Bates, corner Second and 
T streets NE., Eckington; J. Harrison Johnson, 709 C street SW.; Samud T. G. 
Morsell, 921 M street NW.; clerk to Excise Board, Roger Williams, 18 Third 
street NE. 
Auditor.-J. T. Petty, 3331 0 street NW. 
Disbursing Officer.-Hopewell H. Darneille, 1753 Q street NW. 
Property Clerk.-F. 0. Beckett, 913 M street NW. 
Coroner.-William P. Carr, corner Vermont avenue and L street NW. 
Surveyor.-Henry B. Looker, 3II2 Q street NW. 
Inspector of Buildings.-John B. Brady, 1012 B street SW. 
Superintendent of Public Schools.-William B. Powell, 1410 N street NW. 
Superintendent of Colored Schools.-George F. T. Cook, 1212 Sixteenth street NW. 
Chief Clerk Engineer Department.-Abner Y. Lakenan, 6o4 Tenth street SW. 
Computing En,rineer.-C. B. Hunt, 2015 N street NW. 
Assistant Engineer.-Wm. P. Richards, 309 Elm street NW. 
Superintendent of Water Department.-W. A. McFarland, 128 Maryland avenue SW. 
Water Registrar.-George F. Green, 3018 Dumbarton avenue NW. 
Superintendent of Sewers.-David E. McComb, 913 M street NW. 
Superintendent of Roads.-George N. Beale, 3147 P street NW. 
Superintendent of Plumbing.-Charles B. Ball, 942 T street NW. 
Engineer of Bridges.-George H. Bailey, Takoma Park. 
Superintendent of Parking.-Trueman Lanham, Lanham, Md. 
Electrical Engineer.-W. C. Allen, 1321 Q street NW. 
Superintendent of Lamps. - Thos. J. Fisher, 17II Thirteenth street NW. 
Inspector of Gas and Meters.-S. Calvert Ford, 1309 Q street NW. 
Chemist.-A. W. Dow, 2016 Hillyer place NW. 
Superintendent of Streets.-H. N. Moss, T street, between Sixth and Seventh ~treets 
NE. 
Superintende7:t of Street and Alley Cleaning.-Warner Stutler, 303 F street NW. 
Sealer of Weights and Measures.-William C. Haskell, The Varnum. 
Trustees of Public Schools.-Jesse H. Wilson, 2914 P street NW.; James W. Whelp-
ley, 1405 G street N"~.; Job Barnard, 500 Fifth street NW.; George H. Harries, 
401 P ~treet NW.; David H._Hazen, 407 Sixth street SW.; Thomas H. Wright, 1916 
Twentieth street NW.; Ellis Spear, 1003 F street NW.; George H. Richardson, 
309 Eleventh street NE.; Sterling N. Brown, 2464 Sixth street NW.; Miranda B. 
Tulloch, 121 B street SE.; Mary C. Terrell, 1936 Fourth street NW. 
Harbor Master.-J. R. Sutton, 1519 Eighth street NW. 
Congressional Directory. 
Intendant of Washington Asylum.-W. H. Stoughtenburgh, Nineteenth and C 
streets SE.; visiting physician, D. Percy Hickling, 221 Third street NW. 
Inspector of Fuel. - John C. Howard, 206 Sixth street NE. 
Veterinary Surgeon. -C. B. Robinson,. 222 C street NW. 
POLICE COURT. 
(Sixth and D streets NW.) 
Judges.-Charles F. Scott, 3ro Indiana avenue NW.; I. G. Kimball, 620 North Caro-
lina avenue SE. 
Clerk.-Joseph Y. Potts, 450 M street NW. 
Deputies.-Joseph Harper, 412 B street NE.; N. C. Harper, ro9 Fifth street NE.; 
William H. Ruff, 1318 Florida avenue NW. 
Assistant United States Attorney.-Alex. R. Mullowney, 14n V street NW. 
Special Assistant Attorney for the District of Columbia.-James L. Pugh, jr., 3300 
Seventeenth street NW. 
Deputy United States Marshal.-Van H. McCormick . 
. METROPOLITAN POLICE. 
Major and Superintendent.-Richard Sylvester, no7 Rhode Island avenue. 
Captain.-M. A. Austin, ro7 Fifth street NE. 
Chief, also Property, Clerk.-J. Arthur Kemp, 2ro3 I street NW. · 
Clerk.-T. Frederick Alvey, Brentwood road and S street NE. 
Police Surgeons.-Dr. J. R. Nevitt, Dr. F. P. Vale, Dr. W. T. Burch, Dr. Clifton P. 
Mayfield. 
Sanitary Officer.-J. A. Frank, 457 P street NW. 
Hack Inspector.-S. A. Groff, 520 D street NE. 
Officer of Humane Society.-Samuel Wilson, 1220 Pennsylvania avenue SE. 
Detective 1-Ieadquarters.-Lieutenant R.H. Boardman, inspector, 1218 M street NE.; 
Inspectors Isaac Pearson, 1514 T street NW.; F. E. Cross, 319 Ninth street SE. 
Station Houses: 
First precinct, Twelfth street, between C and D streets NW.; Lieut. T. B. Amiss. 
Second precinct, Fifth street, between Mand streets NW.; Lieut. J . E. Heffner. 
Third precinct, K street, between Twentieth and Twenty-first streets NW.; Lieut. 
R. B. Boyle. 
Fourth precinct, E street, between Four-and-a-half and Sixth streets SW.; 
Lieut. L. H. Hollinberger. 
Fifth precinct, E street, between Fifth and Sixth streets SE.; Lieut. J. W. 
e ford. ubstation, Anacostia. 
ixth pr cinct, New Jersey avenue, between D and E streets NW.; Lieut. John 
F. Kelly. 
eventh precinct, Q street, between Thirty-second and Thirty-third streets NW.; 
Lieut. John A. Swindells. 
Eighth precinct, street, between inth and Tenth streets NW.; Lieut. John 
Kenney. 
Tinth precinct, inth street, near Maryland avenue E.; Lieut. F. F. McCath-
ran. 
FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
Clliej Eugineer.-Jo eph Parris, 439 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Assistant Cltief Engineers.-William T. Belt, 55 D street NE.; John D. Kurtz, 1687 
\ alley street. 
lerk.-E. B. Hes e, 5o8 street E. 
Fire JJfarsltal.-William . Drew, 3238 Prospect avenue. 
En(Jine Houses: 
- ... I, K street, between ixteenth and eventeenth streets W.; Foreman, 
harle . Bo . 
o. 2, p treet, between Fourteenth and Fifteenth streets NW.; Foreman, John 
arnngton . 
.. . 31 elawar avenue and C street E.; Foreman, W. E. Robertson . 
.. o. 41 Virginia avenue, between Four-and-a-half and Sixth streets SW.· Fore-
man, \Villiam T. rrell. ' 
T • 51 1 treet, near Thirty- econd street, West Washington; Foreman, C. A. 
Kramer . 
.. . 6, llla chu etts avenue, between Fourth and Fifth streets W.; Foreman, 
J. \ . mith. 
The District o.f Columbia. 
Engine Houses-Continued. . 
No. 7, R street, between Ninth and Tent?, streets NW.; Foreman, F. J. Wagner. 
No. 8, North Carolina avenue, between Sixth and Seventh streets SE.; Foreman, 
J. T. Young. 
No. 9, U street, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth streets NW.; Foreman, C. E . 
Harper. . 
No. ro, Maryland avenue, between Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets NE.; 
Foreman, William Luskey. 
No. rr, Fourteenth street between Kenyon street and Kenesaw avenue NW.; 
Foreman, A. L. Grimm. 
No. 12, North Capitol and Quincy streets; Foreman, H. W. Wright. . 
No. 14, Eighth street, between D and E streets NW.; Foreman, James Kehher. 
No. 15, Anacostia, D. C.; Foreman, C. W. Hopkins. 
Truck A, North Capitol, near C street NE.; Foreman, S. R. Henry. . _ 
Truck B, New Hampshire avenue and M street NW.; Foreman, Timothy 
Donohue. 
Truck C Ohio avenue and Fourteenth street NW.; Foreman, A. J. Sullivan. 
Truck D, M street, near New Jersey avenue NvV.; Forem8;n, P. W. Nicholson. 
Chemical Company No. r, D street, between Twelfth and Thirteenth streets NW.; 
Foreman, C. B. Proctor. 
Chemical Company No. 2, Brightwood, D. C.; Foreman, John Sherman. 
TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE SERVICE. 
Superintendent.-Henry R. Miles, 1610 Q street NW. 
HEALTH DEPARTMENT. 
Health Officer.-William C. Woodward, 508 I street NW. 
Chief Clerk.-Harry C. McLean, 1414 Park avenue, Mount Pleasant. . 
Sanitary Inspectors.-Frank L. Wollard, 23 S street NW.; E.W. vVhittaker, 121 
Kentucky avenue SE.; J. H. Crawford, 33 B street NW.; C.H. Welch, Ballston, 
Va.; T. M. Shepherd, Virginia Flats; G. A. Howe, 3500Madison street, West Wa~h-
ington; Robert L. Lunch, 2826 Fourth street NW.; Charles R. Holman, 6rr Mary-
land avenue NE.; Howard W. Barker; 1rr6 H street NW.; T. Nelson Conrad,jr., 
646 F street NW.; George W. Rae, 1528 Ninth street NW.; W. P. Carson, Ivy City, 
D. C.; J. P. Turner, 910 0 street NW. 
Medical Sanitary Inspector.-John E. Walsh, 203 East Capitol street. 
Food Inspectors.-W. H. H. Hoover, 1200 North Carolina avenue NE.; J. R. Mothers-
head, 1322 Sixth street NW.; Thomas Cavenaugh, r6o3 S street NW. 
Inspector of Marine Products.-Gwynn Harris, P. 0. Box 23, Hyattsville, Md. 
Poundmaster.-Samuel Einstein, 3rr3 M street_ NW. . 
Physicians to the Poor. - W. M. Barton, 336 B street NE.; L. J. Battle, 201 C street 
NW.; W. K. Beatty, 610 East Capitol street; A. W. Boswell, 607 Ninth street NE.; 
C. W. Childs, 513 Third streetSW.; G. C. Clark, 321 East Capitol street; S. C. Cox, 
201/; I street NW.; I. W. Dennison, 1326 L street NW.; f R. Devereux, 1724 S 
street NW.; F. R. Hagner, 1754 M street NW.; E. S. Lothrop, 807 East Capitol 
street; R. D. Mayer, 1512 Thirty-second street NW.; F. P. Morgan, 1230 Ninth 
street NW.; J. L. Norris, 531 Florida avenue NW.; E. E. Richardson, 400 Seventh 
street SW.; F. 0. Roman, 1501 Eighth street NW.; Jesse Shoup, rr7 Maryland 
avenue NE.; J. A. Stoutenburgh, Washington Asylum, Nineteenth and C streets 
SE.; F. A. Swartwout, Sro Eleventh street NW.; H. P. P. Thompson, 1218 New 
Hampshire avenue NW.; J. R. Tubman, 1222 Eleventh street NW.; J. A. Watson, 
201 Monroe street, Anacostia, D. C. 
THE COLUMBIA INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB. 
(Kendall Green.) 
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION. 
Patron ex officio.-WILLIAM McKINLEY, President of the United States. 
President.-Edward M. Gallaudet, Kendall Green. 
Secretary.-John B. Wight, 1767 Q street NW. 
Treasurer.-Lewis J. Davis, 14rr Massachusetts avenue NW. 
Directors,-:--Francis M. Cockrell, · Senator from Missouri; Sereno E. Payne, Rep-
resentative f~om New York; Joseph D. Sayers, Representative from Texas; Henry 
L. Dawes, c1h~e!1 of Massach\1setts; Joseph R. Hawley, citizen of Connecticut; Byron 
Sunderland, citizer:i ?f Washington, D. C.; William L. Wilson, citizen of Virginia; 
John W. Foster, citizen of Washington, D. C.; Lewis J. Davis, citizen of Wash-
ington, D. C. 
55-3D-2D ED-20 
Congressional Directory. 
In its educational work the institutiori is divided into two departments, as follows : 
I. GALLAUDET COLLEGE. 
Faculty. 
Edward M. Gallaudet, President and Professor of Moral and Political Science. 
Edward A. Fay, Vice-President and Professor of History and Languages. 
Samuel Porter, Emeritus Professor of Mental Science and English Philology. 
John W. Chickering, Professor of Natural Science. 
John B. Hotchkiss, Professor of History and English. 
Amos G. Draper, Professor of Mathematics and Latin. · 
Charles R. Ely, Professor of Mathematics and Chemistry. 
Percival Hall, Assistant Professor of Mathematics. 
May Martin, Instructor in English. 
Allan B. Fay, Instructor in 4atin and English. 
Albert F . Adams, Instructor in Gymnastics. 
Clara J. Horton, Instructor in Gymnastics. 
Arthur D. Bryant, Instructor in Drawing. 
Departme1tt o.f.. Art£culation. 
Professor in chmge.-Percival Hall. 
lnstructors.-Mary T. G. Gordon, Kate H. Fish, Allan B. Fay. 
Nor1llat fellows. - Arnold H. Payne, Jesus College, Oxford; Arnold Shreve, Uni-
ver ily of Nebraska; Frances K. Bell, Synodical College, Missouri; Alvjn E . 
Pope, University of ebraska. 
Normal students.-Louise S. Robinson, Portland (Me.) High School; Hattie 
Marshall Bear, Mary Baldwin Seminary, Staunton, Va. 
II. THE KENDALL SCHOOL. 
Principal.-James Denison. 
j .Jssistaut lnstrudors.-Melville Ballard; Mary T. G. Gordon, Kate H. Fish (in 
articulation); Theodore A. Kiesel, Sarah H. Porter, Mary Martin, Arthur D. Bryant 
( in drawing ). 
OJJfrers of the Domestic Department.-Wallace G. Fowler, supervisor and disbursing 
agent; D. Kerfoot Shute, attending physician; Ellen Gordon, matron; Mrs. Amanda 
\V. Temple, a sociate matron; Isaac Allison, master of shop· Edward Mangum, 
farmer and gardener. ' ' 
Visitors admitted on Thursdays from 9 a. m. to 12 m. and 2 to 3 p. m. 
THE C RCOR GALLERY OF ART. 
(Corner ew York a\'c nue, Seventeenth and E slreels NW.) 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 
Presidrnl.-, amuel H. Kauffmann, 1421 Massachusetts avenue NW. 
l 'ice-l'n:sidcnt.-\Valter S. Cox, Associate Judge of the Supreme Court of the District 
of Columbia, 1636 I street TW . 
. ecretmy.-Frederick B. :\IcGuire, 1333 Connecticut avenue. 
Treasurcr.-Charle · C. lover, 20 Lafayette square, Lexington place. 
E,lward Clark, ,\.rchitect of the nited States Capitol 417 Fourth street W. 
Calrleron Carli ·le, 1722 I street ~ ' \ . ' 
\\ illiam Corcoran Eu ti . 
Thomas Hyde, r537 Twenty-eighth street W. 
Bernard R. reen, 1738 T street ~ T\V. 
C .RATOR. 
F. . Barbarin, 3046. T trcet, \Vest Washington. 
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GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE. 
(St. Elizabeth, Nichols avenue, beyond Navy-Yard bridge.) 
Board o.f Visitors.- President, Byron Sunderl~nd, D_. D.; William A. Maury, Mrs. 
A. M. Gangewer, Mrs. Mary E. Fulle~; Medic'.11 Direc!or F. ~- Gunnell, U.S. N.; 
Walter Wyman, Surgeon-General Manne-~ospital Service; Bng. Gen. John Moore, 
U.S. A.; W. W.Johnston, M. D.; B. L. Whitma1~, M. D. . . 
Executive O.fficers. - Superintendent, W.W. God~mg, M. D., .~L. D.; F11:st Assistant 
Physician, A. H. Witmer, M. D.; Second Ass1~tant Physician, Maunce J. ~tack, 
M. D.; Third Assistant Physician, Joh1~ C. S1:31pson, M. p.; Fourth Assistant 
Physician, Charles H. Latimer, M. D.; Fifth Assist~nt Phys1~ian, George W. Fos-
ter, M. D.; Pathologist, I. W. Blackburn, M. D.; N~ght Medical Officer, Jol11~ E. 
Toner, M. D.; Medical Internes, George H. Sc?-wmn, M. D., Tho_mas Dowlmg, 
M. D.; Dentist, A. W. Weakley, D. D. S.; Chief Clerk, M. J. Qumn; Steward, 
Evanda French; Matron, Mrs. H. E. Norton. 
HOW ARD UNIVERSITY. 
(University Hill between Four-and-a-half and Sixth streets, near Brightwood avenue.) 
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION. 
Patro1t ex officio.-CoRNELIUS N. BLISS, Secretary of the Interior. 
President.-Jeremiah Eames Rankin, University Campus. 
Secretary a1td Treasurer.-J. B. Johnson, Sixth street. 
Executive Cornmittee.- J. E . Rankin, chairman; J.B. Johnson, secretary; G. W. Bal-
loch, F. H.Smith, John F. Cooke, VV. W. Waring. 
Ho1torary Trustees. - Hon. JohnM. Harlan, Supreme Court; Hon. William B. Allison, 
Hon. George F. Hoar, United States Senate; Hon. W.W. Grout, and Hon. Joseph 
D. Sayers, House of Representatives. 
DEANS OF FACULTIES. 
J.E. Rankin, President and Professor of Natural Theology, Christian Evidences, and 
Moral Science. 
John L. Ewell, Department of Theology, Professor of History, Hebrew, and Elocu-
tion.* · 
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE. 
Thomas B. Hood, Profe~sor of Diseases of the Nervous System, and of Clinical Medi-
cine at Freedman's Hospital. 
F. J. Shadd, Secretary and Treasurer. 
DEPARTMENT OF LAW. 
B. B. Leighton, Professor of Real Property and Contracts, Constitutional and Stah1-
tory Law, and President of the Blackstone Club. 
John F. Bundy, Secretary and Treasurer. 
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT. 
F. W. Fairfield, Professor of Gi;-eek Language and Literat~re, and of Political Economy. 
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 
George J. Cummings, Professor of Ancient Languages and Literatur a.i 
NORMAL DEPARTMENT. 
George W. Cook, Professor of Mental Science. 
Miss Barker, Instructor in Practice School. 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC. 
William J. Stephens, Instructor and Musical Director. 
INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT. 
Tec_ichers.-Charles E. Hall, printing; John F. Akers, carpentry; 0. F. N. Madden, 
tm work; Mrs. B. M. Howard, sewing, and Miss Burrell cooking and housekeeper · 
Julia R. Hall, Matron. ' ' 
. The exercises of the Medical Department are in brick building Freedman's Hos-
pital;_ of the ~aw J?epart?1~nt, at 4~~ Fifth street NW. All the other departments 
meet m the Umversity hmldmg. Yis1tors at any hour of the day, and in all depart-
ments, are warmly welcomed. 
*This department is undenominational, and wholly supported by personal benefactions. 
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DIRECTORY OF HOTELS, CLUBS, ETC. 
[NOTE.-Only such hotels and clubs as are given in other portions of the CONGRESSIONAL 
DIRECTORY as the city residence of Senators, Representatives1 and Delegates in Congress, or of prominent Government officials, are included in the following list.] 
Albany, corner of Seventeenth and H streets N\V. 
Arlington Hotel, corner of Vermont avenue and H street NW. 
Army and Navy Club, 1628 I street NW. 
Baltic, 1435 K street NW. 
Bancroft, corner of Eighteenth and H streets NW. 
Buckingham, 918 Fifteenth street NW. 
Cairo, Q street, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth streets NW. 
Chamberlin's, corner of Fifteenth and I streets NW. 
Cochran, corner of Fourteenth and K streets NW. 
Colonial (formerly Wormley's), corner of Fifteenth and H streets NW. 
Concord, New Hampshire avenue, between Sand T streets -\V. 
Congressional Hotel, corner of New Jersey avenue and B street SE. 
Dewey, L street, between Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets NW. 
Ebbitt House, corner of Fourteenth and F streets NW. 
Elsmere, 1408 H street NW. 
Everett, 1730 H street NW. 
Fredonia, H street, between Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets NW. 
Gordon, Sixteenth street, between I and K streets NW. 
Grafton, corner of Connecticut avenue and De Sales street NW. 
Hamilton, corner of Fourteenth and K streets NW. 
Ingleside, 1527 I street NW. 
Hotel Johnson, corner Thirteenth and E streets NW. 
Kensington, corner Fourteenth and Clifton streets NW. 
Metropolitan Club, 1700 H street W. 
Metropolitan Hotel, Pennsylvania avenue, between Sixth and Seventh streets NW. 
National Hotel, corner of Pennsylvania avenue and Sixth street NW. 
Normandie, corner of Fifteenth and I streets NW. 
Orme Flats, 431 Tenth street W. 
Owen House, Pennsylvania avenue, between Fourteenth and Fifteenth streets NW. 
Oxford, corner of Fourteenth street and New York avenue NW. 
Portland, corner of Fourteenth street and Vermont avenue NW. 
Portner Flats, corner Fifteenth and U streets vV. 
Raleigh, corner of Pennsy1vania avenue and Twelfth street NW. 
Regent, corner of Pennsylvania avenue and Fifteenth street NW. 
Richmond, corner of eventeenth and H streets NW. 
Riggs House, corner of Fifteenth and G streets NW. 
Savoy, Fourteenth street, between Binney and Bacon streets NW. 
Shoreham, corner of Fifteenth and H streets W. 
Tremont House, corner of Indi-ana avenue and Second street NW. 
Varnum, corner of ew Jersey avenue and C street SE. 
ictoria, corner of Fourteenth str~et and Welling place NW. 
Willard's Hotel, corner of Pennsylvania avenue and Fourteenth street NW. 
Wellington, Fifteenth street, between ew York avenue and H street NW. 
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WASHINGTON CITY POST-OFFICE. 
Postmaster.-JAMES P. WILL~'I'T, 1_907 G street_ NW. 
Assistant Postmaster.-J. Edwm Wilson, 723 Nmeteenth street NW. 
MAIN OFFICE. 
Money-order division open from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Registry division open from 
8.30 a. m. to 6 p. m. General-delivery window never closed._ Stamps can be _pur-chased at any time, day or night. Mon~y-o~der. and registered-letter busmess 
transacted at all of the branch post-offices 111 this city. 
Special-delivery messengers can be obtained fro:11 the Senate an<;l House _of Rep-
resentatives post-offices, or any of the branch stations of the Washington City post-
office. 
MONEY-ORDER DIVISION. 
[Office hours: 9 a. m. to 5 p. m., except Sundays and national holidays. Money should a lways be 
sent by money order to insure safe delivery.] 
Money orders issued and paid as follows, Sundays excepted: 
At main office, 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. 
Stations A, B, C, D, E, F, substations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 13,15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, ~I, 32, 34, 35,.37, 38, 3,9, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, and 
46. Stations A, B, C, D, and substation No. 17, mternational money-order offices. 
Money~order hours at stations, from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m. Domestic money orders are 
payable in the United States. A single money order may include any amount from 
1 cent to $mo, inclusive, but must not contain the fractional part of a cent. 
Fees collected for domestic money orders: 
On orders not exceeding ~2.50 ... .......... $0.03 I Over $30 and not exceed!ng $40 ............ $0.r5 
Over f.2.50 and not exceedmg $5,. .. .. . . . . . .05 Over $4.0 and not exceedmg $50.. .. ... . . . . .18 
Over $5 and not exceeding $IO .. :...... ... .08 Over $50 and not exceeding $60. .. .. . . . . . . . .20 
Over $10 and not exceeding $20........... .IO Over $60 and not exceeding $75... . . . . . . . . .25 
Over f.20 and not exceeding $30 .......... . .12 Over $75 and not exceeding $100 . .......... .30 
WAIVER OF' IDEN'l'IF'ICA'l'ION. 
The remitter who desires to relieve the payee or his indorsee or attorney from the 
inconvenience of proving identity at the office of payment by the testimony of 
another person may do so, at his own risk, by signing the following form: 
Identification of payee, indorsee, or attorney waived. 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · R;;1;}tter. 
IN'l'ERNA'l'IONAL MONRY ORDERS. 
Special forms of application for foreign money orders will be furnished to persons 
who desire them. 
The value of the British pound sterling in United . States money is fixed by con-
vention at $4.87; the German ·mark at 24;.( cents; French and Swiss franc and Ital-
ian lire at 19¥ cents; Swedish and Norwegian kroner at 27 cents; Netherlands florin 
at 41 cents; Newfoundland dollar at $1.01-1\; Portugal milreis at 88 cents. 
International money orders issued payable in Africa, Algeria, Arabia, Australia, 
At:s~ria, Azores, Bahamas, ~ermuda, British Bechuanaland, Borneo, British Guiana, 
Bntish Hon~uras, Bulga!ia, Canada, Cape Colony, Ceylon, Chile, China, Crete, 
Cypress, Dams~ Westlndies, Denmark, Dutch East Indies, Egypt, Falkland Islands, 
yaroeislan~s, Fmland, France, Germany, Gibraltar, GreatBritainandireland, Hawai-
ian Republic, Honduras, Hongkong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, 
Java, Leeward Islands, Luxe~burg, Madeira, Malacca, Malta, Morocco, Netherlands, 
New South Wales, ~ewfound1and, New Zealand, North Borneo, Norway, Orange Free 
State,Panama, Persia, Portugal, Queensland Rhodes Roumania St. Helena Salvador 
Seryia, Siam, South ·:A,ustralia, Spice Islands, Strait~ Settlements, Sumatr~, Sweden: 
Switzerland, Tas:11ama, Tobag-o, Tr~nsvaal, Trinidad, Tripoli, Tunis, Turkey, Victoria, 
Western Australia, West Indies, Wmdward Islands and Zanzibar. 
Fees collected on international money orders: ' 





'the maximum amount for which a single international money order may be drawn 
is-for orders payable in- · 
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland, Cape Colony, and Jamaica (as 
.heretofore) .. .. · . ....... . .... .. £10 5s. 4d. = $50 
' New Zealand ... . .. .. . . ...... . £20 10s. 8d. = 100 
Queensland .. ..... ....... . ·.· ... £20 10s. 8d. = 100 
France, Algena, and Tums . ... Francs 515 = 100 
Belgium ........................ Francs 515 = 100 
Switzerland ..... . . . . ... .... .. . Francs 515= 100 
Italy .... .... . . ..... .... .. ~ire.orfrancss!5= 100 
Portugal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milre~s 113.640 re1s = 100 
The Netherlands ... ... . Flonns 243.90 cts. = 100 
Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marks 416.67 = 100 
Sweden ....... ... . ............. Kroner 370 = 100 
~~~:iairk." ."." .·: .": ." ." ."." ." : ."." .".": ." ."." ." fgg~!~~;~~ ~~~ 
Canada ..................... .... ..... . .. .. . ... 100 
Hawaiian Republic ....... ... . : ............ . . 100 
Japan .......................... . . _. .... .. ..... 100 
Honduras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
Newfoudlannd .... . . . ........................ 100 
New South Wales ...... . ..... £20 10s. 8d. = 100 
Victoria .................. . ... £20 10s. Sd. = $100 
Tasmania .... ............ .... £20 10s. Sd. = 100 
Windward Islands . ... .. . .... £20 ms. 8d. = 100 
Leeward Islands ...... . ..... . £20 10s. 8d. = 100 
Bahamas ... . ...... . .......... £20 ms. 8d. = 100 
The Colony of Trinidad and 
Tobago ...... . ... . ........ £20 ms. 8d. = 100 
Austria ... . .... .... . ........... Francs 515 = 100 
Hungary ... , .. · ........ .. . . .... Francs 515 = 100 
British Guiana ..... . ......... . £10 5s. 4d. = 50 
Bermuda .......... ...... . ..... £10 5s. 4c!. = 50 
South Australia . . ... . ....... . £20 10s. Sd. = 100 
Luxemburg, Grand Duchy 
of ........................... Francs 515 = roo 
Salvador............... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
Hongkong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
Finland .... ........... .... ... Kroner 370 = 100 
Servia .. ... ..... . .. . ... ..... .. . Francs 515 = 100 
~~t:::::::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : :~::::::: ~~ 
There is no limit to the number of international money orders. 
be sent. 
Any amount may 
. REGISTRY DIVISION. 
Registered matter.- First, third, and fourth class matter inay be registered at an 
expense of 8 cents each package, in addition to the proper postage. 
Letters or parcels can be registered for a fee of 8 cents in addition to postage. 
At main office, from 8.30 a. m. to 6 p. m., Sundays excepted. 
At all substations during such hours as they are open. 
Carriers are not allowed to receive mail matter for registration. 
Before a letter or package is offered for registration the name and address of the 
sender must be noted on the envelope and the proper amount of ·stamps for postage 
and fee affixed. 
Letters for abroad, to be registered here and to go by steamer from New York, 
should be presented for registration in the main office not later than II a . m. of 
the day before sailing of steamer. 
CI'rY DELIV~RY (MAIN OFFICE). 
(Postage on local matter, 2 cenls for each ounce or fraction the1·eof.) 
Delivery by carriers on five-trip routes, 7.15, 9. 15, and 10.30 a . 111., 12. 15, and3.30 p. m. 
Delivery by carriers on three-trip routes, 7 a . m., J2. 15 and 3.30 p. m. 
Delivery by carriers to the Departments, 8 a. m., 12 m., and 3 p. m. 
Delivery by carriers lo hotels, 7.30 and 10.30 a. m., 12.30, 3.15, 5, 7.20, and 
10-45 p. 111. 
Collections commence at 12.30, 9, and ro.30 a. m., 12.15, 1.30, 4, 7, and 9 p. m. 
Sundays al r2.30 a. 111. and 5 p. lit. Holidays, 9.30, 12.30 a. m. aml 5 p. 111. 
The carriers' window is open from 6 to 7 p. 111. daily, except Sunday, when it is 
open from 9.30 lo II a. 111 . · 
S'tATION S!£RVICE. 
[Mon ey orders issu d al all slalions. Money orders arc only paid al a slat.ion when drawn 
lh r 'Oil. I,etters can he registered a nd stamps purchased.) 
STATION A ( TILirty-.first between Mand N N lV.). Bethesda, Mcl.-Deparl 7.45 a. m. Ardve 4.45 
Mails from main office.-Arrive 6.56, 8.20, 9.44, P· m. 
11.oS a. m., 12.32, 1.56, 3.20, 3.50, 4.44, 6.o8, 7.32, Great Falls, Md., Cabin Joh.n, Mel. , Cropley, 
8.50, 10.54 p. 111. Sundays-3.18, 8.52 p. m . Iloli- Mcl.-Depart 8.30 a. m. Arnve 7. 15 p. m. 
clays-6.56, 11.0'1 a. m., 12.32, 3.18, 8.52 p.111. Lang\ey and Lewinsville, Va.-Depart S a. m . 
Mails for main office.-Close 5.35, 6.52, 8.16, 9.40, Arnvc 1.15 p. 111 . 
11 a.m., 12.5 , 1.52, 3.16, 4.40, 6.04, 7-2R, 9.26 p. 111. Cherrydale, Va.-Depart 4.45 p. m. Arrive 8.45 
Sunclays-2, 7.28 p. m. Holidays-5.35, 9.40, a . 111. 
II. a. 111., 2, 7.2 p. 111. 
ollections-12, 6.30, 8.30, 11 a. 111., 1.30, 4.45, 7.45 
p. m. Sunclays-12 midnight, 5 p. 111. Jioli• 
clay -12 midnight, .30 a. m.,.5 ,,. n1. 
ounty- n. m., 2.30 p. m. Ho idays-12, 9, 5 
p. 111. Sundays-4.30 p. 111. 
1, liv ·rie -7.30. n. a. 111. (bu. inc. s center only), 
1,3.4 p. 111. llohday -8 a. 111. 
A1rival and drj,arlure of mails from Siu/ion ,I. 
'n.-D part 7.30 a. m., 4.30 p. 111. 
• Ill., 5.30 p. Ill. 
l T nnallytown, I>. C.).-D part 
1, 4.4 p. m. rriv • 9.30 a. m., 
. ·mlC.la ·-Leav • 4.30 J>. 111, Ar-
STATION B (cor11er Fourth aud R ast Capitol 
streets) . 
Office houriol from 6 a. m . to IO p. m. Holidays 
from 6 a. 1f1 . lo 12 m ., and from 5 to 7 p. m . Sun-
days from 5.30 to 7. p. m. 
Arrival and dispatch of mail. 
*Registered mail. 
Arriv · 6.13, 7.37*, 9.01, 10.25, 1r.47* a. 111. , 12.40, 
r.r3, 2.37*, 4.01, 5.25, 6.49, 8 13, 10 p . m. Close 
6.09, 7.33, 8.57, 10.21, 10.50, 11.45* a. m. , 1.09, 2.33*, 
3•'i7, 5.21, 6.45.*, 7. 15, 8.05, 8.0<), IO* p . lll . 
Hohdays-Arnve 6. 13*, 7, 10.25, 1 r.49* a. 111. Close 
6.0<), 10.21, 10.5(), 11.45* a. Ill., 7 p . Ill . 
• unclays-Arrive 2.37 p. m. Close 2.16 and 7 p. m. 
the n.-ceipt and di patch of regi tered mail. 
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Carriers' deliveries-7.15, II .rs a. m., r, 2.30, an? 
4 p. m. The rr. rs a. m. and 2.30 p. m. for busi-
ness districts only. Cour.ty-7.r5 a. m. and 
ciif~cf{o1:~-r2.or, 7.30, 9.r5, II a. m., r2.40, 3, 5, _8 
p. m. Sundays-12.01 a. 111. a nd 5 p. m. Hoh-
days-r2.01, 8 a. m., and 5 p. m. 
Money order business from 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. 
Registry business from 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. . 
Carriers' windows from 7 p. m. to 8 p. m. Holi-
days from 5 p. m. t o 7 p. 111. Sundays from 
5.30 p. m. to 7 p. m. 
STATION _C (I4IJ Fstreet NW.). 
Office hours from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m. -(Not open 
on Sundays.) 
Mail via Pennsylvania avenue postal car, going 
west, closes-8.03, 9.27, I0.5r a. m., 12.15, r.39, 
3.03, 4.27. 5.5r p. m. Going east-8.36, IO, rr.24 
a. m. 1 12-48, 2.12, 3.36, 5, 6.2;4- p. m. . Collections from letter box 111 front of stat10n-
1.10, 9.30, II a . m., 12-45, 2, 4-45, 7-45, 9-45 P· m. 
STATION D (7I4 Four-and-a-half street SW.). 
Mails from main office~Arrive 6, 7, 10. 15* a. m., 
12.30*, 2.15, 3.45*, 6.15 p. m. Sundays-3.30 p. 
m. Close 6, 7, 9.30*, rr.30 a. m., ~.30, 2.45, 5._30, 
8* p. m. Sundays-7 p . m. Hohdays-Arnve 
6, 7, 10.15 a. m., 3.3o _p. m. Cl~se 6, 7, 9.30_, rr.30 
a. m., 7 p. m. ~ail for Train 36, Baltimore 
and ·Potomac Railroad, north, closes at rr. 30 
D!ii~~-ries-7.30 a. m., 1, 4 p. m. Holidays-7.30 
a.m. 
Collections-12, 9, 10 a. 111., 12 m., r.30, 4_, 6, 7-45 
p. m. Sundays-12 a. m., 5 p. m. Hohdays-
~~i1~ ~~~f~~t1o~~s~t 10 a. 111. and 6 . m. from 
boxes located west of Four-and-a-haif street SW. 
STATION E ( Wisconsin avenue, Tennallytown). 
Mails a rrive 8 a. m., r.15, 5 p . m. Sundays-
5.30 p. m. Close 9 a. m., 2.15, 6 p. m. Sundays-
6 p . m. 
Carrier deliveries at 8.30 a. m., 2.30 p. m. 
Collections-9 a. m., 3 p. m. Sundays-5 p. m. 
Holidays-9 a. m., 5 p. m. 
STATION F (3204 Fo11rteent!t street NU/.). 
Office hours from 6.30 a. m. to 7 p. 111. (Sun-
days and holidays carriers' window open from 
6 to 7p. m.) 
Mails from main office-Arrive 6.30, II.IO* a.111., 
12.40*, 3.40*, and 6 p. m. Close at 9.30, rr.30* 
a. m., 2.15*, 4*, and 7 p. m. 
Mails close at rr.30 a. m. and 7 p. rn. on holi-
days and 7 p. m . on Sundays. 
Deliveries by carriers at 7.30 a. m., 1.15 and 4 
p. m. Holidays-7.30 a. 111. 
Collections start at 9.30 a. 111., r2.30, 4; and 10 
p. m. (A special collection is made from the 
boxes on Fourteenth street only at 6.30 and 
8.30 p. m . ) Holidays-9 a . 111. and 5 p. m. Sun-
days-5 p. m . 
SUBSTATIONS. 
Substation No. r, corner Fourteenth and P streets 
NW. 
Su bstation No. 2, 426 Seventh street S_W. 
Substation No. 3, 1921 Pennsylvama avenue 
s~:~u-on No. 4, corner Connecticut avenue and 
L street NW. 
Substation No. 5, 1901-3 Seventh ~treet NW. 
Substation No. 6,627 Pennsylva1~1a avenue NW. 
Substation No. 7, 831 North Capitol street. 
Substation No. 8, 755 Eighth street SE. 
Substation No. 9, Sixth and L streets NE. 
Substation No. IO, 509 E street NW. · 
Substation No. II, corner Fourteenth aud Wel-
St~t~faii~~e:rfo:";2, corner Ninth and H streets 
Su~!i°ati~n No. 13, corn er Seventh and Q streets 
Su~:~tion No. 15, r221 New Jersey av_enue N"\V. 
Substation No. 16, corner North Capitol and R 
streets NE. 
Substation No. 17, Catholic University. 
Substation No. 18, corner Thirteenth street and 
Pennsylvania avenue NW. . 
Substation No. 19, corner Pennsylvama ave nue 
and Second street SE. 
Substation No. 20, corner Fourteenth street and 
Vermont avenue NW. 
Substation No. 21, corner Delaware avenue and 
C street NE. 
Substation No. 23, Eleventh and C streets SE. 
Substation No. 24, Tenth and F streets SW. 
Substation No. 26, corner Third street and Penn-
sylvania avenue NW. 
Substation No. 27, 1900 Fourteenth_ street N"':. 
Substation No. 28, 653 Pennsylvama avenue SE. 
Substation No. 29, corner Ninth and F streets 
NW. 
Substation No. 30, corner East Capitol and Ninth 
street SE. 
Substation No. 31, corner Seve11teenth aud Q 
streets NW. 
Substation No. 32, Twenty-eighth and P streets 
NW. 
Substation No. 34, corner Tenth street and Vir-
ginia avenue SW. 
Substation No. 35, Sor Vermont avenue. 
Substation No. 37, corner E leventh and G streets 
NW. 
Substation No. 38, corner New J ersey avenue 
and G street NW. 
Substation No. 39, southeast coruer Ninth street 
and New York avenue NW. 
Substation No. 40, corner Second and E Streets 
S1~!~tion No. 41, corner 'I'hirty-second and 0 
streets NW. 
Substation No. 42, corner Connecticut avenue 
and S street NW. 
Substation No. 43, corner Fifteenth and U 
streets, Portner F lats. 
Substation No. 44, corner Rhode Island ave11ue 
and Fourteenth street NW. 
Substation No. 45, 701 Maryland ave11ue NE. 
Substation No. 46, corner Seventh a nd L streets 
NW. 
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS. 
Ala_bama.-Close 10.30 a. m., ro p. m. Arrive 6.42, 7.or a. m., 9.05 ::i,nd 11.30 p . JU. 
Arzzona.-Close ro.40 a . m., 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and 11.20 p. m. Arnve 6.47 a. m., r.05 p. m. 
Arkansas.-Close 10.40 a. m., 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and rr.20 p. 111. Arrive 6.47 a. 111., 1.05 and 7.15 p. m. 
California.-Close 6.15, 7.05, 10.20, and 10.40 a . m., 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and 11.20 p. 111. Arrive 6.47 a. JU. 
and 1.05 p.m. 
Color_ado.-Close I0.40 a . m. and 2,55, 6.35, 7.55, and rr.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m ., r.05 and 7.15 p. m. 
Connecticut.-Close 6.20, 6.35, and *rr.30 a . m., and 12, 2.30, 3.15, 7.15, 9.15, and 11.05 p. 111. Arrive 
4.05, 7.30, and 10.42 a.111. and r.42, 3.10, 8.15, 10.20, and 10.30 p. 111. 
Delaware.-Close 4.15 and 6.35 a. 111. and 12, 2.30, 4.55, 9.15, and rr.05 p. m. Arrive 4.05, 7.30, aud 
10-42 a. m., and 1.42, 3.10, 8.15, 10.20, and ro.30 p. m.. · 
Florida.-Close 3.45 and 10.30 a. 111. and 3 and IO p. m. Arrive 6.42 and 7.41 a. m. aud 9.05, and 
rr.30 p . m. 
Georgia.-Atlanta-Close 10.30 a . m. a nd 3, 4.15, and 10 p. m. Arrive 6.42 a . m . and 9.05 p. m. 
Savannah-Close 3.45 and ro.30 a. m. a nd 3 and 10 p. m. Arrive 7.01 a. m. and 11.30 p. m . 
Idaho.-Close 6.15, 7.05, 10.20, and 10.40 a . m. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and rr.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 
r.05p.m. 
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Illinois. -Chicago-Close. 3.30, 6.15, 7.05, 10.20, 10.40 a. m. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and 11.20 p. m. Arrive 
6.47 and 11.55 a. m. and 1.05, 3.45, 4.50, and 11.20 p. m. Spring.field-Close 6.20, 7.10, 10.25, and 10.45 
a. m. and 3, 6.40, 8.10, and 11.15 p. m. Arrive 6-47 a . m. and 5-.32 and 7.15 p . m. 
Indiana.-Indianapolis-Close 6.15, 7.05, and 10.40 a. m. and 2.55, 7.55, and 11.20 p. 111. Arrive 6.47 
a . m. and 1.05, 3.45, 4.50, and 7.15 p. m. . 
Indian Territory.-Close 10.40 a. m. and 2.55, 7.55, and II.20 p . m. Arnve 6.47 a. 111. and 1.05 p. m. · 
Iowa.-Close 6.15, 7.05, 10.20, and 10.40 a. m. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and 11.20 p.111. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 
1.05 and 4.50 p. m. · . 
Kansas.-Close 10.40 a. m. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and 11.20 p. m. Arnve 6.47 a. m. and 1.05 and 4.50 p. m. 
Kentucky.-Frankfort-Close 10.40a. 111. and 1.35, 2.55, 10.35, and n.20 ~- m. Arrive 6.47 a . m. and3.45 
p. m. Louisville-Close 10.40 a. m. and 1.35, 2.55, and 11.20 p. m. Arnve 6.47 a. m. and 1.05 a nd 3.45 
P-l~'.uisiana.-Close 10.30 a. m. and IO p. 111. Arrive 6.42 a. m. and 9.05 p. m. 
Maine.-Close 6.35 and *n.3oa. 111. and 12, 2.30, 3.15, 6.05, 7.15, 9.15, and II.05 p.m. Arrive 4.05, 
7.30, and I0-42 a. m. and3.IO, 8.25, and I0.20 p . m. 
Maryland.-Annapolis-Close 4.15, 6.20, 7.15, and 11.35 a. 111. and 3.50 p. m. Arrive 8.30 a.111.and 
1.40 and 5.20p. m. Baltimore-Close 4.15, 5.15, 6.20, 6.35, 9.15, I0.15, n.15, and *II.30 a. m. and 12, 1.15, 
2.15, 2.30, 3.35, 3.50, 4.15, 5.15, *7.15, 9.15, and 11.05 p . m. Arrive4.05, 6.25, 7.25, 8.15, 8.55, 9.50, II.18, and 
11.35 a. m. and 1.40, 2-40, 3.IO, 3.38, 4.30, 5.20, 6.IO, 7.50, 8.35, 9.45, I0.20, and I0.30 p. m. . 
Massachusetts.-Close 6.35 and *11.30 a. m. and 12, 2.30, 3.15, 6.05, 7.15, 9.15, and rr.os p. m. Arnve 
4.05, 7.30, and I0-42 a. m. and 1.42, 3.IO, 8.15, I0.20, and I0.30 p. m . 
Michigan.-Close 6. 15, 7.05, I0.20, and I0.40 a. m., and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, 9.55, and 11.20 p. 111. Arrive 6.47 
a. m. and 1.05, 4.50, and 5.30 p. m. . 
Minnesola .-Close 6.15, 7.05. I0.20, and I0.40 a. 111. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and 11.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a . m. 
and 1.05 and 4.50 p . m. . 
Missouri.-Close I0.40 a. m. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and 11.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 1.05, 3.45, 4.50, 
and 7.15 p. m. 
Mississippi.-Close 10.30 a. m. and IO p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 1 .05 and 9.05 p. m. 
Montana.-Close 6.15, 7-'05, 10.20, and I0.40 a . 111. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and II.20 p. m. Arrh·e 6.47 
a. m. and 1.05 p. m. 
Nebraska. -Close 3.30, 6.15, 7.05, I0.20, and I0.40 a. m. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and 11.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 
a. m. and 1.05 and 4.50 p . m. 
Nevada.-Close 6.15, 7.05, I0.20, and I0.40 a. m. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and 11.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. 
and 1.05 p. m. 
New Hampshire.-Close 6.35 and *11.30 a. m. and 12, 2.30, 3.15, 6.05, 7.15, 9.15, and II.05 p. m. 
Arrive 4.05, 7.30, and I0.42 a. m. and 3. IO, 8.25, anJ. I0.20 p. m. 
New Jersey.-Trenton-Close 6.20 and 6.3s a. m. and 12, 2.30, 7.15, 9.15, and 11.05 p. m. Arrive 
4.05 and 10.42 a. m. and 3.IO, 9.45, and I0.30 p. m. 
New Mexico.-qose I0.40 a. m. and 2.55, 6.35, 7-SS, and 11.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a . 111. and 1.05 p. m. 
New York.-Albany-Close 6.20, 6.35, 9.15, and *u.30 a . 111. and 12, 2.30, 3.15, 4.20, 6.os, 7.1s, 9.15, 
and 11.05 p. m. Arrive 4.05, 7.30, and I0.42 a. m. and 1.42, 4.30, 6.IO, and 10.20 p. 111. Buffalo-Close 
6.20, 6.35, 7.05, and 9.1s a. 111. and 12, 2.30, 6.35, 9.55, and 11.os p. 111. Arrive 4.os and 7.30 a. m. and 
3.IO and 8.1s p. rr1. New York-Close 6.20, 6.35, 9.15, I0.15 and *11.30 a. m. and 12, 2.30, 3.15, 4.20; 
6.05,7.15,9.15, and n.05p.m. Arrive 4.os, 7.30, and I0.42 a. m. and 1.42,3.I0,3.38,4.30,6.I0,8.1s. S.35, 
I0.20, and I0.30 p. 111. 
North Carolina.-Raleigh-Close 3.45 and I0.30 a. m. and 4.1s and IO p. m. Arrive 6.42 a. 111. and 
12.31and n.3op. m. Wilmington-Close3.45 a. m. and 3and 4.15p. m. Arrive 7.01 a. 111. and 11.3op. m. 
North Dakota.-Close 6.15, 7.05, I0.20 and 10.40 a. m. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and rr.20 p . m. Arrive 6-47 
a . 111 . and 1.05 p. m. 
Ohio.-Cincinnati-Close 10.40 a. 111. and 2.55 and n.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. 111. and 1.os, 3.45, and 
n.20 p. m. Cleveland-Close 3.30 and 10.20 a. m . and 2.4s, 7.55, 9-SS, and n.20 p. 111. Arrrive 6.47 and 
11.55 a. m. and 1.47 and 4.50 p. 111. Columbus-Close 3.30, 7.05, and ro. 15 a. m. and 2.55, 7-SS, and 
1r.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47, 7.30, and 11.55 a. m. and 1-47 and 7.15 p. 111. 
Oklahoma-Close I0.40 a. rn. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and 11.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 1.os p. m. 
Oregon.-Close 6.15, 7.05, 10.20, and 10.40 a. 111. and 2.55, 6.35, 7-SS, and n.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. 111. 
and 1.05 p.m. 
Pennsylvania.-Harrisburg-Close 7.05 and 10.os a. m. and 12, I.IS, 2.15, 6.3s, 9.55, and II.os p.m. 
Arrive 7.30 and *n.35 a. m. and 4.10, 5.32, and 8.rs p.rn. Philadelphia-Close 6.20, 6.35, 9.1s, 10.15, 
a11d *11.30 a. m. and 12, 1.15, 2.30, 3.35, 4.20, 4.55, 6.05, 7.15, 9.15, and 11.os p. m. Arrive 4.05, 7.30, 10.42, 
and 11.35, a. m. and 1.42, 3.10, 3.30, 3.38, 4.10, 6.10, 8.rs, 9.45, 10.20, and 10.5s p. m. Pittsburg-Close 
3.30, 7.05, and 10.20 a . m. and 2.45, 7.55, 9.55, and 11.20 p. rn. Arrive 6.47 a. m . and 1.47, 4.50, a nd 
ll.20 p. 111. 
Rhode Island.-Close 6.35 and* 11.30 a.111. and 12, 2.30, 3.15, 7.15, 9.15, and 11.05 p. m. Arrive 4.05, 
7. 30, and 10.42 a. m. and 8.42, 3. 10, 8. 151 and 10. 20 p. m. 
South Carolina.-Close 3.45 and 10.30 a. m. and 3, 4.15, and 10 p. 111. Arrive 6.42 and 7.01 a. m. 
and 12.31, 9.05, and n.30 p. 111. 
South Dakota.-Clo e 6.15, 7.05, 10.20, and 10.40a. m. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55
1 
and 11.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 
a. m. and 1 .05 and 4.50 p. 111. 
Tennessee.-Cltattanooga-Close 7.35 and 10.30 a. m . and 10 p. m. Arrive 6.42 a. m. and 9.05 p. m. 
Nashville-Close 10.40 a. m. and 1.35, 2.551 and 1:.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. m. and 1.05 and 3.45 p. m. 
Texas.-Galvt'slo11-Close 10.30 a. m. and 10 p. m. Arrive 6.42 a. m. and 9.05 p. m. Dallas-Close 
6. l.'\, 7.0.5, and 10.40 a. m . and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55, and 11.20 p. m. Arrive 6.42 a. m . and 9.05 l?· 111. 
Ulah.-Close 6.15, 7.05, 10.20, and 10.40 a. 111. and 2.55, 6.351 7.55, and n.20 p. m. Arnve 6.47 a. 111. and 1.05 p. 111. 
Vrrmonl.-Close 6.20, 6.35, and* TJ.3oa. 111. and 121 2.30, 4.201 6.051 7.151 9.15, and 11.05 p. 111. Arrh-e 4.05 and 10.42 a.111. and 3.10 and 10.20 p. m. 
Virgillia.-Riclimo11cl-Close 3.45, *7.25, and 1 r a. m. and 3 and 4.15 p. 111. Arrive 7.01 a. m. and 12.,,, 3.40, and 11.30 p. m. 
lVa hin,rto11.-.:.10.-e 6. 15, 7.05, 10.20, and 7.40 a. m. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.55
1 
and 11.20 p. m . Arrive 6.47 
a. 111. and 1.0.5 p. m. 
If:, l Vir1rinia.-Cltarlt Lown-Close 3.30, 8.15, and 10.40 a. 111. and 2.55,4.45
1
11.05,a nd 11.20 p. 111. 
Arnve 9.20.a. m. and 1.05 and 11.20 p. m. Pa.rk,nburtr-Clo:e 1.30 and 10.40 a . m. and 2.55 and 11. 20 
p. m. rnve 6. 7 a. _m. and 1.05 and 11.20 p. 111. IV!teeling-Close 3.30 and 10.20 a. m. and 7.20, 7.55, 
and/ 1.20 ~- m. rn\•e 6.47 anrl t 1.55 a. 111. and 4.50 and , , .20 p. m. 
1t 1sctms111.-Clo • 6.15, 7.0 , 10.20, and 10.40 a. m. and 2.55, 6.35, 7.551 and 11.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 and 
11. c; ri. m. an«l 1.05 and 11.20 p. m. 
lf>'Omi11g.-CI 6.15, 7.05, 10.20, and 10.40 a. m. and 2.55, 6.351 7.55, and n.20 p. m. Arrive 6.47 a. 111. anu 1.05 p. m. 
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RATES OF POSTAGE. 
[United States Postal Regulations.] 
First-class matter.-Letters, matter wholly or partly in writing, drawings and 
plans containing written words, letters, or descriptive ~gures, and matter which is 
sealed against inspection, are first-class matter, and subJect to the postage rate of 2 
cents for each ounce or fraction thereof. 
On local or drop letters, 2 cents for each ounce or fraction thereof. 
Postal cards having anything attached, or having writing or printing on the face, 
other than the address, are subject to letter rates of postage. 
Second-class matter.-Embraces all newspapers and other periodical publications 
which are issued at stated intervals and as frequently as four times a year. On 
newspapers and periodical publications of the second class, when sent by others than 
the publisher or news agent, the postage shall be prepaid at the rate of I cent for 
each 4 ounces or fractional' part thereof. 
Third-class matter.-Embraces books, circulars, photographs, printed labels, 
proof sheets, corrected proof sheets with manuscript copy accompanying the same, 
seeds, cuttings, roots, scions, and plants, and postage shall be paid thereon at the 
rate of I cent for each 2 ounces or fractional part thereof. 
Fourth-class matter.-Embraces blank address tags or labels, patterns, playing 
cards, visiting cards, ornamented paper, and all other matter of the same general 
character, the printing upon which is not designed to instruct, amuse, cultivate the 
mind or taste, or impart general information. This class also includes merchandise, 
and samples of merchandise, models, samples of ores, metals, minerals, cut flowers, 
and any other matter not included in the first, second, or third classes, and which is 
not liable to destroy or otherwise damage the contents of the mail bag. Postage 
rate thereon, r cent for each ounce or fractional part thereof. 
The sender's name and address should in all cases appear u.pon the wrapper of 
third and fourth class matter. 
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NEWSPAPERS REPRESENTED IN THE PRESS GALLERIES. 
[Streets and avenues are Northwest unless otherwise stated.] 
Paper represented. 
Albany Journal. ... . ............. . 
Albany Times-Union ... . .. .. ... . . 
Alexandria Gazette . .... ......... . 
Anaconda Standard ..... .... . ... . 
Arizona Republican . ...... . .. . .. . 
Atlanta Constitution ........... : .. 
Atlanta Journal. ........ . .... . .. . . 
Name. Office. 
Chas. W. Metzgar .... 603 Fifteenth st ... . 
Chas. B. Lockwood ... 515 Fourteenth st .. . 
Harold Snowden.. . . . Alexandria . . . ... , . 
Frank H. Hosford .. . 1415 G st. .......... . 
C. P. Hunt ........... 5oq Fourteenth st.. 
J. K. Ohl........ . . . . . 1417 G st. ... ....... . 
Archibald W. Butt ... 1347 Pa. ave ....... . 
Residence. 
1427 N st. 
826 'l'hirteenth st. 
Alexandria. 
203 Third st. NE. 
1444 Corcoran st. 
Cleveland Park. 
1635 L st. 
Ballinger P.ress Syndicate ....... . 
Baltimore American ............. . 
Webster Ballinger ... 610 Fourteenth st .. 
Louis Garthe.. . . . . . . . 1410 Pa. ave . . . . . . . . The Cairo, Q st. 
Fergus P. Ferris . ... .. 1410 Pa. ave ........ 221 Second st. 
Baltimore Herald................. Wilbur F. Coyle...... . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . 232 Ninth st. SE. 
Baltimore News ..... . ..... . .... . , E.W. Brady .. ....... . 501 Fourteenth st .. 
Baltimore Sun . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. A. Richardson.... . Sun Building ...... . 
Henry G. Kemp...... Sun Building ...... . 
William W. Smith . . . Sun Building ..... . 
Boston Globe ... .................. . A. Maurice Low.. . . . 1410 G st. . ..... .... . 
Boston Herald ... ...... ..... ... . . . H.B. F. Macfarland .. 1406 G st. ..... ... .. . 
Boston Journal. .......... . ...... . L. A. Coolidge ....... Fourteenth & F sts. 
Boston Transcript . . ............. . 
Boston Traveler . ................ . 
Brooklyn Daily Eagle ,T •••••••••• 
Robert L . O'Brien... . Wyatt Building .... 
Frank P. Morgan . . . . 501 Fourteenth st. .. 
Addison B. Atkins ... 6o8 Fourteenth st. .. 
Harris M. Crist ...... . 608 Fourteenth st .. . 
Chas. A. Hamilton ... 501 Fourteenth st .. . 
Jules Guthridge.,.... 30 Corcoran Bldg .. . 
H. C. Stevens ....... , 515 Fourteenth st. .. 
Walter E. Clark ..... 1417 G st ........... . 
Edwin S. Hoskins . ....................... . 
Henry B. Bolton . . . . . 1227 L st. .......... . 
R, M. Larner ......... 1417 G st .. ......... . 
Sam M. Burdett ..... . Fourteenth & F sts. 
Brooklyn Times ......... . ....... . 
Buffalo Commercial. .. ........ · .. . . 
Buffalo Evening Times .......... . 
Buffalo Express ........ ... ....... . 
Buffalo Evening News . . ......... . 
Burlington (Vt.) Free Press ..... . 
Charleston News and Courier. .. . 
Chicago Chronicle ............... . 
H. Conquest Clarke. . Fourteenth & F sts. 
J. A. Mathews........ Post Building ..... . 
H. Gilson Gardner ........................ . 
W. G. Nicholas ....... 1503 Pa. ave ........ . 
L. White Busbey ... , . Fourteenth & F sts. 
William E. Curtis .... Post Building ..... . 
John 'r. Suter, jr.. .. . Post Building . .... . 
Chicago Times-Herald ............ Frederic Benzinger,. 1503 Pa. ave ....... . 
Robert E. Towne .. ,. 1503 Pa, ave ........ . 
Chicago Tribune ...... . . . ... . ..... Raymond Patterson .. Fourteenth & F sts. 
Chicago Daily News ........... . . . 
Chicago Journal ...... . .......... . 
Chicago Evening Post . ........ .. . 
Chicago Inter-Ocean ............. . 
Chicago Record . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Henry C. Biggs . . . . . . Fourteen th & F sts. 
Cincinnati Commercial-Tribune .. Hal. D. Landon ...... 1345 Pii. ave ........ . 
Ci nci nuati Enquirer. . . . . . . . . . . . . Wm. C. MacBride. . . . 1517 H st. .... .... .. . 
S. E. Johnson. . ...... 1517 II st ........ .. . . 
W. K. Richardson .... 1517 II st. .......... . 
John S. Shriver ...... 515 Fourteenth st. .. 
Fred Starek....... ... 1427 F st ........... . 
Austin E. Heiss .... . . 1412 G st. .. . : ...... . 
Jacob Waldeck ....... II11tchins Bnildi11g. 
corge E. Miller.. .. . s15 Fourteenth st . . 
Siegfried Gen the . . .... ~ ......... ... ... . . .. . 
John B. Hussey...... Cor. Sixth and D .. . 
Corry M. Stadden, .. . 515 Fourteenth st. .. 
Cincinnati Times-Star ........... . 
Cleveland I,eacler .............. . . . 
Cleveland Plaindealer ........... . 
Cleveland Press ...... . . ......... . . 
Cleveland World ................. . 
Cologne Gazette .............. . .. . 
Columbia (8. C.), tale ........... . 
Columbus Dispatch . ............. . 
Columbus Press-Post.... . . . .... . 
1308 Vermont ave. 
1605 0 st. 
Magnolia F lats. 
2006 Fifteenth st. 
1816 F st. 
1370 Harvard st. 
Magnolia Flats. 
217 Fifth st. SE. 
r-u8 Fifteenth st. 
1702 R st. 
1305 Kenyon st. 
1713 Riggs place. 
1224 Eighth st. 
1722 Twenty-first st. 
301 C st. SE. 
Chevy Chase, Md. 
529 Eighteenth st. 
Regent Hotel. 
1752 N st. 
u21 Fourteenth st. 
1520 P st. 
2516 Thirteenth st. 
1801 Conn. ave. 
227 H st. 
821 Fifteenth st. 
1309 Kenyon st. 
1929 Fourteenth st. 
2304 Wash. circle. 
1925 K st. 
1206 East Capitol st. 
508 Tenth st. 
The Cairo, Q st. 
142 R st.NE. 
1212 New York ave. 
1230 Roanoke st. 
13 Iowa Circle. 
48 R st. NE. 
18o7 G st. 
Denver Rocky 'lountain •ews .. 
Detroit Hven'g News and Tribune 
IF- L. Merrick ........ Post Building ..... . 
l•rankII. Hosford .... 1415 G st. . .. . ....... 203 Third sl. E. 
George H. Miller. .... .515 Fourteenth st. .. 1230 Roanoke st. 
Detroit Fr e Press ............... . 
Detroit Journal . .. .. ...... . ...... . 
Galveston and Dallas ews .. . . . . 
Hartford Courant. . . .. . .... . ..... . 
Hoboken Observer ............ . .. . 
Houston I'osl. . . ......... . ..... . .. . 
Huntington Advertiser . ..... . ... . 
Inclianapolis Journal ....... .. ... . 
Jndianapoli.- ·ews .. .... . ... . .... . 
Jncliamtpolis :entinel . .......... . 
Kalamazoo Telegraph ...... . ... . . 
Kan a ity Journal. .. . ... .. . . .. . 
Kan a City Star .... . . . . ....... .. . 
Kan a [tyTimes . . ........ ... .. . 
Knn a City World ... . ..... .. .. . . 
r, wi Lo n l> ily Journal. .. . . .... . 
J,rmdon I> ily hronicl .. .. ..... . 
J,ondon Daily T I ·gral>h ...• . ... 
l ,ond II lorning J...ead r .... . ... . 
l ng I Time . . • . .•.••... .. . 
Loui ·ille Courier-Journal .. . . .. . . 
W. L. Crounse ........ 141 G st. ..... .... .. Grant road. 
tto Carmichael . . . . . Post Building ..... . 
George M. Bailey... . Metropolitan Hotel. 
Walter H. Clark..... . 1417 n st...... .. ... 1722 Twenty-Ii rst st. 
C. W. Gesner ......... 18oo . J. ave ...... . 18oo N . J. ave. 
harlcs A. Edwards.. Sun Butldiug .... .. . 
JI. B. Teshitt....... . Post Building ..... . 
W.G. •icholas ....... 1503Pa.ave ........ . 
J. A . '1:athews........ Post Building ..... . 
Charles C. Carlton . . . Riggs House ...... . 
l~rnes t (, . Walker .... Post Building ..... · 
Freel. F. Schrader ... Hotel ,or111andie .. 
Alh rt :\I ill r ......... Po. t Building ..... . 
IT. B . • ·c-.bitt . . ...... Post Builcling ..... . 
W . . Hdward: ...... 003 Fifteenth st. .. . 
R . II . 1Ia7A'lrd . . . ...... Hutchins Builcling. 
Hrn ·st c_, . Wal r . .. . Po.-t Building ..... . 
\. , taunc · J,ow...... 1410 G st. . ......... . 
J . K .Ohl. ...... . ...... 1417(,st. .... . .... . 
J~ lward ~-Ljlll, . ..•. Po t Hujlcljn!{ .•...• 
hdwurd S. J,1tll<: . . ... Po. t Bu1ld1ng .. .. . 
CJ . < • teal v .. .. .. . .. 1421 G ,-t. .......... . 
H. Watter. ·11 lcaley 1421 G t. 
1520 P st. 
1121 Fourteenth st. 
Riggs House . 
17o6 P st. 
3530 Morgan ave. 
1633 29th st. 
1911 N st. 
29 Seventh st. 
17o6 P st. 
2oo6 Fifteenth st. 
Cleveland Park. 
916 I st. 
916 I st, 
1728 P st. 
172 P st. 
Newspapers Represented. 301 
NEWSPAPERS REPRESENTED, ETC.-Continued. 
Paper represented. Name. Office. 
Louisville Evening Post. ........ . 
Louisville Times ................. . 
Manchester Union ............... . 
Archibald W. Butt.. . 1347 Pa. ave ... . 
Otto Carmichael . . . . . Post Building ..... . 
Geo. F. Richards . . . . . Riggs House ...... . 
Memphis Commercial-Appeal. .. . 
Milwaukee Germania ........... . 
Lovick P. Miles . . . . . . 1347 Pa. ave ........ . 
L. W. Habercom . . . . 501 Fourteenth st .. 
Milwaukee Herold ............... . 
Milwaukee Sentinel. .. . . .. ... ... . 
Minneapolis Journal. ............ . 
Minneapolis Tribune ..... : .... . . . 
Montgomery Journal. ........... . 
Nashville American . . . . ........ . 
Jules Jaquet ............................. . 
Arthur J. Dodge..... . 1421 F st. .......... . 
J. S. Van Antwerp.... 515 Fourteenth st .. . 
F. A. Johnson........ 1345 Pa. ave ....... . 
John Boyle . ...... .... 6o3 Fifteenth st ... . 
Lovick P. Miles...... 1347 Pa. ave ........ . 
Nashville Banner ................ . 
Nebraska State Journal. ........ : . 
Newark Evening News ... , ...... . 
Newburg (N. Y.) Daily News .. . 
New Haven Register ....... . .... . 
New Orleans Picayune ........... . 
New Orleans Times-Democrat ... . 
New York Commercial Advertiser 
New York Daily News .. ......... . 
New York Evening Journal. .... . 
New York Evening Post. ........ . 
New York Evening Telegram ... . 
New York Evening·World ...... . 
New York Herald ................ . 
New York Herok! ............... . 
Archibald W. Butt ... 1347 Pa. ave .. ... . .. . 
W. E. Annin ......... Post Building ..... . 
C. W. Gesner . . . . . . . . . 1800 N. J. ave ...... . 
II. C. Stevens. . . . . . . . 515 Fourteenth st .. . 
Walter E. Clar_k ...... 1417 G st ........... . 
R.Bowman Matthews 515 Fourteenth st. .. 
F. Michinard......... 1345 Pa. ave ........ . 
L.A. Coolidge....... . Fourteenth & F sts. 
J. M. Sarvis . . . . . . . . . . 1419 F st ..... .. .. . . 
Henry E. Eland...... 603 Fifteenth st ... . 
Francis E. Leu pp . . Wyatt Building ... . 
R. M. Larner . . . . . . . . . 701 Fifteenth st ... . 
Ewan Justice . . . . . . . . 1347 Pa. ave .. .. .. .. . 
George W. Rouzer.. . 701 Fifteenth st . . _ 
John C.Williams ..... 701 Fifteenth st. ... . 
Cal. O'Laughlin ... _ .. 701 Fifteenth st ... . 
L.vV. Habercom ..... 501 Fourteenth st .. 
New York Journal. .............. . 
New York Journal of Commerce. 
New York Mail and Express ..... . 
New York Press .................. . 
New York Slaats-Zeitung ........ . 
New York Sun . . ............. , ... . 
Max F. Ihmsen ...... 603 Fifteenth st ... . 
John L. Steele ........ 6o3 Fifteenth st ... . 
Arthur McEwen . . . . . 603 Fifteenth st ... . 
Chas. A. Conant...... 29 Corcoran Bldg .. . 
John S. Shriver ... ... 515 Fourteenth st.. 
Robert J. Wynne.... . Fourteenth & F sts. 
Reginald Schroeder. . Post Building .... . 
David S. Barry...... 1417 G st. .......... . 
Henry G.Hayes ... ... 1417 G st . .. ........ . 
Richard V. Oulahan . 1417 G st ........... . 
New York Times ... ......... . .... . 
William T. Bingham. 1417 G st ..... ..... . . 
E . G. Dunnell... . . . . . 515 Fourteenth st .. . 
New York 'l'ribune ............... . M. G. Seckendorff. ... 1322 F st. ......... . 
Selden N. Clark...... 1322 F st. .......... . 
New York World ................. . 
Wm. L. McPherson. . 1322 F st . .... ...... . 
CharlesS.Albert .... 1347Pa.ave ....... . 
Norfolk Virginian ......... ...... . 
Ohio Stale Journal. .............. . 
Omaha Wort-cl-Herald ... . ........ . 
Horace J. Mock ... ... 1347 Pa. ave ..... .. . 
Phocion Howard ... .. 1347 Pa. ave ........ . 
John Boyle .......... 603 Fifteenth st .... . 
A. F,. Heiss ........... 1412 G st ... ..... ... . 
Fred. F. Schrader .... Hotel Normandie .. 
F. L . Howell .......... Hotel Normandie .. 
Philadelphia Evening Telegraph. 
Philadelphia Inquirer ........... . 
John P. Miller ........ no1 Pa. ave ........ . 
Chas. W. Campbell... 1410-1412 G st. .. ... . 
Philadelphia North American . . . 
Philadelphia Press ............... . 
W. B. Shaw .......... 1410-1412 G st ...... . 
W. R. Bell........ .. .. 1345 Pa. ave ....... . 
F,dgf!-r J. Gibson..... 1403 F st. .......... ·. 
Philadelphia Public Ledger ...... . 
Philadelphia Record ....... .... .. . 
Pittsburg Commercial (;azelte ... . 
Pittsburg Daily News ............ . 
James S. Henry ...... 1403 F st. .... ... ... . 
John M. Carson ...... Post Building ..... . 
W. E. Annin .. : ...... Post Building ..... . 
H.B. F. Macfarland.. 14o6 G st ....... . ... . 
Charles W. Metzgar. . 603 Fifteenth st. . .. . 
Henry Hall ......... 515 Fourteenth st .. 
Pittsburg Dispatch .. ............. . 
Pittsburg Leader ..... .. .. . .. ... .. . 
Pittsburg Post ............ ........ . 
Pittsburg Press ......... . ......... . 
Pittsburg Times ... .............. . 
Portland Oregonian ....... . . . ... . 
Providence Journal. ............. . 
Raleigh Morning Post .......... . . 
Raleigh News and Observer ..... . 
Richmond Dispatch ............. . 
Richmond Leader ............... . 
Richmond Times ................. . 
St. Louis Chronicle .............. . 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat. ....... . 
Isaac Gregg .......... 515 Fourteenth st .. 
E.W. Lightner....... 1347 Pa. ave .. ..... . 
W. R. Bell. . . . . . . . . . . . 1345 Pa. ave .... ... . 
Maurice Splain.. . . . . . Post Building ..... . 
H. B. Nesbitt......... Post Building ... . . . 
Henry Hall . . . . . . . . . . 515 Fourteenth st .. . 
Harry J. Brown...... Pest Building ..... . 
F. H. Howland ....... 1417 G st. .......... . 
W. II. Bagley ....... .. 1417 G st. .......... . 
John Boyle ........... 603 Fifteenth st. ... . 
Clifford Rose.. . . . . . . . Post Building ..... . 
E. Cuthbert. ......... 315 C st .... .. ...... . 
Edgar Royer.. . . . . . . . 2 Sixth st. NE ..... . 
Edgar Royer . ........ 2 Sixth st. NE .. ... . 
R.H. Hazard ......... Hutchins Bldg .... . 
Walter B. Stevens .... Fourteenth & F sts. 
St. I,ouis Post-Dispatch ... .. ..... . 
St. I,ouis Republic ............... . 
St. Louis Star . . ..... . .. ... ........ . 
St. Louis Westliche Post ......... . 
St. Paul Dispatch ... ......... .... . . 
St. Paul Pioneer Press ........... . 
Justin McGrath ...... Fourteenth & Fsts. 
W. A. Edwards . .... .. 603 Fifteenth st ... . 
W. S. Daniels......... 501 Fourteenth st .. . 
Fred. F. Schrader .... Hotel Normandie .. 
L. W. Habercom ..... 501 Fourteenth st .. 
F. A. Johnson . . . . . . . . 1345 Pa. ave ....... . . 
Arthur J. Dodge...... 1421 F st. ......... . 
John E. Monk ....... 1421 F st ........... . 
Residence. 
1635 L st. 
Riggs House. 
·1717 De Sales st. 
Hyattsville, Md. 
1 C st SE. 
3401 Holmead ave. 
-~rlington Hotel. 
3526 Morgan ave. 
1615 S st. 
1717 De Sales st. 
1635 L st. 
1316 Columbia road. 
1800 N. J. ave. 
1224 Eighth st. 
17221'wenty-fi. rst st. 
1751 Corcoran st. 
1370 Harvard st. 
2419 Pa. ave. 
The Oxford. 
1813 Sixteenth st. 
529 Eighteenth st. 
909 New York ave. 
1403 'f'welfth st. 
2825 Fourteenth st. 
510 I st. 
Hyattsville, Md. 
n23 Thirteenth st. 
Raleigh Hotel. 
1375 Kenesaw ave. 
The Cairo, Q st. 
915 R. I. ave. 
602 Pa. ave. SE. 
1617 S st. 
n3 First st. NE. 
The Columbia. 
927 Seventeenth st. 
2018 Hillyer place. 
1519 Ost. 
Metropolitan Club. 
701 Twelfth st. NE. 
703 Sixth st. 
1434 S st. 
1615 S st. 
142 R st. NE. 
3530 Morgan ave. 
606 Twenty-second. 
The Victoria. 
1510 Thirteenth st. 
Riggs House. 
1500 H st. 
1483 Columbia road. 
1332 Vermont ave. 
1316 Columbia road. 
1816 F st. 
1427 N st. 
1029 Conn. ave. 
2022 Hillyer place. 
18 Second st. NE. 
1737 Pa. ave. 
1029 Conn. ave. 
305 N. J . ave. SE. 
The Century Club. 
The Century Club. 
1615 S st. 
u10 L st. 
315 C st. 
2 Sixth st. NE. 
2 Sixth st. NE. 
829 Seventh st. 
Willard's Hotel. 
The Stratford. 
19n N st. 
3530 Morgan ave. 
Hyattsville, Md. 
3526 Morgan ave. 
3401 Holmead ave. 
608 Eleventh st. 
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Paper represented. 
Salt Lake Herald .......... . ..... . 
Salt Lake Tribune .............. . 
San Antonio Express ............ . 
San Francisco Bulletin ........ . . . 
San Francisco Call. .............. . 
San Francisco Chronicle ......... . 
San Francisco Examiner . ........ . 
San Francisco Post .... .. ........ . 
Savannah Morning News ....... . 
Scranton Tribune ................ . 
Scranton Truth .. .. ...... .. ...... . 
Scripps-McRae Press Association. 
Seattle Times . ..... ...... ... .... . . 
Sioux City Journal. ........ ... ... . 
Springfield Republican .......... . 
Springfield Union ......... . ..... . 
The Associated Press ............ . 
Toledo Bee ............ . ..... . .... . 
Toledo Blade ................ .. ... . 
Toledo Commercial ............. . 
Topeka Capital ....... ..... . . .. .. . 
Troy Times ...... . .... ..... ...... . 
Utica Observer .. ................. . 
Vicksburg Dispatch ............ . 
Washington Evening Star ..... . . . 
Name. Office. 
Frank H. Hosford . . . 1415 G st ........... . 
W. E. Annin......... Post Building . .... . 
Charles A. Edwards .. Sun Building ..... . 
Edward S. Little..... Post Building ..... . 
Charles C. Carlton. . . . Riggs House . .. ... . 
Morton E. Crane .... . Riggs House .... .. . 
Edward M. Boyd ... . 1345 Pa. ave .. ..... • .. 
J. S. Van Antwerp.... 603 Fifteenth st. ... . 
H. A. Colman .... ..... Post Building . .... . 
R. M. Larner......... 1417 G 'it ... .... . ... . 
W. R. Bell. . . . . . . . . . . . 1345 Pa. ave . ...... . 
E.W. Brady. . . . . . . . . . 501 Fourteenth st .. 
A. S. Ayre!;, mgr...... Hutchins Building. 
Alfred J. Stofer ...... Hutchins Building. 
Richard Lee Fearn . . Hutchins Building. 
G. J .·Karger.......... Hutchins Building . 
W. P. King .......... ·. Hutchins Building. 
George E. Miller .... . 515 Fourteenth st . .. 
Chas. A. Hamilton ... 501 Fourteenth st. .. 
Chas. A. Conant ...... 29 Corcoran Bldg .. . 
Robert Small ....... . no1 Pa. ave .. ..... . 
C. A. Boynton, supt . . Post Building .. .. . . 
Arthur W. Dunn.. . . Post Building ..... . 
HowardN.Thompso11 Post Building ..... . 
Chas. T. Thompson .. Post Building ..... . 
Elmer E . Paine.. . . .. Post Building ... .. . 
Chas. H. Merillat.... Post Building .. . .. . 
Chas. H . Boynton.... Post Building .... . . 
Edwin M. Hood...... Post Building . . ... . 
George E. Gilliland ... ... ... ..... ..... .... . 
E. W.Brady ........... ..... ... . ........... . 
Corry M. Stadden .... 515 Fourteenth st .. . 
I sabel Worrell Ball . . 1017 Fourteenth st . 
Chas. A. Hamilton . . . 501 Fourteenth st. .. 
Chas. B. Lockwood . . . 515 Fourteenth st. .. 
George S. Johnston.. 603 Fifteenth st ... . 
JohnP.Miller ........ no1Pa.ave ... ..... . 
N. 0. Messenger .... . IJol Pa. ave ........ . 
Charles E. Kern... . . . no1 Pa. ave ... ..... . 
Washington Evening 'l'imes . . ... Crittenden Marriott.. Hutchins Building. 
Joseph E. O'Brien... Hutchins Building . 
Washington. Post ... ............. . H. L. West .. .. ...... Post Building ..... . 
Ernest G. Walker . ... Post Buildin~ ..... . 
Washington. 1.'imes .. . ... .. ... .. . Jay F. Durham ...... . Hutchins Bmlding . 
Robert 0. Bailey .. .. . Hutchins Building. 
Wheeling Intelligencer.. . . . . . . . . . C. M. Shinn.. . . . . . . . . . 125 Eleventh st. NE. 
Wheeling Register................ Charles M. Rippey... Post Building ..... . 
Wilkes Barre Record .. .. ... . . .... F. W . Cauldwell. ..... Fourteenth & F sts. 
Residence .. 
203 Third st. NE. 
1316 Columbia road. 
916 I st. 
Riggs House. 
604 Ninth st. 
816 Fifteenth st. 
Arlington Hotel. 
921 R st. 
529 Eighteenth st. 
219 F st. NE. 
930 I st. 
2202 Mass. ave. 
1437 R. I. ave. 
13 Grant Place. 
123c Roanoke st . 
1305 K enyon st. 
1375 Kenesaw ave. 
520 B st. NE. 
1357 Princeton st. 
1929 Fifteenth st. 
The Columbia. 
Cleveland Park. 
1313 Twelfth st. 
1430 Eighth st. 
2716 Fourteenth st. 
209 Twelfth st. SW. 
2035 H st. 
501 Fourteenth st. 
1807 G st. 
1017 Fourteenth st. 
1305 Kenyon st. 
826 Thirteenth st. 
223 Second st. SE. 
The Victoria. 
1216 Eighteenth st. 
409 R st. 
1826 G st. 
607 Twenty-first st. 
1364 Harvard st. 
17o6 P st. 
2824 Fourteenth st. 
722 Eighth st. 
125 Eleventh st. NE. 
607 Twenty-first st. 
C.H. Mann, doorkeeper House Press Gallery; residence, 627 A street NE. 
James D. Preston, doorkeeper Senate Press Gallery; residence, 17n Pennsylvania avenue. 
MEMBER OF THE PRESS WHO ARE ENTITLED TO AD-
MI SIO TO THE PRESS GALLERIES. 
[Streel'i and avenues are orthwest unless otherwise stated.) 
fT he * designates those w_hose wives acco~pany them; the ~ designates those whose daughters 
accompany them; the designates those having other ladies with them.] 
·ame. Paper represented. Office. 
* t\lh rt, Charles S ......... . 
*Annin, ,v. E ... .... ... . ... . 
Members ef tlze Press. 
MEMBERS OF THE PRESS, ETC.-Continued. 
Name. 
II II Boyle, John .............. . 
* e Boynton, C. A .... ........ . 
*Boynton, Charles H ...... . 
Brady, E.W ............ .... . 
Brown, Harry J .... . ...... . . 
*Burdett, Sam M ... . ....... . 
* Busbey, L. W .............. . 
Butt, Archibald W ..... ·; .. . 
* Campbell, C. W ........... . 
Carlton, Charles C ... . .... . 
Carmichael, Otto .. . . ....... . 
*Carson.John M .......... . 
Cauldwell, F. W ... . . ....... . 
*Clark, Selden N .......... . 
* Clark, Walter E .......... . 
* Clarke, H. Conquest .... . . . 
* Colman, H. A . .. . ......... . 
Conant, Chas. A ........... . 
* Coolidge, L. A .. ... . .. .... . 
Coyle, Wilbur F .. .... .. .... . 
Cra ne, Morton E ........ ... . 
Crist, Harris M ....... . ..... . 
Crounse, '\V. L ............. . 
* Curtis, W. E ..... .... .... . . 
Cuthbert, E ... .. ........ ... . 
Daniels, W. S . ...... .. ..... . 
* Dodge, Arthur J .. .. ...... . 
* Dunn, ArthurW ..... .. . .. . 
* Dunnell, E. G ..... . ...... . 
Durham, Jay F ... . .... . .. .. . 
Edwards, Charles A ..... . .. . 
* Edwards, W. A ..... ..... . . 
* E land, Henry E ..... .... . . 
* II Fearn, Richard Lee .... . . 
* Ferris, Fergus P ... .. ... .. . 
Gardner, H. Gilson . ........ . 
Garthe, Louis .............. . 
Gen the, Siegfried .......... . 
*~Gesner, C. W . . .. ........ . 
Gibson, Edgar J .. ... . .... .. . 
* Gilliland, George E ...... . . 
II Gregg, Isaac . ...... ... ..... . 
* Guthridge, Jules ....... . .. . 
*Habercom, L. W .. .. , ..... . 
Hall, Henry ..... . . . ........ . 
* Hamilton, Chas. A ..... . . . . 
* ~ e e Hayes, Henry G ..... . . 
Hazard, R. H ... ..... ....... . 
* Heiss, Austin E ........... . 
*Henry, James S . .......... . 
*Hood,E.M . .............. . 
* Hosford, Frank H . . . . ... . 
* Hoskins, Edwin S .... . ... . 
Howard, Phocion ....... . .. . 
Howell, F. S . . .............. . 
Howland, F . H. , ... .... . .. . . 
Hunt, C. P ....... .. ..... . ... . 
Hussey, John B . ...... , .... . 
*Ihmsen, Max F ...... ... .. . 
*Jaquet, Jules .............. . 
*Johnson, F. A ...... . ... . .. . 
* e e}ohnson, Geo. S ........ . 
* Johnson, S. E ....... ...... . 
Justice, Ewan .............. . 
Karger, G. J .. . .. ........... . 
Kemp, Henry G . . . . ...... . 
* Kern, Charles E ....... .. . 
King, W.P . . ..... .. .... .... . 
Landon, Hal D ........... : .. 
* Larner, R. M ..... ........ . 
Paper represented. 
Norfolk Virginian, Raleigh Post, Mont-
gomery J ournal. 
Superintendent Associated Press. 
The Associated Press . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
Baltimore News, Scranton Truth, Toledo 
Blade. 
Portland Oregonian . ..... ........... . .. . 
Chicago Chronicle ............... . .. . ... . 
Chicago Inter-Ocean .. ... .... .. ......... . 
Atlanta Journal, Nashville Banner, 
Louisville Evening Post. 
Philadelphia Inquirer ....... .... ....... . 
San Fran cisco Call . ... . .. .. .. . ..... . . . .. . 
Detroit Journal, Louisvrlle Times ...... . 
Philadelphia Public Ledger ..... . ... .. . . 
Wilkes Barre Record .................... . 
New York Tribune .. .. ..... . .......... . . 
New Haven Register, Hartford Courant, 
Buffalo Express. 
Chicago Chronicle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
San Francisco Post .... .. .... .. ......... . 
New York Journal of Commerce, 
Springfield Republican. 
Boston Journal, New York Commercial 
Advertiser. 
Baltimore Herald ... . ... ........ .. ...... . 
San Francisco Cail .. ................... . 
Brooklyn Eagle ... ...................... . 
Detroit Free Press ......... .. ........... . 
~~~~~gn~e~i;d~t~i{ :: :: :: : : :: :: : : :: :: :: : 
St. Louis Republic .......... . .......... . 
Milwaukee Sentinel, St. Paul Pioneer 
Press. 
The Associated Press ............. . ..... . 
New York Times ..... ...... .. ... . ..... . . 
Washington Times ........ ...... ....... . 
Houston Post, San Antonio Express . .. . . 
Kansas City Times, St. Louis Post-Dis-
patch. 
New York Evening Journal. .... .. ..... . 
ScriJ?pS-McRae Press Association .. . ... . 
Baltimore American ... ................. . 
Chicago Journal .................. ... .. . . 
Baltimore American ....... : ........ . ... . 
Cologne Gazette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
Newark News, Hoboken Observer ..... . 
Philadelphia Press ............ .. ........ . 
Toledo Bee .......... . .. .... ........... .. . 
Pittsburg News .... . ........... .. ....... . 
Buffalo Commercial. .. ...... ............ . 
Milwaukee Germania, St. Louis West-
liche Post, New York Herold. 
Pittsburg Times, Pittsburg News ...... . 
Brooklyn Times, Rochester Post-Ex-
press, Sioux City Journal, Syracuse 
Herald, Troy Times. 
New York Sun .......... .......... ...... . 
St. Louis Chronicle, Kansas City World . 
Cleveland Plaindealer, Ohio State Jour-
nal. 
Philadelphia Press ...... ... . ............ . 
The Associated Press .. ... . .... .... ... .. . 
Chicago Dispatch, Anaconda Standard, 
Rocky Mountain News, Grand Rap-
ids Democrat, Salt Lake Herald. 
Buffalo Evening News ................. . 
New York World ................ .. .... .. . 
Omaha World-Herald .. ....... ........ . 
Providence Journal. ........ . .. ........ . . 
Arizona Republican ... ...... ....... .... . 
Columbia (S. C.) State ........... .... ... . 
:1~;1;~~/fr~l~~fi' :: ::: :: :::: :::: :: :: :: : 
Minneapolis Tribune, St. Paul Dispatch. 
Vicksburg Dispatch ........... ... . ...... . 
Cincinnati Enquirer .. ... . ... . . ......... . 
New York Evening World . . ....... . ... . 
Scripps-McRae Pr ess Association ....... . 
Baltimore Sun ............... .. ......... . 
Wa?hington Evening Star .... .. ....... . . 
S'cnpps-McRae Press Association . . ..... . 
Cincinnati Commercial Tribune . ....... . 
Charleston News and Courier Savan-
nah Morning News, New Yotk Tele-
f;ram. 
Office. 
603 Fifteenth st. 
Post Building. 
Post Building. 
501 Fourteenth st. 
Post Building. 
Fourteenth and F sts. 
Fourteenth and F sts. 
1347 Pennsylvania ave. 




Fourteenth and F sts. 
1322 F st. 
1417 G st. 
Fourteenth and F sts. 
Post Building. 
29 Corcoran Building. 
Fourteenth and F sts. 
232 Ninth st. SE. 
Riggs House. 
608 Fourteenth st. 
1415 G st. 
Post Building. 
315 C st. 
501 Fourteenth st. 
'1421 F st. 
Post Building. 
515 Fourteenth st. 
Hutchins Building. 
Sun Building. 
603 Fifteenth st. 
603 Fifteenth st. 
Hutchins Building. 
14m Pennsylvania ave. 
14m Pennsvlvania ave. 
13 Iowa cii=c1e. 
1800 New Jersey ave. 
1403 F st. 
515 Fourteenth st. 
30 Corcoran Building. 
501 Fourteenth st. 
515 Fourteenth st. 
501 Fourteenth st. 
1417 G st. 
Hutchins Building. 
1412 G st. 
1403 F st. 
Post Building. 
1415 G st. 
1347 Pennsylvania ave. 
Hotel Normandie. 
1417 G st. 
509 Fourteenth st. 
Cor. Sixth and D. 
603 Fifteenth st. 
1345 Pennsylvania ave. 
603 Fifteenth st. 
1517 H st. 
1347 Pennsylvania ave. 
Hutchins Building. 
Sun Building. 
1101 Pennsylvania ave. 
Hutchins Building. . 
1345 Pennsylvania ave. 
1417 G st. 
Congressional Directory . 
. MEMBERS OF THE PRESS, ETC.-Continued. 
Name. Paper represented. Office. 
* Leu pp, Francis E New York Evening Post ...... ... ...... . Wyatt Huildiug. 
San Francisco Bulletin, Los Angeles Post Building. * Little, Edward S .... 
* Lightner, E. W ........... . 
* Lockwood, Chas. B ... .. .. . 
* Low, A. Maurice ... ..... .. 
* MacBride. W. C .. ... .. ... . 
* McEwen, Arthur ......... . 
* Macfarland, H. B. F ... .. . 
* II McGrath, Justin ...... .. . 
McPherson, W. L ........ .. . 
:!-1111 Marriott, Crittenden ... . 
Mathews, J. A ............. . 
* Mathews, R. Bowman .... . 
II Merillat, Chas. H ..... .... . 
* Merrick, H. L .......... . 
* Messenger, N . 0 .......... . 
* Metzgar, Chas. W ..... . .. . . 
Times, London Morning Leader. 
Pittsburg Dispatch ...................... . 
Albany Times-Union, Utica Observer .. . 
Boston Globe, London Daily Chronicle .. 
Cincinnati Enquirer ................... . 
New York Journal. ... .. ...... ..... .... . . 
Boston Herald, Philadelphia Record ... . 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat.: .... ... ..... . 
New York Tribune . ........ .... .... .... . 
Washington Evening Times, Louisville 
Dispatch. 
Chicago News, Indianapolis News .... . . 
New Orleans Picayune. . ............ . . 
The Associated Press ................... . 
Columbus Press-Post .............. . .... . 
Washington Evening Star......... . . 
Albany Journal, Pittsburg Commercial 
Gazette. 
1347 Pennsylvania ave. 
SIS Fourteenth st. 
1410 G st. 
1517 H st. 
603 Fifteenth st. 
1410 G st. 
Fourteenth and F sts. 
1322 F st. 
Hutchins Building. 
Post Building. 
515 Fourteenth st. 
Post Building. 
Post Building. 
rroI Pennsylvania ave. 
603 Fifteenth st. 
Michinard, F ............... New Orleans 'rimes-Democrat .......... 1345 Pennsylvania ave. 
Miles, Lovick P . . . . . . . . . . . . . Memphis Commercial-Appeal, Nash- 1347 Pennsylvania ave. 
ville American. 
* Miller, Albert ............. 'Kan sas City Star......................... Post Building. 
* Miller, George E ...... .. .. . Detroit Tribune, Detroit News, Seattle 515 Fourteenth st. 
Times, Cleveland World. 
* Miller, John P .. ........... Washington Evening Star, Philadelphia no1 Pennsylvania ave. 
Telegraph. 
* Mock, Horace J............ New York World .. . . ... .............. .. . 
Monk, John E. .... ........ . St. Paul Pioneer Press ................. . 
Morgan, Frank P...... .. .. . Boston Traveler. ...... .. ................ . 
Nesbitt, H.B. . ...... .. ... .. Pittsburg Press, Huntington Advertiser, 
1347 Pennsylvania ave. 
1421 F st. 
501 Fourteenth st. 
Post Building. 
Kansas City Star. 
* Nicholas, W. G. ... ........ Chicago Evening . Post, Indianapolis 1503 Pennsylvania ave. 
Journal. 
* II O'Brien, Joseph E ....... Washington Evening Times ............ Hutchins Building. 
* O'Brien, Robert L . . . . . . . . . Roston 'l'ranscript . .......... .. . ......... Wyatt Building. 
* Ohl, .J. K......... .... .. .. . . Atlanta Constitution, London ·Dai 1 y 1417 G st. 
* O'Laughlin, Cal .. .. . . .... . 
* Oulahan, R. V ...... . ..... . 
* I Paine, Elmer E . . ........ . 
* Patterson, Ravmond . .... . 
Richards, Geo. F .. ........ . . 
Richardso11, F. A . ... .. .. . . . 
* Rich ardson, W.K ........ . 
* Rippey, CharlesM ........ . 
Rose. Clifford .............. . 
T elegraph. 
New York Herald . .................. .... . 
New York Sun ... ........ .. ............ . . 
The Associated Press ................... . 
~~~~~~~i~t~fc;~::: :·.::::: ·: :: :::: :: :: : 
Baltimore Sun .......................... . 
Cincinnati Enquirer . ........... ..... ... . 
Wheeling Register .... .... .. ..... . ...... . 
Houston Post, Raleigh News a nd Ob-
server. 
701 Fifteenth st. 
1417 G st. 
Post Building. 
Fourteenth and F s ts. 
Riggs House. 
Sun Building. 
1517 H st. 
Post Building. 
Post Building. 
* Rouzer, George W........ New York Herald . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 701 Fifteenth st. 
Royer, Edgar .......... .. .. . . Richmond Leader, Richmond 'l'imes .... 2 Sixth st. 
Sarvis, J. M................. New York Daily News . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1419 F st. 
*Schrader , Fred. F .......... Kansas City Journal, Omaha World- Hotel Normandie. 
* Schroeder, Reginald ... . .. 
k Seckendorff, M. G . ...... . . 
*Shaw, W. B ..... .. ..... . . .. 
Shinn, C. M .. .... ... ...... .. 
Shriver, John S .... ... .. .. 
Small, Robert . ........ .... . . 
*Smith,William W ..... . . .. 
*Snowden, Harold ......... . 
Splain, Maurice ........... . 
Stadd(!n, Corry M ..... ... .. . 
Starek, Freel . . ............. . 
Stealey, II. \Vatterson ..... . 
* ·t alcy, 0. . ........... .. . 
* Steele, John L ........ .. .. . 
· teveu , II. C ..... ........ . 
• . le~·en . , \ValterR ... ..... . . 
tofe r, . J . .. ... . .......... . 
* ·uter, John T ., jr . . ... ... .. . 
* Thomp'<On, Charle T .. .. . 
Thomp n, Howard . · . .. . . 
Towne, Ro rt H .......... . 
• \'an Antwerp, J. .. ... .. .. 
Herald, St. Louis Star. 
New York Staats-Zeitung . . . .. ......... . 
New York 'l'ribune ............. ....... . . 
Philadelphia Inquirer .. .... ... . . . . ... .. . 
·wheeling Intelligencer .... .. .. ... ...... . 
New York Mail and Express, Cincin-
nati Times-Star. 
Springfield Union ...................... . 
Baltimore Sun ......................... . 
Alexandria Gazette ..... . ..... . ........ . 
Pittsburg Post .......................... . 
Columbus Dispatch, Toledo Comm er-
cial. 
Cleveland Leader ...... . .... ..... ... . ... . 
I,ouisvil le Courier-Journal ............ . 
Louisville Courier-Journal ............. . 
. ·ew York Journal. .................... . 
Buffalo Times, Newburgh (N.Y.) •ews. 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat. ............ . 
Scripps-McRae Press Association ....... . 
Chicago Record ......................... . 
The A. sociated Press ................... . 
The .\ . ,;ocinted Pres3 ................... . 
Chicago Times-Herald .................. . 
ltinncapoli. Journal, San Francisco 
Post Building. 
I322 P st. 
I410-14r2 G st. 
125 E leventh s t. NE. 
SIS Fourteenth st. 




SIS Fourteenth st. 
1427 F st. 
1421 G st. 
I421 G s t. 
6o3 Fifteenth. 
515 Fourteenth st. 





1503 Pennsylvania ave. 
515 Fourteenth st. 
11.·anun ·r, . Iilwaukee \\'isconsin. 
Vnlrl ck , Jacoh . ... . . . .... .. Clev land l'r . s .......................... Hutchins Building. 
,•ntk r, 1':rn t , .. . . .. . . \\'a hington l'o:t, J,ewiston Journal, Post Building. 
Kalamazoo Telegraph. 
• 11. J,... . . . . . . . . . .. . . \~'?w'~!o' r•klolnl Po It! . ....................... Post _:!'luilcling. 
'illiam., John C . .. .• . .. .. ,., ••ork l'rra < .. .... . ........ ......... 
1
7?1 Fifteenth st . . 
, . 1111 • Robert J • •· •· • • • . .. •· . . ................... l•ourteenth and J• sts. 
Members of tlze Press. 
RULES GOVERNING PRESS GALLERIES. 
I. Persons desiring admission to 'the Press Galleries shall make application to the 
Speaker, as required by Rule XXXVI of the House of Representatives, and to the Com-
mittee on Rules qf the Senate, as required by Rule V for the Regulation of the Senate 
Wing of the Capitol; and shall also-state, in writing, for what paper or papers they 
are employed; and shall further state that they are not engaged in the prosecution of 
claims pending before Congress or the Departments, and will not become so engaged 
while allowed admission to the galleries; and that they are not in any sense the 
agents or representatives of l?ersons or corporations having legislation before Con-
gress, and will not become either while retaining their places in the galleries, and 
that they are not employed in an Executive or Legislative department, and will not 
become so employed while accepting the privileges of the galleries. Visiting jour-
nalists who may be allowed temporary admission to the galleries must conform to the 
restrictions of this rule. 
2. The applications required by above rule shall be authenticated in a manner that 
shall be satisfactory to the Standing Committee of Correspondents, who shall see that 
the occupation of the galleries is confined to bona fide telegraphic correspondents of 
reputable standing in their business, who represent daily newspapers, and not exceed- · 
ing one seat shall be assigned to each paper; and it shall be the duty of the Standing 
Committee, at their discretion, to report violations of the privileges of the galleries to 
the Speaker, or to the Senate Committet; on Rules, and pending action thereon the 
off ending correspondent shall be suspended. 
3. Persons employed in the Executive or Legislative Departments of the Govern-
ment, and persons engaged in other occupations whose chief attention is not given to 
newspaper correspondence, shall not be entitled to admission to the Press Galleries; 
and the Press List in the Congressional Directory shall be a list only of telegraphic 
correspondents. 
4. Members of the families of correspondents are not entitled to admission. 
5. The galleries, subject to the approval of the Speaker of the House of Represent-
dives, and the supervision and control of the Senate Committee on Rules, shall be 
under the control of the Standing Committee of Correspondents. 
Approved, T. B. REED, 
Speaker o.f the House o.f R epresentatives. 
Approved· by the Committee on Rules of the Senate. 
NELSON W. ALDRICH, 
E.G. DUNNELL, Chairman, C/zairman Committee on Rules. 
ROBERT J. WYNNE, 
WALTER B. S'l'EVENS, 
H. B. F. MACFARLAND, 
ELMER E. PAINE, Secretary, 
Standing Committee o.f Correspondents. 
Congressional Directory. 
SENATORS, REPRESENTATIVES, AND DELEGATES. 
AMES, HOME POST-OFFICES, WASHINGTON ADDRESSES, AND PAGE 
ON WHICH BIOGRAPHY APPEARS. 
[The* designates those whose wives accompany them; the € designates those whose daughters 
accompany them; the II designates those having other ladies with them.] 
* Vice-President, GARRET A. HOBART, 2r Lafayette square. 
* President pro tempore of the Senate, WILLIAM P. FRYE, The Hamilton. 
Name. 
Aldrich, Nelson W ... . 
Allen, William V . . ... . 
Allison, William B .... . 
Bacon, Augustus O ... . 
Baker, Lucien ........ . 
* Bate, William B ..... . 
·*iBerry, James H . .... . 
·*jl Burrows, Julius C .. . 
* 111 Butler, Marion .... . 
·*~ Caffery, Donelson,. 
* Cannon, Frank J .... . 
*II Carter, Thomas H .. . 
*Chandler, Wm. E ... . 
*?, Chilton, Horace .... . 
Clark, Clarence D .... . 
Clay, Alexander 
?, II Cockrell.Francis M .. 
**1111 Cullom, ShelbyM. , 
*Ill Daniel, John W ... 
*Davis, Cushman K .. ·\ 
*Deboe, William J ... . 
* Elkin. , Stephen B .. . 
* Fairbanks, Charles \V. 
*** Faulkner,Charles J. 
*?.?.?,Foraker, Joseph B. 
* Frye, William P ..... . 
* allinger, Jacob II .. . 
* Gear, John H ....... . 
*?.?.?. orman, . P ... . 
*?.?. 'ray, George ..... . 
· Hale, Eugene ...... . 
*I Ha1~na, Marcus 
Hansbrough, II. C .. 
*1 Harris, William A .. 
Hawley, Joseph R ... . 
* Hei tfeld, Henry ..... . 
* Hoar, eorge F ..... . **~ Jone , Jamt K ... . 
*~Jon• ,John 
* K ·tmey, Richard R .. 
*Kyl ·, Jnm, II ..... . 
* I h11 ',William .. 
*l g , II nry ahot. . 
. [ Bnd I r r • r . .. 



































Home post-office. Washington address. 
Providence, R. I. . . . . . The Arlington . ....... . 
Madison, Nebr ...... . 320 Delaware avenue NE 
Dubuque, Iowa... .... rr24 Vermont avenue .. 
Macon, Ga....... . ... 1758 Oregon avenue ... . 
Leavenworth, Kans ... The Normandie ... .. . . . 
Nashville, Tenn ...... The Ebbitt ...... ..... . 
Bentonville, Ark. . . . . Metropolitan Hotel .... . 
Kalamazoo, Mich. . . . 1404 Mass. avenue NW . 
Elliot, N. C .......... 2109 S street ........ .. . 
Franklin, La ... . ..... 2110 0 street NW ..... . 
Ogden, Utah.. . . . . . . . 2148 Pa. avenue NW .. . 
Helena, Mont........ 1432 Stoughton street .. . 
Concord, N. H....... 1421 I street NW .. .... . 
Tyler, Tex . . ......... The Elsmere .......... . 
Evanston, Wyo ...... Willard's ............. . 
Marietta, Ga .. . ...... The Varnum . ..... . 
Warrensburg, Mo... . 1518 R street NW ..... . 
Springfield, Ill. . . . . . . 1413 Mass. avenue NW. 
Lynchburg, Va....... 1700 Nineteenth st. NW 
St. Paul, Minn. . . . . . . 1428 Mass. ave. NW ... . 
Marion, Ky . ......... The Riggs .... ... ... . . . 
Elkins, W. Va........ 1626 K street NW ..... . 
Indianapolis, Ind... .. 1800 Mass. avenue NW. 
Martinsburg,W. Va... 1710 Sixteenth st. NW . 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . . . . 1500 Sixteenth st. NW . 
Lewiston, Me . . . . . . . The Hamilton . ... .... . 
Concord, N. H ....... The Elsmere ....... ... . 
Burlington, Iowa ..... The Portland ......... . 
Laurel, Md ... . . . .. . . 1432 K street NW .. . .. . 
Wilmington, Del..... 1421 K street ·w ..... . 
Ellsworth, Me. . . . . . . . 1001 Sixteenth st. W .. 
Cleveland, Ohio ... .. The Arlington .. ...... . 
Devils Lake, T _ Dak .. 2033 Florida avenue NW 
Linwood, Kans.. . . . . 1016 Thirteenth st. W. 
Hartford, Conn ...... 727 Eighteenth st. W. 
Lewist n, Idaho ...... rr2 Mass. avenue E . . . 
\\'orcestcr, .Ia s ..... 1417 K street W .. ... . 
"\ ashi.n~rton, rk .... . 915 M street W ... ... . 
old Hi.11, .. Tev.. . . . . . The Arlington ........ . 
D vtr, Dtl. . . . . . . . . . . n22 ermont ave. W. 
·\h r,lc 11, , • Dak . . . . 2or orth Capitol street. 
I·r- nkfort, Ky ....... The Cochran .......... . 
.. ·ahant, :\Ia. s .•..... ·\ 1765 Ia. s. avenue \V .. 
. t. II 1 11 , r ·g . . . . . I B . tre t W ......... . 



















































* JI McLaurin, John L .. 
McMillan, James .... 
Mallory, Stephen R ... 
Mantle, Lee ........... 
· Martin, Thomas S .... 
'?,?, Mason,Wm. E ..... 
Mills, Roger Q ....... 
' Mitchell, John L ..... 
*eell Money, H. D ..... 
?.?. Morgan, John T ...... 
·e Murphy, Edward, Jr. 
' Nelson, Knute ....... 
Pasco, Samuel ........ 
Penrose, Boies ........ 
p erkins, George C ..... 
*II Pettigrew, RichardF 
!Pettus, Edmund W .. 
Platt, Orville H ...... 
Platt, Thomas C ...... 
·· Pritchard, Jeter C ... . 
*e Proctor, Redfield .... 
*?.?.?. Quay, Matthew S. 




oss, Jonathan ........ 
s ewell, William J ..... 
* ·?.?.Shoup, George L ... 
s 
s 
imon, Joseph ........ 
mith, James, jr ....... 
* Spooner, John C ..... 
·?, Stewart,WilliamM . 
s ullivan, W. V ........ 
* Teller, Henry M ..... 




Tillman, Benj. R ... . . 
?, Turley, Thomas B .. 
·Turner, George ...... 
eTurpie, David ........ 
* Vest, George G ...... * \Varren, Francis E ... 
* · Wellington,GeorgeL. 
*?.?, Wetmore,George P. 
* White, Stephen M ... 
Wilson, John L ....... 
*Wolcott, Edward O .. 
Name. 
* Acheson, Ernest F .. R 
Adams, Robert, jr ... R 
*IIIIIIIIII Adamson,W. C D 
*!!Aldrich, W. F .... R 
*IIAlexander, DeA.S. R 
Allen, John M ..... . D 
Arnold, William C ... R 
*II II Babcock, Jos. W. R 
*IIBailey, Joseph w_ .-1 D 
55-3D-2D ED--21 
Home and City Residences. 
SENATORS-Continued . . 




D Bennettsville, S. C ... 227 East Capitol street . 102 
R Detroit, Mich ........ rr14 Vermont avenue ... 50 
D Pensacola, Fla. .... 218 Second street NE . .. 13 
s Butte, Mont .......... 212~ F street NW ...... 63 
D Scottsville, Va ....... The Baltic .... ... ...... II5 
R Chicago, Ill . ... ...... 1423 Chapin street NW. 19 
D Corsicana, Tex ....... 1746 S street NW ....... ro9 
D Milwaukee, Wis ...... 32 B street NE ......... 121 
D Carrollton, Miss ...... The Portner .......... . 56 
D Selma, Ala ........... 315 4,½ street NW .... . . l 
D Troy, N. Y ........... 1701 K street NW ...... 71 
R Alexandria, Minn .... 649 East Capitol street .. 54 
D Monticello, Fla ...... 2rr New Jersey ave. NW 13 
R Philadelphia, Pa ..... The N ormandie ........ 92 
R Oakland, Cal. ...... .. The Albany ............ 7 
s Sioux Falls, S. Dak ... 1750 Q street NW ...... ro4 
D Selma, Ala ........... 205 A street SE ........ I 
R Meriden, Conn . .. .... The Arlington ......... IO 
R Owego, N. Y ......... The Arlington ......... 71 
R Marshall, N. C ....... 902 East Capitol street . 80 
R Proctor, Vt. .......... 1535 L street NW ....... II4 
R Beaver, Pa ........... 1612 K street NW .... . . 91 
D Salt Lake City, Utah. The Portland .......... rr3 
D Larimore, N. Dak .... 1317 Yale street ........ 84 
R St.Johnsbury, Vt. .... ..... .. . . ...... ......... II4 
R Camden, N.J ......... The N ormandie ........ 69 
R Boise, Idaho ........ . The N ormandie ........ 18 
R Portland, Oreg ....... The Arlington .... . .. .. 90 
D Newark, N. J ........ The Arlington ......... 69 
R Madison, Wis ........ The Arlington ......... 121 
s Carson City, Nev ..... 8 Dupont circle ........ 67 
D Oxford, Miss ........ ........................ 56 
s Central City, Colo .... The Colonial ......... . 9 
R Omaha, Nebr ........ The Cairo ............. 64 
D Trenton, S. C ........ 1006 East Capitol street . 102 
D Memphis, Tenn ...... The Ebbitt .. , ......... ro6 
p Spokane, Wash ...... The Gordon ........... rr8 
D Indianapolis, Ind ... .. 4 B street NE .. . ..... .. 25 
D Sweet Springs, Mo ... 1204 P street NW ....... 59 
R Cheyenne, Wyo ...... 1848 Wyoming ave. NW 124 
R Cumberland, Md ..... The Normandie ........ 43 
R Newport, R. I ... .... . 1609 K street NW ...... IOI 
D Los Angeles, Cal. . . .. The Normandie ........ 6 
R Spokane, Wash ... ... The Cairo .............. rr8 
R Denver, Colo ......... 1221 Connecticut avenue 9 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
~ Biog-Home post-office. (J) ·Washington address. ~ raphy. 
Washington, Pa . ... 217 North Capitol street. 
Page. 
24 99 
Philadelphia, Pa ... 2 The Albany ............ 93 
Carrollton, Ga ..... 4 1409 Howard ave. NW . . 15 
Aldrich, Ala .. ... .. 4 1531 N. H. ave. NW ..... 3 
Buffalo, N. Y ..... . 33 The Concord . . .. ....... 80 
Tupelo, Miss .. , .... l ro9 Maryland ave. NE .. 57 
Dubois,Pa . ... ..... 28 The Varnum ..... .. .... 100 
Necedah, Wis .. 3 II B street NW ......... 122 
Gainesville, Tex,,, 5 1903 N street NW , , , . , . III 
308 Congressional Directory. 
REPR_ESENTATIVES-Continued. 
Name. 
*Baird, S. T ........ D 
*1111 Baker, Jehu ..... F 
Baker, William B .... R 
Ball, Thomas H . . . . . D 
* Bankhead, J. H . . . . D 
*Barber, Isaac A .... R 
*~ Barham, John A .. R 
*Barlow, C. A ...... P 
*~ Barney,SamuelS. R 
Barrett, William E. . R 
"*~ 1111 Barrows, Sam'l J R 
*II Bartholdt, Richard R 
*Bartlett, Chas. L ... D 
* Beach, Clifton B. . . R 
*Belden, James J .... R 
*Belford, Joseph M . . R 
*Belknap, Hugh R .. R 
l<·Bell, John C . .... . . P 
Benner, George J. . . . D 
Bennett, Charles G. . R 
l<·Benton, M. E ...... D 
*~ Berry, Albert S . . . D 
Bingham, Henry H. . R 
*Bishop, Roswell P. . R 
*e Bland, Richard P. D 
~ Bodine, Robert N. . D 
Booze, William S. . . . R 
*II Botkin,Jeremiah D P 
*II Bou tell, Henry S .. R 
~~ Boutelle,Chas. A .. R 
Bradley, Thomas J . . D 
Brantley, Wm. G . . . . D 
*Brenner, John L ... D 
*~ Brewer, Willis ... . D 
*~ Brewster, H. C ... R 
~~ Broderick, Case .. R 
Bromwell, Jacob H .. R 
*~ Brosius, Marriott .. R 
* Broussard, Robert F D 
*~ Brown, Seth W. . . R 
Brownlow, Walter P. R 
II Brucker, F .... .... . D 
*~~ Brumm, C. N .... R 
*Brundidge, S., jr .. D 
Bull, Melville ....... R 
*ij Burke, Robert E. . D 
*~ Burleigh, Edwin C. R 
Burton, TheodoreE .. R 
*I Butler, Thomas S . R 
Campbell, James R .. D 
?. Cannon, Jo eph G . R 
Capron, Adin B . . . . . R 
armack, E . \V. . . . . . D 
*i Castle, Curti H . . P 
*Catching , T. C .... D 
* hickering,Cha . A. R 
*Clarly,JohnD ..... D 
*I lark, Champ . . . . D 
lark, muel l\I. . . . R 
*1 lark , rank R 
laylon, Henry D.. D 
Home post-office. ti ;5 Washington address. 
Bastrop, La........ 5 The Riggs .... ........ . 
Belleville, Ill....... 21 633 Maryland ave. NE .. 
Aberdeen, Md.. ... 2 215NewJersey ave. NW. 
Huntsville, Tex... . r 210 A street SE .... ... . 
Fayette, Ala . . . . . . . 6 The Riggs ............ . 
Easton, Md........ IO B street NE . ....... . 
Santa Rosa, Cal. . . . r The Ebbitt . .......... . 
SanLuisObispo,Cal 6 ~ Sixth street NE ..... . 
West Bend, Wis.. .. 5 The Wellington ...... . . 
Melrose, Mass...... 7 The Shoreham ..... ... . 
Boston, Mass. . . . . . . IO 424 East Capitol street. . 
St. Louis, Mo. . . . . . IO Congressional Hotel ... . 
Macon, Ga........ . 6 The Riggs ............ . 
Cleveland, Ohio. . . . 20 
Syracuse, N. Y.. ... 27 
Riverhead, N. Y. . . . r 
The Arlington ........ . 
The Cairo .... . ... .... . 
Chicago, Ill ...... . 3 The Ebbitt ........... . 
Montrose, Colo. . . . . 2 
Gettysburg, Pa..... 19 
Brooklyn, N. Y.... 5 
1135 Twelfth street NW. 
The Raleigh .......... . 
The Shoreham ...... . . . 
Neosho,Mo . . ...... 15 216 A street SE ........ . 
Newport, Ky . .. . ... 6 The Wellington ....... . 
Philadelphia, Pa .. . 
Ludington, Mich .. . 
Lebanon, Mo ..... . 
Paris, Mo ......... . 
Baltimore, Md .... . 
Winfield, Kans .... . 
Chicago, Ill ....... . 
Bangor, 1Vle ....... . 
New York, N. Y . .. . 
Brunswick, Ga .... . 
Dayton, Ohio ... .. . 
Hayneville, Ala ... . 
Rochester, N. Y ... . 
Holton, Kans ... .. . 
Cincinnati, Ohio .. . 
Lancaster, Pa ..... . 
New Iberia, La .... . 
Lebanon, Ohio . . .. . 
Jonesboro, Tenn ... . 
Saginaw, E. S.,Mich 
Minersville, Pa .... . 
Searcy, Ark ..... . . . 
ewport, R. I ..... . 
Dallas, Tex ....... . 
Augusta, Me ...... . 
Cleveland, Ohio ... . 
West Chester, Pa .. . 
McLeansboro, Ill .. . 
Danville, Ill ...... . 
tillwaler, R. I .... . 
Memphi , Tenn ... . 
Merced, Cal ....... . 
icksburg, Miss ... . 
Copenhagen, . y .. 
Tew tead, Ky ..... . 
Bowling reen, Mo . 
Keokuk, Iowa .... . 
Peterboro, r . H ... . 
Eufaula, Ala ...... . 





The Normandie ....... . 
132 A street NE ....... . 
1919 Seventeenth st. NW 
215 East Capitol street .. 
3 . ... .... . . .. ....... .... . 
(a) 508 East Capitol street .. 
6 1525 Eighteenth st. NW. 
4 The Grafton .......... . 
9 The Riggs ..... .. .... . . 
II 1723 H street NW ... .. . 
3 The Ebbitt ........ .. . . 
5 1330 Columbia ave. NW. 
31 The Normandie ....... . 
r The Elsmere ...... .... . 
2 1347 Q street NW ..... . 
IO The Elsmere .......... . 
3 The Baltic . .. ..... .. . . . 
6 The Varnum ......... . 
I 201 A street SE .. ..... . 
8 The National ... . . .. . . . 
r3 Willard's ............. . 
6 The Wellington ....... . 
I The Hamilton ........ . 
6 13 First street NE ..... . 
3 The Richmond ....... . 
21 Metropolitan Club ..... . 
6 1623 H street NW ..... . 
20 The Tremont ... '. ..... . 
12 The Cochran ......... . 
2 TheHamilton ........ . . 
IO r3r B street SE ....... . 
7 The Varnum .......... . 
3 1722 Q street NW ..... . 
24 The Hamilton . .... ... . 
2 The Varnum .......... . 
9 5ro B street E ....... . 
r The Ebbitt ....... .... . 
2 4o8 ixth street NW . . . 

































































Home and City Residences. 
REPRESENTATIVES-Continued. 
Name. Home post-office. 
ti Washington address. Biog--~ raphy. 
---
Page. 
Cochran, Charles F .. D St. Joseph, Mo ..... 4 The National .......... 60 
* Cochrane,Aaron V.S R Hudson, N. Y ..... . 19 The Hamil ton .......... 76 
*Codding, James H . R Towanda, Pa ....... 15 The Varnum ........... 97 
Colson, David G .... R Middlesboro, Ky . .. II The Normandie ..... · ... 38 
* Connell, William ... R Scranton, Pa ... .. . . II The Shoreham ......... 96 
* Connolly, Jas. A ... R Springfield, Ill .... . 17 The Shoreham ......... 24 
* Cooney, James .. .. . D Marshall, Mo . ..... 7 230 A street SE ........ 61 
Cooper, Henry A . ... R Racine, \Vis ........ I ........................ 121 
*eee Cooper, Sam B .. D Beaumont, Tex 2 The Metropolitan ...... IIO 
Corliss, John B .. . ... R Detroit, Mich ..... . I The Normandie ....... 51 
Cousins, Robert G ... R Tipton, Iowa ... .... 5 The Shoreham ......... 3r 
* Cowherd, William S D Kansas City, Mo ... 5 The Ebbitt ............ 60 
*e Cox; Nicholas N .. D Franklin, Tenn ..... 7 The Varnum ........... 108 
* Cranford, John W .. D Sulphur Sp'gs, Tex. 4 The National .......... IIO 
*eeCrump,Rouss. 0. R West Bay City, Mich IO The Normandie ........ 53 
* Crumpacker, E. D .. R Valparaiso, Ind .... IO Willa~d's .............. 28 
Cummings, Amos J .. D NewYorkCity ..... IO ....... .......... ...... .. 74 
*II Curtis, Charles ... R Topeka, Kans ...... 4 1631 R street NW ..... 34 
* Curtis, George M .. R Clinton, Iowa ...... 2 The Normandie ........ 30 
* II Dalzell, John ..... R Pittsburg, Pa ...... 22 :::605 New Hampshire ave 99 
Danford, Lorenzo .. . R St. Clairsville, Ohio 16 The Ebbitt ........... . 89 
Davenport, S. A ..... R Erie, Pa ........... (a) The Riggs ... .......... 93 
*ee Davey, Robt. C .. D New Orleans, La ... 2 The Baltic ... ........ . . 39 
*Davidson, James H. R Oshkosh, Wis ...... 6 The Wellington ........ 123 
*e Davis, Robt. W ... D Palatka, Fla .. .... . 2 The National .. ........ 14 
Davison, Geo. M . . .. R Stanford, Ky ...... 8 Hotel J ohnso:i:i ......... 37 
*II Dayton, Alston G . R Philippi, W. Va .... 2 The Varnum ........... 120 
-l<· De Armond, D. A .. D Butler, Mo ......... 6 The Varnum ........... 60 
* De Graffenreid,R. C D Longview, Tex ..... 3 The Wellington ........ IIO 
*II De Vries, Marion .. D Stockton, Cal. ..... 2 1623 H street NW ...... 7 
Dick, Charles ....... R Akron, Ohio ....... 19 Cor. 14th and G sts. NW 89 
*e Dingley, Nelson .. R Lewiston, Me .. ... . 2 The Hamilton .. ........ 42 
Dinsmore, Hugh A .. D Fayetteville, Ark ... 5 1814 K street NW ...... 6 
*Dockery, Alex. M . . D Gallatin, Mo ....... 3 The Ebbitt ............ 60 
l<·II Dolliver, Jon't'n P R Fort Dodge, Iowa .. IO The Hamilton ...... .... 32 
Dorr, Charles P ..... R Addison, W. Va .... 3 The Johnson ........... 120 
"·Dovener, B. B ..... R Wheeling, W. Va ... I Willard's .......... .... 120 
* Driggs, Edmund H. D Brooklyn, N. Y ..... 3 The Ebbitt .... ... ..... 72 
* Eddy, Frank M .... R Glenwood, Minn ... 7 1322 Columbia road NW. 56 
* Elliott, William ... D Beaufort, S. C ...... I The Normandie . .. ..... 102 
*e 1111 Ellis, William· R R Heppner, Oreg .... 2 1233 Harvard street NW 91 
Ermentrout, Daniel . D Reading, Pa .. ..... 9 The Regent ......... ... 95 
*e Eva~s, Wa.lter .... R Louisville, Ky ..... 5 The N ormandie .. ...... 37 
* Faris, George W .. . R Terre Haute, Ind ... 5 208 A street SE ........ 27 
* Fenton, Lucien J ... R Winchester, Ohio .. IO 922 I street NW ........ 87 
* Fischer, Israel F .. . R Brooklyn, N. Y, ... 4 The Cairo .............. 72 
Fitzgerald, John F .. D Boston, Mass .... .. 9 The Wellington ........ 48 
Fitzpatrick, Thos. Y. D Prestonburg, Ky ... IO 533 A street NE ........ 38 
Fleming, Wm. H .... D Augusta, Ga ....... IO The Cairo ............. 17 
II II Fletcher, Loren .. . R Minneapolis, Minn. 5 The Shoreham ......... 55 
Foote,vVallaceT., jr. R Port Henry, N. Y .. 23 The Shoreham ......... 77 
* Foss, Geo. Edmund R Chicago, Ill ... ..... 7 The Arlington .. . 21 
*II Fowler, CharlesN. R Elizabeth, N. J ... . 8 1406 Sixteenth st. NW .. 71 
Fowler, John E . .... p Clinton, N. C ...... 3 The National .......... 82 
.,:. Fox, Andrew F .... D W estpoint, Miss .... 4 52 B street NE ...... .. . 58 
Gaines, John Wesley. D Nashville, Tenn .... 6 1338 H street NW . ..... 108 
*ell Gardner, John J. R Atlantic City, N. J. 2 Willard's .............. 69 
*e Gibson, Henry R .. R Knoxville, Tenn ... 2 1021 Vermont ave. NW. 106 
* Gillet, Charles W .. R Addison, N. Y ..... 29 The Hamil ton .......... 79 
Gillett, Frederick H . R Springfield, Mass ... 2 The Albany ............ 46 
* Graff, Joseph V .... R Pekin, Ill .. .. ...... 14 The Elsmere ........... 2 3 
_aAt large. 
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Name. Home post-office. Washington address. 
?. Graham, Wm. H ... R Allegheny, Pa . . . . . 23 1338 N. Y. ave. NW ... . 
*Greene, Wm. L .... P Kearney, Nebr..... 6 403 Second street SE .. . 
?.1111 Greene, Wm. S .. R Fall River, Mass... 13 1209 Mass. avenue SE .. . 
*Griffin, Michael ... R Eau Claire, Wis.... 7 r502Vermontave. NW .. 
Griffi.th,FrancisM .. D Vevay,.Ind ... . .... 4 442SstreetNW .... . . . . 
Griggs, James M. . . . D Dawson, Ga. . . . . . . . 2 408 Sixth street NW ... . 
*~ Grosvenor,C. H ... R Athens, Ohio....... II The Cochran .......... . 
Grout, William W. . . R Barton, Vt. . . . . . . . . 2 The Arlington ... . . ... . 
Grow, Galusha A .... R Glenwood, Pa ...... (aa) Willard's ............ . . 
Gunn, James ...... . . P Boise, Idaho .. ..... ( ) 120 Fourth street SE .. . 
* Hager, Alva L ..... R Greenfield, Iowa .. . 9 The Portland .......... . 
·*Hamilton, Edward L R Niles, Mich. . . . . . . . 4 The Ingleside ......... . 
*Handy,Levinirving D Newark, Del. .. . .. (a) 1222 N. H. avenue NW .. 
*Jl!IHarmer,AlfredC. R Philadelphia, Pa... 5 1239 Vermont ave. NW. 
*Hartman, Chas. S .. S Bozeman, Mont .... (a) 1719 Oregon ave. NW .. 
*?.II Hawley, R. B ... . R Galveston, Tex ..... IO The Gordon ......... . . 
* Hay, James ... . .... D · Madison, Va. .... .. 7 The Colonial . . .. ..... . 
*?,Heatwole,JoelP .. R orthfield,Minn ... 3 TheBaltic .... · ........ . 
*Hemenway, J. A ... R Boonville, Ind . . . . . 1 The Ebbitt ........... . 
*?, Henderson, D. B .. R Dubuque,Iowa..... 3 The Normandie .. . .... . 
*Henry, CharlesL ... R Anderson, Ind..... 8 The Ebbitt ........ ... . 
*?, Henry, E. Stevens. R Rockville, Conn.... 1 1421 K street NW .... . 
Henry, Patrick. . . . . . D Brandon, Miss . . . . . 7 1 IIS R. I. avenue NW .. . 
Henry, Robert L .... D Waco, Tex......... 7 The Riggs ... ... ...... . 
*\]II Hepburn, W. P . R Clarinda, Iowa..... 8 II24 East C_apitol street. 
*~Hicks, Josiah D . . . R Altoona, Pa. . . . . . . . 20 The Baltic ... .. . .... .. . 
*?,Hilborn, Saml. G. R Oakland, Cal...... 3 1501 Eleventh street NW 
*?, Hill, Ebenezer J .. R Norwalk, Conn . . . . 4 The Cochran .......... . 
*~II Hinrichsen, W. H D Jacksonville, Ill.... 16 8r7 Fifteenth street NW 
* Hitt, Robert R . . . . . R Mount Morris, Ill. . 9 1507 K street NW ..... . 
*?. Hopkins, Albert J. R Aurora, Ill . .. . . . . . . 8 Willard's ...... . ... ... . 
Howard ,Milforcl W .. P Fort Payne, Ala .. . ·. 7 ....................... . 
*II Howard, Wm. M . . D Lexington, Ga . . . . . 8 The Bancroft ......... . 
*Howe, JamesR .... R Brooklyn,N.Y ..... 6 II8Marylandave.NE .. 
* Howell, Benj. F ... R New Brunswick, N.J 3 . The Normandie ....... . 
*~ Hull,John A.T ... R Des Moines,Iowa .. 7 The Portner .......... . 
?. Hunter, Andrew J . D Paris, Ill. . . . . . . . . . . 19 Congressional Hotel ... . 
?. Hurley, Denis M. . R Brooklyn, N. Y. . . . . 2 . . . ... ... ...... ....... . 
*Jenkins, John J .... R ChippewaFalls,Wis 10 The Wellington ..... . . 
Jett, Thomas M ... .. D Hillsboro, Ill...... 18 The National .. ....... . 
Johuson, Henry U ... R Richmond, Ind . . . . 6 1332 N. Y. avenue NW .. 
* Johnson, Martin . R Petersburg, . Dak . (a) 238 Maryland ave. NE .. 
* Jones, William A .. D I Warsaw, Va........ 1 The Varnum ..... ... .. . 
J nes, William C .... F I Spokane, Wash .... (a) 1333 H street NW .. . .. . 
* Joy, Charles F. . . . . R St. Louis, Mo. . . . . . I I The Shoreham ..... ... . 
* Kelley, John E ... . P Flandreau, S. Dak .. (a) 31 C street NE ........ . 
*?,Kerr,\Vinfield S . . RI Mansfielc1, Ohio .... 14 The Ebbitt ....... .. .. . 
Ketcham, John II .. . R Dover Plains, . Y. 18 The Hamilton .. .. ..... . 
* King, \Yilliam H. . . D Ball Lake ~ity, Utah (a) The Cairo ........... . 
Kirkpatrick, \V. 8 ... R Easton, Pa......... 8 The Richmond ........ . 
Kitchin, William W. D Roxboro, . C.. . . . 5 The ational .... ... .. . 
H'IKleherg, Ru- D Cuer ,Tex ........ II \ 214 orthCapitolstreet. 
dolph. I 
1 Knowl · , Fr ·man P Deadwood, . Dak .. (a) 150 A street E ....... . 
*~ Kno , \\'illiam •.. R I~awrcnce, :Mass.... 5 I The Cochran ......... . 
*Kulp, :\Ionro II ... R Shamokin, Pa ..... 17 The ?rmandie ....... . 
*~ Lac •,John F .... R O~kaloosa, Iowa.... 6 The R1ggs ........... . 
Lamb, J hn ......... D Rtch~ond, Ya .... ·1 3 I The rational ..... .. .. . 
Lnn<li , Chari· B. R Delphi, Ind........ 9 14.03 21st street W ... . 
l nham,. 111I. \ •• '1 I> Weatherford, Tex . . 8 1 The 'ational .. ...... . . 
tim ·r, buryC. D Belton, . C. ..... .. 3 1 312 C street ""R •.••.•. 
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REPRESENTATIVES-Continued. 
Name. Home post-office. 
~ Washington address. Biog-;:S raphy. 
I 
Page. 
*IILawrence,George P R North Adams, Mass The Cochran ........... 46 
* Lentz, John J ...... D Columbus, Ohio .... 12 The Portland ......... , 88 
* Lester, Rufus E .... D Savannah, Ga ...... The Cairo ............. 15 
* Lewis, Elijah B .... D Montezuma, Ga .... 3 The Metropolitan ...... 15 
*Lewis,J as. Hamil ton D Seattle, Wash ...... (a) The Riggs ............. 119 
-::-?. Linney, Rom. Z ... R Taylorsville, N. C .. 8 915 H street NW ....... 83 
Littauer, Lucius N ... R Gloversville, N. Y .. 22 The Albany ......... ... 77 
-:(·Little, John S ...... D Greenwood, Ark ... . 2 815 N. C. avenue SE .... 5 
Livingston, L. F .... D Kings, Ga .... . .... 5 2443 Eighteenth st. NW. 16 
* Lloyd, James T .... D Shelbyville, Mo .... 102 B street NE ........ 59 
Lorimer, William ... R Chicago, Ill ........ 2 The Raleigh ........... 20 
* Loud, Eugene F ... R San Francisco, Cal. 5 The Albany . ........... 8 
-l<·Loudenslager, H. C. R Paulsboro, N. J ..... . .......... ... .......... 69-
eeLovering, Wm. C .. R Taunton, Mass ..... 12 1755 N street NW ...... 49 
* Low, Philip B ..... R New York, N. Y .... 15 The Regent .......... .. 75 
·*Lybrand, Archibald R Delaware, Ohio .... 8 The Hamilton ......... 86 · 
::.v.IcAleer, Willia)Jl ... D Philadelphia, Pa ... 3 The Regent ............ 93 
-i<· McCall, Samuel vV. R Winchester, Mass .. 8 1703 Q street NW ....... 48 
*McCleary, James T. R Mankato, Minn .... 2 The Regent ............ 55 
·X· McClellan, Geo. B .. D New York City .... 12 1445 Rhode Island ave .. 74 
-x-~ee McCormick,N. B p Phillipsburg, Kans . 6 638 C street NE ........ 34 
*II McCulloch, P. D .. D Marianna, Ark ..... l The Wellington ........ 4 
· ?.1111 McDonald, John . R Rockville, Md ..... 6 1340 I street NW ....... 45 
*McDowell, John A. D Millersburg, Ohio . . 17 1746 M street NW ...... 89 
McEwan, Thos., jr .. R Jersey City; N. J . ... 7 1340 I street NW ....... 71 
,:- McIntire, William W R Baltimore, Md . .... 4 .. ............... ..... .. 44 
·X-~McLain, Frank A. D Gloster, Miss ....... 6 52 B street NE ....... . . 58 
-::- McMillin, Benton .. D Carthage, Tenn ..... 4 The Normandie ........ 107 
WI McRae,Thos. C .. D Prescott, Ark ...... 3 The Metropolitan .... .. 5 
-i<· Maddox, John W ... D Rome, Ga ..... .... 7 The National ....... . .. 16 
* Maguire, James G .. D San Francis.co, Cal. 4 The Riggs ............. 8 
Mahany,Rowland B. R Buffalo, N. Y ....... 32 727 Eighteenth st. NW . So 
·X· Mahon, Thad. M ... R Chambersburg, Pa . . 18 The Oxford ............ 98 
* Mann, James R .... R Chicago, Ill .... · .... 7 1623 H street NW ...... 19 *e Marsh, Benj. F .... R Warsaw, Ill. ....... 15 121 Maryland ave. NE . . 23 
·X· Marshall, George A. D Sidney, Ohio ....... 4 The Owen ............. 86 
Martin, Charles H ... p Polkton, N. C ...... 6 112 C street NE ........ 82 
II Maxwell, Samuel .. F Fremont, Nebr .... : 3 216 New Jersey ave. NW. 65 
*Meekison, David ... D Napoleon, Ohio .... 5 1921 Sixteen th street NW 86 
* Mercer, David H ... R Omaha, Nebr .. ..... 2 1303 Roanoke street NW 65 
-i<·11 Mesick,WilliamS. R Mancelona, Mich ... II 201 North Capitol street. 53 
¥-·Meyer, Adolph .... D New Orleans, La ... l 1700 Q street NW ...... 39 
Miers,_R.obert W .... D Bloomington, Ind . . 2 4 B street NE .......... 26 
Miller, Warren ...... R Jackson, W. Va .... 4 The Varnum . .......... . 120 
l<· Mills, Daniel W .... R Chicago, Ill ........ 4 1342 T street NW ....... 20 *e Minor, Edw'dS ... R Sturgeon Bay, Wis .. 8 49 D street SE ..... .... 123 
*Mitchell, John R NewYorkCity,N. Y 8 The Gordon ........... 73 
Murray. 
Moody,WilliamH ... R Haverhill, Mass ... . 6 The Albany ............ 47 
-x•11 Moon, John A ..... D Chattanooga, Tenn . 3 The National . ......... 107 
-i<· Morris, Page ....... R Duluth, Minn ...... 6 1225 Connecticut ave ... 55 
Mudd, Sidney E ..... R Laplata, Md .. ..... 5 652 Mass. ave. NE ... ... 44 *ee Newlands, F. G .. s Reno, Nev ......... (a) Chevy Chase, Md .... .. 67 
·*Norton, James ..... D Mullins, S. C ....... 6 240 North Capitol street. 104 
Norton, James A .... D Tiffin, Ohio . .... .. . 13 The Wellington ........ 88 
Onell, Benj. B., jr . .. R Newburg, N. Y ..... 17 The Arlington . .... ... .. 76 
Ogden, Henry W .... D Benton, La ........ 4 333 C street NW ....... 40 
Olmsted, Marlin E .. R Harrisburg, Pa ..... 14 The Shoreham . ........ 97 Osborne, John E .... D Rawlins, Wyo ...... (a) The W ellingtou ........ 125 
*Otey, Peter J ....... D Lynchburg, Va ..... 6 The Oxford . ..... ...... II7 Otjeu, Theobald ..... R Milwaukee, Wis .... 4 1 C street SE ........... 122 
a At large. 
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Name. 
* Overstreet, Jesse. . . R 
\\ Packer, Horace B . . R 
*Parker, R . W .. ... . R 
* Payne, Sereno E .. . R 
Pearce, Charles E . . . R 
* Pearson, Richmond R 
* Perkins, Geo. D . .. . R 
*?, Peters, Mason S . . P 
* Pierce, Rice A. . . . . D 
*?,\\ Powers, H. Henry R 
* II Prince, George W . R 
*?,?, 1111 Pugh, Sam'l J. R 
Quigg, Lemuel E . .. . R 
\I Ray, George W .... R 
*?, Reed, Thomas B . . R 
* Reeves, Walter .. .. R 
Rhea, John S . ...... D 
?, Richardson, J as. D. D 
II Ridgely, Edwin R.. P 
*II Rixey, John F ... . D 
* Robb, Edward .... . D 
*\I\I Robbins, Edw.E . R 
Robertson, Saml. M. D 
Robinson, James M .. D 
* Royse, Lemuel W . . R 
* Russell, CharlesA .. R 
Sauerhering, Edw. . . R 
*Sayers, Joseph D . .. D 
* Settle , Evan E. . . . . D 
* Shafroth, John F. . . S 
*Shannon, Rich'd C. R 
* Shattuc, William B. R 
*?, \I \I Shelden, C. D. . . R 
Sherman, James S . .. R 
*Showalter, Joseph B R 
*I\ Shuford, Alonzo C. P 
Simpson, Jerry . . . . . . P 
?, Sims, Thetus W. . . . D 
*Skinner, Harry . . . . P 
*\\ Slayden, James L . D 
* Smith, David H. . . . D 
* Smith, George W . . R 
Smith, Samuel W . . . R 
*I\Smith ,Wm. Alden. R 
Snover, Horace G . . . R 
*Southard, Ja . H ... R 
Southwick, Geo. R 
*?. \\ palding, eorg R 
parkman, . M ..... D 
*1, p rry, R 
pight, Th ma. . . . . . D 
* prague, ba . F ... R 
Stalling., JeS! c F .... D 
Home post-office. 
Indianapolis, Ind .. 
Wellsboro, Pa ... .. . 
Newark, N. J . ... . . 
Auburn, N. Y . .. .. . 
St. Louis, Mo ..... . 
Asheville, N. C .... . 
Si0ux City, Iowa . . . 
Kansas City, Kans .. 
Union City, Tenn .. 
Morrisville, Vt .... . 
Galesburg, Ill .. . . . . 
Vanceburg, Ky ... . 
New York, N. Y . .. . 
Norwich, N. Y ... . . 
Portland, Me . ..... . 
Streator, Ill .. .... . . 
Russellville, Ky ... . 
Murfreesboro,Tenn. 
Pittsburg, Kans . . . . 
Brandy, Va .... . .. . 
Perryville, Mo ... . . 
Greensburg, Pa . .. . 
Baton Rouge, La .. . 
Fort Wayne, Ind .. . 
Warsaw, Ind ..... . . 
Killingly, Conn . .. . 
Mayville, Wis .. ... . 
Bastrop, Tex .. .... . 
Owenton, Ky .... . . 
Denver, Colo . ..... . 
New York, N. Y . . . 
Madisonville, Ohio. 
Houghton , Mich .. . 
Utica, N. Y ... . .. . 
Chicora, Pa ....... . 
Newton, N. C .... . . 
Medicine L'ge, Kans 
Linden, Tenn .... . . 
Greenville, N. C ... . 
San Antonio, Tex .. 
Hodgensville, Ky . . 
Murphysboro, Ill. . . 
Pontiac, Mich .. . .. . 
Grand Rapids,Mich 
Port Ansttn, Mich .. 
Toledo, hio ...... . 
Albany, . Y .... . . . 
1onro , ich ..... . 
Tampa, Fla ....... . 
onn .. 
I a: ... . 
i la .... . 
I 
' ...... . 
, Tex .. .... . 
1, :!inn .... . 
,~ i ...... . 
n, •. J ..... . 
urg, . C .. . 
Washington address. 
7 The Ebbitt ...... . . . .. . 
r6 The Normandie .. .. ... . 
6 1733 N street NW ... . . . 
28 1767 Q street NW . . .. .. . 
12 The Arlington ... ..... . 
9 r7r6 R. I. avenue NW .. 
II The Hamilton . .. . .... . . 
2 ror3 L street NW . ..... . 
9 The Varnum .... . ..... . 
r The Riggs ........ .... . 
ro r2r Fifth street NE ... . 
9 1325 Vermont ave. NW. 
14 1032 Conn. avenue NW. 
26 The Hamilton .. ..... . . 
r The Shoreham ... ..... . 
II The Cairo ... . ... . . ... . 
3 ror3 E street NW ..... . 
s r 103 Sixth street NW . . . 
3 710 Eleventh street NW 
8 1700 Fifteenth st. NW .. 
r3 The Varnum .. . .. ..... . 
2r r7ro N. H. avenue NW . . 
6 The Riggs . . .. . .. .. . .. . 
12 The Riggs ...... .. : . . . . 
13 The Ebbitt .. ..... .. .. . 
3 The Hamilton .. . . .... . 
2 The Wellington ....... . 
9 The Riggs ............ . 
7 619 Nineteenth st. NW . 
r 1441 Binney street NW . 
13 The Portland . ... ..... . 
r The Cochran . ... .. .. .. . 
12 The Normandie ... .. .. . 
25 The N ormandie ....... . 
25 ror6 East Capitol street. 
7 r6o6 Thirteenth st. NW. 
7 3ro T street NW .... .. . 
8 The Varnum .. ... .. ... . 
r The E bbitt . .......... . 
12 1638 Nineteenth st. NW 
2! ;;~ t'f~~bi~ ~~~~i Nw 
6 407 C street SE ....... . 
5 The Baltic ..... . ...... . 
7 407 C street SE ..... .. . 
9 The Hamilton . ........ . 
20 The ormandie . ... ... . 
2 920 Fourteenth st. W .. 
r ms econd tr et NE . . . 
2 The Buckingham ..... . 
2 The Varnum .......... . 
Ir 1500 Rhode Island ave .. 
2 420 ixth treet W ... . 
4 The arnum .......... . 
I I The Portland ......... . 
13 The arnum . ......... . 
4 The Cair ............ . 
9 ro14 Vermont avenue .. . 
5 Th ordon .......... . 
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.µ 
I Biog-Home post-office. 





*?.?. Stone, Charles W. R Warren, Pa ........ 27 46 B street NE .. .. .. ... 100 
*q,Strait, Thomas J .. D Lancaster, S. C ..... s 924 Fourteenth st. NW .. I03 
*II Strode, Jesse B .... R Lincoln, Nebr ..... . I 924 Fourteenth st. NW . 64 
·X·Strowd, William F. p Chapelhill, N. C .... 4 945 K street NW ....... 82 
-::-11 Sturtevant, John C R Conneautville, Pa .. 26 Willard's .............. JOO 
~II Sulloway, Cyrus A R Manchester, N. H .. I The Varnum ........... 68 
Sulzer, William ..... D New York, N. Y ... II 131 B street SE ........ 74 
* Sutherland, R. D ... p Nelson, Nebr ...... s 210 A street SE ... ..... 66 
* Swanson, Claude A. D Chatham, Va ...... s The Riggs ... ......... . II7 
*Talbert, W. Jasper . D Parksville, S. C .... 2 95r Mass. avenue NW .. rn3 
*1111 Tate, Farish C ... D Jasper, Ga ......... 9 The National .......... 17 
Tawney, James A ... R Winona, Minn ..... I The Shoreham ......... 54 
*Tayler,Robert W ... R Lisbon, Ohio ...... 18 The Cochran ...... 89 
*Taylor, George W .. D Demopolis, Ala .... I The Normandie ... ... .. 2 
Terry, William L ... D Little Rock, Ark ... 4 The Metropolitan . ..... s 
*II Thorp, Robert T .. R Mecklenburg, Va ... 4 The Richmond ......... II6 
Todd, Albert M ..... F Kalamazoo.Mich ... 3 The Colonial .. ......... 51 
*?.II Tongue, Thos. H. R Hillsboro, Oreg .... I 33 B street NW ......... 91 
*Underwood, 0. W .. D Birmingham, Ala ... 9 The Savoy ............. 4 
* ~ Updegraff, Thos ... R McGref?or, Iowa .... 4 The Portland .......... 30 
*Vandiver, W. D .... D Cape Girardeau, Mo. 14 215 East Capitol street .. 62 
Van Voorhis, H. C ... R Zanesville, Ohio .... IS The Cochran ........... 88 
Vehslage,John H.G. D New York, N. Y ... 7 Congressional Hotel .... 73 
*Vincent, William D. p Clay Center, Kans . s 234 New Jersey ave. NW. 34 
*Wadsworth, Jas.W. R Geneseo, N. Y ...... 30 1733 K street NW ... . .. 79 
Walker, James A ... R Wytheville, Va ..... 9 The Normandie ........ II8 
i:- walker, Joseph H .. R Worcester, Mass ... . 3 The Shoreham ..... . ... 46 
"Wanger, Irving P .. R Norristown, Pa ..... 7 r2r7 Vermont avenue ... 94 
Ward, William L .... R Port Chester, N. Y . 16 The Normandie ........ 76 
·X- Warner, Vespasian. R Clinton, Ill ........ 13 The Cairo .............. 22 
Weaver, Walter L ... R SJ?ringfield, Ohio .. 7 The Varnum ........... 86 
*Weymouth, Geo. W. R Fitchburg, Mass ... 4 The Hamilton ......... 47 
*Wheeler, Charles K D Paducah, Ky ....... l The Wellington . .... ... 36 
~?.?.~ Wheeler, Joseph D Wheeler, Ala ....... 8 The Arlington ..... . .. 3 
*White, George E ... R Chicago, Ill ........ 5 The Cairo .. ....... ..... 20 
*~ II White, GeorS'e H. R Tarboro, N. C ...... 2 1412 Seventeenth st. NW 81 
jl II II Wilber, David F . R Oneonta, N. Y ... .. 21 Orme Flats ............ 77 
*?,Williams, JohnS .. D Yazoo City, Miss ... s The Metropolitan .... .. 58 
Williams, Morgan B. R Wilkes barre, Pa .... 12 Willard's . ..... .. ...... 96 
* Wilson, Stanyarne . D Spartanburg, S. C ... 4 The N ormandie ........ 103 
~ Wise, Richard A ... R Williamsburg, Va .. 2 Ebbitt House .......... II6 
*Yost, Jacob ........ R Staunton, Va ...... IO The Varnum ..... .. .... II8 
*~II Young, James R. R Philadelphia, Pa ... 4 1331 Corcoran street NW 94 
Zenor, William T ... D Corydon, Ind ...... 3 323 Maryland ave. NE .. 26 
DELEGATES. 
*~?.?. Callahan, J. Y .. p Kingfisher, Okla ... ... 508 A street NE ........ 126 
Fergusson, H. B ..... D Albuquerque, N. M. ... 227 New Jersey ave. SE". 126 
·.- smith, Marcus A .. D Tucson, Ariz ....... ... The Wellington . .. .. .. . 126 
CLASSIFICATION. 
Senate: House of Representatives: 
Republicans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 Republicans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204 
Democrats ..................... 34 Democrats ............ .. ....... 123 
All others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 All others... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Total ........................ 90 Total ........................ 355 
( Two vacancies. ) 
Congressional Directory. 
STATE DELEGATIONS. 
LIST OF SENATORS AND REPRESENTATIVES, BY STATBS,. 
IN THE FIFTY-FIFTH CONGRESS. 
ALABAMA. 
SENATORS. 
John T. Morgan, D. E. W. Pettus, D. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 7; Republicans, 1; Populists, 1.] 
I. George W. Taylor, D. 
2. Jesse F. Stallings, D. 
3 Henry D. Clayton, D. 1
4. William F. Aldrich, R. 17• Milford W. Howard, P. 
5. Willis Brewer, D. 8. Joseph Wheeler, D. 
6. John H. Bankhead, D. 9. 0. W. Underwood, D. 





I. PhilipD. McCulloch, D.13, Thos. C. McRae, D. 
2. John S. Little, D. 4. William L. Terry, D. 
CALIFORNIA. 
SENATORS. 
Stephen M. White, D. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
James H. Berry, D. 
I 
5. Hugh A. Dinsmore, D. 
6. S. Brundidge, jr., D. 
George C. Perkins, R. 
[Democrats, 2; Republicans, 3: Populists, 2.l 
I. John A. Barham, R. 14• James G. Maguire, D. 17• C. H. Castle, P. 
2. Marion De Vries, D. 5. Eugene F . Loud, R. 
3. Samuel G. Hilborn, R. 6. C. A. Barlow, P. 




[Silver, I; Populists, 1.) 
E. 0. Wolcott, R. 
r. John F. Shafroth, S. I 2. John C. Bell, P. 
Joseph R. Hawley, R. 
CO~ ECTICUT. 
SE ATORS. 
REPRESE. 't TIVES. 
[Republicans, 4.) 
I. E. , teven. Henrv R. 13· Charles . Russell, R. 
2 ... "ehemiah D. i~Y, R. 
Orville H. Platt, R. 
I 4. Ebenezer J. Hill, R. 
George Gray, D. 
Samuel Pasco, D. 










Richard R. Kenney, D. 
Stephen W. Mallory, D. 
I 2. Robert W. Davis, D. 
GEORGIA. 
SENATORS. 
Augustus 0. Bacon, D. Alexander S. Clay, D. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, II .] 
I. Rufus E. Lester, D. 
1 S· 
Leonidas F. Livingston, 8. Wm. M. Howard, D. 
2. James M. Griggs, D. D. 9. Farish Carter Tate, D. 
3. E. B. Lewis, D. 6. Charles L. Bartlett, D. IO. Wm. H. Fleming, D. 
4. W. C. Adamson, D. 7. John W. Maddox, D. II. W. G. Brantley, D. 
IDAHO. 
SENATORS. 
George L. Shoup, R. Henry Heitfeld, P. 
REPRESENTATIVE. 
James Gunn, P. 
ILLINOIS. 
SENATORS. 
Shelby M. Cullom, R. William E. Mason, R. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 4; Republicans, 17; Fusionist, 1.] 
1. James R. Mann, R. 
2. William Lorimer, R. 
3. Hugh R. Belknap, R. 
4. Daniel W. Mills, R. 
5. George E. White, R. 
6. Henry S. Boutell, R. 
7. George E. Foss, R. 
8. Albert J. Hopkins, R. 
David Turpie, D. 
9. Robert R. Hitt, R. 
IO. George W. Prince, R. 
I I. Walter Reeves, R. 
12. Joseph G. Cannon, R. 
13. Vespasian Warner, R. 
14. Joseph V. Graff, R. 
15. BenJamin F. Marsh, R. 
16. Wm. H. Hinrichsen,D. 
INDIANA. 
SENATORS. 
17. James A. Connolly, R. 
18. Thomas M. Jett, D. 
19. Andrew J. Hunter, D. 
20. James R. Campbell, D. 
2I. Jehu Baker, Fus. 
22. George W. Smith, R. 
Charles W. Fairbanks, R. 
1. James A. Hemenway, 
R. 
2. Robert W. Miers, D. 
3. William T. Zenor, D. 
4. Francis M. Griffith, D. 
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REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 4; Republicans, 9.] 
5. George V.l. Faris, R. 
6. Henry U. Johnson, R. 
7. Jesse Overstreet, R. 
8. Charles L. Henry, R. 
9. Charles B. Landis, R. 
IOWA·. 
SENATORS. 
IO. EdgarD. Crumpacker. 
R. 
II. George Vv. Steele, R. 
12. JamesM. Robinson,D. 
13. Lemuel W. Royse, R. 
William B. Allison, R. John H. Gear, R. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Republicans, rr.] 
2. George M. Curtis, R. 6. John F. Lacey, R. 
r. Samuel 
0
M. Clark, R. 15• Robert G. Cousins, R. 
3. David B. Henderson, R. 7. John A. T. Hull, R. 
4. Thomas Updegraff, R. 8. William P. Hepburn, R. 
KANSAS. 
SENATORS. 
9. Alva L. Hager, R. 
IO. Jonathan P. Dolliver, 
R. 
I I. George D. Perkins, R. 
William A. Harris, P. Lucien Baker, R. 
1. Case Broderick, R. 
2. Mason S. Peters, P. 
3. E. R. Ridgely, P. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Republicans, 2; Populists, 5.] 
At large--J. D. Botkin, P. 
- 14• Charles Curtis, R. 
5. W. D. Vincent, P. 
6. N. B. McCormick, P. 
KENTUCKY. 
SENATORS. 
7. Jerry Simpson, P. 
William Lindsay, D. William J. Deboe, R. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 7; Republicans, 4.] 
I. Charles K. Wheeler, D. \ 5 Walter Evans, R. 
2. John D. Clardy, D. 6: Albert S. Berry, D. 
3. John S. Rhea, D. 7. Evan E. Settle, D. 
4. D. H. Smith, D. 8. George M. Davison, R. 
LOUISIANA. 
SENATORS. 
9. Samuel J. Pugh, R. 
IO. Thos. Y. Fitzpatrick, 
D. 
II. David G. Colson, R. 
Donelson Caffery, D. Samuel D. McE11ery, D. 
r. clolph 1Ieyer, . 
2. Robert C. Davey, D. 
Eu rene II le, R. 
REPRESE TTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 6.) 
I 3. R0hert F. Brou ard, D. 





Samuel T. Baird, D. 
aml. M. Robertson, D. 




r. Thomas B. Reed, R. / 3· Edwin C. Burleigh, R. / 4. Charles A. Boutelle, R. 
2. Nelson Dingley, jr., R. 
MARYLAND 
SENATORS. 
Arthur P. Gorman, D. George L. Wellington, R. 
r. Isaac A. Barber, R. 




3· William S. Booze, R. 
4. Wm. W. McIntire, R. 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
SENATORS. 
5. Sydney E . MuJd, R. 
6. John McDonald, R. 
George F. Hoar, R. Henry Cabot Lodge, R. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrat, 1; Republicans, 12.) 
r. George P . Lawrence, R. 
2. Frederick H. Gillett, R. 
3. Joseph H. Walker, R. 
4. Geo. W. Weymouth, R. 
6. William H. Moody, R. 
7. William E. Barrett, R. 
8. Samuel W . McCall, R. 
9. John F. Fitzgerald, D. 
I I. Charles F. Sprague, R. 
12. Wm. C. Lovering, R. 
13. William S. Greene, R. 
5. William S. Knox, R. IO. Samuel J. Barrows, R. 
MICHIGAN. 
SENATORS. 
Julius C. Burrows, R. James McMillan, R. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrat, 1; Republicans, rn; Fusionist, 1.) 
I. John B. Corliss, R. 
2. George Spalding, R. 
3. Albert M. Todd, Fus. 
4. Ewd. L. Hamilton, R. 
5. Wm. Alden Smith, R. 
6. Samuel W. Smith, R. 
7. Horace G. Snover, R. 




9. Roswell P. Bishop, R. 
IO. Rosseau 0 . Crump, R. 
II. William S. Mesick, R. 
12. Carlos D. Shelden, R. 
Cushman K. Davis, R. Knute Nelson, R. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Republicans, 7.) 
I. James A. Tawney, R. 
2. James T. McCleary, R. 
4. F. C. Stevens, R. 
5. Loren Fletcher, R. 
Frank M. Eddy, R. 
3. Joel P. Heatwole, R. 6. Page Morris, R. 
MISSISSIPPI. 
SENATORS. 
W. V. Sullivan, D. H. D. Money, D. · 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 7.) 
I. John M. Allen, D. 14• Andrew F . Fox, D. 
2. Thomas Spight, D. 5. John S. Williams, D. 
3. Thomas C. Catchings, D. 6. Frank A. McLain, D. 




Francis M. Cockrell, D. George G. Vest, D. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 12; Republicans, 3.] 
I. James T. Lloyd, D. 
2. Robert N. Bodine, D. 
3. Alex. M. Dockery, D. 
4. Charles F. Cochran, D. 
5. William S. Cowherd, D. 
6. D. A. De Armond, D. 
7. James Cooney, D. 
8. Richard P. Bland, D. 
9. Champ Clark, D. . 
IO. Richard Bartholdt, R. 
II. Charles F. Joy, R. 
12. Charles E. Pearce, R. 
13. Edward Robb, D. 
14. W. D. Vq.ndiver, D. 
15. M. E. Benton, D. 
MONTANA. 
SENATORS. 
Thomas H. Carter, R. Lee Mantle, S. 
REPRESENTATIVE. 




John M. Thurston, R. William V. Allen, P. 
I. Jesse B. Strode, R. 
2. David H. Mercer, R. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Republicans, 2: Populists, 4.) 
I 
3. Samuel Maxwell, P. 
4. William L. Stark, P. 
NEVADA. 
SENATORS. 
5. R. D. Sutherland, P . 
6. William L. Greene, P. 
John P. Jones, S. William M. Stewart, S. 
REPRESENTATIVE. 
Francis G. Newlands, S. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
SENATORS. 
William E . Chandler, R. Jacob H. Gallinger, R. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
1. Cyrus A. ulloway, R. 2. Frank G. Clarke, R. 
NEW JERSEY. 
SE ATORS. 
William J. ewell, R. James Smith, jr., D. 
REPRESE TATIVES. 
lRepubhcaus, 8.] 
I. H. C. Louden. lager, R. 
2. John J. ardner, R. 
3. Benjamin F. H \ eil, R. 
4. Iahlon Pitney, R. I 7 Thos. McEwan, jr., R. 
5. Jame F. tewart, R. s: Charles . Fowler, R. 




Thomas C. Platt, R. Edward Murphy, jr., D. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 6; Republicans , 27; Vacancy, 1.] 
r. Joseph M. Belford, R. 13. R. C. Shannon, R. 25. James S. Sherman, R. 
2. Dems M. Hurley, R. 14. Lemuel E. Quigg, R. 26. Geo. W. Ray, R. 
3. Edmund H. Driggs, D. 15. Philip B. Low,R. 27. James J. Belden, R. 
4. Israel F. Fischer, R. 16. William L. Ward, R. 28. Sereno E. Payne, R. 
5. Charles G. Bennett, R. 17. Benj. B. Odell, jr., R. 29. Charles W. Gillet, R. 
6. James R. J{owe, R. 18. John H. Ketcham, R. 30. J. W. Wadsworth, R. 
7. J. H. G. Vehslage, D. 19. A. V. S. Cochrane, R. 31. H. C. Brewster, R. 
8. John M. Mitchell, R. 20. G. N. Southwick, R. 32. R. B. Mahany, R. 
9. Thomas J. Bradley, D. 21. David F. Wilber, R. 33. De A. S. Alexander, R. 
IO. Amos J. Cummings, D. 22. Lucius N. Littauer, R. 34. 
II. William Sulzer, D. 23. W. T. Foote, jr., R. 
12. G. B. McClellan, D. 24. C. A. Chickering, R. 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
SENATORS. 
Jeter C. Pritchard, R. Marion Butler, P. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrat, I; Republicans, 3; Populists, 5.] 
I. Harry Skinner, P. 
2. George H. White, R. 
3. John E. Fowler, P. 1
4 William F. Strowd, P. 17 Alonzo C. Shuford, P. 
5: William W. Kitchin, D. s: Roniulus Z. Linney, R. 
6. Charles H. Martin, P. 9. Richmond Pearson, R. 
NORTH DAKOTA. 
SENATORS. 
H. C. Hansbrough, R. W. N. Roach, D. 
REPRESENTATIVE. 
Martin N. Johnson, R. 
OHIO. 
SENATORS. 
Marcus A. Hanna, R. Joseph B. Foraker, R. 
I. William B. Shattuc, R. 
2. Jacob H. Bromwell, R. 
3. John L. Brenner, D. 
4. George A. Marshall, D. 
5. David Meekison, D. 
6. Seth W. Brown, R. 
7. Walter L. Weaver, R. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 6; Republicans, 15.] 
8. Archibald Lybrand, R. 
9. James H. Southard, R. 
IO. Lucien J. Fenton, R. 
I I. Chas. H. Grosvenor, R . 
12. John J. Lentz, D. 
13. James A. Norton, D. 
14. Winfield S. Kerr, R. 
OREGON. 
SENATORS. 
George W. McBride, R. 
REPRESEN1'ATIVES. 
[Republicans, 2. ] 
15. H. C. Van Voorhis, R. 
16. Lorenzo Danford, R. 
17. John A. McDowell, D. 
18. Robert W. Tayler, R. 
19. Charles Dick, R. 
20. Clifton B. Beach, R. 
21. Theo. E. Burton, R. 
Joseph Simon, R. 
I. _Thomas H. Tongue, R. I 2. Wm. R. Ellis, R. 
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PENNSYLVANIA. 
SENATORS. 
Matthew S. Quay, R. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 3; Republicans, 27.J 
Boies Penrose, R. 
At large-Galusha A. Grow, R.; Samuel A. Davenport, R. 
r. HenryH. Bingham R. II. William C0nnell, R. 2r. Edward E. Robbins, 
2. Robert Adams, jr., R. 12. Morgan B. Williams, R. R. 
3. William McAleer, D. 13. Charles N. Brumm, R. 22. John Dalzell, R. 
4. Jas. Rankin Young, R. 14. Marlin E. Olmsted, R. 23. Wm. H. Graham, R. 
5. Alfred C. Harmer, R. 15. James H. Codding, R. 24. Ernest F. Acheson, R. 
6. Thomas S. Butler, R. 16. Horace B. Packer, R. 25. Jos. B. Showalter, R. 
7. Irving P. Wanger, R. 17. Monroe H. Kulp, R. 26. John C. Sturtevant, R. 
8. Wm. S. Kirkpatrick, R. 18. Thad. M. Mahon, R. 27. Charles W. Stone, R. 
9. Daniel Ermentrout, D. 19. George J. Benner, D. 28. William C. Arnold, R. 
IO. Marriott Brosius, R. 20. Josiah D. Hicks, R. 
RHODE ISLAND. 
SENATORS. 
Nelson W. Aldrich, R. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Republicans, 2.] 
George P. Wetmore, R. 
r. Melville Bull, R. I 2. Adin B. Capron, R. 
SOUTH CAROLINA. 
SENATORS. 
John L. McLaurin, D. Benj. R. Tillman, D. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 7.] 
I. Wm. Elliott, D. 
2. W . Jasper Talbert, D. 
3. Asbury C. Latimer, D. 1
4. Stanyarne Wilson, D. 
5. Thomas J. Strait, D. 
6. James Norton, D. 
17• John Wm.Stokes, D. 
James H.Kyle, Ind. 
r. John E. Kelley. 








Richard F. Pettigrew, S. 
2. Freeman Knowles. 
Thomas B. Turley, D. 
[D mocrat.,8; Republicans,2.] 
I. \Y. P. Br wnlow, R. 
2. 11 nry R. ,ib:011, R. 
... John . doon n. 
. Benton Mc. Iillin, D. 
5. J. D. Richardson, D. 
6. John W. aines, D. 
7. . T. Cox, D. 
8. T. \ . Sims, D. 
9. Rice A. Pierce, D. 
10. E.W. Carmack, D . 




Horace Chilton, D. 
RE PRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 12; Republican, r.) 
32! 
r. Thomas H. Ball, D. 6. R. E. Burke, D. II. Rudolph K leberg, D. 
2. Sam Bronson Cooper, D. 
3. R. C. De Graff enreid, D. 
7. R. L. Henry, D. 
8. S. W. T. Lanham, D. 
4. John W. Cranford, D. 9. Joseph D. Sayers, D. 
5. Joseph W. Bailey, D. IO. R. B. Hawley, R. 
Frank Cannon, S. 









12. J. L. Slayden, D. 
13. John H . Stephens, D . 
John L. Rawlins, D. 
Jonathan Ross, R. 
r. H. Henry Powers. I 2. William W. Grout. 
VIRGINIA. 
SENATORS. 
John W. Daniel,·D. Thomas S. Martin, D. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrats, 6; Republicans, 4-l 
r. William A. Jones, D. 
2. Richard A. Wise, R. 
3. John Lamb, D. 
4. Robert T. Thorp, R. 1
5. Claude A. Swanson, D. 
6. Peter J. Otey, D. 
7. ·James Hay, D. 
8. John F. Rixey, D. 
9. James A. Walker , R. 
IO. Jacob Yost , R. 
WASHINGTON. 
SENATORS. 
John L. Wilson, R . George Turner, P. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Democrat, 1; Populist, 1. ) 
At Large-James H amilton Lewis, D.; W illiam C. Jones, P . 




[Re publicans, 4.] 
r. B. B. Dovener, R. 
2. Alston G. Dayton, R. 
j 3. C. P. Dorr, R. 
Charles J. Faulkner, D. 
j 4• Warren Miller , R. 
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WISCONSIN. 
SENATORS. 
John C. Spooner, R. John L. Mitchell, D. 
REPRESENTATIVES. 
[Republicans, 10.] 
r. Henry A. Cooper, R. i 5. Samuel S. Barney, R. 
2. EdwardSauerhering, R. 6. James H. Davidson, R. 
3. Joseph W. Babcock, R. 7. Michael Griffin, R. 
4. Theobold Otjen, R. 8. Edward S. Minor, R. 
WYOMING. 
SENATORS. 
9. Alexander Stewart, R . 
ro. John J. Jenkins, R . 
Clarence D. Clark, R. Francis E. Warren, R. 
REPRESENTATIVE. 
John E. Osborne, D. 
DELEGATES FROM TERRITORIE;S. 
ARIZONA. 
Marcus A. Smith, D. 
NEW MEXICO. 
Harvey B. Fergusson, D. 
OKLAHOMA . 
James Yancy Callahan, P. 
Unofficial List. 
THE FIFTY-SIXTH CONGRESS. 
UNOFFICIAL LIST OF THE REPRESENTATIVES AND 
DELEGATES. 
[R., Republican; D., Democrat; P., Populist; F ., Fusion; S., Silver; G.D., Gold Democratj *Mem-
ber of the Fifty-fifth Congress.] 
ALABAMA. 
I. "k George W. Taylor, D. I 4. *Gaston A. Robbins, D.17. John L. Burnett, D. 2. * Jesse F. Stallings, D. 5. *Willis Brewer, D. 8. * Joseph Wheeler, D. 
3. * Henry D. Clayton, D. 6. -x- John H. Bankhead, D. 9. -x-o. W. Underwood, D. 
ARKANSAS. 
I. * P. D. McCulloch, D. 13· * Thomas C. McRae, D. I 5. 
* Hugh A. Dinsmore, D. 
2. * John S. Little, D. 4. -*William L. Terry, D. 6. * S. Brundidge, jr., D. 
CALIFORNIA. 
I. "k John A. Barham, R. 
2. * M. De Vries, D. 
4. Julius Kahn, R. 
5. -X· Eugene F. I,oud, R. 
7. J. C. Needham, R. 
3. Victor H. Metcalf, R. 6. R. J. Walters, R. 
COLORADO. 
r. -x- John F. Shafroth, S. I 2. ·* John C. Bell, P. 
CONNECTICUT. 
r. * E. Stevens Henry, R. I 3. * Charles A. Russell, R. I 4. * Ebenezer J. Hill, R. 
2. *N. D. Sperry, R. 
DELAWARE. 
At large-John H. Ho:ffecker, .R. 
FLORIDA. 
I. -x- S. M. Sparkman, D. I 2. * Robert W. Davis, D. 
GEORGIA. 
r. * Rufus E. Lester, D. 15• * L. F. Livingston, D. 
2. "k James M. Griggs, D. 6 . .i<-Charles L. Bartlett, D. 
3. * Elijah B. Lewis, D. 7. * John W. Maddox, D. 
4. * Wm. C. Adamson, D. 8. * Wm. M. Howard, D. 
IDAHO. 
At large-Edgar Wilson, S. 
ILLINOIS. 
I. *James R.Mann, R. 9. * Robt. R. Hitt, R. 
'2. *Wm. Lorimer, R. IO. *Geo. W. Prince, R. 
3. George P. Foster, D. I I. *Walter Reeves, R. 
4. Thomas Cusack, D. 12. *Jos. G. Cannon, R. 
5. Edw. T. Noonan, D. 13. *Vespasian Warner, R. 
6. * Henry S. Bou tell, R. r4. *Jos. V. Graff, R. 
7. * George E. Foss, R. 15. * Benj. F. Marsh, R. 
8. * Albert J. Hopkins, R. r6. Wm. E. Williams, D. 
INDIANA. 
r. * J. A. Hemenway, R. 
2. *Robt. W. Miers, D. 
3. *Wm. T. Zenor, D. 
4. *F. M. Griffith, D. 
5. * G. W. Faris, R. 
6. Jas. E. Watson, R. 
7. *Jesse Overstreet, R. 
8. Geo. W. Cromer, R. 
9. * Chas. B. Landis, R. 
IO. * E. D. Crumpacker, R. 
55-3D-2D ED-22 
9. * Farish C. Tate, D. 
ro. *Wm. H. Fleming, D. 
rr. * Wm. C. Brantley, D. 
r7. Ben. F. Caldwell, D. 
r8. *Thos. M. Jett; D. 
r9. Jos. B. Crowley, D. 
20. Jas. R. Williams, D. 
21. Wm. A. Rodenburg, R. 
22. * George W. Smith, R. 
II. *Geo. W. Steele, R. 
12. * J. M. Robinson, D. 
13. Abraham L. Brick, R. 
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IOWA. 
I. Thomas Hedge, R. 5. ·* Robt. G. Cousins, R. 
2. Jos. R. Lane, R. 
3. * D. B. Henderson, R. 
4. Gilbert N. Haughen, R. 
6. * J. F. Lacey, R. 
7. *John A. T. Hull, R. 
8. *Wm. P. Hepburn, R. 
KANSAS. 
At large-W. J. Bailey, R. ·1 3· *E. R. Ridgeley, F. 
I. * Charles Curtis, R. 4. J. M. Miller, R. 
2. J. D. Bowersock, R. I 5. W. A. Calderhead, R. 
KENTUCKY. 
I. *Chas. K. Wheeler, D. 5. Oscar Turner, D. 
2. Henry D. Allen, D. 6. * Albert S. Berry, D. 
3. *John S. Rhea, D. 7. * Evan E. Settle, D. 
4. *David H. Smith, D. 8. George G. Gilbert, D. 
LOUISIANA. 
9. Smith McPherson, R. 
IO. * J. P. Dolliver, R. 
I I. Lot Thomas, R. 
1
6. W. A. Reeder, R. 
7. C. I. Long, R. 
9. ,:- Samuel J. Pugh , R. 
IO. *T. Y. Fitzpatrick, D. 
II. Vincent Boreing , R. 
I. * Adolph Meyer, D. 
2 *Robert C. Davey, D. 1
3. *Robt. F. Broussard, D. 15• *Saml. T. Baird, D. 
4. Phanor Brezeals, D. 6. "S. M. Robertson, D. 
MAINE. 
I. * Thomas B. Reed, R, 
2. *Nelson Dingley, R. 
j 3· * Edwin C. Burleigh, R. \ 4. -:.. Chas. A. Boutelle, R. 
I. John W. Smith, D. 
2. *Wm. B. Baker, R. 
I. * Geo. P. Lawrence, R. 
2. * F. H. Gillett, R. 
3. J. R. Thayer, G.D. 
4. *G. W. Weymouth, R. 
5. *Wm. S. Knox, R. 
MARYLAND. 
3. Frank C. Wachter, R. 
f JamesW. Denny, D. 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
6. *Wm. H. Moody, R. 
7. E.W. Roberts, R. 
8 * Saml. W. McCall, R. 
9. "k J. F. Fitzgerald, D. 
IO. I:Ienry F. Naphen, D. 
MICHIGAN. 
I. *John B. Corliss, R. \ 5. *William A. Smith, R. 
2. Henry C. Smith, R. 6. *Samuel W. Smith, R. 
3. Washington Gardner,R. 7. Edgar Weeks, R. 
4. *E. Larue Hamilton, R. 8. J. W. Fordney, R. 
1. *James A. Tawney, R. 
2. *Jas. T. McCleary, R. 
3. *Joel P. Heatwole, R. 
I. *John M. A11en, D. 
2. *Thomas , pight, D. 
3. T. C. Catchings, D. 
1. * Jame T. Lloyd, D. 
2. \Villiam \V. Rucker, D. 
3. John ugherty,D. 
. ha. I• . C chran, D. 
5. * \ m. . o, ·herd, D. 
MIN ESOTA. 
1
4. * Fred. C. Stevens, R. 
5. *Loren Fletcher, R. 
6. * Page Morris, R. 
MISSISSIPPI. 
1
4. * Andrew F . Fox, D. 
5. * John . Williams, D. 
6. * F. A. McLain, D. 
MISSOURI. 
6. * D. A. De Armond, D. 
7. * Jame Cooney, D. 
8. * Richard P. Bland, D. 
9. * Champ Clark, D. 
10. * Richard Bartholdt,R. 
:1 TA 
1
5. ·*Sydney E. Mudd, R. 
6. Geo. A. Pearre, R. 
1 I. * Chas. F. Spra6ue, R. 
12. *Wm. C. Lovering, R. 
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